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PART NUMBERING SYSTEM 

Ordering 
Information 

Example: S C N 6 8 4 5 4 C 6 N 4 8 

M-.,._ Y l L:PinCount 
Identifier - Always SC 14, 16, 20, 24, 28, 40, 48, etc. 

Process/Power Variation Package 
N = N - Channel I = Ceramic A = PLCC 
c = c - Mos· N = Plastic p = PGA 
B = Bipolar F = Cerdip 

Basic Part Number '--------------Timing Variation 
See individual data sheets. 

•cMOS designed may be part of basic part type. 

December 1986 

~----Temperature 
C=0Cto70C 
(Commercial) 

vii 

A=-40 C to +85 C 
(Automotive) 
M=-55 C to +125 C 
(Military) 
P = -20 C to + 70 C 
(Philips) 

Spd Sym Spd Sym 
01 1 21 1 
02 2 22 2 
03 3 23 3 
04 4 24 4 
05 5 25 5 
06 6 26 6 
07 7 27 7 
08 8 28 8 
09 9 29 9 
10 A 30 0 
11 B 31 1 
12 c 32 2 
13 D 33 3 
14 E 34 4 
15 F 35 5 
16 6 36 6 
17 7 37 7 
18 8 38 8 
19 9 39 9 
20 0 40 0 

Unless otherwise noted. 

Spd Sym 
41 1 
42 2 
43 3 
44 4 
45 5 
46 6 
47 7 
48 8 
49 9 
50 0 
51 1 
52 2 
53 3 
54 4 
55 5 
56 6 
57 7 
58 8 
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Product 
Status 

DEFINITIONS 
---------------

Data Sheet 
Product Status Definition 

Identification 

This data sheet contains the design target or goal 
Objective Specification Formative or In Design specifications for product development. Specifications may 

change in any manner without notice. 

This data sheet contains preliminary data and supplementary 

Preliminary Specification Preproduction Product 
data will be published at a later date. Signetics reserves the 
right to make changes at any time without notice in order to 
improve design and supply the best possible product. -
This data sheet contains Final Specifications. Signetics 

Product Specification Full Production 
reserves the right to make changes at any time without 
notice in order to improve design and supply the best 
possible product. 
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Microprocessor Products 

INTRODUCTION 
The Microprocessor Division was formed in 
1979 when it became apparent that micropro
cessor circuits and their peripheral devices 
would become increasingly important system 
components to the OEM customer base. 
Because of performance to cost ratios, re
duced power requirements and inherent reli
ability, these components provide the solution 
to designers' complex system requirements. 

NMOS became the dominant technology be
cause of the simplicity of its design and 
processing and its large historical reliability 
data base. To date, NMOS has serviced 95% 
of the division's device requirements. Bipolar 
devices are used to a limited extent as 
interface drivers between the NMOS system 
components and CRT displays. 

The Microprocessor Division serves a broad 
base of customers with its product lines of 
eight and sixteen bit microprocessors, micro
controllers, and data communication and 
CRT peripheral circuits. The division's cus
tomers range from large mainframe computer 
manufacturers to small systems users, and 
the division can generally satisfy all the micro
processor requirements of any customer. 

Our goal is to establish ourselves as the 
preferred alternate source in both the 68000 
microprocessor and the BOXX microcontroller 
product areas and at the same time become 
the prime supplier of the interface and periph
eral circuits required to integrate the parts 
within a system. Our design philosophy is to 
give superior performance while minimizing 
the overall number of parts required for the 
overall system. 

The terms quality and reliability are often 
misinterpreted. In general, quality refers to 
the condition of a device when received; 
reliability covers extent of useful life. Quality 
is readily measurable; reliability is predictable 
and verifiable based on historical evidence. 

December 1986 

Quality 
and 
Reliability 

MICROPROCESSOR DIVISION 
RELIABILITY 
No amount of stress testing can improve a 
product's reliability. Stress tests are used to 
measure and define an end of life which can 
be expected from a family of products. Reli
ability as well as quality must be built in 
through proper design, processing, assembly, 
testing and handling. For Signetics' Micropro
cessor Division parts, accelerated life test 
data show an extremely reliable product line 
and serve as one input for continuous product 
reliability improvement. 

DESIGN 
Product quality and reliability begin in design. 
Strategic questions directly affecting reliability 
must be answered. How much static protec
tion is required on input leads? Do formal 
design rules exist? Can they ever be violated? 
What method is used to anticipate future 
processes or "shrinks"? 

Within Signetics' Microprocessor Division, rig
id guidelines are in effect to ensure compli
ance with our design rules. Design rules, once 
established, are inviolate. 

QUALIFICATION TESTING 
Signetics' Microprocessor Division verifies 
device reliability through a series of qualifica
tion tests and a continuous reliability monitor 
program, Sure Ill (Systematic Uniform Reli
ability Evaluation). 

All new lab processes at Signetics are quali
fied by stress testing parts from a variety of 
production lots. This accelerated stress test
ing is shown in the table. 

SURE Ill 
Continuous reliability monitoring is performed 
via our SURE Ill program. Devices are ran-
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domly selected from production lots and sub
jected to the same environmental stresses 
noted in the table. The program is adminis
tered by the Corporate Reliability Engineering 
Group, which publishes a summary of results 
on a quarterly basis. 

The SURE Ill program covers two functions: 
Monitoring short term and long term reliability 
performance. 

LONG-TERM AUDIT 
One hundred devices from each generic fami
ly are subjected to each of the following 
stresses every other four weeks: 
• High Temperature Operating Life -

T J = 1 so 0 c, 1 ooo hours - (Static Biased 
or Dynamic Operation, as appropriate); 

• Temperature-Humidity Biased Life -
85°C, 85% RH, 1000 hours, static 
biased; 

• Temperature Cycling (Air-Air) -
-65°C to + 150°c, 1000 cycles. 

SHORT· TERM MONITOR 
Every week 20-piece samples from each 
generic family are run to 96 hours of pressure 
pot (15 psig, 121°c, 100% saturated steam), 
300 cycles of thermal shock (-65°C to 
+ 150°C) and 168 hours of high temperature 
operating life (T J = 150°C, static or dynamic 
operation). 

In addition, each Signetics assembly plant 
performs SURE product monitor stresses 
weekly on each generic family and molded 
package, by pin count and frame type. Fifty 
pieces are subjected to 300 cycles of thermal 
shock (Cond. C) and 100 devices are sub
jected to pressure pot stress at 20 psig for 72 
hours (168 hour equivalent at 15 psig). 

1 -
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Accelerated Life Stress Teats 

TEST TEST CONDITION 

DHTL Dynamic high temperature life TA@125°C (operating) 
SHTL Static high temperature life TA@ 12s•c (operating) 
THBS Biased temperature humidity life 85°C/85% RH (operating) 
PPOT Pressure pot (autoclave) 
TMSK Thermal shock 
TMCL Temperature cycle (air-to-air) 

1: 
I 
i 
i 2 t___._1.---L~:::...i..~ 

1981 11182 1983 19114 1986 

""'' 
Figure 1. Mlcrop~ Rellablllty 

Index 

Figure 1 shows the relative improvement in 
Sure Ill performance for the Microprocessor 
Division for the past five years. This curve 
combines all the stress tests and plots the 
overall percentage defective by year. Claariy, 
the reliability of our product line is improving, 
and more Importantly, it is consistent and 
predictable. 

SIGNETICS' QUALITY 
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 
Signetics began its Quality Improvement Pro
gram in 1980, and developed it arouild the 
concepts outlined in the book, "Quality is 
Free," by Phil Crosby. 

This program, which Is actively supported by 
top management, defines Quality as "Confor
mance to the Specification." With this defini
tion in mind, our performance standard is 
"Zero Defects." Tracking charts measuring 
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121°c11s ps1g (storage) 
-55°C/125°C liq. to liq. (storage) 

-65°c11 so•c (storage) 

quality improvement targets are used and 
displayed throughout the DMslon. 

Microprocessor Division personnel are all 
actively involved in this program. Our people 
have taken formal training in Quality College 
and have pledged to "Do It Right the First 
Time, On Time." Administralive personnel 
promise to "Make Certain" of their own work. 

The program improves quality through educa
tion, commitment and feedback. 

Internally, there are many signs of the pro
gram's success. The SURE Ill Rellability As
surance Monitor shows improved results in 
each of the past three years. In-line quality 
improvements are impressive. All new prod
ucts are placed on ORA Hold until completion 
of environmental stress testing; all significant 
process changes go through quaflficatlon pri
or to release to production; test programs are 
controlled and released only alter extensive 
engineering correlation; wafers with less than 
the required minimum number of good die are 
scrapped to avoid jeopardizing product 
quality. 

These are examples of how the Quality Im· 
provemant Program functions intamally. How
ever, the real measure of the program is 
customer belief in and acceptance of our 
improvement. 

Over the past law years, customers have 
verified a continuous improvement in the 
quality and reliability of Microprocessor Divi
sion parts. Figure 2 shows the Improvement 
in visual mechanical and electrical outgoing 
quality levels over the past several years. 
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NUMBER OF 
DURATION 

DEVICES 

52 1000 hrs 
52 1000 hrs 
52 1000 hrs 
52 96 hrs 
77 300 cycles 
77 300 cycles 

In addition to the marked Improvement in our 
AOQ (Average Outgoing Quality), we have 
become a qualified source for the 80XX and 
the 88000 families, as wall as our own propri
etary perlp.heral circuits, for more than 200 
customers. We have developed Ship-to
Stock programs for several key accounts, 
eliminating the need for costly incoming in
spection by our customers. 

The improved reliability of our parts has 
allowed several customers to drop their re
quirements for bum-in for high rellabillty pro
grams. This, of course, has lowered their 
costs significantly and has allowed them to 
improve their over-all system reliabirrty. 

Reliability testing is an important monitor of 
our manufacturing process. Signatics' micro
processor parts not only meet specifications 
when shipped but continua to operate satis
factorily throughout their lifetime. 

100K~----------

I 
~ 10Ki=---~ 

~ 
1~ 
f m 

o.___..._ _ _._ _ _._ _ _.. _ __, 
1980 1981 11182 19113 - 19115 

"""'" 
Figure 2. Outgoing Quallty Laval 
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DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCN2641 is a universal 
asynchronous data communications 
controller chip that interfaces directly to 
most 6-bit microprocessors and may be 
used in a polled or interrupt-driven sys
tem environment. The SCN2641 ac
cepts programmed instructions from the 
microprocessor while supporting asyn
chronous serial data communications in 
full- or half-duplex mode. 

The SCN2641 serializes parallel data 
characters received from the micropro
cessor for transmission. Simultaneously, 
it can receive serial data and convert it 
into parallel data characters for input to 
the microcomputer. 

The SCN2641 contains a baud rate 
generator which can be programmed to 
either accept an external clock or to 
generate internal transmit or receive 
clocks. Sixteen different baud rates can 
be selected under program control when 
operating in the internal clock mode. 

The SCN2641 is constructed using 
Signetics n-channel silicon gate deple
tion load technology and is packaged in 
a 24-pin DIP. 
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SCN2641 
Asynchronous Communications 
Interface 
Product Specification 

FEATURES 
• 5· to 8-bit characters plus parity 
• 1, 1 h or 2 stop bits transmitted 
• Odd, even or no parity 
• Parity, overrun and framing error 

detection 
• Line break detection and 

generation 
• False start bit detection 
• Automatic serial echo mode 

(echoplex) 
• Local or remote maintenance 

loopback mode 
•Baud rate: 

- DC to 1M bps (1X clock) 
- DC to 62.SK bps (16X clock) 
- DC to 15.625K bps (64X clock) 

• Internal or external baud rate 
clock 

• 16 internal rates 
• Double-buffered transmitter and 

receiver 
• Single + SV power supply 
• 400 mil package width 

APPLICATIONS 
• Intelligent terminals 
• Network processors 
• Front-end processors 
• Remote data concentrators 
• Serial peripherals 

2-3 

PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

02 

01 

DO 

Vee 

RiCIBKOET 

RTS 

RESET 

BRCLK 

T>D 

CE CTS 

AO oco 
AIW INTR 

TOP VIEW 

INDEX 
CORNER 

26 

0 25 

PLCC 

11 19 

12 18 
TOP VIEW 

CD0028PS 

Pin Function Pin Function 
D2 15 iNTR 
D3 16 l5CTi 
RxD 17 rn 
GND 18 NC 
D4 19 TxD 
D5 20 BRCLK 

7 D6 21 RESET 
8 NC 22 NC 
9 D7 23 Ri'S 

10 T>C 24 NC 
11 A1 25 RiC/BKDET 
12 CE 26 Vee 
13 AO 27 DO 
14 r;.1w 28 D1 

853· 1066 86883 
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Product Specification 

Asynchronous Communications Interface SCN2641 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

PACKAGES Vcc=sv ±5%, TA=o·c to 10°c 

Plastic DIP 

Plastic LCC 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

DATA BUS 
Do-07 

RESET 

SCN2641 CC1 N24 

SCN2641 CC1 A28 

DATA BUS 
BUFFER 

OPERATION CONTROL .. ., .,., 
-------+- MODE REGISTER 1 

MODE REGISTER 2 TAANSMITIER 

----~ COMMANDREGISTER 

Ce 

BACLK 

AxCJBKDET -------1 

NOTE: 
*Open drain output pin 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
The SCN2641 consists of five major sections: 
the transmitter, receiver, timing, operation 
control and modem control. These sections 
communicate with each other via an internal 
data bus and an internal control bus. The 
internal data bus interfaces to the micropro
cessor data bus via a data bus buffer. 

Operation Control 
This functional block stores configuration and 
operation commands from the CPU and gen
erates appropriate signals to various internal 
sections to control the overall device opera
tion. It contains read and write circuits to 
permit communications with the microproces
sor via the data bus and contains mode 
registers 1 and 2, the command register, and 
the status register. Details of register ad
dressing are presented in the SCN2641 pro
gramming section of this data sheet. 
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STATUS REGISTER TRANSMIT DATA 
HOLDING REGISTER 

TRANSMIT 
SHIFT REGISTER 

BAUD RATE 
GENERATOR 

ANO 
CLOCK CONTROL RECEIVER 

RECEIVE DATA 
HOLDING REGISTER 

RECEIVE 
SHIFT REGISTER 

MODEM 
CONTROL 

Timing 
The SCN2641 contains a baud rate generator 
(BRG) which is programmable to accept ex
ternal transmit or receive clocks or to divide 
an external clock to perform data communi
cations. The unit can generate 16 commonly 
used baud rates, any one of which can be 
selected for full-duplex operation. See 
Table 1. 

Receiver 
The receiver accepts serial data on the RxD 
pin, converts this serial input to parallel for
mat, checks for certain errors and sends an 
"assembled" character to the CPU. 

Transmitter 
The transmitter accepts parallel data from the 
CPU, appends start and stop bits, and, op
tionally, a parity bit, and outputs a composite 
serial ·stream of data on the TxD output pin. 
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Modem Control 
The modem control section provides interfac
ing for two input signals and one output signal 
used for "handshaking" and status indication 
between the CPU and a modem. 

INTERFACE SIGNALS 
The SCN2641 interface signals can be 
grouped into two types: the CPU-related sig
nals (shown in Table 2), which interface the 
SCN2641 to the microprocessor system and 
the device-related signals (shown in Table 3), 
which are used to interface to the communi
cations device or system. 

OPERATION 
The functional operation of the SCN2641 is 
programmed by a set of control words sup
plied by the CPU. These control words speci-
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Table 1. Baud Rate Generator Characteristics (BRCLK = 3.6864MHz) 

MR23-20 
BAUD 
RATE 

0000 50 
0001 75 
0010 110 
0011 134.5 
0100 150 
0101 300 
0110 600 
0111 1200 
1000 1800 
1001 2000 
1010 2400 
1011 3600 
1100 4800 
1101 7200 
1110 9600 
1111 19200 

fy items such as baud rate, number of bits per 
character, etc. The programming procedure is 
described in the SCN2641 programming sec· 
tion of this data sheet. 

After programming, the SCN2641 is ready to 
perform the desired communications func
tions. The receiver performs serial to parallel 
conversion of data received from a modem or 
equivalent device. The transmitter converts 
parallel data received from the CPU to a 
serial bit stream. These actions are accom
plished within the framework specified by the 
control words. 

Receiver 
The SCN2641 is conditioned to receiVe data 
when the DC5 input is low and the RxEN bit 
in the command register is true. The receiver 
looks for a high-to-low transition of the start 
bit on the RxD input line. If a transition is 
detected, the state of the RxD line is sampled 
again after a delay of one-half of a bit time. If 
RxD is now high, the search for a valid start 
bit is begun again. If RxD is still low, a valid 
start bit is assumed and the receiVer contin
ues to sample the input line at one bit time 
intervals until the proper number of data bits, 
the parity bit, and one stop bit have been 
assembled. The data is then transferred to 
the receive data holding register, the RxRDY 
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ACTUAL FREQUENCY 
16X CLOCK 

0.8kHz 
1.2 
1.7596 
2.152 
2.4 
4.8 
9.6 

19.2 
28.8 
32.055 
38.4 
57.6 
76.8 

115.2 
153.6 
307.2 

bit in the status register is set, and the iNTR 
output is asserted. If the character length is 
less than 8 bits, the high-order unused bits in 
the holding register are set to zero. The parity 
error, framing error, and overrun error status 
bits are strobed into the status register on the 
positive-going edge of Axe: corresponding to 
the received character boundary. If the stop 
bit is present, the receiver will immediately 
begin its search for the next start bit. If the 
stop bit is absent (framing error), the receiver 
will interpret a space as a start bit if it persists 
into the next bit time interval. If a break 
condition is detected (RxD is low for the 
entire character as well as the stop bit), only 
one character consisting of all zeros (with the 
FE· status bit set) will be transferred to the 
holding register. The RxD input must return to 
a high condition before a search for the next 
start bit begins. 

Pin 20 can be programmed to be a break 
detect output by appropriate setting of 
MR27 - MR24. If so, a detected break will 
cause that pin to go high. When RxD returns 
to mark for one RxC time, pin 20 will go low. 
Refer to the break detection timing diagram. 

Transmitter 
The SCN2641 is condi.tioned to transmit data 
when the eTS input is low and the TxEN 
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PERCENT 
DIVISOR 

ERROR 

- 4608 

- 3072 
-0.022 2095 

- 1713 
- 1536 
- 768 
- 384 
- 192 
- 128 

0.174 115 
- 96 
- 64 
- 48 
- 32 
- 24 
- 12 

command register bit is set. The SCN2641 
indicates to the CPU that it can accept a 
character for transmission by setting the 
TxRDY status bit and asserting the INTR 
output. When the CPU writes a character into 
the transmit data holding register, these con
ditions are negated. Data is transferred from 
the holding register to the transmit shift regis
ter when it is idle or has completed transmis
sion of the previous character. The TxRDY 
conditions are then asserted again. Thus, one 

_ full character time of buffering is provided. 

The transmitter automatically sends a start bit 
followed by the programmed number of data 
bits, the least significant bit being sent first. It 
then appends an optional odd or even parity 
bit and the programmed number of stop bits. 
If, following transmission of the data bits, a 
new character is not available in the transmit 
holding register, the TxD output remains in 
the marking (high) condition and the TxEMT I 
DSCHG status bit and the INTR output are 
asserted. Transmission resumes when the 
CPU loads a new character into the holding 
register. The transmitter can be forced to 
output a continuous low (BREAK) condition 
by setting the send break command bit (CR3) 
high. 

-2 -
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Table 2. CPU-Related Signals 

PIN PIN NO. INPUT/ 
NAME OUTPUT 

FUNCTION 
DIP PLCC 

Vee 21 26 I + 5V supply input 

GND 3 4 I Ground 

RESET 18 21 I A high on this input performs a master reset on the 
SCN2641. This signal asynchronously terminates any 
device activity and clears the mode, command and status 
registers. The device assumes the idle state and remains 
there until initialized with appropriate control words. 

A,-Ao 9, 11 11, 13 I Address lines used to select internal SCN2641 registers. 

R/W 12 14 I Read command when low, write command when high. 

CE 10 12 I Chip enable command. When low, indicates that control 
and data lines to the SCN2641 are valid and that the 
operation specified by the R/W, A1 and Ao inputs should 
be performed. When high, places the Do - D7 lines in the 
3-State condition. 

Dr Do 7-4,1, 9,7-5, 1/0 8-bit, 3-State data bus used to transfer commands, data 
24-22 2,1, and status between the SCN2641 and the CPU. Do is the 

28,27 least significant bit; 0 7 the most significant bit. 

INTR 13 15 0 Interrupt request output (open drain). This output is 
asserted (low) under the following conditions. 
1. When the transmitter holding register (THR) is ready to 
accept a data character from the CPU. This corresponds 
to assertion of status bit SRO. If this is the only condition 
asserting the output, the output will be negated (high) 
when the THR is loaded by the CPU, or if the transmitter 
is disabled via command register bit CRO. 
2. When the receiver holding register (RHR) has a 
character ready to be read by the CPU. This corresponds 
to assertion of status bit SR1. If this is the only condition 
asserting the output, the output will be negated (high) 
when the RHR is read by the CPU, or if the receiver is 
disabled via command register bit CR2. 
3. When the transmitter has completed serialization of the 
last character loaded by the CPU. This corresponds to 
assertion of status bit SR2. If this is the only condition 
asserting the output, the output will be negated (high) 
when the THR is loaded by the CPU. 
4. When a change of state has occurred at the DCB input 
while either the receiver or the transmitter are enabled. 
This corresponds to assertion of status bit SR2. If this is 
the only condition asserting the output, the output will be 
negated (high) when the status register is read by the 
CPU. 

PROGRAMMING 
Prior to initiating data communications, the 
SCN2641 operational mode must be pro
grammed by performing write operations to 
the mode and command registers. The 
SCN2641 can be reconfigured at any time 
during program execution. A flowchart of the 
initialization process appears in Figure 1. 

necessary to address each register are 
shown in Table 4. 

Reading or loading the mode registers is 
done as follows: the first write (or read) 
operation addresses mode register 1 and a 
subsequent operation addresses mode regis
ter 2. If more than the required number of 
accesses are made, the internal sequencer 
recycles to point at the first register. The 
pointer is reset to mode register 1 by a 
RESET input or by performing a read com-

The internal registers of the SCN2641 are 
accessed by applying specific signals to the 
CE, R/W, A1 and Ao inputs. The conditions 
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mand register operation, but is unaffected by 
any other read or write operation. 

The SCN2641 register formats are summa
rized in Tables 5, 6, 7 and B. Mode registers 1 
and 2 define the general operational charac
teristics of the SCN2641, while the command 
register controls the operation within this 
basic framework. The SCN2641 indicates its 
status in the status register. These registers 
are cleared when a RESET input is applied. 

NOTE' 

INITIAL RESET 

r----
1 
I 
I 

Mode Register 1 must be written before 2 can be 
written. Mode register 2 need not be programmed 
if external clocks are used. 

Figure 1. SCN2641 Initialization 
Flowchart 

Mode Register 1 (MR1) 
Table 5 illustrates mode register 1. Bits MR11 
and MR10 select the baud rate multiplier. 1X, 
16X and 64X multipliers are programmable if 
the external clock input option is selected by 
MR24 or MR25. 

MR13 and MR12 select a character length of 
5, 6, 7 or 8 bits. The character length does 
not include the parity bit (if programmed), and 
does not include the start and stop bits. 

MR14 controls parity generation. If enabled, a 
parity bit is added to the transmitted charac
ter and the receiver performs a parity check 
on incoming data. MR 15 selects odd or even 
parity when parity is enabled by MR14. 

MR17 and MR16 select character framing of 
1, 1.5 or 2 stop bits (If 1 X baud rate is 
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programmed, 1.5 stop bits default to 1 stop 
bit on transmit). 

The bits in the mode register affecting char
acter assembly and disassembly (MR12-
MR 16) can be changed dynamically (during 
active receive/transmit operation). The char
acter mode register affects both the transmit
ter and receiver; therefore, character chang
es should be made when RxEN and 
TxEN = 0 or when TxEN = 1 and the trans
mitter is marking in half-duplex mode 
(RxEN = 0). 

To effect assembly I disassembly of the next 
received/transmitted character, MR 12 -
MR15 must be changed within n-bit times of 
the assertion of RxRDY /TxRDY. (n =smaller 
of the new and old character lengths.) 

Mode Register 2 (MR2) 
Table 6 illustrates mode register 2. MR23, 
MR22, MR21 and MR20 control the frequen
cy of the internal baud rate generator (BRG). 
Sixteen rates are selectable as per Table 1. 
MR23 - MR20 are don't cares if external 
clocks are selected (MR25 - MR24 = O). The 
individual rates are given in Table 1. 

MR24 - MR27 select the receive and transmit 
clock source (either the BRG or an external 
input) and the function at pins 8 and 20 (Refer 
to Table 6). 

Command Register (CR) 
Table 7 illustrates the command register. Bits 
CRO (TxEN) and CR2 (RxEN) enable or 
disable the transmitter and receiver respec
tively. If the transmitter is disabled, it will 
complete the transmission of the character in 
the transmit shift register (if any) prior to 
terminating operation. The TxD output will 
then remain in the marking state (high), while 
the TxRDY and TxEMT status bits go low. 
Disabling the receiver causes the RxRDY 
status bit to go low. If the receiver is disabled, 
it will terminate operation immediately. Any 
character being assembled will be negated. A 
O-to-1 transition of CR2 will initiate start bit 
search on the second RxC rising edge follow
ing the transition. 

Bit CR5 (RTS) controls the RTS output. Data 
at the output is the logical complement of the 
register data. 

Setting CR3 will force and hold the TxD 
output low (spacing condition) at the end of 
the current transmitted character. Normal 
operation resumes when CR3 is cleared. The 
user should wait at least one bit time after 
terminating the break before loading the THR 
with the next character to be transmitted. 

Setting CR4 causes the error flags in the 
status register (SR3, SR4 and SR5) to be 
cleared. This is a one-time command. There 
is no internal latch for this bit. 
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Table 3. Device-Related Signals 

PIN 
NAME 

DIP PLCC INPUT I 
OUTPUT 

BRCLK 17 20 

RxC/ 20 25 1/0 
BKDET 

RxD 2 3 

lXC 8 10 1/0 

TxD 16 19 0 

DCD 14 16 

CT8 15 17 

RTS 19 23 0 

FUNCTION 

Clock input to the internal baud rate generator (see Table 
1 ). Not required if external receiver and transmitter clocks 
are used. 

Receiver clock. If external receiver clock is programmed, 
this input controls the rate at which the character is to be 
received. Its frequency is 1 X, 16X or 64X the baud rate, 
as programmed by mode register 1. Data are sampled on 
the rising edge of the clock. If internal receiver clock is 
programmed, this pin can be a 1X/16X clock or a break 
detect output pin. 

Serial data input to the receiver. "Mark" is high, "space" 
is low. 

Transmitter clock. If external transmitter clock is 
programmed, this input controls the rate at which the 
character is transmitted. Its frequency is 1 X, 16X or 64X 
the baud rate, as programmed by mode register 1. The 
transmitted data changes on the falling edge of the clock. 
If internal transmitter clock is programmed, this pin can be 
a 1 X/ 16X clock output. 

Serial data output from the transmitter. "Mark" is high, 
"space" is low. Held in mark condition when the 
transmitter is disabled. 

Data carrier detect input. Must be low in order for the 
receiver to operate. Its complement appears as status 
register bit SR6. Causes a low output on INTR when its 
state changes if CR2 or CRO = 1. If DCD goes high while 
receiving, the RxC is internally inhibited. Operation of the 
receiver resumes on the second RxC rising edge 
following assertion of DCD. 

Clear to send input. Must be low in order for the 
transmitter to operate. If it goes high during transmission, 
the character in the transmit shift register will be 
transmitted before termination. 

General-purpose output which is the complement of 
command register bit CR5. Normally used to indicate 
request to send. See Command Register (CR5) for 
details. 

Table 4. Register Addressing 

CE A1 Ao R/W FUNCTION 

1 x x x 3-State data bus 
0 0 0 0 Read receive holding register 
0 0 0 1 Write transmit holding register 
0 0 1 0 Read status register 
0 0 1 1 Invalid 
0 1 0 0 Read mode registers 112 
0 1 0 1 Write mode registers 1!2 
0 1 1 0 Read command register 
0 1 1 1 Write command register 

NOTE: 
See AC characteristics section for timing requirements. 
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When CR5 (RTS) is set, the RTS pin is forced 
low. A -1-to-O transition of CR5 will cause m 
to go high Qnactive) one TxC time after the 
last serial bit has been transmitted. If a 1-to-O 
transition of CR5 occurs while data is being 
transmitted, m will remain low (active) until 
both ·the THR and the transmit shift register 
are empty and then go high one TxC time 
later. 

The SCN2641 can operate in one of four 
submodes. The operational submode is de
termined by CR7 and CR6. CR7 - CR6 • 00 
. is the normal mode, with the transmitter and 
receiver operating independently in accor
dance with the mode and status register 
instructions. 

CR7 - CR6 • 01 places the SCN2641 in the 
automatic echo mode. Clocked, regenerated 
received data are automatically directed. to 
the TxD line while normal receiver operation 
continues. The receiver must be enabled 
(CR2 = 1 ), but the transmitter need not be 
enabled. CPU-to-receiver communications 
continue normally, but the CPU-to-transmitter 
link is disabled. Only the first character of a 
break condition is echoed. The TxD output 
will go high until the next valid start is 
detected. The following conditions are true 
while in automatic echo mode: 

1. Data assembled by the receiver are auto
matically placed In the transmit holding 
register and retransmitted by the trans
mitter on the TxD output. 

2. The transmitter Is clocked by the receive 
clock. 

Table 5. Mode Register 1 (MR1) 

MR17 l MR16 

Stop Bit Le~gth 

oo- Invalid 
01 -1 stop bit 
10=1112 stop bits 
11 =2 stop bits 

NOTE: 

3. The INTR pin will reflect only the data set 
change condition. 

4. The TxEN command (CRO) is ignored. 

Two diagnostic submodes can also be config
ured. In local loopback mode (CR7 -
CR6 = 10), the following loops are connected 
internally: 

1. The transmitter output is connected to 
the receiver input. 

2. m is connected to ~. 

3. The receiver is clocked by the transmitter 
clock • 

4. The lfi'S and TxD outputs are held high. 

5. The C'i'S, DCD and RxD inputs are ig-
nored. 

Additional requirements to operate in the 
local loopback mode are that CRO (TxEN), 
CR1 and CR5 (RTS) must be set to 1. CR2 
(RxEN) is ignored by the SCN2641. 

The second diagnostic mode is the remote 
loopback mode (CR7 -CR6 • 11). In this 
mode: 

1. Data assembled by the receiver are auto
matically placed in the transmit holding 
register and retransmitted by the trans
mitter on the TxD output. 

2. The transmitter is clocked by the receive 
clock. 

3. No data is sent to the local CPU, but the 
error status conditions (PE, OE, FE) are 
set. 

4. The iiiliR output is held high. 

MR15 MR14 

Parity Type Parity Control 

O•Odd O• Disabled 
1 •Even 1 •Enabled 

Baud rate factor appHes only tt external clock is selected. Factor Is 16X tt internal clock is selected. 

Table 6. Mode Register 2 (MR2) 

TxC 

0000 E 
0001 E 
0010 I 
0011 I 
0100 E 
0101 E 
0110 I 
0111 I 

NOTES: 
E • ExtamaJ clock 
I • internal clock (BRG) 
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MR27-MR24 

RxC Pin 8 Pin 20 

E TxC RxC 
I TxC 1X 
E 1X RxC 
I 1X 1X 
E TxC RxC 
I TxC 16X 
E 16X RxC 
I 16X 16X 

NF - No function; output not valid 
1 X and 16X are clock outputs 

1000 
1001 
1010 
1011 
1100 
1101 
1110 
1111 

TxC RxC Pin 8 

E E NF 
E I TxC 
I E NF 
I I 1X 
E E NF 
E I TxC 
I E NF 
I I 16X 
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5. CRO (TxEN) is ignored. 

6. All other signals operate normally. 

Status Register 
The data contained in the status register (as 
shown in Table 8) indicate receiver and 
transmitter conditions and modem/data set 
status. 

SRO is the transmitter ready (TxRDY) status 
bit. It is valid only when the transmitter is 
enabled. If equal to 0, it indicates that the 
transmit holding register has been loaded by 
the CPU and the data has not been trans
ferred to the transmit shift register. If set 
equal to 1, it indicates that the holding regis
ter is ready to accept data from the CPU. This 
bit is initially set when the transmitter is 
enabled by CRO, unless a character has 
previously been loaded into the holding regis
ter. It is not set when the automatic echo or 
remote loopback modes are programmed. 
When this bit is set, the TlilTR' output pin is 
low, except in the automatic echo and remote 
loopback modes. 

SR 1, the receiver ready (RxRDY) status bit, 
indicates the condition of the receive data 
holding register. If set, it Indicates that a 
character has been loaded into the holding 
register from the receive shift register and is 
ready to be read by the CPU. If equal to 0, 
there is no new character in the holding 
register. This bit is cleared when the CPU 
reads the receive data holding register or 
when the receiver is disabled by CR2. When 
set, the TlilTR' output is low. 

MR13 j MR12 MR11 I MR10 

Character Mode and Beud 
Length Rate Factor 

oo- 5 bits 00 =Invalid 
01 = 6 bits 01•1X rate 
10=7 bits 10=16X rate 
11•8bits 11=64X rate 

MR23-MR20 

Pin 20 Beud Rate Selection 

RxC/TxC 
BKDET 

RxC 
BKDET See baud rates in Table 1 

RxC/TxC 
BKDET 

RxC 
BKDET 
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Table 7. Command Register (CR) 

[;~:: ;; 
= Automatic echo output high 

mode after TxSR 
= Local loopback senahzat1on 
= Remote loopback 1 = Force ATS 

output low 

------· -------
CR4 

Reset Error 

O =Normal 
1 = Reset error 

flags in status 
register 
(FE, OE, PE) 

CR3 

Force Break 

0 =Normal 
1 = Force break 

CR2 

Receive 
Control 
(RxEN) 

o =Disable 
1 =Enable 

~--1-~- CR_o ___ _ 
Transmit 
Control 
(TxEN) 

----- ----
Not used. Must be 0 = Disable 
programmed to '1' 1 = Enable ~

O = Normal operation 0 = Force ATS 

-------~------ ~-----~--------

Table 8. Status Register (SR) 
..-----,---·---~-------~-----~-------- ,------·--·----,-----·--·-,---·-··-- -----

SR7 SR& SR5 SR4 SR3 SR2 SR1 SRO 
----·-·-·-+---------t--------t---------· +--------- +--------·-··-+-·-------+----··-·-

Data Carrier Framing Error Overrun Error Parity Error 
Detect 

TxEMT /DSCHG RxRDY TxRDY 
f------+------+--------1-------+------- t------·-·------t-·----·----+-------

Not used 0 = DCD input O = Normal o = Normal o =Normal o = Normal o = Receive o = Transmit 
is high 1 = Framing 1 = Overrun 1 =Parity 1 = Change in holding holding 

1 = DCD input Error Error error DCD or register register 
is low transmit empty busy 

The TxEMT/DSCHG bit, SR2, when set, 
indicates either a change of state of the DCD 
input (when CR2 or CAO = 1) or that the 
transmit shift register has completed trans
mission of a character and no new character 
has been loaded into the transmit data hold
ing register. TxEMT will not go active until at 
least one character has been transmitted. It is 
cleared by loading the transmit data holding 
register. The DSCHG condition is enabled 
when the TxEN = 1 or RxEN = 1. It is cleared 
when the status register is read by the CPU. If 
the status register is read twice and SR2 = 1 
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shift 1 = Receive 1 = Transmit 
register holding holding 
is empty register register 

while SR6 remains unchanged, then a TxEMT 
condition exists. When SR2 is set, the INTR 
output is low. 

SR3, when set, indicates a received parity 
error when parity is enabled by MR14. This bit 
is cleared when the receiver is disabled and 
by a reset error command, CR4. 

The overrun error status bit, SR4, indicates 
that the previous character loaded into the 
receive holding register was not read by the 
CPU at the time a new received character 
was transferred into it. This bit is cleared 
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has data empty 

when the receiver is disabled and by the re,,et 
error command, CR4. 

Bit SR5 signifies that the received character 
was not framed by a stop bit; i.e., only the first 
stop bit is checked. If AHR= O wher. 
SR5 = 1, a break condition is present. The 'Ji 
is reset when the receiver is disabled and 
when the reset error command is given. 

SR6 reflects the condition of the DCD input A 
low input sets the status bit and a high input 
clears it. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 range 0 to +70 •c 
Tsrn Storage temperature range -65 to +150 ·c 

All voltages with respect to ground3 -0.5 to +6.0 v 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS4• 5• 6 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

Input voltage 

V1L Low 0.8 v 
V1H High 2 

Output voltage 

Vol Low loL =2.2mA 0.4 v 
VoH7 High loH =-400µA 2.4 

IJL Input leakage current V1N =Oto Vee 10 µA 

3-State output leakage current 

ILH Data bus high Vo=4V 10 
µA 

ILL Data bus low Vo= 0.45V 10 

Ice Power supply current 150 mA 

CAPACITANCE TA= 25°C, Vee= ov 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

Capacitance 

C1N Input le= 1MHz 20 
CouT Output Unmeasured pins tied to ground 20 pF 
C110 Input/Output 20 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= O'C to + 70'C, Vee= 5V ± 5%4• 5• 6 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

Pulse width 

IRES Reset 1000 

Ice Chip enable 250 ns 

lceo CE to CE delay 600 

Setup and hold time 

tAs Address setup 10 
tAH Address hold 10 
lcs R/W control setup 10 

lcH R/W control hold 10 
tos Data setup for write 150 

ns 

toH Data hold for write 10 
tRXS Rx data setup 300 
tRXH Rx data hold 350 

too Data delay time for read Cl= 150pF 200 
1oF Data bus floating lime for read Cl= 150pF 100 

ns 

Input clock frequency 

fsRG Baud rate generator 1 3.6864 4 
MHz 

fR/T10 TxC or RxC DC 1 

Clock state 

tsRH 9 Baud rate high 90 
1BRl 9 Baud rate low 90 
IA/TH TxC or RxC high 480 

ns 

IA/Tl 10 TxC or RXC low 480 

trxo TxD delay from falling edge of TxC Cl= 150pF 650 
tr es Skew between TxD changing and falling edge of 

TxC output8 
Cl= 150pF 0 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 

the device at these or at any other condition above those indicated in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature. 
3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from the damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, it 

is suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rated maxima. 
4. Parameters are valid over operating temperature range unless otherwise specified. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground. All time measurements are at the 50% level for inputs (except tsRH and tsRtJ and at o.ev and 2.0V for 

outputs. Input levels swing between 0.4V and 2.4V, with a transition time of 20ns maximum. 
6. Typical values are at + 25°C, typical supply voltages and typical processing parameters. 
7. INTR output is open drain. 
8. Parameter applies when internal transmitter clock is used. 
9. taRH and taRL measured at V1H and V1L respectively. 

1 o. In asynchronous local loopback mode, using 1 X clock, the following parameters apply: 
IR/T = 0.83MHz max 
tRtTL = 700ns min 
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Asynchronous Communications Interface 

TIMING DIAGRAMS _____ , ____________ _ 

RESET-1-•m-r-----

TxC 
(INPUD 

Reset 

1BITTIME __ _ 

(1, 16, OR 64 CLOCK PERIODS) ... 

T•D ___ --_, I'-,.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-+-x= 
-- TxD - ~-. tr~ 1-=--

TxC 
(OUTPUD 

Transmit 

Do-07 (WRITE) ___ _ 

BRCLK, l;(!, Axe 

Read and Write 
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·-teRH- - •eRL -

-tR/TH- - tRITL-

----111eRo---~ 

---- 1/IR/T ----

Clock 

Receive 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

TxC(1X) 

TxD 
..,__0__..A,11213141518 

I . DATA1 . 

C A,11213141518 I DATA 2 
C A 11 ! 2 ! 3 ! 4 ! 51 B C ~ 0~ A= 

I . DATA3 ! . I ~ 
I I I 

TxEN I 
I 

I I 
I I 

I 
TxRDY 

\) ) 
(STATUS) 

TxEMT ! (STATUS) 

- I 
=-----+---4--------+--------'~-~ ~ 

CEFOR-w 
WRITE 

OFTHR DATA1 

NOTES: 
A•Start bit 
B - Stop bit 1 
C=Stop bit 2 
D = TxD marking condition 

DATA2 DATA3 

TxEMT goes low at the beginning of the last data bit, or, if parity is enabled, at the beginning of the parity bit. 

TxRDY, TxEMT (Shown for 5-bit characters, no parity, 2 stop bits) 

D 

L1 
DATA4 

....... A12345BCA12345BC A 2345BCA123 

RxD DATA1 DATA2 DATA3 

AxRDY 
(STATUS;;,) ________ _, 

OVERRUN 

STATUS~B~IT'-----------_.,---1------------------->,! 

CE FOR 
READ 

NOTES' 
A=Start bit 
8 ... Stop bit 1 
C"' Stop bit 2 
D ... TxD marking condition 
Only one stop bit is detected. 
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READ RHR 
(DATA1) 

RxRDY (Shown for 5-bit characters, no parity, 2 stop bits) 

2-13 

DATA4 

READ RHR 
(DATA3) 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

RxC+ 16 OR 64 

NOTE: 

MISSING STOP BIT 
DETECTED SET FE BIT• 

I 
I 

! 

Rx CHARACTER= 5 BITS. NO PARITY 

LOOK FOR START BIT= LOW (IF RxO IS HIGH, LOOK FOR HIGH TO LOW TRANSITION) 

1-- FALSE; START BIT CHECK MADE (RxO LOW) 

1st DATA BIT 
SAMPLED 

I 
I 

MISSING STOP BIT DETECTED, SET FE BIT. 
o-RHR, ACTIVATE INTR. SET BKDET PIN. 
RxD INPUT-RxSR UNTIL A MARK TO SPACE 
TRANSITION OCCURS. 

*If the stop bit is present, the start bit search will commence Immediately. 

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 

SCN2641 
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Break Detection Timing 

ADDRESS BUS 

CONTROL BUS 

DATA BUS 

r------, 
EIA TO TTL 
CONVERT 

1 .. 

TxD t-----1 (OPT) 
L ______ J 

BRCLK •-------< BAUD RATE CLOCK 
OSCILLATOR 

Asynchronous Interface to CRT Terminal 

2-14 

CRT 
TERMINAL 
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS (Continued) 

SCN2641 CTS 

ATS 
oco 

BRCLK 

ASYNC 
MODEM 

BAUD RATE CLOCK 
OSCILLATOR 

PHONE 
LINE 

INTERFACE 

Asynchronous Interface to Telephone Lines 
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SCN2651 
Programmable 
Communications Interface 
(PCI) 

Microprocessor Products 

DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCN2651 PCI is a univer
sal synchronous/ asynchronous data 
communications controller chip de
signed for microcomputer systems. It 
interfaces directly to the Signetics 
SCN2650 microprocessor and may be 
used in a polled or interrupt driven sys
tem environment. The SCN2651 ac
cepts programmed instructions from the 
microprocessor and supports many seri
al data communication disciplines, syn
chronous and asynchronous, in the full 
or half-duplex mode. 

The PCI serializes parallel data charac
ters received from the microprocessor 
for transmission. Simultaneously, it can 
receive serial data and convert it into 
parallel data characters for input to the 
microcomputer. 

The SCN2651 contains a baud rate 
generator which can be programmed to 
either accept an external clock or to 
generate internal transmit or receive 
clocks. Sixteen different baud rates can 
be selected under program control when 
operating in the internal clock mode. 

The PCI is constructed using Signetics 
n-channel silicon gate depletion load 
technology and is packaged in a 28-pin 
DIP. 

Product Specification 

• Asynchronous operation 
- 5- to 8-bit characters 
- 1, 1 1/2 or 2 stop bits 
- Odd, even, or no parity 
- Parity, overrun and framing 

error detection 
- Line break detection and 

generation 
- False start bit detection 

- Automatic serial echo mode 
- Local or remote maintenance 

loopback mode 
- Baud rate: DC to 1M bps 

(1X clock) 
DC to 62.5k bps (16X clock) 
DC to 15.625k bps 
(64X clock) 

• Internal or external baud rate 
clock 

• 16 Internal rates - 50 to 19,200 
baud 

• Double buffered transmitter and 
receiver 

• Full or half duplex operation 
• TTL compatible inputs and 

outputs 

• Single 5V power supply 
• No system clock required 
• 28-pin dual in-line package 

FEATURES APPLICATIONS 
• Synchronous operation • lntelllgent terminals 

- 5- to 8-blt characters • Network processors 
- Single or double SYN operation • Front-end processors 
- Internal character • Remote data concentrators 

synchronization • Computer to computer llnks 
- Transparent or non-transparent • Serial peripherals 

mode 
- Automatic SYN or OLE - SYN 

insertion 

- SYN or OLE stripping 
- Odd, even, or no parity 
- Local or remote maintenance 

loopback mode 
- Baud rate: DC to 1M bps 

(1X clock) 
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PIN CONFIGURATION 

o, 
Do 
Vee 
Axe 

Ari 

iiSii 
DIP 

BRCLK 

T•D 

TOP VIEW 

853-1067 86883 
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Programmable Communications Interface (PCI) SCN2651 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

Vcc=5V ±5% 2 
PACKAGES Commercial Automotive Miiitary 

o to +1o·c -40°c to + ss•c -55°C to + 125°C 

Ceramic DIP SCN2651CC1128 Contact Factory Contact Factory 

Plastic DIP SCN2651 CC1 N28 Contact Factory Not available 

BLOCK DIAGRAM -------l 
DATA BUS 

SYNIDLE CONTROL 
DATA BUS 

Do·D7 BUFFER 
SYN 1 REGISTER 

SYN 2 REGISTER 

OLE REGISTER 

OPERATION CONTROL 
RESET 

(21) 

Ao 
(12) 

MODE REGISTER 1 

A1 
(10) 

MODE REGISTER 2 (15~ Txiii5Y TRANSMITTER 
iiiw (13) 

COMMAND REGISTER 

ce (11) 
STATUS REGISTER TRANSMIT DAT A 

HOLDING REGISTER 

TRANSMIT (19) 
TxD 

SHIFT REGISTER -
BRCLK 

(20) 

BAUD RATE 

TxC (9) GENERATOR 
AND 

Axe (25) 
CLOCK CONTROL 

RECEIVER 
(14) 1iiRDY 

RECEIVE 
SHIFT REGISTER 

RECEIVE DATA (3) 
RxD 

Dsii (22) HOLDING REGISTER 

iiCo (18) 

m 11n 
MODEM 

1iTS (23) CONTROL 

iiTR (24) (28) 
-+--Vee 

Txiiii1 
DSC HG 

(18) ~GNO 
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Programmable Communications Interface (PCI) 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

PIN NO. SYMBOL NAME AND FUNCTION TYPE 

27, 28, 1, 2, 5-8 Do-D7 8-bit data bus 1/0 
21 RESET Reset I 
12,10 Ao-A1 Internal register select lines I 
13 R/W Read or write command I 
11 CE Chip enable input I 
22 DSR Data set ready I 
24 DTR Data terminal ready 0 
23 RTS Request to send 0 
17 CTS Clear to send I 
16 DCD Data carrier detected I 
18 TxEMT/DSCHG Transmitter empty or data set change 0 
9 TxC Transmitter clock 
25 RxC Receiver clock 
19 TxD Transmitter data 
3 RxD Receiver data 
15 TxRDY Transmitter ready 
14 RxRDY Receiver ready 
20 BRCLK Baud rate generator clock 
26 Vee +5V supply 
4 GND Ground 

Table 1. Baud Rate Generator Characteristics 
Crystal Frequency = 5.0688MHz 

THEORETICAL ACTUAL 
BAUD RATE FREQUENCY FREQUENCY 

16X CLOCK 16X CLOCK 

50 0.8KH2 0.8KH2 
75 1.2 1.2 

110 1.76 1.76 
134.5 2.152 2.1523 
150 2.4 2.4 
300 4.8 4.8 
600 9.6 9.6 

1200 19.2 19.2 
1800 28.6 28.6 
2000 32.0 32.081 
2400 38.4 38.4 
3600 57.6 57.6 
4800 76.6 76.8 
7200 115.2 115.2 
9600 153.6 153.6 

19200· 307.2 316.6 

NOTES: 

PERCENT 
ERROR 

-
-
-

0,016 
-
-
-
-
-

0.253 
-
-
-
-
-

3.125 

1. *Error at 19200 can be reduced to zero by using crystal frequency 4.9152MHz. 

1/0 
1/0 
0 
I 

0 
0 
I 
I 
I 

DIVISOR 

6336 
4224 
2880 
2355 
2112 
1056 
528 
264 
176 
156 
132 
68 
66 
44 
33 
16 

2. 16X clock is used in asynchronous mode. In synchronous mode, clock multiplier is 1 X. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
The PCI consists of these six major sections: 
the transmitter, receiver, timing, operation 
control, modem control and SYN/DLE con
trol. These sections communicate with each 
other via an internal data bus and an internal 
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control bus. The internal data bus interfaces 
to the microprocessor data bus via a data bus 
buffer. 

Operation Control 
This functional block stores configuration and 
operation commands from the CPU and gen-
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erates appropriate signals to various internal 
sections to control the overall device opera
tion. It contains read and write circuits to 
permit communications with the microproces
sor via the data bus and contains mode 
registers 1 and 2, the command register, and 
the status register. Details of register ad
dressing and protocol are presented in the 
PCI programming section of this data sheet. 

Timing 
The PCI contains a baud rate generator 
(BRG) which is programmable to accept ex
ternal transmit or receive clocks or to divide 
an eXternal clock to perform data communi
cations. The unit can generate 16 commonly 
used baud rates, any one of which can be 
selected for full duplex operation (see Table 1 ). 

Receiver 
The receiver accepts serial data on the RxD 
pin, converts this serial input to parallel for
mat, checks for bits or characters that are 
unique to the communication technique and 
sends an "assembled" character to the CPU. 

Transmitter 
The transmitter accepts parallel data from the 
CPU, converts it to a serial bit stream, inserts 
the appropriate characters or bits (based on 
the communication technique) and outputs a 
composite serial stream of data on the T xD 
output pin. 

Modem Control 
The modem control section provides interfac
ing for three input signals and three output 
signals used for "handshaking" and status 
indication between the CPU and a modem. 

SYN/OLE Control 
This section contains control circuitry and 
three 8-bit registers storing the SYN1, SYN2, 
and DLE characters provided by the CPU. 
These registers are used in the synchronous 
mode of operation to provide the characters 
required for synchronization, idle fill and data 
transparency. 

INTERFACE SIGNALS 
The PCI interface signals can be grouped into 
two types: the CPU-related signals (shown in 
Table 2), which interface the SCN2651 to the 
microprocessor system, and the device-relat
ed signals (shown in Table 3), which are used 
to interface to the communications device or 
system. 
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Table 2. CPU-Related Signals 

PIN NAME PIN NO. INPUT/OUTPUT FUNCTION 

Vee 26 

GND 4 

RESET 21 

A1-Ao 10, 12 

R/W 13 

CE 11 

D1-Do 8, 7, 6, 5, 
2, 1, 28, 27 

TxRDY 15 

RxRDY 14 

TxEMT /DSCRG 18 

OPERATION 
The functional operation of the SCN2651 is 
programmed by a set of control words sup
plied by the CPU. These control words Speci
fy items such as synchronous or asynchro
nous mode, baud rate, number of bits per 
character, etc. The programming procedure is 
described in the PCI programming section of 
this data sheet. 

After programming, the PCI is ready to per
form the desired communications functions. 
The receiver performs serial to parallel con
version of data received from a modem or 
equivalent device. The transmitter converts 
parallel data received from the CPU to a 
serial bit stream. These actions are accom
plished within the framework specified by the 
control words. 

Receiver 
The SCN2651 is conditioned to receive data 
when the DCb input is low and the RxEN bit 
in the command register is true. In the asyn
chronous mode, the receiver looks for a high 
to low transition of the start bit on the RxD 
input line. If a transition is detected, the state 
of the RxD line is sampled again after a delay 
of one-half of a bit time. If RxD is now high, 
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I + 5V supply input 

I Ground 

I A high on this input performs a master reset on the SCN2651. This signal 
asynchronously terminates any device activity and clears the mode, command and 
status registers. The device assumes the idle state and remains there until 
initialized with the appropriate control words. 

I Address lines used to select internal PCI registers. 

I Read command when low, write command when high. 

I Chip enable command. When low, indicates that control and data lines to the PCI 
are valid and that the operation specified by the R/W, A1 and Ao inputs should be 
performed. When high, places the Do - D7 lines in the 3-State condition. 

110 8-bit, 3-State data bus used to transfer commands, data and status between PCI 
and the CPU. Do is the least significant bit; ~ the most significant bit. 

0 This output is the complement of status register bit SRO. When low, it indicates that 
the transmit data holding register (THR) is ready to accept a data character from 
the CPU. It goes high when the data character is loaded. This output is valid only. 
when the transmitter is enabled. It is an open drain output which can be used as an 
interrupt to the CPU. 

0 This output is the complement of status register bit SR1. When low, it indicates that 
the receive data holding register (RHR) has a character ready for input to the CPU. 
It goes high when the RHR is read by the CPU, and also when the receiver is 
disabled. It is an open drain output which can be used as an interrupt to the CPU. 

0 This output is the complement of status register bit SR2. When low, it indicates that 
the transmitter has completed serialization of the last character loaded by the CPU, 
or that a change of state of the DSR or DCD inputs has occurred. This output goes 
high when the status register is read by the CPU, if the TxEMT condition does not 
exist. Otherwise, the THR must be loaded by the CPU for this line to go high. It Is an 
open drain output which can be used as an interrupt to the CPU. 

the search for a valid start bit is begun again. 
If RxD is still low, a valid start bit is assumed 
and the receiver continues to sample the 
input line at one bit time intervals until the 
proper number of data bits, the parity bit, and 
the stop bit(s) have been assembled. The 
data is then transferred to the receive data 
holding register, the RxRDY bit in the status 
register is set, and the RxRDY output is 
asserted. If the character length is less than 8 
bits, the high order unused bits in the holding 
register are set to zero. The parity error, 
framing error, and overrun error status bits 
are strobed into the status register on the 
positive going edge of RX<:: corresponding to 
the received character boundary. If a break 
condition is detected (RxD is low for the 
entire character as well as the stop bit[s)), 
only one character consisting of all zeros 
(with the FE status bit set) will be transferred 
to the holding register. The RxD input must 
retlirn to a high condition before a search for 
the next start bit begins. 

When the PCI is initialized into the synchro
nous mode, the receiver first enters the hunt 
mode on a 0 to 1 transition of RxEN (CR2). In 
this mode, as data is shifted into the receiver 
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shift register a bit at a time, the contents of 
the register are compared to the contents of 
the SYN1 register. If the two are not equal, 
the next bit is shifted in and the comparison is 
repeated. When the two registers match, the 
hunt mode is terminated and character as
sembly mode begins. If single SYN operation 
is programmed, the SYN detect status bit is 
set. If double SYN operation is programmed, 
the first character assembled after SYN1 
must be SYN2 in order for the SYN detect bit 
to be set. Otherwise, the PCI returns to the 
hunt mode. (Note that the sequence 
SYN1 - SYN1 - SYN2 will not achieve syn
chronization). When synchronization has 
been achieved, the PCI continues to assem
ble characters and transfer them to the hold
ing register, setting the RxRDY status bit and 
asserting the Ri<RD'f output each time a 
character is transferred. The PE and OE 
status bits are set as appropriate. Further 
receipt of the appropriate SYN sequence sets 
the SYN detect status bit. If the SYN stripping 
mode is commanded, SYN characters are not 
transferred to the Holding Register. Note that 
the SYN characters used to establish initial 
synchronization are not transferred to the 
holding register In any case. 
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Table 3. Device-Related Signals 

PIN NAME PIN NO. INPUT /OUTPUT FUNCTION 

BRCLK 20 I 5.0688MHz clock input to the internal baud rate generator. Not required if external receiver 
and transmitter clocks are used. 

F'iXC 25 110 Receiver clock. If external receiver clock is programmed, this input controls the rate at which 
the character is to be received. Its frequency is 1 X, 1 BX or 64X the baud rate, as 
programmed by mode register 1. Data is sampled on the rising edge of the clock. If internal 
receiver clock is programmed, this pin becomes an output at 1 X the programmed baud rate.• 

TxC 9 1/0 Transmitter clock. If external transmitter clock is programmed, this" input controls the rate at 
which the character is transmitted. Its frequency is 1 X, 16X or 64X the baud rate, as 
programmed by mode register 1. The transmitted data changes on the falling edge of the 
clock. If internal transmitter clock is programmed, the pin becomes an output at 1 X the 

' 
programmed baud rate.• 

RxD 3 I Serial data input to the receiver. "Mark" is high, "Space" is low. 

TxD 19 0 Serial data output from the transmitter. "Mark" is high, "space" is low. Held in mark 
condition when the transmitter is disabled. 

i5SR 22 I General purpose input which can be used for data set ready or ring indicator condition. Its 
complement appears as status register bit SR?. Causes a low output on TxEMT/IJSl5iG 
when its state changes. 

DCi'5 16 I Data carrier detect input. Must be low in order for the receiver to operate. Its complement 
appears as status register bit SR6. Causes a low output on TxEMT /DSCHG when its state 
changes. 

ctS 17 I Clear to send input. Must be low ·in order for the transmitter to operate. If it goes high during 
transmission, the character in the transmit shift register will be transmitted before 
termination. 

l5TR 24 0 General purpose output which is the complement of command register bit CR1. Normally 
used to indicate data terminal ready. 

RTS 23 0 General purpose output which is the complement of command register bit CR5. Normally 
used to indicate request to send. 

NOTE: 
•RXC and 'fXC outputs have short circuit protection max. Cc - 1 OOpF 

Transmitter 
The PCI is conditioned to transmit data when 
the CT§ input is low and the TxEN command 
register bit is set. The SCN2651 indicates to 
the CPU that it can accept a character for 
transmission by setting the TxRDY status bit 
and asserting the TxRDY output. When the 
CPU writes a character into the transmit data 
holding register, these conditions are negat
ed. Data is transferred from the holding 
register to the transmit shift register when it is 
idle or has completed transmission of the 
previous character. The TxRDY conditions 
are then asserted again. Thus, one full char
acter time of buffering is provided. 

In the asynchronous mode, the transmitter 
automatically sends a start bit followed by the 
programmed number of data bits, the least 
significant bit being sent first. It then appends 
an optional odd or even parity bit and the 
programmed number of stop bits. If, following 
transmission of the data bits, a new character 
is not available in the transmit holding regis
ter, the TxO output remains in the marking 
(high) condition and the TxEMT/DSCHG out-
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put and its corresponding status bit are as
serted. Transmission resumes when the CPU 
loads a new character into the holding regis
ter. The transmitter can be forced to output a 
continuous low (BREAK) condition by setting 
the send break command bit high. 

In the synchronous mode, when the 
SCN2651 is initially conditioned to transmit, 
the TxD output remains high and the TxRDY 
condition is asserted until the first character 
to be transmitted (usually a SYN character) is 
loaded by the CPU. Subsequent to this, a 
continuous stream of characters is transmit· 
ted. No extra bits (other than parity, if com
manded) are generated by the PCI unless the 
CPU fails to send a new character to the PCI 
by the time the transmitter has completed 
sending the previous character. 

Since synchronous communication does not 
allow gaps between characters, the PCI as
serts TxEMT and automatically "fills" the gap 
by transmitting SYN1 s, SYN1 - SYN2 dou
blets, or OLE - SYN1 doublets, depending on 
the state of MR16 and MR17. Normal trans
mission of the message resumes when a new 
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character is available in the transmit data 
holding register. If the send OLE bit in the 
command register is true, the OLE character 
is automatically transmitted prior to transmis
sion of the message character in THR. 

PCI PROGRAMMING 
Prior to initiating data communications, the 
SCN2651 operational mode must be pro
grammed by performing write operations to 
the mode and command registers. In addition, 
if synchronous operation is programmed, the 
appropriate SYN/OLE registers must be load
ed: The PCI can be reconfigured ai any time 
during program execution. However, if the 
change has an effect on the reception of a 
character the receiver should be disabled. 
Alternatively ii .the change is made 1112 RxC 
periods after RxRDY goes active it will affect 
the next character assembly. A flowchart of 
the initialization process appears in Figure 1. 

The internal registers of the PCI are accessed 
by applying specific signals to the el:, R/W, 
A1 and Ao inputs. The conditions necessary to · 
address each register are shoWn in Table 4. 



Programmable Communications Interface (PCI) 

INITIAL RESET 

NOTE 
Mode Register 1 must be written 
before 2 can be written. Mode Register 2 
need not be programmed if extemal 
clocks are used. 

Figure 1. SCN2651 lnltlallzatlon Flowchart 

Table 4. SCN2651 Register Addressing 

CE A1 Ao R/W FUNCTION 

1 x x x 3-State data bus 
0 0 0 0 Read receive holding register 
0 0 0 1 Write transmit holding register 
0 0 1 0 Read status register 
0 0 1 1 Write SYN1/SYN2/DLE registers 
0 1 0 0 Read mode registers 1'2 
0 1 0 1 Write mode registers 1'2 
0 1 1 0 Read command register 
0 1 1 1 Write command register 

NOTE: 
See AC Characteristics section for timing requirements. 
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The SYN1, SYN2, and OLE registers are 
accessed by performing write operations with 
the conditions A1 - o, Ao= 1, and ~/W • 1. 
The first operation loads the SYN1 register. 
The next loads the SYN2 register, and the 
third loads the OLE register. Reading or 
loading the mode registers is done in a similar 
manner. The first write (or read) operation 
addresses mode register 1, and a subsequent 
operation addresses mode register 2. If more 
than the required number of accesses are 
made, the internal sequencer recycles to 
point at the first register. The pointers are 
reset to SYN 1 register and mode register 1 by 
a RESET Input or by performing a "read 
command register" operation, but are unaf
fected by any other read or write operation. 

The SCN2651 register formats are summa
rized in tables 5, 6, 7 and 8. Mode registers 1 
and 2 define the general operational charac
teristics of the PCI, while the command regis
ter controls the operation within this basic 
framework. The PCI indicates its status In the 
status register. These registers are cleared 
when a RESET input is applied. 

Mode Register 1 (MR1) 
Table 5 Illustrates mode register 1. Bits MR11 
and MR10 select the communication format 
and baud rate multiplier. 00 specifies syn
chronous mode and 1X multiplier. 1X, 16X, 
and 64X multipliers are programmable for 
asynchronous format. However, the multiplier 
in asynchronous format applies only if the 
external clock Input option is selected by 
MR24 or MR25. 

MR13 and MR12 select a character length of 
5, 6, 7, or 8 bits. The character length does 
not include the parity bit, if programmed, and 
does not include the start and stop bits in 
asynchronous mode. 

MR14 controls parity generation. If enabled, a 
parity bit is added to the transmitted charac
ter and the receiver performs a parity check 
on incoming data. MR 15 selects odd or even 
parity when parity is enabled by MR14. 

In asynchronous mode, MR17 and MR18 
select character framing of 1, 1.5, or 2 stop 
bits. (If 1 X baud rate is programmed, 1.5 stop 
bits default to 1 stop bit on transmit). In 
synchronous mode, MR17 controls the num
ber of SYN characters used to establish 
synchronization and for character fill when 
the transmitter is idle. SYN1 alone is used if 
MR17 = 1, and SYN1 -SYN2 is used when 
MR17 • 0. If the transparent mode is speci
fied by MR16, DLE-SYN1 is used for char
acter fill and SYN detect, but the normal 
synchronization sequence Is used. Also OLE 
stripping and OLE detect (with MR14 • 0) are 
enabled. 

~ 
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Mode Register 2 (MR2) 
Table 6 illustrates mode register 2. MR23, 
MR22, MR21, and MR20 control the frequen
cy of the internal baud rate generator (BRG). 
Sixteen rates are selectable. When driven by 
a 5.0666MHz input at the BRCLK input 

Table 5. Mode Register 1 (MR1) 

(pin 20), the BRG output has zero error 
except at 134.5, 2000, and 19,200 baud, 
which have errors of + 0.016%, + 0.235%, 
and + 3.125% respectively. 

TR25 and MR24 select either the BRG or the 
external inputs TxC and RxC as the clock 

source for the transmitter and receiver, re
spectively. If the BRG clock is selected, the 
baud rate factor in asynchronous mode is 
16X regardless of the factor selected by 
MR11 and MR10. In addition, the correspond
ing clock pin provides an output at 1 X the 
baud rate. 

MR17 MR16 MR15 MR14 MR13 I MR12 MR11 I MR10 

Parity Type Parity Control Character Length Mode and Baud Rate Factor 

Asynch: Stop bit length O=Odd O= Disabled 00 = 5 Bits 00 = Synchronous 1 X rate 
00 =Invalid 1 =Even 1 =Enabled 01=6 Bits 01 = Asynchronous 1 X rate 
01 = 1 Stop bit 10=7 Bits 1 O = Asynchronous 16X rate 
10 = 11!2 Stop bits 11=8 Bits 11 = Asynchronous 64X rate 
11=2 Stop bits 

Synch: Number Synch: Trans-
of syn char parency control 

0 = Double SYN O =Normal 
1 = Single SYN 1 = Transparent 

NOTE: 
Baud rate factor in asynchronous applies only if external clock is selected. Factor is 16X if internal clock is selected. Mode must be selected (MA11, MR10} in any 
case. 

Table 6. Mode Register 2 (MR2) 

MR27 l MR26 MR25 MR24 MR23 l MR22 I MR21 l MR20 

Transmitter Receiver 
Baud Rate Selection 

Clock Clock 

Not used 0 =External O =External 0000 = 50 Baud 1000 = 1600 Baud 
1 =Internal 1 =Internal 0001=75 1001 = 2000 

0010=110 1010 = 2400 
0011 =134.5 1011 = 3600 
0100 = 150 1100 = 4800 
0101 = 300 1101=7200 
0110 = 600 1110 = 9600 
0111=1200 1111=19,200 

Table 7. Command Register (CR) 

CR7 I CR& CR5 CR4 CR3 CR2 CR1 CRO 

Operating Mode 
Request to 

Reset Error 
Receive Data Terminal Transmit 

Send Control (RxEN) Ready Control (TxEN) 

00 = Normal operation o =Force RTS O= Normal Asynch: O =Disable 0 =Force DTR O =Disable 
01 = Asynch: automatic output high 1 =Reset Force break 1 =Enable output high 1 =Enable 

echo mode 1 =Force RTS error flag O=Normal 1 =Force DTR 
Synch: SYN and/ or output low in status reg 1 =Force output low 
DLE stripping mode (FE, OE, PE/ break 

1 O = Local Loopback DLE DETECT) Synch 
11 = Remote Loopback Send OLE 

O= Normal 
1 =Send DLE 
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Table a. Status Register (SR) 

SR7 SR& SRS SR4 SR3 SR2 SR1 SRO 

Data Set Data Carrier 
FE/SYN Detect Overrun PE/DLE Detect TxEMT /DSCHG RxRDY TxRDY Ready Detect 

0 • 'i5Sft Input O=~ Input Asynch: O •Normal Asynch: O=Normal O =Receive O • Transmil 
is high is high O• Normal 1 •Overrun O•Normal 1 •Change in hOldlng holding 

1 = 'i5Sft Input 1 ·~Input 1 • Framing ERROR error 1 • Parity error 
is low is low Synch: Synch: 

O •Normal O=Normal 
1 •SYN char 1 • Parity error or 

detected 

Command Register (CR) 
Table 7 illustrates command register. Bits 
CAO (TxEN) and CR2 (RxEN) enable or 
disable the transmitter and receiver respec
tively. A 0 to 1 transition of CR2 forces start· 
bit search (async mode) or hunt mode (sync 
mode) on the second ~ rising edge. Dis
abling the receiver causes~ to go high 
Qnactive). If the transmitter is disabled, it will 
complete the transmission of the character in 
the transmit shift register (if any) prior to 
terminating operation. The TxD output will 
then remain in the marking state (high) while 
the lxRD'i' and TXEm will go high (inactive). 
If the receiver is disabled, it will terminate · 
operation immediately. Any character being 

· assembled wlll be neglected. 

Bits CR1 (OTA) and CRS (ATS) control the 
O'm and m'S outputs. Data at the outputs is 
the logical complement of the register data. 

In asynchronous mode, setting CR3 will force 
and hold the TxD output low (spacing condi
tion) at the end of the current transmitted 
character. Normal operation resumes when 
CR3 is cleared. The TxD line wlll go high for 
at least one bit time before beginning trans
mission of the next character In the transmit 
data hOlding register. In synchronous mode, 
setting CR3 causes the transmission of the 
OLE register contents prior to sending the 
character in the transmit data holding regis
ter. CR3 should be reset in response to the 
next TxRDY. 

Setting CR4 causes the error flags in the 
status register (SR3, SR4, and SAS) to be 
cleared. This is a one time command. There 
is no internal latch for this bit. 

The PCI can operate In one of four submodes 
within each major mode (synchronous or 
asynchronous). The operational submode is 
determined by CR7 and CR6. CR7 -
CR6 = 00 is the normal mode, with the trans
mitter and receiver operating independently in 
accordance with the mode and status register 
Instructions. 

In asynchronous mode, CR7 - CR6 • 01 
places the PCI In the automatic echo mode. 
Clocked, regenerated received data Is auto-
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OLE char 
received 

matically directed to the TxD llne while nor
mal receiver operation continues. The receiv
er must be enabled (CR2 • 1 ), but the trans
mitter need not be enabled. CPU to receiver 
communications continues normally, but the 
CPU to transmitter link is disabled. Only the 
first character of a break condition is echoed. 
The TxD output will go high until the next valid 
start is detected. 

The following conditions are true while in 
automatic echo mode: 

1. Data assembled by the receiver is auto
matically placed in the transmit holding 
register and retransmitted by the trans
mitter on the TxD output. 

2. The transmitter is clocked by the receive 
clock. 

3. lxRDY output = 1. 

4. The lxB.iT /~ pin will reflect only 
the data set change condition. 

5. The TxEN command (CAO) Is ignored. 

In synchronous mode, CR7 - CR6 = 01 
places the PCI in the automatic SYN/OLE 
stripping mode. The exact action taken de
pends on the setting of bits MR17 and MR16: 

1. In the non-transparent, single SYN mode 
(MR17-MR16 = 10), characters in the 
data stream matching SYN1 are not 
transferred to the receive data holding 
register (AHR). 

2. In the non-transparent, double SYN 
mode (MR17 - MR16 • 00), characters in 
the data stream matching SYN1, or 
SYN2 if immediately preceded by SYN1, 
are not transferred to the AHR. However, 
only the first SYN1 of an SYN1 -SYN1 
pair is stripped. 

3. In transparent mode (MR16 = 1 ), charac
ters in the data stream matching OLE, or 
SYN1 if immediately preceded by OLE, 
·are not transferred to the AHR. However, 
only the first OLE of a OLE - OLE pair is 
stripped. 

Note that automatic stripping mode does not 
affect the setting of the OLE detect and SYN 
detect status bits (SR3 and SAS). 
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~orND, reg empty reg busy 
or transmit 1 =Receive 1 =Transmit 
shift register holding holding 
is empty reg has reg empty 

data 

Two diagnostic submodes can also be config
ured. In local loopback mode (CR7 -
CR6 = 10), the following loops are connected 
internally: 

1. The transmitter output is connected to 
the receiver input. 

2. i5'i'R is connected to oeo and FiiS is 
connected to C'i'S. 

3. The receiver is clocked by the transmit 
clock. 

4. The i5TR, ATS and 00 outputs are held 
high. 

S. The C'i'S, Deo, DSR and RxD inputs are 
ignored. 

Additional requirements to operate in the 
local loopback mode are that CAO (TxEN), 
CR1 (OTA), and CR5 (ATS) must be set to 1. 
CR2 (RxEN) is ignored by the PCI. 

The second diagnostic mode is the remote 
loopback mode (CR7 - CR6 = 11 ). In this 
mode: 

1. Data assembled by the receiver is auto
matically placed in the transmit holding 
register and retransmitted by the trans
mitter on the TxD output. 

2. The transmitter is clocked by the receive 
clock. 

3. No data Is sent to the local CPU, but the 
error status conditions (PE, OE, FE) are 
set. 

4. The RxRDY, TXRD'i", and TxEMT/ 
~ outputs ars held high. 

5. CAO (TxEN) is Ignored. 

6. All other signals operate normally. 

Status Register 
The data contained in the status register (as 
shown in Table 8) indicate receiver and 
transmitter conditions and modem/data set 
status. 

SRO Is the transmitter rsady (TxRDY) status 
bit. It, and its corresponding output, are valid 
only when the transmitter is enabled. If equal 
to 0, ii indicates that the transmit data holding 
register has been loaded by the CPU and the 
data has not been transferred to the transmit 
shift register. If set equal to 1, it indicates that 
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the Holding Register is ready to accept data 
from the CPU. This bit is initially set when the 
transmitter is enabled by CAO, unless a 
character has previously been loaded into the 
holding register. It is not set when the auto
matic echo or remote loopback modes are 
programmed. When this bit is set, the TxROY 
output pin is low. In the automatic echo and 
remote loopback modes, the output is held 
high. 

SR 1, the receiver ready (RxROY) status bit, 
indicates the condition of the receive data 
holding register. If set, it indicates that a 
character has been loaded into the holding 
register from the receive shift register and is 
ready to be read by the CPU. If equal to zero, 
there is no new character in the holding 
register. This bit is cleared when the CPU 
reads the receive data holding register or 
when the receiver is disabled by CR2. When 
set, the RxROY output is low. 

The TxEMT /OSCHG bit, SR2, when set, 
indicates either a change of state of the l5SR 
or DCi5 inputs or that the transmit shift 
register has completed transmission of a 
character and no new character has been 
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loaded into the transmit data holding register. 
Note that In synchronous mode this bit will be 
set even though the 8ppropriate "fill" charac
ter is transmitted. TxEMT will not go active 
until at least one character has been transmit· 
ted. It is cleared by loading the transmit data 
holding register. The OSCHG condition is 
enabled when TxEN = 1 or RxEN = 1. If the 
status register is read twice and SR2 s 1 
while SR6 and SR7 remain unchanged, then 
a TxEMT condition exists. It Is cleared when 
the status register is read by the CPU. When 
SR2 is set, the TxEMT/OSCHG output is low. 

SR3, when set, indicates a received parity 
error when parity is enabled by MR14. In 
synchronous transparent mode (MR16 = 1), 
with parity disabled, it indicates that a charac
ter matching the OLE register has been 
received. However, only the first OLE of two 
successive OLEs will set SR3. This bit is 
cleared when the receiver is disabled and by 
the reset error command, CR4. 

The overrun error status bit, SR4, indicates 
that the previous character loaded into the 
receive holding register was not read by the 
CPU at the time a new received character 
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was transferred into · it. This bit is cl~red 
when the receiver is disabled and by the reset 
error command, CR4. 

In asynchronous mode, bit SR5 signifies that 
the received character was not framed by the 
programmed number of stop bits. (If 1.5 stop 
bits are programmed, only the first stop bit is 
checked.) If AHR • 0 when SR5 = 1 a break 
condition is present In synchronous non
transparent mode (MR16 = 0), it indicates 
receipt of the SYN1 character is single SYN 
mode or the SYN1 - SYN2 pair in double 
SYN mode. In synchronous transparent mode 
(MR16 • 1), this bit is set upon detection of 
the initial synchronizing characters (SYN1 or 
SYN1 - SYN2) and, after synchronization has 
been achieved, when a OLE - SYN1 pair is 
received. The bit is reset when the receiver is 
disabled, when the reset error command is 
given in asynchronous mode, and when the 
status register is read by the CPU In the 
synchronous mode. 

SR6 and SR7 reflect the conditions of the 
DCi5 and DSR inputs respectively. A low input 
sets its corresponding status bit and a high 
input clears it 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

"""""""' 
SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 Note 4 ·c 2 
Tsrn Storage temperature range -65 to +150 ·c 

All voltages with respect to ground3 -0.5 to +6 v 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS4· s. s 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

Input voltage 

V1L Low 0.8 v 
V1H High 2 

Output voltage 

VoL Low loL = 1.6mA 0.4 v 
VoH High loH = -100µA 2.4 

l1L Input leakage current V1N = 0 to 5.25V -10 10 µA 

3-State output leakage current 

ILH Data bus high Vo =4.0V -10 10 µA 

ILL Data bus low Vo= 0.45V -10 10 

Ice Power supply current 150 mA 

CAPACITANCE TA= 25°C, Vee= ov 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

Capacitance 

C1N Input le= 1MHz 20 pF 
Gour Output Unmeasured pins tied 20 
C110 Input/Output to ground 20 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS4• 5• 6 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

Pulse width 

IRES Reset 1000 ns 

tcE Chip enable 300 

Setup and hold time 

IAS Address setup 20 ns 
IAH Address hold 20 

tcs R/W control setup 20 

tcH R/W control hold 20 
tos Data setup for write 225 
loH Data hold for write 0 
tRxs Rx data setup 300 
IRxH Rx data hold 350 

too Data delay time for read CL= 100pF 250 ns 
loF Data bus floating time for read CL= 100pF 150 ns 
tcEO CE to CE delay 700 ns 

Input clock frequency 

fsRG Baud rate generator 1.0 5.0688 5.0738 MHz 
IR/T10 TxC or RxC DC 1 

Clock width 

lsRH9 Baud rate high 70 ns 
tsRL9 Baud rate low 70 
IRtTH TxC or RxC high 500 
IR/TL10 TxC or Axe low 500 

trxo MxD delay from falling edge of TxC CL= 100pF 650 ns 
Ires Skew between TxD changing and falling 

edge of TxC output8 
CL= 100pF 0 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 

the device at these or at any other condttion above those indicated in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 1 SO'C maximum junction temperature. 
3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from the damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, it 

is suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rated maxima. 
4. Parameters are valid over operating temperature range unless otherwise specified. See ordering code table for applicable temperature range and operating 

supply range. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground. All time measurements are at the 50% level for inputs (except taRH and T &Rt.I and at 0.8V and 2V for outputs. 

Input levels for testing 0.45V and 2.4V. 
6. Typical values are at +25'C, typical supply voltages and typical processing parameters. 
7. TxRDY, RxROY and TxEMT /OSCHG outputs are open drain. 
8. Parameter applies when internal transmitter clock is used. 
9. Under test conditions of 5.0688MHz, fsAG• taAH· and tsAL measured at V1H and V1L respectively, 

10. tRtT and IRtTL shown for all modes except local loopback. For local loopback mode fRtr = 0.7MHz and IRITL = 700ns min. 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS 

AESET--1-IRES-r------ BACLK, TxC. iiiC 

hc 
(INPUT) 

r.c 
(OUTPUT) 
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Rent 

tBITTIME 
(1, ti, OA M CLOCK PERIODS), 

•res 

Tren1mlt 

Rud and Write 
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-2 --•aAH-- 1BAL-

-•RJTH--1RITL-

---11taRa---
---111AIT ---

Clock 

Receive 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

TXC(IX) 

TxD 

w. TxEN 0 
0 
:I .. 
:> 
0 TxROv z 
0 
0: 

" " i" TiEiiT .. 
C'EFOA 

WRITE 
OFTHA 

OATA1 DATA2 

T•D 

- 0 -Al11213141 I DATA1 

w 
0 TxEN 0 
:I .. 
:> 
0 

IC 1 s TxEMT / 

ClFOR"lf 
WRITE 
F THR DATA 1 

NOTES: 
A~Start bit 
B =Stop bit 1 
c-stopbit2 
D '"" TxD marking condition 

I 
I 
I 

\j 
DATA2 

OATA3 DATA4 

51 B 
C A I' 2 1 3 1 4 1'1" 

c 
Al1121314!51B 

DATA2 I DATA 3 I 

I 

I 

) 
I 

~ 
DATA 3 

TxEMT goes low at the beginning of the last data bit, or, if parity is enabled, at the beginning of the parity bit. 
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c - o- A I ' I 2 I < I DATA 4 

I 
I 
I 

: 
DATA4 

TxRDY, TxEMT (Shown for 5-bit characters, no parity, 2 stop bits [in asynchronous mode]) 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

g 
:II .. 
I 
:c 
() 

~ 

w 

" 0 

AxD 

Rx EN 

SYNDET 
STATUS BIT 

AxD 

= AxEN 

6 
~ 
:c 
fi 
~ OVERRUN 

STATUS BIT 

CE FOR 
READ 

NOTES. 
A• Start bit 
B•Stop bit 1 
C=Stop bit2 
0 - TxD marking condition 

READ 
STATUS 

READ 
AHA 

(DATA1) 

READ 
AHA 

(DATAI) 

READ 
AHA 

(DATA2) 

READ 
AHA 

(DATA 3) 

RxRDY (Shown for 5-bit characters, no parity, 2 stop bits [in asynchronous mode]) 
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L..l 
READ 
AHA 

(DATA3) 

READ 
AHA 

(DATA3) 
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 

SCN2651 

ADDRESS BUS 

CONTROL BUS 

DATA BUS 

r------, 
R•D1...-----1 

EIATOTTL l ... •~--0-=--~CONVERT I 0 
r.D.___t__:p~--J . 

BRCLK l••<-----1 S.0688MHz I CRT 

~------~ ._ __ o_s_c_•L-LA_r_o_R _ __. TERMINAL 
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Asynchronous Interface to CRT Terminal 

ASYNC 
MODEM 

5.0688MHz 
OSCILLATOR 

PHONE 
LINE 

INTERFACE 

Asynchronous Interface to Telephone Lines 
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS (Continued) 
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SCN2851 T•D 1-----.i 

iiiC 14------l 

Txei.------< 

SYNCHRONOUS 
TERMINAL OR 
PERIPHERAL 

DEVICE 

Synchronous Interface to Terminal or Peripheral Device 

SCN2651 
T•D 

SYNC 
MODEM 

PHONE 
LINE 

INTERFACE 

Synchronous Interface to Telephone Lines 
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DESCRIPTION 
The SCN2652/68652 Multi-Protocol 
Communications Controller (MPCC) is a 
monolithic n-channel MOS LSI circuit 
that formats, transmits and receives syn
chronous serial data while supporting 
bit-oriented or byte control protocols. 
The chip is TTL compatible, operates 
from a single +5V supply, and can 
interface to a processor with an 8 or 16-
bit bidirectional data bus. 
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SCN2652/SCN68652 
Multi-Protocol Communications 
Controller (MPCC) 
Product Specification 

FEATURES 
• DC to 1 Mbps or 2Mbps data rate 
• Bit-oriented protocols (BOP): 

SDLC, ADCCP, HDLC 
• Byte-control protocols (BCP): 

DDCMP, BISYNC (external CRC) 
• Programmable operation 

- 8· or 16-bit 3-State data bus 
- Error control - CRC or VRC or 

none 
- Character length - 1 to 8 bits 

for BOP or 5 to 8 bits for BCP 
- SYNC or secondary station 

address comparison for BCP· 
BOP 

- Idle transmission of SYNC/ 
FLAG or MARK for BCP·BOP 

• Automatic detection and 
generation of special BOP 
control sequences, i.e., FLAG, 
ABORT, GA 

• Zero insertion and deletion for 
BOP 

• Short character detection for last 
BOP data character 

• SYNC generation, detection, and 
stripping for BCP 

• Maintenance mode for self· 
testing 

• TTL compatible 
• Single + 5V supply 

APPLICATIONS 
• Intelligent terminals 
• Line controllers 
• Network processors 
• Front end communications 
• Remote data concentrators 
• Communication test equipment 
• Computer to computer links 
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

MM 

Txe 

TxSO 

l•E 

TxU 

RxDA TxBE 

T><A 

RESET 

Vee 

DIP 0800 

0801 

0802 

0804 

0805 

0808 

BYTE 

TOP VIEW 

INDEX 
CORNER 

40 

0 39 

PLCC 

17 29 

" 28 
TOP VIEW 

'""""'"' Pin Function Pin Function 
1 NC 23 NC 
2 CE 24 AO 
3 RxC 25 BYTE 
4 RxSI 26 OBEN 
5 S/F 27 0807 
6 RxA 28 0806 
7 RxOA 29 0805 
8 RxSA 30 0804 
9 RxE 31 0803 
10 GNO 32 0802 
12 NC 33 0801 
11 0808 34 NC 
13 0809 35 DBOO 
14 0810 36 Vee 
15 0811 37 RESET 
16 0812 38 TxA 
17 0813 39 TxBE 
18 0814 40 TxU 
19 0815 41 TxE 
20 Rtw 42 TxSQ 
21 A2 43 TxC 
22 A1 44 MM 

NOTE: 
O is least significant bit. highest number (that is, 
0815, A2) is most significant bit. 

853-1068 86883 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Vcc=5V ±5% 

PACKAGES Commercial Automotive Extended 

o·c to +10°c -40"C to + es·c -ss•c to + 12s•c 
1MHz SCN2652AC1140 Contact Factory Contact Factory 

Ceramic DIP 
2MHz SCN2652AC2140 Contact Factory Contact Factory 

1MHz SCN2652AC1 N40 Contact Factory Not Available 
Plastic DIP 

2MHz SCN2652AC2N40 Contact Factory Not Available 

1MHz SCN2652AC1 A44 Contact Factory Not Available 
Plastic LCC 

2MH7 SCN2652AC2A44 Contact Factory Not Available 

NOTE: 
SCN68652 is identical to SCN2652. Order using part numbers shown above. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

0815-
DIOO 

RESET 

MM 

A2-Ml 

BYTE 

MN 

CE 

DBEN 

SIF 
RxE 
RxA 

RxDA 
RxSA 

TxE 
TxA 

TxBE 
TxU 
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READI 
WRITE 
LOGIC 
AND 

CONTROL 

---18BITS

PARAMETER CONTROL 
SYNCIADDREss PCSAR 

16 

INTERNAL 
BUS 

REGISTER 

RDSR 
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-as1Ts
PARAMETER 

CONTROL PCR 
REGISTER 

TRANSMITTER 
DATA/STATUS 

REGISTER 

16 

TRANSMITTER 
LOGIC AND 
CONTROL 

-vcc 
-GND 

TDSR 

TxC TxSO 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

MNEMONIC PIN NO. TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

OB15- 17-10 110 Data Bua: OB07 - OBOO contain bidirectional data while OB15 - OB08 contain control and status 
OBOO 24-31 information to or from the processor. Corresponding bits of the high and low order bytes can be wire 

OA'ed onto an 8-bit bus. The data bus is floating if either CE or DBEN are low. 

A2-AO 19-21 I Address Bua: A2 - AO select internal registers. The four 16-bit registers can be addressed on a word 
or byte basis. See Register Address section. 

BYTE 22 I Byte: Single byte (8-bit) data bus transfers are specified when this input is high. A low-level specifies 
16-bit data bus transfers. 

CE 1 I Chip Enable: A high input permits a data bus operation when OBEN is activated. 

R/W 18 I Read/Write: R/W controls the direction of data bus transfer. When high, the data is to be loaded 
into the addressed register. A low input causes the contents of the addressed register to be 
presented on the data bus. 

OBEN 23 I Data Bus Enable: After A2 -AO, CE, BYTE and R/W are set up, DBEN may be strobed. During a 
read, the 3-State data bus (DB) is enabled with information for the processor. During a write, the 
stable data is loaded into the addressed register an!! TxBE will be reset if TDSR was addressed. 

RESET 33 I Reset A high-level initializes all internal registers (to zero) and timing. 

MM 40 I Maintenance Mode: MM internally gates TxSO back to RxSI and TxC to RxC for off line diagnostic 
purposes. The RxC and RxSI inputs are disabled and TxSO is high when MM is asserted. 

AxE 8 I Receiver Enable: A high-level input permits the processing of RxSI data. A low-level disables the 
receiver logic and initializes all receiver registers and timing. 

RxA 5 0 Receiver Active: RxA is asserted when the first data character of a message is ready for the 
processor. In the BOP mode this character is the address. The received address must match the 
secondary station address if the MPCC is a secondary station. In BCP mode, if strip-SYNC 
(PCSAR13) Is set, the first non-SYNC character is the first data character; if strip-SYNC is zero, the 
char11cter following the second SYNC is the first data character. In the BOP mode, the closing FLAG 
resets RxA. In the BCP mode, RxA is reset by a low level at RxE. 

RxDA* 6 0 Receiver Data Available: RxDA is asserted when an assembled character is in ROSAL and is ready 
to be presented to the processor. This output is reset when ROSAL is read. 

RxC 2 I Receiver Clock: Axe (1X) provides timing for the receiver logic. The positive going edge shifts serial 
data into the RxSR from RxSI. 

S/F 4 0 SYNC/FLAG: S/F is asserted for one RxC clock time when a SYNC or FLAG character is detected. 

RxSA* 7 0 Receiver Status Avallable: RxSA is asserted when there is a zero to one transition of any bit in 
RDSAH except for ASOM. It is cleared when ADSAH is read. 

AxSI 3 I Receiver Serial Input: RxSI is the received serial data. Mark= '1', space• 'O'. 

TxE 37 I Transmitter· Enable: A high-level input enables the transmitter data path between TDSRL and TxSO. 
At the end of a message, a low-level input causes TxSO • 1 (mark) and TxA = O after the closing 
FLAG (BOP) or last charact1n (BCP) is output on TxSO. 

TxA 34 0 Transmitter Active: TxA is asserted after TSOM (TDSRe) is set and TxE is raised. This output will 
reset when TxE is low and the closing FLAG (BOP) or last character (BCP) has been output on 
TxSO. 

TxBE* 35 0 Transmitter Buffer Empty: TxBE is asserted when the TDSR is ready to be loaded with new control 
information or data. The processor should respond by loading the TDSR which resets TxBE. 

TxU* 36 0 Transmitter Underrun: TxU is asserted during a transmit sequence when the service of TxBE has 
been delayed for one character time. This indicates the processor is not keeping up with the 
transmitter. Line fill depends on PCSAR11 . TxU is reset by RESET or setting of TSOM (TDSA8), 

synchronized by the falling edge of TxC. 

TxC 39 I Transmitter Clock: TxC (1 X) provides timing for the transmi,tter .logic. The positive going edge shifts 
data out of the TxSR to TxSO. 

TxSO 38 0 Transmitter Serial Output: TxSO is the transmitted serial data. Mark = '1 ', space = 'O'. 

Vee 32 I +SY: Power supply. 

GND 9 I Ground: OV reference _ground. 
NOTE: 
*Indicates possible interrupt signal 
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Table 1. Glossary 

Addressable 

PCSAR 

PCR 

RDSR 

TDSR 

Internal 

CCSR 
HSR 

RxSR 
TxSR 
RxCRC 

TxCRC 

NOTES: 
*H = High byte - bits 15-8 
L =Low byte - bits 7-0 

REGISTERS 

Parameter control sync/ 
address register 

Parameter control register 

Receive data/ status register 

Transmit data/status register 

Control character shift register 
Holding shift register 

Receiver shift register 
Transmitter shift register 
Receiver CRC accumulation 
register 
Transmitter CRC generation 
register 

NO. OF BITS DESCRIPTION* 

16 PCSARH and PCR contain parameters common to 
the receiver and transmitter. PCSARL contains a 

8 programmable SYNC character (BCP) or 
secondary station address (BOP). 

16 RDSRH contains receiver status information. 
RDSRL = RxDB contains the received assembled 
character. 

16 TDSRH contains transmitter command and status 
information. TDSRL • TxDB contains the character 
to be transmitted. 

8 These registers are used for character assembly 
16 (CSSR, HSR, RxSR), disassembly (TxSR), and 

CRC accumulation/generation (RxCRC, TxCRC). 
8 
8 
16 

16 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION Table 3. Special Characters 
The MPCC can be functionally partitioned into 
receiver logic, transmitter logic, registers that 
can be read or loaded by the processor, and 
data bus control circuitry. The register bit 
formats are shown in Figure 1 while the 
receiver and transmitter data paths are de
picted in Figures 2 and 3. 

Table 2. Error Control 

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION 

FCS Frame check sequence is 
transmitted/received as 16 
bits following the last data 
character of a BOP mes-
sage. The divisor is usually 
CRC-CCITT (X16 + X12 + 
X5 + 1) with dividend preset 
to 1 's but can lie other wise 
determined by ECM. The in-
verted remainder is trans-
milter as the FCS. 

BCC Block check character is 
transmitted/received as two 
successive characters fol-
lowing the last data charac-
ter of a BCP message. The 
po\lnomial is CRC-16 
(X1 +X15+X2+1) or CRC-
CCITT with dividend preset 
to O's (as specWied by ECM). 
The true remainder is trans-
milted as the BCC. 
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OPERATION BIT PATTERN FUNCTION 

BOP 
FLAG 01111110 Frame message 
ABORT 11111111 generation Terminate communication 

01111111 detection 
GA 01111111 Terminate loop mode 

(PCSARL.)1 
repeater function 

·Address Secondary station address 
BCP 
SYNC (PCSARL.) or (TxDB)2 Character synchronization 

generation 

NOTES: 
1. ( ) • contents of. 
2. For IDLE= O or 1 respectively. 

15 14 13 12 11 10 76543210 

PCSAR APA I PROTO I ss1aA I SAM I 1DLE I e c u SIAR 

15 14 13 12 11 10 

PCR TxCL r·c .. l"•cLEI RxCL 

15 14 13 12 11 10 

RDSR REAR A 8 c 

I •
0

• I R~!' I AEOM I RSOM Rx DB 

15 14 13 12 11 10 • • 
TDSR TERA I NOT DEFINED I Ta• I TABORT I TEOM I TSOM TxDB 

NOTE: 
Refer to Register Formats for mnemonics and description. 

Figure 1. Short Form Register Bit Formats 
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MM 

NOTES: 

CCSR(8) 

SYNCIFU,Q1 
COMPARATOR 

BCP 

1. Detected in SYNC FF and 7 MS bits of CCSR. 

RxCACACC 

BCP• CiiC 

ZERO 
DELf!TtON 
CONTRO:L 

CAC·16(8CP)OR 
CCAC·CCITT 

BOP) 

RESET --r---'"--, 
••E 
R•A 

RxDA 

RECEIVER 
CONTROL 

LOGIC 
R•SA ---.__""'T _ _, 

RxC 

2. In BOP mode, a mhlimum of two data characters must be received to tum the receiver active. 

RESET 

T•E 

T•A 

TxBE 

r.u 

NOTES: 

I 

TRANS· 
MITTER 

CONTROL 
LOGIC 

hC 

Figure 2. MPCC Receiver Data Path 

:~~~ OR PCSARL (SYNC) 

TxSR(8) 

TxCRC ACC (16) 
CRC·16 OR CRC·CCITT 

CONTROL 
CHARACTER 
GENERATOR 

FLAG ABORT GA 

1. TxCRC selected if TEOM .,. 1 and the last data character has been shifted out of TxSR. 
2. In SCP parity selected will be generated after each character is shifted out of TxSR. 

Figure 3. MPCC Transmitter Data Path 
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CRC-19•0 
COMPARATOR 

CRC·CCIT = F088 

TO 
ROSAL 

~-E}-T•SO 
1 BIT 

DELAY 

BOP 
ZERO 

INSERTION 
LOGIC 

BCP 
PARITY 

GENERATION 

ZERO 
INSERTION 
CONTRqL 
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RECEIVER OPERATION 

General 
After initializing the parameter control regis
ters (PCSAR and PCR), the RxE input must 
be set high to enable the receiver data path. 
The serial data on the RxSI is synchronized 
and shifted into an 8-bit Control Character 
Shift Register (CCSR) on the rising edge of 
RxC. A comparison between CCSR contents 
and the FLAG (BOP) or SYNC (BCP) charac
ter is made until a match is found. At that 
time, the S/F output is asserted for one RxC 
time and the 16-bit Holding Shift Register 
(HSR) is enabled. The receiver then operates 
as described below. 

BOP Operation 
A flowchart of receiver operation in BOP 
mode appears in Figure 4. Zero deletion 
(after five ones are received) is implemented 
on the received serial data so that a data 
character will not be interpreted as a FLAG, 
ABORT, or GA. Bits following the FLAG are 
shifted through the CCSR, HSR, and into the 
Receiver Shift Register (RxSR). A character 
will be assembled in the RxSR and trans
ferred to the ROSAL for presentation to the 
processor. At that time the RxDA output will 
be asserted and the processor must take the 
character no later than one RxC time after the 
next character is assembled in the RxSR. If 
not, an overrun (RDSR11 - 1) will occur and 
succeeding characters will be lost. 

The first character following the FLAG is the 
secondary station address. If the MPCC is a 
secondary station (PCSAR12 - 1), the con
tents of RxSR are compared with the address 
stored in PCSARL. A match indicates the 
forthcoming message is intended for the 
station; the RxA output is asserted, the char
acter is loaded into RDSRL, RxDA is asserted 
and the Receive Start of Message bit (RSOM) 
is set. No match indicates that another station 
is being addressed and the receiver searches 
for the next FLAG. 

If the MPCC is a primary station, 
(PCSAR12 - 0), no secondary address check 
is made; RxA is asserted and RSOM is set 
once the first non-FLAG character has been 
loaded into RDSRL and RxDA has been 
asserted. Extended address field can be 
supported by software if PCSAR12 - 0. 

When the 8 bits following the address charac
ter have been loaded into RDSRL and RxDA 
has been asserted, RSOM will be cleared. 
The processor should read this 8-bit charac
ter and interpret it as the Control field. 

Received serial data that follows is read and 
interpreted as the information field by the 
processor. It will be assembled into character 
lengths as specified by PCR8 _ 10. As before, 
RxDA is asserted each time a character has 
been transferred into RDSRL and is cleared 
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llTTIME 

F()llC).:'.bcli 

-----

START OF 
MESSAGE 

.......... CIWIACrEll 
IN RxSR, ZERO DELETION, 

ACCUMULATE CRC IF 
SPECIFIED 

--·-----(PROCESSOR 
Sl+Olll.D READ ...... 

[ •TEST MADE EVERYl 
AxCTIME 

Figure 4. BOP Receive 

when RDSRL is read by the processor. 
RDSRH should only be read when RxSA is 
asserted. This occurs on a zero to one 
transition of any bit in RDSRH except for 
RSOM. RxSA and all bits in RDSRH except 
RSOM are cleared when RDSRH is read. The 
processor should check RDSRg -15 each 
time RxSA is asserted. If RDSR9 is set, then 
RDSR12 _ 15 should be examined. 

Receiver character length may be changed 
dynamically in response to RxDA: read the 
character in RxDB and write the new charac
ter length into RxCL. The character length will 
be changed on the next receiver character 
boundary. A received residual (short) charac
ter will be transferred into RxDB after the 
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previous character in RxDB has been read, 
i.e. there will not be an overrun. In general the 
last two characters are protected from over
run. 

The CRC-CCITI, if specified by PCSAR8_1o, 
is accumulated in RxCRC on each character 
following the FLAG. When the closing FLAG 
is detected in the CCSR, the received CRC is 
in the 16-bit HSR. At that time, the Receive 
End of Message bit (REOM) will be set; RxSA 
and RxDA will be asserted. The processor 
should read the last data character in RDSRL 
and the receiver status in RDSRg_ 15. If 
RDSR15 - 1, there has been a transmission 
error; the accumulated CRC-CCITI is incor
rect. If RDSR12 _1 4 * O, the last data charac-
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ter is not of prescribed length. Neither the 
received CRC nor closing FLAG are present
ed to the processor. The processor may drop 
RxE or leave it active at the end of the 
received message. 

BCP Operation 
The operation of the receiver in BCP mode is 
shown in Figure 5. The receiver initially 
searches for two successive SYNC charac
ters, of length specified by PCR8 _ 10, that 
match the contents of PCSARL. The next 
non-SYNC character or next SYNC character, 
if stripping is not specified (PCSAR13 = O), 

causes RxA to be asserted and enables the 
receiver data path. Once enabled, all charac
ters are assembled in RxSR and loaded into 
ROSAL. RxDA is active when a character is 
available in RDSRL. RxSA is active on a O to 
1 transition of any bit in RDSRH. The signals 
are cleared when RDSRL or RDSRH are read 
respectively. 

If CRC-16 error control is specified by 
PCSAR8_ 10, the processor must determine 
the last character received prior to the CRC 
field. When that character is loaded into 
RDSRL and RxDA is asserted, the received 
CRC will be in CCSR and HSRL· To check for 
a transmission error, the processor must read 
the receiver status (RDSRH) and examine 
RDSR15. This bit will be set for one character 
time if an error free message has been 
received. If RDSR15 = O, the CRC-16 is in 
error. The state of RDSR15 in BCP CRC 
mode does not set RxSA. Note that this bit 
should be examined only at the end of a 
message. The accumulated CRC will include 
all characters starting with the first non-SYNC 
character if PCSAR13 = 1, or the character 
after the opening two SYNCs if PCSAR13 = 0. 
This necessitates external CRC generation/ 
checking when supporting IBM's BISYNC. 
This can be accomplished using the Signetics 
SCN2653 Polynomial Generator /Checker 
(see Typical Applications). 

If YRC has been selected for error control, 
parity (odd or even) is regenerated on each 
character and checked when the parity bit is 
received. A discrepancy causes RDSR15 to 
be set and RxSA to be asserted. This must be 
sensed by the processor. The received parity 
bit is stripped before the character is present
ed to the processor. 

When the processor has read the last charac
ter of the message, it should drop RxE which 
disables the receiver logic and initializes all 
receiver registers and timing. 

TRANSMITTER· OPERATION 

General 
After the parameter control registers (PCSAR 
and PCR) have been initialized, TxSO is held 
at mark until TSOM (TDSRa) is set and TxE is 
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NOTES: 

8'F•1 FOR ONE 
R.ClrTTIME 

RlcA=1-----

AxDA•1 
(PROCESSOR SHOULD ......... 

..... , 
SHOULD ......... 
ROVRN. 

REAR (tf SPECIFIED) 

Rx£•0 
WHEN LAST 

CHARACTER HAS 
IEENSEAVtCED 

1. Test made every RxC time. 
2. Test made on Rx character boundary. 

Figure 5. BCP Receive 

raised. Then, transmitter operation depends 
on protocol mode. 

BOP Operation 
Transmitter operation for BOP is shown in 
Figure 6. A FLAG is sent after the processor 
sets the Transmit Start of Message bit 
(TSOM) and raises TxE. The FLAG is used to 
synchronize the message that follows. TxA 
will also be asserted. When TxBE is asserted 
by the MPCC, the processor should load 
TDSRL with the first character of the mes
sage. TSOM should be cleared at the same 
time TDSRL is loaded (16-bit d~ta bus) or 
immediately thereafter (B-bit data bus). 
FLAGs are sent as long as TSOM = 1. For 
counting the number of FLAGs, the processor 
should reassert TSOM in response to the 
assertion of TxBE. 
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All succeeding characters are loaded into 
TDSRL by the processor when TxBE = 1. 
Each character is serialized in TxSR and 
transmitted on TxSO. Internal zero insertion 
logic stuffs a "O" into the serial bit stream 
after five successive "1 s" are sent. This 
insures a data character will not match a 
FLAG, ABORT, or GA reserved control char
acter. As each character is transmitted, the 
Frame Check Sequence (FCS) is generated 
as specified by Error Control Mode 
(PCSAR8_10). The FCS should be the CRC
CCITT polynomial (X16 + X12 + X5 + 1) preset 
to 1 s. If an underrun occurs (processor is not 
keeping up with the transmitter), TxU and 
TERR (TDSR1s) will be asserted with ABORT 
or FLAG used as the TxSO line fill depending 
on the state of IDLE (PCSAR11). The proces-
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--·--- •>------l 

...... -=----un---i .._ ____ _ 

"" 

~- ..... 
~·-

TllO•AIOllf•H111111 IF IDLl•O 
R.40•0H11HOIFlll.l•t 

,...... __ 1?_"=.:...., __ ... __ j I -~ ... ·--.··· 
~zi/J:'F - .. ..... ,.._ ... ,""' ® 

NO 

, ... _,_ 
"" 

Td•O 

N01E: 
'GA will be tronamilt8d ff TGA is set together - TEOM. 

Figure 6. BOP Trensmtt 
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sor must set TSOM to reset the underrun 
condition. To retransmit the message, the 
processor should proceed with the normal 
start of message sequence. 

A residual character of 1 to 7 bits may be 
transmitted at the end of the information field. 
In response to TxBE, write the residual char
acter length Into TxCL and load T xDB with 
the residual character. Dynamic alteration of 
character length should be done in exactly 
the same sequence. The character length will 
be changed on the next transmit character 
boundary. 

After the last data character has been loaded 
into TDSRL and sent to TxSR (TxBE • 1), the 
processor should set TEOM (TDSR9). The 
MPCC will finish transmitting the last charac
ter followed by the FCS and the closing 
FLAG. The processor should clear TEOM and 
drop TxE when the next TxBE is asserted. 
This corresponds to the start of closing FLAG 
transmission. When TxE has been dropped. 
TxA will be low 1 'h bit times after the last bit 
of the closing FLAG has been transmitted. 
TxSO will be marked after the closing FLAG 
has been transmitted. 

If TxE and TEOM are high, the transmitter 
continues to send FLAGs. The processor 
may Initiate the next message by resetting 
TEOM and setting TSOM, or by loading 
TDSRL with a data character and then simply 
resetting TSOM (without setting TSOM). 

BCP Operation 
Transmitter operation for BCP mode is shown 
in Figure 7. TxA will be asserted after 
TSOM • 1 and TxE is raised. At that time 
SYNC characters are sent from PCSARL or 
TDSRL (IDLE= O or 1) as long as TSOM • 1. 
TxBE is asserted at the start of transmission 
of the first SYNC character. For counting the 
number of SYNCs, the processor should 
reassert TSOM in response to the assertion 
of TxBE. When TSOM • O transmission is 
from TDSRL, which must be loaded with 
characters from the processor each time 
TxBE is asserted. If this loading is delayed for 
more than one character time, an underrun 
results: TxU and TERR are asserted and the 
TxSO line fill depend on IDLE (PCSAR11). 

The processor must set TSOM and retransmit 
the message to recover. This is not compati
ble with IBM's BISYNC, so that the user must 
not underrun when supporting that protocol. 

CRC-16, if specified by PCSARa- 1o. is gener
ated on each character transmitted from 
TDSRL when TSOM = 0. The processor must 
set TEOM • 1 after the last data character 
has been sent to TxSR (TxBE = 1). The 
MPCC will finish transmitting the last data 
character and the CRC-16 field before send
ing SYNC characters which are transmitted 
as long as TEOM • 1. If SYNCs ara not 
desired after CRC-16 transmission, the pro-
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PROCESSOR 

TSOM•1 
T•E•t 

TxA=t 

T1&E•1 

T1BE•1 
(PROCESSOR SHOULD 

LOAD TxDB) 

TXU•1, Tf.RA=T 
(PROCESSOR SHOULD 

SETTSOM,.1) 

NO 

TRANSMIT ACCUMULATED 
CRC SPECIFIED (IF NO 

CAC, TEOM SHOULD= 0) 

TaBE•1 
(PROCt:SSOR SHOULD 

CLEAR TEOM ANO 
DAOPT11E) 

TaSO= SYNC OR TxDB DEPENDING ON IDLE BIT 

Figure 7. BCP Transmit 

cessor should clear TEOM and lower TxE 
when the TxBE corresponding to the start of 
CRC-16 transmission is asserted. When 
TEOM = 0, the line is marked and a new 
message 1T1ay be initiated by setting TSOM 
and raising TxE. 

If VRC is specified, It is generated on each 
data character and the data character length 
must not exceed 7 bits. For software LRC or 
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CRC, TEOM should be set only If SYNC's are 
required at the end of the message block. 

Special Case 
The capability to transmit 16 spaces is provid
ed for line turnaround in half duplex mode or 
for a control recovery situation. This is 
achieved by setting TSOM and TEOM, clear
ing TEOM when TxBE = 1, and proceeding as 
required. 
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PROGRAMMING 
Prior to initiating data transmission or recep
tion, PCSAR and PCR must be loaded with. 
control information from the processor. The 
contents of these registers (see Register 
Format section) will configure the MPCC for 
the user's specific data communication envi
ronment. These registers should be loaded 
during power-on initialization and after a reset 
operation. They can be changed at any time 
that the respective transmitter or receiver is 
disabled. 

The default value for all registers is zero. This 
corresponds to BOP, primary station mode, 8-
bit character length, FCS • CRC-CCITI pre
set to 1s. 

For BOP mode the character length register 
(PCR) may be set to the desired values during 
system initialization. The address and control 
fields will automatically be 8-blts. If a residual 
character is to be transmitted, TxCL should 
be changed to the residual character length 
prior to transmission of that character. 

DATA BUS CONTROL 
The processor must set up the MPCC register 
address (A2 -AO), chip enable (CE), byte 
select (BYTE), and read/write (R/W) inputs 
before each data bus transfer operation. 

During a read operation (R/W = 0), the lead
ing edge of DBEN will initiate an MPCC read 
cycle. The addressed register will place its 
contents on the data bus. If BYTE = 1, the 8-
bit byte is placed on DB 15-08 or DB0?-00 
depending on the H/L status of the register 
addressed. Unused bits in ROSAL are zero. If 
BYTE = o. all 16 bits (DB15-00) contain 
MPCC information. The trailing edge of DBEN 
will reset RxDA and/or RxSA if RDSRL or 
RDSRH is addressed respectively. 

DBEN acts as the enable and strobe so that 
the MPCC will not begin its internal read cycle 
until DBEN is asserted. 

During a write operation (R/W • 1), data must 
be stable on DB1s-os and/or DB01-oo prior 
to the leading edge of DBEN. The stable data 
is strobed into the addressed register by 
DBEN. TxBE will be cleared if the addressed 
register was TDSAH or TDSRL. 
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Table 4. MPCC Register Addre99lng 

A2 A1 AO REGISTER 

BYTE=O 16·BIT DAT.A BUS= DB15 • DBoo 
0 0 x RDSR 
0 1 x TDSR 
1 0 x PCSAR 
1 1 x PCR' 

BYTE:1 6-BIT DATA BUS= DB1-o or DB1w** 
0 0 0 ROSAL 
0 0 1 ROSRH 
0 1 0 TDSRL 
0 1 1 TOSRH 
1 0 0 PCSARL 
1 0 1 PCSARH 
1 1 0 PCRL' 
1 1 1 PCRH 

NOTES: 
• PCR lower byte does not exist It will be all "O"s when read. 

" Corresponding high and low order pins must be tied together. 

Table 5. Parameter Control Register (PCR) - (R/W) 

BIT NAME MODE FUNCTION 

00-07 Not Defined 

08-10 RxCL BOP/BCP Receiver character length is loaded by the processor when RxCLE = 0. The c;haracter 
length is valid after transmission of single byte address and control fields have been 
received. 

10 9 8 Char length (blta) 

0 0 0 8 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 2 
0 1 1 3 
1 0 0 4 
1 0 1 5 
1 1 0 6 
1 1 1 7 

11 RxCLE BOP/BCP Receiver character ·length enable should be zero when the processor loads RxCL. The 
remaining bits of PCR are not affected during loading. Always O when read. 

12 TxCLE BOP/BCP Transmitter character length enable should be· zero When the processor loads TxCL. The 
remaining bits of PCR are not affected during loading. Always O when read. 

13-15 TxCL BOP/BCP Transmitter character length is loaded by the proc~or When TxCLE - o. Character bit 
length specWication format is identical to RxCL. It is valid after transmission of single 
byte address and control fields. 
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Table 6. Parameter control Sync/ Address Register (PCSAR)-(R/W) 

BIT NAME MODE FUNCTION 

00-07 SIAR BOP SYNC/address register. Contains the secondary station address if the MPCC is a sec-
ondary station. The contents of this register is compared with the first received non-
FLAG character to dertermine if the message is meant for this statiora. 

BCP SYNC character is loaded into this register by the proqessor. It is used for receive and 
transmit bit synchronization with bit length specified by RxCL and TxCL. 

08-10 ECM BOP/BCP Error Control Mode 10 9 8 Suggeated Mode Char. length 

CRC-CCITT preset to 1's 0 0 0 BOP 1-8 
CRC-CCITT preset to O's 0 0 1 BCP 8 
Not used 0 1 0 -
CRC-16 preset to O's 0 1 1 SCP 8 
VRC odd 1 0 0 BCP 5-7 
VRC even 1 0 1 BCP 5-7 
Not used 1 1 0 -
No error control 1 1 1 BCP/BOP 5-8 
ECM should be loaded by the processor during initialization or when both data paths 
are idle. 

11 IDLE Determines line fill character to be used If transmitter underrun occurs (TxU asserted 
and TERR set) and transmission of special characters for BOP/BCP. 

BOP IDLE • 0, transmit ABORT characters during underrun and when TABORT - 1. 
IDLE = 1, transmit FLAG characters during underrun and, when TABORT = 1. 

BCP IDLE - o transmit initial SYNC characters and underrun line fill characters from the S/ AR. 
IDLE = 1 transmit iniUal SYNC characters from TxDB and marks TxSO during underrun. 

12 SAM BOP Secondary Address Mode • 1 if the MPCC is a secondary station. This facilitates auto-
matic recognition of the received secondary station address. When transmitting, the pro-
cessor must load the secondary address into TxDB. 
SAM - o inhibits the received secondary address comparison which serves to activate 
the receiver alter the first non-FLAG character has been received. 

13 SS/GA Strip SYNC/Go Ahead. Operation depends on mode. 

BOP SS/GA = 1 is used tor loop mode only and enables GA detection. When a GA is 
detected as a closing character, REOM and· RAB/GA will be set and the processor 
should terminate the repeater function. SS/GA= o is the normal mode which enables 
ABORT detection. It causes the receiver to terminate the frame upon detection of an 
ABORT or FLAG. 

BCP · SS/GA - 1, causes the receiver to strip SYNC's immediately following the first two 
SYNC's detected. SYNC's in the middle of a message will not be stripped. SS/GA• 0, 
presents any SYNC's alter the initial two SYNC's to the processor. 

14 PROTO Determines MPCC Protocol mode 

BOP PROTO•O 
BCP PROT0=1 

15 APA BOP All parties address. If this bit is set, the recelvl)r data path ~ enabled by an address 
field of '11111111 • as well as the normal secondary station address. 
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Table 7. Transmit Data/Status Register (TDSR) (R/W Except TDSR15) -2 -BIT NAME MODE FUNCTION 

00-07 TxDB BOP/SCP Transmit data buffer. Contains processor loaded characters to be serialized in TxSR and 
transmitted on TxSO. 

08 TSOM Transmitter start of message. Set by the processor to inltate message transmission provided 
TxE• 1. 

BOP TSOM = 1 generates FLAGs. When TSOM = 0 transmission is from TxDB and FCS generation 
(H specified) begins. FCS, as specified by PCSAR8 _10, should be CRC-CCITT preset to 1 's. 

BCP TSOM • 1 generates SYNCs from PCSARL or transmits from TxDB for IDLE • O or 1 
respectively. When TSOM = 0 transmission is from TxDB and CRC generation (if specified) 
begins. 

09 TEOM Transmit end of message. Used to terminate a transmitted message. 

BOP TEOM • 1 causes the FCS and the closing FLAG to be transmitted following the transmission 
of the data character in TxSR. FLAGs are transmitted until TEOM = 0. ABORT or GA are 
transmitted H TABORT or TGA are set when TEOM = 1. 

BCP TEOM = 1 causes CRC-16 to be transmitted ~f selected) followed by SYNCs from PCSARL or 
TxDB (IDLE = O or 1 ). Clearing TEOM prior to the end of CRC-16 transmission (when TxBE = 1) 
causes TxSO to be marked following the CRC-16. TxE must be dropped before a new 
message can be initiated. If CRC is not selected, TEOM should not be set. 

10 TABORT BOP Transmitter abort • 1 will cause ABORT or FLAG to be sent (IDLE • 0 or 1) after the current 
character is transmitted. (ABORT = 11111111) 

11 TGA BOP Transmit go ahead (GA) instead of FLAG when TEOM • 1. This facilitates repeater termination 
in loop mode. (GA=01111111) 

12-14 Not Defined 

15 TERR Read Transmitter error • 1 Indicates the TxDB has not been loaded In time (one character time-~ 
only TxC period after TxBE is asserted) to maintain continuous transmission: TxU will be asserted to 

inform the processor of this condition. TERR is cleared by setting TSOM. See timing diagram. 

BOP ABORT's or FLAG's are sent as fill characters (IDLE= o or 1) 

SCP SYNC's or MARK's are sent as fill characters (IDLE - o or 1). For IDLE - 1 the last character 
before underrun is not valid. 
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Table 8. Receiver Data/Status Register (RDSR) - (Read Only) 

BIT NAME MODE FUNCTION 

00-07 RxDB BOP/BCP Receiver data buffer. Contains assembled characters from the RxSR. If VRC is specified, the 
parity bit is stripped. 

OS RSOM BOP Receiver start of message • 1· when a FLAG followed by a non-FLAG has been received and 
the latter character matches the secondary station if SAM - 1. RxA will be asserted when 
RSOM • 1, RSOM resets Itself after one character time and has no affect on RxSA. 

09 REOM BOP Receiver end of message = 1 when the closing f'LAG is detecte<;I and the last data character is 
loaded i.nto RxDB or when an ABORT /GA charscter is received. REOM is cleared on reading 
RO.SRH, reset operstion, or dropping of RxE. 

10 RAB/GA BOP Received ABORT or GA character • 1 when the receiver senses an ABORT character if SS/ 
GA • 0 or a GA. character if SS/GA = 1. RAB/GA is cleared on reading RDSRH, reset 
operation, or dropping of RxE. A received abort does not set RxDA. 

11 ROR BOP/BCP Receiver overrun = 1 indicates the processor has not read last character in the RxDB within 
one character time + 112 RxC period after RxDA is asserted. Subsequent characters will be lost. 
ROR is cleared on reading RDSRfi, reset operation, or dropping of RxE. 

12-14 ABC BOP Assembled bit coont. SpecifieS the number of bits in the last received data charscter of a 
message and should be examined by the processor when REOM = 1 (RxDA and RxSA 
asserted). ABC • 0 indicates. the message was terminated (by a flag or GA) on a character 
bQundary as specified by PCR8•10• Otherwise, ABC = number of bits in the last data character. 
ABC is cleared when RDSRH is read, reset operation, or dropping RxE. The residual character 
is right justHied in RDSRL. 

15 RERR BOP/BCP Receiver error indicator should be examined by the processor when REOM = 1 in BOP, or 
when the processor determines the last data character of the message in BCP with CRC or 
when RxSA is set in BCP with VRC. 
CRC-CCITT preset to 1's/O's as specHied by PCSAR8 _ 10: 

RERR • 1 indicates FCS error (CRC * FOBS or * 0) 
RERR = 0 indicates FCS received correctly (CRC • FOBS or = 0) 

CRC-16 preset to O's on 8-bit characters specHied by PSCAR8 _ 10: 

RERR = 1 indicates CRC-16 received correctly (CRC = O). 
RERR = 0 indicates CRC-16 error (CRC*O) 

VRC specified by PCSARe - 10: 
RERR = 1 indicates VRC error 
RERR • 0 indicates VRC is correct. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 Note 4 •c 
TsrG Storage temperature range -65 to +150 ·c 

Input or output voltages with respect to GND3 -0.3 to +15 v 
Vee With respect to GND -0.3 to +7 v 
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DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS4· 5 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

Input voltage 

V1L Low 0.8 v 
V1H High 2 

Output voltage 

Vol Low IOL = 1.6mA 0.4 v 
VoH High loH =-100µA 2.4 

Ice Power supply current Vee= 5.25V, TA= O"C 150 mA 

Leakage current 

i1L Input V1N = 0 to 5.25V 10 µA 

loL Output VouT = O to 5.25V 10 

Capacitance 

C1N Input V1N = OV, f = 1MHz 20 pF 
CouT Output VouT = OV, f = 1MHz 20 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS4· s. s 

1MHz CLOCK VERSION 2MHz CLOCK VERSION 
SYMBOL PARAMETER UNIT 

Min Typ Max Min Typ Max 

Setup and hold time 

tAeS Address/ control setup 50 50 ns 

IACH Address/ control hold 0 0 
tos Data bus setup (write) 50 50 
IDH Data bus hold (write) 0 0 
tRxs Receiver serial data setup 150 150 
tRxH Receiver serial data hold 150 150 

Pulse width 

IRES RESET 250 250 ns 

tosEN OSEN 250 m7 200 ml 

Delay Time 

loo Data bus (read) 200 170 ns 
ITxD Transmit serial data 325 250 

losEND DBEN to DBEN delay 200 200 

toF Data bus float time (read) 150 150 ns 

f Clock (RxC,TxC) frequency 1 2 MHz 

leLK1 Clock high (MM=O) 340 165 ns 
leLK2 Clock high (MM=1) 490 240 

leLKO Clock low 490 240 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under ''Absolute Maximum Ratings'' may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation 

of the device at these or at any other condition above those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature. 
3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from the damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, it is 

suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rated maxima. 
4. Parameters are valid over operating temperature range unless otherwise specified. See ordering code table for applicable temperature range and operating supply 

range. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground. All time measurements are at O.BV or 2V. Input voltage levels for testing are 0.4V and 2.4V. 
6. Output load c, - 1 OOpF. 
7. m = TxC low and applies to writing to TDSRH only. 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS 

DBEN 
---"""f..--•oaEN--1~------

RESET --f=,RES =t--------.- 1ACH 

~Re~lfi-,.,.,,..,.=..+"'"'~""'"'~""""+-...,...--F,,,.L""oA""T"'1N'"'G--
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(~R~~--:---'1'-t------t-4'"....,..----
toH 

Reset Read and Write Data Bus 

1-----111-----1 

--1CLK1- tcLKO-

vi 
TxSO A. ---1----1---------+---------1-rxo-1 

I 
I 

...... ____ .,, 
t- •ctKo-1-1ctK1-
I I I 

1-1Rxs-1-1RxH-I 

RxSI ~ ! *...----------
1 
I 

Clock 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

hC 

hSO 

TxBE 

RESET TSOM LOAO 2nd CHAR 

I 
DBEN 

NOTES: 
1. SYNC may be 5 to 8 bits and will contain parity bit as specified. 
2. TxA goes high relative to TxC rising edge after TSOM has been set and TxE has been raised. 
3. TxBE goes low relative to DBEN falling edge on the first write transfer into TDSR. It is reasserted 1 TxC time before the first bit of the transmitted SYNC/FLAG. TxBE then goes low 

relative to DBEN falling edge when writing into TOSRH and/or TDSRL. It is reasserted on the rising edge of the TxC that corresponds to the transmission of the last bit of each 
character, except in BOP mode when the CAC is to be sent as the next character (see Transmit Timing - End of Message). 

Transmit - Start of Message 

TxSO NEXT TO LAST CHAR LAST CHAR CRC 

TxBE 1 

LOAD LAST CHAR SET TEOM RESET TEOM 

I I I 
OSEN 

NOTES: 
1. TxBE goes low relative to the falling edge of DBEN corresponding to loading TDSRHtL· It goes high one TxC before character transmission begins and also when TxA has been 

dropped. 
2. TxE can be dropped before resetting TEOM if TxBE (corresponding to the closing Fl.AG) is high. Alternatively TxE can remain high and a new message initiated. 
3. TxA goes low after TxE has been dropped and 11!2 TxC's after the last bit of the closing Fl.AG has been transmitted. 

Transmit - End of BOP Message 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

TxSO NEXT TO LAST CHAR LAST CHAR CRC1 MARK 

TxBE 

LOAD LAST CHAR SET TEOM RESET TEOM 

DBEN_ii...._ ___ _.rl._ ____ _...rl.__ _________ _ 

TxE ,------------------------

NOTE: 
1. When SCN2652 generated CRC is not required, TEOM should only be set if SYNCs are to follow the message block. 1n that case, TxE should be dropped in response 

to TxBE (which corresponds to the start of transmission of the last character). When CRC is required, TxE must be dropped before CRC transmission is complete. 
Otherwise, the contents of TxDB will be shifted out on TxSO. This facilitates transmission of contiguous messages. 

NOTES: 

TxC 

Transmit Timing - End of BCP Message 

I 
I 

I I 

Txu.,:__r---i__ 

'> £'"SETTSOM 
DBEN..:....______J L___ 

1. TxU goes active relative to TxC falling edge if TxBE has not been serviced after n-Y2 TxC times (Where n =transmit character length). TxU is reset on the T,xC falling edge following 
assertion of the TSOM command. , 

2. An underrun will occur at the next character boundary if TEOM is reset and the transmitter remains enabled, unless the TSOM command is asserted or a character is loaded into the 
TxDB. 

Transmit Underrun 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

1st CHAR READY 2nd CHAR READY 

R)(DA 2 
TO BE READ------- TO BE READ-.-----. 

DBEN 

SiF
3 ._SI_------------------------------

R<E 

NOTES: 
1. RxA goes high relative to falling edge of RxC when RxE is high and: a. A data character following two SYNC's is in RxDB (BCP mode). b. Character following FLAG is in RxOB (BOP 

primary station mode). c. Character following FLAG is in RxOB and character matches the secondary station address or all parties address (BOP secondary station mode). 
2. RxOA goes high on RxC falling edge when a character in AxDB is ready to be read. It comes up before RxSA and goes low on the falling edge of DBEN when RxOB is read. 
3. S/F goes high relat!ve to rising edge of RxC anytime a SYNC (BCP) or FLAG (BOP) is detected. 

Receive - Start of Message 

Rx DA 

RxSA 1 

OBEN 
(8·BITJ--------

,--------------------------------· 
i------------, 

NOTES: 
1. At the end of a BOP message, Rx SA goes high when FLAG detection {S/F 1) forces REOM to be set. Processor should read the last data character (RDSRJ and status (RDSRH) 

which resets AxDA and AxSA respectively. For BCP end of message, RxSA may not be set and S/F = O. The processor should read the last data character and status. 
2. RxE must be dropped for BCP with non-contiguous messages. It may be left on at the end of a BOP message (see BOP Receive Operation). 
3. RxA is reset relative to the falllng edge of RXC after the closing FLAG of a BOP message (REOM = 1 and RxSA active.) or when RxE is dropped. 

Receive - End of Message 
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 

8-BIT 
µP 

DATA BUS 

ADDRESS CONTROL 

r TS BUFFER ' STATUS 

080- 087 

A2-AO, RIW DBEN CE 

RESET 

MPCC 
SCN2652 

SYNCHRO
NOUS 

MODEM 

MODEM 
CONTROL 

LOGIC 

1---~l .... :_·_:_ ... J:_:_: _______ ... [a\:: 
NOTES' 
1. Possible µP interrupt requests are: AxDA RxSA TxBE TxU 
2. Other SCN2652 status signals and possible uses are: SF line idle indicator, frame delimiter. RxA handshake on RxE, line turn around control. TxA handshake on TxE, line turn around 

control. 
3. Line drivers/receivers (LD/LR) convert EIA to TTL voltages and vice-versa. 
4. ATS should be dropped after the CRC (BCP) or FLAG (BOP) has been transmitted. This forces CTS low and TxE low. 
5. Corresponding high and low order bits of DB must be OR tied. 

SCN2652 MPCC Microprocessor Interface 

DATA BUS 0 .L...8 R16BITS 

_ft [£_ 
L WORD COUNT J ADREQ RxOA 0815-0800 DATA ~us DATA BUS 

L ADDRESS PTR J 
TOPR±ESSOR 

••• 
R•E L RIW CONTROL J 

R•SA 
WRREQ 

T•A TxBE 
T>E 

PROCESSOR (P) 
ANO 

1-R•OA iilw 
OMA SCN2652 T•U SUPPORT L.OGIC: 

CONTROLLER 1. INITIALIZES rrxBE MEMORY 

SIF SCN2652 
A2-AO 2. SETS/RESETS 

SCN2652 BYTE 
TSOM, TEOM 

ADDRESS AND RESET 3. RESPONDS 
RIW TO AxSA CONTROL 
CE MM 

DBEN 

_ ADDRESS. ADDRESS, iiJw. ADDA_ess. 
RIWCONTROLS R>C T•C RxSI TxSO CONTROL CE, R/W 

~ I I I l ~ 

MODEM OR DCE 

jz_ 
SYSTEM ADDRESS AND CONTROL BUS 

NOTE' 
For non-OMA operation TxBE and RxDA are sent to the processor which then loads or reeds data characters as required. 

OMA/Processor Interface 
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS (Continued) 

COMPUTER 
OR 

TERMINAL 

December 12, 1986 

MPCC 
SCN2652 

MPCC 
SCN2652 

CPU 

TxSO RxSI 

Rx St TxSO 

Channel Interface 
No Modem - DC Baseband Transmission 

INTERRUPTS TxBE, TxU, RxDA, RxSA 

t---------.-----<~A2 

t---------+-----<~A1 
!----------..-+-----<~ AO 1-- TxC 
o--------->-+-+----<•l~W 

1--------+-+-+.<t---<~DBEN 1-- RxC t CE olro 
'---~ V ~<>----<~CEO PGC 

SCN2653 
'-+--------A1 

r (OPEN DRAIN) 

~ sv 

SCN2652/SCN2653 Interface Typical Protocols: 
BISVNC, DDCMP, SDLC, HDLC 
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DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCN2653/68653 Polyno
mial Generator Checker (PGC) is a poly
nomial generator checker I character 
comparator circuit that complements a 
receiver /transmitter (R/T or USART I 
USRT/UART) in the support of charac
ter oriented data link controls. Table 1 
defines many of the more commonly 
used PGC terms and abbreviations. 

Parallel data characters transferred be
tween the CPU and R/T are monitored 
by the PGC which performs block check 
character (BCC) and parity (VRC) gener
ation/checking, single character detec
tion, and two character sequence detec
tion. Since the PGC operates on parallel 
characters, the data transmission format 
may be serial (synchronous or asynchro
nous) or parallel. 

There are four modes of BCC accumula
tion and each mode can select one of 
three polynomials to compute the BCC. 
In the BISYNC normal and transparent 
modes, the PGC determines which char
acters are to be accumulated and which 
characters are to be excluded from the 
accumulation. The block terminating 
characters and the initiation . and termi
nation of BISYNC transparent text can 
be detected and an interrupt generated. 
The single interrupt output represents 
the inclusive OR of four maskable status 
conditions. 

In the automatic accumulation mode, all 
characters are accumulated while the 
single accumulate mode requires a spe
cific accumulation command for each 
character to be accumulated. 

Character accumulation control and . 
character comparisons are facilitated by 
a character class array which places 
each of 128 characters into one of four 
character classes. The four classes are 
normal, SYN/BISYNC not included, 
block terminating character (BTC)/ 
search character (SC), and secondary 
search character (SSC). 
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SCN2653 /SCN68653 
Polynomial Generator Checker 
(PGC) 
Product Specification 

FEATURES 
• Parallel Bloek Check Character 

accumulation/checking: CRC·16, 
CRC·12; LRC·8 

• BISYNC normal and transparent 
modes 

• Automatic or slngle character 
accumulation modes 

•Character detection • up to 128 
characters 

• Two character sequence 
detection; examples: DLE·STX, 
ACKO, ACK1, WACK, RYI, DISC, 
WBT 

• 6, 7, or 8-blt characters 
•YRC generation/checking on data 

bus 
• Four maskable Interrupt · 

conditions 
• Four classes of characters 
• Internal power-on reset 
• Maximum character accumulatlon 

rate of 500kHz (4Mbps) 
• Dlrectly compatible with Slgnetlcs 

SCN2651, SCN2652 and SCN2661 
• No system clock required 
• TTL compatible inputs and 

outputs 
• Single 5Y supply 
• 16-pin dual in line package 

APPLICATIONS 
• Character oriented data link 

control: 
- dedicated to one USART/USRT 
- multiplexed among several 

USART /USRTs 
•Automated BISYNC with 2661 

(mlnlmal software intervention) 
• BCC and YRC generation/ 

detection on a block of memory 
or peripheral data 

• Programmable character array 
comparator 

2-52 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

PACKAGES Vcc=sv ±5%, TA=o•c to +10°c 

Ceramic DIP SCN2653AC4116 

Plastic DIP SCN2653AC4N16 

Small Outline (SO) SCN2653ACD16 

NOTE: 
SCN68653 is identical to SCN2653. Order using numbers shown above. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

D0-07 V----.,,'I 
DATA BUS 

iNiii----a 

AO 

Al----1 

ffi --~..al 

iilw----• 

cro-

PIN DESCRIPTION 

llNEllONIC PIN NO. TYPE 

Vrx; 16 I 
GND 8 I 

A1·AO 11,12 I 

R'/W 13 I 

~ 15 I 

~ 14 I 

07-00 9,7·1 1/0 

INT 10 0 
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DATA BUS 
BUFFER 

OPERATION CONTROL 

MODE REGISTER 

COMMAND REGISTER 

STATUS REGISTER 

CHARACTER CLASS 
ARRAY 

CHARACTER REGISTER 

OLE 

NAME AND FUNCTION 

+ 5V: Power supply 
Ground 

Addrese Lines: Used to select Internal PGC registers or character class array. 

Read/Write: Read command when low, write command when high. 

Chip Enable: Connected to chip enable input of a receiver /transmitter (R/n circuit. It is used to 
strobe data· being transferred between the CPU and the R'IT into the PGC character register. 

Chip Enable: Used in conjunction with the R'IW signal to enable the transfer of data between the 
PGC and the CPU or OMA controller and to initialize the PGC registers. 

Data Bus: 8-bit 3-State bidirectional bus used to transfer data to or from the PGC via CEO or CE1. 
All data, mode words, command words, and status information are transferred on this bus. DO is the 
least significant bit; 07 is the most significant bit. 

Interrupt Open drain active low Interrupt output that signals the CPU that one or more maskable 
conditions are true: BCC error, VRC error, BTC/SC detect, SSC detect. The true conditions can be 
determined by reading the status register which In tum deactivates INT. A power on, clear BCC, or 
master reset command causes TN'i' to be inactive (high). 
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Additional PGC applications include off-line Table 1. Glossary 
R/T operation where the BCC is generated 
on data not sent to the R/T, BCC multiplexing 
by sharing the PGC among several R/Ts and 
reading/writing the partial BCC accumulation 
on a character by character basis, VRC 
generation/checking on characters appear
ing on a bidirectional data bus, and program
mable character comparisons or searches. 

PGC operation is half duplex (either receive 
or transmit, one way or two way alternate). 
Full duplex (two way simultaneous) is 
achieved by using two PGCs. The device is 
directly compatible with the Signetics 
SCN2651 Programmable Communications in
terface (PC!) and SCN2661 Enhanced Pro
grammable Communications interface (EPCI). 
When used in BISYNC modes with the 
SCN2661, software requirements are mini
mized by the SCN2653-SCN2661 control 
character comparisons, character sequence 
comparisons, and automatic OLE insertion/ 
detection. 

Other bus oriented A/Ts can be interfaced to 
the PGC with a minimum of external circuitry. 
See Figure 1 for a typical system configura
tion. 

This NMOS LSI circuit is TTL compatible, 
operates from a single + SV supply and is 
contained in a 16 pin dual in line package. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
The PGC consists of the following six major 
sections: the operation control, character 
class array, OLE ROM, character register, 
BCC and parity generators, and BCC regis
ters. These sections communicate with each 
other via an internal data bus and an internal 
control bus. The internal data bus interfaces 
to the CPU data bus via a data bus buffer. 

Operation Control Unit 
This functional block stores configuration and 
operation instructions from the CPU and gen
erates appropriate signals to control the de
vice operation. It also contains read and write 
circuits to permit communications between 
the CPU and the PGC registers via the data 
bus. The mode, command, and status regis
ters are in this logic block. 

Character Register 
Characters to be considered for BCC genera
tion, parity generation and checking, or char
acter comparisons are loaded into this regis
ter by either CEO or CE1. This register serves 
as an input to the BCC and YRC generator, 
where the accumulation and parity generation 
takes place. The character register. also 
serves as the input for character class array 
and OLE comparisons. 
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TERM/ABBREVIATION 

BCC 
BTC 
SC 

SSC 
CRC-16 
CRC-12 

LRC-8 

VRC 
R/T 

Bl SYNC 

MSB 
LSB 
Rx 
Tx 

CPU 

ffi 
A1w 
AO 
A1 

00-07 

DEFINITION 

Block check character 
Block terminating character 
Search character 
Second search character (preceded by OLE) 
x16 + x15 + x2 + 1 divisor, dividend pre-cleared 
x12 + x11 + X3 + X2 + x + 1 divisor, dividend 
pre-cleared 
Horizontal parity on least significant 7 bits; 
vertical parity on most significant bit 
Vertical redundancy check (character parity) 
Receiver/transmitter circuit. Also known as 
USART /USRT /UART /PCl/MPCC 
IBM binary synchronous communications (BSC), 
ANSI X3.28, ISO 1745 
Most significant bit 
Least significant bit 
Receive 
Transmit 

TxC RxC 

USART 
OR 

USRT 

SCN2653 
PGC 

TxO 

RxO 

Figure 1. Typical System Configuration 

Character Class Array 
This 128 x 2 array holds the character class 
associated with each of 128 possible 7-bit 
characters. The array is zero after a master 
reset. When the character class array is 
loaded (see PGC Addressing), the character 
on the data bus is placed in the class 
specified by the contents of command regis
ter bits CR2 and CR3. The PGC uses these 
two command bits to represent four different 
character classes. These are: 

1. Normal class (included in the accumula
tion) 

2. SYN character/BISYNC not included 
class 

3. Block terminating character I search class 
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4. Second search character class (preced
ed by OLE) 

These encoded character classes are used 
by the PGC: 

1. To control the BCC accumulation of as
sociated characters in BISYNC modes 
only. BCC accumulation in automatic or 
single accumulation modes is carried out 
independent of the character classes. 

2. To detect characters and two character 
sequences in all modes of accumulation 
and to set the control character detect 
bits in the status register. 

It should be noted that any number of charac- · 
tars (up to 128 for CRC-16 or LRC-8; up to 64 
for CRC-12) can be put into any one class. 
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•I 

b) 

c) 

NOTE: 

ENABLE COMPARISON 
ON LOWER 6 BITS 

(05-00) 
MSB IS IGNORED 

BIT 6 MUST BE ZERO 

ENABLE COMPARISON 
ON LOWER 7 BITS 

(06-DO) 
MSB IS IGNORED 

YES 

ENABLE COMPARISON 
ON LOWER 7 BITS 

106-DO) 
MSB IS IGNORED 

Transparent mode always disables the SSC comparison. 

DISABLE 
CHARACTER 

COMPARISON 

Figure 2. Character Class Array Comparison Operation 

If VRC is specified along with CRC· 16 then 
the least significant 7 bits of the character are 
used for character array comparison. If VRC 
is not enabled, but CRC-16 is, the MSB of the 
character then determines whether a charac
ter comparison is to take place. If the MSB is 
o, the comparison takes place; if the MSB is 
1, the comparison does not take place and 
the character is processed as though it were 
in the normal class. This enables the PGC to 
detect all communication control characters 
and DLE-SSC sequences. 

Only the first 64 locations of the array are 
accessed if CRC-12 is selected. The user 
should right justify each six bit character (DO-
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05) to be written into the character class 
array. Bit 6 must be zero. 

If VRC is enabled, the generated parity be
comes the most significant bit of the charac
ter to be compared. VRC is not allowed in 
BISYNC transparent mode. 

The method in which the character register 
contents is compared against the character 
class array depends on the BCC polynomial 
chosen. Figure 2 illustrates the comparison 
process. 

OLE Read Only Memory 
The OLE characters are stored internally and 
are selected by the error polynomial as fol
lows: 
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CRC-12: 01 1111 

LCR-8 or CRC-16: 
No VRC or odd VRC: 0001 0000 
Even VRC: 1001 0000 

BCC and Parity Generator 
This functional block perlorms all the neces
sary computation to generate and update the 
BCC accumulation on a character by charac
ter busis. It contains the three generator 
polynomials (CRC-16, CRC-12, and LRC-8) 
that can be selected to compute the BCC. 
This block also checks and generates odd or 
even parity for 7-bit (ASCII) characters. 

BCC Registers 
This block consists of two 8-bit registers 
(BCC upper and BCC lower) which contain 
the high and low order bytes of the BCC 
accumulation. The result of the accumulation 
from the BCC and parity generator is stored in 
these registers. A recirculating register ad
dress pointer is initialized by a power on, 
master reset, or clear BCC command. The 
pointer alternately selects BCC upper and 
lower on successive BCC register accesses 
for CRC-16 or CRC-12. For LRC-8, BCC 
upper is always selected. 

BCC upper and lower are cleared by a clear 
BCC or master reset command. The highest 
term of the BCC polynomial is always repre
sented by bit O of BCC upper; the lowest term 
is always represented by bit 7 of BCC lower 
(see Figure 3, Orientation of BCC Polynomi
als.) 

The length of the block check character 
depends on the error checking polynomial 
that is selected. If LRC-8 is chosen, the BCC 
result is stored entirely in BCC upper. The 
BCC lower remains unchanged from previous 
setting. Both BCC registers are used when 
CRC-16 is specified. When CRC-12 is select
ed, the block check character is 12 bits long. 
The six least significant bits of the BCC are 
stored in the least significant bits of the BCC 
lower. The remaining upper six bits of the 
BCC are stored in least significant bits of BCC 
upper. The two most significant bits in each 
BCC register are filled with zero. 

The BCC register(s) are read by the CPU after 
the last data character is transmitted. They 
can then be sent to the R/T to complete a 
transmitted block of data. These registers are 
read and loaded when one PGC is time
shared by several R/Ts. Refer to Applications 
Information-Multiplexed PGC. 

PGC Addressing 
All internal registers and the character class 
array are selected by the unique address 
codes shown in Table 2. 
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M (X) = O(X) + R (X>, WHER.E R (X) = AnX" + 11,,_,xn-•, •• + AoX0 
G(X) G(X) 
M (X): BINARY POLYNOMIAL (DATA STREAM) 
G (X): FIXED DIVISOR TO GENERATE BCC 
0 (X): QUOTIENT AFTER BCC GENERATION 
R (X): REMAINDER AFTER BCC GENERATION 

BCCLOWER 
(8 BITS) 

101----------ool 
AoXO -------- A1x7 

07 06 05 ------- 00 

I• I• It I It I 
AoXO ----- AsXS 

07 ----------DO 

lx-----------xl 
(DON'T CARE) 

CRC - 16-= x16 + x15 +X2 +1 

CRC-12:X12 +x11 

+X3 +X2 -tX+1 

BCCUPPER 
(8 BITS) 

I 07 ----------DO I 
A9X8 ------- A15X15 

07 06 DS ------ DO 

I• I• If I }I 
6---- 11 

A6X A11X 

07 06 -------- 00 

l•l-LRc-1 
PARITY +(7·81T LAC) 

LRC - 8 = HORlZONTAL PARITY ON 7 LSB 
VERTICAL PARITY ON MSB 

RECEIVED, OR TRANSMITTED CHARACTER BITS 
(TO BE INCLUDED IN ecc ACCUMULATION) 

RECEIVE, OR TRANSMITTED CHARACTER BITS 
(TO BE INCLUDED IN ace ACCUMULATION) 

OPERATION OF BCC REGISTER FOR CRC·16 BCC 
ACCUMULATION (SIMPLIFIED) 

OPERATION OF ace REGISTER FOR LAC BCC 
ACCUMULATION (SIMPLIFIED) 

Figure 3. Orientation of BCC Polynomials 
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Table 2. Address Codes 

CEO c:E1 A1 AO R/W FUNCTION 

0 0 x x x Operation not guaranteed 
0 1 0 0 0 If MR2 = O load data bus into character register 

If MR2 = 1 PGC not selected1 

0 1 0 0 1 If MR2 = 1 load data bus into character register 
If MR2 = o PGC not selected1 

0 1 0 1 x PGC not selected1 

0 1 1 0 x PGC not selected1 

0 1 1 1 x PGC not selected1 

1 0 0 0 0 Read character register 
1 0 0 0 1 Load data bus into character register if MR1 .o 

*<J02; write character class array using CR3. 
CR2 class code tt MR 1.0 = 003· 4 

1 0 0 1 0 Read Status register 
1 0 0 1 1 Write command register 
1 0 1 0 0 Read mode register 
1 0 1 0 1 Write mode register 
1 0 1 1 0 Read BCC upper/lower5 

1 0 1 1 1 Write BCC upper/lower5 
1 1 x x x PGC not selected1 

-·--
NOTES: 
1. Data bus is 3-State. 
2. Character will not be accumulated unless MA3 - 1. 
3. Character will not be accumulated even if MA3 = 1. 
4. The mode bits MA1 and MAO are cleared to 00 by power-on-reset, master reset, or by loading the mode 

register bits MA1 and MAO. 
5. Recirculating internal pointer selects BCC upper on first access, BCC lower on next access for all BCCs 

except for LAC-8; in case of LAC-8, the pointer only selects BCC upper. 

INTERRUPTS 'Tx'R'i5Y, fWiiiY. TxEMT/OSCHG 

087-080 

CPU 

SCN2651/61 
PCI 

SCN2653 
PGC 

RxD 

-rxc 

-RxC 
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INTERFACE SIGNALS AND 
TIMING 
PGC data transfers are controlled by A 1, AO, 
and R /W which must be stable prior to the 
active low going chip enable pulse. CEO is 
used for PGC monitoring of data transfers 
between a CPU/OMA controller and a R/T; 
GET is used for direct CPU-to-PGC transfers. 
MR3 must be set prior to loading the charac
ter register in order to accumulate or compare 
characters via GET. The active low (leading) 
edge of chip enable initiates a PGC read/ 
write cycle; the rising (trailing) edge ends the 
cycle and also serves as a write strobe. 

When loading the character, mode, or com
mand register, the data bus is strobed into the 
selected register on the trailing (rising) edge 
of the appropriate CE. When writing into the 
character class array, the data on the bus 
(the special character) is placed in the class 
specified by command register bits CR3 and 
CR2. 

Characters are transferred into the character 
register when CEO is active (low) depending 
on the state of MR2 and the R/W input. 
Characters (from the R/T are loaded into the 
character register when in receive mode 
(MR2 = 0 and R/W = 0) while CPU/OMA 
characters are loaded into the character reg
ister when in transmit mode (MR2 = 1 and 
R/W = 1 ). The time between consecutive 
chip enables is given by lcEc or lcED· 

The open drain active low interrupt signal 
(TNi) goes active whenever one or more of 
four maskable status conditions (SRO-SR3) 
are true ( = 1). A status read deactivates INT. 

The same techniques used in interfacing the 
SCN2651 PCI to 8-bit microprocessors can 
be used to interface the SCN2653 PGC 
(consult Application Note M22). Note that 
when addressing the R/T' s holding registers, 
the PGC pins must have A 1, AO = OD and that 
the address and R/W signals must be stable 
(set up) prior to the active low chip enable. 
When using the SCN2651 or SCN2661 as the 
R/T, the PGC's A1, AO, R/W, and CEO are 
directly connected to comparable SCN2651 
or SCN2661 signals. Schematics of an 
SCN2653 monitoring data transfers to/from 
the Signetics SCN2651/2661 and SCN2652 
are shown in Figures 4 and 5. 

An alternate interfacing technique is to treitt 
Figure 4. SCN2651 or SCN2661/2653 Interface the PGC as an independent peripheral de-

'----·------~-----------------·-·-----···· vice. This necessitates a write character reg
ister instruction after the CPU reads or writes 
a character to or from the R/T. 
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INTERRUPTS TxBE, TxU, AxDA, AxSA 

DB7-DBO 
SCN2852 

MPCC 

l-------..-----+IA2 
l--------l---....IA1 

f-- TxD 

j- RxD 

l-------+--1---......I AO j.- TxC 

1-------++<o---......J iilw 
1-------1-.+-i>.-+-......I DBEN I- Axe. 

CPU r------'""ttl~[t-__,~ ...... C~E~~_j DB{).BO 

'---f V::l><>---~ CEO 

SCN2853 

'-+--------<~ A1 PGC 

'------'--I iiJw 

1 COPEN DRAIN) 

+SY 

Figure 5. SCN2852/2653 Interface -
Typlcal Protocols: *BISYNC, DDCMP, SDLC, HDLC 

PGC PROGRAMMING 
The PGC operational mode must be initially 
programmed by the CPU (see Figura 6). The 
mode register, command register and charac
ter class array should be written Into, after a 
power-on-reset or a master reset command. 
The character Class array should be pro
grammed only for the classes pertinent to the 
application. After a master reset, the charac
ter class array is zero which places all charac
ters in the normal class (included In the BCC 
accumulation). 

OPERATION 
The PGC should be initially configured by the 
CPU (via CE1) prior to systems operation. 
This Is done by loading the mode register, 
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command register and character class array 
(see PGC PROGRAMMING). Characters may 
then be loaded into the character register for 
BCC accumulation, VRC generation/check
ing, BTC/SC and OLE-SSC comparisons. 
See Table 3 for a.summary of BCC accumula
tion modes. 

BCC accumulation depends on the mode 
selected. 

BISYNC Normal 
In BISYNC normal mode, all characters load
ed into the character register are accumulat
ed except those In the SYN/BISYNC not 
included class. During receive (MR2 = O). a 
BTC/SC match will cause the BCC accumula
tion to stop after the next one (LRC-8) or two 
(CRC-12 or CRC-16) characters have been 
accumulated. At that time, if the BCC accu-

Product Spectflcallon 
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mulation does not equal zero, the BCC error 
bit (SRO) will be set and llilT will go active If 
the corresponding rna$k bit (CR4) is enabled 
( • 1). lri transmit (MR~ - 1). the BCC accu
mulation is automatically stopped once the 
BTC/SC character has been accumulated. 
The CPU must read the BCC upper and BCC 
lower (CRC-12 or CRC-16) register(s) and 
transmit them to the R/T. 

Note that the received BCCs are not subject 
to VRC if CRC-16 is selected. If LRC-8 is 
selected, the received BCC is subject to VRC. 
An incorrect result will set the VRC error bit 
(SR1). After Its accumulation, the least signifi
cant 7 bits of BCC upper are checked and a 
non-zero result will set the BCC error bit 
(SRO). BCCs are not checked against the 
character class array nor are they compared 
to the OLE ROM. 

Second search character (SSC) detection Is 
enabled so that a OLE-STX or !WO character 
communication control sequence can be de
tected. 

BISYNC Transparent 
BISYNC transparent mode should be used for 
data blocks beginning with OLE-STX If the 
OLEs are transferred between CPU and R/T 
~ or CPU and PGC (c::E'f). i.e., OLEs are 
not stripped. VRC should be disabled in this 
mode. Characters excluded from the BCC 
accumulation are the first OLE of a OLE-non 
SYN sequence pair and the OLE-SYN se
quence if not preceded by an odd number of 
OLEs. For example, consider the following 
transparent mode character string: 

DLE ·DLESYN DLEDLE 

t t t t 
exclude lnelude exclucle Include 

both 

DLESYN 

t 
exclude 

both 

DLE ETX 

t t 
exclude Include 
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Table 3. Summary of BCC Accumulatlon Modes 

ACCUMULATION START STOP 
MODES ACCUMULATION ACCUMULATION 

BISYNC normal and Clear BCC registers command After BTC has been detected 
BISYNC transparent Mode register is loaded with and received BCC is 

BISYNC or automatic mode accumulated 
Start accumulation command After transmitted BTC has 
Load BCC registers been accumulated 

Single mode is selected 

Automatic Same as above Single mode selected 

Single Start accumulatiOn command After each character has been 

In receive and transmit modes, the termina
tion of BCC accumulation works exactly as in 
BISYNC normal, except that the BTC/SC 
must be immediately preceded by an odd 
number of DLEs to be identified as a BTC/ 
SC. 

Second search character detection is not 
enabled in BISYNC transparent. 

After a BTC/SC class character is detected 
by the PGC when receiving In either BISYNC 
mode, the following one or two characters are 
accumulated (depending on LRC-8 or CRC-
12/16, respectively) and the PGC will auto
matically stop further accumulatiOn. However, 
the PGC can continue the accumulation if a 
start accumulate command is Issued or either 
BISYNC mode is loaded into the mode regis
ter. The start accumulate command should 
be given to the PGC before loading the 
character that follows the detected BTC/SC. 
This procedure enables a special search 
character to be detected (the BTC/SC detect 
bit (SR2) will be set and an Interrupt generat
ed if CR6 • 1) with the BCC accumulation 
contin11ing (see Figures 7 and 8). 

Automatic Accumulate 
All characters loaded into the character regis
ter ars accumulated, BTC/SC and SSC de
tectiOn is enabled. The BCC accumulatio.n is 
not automatically tenninsted. (The CPU must 
use single accumulate mode to stop the 
accumulation). When in receive mode, the 
BCC error bit (SRO) is set/reset after accumu
lating each character so that the CPU must 
examine this bit after the last character Is 
accumulated. SRO = 0 if the accumulated 
remainder in the BCC reglster(s) Is zero; 
otherwise SRO • 1. Examples of use of auto
matic accumulate mode usage include an 
R/T (SCN2651/SCN2661) in transparent 
OLE/SYN strip mode and asynchronous/ 
synchronous/parallel DDCMP. 
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accumulated 

Single Accumulate 
All characters for which a start accumulate 
command (CR1, CRO = 01) is given are accu
mulated and compared against the character 
class array. If not given, the BCC accumula
tion is not updated and BTC/SC and sec 
detection is disabled. Operation in this mode 
is otherwise identical to automatic accumu
late. 

Single accumulate mode can be used to 
selectively accumulate characters under CPU 
control or to accumulate characters that were 
unintentionally excluded in one of the other 
modes. 

Polynomlal Selection and DLE 
Comparison 
The BCC polynomial may be CRC-16, CRC-
12 or LRC-8. The cyclic redundancy check 
(CRC) is generated by dMding the binary 
value of a character in the character register 
by the selected polynomial. The quotient is 
discarded and the remainder is used as the 
BCC (two 6-blt characters for CRC-12, two 8-
blt characters for CRC-18). CRC-16 uses all 8 
bits of each BCC register. CRC-12 uses the · 
least significant 8 bits of the BCC registers. 
The two most significant bits of the BCC 
registers are cleared to zero whenever CRC-
12 Is selected (see Figure 3). 

When the PGC is in receive mode (MR2 • 0), 
the received BCC will be accumulated. The 
result will be zero ·for an error free messege. 
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CHARACTERS EXCLUDED 
FROM ACCUMULATION 

SYN/BISYNC not included 
class in normal mode 
DLE-SYN/not Included class 
and first OLE of a OLE non SYN 
pair in transparent mode. 
These characters are not excluded if 
preceded by an odd number of 
DLEs 

None 

Up to user who must generate start 
accumulation command for each 
character to be Included 

MASTER RESETCOMMAND 
CA1. CA0•11 

LOAD COMMAND REGISTER 
WITH CR3, CR2 • 01 

(SYNINI CLASS) 

WRITE SYN/BISYNC NOT 
INCLUDED CHARACTERS INTO 

CHARACTER CLASS ARRAY 

WRITE BTCISC CHARACTERS 
INTO CHARACTER CLASS 

ARRAY 

LOAD COMMAND REGISTER 
WITH CR3, CRh 11 

(SSC CLASS) 

WRITE sec CHARACTERS 
INTO CHARACTER CLASS 

ARRAY 

LOAD MODE REGISTER 
WITH MR1, MR0•01, 10, OR 11 

(FOR SELECTED ace 
POLYNOMIAL) 

(OPERATE ) 

........ 
Figure 6. PGC Programming 

~ 
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SHADED AREAS ACCUMULATED 
Rx = RECEIVE MODE 

NO 01,.E/SYN STRIPPING 

CHARACTER CLASS ARRAY 
SYN/BISYNC NOT INCLUDED: SYN, SOH 

BTC/SC: ETX, ETB, ITB, ENO 

1. 

2. 

I SYN SYN 

SETBISYNC 
NORMAL MODE 
(ALL EXAMPLES) 

CPU RESETS BCC REGISTERS 
AFTER SOFTWARE DETECT 
OF STX. THIS EFFECTIVEL V 

EXCLUDES STX. 

CRC·180RCRC·12 

mleccfcc! PAO] 

+ + 
BTC BCC ERROR (Rx) IF ACCUMULATION , 0. 

DETECT ACCUMULATION STOPPED AFTER 2nd 
BCC. NO PARITY CHECK ON BCCs 

LAC·8 

SYN SYN .ETB eccl PAD 

SCC: STX 

SYN SYN SOH SYN SYN OLE ETX BCC BCC PAD 
3. 

4. 

.. 

NOTES: 

t 
BTC 

DETECT 
OPTIONAL SSC DETECT 

POSSIBLE sec ERROR. (IF so 
RESET BCC REGISTERS). 

RESET BCC REGISTERS OR 
SET BISYNC NORMAL 

SET BISYNC 
TAANSPARENT 

SYN SYN SOH OLE ~ -~:!-~. OLE SYN 

SYN SYN 

SSC 
DETECT 

SSC DETECT 
SET BISYNC 

TRANSPARENT 
MOOE 

SETBISYNC 
TRANSPARENT ANO 

RESET BCC REGISTERS 

t 
BTC POSSIBLE 

DETECT BCC ERROR 

BTC POSSIBLE 
DETECT ace ERROR 

BTC POSSIBLE 
DETECT sec ERROR 

RESETBCC 
REGISTERS 

(IF BCC ERROR) 
AND SET BISYNC 

NORMAL 

BTC 
DETECT 

POSSIBLE 
BCC ERROR 

1. BCC error only for receive mode. In transmit mode, CPU must 1espond to BTC detect by reading the BCC register(s) and sanding them to the A/T. The accumulation is 
stopped after the BTC is accumulated. 

2. ENO (OLE - ENO) in a text message should be treated as an abort. 
3. Opening SYNs may be stripped by the R/T. 
4. The single accumulate mode and command can be used to accumulate a character that inadvertently was excluded. (For example, the OLE of a DLE - STX if the PGC 

was in transparent mode and there was not a line turnaround prior to the DLE). The single accumulation should be done using CE1 after the BCC(s) have been 
accumulated. 

Figure 7. Examples - Bisync Text Message BCC Accumulation 
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BTCISC: l!OT, NAK 
SCC: ACKO, ACK1, WACK, RYI 

SINGLE ACCUMULATION MODE 
STOPS ICC ACCUMULATION 

1. SYN SYN IEOT,PADI SYN SYN I Ol--1 ENO I 
CONTROL STATION POLL OR 
SELECTION OF A TRIBUTARY 
STATION 

' ' BTCISC 
DETECT 

BTCllC 
DETECT 

OI REPRESENTS A UNIQUE POLLING OR SELECTION ADDRESS 

SYN SYN 

3. SYN SYN 

4. SYN SYN 

5. SYN SYN 

NOTES: 

ACK 0 

ICC 
DETECT 

INA+ADI 

~ 
BTCllC 
DETECT 

WACK 

ICC 
DETECT 

RYI 

SIC 
DET£CT 

TRIBUTARY STATION PREPARED 
TO RECEIVE OR POSITIVE 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF EVEN 
NUMBERED TEXT BLOCK 

TRIBUTARY STATION NOT READY 
TO RECEIVE OR NEGATIVE 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF TEXT 
BLOCK 

TRIBUTARY STATION TEMPORARILY 
NOT READY TO RECEIVE 

REVERSE INTERRUPT FROll 
RECEIVING STATION TO REQUEST 
TERMINATION OF THE CURRENT 
TRANSMISSION BECAUSE THE 
RECEIVER WANTS TO TRANSMIT 

1. BCC accumulation should be Ignored for control messages. This can be effected by single accumulate mode 
without !Hngle accumulate commands. 

2. Characters programmed as SSCs should be the binary equivalent of the second character of the DLE - SSC 
sequence. 

Figure 8. Examples - Blayne Control Messages 

CRC-12 is used with 6-bit codes. The internal 
6-bit transcode OLE character hex 1 F is 
selected by CRC-12. VRC should be disabled 
(MR4 = 0) for CRC· 12 operation. The two 
most signtticant bits of the character register 
are ignored when compared to the internal 6· 
bit OLE. When the character is checked 
against the character class array, the MSB is 
ignored and the ne'<I MSB (bit 6) is assumed 
to be zero. If CRC-12 is specified, the user 
must write to the character class array with bit 
6 cleared. 

CRC-16 or LRC-8 implies the use of ASCII or 
EBCDIC although any 7 ·bit plus parity or 6-bit 
no parity code may be used (with OLE = hex 
1 O or hex 90). The OLE character compare is 
on an 8-blt basis with the generated parity (if 
VRC is enabled) as the MSB. When the 
character is compared against the character 
class array, the MSB is not used. This may 
result in a false BTC or SSC detection tt there 
is a VRC error. However, the VRC error bit 
(SR1) will be set under that condition. 

The LRC-8 is generated by the exclusive OR 
of the 7 least significant bits of the character 
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register and the BCC upper. The most signifi· 
cant bit of the LRC-8 check character is a 
vertical odd/even parity bit (MR5 = 0/1), 
which is generated on the least significant 
bits of that character. The selection of LRC-8 
implies VRC is enabled and that only the BCC 
upper is used for the BCC accumulation: The 
BCC lower remains unchanged from previous 
setting. 

YRC Generation and Detection 
Parity (VRC) is enabled by MR4 and specified 
as odd or even by MR5. VRC should be 
disabled when in BISYNC transparent mode 
and whenever CRC-12 or CRC-16 (EBCDIC) 
is selected as the BCC polynomial. MR4 = 1 
enables VRC generation and detection tor 
both r8ceive and transmit operations. Charac· 
ters loaded into the character register will 
have VRC generated on the least significant 7 
bits with the generated parity bit written into 
the character register MSB. If the generated 
parity does not match the MSB of the loaded 
character, the VRC error bit (SR1} is set and 
INT asserted if the corresponding mask bit 
was enabled (CR5 • 1 }. Thus, it 7 ·bit charac· 
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tars are to be transmitted with VRC, CR5 
should be zero and SR1 ignored. 8-bit char
acters with a VRC bit in the MSB position are 
parity checked by the PGC in both transmit 
(to R/T} and receive (from R/T} modes, i.e., 
the PGC operates as a data bus parity 
checker. 

CHARACTER CLASSES 
Normal (Included In the 
Accumulation) 
Any character that belongs to this class is 
normal data, i.e., the character is not a 
communication control or other special char· 
acter. Characters in this class are always 
accumulated in BISYNC, automatic and sin· 
gle accumulation modes. 

SYN Character/BISYNC Not 
Included 
SYN characters are never accumulated in 
BISYNC normal accumulation mode. In Bl· 
SYNC transparent accumulation mode, the 
OLE-SYN character pair is not accumulated, 
but a SYN not preceded by a OLE is accumu· 
lated. (OLE is implied as an odd number of 
DLEs}. 

Block Termination Character 
(BTC)/Search Character (SC) 
BTC/SC characters have two functions in the 
PGC: termination of BCC accumulation and 
character detection. Jn BISYNC transparent 
mode, .a BTC/SC must be preceded by an 
odd number of DLEs to be recognlZed. 

Termination of BCC Accumulation 
In BISYNC normal and transparent accumula
tion modes, the PGC will stop the accumula
tion upon the detection of the BTC/SC char· 
acter. Examples of BTCs are ETX, ETB, ITB, 
ENO. 

In receive mode, the accumulation is stopped 
after the following one (LRC-8) or two (CRC· 
12, CRC-16) character(s} have been accumu· 
lated. In transmit mode, the accumulation is 
stopped after the BTC/SC character has 
been accumulated. The BTC/SC character is 
always accumulated in all of the accumulation 
modes. 

Character Detection 
BTC/SC characters will be detected in any of 
the four accumulation modes when that char
acter is being accumulated. The BTC/SC 
status bit (SR2) is set on detection. Since 
detection also stops BISYNC BCC accumula
tion, the BISYNC accumulation must be res
tarted tt the character is not a BTC. This can 
be effected by loading BISYNC mode into the 
mode register or generating a start accumula
tion command. 

--2 -
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Second Search Character Class 
(SSC) 
Control functions in character oriented data 
link control procedures can be represented 
by a sequence of two characters, the first 
character being a OLE. Examples include 
ACKO, ACK1, WACK, RVI, DISC, WBT and 
the initiation of transparent text (OLE-STX). 

The PGC will detect such sequences, except 
in BISYNC transparent mode, when an SSC 
class character is being accumulated after 
being immediately preceded by an odd num
ber of DLEs. Under those conditions, the SSC 
status bit (SR3) will be set. 

REGISTER BIT DESCRIPTION 
The operation of the PGC is determined by 
programming the mode register and the com
mand register. The status register provides 
feedback on potential interrupt conditions. 
Formats of these registers are shown in 
Table 4. The SSC character is always accumulated in 

all of the accumulation modes. 

Table 4. PGC Register Bit Formats 

MR7 MR6 MRS MR4 MR3 MR2 MR1 MRO --ACCUMULATION MODES:--' 
00 SINGLE 
01 AUTOMATIC 
10 BISYNC NORMAL 
11 BISYNC TRANSPARENT 

ODDIEVEN PARITY---------' 
OODD 
1 EVEN 

VRC ENABLE-----------' 
(=1) 

L__ ace POLYNOMIAL 
00 ST ART UP MODE 
01 CRC·16 
10 CRC·12 
11 LAC·B 

'------ RECEIVEJTRANSMIT 
0 RECEIVE 
1 TRANSMIT 

'--------- ENABLE ACCUMULATION 

WITHCEi (=1) 

CR& CR5 CR4 CR3 CR2 CR1 CRO 

SECOND SEARCH CHARACTER 
DETECT INTERRUPT 

ENABLE•1 

BTCISC DETECT INTERRUPT------' 
ENA8LE•1 

VRC ERROR INTERRUPT---------' 
ENABLE=1 

--L ONE-TIME COMMANDS 
OONOP 
01 START ACCUMULATION 
10 CLEAR BCC REGISTER 
11 MASTER RESET 

CHARACTER CLASS 
00 NORMAL CLASS 
01 SYN/NI CLASS 
10 BTC/SC CLASS 
11 SSC CLASS 

BCC ERROR INTERRUPT-----------' 
ENABLE•1 
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SR7 SAS SRS SR4 SR3 SR2 SR1 

CR7 

CR8-----' 

CRS-------' 

CR4--------__, 

BCCERROR 
(=1) 

'------ VRC ERROR 
(=1) 

~------ BTC/SC DETECT 

(=1) 

'----------- SSC DETECT 
(=1) 
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Table 5. BCC Accumulation by Character Class 

CR3 CR2 CLASS 

0 0 Normal 
0 1 SYN/BISYNC 

not included 
1 0 BTC/SC 
1 1 ssc· 

NOTE: 
·Preceded by OLE 

Mode Register 
The mode register defines general PGC oper
ation characteristics. MR1 and MRO = 00 
permit the character class array to be pro
grammed. These bits will be zero after a 
power on or master reset command. After the 
character class array is programmed, these 
bits should be set to 01, 10, or 11 to select the 
CRC-16, CRC-12 or LRC-8 polynomials. 

MR2(Tx/Rx) determines whether or not the 
PGC is to generate (Tx) or generate and 
check (Rx) the BCC. It is used with R/W to 
determine if the data bus is to be loaded into 
the character register when CEO, CE1, A 1, 
AO= 0100. 

If MR2 = 1: 1) the PGC will generate the BCC 
but will never set the BCC error bit (SRO). 2) If 
the R/W pin is high when CEO, CE1, A1, 
AO = 0100, then the data bus will be loaded 
into the character register. If R/W is low 
under these conditions, the PGC is not select
ed. 

If MR2 = 0: 1) the PGC will accumulate the 
BCC and set the BCC error bit (SRO) when 
appropriate. 2) If the R/W pin is low when 
CEO, CE1, A 1, AO = 0100, then the data bus 
will be loaded into the character register. If 
R/W is high under these conditions, the PGC 
is not selected. 

MR3 is a CE1 accumulate/compare enable 
bit. If MR3 = O, characters loaded into the 
character register by CE1 are not accumulat
ed, checked against the character class ar
ray, or compared to the OLE ROM. Parity will 
be generated and checked if VRC is enabled 
(MR4 = 1). The primary use of MR3 = 0 is to 
generate parity on a 7-bit character which is 
to be transmitted to an R/T. The CPU loads 
the character register with the 7-blt character 
and reads the 8-bit VRC generated character 
via CE1. This 8-bit character is then trans
ferred to the R/T via ~- Another applica
tion of MR3 = 0 is for a CPU to interleave 
parity checking on memory data (CE1) with 
on line R/T data transfer (~). 

If MR3 = 1, characters loaded into the char
acter register by CE1 will be accumulated 
(according to the BCC accumulation mode 
selected) and compared against the charac
ter class array and OLE ROM. This bit setting 
should be used when the CPU/OMA control-
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Bl SYNC BISYNC AUTOMATIC SINGLE 
NORMAL TRANSPARENT ACCUM ACCUM 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 
No Yes, unless preceded by Yes Yes 

an odd number of DLEs 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Table 6. BTC/SC and SSC Detection Conditions 

CLASS BISYNC Bl SYNC AUTO SINGLE 
NORMAL TRANSPARENT ACCUM ACCUM 

BTC/SC Yes Yes Yes Yest 
SSC Yes No Yes Yes·t 

NOTES: 
• Only if immediately preceded by an odd number of OLEs. 
t Start accumulate command necessary for detection. 

ler sends data characters to be accumulated 
or compared to the PGC and the R/T is 
inactive (off line). If the R/T were active, than 
a OLE or BTC loaded into the character 
register via ~ would cause incorrect accu
mulation and character comparisons if the 
next character was loaded via CE1. 

MR4 is a VRC enable bit. If MR4 = 1, VRC is 
enabled as odd/even by MRS. VRC is gener
ated on the 7 LS bits of the character and the 
MS bit is checked against the generated 
parity. If not equal, SR1 is set. If MR4 = O, 
VRC is not enabled. MR4 = O is used for 
BISYNC transparent mode with ASCII code, 
and for both BISYNC modes for EBCDIC and 
SBT. 

MRS is an odd/even VRC bit. If MRS= 1, the 
total number of 1 bits in the character includ
ing the parity bit is even. If MRS = 0, the total 
number of bits is odd. This bit is ignored if 
MR4=0. 

MR7, MRS select the BCC accumulation 
mode. These modes have been previously 
discussed in the operation section. 

Command Register 
The command register contains four interrupt 
enables, a 2-bit character class code used 
when programming the character class array, 
and 2 bits that specify three one time com
mands and a NOP. 

CR1, 'CRO = 00 is a NOP. This bit setting is 
used·when changing CR7-CR2 without affect
ing any of the 3 one time commands. 

· CR1, CRO = 01 is a start BCC accumulation 
command. In single accumulation mode, the 
character accumulated is the character that is 
in the character register at the time the 
command is given. The accumulation stops 
immediately after the character has been 
accumulated. If the command is given in 
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either of the BISYNC or automatic accumula
tion modes, it enables the PGC to accumulate 
the BCC starting with the next character 
loaded into the character register. This is a 
means of restarting a BISYNC normal accu
mulation after detection of a BTC/SC that is 
not a valid BTC (example; CR, LF, TAB). In all 
accumulation modes, a previously detected 
OLE will not be cancelled by this command. 

CR1, CRO = 1 O is a clear BCC registers 
command. Both BCC registers are cleared 
along with the associated internal pointer and 
SRO-SR3. The pointer points to BCC upper. 
INT is forced high. This command permits 
BCC accumulation, starting with the next 
character loaded into the character register in 
BISYNC or auto modes. Single accumulate 
mode requires a start BCC accumulation 
command. 

CR1, CRO = 11 is a master reset command. 
All internal registers (except the character 
register). the internal pointer, and the entire 
character class array are cleared. INT is 
forced high. 

CR3 and CR2 are used for programming the 
character class array. During a write charac
ter class array instruction, the character cor
responding to the 7 LS bits of the data bus is 
placed in the class contained in CR3 and 
CR2. The encoded character classes control 
the accumulation of the associated character 
as shown in Table S. 

Detection operates under the conditions 
shown in Table 6. 

CR7, CR6, CRS, CR4 are interrupt enables 
that individually enable/ disable TNT when the 
corresponding status register condition is true 
(set). Each bit is set in order to enable TNT 
upon the condition. Each bit· is reset to 
disable INT upon the condition. The state of 

~ 
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these bits may be read via the status register 
(SR7, SR6, SR5, SR4). 

The corresponding status bits (SR3, SR2, 
SR1, SRO) are set independent of the inter
rupt enables. The bit assignments are: 

CR4-BCC error interrupt enable 

CR5-VRC error interrupt enable 

CR6-BTC/SC detect interrupt enable 

CR7-DLE-SSC detect interrupt enable 

Status Register 
This register reflects the status of the 4 
conditions that are potential interrupt (JlilT) 
sources and the 4 interrupt enables in the 
command register. A status register read 
clears SRO, SRt, SR2, SR3 and deactivates 
TlilT. These bits are also cleared by a master 
reset or clear BCC command. 

SRO is a BCC error bit This bit can only be 
set in receive mode (MR2 • 0). In BISYNC 
normal and BISYNC transparent modes, SRO 
will be set/reset once the accumulation has 
been stopped by the detection of the BTC/ 
SC character and accumulation of the 
BCC(s). 

In automatic and single accumulate modes, 
SRO is set/reset after each character In the 
character register has been accumulated. 

The rules for the detection of a BCC error are: 
SRO = 1 LRC-8: 7 least significant bits 

of BCC upper* O 
CRC-12, CRC-16: BCC upper 
or BCC lower* O 

SRO = 0 LRC-8: 7 least significant bits of 
BCC upper=O 
CRC-12, CRC-16: BCC upper 
and BCC lower= O 

SRt is a VRC error bit. When set, this bit 
reports a character parity error (on receive or 
transmit) when parity is enabled (MR4 = 1 ). 
Parity is odd/ even as specified by MRS. The 
parity bit will be regenerated in the character 
register. · 

SR2 is a BTC/SC detect bit. When set, this bit 
indicates the character being accumulated Is 
of the BTC/SC class for BISYNC normal, 
automatic and single accumulate modes. In 
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BISYNC transparent mode, the BTC/SC 
character being accumulated must be imme
diately preceded by an odd number of DLEs 
for this bit to be set. 

SR3 is a OLE SSC detect bit. This bit can only 
be set when in BISYNC normal, auto, or 
single accumulated modes. When set, it indi· 
cates that the character being accumulated is 
of the SSC class when that character was 
immediately preceded by an odd number of 
DLEs. . 

SR7, SR6, SR5, SR4 are interrupt enables. 
These 4 bi_ts reflect the state of the interrupt 
enable command bits CR7, CR6, CR5, and 
CR4, as follows: 

SR4-8CC error 

SR5-VRC error 

SR6-BTC/SC detect 

SR7-SSC detect 

APPLICATIONS INFORMATION 

Dedicated PGC 
The most efficient use of the 2653 Is to 
dedicate one to each R/T for two way alter
nate (half duplex) operation or two to each 
R/T for two way simultaneous (lull duplex) 
operation (see Figure 9). The CPU configures 
each PGC (using W) by initializing the the 
mode register, command register, and char· 
acter class array. Data transfers to or from 
the R/T can then be on a OMA basis with 
each receiver holding register ready signal 
used as a read request (RREQ) and each 
transmit holding register available signal used 
as a write request (WREQ) to the OMA 
controller. The CPU needs only to respond to 
enable interrupts from each of the PGCs. The 
Individual TlilT outputs can be wire-OR'd into 
single CPU interrupt (l'lilTm) with one pull 
up resistor. Each.PGC In this system has a 
unique address that Is decoded into the 
respective chip enables. 

The CPU or OMA controller could send a 
block of memory data to the PGC to be error 
checked without sending that data to the 
R/T. In that case, W is used. 
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Multiplexed PGC 
One PGC may be time-shared among a few 
R/Ts if the CPU saves and restores the mode 
register and partial BCC result in the BCC 
registers. These registers are accessed via 
W. There must be a separate save area for 
each R/T (serial channel) and a channel 
pointer Indicating the last R/T that transferred 
or received a data character (see Figure 10). 

The loading of the BCC registers will clear 
SRO-SR3 and all previously detected special 
characters, i.e., OLE, BTC/SC, BCC (BISYNC 
modes). The BCC accumulation will start 
again when the next character Is loaded into 
the character register in all accumulation 
modes except single. That mode requires a 
start accumulation command. 

Figures 11 and 12 represent software flow 
diagrams for transmit and receive service 
requests. Note that Interrupts from all other 
R/Ts must be masked during a read or write 
to the BCC registers so as not to affect the 
Internal BCC address pointer. It is recom
mended that all R/T interrupts be masked 
while servicing an interrupt that accesses any 
PGC register. 

BISYNC Operation 
Table 7 is a concise listing of SCN2651 / 
SCN2661 operating modes with recom
mended corresponding SCN2653 BCC accu
mulation modes. 

Character Comparator 
The PGC can be used as a programmable 
data bus character comparator which moni· 
tors data bus transfers (CPU ++ peripheral, 
CPU - CPU, CPU - memory, memo
ry ++ peripheral (via OMA)). The user selec
tively loads the character class array with 
BTC/SC and SSC characters to be com
pared. Status bits will be set and an interrupt 
can be generated upon SC and OLE-SSC 
detection. A match on one to 126 different 
characters or OLE-SSC sequences can be 
programmed. 

Figure 13 depicts an arrangement where the 
OMA controller or slave CPU handles data 
bus transfers, the PGC interrogates the data 
bus, and the host CPU responds to PGC 
interrupts. 
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Table 7. BISYNC (ANSI 3.28, ISO 1745) Modes for SCN2651/SCN2661 and 
SCN2653 

SCN2651/SCN2661 SCN2653 
OPERATING MODES BCC ACCUMULATION MODE 

---1 
Sync normal non-strip BISYNC normal 

Sync transparent non-strip BISYNC transparent 

Normal SYN/DLE strip 1 BISYNC normal 

Transparent SYN/DLE strip 1 Automatic accumulate2 

Async (with SYN/DLE characters) BISYNC normal 

NOTES: 
1. CPU should switch to non-strip mode after BTC detect. Otherwise a received BCC could be inadvertently 

stripped. 
2. SSC detect should be ignored. 

CPU 

READ/WRITE 
MEMORY 

AOOR 
CE 
R1w 

DATA CONTROL ADDRESS 

ADVANTAGES: 
• HIGHER THROUGHPUT WITH OMA 
• NO SOFTWARE OVERHEAD FOR 

MULTIPLEXING 

A/Ts USE DEDICATED PGCs TO GENERATE 
ANO DETECT BOTH VRC, LAC, CRC AND 
SPECIAL CHARACTERS 

DIRECT 
MEMORY 
ACCESS 

WREQABC 

RREOAeC 

I 
I 
I 
I ... I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I r·· 
I 
I 
I 

CE1 

Figure 9. One PGC Per Receiver/Transmitter 
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CEO 

FROM CPU 

~---------------------------------------------------.-·----"---
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CPU 

ONE PGC IS TIME·SHAREO BY THREE R/Ts. 

READ/WRITE 
MEMORY 

ADDRESS. DATA. RIW, CEO 

THE CPU READS AND RESTORES THE PARTIAL BCC 
REMAINDER FOR EACH SERIAL CHANNEL. 
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I I ADDRESS 
: DATA 
1 RIW 

l<==>j REC/XMT r-- ::: 
CEO ._ _____ __.!-

Figure 1 o. PGC Services Multlple Receivers/Transmitters 
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Tx HOLDING REGISTER AVAILABLE 

YES 

LOAD CHARACTER INTO 
R/T AND POC VIA CEO 

READPOC 
STATUS REGISTER 

CHECK STATUS 
BITS AND PROCEED 

AS REQUIRED 

RE~~~i~'ll~:~:ci1~~E~~;cc 
CHANNEL POINTER. 

READ MODE REGISTER AND 
STORE IN SAVE AREA. 

Figure 11. Multiplexed PGC-Transmlt to R/T 
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CHANNELi 
BCCAND 

MODE DATA 
BCCu 1 AND 

MODE R~GISTER 
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R11. HOLDING REGISTER READY 

YES 

READ CHARACTER 
FROM RIT AND LOAD 

INTO PGC VIA EEO 

READPGC STATUS REGISTER 

CHECK STATUS BITS AND 
PROCEED AS REQUIRED 

READ BCCu 1 ANO STORE IN ICC 
SAVE AFfEA SPECIFIED BY 
CHANNEL POINTER. READ 

MODE REGISTER ANO STORE IN 
SAVE AREA. 

CHANNEL j ace AND MODE DATA 
BCCu, 1 AND MODE REGISTER 

j • CHANNEL POINTER 

Figure 12. Multiplexed PGC-Recelver From R/T 

NOTE: 

CPU DATAIUS I 

APPLICATIONS INCLUDE CHARACTER ARRAY 
COMPARISIONS, VRC AND/OR ICC CHECKS 
ON THE DATA BUS. 

• CPU iniliollzes OMA -ler for each - - of data. 

PGC 

PERIPHERAL 
DEvtCE 

SLA°'E 
CPU ..._ ___ .. 
lilW 

MEMORY 

rn 

MA.MC 

DUA• 
CONTROLLER 
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Figure 13. PGC Data Bus Monitoring With DMA Transfers 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 range o to +70 'C 

Tsrn Storage temperature range -65 to +150 'C 

All voltages with respect to ground3 -0.5 to +6.0 v 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the 

device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other condition 
above those indicated in the operation sections of this specification is not implied. 

2. For operating at elevated temperatures the device must be derated based on + 1 so 0 c maximum junction 
temperature. 

3. This product includes circuiby specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from 
damaging effects of excessive static charge. However, it is suggested that conventional precautions be 
taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rated maxima. 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= o•c to 70°C, Vee= 5V ± 5% 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

Input voltage 

Low 

VoL loL=2.2mA 
VoH loH =-400µA 

l1L Input load current V1N = 0 to 5.5V 

I Lo Data bus VouT= 4.0V 
ILO Open drain VouT=4.0V 

Ice Power supply current 

Min 

2 

2.4 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= o•c to 10°c, Vee= 5.ov ± 5•1.1- 2• 3 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER 

Min 

Ice Chip enable pulse width 250 

lceo Chip enable period D 1750 

lcec4 Chip enable period C 1750 

tAS Address setup 10 

tAH Address hold 10 

!cs Control settip 10 

lcH Control hold 10 

loss Data setup· 150 

loH Data hold 15 

too8 Data delay time for read 

tDF6 Data bus floating time for read 

t1NTL7 Interrupt low delay 

ltNTH7 Interrupt high delay 

NOTES: 
1. Parameters are valid over operating temperature range unless otherwise specified. 

Product Specification 
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LIMITS 
UNIT 

Typ Max 

0.8 v 

0.25 0.45 v 
2.8 

10 µA 

10 µA 
10 

45 75 mA 

UNIT 
Max 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

ns 

200 ns 

100 ns 

1600 ns 

600 ns 

2. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground. All time measurements are at 50% level for inputs and at the o.ev or 2V level for outputs. Input levels for 
testing are 0.45V and 2.4V. 

3. Typlcal values are at + 25°C, typical supply voltages and typical processing parameters. 
4. tcec • 600ns during PGC initialization when no BCC accumulation is in progress. 
5. tos • 50ns whenever eEO is used. 
6. Test conditions: Ct• 150pF. 
7. lFIT is an open drain output. 
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AO.Al 

R1w 

00-07 
(WRITE) 

00-07 
(READ) 
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•ce--"f4-------•ceo---------i 

'-+---------------:£ ::: 

BUS FLOATING 

11NTH 

Figure 14. PGC Timing 
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DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCN2661 EPCI is a uni
versal synchronous/ asynchronous data 
communications controller chip that is 
an enhanced version of the SCN2651. It 
interfaces easily to all 8-bit and 16-bit 
microprocessors and may be used in a 
polled or interrupt driven system envi
ronment. The SCN2661 accepts pro
grammed instructions from the micropro
cessor while supporting many serial data 
communications· disciplines - synchro
nous and asynchronous - in the full- or 
half-duplex mode. Special support for 
BISYNC is provided. 

The EPCI serializes parallel data charac
ters received from the microprocessor 
for transmission. Simultaneously, it can 
receive serial data and convert it into 
parallel data characters for input to the 
microcomputer. 

The SCN2661 contains a baud rate 
generator which can be programmed to 
either accept an external clock or to 
generate internal transmit or receive 
clocks. Sixteen different baud rates can 
be selected under program control when 
operating in the internal clock mode. 
Each version of the EPCI (A, 8, C) has a 
different set of baud rates. 

FEATURES 
• Synchronous operation 

- 5- to 8-bit characters plus 
parity 

- Single or double SYN operation 
- Internal or external character 

synchronization 
- Transparent or non-transparent 

mode 
- Transparent mode OLE stuffing 

(Tx) and detection (Rx) 
- Automatic SYN or OLE-SYN 

insertion SYN, OLE and DLE
SYN stripping 

- Odd, even, or no parity 
- Local or remote maintenance 

loopback mode 
- Baud rate: DC to 1Mbps (1X 

clock) 

December 12, 1986 

SCN2661 /SCN68661 
Enhanced Programmable 
Communications Interface 
(EPCI) 
Product Specification 

• Asynchronous operation PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

- 5- to 8-bit characters plus 
parity 

- 1, 1)2 or 2 stop bits 
transmitted 

- Odd, even, or no parity 
- Parity, overrun and framing 

error detection 
- Line break detection and 

generation 
- False start bit detection 
- Automatic serial echo mode 

(echoplex) 
- Local or remote maintenance 

loopback mode 
- Baud rate: DC to 1 Mbps 

(1X clock) 
DC to 62.5kbps (16X clock) 
DC to 15.625kbps 
(64X clock) 

• Internal or external baud rate 
clock 

• 3 baud rate sets 
• 16 internal rates for each set 
• Double-buffered transmitter and 

receiver 
• Dynamic character length 

switching 
• Full- or half-duplex operation 
• TTL compatible inputs and 

outputs 
• RxC and TxC pins are short

circuit protected 
• Single + 5V power supply 
• No system clock required 

APPLICATIONS 
• Intelligent terminals 
• Network processors 
• Front-end processors 
• Remote data concentrators 
• Computer-to-computer links 
• Serial peripherals 
• BISYNC adaptors 

DIP 

TOP VIEW 
28-PIN 

INDEX 
CORNEA 

26 

·~ 
0 

PLCC 

11q 
~ 

12 18 
TOP VIEW 

NOTE: 
Pin Functions the same as 28-pin DIP. 

25 

19 

2-70 853-1070 86883 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Vcc=+sv ±5% 

PACKAGES Commercial Automotive Miiitary 

o•c to +10°c -40°c to + as·c -ss·c to + 12s·c 

Ceramic DIP SCN2661AC1126 SCN2661AA1128 SCN2661AM1128 
26-Pin SCN2661BC1126 SCN2661BA1126 SCN2661BM1128 
0.6" Wide SCN2661CC1128 SCN2661CA1126 SCN2661CM1126 

Plastic DIP SCN2661 AC1 N28 
26-Pin SCN2661 BC1 N26 Contact Factory Not Available 
0.6" Wide SCN2661CC1N26 

SCN2661AC1A26 
Plastic LCC SCN2661 BC1A26 Contact Factory Not Available 

SCN2661CC1A28 

NOTES: 
1. See Table 1 for baud rates. Specify SCN2661A, B, or C depending on baud rate selected. 
2. The SCN68661 is identical to the SCN2661. Order using part numbers above. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

DATA BUS 
Do-Dr 

RESET 

BRCLK 

iiCJSYNC ______ _, 

~BKDET _____ _.,, 

i5ili + 
~ 

ffi 
ii'fi 
iffil+ 

OATABUS 
BUFFER 

OPERATION CONTROL 

MODE REGISTER 1 

MODE REGISTER 2 

COMMAND REGISTER 

STATUS REGISTER 

BAUD RATE 
GENERATOR 

AND 
CLOCK CONTROL 

MODEM 
CONTROL 

TxEMT/*+ 
llll!All -------QI~~~~~~~~ 

NOTES: 
* Open-drain output pin. 
+ 28-pin only. 
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SNE/DLE CONTROL 

SYN 1 REGISTER 

SYN 2 REGISTER 

DLE REGISTER 

TRANSMITTER 

TRANSMIT DATA 
HOLDING REGISTER 

TRANSMIT 
SHIFT REGISTER 

RECEIVER 

RECEIVE DATA 
HOLDING REGISTER 

RECEIVE 
SHIFT REGISTER 

IP----· iiiiDY• + 

IP----+ RxROY * + 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM Table 1. Baud Rate Generator Characteristics 
The EPCI consists of six major sections: the 
transmitter; receiver; timing; operation con
trol; modem control, and SYN/OLE control. 
These sections communicate with each other 
via an internal data bus and an internal 
control bus. The internal data bus interfaces 
to the microprocessor data bus via a data bus 
buffer. 

Operation Control 
This functional block stores configuration and 
operation commands from the CPU and gen
erates appropriate signals to various internal 
sections to control the overall device opera
tion. It contains raad and write circuits to 
permit communications with the microproces
sor via the data bus and contains mode 
registers 1 and 2, the command register, and 
the status register. Details of register ad
dressing and protocol are presented in the 
EPCI programming section of this data sheet. 

Timing 
The EPCI contains a baud rate generator 
(BAG) which is programmable to accept ex
ternal transmit or receive clocks or to divide 
an external clock to perform data communi
cations. The unit can generate 16 commonly 
used baud rates, any one of which can be 
selected for full-duplex operation (See 
Table 1). 

Receiver 
The receiver accepts serial data on the RxD 
pin, converts this serial input to parallel for
mat, checks for bits or characters that are 
unique to the communication technique and 
sends an "assembled" character to the CPU. 

Transmitter 
The transmitter accepts parallel data from the 
CPU, converts it to a serial bit stream, inserts 
the appropriate characters or bits (based on 

SCN2661A (BRCLK = 4.9152MHz) 

ACTUAL 
MR23-20 BAUD RATE FREQUENCY 

18X CLOCK 

0000 50 0.8kHz 
0001 75 1.2 
0010 110 1.7598 
0011 134.5 2.152 
0100 150 2.4 
0101 200 3.2 
0110 300 4.8 
0111 600 9.6 
1000 1050 16.8329 
1001 1200 19.2 
1010 1800 28.7438 
1011 2000 31.9168 
1100 2400 38.4 
1101 4800 76.8 
1110 9600 153.6 
1111 19200 307.2 

SCN2661B (BRCLK = 4.9152MHz) 

ACTUAL 
MR23-20 BAUD RATE FREQUENCY 

16X CLOCK 

0000 45.5 0.7279kHz 
0001 50 0.8 
0010 75 1.2 
0011 110 1.7598 
0100 134.5 2.152 
0101 150 2.4 
0110 300 4.8 
0111 600 9.6 
1000 1200 19.2 
1001) 1800 28.7438 
1010 2000 31.9168 
1011 2400 38.4 
1100 4800 76.8 
1101 9600 153.6 
1110 19200 307.2 
1111 38400 614.4 

PERCENT 
ERROR 

DIVISOR 

- 6144 
- 4096 
-O.Q1 2793 
- 2284 
- 2048 
- 1536 
- 1024 
- 512 
0.196 292 
- 256 
-0.19 171 
-0.26 154 
- 128 
- 64 
- 32 
- 16 

PERCENT 
ERROR 

DIVISOR 

0.005 6752 
- 6144 
- 4096 
-0.01 2793 
- 2284 
- 2048 
- 1024 
- 512 
- 256 
-0.19 171 
-0.26 154 
- 128 
- 64 
- 32 
- 16 
- 8 

the communication technique) and outputs a SCN2661C (BRCLK = 5-0688MHz) 
composite serial stream of data on the TxD 
output pin. 

Modem Control 
The modem control section provides interfac
ing for thrae input signals and three output 
signals used for "handshaking" and status 
indication between the CPU and a modem. 

SYN/DLE Control 
This section contains control circuitry and 
three 8-bit registers storing the SYN1, SYN2, 
and OLE characters provided by the CPU. 
These registers are used in the synchronous 
mode of operation to provide the characters 
required for synchronization, idle fill and data 
transparency. 
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ACTUAL 
PERCENT MR23-20 BAUD RATE FREQUENCY 

ERROR DIVISOR 
18X CLOCK 

0000 50 0.8kHz - 6336 
0001 75 1.2 - 4224 
0010 110 1.76 - 2660 
0011 134.5 2.1523 O.Q16 2355 
0100 150 2.4 - 2112 
0101 300 4.8 - 1056 
0110 600 9.6 - 528 
0111 1200 19.2 - 284 
1000 1800 28.8 - 178 
1001 2000 32.081 0.253 158 
1010 2400 38.4 - 132 
1011 3600 57.6 - 88 
1100 4800 78.8 - 66 
1101 7200 115.2 - 44 
1110 9600 153.6 - 33 
1111 19200 316.8 3.125 16 

NOTE: 
16X clock is used in asynchronous mode. In synchronous mode, clock multiplier is 1 X and BAG 
can be used only for TxC. 
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OPERATION Table 2. CPU-Related Signals 
The functional operation of the SCN2661 is 
programmed by a set of control words sup· 
plied by the CPU. These control words speci· 
ly items such as synchronous or asynchro
nous mode, baud rate, number of bits per 
character, etc. The programming procedure is 
described in the EPCI programming section of 
the data sheet. 

Alter programming, the EPCI is ready to 
perform the desired communications func
tions. The receiver performs serial to parallel 
conversion of data received from a modem or 
equivalent device. The transmitter converts 
parallel data received from the CPU to a 
serial bit stream. These actions are accom
plished within the framework specified by the 
control words. 

Receiver 
The SCN2661 is conditioned to receive data 
when the DCD input is low and the RxEN bit 
in the command register is true. In the asyn
chronous mode, the receiver looks for a high
to-low (mark to space) transition of the start 
bit on the RxD input line. If a transition is 
detected, the state of the RxD line is sampled 
again after a delay of one-half of a bit time. If 
RxD is now high, the search for a valid start 
bit is begun again. If RxD is still low, a valid 
start bit is assumed and the receiver contin
ues to sample the input line at one bit time 
intervals until the proper number of data bits, 
the parity bit, and one stop bit have been 
assembled. The data are then transferred to 
the receive data holding register, the RxRDY 
bit in the status register is set, and the 
RxRDY output is asserted. If the character 
length is less than 8 bits, the high order 
unused bits in the holding register are set to 
zero. The parity error, framing error, and 
overrun error status bits are strobed into the 
status register on the positive going edge of 
RXC corresponding to the received character 
boundary. If the stop bit is present, the 
receiver will immediately begin its search for 
the next start bit. If the stop bit is absent 
(framing error), the receiver will interpret a 
space as a start bit if it persists into the next 
bit time interval. If a break condition is de
tected (RxD is low for the entire character as 
well as the stop bit), only one character 
consisting of all zeros (with the FE status b.it 
SR5 set) will be transferred to the holding 
register. The RxD input must return to a high 
condition before a search for the next start bit 
begins. 

Pin 25 can be programmed to be a break 
detect output by appropriate setting of 
MR27 - MR24. If so, a detected break will 
cause that pin to go high. When RxD returns 
to mark for one RxC time, pin 25 will go low. 
Refer to the Break Detection Timing Diagram. 
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PIN NAME PIN NO. INPUT/ 
OUTPUT 

RESET 21 I 

AO, A1 12, 10 I 

R/W 13 I 

CE 11 I 

D0-07 27, 28, 1/0 
1, 2, 5-8 

TxRDY 15 0 

RxRDY 14 0 

TxEMT/ 18 0 
DSC HG 

'---

When the EPCI is initialized into the synchro
nous mode, the receiver first enters the hunt 
mode on a 0 to 1 transition of RxEN (CR2). In 
this mode, as data are shifted into the receiv
er shift register a bit at a time, the contents of 
the register are compared to the contents of 
the SYN1 register. If the two are not equal, 
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FUNCTION 

-· 
A high on this input performs a master reset 

asynchronously 
and clears the 
registers. The 

te and remains 

on the 2661. This signal 
terminates any device activity 
mode, command and status 
device assumes the idle sta 
there until inrtialized with t he appropriate 
control words. 

Address lines used to selec t internal EPCI 
registers. 

Read command when low, write command 
when high. 

Chip enable command. Whe n low, indicates 
o the EPCI are 
specified by the 
d be performed. 
7 lines in the 3-

that control and data lines t 
valid and that the operation 
R/W, A 1 and AO inputs shoul 
When high, places the DO - D 
State condition. 

8-bit, 3-State data bus used t o transfer com
tween EPCI and 

1cant bit, 07 the 
mands, data and status be 
the CPU. DO is the least signif 
most significant bit. 

This output is the comple ment of status 
I indicates that 
gister (THR) is 
racter from the 
ata character is 
only when the 
an open drain 
an interrupt to 

register bit SRO. When low, i 
the transmit data holding re 
ready to accept a data cha 
CPU. It goes high when the d 
loaded. This output is valid 
transmitter is enabled. It is 
output which can be used as 
the CPU. 

This output is the cornpler nent of status 
t indicates that 
ter (RHR) has a 
he CPU. It goes 
y the CPU, and 
sabled. It is an 
be used as an 

register bit SR1. When low, i 
th6c receive data holding regis 
character ready for input to t 
high when the RHR is read b 
also when the receiver is di 
open drain output which can 
interrupt to the CPU, 

This output is the comple ment of status 
rt indicates th11t 
d SE!rializatJon of 
he CPU, or that 

register bit SR2. When low, 
the transmitter has complete 
the last character loaded by t 
a change of state of the OS --i'i or DOD inputs 

oes hjgh when 
!he cpu, if tl'le 
xis!. Otheiwjse, 
thl!l CPU for thi$ 

has occurred. This output g 
the status register is read by 
TxEMT condition does note 
the THR must be loaded by 
line to go high. It is an d 
which can be used as an ; 

pe11 dr.ain output 
ntarrupt to the 

SR2) for details. CPU. See Status Register { 

the next bit is shifted in and the comparison is 
repeated. When the two registers match, the 
hunt mode is terminated and .character as
sembly mode begins. If single SYN operation 
is programmed, the SYN DETECT status bit is 
set. If double SYN operation is programmed, 
the first character assembled after SYN 1 
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must be SYN2 in order for the SYN DETECT Table 3. Device Related Signals 
bit to be set. Otherwise, the EPCI returns to 
the hunt mode (Note that the sequence 
SYN1 -SYN1 -SYN2 will not achieve syn
chronization). When synchronization has 
been achieved, the EPCI continues to assem
ble characters and transfer them to the hold
ing register, setting the RxADY status bit and 
asserting the RxRDY output each time a 
character is transferred. The PE and OE 
status bits are set as approprtate. Further 
receipt of the appropriate SYN sequence sets 
the SYN DETECT status bit. If the SYN 
stripping mode is commanded, SYN charac
ters are not transferred to the holding regis
ter. Note that the SYN characters used to 
establish initial synchronization are not trans
ferred to the holding register in any case. 

External jam synchronization can be achieved 
via pin 9 by appropriate setting of MR27 -
MR24. When pin 9 is an XSYNC input, the 
internal SYN1, SYN1 -SYN2, and DLE
SYN1 detection is disabled. Each positive 
going signal on XSYNC will cause the receiv
er to establish synchronization on the rising 
edge of the next RxC pulse. Character as
sembly will start with the RxD input at this 
edge. XSYNC may be lowered on the next 
rising edge of RxC. This external synchroniza
tion will cause the SYN DETECT status bit to 
be set until the status register is read. Refer 
to XSYNC timing diagram. 

Transmitter 
The EPCI is conditioned to transmit data 
when the CTS input is low and the TxEN 
command register bit is set. The SCN2661 
indicates to the CPU that it can accept a 
character for transmission by setting the 
TxRDY status bit and asserting the lxRi5Y 
output. When the CPU writes a character into 
the transmit data holding register, these con
ditions are negated. Data are transferred from 
the holding register to the transmit shift regis
ter when it is idle or has completed transmis
sion of the previous character. The TxRDY 
conditions are then asserted again. Thus, one 
full character time of buffering is provided. 

In the asynchronous mode, the transmitter 
automatically sends a start bit followed by the 
programmed number of data bits, the least 
significant bit being sent first. It then appends 
an optional odd or even parity bit and the 
programmed number of stop bits. if, following 
transmission of the data bits, a new character 
is not available in the transmit holding regis
ter, the TxD output remains in the marking 
(high) condition and the TxEMT /DSCHG out
put and its corresponding status bit are as
serted. Transmission resumes when the CPU 
loads a new character into the holding regis
ter. The transmitter can be forced to output a 
continuous low (BREAK) condition by setting 
the send break command bit (CR3) high. 
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PIN NAME 

BRCLK 

RxC/BKDET 

TXC/XSYNC 

RxD 

TxD 

DSR 

DCD 

CfS 

DTR 

RfS 

PIN NO. 
INPUT/ 

OUTPUT 

20 I 

25 110 

9 110 

3 I 

19 0 

22 I 

16 I 

17 I 

24 0 

23 0 
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FUNCTION 

Clock input to the internal baud rate 
generator (see Table 1). Not required if 
external receiver and transmitter clocks are 
used. 

Receiver clock. It external receiver clock is 
programmed, this input controls the rate at 
which the character is to be received. Its 
frequency is 1 x , 16 x or 64 x the baud 
rate, as programmed by mode register 1. 
Data are sampled on the rising edge of the 
clock. If internal receiver clock is 
programmed, this pin can be a 1 x / 16 x 
clock or a break detect output pin. 

Transmitter clock. If external transmitter 
clock is programmed, this input controls the 
rate at which the character is transmitted. Its 
frequency is 1 x, 16X or 64X the baud 
rate, as programmed by mode register 1. The 
transmitted data changes on the falling edge 
of the clock. If internal transmitter clock is 
programmed, this pin can be a 1 x / 16 x 
clock output or an external jam 
synchronization input. 

Sertal data input to the receiver. "Mark" is 
high, "space" is low. 

Serial data output from the transmitter. 
"Mark" is high, "space" is low. Held in mark 
condition when the transmitter is disabled. 

General purpose input which can be used for 
data set ready or ring indicator condition. Its 
complement appears as status register bit 
SR7. Causes a low output on 'i'XEM'i'I 
DSeRti when its state changes if CR2 or 
CAO= 1. 

Data carrier detect input. Must be low in 
order for the receiver to operate. Its 
complement appears as status register bit 
SR6. Causes a low output on TxEMf I 
DSeRti when its state changes if CR2 or 
CAO = 1. If lJeD goes high while receiving, 
the RxC is internally inhibited. 

Clear to send input. Must be low in order for 
the transmitter to operate. If it goes high 
during transmission, the character in the 
transmit shift register will be transmitted 
before termination. 

General purpose output which is the 
complement of command register bit CR1. 
Normally used to indicate data terminal 
ready. 

General purpose output which is the 
complement of command register bit CR5. 
Normally used to indicate request to send. 
See Command Register (CR5) for details. 
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Table 4. SCN2661 Register Addreaalng 

CE: A, Ao R/W FUNCTION 

1 x x x 3-State data bus 
0 0 0 0 Read receive holding register 
0 0 0 1 Write transmit holding register 
0 0 1 0 Read status register 
0 0 1 1 Wr~e SYN1 /SYN2/0LE registers 
0 1 0 0 Read mode register 112 
0 1 0 1 Write mode register 112 
0 1 1 0 Read command register 
0 1 1 1 Write command register 

NOTE: 
See AC characteristics aection for timing requirements. 
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INITIAL RESET 

NOTE 
Mode Register 1 must be written 
before 2 can be written. Mode Register 2 
need not be programmed if external 
clocks are used. 

Figure 1. SCN2661 Initialization Flowchart 
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In the synchronous mode, when the 
SCN2661 is initially conditioned to transmit, 
the TxO output remains high and the TxROY 
condition is asserted until the first character 
to be transmitted (usually a SYN character) Is 
loaded by the CPU. Subsequent to thid, a 
continuous stream of characters is trans
mitted. No extra bits (other than parity, if 
commanded) are generated by the EPCI 
unless the CPU fails to send a new character 
fo the EPCI by the time the transmitter has 
completed sending the previous character. 
Since synchronous communication does not 
allow gaps between characters, the EPCI 
asserts TxEMT and automatically "fills" the 
gap by transm~ng SYN1s, SYN1 -SYN2 
doublets, or OLE - SYN1 doublets, depend
ing on the state of MR16 and MR17. Nonnal 
transmission of the message resumes when a 
new character is available in the transmit data 
holding register. If the send OLE bit in the 
command register is true, the OLE character 
is automatically transmitted prior to transmis
sion of the message character in the THR. 

EPCI PROGRAMMING 
Prior to initiating data communications, the 
SCN2661 operational mode must be pro
grammed by performing write operations to 
the mode and command registers. In addition, 
if synchronous operation is programmed, the 
appropriate SYN/OLE registers must be load
ed. The EPCI can be reconfigured at any time 
during program execution. A flowchart of the 
initialization process appears in Figure 1. 

The Internal registers of the EPCI are ac
cessed by applying specific signals to the ~. 
R/W, A 1 and AO inputs. The conditions 
necessary to address each register are 
shown in Table 4. 

The SYN1, SYN2, and OLE registers are 
accessed by performing write operations with 
the conditions A1 • O, AO= 1, and R/W = 1. 
The first operation loads the SYN1 register. 
The next loads the SYN2 register, and the 
third loads the OLE register. Reading or 
loading the mode registers is done in a similar 
manner. The first write (or read) operation 
addresses mode register 1, and a s11bsequent 
operation addresses mode register 2. If more 
than the required number of accesses are 
made, the internal sequencer recycles to 
point at the first register. The pointers are 
reset to SYN 1 register and mode register 1 by 
a RESET input or by performing a read 
command register operation, but are unaf
fected by any other read or write operation. 

The SCN2661 ·register formats are summa
rized in Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8. Mode registers 1 
and 2 define the general operational charac
teristics of the EPCI, while the command 
register controls the operation within this 
basic framewcirk. The EPCI indicates Its sta' 
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tus in the status register. These registers are 
cleared when a RESET input is applied. 

Mode Register 1 (MA1) 
Table 5 illustrates mode register 1. Bits MRt1 
and MR 10 select the· communication format 
and baud rate multiplier. oo specifies syn
chronous m.0de and 1 X multiplier. 1 x . 16 x , 
and 64 x multipliers are programm<ible for 
asynchronous format. However; the multiplier 
in asyMhronous format applies only if the 
exwnal clock . input option is selected by 
MR24 or MR2$. . 

MR13 and MR12 select a ctiaracter length of 
~· 6, 7 or Sbits. The chatacter length does 
not include the parity bit, if programmed, and 
does not include the ·start. and stop bits in 
asynchrono\ls· mode. 

MR14 controls paritY generation. If enabled, a 
parity bit is added to the transmitted charac
ter ahd the receiver performs a parify check 
on incoming data. MR15 selects odd or even 
parity when parity is enabled by MR14. 

Table 5. Mode Register 1 (MR1) 
-

In asynchronous mode, MR17 and MR16 
select character framing of 1, 1.5, or 2 stop 
bits. (If 1 x baud rate is programmed, 1.5 
stop bits defaults to 1 stop bits on transmit.) 
In synchronous mode, MR17 controls the 
number of SYN characters used. to establish 
synchronization and for character fill when 
the transmitter is idle. SYN1 alone is used if 
MR17 = 1, and SYN1 -SYN2 is used when 
MA17 = 0. If the transparent mode is speci
fied by MR16, OLE - SYN1 is used for char
acter fill and SYN detect, but the normal 
synchronization sequence is used to estab
lish character sync. When transmitting, a OLE 
character in the transmit holding register will 
cause a second OLE character to be trans
mitted. This OLE stuffing eliminates the soft
ware OLE compare and stuff on each trans
parent mode data character. If the send OLE 
command (CR3) is active whan a. OLE is 
loaded into THR, only one additional OLE will 
be transmitted. Also, OLE stripping and OLE 
detect (with MR14 = 0) are enabled. 
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The bits in the mode register affecting char
acter assembly and disassembly (MR12-
MR16) can be changed dynamically (during 
active receive/transmit operation). The char
acter mode register affects both the transmit
ter and receiver; therefore in synchronous 
mode, changes should be made only in half
duplex mode (RxEN = 1 or TxEN =; 1, but not 
both simultaneously = 1 ). In asynchronous 
mode, character changes should be. made 
when RxEN and TxEN = O or when TxEN = 1 
and the transmitter is marking in half-duplex 
mode (Rx EN = O). 

To effect assembly I disassembly of the next 
received/transmitted character, MR12 - 15 
must be changed within ri. bit times of the 
active going state of RxRDY /TxRDY. Trans
parent and non-transparent mode changes 
(MR16) must occur within n-1 bit times of 
the character to be affected when the receiv
er or transmitter is active. (n = smaller of the 
new and old character lengths.) 

MR17 MR16 MR15 MR14 MR13 l MR12 MR11 l MR10 

Sync/Async Parity Type Parity Control Character Length Mode and Baud Rate Factor 
--· 

Async: Stop bit length 

00 =Invalid O=Odd o =Disabled 00 = 5 bits 00 = Synchronous 1 X rate 
01 = 1 stop .bit t =Even 1 =Enabled 01=6 bits 01 =Asynchronous 1 X rate 
10 = 11!2 stop bits 10=7 bits 10 = Asynchronous 16 X rate 
11 = 2 stop bits 11=8bits 11 = Asynchronous 64 x rate 

-~ 

Sync: Sync: 
Number of Transparency 
SYN char control 

0 =Double SYN O =Normal 
1 = Single SYN 1 =Transparent 

-~-,--

__ . ._...,, _____ 
NOTE: 
Baud rate factor in asynchronous applies or11y if external clock is selected. Factor is 16X if internal clock is selected._ Mode must be selected (MR11, 
MA10) in any case. 

Table 6. Mode Register 2 (MR2) 

MR27-MR24 MR23-MR20 
f---· 

TxC RxC Pin 9 Pin 25 TxC RxC Pin 9 Pin 25 Mode 
Baud Rate 
Selection 

1--------· -
0000 E E TxC RxC 1000 E E XSYNC1 RxC/TxC sync 
0001 E I TxC 1X 1001 E I TxC BKDET async 
0010 I E 1X RxC 1010 I E XSYNC1 RxC sync 
0011 I I 1X 1X 1011 I 1 1X BKDET a sync See baud rates in 
0100 E E TxC RxC 1100 E E XSYNC1 RxC/TxC sync Table 1 
0101 E I TxC 16X 1101 E I TxC BKDET async 
0110 I E 16X RxC 1110 I E XSYNC1 RxC sync 
0111 I I 16X 16X 111.1 I I 16X BKDET async 

NOTES:. 
1, When Pin 9 is programmed as XSYNC input, SYN1, SYN1 - SYN2, and DLE - SYN1 detection is disabled. 
E .,,,, External clock 
I =Internal clock (SAG) 
1-X itrid 16 X .are clock output$. 
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Table 7 Command Register (CR) 

CR7 CR6 CR5 CR4 CR3 CR2 CRt CAO 

Receive Data Transmit 
Request Reset Sync/ 

Control Terminal Control Operating Mode 
To Send Error A sync 

Ready (TxEN) (RxEN) 

00 = Normal operation O =Force ATS O =Normal Async: 
01 = Async: output high 1= Reset Force break 

Automatic one clock time error flags O =Normal o ~Disable o =Force i'lTFf O= Disable 
echo mode after TxSR 
Sync: SYN and/or serialization 
OLE stripping mode 1 =Force ATS 

1 o = Local loopback output low 
11 = Remote loopback 

Table 8 Status Register (SR) 

SR7 SR6 SR5 

Data Set Data Carrier FE/SYN 
Ready Detect Detect 

O= DSR input O = DCEi input Async: 
is high is high O =Normal 

1 = DSR input 1 = DCEi input 1 =Framing 
is low is low error 

Sync: 
O =Normal 
1 =SYN 
detected 

Mode Register 2 (MR2) 
Table 6 illustrates mode register 2. MR23, 
MR22, MR21 and MR20 control the frequen
cy of the internal baud rate generator (BAG). 
Sixteen rates are selectable for each EPCI 
version (-1, -2, -3). Versions 1 and 2 specify 
a 4.9152MHz TTL input at BRCLK (pin 20); 
version 3 specifies a 5.0688MHz input which 
is identical to the Signetics 2651. MR23 - 20 
are don't cares if external clocks are selected 
(MR25 - MR24 = 0). The individual rates are 
given in Table 1. 

MR24 - MR27 select the receive and transmit 
clock source (either the BAG or an external 
input) and the function at Pins 9 and 25. Refer 
to Table 6. 

Command Register (CR) 
Table 7 illustrates the command register. Bits 
CAO (TxEN) and CR2 (RxEN) enable or 
disable the transmitter and receiver respec
tively. A O-to-1 transition of CR2 forces start 
bit search (async mode) or hunt mode (sync 
mode) on the second RxC rising edge. Dis
abling the receiver causes RxRDY to go high 
(inactive). If the transmitter is disabled, it will 
complete the transmission of the character in 
the transmit shift register (if any) prior to 
terminating operation. The TxD output will 
then remain in the marking state (high) while 
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in status register 1 = Force break 1 =Enable output high 1 =Enable 
(FE, OE, PE/OLE 1 =Force DTR 
detect.) output low 

Sync Not applica-
Send OLE ble in 
o =Normal 
1 = SendDLE 

SR4 SR3 SR2 SR1 SRO 

Overrun 
PE/OLE TxEMT 

RxRDY TxRDY 
Detect DSC HG 

0 =Normal Async: 
1 =Overrun O =Normal O =Normal O =Receive 0 =Transmit 

error 1 = Parity error 1 =Change in holding holding 
DSR or register register 
DCD, or empty busy 

Sync: transmtt shift 1 =Receive 1 =Transmit 
O =Normal register is holding holding 
1 = Parity error empty 
or DLE 
received 

TxRDY and TxEMT will go high (inactive). If 
the receiver is disabled, it will terminate 
operation immediately. Any character being 
assembled will be neglected. A O to 1 transi
tion of CR2 will initiate start bit ~earch (async) 
or hunt mode (sync). 

Bits CR1 (DTR) and CR5 (RTS) control the 
DTR and RTS outputs. Data at the outputs 
are the logical complement of the register 
data. 

In asynchronous mode, setting CR3 will force 
and hold the TxD output low (spacing condi
tion) at the end of the current transmitted 
character. Normal operation resumes when 
CR3 is cleared. The TxD line will go high for 
at least one bit time before beginning trans
mission of the next character in the transmit 
data holding register. In synchronous mode, 
setting CR3 causes the transmission of the 
OLE register contents prior to sending the 
character in the transmit data holding regis
ter. Since this is a one time command, CR3 
does not have to be reset by software. CR3 
should be set when entering and exiting 
transparent mode and for all DLE - non-DLE 
character sequences. 

Setting CR4 causes the error flags in the 
status register (SR3, SR4, and SR5) to be 
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register register 
has data empty 

cleared. This is a one time command. There 
is no internal latch for this bit. 

When CR5 (RTS) is set, the RTS pin is forced 
low. A 1-to-O transition of CR5 will cause ATS 
to go high (inactive) one TxC time after the 
last serial bit has been transmitted. If a 1-to-O 
transition of CR5 occurs while data is being 
transmitted, RTS will remain low (active) until 
both the THR and the transmit shift register 
are empty and then go high (inactive) one 
TxC time later. 

The EPCI can operate in one of four sub
modes within each major mode (synchronous 
or asynchronous). The operational sub-mode 
is determined by CR7 and CR6. CR7 -
CR6 = 00 is the normal mode, with the trans
mitter and receiver operating independently in 
accordance with the mode and status register 
instructions. 

In asynchronous mode, CR7 - CR6 = 01 
places the EPCI in the automatic echo mode. 
Clocked, regenerated received data are auto
matically directed to the TxD line while nor
mal receiver operation continues. The receiv
er must be enabled (CR2 = 1 ), but the trans
mitter need not be enabled. CPU to receiver 
communications continues normally, but the 
CPU to transmitter link is disabled. Only the 
first character of a break condition is echoed. 
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Table 9. SCN2661 EPCI VS SCN2651 PCI 

FEATURE EPCI PCI 

1. MR2 Bit 6, 7 Control pins 9, 25 Not used 
2. OLE detect- SR3 = 0 for OLE - OLE, SR3 = 1 for OLE - OLE, 

SR3 
DLE-SYN1 DLE-SYN1 

3. Reset of SR3, Second character after Receiver disable, or CR4 = 1 
OLE detect OLE, or receiver disable, 

or CR4= 1 
4. Send OLE - CR3 One time command Reset via CR3 on next 

TxRDY 
5. OLE stuffing in Automatic OLE stuffing when None 

transparent mode OLE is loaded except if 
CR3=1 

6. SYN1 stripping All SYN1 First SYN 1 of pair 
in double sync 
non-transparent 
mode 

7. Baud rate Three One 
versions 

8. Terminate ASYNC Reset CA5 in response to Reset CAO when TxEMT 
transmission TxEMT changing from 1 to 0 goes from 1 to 0. Then reset 
(drop ATS) 

9. Break detect Pin 251 

10. Stop bit searched One 
11. External jam sync Pin 92 

12. Data bus timing Improved over 2651 
13. Data bus drivers Sink 2.2mA 

Source 400µA 

NOTES: 
1. Internal BRG used for RxC. 
2. Internal BRG used for TxC. 

The TxD output will go high until the next valid 
start is detected. The following conditions are 
true while in automatic echo mode: 

1 . Data assembled by the receiver are auto
matically placed in the transmit holding 
register and retransmitted by the trans
mitter on the TxD output. 

2. The transmitter is clocked by the receive 
clock. 

3. TxRDY output = 1. 

4. The TxEMT /DSCHG pin will reflect only 
the data set change condition. 

5. The TxEN command (CAO) is ignored. 

In synchronous mode, CR7 - CR6 = 01 
places the EPCI in the automatic SYN/OLE 
stripping mode. ·The exact action taken de
pends on the setting of bits MR17 and MR16: 

1. In the non-transparent, single SYN mode 
(MR17 - MR16 = 10), characters in the 
data stream matching SYN1 are not 
transferred to the receive data holding 
register (AHR). 

2. In the non'transparent, double SYN 
mode (MA17 -MR16 = 00), characters in 
the data stream matching SYN1, or 
SYN2 if immediately preceded by SYN1, 
are not transferred to the RHR. 
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CR5 when TxEMT goes from 
1 to O 
FE and null character 
Two 
No 
-
Sink 1.6mA 
Source 1 OOµA 

3. In transparent mode (MR16 = 1), charac
ters in the data stream matching OLE, or 
SYN1 if immediately preceded by OLE, 
are not transferred to the RHR. However,. 
only the first OLE of a DLE-DLE pair is 
stripped. 

Note that automatic stripping mode does not 
affect the setting of the OLE detect and SYN 
detect status bits (SR3 and SA5). 

Two diagnostic sub-modes can also be con
figured. In local loopback mode (CR7 -
CR6 = 10), the following loops are connected 
internally: 

1. The transmitter output is connected to 
the receiver input. 

2. DTR is connected to 'DCD and ATS is 
connected to CTS. 

3. The receiver is clocked by the transmit 
clock. 

4. The !Ji'R, ATS and TxD outputs are held 
high. 

5. The CTS, DCD, DSR and RxD inputs are 
ignored. 

Additional requirements to operate in the 
local loopback mode are that CAO (TxEN), 
CR1 (DTR), and CR5 (RTS) must be set to 1. 
CR2 (RxEN) is ignored by the EPCI. 
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The second diagnostic mode is the remote 
loopback mode (CA7 - CR6 = 11 ). In this 
mode: 

1. Data assembled by the receiver are auto
matically placed in the transmit holding 
register and retransmitted by the trans
mitter on the T xD output. 

2. The transmitter is clocked by the receive 
clock. 

3. No data are sent to the local CPU, but the 
error status conditions (PE, FE) are set. 

4. The RxRDY, TxRDY, and TxEMT/ 
DSCHG outputs are held high. 

5. CRO (TxEN) is ignored. 

6. All other signals operate normally. 

Status Register 
The data contained in the status register (as 
shown in Table B) indicate receiver and 
transmitter conditions and modem/ data set 
status. 

SRO is the transmitter ready (TxRDY) status 
bit. it, and its corresponding output, are valid 
only when the transmitter is enabled. If equal 
to 0, it indicates that the transmit data holding 
register has been loaded by the CPU and the 
data has not been transferred to the transmit 
shift register. If set equal to 1, it indicates that 
the holding register is ready to accept data 
from the CPU. This bit is initially set when the 
transmitter is enabled by CRO, unless a 
character has previously been loaded into the 
holding register. It is not set when the auto
matic echo or remote loopback modes are 
programmed. When this bit is set, the TxRDY 
output pin is low. In the automatic echo and 
remote loopback modes, the output is held 
high. 

SR1, the receiver ready (RxRDY) status bit, 
indicates the condition of the receive data 
holding register. ·If set, it indicates that a 
character has been loaded into the holding 
register from the receive shift register and is 
ready to be read by the CPU. If equal to zero, 
there is no new character in the holding 
register. This bit is cleared when the CPU 
reads the receive data holding register or 
when the receiver is disabled by CR2. When 
set, the RxRDY output is low. 

The TxEMT /DSCHG bit, SR2, when set, 
indicates either a change of state of the DSR 
or DCD inputs (when CR2 or CRO = 1) or that 
the transmit shift register has completed 
transmission of a character and no new 
character has been loaded into the transmit 
data holding register. Note that in synchro
nous mode this bit will be set even though the 
appropriate "fill" character is transmitted. 
TxEMT will not go active until at least one 
character has been transmitted. It is cleared 
by loading the transmit data holding register. 
The DSCHG condition is enabled when 
TxEN = 1 or RxEN = 1. It is cleared when the 
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status register is read by the CPU. If the 
status register is read twice and SR2 = 1 
while SR6 and SR7 remain unchanged, then 
a TxEMT condition exists. When SR2 is set, 
the TxEMT/DSCHG output is low. 

SR3, when set, indicates a received parity 
error when parity is enabled by MR14. In 
synchronous transparent mode (MR16 = 1), 
with parity disabled, it indicates that a charac
ter matching DLE register was received and 
the present character is neither SYN 1 nor 
DLE. This bit is cleared when the next charac
ter following the above sequence is loaded 
into RHR, when the receiver is disabled, or by 
a reset error command, CR4. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER 

The overrun error status bit, SR4, indicates 
that the previous character loaded into the 
receive holding register was not read by the 
CPU at the time a new received character 
was transferred into it. This bit is cleared 
when the receiver is disabled or by the reset 
error command, CR4. 

In asynchronous mode, bit SR5 signifies that 
the received character was not framed by a 
stop bit; i.e., only the first stop bit is checked. 
If RHR = O when SR5 = 1, a break condition 
is present. In synchronous nontransparent 
mode (MR16 = 0), it indicates receipt of the 
SYN1 character in single SYN mode or the 
SYN1 - SYN2 pair in double SYN mode. In 

RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 Note 4 oc 

Tsrn Storage temperature range -65 to + 150 oc 
All voltages with respect to ground3 -0.5 to +6.0 v 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS4· s, s 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

Input voltage 

V1L Low 
V1H High 

Output voltage 

VoL Low loL = 2.2mA 
VoH7 High loH = -400µA 

l1L Input leakage current V1N = 0 to 5.5V 

3-State output leakage current 

ILH Data bus high Vo=4V 
ILL Data bus low Vo= 0.45V 

Ice Power supply current 

CAPACITANCE TA=25°C, Vcc=OV 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

Capacitance 

C1N Input 
CouT Output le= 1MHz 
C110 Input/Output Unmeasured pins tied to ground 
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synchronous transparent mode (MR16 = 1), 
this bit is set upon detection of the initial 
synchronizing characters (SYN1 or SYN1 -
SYN2) and, after synchronization has been 
achieved, when a DLE - SYN1 pair is re
ceived. The bit is reset when the receiver is 
disabled, when the reset error command is 
given in asynchronous mode, or when the 
status register is read by the CPU in the 
synchronous mode. 

SR6 and SR7 reflect the conditions of the 
DCD and DSR inputs, respectively. A low 
input sets its corresponding status bit, and a 
high input clears it. 

LIMITS 
UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

0.8 v 
2 

0.4 v 
2.4 

10 µA 

10 
µA 

10 

150 mA 

LIMITS 
UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

20 
20 pF 
20 

2 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS4• s, 6 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

Pulse width 

IRES Reset 1000 
tcE Chip enable 250 

ns 

Setup and hold time 

lAs Address setup 10 
IAH Address hold 10 
tcs R/W control setup 10 
tcH R/W control hold 10 
tos Data setup for write 150 

ns 

loH Data hold for write 10 
IAXS RX data setup 300 
IAXH RX data hold 350 

too Data delay time for read CL= 150pF 200 
loF Data bus floating time for read CL= 150pF 100 ns 
lcEO CE to CE delay 600 

Input clock frequency 

fsAG Baud rate generator (2661 A, B) 1 4.9152 4.9202 
fsAG Baud rate generator (2661 C) 1 5.0688 5.0738 MHz 
fA/T10 TxC or RXC DC 1 

Clock width 

IBAH9 Baud rate high (2661A, B) 75 
IBAH9 Baud rate high (2661 C) 70 
IBAL9 Baud rate low (2661A, B) 75 
IBAL9 Baud rate low (2661 C) 70 ns 

IA/TH TxC or RXC high 480 
IA/TL 10 TxC or RxC low 480 

trxo TxD delay from falling edge of TxC CL -150pF 650 
tr cs Skew between TxD changing and falling CL= 150pF 0 ns 

edge of TxC output8 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation 

of the device at these or at any other condition above those indicated in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be -derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature. 
3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from the damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, it 

is suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rat~d maxima. 
4. Parameters are valid over operating temperature range unless otherwise specified. See ordering code table for applicable tempera~ure range and operating 

supply range. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground. All time measurements are at the 50% level for inputs (except teRH and teRU and at o.av and 2V for outputs. 

Input levels swing betw een 0.4V and 2.4V, with a transition time of 20ns maximum. 
6. Typical values are at + 2o•c, typical supply voltages and typical processing parameters. 
7. iNffi, TxROY, RxRDY and TxEMT/~ outputs are open drain. 
8. Parameter applies when internal transmitter clock is used. 
9. Under test conditions of 5.0688MHz faRG (2661C) and 4.9152MHz laRG (2661A,B), taRH and taRL measured at V1H and V1L. respectively. 

10. In asynchronous local loopback mode, using 1 X clock, the following parameters apply: fRtT = 0.83MHz lnax and tRtTL = 700ns min. 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS 

RESET -1-tRES-1--------- BRCLK, 
TxC. RxC 

Reset 

1 BIT TIME 

TxC 
(INPUT) 

-(1, 16, OR 64 CLOCK PERIODS)~ 

TxC 
(OUTPUT) 
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Transmit 

"'°'"°' 

Read and Write 
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TaRH--1BRL 

- 'RITH- -tRITL 

---1/fBRQ-

-1/fRIT 

Clock 

Receive 

-2 -
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TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

TxC(1X) 

TxD 11,2,a 1 4 1 5 11,2,a,4 1 5 11,2,a,4 1 5
1
1,2,a,4 1 s

1
1,2 1 a 1 4:5i 

DATA 1 DATA 2 DATA 3 SYN 1 DATA 4 

I I I I I .. 
TxEN 0 I 

0 
:I! .. 
::> 
0 z 
0 
:z: 
0: 

" z 
1i; 

CEFO 
WRITE 

OFTHR DATA1 DATA2 DATA3 OATA4 

TxD 

_D_A
1

1,2 1 a,4,5
1

a 
I DATA1 

C A 11I2 1 3I4 1 5 1 B C A 
1
1I2 1 3 I 4: 5 1 B C -D-. A= 

I - DATA2 - I - DATA3 : - I ~ 
I TxEN 

I TxRDYr 

~ T:MT ~ 
CEFORlf 

WAITE 
OFTHR 

DATA! 

NOTES! 
A = Start bit 
B '"' Stop bit 1 
C•Stopb~2 
D = TxD marking condition 

I I I I 

DATA 2 DATA 3 DATA4 

TxEMT g~s low at the beginning of the last data bit, or, if parity is enabled, at the beginning Of the parity bit. 

TxRDY, TxEMT (Shown for 5-bit characters, no parity, 2 stop bits [in asynchronous mode]) 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

1XRxC 

'•• -1 I- les = XSYNC SETUP TIME= 300ns 

XSYNC ------

RxO 

RxC+18 OR 64 

MISSING STOP BIT 
DETECTED SET FE BIT* 

I 

I 
I 

~ 

IH = XSYNC HOLD TIME= ONE RxC 

I 

1-, 
I 

CHARACTER ASSEMBLY 

External Synchronization With XSYNC 

Rx CHARACTER= 5 BITS, NO PARITY 

I I 
I I 
I I 

I LOOK FOR srlRr BIT= LOW (IF RxD IS ttlGH, LOOK FOR HIGH TO LOW TRANSITION) 

I FALS~ START BIT CHECK MAOE(RxO LOW) 

1st DATA BIT 
SAMPLED 

I 
I 

MISSING STOP BIT DETECTED, SET FE BIT. 
o- AHR. ACTIVATE RxROY. SET BKOET PIN 
RxO INPUT - R11SR UNTIL A MARK TO SPACE 

TRANSITION OCCURS. 

~~T!.:e stop bit is present, the start bit search will commence immediately. 

Break Detection Timing 
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TIMING DIAGRAMS (Continued) 

w 
0 
0 _J i :. Rx EN 

"' I 
" I 0 SYNDET 

1 
z 
0 STATUS BIT 
a: 
l: 
u 

~ 
R:itRDY "' 

ffFO~--u 
READ 

~~~-;---~~--~-~-. ~ 

READ READ READ AHR READ AHR READ AHR READ AHR 
STATUS STATUS (DATA 1) (DATA 2) (DATA 3) (DATA 3) 

0 

._....A 11 R•DJ 121314151BIC 
DATA 1 I I A I' 

w 
c 
0 Rx EN 
:. 

"' " 0 RXRi5Y z 
0 
a: 
l: OVERRUN 

" z STATUS BIT 
;;; 
" C'EFOR 

READ 

NOTES: 
A = Start bit 
8 = Stop bit 1 
C = Stop bit 2 
D = TxD marking condition 
Only one stop bit is detected. 
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I 

I 
I 
I 

I 
L--

READ AHR 
(DATA 1) 

I 
L-~~~~~~~~~-Q--~-p-~~-~'' 

READ AHR 
(DATA 3) 

RxRDY (Shown for 5-bit characters, no parity, 2 stop bits [in asynchronous mode]) 
"""-""""""""""""""_" _____________________ _ 
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS 
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BRCLK 1-----t BAUD RATE CLOCK 
OSCILLATOR 

Asynchronous Interface to CRT Terminal 

ADDRESS BUS 

ASYNC 
MODEM 

BAUD RATE CLOCK 
OSCILLATOR 

PHONE 
LINE 

INTERFACE 

Asynchronous Interface to Telephone Lines 
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CRT 
TERMINAL 

t 
TELEPHONE 

LINE 
AF00920S 
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TYPICAL APPLICATIONS (Continued) 

Rxoi------; 

TxDI-----~ 

Axe i------; 
SCN2661 

Txci------; 

SYNCHRONOUS 
TERMINAL OR 
PERIPHERAL 

DEVICE 
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Synchronous Interface to Terminal or Peripheral Device 
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SCN2661 OCO 

DTR 

SYNC 
MODEM 

PHONE 
LINE 

INTERFACE 

Synchronous Interface to Telephone Lines 
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Microprocessor Products 

DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCN2671 Programmable 
Keyboard and Communications Control
ler (PKCC) is a MOS LSI device which 
provides a versatile keyboard encoder 
and an independent full-duplex asyn
chronous communications controller. It 
is intended for use in microprocessor 
based systems and provides an 8-bit 
data bus interface. 

The keyboard encoder handles the 
scanning, debounce, and encoding of a 
keyboard matrix with a maximum of 128 
keys. It provides four levels of key en
coding corresponding to the separate 
SHIFT and CONTROL input combina
tions. Four keyboard rollover modes can 
be programmed including provisions for 
up to 16 latched keys. Control outputs 
are provided for interfacing with contact . 
or capacitive keyboards. An 8-bit key
board status register provides status 
information to the CPU. 

The receiver section of the communica
tions controller accepts serial data from 
the RxD pin and converts it to parallel 
data characters. Simultaneously, the 
transmitter section accepts parallel data 
from the data bus and outputs serialized 
data onto the TxD pin. Received data is 
checked for parity and framing errors, 
and break conditions are flagged. Char
acter lengths can be programmed as 5, 
6, 7, or 8 bits not including parity, start or 
stop bits. An internal baud rate genera
tor (BAG) with 16 divider ratios can be 
used to derive the receive and/ or trans
mit clocks. The BAG can accept an 
external clock or operate directly from a 
crystal. An 8-bit communications status 
register provides status information to 
the CPU. 
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SCN2671 
Programmable Keyboard and 
Communication Controller 
(PKCC) 
Product Specfficatlon 

FEATURES 
•Keyboard Interface 

- Contact or capacitive keyboard 
- Up to 128 keys on an 8 X 16 

matrix 
- Encoded or unencoded 

operation 
- Four code levels per key 
- Latched key option - separate 

depress and release codes 
- Programmable scan rate and 

debounce time 
- Programmable rollover modes 
- Programmable auto-repeat for 

selected keys 
- Tone output- two frequencies 

• Asynchronous communication 
Interface 
- Internal baud rate generator -

16 rates 
- Full duplex operation 
- Detection of start and end of 

break 
- Programmable break generation 
- Programmable character 

parameters 
- Aut~cho and maintenance 

loopback modes 
• Polled or Interrupt operation 
• Interrupt priority controller and 

vector generator 
• Operates directly from crystal or 

external clocks 
• TTL compatible 
• Single + 5V power supply 

APPLICATIONS 
• CRT terminals 
• Hard copy terminals 
• Word processing systems 
• Data entry terminals 
• Small business computers 
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

TOP VIEW 

INDEX 
CORNER .. 

0 39 

PLCC 

17 ~ 29 
~ 

18 28 
TOP VIEW 

""""'"" Pin Function Pin Function 
1 NC 23 XiN'i'R 
2 HI'S 24 1l'JfF! 
3 KORES 25 04 
4 KCU< 26 05 
5 KC3 27 06 
6 KC2 26 07 
7 KC1 29 J;fi'1; 
8 KCO 30 WFi 
9 KA2 31 All 
10 KA1 32 CE 
11 KAO 33 AO 
12 NC 34 NC 
13 1m'ro 35 A1 
14 ~ 36 A2 
15 ~ 37 TxC 
16 TONE 38 AxC 
17 KAET 39 XTAL1 
18 DO 40 XTAL2/BRCLK 
19 01 41 TxO 
20 02 42 AxD 
21 03 43 NC 
22 Vss 44 V<x 

853-1071 86883 

~ 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

PACKAGES Vcc=+5V ±5%, TA=o·c to +70°C 

Ceramic DIP SCN2671AC1140 

Plastic DIP SCN2671AC1N40 

Plastic LCC SCN2671AC1 A44 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME ANO FUNCTION 

DIP PLCC 

DO-D7 16-19, 18-21, 1/0 Data Bus: 8-bit 3-State bidirectional data bus. All data, command and status transfers are 
23-26 25-28 made using this bus. DO is the least significant bit; D7 is the most significant bit. 

AO-A2 31 -33 33, 35, I Address Lines: Used to select internal PKCC registers or commands. 
36 

RD 29 31 I Read Strobe: When low, gates the selected PKCC register onto the data bus if CE is also 
low. 

WR 28 30 I Write Strobe: When low, gates the contents of the data bus into the selected PKCC register 
if CE is also low. 

CE 30 32 I Chip Enable: When high, places the DO - D7 output drivers in a 3-State condition. If CE is 
low, data transfers are enabled in conjunction with the RD and WR input&. 

INTR 22 24 0 Interrupt Request: Several conditions may be programmed to request an interrupt to the 
CPU. It is an active low open-drain output. This pin will be inactive after power on reset or a 
master reset command. 

INTA 27 29 I Interrupt Acknowledge: Used to indicate that an interrupt request has been accepted by 
the CPU. When INTA goes low, the PKCC outputs an 8-bit address vector on DO - 07 
corresponding to the highest priority interrupt currently active. 

XINTR 21 23 I External Interrupt: An active low external interrupt input to the PKCC interrupt priority 
resolver. 

TxC 34 37 1/0 Transmitter Clock: The function of this pin depends on bit 7 of the baud rate control register 
(BRR7). If external transmitter clock is selected (BRR7 = O), it is an input for the transmitter 
clock. If internal transmitter clock is selected (BRR7 = 1 ), this pin is an output which is a 
multiple of the actual baud rate (1 X , 16 X ) as selected by BRR5. The data is transmitted on 
the falling edge of TxC. It is an input after power on and after master reset or 
communications reset commands. 

RxC 35 38 1/0 Receiver Clock: The function of this pin depends on BRR6. If external receiver clock is 
selected (BRR6 = 0), it is an input for the receiver clock. If internal receiver clock is selected 
(BRR6 = 1), this pin is an output which is a multiple of the actual baud rate (1 X, 16X) as 
selected by BRR4. The received data is sampled on the rising edge of RxC. It is an input 
after power on and after master reset or communications reset commands. 

TxD 38 41 0 Transmltier Data: This output is the transmitted serial data; the least significant bit is 
transmitted first. This pin is high after power on reset or a reset command that affects the 
transmitter. 

RxD 39 42 I Receiver Data: This input is the serial data input to the receiver. The least significant bit is 
received first. 

XTAL1, 36, 37 39, 40 I Connections for Crystal: Provides an on-chip clock generator for the internal baud rate 
XTAL2/BRCLK generator and the keyboard interface logic. If an external clock is provided, use XTAL2 as 

the clock input. See Figures 20 and 21. All timing parameters such as keyboard scan time, 
tone frequency, and baud rate assume a clock input at the specified BRG input frequency. If 
this frequency is different the timing parameters will vary proportionately. 

KRO-KR2 10-8 11 -9 0 Keyboard Row Scan: Decoded externally; selects one of eight rows. 
KCO-KC3 7-4 8-5 0 Keyboard Column Scan: Decoded externally; selects one of 16 columns. 

KRET 15 17 I Key Return: An active high-level indicates that the key being scanned is closed. 

SHIFT 12 14 I SHIFT Key: Active low input from the SHIFT key. The combination of SHIFT and CONTROL 
inputs select one of four possible codes from the internal key encoding ROM. 

CONTROL 13 15 I CONTROL Key: Active low input from the CONTROL key. The combination of SHIFT and 
CONTROL inputs select one of four possible codes from the internal key encoding ROM. 

REPEAT 11 13 I REPEAT Key: Active low input from the REPEAT key. Causes the key depression currently 
active to be repeated at a rate of approximately 15 times per second. 

KCLK 3 4 0 Keyboard Clock: High frequency (approximately 400kHz) output used to scan capacitive 
keyboards. 

KORES 2 3 0 Key Detect Reset: Resets the analog detector before scanning a key. Used for capacitive 
keyboards. 

ms 1 2 0 Hysteresis Output: Sent to the analog detector for capacitive keyboard applications. A low 
indicates the key currently being scanned has been recognized on previous scan cycles. 

TONE 14 16 0 Square Wave Output: Used for tone generation. 

Vee 40 44 I Power Supply: +5V. 

Vss 20 22 I Ground. 
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The PKCC has an interrupt mask register to Table 1. Register Addressing 
selectively enable certain keyboard and com
munications status bits to generate interrupts. 
Priority encoded interrupt vectoring is avail
able. Upon receipt of an interrupt acknowl
edge, an interrupt vector will be output on 
DO - 07 reflecting the source of the interrupt. 
The interrupt source can also be read from an 
interrupt status register. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The PKCC consists of six major sections (see 
block diagram). These are the transmitter, 
receiver, timing, operation control, keyboard 
encoder, and a priority encoded interrupt 
control unit. These sections communicate 
with each other via an internal data bus and 
an internal control bus. The internal data bus 
interfaces to the microprocessor data bus via 
a bidirectional data bus buffer. 

Operation Control 
This functional block stores configuration and 
operation commands from the CPU and gen
erates appropriate signals to various internal 
sections to control the overall device opera
tion. It contains read and write circuits to 
permit communications with the microproces
sor via the data bus and contains mode 
registers KMR and CMR, the command de
coder, and status registers KSR and CSR. 
Details of operating modes and status infor
mation are presented in the Operation sec
tion of this data sheet. The register address
ing is specified in Table 1. 

Timing 
The PKCC contains a baud rate generator 
(BAG) which is programmable to accept ex
ternal transmit or receive clocks or to divide 
an external clock to perform data communi
cations. The unit can generate 16 baud rates, 
any of which can be selected for full duplex 
operation. The external clock to the baud rate 
generator can be applied directly to the 
XTAL2 input (see Figure 21) or can be 
generated internally by connecting a crystal 
across the XT AL 1, XT AL2 input pins. The 
clock input is also utilized by the keyboard 
encoder section. Thus, a clock must be 
provided even if external transmitter and 
receiver clocks are used. 

Receiver 
The receiver accepts serial data on the RxD 
pin, converts this serial input to parallel for
mat, checks for break conditions, framing and 
parity errors, and loads an "assembled" 
character in the receive holding register for 
access by the CPU. 

Transmitter 
The transmitter accepts parallel data loaded 
by the CPU into the transmit holding register 
and converts it to a serial bit stream framed 
by the start bit, calculated parity bit (if speci-

December 12, 1986 

CE A2 A1 AO RD/WR FUNCTION 

1 x x x x 3-State data bus 
0 0 0 0 WR Reset command (see Table 6) 
0 0 0 0 Fli5 Read interrupt status register (ISR) 
0 0 0 1 RD, WR Read/write communications mode register (CMR) 
0 0 1 0 WR Write transmit holding register (TxHR) 
0 0 1 0 RD Read receiver holding register (RxHR) 
0 0 1 1 WR Write baud rate mode register (BRR) 
0 0 1 1 RD Read communications status register (CSR) 
0 1 0 0 RD, WR Read/write interrupt mask register (IMR) 
0 1 0 1 Fli'.5, WR Read/write keyboard mode register (KMR) 
0 1 1 0 RD Read keyboard holding register (KHR) 
0 1 1 1 RD Read keyboard status register (KSR) 
0 1 1 1 WR Miscellaneous commands (see Description) 

NOTE: 
X =don't care. 

lied), and stop bit(s). The composite serial 
stream of data is transmitted on the T xD 
output pin. 

Keyboard Encoder 
The keyboard encoder provides encoded 
scanning signals for a matrix keyboard. Key 
depressions are detected on the KRET input. 
The debounced and verified key codes (or 
matrix addresses) are loaded into the key 
holding register for access by the CPU. Fig
ures 1 and 2 illustrate the PKCC interface to 
contact and capacitive keyboards, respec
tively. 

Interrupt Control 
The interrupt controller unit contains a soft
ware-programmable interrupt mask register 
which selectively enables status conditions 
from the keyboard encoder and communica
tion controller to generate interrupts. The 
interrupts are priority encoded and individual
ly generate an eight bit vector which is output 
on the data bus in response to a CPU 
interrupt acknowledge on the INTA input pin. 

OPERATION 

Keyboard Encoder 
The keyboard is continuously scanned by 
KCO - KC3 and KRO - KR2 which are de
coded externally to handle 128 possible keys 
(see Figures 1 and 2). KCO - KC3 select one ' 
of 16 columns and KRO - KR2 multiplex the 
eight row return lines into the KRET pin. 
Debouncing is accomplished by remembering 
a 1 state at the KRET pin when a key is being 
addressed and verifying it one scan later. 
Once the key is verified, a key code is loaded 
into the keyboard data register (KOR). If the 
keyboard holding register (KHR) is empty, the 
contents of the KDR will be transferred to the 
KHR immediately; if the KHR is full (i.e., the 
CPU has not read the previous key code), the 
transfer will be held off until the KHR is read. 
The data transfer to the KHR causes key-
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board data ready (KRDY) to be set in the 
keyboard status register. 

For capacitive keyboards, the high frequency 
output KCLK can be used to gate the column 
scan to the keyboard (see Figure 2). The key 
detector reset (KORES) output resets the 
analog detector prior to scanning each key 
location. The output from the analog multi
plexer is sensed and then latched in the 
analog detector. The ~output controls the 
sense level. A O will lower the sense level 
causing hysteresis, and a 1 will raise the 
sense level with no hysteresis. 

The REPEAT input enables the keyboard 
logic to recognize any key repeatedly, 15 
times per second. Additionally, certain keys 
can be programmed to repeat automatically if 
depressed. for more than one-half second. 

A square wave is output on the TONE pin 
when the CPU issues a ring tone command to 
the PKCC. 

Keyboard Mode Register 
Operating modes are selected by program
ming the keyboard mode register (KMR), see 
Figure 3. Bit KMR7 is used for testing the 
device. For normal operation, this bit should 
always be written to a O. Bits KMR8 - KMR5 
select the rollover modes for keyboard pro
cessing: 

N-key Rollover: In this mode, the code 
corresponding to each key depression is 
loaded into the KOR as soon as that key is 
debounced, independent of the release of 
other keys. Two or more closures occurring 
within one scan cycle are considered to be 
simultaneous, which will set keyboard error in 
the keyboard status register (KSR1). As soon 
as the keyboard holding register is empty, the 
code in the KOR is transferred to the KHR 
and the KADY status bit is set (KSRO). 

N-Key Rollover With Latched Keys: This 
mode is the same as regular N-key rollover, 
except that the keys which are assigned to 
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KRET 

KR2-KRO 

PKCC 

.-----, 

1 OF16 KC3-KCO 
DECODE 

....__ 

l 
)I DIGITAL MULTIPLEXER 

16 
COLUMNS 

8 ROWS 

4 
CONTACT 

KEYBOARD 
MATRIX 

] 

Figure 1. Contact Keyboard Interface 

KRET -----c' 
HYSt----~ 

KORES 1-------' 

KR2-KRO i------------"-1 

PKCC 

KCLK 1------o-1 

1 OF16 

KC3-KCO I-----'\. I DECODE 
16 COLUMNS 

ANALOG MULTIPLEXER 

8 ROWS 

CAPACITIVE 
KEYBOARD 

MATRIX 

Figure 2. Capacitive Keyboard Interface 
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row O of the keyboard matrix (KR2 - KAO = 
000) produce a code both when depressed 
and when released. The codes are indepen
dent of the states of the inputs at SHIFT and 
CONTROL. If one or more of the latched keys 
are depressed when the keyboard is enabled 
(alter a keyboard reset), the corresponding 
codes will be sent out as the keys are 
scanned and debounced. Note that simulta
neous latched keys will not set KERR (KSR1) 
and that latched keys will not be auto-repeat 
and will not be affected by the REPEAT input. 

Two-Key Rollover: The first key code is 
loaded into the KOR immediately and the 
second code is loaded only after the first key 
is released. Simultaneous keys will set KERR 
(KSR1), if three or more keys remain closed 
at any given time, the KERR bit will also be 
set. All keys must then be released before the 
next KRET will be processed. 

Two-Key Inhibit: All keys must be released 
between keystrokes; otherwise, KERR 
(KSR1) will be set. 

Bit KMR4 specifies the key encoding mode. 
Each key is assigned four 8-bit codes, corre
sponding ta the states of the SHIFT and 
CONTROL inputs. If the encoded mode is 
programmed, the row/column address of the 
detected key is used to load one of the four 
key codes into the KOR. See Table 2 for key 
code assignments. If the non-encoded mode 
is programmed, the row/column address is 
loaded .directly into the KOR with the follow
ing format: 

KOR 

KC3, KC2, KC 1, KCO 

"o~ for momentary keys 
.. , .. tor latched keys release 
.. 0 .. for latched keys depress 

~ 

2 -
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Table 2. Standard Key Codes (HEX) 

COLUMN 
(KC3-KCO) 0 1 2· 

Eo co 1B ESC 09 

0 FO DO 1B ESc 09 
EO co 1B ESC 09 
FO DO 1B ESc 09 

E1 C1 21 l 11 

1 
F1 01 31 1 11 
E1 C1 21 l 51 
F1 01 31 1 71 

E2 C2 22 " 17 

2 
F2 02 32 2 17 
E2 C2 22 57 
F2 02 32 2 77 

E3 C3 23 # 05 

3 
F3 D3 33 3 05 
E3 C3 23 # 45 

c F3 03 33 3 65 

E4 C4 24 $ 12 

4 F4 D4 34 4 12 
E4 C4 24 $ S2 
F4 D4 34 4 72 

ES cs 2S % 14 

s FS OS 3S 5 14 
E5 C5 25 % 54 
F5 05 35 5 74 

E6 C6 26 & 19 

6 FS 06 36 6 19 
E6 C6 26 & 59 
F6 D6 36 6 79 

E7 c7 27 15 

7 F7 07 37 ? 15 
E7 C7 27 55 
F7 07 37 7 75 

EB CB 2B ( 09 

B 
FB DB 38 B 09 
EB C8 2B ( 49 
FB DB 3B B 69 

E9 C9 29 ) OF 

9 
F9 09 39 9 OF 
E9 C9 29 ) 4F 
F9 D9 39 9 6F 

EA CA 37 7 34 

A 
FA DA 37 7 34 
EA CA 37 7 34 
FA DA 37 7 34 

EB CB 3B B 35 

B 
FB DB 38 6 35 
EB CB 3B 8 35 
FB DB 3B B 35 

Ee cc 39 9 36 

c 
FC DC 39 9 36 
Ee cc 39 9 38 
FC DC 39 9 36 

ED CD 90 93 

D FD DD 90 93 
ED CD 90 93 
FD DD 90 93 

EE CE 91 80 

E 
FE DE 91 80 
EE CE 91 80 
FE DE 91 BO 

EF CF 92 94 

F 
FF OF 92 94 
EF CF 92 94 
FF DF 92 94 

ROW (KR2 - KRO) 

3 4 
HT 1F us 
HT 1F us 
HT 1F us . HT 1F us 
DC1 01 SOH 
·OC1 01 SCH 
Q 41 A 
q 61 a 
ETB 13 OC3 
ETB 13 DC3 
w· 53 s 
w 73 s 

ENO 04 EOT 
ENO 04 EOT 
E 44 0 

• 64 d 

DC2 06 ACK 
DC2 06 ACK 
R 46 F 
r 66 f 

DC4 07 BEL 
DC4 07 BEL 
T 47 G 
t 67 g 

EM 08 BS 
EM 06 BS 
y 4B H 
y 68 h 
NAK OA LF 
NAK OA LF 
u 4A J 
u 6A j 

HT oli VT 
HT OB VT 
I 4B K 
i 6B k 

SI OC FF 
SI oc FF 
0 4C L 
0 8C I 

4 31 1 
4 31 1 
4 31 1 
4 31 1 

5 32 2 
5 32 2 
5 32 2 
5 32 2 

6 33 3 
6 33 3 
6 33 3 
6 33 3 

82 
82 
82 . 
82 

84 
64 . 84 
84 

83 
83 
83 . 
63 

(~~ xx YVV 

This row contains the xx vvv 
xx . vvv latched keys when that xx . vvv 

mode is selected 
(KMR6, KMR5 = 00) 

t tt!_ 
Key eodea in hex 
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5 6 7 
1A SUB 30 0 28 + 
1A SUB 30 0 3B 
5A z 30 0 2B + 
7A z 30 0 3B ; 

1B CAN 30 - 2A . 
1B CAN 20 - 3A 
5B x 30 - 2A 
7B x 20 - 3A : 

03 ETX fE RS 1F us 
.03 ETX 1E RS .1F us 
43 c 7E - 7F . DEL 
63 c 5E t 5F -
16 SYN 1C FS 1B ESC 
16 SYN 1C FS 1B ESC 
56 v 7C 

\. 
7B I 76 v 5C 5B 

02 STX 08 BS 10 GS 
02 STX OB BS 10 GS 
42 B OB . BS 70 I 
62 b 08 BS SD I 
OE so 10 OLE 08 BS 
OE so 10 OLE OB BS 
4E N 50 p 08 BS 
6E n 70 p OB BS 

00 CR 00 NUL 09 HT 
OD CR 00 NUL 09 HT 
40 M 60 09 . HT 
60 m 40 @ 09 HT 

3C < 7F DEL 20 SP 
2C 7F DEL 20 SP 
3C < 7F DEL 20 SP 
2C 7F DEL 20 SP 

3E > OA LF OB VT 
2E OA LF OB VT 
3E > OA LF OB VT 
2E OA LF OB VT 
3F ? OD CR OA LF 
2F I OD CR OA LF 
3F ? 00 CR OA LF 
2F I OD CR OA LF 

30 0 AO A6 
30 0 BO B6 
30 0 AO A6 
30 0 BO B6 

2E A1 A7 
2E B1 B7 
2E A1 A7 
2E 81 87 

BF A2 AS 
AF 82 B6 
9F A2 AS 
SF B2 BB 

95 A3 A9 
95 83 89 
95 A3 . A9 
95 83 . 89 

81 A4 AA 
B1 84 BA 
81 A4 AA . 
B1 B4 BA 

96 A5 AB 
96 B5 66 
96 A5 . AB 
96 B5 B6 . 

tt §lllT (Pin 12 • Ol 

~ Latched key code for releaiee 
~ Latched key code tor deprna 

ASC~ equivalent (ff any) 
• lndicatu Auto·Aepeat keya 

""""" 
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KUR I 7 I 6 I 5 I 4 I 3 I 2 I 1 I 0 I 

--~ ---
LTONE SELECT 

1-ENABLE 0-1 kHz 
o-DtSABLE 1-2 kHz 

ROLLOVER MODES KEY 
00-N·KEY WITH 

LATCHED KEYS 
01-N·KEY 
10-TWO KEY 
11-TWO KEY 

INHIBIT 

a-ENCODED 
KEYBOARD 

1-NON ENCOOED 
KEYBOARD 

Bit KMR3 enables the auto-repeat mode. In 
this mode, if a key that is programmed for 
auto-repeat is depressed for longer than one
half second, the key code will be loaded into 
the KDR approximately 15 times per second 
until that key is released. Only the non-control 
key codes will auto-repeat, i.e. CONTROL 
= 1. Table 2 specifies the auto-repeat keys. 

KMR2 and KMR1 select the key matrix size 
and debounce time (scan rate). The keyboard 
row outputs (KR2, KR1, KAO) always scan 
from o to 7. The column outputs (KC3, KC2, 
KC1, KCO) scan from o to 15 for a 128 key 
matrix and from O to 9 for an 80 key matrix. 

KMRO selects between a 1 kHz and 2kHz 
frequency to be output on the TONE pin in 
response to a ring tone command. 

Keyboard Status Register 
The keyboard status register (KSR) provides 
operational feedback to the CPU. Its format is 
illustrated in Figure 4. 

KSR7, 6 and 4 reflect the state of the inputs 
at the corresponding pins. CONTROL and 
SHIFT are latched at the time the key is 
accepted. As the verified codes are loaded 
into the KDR, the corresponding states of 
CONTROL and SHIFT are loaded into the 
KSR. REPEAT is updated on every matrix 
sample. The status bits are the complements 
of the input levels. 
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MATRIX SCAN 
SIZE TIME 

KMR2 KUR1 

0 0 128 10 ma 
0 1 128 2.5 m• 
1 0 80 &Amo 
1 1 8a 1.6 ms 

AUTOREPEAT 
a-DISABLE 
1-ENABLE 

AF00310S 

Figure 3. Keyboard Mode Register Format 

REPEAT ---------' 

Figure 4. Keyboard Status Register Format 

KSR5 reflects the state of the internal shift 
lock flag which is controlled by the set/reset 
shift lock commands. 

KSR3 indicates that the keyboard controller is 
enabled. It is controlled by the set/clear 
keyboard enable command. 

Keyboard overrun (KSR2) is set when both 
the KHA and KDR are full and a third key is 
validated. The original content of the KHA is 
preserved and the content of the KDR is 
overwritten with the new key code. This bit 
can be specified (by IMR1) to generate an 
interrupt and is cleared by the reset com
mand with D2 = 1. 
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Keyboard error (KSR1) is set when the opera
tor depresses more keys than are allowed in 
the selected rollover mode, or when keys are 
depressed simultaneously (within one scan 
cycle). This bit can be specified (by IMR3) to 
generate an interrupt and is cleared by the 
reset command with D1 = 1. 

Keyboard data ready (KSRO) is set when the 
key code or address is transferred from the 
KDR to the KHA. This bit can be specified (by 
IMR2) to generate an interrupt. It is cleared 
when the CPU reads the KHA. 

2 
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Communications Controller 
The communications controller section of the 
PKCC comprises a full duplex asynchronous 
receiver/transmitter (UARn with a baud rate 
generator. Registers associated with these 
elements are the communications mode reg
ister (CMR), the baud rate control register 
(BRR), and the communications status regis
ter (CSR). 

Receiver 

CMRl7 6151 
'-.,---' 

Operating mode __J 
00 =Normal 
O 1 = Auto echo 
10 = Local loopback 
11 = Remote loopback 

Parity---------~ 

O = Odd /force o 
1 = Even /force 1 
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I LCMmoOoo ,_,. 
00 = 6 
01 = 5 
10 = 6 
11 = 7 

O = Two stop bits 
1 = One stop bit 

'--------- Parity mode 
00 = With parity 
O 1 = Force parity 
10 = No parity 
11 = Not allowed 

The receiver accepts serial data on the RxD 
pin, converts the serial input to parallel for
mat, checks for start bit, stop bit, parity bit (if 
any), or break condition, and presents the 
assembled character to the CPU. The receiv
er looks for a high to low (mark to space) 
transition of the start bit on the RxD input pin. 
If a transition is detected, the state of the RxD 
pin is sampled again after a delay of one half 
of the bit time. If RxD is then high, the start bit 
is invalid and the search for a valid start bit 
begins again. If RxD is still low, a valid start bit 
is assumed and the receiver continues to 
sample the input at one bit time intervals at 
the theoretical center of the bit, until the 
proper number of data bits and the parity bit 
(if any) have been assembled, and one stop 
bit has been detected. The least significant 
bit is received first. The data is then trans
ferred to the receive holding register (RxHR) 
and the RxRDY bit in the CSR is set to a 1. If 
the character length is less than eight bits, 
the most significant unused bits in the RxHR 
are set to zero. 

Figure 5. Communications Mode Register Format 

After the stop bit is detected, the receiver will 
immediately look for the next start bit. Howev
er, if a non-zero character was received 
without a stop bit (i.e. framing error) and RxD 
remains low for one half of the bit period after 
the stop bit was sampled, then the space is 
interpreted as a start bit. 

The parity error, framing error and overrun 
error (if any) are strobed into the CSR at the 
received character boundary. If a break con
dition is detected (RxD is low for the entire 
character including the stop bit) only one 
character consisting of all zeros will be trans
ferred to the RxHR and the received break bit 
in the CSR is set to 1 (RxRDY is not set when 
a break is received). The RxD input must 
return to a high condition for one bit· time 
before a search for the next start bit begins. 

Transmitter 
The transmitter accepts parallel data from the 
CPU and converts it to a serial bit stream on 
the TxD output pin. It automatically sends a 
start bit followed by the data bits, an optional 
parity bit, and the programmed number of 
stop bits. The least significant bit is sent first. 
Following the transmission of the stop bits, if 
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a new character is not available in the trans
mit holding register (TxHR), the TxD output 
remains high and the TxEMT bit in the CSR 
will be set to 1. Transmission resumes and 
the TxEMT bit is cleared when the CPU loads 
a new character into the TxHR. The transmit
ter can be forced to send a continuous low 
condition by a transmit break command. 

If the transmitter is disabled, it continues 
operating until the character currently being 
transmitted is completely sent out. 

Communication Mode Register 
Figure 5 illustrates the bit format of the CMR, 
which controls the operational mode of the 
communications controller and the character 
parameters. 

Bits CMR1 -CMRO select a character length 
of 5, 6, 7, or 8 bits. The character length does 
not include the parity, start, or stop bits. 

CMR2 selects the transmitted character fram
ing as one or two stop bits. The receiver 
always checks for one stop bit. 

The parity format is selected by bits CMR4 
and CMR3. If parity or force parity is selected, 
a parity bit is added to the transmitted charac
ter and the receiver performs a parity check 
on incoming data. CMR5 selects odd or even 
parity and determines the polarity of the parity 
bit in the force parity mode. 

The bits in the mode register affecting char
acter assembly and disassembly 
(CMR5 - CMRO) can be changed dynamically 
and affect the characters currently being 
assembled in RxSR and transmitted by TxSR. 
To affect assembly of a received character, 
the CMR must be updated within n-1 bit times 
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of the receipt of that character's start bit. To 
affect a transmitted character, the CMR must 
be updated within n-1 bit times of transmitting 
that character's start bit. (n =the smaller of 
the new and old character lengths). 

The UART can operate in one of four modes, 
as illustrated in Figure 6. The operating 
modes are selected by bits CMR7 and CMR6, 
which should only be changed when both the 
transmitter and receiver are disabled. CMR7-
CMR6 = 00 is the normal mode, with the 
transmitter and receiver operating indepen
dently. CMR7-CMR6 = 01 places the UART 
in the automatic echo mode, which automati
cally retransmits the received data. The fol
lowing conditions are true while in automatic 
echo mode: 

1. Data assembled by the receiver is auto
matically placed in the transmit holding 
register and retransmitted on the TxD 
output. 

2. The receive clock is used for the trans
mitter. 

3. The receiver must be enabled, but the 
transmitter need not be enabled. 

4. Status bit TxRDY is not set. TxEMT 
operates normally. 

5. The receiver parity is checked, but is not 
regenerated for transmission, i.e., trans
mitted parity bit is as received. 

6. Only the first character of a break condi
tion is echoed; the TxD output will go high 
until the next received character is as
sembled. 

7. CPU to receiver communication contin
ues normally, but the CPU to transmitter 
link is disabled. 
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NOTES: 

MICRO· 
COMPUTER 

SYSTEM 

MICRO· 
COMPUTER 

SYSTEM 

MICRO· 
COMPUTER 

SYSTEM 

MICRO· 
COMPUTER 

SYSTEM 

(a) Normal operating mode. 
(b) Automatic echo mode. 
(c) Local loopback mode. 
(d) Remote loopback mode. 

TRANSMITTER 

RECEIVER 

(8) 

TRANSMITTER 

RECEIVER 

(b) 

TRANSMITTER 

RECEIVER 

(c) 

TRANSMITTER 

RECEIVER 

(d) 

EXTERNAL 
DEVICE 

EXTERNAL 
DEVICE 

EXTERNAL 
DEVICE 

EXTERNAL 
DEVICE 

Figure 6. Operating Modes of the 2671 UART 
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Two diagnostic modes can also be config
ured. In local loopback mode (CMR7 -
CMR6= 10): 

1. The transmitter output is internally con
nected to the receiver input. 

2. The transmit clock is used for the 
receiver. 

3. The TxD output is held high. 

4. The RxD input is ignored. 

5. The transmitter must be enabled, but the 
receiver need not be enabled. 

6. CPU to transmitter and receiver commu-
nications continue normally. 

The second diagnostic mode is the remote 
loopback mode (CMR7 - CMR6 = 11 ). In this 
mode: 

1. Data assembled by the receiver is auto
matically placed in the transmit holding 
register and retransmitted on the T xD 
output. 

2. The receive clock is used for the trans
mitter. 

3. No data is sent to the local CPU, but the 
error status conditions (parity and fram
ing) are set if required. 

4. The received parity is checked, but is not 
regenerated tor transmission, i.e., trans~ 
milted parity bit is as received. 

5. The receiver must be enabled, but the 
transmitter need not be enabled. 

Baud Rate Control Register 
The baud rate control register (BRR) controls 
the frequency generated by the baud rate 
generator (BRG) and the clock source used 
by the receiver and transmitter. Its format is 
illustrated in Figure 7. 

BRR3 - BRRO select one of sixteen frequen
cies to be generated by the BRG. See Table 
3. 

BRR? and BRR6 select the source of the 
transmit and receive clocks. If external clocks 
are chosen, (BRR? = o or BRR6 = O), then 
the clock rate factor is determined by BRR5 
and BRR4. The external clock input(s) should 
be the desired baud rate multiplied by the 
clock rate factor. 

If internal clock(s) are specified, (BRR? = 1 or 
BRR6 = 1 ), the clock is supplied by the inter
nal baud rate generator at the selected baud 
rate. The clock rate factor for internally gener
ated clocks is always 16. Pins 35 and 34 
become outputs for transmit or receive 
clocks, respectively. See Table 4 for the 
description and selection of these outputs. 

2 -
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BRRl7lelsl 

Tx Clock source tJ 
0 =External 
1 = Internal (BRG) 

Rx Clock source 
O =External 
1 = Internal (BRG) 

'---v---''--~~-v~~~--

1 
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Baud rate select-See Table 3 

Clock rate factor for external 
clocks 

00 = 16x 
01 = 32x 
10 = 64x 
11 = lx 

For internal clocks these 
bits specify the output 
frequency on pin 34 and 
pin 35. See Table 4. 

Figure 7. Baud Rate Control Register Format 

Table 3. Baud Rate Generator Characteristics (BRCLK = 4.g152MHz) 

BAUD ACTUAL PERCENT BRR3-0 RATE FREQUENCY ERROR DIVISOR 
16X CLOCK 

0000 50 0.8 kHz - 6144 
0001 110 1.7598 -0.01 2793 
0010 134.5 2.152 - 2284 
0011 150 2.4 - 2048 
0100 200 3.2 - 1536 
0101 300 4.8 - 1024 
0110 600 9.6 - 512 
0111 1050 16.8329 +0.20 292 
1000 1200 19.2 - 256 
1001 1800 28.7438 -0.20 171 
1010 2000 31.9168 -0.26 154 
1011 2400 38.4 - 128 
1100 4800 76.8 - 64 
1101 9600 153.6 - 32 
1110 19200 307.2 - 16 
1111 38400 614.4 - 8 
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Table 4. Baud Rate Control Register 

CLOCK SOURCE 
BRR7-
BRR4 TxC 

00 .. E 
01 .. E 
10 .. I 
1100 I 
1101 I 
1110 I 
1111 I 

NOTES: 
1. * * = Clock rate factor for external clocks: 00 = 16 x 

01 = 32X 
10 = 64X 

11=1X 
2. E = External clock. 
3. I = Internal clock (BAG). 

RxC 

E 
I 
E 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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PIN FUNCTIONS 
BRR3-BRRO 

PIN PIN BAUD RATE SELECTION 
34 35 

TxC RxC The baud rates are 
TxC 1X listed in Table 3. 
16X RxC 
1X 1X 
1X 16X 

16X 1X 
16X 16X 

4. 1 x and 16 X are clock outputs at 1 or 16 times the actual baud rate. For receive, the 1 x output is the actual data sample clock 
5. BRR7-BAR6=0l or 10 not permitted in automatic echo or remote loopback modes unless BRR5-BRR4=00. 

Communications Status Register 
Figure 8 illustrates the bit format of the 
communications status register (CSR), which 
provides UART status to the CPU. 

Receiver ready (CSRO) indicates that a re
ceived character is assembled and trans
ferred to the RxHR and is ready to be read by 
the CPU. This bit can be specified (by IMRO) 
to generate an interrupt and is reset by 
reading the RxHR. 

Transmitter ready (CSR1) indicates that the 
TxHR is empty and ready to be loaded with a 
character. This bit will be cleared when the 
TxHR is loaded and has not yet transferred 
the character to the transmit shift register 
(TxSR). TxRDY is reset when the transmitter 
is disabled. It will be set when the transmitter 
is enabled, provided that no data was loaded 
into the TxHR during the time the transmitter 
was disabled. This bit can be specified (by 
IMR7) to generate an interrupt. 

Transmitter empty (CSR2) indicates that the 
transmitter has underrun, i.e., both the TxHR 
and TxSR are empty. This bit can only be set 
after transmission of at least one character, 
and is cleared when the TxHR is loaded by 
the CPU. TxEMT is reset when the transmitter 
is disabled. This bit can be specified (by 
IMR6) to generate an interrupt. 

CSR3 will be set when the PKCC receives a 
command to transmit a break. This bit will be 
cleared after the break is completed. 

Received break (CSR4) indicates that an all 
zero character of the programmed length has 
been received without a stop bit. Breaks 
originating in the middle of a received charac
ter can be detected. This bit is cleared when 
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..,. ....... ~ I 
Framing error~ 

Overrun error 

Received break--------~ 

3 

~------- Transmit break 

Figure 8. Communications Status Register Format 

RxD returns to a high state for at least one bit 
time. 

Receiver overrun (CSR5) indicates that the 
previous character in the RxHR has not been 
read by the CPU and that a new character 
has been loaded into the RxHR. This bit is 
cleared by a reset command with D3 = 1. 

Framing error (CSR6) indicates that the stop 
bit has not been detected. The stop bit check 
is made in the middle of the first stop bit 
position. This bit is cleared by a reset com
mand with D3 = 1. 

Parity error (CSR7) indicates that a character 
was received with incorrect parity when 'with 
parity' or 'force parity' is enabled. This bit is 
cleared by a reset command with D3 = 1. 

Interrupt Controller 
The SCN2671 contains a maskable interrupt 
status register (ISR) which can be enabled to 
generate an active low interrupt request on 
the INTR output. The eight interrupt condi-
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lions in the ISR are individually enabled by 
writing a 1 into the corresponding bit of the 
interrupt mask register (IMR). 

Each of the interrupt conditions is assigned a 
priority and a vector. When an enabled ISR 
bit is set, the SCN2671 asserts the INTA 
output. If the CPU activates the INTA input, 
the SCN2671 responds by placing the corre
sponding 8-bit vector on the data bus 
(D7 - DO). If multiple interrupts are pending, 
the vector corresponds to the condition with 
the highest priority. The interrupt will persist 
until all pending interrupt conditions are 
cleared. 

The ISR can also be polled by reading at 
address A2 - AO = 000. All pending interrupt 
conditions which are enabled by the IMR will 
be read independent of priority. 

The bit assignments of the ISR and IMR and 
corresponding vectors and priorities are listed 
in Table 5. 
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Programmable Keyboard and 
Communication Controller (PKCC) 

Table 5. Interrupt Mask Register (IMR) and Interrupt Status Register (ISR) 

Product Specification 

SCN2671 

BIT IN INTERRUPT VECTOR ON D7 - DO 

IMR/ISR CONDITION 
PRIORITY CONDITION RESET BY: 

BINARY HEX 

IMRO/ISRO RxRDY 1 11001111 CF Read RxHR 
IMR1/ISR1 KOVR 2 11010111 D7 Reset CMD (D2 = 1) 
IMR2/ISR2 KADY 3 11011111 DF Read KHA 
IMR3/ISR3 KERR 4 11100111 E7 Reset CMD (D1=1) 
IMR4/ISR4 XINT1 5 11101111 EF External 
IMR5/ISR5 ,;BREAK2 6 11110111 F7 Reset CMD (D4 = 1) 
IMR6/ISR6 TxEMT 7 11000111 C7 Load TxHR 
IMR7/ISR7 TxRDY 8 11000111 C7 Load TxHR 

NOTES: 
1. XINT is an input from an external interrupt source, active low (pin 21). 
2. t-.BREAK refers to the change of a received break condition. 

OOX•NO EFFECT ______ __,J I L KEYBOARD RESET 

L_ KERR RESET 

010-SET RxE 
011•RESET RxE 
100•SETTxE 
101•RESET TxE 
110-SET TxE AND RxE 
111•COMMUNICATIONS RESET 

'-------KOVR RESET 

BREAK DETECT~~~~--------' '---------=::.UNICATIONS ERROR 

COMMANDS 
In addition to the control exercised by pro
gramming of the PKCC control registers, 
several functions can be performed by exe
cuting command operations. There are two 
classes of commands which are initiated by 
writing to the SCN2671 at address 
A2 -AO = 000 (reset command) and address 
A2 -AO = 111 (miscellaneous commands). 
Individual commands are specified by the bit 
pattern on the data bus (D7 - DO). 

Reset Commands 
The reset command bit format is illustrated in 
Figure 9 and the detail command descriptions 
are given in Table 6. 
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Figure 9. Reset Command Format 

A reset command with D7 - DO = 111 XXXX1 
is a master reset for the SCN2671. This 
command must be given following a power on 
condition to release the internal power on 
reset latch which deactivates the SCN2671 
on power-up. 

Miscellaneous Commands 
The miscellaneous command format is illus
trated in Figure 10. 

The transmit break commands force a break 
(steady low output) on the TxD pin immedi
ately or after the character in the TxSR (if 
any) is transmitted. A timed break lasts for 
approximately 200ms, and a character break 
lasts for one character time including parity 
and stop bit time. In either case, TxRDY 
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(CSR1) will be set at the beginning of the 
break which can be extended indefinitely (by 
200ms or one character time increments) by 
reasserting the command in response to 
TxRDY. Note that these commands reset 
TxRDY. When a transmit break command is 
asserted, CSR3 will be set. The bit will be 
cleared after the break is completed. 

The ring tone commands cause the tone 
generator to output a square wave on the 
TONE output. The tone durations are speci
fied by the commands: 

Ring tone short = 25ms 
Ring tone long = 1 OOms 

The tone frequency is either 1 kHz or 2kHz, as 
specified by KMRO. 



Product Specification 

Programmable Keyboard and 
Communication Controller (PKCC) 

SCN2671 

Table 6. Reset Command Description 

COMMAND RESETS COMMENTS 

Keyboard reset KMR7-KMRO The keyboard controller is reset, ignoring the 
KSR5, KSR3 - KSRO input at KRET. 
IMR3-IMR1 

KERR reset KSR1 Keyboard error status bit reset. 

KOVR reset KSR2 Keyboard overrun status bit reset. 

Communications error reset CSR7-CSR5 Resets the receiver overrun, parity, and framing 
error status· bits. 

Break detect change reset ISR5 Resets the break detect change bit in the 
interrupt status register. 

Set RxE See note Enables receiver operation. 

Reset RxE CSR7 - CSR4, CSRO Disables the receiver. 
See note 

Set TxE See note Enables transmitter operation. 

Reset TxE CSR3-CSR1 Disables the transmitter. Sets the TxD output to 
See note a 1 after transmitting the charac.ter in TxSR. 

Communications reset CMR, CSR, BRR, Resets the communication controller. The RxD 
TxE, RxE, IMR7 - IMR5, IMRO input is ignored and the TxD output is set 

to a 1. 

Master reset . CMR, CSR, BRR, Resets the keyboard and communication control· 
TxE, RxE, KMR, lers. Inputs at KRET anti RxD are ignored and 
KSR5, KSR3 - KSRO, the TxD output is set to a 1. 
IMR7-IMRO 
Releases the internally latched 
power on reset. 

NOTE: 
Command does not affect the CMR or the BRR. 

C••·~-~·~ 
Set keyboard enable 

~ ,_, "'OraOOO' ,,,M. 

Transmit timed break 

Ring tone short Clear shift lock---------' 

Set shift lock ------------ ~------- Ring tone long 

The set/ clear shift lock commands control 
the state of the internal shift lock flip-flop. 
When shift lock is set, the keyboard controller 
encodes all key depressions as if the ~ 
input was asserted. The state of the shift lock 
flip-flop is reflected in KSR5. 

The set keyboard enable command enables 
the keyboard controller and sets KSR3 in the 
keyboard status register. The clear keyboard 
enable command resets KSR3 and disables 
key processing at the KRET input. The key· 
board controller is not reset by this command, 
and the current state of the keyboard (key 
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Figure 10. Miscellaneous Commands Format 

depressions and latched key states) is pre
served internally. When the keyboard is sub· 
sequently enabled, key processing resumes, 
old and new keys are debounced, and 
latched keys are encoded n there has been a 
change in their state. 

MASK-PROGRAMMABLE 
OPTIONS 
Characteristics of certain portions of the 
PKCC are internally programmed by means of 
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a read only memory. The items which can be 
programmed are: 

•Key codes 

• Auto-repeat keys 

• Scan times, tone frequency, and tone 
duration 

• Baud rates 

• Interrupt vectors 

Consult your local Signetics representative 
for costs, minimum quantities, and data sub
mission requirements for customized versions 
of the PKCC. 
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Communication Controller (PKCC) 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER 

TA Operating a!llbient temperature2 

TSTG Storage temperature range 

All voltages with respect to ground3 

RATING UNIT 

o to +70 ·c 

-65 to +150 ·c 

-0.5 to +6.0 v 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA·o•c to +10°c, Ycc=+SV ±534• 5• 6 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 
Min 

V1L Input low voltage 
V1H Input high voltage 

XTAL1, XTAL2/BRCLK 4 
All other inputs 2 

YoL Output low voltage loL = 1.smA 
YOH Output high voltage (except ilii'm) laH = -100µA 2.4 

l1L Input leakage current (except XTAL 1, V1N=O to Yee -Hi 
XTAL2/BRCLK) 

IXTLIL Input low current V1N=O 
XTAL1 -BO 
XTAL2/BRCLK7 -4 

IXTLIH Input high current V1N =Vee 
XTAL1 
XTAL2/BRCLK7 

ILL Data bus 3-State leakage current Vo•O to Vee -10 
Ice Power supply current 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA =o•c to +10°c, Vee= +sv ±534• 5• 6 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

Read timing (see Figure 11) 

tAS Address setup to RD 
!cs a= setup to RD 
IPW RD pulse width 
tAH Address hold ·from RD 
lcH ~ hold from RD CL= 150pF 
loo Data delay for read 
tOF Data bus floating time for read CL= 150pF 
tA01 Access delay from any read to next read or write 

Write Urning (see Figure 12) 

tAS Address setup to WR 
!cs eE setup to WR 
tl'W WR pulse width 
tAH Address hold from WR 
lcH a= hold from WR 
los Data setup 
tcH Data hold 
tAD2 Access delay from any write to next read or write 

Access delay from reset command to next read or 
write 
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LIMITS 
UNIT 

Typ Max 

O.B v 

v 
v 

0.4 v 
v 

10 µA 

-30 µA 
-1.5 mA 

30 BO µA 
0.2 1 mA 

10 µA 
150 mA 

LIMITS 
UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

50 ns 
50 ns 

250 ns 
20 ns 
0 ns 

200 ns 
10 100 ns 

250 ns 

50 ns 
50 ns 
250 ns 
20 ns 
0 ns 

100 ns 
10 ns 

250 ns 
1 µs 
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Communication Controller (PKCC) 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

SYMBOL PARAMETER 

Interrupt acknowledge timing (see Figure 13) 

tpw1 INTA pulse width 
toot Data delay time for interrupt vector 
loFI Data bus floating time after INTA 
IAOI INTA to lNfA access delay 

INTR reset timing (see Figure 14) 

!RI INTR delay from: 
Read RxHR (RxRDY) 
Read KHA (KADY) 
Reset commands (KOVR, KERR, BREAK) 
Load TxHR (TxEMT, TxRDY) 
Mask bit reset 

Keyboard timing (see Figures 15 and 16) 

fKCLK KCLK frequency 
IKBO KR;,KC; to KRET sample delay: 

FAST SCAN 
.SLOW SCAN 

tpos Scan time per matrix position: 
FAST SCAN 
SLOW SCAN 

IKRO KORES delay from KCLK 
!KAH KORES hold from KLCK 
tHvso HYS delay from KCLK 
IRCD KR;,KC; delay from KLCK 

UART timing (see Figures 17, 18, 19) 

IRXS RxD setup time 
tRxH RxD hold time 
hxo TxD delay from falling edge of TxC 
tr cs Skew between TxD transition 

and falling edge of TxC output 
ls RH XT AL 1 clock high8 

lsRL XTAL1 clock low8 

fBRG BAG input frequency 
fR/T TxC or RxC input frequency 

IA/TH TxC or RxC clock high 
IA/TL TxC or RxC clock low 

NOTES: 

Product Specification 

SCN2671 

LIMITS 
TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

300 ns 
CL= 150pF 250 ns 
CL= 150pF 10 100 ns 

300 ns 

400 ns 
400 ns 
450 ns 
400 ns 
300 ns 

409 kHz 

12 µs 
55 µs 

20 µs 
80 µs 

CL= 150pF 400 ns 
CL= 150pF 400 ns 
CL= 150pF 600 ns 
CL= 150pF 400 ns 

200 ns 
200 ns 

CL= 150pF 300 ns 

CL= 150pF 0 ns 
70 ns 
70 ns 
1 4.9152 5.075 MHz 

Clock rate factor 
= 16X, 32X, 64X 1.3 MHz 
Clock rate factor 

=1X 1 MHz 
350 ns 
350 ns 

1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is stress rating only and functional operation of 
the device at these or at any other condition above those indicated in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 

2. For operating on elevated temperatures, the device must be operated based on + 150°C maximum function temperature. 
3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, it is 

suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rated maxima. 
4. Parameters are valid over operating temperature range unless otherwise specified. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground (Vss). All input signals swing between 0.4V and 2.4V with a transition time of 20ns maximum and time 

measurements are referenced at input voltages of O.SV, 2V and at output voltages of O.SV, 2V as appropriate, unless otherwise specified. 
6. Typical values are at + 25°C, typical supply voltages and typical processing parameters. 
7. XT AL2 input currents are measured with XT AL grounded. 
e. See Figures 20 and 21 for XT AL1, WT AL2 connections for driving XTAL2 with an external clock. Input levels for XTAL1 and XTAL2 are V1L < O.BV, V1H ~ 4.0V, 

and teRL and taRH are measured at these levels. 
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Figure 11. Read Timing 

Figure 12. Write Timing 
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INTA--....,,.v,-H::-t::tpw1 ~~--- tA01-----~ 
v,l ~DI~ 1DFI t-

(INTR VE~~o~~ -----'----~~ - VALID )>'-----------

Figure 13. Interrupt Acknowledge Timing 
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Figure 14. Interrupt Reset Timing 

KCLK 

400KHz ~I "'KcLK 

'KRD--IH j-•KRH 

KORES -:-------------~r--"'J,__ _______ _ 
HYS f'HYSD xr--------

_--u;-•Rco 

~~g=~~~ ____x;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~x ... ________ _ 
j• tKeo----

KRET, SHIFT 

CONTROL & REPEAT ------------.......1---------------
SAMPLE TINE 

NOTE' 
Scan timing shown 1s for fast scan (KMR 1 = 1 ). 
For slow scan (KMR1 = 0) all signals except KCLK run at 1f4 the shown rates. 

Figure 15. Keyboard Scan Timing 
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KRO~~~~~~~ 
1 SCAN CYCLE I 

KC3-, 2~~~l I 2~~ 
I 

KEY 1 KEY 1 KEY 2 KEY 1 KEY 2 KEY 1 

KRET~·---i--~~~~·-2 _n_ 

HV5 -----i?~-----,it------.,..,-i?e------1r----,_r N-K!v ROLLOVER LI 

(;;~~---------------""' --J j- 'KR • 1 µs 

READ KHR 
(K1) 

(~::~------------------------------
INTR---------------~ 

Figure 16. Keyboard Timing 
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2 KEY ROLLOVER 
2 KEY INHIBIT 
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TxC 
(INPUl) 

TxD 

TxC 
(OUTPUl) 

RxD 

RxC(IX) 

Clock 

1 BITTIME 
(1, 16, OR 64 CLOCK PERIODS)~ 

•res 

Transmit 

V1H 

'-------'!VIL 

Receive 

Figure 17 
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l•C 

l•D 

TxEN 
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CEFOR~--t~~--..-...--!o-~...-~ r...-...-~...--f-...-...----------, r--~--------+--~ WRITE OF 
THR 

TxADY 
(CSA1) 

l•D -------,A B C A B C A B C -o 
~'=:::~•!!,!R!!;•~AK~, ======:.!"!!!R!!;•A~·~·!..::===:1· n F DATA 33 
I 

I 
TxEN I 
~~~~-+~-,.~-1-~--~,r----if--~--~-~--~--~~~~~-t~-~~~-~-

coMMAND 

TxROV 
(CSR1) 

TRANSIT 
BREAK------' 

CSR3 r----
~==~ ~--------~~---~-------+-~~ ..... ·--......... -----' 

WAITE OF 
THR 

December 12, 1986 

IF NO WRITE OF THA 

A•STAAT BIT lz1stSTOP81T C•2ndSTOP81T D•MARK 

Figure 18. Transmitter Timing 
(5-Blt Characters, No Parity, 2 Stop Bits) 
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R~:~~----------+---or------"'.!--------+-----..----t----~ 
AHR 

---.. A .-----.. •-c...,A 8 A 8 
RxD I I OATA1 I ~ ...,__DATA3-

RxEN 

FRAMING 
ERROR (C8111)-------------------' 

RECEIVED 
BREAK 

~·1141--------------------------' 
a:~-----------------------------..---------+--~ 

COMMAND 
WITH D4•1 

ISR5 

sm~J--------------------------' 
CHANGE) 

AmSTARTBIT 8=-1STSTOPBIT C•2NOSTOPBIT 

Figure 19. Receiver Timing 
(5-Blt Characters, No Parity, 2 Stop Blta) 

2871 

C = 15·25pF 

"""'"" 

2871 

Figure 20. Crystal Connectlona BRG Clock Figure 21. Connactlon for External BRG Clock Source 
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Table 7. Register Format Summary 

KMR 

KSR 

CMR 

I 7 I 6 s 

Test Mode Rollover modes 

1 =Enable 00 = N-key with latched keys 

0 =Disable 01 = N-key 
10 =Two keys 
11 = Two key inhibit 

CONTROL SHIFT 

Operating Mode 

OO= Normal 
01 = Auto echo 
1 O = Local loopback 
11 = Remote loopback 

SHIFT 
LOCK 

Parity 

0 =Odd/ 
force O 

1 =Even/ 
force 1 

4 3 

Keyboard Auto repeat 

O =Encoded 

1 = Nonen-
coded 

REPEAT 

O =Disable 

1 =Enable 

Keyboard 
Enabled 

Parity Mode 

oo = With parity 
01 = Force parity 
1 O = No parity 
11 = Not allowed 

Product Specification 

SCN2671 

2 0 

Tone select 

Key 
Matri~ Scan 0 = 1kHz 

KMR2 KMR1 Size Time 

0 0 128 1oms 1=2kHz 
0 1 128 2.5ms 
1 0 80 6.4ms 
1 1 80 1.6ms 

KOVR KERR KADY 

Stop Bits Character Length 

O=Two 00 =8 
01=5 

1 =One 10 = 6 
11 =7 

Tx Clock 
source 

Rx Clock 
source 

Clock rate factor 
for external clocks Baud rate select (BRR3 - BARO in hex) 

BRR 

CSR 

IMR/ISR 

Reset 
Command 

Format 

Miscellaneous 
Commands 

Format 

December 12, 1986 

0 =External 0 =External 00=16X 
01=32X 

1 =Internal 1 =Internal 10 = 64X 
(BAG) (BAG) 11=1X 

For internal clocks these 
bits specify the output 
frequency on pins 34 
and 35 (Table 4). 

Parity error Framing Overrun Received 
error error break 

TxRDY TxEMT BREAK XINT 
CHANGE 

OOX = No effect 101 =Reset TxE Break detect 

010 =Set RxE 110 =Set TxE 
011 = Reset RxE and RxE 
100 =Set TxE 

Clear 
keyboard 
enable 

111 = Communica· 

Set 
keyboard 
enable 

lions reset 

Clear 
shift 
lock 

change 
reset 

Set 
shift 
lock 
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0 = 50 4 = 200 
1=110 5 = 300 
2 = 134.5 6=600 
3=150 7 = 1050 

(BRCLK = 4.9152MHz) 

Transmit 
break 

KERR 

Communi-
cations 

error reset 

Ring 
tone 
long 

TxEMT 

KADY 

KOVR reset 

Ring 
tone 
short 

8 = 1200 
9 = 1800 
A= 2000 
B = 2400 

TxRDY 

KOVR 

KERR reset 

Transmit 
timed 
break 

c =4800 
0=9600 
E = 19200 
F = 38400 

RxRDY 

RxRDY 

Keyboard 
reset 

Transmit 
character 

break 
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DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCN2672 Programmable 
Video Timing Controller (PVTC) is a 
programmable device designed for use 
in CRT terminals and display systems 
that employ raster scan techniques. The 
PVTC generates the vertical and hori
zontal timing signals necessary for the 
display of interlaced or non-interlaced 
data on a CRT monitor. It provides 
consecutive addressing to a user-speci
fied display buffer memory domain and 
controls the CPU-display buffer interface 
for various buffer configuration modes. A 
variety of operating modes, display for
mats, and timing profiles can be imple
mented by programming the control reg
isters in the PVTC. 

A minimum CRT terminal system config
uration consists of a PVTC, an SCN2671 
Keyboard and Communication Controller 
(PKCC), an SCN2670 Display Character 
and Graphics Generator (DCGG), an 
SCB2673/2677 Video and Attributes 
Controller (V AC), a single-chip micro
computer such as the 8048, a display 
buffer RAM, and a small amount of TTL 
for miscellaneous address decoding, in
terface, and control. Typically, the pack
age count for a minimum system is 
between 15 and 20 devices; system 
complexity can be enhanced by upgrad
ing the microprocessor and expanding 
via the system address and data buses. 
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SCN2672 
Programmable Video Timing 
Controller (PVTC) 
Product Specification 

FEATURES 
• 4MHz and 2.7MHz character rate 

versions 
• Up to 256 characters per row 
• 1 to 16 raster lines per character 

row 
• Up to 128 character rows per 

frame 
• Programmable horizontal and 

vertical sync generators 
• Interlaced or non-interlaced 

operation 
• Up to 16k RAM addressing for 

multiple page operation 
• Automatic wraparound of RAM 
• Addressable incrementable and 

readable cursor 
• Programmable cursor size, 

position, and blink 
• Split screen and horizontal scroll 

capablllty 
• Light pen register 
• Selectable buffer Interface modes 
• Dynamic RAM refresh 
• Completely TTL compatible 
• Single + 5V power supply 
• Power-on reset circuit 

APPLICATIONS 
• CRT terminals 
• Word processing systems 
• Small business computers 
• Home computers 
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

TOP VIEW 

INDEX 
CORNER 

40 

0 .. 
PLCC 

17 ~ 29 

18 28 
TOP VIEW 

CD0044PS 

Pin Function Pin Function 
1 NC 23 NC 
2 mi 24 OADD13/LL 
3 ~ 25 DADD12/0DD 
4 Wl'i 26 DADD11/BLINK 
5 CTRL1 27 DADD10/UL 
6 CTRL2 28 DADDS/LPL 
7 CTRL3 29 DADDB/LNZ 
8 CURSOR 30 OAD07/LA3 
9 DO 31 DADD6/LA2 

10 D1 32 DADD5/LA1 
11 D2 33 DADD4/LAO 
12 NC 34 NC 
13 D3 35 DADD3/LI 
14 D4 36 DADD2 
15 D5 37 DADD1 
16 06 38 DADDO 
17 D7 39 1'l'm 
18 ~ 40 LPS 
19 BLANK 41 AO 
20 VSYNC/CSYNC 42 A1 
21 HSYNC 43 A2 
22 GND 44 V<X; 

853-1072 86883 
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Programmable Video Timing Controller (PVTC) SCN2672 

ORDERING INFORMATION FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Vcc=+sv ±5%, TA=0°C to +10°c 
As shown on the block diagram, the PVTC 
contains the following major blocks: 

PACKAGES 
4MHz 2.7MHz • Data bus buffer 

Ceramic DIP SCN2672BC4140 SCN2672BC3140 
• Interface Logic 

Plastic DIP SCN2672BC4N40 SCN2672BC3N40 • Operation Control 

•Timing Plastic LCC SCN2672BC4A44 SCN2672BC3A44 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

C. I~ 
RD 

READ/ 
WR WRITE 

CONTROL 
LOGIC 

'--

,----
A0-2 

7. ADDRESS 

3 DECODER 

....__ 

INTR j j 
00-7 _L 

DATA 
BUS 

la DRIVERS 

Vee -~ 
CCLK CLOCK 

BUFFER 

Data Bus Driver 
The data bus buffer provides the interface 
between the external and internal data bus
ses. It is controlled by the operation control 
block to allow read and write operations to 
take place between the controlling CPU and 
the PVTC. 

Interface Logic 
The interface logic contains address decod
ing and read and write circuits to permit 
communications with the microprocessor via 
the data bus buffer. The functions performed 
by the CPU read and write operations are as 
shown in Table 1. 
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• Display Control 

• Buffer Control 

CONTROL 
CTRL1 

DISPLAY 
INITIALIZATION q MEMORY CTRL2 

AND HANDSHAKE 
CTRL3 DISPLAY 

rl 
LOGIC 

REGISTERS 

ll COMMAND J ~ DECODE 
LOGIC 

INTERRUPT DISPLAY 

LOGIC 

"-* ADDRESS 
DADD0-13 ../,. J AND STATUS TIMING 

114 
REGISTER MULTIPLEXERS 

c1 
CURSOR, LIGHT PEN ST 

POINTER AND 
LIGHT PEN 
REGISTERS 

CURSOR CURSOR 
AND 

ROBE 

COMPARE 
LOGIC 

HSY NC 

Pi J 
TIMING CHAIN VSYNCJCSYNC 

AND 
DECODE LOGIC BLANK 

TIMING 

Table 1. PVTC Addressing 

A2 A1 AO READ (RD=O) WRITE (WR = 0) 

0 0 0 Interrupt register Initialization registers 1 

0 0 1 Status register Command register 
0 1 0 Screen start address lower register Screen start address lower reg. 
0 1 1 Screen start address upper register Screen start address upper reg. 
1 0 0 Cursor address lower register Cursor address lower register 
1 0 1 Cursor address upper register Cursor address upper register 
1 1 0 Light pen address lower register Display pointer address lower reg. 
1 1 1 Light pen address upper register Display pointer address upper reg. 

NOTE: 
1. There are 11 initialization registers which are accessed sequentially via a single address. The PVTC 

maintains an intemal pointer to these registers which is incremented after each write at this address until 
the last register (IA 10, the split screen register) Is accessed. The pointer then continues to point to the split 
screen register. Upon power-up or a master reset command, the internal pointer is reset to point to the first 
register (IRO) of the initialization register group. The internal pointer can also be preset to any register of 
the group via the 'load IR address pointer' command. 
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Programmable Video Timing Controller (PVTC) SCN2672 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 2 

DIP PLCC 

AO-A2 37-39 41-43 I Address Lines: Used to select PVTC internal registers for read/write 
operations and for commands. 

DO-D7 8-15 9-11. 1/0 8-Bit Bidirectional 3-State Data Bus: Bit O is the LSB and bit 7 is the 
13-17 MSB. All data, command, and status transfers between the CPU and the 

PVTC take place over this bus. The direction of the transfer is controlled 
by the RD and WR inputs when the CE input is low. When the CE input is 
high, the data bus is in the 3-State condition. 

RD 1 2 I Read Strobe: Active low input. A low on this pin while CE is low causes 
the contents of the register selected by AO - A2 to be placed on the data 
bus. The read cycle begins on the leading (falling) edge of RD. 

WR 3 4 I Write Strobe: Active low input. A low on this pin while CE is also low 
causes the contents of the data bus to be transferred to the register 
selected by AO -A2. The transfer occurs on the trailing (rising) edge of 
WR. 

CE 2 3 I Chip Enable: Active low input. When low, data transfers between the CPU 
and the PVTC are enabled on DO - D7 as controlled by the WR, RD. and 
AO - A2 inputs. When CE is high, the PVTC is effectively isolated from the 
data bus and DO - D7 are placed in the 3-State condition. 

CCLK 16 18 I Character Clock: Timing signal derived from the video dot clock which is 
used to synchronize the PVTC's timing functions. 

HSYNC 19 21 0 Horizontal Sync: Active high output which provides video horizontal sync 
pulses. The timing parameters are programmable. 

VSYNC/CSYNC 18 20 0 Vertical Sync/Composite Sync: A control bit selects either vertical or 
composite sync pulses on this active high output. When CSYNC is 
selected, equalization pulses are included. The timing parameters are 
programmable. 

BLANK 17 19 0 Blank: This active high output defines the horizontal and vertical borders 
of the display. Display control signals which are output on DADD3 through 
DADD13 are valid on the trailing edge of BLANK. 

CURSOR 7 8 0 Cursor Gate: This active high output becomes active for a specified 
number of scan lines whim the address contained in the cursor registers 
match the address output on DADDO through DADD13. The first and last 
lines of the cursor and a blink option are programmable. 

INTR 35 39 0 Interrupt Request: Open drain output which supplies an active low 
interrupt request from any of five maskable sources. This pin is inactive 
after power-on reset or a master reset command. 

LPS 36 40 I Light Pen Strobe: Positive edge-triggered input indicating a light pen hit. 
Causes the current value of the display address to be strobed into the light 
pen register. 

CTRL1 4 5 1/0 Handshake Control 1: In independent mode, provides an active low write 
data buffer (WDB) output which strobes data from the interface latch into 
the display memory. In transparent and shared modes, this is an active low 
processor bus request (PBREQ) input which indicates that the CPU 
desires to access the display memory. This pin must be tied high when 
operating in row buffer mode. 

CTRL2 5 6 0 Handshake Control 2: In independent mode, provides an active low read 
data buffer (RDS) output which strobes data from the display memory into 
the interface latch. In transparent and shared modes, this is an active low 
bus external enable (BEXT) output which indicates that the PVTC has 
relinquished control of the display memory (DADDO - DADD13 are in the 
3-State condition) in response to a CPU bus request. BEXT also goes low 
in response to a 'display off and float DADD' command. In row buffer 
mode, it is an active low bus request (BREQ) output which halts the CPU 
during a line DMA. 

CTRL3 6 7 0 Handshake Control 3: In independent mode, provides the active low 
buffer chip enable (BCE) signal to the display memory. In transparent and 
shared modes provides an active low bus acknowledge (BACK) output 
which serves as a ready signal to the CPU in response to a processor bus 
request. In row buffer mode, this is an active high memory bus control 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC 

DIP PLCC 

DADDO - DADD13 34-21 38-35 
33-24 

Vee 40 44 

GND 20 22 

Operation Control 
The operation control section decodes con
figuration and operation commands from the 
CPU and generates appropriate signals to 
other internal sections to control the overall 
device operation. It contains the timing and 
display registers which configure the display 
format and operating mode, the interrupt 
logic, and the status register which provides 
operational feedback to the CPU. 

Timing 
The timing section contains the counters and 
decoding logic necessary to generate the 
monitor timing outputs and to control the 
display format. These timing parameters are 
selected by programming of the initialization 
registers. 

Display Control 
The display control section generates linear 
addressing for up to 16k bytes of display 
memory. Internal comparators limit the por
tion of the memory which is displayed to 
programmed values. Additional functions per
formed in this section include cursor position-
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TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

(MBC) output which configures the system for the OMA transfer of one row 
of character codes from system memory to the row display buffer. 

0 Display Address: Used by the PVTC to address up to 16k of display 
memory. These outputs are floated at various times depending on the 
buffer mode. Various control signals are multiplexed on DADD3 thru 
DADD13 and are valid at the trailing edge of BLANK. These control signals 
are: 

DADD3/LI 
Line Interlace: Replaces DADD4/LAO as the least significant line address 
for the interlaced sync and video applications. A low indicates an even row 
of an even field or an odd row of an odd field. 

DADD4 - DADD7 /LAO - LA3 
Une Address: Provides the number of the current scan line within each 
character row. 

DADD8/LNZ 
Une Zero: Asserted before the first scan line in each character row. 

DADD9/LPL 
Ught Pen Line: Asserted before the scan line which maiches the 
programmed light pen line position (line 3, 5, 7, or 9). 

DADD10/UL 
Underline: Asserted before the scan line which matches the programmed 
underline position (lines O thru 15). 

DADD11/BLINK 
Blink frequency: Provides an output divided down from the vertical sync 
rate. 

DADD12/0DD 
Odd Field: Active high signal which is asserted before each scan line of 
the odd field when interlace is specified. 

DADD13/LL. 
Last Line: Asserted before the last scan line of each character row. 

I Power Supply: + 5V ± 5% power input. 

I Ground: Signal and power ground input. 

ing, storage of light pen 'hit' location, and 
address comparisons required for generation 
of timing signals and the split screen interrupt. 

The PVTC supports four common system 
configurations of display buffer memory: the 
independent, transparent, shared, and row 
buffer modes. The first three modes utilize a 
single or multiple page RAM and differ primar
ily in the means used to transfer display data 
between the RAM and the CPU. The row 
buffer mode makes use of a single row buffer 
(which can be a shift register or a small RAM) 
that is updated in real-time to contain the 
appropriate display data 

Buffer Control 
The buffer control section generates three 
signals which control the transfer of data 
between the CPU and the display buffer 
memory. Four system configurations requiring 
four different 'handshaking' schemes are 
supported. These are described below. 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
Figure 1 illustrates the block diagram of a 
typical display terminal using the Signetics 
2670, 2671, 2672, and 267312677 CRT termi
nal devices. In this system, the CPU exam
ines inputs from the data communications line 
and the keyboard and places the data to be 
displayed in the display buffer memory. This 
buffer is typically a RAM which holds the data 
for a single or multiple screenload (page) or 
for a single character row. 
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The user programs bits O and 1 of IRO to 
select the mode best suited for the system 
environment. The CNTRL 1 - 3 outputs per
form different functions for each mode and 
are named accordingly in the description of 
each mode. 

Independent Mode 
The CPU to RAM interface configuration for 
this mode is illustrated in Figure 2. Transfer of 
data between the CPU and display memory is 
accomplished via a bidirectional latched port 
and is controlled by the signals read data 
buffer (ROB), write data buffer (WDB), and 
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CPU 

buffer chip enable (BCE). This mode provides 
a non-contention type of operation that does 
not require address multiplexers. The CPU 
does not address the memory directly- the 
read or write operation is performed at the 
address contained in the cursor address reg
ister or the pointer address register as speci
fied by the CPU. The PVTC enacts the data 
transfers during blanking intervals in order to 
prevent visual disturbances of the displayed 
data. 

For a data buffer write command, the WDB 
signal will go active on the rising edge of 
character clock (CCLK) and will remain so 
until the next CCLK rising edge. BCE is 
always in the active state except before and 
after a WDB command. When a write has 
been executed, BCE becomes inactive on the 
falling edge of CCLK. When the write occurs 
(WDB active) on the next rising edge, BCE 
also becomes active. BCE and WDB both 
become inactive on the rising edge of CCLK. 
BCE will then return to the active state on the 
next falling edge if there is no other write 
command to be executed. 

The CPU manages the data transfers by 
supplying commands to the PVTC. The com
mands used are: 

1. Read/Write at pointer address. 
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GRAPHICS 
LOGIC 

CHARACTER 
GENERATOR 1--.,----...--.~...-1 

217312877 

VIDEO 
CONTROL 

VIDEO TIMING & ATTRIBUTES 

MODEM i------- DATA COMMUNICATIONS LINE 

Figure 1. CRT Terminal Block Diagram 

2872 REFRESH 
PVTC RAM 
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CTRL3 1-----,0Jl:E=--------ICE 
CTRL1 WDi WA 

DATA 110 

CTRL2 

MONITOR 

,------,/,,=o~...¥~~------>,~~EO 
LOGIC 

Figure 2. Independent Buffer Mode Configuration 

2. Read/Write at cursor address (with op
tional increment of address). 

3. Write from cursor address to pointer 
address. 

The operational sequence for a write opera
tion is: 
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1. CPU checks RDFLG status bit to assure 
that any previous operation has been 
completed. 

2. CPU loads data to be written to display 
memory into the interface latch. 

3. CPU writes address into cursor or pointer 
registers. 

-2 
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INTERVAL 
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NOTE: 
Write waveforms shown in dotted lines. 

Figure 3. Read/Write at Cursor/Pointer Command Timing 
(Command Received During Active Display Window) 

4. CPU issues 'write at cursor with/without 
increment' or 'write at pointer' command. 

5. PVTC generates control signals and out
puts specified address to perform re
quested operation. Data is copied from 
the interface latch into the memory. 

6. PVTC sets RDFLG status to indicate that 
the write is completed. 

Simila~y. a read operation proceeds as fol
lows: 

1. Steps 1 and 3 as above. 

2. CPU issues 'read at cursor with/without 
increment' or 'read at pointer' command. 

3. PVTC generates control signals and out
puts specified address to perform re
quested operation. Data is copied from 
memory to the interface latch and PVTC 
sets RDFLG status to indicate that the 
read is completed. 

4. CPU checks RDFLG status to see tt 
operation is completed. 

5. CPU reads data from interlace latch. 

Loading the same data into a block of display 
memory is accomplished via the 'write from 
cursor to pointer' command: 

1. CPU checks RDFLG status bit ti> assure 
that any previous operation has been 
completed. 

2. CPU loads data to be written to display 
memory into the interlace latch. 
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3. CPU writes beginning address of memory 
block into cursor address register and 
ending address of block info pointer ad
dress register. 

issues 'write from cursor to pointer' com' 
mand. 

5. PVTC generates control signals and out
puts block addresses to copy data from 
the interface latch into the specified 
block of memory. 

6. PVTC sets RDFLG status to indicate that 
the block write is completed. 

Similar sequences can be implemented on an 
interrupt driven basis using the READY inter· 
rupt output to advise the CPU that a previous
ly requested command has been completed. 

Two timing sequences are possible for the 
'read/write at cursor/pointe~ commands. If 
the command is given during the active dis
play window (defined as first scan line of the 
first character row to the last scan line of the 
last character row), the operation takes place 
during the next horizontal blanking interval, as 
illustrated in Figure 3. If the command Is given 
during the vertical blanking interval, or while 
the display has been commanded blanked, 
the operation ·takes place immediately. In the 
latter case, the execution time for the com
mand is approximately one microsecond plus 
six (6) character clocks (see Figure 4). 
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Timing for the 'write from cursor to pointer' 
operation is shown in Figure 5. The BLANK 
output is asserted automatically and remains 
asserted until the horizontal retrace interval 
following completion of the command. The 
memory is filled at a rate of one location per 
two character times, plus a small amount of 
overhead. 

Shared And Transparent Buffer 
Modes 
In these modes the display buffer RAM is a 
part of the CPU memory domain and is 
addressed directly by the CPU. Both modes 
use the same hardware configuration with the 
CPU accessing the display buffer via 3-State 
drivers {see Figure 6). The processor bus 
request {~) control signal informs the 
PVTC that the CPU is requesting access to 
the display buffer. In response to this request, 
the PVTC raises bus acknowledge (BACK) 
until its bus external (§EXT} output has freed 
the display address and data busses for CPU 
access. BACK, which can be used as a 'hold' 
input to the CPU, is then lowered to indicate 
that the CPU can access the buffer. 

In transparent mode, the PVTC delays the 
granting of the buffer to the CPU until a 
vertical or horizontal blanking interval, there
by causing minimum disturbance of the dis· 
play. In shared mode, the PVTC will blank the 
display and grant immediate access to the 
CPU. Timing for these modes is illustrated in 
Figures 7, 8, and 9. 
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BLANK 

DADD 
~~-''--~-'•'--~J·~----
-REFRESH ADDRESSES-

..,., ..... _ ....... 

:_· ------~~---~~ 
Figure 4. Read/Write at Cursor/Pointer Command Timing (Command Received While Display la Blanked) 
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ANY CHAR CURSOR POINTER POINTER 
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-Figure 5. Write From Cursor to Pointer Command Timing 
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CTRL1 

CTRL3 

CTRL2 
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RAM 
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SYSTEM DATA BUS 

Figure 6. PVTC Shared or Transparent Buffer Modes 
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Figure 7. Transparent Buffer Mode Timing 
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1. If ~ is negated after the next to last ~ of the horizontal blanking interval, the next scan line will also be blanked. 

Figure 8. Shared Buffer Mode Timing 
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a) During Vertical Blank or After 'Display Off' Command b) After 'Display Off and 3·State' Command 

Figure 9. Shared and Transparent Mode Timing 
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Row Buffer Mode 
Figures 1 O and 11 show the timing and a 
typical hardware implementation for the row 
buffer mode. During the first scan line (line O) 
of each character row, the PVTC halts the 
CPU and DMAs the next row of character 
data from the system memory to the row 
buffer memory. The PVTC then releases the 
CPU and displays the row buffer data for the 
programmed number of scan lines. The bus 
request control (BREQ) signal informs the 
CPU that character addresses and the mem
ory bus control (MBC) signal will start at the 
next falling edge of BLANK. The CPU must 
release the address and data buses before 
this time to prevent bus contention. After the 
row of character data is transferred to the row 
buffer RAM, BREQ returns high to grant 
memory control back to the CPU. 
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2 x 2112 

OPERATION Figure 10. Row Buffer Mode Configuration 

After power is applied, the PVTC will be in an 
inactive state. Two consecutive 'master re
set' commands are necessary to release this 
circuitry and ready the PVTC for operation. 
Two register groups exist within the PVTC: 
the initialization registers and the display 
control registers. The initialization registers 
select the system configuration, monitor tim
ing, cursor shape, display memory domain, 
and screen format. These are loaded first and 
normally require no modification except for 
certain special visual effects. The display 
control registers specify the memory address 
of the base character (upper left corner of 
screen), the cursor position, and the pointer 
address for independent memory access 
mode. These usually require modification dur
ing operation. 

After initial loading of the two register groups, 
the PVTC is ready to control the monitor 
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screen. Prior to executing the PVTC com
mands which turn on the display and cursor, 
the user should load the display memory with 
the first data to be displayed. During opera
tion, the PVTC will sequentially address the 
display memory within the limits programmed 
into its registers. The memory outputs charac
ter codes to the system character and graph
ics generation logic, where they are convert
ed to the serial video stream necessary to 
display the data on the CRT. The user effects 
changes to the display by modifying the 
contents of the display memory, the PVTC 
display control and command registers, and 
the initialization registers, ii required. inter
rupts and status conditions generated by the 
PVTC supply the 'handshaking' information 
necessary for the CPU to effect the display 
changes in the proper time frame. 

Figure 11. Row Bulfer Mode Timing 
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Initialization Registers 
There are 11 initialization registers 
(IRO- IR10) which are accessed sequentially 
via a single address. The PVTC maintains an 
internal pointer to these registers which is 
incremented after each write at this address 
until the last register (IR10, the split screen 
register) is accessed. The pointer then contin
ues to point to the split screen register. Upon 
power-up or a master reset command, the 
internal pointer is reset to point to the first 
register (IRO) of the initialization register 
group. The internal pointer can also be preset 
to any register of the group via the 'load IR 
address pointer' command. These registers 
are write only and are used to specify param
eters such as the system configuration, dis
play format, cursor shape, and monitor timing. 
Register formats are shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Initialization Register Bit Formats -BIT 7 2 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

SCAN LINES PER CHARACTER ROW SYNC BUFFER MODE -
NON-INTERLACED INTERLACED SELECT SELECT 

0000 = 1 LINE 0000 = UNDEFINED O=VSYNC 00 = INDEPENDENT 
0001 = 2 LINES 0001 = 5 LINES 1 =CSYNC 01 =TRANSPARENT 

IRO NOT 0010 = 3 LINES 0010 = 7 LINES 10=SHARED 
USED . . 11 =ROW . . 

1110= 15 LINES 1110=31 LINES 
1111=16 LINES 1111 = UNDEFINED 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

INTERLACE EQUALIZING CONSTANT 
ENABLE 

00000000 = 1 CCLK 
00000001 = 2 CCLK CALCULATED FROM: 

IR1 
. 

O=NON·INT . EC = 0.5(HACT + HFP + HsvNC + Hsp) - 2(HsvNcl 
1= INTER. 11111110=127 CCLK 

11111111=128 CCLK 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

HORIZONTAL SYNC WIDTH HORIZONTAL BACK PORCH 

0000 = 2 CCLK 000 = 1 CCLK 
0001=4 CCLK 001 = 5 CCLK 

IR2 
NOT . . 

USED . . 
1110=30 CCLK 110 = 25 CCLK 
1111=32 CCLK 111 =29 CCLK 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

VERTICAL FRONT PORCH VERTICAL BACK PORCH 

000 = 4 SCAN LINES 00000 = 4 SCAN LINES 
001 = 8 SCAN LINES 00001 = 6 SCAN LINES 

IR3 
. . . . 

110 = 28 SCAN LINES 11110 = 64 SCAN LINES 
111 = 32 SCAN LINES 11111 =66 SCAN LINES 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

CHARACTER ACTIVE CHARACTER ROWS PER SCREEN (NOTE 1) 
BLINK 

00000000 = 1 ROW 
RATE 

00000001 = 2 ROWS 
IR4 0 = 1/16 

. 
VSYNC 

. 
1 = 1/32 11111110=127 ROWS 

VSYNC 
11111111=128 ROWS 

NOTE: 
In interlace mode with odd total character rows per screen the last character row will be the programmed scan lines per character row minus one. 
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Table 2. Initialization Register Bit Formats (Continued) 
BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

ACTIVE CHARACTERS PER ROW 

00000010 = 3 CHARACTERS 
00000011 = 4 CHARACTERS 

IRS 

11111110 = 255 CHARACTERS 
11111111=256 CHARACTERS 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

FIRST LINE OF CURSOR LAST LINE OF CURSOR 

0000 = SCAN LINE 0 0000 = SCAN LINE 0 
0001 =SCAN LINE 1 0001 = SCAN LINE 1 

IR6 
. . . . 

1110=SCAN LINE 14 1110 =SCAN LINE 14 
1111 =SCAN LINE 15 1111 =SCAN LINE 15 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

LIGHT PEN LINE CURSOR DOUBLE UNDERLINE POSITION 
BLINK HEIGHT 

0000 = SCAN LINE 0 
00 = SCAN LINE 3 

CHAR. 
0001 = SCAN LINE 1 

01 = SCAN LINE 5 . 
IR7 10 =SCAN LINE 7 O=NO O=NO . 

11 = SCAN LINE 9 1=YES 1=YES 
1110=SCAN LINE 14 
1111 =SCAN LINE 15 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

DISPLAY BUFFER FIRST ADDRESS LSB'S 

H'OOO' = 0 
H'001' = 1 

IR8 
NOTE: MSB'S ARE IN 

IR9[3:0] 
H' FFE' = 4,094 
H'FFF' = 4,095 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

DISPLAY BUFFER LAST ADDRESS DISPLAY BUFFER FIRST ADDRESS MSB'S 

0000 = 1,023 
0001=2,047 

IR9 
. 

SEE IRS . 
1110 = 15,359 
1111 =.16,383 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

CURSOR SPLIT SCREEN INTERRUPT ROW 

IR10 

BLINK 
00000000 = ROW 0 

RATE 
00000001 = ROW 1 

0=1/16 
. 

VSYNC 
. 

1=1/32 
11111110=ROW 126 

VSYNC 
11111111 =ROW 127 
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IR0[6:3] - Scan Lines Per Character 
Row 
Both interlaced and non-interlaced scanning 
are supported by the PVTC. For interlaced 
mode, two different formats can be imple
mented, depending on the interconnection 
between the PVTC and the character genera
tor (see IR1 [7]). This field defines the number 
of scan lines used to compose a character 
row for each technique. As scanning occurs, 
the scan line count is output on the LAO - LA3 
and LI pins. 

IR0[2] - VS/CS Enable 
This bit selects either vertical sync pulses or 
composite sync pulses on the VSYNC/ 
CSYNC output (pin 18). The composite sync 
waveform conforms to EIA RS170 standards, 
with the vertical interval composed of six 
equalizing pulses, six vertical sync pulses, 
and six more equalizing pulses. 

IR0[1:0] - Buffer Mode Select 
Four buffer memory modes may be selective
ly enabled to accommodate the desired sys
tem configuration. See System Configura
tions. 

IR1[7] - Interface Enable 
Specifies interlaced or noninterlaced timing 
operation. Two modes of interlaced operation 
are available, depending on whether 
LAO - LA3 or LI, LAO - LA2 are used as the 
line address for the character generator. The 
resulting displays are shown in Figure 12. 

For 'interlaced sync' operation, the same 
information is displayed in both odd and even 
fields, resulting in enhanced readability. The 
PVTC outputs successive line numbers in 
ascending order on the LAO - LA3 lines, one 
per scan line for each field. 

The 'interlaced sync and video' format dou
bles the character density on the screen. The 
PVTC outputs successive line numbers in 
ascending order on the LI, LAO - LA2 lines, 
one per scan line for each field, but alternates 
beginning the count with even and odd line 
numbers. In the interlaced sync and video 
mode, the number of scan lines per character 
row is always odd. Assume that the first 
character row is row O (even). When in the 
odd field, the scan line numbers being dis
played are even for even character rows and 
odd for odd character rows. When in the even 
field, the scan line numbers being displayed 
are odd for even character rows and even for 
odd character rows (see Figure 12c). This 
provides balanced beam currents in the odd 
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and even fields, thus minimizing character 
variations due to different loading of the CRT 
anode supply between fields. 

IR1[6:0]- Equalizing Constant 
This field indirectly defines the horizontal 
front porch and is used internally to generate 
the equalizing pulses for the RS170 compati
ble CSYNC. The value for this field is the total 
number of character clocks (CCLK) during a 
horizontal line period divided by two, minus 
two times the number of character clocks in 
the horizontal sync pulse: 

HAcT + HFP + HsYNC + H9p 
EC = 2 . 2(HsvNd 

The definition of the individual parameters is 
illustrated in Figure 13. The minimum value of 
HFp is two character clocks. 

Note that when using the 2673/2677 VAC, 
the blank pulse is delayed three CCLKs 
relative to the HSYNC pulse. Because of this 
delay, the actual HFP and HBP values will be 
different from the values programmed into the 
PVTC. The actual HFP will be decreased by 3 
character clocks. The actual HBP will be 
increased by 3 character clocks. 

IR2[6:3] - Horizontal Sync Pulse Width 
This field specifies the width of the HSYNC 
pulse in CCLK periods. 

IR2[2:0] - Horizontal Back Porch 
This field defines the number of CCLKs 
between the trailing edge of HSYNC and the 
trailing edge of BLANK. 

IR3[7:5] - Vertical Front Porch 
Programs the number of scan line periods 
between the rising edges of BLANK and 
VSYNC during a vertical retrace interval. The 
width of the VSYNC pulse is fixed at three 
scan lines. 

IR3[ 4:0] - Vertical Back Porch 
This field determines the number of scan line 
periods between the falling edges of the 
VSYNC and BLANK outputs. 

IR4[7J - Character Blink Rate 
Specifies the frequency for the character 
blink attribute timing. The blink rate can be 
specified as 1116 or 'l:i2 of the vertical field 
rate. The timing signal has a duty cycle of 
75% and is multiplexed onto the DADD11 / 
BLINK output at the falling edge of each 
BLANK. 

IR4[6:0] - Character Rows Per Screen 
This field defines the number of character 
rows to be displayed. This value multiplied by 
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the scan lines per character row, plus the 
vertical front and back porch values, and the 
vertical sync pulse width (three scan lines) is 
the vertical scan period in scan lines. 

IR5[7:0] - Active Characters Per Row 
This field determines the number of charac
ters to be displayed on each row of the CRT 
screen. The sum of this value, the horizontal 
front porch, the horizontal sync width, and the 
horizontal back porch is the horizontal scan 
period in CCLKs. 

IR6[7:4J, IR6[3:0] - First and Last Scan 
Line of Cursor 
These two fields specify the height and posi
tion of the cursor on the character block. The 
'first' line is the topmost line when scanning 
from the top to the bottom of the screen. The 
value of the first line of cursor must be less 
than the last line of cursor value. 

IR7[7:6] - Light Pen Line Position 
This field defines which of four scan lines of 
the character row will be used for the light 
pen strike-through attribute by the 2673/2677 
V AC. The timing signal is multiplexed onto the 
DADD9/LPL output during the falling edge of 
BLANK. 

IR7[5J - Cursor Blink Enable 
This bit controls whether or not the cursor 
output pin will be blinked at the selected rate 
(IR10[7]). The blink duty cycle for the cursor 
is 50%. 

IR7[ 4] - Double Height Character Row 
Enable 
If enabled, the scan line count will be repeat
ed twice in succession, causing the height of 
the character row to double. This bit can be 
changed at any time but will only become 
effective at the beginning of the character 
row following the time it is changed. This 
allows selected character rows to be of 
double height. The split screen interrupt can 
be used to notify the CPU when to effectuate 
changes to this bit. For each double height 
row which replaces a normal row, one row 
count should be subtracted from the 'charac
ter rows per screen' field (IR4) to maintain the 
same total number of scan lines per field. 

IR7[3:0] - Underline Position 
This field defines which scan line of the 
character row will be used for the underline 
attribute by the 2673/2677 VAC. The timing 
signal is multiplexed onto the DADD1 O/UL 
output during the falling edge of BLANK. 

-2 -
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.------1-]~~~)~ 

tSCAN 
LINES/ 
ROW 

UNEADDRESS 
TO CHAR GEN 

1 -·-·-·-·-·--

2 -·-------

3 -·-------. -·-·-·-----
5 -·------

& -·-------

1 -·-·-·-·-·--

1 -·-·-·-·-·--
2 -·-------

3 -·------. -·-·-·-----
5 -·-------

& -·-------

1 -·-·-·-·-·--

NONINTERLACED 
IR0• 1000: TOTAL LINESIROW a 9 

(a) 

IR9[3:0], IR8[7:0] - Dlsplay Buffer First 
Address 

IR9[7:4] - Display Buffer Last Address 
These two fields define the area within the. 
buffer memory where the display data will 
reside. When the data at the 'display buffer 
last address' is displayed, the PVTC will 
wraparound and obtain the data to be dis
played at the next screen position from the 
'display buffer first address'. if 'last address' 
is the end of a character row and a new 
screen start address has been · loaded into 
the screen start register, or if 'last address' is 
the last character position of the screen, the 
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17SCAN 
LINES/ 
ROW 

UNI ADDRESS 
TO CHAR GEN 

g Ii 
0 it 1---------
·--------

1 -·-·-·-·-·-• -0-0-0-0-0--
2 -•------•-0-------3-•------•-o--------
4 -·-·-·----• -0-0-0-----
s _:_·-------
s-o-------

&-•------•-o-------
1 -·-·-·-·-·--1-0-0-0-0-0--
8 

• -0-0-0-0-0--

1 -·-·-·_;·-·--• -o-------2-•------•-0-------3-•-------
4 -0-0-0-----. -·-·-·-----s-o-------s-•------•-o------s-•-------
1 -0-0-0-0-0--

7 -·-·-·-·-·--·--------

INTERLACED SYNC 
IR0•0111; TOTAL LINES/ROW• 17 

(b) 

Figure 12. Interlaced Display Modes 

next data is obtained from the address con
tained in the screen start register. 

Note that there is no restriction in displaying 
data from other areas of the addressable 
memory. Normally, the area between these 
two bounds is used for data which can be 
overwritten (e.g., as a result of scrolling), 
while data that is not to be overwritten would 
be contained outside these bounds and ac
cessed by means of the split screen interrupt 
feature of the PVTC. 

IR10[7]- Cursor Blink Rate 
The cursor blink rate can be specified at 1!1 e 
or 1!32 of the vertical scan frequency. Blink is 
effective only if blink is enabled by IR7[5). 
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I I 

LINE ADDRESS 
TO CHAR GEN 

{

o 1-00000----

2 -•------
ISCAN •-o------
LINES/ 4 -eee-----
ROW 1-0------

& -e------
1-00000----· -------·--------

1 -·····----·-o------3-•------
•-000-----s-•-----•-o------1-•••••----·--------
1-00000----

2 -•-----•-o------
• -···-----•-o------&-•------

1-00000----

·--------
1 -·····----•-o------
3 -·------•-OOo-----
5 -·-----•-o------1--·····----·--------
INTERLACED SYNC I VIDEO 
IR0•0011; TOTAL LINES/ROW•I 

(cl 

""'' ... 
IR10[6:0] - Split Screen Interrupt 
The split screen interrupt can be used to 
provide special screen effects such as a row 
of double height characters or to change the 
normal addressing sequence of the display 
memory. The contents of this field are com
pared, in real-time, to the current character 
row number. Upon a match, the PVTC sets 
the split screen status bit, and issues an 
interrupt request if so programmed. The sta
tus change/interrupt request is made at the 
beginning of scan line zero of the split screen 
character row. 
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CHARIAOW ,_______ (IRS) ____ __, 

HBLANK __J L_ 
--j r FRONT POACH (IA1) BACK POACH (IA2) __, 1--

HSYNC 

-j i--- HSYNC (IA~AA AOWSISCAEEN (IA4l----j 

---i--;::::-SCAN LINES PER ROW (IRO) I 
VBLANK __J.-----i11 ... ----.L 

--j 1-- FRONT POACH (IA3) BACK PORCH (IA3) -j 1-
VSYNC ___fl _________________ n~----

--j r VSVNC (FIXED AT 3) 

EQUALIZING 
LINES/ROW CONSTANT 

IAO I I I I I I IR1 I I I I I I I 
HSY NC HBACK VFRONT VBACK 
WIDTH POACH PORCH POACH 

IA2 I I I I I I I IA3 I I I I I I I I 
CHAR ROWS/SCREEN CHARACTERS PEA ROW 

IA4 I I I I I I I IRS I I I I I I I I I 

Figure 13. Horizontal and Vertical Timing 

Timing Considerations Table 3. Timing Considerations 
Normally, the contents of the initialization 
registers are not changed during operation. 
However, this may be necessary to imple
ment special display features such as multiple 
cursors, smooth scrolling, horizontal scrolling, 
and double height character rows. Table 3 
describes timing details for these registers 
which should be considered when implement
ing these features. 

Display Control Registers 
There are nine registers in this group, each 
with an individual address. Their formats are 
illustrated In Table 4. The command register 
is used to invoke one of 16 possible PVTC 
commands as described in the COMMANDS 
section of this data sheet. The remaining 
registers in the group store address values 
which specify the cursor and buffer pointer 
locations, the location of the first character to 
be displayed on the screen, and the location 
of a light pen 'hit'. With the exception of the 
light pen register, the user initializes these 
registers after powering on the system and 
changes their values to control the data 
which is displayed. 

Screen Start Registers 
The screen start registers contain the ad
dress of the first character of the first row 
(upper left corner of the active display). At the 
beginning of the first scan line of the first row, 
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PARAMETER 

First line of cursor 
Last line of cursor 
Light pen line 
Underline 

Double height characters 

Cursor blink 
Cursor blink rate 
Character blank rate 

Split screen interrupt row 

Character rows per screen 

Vertical front porch 

Vertical back porch 

Screen start register 

this address is transferred to the row start 
register (RSA) and into the memory address 
counter (MAC). The counter is then advanced 
sequentially at the character rate the number 
of times programmed into the active charac
ters per row register (IRS), thus reaching the 
address of the last character of the row plus 
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TIMING CONSIDERATIONS 

These parameters must be established at a 
minimum of two character times prior to their 
occurrence. 

Set/ reset during the character row prior to 
the affected row. 

New values become effective within one field 
after values are changed 

Change anytime prior to line zero 
of desired row 

Change only during vertical blanking period 

Change prior to first line of VFP 

Change prior to fourth line after V SYNC 

Change prior to the horizontal blanking inter-
val of the last line of character row prior to the 
affected row. 

one. At the beginning of each subsequent 
scan line of the first row, the MAC is reloaded 
from the RSA and the above sequence is 
repeated. At the end of the last scan line of 
the first row, the contents of the MAC are 
loaded into the RSA to serve as the starting 
memory address for the second character 

j 

~ 
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row. This process is repeated for the pro
grammed number of rows per screen. Thus, 
the data in the display memory is displayed 
sequentially starting from the address con
tained in the screen start register. Alter the 
ensuing vertical retrace interval the contents 
of the screen registers are reloaded into the 
RSA and MAC and the process is repeated. 

The sequential operation described above will 
be modified upon the occurrence of either of 
two events. First, if during the incrementing of 
the memory address counter the 'display 
buffer last address' (IR9[7:4]) is reached, the 
MAC will be loaded from the 'display buffer 
first address' register (IR9[3:0], IR8[7:0]), at 
the next character clock. Sequential opera
tion will then resume starting from this ad
dress. This wraparound operation allows por
tions of the display buffer to be used for 
purposes other than storage of displayable 
data and is completely automatic without any 
CPU intervention (see Figure 14a). 

Second, the sequential row to row addressing 
can also be modified under CPU control. If 
the contents of the screen start register 
(upper, lower, or both) are changed during 
any character row (say row 'n'), the starting 
address of the next character row (row 
'n + 1 ') will be the new value of the screen 
start register and addressing will continue 
sequentially from there. This allows ·features 
such as split screen operation, partial scroll, 
or status line display to be implemented. The 
split screen interrupt feature of the PVTC is 
useful in controlling this type of operation. 
Note that in order to obtain the correct screen 
display, the screen start register must be 
reloaded with the original value prior to the 
end of the vertical retrace. See Figure 14b. 

Refresh Addressing 
During vertical blanking the address counter 
operation is modified by stopping the auto
matic load of the contents of the RSA into the 

counter, thereby allowing the address outputs 
to free-run. This allows dynamic memory 
refresh to occur during the vertical retrace 
interval. The refresh addressing starts at the 
last address displayed on the screen and 
increments by one for each character clock 
during the retrace interval. II the display buffer 
last address is encountered, wraparound will 
occur and refreshing will continue from the 
display buffer first address. 

Cursor Address Registers 
The contents of these registers define the 
buffer memory address of the cursor. If en
abled, the cursor output will be asserted 
when the memory address counter (MAC) 
matches the value of the cursor address 
registers. The cursor address registers may 
be read or written by the CPU or incremented 
via the 'increment cursor address' command. 
In independent buffer mode, these registers 
define a tiuffer memory address for PVTC 
controlled access in response to 'read/write 
at cursor with/without increment' commands, 
or the first address to be used in executing 
the 'write from cursor to pointer' command. 

Display Pointer Address Registers 
These registers define a buffer memory ad
dress for PVTC controlled accesses in re
sponse to 'read/write at pointer' commands. 
They also define the last buffer memory 
address to be written for the 'write from 
cursor to pointer' command. 

Light Pen Address Registers 
If the light pen input is enabled, these regis
ters are used to store the current character 
address upon receipt of a light pen strobe 
input. Several sources of delay between the 
display of a character upon the screen and 
the receipt of a light pen hit can be expected 
to exist in a system environment. These 
delays include address pipelining in the char
acter generation circuits, delays in the video 
generation circuits, and delays in the light 

detection circuitry itself. These delays cause 
the value stored in the light pen register to 
differ from the actual address of the character 
at which the light pen hit actually was de
tected. Software must be used to correct this 
condition. 

Interrupt/Status Registers 
The interrupt and status registers provide 
information to the CPU to allow it to interact 
with the PVTC to effect desired changes to 
implement various display operations. The 
interrupt register provides information on five 
possible interrupting conditions, as shown in 
Table 5. These conditions may be selectively 
enabled or disabled (masked) from causing 
interrupts by certain PVTC commands. An 
interrupt condition which is enabled (mask bit 
equal to one) will cause the INTR output to be 
asserted and will cause the corresponding bit 
in the interrupt register to be set-upon occur
rence of the interrupting condition. An inter
rupt condition which is disabled (mask bit 
equal to zero) has no effect on either the 
INTR output or the interrupt register. 

The status register provides six bits of status 
information: the five possible interrupting con
ditions plus the RDFLG bit. For this register, 
however, the contents are not affected by the 
state of the mask bits. 

Descriptions of each interrupt/ status register 
bit follow. Unless otherwise indicated, a bit, 
once set, will remain set until reset by the 
CPU by issuing a 'reset interrupt/status bits' 
command. The bits are also reset by a 
'master reset' command and upon power-up. 
This bit is set to a one upon a master reset. 

SR[S] - RDFLG 
This bit is present in the status register only. 
A zero indicates that the PVTC is currently 
executing the previously issued command. A 
one indicates that the PVTC is ready to 
accept a new command. 

Table 4. Display Control Register Formats 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 SIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

COMMAND CODE 

See COMMAND section for command codes 

COMMAND REGISTER (Write only) 

mr me ms m4 ma m• m1 BIT 0 mr ms ms m4 ma m• m1 mo 
LOWER REGISTER (LSlle) UPPER REGISTER 

Not used MSBs 
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SCREEN START REGISTERS 
CURSOR ADDRESS REGISTERS 
POINTER ADDRESS REGISTER 
LIGHT PEN ADDRESS REGISTER 
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H'OOOO' .. 0 
H'0001' = 1 

H'3FFE' = 16,382 
H'3FFF' = 16,383 

(READ AND WRITE) 
(READ AND WRITE) 
(WRITE ONLY) 
(READ ONLY) 

Note: MSBs are in 
Upper Register [5:0] 
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Table 5. Interrupt and Status Register Format 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 

I RDFLG 

Not used 0 =Busy 
always read as 0 1 =Ready . 

NOTE: 
*status register only. Always O when reading interrupt register. 

I/SR[ 4) - VBLANK 
Indicates the beginning of a vertical blanking 
interval. Is set to a one at the beginning of the 
first scan line of the vertical front porch. 

l/SR[3] - Line Zero 
Is set to a one at the beginning of the first 
scan line (line O) of each active character row. 

l/SR[2] - Spllt Screen 
This bit is set when a match occurs between 
the current character row number and the 
value contained in the split screen interrupts 
register, IR10[6:0]. The equality condition is 
only checked at the beginning of line zero of 
each character row. This bit is reset when 
either of the screen start registers is loaded 
by the CPU. 

l/SR[1] - Ready 

BIT 4 BIT 3 

VBLANK 
LINE 
ZERO 

O=No O=No 
1 =Yes 1 =Yes 

MEMORY 

BIT 2 

SPLIT 
SCREEN 

O=No 
1 =Yes 
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BIT 1 BIT 0 

READY 
LIGHT 
PEN 

0 =Busy O= No 
1 =Ready 1 =Yes 

• MONITOR 
DISPLAY 

Certain PVTC commands affect the display 
and may require the PVTC to wait for a 
blanking interval before enacting the com
mand. This bit is set to one when execution of 
the command has been completed. No com
mand should be invoked until the prior com
mand is completed. This bit is set to a zero 
upon a master reset. 

(a) DISPLAY MEMORY WRAPAROUND 

l/SR[O] - Light Pen 
A one indicates that a light pen hit has 
occurred and that the contents of the light 
pen register have been updated. This bit will 
be reset when either of the light pen registers 
is read. 

COMMANDS 
The PVTC commands are divided into two 
classes: the instantaneous commands, which 
are executed immediately after they are in
voked, and the delayed commands which 
may need to wait for a blanking interval prior 
to their execution. Command formats are 
shown in Table 6. The commands are as
serted by performing a write operation to the 
command register with the appropriate bit 
pattern as the data byte. 

Instantaneous Commands 
The instantaneous commands are executed 
immediately after the trailing edge of the WR 
pulse during which the command is issued. 
These commands do not affect the state of 
the RDFLG or READY interrupt/status bits. 
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MEMORY 

MONITOR 
DISPLAY 

(b) DISPLAY MEMORY SPLIT SCREEN WITH WRAPAROUND 

. Figure 14. Dlsplay Addressing Operation 

However, a command should not be invoked 
if the RDFLG bit is low. 

Master Reset 
This command initializes the PVTC and may 
be invoked at any time to return the PVTC to 
its initial state. Upon power-up, two succes
sive master reset commands must be applied 
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to release the PVTC' s internal power on 
circuits. In transparen1 and shared buffer 
modes, the CNTRL 1 input must be high when 
the command is issued. The command caus
es the following: 

1. VSYNC and HSYNC are driven low for 
the duration of RESET and BLANK goes 

2 -
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high. BLANK remains high until a 'display 
on' command is received. 

2. The interrupt and status bits and masks 
are set to zero, except for the RDFLG 
flag which is set to a one. 

3. The transparent mode, cursor off, display 
off, and light pen disable states are set. 

4. The initialization register pointer is set to 
address IRO. 

Load IR Address 
This command is used to preset the initializa
tion register pointer with the value 'V' defined 
by D3 - DO. Allowable values are o to 10. 

Enable Light Pen 
After invoking this command, receipt of a light 
pen strobe input will cause the light pen 
register to be loaded with the current buffer 
memory address and the corresponding inter
rupt and status flag to be set. Once loaded, 
further loads are inhibited until either one of 
the light pen registers are read or a reset 
function is performed. 

Disable Light Pen 
Light pen hits will not be reco11nized. 

Table 6. PVTC Command Formats 

D7 D6D5D4D3D2D1 DO 

Instantaneous Commands: 

Display Off 
Asserts the BLANK output. The DADDO 
through DADD13 display address bus outputs 
may be optionally placed in the 3-State condi
tion by setting bit 2 to a '1 ' when invoking the 
command. 

Display On 
Restores normal blanking operation either at 
the beginning of the next field (bit 2 = 1) or at 
the beginning of the next scan line (bit 2 = 0). 
Also returns the DADDO-DADD13 drivers to 
their active state. 

Cursor Off 
Disables cursor operation. Cursor output is 
placed in the low state. 

Cursor On 
Enables normal cursor operation. 

Reset Interrupt/Status Bits 
This command resets the designated bits in 
the interrupt and status registers. The bit 
positions correspond to the bit positions in 
the registers: 

Bit O - Light pen 

Bit 1-Ready 

COMMAND 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Master reset 
0 0 0 1 v v v v Load IR pointer with value V (V = O to 1 O) 
0 0 1 d d d 1 o1 Disable light pen 
0 0 1 d d d 1 12 Enable light pen 
0 0 1 d 1 N d 01 Display off. Float DADD bus if N = 1 
0 0 1 d 1 N d 12 Display on: Next field (N = 1) or scan line (N = O) 
0 0 1 1 d d d o 1 Cursor off 
0 0 1 1 d d d 12 Cursor on 
0 1 0 N N N N N Reset interrupt/ status: Bit reset where N = 1 
1 0 0 N N N N N Disable interrupt: Disable where N = 1 
0 1 1 N N N N N Enable interrupt: Enables interrupts and resets 

v L s R L 
the corresponding interrupt/ status bits where 

B z s D p N = 1 

Delayed Commands: Hex 

1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 A4 Read at pointer address 
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 A2 Write at pointer address 
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 A9 Increment cursor address 
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 AC Read at cursor address 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 AA Write at cursor address 
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 AD Read at cursor address and increment address 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 AB Write at cursor address and increment address 
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 BB Write from cursor address to pointer address 

NOTES: 
1. Any combination of these three commands is valid. 
2. Any combination of these three commands is valid. 
3. d • Don't care. 
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Bit 2 - Split screen 

Bit 3 - Line zero 

Bit 4 - Vertical blank 

Disable Interrupts 
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Sets the interrupt mask to zeros for the 
designated conditions, thus disabling these 
conditions from asserting the INTR output. Bit 
position correspondence is as above. 

Enable Interrupts 
Resets the selected interrupt and status reg
ister bits and writes the associated interrupt 
mask bits to a one. This enables the corre
sponding conditions to assert the INTR out
put. Bit position correspondence is as above. 

Delayed Commands 
This group of commands is utilized for the 
independent buffer mode of operation, al
though the 'increment cursor' command can 
also be used in other modes. With the excep
tion of the 'write from cursor to pointer' and 
'increment cursor' commands, all ·the com
mands of this type will be executed immedi
ately or will be delayed depending on when 
the command is invoked. If invoked during the 
active screen time, the command is executed 
at the next horizontal blanking interval. If 
invoked during a vertical retrace interval or a 
'display off' state, the command is executed 
immediately. 

The 'increment cursor' and 'write from cursor 
to pointer' commands are executed immedi
ately after they are issued. 'Increment cursor' 
requires approximately three CCLK periods 
for completion. 'Write from cursor to pointer' 
asserts the BLANK output during its execu
tion. BLANK will not be released until the 
beginning of the horizontal blanking interval 
following the last write operation. This will 
allow more than one 'write from cursor to 
pointer' command to be executed during one 
frame and will blank the screen for the time 
required to execute the command. 

In all cases, the PVTC will assert the READY I 
RDFLG status to signify completion of the 
command. No other commands should be 
given until the current command is complet
ed. Therefore, the READY interrupt or 
RDYFLG status flag should be used for 
handshaking control between the PVTC and 
CPU when using these commands. 

Read/Write at Pointer 
Transfers data between the display buffer the 
bus interface latch using the address con
tained in the pointer register. 
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Read/Write at Cursor 
Transfers data between the display buffer 
and the bus interface latch using the address 
contained in the cursor register. 

Increment Cursor 
Adds one (modulo 16k) to the cursor address 
register. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER 

Read/Write at Cursor and Increment 
Transfers data between the display buffer 
and the bus interface latch using the address 
contained in the cursor register and then 
adds one (modulo 16k) to the cursor address 
register. 

RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 O to +70 ·c 
Tsrn Storage temperature range -65 to + 150 •c 

All voltages with respect to ground3 -0.5 to +6 v 

Product Specification 
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Write from Cursor to Pointer 
Writes the data contained in the bus interface 
latch into the block of display memory desig
nated by the cursor address and pointer 
address registers, inclusive. After completion 
of the command, the pointer address will be 
unchanged, but the cursor register contents 
will be equal to the pointer address. 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= o•c to +70°C, Vee= +5.0V ±5%4• 5· 6 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

V1L Input low voltage 0.8 v 
V1H Input high voltage 0.2 v 
VoL Output low voltage loL = 2.4mA 0.4 v 
VoH Output high voltage loH = -200µA 2.4 v 

(except INTR output) 

l1L Input leakage current V1N = o to Vee -10 10 µA 
ILL Data bus 3-State leakage current Vo= Oto Vee -10 10 µA 

loo INTR open drain output leakage current Vo= Oto Vee 10 µA 
Ice Power supply current 160 mA 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Rating may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating onty and functional operation of 

the device at these or at any other condition above those in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150"C maximum junction temperature. 
3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, it is 

suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying voltages greater than the rated maxima. 
4. Parameters are valid over specified temperature range. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground (GND). 
6. Typical values are at + 25°C, typical processing parameters. 
7. For testing, all input signals swing between 0.4V and 2.4V with a transition time of 20ns maximum. All time measurements are referenced at input voltages of o.ev 

and 2V and output voltages of o.ev and 2V as appropriate. 
8. Test condition for outputs: CL= 150pF. 
9. Timing is illustrated and specified to WR and RD inputs. Device may also be operated with CE as the 'strobing' input. In this case, all timing specifications apply 

referenced to falling and rising edges of CE. 
10. This specification requires that the CE input be negated (high) between read and/or write cycles. 
11. BCE, WOB,and ROB delays track each other within 10ns. Also, these output delays will tend to follow direction (min/max) of DAD00-13 delays. 
12. These values were measured with a capacitance load of 150pF. To adjust the output delay.use the following correction factor: 50pF-< CL< 150pF: -0.15ns/pF. 
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Product Specification 

Programmable Video Timing Controller (PVTC) SCN2672 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA~o to +70°C, Vcc=+5.0V ±5%4• 5• 6· 7• 6 

LIMITS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST 2.7MHz 4.0MHz UNIT 
CONDITIONS 

Min Max Min Max 

Bus timing (Figure 15)9 

IAS AO -A2 setup time to ii\lfl",RD low 30 30 ns 
IAH AO -A2 hold time from WR,Rl'5 high 0 0 ns 

lcs CE setup time to WR,RD low 0 0 ns 

lcH CE hold time from WR,Rl'5 high 0 0 ns 
IRW WR,RD pulse width 250 250 ns 
IDo Data valid after RD low 200 200 ns 
loF Data bus floating after Rl'5 high 100 100 ns 
tos Data setup time to WR high 150 150 ns 
1oH Data hold time from iiVFl" high 10 5 ns 
Ice High time from ct to a:10 

Consecutive commands 600 600 ns 
Other accesses 300 300 ns 

CCLK timing (Figures 16 and 17) 

lcCP CCLK period 370 250 ns 

lccH CCD< high time 125 100 ns 

lcCL CCD< low time 125 100 ns 
Output delay from CCD< edge 12 ns 

tcco1 DADD0-13,MBC 40 175 40 150 ns 

lcco2 BLANK,HSYNC,VSYNC/CSYNC, 40 225 40 200 ns 
CURSOR, BEXT,BREO,BAC'K, 
BC:E.~. Rmj11 

Other timings (Figures 17 and' 18) 

1RDL READY /RDFLG low from WR high9 fccp + 30 fccp + 30 ns 
IBAK BACK high from PBREQ low 225 200 ns 
teEXT BEl<T high from J5E!REO high 225 200 ns 
ILPS Light pen strobe setup time to CCD< low 120 120 ns 
1LPH Light pen strobe hold time from CCD< -10 -10 ns 

low 
t1RL ililm low from CCD< low 225 200 ns 

IJRH ilii'fR high from WR.RO high9 600 600 ns 
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-
M-A2 ~ .J 2 ---I •As 

ce 

•cs 

Ail 

1DF 

00-07 FLOAT VALID FLOAT (READ) 

~--D0-07 \A VALID 
(WRITE) ltJ. 

---------~ 

Figure 15. Bus Timing 

OUTPUTS 

(NOTE 1) -------- '---+-----

___QUTPUT!L_ 
WDB. ROB. BCE ___________ -J 

NOTES: 
1. DADDO-DADD13, BLANK, HSYNC, CSYNC/VSYNC, CURSOR, BEXT, ~. B'Ct, MSC, BACK. 
2. BeE changes state on both reD< edges - (see Figures 3 and 4). 

Figure 16. CCLK Timing 
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BLANK_f 

HSYNC 

VERTICAL 
BLANKING 
INVERVAL 

s~err __________ ._ __ 
1
/ 

l-T1RL~ 

BLANK 

D<\003-

ARSTHSVNC 
OF VBLANK 

DADD13 ----- ,_ __ _.. ____ _, "'-""""'=""'"_, 
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LINE ZERO ANO 
SPLIT SCREEN STATUS BITS __________ _, 

INTR 

LIGHT PEN 

STATUS !!IT ---------1-1 

INTR 

OADOO
OADD13 

Figure 17. Other Timings 
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WllFORA 
DELAYED 

COMMAND 

READY OR 
RDFLG 

STATUS BITS 
~ ~----

PBREQ\ l~1 --1 TaAKr-
i-------~.l I Taxy 

iiCK r 
iiffi ____ _. ~~ 

WRORiiii ---"\ r,----
WHICH RESETS \___}I~ 

INTERRUPT 
T1RH 

-----
Figure 18. Other Timings 
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BLANKLri-------------VERTICALBLANKINGINTERVAL---.,.---------IL_J 

........ 
NOTES: 
1. In non-Interlaced operation the even field is repeated continuously, and the odd field is not. 
2. In intertaced operation the even ffeld alternates with the odd fleld. 

Figure 19. Composite Sync Timing 
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Microprocessor Products 

DESCRIPTION 
The Signetlcs 2673A and 26738 Video 
Attributes Controllers (V AC) are bipolar 
LSI devices designed for CRT terminals 
and display systems that employ raster 
scan techniques. Each contains a high
speed video shift register, field and char
acter attributes logic, attribute latch, cur
sor format logic and half-dot shift con
trol. 

The VAC provides control of visual attri
butes on a field or character-by-charac
ter. Internal logic preserves field attri
bute data from character row to charac
ter row so that an attribute byte is not 
required at the beginning of each row. 
The 26738 provides for reverse video, 
blank (non-display), blink, underline and 
highlight attributes and a graphics mode 
attribute to work in conjunction with the 
Signetics 2670 Display Character and 
Graphics Generator (DCGG). The 2673A 
substitutes a light pen (strike-through) 
attribute for the graphics attribute. 

The horizontal dot frequency is the basic 
timing input to the VAC. Internally, this 
clock is divided down to provide a char
acter clock output for system synchroni
zation. Up to ten bits of video dot data 
are parallel loaded into the video shift 
register on each character boundary. 
The video data is shifted out on three 
outputs at the dot frequency. On the 
VIDEO output, the data is presented as 
a three level signal representing low, 
medium and high intensities. The three 
intensities are also encoded on two TTL 
compatible video outputs. Light or dark 
screen background can be selected. 

December 12, 1986 

SCB2673 
Video Attributes Controller 
(VAC) 
Product Specification 

FEATURES 
• 18 and 25MHz video dot rates 
• Three-level current-driven video 

output 
• Three level-encoded TTL video 

outputs 
•Character/field attribute logic: 

- Reverse video 
- Character blank 
- Character blink 
- Underline 
- Highlight 
- Light pen strike-through or 

graphics control 
• Field attributes extend from row 

to row 
• Light or dark field 
• Cursor reverse video logic 
•Up to 10 dots per character 
• Composite blanking for light field 

retrace 
• Optional field graphics control 

output 
• High-speed bipolar design 
• TTL compatible 
• Compatible with Slgnetlcs' 2672 

PVTC and 2670 DCGG 

APPLICATIONS 
• CRT terminals 
• Word processing systems 
• Small business computers 
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Product Specification 

Video Attributes Controller (VAC) SCB2673 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

Vee= +sv ± 5%, TA= o•c to +10°c 

PACKAGES Graphics Attribute Light Pen Attribute 

25MHz 18MHz 25MHz 18MHz 

Ceramic DIP SCB2673BC5140 SCB2673BC8140 SCB2673AC5140 SCB2673AC8140 
Plastic DIP SCB2673BC5N40 SCB2673BC8N40 SCB2673AC5N40 SCB2673AC8N40 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC 

DIP 

DCLK 32 

CCLK 36 

CC2-CCO 33-35 

DO-D9 37-39, 
2-8 

HOOT 27 

CURSOR 14 

BKGND 10 

BLANK 15 
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cco ____ ___, ... 

CC1 -------< ... 
CC2 -------< ... .... _ ...... _ ..... 

DCLK--------t-----j----.,_ 

10 

D0-09 ---+----v'I 
VIDEO 
AND 

HDOT---------===t---t ATIRIBUTE 

VIDEO 

TTLVID1 
TILVID2 

CURSOR----..r----'--, 
HIERARCHY 

LOGIC 
ARVID----.. 

ABLANK ----... 
ABLINK ----... 

"4------BKGND 
t-------CBLANK 

AHILT ----... 
AUL----M ATIRIBUTEAND 

ALTPEN/AGM CURSOR CONTROL 
AFLG LOGIC AND "4------._------BLANK 

A MODE PIPELINE RESET 
ACD -Vee 

BLINK .....---vaa 
UL -GND 
LL----..i 

LPUGMD~---"1.------' 

TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

I Dot Clock: Dot frequency input. Video shift output rate. 

0 Character Clock: A submultiple of DCLK. The frequency ranges from one sixth to one twelfth of 
DCLK, as determined by the state of the CCO - CC2 inputs. 

I Character Clock Control: The logic state on these three static inputs determine the internal 
divide factor for the CCLK output rate. Character clock rates of 6 through 12 dots per character 
may be specified. 

Dot Data Input: These are parallel inputs corresponding to the character graphic symbol dot 
data for a given scan line. These inputs are strobed into the video shift register on the falling 
edge of each character clock. 

I Half-Dot Shift: When this input is high, the serial video output is delayed by one half-dot time. 
This input is latched on the falling edge of each character clock. 

I Cursor Timing: This input provides the timing for the cursor video. When high, effectively 
reverses the intensities of the video and attributes. Cursor position, shape, and blink rate are 
controlled by this input. 

I Background Intensity: Specifies light or dark video during BLANK and character fields. Affects 
the intensities of all attributes. 

I Screen Blank: When high, this input forces the video ouputs to the level specified by the 
BKGND input (either high or low intensity). Not effective when CBLANK is high. 
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Video Attributes Controller (VAC) SCB2673 

PIN DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

DIP 

CB LANK 31 I Composite Blank: Used with the TTL video outputs only. When high, this input forces the video 
outputs to a low intensity state for retrace blanking. When BKGND input is low, or when using 
video outputs. this input may be tied low. 

ARVID 22 I Reverse Video Attribute: The intensity of the associated character or field video is reversed. All 
other attributes are effectively reversed. 

AHILT 23 I Hlghllght Attribute: All dot video (including underline) of the associated character or field is 
highlighted with respect to the BKGND input and the reverse video attribute. 

ABLANK 26 I Blank Attribute: Generates a blank space in the associated character or field. The blank space 
intensity is determined by the BKGND input, the reverse video attribute, and the CURSOR input. 

ABLINK 25 I Bllnk Attribute: The associated character or field video is driven to the intensity determined by 
BKGND and the reverse video attribute when the BLINK input is high. 

AUL 24 I Underline Attribute: Specifies a line to be displayed on the character or field. The line is 
specified by the UL input. All .other attributes apply to the underline video. 

ALTPEN/ 21 I Light Pen Attribute (2673A): Specifies a highlighted line to be displayed on the character or 
AGM field. The line is specified by the LPL input. 

I Attribute Graphics Mode (2673B): This input is latched and synchronized to provide a field 
GMO output for the 2670 DCGG. 

AMO DE 12 I Attribute Mode: Specifies character (AMODE = O) or field (AMODE = 1) attributes mode. 

AFLG 13 I Attributes Flag: The VAC samples and latches the attributes inputs when this input is high. If 
field attributes are specified (AMODE = 1 ), the attributes are double buffered on a row basis. 
Thus, each scan line of every character row will start with the attributes that were valid at the 
end of the previous row. 

ACD 11 I Attributes Control Dlsplay: In field attributes mode (AMODE = 1 ), if ACD = 0, the first character 
in each new attribute field (the attribute control character) will be suppressed and only the 
attributes will be displayed. If ACD = 1, the first character and the attributes are displayed. This 
input has no effect in character mode (AMODE = O). 

BLINK 17 I Bllnk: This input is sampled on the falling edge of BLANK to· provide the blink rate for the 
character blink attribute. It should be a submultiple of the frame rate. 

UL 16 I Underllne: Indicates the scan line(s) for the underline attribute. Latched on the falling edge of 
BLANK; 

LPL/GMO 19 I Light Pen Line (2673A): Indicates the scan line(s) for the light pen strike-through attribute. 
Latched on the falling edge of BLANK. 

0 Graphics Mode (2673B): This output provides a synchronized, latched, field graphics mode 
corresponding to the AGM input. This output can be used to control the GM input on the 2670 
DCGG. 

LL 18 I Last Line: Indicates the last scan line of each character row. Used internally to extend field 
attributes across row boundaries. Latched on the falling edge of BLANK. This input has no 
effect in character mode (AMODE = 0). 

VIDEO 28 0 Video: A three-level serial video output which corresponds to the composite dot pattern of 
characters, attributes and cursor. 

TTLVID1 30 0 TTL Video 1: This output corresponds to the serial, non-highlighted video dot pattern. 

TTLVID2 29 0 TTL Video 2: This output corresponds to the highlighted serial video dot pattern. Should be 
used with TTLVID1 to decode a composite video of three intensities. 

RESET 9 I Manual Reset: This active high input initializes the internal logic and resets the attribute latches. 

Vee 40 I Power Supply: +5V ±5% 

Vee 1 I Blas Supply: See Figure 13. 

GND 20 I Ground: OV reference 
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Video Attributes Controller (VAC) SCB2673 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION Table 1. Clock Control Inputs 

CCLK 
The VAC consists of four major sections (see 
block diagram). The high-speed dot clock 
input is divided internally to provide a charac
ter clock for system timing. The parallel dot 
data is loaded into the video shift register on 
each character boundary and shifted into the 
video logic block at the dot rate. The six 
attribute inputs are latched · internally and 
combined with the serial dot data to provide a 
three level video source for the monitor. 

CC2 CC1 cco Dots/Character Duty Cycle* 

A separate BLANK input defines the active 
screen area. When BLANK = 0, the video 
levels are derived internally by the combina
tions of dot data, attributes, cursor, and the 
state of the BKGND input. Either black or 
white background can be selected. Symbols 
(dot data) are normally gray and can be 
highlighted to white or black as shown in 
Figure 1. 

During the inactive screen area (BLANK = 1 ), 
the video level produced by the TTL outputs 
is either white. (BKGND = 1) or black 
(BKGND = O). A separate composite blank 
(CBLANK) input is provided to suppress ras
ter retrace video when white background is 
specified. During the inactive screen area 
(BLANK= 1), the video level produced by the 
VIDEO output is either black (BKGND = 1) or 
white (BKGND = 0). 

For the latter case, raster retrace video sup
pression is accomplished by raising the 
BKGND input during horizontal and vertical 
retrace intervals. For black background, tie 
BKGND high. Tie CBLANK input low for both 
cases. 

Since BLANK is delayed by 3 CCLKs internal
ly, CBLANK must be sync'ed with the internal 
BLANK signal to avoid active scan data from 
being suppressed. A CBLANK transition must 
occur at least 15ns before the rising edge of 
DCLK in order to be latched into the 2673 
(see Figure 8). 
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0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 

NOTE: 
* High/low 

Character Clock Counter 
The character clock counter divides the fre
quency on the DCLK input to generate the 
character clock (CCLK). The divide factor is 
specified by the clock control inputs 
(CCO - CC2) as shown in Table 1. 

Video Shift Register 
On each character boundary, the parallel 
data (DO - D9) is loaded into the video shift 
register. The data is shifted out least signifi
cant bit first (DO) by the DCLK. If 11 or 12 
dots/character are specified (CC2 - CCO = 
11 O or 111 ), a O (blank dot) is always shifted 
out before DO. For 12 dots/character, a O is 
also shifted out after D9. The serial dot data 
is shifted into the video logic where it is 
combined with the cursor and attributes to 
encode three levels of video. 

Attribute and Cursor Control 
The V AC visual attributes capabilities include: 
reverse video, character blank, blink, under
line, highlight, and light pen strike-through. 
The six attributes and the three attribute 
control inputs (AMODE, AFLG, and ACD) are 
clocked into the VAC on the falling edge of 
CCLK. If AFLG is high, the attributes are 
latched internally and are effective for either 
one character time (AMODE = O) or until 
another set of attributes is latched 
(AMODE = 1). The attributes set is double 
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6 3/3 
6 3/3 
7 4/3 
8 4/4 
Q 514 

10 5/5 
11 615 
12 616 

buffered on a row-by-row basis internally. 
Using this technique, field attributes can ex
tend across character row boundaries, there
by eliminating the necessity of starting each 
row with an attribute set. 

When field attribute mode is selected, 
(AMODE = 1), the VAC will accommodate 
two attribute storage configurations. In one 
configuration, the attribute control data is 
stored in the refresh RAM, taking the place of 
the first character code in the field to be 
affected. For this mode, the ACD input is tied 
low and blank characters will be displayed in 
the screen positions occupied by the attribute 
data (see Figure 11 ). In the second configura
tion, (ACD = 1 ), the character codes and 
attribute data are presented to the VAC in 
parallel. In this mode, dot data is displayed at 
each character position (see Figure 12). 

The CURSOR and the attribute input signals 
are pipelined internally to allow for system 
propagations (one CCLK for refresh RAM, 
one CCLK for dot generator). The attribute 
timing signals BLINK, UL, LPL and LL are 
clocked into the VAC at the beginning of each 
scan line by the falling edge of the BLANK 
input. Thus, these signals must be in their 
proper state at the falling edge of BLANK 
preceding the scan line at which they are to 
be active (see Figure 4). 
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DCLK 

CctK +-1 
VIDE01 

TTLVID1 

TTLVID2 

NOTES: 
W •White 
G •Gray 
B - Black 

w 

Q 

8 

Video Logic 

NORMAL 
GRAY ON BLACK 

The serial dot data and the pipelined cursor 
and attributes are combined to generate the 
three level current source on the VIDEO 
output. The three levels (white, gray, and 
black) are also encoded on the two TIL 
compatible outputs TILVID1 and TILVID2. 
The three levels are encoded as shown in 
Table 2. 

The video is normally shifted out on the 
leading edge of the DCLK. When the HOOT 
input is asserted, the corresponding dot data 
is delayed by one-half DCLK. This half-dot 
shifting, when used on selected lines of 
character video, can be used to effect char
acter rounding as shown in Figure 2. 

Attribute Hierarchy 
The video of each character block consists of 
four components as shown in Figure 3. 
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HIGHLIGHTED 
WHITE ON BLACK 

REVERSE 
GRAY ON WHITE 

Figure 1. Encoded Video Outputs 

Table 2. Video Output 

TTLVID2 TILVID1 

0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 

NOTE: 

REVERSE, 
HIGHLIGHTED 

BLACK ON WHrrE 

INTENSITY 

Black (or CBLANK) 
Gray (on black surround) 
Gray (on white surround) 
White 

The TTLVID1 output can be used independently to generate a two-level non-highlighted video. 

Symbol video is generated from the dot data 
inputs DO - 09. 

Underline video is enabled by the AUL attri
bute and is generated when the UL timing 
input is active. Underline and symbol video 
are always the same intensity. 

Strike-through video is enabled by the 
AL TPEN attribute and is generated when the 
LPL timing input is active. This video is always 
highlighted and takes precedence over the 
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symbol and underline video. This feature 
applies to the 2673A only. 

Surround video is the absence of symbol, 
underline and strike-through video or the 
presence of the non-display attributes 
(ABLANK or ABLINK • BLINK). 

The relative intensities of the four video 
components are determined by the remaining 
attributes (AHIL T, ABLANK, ABLINK, ARVID) 
and the BKGND and CURSOR inputs as 
illustrated in Table 3. 
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0000 H 0000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 H 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 H 0 0 0 

0 000 0 000 
0 H 0 

0000 0000 

H • LINES SHIFTED 

SYlllOL 
VIDEO .,-----!~~ 

STRIKETHRU 
VIDEO 

(2173A ONLY) 

UNDERLINE 
VIDEO 
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._.,_ __ SURROUND 
VIDEO 

Figure 2. "AT" Symbol With and Without Half-Dot Shifting Figure 3. Video Componentl of Character Block 

Table 3. Attributes Hierarchy ., 
ATTRIBUTES AND CONTROL INPUTS RELATIVE VIDEO INTENSITIES 

d = Don't Care W = White, B = Black, G = Gray 
-----j 

Strike· Through 
Symbol Or 

Surround BKGND5 Reverse1 Non·Dlsplay2 AHILT 
Vldeo3 Underline 

Vldeo3 
Vldeo3• 4 

0 0 0 0 w G B 
0 0 0 1 w w B 
0 0 1 d B B B 
0 1 0 0 B G w 
0 1 0 1 B B w 
0 1 1 d w w w 
1 0 0 0 B G w 
1 0 0 1 B B w 
1 0 1 d w w w 
1 1 0 0 w G B 
1 1 b 1 w w B 
1 1 1 d B B B 

NOTES: 
1. Reverse - ARVID • ~ + Al'l\7ll5 • CURSOR 
2. Non-display - ABLANK + ABLINK • BLINK 
3. See Figure 3. 
4. Symbol and underline video are always the same intensity. 
5. Reverse sense for VIDEO output. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 range o to +70 •c 

TsTG Storage temperature range -65 to + 150 ·c 

All voltages w~h respect to ground -0.5 to +6.0 v 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= o•c to +70°c, Vee= +5V ±5%, Vee =see Figure 143• 4• 5 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

V1L Input low voltage 0.8 v 
V1H Input high voltage 2 v 

VoL Output low voltage loL=4mA 0.4 v 
(except VIDEO) 

VoH Output high voltage loH=-400µA 2.4 v 
(except VIDEO) 

Ve VIDEO black level RL = 150!2 to GND 0 v 
Vo VIDEO gray level RL = 150!2 to GND 0.45 v 
Vw VIDEO white level RL = 150Q to GND 0.90 v 

l1L Input low current V1N=0.4V -400/ µA 
-8006 

l1H Input high current V1N=2.4V 20/406 µA 

Ice V cc supply current V1N = ov, Vee= Max 80 mA 
lea Vee supply current Vee= Max 120 mA 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 

the device at these or at any other condition above those indicated in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150'C maximum junction temperature. 
3. Parameters are valid over operating temperature range unless otherwise specified. ' 
4. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground (Vss). All input signals swing between 0.4V and 2.4V. All time measurements are referenced at input voltages 

of 0.8V, 2V and at output voltages of 0.8V, 2V as appropriate. 
5. Typical values are at + 25'C, typical supply voltages and typical processing parameters. 
6. For DCLK input. 
7. CL less than 150pF minimum could be faster. 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= o•c to + 1o•c, Vee~+ 5V ± 5%, Vee= see Figure 143• 4• 5 -LIMITS 2 
SYMBOL PARAMETER 

TEST 25MHz 18MHz 
UNIT 

CONDITIONS Version Version -
Min Max Min Max 

Dot clock<- Figure 10) 

Id Frequency (HOOT• 0) 25 18 MHz 
(HDOT•1) 18 18 MHz 

tOH High 15 22 ns 

IOL Low 15 22 ns 

Setup times to~ (see Figures 4, 5, 6 and 10) 

tes BLANK 50 50 ns 

tsc BLINK, UL, LPL, LL (ref to BLANK) 20 20 ns 

lsA Attributes 45 55 ns 

tso Dot data DO - 09 70 70 ns 

lsK CURSOR 50 50 ns 

Ifs AFLG, AMODE 50 65 ns 

lsH HOOT 45 55 ns 

Hold times from~ (aee Flgu...- 4, 5, a and 10) 

tHc BLINK, UL, LPL, LL (ref to BLANK) 20 20 ns 

tHA Attributes 20 20 ns 
tHo Dot data DO - 09 30 30 ns 

tHK CURSOR 20 20 ns 
tFH AFLG, AMODE 30 30 ns 
IHH HOOT 20 20 ns 

Setup tlmea to DCLK <- Figure 9) 

lsG BKGND 15 15 ns 

Isa CBLANK 15 15 ns 

tcs CCO-CC2 30' 35 ns 

Hold times from DCLK <- Figure 9) 

lHG BKGND 15 15 ns 

lHe CB LANK 15 15 ns 

tcH CCO-CC2 20 20 ns 

Delay tlmea (- Figures 6 and 7) 

looM GMO from DCLK 65 65 ns 

toe ~from DCLK Ct.= 150pF 
65 65 ns 

tov 7 TTLVID1 and TTLVID2 from DCLK 75 80 ns 

tov VIDEO from DCLK 240 240 ns 
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BLINK, UL 
LPL,LL _ _.,...._ ___ ,,,,.,.._ __ 

ATTRIBUTES 1 

2nd --- - -- I ~AST-1 I LAST 
____ _,.._.-...--._.-.-C'"H..,AR ..... _... __ -- _ _ • CHAR • CHAR 

NOTES, 
1. Attributes include: ABLINK, ABLANK, ARVIO, AUL, AHILT, and ALTPEN. 
2. One re-CT< delay for dot data (obtained from delay through character generator). 
3 See Figure 7 for detail timing ·Of VIDEO, TTLVID1, ITLVID2. 
4. Non.active scan time. VIDEO reverts to polarity selected by the BKGND input 
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Figure 4. VAC Pipeline Timing 

cm ___n___n_ Il__fLJL_ 
- l=•sK-l j-'HK 

V1Hf ' 
CURSOR -----=====::------

VIDEO I .. 
CHARACTER _./ 

WITH CURSOR 

Figure 5. Cursor Pipeline Timing 
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AFLG 
8'FHI 

(AMO::!::::::::r::::::r::::::~~-:~:-:~:-:~:-~-=-~-=-~-~~1:::::~:r::::::~:::~:r~==~:::::J~:: 

NOTE: 

I 
VIDEO -----.----,I..----.,,,,'"' 

(AMODE•1) ---...l..--....1---~~ 

GMD1 
(AllODE•11 _______ _. 

1. GMO output in 26738 version only. See Figure 7 for detail timing. 

Figure 6. Character (AMOOE = 0), Fleld (AMOOE = 1), and GMO Attribute Timing 

NOTE: 

VIDEO 
TILVID1,2 

GMD1 

(AllODE=11 

1. GMO output in 26738 version only. 

OCLK 

CCO-CC2 
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LAST-1 
PIXEL 

I 

-I 

LAST 
PIXEL 

1ot 
PIXEL 

2nd. 
PIXEL 

CHARACTER N-1 CHARACTER N 

---ir--•0011 

-----------x._ ___________ _ 

Figure 7. Video and GMO Pipeline Timing 

Figure 8. Character Clock Counter Timing 
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Microprocessor Products 

DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCN2674 Advanced Vid
eo Display Controller {AVDC) is a pro
grammable device designed for use in 
CRT terminals and display systems that 
employ raster scan techniques. The 
AVDC generates the vertical and hori
zontal timing signals necessary for the 
display of interlaced or non-interlaced 
data on a CRT monitor. It provides 
consecutive addressing to a user-speci
fied display buffer memory domain and 
controls the CPU display buffer interface 
for various buffer configuration modes. A 
variety of operating modes, display for
mats, and timing profiles can be imple
mented by programming the control reg
isters in the AVDC. 

A minimum CRT terminal system config
uration consists of an AVDC, an 
SCN2671 Keyboard and Communication 
Controller {PKCC), an SCN2670 Display 
Character and Graphics Generator 
{DCGG), an SCB2675 Color/Mono
chrome Attributes Controller {CMAC), a 
single-chip microcomputer such as the 
8048, a display buffer RAM, and a small 
amount of TTL for miscellaneous ad
dress decoding, interface, and control. 
Typically, the package count for a mini
mum system is between 15 and 20 
devices; system complexity can be en
hanced by upgrading the microproces
sor and expanding via the system ad
dress and data buses. 
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SCN2674 
Advanced Video Display 
Controller (AVDC) 
Product Specification 

FEATURES 
• 2.7MHz and 4MHz character rates 
• 1 to 256 characters per row 
• 1 to 16 raster lines per character 

row 
• 1 to 128 character rows per 

frame 
• Bit-mapped graphics mode 
• Programmable horizontal and 

vertical sync generators 
- RS-170 compatible sync 

• Interlaced or non-Interlaced 
operation 

• Up to 64k RAM addressing for 
multiple page operation 

• Readable, writable and 
lncrementable cursor 
- Programmable cursor size and 

blink 
•AC line lock 
• Automatic· wraparound of RAM 
• Automatic split screen 
• Automatic bidirectional soft 

scrolling 
- Programmable scan line 

increment 
• Row table addressing mode 
• Double height tops and bottoms 
• Double width control output 
• Selectable buffer Interface modes 
• Dynamic RAM refresh 
• Completely TTL compatible 
• Single + 5V power supply 
• Power-on reset circuit 

APPLICATIONS 
• CRT terminals 
•Word processing systems 
• Small business computers 
• Home computers 
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS 
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Pin Function 
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5 CTRL1 
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BLINK 41 AO 
27 DADD10/UL 42 A1 
28 DADD9/DW 43 A2. 
29 DADDS/FL 44 Vee 
30 DADD7/LA3 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Ycc=+sv ±5%, TA=o·c to +10°c 
PACKAGES 

4MHz 2.7MHz 

Ceramic DIP SCN2674BC4140 SCN2674BC3140 

Plastic DIP SCN2674BC4N40 SCN2674BC3N40 

Plastic LCC SCN2674BC4A44 SCN2674BC3A44 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

DIP PLCC 

AO-A2 37-39 41-43 I Address Lines: Used to select AVDC internal registers for read/write operations and for 
commands. 

00-07 8-15 9-11, 110 B·Blt Bldlrectlonsl Three-State Data Bus: Bit O is the LSB and bit 7 is the MSB. All data, 
13-17 command, and status transfers between the CPU and the AVDC take place over this bus. 

The direction of the transfer is controlled by the RD and WFi inputs when the CE input is low. 
When the ~ input is high, the data bus is in the 3-State condition. 

RD 1 2 I Read Strobe: Active low input. A low on this pin while CE is low causes the contents of the 
register selected by AO - A2 to be placed on the data bus. The read cycle begins on the 
leading (falling) edge of I'm. 

WR 3 4 I Write Strobe: Active low input. A low on this pin while CE is also low causes the contents of 
the data bus to be transferred to the register selected by AO - A2. The transfer occurs on the 
trailing (rising) edge ·Of Wfi. 

CE 2 3 I Chip Enable: Active low input. When low, data transfers between the CPU and the AVDC are 
enabled on DO- 07 as controlled by the WR, RD, and AO -A2 inputs. When ~ is high, 
effectively, the AVDC is isolated from the data bus and DO- 07 are placed in the 3-State 
condition. 

CCLK 16 18 I Character Clock: Timing signal derived from the video dot clock which is used to 
synchronize the AVDC's timing functions. 

HSYNC 19 21 0 Horizontal Sync: Active high output which provides video horizontal sync pulses. The timing 
parameters are programmable. 

VSYNC/ 18 20 0 Vertical Sync/Composite Sync: A control selects either vertical or composite sync pulses 
CSYNC on this active high output. When CSYNC is selected, equalization pulses are included. The 

liming parameters are programmable. 

BLANK 17 19 0 Blank: This active high output defines the horizontal and vertical borders of the display. 
Display control signals which are output on DADDO through DADD13 are valid on the trailing 
edge of BLANK. 

CURSOR 7 8 0 Cursor Gate: This output becomes active for a specified number of scan lines when the 
address contained in the cursor register matches the address output on DADDO through 
DADD13 for displayable character addresses. The first and last lines of the cursor and a 
blink option are programmable. When the row table addressing mode is enabled, this output 
is active for a portion of the blanking interval prior to the first scan line of a character row, 
while the AVDC is fetching the starting address for that row. 

INTR 35 39 0 Interrupt Request: Open drain output which supplies an active low interrupt request from 
any of five maskable sources. This pin is inactive after a power on reset or a master reset 
command. 

ACLL 36 40 I AC Line Lock: If this input is low after the programmed vertical front porch interval, the 
vertical front porch will be lengthened by increments of horizontal scan line times until this 
input goes high. This input should be pulled high if not being used. 

CTRL1 4 5 1/0 Handshake Control 1: In independent mode, provides an active low write data buffer (Wl5ri) 
output which strobes data from the interface latch into the display memory. In transparent 
and shared modes, this is an active low processor bus request (~) input which 
indicates that the CPU desires to access the display memory. 

CTRL2 5 6 0 Handshake Control 2: In independent mode, provides an active low read data buffer (mm} 
output which strobes data from the display memory into the interface latch. In transparent 
and shared modes, this is an active low bus external enable ("Eim) output which indicates 
that the AVDC has relinquished control of the display memory (DADDO - DADD13 are in the 
3-State condition) in response to a CPU bus request. BtlCT also goes low in response to a 
'display off and float DADD' command. In row buffer mode, It is an active low bus request 
(BREQ) output which halts the CPU during a line OMA. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE 

DIP PLCC 

CTRL3 6 7 0 

DADDO- 34·21 38-35, 0 
DADD13 33-24 

Vee 40 44 I 

GND 20 22 I 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
As shown in the block diagram, the AVDC 
contains the following major blocks: 

- Data bus buffer 

- interface Logic 

- Operation Control 

- Timing 

- Display Control 

- Buffer Control 

Data Bus Buffer 
The data bus buffer provides the interface 
between the external and internal data buses. 

December 12, 1986 

NAME AND FUNCTION 

Handshake Control 3: In independent mode, provides the active low buffer chip enable 
(BCE) signal to the display memory. In transparent and shared modes, provides an active low 
bus acknowledge (BACK) output which serves as a ready signal to the CPU in response to a 
processor bus request. In row buffer mode, this is an active high memory bus control (MBC) 
output which configures the system for the DMA transfer of one row of character codes from 
system memory to the row display buffer. 

Display Address: Used by the AVDC to address up to 16k of display memory directly, or up 
to 64k of memory by demultiplexing DADD14 and DADD15. These outputs are floated at 
various times depending on the buffer mode. Various control signals are multiplexed on 
DADDO through DADD13 and are valid at the trailing edge of BLANK. These control signals 
are: 

DADDO/LG 
Line Graphics: Output which denotes bit-mapped graphic mode. 

DADD1/DADD14 
Display Address 14: Multiplexed address bit used to extend addressing to 64k. 

DADD2/DADD15 
Dlsplay Address 15: Multiplexed address bit used to extend addressing to 64k. 

DADD3/LR 
Last Row: Output which indicates the last active character row of each field. 

DADD4 - DADD? /LAO - LA3 
Line Address: Provides the number of the current scan line count for each character row. 

DADDS/FL 
First Line: Asserted during the blanking interval just prior to the first scan line of each 
character row. 

DADD9/DW 
Double Width: Output which denotes a double width character row. 

DADD10/UL 
Underllne: Asserted during the blanking interval just prior to the scan line which matches the 
programmed underline position (lines O through 15). 

DADD11/BLINK 
Bllnk Frequency: Provides an output divided down from the vertical sync rate. 

DADD12/0DD 
Odd Field: Active high signal which is asserted before each scan line of the odd field when 
interlace is specttied. Replaces DADD4/LAO as the least significant line address for 
interlaced sync and video applications. 

DADD13/LL 
Last Line: Asserted during the blanking interval just prior to the last scan line of each 
character row. 

Power Supply: + 5V power input. 

Ground: Signal and power ground input. 

It is controlled by the operation control block 
to allow read and write operations to take 
place between the controlling CPU and the 
AVDC. 

Interface Logic 
The interface logic contains address decod· 
ing and read and write circu~s to permit 
communications with the microprocessor via 
the data bus buffer. The functions performed 
by the CPU read and write operations are 
shown in Table 1. 
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Operation Control 
The operation control section decodes con· 
figuration and operation commands from the 
CPU and generates appropriate signals to 
other internal sections to control the overall 
device operation. It contains the timing and 
display registers which configure the display 
format and operating mode, the interrupt 
logic, and the status register which provides 
operational feedback to the CPU. 

Timing 
The timing section contains the counters and 
decoding logic necessary to generate the 
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monitor timing outputs and to control the Table 1. AVDC Addressing 
display format. These timing parameters are 
selected by programming of the initialization 
registers. 

Display Control 
The display control section generates linear 
addressing for up to 16k by1es of display 
memory. Internal comparators limit the por
tion of the memory which is displayed to 
programmed values. Additional functions per
formed in this section include cursor position
ing and address comparisons required for 
generation of timing signals, double-height 
tops and bottoms, smooth scrolling, and the 
split screen interrupts. 

Buffer Control 
The buffer control section generates three 
signals which control the transfer of data 
between the CPU and the display buffer 
memory. Four system configurations requiring 
four different 'handshaking' schemes are 
supported. These are described below. 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 
Figure 1 illustrates the block diagram of a 
typical display terminal using the Signetics 
SCN2670, SCN2671, SCN2674, and 
SCB2675 CRT terminal devices. In this sys' 
tern, the CPU examines inputs from the data 
communications line and the keyboard and 
places the data to be displayed in the display 
buffer memory. This buffer is typically a RAM 
which holds the data for a single or multiple 
screenload (page) or for a single character 
row. 

The AVDC supports four common system 
configurations of display buffer memory: the 
independent, transparent, shared, and row 
buffer modes. The first three modes utilize a 
single or multiple page RAM and differ primar
ily in the means used to transfer display data 
between the RAM and the CPU. The row 
buffer mode makes use of a single row buffer 
(which can be a shift register or a small RAM) 
that is updated in real time to contain the 
appropriate display data. 

The user programs bits 0 and 1 of IRO to 
select the mode best suited for the system 
environment. The CNTRL 1 - 3 outputs per
form different functions for each mode and 
are named accordingly in the description of 
each mode. 

Independent Mode 
The CPU to RAM interface configuration for 
this mode is illustrated in Figure 2. Tran sf er of 
data between the CPU and display memory is 
accomplished via a bidirectional latched port 
and is controlled by read data buffer (!'IDB), 
write data buffer (WDB), and buffer chip 
enable (BCE). This mode provides a noncon
tention type of operation that does not require 
address multiplexers. The CPU does not 
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A2 A1 AO READ (RD=O) WRITE (WR = 0) 

0 0 0 Interrupt register Initialization registers 1 

0 0 1 Status register Command register 
0 1 0 Screen start 1 lower register Screen start 1 lower register 
0 1 1 Screen start 1 upper register Screen start 1 upper register 
1 0 0 Cursor address lower register Cursor address lower register 
1 0 1 Cursor address upper register Cursor address upper register 
1 1 0 Screen start 2 lower register Screen start 2 lower register 
1 1 1 Screen start 2 upper register Screen start 2 upper register 

NOTE: 
1. There are 15 initialization registers which are accessed sequentially via a single address. The AVDC 

maintains an internal pointer to these registers which is incremented after each write at this address until 
the last register (IA14) is accessed. The pointer then continues to point to IR14 for adctitional accesses. 
Upon a power-on or a master reset command, the internal pointer is reset to point to the first register (IRO) 
of the initialization register group. The internal pointer can also be preset to any register of the group via 
the 'load IA address pointer' command. 

address the memory directly - the read or 
write operation is performed at the address 
contained in the cursor address register or 
the pointer address register as specified by 
the CPU. The AVDC enacts the data transfers 
during blanking intervals in order to prevent 
visual disturbances of the displayed data. 

The CPU manages the data transfers by 
supplying commands to the AVDC. The com
mands used are: 

1. Read/write at pointer address. 

2. Read/write at cursor address (with op
tional increment of address). 

3. Read/write from cursor address to 
pointer address. 

The operational sequence for a write opera
tion is: 

1. CPU checks RDFLG status bit to assure 
that any delayed commands have been 
completed. 

2. CPU loads data to be written to display 
memory into the interface latch. 

3. CPU writes address into cursor or pointer 
registers. 

4. CPU issues 'write at cursor with/without 
increment' or 'write at pointer' command. 

5. AVDC generates control signals and out
puts specified address to perform re
quested operation. Data is copied from 
the interface latch into the memory. 

6. AVDC sets RDFLG status to indicate that 
the write is completed. 

Similarly, a read operation proceeds as fol
lows: 

1 . Steps 1 and 3 as above. 

2. CPU issues 'read at cursor with/without 
increment' or 'read at pointer' command. 

3. AVDC generates control signals and out
puts specified address to perform re
quested operation. Data is copied from 
memory to the interface latch and A VDC 
sets RDFLG status to indicate that the 
read is completed. 
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4. CPU checks RDFLG status to see if 
operation is completed. 

5. CPU reads data from interface latch. 

Loading the same data into a block of display 
memory is accomplished via the 'write from 
cursor to pointer' command: 

1. CPU checks RDFLG status bit to assure 
that any delayed commands have been 
completed. 

2. CPU loads data to be written to display 
memory into the interface latch. 

3. CPU writes beginning address of memory 
block into cursor address register and 
ending address of block into pointer ad
dress register. 

4. CPU issues 'write from cursor to pointer' 
command. 

5. AVDC generates control signals and out
puts block addresses to copy data from 
the interface latch into the specified 
block of memory. 

6. AVDC sets RDFLG status to indicate that 
the block write is completed. 

Similar sequences can be implemented on an 
interrupt driven basis using the READY inter
rupt output to advise the CPU that a previous
ly asserted delayed command has been com
pleted. 

Two timing sequences are possible for the 
'read/write at cursor/pointer' commands. If 
the command is given during the active dis
play window (defined as first scan line of the 
first character row to the last scan line of the 
last character row), the operation takes place 
during the next horizontal blanking interval, as 
illustrated in Figure 3. If the command is given 
during the vertical blanking interval, or while 
the display has been commanded blanked, 
the operation takes place immediately. In the 
latter case, the execution time for the com
mand is approximately five character clocks 
(see Figure 4). 

i 
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Figure 2. Independent Buffer Mode Configuration 
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2. If command execution occurs just prior to the first scan tine of a character row and row table addresalng mode is enabled, execution of the command Is delayed by 

two character ctocks from the timing illustrated 

Figure 3. Read/Write at Curaor/Polnter Command Timing (Command Recelvad During Actlva Display Window) 
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BLANK 

AVDC READ COMMAND 
ADDRESS 

Product Specification 

AVDC WRITE COMMAND 
ADDRESS 

SCN2674 

Figure 4. Read/Write at Cursor/Pointer Command Timing (Command Received While Display is Blanked) 

Timing for the 'read/write from cursor to 
pointer' operation is shown in Figure 5. The 
memory is filled at a rate of one location per 
two character times. The command will exe· 
cute only during blanking intervals and may 
require many horizontal or vertical blanking 
intervals to complete. Additional delayed 
commands can be asserted immediately alter 
this command has completed. 

Immediate commands can be asserted at any 
time regardless of the state of the ready 
status/interrupt. 

Shared and Transparent Buffer 
Modes 
In these modes, the display buffer RAM is a 
part of the CPU memory domain and is 
addressed directly by the CPU. Both modes 
use the same hardware configuration with the 
CPU accessing the display buffer via 3-State 
drivers (see Figure 6). The processor bus 
request (PBREQ) control signal informs the 
A VDC that the CPU is requesting access to 
the display butler. In response to this request, 
the A VDC raises bus acknowledge (BACK) 
until its bus external (BEXT) output has freed 
the display address and data buses for CPU 
access. BACK, which can be used as a 'hold' 
input to the CPU, is then lowered to indicate 
that the CPU can access the buffer. 

In transparent mode, the AVDC delays the 
granting of the buffer to the CPU until a 
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vertical or horizontal blanking interval, there
by causing minimum disturbance of the dis
play. In shared mode, the AVDC will blank the 
display and grant immediate access to the 
CPU. Timing for these modes is illustrated in 
Figures 7, 8, and 9. 

Row Buffer Mode 
Figures 10 and 11 show the timing and a 
typical hardware implementation for the row 
buffer mode. During the first scan line (line O) 
of each character row, the AVDC halts the 
CPU and DMAs the next row of character 
data from the system memory to the row 
buffer memory. The AVDC then releases the 
CPU and displays the row buffer data for the 
programmed number of scan lines. The con
trol signal BREQ informs the CPU that char
acter addresses and the MBC signal will start 
at the next falling edge of BLANK. The CPU 
must release the address and data buses 
before this time to prevent bus contention. 
Alter the row of character data is transferred 
to the row buffer RAM, BREQ returns high to 
grant memory control back to the CPU. 

Row Table Addressing Mode 
In this mode, each character row in the 
screen image memory has a unique starting 
address. This provides greater flexibility with 
respect to screen operations, such as editing, 
than the sequential addressing mode. The 
row table, Figure 12, is a list of starting 
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addresses for each character row and may 
reside anywhere in the AVDC's addressable 
memory space. Each entry in the table con
sists of two bytes: the first byte contains the 8 
LSBs of the row starting address and the 
second byte contains, in its 6 least significant 
bits, the 6 MSBs of the row starting address. 
The function of the two MSBs of the second 
byte is selected by programming IRO[?]. They 
may be used either as row attribute bits to 
control double width and double height for 
that character row, or as an additional two 
address bits to extend the usable display 
memory to 64k. 

The first address of the row table is designat
ed in screen start register two (SSR2). If row 
table addressing is enabled via IR2[7], and 
the display is on, the A VDC fetches the next 
row's starting address from the table during 
the blanking interval prior to the first scan line 
of each character row, while simultaneously 
incrementing the contents of SSR2 by two so 
as to point to the next table entry. The 
fetching of the row starting address from the 
row table is indicated by the assertion of the 
CURSOR output during BLANK. The address 
read from the table by the AVDC is loaded 
into screen start register 1 (SSR1) for use 
internally. Since the contents of SSR2 chang
es as the table entries are fetched, it must be 
re-initialized to point to the first table entry 
during each vertical retrace interval. 
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{ PBReQ CPU --
BACK 

liEXr' 

2674 
AVDC 

CTRl1 

CTRL3 

CTRL2 

SELECT 
DECODE 

UPPER 

SYSTEM ADDRESS BUS 

SYSTEM DAT A BUS 

REFRESH 
RAM 

ADA 

Ce 
Wii 
DATAUO 

Figure 6. AVDC Shared or Transpar,nt Buffer Modes 

Product Speclflcat!on 

SCN2674 

~RE;-\(1) ~ ,----- r;;-------------l"l!-----------------· 
u ~~-+-----+----+--------~~·~--------· 

BACK' ~~ 
'__} ~2-

ll I I r-----------~e-----------------', \ (3,4) • I 

)

,..(1-) ________________ _,ll' ___________ -_-_-_-__ ..... (2) 

BLANK HORIZONTAL BLA~KING INTERVAL \""----------~?------\ -----t ... ------- , __________ _ 

(4) 

DADO~ ~SES 
~~ 

AVDCCTALSIGNALS 1ST CttAR. 
TO CMAC AND DCGG ADDRESS 

AVDCCTAl.SIONALS 1STCHAA. 
TO CMAC AND DCQQ ADDRESS 

Wf'023118 

NOTES' 

~: fr9=~tn:a~7:=/:r ~~xttht~ ~:g~ ~f ~~:C~iz~r!1d:a~~n~t:~. 1~h~ =1:::1!~~~:9=ked. 
3. Accesses during vertical blank or "display off" ar& granted only at the beginning of the horizontal frOnt porch. 
4. If row table addressing is enabled, CPU access Is delayed by two character clocks prior to the first scan line of each character row. 

Figure 7. Transparent Buffer Mode Timing 
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BACi< 

,----- {t;---------~~-------------
'------+------+------+---~.~--- -----' ______ ....... 

lim 

BLANK 

NOTE: 

r--- r--------~~------------
------i~-------.J 

SYSTEM -· 
(1) 

,--------~~----~ 
. '----------

AVDC CTRL SIGNALS 1ST CHAR. 
TO CMAC AND DCQG ADDRESS 

AVDC CTRL SIGNALS 1ST CHAR. 
TO CMA.C AND OCGG ADDRESS 

1. If Pmfm is negated after the next to last eea< of the horizontal blanking Interval, the next scan line will also be blanked. 

Figure 8. Shared Buffer Mode Timing 

(a) 

VBLANK OR OBLANK 

DAD ~ 
REFRESH REFRESH 

ADDRESSES ;o0REsSEs 

a. During Vertical Blank or Attar 'Dlaplay Off' Command In 
Shared Mode Only. See Figure 7 for Transparent Timing. 

(b) 

PBREq_---------------~~----------------· 

BACK.._----------------ii'----------------~ 

BEXT.~--------------~I'----------------~ 

BLANK 

_J SYSTEM PROCESSOR HAS lJONTINUOUS BUS CONTROl. )-

DADD''-------~iil--------' 

b. After 'Display Off and 3·State' Command 

Figure 9. Shared and Transparent Mode Timing 
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2 x 2112 

Figure 1 O. Row Buffer Mode Configuration 

NOTE: 
If row table addressing is enabled, ~ will be asserted at the middle of the last scan line of the prior row, and MBC will be asserted at the beginning of BLANK. 

Row table addressing is intended primarily for 
use in conjunction with the row buffer mode 
of operation and requires no additional circuit
ry in that case. It may also be used with the 
independent and transparent buffer modes, 
but circuitry must be added to route the data 
from the display memory to the data bus 
inputs of the AVDC. Additionally, when not 
operating in row buffer mode, care must be 
taken to assure that the CPU does not 
attempt to access the AVDC while it is 
reading the row table. One way of preventing 
this is to latch the last line output which is 
multiplexed on DADD13 and to test this latch 
prior to reading or writing the AVDC. The 
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Figure 11. Row Buffer Mode Timing 

AVDC should only be accessed if the latch is 
low, indicating that the last line of the row is 
not active. · 

Figure 13 illustrates a typical hardware imple
mentation for use in conjunction with inde
pendent and transparent modes, and Figure 
14 shows the timing for row table operation. 

OPERATION 
After power is applied, the AVDC will be in an 
inactive state. Two consecutive 'master re
set' commands are necessary to release this 
circuitry and ready the AVDC for operation. 
Two register groups exist within the AVDC: 

2-156 

the initialization registers and the display 
control registers. The initialization registers 
select the system configuration, monitor tim
ing, cursor shape, display memory domain, 
pointer address, scrolling region, double 
height and width condition, and screen for
mat. These are loaded first and normally 
require no modification except for certain 
special visual effects. The display control 
registers specify the memory address of the 
base character (upper left comer of screen), 
the cursor position, and the split screen 
addresses associated with the scrolling area 
or an alternate memory. These may require 
modification during operation. 
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ROW TABLE! 
IN MEMORY 

THIRD 
DATA ROW 

FIRST! DATA ROW 

SECOND l DATA ROW 

~ 
A 
B 
c 
0 
E 

F 

1st CHAR 

2nd CHAR 

0 
0 
0 

LAST CHAR 

1st CHAR 

2nd CHAR 

0 
0 

L... 0 

LAST CHAR 

1st CHAR 

2nd CHAR 

0 
0 
0 

LAST CHAR 

SSR2 l 

1~ 
}-

J-

1----l 

Figure 12. Row Table Address Format 

After initial loading of the two register groups, 
the A VDC is ready to control the monitor 
screen. Prior to executing the AVDC com
mands which turn on the display and cursor, 
the user should load the display memory with 
the first data to be displayed. During opera
tion, the A VDC will sequentially address the 
display memory within the limits programmed 
into its registers. The memory outputs charac
ter codes to the system character and graph
ics generation logic, where they are convert
ed to the serial video stream necessary to 
display the data on the CRT. The user effects 
changes to the display by modifying the 
contents of the display memory, the AVDC 
display control and command registers, and 
the initialization registers, if required. Inter
rupts and status conditions generated by the 
AVDC supply the 'handshaking' information 
necessary for the CPU to effect real-time 
display changes in the proper time frame if 
required. 
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Initialization Registers 
There are 15 initialization registers 
(IRO - IR14) which are accessed sequentially 
via a single address. The AVDC maintains an 
internal pointer to these registers which is 
incremented after each write at this address 
until the last register (IR14) is accessed. The 
pointer then continues to point to IR14 for 
further accesses. Upon a power-on or a 
master reset command, the internal pointer is 
reset to point to the first register (IRO) of the 
initialization register group. The internal point
er can also be preset to any register of the 
group via the 'load IR address pointer' com
mand. These registers are write only and are 
used to specify parameters such as the 
system configuration, display format, cursor 
shape, and monitor timing. Register formats 
are shown in Table 2. 

IR0[7) - Double Height/Width Enable 
When this bit is set, the value in IR14[7:6) is 
used to control the double height and width 
conditions of each character row. Assertion 
of this bit also allows IR14[7:6] to be pro
grammed in two ways: 

1. By the CPU writing to IR14 directly. 

2. When the contents of screen start regis
ter 1 (SSR1) upper are changed, either 
by the CPU writing to this register or by 
the automatic loading of SSR 1 when 
operating in row table mode, the two 
MSBs of SSR1 upper are copied into 
IR14[7:6]. Thus, the MSBs of each row 
table entry can be used to control double 
height and double width attributes on a 
row by row basis. 

IR14(5:4) are not active when this bit is set. 
When this bit is reset, the double height and 
width attributes operate as described in 
IR[14]. 

IR0[6:3] - Scan Lines Per Character 
Row 
Both interlaced and non-interlaced scanning 
are supported by the AVDC. For interlaced 
mode, two different formats can be imple
mented, depending on the interconnection 
between the AVDC and the character genera
tor (see IR1 [7)). This field defines the number 
of scan lines used to compose a character 
row for each technique. As scanning occurs, 
the scan line count is output on the LAO - LA3 
and ODD pins. 

IR0[2l- VSYNC/CSVNC Enable 
This bit selects either vertical sync pulses or 
composite sync pulses on the VSYNC/ 
CSYNC output (pin 18). The composite sync 
waveform conforms to EIA RS-170 stan-
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dards, with the vertical interval composed of 
six equalizing pulses, six vertical sync pulses, 
and six more equalizing pulses. 

IR0[1:0]- Buffer Mode Select 
Four buffer memory modes may be selective
ly enabled to accommodate the desired sys
tem configuration. (See System Configura
tions). 

IR 1 [7] - Interlace Enable 
Specifies interlaced or non-interlaced timing 
operation. Two modes of interlaced operation 
are available, depending on whether 
LAO - LA3 or ODD, LAO - LA2 are used as 
the line address for the character generator. 
The resulting displays are shown in Figure 15. 

For 'interlaced sync' operation, the same 
information is displayed in both odd and even 
fields, resulting in enhanced readability. The 
AVDC outputs successive line numbers in 
ascending order on the LAO - LA3 lines, one 
per scan line for each field. 

The 'interlaced sync and video' format dou
bles the character density on the screen. The 
AVDC outputs successive line numbers in 
ascending order on the ODD and LAO - LA2 
lines, one per scan line for each field. The 
number of scan lines per character row is 
always even. Assume that the first character 
row is row 0 (even). When scanning through 
the odd field, the scan line numbers being 
displayed are odd for both the even and odd 
character rows. When scanning through the 
even field, the scan line numbers being dis
played are even for both even and odd 
character rows (see Figure 15). 

IR 1 [6:0) - Equalizing Constant 
This field indirectly defines the horizontal 
front porch and is used internally to generate 
the equalizing pulses for the RS-170 compati
ble CSYNC. The value for this field is the total 
number of character clocks (CCLKs) during a 
horizontal line period divided by two, minus 
two times the number of character clocks in 
the horizontal sync pulse: 

EC = HAcT + HFP + HsvNc + Hep 
2 2(HsvNd 

The definition of the individual parameters is 
illustrated in Figure 16. The minimum value of 
Hfp is three character clocks, four CCLKs for 
row table addressing. Note that when using 
the 2675 GMAC, it will delay the blank pulse 
three CCLKs relative to the HSYNC pulse. 
Because of this delay, the actual HFP and 
HBP values will be different from the values 
programmed into the A VDC. The actual HFP 
will be decreased by 3 character clocks. The 
actual HBP will be increased by 3 character 
clocks. 
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CURSOR 

Rii 
74LS2441'---------~D_IS_P_LA_Y_D_A_T_A_e_u_s ________ -y 

SELECT 
DECODE 

CE 
CE 

74LS245 

WR 
SIR 

AF009008 

Figure 13. Row Table Mode Configuration (Non-Row Buffer Modes) 

IR2[7] - Row Table Mode Enable 
Assertion/negation of this bit causes the 
A VDC to begin/terminate operating in row 
table mode starting at the next character row. 
See Row Table Addressing Mode section. By 
using the split interrupt capability of the 
A VDC, this mode can be enabled and dis
abled on a particular character row. This 
allows a combination of row table and se
quential addressing to be utilized to provide 
maximum flexibility in generating the display. 

IR2[6:3] - Horizontal Sync Pulse Width 
This field specifies the width of the HSYNC 
pulse in Ceo< periods. 

IR2[2:0] - Horizontal Back Porch 
This field defines the number of CCO<s 
between the trailing edge of HSYNC and the 
trailing edge of BLANK. 

IR3[7:5] - Vertical Front Porch 
Specifies the number of scan line periods 
between the rising edges of BLANK and 
VSYNC during the vertical retrace interval. 
The vertical front porch will be extended in 
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increments of scan lines if the ACLL input is 
low at the end of the programmed value. 

IR3[ 4:0] - Vertical Back Porch 
This field determines the number of scan line 
periods between the falling edges of the 
VSYNC and BLANK outputs. 

IR4[7] - Character Blink Rate 
Specifies the frequency for the character 
blink attribute timing. The blink rate can be 
specified as Ya4 or ~128 of the vertical field 
rate. The timing signal has a duty cycle of 
50% and is multiplexed onto the DADD11 / 
BLINK output at the falling edge of each 
BLANK. 

IR4[6:0] - Character Rows Per Screen 
This field defines the number of character 
rows to be displayed. This value multiplied by 
the scan lines per character row, plus the 
vertical front porch, the vertical back porch 
values, and the vertical sync pulse width is 
the vertical scan period in scan lines. 
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IR5[7:0] -Active Characters Per Row 
This field determines the number of charac
ters to be displayed on each row of the CRT 
screen. The sum of this value, the horizontal 
front porch, the horizontal sync width, and the 
horizontal back porch is the horizontal scan 
period in CCO<s. 

IR6[7:4], IR6[3:0] - First and Last Scan 
Line of Cursor 
These two fields specify the height and posi
tion of the cursor on the character block. The 
'first' line is the topmost line when scanning 
from the top to the bottom of the screen. The 
value of the 'first line of cursor' must be less 
than the 'last line of cursor' value. 

IR7[7:6] - Vertical Sync Pulse Width 
This field specifies the width of the VSYNC 
pulse in scan line periods. 

IR7[5] - Cursor Blink Enable 
This bit controls whether or not the cursor 
output pin will be blinked at the selected rate 
(IR7[4]). The blink duty cycle for the cursor is 
50%. 
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ROW BUFFER 
MODE 

NOTES: 

CCLK lJUUUlfUUU1fl 1JUU1Jl. 
I I I 

BLANK 
.._ ___ L_A_sT_L_1N_E_o_F_R_ow ____ __,I I ~'+l---F-1R_sT __ L1_NE_o_F_R_o_w __ __,pl~,------~l... 

HSYNcJl in I I IL_ 
l-..__EC_+_2--HS_W_ffii<_L_K_s_-j ______ I_, I II 

BRED I 1' I ,_I ---

SSR2 I 
MBC SSR2+1 I 

REFRESHj 

DADD 

CURSOR 

LAST LINE ADDRESSES FIRST LINE ADDRESSES REFRESH 4 

TRANSPARENT 
BUFFER MODE 

INDEPENDENT 
BUFFER MODE 

DADO 111 \ I .i. I FIRSTLINEADDRESSES 13-STATEI I .i. I 
13·STATE I 

BREQ~~~l~_,l I r--
11 BUS REQUEST I NO FETCH BUS 

---- DURING I REQUEST 

BACK i I FETCH CYCLE I LF 

DADO 

I I 

(CURSOR OR POINTER ADDRESSES 
FOR DELAYED COMMANDS) 

FIRST LINE ADDRESSES 

ROB LI 
iiCE----11.JJ.._ _______________ __ 

d = Multiplexed control signals (LG,DW, etc.) 
EC = Equalizing constant 
HSW = Horizontal sync width 

Figure 14. Row Table Mode Timing 
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Table 2. Initialization Register Bit Formats 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

DOUBLE SCAN LINES PER CHARACTER ROW SYNC BUFFER MODE 
HT/WO NON-INTERLACED INTERLACED SELECT SELECT 

0000 = 1 LINE 0000 = 2 LINES 
0001 = 2 LINES 0001 = 4 LINES 

IRO O=OFF 0010 = 3 LINES 0010 = 6.LINES O=VSYNC 00 = INDEPENDENT 
1 =ON . . 1 =CSYNC 01 = TRANSPARENT . . 10=SHARED 

1110 = 15 LINES 1110 = 30 LINES 11 =ROW 
1111=16 LINES 1111 =UNDEFINED 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

INTERLACE EQUALIZING CONSTANT 
ENABLE 

00000000 = 1 CCLK 
00000001=2 CCLK CALCULATED FROM: 

IR1 . 
O=NON-INT . EC = 0.5(HACT + Hfp + HsYNC + Hep) - 2(HsvNcl 
1 =INTER 11111110 = 127 CCLK 

11111111=128 CCLK 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

ROW HORIZONTAL SYNC WIDTH HORIZONTAL BACK PORCH 
TABLE 

0000=2 CCLK 000 = NOT ALLOWED 
0001 =4 CCLK 001 =3 CCLK . . 

IR2 O=OFF . . 
1 =ON 1110 = 30 CCLK 110=23 CCLK 

1111=32 CCLK 111 =27 CCLK 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

VERTICAL FRONT PORCH VERTICAL BACK PORCH 

000 = 4 SCAN LINES 00000 = 4 SCAN LINES 
001 = 8 SCAN LINES 00001 = 6 SCAN LINES 

IR3 
. . . . 

110 = 28 SCAN LINES 11110 = 64 SCAN LINES 
111=32 SCAN LINES 11111=66 SCAN LINES 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

CHARACTER ACTIVE CHARACTER ROWS PER SCREEN 
BLINK 

00000000 = 1 ROW RATE 
00000001=2 ROWS 

IR4 
0 = 1/64 . 
VSYNC . 
1=11128 11111110 = 127 ROWS 
VSYNC 11111111=128 ROWS 
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Table 2. Initialization Register Bit Formats (Continued) -
BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 2 -ACTIVE CHARACTERS PER ROW 

00000010 = 3 CHARACTERS 
00000011=4 CHARACTERS 

IR5 

11111110 = 255 CHARACTERS 
11111111=256 CHARACTERS 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

FIRST LINE OF CURSOR LAST LINE OF CURSOR 

0000 = SCAN LINE 0 0000 = SCAN LINE 0 
0001 = SCAN LINE 1 0001 = SCAN LINE 1 

IR6 
. . . . 

1110=SCAN LINE 14 1110=SCAN LINE 14 
1111 =SCAN LINE 15 1111 =SCAN LINE 15 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

VSYNC WIDTH CURSOR CURSOR UNDERLINE POSITION 
BLINK. RATE 

0000 = SCAN LINE 0 
00=3 SCAN LN 0001 = SCAN LINE 1 

IR7 
01=1 SCAN LN . 
10=5 SCAN LN O=OFF O= 1fa2 . 
11=7 SCAN LN 1=0N 1 = }'&4 1110 =SCAN LINE 14 

1111 =SCAN LINE 15 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

DISPLAY BUFFER FIRST ADDRESS LSB'S 

H'OOO=O 
H'001=1 

IRB NOTE: MSB'S ARE IN 
IR9[3:0] 

H'FFE = 4,094 
H'FFF = 4,095 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

DISPLAY BUFFER LAST ADDRESS DISPLAY BUFFER FIRST ADDRESS MSB'S 

0000 = 1,023 
0001=2,047 

IR9 
. 

SEE IRB . 
1110 = 15,359 
1111=16,383 
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Table 2. Initialization Register Bit Formats (Continued) 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

DISPLAY POINTER ADDRESS LOWER 

SEE IR11 
IR10 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

LZ DOWN LZ UP DISPLAY POINTER ADDRESS UPPER 

O=OFF O=OFF H'OOOO' = 0 
1 =ON 1 =ON H'0001' = 1 

IR11 . . 
H'3FFF' = 16,383 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

SCROLL SPLIT REGISTER 1 
START 

00000000 = ROW 1 
O=OFF 00000001 =ROW 2 

IR12 1 =ON . . 
11111111 =ROW 128 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

SCROLL SPLIT REGISTER 2 
END 

00000000 = ROW 1 

O=OFF 00000001 =ROW 2 
IR13 1=0N . . 

11111111 =ROW 128 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

DOUBLE 1 DOUBLE 2 LINES TO SCROLL 

OO=NORMAL OO=NORMAL 0000 = 1 SCAN LINE 0 
01 = DOUBLE WIDTH 01 = DOUBLE WIDTH 0001=2 SCAN LINE 1 

IR14 10=DB WO & TOPS 10=DB WO & TOPS . . 
11 =DB WO & BOTS 11=DB WO & BOTS . . 

1110=15 SCAN LINE 14 
1111=16 SCAN LINE 15 
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r-----------------~---:-:-:-1 ~ [ l 

9SCAN 
LINES/ 

ROW 

LINE ADDRESS 
TO CHAR GEN 

1 -·-·-·-·-·---
2 -·--------

3 -·--------

4 -·-·-·-----

5 -·--------

6 -·--------

7 -·-·-·-·-·--

1 -·-·-·-·-·--

2 -·--------

3 -·--------

4 -·-·-·-----
5 -·--------. -·--------

7 -·-·-·-·-· ---

NON INTERLACED 
IR0• 1000; TOTAL LINES/ROW =9 

IR7[ 4] - Cursor Bllnk Rate 
The cursor blink rate can be specified at "32 
or 1ts4 of the vertical scan frequency. Blink is 
effective only if blink is enabled by IR7[5]. 

IR7[3:0] - Underline Position 
This field defines which scan line of the 
character row will be used for the underline 
attribute by the 2675 CMAC. The timing signal 
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18SCAN 
LINESJ 

ROW 

LINE ADDRESS 
TO CHAR GEN 

o---------
1 -·-·-·-·-·--1 -0-0-0-0-0--
2 -·--------

2 -0--------
3 -·--------

3 -0--------

4 -·-·-·-----4 -0-0-0-----

5 -·--------
5 -o--------

6 -·--------
6 -o--------

7 -·-·-·-·-·--7 -0-0-0-0-0--

0 ---------

1 -·-·-·-·-·--1 -0-0-0-0-0--
2 -·--------

2 -0--------
3 -·--------

3 -0--------
4 -·-·-·-----4 -0-0-0-----
5 -·--------

5 -0--------. -·--------
6 -o--------

7 -·-·-·-·-·--7 -0-0-0-0-0--

INTERLACED SYNC 
IRO= 1000; TOTAL LINES/ROW= 18 

Figure 15. Interlaced Display Modes 

is multiplexed onto the DADD1 O/UL output 
during the falling edge of BLANK. 

IR9[3:0], IR8[7:0] - Display Buffer First 
Address 

IR9[7:4] - Display Buffer Last Address 
These two fields define the area within the 
buffer memory where the display data will 
reside. When the data at the 'display buffer 
last address' is displayed, the AVDC will 
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LINE ADDRESS 
TO CHAR GEN 

10SCAN{: LINES/ 4 
ROW 

6 

8 

0 

1-00000-----·-------3-0 -···------5-0-------
-·-------
1-00000----

1-00000----
2 -·-------'-O-------
4 --···------s-o-------
6 -·-------

1-00000----

1-00000----

2 -·-------
3-0 -------

4 -···------s-0-------
6 -·-------

1-00000----

1-00000----
2 -·-------

3-0-------

4 -···------5-0-------

6 -·-------

INTERLACED SYNC ANO VIDEO 
IR0=0100; TOTAL LINESIROW• 10 

wraparound and obtain the data to be dis
played at the next screen position from the 
'display buffer first address'. If 'last address' 
is the end of a character row and a new 
screen start address has been loaded into 
the screen start register, or if 'last address' is 
the last character position of the screen, the 
next data is obtained from the address con
tained in the screen start register. 

-2 ........... 
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HBLANK 

---j r- FRONT PORCH (IR1) BACK PORCH (IR2) --j 1--

HSYNC---~r--1~------------------r---1~----
---j r-- HSYNC (IR2) 

(--CHAR ROWS/SCREEN(IR4)---I 

---1 r- SCAN LINES PER ROW (IRO) I 
~~~~---. ~~~~~L__ 

VBLANK __J 
-1 f-- FRONT PORCH (IR3) BACK PORCH (IR3) ---i I-

VSYNC ----' 

--j r VSYNC (IR7) 

EQUALIZING 
LINES/ROW CONSTANT 

IRO 

IR2 

HSY NC 
WIDTH 

I I 
HBACK 
PORCH 

I I 
CHAR ROWS/SCREEN 

IR4 I I I I 

Note that there is no restriction in displaying 
data from other areas of the addressable 
memory. Normally, the area between these 
two bounds is used for data which can be 
oveJWritten (e.g., as a result of scrolling). 
while data that is not to be overwritten would 
be contained outside these bounds and ac
cessed by means of the automatic split 
screen or split screen interrupt feature of the 
AVDC. 

IR10[7:0] - Dlsplay Pointer Address, 
Lower 

IR11[5:0]- Display Pointer Address, 
Upper 
These two fields define a buffer memory 
address for AVDC controlled accesses in 
response to 'read/write at pointer' com
mands. They also define the last buffer mem
ory address to be written for the 'write from 
cursor to pointer' command. 

In the independent mode, the RDFLG bit of 
the status register should be checked for the 
ready state (bit 5 equal to a logic one) before 
writing to the display pointer address regis
ters. Checking the status register will prevent 
the pointer address from being changed while 
a delayed command (e.g. write from cursor to 
pointer) is still being executed. 
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Figure 16. Horizontal and Vertical Timing 

IR11[7]-Scan Line Zero During Scroll 
Down 
During a scroll down operation, the new 
character row will appear at the top of the 
scrolling region. If this bit is set (logic one). 
the scan line count pins (LAO through LA3) 
will be forced to zero for every scan line of 
the partial row. If the character generator 
provides blanks for scan line zero, the new 
row being scrolled into the screen will be 
blanked. This feature can be used to blank 
the new row to give the CPU time to load the 
new data in the display buffer. When this bit is 
set to a logic zero, the new data will be 
displayed. 

IR11[6]-Scan Line Zero During Scroll 
Up 
During a scroll up operation, the new charac
ter row will appear at the bottom of the 
scrolling region. If this bit is set (logic one), 
the scan line count pins (LAO through LA3) 
will be forced to zero for every scan line of 
the partial row. If the character generator 
provides blanks for scan line zero, the new 
row being scrolled into the screen will be 
blanked. This feature can be used to blank 
the new row to give the CPU time to load the 
new data in the display buffer. When this bit is 
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set to a logic zero, the new data will be 
displayed. 

IR12[7] - Scroll Start 
This bit is asserted when soft scroll is to take 
place. The scrolling area begins at the row 
specified in split register 1 (IR12[6:0]). If set, 
the first row to scroll scan line count will be 
reduced by the value in the lines to scroll 
register (IR14[3:0)). The scan line count of 
this row will start at the . programmed offset 
value. When this bit is asserted, scroll end 
IR13[7] must be set before split 2. 

IR12[6:0]-Spllt Register 1 
Split register 1 can be used to provide special 
screen effects such as soft (scan line by scan 
line) scrolling, double height/width rows, or to 
change the normal addressing sequence of 
the display memory. The contents of this field 
are compared, in real time, to the current row 
number. Upon a match, the AVDC sets the 
split screen 1 status bit, and issues an inter
rupt request if so programmed. The status 
change/interrupt request is made at the be
ginning of scan line zero of the split screen 
character row. If enabled by the SPL 1 bit of 
screen start register 2, an automatic split 
screen to the address specified in screen 
start register 2 will be made for the designat
ed character row. During a scroll operation, 
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this field defines the first character row of the 
scrolling area. 

IR13[7]-Scroll End 
This field specifies that the row programmed 
in split register 2 (IR13[6:0)) is to be the last 
scrolling row of the scrolling area. Note that 
this bit must be asserted for a valid row only 
when the scroll start bit IR12[7) is also 
asserted. 

IR13[6:0) - Spllt Register 2 
This field is similar to the split register 1 field 
except for the following: 

1. Split screen 2 status bit is set. 

2. During a scroll operation, this field de
fines the last character row of the scroll
ing area. This row will be followed by a 
partial row. The LTSR (IR14) value re
places the normal scan lines/row value 
for the partial row, thus keeping the totel 
scan lines/screen the same. 

3. If enabled by the SPL2 bit of screen start 
register 2, an automatic split to the ad
dress contained in screen start register 2 
will occur in one of two ways: a) If not 
scrolling an automatic split will occur for 
the next character row. b) If scrolling, the 
automatic split will occur after the partial 
row being scrolled onto or off the screen. 

4. The specified double width and height 
conditions (IR14) are also asserted in two 
possible ways: a) Automatic split will 
assert the programmed condition for the 
current row. b) During soft scroll opera
tion the programmed conditions are as
serted for the partial row scrolling onto or 
off the screen. 

IR14[7:6) - Double 1 
This field specifies the conditions (double 
widthiheight or normal) of the row designated 
in split register 1 (IR12[6:0)). When double 
height tops or bottoms have been specified, 
the AVDC will automatically toggle between 
tops and bottoms until another split 1 or 2 
occurs which changes the double height/ 
width condition. If a double height top row is 
specified, the scan line count will stert at zero 
and increment the scan line count every other 
scan line. If a double height bottom row is 
specified, the AVDC will start at one-half the 
normal scan line totel. If double width is 
specified, the AVDC will assert the DADD9/ 
OW output at the falling edge of blank. This 
condition will also remain active until the next 
split 1 or 2. When IR0[7) = 1, the values 
written into bits 7 and 6 of screen stert 1 
upper will also be written into IA 14[7:6] and 
the automatic toggling between tops and 
bottoms is disabled. 

The AVDC still addresses the RAMs on a 
single width character basis. The clock rate of 
the AVDC does not change. The display 
RAMs must have date as if two single-wide 
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characters are to be displayed. The first date 
bits addressed by the AVDC will specify the 
double wide character. The next data bits 
addressed are not displayed. The 2675 
GMAC will ignore the second clock cycle data 
when the ADOUBLE pin is high. 

IR14[5:4) - Double 2 
This field specifies the conditions (double 
width/height or normal) of the row designated 
in split register 2 (IR13[6:0)). Not used when 
IR0[7) = 1. 

IR14[3:0]-Llnes To Scroll 
This field defines the scan line increment to 
be used during a soft scroll operation. These 
4 bits control the scroll rate. When smooth 
scrolling up by scan line increments of one, 
the initial value is 0000 (scan line 0) and is 
Increased every vertical frame according to 
the number of lines per character row. When 
smooth scrolling down by scan line incre
ments of one, the initial value is 111 o hex 
(scan line 14, assuming 15 scan lines per 
character row) and is decreased by one every 
vertical frame. This value will only be used 
when scroll start (IA 12(7)) and scroll end 
(IR13(7)) are enabled. 

Timing Considerations 
Normally, the contents of the initialization 
registers are not changed during normal oper
ation. However, this may be necessary to 
implement special display features such as 
multiple cursors and horizontal scrolling. Ta
ble 3 describes timing details for these regis
ters which should be considered when imple
menting these features. 

Display Control Registers 
There are seven registers in this group, each 
with an individual address. Their formats are 
illustrated in Table 4. The command register 
is used to invoke one of 19 possible AVDC 
commands as described in the COMMANDS 
section of this data sheet. The remaining 
registers in the group store address values 
which specify the cursor location, the location 
of the first character to be displayed on the 
screen, and any split screen address loca
tions. The user initializes these registers after 
powering on the system and changes their 
values to control the date which is displayed. 

Screen Stert Registers 1 and 2 
The screen start 1 registers contain the 
address of the first character of the first row 
(upper left corner of the active display). At the 
beginning of the first scan line of the first row, 
this address is transferred to the row start 
register (RSA) and into the memory address 
counter (MAC). The counter is then advanced 
sequentially at the character clock rate for the 
number of times programmed into the active 
characters per row register (IRS), thus reach
ing the address of the last character of the 
row plus one. At the beginning of each 
subsequent scan line of the first row, the 
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MAC is reloaded from the RSA and the above 
sequence is repeated. At the end of the last 
scan line of the first row, the contents of the 
MAC are loaded into the RSA to serve as the 
starting memory address for the second char
acter row. This process is repeated for the 
programmed number of rows per screen. 
Thus, the data in the display memory is 
displayed sequentially sterling from the ad
dress contained in the screen stert register. 
After the ensuing vertical retrace interval, the 
contents of the screen stert registers are 
reloaded into the RSA and MAC, and the 
process is repeated. 

During vertical blanking, the address counter 
operation is modified by stopping the auto
matic load of the contents of the RSA into the 
counter, thereby allowing the address outputs 
to free-run. This alloWs dynamic memory 
refresh to occur during the vertical retrace 
interval. The refresh addressing starts at the 
last address displayed on the screen and 
increments by one for each character clock 
during the retrace interval. If the display buffer 
last address is encountered, wraparound will 
occur. Refreshing will continue from the dis
play buffer first address. In the independent 
mode, the refresh addressing will occur if no 
delayed commands are being executed. In 
the transparent and shared modes, refresh 
will occur during the blanking interval unless 
the CPU has control of the display address 
bus. In the row buffer mode, refresh will occur 
during all blanking intervals except for tha first 
character clock time in the BLANK after the 
first scan line (scan line 0) of a character row. 

The sequential addressing operation de
scribed above will be modified upon the 
occurrence of the following: 

1. After reaching th• 'display buffer last 
address.' 

2. Rewriting the contents of the screen start 
1 registers. 

3. Setting the split register 1 or split register 
2 bits of screen stert register 2 upper. 

4. Enabling the row table addressing mode. 

First, if during the incrementing of the memo
ry address counter the 'display buffer last 
address' (IR9(7:4)) is reached, the MAC will 
be loaded from the 'display buffer first ad
dress' register (IR9[3:0] and IRB[7:0)) at the 
next character clock. Sequential operation 
will then resume starting from this address. 
This wraparound operation allows portions of 
the display buffer to be used for purposes 
other than storage of displayable data and is 
completely automatic without any CPU inter
vention (see Figure 17a). 

Second, If the contents of screen start regis
ter 1 (upper, lower, or both) are changed 
during any character row (e.g., row 'n'), the 
starting address of the next character row 
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(row 'n + 1') will be the new value of the Table 3. Timing Considerations 
screen start register and addressing will con· 
tinue sequentially from there. This allows 
features such as split screen operation, par· 
tial scroll, or status line display to be impl&
mented. The split screen interrupt feature of 
the AVDC is useful in controlling the CPU 
initiated operations. Note that in order to 
obtain the correct screen display, screen start 
register 1 must be reloaded with the original 
(origin of display) value prior to the end of the 
vertical retrace. See Figure 17b. 

The screen start two registers contain a 14-bit 
display address. The SSR2 address is imple
mented on the occurrence of Item 3 above. If 
bit 6 of SSR2 upper is set, the SSR2 contents 
will be automatically loaded into the RSA at 
the beginning of the first scan line of the row 
designated by split register 1 (IR12[6:0]). If bit 
7 of SSR2 upper is set, the SSR2 contents 
will be automatically loaded into the RSA at 
the beginning of the first scan line of the row 
specified by split register 2 (IR13(6:0]). SPL 1 
and SPL2 are write only bits and will read as 
zero when reading screen start register 2. If 
these bits are not used, they should be set to 
zeros after power-up. 

In order to avoid screen start register 1 and 2 
(SSR1, SSR2) writing sequence conflict, after 
SSR1 and/or SSR2 are loaded with new 
values, SSR2 Value needs to be checked. If 
SSR2 value is incorrect, multiple SSR2 re-
writes may be necessary. 

Lastiy, when row table addressing mode is 
enabled, the first address of the row table is 
designated in SSR2. The AVDC fetches the 
next row's starting address from the table 
during the blanking interval prior to the first 
scan line of each character row and loads it 
into SSA 1 for use as the starting address of 
the next row. Since the contents of SSR2 
change as the table entries are fetched, it 
must be re-initialized to point to the first table 
entry during each vertical retrace interval. 

The values in the two MSBs of SSA 1 upper 
are multiplexed onto the DADD1/DADD14 
and DADD2/DADD15 outputs during the fall
ing edge of BLANK. If IR0[7] = 0, these two 
bits act as memory page select bits which 
may be used to extend the display memory 
addressing range of the AVDC up to 64k. In 
that case, these two bits act as a two-bit 
counter which is incremented each time that 
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PARAMETER TIMING CONSIDERATIONS 

First line of cursor These parameters must be established at a 
Last line of cursor minimum of two character times prior to their 
Underline line occurrence 

Double height character rows Set/reset prior to the row specified in split 1 
Double width character rows or 2 registers 
Rows to scroll 

Cursor blink New values become effective within one field 
Cursor blink rate after values are changed 
Character blink rate 

Split register 1 Change anytime prior to line zero of desired 
Split register 2 row 

Character rows per screen Change only during vertical blanking period 

Vertical front porch Change prior to first line of VFP 

Vertical back porch Change prior to fourth line after VSYNC 

Screen start register 1 Change prior to the horizontal blanking 
Row table mode enable interval of the last line of character row 

before row where new value is to be used 

'wraparound' occurs (see above). Note that 
the counter is incremented at the falling edge 
of BLANK and that for proper display opera
tion the wraparound address should be pro
grammed to occur at the last character posi
tion of a row. Also, the first address accessed 
in the new page will be the address contained 
in the display buffer first addre.ss register 
(IR9[3:0] and IR8[7:0]). DADD14 and 
DADD15 should only be used. in the bit
mapped graphics mode. 

Cursor Address Registers 
The contents of these registers define the 
buffer memory address of the cursor. The 
cursor output will be asserted when the 
memory address counter matches the value 
of the cursor address registers for the scan 
lines specified in IR6. The cursor address 
registers can be read or written by the CPU or 
incremented via the 'increment cursor ad
dress' command. In independent buffer 
mode, these registers define a buffer memory 
address for AVDC controlled access in re
sponse to 'read/write at cursor with/without 
increment' commands, or the first address to 
be used in executing the 'write from cursor to 
pointer' command. 

In the independent mode, the RDFLG bit of 
the status register should be checked for the 
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ready state (bit 5 equal to a logic one) before 
writing to the cursor address registers. 
Checking the status register will prevent the 
cursor address from being changed while a 
cursor delayed command (e.g., write from 
cursor to pointer) is still being executed. 

Interrupt/Status Registers 
The interrupt and status registers provide 
information to the CPU to allow It to interact 
with the AVDC to effect desired changes that 
implement various display operations. The 
interrupt register provides information on five 
possible interrupting conditions, as shown in 
Table 5. These conditions can be selectively 
enabled or disabled (masked) from causing 
interrupts by certain AVDC commands. An 
interrupt condition which is enabled (mask bit 
equal to one) will cause the iN'fR output to be 
asserted and will cause the corresponding bit 
in the interrupt _register to be set-upon the 
occurrence of the interrupting condition. An 
interrupt condition which is disabled (mask bit 
equal to zero) has no effect on either the 
INTR output or the interrupt register. 

The status register provides six bits of status 
information: the five possible interrupting con
ditions plus the RDFLG bit. For this register, 
however, the contents are not affected by the 
state of the mask bits. 
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Table 4. Display Control Register Bit Formats 

m1m6m5m4m3m2m1mo 

COMMAND CODE 

SEE COMMANDS SECTION FOR COMMAND 
CODES 

COMMAND REGISTERS (WRITE ONLY) 
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BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

UPPER REGISTER 

Not used MSBs 

NOTE: 
Bits 7 and 6 of upper register are not used in the cursor address register. 

LOWER REGISTER (LSB) 

H'OOOO' =O 
H'0001' = 1 

THRU 

H'3FFE' = 16,382 
H'3FFF' = 18,383 

Note: MSBa are In 
Upper Register 
[5:0] 

CURSOR ADDRESS REGISTERS (READ AND WRITE) 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

UPPER REGISTER 

DADD15 DADD14 MSBa 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

LOWER REGISTER (LSB) 

H'OOOO' =O 
H'0001' = 1 

THRU 
H'3FFE' = 16,382 
H'3FFF' = 16,383 

NOTE: MSBa ARE IN 
UPPER REGISTER 
[5:0] 

SCREEN START 1 REGISTERS (READ AND WRITE) 

NOTES: 
1. BHs 7 and 6 of upper register are always zero when read by the CPU. 
2. When IR0(7) = 1, the values written into bits 7 and 6 of screen start 1 upper will also be written into IR14(7:6) to control the double width and 

double height attributes of the display as follows: 

I§~ 
O O None 
O Double width only 

O Double width and double 
1 Double width and double 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

UPPER REGISTER 

SPL2 SPL1 
O=OFF O=OFF 
1 =ON 1=0N MSBa 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

LOWER REGISTER 

H'OOOO' =O 
H'0001' = 1 

THRU 
H'3FFE' = 16,382 
H'3FFF' = 16,383 

NOTE: MS8a ARE IN 
UPPER REGISTER [5.'fl) 

SCREEN START 2 REGISTERS (READ AND WRITE) 

NOTES: 
1. Btt 7 and bit 6 are always zero when read by the CPU. 
2. These bits should be set to zero after power-up by the user. even if SSR2 is not used. 
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MEMORY 

(•) DISPLAY MEMORY WRAPAROUND 

MEMORY 

MONITOR 
DISPLAY 

MONITOR 
DISPLAY 

(b) DISPLAY MEMORY SPLIT SCREEN WITH WRAPAROUND 

Figure 17. Display Addressing Operation 

Table 5. Interrupt and Status Register Bit Formats 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 

T RDFLG VBLANK LINE SPLIT 1 
ZERO 

NOT USED 

ALWAYS 1EAD AS 0 O=BUSY O=NO O=NO O=NO 
1 =READY 1=YES 1 =YES 1 =YES . 

NOTE: 
• Status register only. Always 0 when reeding interrupt register. 
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BIT 1 BIT 0 

READY SPLIT 2 

O=BUSY O=NO 
1 =READY 1 =YES 
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Descriptions of each interrupt/status register 
bit follow. Unless otherwise indicated, a bit, 
once set, will remain set until reset by the 
CPU by issuing a 'reset interrupt/status bits' 
command. The bits are also reset by a 
'master reset' command and upon power-up. 

Sr[5] - RDFLG 
This bit is present in the status register only. 
A zero indicates that the AVDC is currently 
executing the previously issued delayed com
mand. A one indicates that the AVDC is ready 
to accept a new delayed command. This bit is 
set to a one upon a master reset. 

l/SR[4]-VBLANK 
Indicates the beginning of a vertical blanking 
interval. Set to one at the beginning of the 
first scan line of the vertical front porch. 

l/SR[3] - Line Zero 
Set to one at the beginning of the first scan 
line (line O) of each active character row. 

l/SR[2] - Split Screen 1 
This bit is set when a match occurs between 
the current character row number and the 
value contained in split register 1, IR12[6:0]. 
The equality condition is only checked at the 
beginning of line zero of each character row. 

l/SR[1] - Ready 
The delayed commands affect the display 
and may require the AVDC to wait for a 
blanking interval before enacting the com
mand. This bit is set to one when execution of 
a delayed command has been completed. No 
other delayed command should be invoked 
until the prior delayed command is complet
ed. This bit is set to a zero upon a master 
reset. 

l/SR[O] - Split Screen 2 
This bit is set when a match occurs between 
the current character row number and the 
value contained in split register 2 (IR 13[6:0]) 
when you are not scrolling. It is set for the 
value contained in (split screen register 2) + 1 
when scrolling. 

COMMANDS 
The AVDC commands are divided into two 
classes: the instantaneous commands which 
are executed immediately after they are in
voked, and the delayed commands which 
may need to wait for a blanking interval prior 
to their execution. (Command formats are 
shown in Table 6). The commands are as
serted by performing a write operation to the 
command register with the appropriate bit 
pattern as the data byte. 

Instantaneous Commands 
The instantaneous commands are executed 
immediately after the trailing edge of the WR 
pulse during which the command is issued. 
These commands do not affect the state of 
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the RDFLG or READY interrupt/status bits 
and can be invoked at any time. 

Master Reset 
This command initializes the AVDC and can 
be invoked at any time to return the AVDC to 
its initial state. Upon power-up, two succes
sive master reset commands must be applied 
to release the AVDC' s internal power-on 
circuits. In transparent and shared buffer 
modes, the CNTR L 1 input must be high when 
the command is issued. The command caus
es the following: 

1. VSYNC and HSYNC are driven low for 
the duration of the command and BLANK 
goes high. After command completion, 
HSYNC and VSYNC will begin operation 
and BLANK will remain high until a 'dis
play on' command is received. 

2. The interrupt and status bits and masks 
are set to zero, except for the RDFLG 
flag which is set to a one. 

3. The row buffer mode, cursor off, display 
off, and the line graphics disable states 
are set. 

4. The initialization register pointer is set to 
address IRO. 

5. IR2[7] is reset. 

Load IR Address 
This command is used to preset the initializa
tion register pointer with the value 'V' defined 
by 03 - DO. Allowable values are O to 14. 

Enable Graphics 
After invoking this command, the AVDC will 
increment the MAC to the next consecutive 
memory address for each scan line even if 
more than one scan line per row is pro
grammed. In other words, each scan line 
begins with a consecutive address from the 
last displayed address of the previous scan 
line. This mode can be used for bit-mapped 
graphics where each local.ion in the display 
buffer within the defined area contains the bit 
pattern to be displayed. The graphics mode 
will be enabled on the next character row 
after the 'graphics enable' command has 
been executed. This allows the user to enter 
and exit graphics mode on character row 
boundaries. 

To perform split screen operations while in 
graphics mode use SSR2 only. 

DADDO/LG is asserted during the trailing 
edge of BLANK for each scan line while this 
mode is active. 

The A VDC allows up to 128 character rows 
(initialization register 4) by 256 characters 
(initialization register 5). For a higher resolu
tion bit mapped screen, the AVDC is pro
grammed as if there are characters and 
character rows. For example, screen size of 
240 X 512 pixels is possible by programming 
the AVDC for 20 rows with 12 scan lines per 
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row by 64 characters with 8 dots per charac
ter. 

In the graphics mode, SSR 1 should only be 
updated during the last scan line of the 
defined 'character row.' 

The bit-mapped graphics mode will work only 
in the independent and transparent modes. 

Disable Graphics 
Normal addressing resumes at the next row 
boundary. 

Display Off 
Asserts the BLANK output. The DADDO 
through DADD13 display address bus outputs 
can be optionally placed in the 3-State condi
tion by setting bit 2 to a '1' when invoking the 
command. 

Display On 
Restores normal blanking operation either at 
the beginning of the next field (bit 2 = 1) or at 
the beginning of the next scan line (bit 2 = OJ. 
Also returns the DADDO - DADD13 drivers to 
their active state. 

Cursor Off 
Disables cursor operation. Cursor output is 
placed in the low state. 

Cursor On 
Enables normal cursor operation. 

Reset Interrupt/Status Bits 
This command resets the designated bits in 
the interrupt and status registers. The bit 
positions correspond to the bit positions in 
the registers: 

Bit 0 - Split 2 

Bit 1-Ready 

Bit 2 - Split 1 

Bit 3 -- Line zero 

Bit 4 - Vertical blank 

Disable Interrupts 
Sets the interrupt mask to zeros for the 
designated conditions, thus disabling these 
conditions from being set in the interrupt 
register and asserting the I NTR output. Bit 
position correspondence is as above. 

Enable Interrupts 
This command writes the associated interrupt 
mask bits to a one. This enables the corre
sponding conditions to be set in the interrupt 
register and asserts the INTR output. Bit 
position correspondence is as above. 

Delayed Commands 
This group of commands is utilized for the 
independent buffer mode of operation, al
though the 'increment cursor' command can 
also be used in other modes. With the excep
tion of the 'write from cursor to pointer' and 
'increment cursor' commands, all the com
mands of this type will be executed immedi-
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Table 6. AVDC Command Formats 

D7 D6 DS D4 D3 D2 D1 DO COMMAND 

Instantaneous Commands: 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Master reset 
0 0 0 1 v v v v Load IR pointer with value V 

(V=Oto14) 
0 0 1 d d d 1 o1 Disable graphics 
0 0 1 d d d 1 12 Enable graphics 
0 0 1 d 1 N d o1 Display off. Float DADD bus if N = 1 
0 0 1 d 1 N d 12 Display on: Next field (N = 1) or scan 

line (N = 0) 
0 0 1 1 d d d o1 Cursor off 
0 0 1 1 d d d 12 Cursor on 
0 1 0 N N N N N Reset interrupt/ status: Bit reset 

where N = 1 
1 0 0 N N N N N Disable interrupt: Disable where 

N = 1 
0 1 1 N N N N N Enable interrupt: Enables interrupts 

where N = 1 

v L s R s Interrupt Bit 
B z p D p Assignments 

1 y 2 

Delayed Commands: Hex 

1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 A4 Read at pointer address 
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 A2 Write at pointer address 
1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 A9 Increment cursor address 
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 AC Read at cursor address 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 AA Write at cursor address 
1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 AD Read at cursor address and 

increment address 
1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 AB Write at cursor address and 

increment address 
1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 BB Write from cursor address to pointer 

address 
1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 BD Read from cursor address to pointer 

address 

NOTES: 
1. Any combination of these three commands is valid. 
2. Any combination of these three commands is valid. 
3. d = don't care. 
4. No additional circuit required if read latch is implemented using 7 4LS37 4. 

ately or will be delayed depending on when 
the command is invoked. If invoked during the 
active screen time, the command is executed 
at the next horizontal blanking interval. If 
invoked during a vertical retrace interval or a 
'display off' state, the command is executed 
immediately. 
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The 'increment cursor' command is executed 
immediately alter it is issued and requires 
approximately three eeiJ< periods for com
pletion. The 'write from cursor to pointer' 
command executes during blanking intervals. 
The AVDC will execute as many writes as 
possible during each blanking interval. If the 
command is not completed during the current 
blanking interval, the command will be held in 
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suspension during the next ,active portion of 
the screen and continues during the next 
blanking interval until the command is com, 
plated. 

In all cases, the AVDC will assert the 
READY /RDFLG status to signify completion 
of the delayed command. No other delayed 
command should be given until the previous 
delayed command has completed. Therefore, 
the READY interrupt or ROFLG status flag 
should be used for handshaking control be
tween the A voe and CPU when using the 
delayed commands. 

Read/Write at Pointer 
Transfers data between the display buffer 
and the bus interlace latch using the address 
contained in the pointer registers. 

Read/Write at Cursor 
Transfers data between the display buffer 
and the bus interlace latch using the address 
contained in the cursor registers. 

Increment Cursor 
Adds one (modulo 16k) to the cursor address 
registers. Also note that in place of "Incre
ment cursor" command, "Read/Write at cut
sor and increment" command may be used. 

Read/Write at Cursor and Increment 
Transfers data between the display buffer 
and the bus interlace latch using the address 
contained in the cursor registers and then 
adds one (modulo 16k) to the cursor address 
registers. 

Write from Cursor to Pointer 
Writes the data contained in the bus interlace 
latch into the block of display memory desig
nated by the cursor address and pointer 
address registers, inclusive. Alter completion 
of the command, the pointer address will be 
unchanged, but the cursor register contents 
will be equal to the pointer address. 

Read from Cursor to Pointer 
Writes the data from the block of display 
memory designated by the cursor and pointer 
addresses inclusive into the bus interface 
latch. This command can be used for a OMA 
dump of memory into RAM from the cursor 
location to the pointer location. Alter comple
tion of the command, the cursor register 
contents will equal the pointer register con
tents. 
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Advanced Video Display Controller (AVDC) SCN2674 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 -2 SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 o to +70 oc -TsTG Storage temperature range -65 to + 150 oc 

All voltages with respect to ground3 -0.5 to +6.0 v 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= 0°c to +70°C, Vee= +5.0V ±5%4• 5• 6 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

V1L Input low voltage 0.8 v 
V1H Input high voltage 2 v 
Vol Output low voltage loL = 2.4mA 0.4 v 
VoH Output high voltage 

(except iN'fR output) loH =-200µA 2.4 v 
l1L Input leakage current V1N = o to Vee -10 10 µA 

ILL Data bus 3-State 
leakage current Vo=O to Vee -10 10 µA 

loo iN'fR open drain output 
leakage current Vo=O to Vee 10 µA 

Ice Power supply current 185 mA 
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Advanced Video Display Controller (AVDC) SCN2674 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= O'C to +70'C, Vee= +5.0V ±5%4• 5· 6• 7 

TEST 2.7MHZ 4.0MHz 
SYMBOL PARAMETER 

CONDITIONS8 UNIT 
Min Max Min Max 

Bus timing (Figure 18)9 

IAS AO - A2 setup time to WR, RD low 30 30 ns 
IAH AO -A2 hold time from WR, RD high 0 0 ns 
lcs CE setup time to WR, RD low 0 0 ns 
lcH CE hold time from WR, RD high 0 0 ns 
IRw WR, RD pulse width 250 200 ns 
lt>o Data valid alter RD low 200 200 ns 
loF Data bus floating alter RD high 100 100 ns 
tos Data setup time to WR high 150 150 ns 
loH Data hold time from WR high 10 5 ns 
tee High time from CE to CE 

Consecutive commands lcCP lcCP ns 
Other accesses 300 300 ns 

CCLK timing (Figures 19, 20, 21) 

lcCP CCLK period 370 10,000 250 10,000 ns 
tccH CCLK high time 125 100 ns 
tccL CCLK low time 125 100 ns 

Output delay from CCLK edge 11 

lcCD1 DADDO - 13, MSC 40 175 40 150 ns 
lcm2 BLANK, HSYNC, VSYNC/CSYNC, 40 225 40 200 ns 

CURSOR, BEXT, BREQ, BACK, 
BCE, WDB, RDB10 

Other timings (Figure 20) 

IRDL READY /RDFLG low from WR high9 tccP + 30 tccP + 30 ns 
ts AK BACK high from PBREQ low 225 200 ns 
tsxr BEXT high from PBREQ high 225 200 ns 
t1RL INTR low from CCLK low 225 200 ns 
t1RH INTR high from WR, RD high9 600 600 ns 
IAC ACLL from HSYNC 3 x tccP 3 x tccP ns 

Row table input timing (Figure 21) 

tosRr Data setup time to CCLK low 100 60 ns 
IDHRT Data hold time from CCLK low 60 60 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation 

of the device at these or at any conditions above those in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature. 
3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, it is 

suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rated maxima. 
4. Parameters are valid over specified temperature range. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground (GND). 
6. Typical values are at + 2s 0 c, typical supply voltages, and typical processing parameters. 
7. For testing, all input signals swing between 0.4V and 2.4V with a transition time of 20ns niaximum. All time measurements are referenced at input voltages of o.ev 

and 2.0V and output voltages of O.BV and 2.0V as appropriate. 
8. Test condition for outputs: CL = 150pF. 
9. Timing is illustrated and specified referenced to WR and RD inputs. Device may also be operated with CE as the 'strobing' input. In this case, all timing 

specifications apply referenced to falling and rising edges of CE. 
10. BCE, WOB, and ROB delays track each other within 10ns. Also, these output'delays will tend to follow direction {min/max) of DADD0-13 delays. 
11. These values were measured with a capacitance load of 150pF. To adjust the output delay, use the following correction factor: 50pF ~CL< 150pF: -0.15ns/pF. 
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AO-A2 ~ ~~ --j IAS 

Ce 

tcs tcH ~ 
iiii 

toF 

D0-07 FLOAT 
CREAO) 

VALID FLOAT 

I-- •os 
I r•oH 

(W~~~~ __________ _,f VALID I ~ .. ______ _ 

C'E, iiD, iiiii1 ~ j _ ____.A-tee _ 
NOTE: 
1. Any two must be high for tee. 

NOTES; 

OUTPUTS 
(NOTE 1) 

- .Q!!!Pfil 
WDB, ROB, BCE 

Figure 18. Bus Timing 

1. DAD DO - DADD13, BLANK, HSYNC, CSYNC/VSYNC, CURSOR, liEX'f, l!iml, ~. MBC, ~. 
2. ~ changes state on both CCCK edges - (see Figures 3 and 4). 

Figure 19. CCLK Timing 
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BLANK~? YERtlCAL 
BLANKING 
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YB LANK 
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DADDO
DADD13 

LINE ZERO AND SPLIT 
SCREEN STATUS BITS 

---->1->-___ 1 
" 

MULTIPLEXED 
SIGNALS VALID 

HSYNC__ll_fL 

1otHSYNC 
OFYBLANK 

BLANK ~e------------------------------i,__----------~ 
------------•~Y~FP~-~n~S~C~A~N~L~IN~E~Si--------------------!.-------------

NORMAL 1 • "I YSYNC 
(ACLL=1) 
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ACLL --I ... __ ___ 

DELAYED 
YSYNC 
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Figure 20. Other Timings 
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WR FORA 
DELAYED 

COMMAND 

READY OR 
RDFLG 

STATUS BITS 

PBiiEa ~-----r!U--1} --I l&AK r 
r-------~I I •exT 

iAcK r 
____, ~~ 

WRORRo~ r--
WHICH RESETS \____/ l ,, .... 

INTERRUPT ~ 

~---

Figure 20. Other Timings (Continued) 

8~ 

MSC I 
I 

tcc021 I- I 

-~~~~-/~~~--;-~~~--II ~~~~\__ CURSOR , 

tccot-J f-- I 
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-DA_D_D _______ ""'\x SSR2 ADDRESS x SSR2 ADDRESS+ 1 x ... _____ ... x== 
00-07 

-Jtos•rf- toHRr-J-l•os•rf-toHRT-j 

ROW START 
ADDRESS LOWER 

ROW START 
ADDRESS UPPER 

Figure 21. Row Table Fetch 110 Timing 
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HORIZONTAL BLANKING INTERVAL 

NOTES: 
1. In non-interlaced operation the even field is repeated continuously. 
2. In Interlaced operation the even field alternates with the odd field. 

Figure 22. Composite Sync Timing 
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DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCB2675 Color/Mono
chrome Attributes Controller (GMAC) is 
a bipolar LSI device designed for CRT 
terminals and display systems that em
ploy raster scan techniques. It contains 
a programmable dot clock divider to 
generate a character clock; a high
speed shift register to serialize input dot 
data into a video stream; latches and 
logic to apply visual attributes to the 
resulting display; and logic to display a 
cursor on the display. 

The GMAC provides control of visual 
attributes on a character-by-character 
basis for two operating modes: mono
chrome and color. The monochrome 
mode provides reverse video, blank, 
highlight and two general purpose user
definable attributes. In this mode, the 
display characters can be specified to 
appear on either a light or dark screen 
background. Retrace video suppression 
can be automatically or externally con
trolled. The color mode provides eight 
colors for foreground (character) video 
and eight colors for background video 
together with a luminance output for 
external color set selection, or to simul
taneously drive a monochrome monitor. 
Additionally, both modes provide. double 
width, underline, blink, dot stretching 
and dot width attributes. In monochrome 
mode, the SCB2675 emulates the attri
bute characteristics of Digital Equipment 
Corporation's VT100 terminal. 

The horizontal dot frequency is the basic 
timing input to the GMAC. This clock is 
divided internally to provide a character 
clock output for system synchronization. 
Up to nine bits of dot data are parallel 
loaded into the video shift register on 
each character boundary. The two TIL 
video data outputs in monochrome 
mode are encoded to provide four video 
intensities (black, gray, white and high
light). The video data in color mode is 
encoded to provide eight foreground 
colors and shifted out on three TIL 
outputs, together with the luminance 
output. 
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SCB2675 
Color /Monochrome Attributes 
Controller (CMAC) 
Product Specification 

FEATURES 
• 25MHz and 18MHz video dot rate 

versions• 
• Four video Intensities encoded 

on two TIL outputs (mono
chrome mode) 

• Eight foreground and background 
colors encoded on three TTL 
outputs (color mode) 

• Internally latched character 
attributes: 
- Reverse video 
- Blank 
- Blink 
- Underline 
- Highlight 
- Two general purpose 
- Eight foreground colors 
- Eight background colors 
- Dot width control 
- Double width characters 

• VT100 compatible attributes 
• Reverse video cursor with 

optional white cursor in color 
mode 

• Up to 1 O dots per character 
• Light or dark background in 

monochrome mode 
- Automatic retrace blanking 

• Programmable dot stretching 
•Compatible with SCN2674 AVDC 

and SCN2670 DCGG 
• TTL compatible 
• 40-pln dual-In-line package 

APPLICATIONS 
• CRT terminals 
• Word processing systems 
• Small business computers 

* 40MHz SCB2675T also available. 
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

Vee 

D<l 

02 

04 

06 

C1 

co 
CCLK 

DCLK 

DOTS DIP 
MIC 

BLANK BLUEITTLV2 

UL REOITTLV1 

ADOUBLE GREENIGPt 

RESET LUMIGP2 

ABLINK AREDFIAHILT 
AGREENF1 

ADOTM BKGND 
AGREENBI ABLUEF/ 

ARVID ABLANK 

AUL ABLUEB/AGP2 

GNO AREOBIAGP1 

TOP VIEW 

INDEX 
CORNER 

40 

0 ~ 311 

PLCC 

17 ~ 29 

18 28 

TOP VIEW 

"""""" Pin Function Pin Function 
2 Vee 24 AAEDB/AGP1 
3 01 25 ABLUEB/ AGP2 
4 03 26 ABLUEF I AB LANK 
5 05 27 ADO TM 
6 07 28 AREDF/AHILT 
7 06 29 LUM/GP2 
8 RB LANK 30 GREEN/GP1 
9 CURSOR 31 REO/TILV1 
10 CMODE 32 BLUE/ITLV2 
11 DOTS 33 MIC 
13 BLINK 35 DOTM 
14 BLANK 36 DCLK 
15 UL 37 = 16 ADOUBLE 38 co 
17 RESET 39 C1 
18 ABLINK 40 06 
19 AGREENF/BKGND 41 04 
20 AGREENB/ ARVIO 42 02 
21 AUL 43 DO 
22 GND 44 Vee 
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Color/Monochrome Attributes Controller (CMAC) SCB2675 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

DOTS PER 
PACKAGES 

CHARACTER 

Ceramic DIP 
Plastic DIP 7, 8, 9, 10 
Plastic LCC 

Ceramic DIP 
Plastic DIP 6, 6, 9, 10 
Plastic LCC 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

C1 

co 

00-DS 

UL 

BLINK 

CURSOR 
CMODE 

ABLINK 

AUL 
MIC 

ABLUEFIABLANK 
AGREENF/BKGND 

AREDFIAHILT 
ABLUEB/AGP2 

AGREENB/ARVID 
AREDB/AGP1 
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Vee= +5V ± 5%, O'C to +70°C 

25MHz 

SCB2675BC5140 
SCB2675BC5N40 
SCB2675BC5A44 

SCB2675CC5140 
SCB2675CC5N40 
SCB2675CC5A44 

CHARACTER 
CLOCK 

COUNTER 

18MHz 

SCB2675BC8140 
SCB2675BCBN40 
SCB2675BC6A44 

SCB2675CC6140 
SCB2675CCBN40 
SCB2675CC8A44 

DOUBLE 
WIDTH, 
LOGIC 

k---------- ADOUBLE 

VIDEO SHIFT 
REGISTER 

-10BITS-

r-~:DO~T;--~1.---------- DOTM 

-+---I MODULATION ----------- DOTS 

MONOCHROME 
AND COLOR 
ATTRIBUTE 

AND 
CURSOR 
LOGIC 

LOGIC ADO TM 

VIDEO 
AND 

AITRIBUTE 
HIERARCHY 

LOGIC TTL 
DRIVERS 

RED/TTLV1 

BLUE/TTLV2 
GREEN/GP1 
LUM/GP2 

..-------+--------------BLANK 
k-------~----------- RESET 
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Color /Monochrome Attributes Controller (CMAC) SCB2675 

PIN DESCRIPTION -
PIN NO. 

MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 
DIP PLCC 

2 -
Vee 40 44 I Power supply: + 5V ± 5% 

Vss 1 2 I Blas Supply: See Figure 5 

GND 20 22 I Ground: OV reference 

DCLK 32 36 I Dot Clock: Dot frequency input. Video output shift rate. 

CCIK 33 37 0 Character Clock: An output which is a submultiple of DCLK. The period ranges from 6 to 1 O DCLK 
periods per cycle and is determined by the state of the CO, C1 inputs. 

RED/TTLV1 28 31 0 Red/TTL Video 1: In color mode, this output provides the red gun serial video. In monochrome 
mode, it should be used with the blue/TTL video 2 output to decode four video intensities. 

BLUE/ 29 32 0 Blue/TTL Video 2: In color mode, this output provides the blue gun serial mode. In monochrome 
TTLV2 mode, it should be used with the red/TTL video 1 output to decode four video intensities. 

GREEN/ 27 30 0 Green/General Purpose 1: In color mode, this output provides the green gun serial video. In 
GP1 monochrome mode, it is a general purpose TTL output which is asserted if the AREDB/ AGP1 input 

is asserted when the corresponding character dot data is loaded into the video shift register. GP1 
can be active in either active scan or blank time. 

LUM/GP2 26 29 0 Luminance/General Purpose 2: In color mode, this output is the logical-OR of the RGB 
foreground video. It is low during a blanking interval and during the foreground portion of the cursor 
display. In monochrome mode, it is a general purpose TTL output which is asserted if the ABLUEB/ 
AGP2 input is asserted when the corresponding character dot data is loaded into the video shift 
register. GP2 can be active in either active scan or blank time. 

UL 13 15 I Underline Timing: Indicates the scan line(s) for the underline attribute. Latched on the falling edge 
of BLANK. The underline will be displayed on the specified scan line for every character where 
AUL= 1. 

BLINK 11 13 I Blink Timing: This input is sampled on the falling edge of BLANK to provide the blink rate for the 
blink attribute. Should be a submultiple of the frame rate. 

BLANK 12 14 I Screen Blank: When high, this input forces the video outputs to the specified background color in 
color mode and to the level specified by the BKGND input (either black or gray) in monochrome 
mode. 

RB LANK 7 8 I Retrace Blank: This input is used to force the video outputs to a low during retrace periods. If 
pulled high, it will automatically suppress video during the retrace periods when BLANK is high. The 
user may also pulse this input while BLANK is high to selectively suppress raster video. 

AGREENF/ 17 19 I Green Foreground/Background Intensity: In color mode, this input activates the GREEN/GP1 
BKGND output during the foreground (character video) portion of the associated character block. In 

monochrome mode, this input specifies gray or black screen background. 

ABLUEF/ 23 26 I Blue Foreground/Blank Attribute: In color mode, this input activates the BLUE/TTLV2 output 
ABLANK during the foreground (character video) portion of the associated character block. In monochrome 

mode, this input generates a blank space for the associated character. The blank space intensity is 
controlled by the AGREENF/BKGND input, the reverse video attribute and cursor input. 

AREDF/ 25 28 I Red Foreground/Highlight Attribute: In color mode, this input activates the RED/TTLV1 output 
AHILT during the foreground (character video) portion of the associated character block. In monochrome 

mode, this input highlights the associated character (including underline). 

CURSOR 8 9 I Cursor Timing: This input provides the timing for the cursor video. In color mode, with CURSOR 
and CMODE high, the RGB outputs are driven high (white cursor). If CMODE is low, or in 
monochrome mode, this input reverses the intensities of the video and attributes (the foreground 
and background intensities are reversed). Cursor position, shape, and blink rate are controlled by 
this input. 

CM ODE 9 10 I Cursor Mode: Used in color mode only. When CURSOR and CMODE are high, the RGB outputs 
are driven high (white cursor). When CURSOR is high and CMODE is low, the RGB outputs are 
logically· inverted (reverse video cursor). 

AUL 19 21 I Underline Attribute: Specifies a line to be displayed in the character block. The specific line(s) are 
specified by the UL input. All other attributes apply to the underline video. 

ABLINK 16 18 I Blink Attribute: In color mode, this active high input will drive the foreground RGB combination to 
the background RGB combination. In monochrome mode, the associated character or background 
is driven to the intensity determined by BKGND, reverse video attribute and the cursor input. 
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Color /Monochrome Attributes Controller (CMAC) SCB2675 

PIN DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

DIP PLCC 

ADOUBLE 14 16 I Double Width Attribute: This active high input causes the associated character video to be shifted 
out of the serial shift register at one half the dot frequency (DCLK). The CCLK output is not affected. 

AREDB/ 21 24 I Red Background/General Purpose Attribute 1: In color mode, this input activates the RED/ 
AGP1 TILV1 output during the background portion of the associated character block. In monochrome 

mode, it activates the .GREEN/GP1 output for the associated character block. 

ABLUEB/ 22 25 I Blue Background/General Purpose Attribute 2: In color mode, this input activates the BLUE/ 
AGP2 TILV2 output during the background portion of the associated character block. In monochrome 

mode, it activates the LUM/GP2 output for the associated character block. 

AGREENB/ 18 20 I Green Background/Reverse Video Attribute: In color mode, this input activates the GREEN/ 
ARVID GP1 output during the background portion of the associated character block. In monochrome 

mode, it causes the associated character block video intensities to be reversed. 

DO-DB 39, 2, 43, 3, I Dot Data Input: These are parallel inputs corresponding to the character/graphic symbol dot data 
38, 42, 4, for a given scan line. These inputs are strobed into the video shift register on the trailing (falling) 

3, 37, 41, 5, edge of each character clock (CCLK). 
4, 36, 40, 6, 7 
5, 6 

CO, C1 34, 35 38, 39 I Character Clock Control: The states of these two static inputs determine the internal divide factor 
for the CCLK output rate. 

RESET 15 17 I Reset: This active high input initializes the internal logic and resets the attribute latches. 

MIC 30 33 I Monochrome/Color Mode: This input selects whether the GMAC operates in monochrome or 
color mode. A low selects color mode and a high selects monochrome mode. 

ADO TM 24 27 I Dot Modulation Attribute: When DOTM and this input are high, the active dot width of the 
associated character video is one DCLK. When DOTM is high and this input is low, the active dot 
width of the associated character video is two DCLKs. 

DOTM 31 35 I Dot Width Modulation: When this input is high, two DCLKs are used for each dot shifted through 
the shift register. When this input Is low, one DCLK is used. 

DOTS 10 11 I Dot Stretching: Sampled at the falling edge of BLANK. When this input is high, one extra dot is 
appended to individual dots or groups of dots of the input parallel data and then transferred through 
the shift register. When this input is low, normal transfer of input parallel data results. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION Table 1. Monochrome Mode Attribute Characteristics 
The CMAC consists of seven major sections 
(see block diagram). The high-speed dot 
clock input is applied to a programmable 
divider to provide a character clock output for 
system timing. Parallel dot data is loaded into 
the video shift register on character bound
aries and shifted into the video logic block at 
the dot rate specified by the dot modulation 
section. The appropriate attribute control in
puts are selected by the mode select logic, 
latched internally on character boundaries, 

REV1 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 

AHILT ABLINK2 

0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
1 1 

FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
VIDEO VIDEO 

w B 
WIG B 

H B 
H/W B 

B G 
B/W GIB 

B w 
B/H W/B 

and combined with the serial dot data to NOTES: 

provide monochrome or color video outputs. · 1. REV - (BKGND) XOR (ARVID): BKGND ARVID REV 

The BLANK input defines the active screen 
and retrace areas. In color mode, the video 
outputs are forced to the specified back
ground color when this signal is asserted; in 
monochrome mode the video outputs are 
forced to the states defined by the BKGND 
input, i.e., black if dark background is select
ed and gray if light background is selected. A 
separate RBLANK input allows the user to 
select the amount of border around the active 
area when operating in color mode or in 
monochrome mode with light background. 
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0 

2. For blinking, the video outputs are shown as 0/ 1, where O and 1 are the blink timing input 
states. 

3. Foreground includes underline when underlining is specified by AUL = 1. 
4. When ABLANK = 1, foreground component becomes same as background component. 
5. Codes for video outputs are as follows: CODE TILV2 TILV1 BEAM INTENSITY 

B 0 0 Black (B) 
G 0 Gray (G) 
W White (W) 
H Highlight (H) 
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This input can be tied high, in which case the 
area outside the active area will be dark, or it 
may be pulsed during BLANK periods to 
externally control the border widths. 

In color mode, eight colors for the character 
(foreground) and eight colors for the back
ground (area other than character) can be 
selected by the attribute inputs. In mono
chrome mode, the intensities of foreground 
and background are a function of the attribute 
and BKGND inputs, i.e., characters may be 
black, gray, white, or highlight (very white) 
while background may be black, gray, or 
white (see Table 1). 

Character Clock Counter 
The character clock counter divides the 
DCLK input to generate the character clock 
(CCLK). The divide factor is specified by the 
clock control inputs (C1, CO) as follows: 

C1 

0 
0 
1 
1 

NOTE: 
•Htgh/low 

C1 

0 
0 
1 
1 

NOTE: 
*High/low 

co 

0 
1 
0 
1 

co 

0 
1 
0 
1 

SCB26758 

Dots/ CCLK 
Char. Duty Cycle* 

10 5/5 
7 3/4 
8 4/4 
9 4/5 

SCB2675C 

Dots/ CCLK 
Char. Duty Cycle* 

10 5/5 
6 3/3 
8 4/4 
9 4/5 

The number of dot clocks/character is nor
mally the number of dots/ character as listed 
above. However, when dot width control is 
specified, the DCLK input is divided by two 
before it is applied to the character clock 
counter resulting in the number of dot clocks/ 
character being double those listed above, 
although the number of displayed dots/char
acter remains the same. The number of dots 
per character (C1 , CO) can be dynamically 
changed on either edge of the character 
clock as shown in Figure 1 O (See Dot Modu
lation Logic). 

Video Shift Register 
On each character boundary, the parallel 
input dot data (DO - DB) is loaded into the 
video shift register. The data is shifted out 
least significant bit first (DO) at the DCLK rate. 
If 10 dots/ character are specified (C1, 
CO = 00), the tenth dot will be the same as 
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DB. The serial dot data from the video shift 
register is routed to the video logic where ii is 
combined with the cursor and attribute con
trol bits to produce the video data outputs. 

Mode Select, Attribute And 
Cursor Control 
The mode select logic multiplexes the mono
chrome and color attribute inputs and outputs 
as specified by the M/C input. The mono
chrome mode provides blank, reverse video, 
highlight and two general purpose attributes. 
The latter may be used, with external logic, to 
combine other attributes (e.g., overscore) into 
the video stream. The color mode provides 
RGB foreground and background color attri
butes. Both modes provide double width 
characters, blink, underline, dot width control 
and dot stretching. 

The cursor and attribute inputs are pipelined 
internally to allow for system pipeline propa
gations. The cursor input and the attribute 
inputs are delayed for one CCLK to account 
for the delay of the character data through 
the character generator latches. The attribute 
timing inputs (BLINK, UL and DOTS) are 
clocked into the 2675 at the beginning of 
each scan line time by the falling edge of 
BLANK. Thus, these inputs must be in their 
proper state at the falling edge of BLANK 
preceding the scan line where they are re
quired to be active. The BLANK signal itself is 
also delayed internally to provide for the RAM 
and character generator delays (see Figures 
6 and 7). Internal delays cause the video 
outputs to be delayed relative to CCLK as 
illustrated in Figure B. 

Video Logic 
Each character block consists of the three 
components shown in Figure 1. Symbol video 
is generated from the dot data inputs 
DO - DB. Underline video is enabled by the 
AUL attribute and is generated during the 
scan lines for which the UL input is active. 
Underline and symbol video are always the 
same intensity or color, and other attributes 
(e.g., ABLINK) apply to them equally. The 
combination of underline and symbol video is 
also referred to as foreground video. Back
ground video is the area of the character 
block corresponding to the absence of fore
ground video. The assertion of the non
display attribute in the monochrome mode 
(ABLANK) causes the entire character block 
to be displayed as background. 

In monochrome mode, the serial dot data and 
pipelined cursor and attributes are combined 
to generate four video intensities (black, gray, 
white and highlight) which are encoded on 
the TTLV1 and TTLV2 outputs as follows: 
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TTLV2 TTLV1 VIDEO INTENSITY 

0 0 Black 
0 1 Gray 
1 0 White 
1 1 Highlight 

Table 1 describes the relationship between 
attributes and video intensity of the fore
ground and background components of the 
character block in monochrome mode. 

In color mode, the colors of the foreground 
and background components are specified by 
the corresponding attribute inputs; AREDF, 
AGREENF and ABLUEF dicta:e the color of 
the foreground component while AREDB, 
AGREENB and ABLUEB do the same for the 
background component. In this mode, the 
serial dot data and pipelined cursor and 
attributes are combined to generate four 
video outputs. The RED, GREEN and BLUE 
outputs separately contain the corresponding 
foreground and background components. 
The LUM output is the logical-OR of the 
foreground colors and can be used to drive a 
separate monochrome monitor or to select a 
different set of colors for the foreground. 

Dot Modulation Logic 
The dot modulation logic controls the video 
shift register to supply dot stretching and dot 
width control. 

Dot stretching is controlled by the DOTS input 
which is sampled by each scan line at the 
trailing (falling) edge of BLANK. If DOTS is 
asserted at that time, all characters on the 
following scan line will have dot stretching 
applied. Dot stretching causes an extra dot to 
be added to individual dots or groups of dots 
as shown in Figures 2 and 3. Dot stretching 
also can be used to: 

1. Compensate for low video bandwidth 
monitors (since the minimum active dis
played segment with dot stretching is two 
DCLKs). 

2. Assure crisp black characters when oper
ating in white background mode. 

3. Provide thick characters as a means of 
distinguishing areas of the display. 

BACKGROUND 
VIDEO 

Figure 1. Character Block Definition 

~ 
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Dot width is controlled by the DOTM and 
ADOTM inputs. DOTM is tied either high, 
which enables the feature on the entire dis
play, or low, which disables the feature. With 
ADOTM high, the dot width of characters can 
be selectively controlled by assertion of the 
ADOTM attribute input. When operating in 
this mode, the dot clock input is divided by 
two before being applied to other circuits in 
the CMAC. The CCLK output is also divided 
by two. 

The truth table for the possible combinations 
of ADOTM and DOTM is as follows: 

ADOTM DOTM 
0 0 
0 1 

0 
1 

OPERATION 
Normal mode 
Dot width control, 
100% duty cycle 
(DCLK+2, CCLK+2) 
Not allowed 
Dot width control, 
50% duty cycle 
(DCLK+2, CCLK+2) 

_DOT CLOCK 

NORMAL 

STRETCHED 

-

When dot width control is enabled as above, 
two DCLKs are used for each video dot 
period. Asserting ADOTM for a particular 
character will cause each active video dot of 
the displayed character to be turned on for 
one DCLK and off for the other DCLK, while if 
ADOTM is negated for that character, the 
active video dot for that character will be 
turned on (black background) or off (white 
background) for both DCLK times (see Fig
ures 2 and 4). Only the character video 
component of the character block is modulat
ed. Underline video and background are not 
affected by ontime modulation. Width control 
can be used to: 

1. Make horizontal lines and vertical lines 
appear the same brightness on the dis
play. 

2. Provide two different brightness levels for 
characters without requiring a monitor 
with analog brightness inputs. 

DOT STRETCll'"' 

DISPLAYED ON MONITOR -STRETCHED -
DOTa.OCK 

WID1H """"' .. 
DOTS= 0 

WID1H 
ADOTM• 1 001S·. 

WID1H 
ADOTM • 0 

ootS• 1 
WID1H 

ADOTM m 1 
D01S. 1 

DOT WIDTH CONTROL 

DISPt.AYED ON MONITOR 
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However, note that the effects produced by 
this feature are highly dependent on the video 
amplHier characteristics of the monitor used. 

Double Width Logic 
The double width logic controls the rate at 
which dots are shifted through the video shift 
register. When the ADOUBLE input is as
serted, the associated character video will be 
shifted at one half the DCLK rate, and the dot 
information for the next character will be 
loaded into the shift register two CCLKs later. 
The character and attribute data that is pres
ent on the first CCLK after the ADOUBLE 
input is asserted will be ignored. The CCLK 
output is not affected. If a double width 
character is specified at the last location of a 
character row, the second half of the double 
width character (one CCLK) will extend into 
the horizontal front porch. 

WID1H 
ADOTll = 0 

DOTS• 0 
WIDTH 

ADO'TU= 1 
DOTS= O 

WIDTH 
ADOTll = 0 

D01S = 1 
WIDTH 

- ---· 

December 12, 1986 

""""'" 1 ootS• 1 

- -- ---
---------Figure 2- Dot Modulation Timing 
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CHARACTER AS STORED 
IN CHARACTER GENERATOR 

o0 o 
0 0 

H 
NORMAL CHARACTER DISPLAY 

WITHOUT WIDTH CONTROL 

E 

ACTUAL CHARACTER DISPLAYED 
WITH DOT STRETCHING EMPLOYED 

Figure 3. Dot Stretching 

ACTUAL CHARACTER DISPLAY 
WITH WIDTH CONTROL 

~
00000 

000 

00000 
Figure 4. Dot Width Control 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 range O to +70 ·c 

Tsrn Storage temperature range -65 to + 150 •c 

All voltages with respect to ground3 -0.5 to +6.0 v 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= o•c to + 7o•c. Vee= + 5V ± 5%. V88 =Figure 54• 5 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

Min Typ 

V1L Input low voltage 
V1H Input high voltage 2 
Vol Output low voltage loL =4mA 
VoH Output high voltage loH =-400µA 2.4 

l1L Input low current V1N = 0.4V 
DCLK 
All other inputs 

l1H Input high current V1N = 2.4V 
DCLK 
All other inputs 

Ice V cc supply current V1N = ov, Vee= Max 
199 V99 supply current Figure 5 
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2 

UNIT 
Max 

0.8 v 
v 

0.4 v 
v 

-800 µA 
-400 µA 

40 µA 
20 µA 

80 mA 
120 mA 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= o•c to + 10°c, Vee= + 5V ± 5%, Vee= Figure 54• 5 

LIMITS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER 
TEST 25MHz 18MHz 

UNIT 
CONDITIONS Version Version 

Min Max Min Max 

Dot clock timing (see Figure 8) 

lo Frequency 25 18 MHz 
toH High time 15 22 ns 
toL Low time 15 22 ns 

Setup times (see Figures 6, 7, 9, and 10) 

lse BLANK to CCLK 40 50 ns 
tsA Attributes to CCCK 40 50 ns 
tso DO - D9 to CCLK 70 70 ns 
lsK CURSOR to CCLK 40 50 ns 

lsc CO, C1 to DCLK 30 35 ns 
tsR RBLANK to DCLK 20 20 ns 
tsM BLINK, UL, DOTS to BLANK 20 20 ns 

Hold times (see Figures 6, 7, 9, and 10) 

tHe BLANK from CCiJ( 20 20 ns 
tHA Attributes from CCLK 20 20 ns 
tHo DO - D8 from CCLK 30 30 ns 
IHK CURSOR from CCiJ( 20 20 ns 
tHc CO, C1 from DCLK 20 20 ns 
tHR RBLANK from DCLK 20 20 ns 
tHM BLINK, UL, DOTS from BLANK 20 20 ns 

Delay times (see Figure 8) 

toe CCLK from DCLK 
CL= 50pF 

55 70 ns 
tov Other outputs from DCLK 60 70 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 

the device at these or at any conditions other than those described in the AC and DC Electrical Characteristics section of this specification is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature. 
3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, it is 

suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying voltages greater than the rated maxima. 
4. Parameters are valid over operating temperature range unless otherwise specified. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground. For testing, all input signals swing between 0.4V and 2.4V with a transition time of 3ns maximum and output 

voltages are checked at O.SV and 2V. 

40 
Vee 

Vee 

Vee 

31.60 
1%,112W 

i0.1µF 

Figure 5. Recommended Vee 
Test Circuit 
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___ r'se-1 
BLANK I 

~~~~~~~~~-t-~~~t----

B LINK ,~M· 
UL, 

DOTS 

ATTRIBUTES1 

DOT DATA2 
CJ0.08 

-----~ LAST 
------ CHAR 

3rd 
CHAR 
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v1oeo3 

VIDEO 
DOUBLE WIDTH 

ROW 

SKGN04 
1st 

CHAR 
2nd 

CHAR I ~~AR 
~ 

- - -- -.-LA __ S_T __ -, ..... ,-,.LA""s"r,.......,.,-B-K-G-NO-.-
CHAA • CHAR _ 

BKGN04 1st CHAR 3rd CHAR LAST-1 CHAR 

NOTES' 
1. Attributes include: ABLINK, ABLANK, ARVID, AUL, AHILT, ADOUBLE, AOOTM, two general purpose, and foreground/background colors. 
2. One ~ delay for dot data (obtained from delay through character generator). 
3. See Figure 8 for detail timing of video outputs. 
4. Non-active scan time. VIDEO reverts to polarity seiected by the BKGND input in monochrome mode. 
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Figure 6. CMAC Plpellne Timing 

r~-1r 
CURSOR ------------~ ~"------------

VIDEO 1 Ba 
CHARACTER ,__/ 

WITH CURSOR 

Figure 7. Cursor Plpellne Timing 
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1--•l•o-l -l •D<.1-

DCLK 

=co ~-'DC ____ _ 

OTHER 
OUTPUTS 

LAST - 1 
PIXEL 

CHARACTER H - 1 

-1 
LAST 
PIXEL 

....--tov 

••• 
PIXEL 

2n4 
PIXEL 

CHARACTERN 

Figure 8. Output Plpellne Timing 

MONOCHROME MODE 

~~,,~ t_ 
VIDEO ____ O_R_A_Y ___ ..... \ .. ___ aLA_c_K __ ~,r-----O-R_A_Y ___ ~~2--B-LA_cK _____ .. / 

NOTE: 

Figure 9. RBLANK Timing During Inactive Scan Time 
(Blank = 1) 

1. The ngh and tow times of CCLR' may be controlled independently. 

Figure 10. Clock Divider Timing 
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osc 

DCLK 

CHARACTER 2870 "f 
: }MONITOR RAM 

CHARACTER . 
GENERATOR DB LUM 

2875 
CMAC 

ATTRIBUTE 
INPUTS 

ATTRIBUTE 
RAM a:a< CAT CONTROU..Ell 

Figure 11. System Block Diagram of SCB2675 In Color Mode 

CHARACTER 
RAM 

ATTRIBUTE 
RAM 

2870 
CHARACTER 
GENERATOR 

~ 
•· 

DB 

osc 

DCLK 

2875 
CMAC 

I-_,_ __ -'".,_--_,, ATTRIBUTE 
1-----T----.,/ INPUTS 

TTLVI} MONITOR 
TTLV2 

l GENERAL 
PURPOSE 
OUTPUTS. 

CRT CONTllOUEll 

-Figure 12. System Block Diagram of SCB2675 In Monochrome Mode 
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Microprocessor Products 

DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCB2675T Turbo Color/ 
Monochrome Attributes Controller (Tur
bo-CMAC) is a bipolar LSI device de
signed for CRT terminals and display 
systems that employ raster scan tech
niques. It contains a programmable dot 
clock divider to generate a character 
clock, a high-speed shift register to seri
alize input dot data into a video stream, 
latches and logic to apply v.isual attri
butes to the resulting display, and logic 
to display a cursor on the display. 

The Turbo-CMAC provides control of 
visual attributes on a character by char
acter basis for two operating modes: 
monochrome and color. Thlil mono
chrome mode provides reverse video, 
blank, highlight and two general purpose 
user definable attributes. In this mode, 
the display characters can be specified 
to appear on either a light or d~ screen 
background. Retrace video suppression 
can be automatically or externally con
trolled. The color mode provides eight 
colors for foreground (character) video 
and eight color!! for background video 
together with a luminance output for 
external color set selection or to simulta
neously drive a monochrome monitor. 
Additionally, both modes provide double 
width, underline, blink, dot stretching 
and dot width attributes .. In monochrome 
mode, the SCB2675T emulates the attri
bute characteristics of Digital Equipment 
Corporation's VT100 terminal; 

The horizontal dot frequency is the basic 
timing input to the Turbo-CMAC. This 
clock is divided internally to provide a 
character clock output for system syn
chronization. Up to nine bits of dot data 
are parallel loaded into the video shift 
register on each character boundary. 
The two TTL video data outputs in 
monochrome mode are encoded to pro
vide four video intensities (black, gray, 
white and highlight). The video data in 
color mode is encoded to provide eight 
foreground colors and shifted out on 
three TTL outputs, together with. the 
luminance output. 

December 1986 

SCB2675T 
Turbo Color/Monochrome 
Attributes Controller (Turbo
CMAC) 
Preliminary Specification 

FEATURES 
• 40MHz video dot rate version 
• Four video Intensities encod~ 

on two TTL outputs . (mono
chrome mode) 

• Eight foreground and background 
colors encoded on three TTL 
outputs (color mode) 

• Internally latched character 
attributes: 
- Reverse video 
- Blank 
- Blink 
- Underline 
- Hlghllght 
- Two general purpose 
- Eight foreground colors 
- Eight background colors 
- Dot width control 
- Double width characters 

• VT100 compatible attributes 
• Reverse video cursor with 

optional white cursor In color 
mode 

• Up to 10 dots per character 
• Light or dark background In 

monochrome mode 
- Automatic retrace blanking 

• Programmable dot stretching 
•Compatible with SCN2674 AVDC 

and SCN2670 DCGG 
• TTL compatible 
• 40·pin dual In-line package 

APPLICATIONS 
• CRT terminals 
• Word processing systems 
• Small business computers 
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MIC 

BLANK 

ADOUBLE 

24 ADOTM 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

DOTS PER 
PACKAGES 

CHARACTER 

Plastic DIP 7, 8, 9, 10 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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D0-08 

UL 

BLINK 
CURSOR 
CMODE 
ABLINK 

AUL 
MIC 

ABLUEFIABLANK 
AGREENFIBKGND 

AREDFIAHILT 
ABLUEBIAGP2 

AGREENBIARVID 
AREDBIAGP1 

MONOCHROME 
AND COLOR 
ATTRIBUTE 

AND 
CURSOR 

LOGIC 

Vcc=sv ±5%, o•c to +1o•c 

40MHz 

SCB2675TC4N40 

DOUBLE 
WIDTH. 
LOGIC 

14---------- ADOUBLE 

L..r---~D~OT:---1.--------- DOTM 

l+-~--1 MODULATION 14---------- DOTS 
LOGIC ADOTM 

VIDEO 
AND 

ATTRIBUTE 
HIERARCHY 

LOGIC TTL 
DRIVERS 

REOJTTLV1 
BLUEITTLV2 
GREENIGP1 
LUMIGP2 

14-------------------- BLANK 
14-------------------RESET 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

DIP 

Vee 40 I Power Supply: +5Voc 

Vss 1 I Blas Supply: See Figure 5 

GND 20 I Ground: OV reference 

DCLK 32 I Dot Clock: Dot frequency input. Video output shift rate. 

CCLK 33 0 Character Clock: An output which is a submultiple of DCLK. The period ranges from 7 to 1 O DCLK 
periods per cycle and is determined by the state of the CO-C1 inputs. 

RED/TTLV1 28 0 Red/TTL Video 1: In color mode, this output provides the red gun serial video. In monochrome 
mode, it should be used with the blue/TTL video 2 output to decode four video intensities. 

BLUE/TTLV2 29 0 Blue/TTL Video 2: In color mode, this output provides the blue gun serial video. In monochrome 
mode, it should be used with the red/TTL video 1 output to decode four video intensities. 

GREEN/GP1 27 0 Green/General Purpose 1: In color mode, this output provides the green gun serial video. In 
monochrome mode, it is a general purpose TTL output which is asserted if the AREDB/ AGP1 input is 
asserted when the corresponding character dot data is loaded into the video shift register. GP1 can 
be active in either active scan or blank time. 

LUM/GP2 26 0 Luminance/General Purpose 2: In color mode, this output is the logical-OR of the RGB foreground 
video. it is low during a blanking interval and during the foreground portion of the cursor display. In 
monochrome mode, it is a general purpose TTL output which is asserted if the ABLUEB/ AGP2 input 
is asserted when the corresponding character dot data is loaded into the video shift register. GP2 
can be active in either active scan or blank time. 

UL 13 I Underline Timing: Indicates the scan line(s) for the underline attribute. Latched on the falling edge 
of BLANK. The underline will be displayed on the specified scan line for every character where 
AUL= 1. 

BLINK 11 I Blink Timing: This input is sampled on the falling edge of BLANK to provide the blink rate for the 
blink attribute. Should be a submultiple of the frame rate. 

BLANK 12 I Screen Blank: When high, this input forces the video outputs to the specified background color in 
color mode and to the level specified by the BKGND input (either black or gray) in monochrome 
mode. 

RBLANK 7 I Retrace Blank: This input is used to force the video outputs to a low during retrace periods. If pulled 
high, it will automatically suppress video during the retrace periods when BLANK is high. The user 
may also pulse this input while BLANK is high to selectively suppress raster video. 

AGREENF/ 17 I Green Foreground/Background Intensity: In color mode, this input activates the GREEN/GP1 
BKGND output during 1he foreground (character video) portion of the associated character block. In 

monochrome mode, this input specifies gray or black screen background. 

ABLUEF/ 23 I Blue Foreground/Blank Attribute: In color mode, this input activates the BLUE/TTLV2 output 
AB LANK during the foreground (character video) portion of the associated character block. In monochrome 

mode, this input generates a blaok space for the associated character. The blank space intensity is 
controlled by the AGREENF/BKGND input, the reverse video attribute and cursor input. 

AREDF/AHILT 25 I Red Foreground/Highlight Attribute: In color mode, this input activates the RED/TTLV1 output 
during the foreground (character video) portion of the associated character block. In monochrome 
mode, this input highlights the associated character (including underline). 

CURSOR 8 I Cursor Timing: This input provides the timing for the cursor video. In color mode, with CURSOR and 
CMODE high, the RGB outputs are driven high (white cursor). If CMODE is low, or in monochrome 
mode, this input reverses the intensities of the video and attributes (the foreground and background 

. intensities are reversed). Cursor position, shape, and blink rate are controlled by this input. 

CMODE 9 I Cursor Mode: Used in color mode only. When CURSOR and CMODE are high, the RGB outputs are 
driven high (white cursor). When CURSOR is high and CMODE is low, the RGB outputs are logically 
inverted (reverse video cursor). 

AUL 19 I Underline Attribute: Specifies a line to be displayed in the character block. The specific line(s) are 
specified by the UL input. All other attributes apply to the underline video. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

DIP 

ABLINK 16 I Bllnk Attribute: In color mode, this active high input will drive the foreground RGB combination to 
the background RGB combination. In monochrome mode, the associated character or background is 
driven to the intensity determined by BKGND, reverse video attribute and the cursor input. 

ADOUBLE 14 I Double Width Attribute: This active high input causes the associated character video to be shifted 
out of the serial shift register at one half the dot frequency (DCLK). The CCLK output is not affected. 

AREDB/AGP1 21 I Red Background/General Purpose Attribute 1: In color mode, this input activates the RED/TTLV1 
output during the background portion of the associated character block. In monochrome mode, it 
activates the GREEN/GP1 output for the associated character block. 

ABLUEB/ AGP2 22 I Blue Background/General Purpose Attribute 2: In color mode, this input activates the BLUE/ 
TTLV2 output during the background portion of the associated character block. In monochrome 
mode, it activates the LUM/GP2 output for the associated character block. 

AGREENB/ 18 I Green Background/Reverse Video Attribute: In color mode, this input activates the GREEN/GP1 
ARVID output during the background portion of the associated character block. In monochrome mode, it 

causes the associated character block video intensities to be reversed. 

00-08 39, 2, I Dot Data Input: These are parallel inputs corresponding to the character I graphic symbol dot data 
38, 3, for a given scan line. These inputs are strobed into the video shift register on the trailing (falling) edge 
37, 4, of each character clock (CCLK). 

36, 5, 6 

CO, C1 34, 35 I Character Clock Control: The states of these two static inputs determine the internal divide factor 
for the CCLK output rate. 

RESET 15 I Reset: This active high input initializes the internal logic and resets the attribute latches. 

MIC 30 I Monochrome/Color Mode: This input selects whether the CMAC operates in monochrome or color 
mode. A low selects color mode and a high selects monochrome mode. 

ADO TM 24 I Dot Modulatlon Attribute: When DOTM and this input are high, the active dot width of the 
associated character video is one DCLK. When DOTM is high and this input is low, the active dot 
width of the associated character video is two DCLKs. 

DOTM 31 I Dot Width Modulation: When this input is high, two DCLKs are used for each dot shifted through the 
shift register. When this input is low, one DCLK is used. 

DOTS 10 I Dot Stretching: Sampled at the falling edge of BLANK. When this input is high, one extra dot is 
appended to individual dots or groups of dots of the input parallel data and then transferred through 
the shift register. When this input is low, normal transfer of input parallel data results. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION SCB2675T 
The Turbo.CMAC consists of seven major 
sections (see block diagram). The high speed 
dot clock input is applied to a programmable 
divider to provide a character clock output for 
system timing. Parallel dot data is loaded into 
the video shift register on character bound· 
arias and shifted into the video logic block at 
the dot rate specified by the dot modulation 
section. The appropriate attribute control in· 
puts are selected by the mode select logic, 
latched internally on character boundaries, 
and combined with the serial dot data to 
provide monochrome or color video outputs. 

monochrome mode with light background. 
This input can be tied high, in which case the 
area outside the active area will be dark, or It 
may be pulsed during BLANK periods to 
externally control the border widths. 

In color mode, eight colors for the character 
(foreground) and eight colors for the back
ground (area other than character) can be 
selected by the attribute inputs. In mono
chrome mode, the intensities of foreground 
and background are a function of the attribute 
and BKGND inputs; i.e., characters may be 
black, gray, white, or highlight (very white) 
while background may be black, gray, or 
white. (see Table 1). 

C1 

0 
0 
1 
1 

NOTE: 
•High/low 

co 

0 
1 
0 
1 

Dots/ CCLK 
Char. Duty Cycle* 

10 5/5 
7 3/4 
8 4/4 
9 4/5 

The number of dot clocks/character is nor
mally the number of dots/ character as listed 
above. However, when dot width control is 
specified, the DCLK input is divided by two 
before It is applied to the character clock 
counter resulting in the number of dot clocks/ 
character being double those listed above, 
although the number of displayed dots/char
acter remains the same. (See Dot Modulation 
Logic section). The number of dots per char
acter (C1 - CO) can be dynamically changed 
on either edge of the character clock as 
shown in Figure 1 O. 

The BLANK input defines the active screen 
and retrace areas. In color mode, the video 
outputs are forced to the spec~ied back
ground color when this signal is asserted; in 
monochrome mode the video outputs are 
forced to the states defined by the BKGND 
input; i.e., black if dark background is select
ed and gray if light background is selected. A 
separate RBLANK input allows the user to 
select the amount of border around the active 
area when operating in color mode or in 
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Character Clock Counter 
The character clock counter divides the 

. DCLK input to generate the character clock 
(~). The divide factor is specified by the 
clock control inputs (C1 - CO) as follows: 
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Table 1. Monochrome Mode Attribute Characteristics 

REV1 AHILT ABLINK2 FOREGROUND BACKGROUND 
VIDEO VIDEO 

0 0 0 w B 
0 0 1 WIG B 
0 1 0 H B 
0 1 1 H/W B 
1 0 0 B G 
1 0 1 B/W G/B 
1 1 0 B w 
1 1 1 B/H W/B 

NOTES: 
1. REV= (BKGND) XOR (ARVID): BKGND ARVID REV 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
2. For blinking, the video outputs are shown as 0/1, where O and 1 are the blink timing output 

states. 
3. Foreground includes underline When underlining is specified by AUL= 1. 
4. When ABLANK"" 1, foreground component becomes same as background component. 
5. Codes for video outputs are as follows: 

CODE TTLV2 TTLV1 BEAM INTENSITY 
Black (B) B O 

G O Gray (G) 
w 0 White (W) 

Highlight (H) H 

Video Shift Register 
On each character boundary. the parallel 
input dot data (DO - DB) is loaded into the 
video shift register. The data is shifted out 
least significant bit first (DO) at the DCLK rate. 
If 10 dots/character are specified (C1 -
CO = 00), the tenth dot will be the same as 
DB. The serial dot data from the video shift 
register is routed to the video logic where it is 
combined with the cursor and attribute con
trol bits to produce the video data outputs. 

Mode Select, Attribute and 
Cursor Control 
The mode select logic multiplexes the mono
chrome and color attribute inputs and outputs 
as spec~ied by the M/C input. The mono
chrome mode provides blank, reverse video, 
highlight and two general purpose attributes. 
The latter may be used, with external logic, to 
combine other attributes (e.g., overscore) into 
the video stream. The color mode provides 
RGB foreground and background color attri
butes. Both modes provide double width 
characters, blink, underline, dot width control 
and dot stretching. 

The cursor and attribute inputs are pipelined 
internally to allow for system pipeline propa
gations. The cursor input and the attribute 
inputs are delayed for one CCLK to account 
for the delay of the character data through 
the character generator latches. The attribute 
timing inputs (BLINK, UL and DOTS) are 
clocked into the 2675 at the beginning of 
each scan line time by the falling edge of 
BLANK. Thus, these inputs must be in their 
proper state at the falling edge of BLANK 
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preceding the scan line where they are re
quired to be active. The BLANK signal itself is 
also delayed internally to provide for the RAM 
and character generator delays (see Figures 
6 and 7). Internal delays cause the video 
outputs to be delayed relative to CCLK as 
illustrated in Figure 8. 

Video Logic 
Each character block consists of the three 
components shown in Figure 1. Symbol video 
is generated from the dot data inputs 
DO - DB. Underline video is enabled by the 
AUL attribute and is generated during the 
scan lines for which the UL input is active. 
Underline and symbol video are always the 
same intensity or color, and other attributes 
(e.g., ABLINK) apply to them equally. The 
combination of underline and symbol video is 
also referred to as foreground video. Back
ground video is the area of the character 
block corresponding to the absence of fore
ground video. The assertion of the non
display attribute (ABLANK) in the mono
chrome mode causes the entire character 
block to be displayed as background. 

In monochrome mode, the serial dot data and 
pipelined cursor and attributes are combined 
to generate four video intensities (black, gray, 
white and highlight) which are encoded on 
the TTLV1 and TTLV2 outputs as follows: 
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TTLV2 TTLvt VIDEO INTENSITY 

0 0 Black 
0 1 Gray 
1 0 White 
1 1 Highlight 

Table 1 describes the relationship between 
attributes and video intensity of the fore
ground and background components of the 
character block in monochrome mode. 

In color mode, the colors of the foreground 
and background components are specified by 
the corresponding attribute inputs; AREDF, 
AGREENF and ABLUEF dictate the color of 
the foreground component while AREDB, 
AGREENB and ABLUEB do the same for the 
background component. In this mode, the 
serial dot data and pipelined cursor and 
attributes are combined to generate four 
video outputs. The RED, GREEN and BLUE 
outputs separately contain the corresponding 
foreground and background components. 
The LUM output is the logical-OR of the 
foreground colors and can be used to drive a 
separate monochrome monitor or to select a 
different set of colors for the foreground. 

BACKGROUND 
VIDEO 

Figure 1. Character' Block Definition 

Dot Modulation Logic 
The dot modulation logic controls the video 
shift register to supply dot stretching and dot 
width control. 

Dot stretching is controlled by the DOTS input 
which is sampled each scan line at the trailing 
(falling) edge of BLANK. If DOTS is asserted 
at that time, all characters on the following 
scan line will have dot stretching applied. Dot 
stretching causes an extra dot to be added to 
individual dots or groups of dots as shown in 
Figures 2 and 3. Dot stretching can be used 
to: 

1. Compensate for low video bandwidth 
monitors (since the minimum active dis
played segment with dot stretching is two 
DCLKs). 

2. Assure crisp black characters when oper
ating in white background mode. 

3. Provide thick characters as a means of 
distinguishing areas of the display. 
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Dot width is controlled by the DOTM and 
AOOTM inputs. DOTM is tied either high, 
which enables the feature on the entire dis
play, or low, which disables the feature. With 
ADOTM high, the dot width of characters can 
be selectively controlled by assertion of the 
ADOTM attribute input. When operating in 
this mode, the dot clock input is divided by 
two before being applied to other circuits in 
the Turbo-GMAC. 

The CCO< output is also divided by two. The 
truth table for the possible combinations of 
ADOTM and DOTM is as follows: 

ADOTM 
0 
0 

DOTM 
0 
1 

0 

OPERATION 
Normal mode 
Dot width control, 
100% duty cycle 
(DCLK72, CCLK72) 
Not allowed 
Dot width control, 
50% duty cycle 
(DCLK 72, CCLK 72) 

DOT CLOCK 

NORMAL 

STRETCHED 

NORMAL -

When dot width control is enabled as above, 
two DCLKs are used for each video dot 
period. Asserting ADOTM for a particular 
character will cause each active video dot of 
the displayed character to be turned on for 
one DCLK and off for the other DCLK, while if 
ADOTM is negated for that character, the 
active video dot for that character will be 
turned on (black background) or off (white 
background) for both DCLK times (see figures 
2 and 4). Only the character video component 
of the character block is modulated. Under
line video and background are not affected by 
on-time modulation. Width control can be 
used to: 

1. Make horizontal lines and vertical lines 
appear the same brightness on the dis
play. 

2. Provide two different brightness levels for 
characters without requiring a monitor 
with analog brightness inputs. 

DOT STRETCHING 

DISPLAYED ON MONITOR -STRETCHED -
DOT Ct.OCI< 

Wiim! 
AOOTU = 0 

DOTS= o 

''"'"' AOOTM= 1 
DOTS= 0 

WIOTH 
AOOTll= 0 

DOTS• 1 
WIDTH 

ADOTM= 1 
DOTS= 1 -- -

DOT WIDTH CONTROL 

DISPLAYED ON MONfTOR - --

However, note that the effects produced by 
this feature are highly dependent on the video 
amplifier characteristics of the mon~or used. 

Double Width Logic 
The double width logic controls the rate at 
which dots are shifted through the video shift 
register. When the ADOUBLE input is as
serted, the associated character video will be 
shifted at one half the DCLK rate, and the dot 
information for the next character will be 
loaded into the shift register two CCLKs later. 
The character and attribute data that is pres
ent on the first CCLK after the ADOUBLE 
input is asserted will be ignored. The CCO< 
output is not affected. If a double width 
character is specified at the last location of a 
character row, the second half of the double 
width character (one CCLK) will extend into 
the horizontal front porch. 

-WIDTI< 
AOOTM=O 

DOTS= 0 

WIDTH 
ADOTU = 1 

DOTS= 0 
WIDTI< 

ADOTll == 0 
DOTS= 1 

WIOTH 
AOOTM= 1 

DOTS• 1 ---------Figure 2_ Dot Modulation Timing 
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CHARACTER AS STORED 
IN CHARACTER GENERATOR 

NORMAL CHARACTER DISPLAY 
WITHOUT WIDTH CONTROL 

E 

ACTUAL CHARACTER DISPLAYED 
WITH DOT STRETCHING EMPLOYED 

Figure 3. Dot Stretching 

r8g 
ACTUAL CHARACTER DISPLAY 

WITH WIDTH CONTROL 

~
00000 

000 

00000 

Figure 4. Dot Width Control 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 range o to +70 •c 

TsRG Storage temperature range -65 to + 150 •c 

All voltages with respect to ground3 -0.5 to +6.0 v 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS T 4 = o•c to + 70°C, Vee= 5V ± 5%, V88 = Figure 54• 5 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 
Min 

V1L Input low voltage 
V1H Input high voltage 2 
Val Output low voltage loL =4mA 
VaH Output high voltage laH =-400µA 2.4 

l1L Input low current V1N =0.4V 
DCLK 
All other inputs 

l1H Input high current V1N = 2.4V 
DCLK 
All other inputs 

Ice V cc supply current V1N = ov, Vee= Max 
Isa Vas supply current Figure 5 
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LIMITS 
UNIT 

Max 

0.8 v 
v 

0.4 v 
v 

-800 µA 
-400 µA 

40 µA 
20 µA 

30 mA 
110 mA 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA=o•c to +10°c, Vcc•5V ±5%, v88 =Figure 54• 5 

TENTATIVE LIMITS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 40MHz Version UNIT 

Min Mex 

Dot clock timing (Figure 8) 

lo Frequency 40 MHz 
toH High time 10 ns 
loL Low time 10 ns 

Setup times (Figures &, 7, 9 and 10) 

Isa BLANKto~ 35 ns 
lsA Attributes to ~ 40 ns 
!so D0-09 to~ 50 ns 
lsK CURSOR to~ 35 ns 
lsc CO, C1 to DCLK 15 ns 
lsR RBLANK to DCLK 15 ns 
tsM BLINK, UL, DOTS to BLANK 10 ns 

Hold times (Figures 6, 7, 9 and 10) 

tHB BLANK from~ 5 ns 
IHA Attributes from ~ 5 ns 
tHo DO-D8from~ 5 ns 
IHK CURSOR from ~ 5 ns 
tHc CO, C1 from DCLK 5 ns 
tHR RBLANK from DCLK 10 ns 
tHM BLINK, UL, DOTS from BLANK 15 ns 

Delay times (Figure 8) 

toe ~from DCLK CL= 50pF 45 ns 
tov Other outputs from DCLK 45 ns 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 

the device at these or at any conditions other than those described in the AC and DC Electrical Characteristics section of this specification is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature. 
3. This product includes circuitry specffically designed for the protection of its internal devices from damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, ~ is 

suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying voltages greater than the rated maxima. 
4. Parameters are valid over operating temperature range unless otherwise specified. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground. For testing, all input signals swing between 0.4V and 2.4V with a transition time of 3ns maximum. All time 

measurements are referenced at input voltages of o.av and 2V and output voltages are checked at o.av and 2V. 

40 
Vee 

Yaa 

Yee 

31.80 
1%,1/2W 

i0.1µ.F 

"""'"' 
Figure 5. Recommended Vaa 

Test Circuit 
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ATTRIBUTES1 

NOTES: 

v1oeo3 
VIDEO 

DOUBl.E WIDTH 
ROW 

BKGNO" 

1$1 
CHAR 

2nd 
CHAR 

1st CHAR 

LAST-1 I ~ST 
CHAR _ CHAR I BKGND" 

3rd CHAR LAST-1 CHAR BKGND4 

1. Attributes include ABLINK, ABLANK, ARVIO, AUL, AHILT, ADOUBLE, ADOTM, two general purpose, and foreground/background colors. 
2. One oerR delay for dot data (obtained from delay through character generator). 
3. See Figure 8 for detail timing of video outputs. 
4. Non-active scan time. VIDEO reverts to polarity selected by the BKGND input in monochrome mode. 
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Figure 6. Turbo-CMAC Plpellne Timing 

,,._.j r 
CURSOR -----w1 ----======---. ---

VIDEO 1 ,.. 

CHARACTER _/ 
WITH CURSOR 

Figure 7. Cursor Plpellne Timing 
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l;)CLK 

VIDEO 

NOTE: 

l---•/tD-1 

DCLK 

-1 !-•DC 
CCLK' ._ ____________________________________________ _ 

OTHER 
OUTPUTS 

GRAY 

LAST - 1 
PIXEL 

CHARACTER N - 1 

-1 
LAST 
PIXEL 

....-tov 

••• 
PIXEL 

2nd 
PIXEL 

CHARACTER N 

Figure 8. Output Pipeline Timing 

MONOCHROME MODE 

\ BLACK I .___ __ .....I 

Figure 9. RBLANK Timing During Inactive Scan Time (Blank = 1) 

1. The high and low times of CCO< may be controlled independently. 

Figure 10. Clock Divider Timing 
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osc 

OCLK 

CHARACTER 
2670 o,o ~ } MONITOR RAM 

CHARACTER . 
GENERATOR 

08 LUM 

2675T 
CMAC 

ATTRIBUTE 
INPUTS 

ATTRIBUTE 
RAM CCiJ< CRT CONTROLLER 

Figure 11. System Block Diagram of SCB2675T in Color Mode 

CHARACTER 
RAM 

ATTRIBUTE 
RAM 

2670 
CHARACTER 
GENERATOR 

~o 

08 

osc 

DCLK 

2675T 
CMAC 

ATTRIBUTE 
INPUTS 

TTL V1 ) MONITOR 
TTLV2 

l GENERAL 
PURPOSE 
OUTPUTS 

CRT CONTROLLER 

Figure 12. System Block Diagram of SCB2675T in Monochrome Mode 
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DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCB2677 A and SCB-
26778 Video Attributes Controllers 
(VAC) are bipolar LSI devices designed 
for CRT terminals and display systems 
that employ raster scan techniques. 
Each contains a high-speed video shift 
register, field and character attributes 
logic, attribute latch, cursor format logic 
and half-dot shift control. 

The VAC provides control of visual attri
butes on a field or character-by-charac
ter. Internal logic preserves field attri
bute data from character row to charac
ter row so that an attribute byte is not 
required at the ·beginning of each row. 
The SCB2677B provides for reverse vid
eo, blank (non-display), blink, underline 
and highlight attributes and a graphics 
mode attribute to work in conjunction 
with the Signetics SCN2670 Display 
Character and Graphics Generators 
(DCGG). The SCB2677 A substitutes a 
strike-through attribute for the graphics 
attribute. 

The horizontal dot frequency is the basic 
timing input to the VAC. Internally, this 
clock is divided down to provide a char
acter clock output for system synchroni
zation. Up to ten bits of video dot data 
are parallel-loaded into the video shift 
register on each character boundary. 
The video data is encoded to three 
levels of intensity (black, gray and white) 
and output on two TTL outputs. Light or 
dark screen background may be speci
fied. 
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SCB2677 
Video Attributes Controller 
(VAC) 
Product Specification 

FEATURES 
• 18MHz and 25MHz video dot 

rates 
• Three level-encoded TTL video 

outputs 
• Character /field attribute logic 

- Reverse video 
- Character blank 
- Character blink 
- Underline 
- Hlghllght 

• Strike-through or graphics 
control 

• Field attributes extend from row 
to row 

• Light or dark field 
• Cursor reverse video logic 
• Up to 12 dots per character 
• Retrace blanking for light field 
• Optional field graphics control 

output 
• High-speed bipolar design 
• TTL compatible 
• Compatible with Slgnetics 

SCN2672 PVTC, SCN2674 AVDC 
and SCN2670 DCGG 

• Upgrade of the Signetics 
SCB2673 VAC 

APPLICATIONS 
• CRT terminals 
• Word processing systems 
• Small business computers 
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

DIP 

TOP VIEW 

INDEX 
CORNER 

40 

0 39 

PLCC 

17 29 

18 28 
TOP VIEW 

Pin Function Pin Function Pin Function 
1 NC 16 CURSOR 30 HOOT 
2 Vee 17 BLANK 31~ 
3 03 18 UL 32 TTLVID2 
4 D4 19 BLINK 33 TTLVID1 
5 05 20 LL 34 NC 
6 06 21 STRIGMD 35 RBLANK 
7 07 22 GND 36 DCLK 
8 DB 23 NC 37 CC2 
9 09 24 ASTRIAGM 38 CC1 

10 RESET 25 ARVID 39 cco 
11 BKGND 26 AHILT 40 ~ 
12 NC 27 AUL 41 DO 
13 AGO 28 ABLINK 42 01 
14 AMODE 29 ABLANK 43 02 
15 AFLG 44 Voo 

853-1076 86883 

2 
= 



Video Attributes Controller (VAC) 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

Vcc=+SV ±5%, TA=o·c to +70'C 

PACKAGES Graphics Attribute Strike· Through Attribute 

25MHz 18MHz 25MHz 18MHz 

Ceramic DIP SCB2677BC5140 SCB2677BC8140 SCB2677 AC5140 SCB2677 AC8140 

Plastic DIP SCB2677BC5N40 SCB2677BC8N40 SCB2677 AC5N40 SCB2677 AC8N40 

Plastic LCC SCB2677BC5A44 SCB2677BC8A44 SCB2677 AC5A44 SCB2677 AC8A44 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
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CCO -----..f-:'.'~7::::::",_ ___________ MCLK 

CC1 CCLK 
cc2-----...i ...__.,.... _ __. 
DCLK--------+----+---. 

10 

VIDEO 
AND 

HDOT ----------==-:t---1 ATTRIBUTE 

CURSOR ___ __..,--------, 

ARVID---
ABLANK ----+I 
ABLINK -----<oi 

AHILT -----<oi 
AUL ___ __.., ATTRIBUTE AND 

ASTRIAGM CURSOR CONTROL 

HIERARCHY 
LOGIC 

TTLVID1 
TTLVID2 

14-----BKGND 
14-----RBLANK 

AFLG LOGIC AND 14--------------BLANK 
A MODE PIPELINE RESET 

ACD -Vee 
BLINK Vea 

UL -GND 
LL-----<., 

STR/GMD ----o"L_ ____ _J 
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PIN DESCRIPTION ~ 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 2 

DIP PLCC -DCLK 32 36 I Dot Clock: Dot frequency input. Video output shift rate. 

~ 36 40 0 Character Clock: A submultiple of DCLK. The frequency ranges from one sixth to one twelfth of 
DCLK, as determined by the state of the CCO-CC2 inputs. 

CC2-CCO 33-35 37-39 I Character Clock Control: The logic state on these three static inputs determine the internal 
divide factor for the ~ output rate. Character clock rates of 6 through 12 dots per character 
may be specified. 

D0-09 37-39, 41-43, I Dot Data Input: These are parallel inputs corresponding to the character/graphic symbol dot 
2-8 3-9 data for a given scan line. These inputs are strobed into the video shift register on the falling edge 

of each character clock. 

HOOT 27 30 I Half-Dot Shift: When this input is high, the serial video output is delayed by one-half dot time. 
This input is latched on the falling edge of each character clock. 

CURSOR 14 16 I Cursor Timing: This input provides the timing for the cursor video. When high, effectively 
reverses the intensities of the video and attributes. Cursor position, shape, and blink rate are 
controlled by this input. 

BKGND 10 11 I Background Intensity: Specifies light or dark video during BLANK and character fields. Affects 
the intensities of all attributes. 

BLANK 15 17 I Screen Blank: When high, this input forces the video outputs to the level specified by the 
BKGND input (either high or low intensity). Not effective when RBLANK is high. 

RBLANK 31 35 I Retrace Blank: This input is used to force the two video outputs to a low intensity (black) during 
retrace intervals. If held high (1 ), ii will automatically suppress video when BLANK is high (1 ). The 
user may pulse this input while BLANK is high to selectively suppress raster video. 

ARVID 22 25 I Reverse Video Attribute: The intensity of the associated character or field video is reversed. All 
other attributes are effectively reversed. 

AHILT 23 26 I Highlight Attribute: All-dot video (including underline) of the associated character or field is 
highlighted with respect to the BKGND input and the reverse video attribute. 

ABLANK 26 29 I Blank Attribute: Generates a blank space in the associated character or field. The blank space 
intensity is determined by the BKGND input, the reverse video attribute, and the CURSOR input. 

ABLINK 25 28 I Blink Attribute: The associated character or field video is driven to the intensity determined by 
BKGND and the reverse video attribute when the BLINK input is high. 

AUL 24 27 I Underline Attribute: Specifies a line to be displayed on the character or field. The line is 
specified by the UL input. All other attributes apply to the underline video. 

ASTR/AGM 21 24 I Strike-Through Attribute (2677A): Specifies a line to be displayed on the character or field. The 
line is specified by the STA input. 

Attribute Graphics Mode (2677B): This input is latched and synchronized to provide a field 
GMO output for the SCN2670 DCGG. 

A MODE 12 14 I Attribute Mode: Specifies character (AMODE = 0) or field (AMODE = 1) attribute mode. 

AFLG 13 15 I Attributes Flag: The VAC samples and latches the attributes inputs when this input is high. If 
field attributes are specified (AMODE = 1 ), the attributes are double buffered on a row basis. 
Thus, each scan line of every character row will start with the attributes that were valid at the end 
of the previous row. 

ACD 11 13 I Attribute Control Display: In field attributes mode (AMODE = 1 ), if ACD = 0, the first character 
in each new attribute field (the attribute control character) will be suppressed and only the 
attributes will be displayed. If ACD = 1, the first character and the attributes are displayed. This 
input has no effect in character mode (AMODE = 0). 

BLINK 17 19 I Blink: This input is sampled on the falling edge of the BLANK to provide the blink rate for the 
character blink attribute. It should be a submultiple of the frame rate. 

UL 16 18 I Underline: Indicates the scan line(s) for the underline attribute. Latched on the falling edge of 
BLANK. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

DIP i;'LCC 

STR/GMD 19 21 I Strike-Through Une (2677A): Indicates the scan line(s) for the strike-through attribute. Latched 
on the falling edge of BLANK. 

0 Graphics Mode (26778): This output provides a synchronized, latched, field graphics mode 
corresponding to the AGM input. This output can be used to control the GM input on the 
SCN2670 DCGG. 

LL 18 20 I Last Line: Indicates the last scan line of each character row. Used internally to extend field 
attributes across row boundaries. Latched on the falling edge of BLANK. This input has no effect 
in character mode (AMODE = 0). 

MCLK 28 31 0 Memory Clock: This output is active for the last dot time for each cr:D< period. See Figure 1. 

TTLVID1 30 33 0 TTL Video 1: This output corresponds to the serial, non-highlighted video dot pattern. 

TTLVID2 29 32 0 TTL Video 2: This output corresponds to the highlighted serial video dot pattern. Should be used 
with TTLVID1 to decode a composite video of three intensities. 

RESET 9 10 I Manual Reset: This active high input initializes the internal logic and resets the attribute latches. 

Vee 40 44 I Power Supply: +5V. 

Vas 1 2 I Blas Supply: See Figure 14. 

GND 20 22 I Ground: OV reference. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION CCLK 
CC2 CC1 cco The VAC consists of four major sections (see 

block diagram). The high-speed dot clock 
input is divided internally to provide a charac
ter clock for system timing. The parallel dot 
data is loaded into the video shift register on 
each character boundary and shifted into the 
video logic block at the dot rate. The six 
attribute inputs are latched internally and 
combined with the serial dot data to provide a 
three level video source for the monitor. 

Dots/Character Duty Cycle* 

A separate BLANK input defines the active 
screen area. When BLANK = O, the video 
levels are derived internally by the combina
tions of dot data, attributes, cursor, and the 
state of the BKGND input. Either black, gray 
or white background can be selected. Sym
bols (dot data) are normally gray and can be 
highlighted to white or black as shown in 
Figure 2. 

During the inactive screen area (BLANK = 1 ), 
the video level produced by the TTL outputs 
is either gray (BKGND = 1) or black 
(BKGND = 0). A separate retrace blank 
(RBLANK) input is provided to suppress ras
ter retrace video when gray background is 
specified. This input will force the video 
outputs to a low if RBLANK and BLANK = 1. 
The user may pulse RBLANK during the 
retrace interval in order to extend the gray 
border closer to the monitor edges. 

Character Clock Counter 
The character clock counter divides the fre
quency on the DCLK input to generate the 
character clock (CCLK). The divide factor is 
specified by the clock control inputs 
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0 0 0 6 
0 0 1 6 
0 1 0 7 
0 1 1 8 
1 0 0 9 
1 0 1 10 
1 
1 

NOTE: 
•Low/high 

1 0 
1 1 

(CCO - CC2) as shown in the table above. 
See Figure 1. 

Video Shift Register 

11 
12 

On each character boundary, the parallel 
data (DO - D9) is loaded into the video shift 
register. The data is shifted out least signifi
cant bit first (DO) by the DCLK. If 11 or 12 
dots/ character are specified (CC2 - CCO 
= 110 or 111), a 0 (blank dot) is always 

shifted out before DO. For 12 dots/character, 
a O is also shifted out after D9. The serial dot 
data is shifted into the video logic where it is 
combined with the cursor and attributes to 
encode three levels of video. 

Attribute And Cursor Control 
The VAC visual attributes capabilities include: 
reverse video, character blank, blink, under
line, highlight, and strike-through. The six 
attributes and the three attribute control in
puts (AMODE, AFLG, and ACD) are clocked 
into the V AC on the falling edge of cr:o<. If 
AFLG is high, the attributes are latched inter-
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3/3 
3/3 
4/3 
4/4 
5/4 
5/5 
6/5 
616 

nally and are effective for either one charac
ter time (AMODE = O) or until another set of 
attributes is latched (AMODE • 1). The attri
butes set is double-buffered on a row-by-row 
basis internally. Using this technique, field 
attributes can extend across character row 
boundaries thereby eliminating the necessity 
of starting each row with an attribute set. 

When field attribute mode is selected, 
(AMODE = 1), the VAC will accommodate 
two attribute storage configurations. In one 
configuration, the attribute control data is 
stored in the refresh RAM, taking the place of 
the first character code in the field to be 
affected. For this mode, the ACD input is tied 
low and blank characters will be displayed in 
the screen positions occupied by the attribute 
data (see Figure 12). The display RAM con
tains intermixed character and attribute data. 
When new attribute data is written to the 
SCB2677, the AFLG input is set high. The 
character at that location will be blanked, and 
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only the attribute information will be dis
played. That particular attribute data will be 
used for the resultant characters until the 
next AFLG pulse occurs. In the second con
figuration (ACD = 1 ), the character codes and 
attribute data are presented to the V AC in 
parallel (i.e., there are separate RAMs for the 
character and attribute data). In this mode, 
dot data is displayed at each character posi
tion (see Figure 13). 

The CURSOR and the attribute input signals 
are pipelined internally to allow for system 
propagations (one -eGO< for refresh RAM, 
one -eGO< for dot generator). The attribute 
timing signals BLINK, UL, STR and LL are 
clocked into the V AC at the beginning of each 
scan line by the falling edge of the BLANK 
input. Thus, these signals must be in their 
proper state at the falling edge of BLANK 
preceding the scan line at which they are to 
be active (see Figure 5). The SCN2670 
DCGG delays the character dot data by one 
character clock. The V AC assumes that there 
is a DCGG in the system and latches the dot 
data one character clock later than the latch
ing of the attribute data. 

Video Logic 
The serial dot data and the pipelined cursor 
and attributes are combined to generate 
three levels (white, gray, and black) on two 
TTL compatible outputs, TTLVID1 and 
TTL VI 02. The three levels are encoded as 
shown to the right. 

The video is normally shifted out on the 
leading edge of the DCLK. When the HOOT 
input is asserted, the corresponding dot data 
is delayed by one-half DCLK. This half dot 
shifting, when used on selected lines of 

DCLK 

CCLK 

TTLVID1 

TT1.Vl02 

NOTES: 
W •White 
G •Gray 
B •Black 
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NORMAL 
GRAY ON BLACK 

DCLK 

cru\ ____ / l 
1-------5DOTS------l•~---4DOTS----I 

LJ 
Figure 1. Clock Waveform (9 Dots/Character) 

TTLVID2 TTLVID1 INTENSITY 

0 0 Black 
0 1 Gray 
1 0 Not used 
1 1 White 

NOTE: 
The TILVID1 output can be used independently to generate a two-level non-highlighted video. 

character video, can be used to effect eye
pleasing character rounding as shown in 
Figure 3. The half-dot shift does not extend 
into the next character's field boundary. 

Attribute Hierarchy 
The video of each character block consists of 
four components as shown in Figure 4. 

Symbol video is generated from the dot data 
inputs DO - D9. 

Underline video is enabled by the AUL attri
bute and is generated when the UL timing 
input is active. Underline and symbol video 
are always the same intensity. 

HIGHLIGHTED 
WHITE ON BLACK 

REVERSE 
BLACK ON GRAY 

Figure 2. Encoded Video Outputs 

2-203 

Strike-through video is enabled by the ASTA 
attribute and is generated when the STR 
timing input is active. This video is the same 
intensity as the symbol and underline video. 
This feature applies to the SCB2677 A only. 

Surround video is the absence of symbol, 
underline and strike-through video or the 
presence of the non-display attributes (AB
LANK or ABLINK • BLINK). 

The relative intensities of the four video 
components are determined by the remaining 
attributes (AHILT, ABLANK, ABLINK, ARVID) 
and the BKGND and CURSOR inputs as 
illustrated in Table 1. 

REVERSE, 
HIGHLIGHTED 

BLACK ON WHITE 

2 



Video Attributes Controller (VAC) 

0000 H 0000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 H 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 H 0 0 0 

0 000 0 000 
0 H 0 

0000 0000 

H •LINES SHIFTED 

Figure 3. "AT" Symbol With and Without Half-Dot Shifting 

Table 1. Attributes Hierarchy 

BLANK 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

NOTES: 
B - Black 
G =Gray 
W=White 
d = Don't care 

RBLANK 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

0 

0 

1 

1. REVERSE= ARVIO "' CURSOR 

BKGND 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

1 

d 

2. Non-display - (ABLINK • BLINK)+ ABLANK 
3. See Figure 4. 

REVERSE1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

1 

1 

d 

d 

d 

4. Symbol, underline and strikeMthrough are always same intensity. 
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SYMBOL 
VIDEO ---t<"'d-

STRIKE THAU 
VIDEO 

(2677A ONLY) 

UNDERLINE 
VIDEO 

Product Specification 

SCB2677 

Figure 4. Video Components of Character Block 

SYMBOL, 

AHILT "NON-" UNDERLINE OR SURROUND 
DISPLAY2 STRIKE- VIDE03 

THROUGH3• 4 

0 0 G B 

0 1 B B 

1 0 w B 

1 1 B B 

0 0 B G 

0 1 G G 

1 0 B w 
1 1 w w 
0 0 B G 

0 1 G G 

1 0 B w 
1 1 w w 
0 0 G B 

0 1 B B 

1 0 w B 

1 1 B B 

d d B B 

d d G G 

d d B B 
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Product Specification 

Video Attributes Controller (VAC) SCB2677 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 -2 -SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 range Oto +70 ·c 

TsTG Storage temperature range -65 to +150 ·c 

All voltages with respect to ground -0.5 to +6.0 v 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA=o•c to +70°c, Vcc=+5V ±5%, v 88 =See Figure 143• 4• 5• 6 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

V1L Input low voltage 0.8 v 
V1H Input high voltage 2 v 

VoL Output low voltage loL =4mA 0.4 v 
VoH Output high voltage loH =-400µA 2.4 v 

l1L Input low current V1N=0.4V -400/ µA 
-8006 

l1H Input high current V1N = 2.4V 20/406 µA 

Ice V cc supply current V1N = ov. Vee= Max 80 mA 
Isa V BB supply current Vss =Max 120 mA 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation 

of the device at these or at any other condition above those indicated in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 
2. Operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature. 
3. Parameters are valid over operating temperature range unless otherwise specified. 
4. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground (Vss). All input signals swing between 0.4V and 2.4V. All time measurements are referenced at input voltages 

of 0.8V, 2V and at output voltage of 0.8V, 2V as appropriate. 
5. Typical values are at + 25°C, typical supply voltages and typical processing parameter.s. 
6. For DCLK input. 
7. CL less than 150pF minimum could be faster. 
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Product Specification 

Video Attributes Controller (VAC) SCB2677 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= o•c to +70°c, Vee= +5V ±5%, v66 =see Figure 143· 4· 5• 6 

LIMITS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER 
TEST 25MHz 18MHz 

UNIT 
CONDITIONS Version Version 

Min Max Min Max 

Dot clock (Figure 11) 

fo Frequency 25 18 MHz 
toH High 15 22 ns 
toL Low 15 22 ns 

Setup times to CCLK (Figures 5, 6, 7 and 11) 

tss BLANK 50 50 ns 
tsc BLINK, UL, STR, LL (ref to BLANK) 20 20 ns 
lsA Attributes 45 55 ns 
tso Dot data DO - 09 70 70 ns 
lsK CURSOR 50 50 ns 
IFS AFLG 50 65 ns 
lsH HOOT 45 55 ns 

Hold times from ~(Figures 5, 6, 7 and 11) 

IHc BLINK, UL, STR, LL (ref to BLANK) 20 20 ns 
tHA Attributes 20 20 ns 
tHo Dot data DO - 09 30 30 ns 
IHK CURSOR 20 20 ns 
tFH AFLG 30 30 ns 
tHH HOOT 20 20 ns 

Setup times to DCLK (Figures 9, 1 O) 

lsG BKGND 15 15 ns 
tss RBLANK 15 15 ns 
tes CCO-CC2 30 35 ns 

Hold times from DCLK (Figures 9, 10) 

tHG BKGND 15 15 ns 
tHs RB LANK 15 15 ns 
tcH CCO-CC2 20 20 ns 

Delay times (Figures 7 and b) 

toGM GMO from DCLK 65 65 ns 
toe MCLK, CCLK from DCLK CL= 150pF 65 65 ns 
tov7 TTLVID1 and TTLVID2 from DCLK 75 80 ns 
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Video Attributes Controller (VAC) SCB2677 

1esl---J 

_J 

BLINK, UL 

STA, LL ---'''-----"'---

AnR1euTes1 -----~ 

------~ 

BKGND4 hi 2nd I LAST 1 I LAST I 4 
------''-.::C.:.:H;;;A:;.R__,._.::C.:.:H::;:A.:.:R._L- - _ - - __ _._..,c,..H.,A;;:R,,___.._.::C.:.:H::;:A.:.:R_L;;;.BK;.;.G;;;;N;,;;D;;... 

NOTES: 
1. Attributes include: ABLINK, ABLANK, AAVID, AUL, AHILT, and ASTA. 
2. One rerK delay for dot data (obtained from delay through character generator). 
3. See Figure 8 for detail timing of TILVID1,TILVID2 
4. Non-active scan time. VIDEO reverts to polarity selected by the BKGND input. 

NOTE: 

AFLQ 

Figure 5. VAC Pipeline Timing 

v.H~IHK 

CURSOR_::::/~ 

VIDEO I .. 
CHARACTER ___/ 

WITH CURSOR 

Figure 6. Cursor Pipeline Timing 

s 1 m··HI 
(AMO~o;~----1-' i?'i-;,-,.------1 i?ii. 

I l 
VIDEO ----r-----r----, 

(AMODE•1) ____ .__ __ _. ___ _ 

OM01 
(AMODE-1) _______ _. 

1. GMO output in SCB26778 version only. See Figure e for detail timing. 

Figure 7. Character (AMODE = 0), Field (AMODE = 1), and GMO Attribute Timing 
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Product Specification 

Video Attributes Controller (VAC) SCB2677 

DCLK 

-I •oc 

VoH 

VoL 1-------------------~ 

NOTE: 

TTLVI01,2 

GMD1 

(AMODE=1) 

•oc 

LAST-1 
PIXEL 

I 
CHARACTER N-1 

·--------~ r-..... _'o_G_M ___ _ _______ { ___________ _ 

2nd 
PIXEL 

1. GMO output in SCB2677B version only. 
Figure 8. Video and GMO Plpellne Timing 

DCLK 

CCO.CC2 -<~-----...,....-
Figure 9. Character Clock Counter Timing 

DCLK 

I~ 
~4_ 
-H·~· ~7--l--·-l-AC_K _____ r 

tsoj I- r'HG~ 
BKGN~.._ ______ .,, IV 

VIDEO ___ W_H_IT_E_OR_G_RA_Y_~< I 
Figure 10. BKGND and RBLANK Timing During Inactive Scan Time (Blank = 1) 
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Product Specification 

Video Attributes Controller (VAC) SCB2677 

DClK 

:~~!~-------------- _:.:::I .. _____ _ 
•sH I• I• •I •HH 

HDOT~ 

VIDEO 

FIRST PIXEL 
CHARN 

Figure 11. Half·Dot Shift Timing 

a 
a: g 
c 

RAM BYTE FORMAT: 
7 0 

2170 
10 

o_o 1----1----''-1°-° 

De De 
QMD QMD 

AQM 
ARVID 
AHILT 

-AUL 
- ABLINK 

I 0 I CHAR CODE I CHARACTER BYTE 

A BLANK 
-AFLG 

f 

AF~Q 't't'1' '~'E1t1L:~:TEBYTE 
NOT USED~ t..=..: ARVID 

ABLINK - AHILT 

ABLANK AUL 

an 

ACD 

1----- TTLVID1 1----- TTLVID2 

1KO 

--CAUSES 
ATTRIBUTES BYTE 
TO BE DISPLAYED 

":" AS A BLANK CHARACTER. 

WF02!10S 

Figure 12. SyBtem Block Diagram of the 2677 In Field Attribute Mode Using the Narrow RAM (II-Wide) Configuration 
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Video Attributes Controller (VAC) 

[

NOT USED I CHARACTER CODE 

7 0 

1 1 .. " 1 ~~:rcTER 

REFRESH 
RAM 

2670 

CAO DO 
10 

1--~--+---'\.I >----<~---"I 

NOTE: 

PAGEi 

l-r1 --+---v'ICA6 cifl 
I 

.J 

'P.Ao"Eii--1 
ATTRIBUTE : 

RAM I 
I 

2Kx 8 

PAGEi .J 

1. For operation in character attribute mode, tie AFLG high. 

NOTE 2 

BLANK 
BLINK 
UL 
LL 

AGM 
ARVID 
AHILT 
AUL 
ABLINK 
ABLANK 

AFLGI 

2677 

2. In character attribute mode, AGM output from RAM should be connected directly to the SCN~670 GMO input. 
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cm 
DCLKt-----1 

TTLVI01 
TTLVID2 

Vee 

IKO 

SCB2677 

ACD o----o FIELD ATTRIBUTES 

~ 
AMODE 1----0C 

-t~ 
CHARACTER 
ATTRIBUTES 

Figure 13. System Block Diagram of the 2677 In Field or Character Attribute Mode Using the Wide RAM Configuration 

Vee 
40 

VAC 

Vee 

37.4 ohm•, 
1%, ¥.IW 

i0.1µF 

Figure 14. Test Diagram 
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Microprocessor Products 

DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCN2681 Dual Universal 
Asynchronous Receiver /Transmitter 
(DUART) is a single-chip MOS-LSI com
munications device that provides two 
independent full-duplex asynchronous 
receiver /transmitter channels in a single 
package. It interfaces directly with 
microprocessors and may be used in a 
polled or interrupt driven system. 

The operating mode and data format of 
each channel can be programmed inde
pendently. Additionally, each receiver 
and transmitter can select its operating 
speed as one of eighteen fixed baud 
rates, a 16 X clock derived from a pro
grammable counter/timer, or an external 
1 x or 16X clock. The baud rate gener
ator and counter /timer can operate di
rectly from a crystal or from external 
clock inputs. The ability to independently 
program the operating speed of the 
receiver and transmitter make the 
DUART particularly attractive for dual
speed channel applications such as 
clustered terminal systems. 

Each receiver is quadruply buffered to 
minimize the potential of receiver over
run or to reduce interrupt overhead in 
interrupt driven systems. In addition, a 
flow control capability is provided to 
disable a remote DUART transmitter 
when the buffer of the receiving device 
is full. 

FEATURES 
• Dual full-duplex asynchronous 

receiver /transmitter 

• Quadruple buffered receiver data 
registers 

• Programmable data format 
- 5 to 8 data bits plus parity 
- Odd, even, no parity or force 

parity 

- 1, 1.5 or 2 stop bits program
mable in 1'1s-bit increments 

• Programmable baud rate for each 
receiver and transmitter 
selectable from: 

December 12, 1986 

SCN2681 
Dual Asynchronous Receiver/ 
Transmitter (DUART) 
Product Specification 

- 18 fixed rates: 50 to 38.4k 
baud 

- One user-defined rate derived 
from programmable timer/ 
counter 

- External 1X or 16X clock 

• Parity, framing, and overrun error 
detection 

• False start bit detection 
• Line break detection and 

generation 

• Programmable channel mode 
- Normal (full-duplex) 

- Automatic echo 
- Local loopback 

- Remote loopback 
• Multi-function programmable 

16-bit counter/timer 
• Multi-function 7·bit input port 

- Can serve as clock or control 
inputs 

- Change of state detection on 
four inputs 

• Multi-function S·bit output port 
- lndivldual bit set/reset 

capability 

- Outputs can be programmed to 
be status/interrupt signals 

• Versatile interrupt system 
- Single interrupt output with 

eight maskable interrupting 
conditions 

- Output port can be configured 
to provide a· total of up to six 
separate wire·ORable Interrupt 
outputs 

• Maximum data transfer: 
1 X -1MB/s, 16X -125kB/s 

• Automatic wake-up mode for 
multidrop applications 

• Start-end break Interrupt/status 
• Detects break which originates in 

the middle of a character 
• On-chip crystal oscillator 
• TTL compatible 

• Single + 5V power supply 
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Product Specification 

Dual Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (DUART) SCN2681 

PIN CONFIGURATIONS (Continued) Also provided on the SCN2681 are a multi· 
purpose 7 -bit input port and a multipurpose 8-

Pin Function Pin Function bit output port. These can be used as general 
NC 23 NC purpose 1/0 ports or can be assigned specific 
AO 24 INTAN functions (such as clock inputs or status/ IP3 25 06 

INDEX A1 26 04 interrupt outputs) under program control. 
CORNER IP1 27 02 

40 A2 28 DO The SCN2681 is available in four package 
0 39 

A3 29 OPS versions: 40-pin and 28-pin, both 0.6" wide IPO 30 OP4 
WAN 31 OP2 DIPs; a compact 24-pin 0.4" wide DIP; and a 

PLCC 
10 RON 32 OPO 44-pin PLCC. 
11 RXDB 33 TXDA 
12 NC 34 NC 
13 TXDB 35 RXDA 

17 29 14 OP1 36 X1/CLK 
15 OP3 37 X2 

18 28 16 OPS 38 RESET 

TOP VIEW 
17 OP7 39 CEN 
18 01 40 IP2 
19 03 41 IP6 
20 05 42 IP5 
21 07 43 IP4 
22 GND 44 Vee 

----~-~---------------·-· 

ORDERING INFORMATION 
--·---

Vee= +sv ±5%, TA= o•c to +1o•c 
PACKAGES t---

24-Pin1 28·Pin2 40·Pln2 44-Pln 

Ceramic DIP Not available SCN2681AC1128 SCN2681AC1140 Not available 
f----

Plastic DIP SCN2681AC1N2.il SCN2681AC1N2~ SCN2681AC1N4q Not available 
----·--

Plastic LCC Not available Not available Not available SCN2681AC1A44 
-----·---~ ----

NOTES: 
1. 400 mil wide DIP 
2. 600 mil wide D!P 

PIN DESCRIPTION 
---,-----------,---- --· 

MNEM ONIC 

DO- 07 

CE N 

WR 

RD 

AO

RES 

N 

N 

A3 

ET 

INT RN 

X1/C LK 

x 2 

Rx DA 

APPLICABLE 
1--~-- .--- TYPE 

40 28 24 

x x r---vo-x"-

x x x I 

x x x I 

x x x I 

x x x I 

x x x I 

x x x 0 

x x x I 

x x I 

x x x I 
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NAME AND FUNCTION 

t-:----c::--- -
Data Bus: Bidirectional 3-State data bus used to transfer commands, data and status between 
the DUART and the CPU. DO is the least significant bit. 

Chip Enable: Active low input signal. When low, data transfers between the CPU and the 
DUART are enabled on DO - D7 as controlled by the WRN, RON and AO -A3 inputs. When high, 
places the DO - 07 lines in the 3-State condition. 

Write Strobe: When low and CEN is also low, the contents of the data bus is loaded into the 
addressed register. The transfer occurs on the rising edge of the signal. 

Read Strobe: When low and GEN is also low, causes the contents of the addressed register to 
be presented on the data bus. The read cycle begins on the falling edge of RON. 

Address Inputs: Select the DUART internal registers and ports for read/write operations. 

Reset: A high level clears internal registers (SRA, SRB, IMR, ISR, OPR, OPCR), puts OPO - OP? 
in the high state, stops the counter/timer, and puts channels A and B in the inactive state, with 
_the TxDA and TxDB outputs in the mark (high) state. 

Interrupt Request: Active low, open drain, output which signals the CPU that one or more of 
the eight maskable interrupting conditions are true. 

Crystal 1: Crystal or external clock input. A crystal or clock of the specified limits must be 
supplied at all times. When a crystal is used, a capacitor must be connected from this pin to 
ground (see Figure 5). 

Crystal 2: Connection for other side of the crystal. When a crystal is used, a capacitor must be 
connected from this pin to ground (see Figure 5). If X1 /CLK is driven from an external source, 
this pin should be grounded. 

Channel A Receiver Serial Data Input: The least significant bit is received first. 'Mark' is high, 
'space' is low. 
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Product Specification 

Dual Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (DUART) SCN2681 

PIN DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

APPLICABLE 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

40 28 24 

~ 

2 ----
Rx DB x x x I Channel B Receiver Serlal Data Input: The least significant bit is received first. 'Mark' is high, 

'space' is low. 

TxDA x x x 0 Channel A Transmitter Serlal Data Output: The least significant bit is transmitted first. This 
output is held in the 'mark' condition when the transmitter is disabled, idle, or when operating in 
local loopback mode. 'Mark' is high, 'space' is low.· 

TxDB x x x 0 Channel B Transmitter Serial Data Output: The least significant bit is transmitted first. This 
output is held in the 'mark' condition when the transmitter is disabled, idle, or when operating in 
local loopback mode. 'Mark' is high, 'space' is low. 

OPO x x 0 Output 0: General purpose output, or channel A request to send (RTSAN, active low). Can be 
deactivated automatically on receive or transmit. 

OP1 x x 0 Output 1: General purpose output, or channel B request to send (RTSBN, active low). Can be 
deactivated automatically on receive or transmit. 

OP2 x 0 Output 2: General purpose output, or channel A transmitter 1 X or 16 X clock output, or 
channel A receiver 1 x clock output. 

OP3 x 0 Output 3: General purpose output, or open drain, active low counter/timer output, or channel B 
transmitter 1 X clock output, or channel B receiver 1 X clock output. 

OP4 x 0 Output 4: General purpose output, or channel A open drain, active low, RxRDYA/FFULLA 
output. 

OP5 x 0 Output 5: General purpose output, or channel B open drain, active low, RxRDYB/FFULLB 
output. 

OP6 x 0 Output 6: General purpose output, or channel A open drain, active low, TxRDYA output. 

OP? x 0 Output 7: General purpose output, or channel B open drain, active low, TxRDYB output. 

IPO x I Input O: General purpose input, or channel A clear to send active low input (CTSAN). 

IP1 x I Input 1: General purpose input, or channel B clear to send active low input (CTSBN). 

IP2 x x I Input 2: General purpose input, or counter /timer external clock input. 

IP3 x I Input 3: General purpose input, or channel A transmitter external clock input (TxCA). When the 
external clock is used by the transmitter, the transmitted data is clocked on the falling edge of 
the clock. 

IP4 x I Input 4: General purpose input, or channel A receiver external clock input (RxCA). When the 
external clock is used by the receiver, the received data is sampled on the rising edge of the 
clock. 

IP5 x I Input 5: General purpose input, or channel B transmitter external clock input (TxCB). When the 
external clock is used by the transmitter, the transmitted data is clocked on the falling edge of 
the clock. 

IP6 x I Input 6: General purpose input or channel B receiver external clock input (RxCB). When the 
external clock is used by the receiver, the received data is sampled on the rising edge of the 
clock: 

Vee x x x I Power Supply: + 5V supply input 

GND x x x I Ground 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM 

DO·D7( 

RON ____ _,,.I 

WRN ___ __,,., 

CEN ___ __,,..I 

AO.A3--4.,_' / _ __,..J 
I 

RESET ----,.1 

INTRN----~ 

X1/CLK -----1 

X2 
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Dual Asynchronous Receiver /Transmitter (DUART) 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
The 2681 DUART consists of the following 
eight major sections: data bus buffer, opera
tion control, interrupt control, timing, commu
nications channels A and B, input port and 
output port. Refer to the block diagram. 

Data Bus Buffer 
The data bus buffer provides the interface 
between the external and internal data bus
ses. It is controlled by the operation control 
block to allow read and write operations to 
take place between the controlling CPU and 
the DUART. 

Operation Control 
The operation control logic receives opera
tion commands from the CPU and generates 
appropriate signals to internal sections to 
control device operation. It contains address 
decoding and read and write circuits to permit 
communications with the microprocessor via 
the data bus buffer. 

Interrupt Control 
A single active low interrupt output (INTRN) is 
provided which is activated upon the occur
rence of any of eight internal events. Associ
ated with the interrupt system are the inter
rupt mask register (IM R) and the interrupt 
status register (ISR). The IMR may be pro
grammed to select only certain conditions to 
cause INTRN to be asserted. The ISR can be 
read by the CPU to determine all currently 
active interrupting conditions. 

Outputs OP3 - OP? can be programmed to 
provide discrete interrupt outputs for the 
transmitters, receivers, and counter/timer. 

Timing Circuits 
The timing block consists of a crystal oscilla
tor, a baud rate generator, a programmable 
16-bit counter/timer, and four clock selectors. 
The crystal oscillator operates directly from a 
3.6864MHz crystal connected across the X1 I 
CLK and X2 inputs. If an external clock of the 
appropriate frequency is available, it may be 
connected to X1 /CLK. The clock serves as 
the basic timing reference for the baud rate 
generator (BAG), the counter/timer, and oth
er internal circuits. A clock signal within the 
limits specified in the specifications section of 
this data sheet must always be supplied to 
the DUART. 

If an external is used instead of a crystal, X1 
should be driven using a configuration similar 
to the one in Figure 5. The input clock must 
be capable of attaining a v1H of 4.4V. 

The baud rate generator operates from the 
oscillator or external clock input and is capa
ble of generating 18 commonly used data 
communications baud rates ranging from 50 
to 38.4k baud. The clock outputs from the 
BAG are at 16 X the actual baud rate. The 
counter /timer can be used as a timer to 
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produce a 16 X clock for any other baud rate 
by counting down the crystal clock or an 
external clock. The four clock selectors allow 
the independent selection, for each receiver 
and transmitter, of any of these baud rates or 
an external timing signal. 

The counter/timer (CID can be programmed 
to use one of several timing sources as its 
input. The output of the CIT is available to the 
clock selectors and can also be programmed 
to be output at OP3. In the counter mode, the 
contents of the CIT can be read by the CPU 
and it can be stopped and started under 
program control. In the timer mode, the CIT 
acts as a programmable divider. 

Communications Channels A 
And B 
Each communications channel of the 2681 
comprises a full-duplex asynchronous receiv
er /transmitter (UARD. The operating fre
quency for each receiver and transmitter can 
be selected independently from the baud rate 
generator, the counter timer, or from an 
external input. 

The transmitter accepts parallel data from the 
CPU, converts it to a serial bit stream, inserts 
the appropriate start, stop, and optional parity 
bits and outputs a composite serial stream of 
data on the TxD output pin. The receiver 
accepts serial data on the RxD pin, converts 
this serial input to parallel format, checks for 
start bit, stop bit, parity bit (if any), or break 
condition and sends an assembled character 
to the CPU. 

Input Port 
The input port pulse detection circuitry uses a 
38.4kHz sampling clock derived from one of 
the baud rate generator taps. This results in a 
sampling period of slightly more than 25µs 
(this assumes that the clock input is 
3.6864MHz). The detection circuitry, in order 
to guarantee that a true change in level has 
occurred, requires two successive samples at 
the new logic level be observed. As a conse
quence, the minimum duration of the signal 
change is 25µs if the transition occurs "coin
cident with the first sample pulse." The 50µs 
time refers to the situation in which the 
change of state is "just missed" and the first 
change of state is not detected until 25µs 
later. 

The inputs to this unlatched 7-bit port can be 
read by the CPU by performing a read opera
tion at address D16. A high input results in a 
logic 1 while a low input results in a logic 0. 
07 \Nill always be read as a logic 1. The pins 
of this port can also serve as auxiliary inputs 
to certain portions of the DUART logic. 

Four change-of-state detectors are provided 
which are associated with inputs IP3, IP2, IP1, 
and IPO. A high-to-low or low-to-high transi
tion of these inputs, lasting longer than 
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25 - 50µs, will set the corresponding bit in the 
input port change register. The bits are 
cleared when the register is read by the CPU. 
Any change of state can also be programmed 
to generate an interrupt to the CPU. 

Output Port 
The 8-bit multi-purpose output port can be 
used as a general purpose output port, in 
which case the outputs are the complements 
of the output port register (OPR). OPR[n] = 1 
results in OP[n] = low and vice versa. Bits of 
the OPR can be individually set and reset. A 
bit is set by performing a write operation at 
address E16 with the accompanying data 
specifying the bits to be set (1 = set, O = no 
change). Likewise, a bit is reset by a write at 
address F16 with the accompanying data 
specifying the bits to be reset (1 = reset, 
O = no change). 

Outputs can be also individually assigned 
specific functions by appropriate program
ming of the channel A mode registers (MR1 A, 
MR2A), the channel B mode registers (MR1 B, 
MR2B), and the output port configuration 
register (OPCR). 

OPERATION 

Transmitter 
The 2681 is conditioned to transmit data 
when the transmitter is enabled through the 
command register. The 2681 indicates to the 
CPU that it is ready to accept a character by 
setting the TxRDY bit in the status register. 
This condition can be programmed to gener
ate an interrupt request at OPS or OP7 and 
INTRN. When a character is loaded into the 
transmit holding register (THR), the above 
conditions are negated. Data is transferred 
from the holding register to transmit shift 
register when it is idle or has completed 
transmission of the previous character. The 
TxRDY conditions are then asserted again 
which means one full character time of buffer
ing is provided. Characters cannot be loaded 
into the THR while the transmitter is disabled. 

The transmitter converts the parallel data 
from the CPU to a serial bit stream on the 
TxD output pin. It automatically sends a start 
bit followed by the programmed number of 
data bits, an optional parity bit, and the 
programmed number of stop bits. The least 
significant bit is sent first. Following the trans
mission of the stop bits, if a new character is 
not available in the THR, the TxD output 
remains high and the TxEMT bit in the status 
register (SR) will be set to 1. Transmission 
resumes and the TxEMT bit is cleared when 
the CPU loads a new character into the THR. 
If the transmitter is disabled, it continues 
operating until the character currently being 
transmitted is completely sent out. The trans-
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milter can be forced to send a continuous low 
condition by issuing a send break command. 

The transmitter can be reset through a soft
ware command. If it is reset, operation ceas
es immediately and the transmitter must be 
enabled through the command register be
fore resuming operation. If CTS operation is 
enabled, the CTSN input must be low in order 
for the character to be transmitted. If it goes 
high in the middle of a transmission, the 
character in the shift register is transmitted 
and TxDA then remains in the marking state 
until CTSN goes low. The transmitter can also 
control the deactivation of the RTSN output. 
If programmed, the RTSN output will be reset 
one bit time after the character in the transmit 
shift register and transmit holding register (if 
any) are completely transmitted; only if the 
transmitter has been disabled. 

Receiver 
The 2681 is conditioned to receive data when 
enabled through the command register. The 
receiver looks for a high-to-low (mark-to
space) transition of the start bit on the RxD 
input pin. If a transition is detected, the state 
of the RxD pin is sampled each 16 X clock 
for 7112 clocks (16X clock mode) or at the 
next rising edge of the bit time clock (1 X 
clock mode). If RxD is sampled high, the start 
bit is invalid and the search for a valid start bit 
begins again. If RxD is still low, a valid start bit 
is assumed and the receiver continues to 
sample the input at one bit time intervals at 
the theoretical center of the bit, until the 
proper number of data bits and the parity bit 
(if any) have been assembled, and one stop 
bit has been detected. The least significant 
bit is received first. The data is then trans
ferred to the receive holding register (AHR) 
and the RxRDY bit in the SR is set to a 1. This 
condition can be programmed to generate an 
interrupt at OP4 or OPS and INTRN. If the 
character length is less than eight bits, the 
most significant unused bits in the AHR are 
set to zero. 

After the stop bit is detected, the receiver will 
immediately look for the next start bit. Howev
er, if a non-zero character was received 
without a stop bit (framing error) and RxD 
remains low for one half of the bit period after 
the stop bit was sampled, then the receiver 
operates as if a new start bit transition had 
been detected at that point (one-half bit time 
after the stop bit was sampled). 

The parity error, framing error, overrun error 
and received break state (if any) are strobed 
into the SR at the received character bound
ary before the RxRDY status bit is set. If a 
break condition is detected (RxD is low for 
the entire character including the stop bit), a 
character consisting of all zeros will be load
ed into the AHR and the received break bit in 
the SR is set to 1. The RxD input must return 
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to a high condition for at least one-half bit 
time before a search for the next start bit 
begins. 

The AHR consists of a first-in-first-out (FIFO) 
stack with a capacity of three characters. 
Data is loaded from the receive shift register 
into the topmost empty position of the FIFO. 
The RxRDY bit in the status register is set 
whenever one or more characters are avail
able to be read, and a FFULL status bit is set 
if all three stack positions are filled with data. 
Either of these bits can be selected to cause 
an interrupt. A read of the AHR outputs the 
data at the top of the FIFO. After the read 
cycle, the data Fl FO and its associated status 
bits (see below) are 'popped', thus emptying 
a Fl FO position for new data. 

In addition to the data word, three status bits 
(parity error, framing error, and received 
break) are also appended to each data char
acter in the FIFO (overrun is not). Status can 
be provided in two ways, as programmed by 
the error mode control bit in the mode regis
ter. In the 'character' mode, status is provid
ed on a character-by-character basis; the 
status applies only to the character at the top 
of the FIFO. In the 'block' mode, the status 
provided in the SR for these three bits is the 
logical-OR of the status for all characters 
coming to the top of the FIFO since the last 
'reset error' command was issued. In either 
mode reading the SR does not affect the 
FIFO. The FIFO is 'popped' only when the 
AHR is read. Therefore the status register 
should be read prior to reading the FIFO. 

If the FIFO is full when a new character is 
received, that character is held in the receive 
shift register until a FIFO position is available. 
If an additional character is received while 
this state exits, the contents of the FIFO are 
not affected; the character previously in the 
shift register is lost and the overrun error 
status bit (SR[4]) will be set-upon receipt of 
the start bit of the new (overrunning) charac
ter. 

The receiver can control the deactivation of 
ATS. If programmed to operate in this mode, 
the RTSN output will be negated when a valid 
start bit was received and the FIFO is full. 
When a FIFO position becomes available, the 
RTSN output will be re-asserted automatical
ly. This feature can be used to prevent an 
overrun, in the receiver, by connecting the 
RTSN output to the CTSN input of the trans
mitting device. 

If the receiver is disabled, the Fl FO charac
ters can be read. However, no additional 
characters can be received until the receiver 
is enabled again. If the receiver is reset, the 
FIFO and all of the receiver status, and the 
corresponding output ports and interrupt are 
reset. No additional characters can be re
ceived until the receiver is enabled again. 
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Multidrop Mode 
The DUART is equipped with a wake up 
mode used for multidrop applications. This 
mode is selected by programming bits 
MR1A[4:3] or MR1B[4:3] to '11' for channels 
A and B, respectively. In this mode of opera
tion, a 'master' station transmits an address 
character followed by data characters for the 
addressed 'slave' station. The slave stations, 
with receivers that are normally disabled, 
examine the received data stream and 'wake
up' the CPU (by setting RxRDY) only upon 
receipt of an address character. The CPU 
compares the received address to its station 
address and enables the receiver if it wishes 
to receive the subsequent data characters. 
Upon receipt of another address character, 
the CPU may disable the receiver to initiate 
the process again. 

A transmitted character consists of a start bit, 
the programmed number of data bits, an 
address/data (A/D) bit, and the programmed 
number of stop bits. The polarity of the 
transmitted AID bit is selected by the CPU by' 
programming bit MR1A[2]/MR1B[2]. 
MR1A[2]/MR1B[2] = 0 transmits a zero in 
the AID bit position, which identifies the 
corresponding data bits as data, while 
MR1A[2]/MR1B[2] = 1 transmits a one in the 
Al D bit position, which identifies the corre
sponding data bits as an address. The CPU 
should program the mode register prior to 
loading the corresponding data bits into the 
THR. 

In this mode, the receiver continuously looks 
at the received data stream, whether it is 
enabled or disabled. If disabled, it sets the 
RxRDY status bit and loads the character into 
the AHR FIFO if the received AID bit is a one 
(address tag), but discards the received char
acter if the received /l./D bit is a zero (data 
tag). If enabled, all received characters are 
transferred to the CPU via the AHR. In either 
case, the data bits are loaded into the data 
FIFO while the A/D bit is loaded into the 
status FIFO position normally used for parity 
error (SRA[5] or SRB[5]). Framing error, over
run error, and break detect operate normally 
whether or not the receiver is enabled. 

PROGRAMMING 
The operation of the DUART is programmed 
by writing control words into the appropriate 
registers. Operational feedback is provided 
via status registers which can be read by the 
CPU. The addressing of the registers is de
scribed in Table 1. 

The contents of certain control registers are 
initialized to zero on RESET. Care should be 
exercised if the contents of a register are 
changed during operation, since certain 
changes may cause operational problems. 
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Table 1. 2681 Register Addressing 

r~m~2'j'YjfYt'~:~~ ',;;,f ~\~~~! .,,.~]~~ :.~~~~~~~~,;;-1 O O 1 O 'Reserved• I Command Register A (CAA) 
0 O 1 1 Rx Holding Register A (RHRA) fx Holding Register A (THRA) 
0 ·1 0 0 lnp11t Port f:hange R"g (IP(CF1) I Aux f:nntrnl RegistAr (ACR) 

I O rrupt Status Reg. (ISR) lntenupt Mask Rog. (IMR) 
0 nter /Timer Upper (C1 U) C/T Upper Register (CTUR) 

I 1 0 1 lnte 
1 1 0 Cou 

O nterllimer lower (CTL) C/T lower Register (CTI.A) 1 1 1 Cou 
0 0 0 Mo de Register B (MR1B. MR2B) Mode Register B (MR1B Mfi;'B) 
0 0 1 Stat us Register B (SRB) Clock Select Reg. B (CSRB) 
0 1 0 '·Re served• Command Register B (CAB) 
0 1 1 Rx Holding Register 8 (RHRB) fx Holding Registe1 8 ifHRB) 

IE~;:;';~~ ~on! -Reg . (Of'CR) I 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 

•Re served* 
ul l'ort lnp 

Sta rt Counter Command 
Sta p Counter Command 

For example, changing the number of bits per 
character while the transmitter is active may 
cause the transmission of an incorrect char
acter. In general, the contents of the MR, the 
CSR, and the OPCR should only be changed 
while the receiver(s) and transmitter(s) are 
not enabled, and certain changes lo the ACR 
should only be made while the C/T is 
stopped. 

Mode registers 1 and 2 of each channel are 
accessed via independent auxiliary pointers. 
The pointer is set to MR Ix by RESET or by 
issuing a 'reset pointer' command via the 
corresponding command register. Any read 
or write of the mode register while the pointer 
is at MR1x, switches the pointer to MR2x. 
The pointer then remains at MR2x, so that 
subsequent accesses are always to MR2x 

Table 2. Register Bit Formats 

I Output Port Bits Command J 
set Output Port Bits Command 
--------------·-·· 

unless the pointer is reset to MR1x as dB 
scribed above. 

Mode, command, clock select, and status 
registers are duplicated for each channel to 
provide total independent operation and con
trol. Refer to T ablH 2 for register bit descrip
tions. ThE! reserved registers at addresses 
H'02' and H'OA' should never be read during 
normal operation since they are reserved for 
internal diagnostics. 

MR1A-·Channel A Mode 
Register 1 
MR1 A is accessed when the channel A MR 
pointer points to MR 1. The pointer is set to 
MR1 by RESET or by a 'set pointer' com
mand applied via CRA. After reading or writ 
ing MR1A, the pointer will point to MR2A. 

MR1A[7] - Channel A Receiver 
Request-to-Send Control 
This bit c0ntrols the deactivation of the 
RTSAN output (OPO) by the receiver. This 
output is normHlly asserted by setting OPR[O] 
and negated by resetting OPR[O]. MR 
1 A[?] ~ 1 causes RTSAN to be negated upon 
rer.eipt ()f a valid start bit if the channel A 

FIFO is full. However, OPR[O] is not reset and 
Ill SAN will be asserted again when an empty 
FIFO position is available. This feature can be 
used for flow control to prevent overrun in the 
receiver by using the R TSAN output signal to 
control thH Ci SN input of the trnnsc~itting 

device. 

MR·IA.[6]-- Channel A Receivet 
Interrupt Select 
This bi! selects either the channel A receiver 
ready status (RxRDY) or the channel A FIFO 
lull s1atue (FFUl.L) to be used for CPU 
interrupts. It also causes the selected bit to 
be output on OP4 if it is programmed as an 
interrupt output via the OPCR. 

MR1A[5] -- Channel A Error Mode 
Select 
!"his bit selects the operating mode of the 
three FIFOed status bits (FE, PE, received 
break) for channel A. In the 'character' mode, 
status is provided on a character--by-charac
ter basis: the status applies only to the 
character at the top of the FIFO. In the 'block' 
mode, the status provided in the SR for these 
bits is the accumulation (logical-OR) of the 
status fOJ all characters coming to the top of 
the FIFO since the last 'reset error' ccmmand 
for channel r\ was issued 

m1 ms ms m4 ma m2 m1 mo 

MR1A 
MR1B 

MR2A 
MR2B 

_RrlITS- ~INT --r-ERROR 

1
-----;AR;-;:-~-MODE _ 1_ PARITY·--r-;;;~-PE~ ~~~~~"lR 

CONTROL SELECT MODE TYPE ----- - -- ~----- ---------- ----~ ------------ --
0 ~ no O ~ RxRDY 0 ~ char 00 ~ with panty O ~ even 00 ~ 5 
I =yes 1 = FFULL 1 =block 01 ~force panly 1 =odd 01 = 6 

10=no panty 10=7 _____ J____ __ _ ___ ____ _ 11 =multi drop m_ode _ ~ , _ 11 = _s ______ . _ 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

NOTE: 

CHANNEL MODE 

00 =Normal 
o 1 = Auto-echo 
10 '" Local loop 
11 = Remote loop 

"Add O.b t;; values shown t:ir 

BIT 5 

:--1~~l;;~L 
0 ~no 
1 "'yes 

' ~---·..l ·-. -------···-··--

BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 

STOP EllY U:NGTH* 

BIT 0 

1.813 
D 1.875 

1.938 
,. - 2 000 

2 
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Table 2. Register Bit Formats (Continued) 

CSRA 
CSRB 

CRA 
CRB 

SRA 
SRB 

OPCR 

ACR 

IPCR 

ISR 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

RECEIVER CLOCK SELECT TRANSMITTER CLOCK SELECT 

See Text See Text 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

MISCELLANEOUS COMMANDS DISABLE Tx ENABLE Tx DISABLE Rx ENABLE Rx 

Not used-
See Text 

o =no o =no O =no 0 =no 
must be 0 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

RECEIVED FRAMING PARITY OVERRUN 
TxEMT TxRDY FFULL RxRDY BREAK ERROR ERROR ERROR 

O =no 0 =no O =no 0 =no O= no o =no O=no O =no 
1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes . . 

NOTE: 
*These status bits are appended to the corresponding data character in the receive FIFO. A read of the status register provides these bits (7:5) from 
the top of the FIFO together with bits (4:0). These bits are cleared by a 'reset error status' command. In character mode they are discarded when the 
corresponding data character is read from the FIFO. 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

OP7 OP6 OPS OP4 OP3 OP2 

O=OPR[7] O=OPR[S) 0 = OPR[5) O=OPR[4] 00 = OPR[3] 00 = OPR[2] 
1 = TxRDYB 1 =TxRDYA 1 = RxRDY/ 1 = RxRDY/ 01 = CIT OUTPUT 01 = TxCA(16X) 

FFULLB FFULLA 10 = TxCB(1 x) 10 = TxCA(1 X) 
11 = RxCB(1 X ) 11 = RxCA(1 X) 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

BRG SET COUNTER/TIMER DELTA DELTA DELTA DELTA 
SELECT MODE AND SOURCE IP3 INT IP2 INT IP1 INT IPO INT 

O = set1 See Table 4 o =off O=off O =off o =off 
1 = set2 1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

DELTA DELTA DELTA DELTA 
IP3 IP2 IP1 IPO IP3 IP2 IP1 IPO 

O =no 0= no O =no O =no O=low O= low O=low O=low 
1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =high 1 =high 1 =high 1 =high 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

INPUT 
DELTA RxRDY/ COUNTER DELTA RxRDY/ 

PORT 
BREAK B FFULLB 

TxRDYB 
READY BREAK A FFULLA 

TxRDYA 
CHANGE 

O=no O =no O =no o =no O=no o =no O=no O= no 
1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 
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Table 2. Register Bit Formats (Continued) 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

IN. PORT DELTA 
CHANGE BREAK B 

IMR INT INT 

O=off O=off 
1 =on 1 =on 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

C/T[15] C/T[14] 

CTUR 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

C/T[7] C/T[6] 

CTLR 

MR1A[4:3] - Channel A Parity Mode 
Select 
If 'with parity' or 'force parity' is selected, a 
parity bit is added to the transmitted charac· 
tar and the receiver performs a parity check 
on incoming data. MR1A[4:3] = 11 selects 
channel A to operate in the special multidrop 
mode described in the Operation section. 

MR1A[2] - Channel A Parity Type 
Select 
This bit selects the parity type (odd or even) if 
the 'with parity' mode is programmed by 
MR1A[4:3], and the polarity of the forced 
parity bit if the 'force parity' mode is pro· 
gram med. It has no effect if the 'no parity' 
mode is programmed. In the special multidrop 
mode it selects the polarity of the AID bit. 

MR1A[1:0] - Channel A Bits Per 
Character Select 
This field selects the number of data bits per 
character to be transmitted and received. The 
character length does not include the start, 
parity, and stop bits. 

MR2A- Channel A Mode 
Register 2 
MR2A is accessed when the channel A MR 
pointer points to MR2, which occurs after any 
access to MR1 A. Accesses to MR2A do not 
change the pointer. 

MR2A[7:6] - Channel A Mode Select 
Each channel of the DUART can operate in 
one of four modes. MR2A[7:6] = 00 is the 
normal mode, with the transmitter and receiv· 
er operating independently. MR2A[7:6] = 01 
places the channel in the automatic echo 
mode, which automatically retransmits the 
received data. The following conditions are 
true while in automatic echo mode: 
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BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

RxRDY/ 
TxRDYB 

COUNTER 
FFULLB READY 

INT 
INT 

INT 

o =off O =off O=off 
1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

C/T[13] C/T[12] C/T[11] 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

C/T[S] C/T[4] C/T[3] 

1. Received data is reclocked and retran
smitted on the TxDA output. 

2. The receive clock is used for the trans· 
mitter. 

3. The receiver must be enabled, but the 
transmitter need not be enabled. 

4. The channel A TxRDY and TxEMT status 
bits are inactive. 

5. The received parity is checked, but is not 
regenerated for transmission; i.e., trans· 
mitted parity bit is as received. 

6. Character framing is checked, but the 
stop bits are retransmitted as received. 

7. A received break is echoed as received 
until the next valid start bit is detected. 

8. CPU to receiver communication contin· 
ues normally, but the CPU to transmitter 
link is disabled. 

Two diagnostic modes can also be config· 
ured. MR2A[7:6] = 1 O selects local loopback 
mode. In this mode: 

1. The transmitter output is internally con· 
nected to the receiver input. 

2. The transmit clock is used for the 
receiver. 

3. The TxDA output is held high. 

4. The RxDA input is ignored. 

5. The transmitter must be enabled, but the 
receiver need not be enabled. 

6. CPU to transmitter and receiver commu· 
nications continue normally. 

The second diagnostic mode is the remote 
loopback mode, selected by MR2A[7:6] = 11. 
In this mode: 

1. Received data is relocked and retran
smitted on the TxDA output. 

2. The receive clock is used for the trans· 
mitter. 
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BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

DELTA RxRDY/ 
TxRDYA 

BREAK A FF ULLA 
INT INT 

INT 

O=off O =off O=off 
1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

C/T[10] C/T[9] C/T[B] 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

C/T[2] C/T[1] C/T[O] 

3. Received data is not sent to the local 
CPU, and the error status conditions are 
inactive. 

4. The received parity is not checked and is 
not regenerated for transmission, i.e., 
transmitted parity bit is as received. 

5. The receiver must be enabled. 

6. Character framing is not checked, and 
the stop bits are retransmitted as re· 
ceived. 

7. A received break is echoed as received 
until the next valid start bit is detected. 

The user must exercise care when switching 
into and out of the various modes. The 
selected mode will be activated immediately 
upon mode selection, even if this occurs in 
the middle of a received or transmitted char
acter. Likewise, if a mode is deselected, the 
device will switch out of the mode immediate. 
ly. An exception to this is switching out of 
autoecho or remote loopback modes: if the 
de-selection occurs just after the receiver has 
sampled the stop bit (indicated in autoecho 
by assertion of RxRDY), and the transmitter is 
enabled, the transmitter will remain in autoe
cho mode until the entire stop bit has been 
retransmitted. 

MR2A[5] - Channel A Transmitter 
Request-to-Send Control 
This bit controls the deactivation of the 
RTSAN output (OPO) by the transmitter. This 
output is normally asserted by setting OPR[O] 
and negated by resetting OPR[O]. MR 
2A[5] = 1 causes OPR[O] to be reset auto
matically one bit time after the characters in 
the channel A transmit shift register and in 
the THR, if any, are completely transmitted, 
including the programmed number of stop 
bits, if the transmitter is not enabled. This 
feature can be used to automatically termi-

2 
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nate the transmission of a message as fol· 
lows: 

1. Program auto-reset mode: MR2A[5] ~ 1. 

2. Enable transmitter. 

3. Assert RTSAN: OPR[O] = 1. 

4. Send message. 

5. Verify the message is sent by wamng until 
the transmit ready status (TxADY) is 
asserted. Disable transmitter alter the 
last character is loaded into the channel 
A THR. 

6. The last character will be transmitted and 
OPR[O] will be reset one bit time after the 
last stop bit, causing RTSAN to be negat
ed. 

MR2A[ 4] ·-Channel A Clear-to-send 
Control 
If this bit is 0, CTSAN has no effect on the 
transmitter. If this bit is a 1, the transmitter 
checks the state of CTSAN (IPO) each time it 
is ready to send a character. If IPO is asserted 
(low), the character is transmitted. If it is 
negated (high), the TxDA output remains in 
the marking state and the transmission is 
delayed until CTSAN goes low. Changes in 
CTSAN while a character is being transmitted 
do not affect the transmission of that charac
ter. 

MR2A[3:0] ·-Channel A Stop Bil Length 
Select · 
This field programs the length of the stop bit 
appended to the transmitted character. Stop 
bit lengths of !f16 to 1 and 1!J'16 to 2 bits, in 
increments of Yt 6 bit, can be programmed for 
character lengths of 6, 7, and 8 bits. For a 
character length of 5 bits .. 11!1 s to 2 stop bits 
can be programmed in increments of 1!1s-bit. 
The receiver only checks for a 'mark' condi
tion at the center of the first stop bit position 
(one bit time after the last data bit or after the 
parity bit if parity is enabled) in all cases. 

If an external 1 x clock is used for the 
transmitter, MR2A[3] = 0 selects one stop bit 
and MR2A[3] = 1 selects two stop bits to be 
transmitted. 

MR1B - Channel B Mode 
Register 1 
MR1 B is accessed when the channel B MR 
pointer points to MR 1. The pointer is set to 
MR 1 by RESET or by a 'set pointer' com· 
mand applied via CAB .. After reading or writ
ing MR1 B, the pointer will point to MR28. 

The bit definitions for this register are identi
cal to the bit definitions for MA 1 A, except that 
all control actions apply to the channel B 
receiver and transmitter and the correspond
ing inputs and outputs. 
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MR2B - Channel B Mode 
Register 2 
MR2B is accessed when the channel 8 MR 
pointer points to MR2, which occurs after any 
access to MR18. Accesses to MR2B do not 
change the pointer. 

The bit definitions for this register are identi· 
cal to the bit definitions for MR2A, except that 
all control actions apply to the channel B 
receiver and transmitter and the correspond-
ing inputs and outputs. · 

CSRA -- Channel A Clock Select 
Register 

CSRA[7,4] ·-Channel A Receiver Clock 
Select 
This field selects th<i baud rate dDck for the 
channel A receiver as follows: 

Baud Rate 
CSRA[7:4] ACR[7] = 0 ACR[7] = 1 

0 0 0 0 50 75 
0 0 0 1 110 110 
0 0 1 0 134.5 134.5 
0 0 1 1 200 150 
0 1 0 0 300 300 
0 1 0 1 600 600 
0 I I 0 1,200 1,200 
0 1 1 1 1,050 2,000 
1 0 0 0 2,400 2,400 

0 0 1 4,800 4,800 
0 1 0 7,200 1,800 
0 1 ·1 9,600 9,600 

0 0 38.4k 19.2k 
0 1 Timer Timer 
1 0 IP4--16X IP4--16X 
1 1 IP4---1 X IP4~-1X 

The recsiv"r clock is always a 16 X clock 
except for CSRA[7:4J ~ 1111. 

CSRA[3:0] -- Channel A Transmitter 
Clock Select 
This field selects the baud rate clock for the 
channel A transmitter. The field definition is 
as per CSRA[7:4] except as follows: 

Baud Rate 
CSRA[3:0] ACR[7J :::: 0 ACR[7] = 1 

1 1 1 0 
0 I 1 1 

IP3 ---16X 
IP3--1X 

IP3·--16X 
IP3 1X 

The transmitter clock is a 16 >< clock 
except for CSRA[3:0] = 11 1. 

CSRB -- Channel B Clock Select 
Register 

CSRB[7:4J --"Channel B Receiver Clock 
Select 
This field selects the balid rate clock for the 
channel B receiver. The field definition is as 
per CSRA[7:4] except as follows: 
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Baud Rate 
CSRB[7:4] ACR[7] = 0 ACR[7] "' 1 

1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 

IP6--16X 
IP6-1X 

IP6-16X 
IP6--1X 

The receiver clock is always a 16 X clock 
except for CSRB[7:4] = 1111. 

CSRB[3:0] - Channel B l'ransmltler 
Clock Select 
This field selects the baud rate clock for the 
channel B transmitter. The field definition is 
as per CSRA[7:4] except as follows: 

Baud Rate 
CSRB[3:4] ACR[7] :o 0 ACR[7] ::: 1 

1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 

IP5-16X 
IP5-1 >< 

IP5---· 16>< 
IP5---1 X 

The transmitter clock is always a 16 X. clock 
except for CSRB[3:0] = 1111. 

CRA - Channel A Command 
Register 
CAA is a register used to supply commands 
to channel A Multiple commands can be 
specified in a single write to CAA as long as 
the commands are non-conflicting, e.g., the 
'enable transmitter' and 'reset transmitter' 
commands cannot be specified in a single 
command word. 

CRA[6:4] - Channel A Miscellaneous 
Commands 
The encoded value of this field may be used 
to specify a single command as follows: 

CRA[6:4] COMMAND 

O 0 0 No command. 
0 0 1 Reset MA pointer. Causes the 

channel A MR pointer to point to 
MR1. 

O 1 0 Reset receiver. Resets the chan
nel A receiver as if a hardware 
reset had been applied. The re· 
ceiver is disabled and the FIFO is 
reset 

0 1 1 Reset transmitter. Resets the 
channel A transmitter as if a hard
ware reset had been applied. 

1 0 0 Reset error status. Clears the 
channel A Received Break, Parity 
Error, Framing Error, and Overrun 
Error bits in the status register 
(SRA[7:4]). Used in character 
mode to clear OE status (although 
RB, PE, and FE bits will also be 
cleared) and in block mode to 
clear all error status after a block 
of data has been received. 

1 O 1 Reset channel A break change 
interrupt. Causes the channel A 
break detect change bit in the 
interrupt status register (ISR[2]) to 
be cleared to zero. 
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CRA[6:4] COMMAND 

O Start break. Forces the TxDA out
put low (spacing). If the transmitter 
is empty the start of the break 
condition will be delayed up to two 
bit times. If the transmitter is active 
the break begins when transmis
sion of the character is completed. 
If a character is in the THR, the 
start of the break will be delayed 
until that character, or any others 
loaded subsequently are transmit
ted. The transmitter must be en
abled for this command to be ac
cepted. 
Stop Break. The TxDA line will go 
high (marking) within two bit times. 
TxDA will remain high for one bit 
time before the next character, if 
any, is transmitted. 

CRA[3] - Disable Channel A Transmitter 
This command terminates transmitter opera
tion and resets the TxRDY and TxEMT status 
bits. However, if a character is being transmit
ted or if a character is in the THR when the 
transmitter is disabled, the transmission of 
the character{s) is completed before assum
ing the inactive state. 

CRA[2] - Enable Channel A Transmitter 
Enables operation of the channel A transmit
ter. The TxRDY status bit will be asserted. 

CRA[1] - Disable Channel A Receiver 
This command terminates operation of the 
receiver immediately - a character being re
ceived will be lost. The command has no 
effect on the receiver status bits or any other 
control registers. If the special multidrop 
mode is programmed, the receiver operates 
even n it is disabled. See Operation section. 

CRA[O] - Enable Channel A Receiver 
Enables operation of the channel A receiver. 
If not in the special wakeup mode, this also 
forces the receiver into the search for start-bit 
state. 

CRB - Channel B Command 
Register 
CAB is a register used to supply commands 
to channel B. Multiple commands can be 
specified in a single write to CAB as long as. 
the commands are non-conflicting, e.g., the 
•enable transmitter' and 'reset transmitter' 
commands cannot be specified in a single 
command word. 

The bit definitions for this register are identi
cal to the bit definitions for CAA, except that 
all control actions apply to the channel B 
receiver and transmitter and the correspond
ing inputs and outputs. 
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SRA - Channel A Status 
Register 

SRA[7] - Channel A Received Break 
This bit indicates that an all zero character of 
the programmed length has been received 
without a stop bit. Only a single FIFO position 
is occupied when a break is received: further 
entries to the FIFO are inhibited until the 
RxDA line returns to the marking state for at 
least one-half a bit time {two successive 
edges of the internal or external 1 x clock). 

When this bit is set, the channel A 'change in 
break' bit in the ISR (ISR[2]) is set. ISR[2) is 
also set when the end of the break condition, 
as defined above, is detected. 

The break detect circuitry can detect breaks 
that originate in the middle of a received 
character. However, n a break begins in the 
middle of a character, it must persist until at 
least the end of the next character time in 
order for It to be detected. 

SRA[&] - Channel A Framing Error 
This bit, when set, indicates that a stop bit 
was not detected when the corresponding 
data character in the FIFO was received. The 
stop bit check is made in the middle of the 
first stop bit position. 

SRA[S] - Channel A Parity Error 
This bit is set when the 'with parity' or 'force 
parity' mode is programmed and the corre
sponding character in the FIFO was received 
with incorrect parity. 

In the special multidrop mode the parity error 
bit stores the received A/D bit. 

SRA[4]-Channel A Overrun Error 
This bit, when set, indicates that one or more 
characters in the received data stream have 
been lost. It is set-upon receipt of a new 
character when the FIFO is full and a charac
ter is already in the receive shift register 
waiting for an empty FIFO position. When this 
occurs, the character in the receive shift 
register (and its break detect, parity error and 
framing error status, if any) is lost. 

This bit is cleared by a 'reset error status' 
command. 

SRA[3] - Channel A Transmitter Empty 
{TxEMTA) 
This bit will be set when the channel A 
transmitter underruns, i.e., both the transmit 
holding register {THR) and the transmit shift 
register are empty. It is set after transmission 
of the last stop bit of a character if no 
character is in the THR awaiting transmission. 
It is reset when the THR is loaded by the CPU 
or when the transmitter is disabled. 

SRA[2] - Channel A Transmitter Ready 
{TxRDYA) 
This bit, when set, indicates that the THR is 
empty and ready to be loaded with a charac-
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ter. This bit is cleared when the THR is 
loaded by the CPU and is set when the 
character is transferred to the transmit shift 
register. TxRDY is reset when the transmitter 
is disabled and is set when the transmitter is 
first enabled, viz., characters loaded into the 
THR while the transmitter is disabled will not 
be transmitted. 

SRA[1]- Channel A FIFO Full {FFULLA) 
This bit is set when a character is transferred 
from the receive shift register to the receive 
FIFO and the transfer causes the FIFO to 
become full, i.e., all three FIFO positions are 
occupied. It is reset when the CPU reads the 
AHR. If a character is waiting in the receive 
shift register because the FIFO is full, FFULL 
will not be reset when the CPU reads the 
AHR. 

SRA[O] - Channel A Receiver Ready 
{RxRDYA) 
This bit indicates that a character has been 
received and is waiting in the FIFO to be read 
by the CPU. It is set when the character is 
transferred from the receive shift register to 
the FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
AHR, only n (after this read) there are no 
more characters still in the FIFO. 

SRB - Channel B Status 
Register 
The bit definitions for this register are identi
cal to the bit definitions for SRA, except that 
all status applies to the channel B receiver 
and transmitter and the corresponding inputs 
and outputs. 

OPCR - Output Port 
Configuration Register 

OPCR[7] - OP7 Output Select 
This bit programs the OP7 output to provide 
one of the following: 

-The complement of OPR[7) 

-The channel B transmitter interrupt output, 
which is the complement of TxRDYB. When 
in this mode OP7 acts as an open-drain 
output. Note that this output is not masked 
by the contents of the IMR. 

OPCR[&] - OP& Output Select 
This bit programs the OPS output to. provide 
one of the following: 

-The complement of OPR[6) 

- The channel A transmitter interrupt output, 
which is the complement of TxRDYA. When 
in this mode OPS acts as an open-drain 
output. Note that this output is not masked 
by the contents of the IMR. 

OPCR[S] - OPS Output Select 
This bit programs the OP5 output to provide 
one of the following: 

-The complement of OPR[5) 

,,,.,...,...,. 
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- The channel B receiver interrupt output, 
which is the complement of ISR[5]. When in 
this mode OP5 acts as an open-drain output. 
Note that this output is not masked by the 
contents of the IMR. 

OPCR[ 4] - OP4 Output Select 
This bit programs the OP4 output to provide 
one of the following: 

-The complement of OPR[4] 

-The channel A receiver interrupt output, 
which is the complement of ISR[1 ]. When in 
this mode OP4 acts as an open-drain output. 
Note that this output is not masked by the 
contents of the IMR. 

OPCR[3:2] - OP3 Output Select 
This field programs the OP3 output to provide 
one of the following: 

-The complement of OPR[3] 

-The counter/timer output, in which case 
OP3 acts as an open-drain output. In the 
timer mode, this output is a square wave at 
the programmed frequency. In the counter 
mode, the output remains high until terminal 
count is reached, at which time it goes low. 
The output returns to the high state when 
the counter is stopped by a stop counter 
command. Note that this output is not 
masked by the contents of the IMR. 

-The 1 X clock for the channel B transmitter, 
which is the clock that shifts the transmitted 
data. If data is not being transmitted, a free 
running 1 X clock is output. 

-The 1 x clock for the channel B receiver, 
which is the clock that samples the received 
data. If data is not being received, a free 
running 1 X clock is output. 

OPCR[1:0] - OP2 Output Select 
This field programs the OP2 output to provide 
one of the following: 

- The complement of OPR[2] 

-The 16X clock for the channel A transmit-
ter. This is the clock selected by CSRA[3:0], 
and will be a 1 X clock if CSRA[3:0] = 1111. 

-The 1 X clock for the channel A transmitter, 
which is the clock that shifts the transmitted 
data. If data is not being transmitted, a free 
running 1 X clock is output. 

-The 1 X clock for the channel A receiver, 
which is the clock that samples the received 
data. If data is not being received, a free 
running 1 X clock is output. 

ACR - Auxiliary Control 
Register 

ACR[7] - Baud Rate Generator Set 
Select 
This bit selects one of two sets of baud rates 
to be generated by the BRG: 
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Set 1: 50, 110, 134.5, 200, 300, 600, 1.05k, 
1.2k, 2.4k, 4.Sk, 7.2k, 9.6k, and 38.4k 
baud. 

Set2:75, 110, 134.5, 150, 300, 600, 1.2k, 
1.Sk, 2.0k, 2.4k, 4.Sk, 9.6k, and 19.2k 
baud. 

The selected set of rates is available for use 
by the channel A and B receivers and trans
mitters as described in CSRA and CSRB. 
Baud rate generator characteristics are given 
in Table 3. 

ACR[6:4] -Counter/Timer Mode And 
Clock Source Select 
This field selects the operating mode of the 
counter/timer and its clock source as shown 
in Table 4. 

ACR[3:0]- IP3, IP2, IP1, IPO Change Of 
State Interrupt Enable 
This field selects which bits of the input port 
change register (IPCR) cause the input 
change bit in the interrupt status register 
(ISR[7]) to be set. If a bit is in the 'on' state, 
the setting of the corresponding bit in the 
IPCR will also result in the setting of ISR[7], 
which results in the generation of an interrupt 
output if IMR[7] = 1. If a bit is in the 'off' 
state, the setting of that bit in the IPCR has 
no effect on ISR[7]. 

IPCR - Input Port Change 
Register 

IPCR[7:4] - IP3, IP2, IP1, IPO Change-of-
State · 
These bits are set when a change-of-state, as 
defined in the input port section of this data 
sheet, occurs at the respective input pins. 
They are cleared when the IPCR is read by 
the CPU. A read of the IPCR also clears 
ISR[7], the input change bit in the interrupt 
status register. 

The setting of these bits can be programmed 
to generate an interrupt to the CPU. 

IPCR[3:0] - IP3, IP2, IP1, IPO Current 
State 
These bits provide the current state of the 
respective inputs. The information is un
latched and reflects the state of the input pins 
at the time the IPCR is read. 

ISR - Interrupt Status Register 
This register provides the status of all poten
tial interrupt sources. The contents of this 
register are masked by the interrupt mask 
register (IMR). If a bit in the ISR is a '1' and 
the corresponding bit in the IMR is also a '1 ', 
the INTRN output will be asserted. If the 
corresponding bit in the IMR is a zero, the 
state of the bit in the ISR has no effect on the 
INTRN output. Note that the IMR does not 
mask the reading of the ISR - the true status 
will be provided regardless of the contents of 
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the IMR. The contents of this register are 
initialized to 0016 when the DUART is reset. 

ISR[7] - Input Port Change Status 
This bit is a '1' when a change of state has 
occurred at the IPO, IP1, IP2, or IP3 inputs 
and that event has been selected to cause an 
interrupt by the programming of ACR[3:0]. 
The bit is cleared when the CPU reads the 
IPCR. 

ISR[6] - Channel B Change In Break 
This bit, when set, indicates that the channel 
B receiver has detected the beginning or the 
end of a received break. It is reset when the 
CPU issues a channel B 'reset break change 
interrupt' command. 

ISR[S] - Channel B Receiver Ready Or 
FIFO Full 
The function of this bit is programmed by 
MR18[6]. If programmed as receiver ready, it 
indicates that a character has been received 
in channel B and is waiting in the FIFO to be 
read by the CPU. It is set when the character 
is transferred from the receive shift register to 
the FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
RHR. If after this read there are more charac
ters still in the FIFO the bit will be set again 
after the FIFO is 'popped'. If programmed as 
FIFO full, it is set when a character is 
transferred from the receive holding register 
to the receive FIFO and the transfer causes 
the channel B FIFO to become full; i.e., all 
three FIFO positions are occupied. It is reset 
when the CPU reads the RHR. If a character 
is waiting in the receive shift register because 
the FIFO is full, the bit will be set again when 
the waiting character is loaded into the FIFO. 

ISR(4]-Channel B Transmitter Ready 
This bit is a duplicate of TxRDYB (SRB[2]). 

ISR[3] - Counter Ready 
In the counter mode, this bit is set when the 
counter reaches terminal count and is reset 
when the counter is stopped by a stop 
counter command. 

In the timer mode, this bit is set once each 
cycle of the generated square wave (every 
other time that the counter/timer reaches 
zero count). The bit is reset by a stop counter 
command. The command, however, does not 
stop the counter/timer. 

ISR[2] - Channel A Change In Break 
This bit, when set, indicates that the channel 
A receiver has detected the beginning or the 
end of a received break. It is reset when the 
CPU issues a channel A 'reset break change 
interrupt' command. 

ISR[1] - Channel A Receiver Ready Or 
FIFO Full 
The function of this bit is programmed by 
MR1A[6]. If programmed as receiver ready, it 
indicates that a character has been received 
in channel A and is waiting in the FIFO to be 
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Table 3. Baud Rate Generator Characteristics 
Crystal or Clock = 3.6864MHz 

NOMINAL RATE (BAUD) ACTUAL 16X CLOCK (kHz) ERROR(%) 

50 0.8 0 
75 1.2 0 

110 1.759 -0.069 
134.5 2.153 0.059 
150 2.4 0 
200 3.2 0 
300 4.8 0 
600 9.6 0 

1050 16.756 -0.260 
1200 19.2 0 
1800 28.8 0 
2000 32.056 0.175 
2400 38.4 0 
4800 76.8 0 
7200 115.2 0 
9600 153.6 0 

19.2k 307.2 0 
38.4k 614.4 0 

NOTE: 
Duty cycle of 16X cloak is 50% ± 1% 

Table 4. ACR 6:4 Field Definition 

ACR 6:4 MODE CLOCK SOURCE 

0 0 0 Counter External (IP2) 
0 0 1 Counter TxCA - 1 X clock of channel A transmitter 
0 1 0 Counter TxCB - 1 X clock of channel B transmitter 
0 1 1 Counter Crystal or external clock (X1 /CLK) divided by 16 
1 0 0 Timer External (IP2) 
1 0 1 Timer External (IP2) divided by 16 
1 1 0 Timer Crystal or external clock (X1 /CLK) 
1 1 1 Timer Crystal or external clock (X1 /CLK) divided by 16 

read by the CPU. It is set when the character 
is transferred from the receive shift register to 
the FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
AHR. If after this read there are more charac
ters still in the FIFO the bit will be set again 
after the FIFO is 'popped'. If programmed as 
FIFO full, it is set when a character is 
transferred from the receive holding register 
to the receive FIFO and the transfer causes 
the channel A FIFO to become full, i.e., all 
three FIFO positions are occupied. It is reset 
when the CPU reads the AHR. If a character 
is waiting in the receive shift register because 
the Fl FO is full, the bit will be set again when 
the waiting character is loaded into the FIFO. 

ISR[O] - Channel A Transmitter Ready 
This bit is a duplicate of TxRDYA (SRA[2)). 

IMR - Interrupt Mask Register 
The programming of this register selects 
which bits in the ISR cause an interrupt 
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output. If a bit in the ISR is a '1' and the 
corresponding bit in the IMR is also a '1 ', the 
INTRN output will be asserted. If the corre
sponding bit in the I MR is a zero, the state of 
the bit in the ISR has no effect on the INTRN 
output. Note that the IMR does not mask the 
programmable interrupt outputs OP3 - OP7. 
or the reading of the ISR. 

CTUR And CTLR - Counter/ 
Timer Registers 
The CTUR and CTLR hold the eight MSBs 
and eight LSBs, respectively, of the value to 
be used by the counter/timer in either the 
counter or timer modes of operation. The 
minimum value which may be loaded into the 
CTUR/CTLR registers is 000216. Note that 
these. registers are write-only and cannot be 
read .by the CPU. 

In the timer (programmable divider) mode, the 
· C/T generates a square wave with a period of 
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twice the value (in clock periods) of the CTUR 
and CTLR. If the value in CTUR or CTLR is 
changed, the current half-period will not be 
affected, but subsequent half periods will be. 
In this mode the CIT runs continuously. 
Receipt of a start counter command (read 
with A3 -AO = 1110) causes the counter to 
terminate the current timing cycle and to 
begin a new cycle using the values in CTUR 
and CTLR. 

The counter ready status bit (ISR[3)) is set 
once each cycle of the square wave. The bit 
is reset by a stop counter command (read 
with A3 - AO = 1111 ). The command, howev
er, does not stop the CIT. The generated 
square wave is output on OP3 if it is pro
grammed to be the C/T output. 

On power up and after reset, the timer I 
counter runs in timer mode and can only be 
restarted. Because it cannot be shut off or 
stopped, and runs continuously in timer 
mode, it is recommended that at initialization, 
the output port (OP3) should be masked off 
through the OPCR[3:2] = 00 until the T /C is 
programmed to the desired operational state. 

In the counter mode, the C/T counts down 
the number of pulses loaded into CTUR and 
CTLR by the CPU. Counting begins upon 
receipt of a start counter command. Upon 
reaching terminal count (000016), the counter 
ready interrupt bit (ISR[3)) is set. The counter 
continues counting past the terminal count 
until stopped by the CPU. If OP3 is pro
grammed to be the output of the C/T, the 
output remains high until terminal count is 
reached, at which time it goes low. The output 
returns to the high state and ISR[3] is cleared 
when the counter is stopped by a stop 
counter command. The CPU may change the 
values of CTUR and CTLR at any time, but 
the new count becomes effective only on the 
next start counter command. If new values 
have not been loaded, the previous count 
values are preserved and used for the next 
count cycle. 

In the counter mode, the current value of the 
upper and lower 8 bits of the counter (CTU, 
CTL) may be read by the CPU. It is recom
mended that the counter be stopped when 
reading to prevent potential problems which 
may occur if a carry from the lower 8 bits to 
the upper 8 bits occurs between the times 
that both halves of the counter are read. 
However, note that a subsequent start count
er command will cause the counter to begin a 
new count cycle using the values in CTUR 
and CTLR. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 range Oto +70 'C 

Tsrn Storage temperature range -65 to + 150 'C 

All voltages with respect to ground3 -0.5 to +6.0 v 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= 0°c to +70'C, Vee= +5V ±5%4• 5• 6 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

V1L Input low voltage 0.8 v 
V1H Input high voltage (except X1 /CLK) 2 v 
V1H Input high voltage (X1/CLK) 4 v 
Vol Output low voltage loL = 2.4mA 0.4 v 
VoH Output high voltage (except o.c. outputs) loH =-400µA 2.4 v 
l1L Input leakage current V1N=O to Vee -10 10 µA 
ILL Data bus 3-State leakage current Vo= 0.4 to Vee -10 10 µA 
lx1L X1 /CLK low input current V1N = 0, X2 grounded -4 -2 0 mA 

V1N = 0, X2 floated -3 -1.5 0 mA 
1x1H X1 /CLK high input current V1N =Vee. X2 grounded -1 0.2 1 mA 

V1N =Vee. X2 floated 0 3.5 10 mA 
IX2L X2 low input current V1N = 0, X1 /CLK floated -100 -30 0 µA 

lx2H X2 high input current V1N =Vee. X1/CLK floated 0 +30 100 µA 

lac Open-collector output leakage current Vo= 0.4 to Vee -10 10 µA 
Ice Power supply current 150 mA 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and 

functional operation of the device at these or any other condition above those indicated in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature. 
3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from damaging effects of excessive static charge. 

Nonetheless, it is suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rated maxima. 
4. Parameters are valid over specified temperature range. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground (GND). For testing, all inputs except .X1 /CLK swing between 0.4V and 2.4V with a transition time 

of 20ns maximum. For X1 /CLK this swing is between 0.4V and 4.4V. All time measurements are referenced at input voltages of 0.8V and 2V as 
appropriate. 

6. Typical values are at + 25°C, typical supply voltages, and typical processing parameters. 
7. Test condition for outputs: CL -150pF, except interrupt outputs. Test condition for interrupt outputs: CL= 50pF, RL = 2.7kn to Vee. 
8. Timing is illustrated and referenced to the WRN and RON inputs. The device may also be operated with CEN as the 'strobing' input. In this case, 

all timing specifications apply referenced to the falling and rising edges of CEN. CEN and RON (also CEN and WAN) are AND"ed internally. As a 
consequence, the signal asserted last initiates the cycle and the signal negated first terminates the cycle. 

9. If CEN is used as the 'strobing' input, the parameter defines the minimum high times between one GEN and the next. The RON signal must be 
negated for tRwD to guarantee that any status register changes are· valid. 

10. Consecutive write operations to the same command register require at least three edges of the X1 clock between writes. 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA=o•c to +10°c, Vcc~+5.0V ±5%4• 5· 6• 7 

=--·--··---

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER UNIT 

Min Typ Max 
2 -Reset timing (Figure 1) 

IRES RESET pulse width 1.0 µs 

Bus timing (Figure 2)8 

IAS AO - A3 setup time to RDN, WAN low 10 ns 
IAH AO - A3 hold time from RDN, WAN high 0 ns 
!cs CEN setup time to RDN, WAN low 0 ns 
lcH eEN hold time from RDN, WAN high 0 ns 
IRw WAN, RDN pulse width 225 ns 
too Data valid after RDN low 175 ns 
loF Data bus floating after RDN high 100 ns 
tos Data setup time before WAN high 100 ns 
toH Data hold time after WAN high 20 ns 
IRWO High time between READs and/or WRITEs9·10 200 ns --
Port timing (Figure 3)8 

!pg Port input setup time before RDN low 0 ns 
lpH Port input hold time after RDN high 0 ns 
tpo Port output valid after WAN high 400 ns 

Interrupt timing (Figure 4) 
--

l1R INTRN (or OP3 - OP7 when used as interrupts) negated 
from: 

Read AHR (RxRDY /FFULL interrupt) 300 ns 
Write THR (TxRDY interrupt) 300 ns 
Reset command (delta break interrupt) 300 ns 
Stop etT command (counter interrupt) 300 ns 
Read IPCR (input port change interrupt) 300 ns 
Write IMR (clear of interrupt mask bit) 300 ns --

Clock timing (Figure 5) 

lcLK X1 /CLK high or low time 100 ns 
lcLK X1 teLK frequency 2 3.6864 4 MHz 
tcrc eTeLK (IP2) high or low time 100 ns 
lcrc eTCLK (IP2) frequency 0 4 MHz 
!Rx Axe high or low time 220 ns 
!Rx Axe frequency (16X) 0 2 MHz 

(1X) 0 1 MHz 
trx TxC high or low time 220 ns 
frx Txe frequency (16X) 0 2 MHz 

(1X) 0 1 MHz 

Transmitter timing (Figure 6) 

trxo TxD output delay from TxC low 350 ns 
tr cs Output delay from TxC low to TxD data output 0 150 ns 

--
Receiver timing (Figure 7) 

IRXS RxD data setup time to Axe high 240 ns 
IRxH RxD data hold time from Axe high 200 ns 
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CEN 

RON 

00~01 
(READ) 

WAN 

00-07 
(WRITE) 

RESET A I\ 
___J 1--- IRES----! '-------

Figure 1. Reset Timing 

-
- ICH 

----tRw ....__tRwo----. 

FLOAT VALID FLOAT 

-•Rwo------1 

. . l,'DH ~
-•os-

VALID x. _______ __, ,.._ ___ J 

Figure. 2. Bus Timing 
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RON~ 

d.K ·-=X~~ 
WRN\ t.x 

OPO·OP7 OLD DATA NEW DATA 

Figure 3. Port Timing 

R:L{:M ~ 
WAN~ 

tlR V +0.SV 
INTERRUPT' OL 

OUTPUT 
-------Vol 

NOTES: 
1. INTRN or. OP3 - OP7 when used as interrupt outputs. 
2. The test for open drain outputs is intended to guarantee switching of the output transistor. Measurement of this response is referenced from the midpoint of the switching signal, VM, 

to a point 0.5V above Vol· This point represents noise margin that assures true switching has occurred. Beyond this level, the effects of external circuitry and test environment are 
pronounced and can greatly affect the resultant measurement. 

X11CLK 
CTCLK 

R>C 
hC 
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ICLK 

tcrc 

tR. 

tr. 

ICLK 

lcrc 

tR. 

tr. 

Figure 4. Interrupt Timing 

+5V 

1Kn 

Figure 5. Clock Timing 
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X1 

X2 

R1: 100K - 1Meg (See design note) 

C1 = C2: 0-SpF + (STRAY < 5pF) 

+sv 

CLOCK 
r---1;1._ _ _,..,_ TO OTHER 

..--+----1x1 

2681 

'--+----IX2 
3.6864MHz 

CRYSTAL SERIES RESISTANCE SHOULD 
BE LESS THAN 180 OHMS 

CHIPS 
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T>O 

TRANSMITTER 
ENABLED 

TxAOV 
iSR21 

WRN 

CTSN 1 

(IPO> ___ __, 

TxC 
(INPun 

T•C 
(IX OUTPUT) 

(1 OR 16 CLOCKS) -1 BIT TIME -=\_ 
xo---. __ "[_ 

______,/ 
Figure 6. Transmit 

Figure 7. Receive 

03 START 04 
BREAK 

STOP 
BREAK 

\_ 

05 WILL 
NOT BE 

TRANSMITTED 
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06 

06 

I 
~~ ~ 
iOPOi rl------------------------------' fOIPR(OI-- 1 

OPRiOI= 1 

~OTES: 

I 1. riming shown for MR2(4) = 1. 
2. Timing shown for MA2(5) = 1. 
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Figure 8. Transmitter Timing 
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RxD 

RECEIVER 
ENABLED 

Rx ROY 
(SRO)--------' 

FFUL 

D2 D3 D4 

(SR1) ------------+-------------' 
RxROYI--------. 
FFULL 
(OP5)2 

RDN 

OVERRUN 

(SR4) ------------------------+---..;;;;;"'--' 
RTS1 
(OPO) 

NOTES' 
1. Timing shown for MA1(7) -1. 
2. Shown for OPCR(4) = 1 and MR(6) - O. 

MASTER STATION 

Figure 9. Receiver Timing 
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TxD ~+-o_o~!-ol L1----------1~:== 

TRANSMITTER~: : 
ENABLED I I 

TxRDY I . I 1-----~ 
iSR2) 

WRN ----------1 ----------
MA1(4 - 3) = 11 ADO#l MR1(2) = 0 00 

MA1(2J= 1 

PERIPHERAL STATION 
BIT9 BIT9 

MA1(2) = 1 AD0#2 

BIT 9 BIT 9 BIT 9 

Do io!: L..,,_ _______ __,:=i,.._~~IA_o_o_••.J~1 l I l.._:::::::.i'""o::l_.,..,L: 
RECEIVER--------------': __ __, -,---,II ENABLED ; L__ 

R0:::::-1.J-::::::::::::::::~-~~ ( Lfl};,__--------~ 
MR1(4-3)=11 AOO#l ~ ~A 

DO A00#2 

Figure 10. Wake-Up Mode 
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Microprocessor Products 

DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCC2691 Universal Asyn
chronous Receiver/Transmitter (UARD 
is a single-chip CMOS-LSI communica
tions device that provides a full-duplex 
asynchronous receiver/transmitter in a 
single 24-pin DIP. It is fabricated with 
Signetics CMOS technology which com
bines the benefits of high density and 
low power consumption. 

The operating speed of the receiver and 
transmitter can be selected indepen
dently as one of eighteen fixed baud 
rates, a 16 X clock derived from a pro
grammable counter /timer, or an external 
1 x or 16X clock. The baud rate gener
ator and counter/timer can operate di
rectly from a crystal or from external 
clock inputs. The ability to independently 
program the operating speed of the 
receiver and transmitter make the UART 
particularly attractive for dual-speed 
channel applications such as clustered 
terminal systems. 

The receiver is quadruple buffered to 
minimize the potential of receiver over
run or to reduce interrupt overhead in 
interrupt driven systems. In addition, a 
handshaking capability is provided to 
disable a remote UART transmitter when 
the receiver buffer is full. 

The UART provides a power-down mode 
in which the oscillator is frozen but the 
register contents are stored. This results 
in reduced power consumption on the 
order of several magnitudes. 

The UART is fully TTL compatible and 
operates from a single + 5V power sup
ply. 
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SCC2691 
Universal Asynchronous 
Receiver /Transmitter (UART) 
Product Specification 

FEATURES 
• Full-duplex asynchronous 

receiver/transmitter 

• Quadruple buffered receiver data 
register 

• Programmable data format: 

- 5 to 8 data bits plus parity 

- Odd, even, no parity or force 
parity 

- 1, 1.5 or 2 stop bits 
programmable In 1/1&-blt 
Increments 

• Baud rate for the receiver and 
transmitter selectable from: 

- 18 fixed rates: 50 to 38.4k 
baud 

- One user-defined rate derived 
from programmable timer/ 
counter 

- External 1 X or 16X clock 

• Parity, framing, and overrun error 
detection 

• False start bit detection 

• Line break detection and 
generation 

• Programmable channel mode 

- Normal (full-duplex) 

- Automatic echo 

- Local loopback 

- Remote loopback 

• Multi-function programmable 
16·blt counter/timer 

• Single Interrupt output with 
seven maskable Interrupting 
conditions 

• On-chip crystal oscillator 

• Low power mode 

• TTL compatible 

• Single + 5V power supply 

• 300 MIL wide DIP 
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

RON 

RXD 

TXD 

MPO 

MPI 

A2 
DIP 

A1 

AO 

X1/CLK 

X2 

RESET 

GND 

TOP VIEW 

INDEX 
CORNER 

0 

PLCC 

11 

12 

TOP VIEW 

26 

18 

Vee 
WRN 

DO 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 

CEN 

INTRN 

25 

19 

""""""' Pin Function Pin Function 

1 Voe 15 Vss 
2 RON 18 INTRN 
3 RXD 17 CEN 
4 TXD 18 07 
5 MPO 19 06 
6 MPI 20 D5 
7 NC 21 D4 
8 NC 22 D3 
9 A2 23 NC 

10 ..., 24 02 
11 AO 25 01 
12 X1/CLK 26 NC 
13 X2 27 oo 
14 RESET 28 WAN 
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Universal Asynchronous Receiver /Transmitter (UART) 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

PACKAGES 

Plastic DIP 

Plastic LCC 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

"L J 
00-07 < 1--

RON-----<..O 

WRN-----<~I 

CEN -----<~I 

AO-A2-~:L.~__,H 
7 

RESET-----<~! 

INTAN,._ __ 

XllCLK-----+-1 

x2-----1 

Vcc=+sv ±10%, TA=o0 c to +70°c 

BUS BUFFER 

OPERATION 
CONTROL 

L ADDRESS ] 
DECODE 

I R/W CONTROL I 

INTERRUPT 
CONTROL 

TIMING 

l BAUD RATE J 
GENERATOR 

l CLOCK J 
SELECTORS 

[ COUNTER/ J 
TIMER 

XTALOSC I 
l POWER DOWNJ 

LOGIC 

SCC2691AC1N24 

SCC2691 AC1 A28 

1-----1 

CHANNEL A 

TRANSMIT 
HOLDING REG 

TRANSMIT 
SHIFT REGISTER 

RECEIVE 
HOLDING REG 

(3) 

RECEIVE 
SHIFT REG 

INPUT PIN 

CHANGEOF J 
STATE 

DETECTOR 

OUTPUT PIN 

FUNCTION 
SELECT 
LOGIC 
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•-----R•O 

t-----MPI 

1-----MPO 

-----Vee 

-----GNO 

~------------------------------------------------~ 
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Universal Asynchronous Receiver jlransmitter (UART) SCC2691 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC t---~----1 TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

DIP PLCC 

DO-D7 22-15 26-24 1/0 Data Bus: Active high 6-bit bidirectional 3-State data bus. Bit 0 is the LSB and bit 7 is the MSB. 
22 - 18 All data, command, and status transfers between the CPU and the UART take place over this bus. 

CEN 

WRN 

RON 

AO-A2 

RESET 

INTRN 

X1/CLK 

X2 

RxD 

TxD 

MPO 

MPI 

Vee 

GND 

14 17 

23 27 

1 2 

8-6 10-8 

11 13 

13 16 

9 11 

10 12 

2 3 

3 4 

4 5 

5 6 

24 28 

12 14 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

The direction of the transfer is controlled by the WRN and RON inputs when the CEN input i8 low. 
When the CEN input is high, the data bus is in the 3-state condition. 

Chip Enable: Active low input. When low, data transfers between the CPU and the UART are 
enabled on DO - 07 as controlled by the WRN, RON, and AO -A2 inputs. When CEN is high, the 
UART is effectively isolated from the data bus and DO - 07 are placed in the 3-State condition. 

Write Strobe: Active low input. A low on this pin while CEN Is low causes the contents of the 
data bus to be transferred to the register selected by AO - A2. The transfer occurs on the trailing 
(rising) edge of the signal. 

Read Strobe: Active low input. A low on this pin while CEN is low causes the contents of the 
register selected by AO - A2 to be placed on the data bus. The read cycle begins on the leading 
(falling) edge of RON. 

Address Inputs: Active high address inputs to select the UART registers for read/write 
operations. 

Reset: Master reset. A high on this pin clears the status register (SR), clears the interrupt mask 
register (IMR), and places the receiver and transmitter in the inactive state causing the TxD output 
to go to the marking (high) state. 

Interrupt Request: This active low output is asserted upon occurrence of one or more of seven 
maskable interrupting conditions. The CPU can read the interrupt status register to determine the 
interrupting· condition(s). This open-drain output requires a pull-up resistor. 

Crystal 1: Crystal or external clock input. When using the crystal oscillator, this pin serves as the 
connection for one side of the crystal. If a crystal is not used, an external clock is supplied at this 
input. An external clock (or crystal) is required even if the internal baud rate generator is not 
utilized. This clock is used to drive the internal baud rate generator, as an optional input to the 
timer/counter, and to provide other clocking signals required by the chip. 

Crystal 2: Connection for other side of crystal. if an external source is used instead of a crystal, 
this connection should be open. 

Receiver Serial Data Input: The least significant bit is received first. If external receiver clock is 
specified, this input is sampled on the rising edge of the clock. 

Transmitter Serial Data Output: The least significant bit is transmitted first. This output is held 
in the marking (high) condition when the transmitter is idle or disabled and when the UART is 
operating in local loopback mode. if external transmitter clock is specified, the data is shifted on 
the falling edge of the transmitter clock. 

Multl-Purpose Output: One of the following functions can be selected for this output pin by 
programming the auxiliary control register: 
RTSN - Request to send active low output. This output is asserted and negated via the command 
register. By appropriate programming of the mode registers, RTSN can be programmed to be 
automatically reset after the character in the transmitter is completely shifted or when the receiver 
FIFO and shift register are full. 
CITO - The counter/timer output. 
TxC1 X - The 1 x clock for the transmitter. 
TxC16X - The 16X clock for the transmitter. 
RxC1 X - The 1 x clock for the receiver. 
RxC16X - The 16X clock for the receiver. 
TxRDY - The transmitter holding register empty signal. Active low interrupt. 
RxRDY /FFULL - The receiver FIFO not empty/full signal. Active low interrupt. 

Multl·Purpose Input: This pin can be programmed to serve as an input for one of the following 
functions: 
GPI - General purpose input. The current state of the pin can be determined by reading the ISR. 
CTSN - Clear-to-Send active low input. 
CTCLK - Counter /timer external clock input. 
RTCLK - Receiver and/ or transmitter external clock input. This may be a 1 x or 16 x clock as 
programmed by CSR[3:0] or CSR[7:4]. 

Power Supply: + 5V supply input. 

Ground 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM 
As shown on the block diagram, the UART 
consists of: data bus buffer, interrupt control, 
operation control, timing, receiver and trans
mitter. 

Data Bus Buffer 
The data bus buffer provides tne interface 
between the external and internal data buses, 
It is controlled by the operation control block 
to allow read and write operations to take 
place between the controlling CPU and the 
UART. 

Interrupt Control 
A single interrupt output (INTRN) is provided 
which is asserted upon the occurrence of any 
of the following internal events: 
- Transmit holding register ready 
-· Transmit shift register empty 
- Receive holding register ready or FIFO 

full 
- Change in break received status 
- Counter reached terminal count 
- Change in MPI input 

Associated with the interrupt system are the 
interrupt mask register (IMR) and the interrupt 
status register (ISR). The IMR can be pro
grammed to select only certain of the above 
conditions to cause INTRN to be asserted. 
The ISR can be read by the CPU to determine 
all currently active interrupting conditions. 
However, the bits of the ISR are not masked 
by the IMR. 

Operation Control 
The operation control logic receives opera
tion commands from the CPU and generates 
appropriate signals to internal sections to 
control device operation. It contains address 
decoding and read and write circuits to permit 
communications with the microprocessor via 
the data bus buffer. The functions performed 
by the CPU read and write operations are 
shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Register Addressing 
,----, ---

READ 
A2 A 1 AO (RDN=O) 

WRITE 
(WRN=O) 

>----+--+--+----
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 
1 1 1 
- ·-.!.... _._.L_ __ 

NOTE: 

MR1,MR2 MR1. MR2 
SR CSR 
Reserved• CR 
RHR THR 
Reserved• ACR 
ISR IMR 
CTU CTUR 

El~ ___ _J__ CTLR ~ ---

*Reserved registers should never be read during 
normal operation since they are reserved for inter
nal diagnostics. 
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ACR 
CR 
CSR 
CTL 
CTLR 
CTU 
CTUR 
MR 
SR 
THR 

= Auxiliary control register 
= Command register 
= Clock select register 
= Counter /timer lower 
= Counter/timer lower register 
= Counter/timer upper 
= Counter /timer upper register 

Mode register A 
= Status register 
= Tx holding register 

Mode registers 1 and 2 are accessed via an 
auxiliary pointer. The pointer is set to MR1 by 
RESET or by issuing a reset pointer com
mand via the command register. Any read or 
write of the mode register while the pointer is 
at MR1 switches the pointer to MR2. The 
pointer then remains at MR2 so that subse
quent accesses are to MR2, unless the point
er is reset to MR1 as described above. 

Timing Circuits 
The timing block consists of a crystal oscilla
tor, a baud rate generator, a programmable 
16-bit counter /timer, and two clock selectors. 

The crystal oscillator operates directly from a 
3.6864MHz crystal connected across the X1 I 
CLK and X2 inputs with a minimum of exter
nal components. If an external clock of the 
appropriate frequency is available, it may be 
connected to X1 /CLK. If an external clock is 
used instead of a crystal, X1 /CLK is driven 
using a configuration similar to the one in 
Figure 5. However, the input high voltage 
must be capable of attaining 4.4V. The clock 
serves as the basic timing reference for the 
baud rate generator (BRG), the counter/ 
timer, and other internal circuits. A clock 
frequency, within the limits specified in the 
electrical specifications, must be supplied 
even if the internal BRG is not used. 

The baud rate generator operates from the 
oscillator or external clock input and is capa
ble of generating 18 commonly used data 
communications baud rates ranging from 50 
to 38.4K baud. Thirteen of these are available 
simultaneously for use by the receiver and 
transmitter. Eight are fixed, and one of two 
sets of five can be selected by programming 
ACR[7]. The clock outputs from the BRG are 
at 16X the actual baud rate. The counter/ 
timer can be used as a timer to produce a 
16 X clock for any other baud rate by count
ing down the crystal clock or an external 
clock. The clock selectors allow the indepen
dent selection by the receiver and transmitter 
of any of these baud rates or an external 
timing signal. 

The CIT operation is programmed by 
ACR[6:4]. One of eight timing sources can be 
used as the input to the CIT. The output of 
the CIT is available to the clock selectors and 
can also be programmed by ACR[2:0], to be 
output on the MPO pin. 
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In the timer mode, the CIT generates a 
square wave whose period is twice the num
ber of clock periods loaded into the CIT 
upper and lower registers. The counter ready 
bit in the ISR is set once each cycle of the 
square wave. If the value in CTUR or CTLR is 
changed, the current half-period will not be 
affected, but subsequent half-periods will be 
affected. In this mode the CIT runs continu
ously and does not recognize the stop count
er command (the command only resets the 
counter ready bit in the ISR). Receipt of a 
start CIT command causes the counter to 
terminate the current timing cycle and to 
begin a new cycle using the values in CTUR 
and CTLR. 

In the counter mode, the CIT counts down 
the number of pulses loaded into CTUR and 
CTLR. Counting begins upon receipt of a start 
CIT command. Upon reaching terminal 
count, the counter ready bit in the ISR is set. 
The counter continues counting past the 
terminal count until stopped by the CPU. If 
MPO is programmed to be the output of the 
CIT, the output remains high until terminal 
count is reached, at which time it goes low. 
The output returns to the high state and the 
counter ready bit is cleared when the counter 
is stopped by a stop counter command. The 
CPU may change the values of CTUR and 
CTLR at any time, but the new count be
comes effective only on the next start counter 
command following a stop counter command. 
If new values have not been loaded, the 
previous count values are preserved and 
used for the next count cycle. 

In the counter mode, the current value of the 
upper and lower 8 bits of the counter may be 
read by the CPU. It is recommended that the 
counter be stopped when reading to prevent 
potential problems which may occur if a carry 
from the lower 8 bits to the upper 8 bits 
occurs between the times that both halves of 
the counter are read. However a subsequent 
start counter command causes the counter to 
begin a new count cycle using the values in 
CTU R and CTLR. 

Receiver and Transmitter 
The UART is a full-duplex asynchronous re
ceiver /transmitter. The operating frequency 
for the receiver and transmitter can be select
ed independently from the baud_ rate genera
tor, the counter/timer, or from an external 
input. Registers associated with the commu
nications channel are the mode registers 
(MR1 and MR2), the clock select register 
(CSR), the command register (CR), the status 
register (SR), the transmit holding register 
(THR), and the receive holding register 
(RHR). 

Transmitter 
The transmitter accepts parallel data from the 
CPU and converts it to a serial bit stream on 
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the TxD output pin. It automatically sends a 
start bit followed by the programmed number 
of data bits, an optional parity bit, and the 
programmed number of stop bits. The least 
significant bit is sent first. Following the trans
mission of the stop bits, if a new character is 
not available in the THR, the TxD output 
remains high and the TxEMT bit in the SR will 
be set to 1. Transmission resumes and the 
TxEMT bit is cleared when the CPU loads a 
new character into the THR. In the 16X 
clock mode, this also resynchronizes the 
internal 1 x transmitter clock so that trans
mission of the new character begins with 
minimum delay. 

The transmitter can be forced to send a break 
(continuous low condition) by issuing a start 
break command via the CR. The break is 
terminated by a stop break command. 

If the transmitter is disabled, it continues 
operating until the character currently being 
transmitted and the character in the THR, if 
any, are completely sent out. Characters 
cannot be loaded into the THR while the 
transmitter is disabled. 

Receiver 
The receiver accepts serial data on the RxD 
pin, converts the serial input to parallel for
mat, checks for start bit, stop bit, parity bit (if 
any), or break condition, and presents the 
assembled character to the CPU. The receiv
er looks for a high-to-low (mark-to-space) 
transition of the start bit on the RxD input pin. 
If a transition is detected, the state of the RxD 
pin is sampled again each 16X clock for 71/2 
clocks (16X clock mode) or at the next rising 
edge of the bit time clock (1 x clock mode). If 
RxD is sampled high, the start bit is invalid 
and the search for a valid start bit begins 
again. If RxD is still low, a valid start bit is 
assumed and the receiver continues to sam
ple the input at one bit time intervals at the 
theoretical center of the bit, until the proper 
number of data bits and the parity bit (if any) 
have been assembled, and one stop bit has 
been detected. The least signnicant bit is 
received first. The data is then transferred to 
the RHR and the RxRDY bit in the SR is set 
to a 1. If the character length is less than 
eight bits, the most significant unused bits in 
the RHR are set to zero. 

After the stop bit is detected, the receiver will 
immediately look for the next start bit. Howev
er, H a non-zero character was received 
without a stop bit (i.e. framing error) and RxD 
remains low for one-half of the bit period after 
the stop bit was sampled, then the receiver 
operates as if a new start bit transition had 
been detected at that point (one-half bit time 
after the stop bit was sampled). The parity 
error, framing error and overrun error (if any) 
are strobed into the SR at the received 
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character boundary, before the RxRDY status 
bit is set. 

If a break condition is detected (RxD is low for 
the entire character including the stop bit) 
only one character consisting of all zeros will 
be loaded into the FIFO and the received 
break bit in the SR is set to 1. The RxD input 
must return to a high condition for two suc
cessive clock edges of the 1 X clock (internal 
or external) before a search for the next start 
bit begins. 

RECEIVER FIFO 
The RHR consists of a first-in-first-out (FIFO) 
queue with a capacity of three characters. 
Data is loaded from the receive shift register 
into the top-most empty position of the FIFO. 
The RXRDY bit in the status register (SR) is 
set whenever one or more characters are 
available to be read, and a FFULL status bit is 
set if all three queue positions are filled with 
data. Either of these bits can be selected to 
cause an interrupt. A read of the RHR outputs 
the data at the top of the FIFO. After the read 
cycle, the data FIFO and its associated status 
bits are 'popped' thus emptying a FIFO posi
tion for new data. 

In addition to the data word, three status bits 
(parity error, framing error, and received 
break) are appended to each data character 
in the FIFO. Status can be provided in two 
ways, as programmed by the error mode 
control bit in the mode register. In the charac
ter mode, status is provided on a character
by-character basis: the status applies only to 
the character at the top of the FIFO. In the 
block mode, the status provided in the SR for 
these three bits is the logical-OR of the status 
for all characters coming to the top of the 
FIFO since the last reset error command was 
issued. In either mode, reading the SR does 
not affect the FIFO. The FIFO is 'popped' 
only when the RHR is read. Therefore, the SR 
should be read prior to reading the corre
sponding data character. 

If the FIFO is full when a new character is 
received, that character is held in the receive 
shift register until a FIFO position is available. 
If an additional character is received while 
this state exists, the contents of the FIFO are 
not affected: the character previously in the 
shift register is lost and the overrun error 
status bit (SR[4]) will be set upon receipt of 
the start bit of the new (overrunning) charac
ter. 

WAKE-UP MODE 
In addition to the normal transmitter and 
receiver operation described above, the 
UART incorporates a special mode which 
provides automatic wake-up of the receiver 
through address frame recognition for multi-
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processor communications. This mode is se
lected by programming bits MR1 [4:3) to '11 '. 

In this mode of operation, a 'master' station 
transmits an address character followed by 
data characters for the addressed 'slave' 
station. The slave stations, whose receivers 
are normally disabled, examine the received 
data stream and 'wake-up' the CPU (by 
setting RxRDY) only upon receipt of an ad
dress character. The CPU compares the 
received address to its station address and 
enables the receiver if it wishes to receive the 
subsequent data characters. Upon receipt of 
another address character, the CPU may 
disable the receiver to initiate the process 
again. 

A transmitted character consists of a start bit, 
the programmed number of data bits, an 
address/data (AID) bit, and the programmed 
number of stop bits. The polarity of the 
transmitted AID bit is selected by the CPU by 
programming bit MR 1 [2): MR 1 [2) = 0 trans
mits a zero in the AID bit position which 
identifies the corresponding data bits as data, 
while MR1 [2) = 1 transmits a one in the A/D 
bit position which identifies the corresponding 
data bits as an address. The CPU should 
program the mode register prior to loading 
the corresponding data bits into the THR. 

While in this mode, the receiver continuously 
looks at the received data stream, whether it 
is enabled or disabled. If disabled, It sets the 
RxRDY status bit and loads the character into 
the RHR FIFO if the received A/D bit is a one, 
but discards the received character if the 
received AID bit Is a zero. If enabled, all 
received characters are transferred to the 
CPU via the RHR. In either case, the data bits 
are loaded into the data FIFO while the AID 
bit is loaded into the status FIFO position 
normally used for parity error (SR[5]). Fram
ing error, overrun error, and break- detect 
operate normally whether or not the receiver 
is enabled. 

MUL Tl·PURPOSE INPUT PIN 
The MPI pin can be programmed as an input 
to one of several UART circuits. The function 
of the pin is selected by programming the 
appropriate control register (MR2[4), 
ACR[6:4), CSR[7:4, 3:0)). Only one of the 
functions may be selected at any given time. 
If CTS or GPI is selected, a change of state 
detector provided with the pin is activated. A 
high-to-low or low-to-high transition of the 
inputs lasting longer than 25 - 50µs sets the 
MPI change-of-state bit in the interrupt status 
register. The bit is cleared via a command. 
The change-of-state can be programmed to 
generate an interrupt to the CPU by setting 
the corresponding bit in the interrupt mask 
register. 
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The input port pulse detection circuitry uses a 
38.4kHz sampling clock derived from one of 
the baud rate generator taps. This produces a 
sampling period of slightly more than 25µs 
(assuming a 3.6864MHz oscillator input). The 
detection circuitry, in order to guarantee that 
a true change in level has occurred, requires 
two successive samples at the new logic level 
be observed. As a consequence, the mini
mum duration of the signal change is 25µs if 
the transition occurs coincident with the first 
sample pulse. The 50µs time refers to the 
condition where the change of state is just 
missed and the first change of state is not 
detected until after an additional 25µs. 

MUL Tl-PURPOSE OUTPUT PIN 
This pin can be programmed to serve as a 
request-to-send output, the counter/timer 
output, the output for the 1 X or 16 X trans
mitter or receiver clocks, the TxRDY output or 
the RxRDY /FFULL output (see ACR [2:0] -
MPO Output Select). 

REGISTERS 
The operation of the UART is programmed by 
writing control words into the appropriate 
registers. Operational feedback is provided 
via status registers which can be read by the 
CPU. Addressing of the registers is as de
scribed in Table 1. 

The contents of certain control registers are 
initialized to zero on RESET (see Reset pin 
description). Care should be exercised if the 
contents of a register are changed during 
operation, since certain changes may cause 
operational problems - e.g., changing the 
number of bits per character while the trans
mitter is active may cause the transmission of 
an incorrect character. The contents of the 
MR, the CSR, and the ACR should only be 
changed while the receiver(s) and transmit
ter(s) are disabled, and certain changes to 
the ACR should only be made while the CIT 
is stopped. 

The bit formats of the UART registers are 
depicted in Table 2. 

MR1 - Mode Register 1 
MR1 is accessed when the MR pointer points 
to MR1. The pointer is set to MR1 by RESET 
or by a set pointer command applied via CR. 
After reading or writing MR1, the pointers are 
set at MR2. 

MR1[7]-Receiver Request-to-Send 
Control 
This bit controls the deactivation of the RTSN 
output (MPO) by the receiver. This output is 
manually asserted and negated by com
mands applied via the command register. 
MR1 [7] = 1 causes RTSN to be automatically 
negated upon receipt of a valid start bit if the 
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receiver FIFO is full. RTSN is reasserted 
when an empty FIFO position is available. 
This feature can be used to prevent overrun 
in the receiver by using the RTSN output 
signal to control the CTS input of the trans
mitting device. 

MR1[6] - Receiver Interrupt Select 
This bit selects either the receiver ready 
status (RxRDY) or the FIFO full status 
(FFULL) to be used for CPU interrupts. 

MR1[5] - Error Mode Select 
This bit selects the operating mode of the 
three FIFOed status bits (FE, PE, received 
break). In the character mode, status is pro
vided on a character-by-character basis: the 
status applies only to the character at the top 
of the FIFO. In the block mode, the status 
provided in the SR tor these bits is the 
accumulation (logical-OR) of the status for all 
characters coming to the top of the FIFO 
since the last reset error command was 
issued. 

MR1[4:3J-Parlty Mode Select 
If with parity or force parity is selected • a 
parity bit is added to the transmitted charac
ter and the receiver performs a parity check 
on incoming data. MR1[4:3] = 11 selects the 
channel to operate in the special wake-up 
mode. 

MR 1 [2] - Parity Type Select 
This bit selects the parity type (odd or even) if 
the with parity mode is programmed by 
MR1[4:3], and the polarity of the forced parity 
bit if the force parity mode is programmed. It 
has no effect if the no parity mode is pro
grammed. In the special wake up mode, it 
selects the polarity of the A/ D bit. 

MR1[1:0]-Blts per Character Select 
This field selects the number of data bits per 
character to be transmitted and received. The 
character length does not include the start, 
parity, and stop bits. 

MR2 - Mode Register 2 
MR2 is accessed when the channel MR 
pointer points to MR2, which occurs after any 
access to MR1. Accesses to MR2 do not 
change the pointer. 

MR2[7:6J - Mode Select 
The UART can operate in one of four modes: 
MR2[7:6] = 00 is the normal mode, with the 
transmitter and receiver operating indepen
dently. MR2[7:6] = 01 places the channel in 
the automatic echo mode, which automatical
ly retransmits the received data. The follow
ing conditions are true while in automatic 
echo mode: 

1. Received data is reclocked and retran
smitted on the T xD output. 

2. The receive clock is used for the trans
mitter. 
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3. The receiver must be enabled, but the 
transmitter need not be enabled. 

4. The TxRDY and TxEMT status bits are 
inactive. 

5. The received parity is checked, but is not 
regenerated for transmission, i.e., trans
mitted parity bit is as received. 

6. Character framing is checked, but the 
stop bits are retransmitted as received. 

7. A received break is echoed as received 
until the next valid start bit is detected. 

8. CPU-to-receiver communication contin
ues normally, but the CPU-to-transmitter 
link is disabled. 

Two diagnostic modes can also be selected. 
MR2[7:6] = 10 selects local loopback mode. 
In this mode: 

1. The transmitter output is internally con
nected to the receiver input. 

2. The transmit clock is used for the 
receiver. 

3. The TxD output is held high. 

4. The RxD input is ignored. 

5. The transmitter must be enabled, but the 
receiver need not be enabled. 

6. CPU to transmitter and receiver commu-
nications continue normally. 

The second diagnostic mode is the remote 
loopback mode, selected by MR2[7:6] = 11. 
In this mode: 

1. Received data is reclocked and retran
smitted on the TxD output. 

2. The receive clock is used tor the trans
mitter. 

3. Received data is not sent to the local 
CPU, and the error status conditions are 
inactive. 

4. The received parity is not checked and is 
not regenerated tor transmission, i.e., the 
transmitted parity bit is as received. 

5. The receiver must be enabled, but the 
transmitter need not be enabled. 

6. Character framing is not checked, and 
the stop bits are retransmitted as re
ceived. 

7. A received break is echoed as received 
until the next valid start bit is detected. 

When switching in and out of the various 
modes, the selected mode is activated imme
diately upon mode selection, even if this 
occurs in the middle of a received or transmit
ted character. Likewise, if a mode is deselect
ed, the device will switch out of the mode 
immediately. An exception to this is switching 
out of auto echo or remote loopback modes; 
if the deselection occurs just after the receiv
er has sampled the stop bit (indicated to be in 
autoecho by assertion of RxRDY), and the 
transmitter is enabled, the transmitter will 

2 
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remain in auto echo mode until one full stop 
bit has been retransmitted. 

MR2[5] - Transmitter Request-to-Send 
Control 
This bit controls the deactivation of the RTSN 
output (MPO) by the transmitter. This output 
is manually asserted and negated by appro
priate commands issued via the command 
register. MR2[5] = 1 causes RTSN to be 
reset automatically one bit time after the 
characters in the transmit shift register and in 
the THR (if any) are completely transmitted; 
includes the programmed number of stop bits 
if the transmitter is not enabled. This feature 
can be used to automatically terminate the 
transmission of a message as follows: 

1. Program. auto-reset mode: MR2[5] = 1. 

2. Enable transmitter. 

3. Assert RTSN via command. 

4. Send message. 

5. Verify the next to last character of the 
message is being sent by waiting until 

Table 2. Register Bit Formats 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

RxRTS RxlNT 
CONTROL SELECT 

O=no O=RXRDY 
MR1 1=yes l=FFULL 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

CHANNEL MODE 

OO=Normal 
MR2 01 =Auto echo 

1 O=Local loop 
11 =Remote loop 

NOTE: 

transmitter ready is asserted. Disable 
transmitter after the last character is 
loaded into the THR. 

6. The last character will be transmitted and 
RTSN will be reset one bit time after the 
last stop bit 

MR2[4] - Clear-to-Send Control 
The state of this bit determines if the CTSN 
input (MPI) controls the operation of the 
transmitter. If this bit is o, CTSN has no effect 
on the transmitter. If this bit is a 1, the 
transmitter checks the state of CTSN each 
time it is ready to send a character. If it is 
asserted (low), the character is transmitted. If 
it is negated (high), the TxD output remains in 
the marking state and the transmission is 
delayed until CTSN goes low. Changes in 
CTSN while a character is being transmitted 
do not affect the transmission of that charac
ter. This feature can be used to prevent 
overrun of a remote receiver. 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

ERROR 
PARITY MODE 

MODE 

O=char OO=with parity 
1=block 01 =force parity 

1 O=no parity 
11 =special mode 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

TxRTS CTS 
CONTROL ENABLE Tx 

t----
O=no O=no 0=0.563 
1=yes 1=yes 1=0.625 

2=0.688 
3=0.750 

"Add 0.5 to values shown for 0- 7, if channel is programmed for 5 bits/char. 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

MR2[3:0] - Stop Bit Length Select 
This field programs the length of the stop bit 
appended to the transmitted character. Stop 
bit lengths of 9/16 to 1 and 19/16 to 2 bits, in 
increments of 111s bit, can be programmed for 
character lengths of 6, 7, and 8 bits. For a 
character length of 5 bits, 11116 to 2 stop bits 
can be programmed in increments of 1/1s bit. 
In all cases, the receiver only checks for a 
mark condition at the center of the first stop 
bit position (one bit time after the last data bit, 
or after the parity bit if parity is enabled). If an 
external 1 X clock is used for the transmitter, 
MR2[3] = O selects one stop bit and 
MR2[3] = 1 selects two stop bits to be trans
mitted. 

CSR - Clock Select Register 

CSR[7:4] - Receiver Clock Select 
WJ)en using a 3.6864MHz crystal or external 
clock input, this field selects the baud rate 
clock for the receiver as shown in Table 3. 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

PARITY 
BITS PER CHAR 

TYPE ________ " ___ 
O=even 00=5 
1=odd 01=6 

10=7 
11=8 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 
---, 

STOP BIT LENGTH* 

4=0.813 8=1.563 C=1.813 
5=0.875 9=1.625 0=1.875 
6=0.938 A=1.688 E=1.938 
7=1.000 8=1.750 F=2.000 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

~~CEIVER CLOCK SELECT tRANSMITTER CLOCK SELECT 

CSR L_ See Text See Text 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

MISCELLANEOUS COMMANDS DISABLE Tx ENABLE Tx DISABLE Rx ENABLE Rx 

CR See Text 
O=no O=no O=no O=no 
1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 
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Table 2. Register Bit Formats (Continued) 

SR 

ACR 

ISR 

IMR 

CTUR 

CTLR 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

RECEIVED FRAMING PARITY OVERRUN 
TxEMT TxRDY FFULL RxRDY BREAK ERROR ERROR ERROR 

O=no O=no O=no O•no O=no O=no O•no O•no 
1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 

* 

NOTE: 
*These status bits are appended to the corresponding data character in the receive FIFO. A read of the status register provides these btts (7:5] from 
the top of the FIFO together with bits [4:0]. These bits are cleared by a reset error status command. In character mode they are reset when the 
corresponding data character is read from the FIFO. 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

BRG SET COUNTER/TIMER 
POWER· 

MPO PIN 
SELECT MODE AND SOURCE 

DOWN 
FUNCTION SELECT 

MODE 

O=set1 O =on OOO=ATSN 100=RxC (1 X) 
1=set2 See Text 1 = off 001=C/TO 101=AxC (16X) 

010=TxC (1 X) 110=TxRDY 
011=TxC (16X) 111 =AxADY /FFULL 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

MPI PIN 
MPI PIN 

COUNTER DELTA RxRDY/ 
CURRENT TxEMT TxRDY 

CHANGE 
STATE 

READY BREAK FFULL 

O=no O=low not O=no O=no O=no O=no O=no 
1=yes 1=high used 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

MPI MPI COUNTER DELTA RxRDY/ 
TxEMT TxRDY CHANGE LEVEL READY BREAK FFULL 

INT INT INT INT INT INT INT 

O=off O=off not O=off O=off O=off O=off O•off 
1=on 1=on used 1=on 1=on 1=on 1•on 1=on 

BIT 7 BiT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

C/T[15] C/T[14] C/T[13] C/T[12] C/T[11] C/T[10] C/T[9] C/T[B] 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

CIT[n C/T[6] C/T[S] C/T[4] C/T[3] C/T[2] C/T[1] C/T[8] 
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Table 3. Baud Rate 

CSR[3:0]/ 
ACR[7]=0 ACR[7]=1 

[7:4] 

0 0 0 0 50 75 
0 0 0 1 110 110 
0 0 1 0 134.5 134.5 
0 0 1 1 200 150 
0 1 0 0 300 300 
0 1 0 1 600 600 
0 1 1 0 1,200 1,200 
0 1 1 1 1,050 2,000 
1 0 0 0 2,400 2,400 
1 0 0 1 4,800 4,800 
1 0 1 0 7,200 1,800 
1 0 1 1 9,600 9,600 
1 1 0 0 38.4k 19.2k 
1 1 0 1 Timer Timer 
1 1 1 0 MPl-16X MPl-16X 
1 1 1 1 MPl-1X MPl-1X 

The receiver clock is always a 16 X clock. 
except for CSR[7:4]=1111. 

CSR[3:0] -Transmitter Clock Select 
This field selects the baud rate clock for the 
transmitter. The field definition is as shown in 
Table 3. 

CR - Command Register 
CR is used to write commands to the UART. 
Multiple commands can be specified in a 
single write to CR as long as the commands 
are non·confllcting, e.g., the enable transmit
ter and reset transmitter commands cannot 
be specified in a single command word. 

CR[7:4] - Miscellaneous Commands 
The encoded value of this field may be used 
to specify a single command as follows: 

0000 No command. 

0001 Reset MR pointer. Causes the MR 
pointer to point to MR1. 

001 O Reset receiver. Resets the receiver as 
if a hardware reset had been applied. 
The receiver is disabled and the FIFO 
is flushed. 

0011 Reset transmitter. Resets the trans
mitter as tt a hardware reset had been 
applied. 

0100 Reset error status. Clears the re
ceived break, parity error, framing er
ror, and overrun error bits in the status 
register (SR[7:4]). Used in character 
mode to clear OE status (although 
RB, PE, and FE bits will also be 
cleared), and In block mode to clear 
all error status alter a block of data 
has been received. 

0101 Reset break change interrupt. Causes 
the break detect change bit in the 
interrupt status register (ISR[3]) to be 
cleared to zero. 
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0110 Start break. Forces the TxD output 
low (spacing). If the transmitter is 
empty, the start of the break condition 
will be delayed up to two bit times. If 
the transmitter is active, the break 
begins when transmission of the char-
acter is completed. If a character is in 
the THR, the start of break is delayed 
until that character or any others load-
ad after it has been transmitted 
(TxEMT must be true before break 
begins). The transmitter must be en-
abled to start a break. 

0111 Stop break. The TxD line will go high 
(marking) within two bit times. TxD will 
remain high for one bit time before the 
next character, if any, is transmitted. 

1000 Start CIT. In counter or timer modes, 
causes the contents of CTUR/ CTLR 
to be preset into the counter/timer 
and starts the counting cycle. In timer 
mode, any counting cycle in progress 
when the command is issued is termi-
nated. In counter mode, has no effect 
unless a stop CIT command was 
issued previously. 

1001 Stop counter. In counter mode, stops 
operation of the counter/timer, resets 
the counter ready bit in the ISR, and 
forces the MPO output high if it is 
programmed to be the output of the 
CIT. In timer mode, resets the counter 
ready bit in the ISR but has no affect 
on the counter/timer itself or on the 
MPO output. 

1010 Assert RTSN. Causes the RTSN out-
put to be asserted (low). 

1011 Negate RTSN. Causes the RTSN out-
put to be negated (high). 

1100 Reset MPI change interrupt. Causes 
the MPI change bit in the interrupt 
status register (ISR[7]) to be cleared 
to zero. 

1101 Reserved. 

111 x Reserved. 

CR[3] - Disable Transmitter 
This command terminates transmitter opera
tion and resets the TxRDY and TxEMT status 
bits. However, if a character is being transmit
ted or if a character is in the THR when the 
transmitter is disabled, the transmission of 
the character(s) is completed before assum
ing the inactive state. 

CR[2] - Enable Transmitter 
Enables operation of the channel A transmit
ter. The TxRDY status bit will be asserted. 

CR[1] - Disable Receiver 
This command terminates operation of the 
receiver immediately- a character being re
ceived will be lost. The command has no 
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effect on the receiver status bits or any other 
control registers. If the special wake-up mode 
is programmed, the receiver operates even if 
it is disabled (see Wake-up Mode). 

CR[O] - Enable Receiver 
Enables operation of the receiver. If not in the 
special wake-up mode, this also forces the 
receiver into the search for start bit state. 

SR - Channel Status Register 

SR[7] - Received Break 
This bit indicates that an all zero character of 
the programmed length has been received 
without a stop bit. Only a single FIFO position 
is occupied when a break is received; further 
entries to the FIFO are inhibited until the RxD 
line returns to the marking state for at least 
one half bit time (two successive edges of the 
internal or external 1 x clock). 

When this bit is set, the change in break bit in 
the ISR (ISR[3]) is set. ISR[3) is also set 
when the end of the break condition, as 
defined above, is detected. 

The break detect circuitry is capable of de
tecting breaks that originate in the middle of a 
received character. However, if a break be
gins in the middle of a character, it must last 
until the end of the next character time in 
order for it to be detected. 

SR[&] - Framing Error (FE) 
This bit, when set, indicates that a stop bit 
was not detected when the corresponding 
data character in the FIFO was received. The 
stop bit check is made in the middle of the 
first stop bit position. 

SR[5] - Parity Error (PE) 
This bit is set when the with parity or force 
parity mode is programmed and the corre
sponding character in the FIFO was received 
with incorrect parity. 

In the special wake-up mode, the parity error 
bit stores the received AID bit. 

SR[4]-0verrun Error (OE) 
This bit, when set, indicates that one or more 
characters in the received data stream have 
been lost. It is set upon receipt of a new 
character when the FIFO is full and a charac
ter is already in the receive shift register 
waiting for an empty Fl FO position. When this 
occurs, the character in the receive shift 
register (and its break detect, parity error and 
framing error status, if any) is lost. 

This bit is cleared by a reset error status 
command. 

SR[3] -Tranamltter Empty (TxEMT) 
This bit will be set when the transmitter 
underruns, i.e., both the transmit holding 
register (THR) and the transmit shift register 
are empty. However, this bit is not set until 
one character has been transmitted. It is set 
alter transmission of the last stop bit of a 
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character, if no character is in the THR 
awaiting transmission. It is reset when the 
THR is loaded by the CPU, or when the 
transmitter is disabled. 

SR[2] -Transmitter Ready (TxRDY) 
This bit, when set, indicates that the THR is 
empty and ready to be loaded with a charac
ter. This bit is cleared when the THR is 
loaded by the CPU and is set when the 
character is transferred to the transmit shift 
register. TxRDY is reset when the transmitter 
is disabled and is set when the transmitter is 
first enabled, e.g., characters loaded in the 
THR while the transmitter is disabled will not 
be transmitted. 

SR[1] - FIFO Full (FFULL) 
This bit is set when a character is transferred 
from the receive shift register to the receive 
FIFO and the transfer causes the FIFO to 
become full, i.e., all three FIFO positions are 
occupied. It is reset when the CPU reads the 
FIFO and there is no character in the receive 
shift register. If a character is waiting in the 
receive shift register because the FIFO is full, 
FFU LL will be reset by the CPU read and then 
set by the transfer of the character to the 
FIFO, which causes all three FIFO positions 
to be occupied. 

SR[O] - Receiver Ready (RxRDY) 
This bit indicates that a character has been 
received and is waiting in the Fl FO to be read 
by the CPU. It is set when the character is 
transferred from the receive shift register to 
the FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
AHR, and no more characters are in the 
FIFO. 

ACR - Auxiliary Control 
Register 

ACR[7] - Baud Rate Generator $et 
Select 
This bit selects one of two sets of baud rates 
generated by the BAG. 
Set 1: 50, 110, 134.5, 200, 300, 600, 

1.05k, 1.2k, 2.4k, 4.8k, 7.2k, 9.6k, 
and 38.4k baud. 

Set 2: 75, 110, 134.5, 150, 300, 600, 
1.2k, 1.Bk, 2.0k, 2.4k, 4.8k, 9.6k, 
and 19.2k baud. 

The selected set of rates is available for use 
by the receiver and transmitter. 

ACR[6:4]-Counter/Tlmer Mode and 
Clock Source Select 
This field selects the operating mode of the 
counter /timer and its clock source as follows: 
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ACR[6:4] Mode Clock Source 

0 0 0 Counter MPI pin 
0 0 1 Counter MPI pin divided by 16 
0 1 0 Counter TxC-1 x clock of 

the transmitter 
0 1 1 Counter Crystal or external 

clock (X1 /CLK) divid-
ed by 16 

1 0 0 Timer MPI pin 
101 Timer MPI pin divided by 16 
1 1 0 Timer Crystal or external 

clock (X1 /CLK) 
11 Timer Crystal or external 

clock (X1 /CLK) divid-
ed by 16 

ACR[3] - Power-Down Mode Select 
This bit, when set to zero, selects the power
down mode. In this mode, the 2691 oscillator 
is stopped and all functions requiring this 
clock are suspended. The contents of all 
registers are saved. It is recommended that 
the transmitter and receiver be disabled prior 
to placing the 2691 in this mode. Note that 
this bit must be set to a logic 1 after power
up. 

ACR[2:0]- MPO Output Select 
This field programs the MPO output pin to 
provide one of the following: 

000 Request-to-send active low output 
(RTSN). This ou1put is asserted and 
negated via the command register. 
Mode RTSN can be programmed to be 
automatically reset after the character 
in the transmitter is completely shifted 
out or when the receiver FIFO and 
receiver shift register are full using 
MR2[5) and MR1[7), respectively. 

001 The counter/timer output. In the timer 
mode, this output is a square wave with 
a period of twice the value (in clock 
periods) of the contents of the CTUR 
and CTLR. In the counter mode, the 
output remains high until the terminal 
count is reached, at which time it goes 
low. The outpu1 returns to the high state 
when the counter is stopped by a stop 
counter command. 

01 O The 1 x clock for the transmitter, which 
is the clock that shifts the transmitted 
data. If data is not being transmitted, a 
non-synchronized 1 x clock is ou1pu1. 

011 The 16X clock for the transmitter. This 
is the clock selected by CSR[3:0], and 
is a 1 x clock if CSR[3:0) = 1111. 

100 The 1 x clock for the receiver, which is 
the clock that samples the received 
data. If data is not being received, a 
non-synchronized 1 x cl()Ck is output. 

101 The 16X clock for the receiver. This is 
the clock selected by CSR[7:4], and is 
a 1x clock n CSR[7:4J=1111. 
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11 O The transmitter register empty signal, 
which is the complement of SR[2). 
Active low output. 

111 The receiver ready or FIFO full signal 
(complement of ISR[2)). Active low out
put. 

ISR - Interrupt Status Register 
This register provides the status of all poten
tial interrupt sources. The contents of this 
register are masked by the interrupt mask 
register (IMR). If a bit in the ISR is a '1' and 
the corresponding bit in the IMR is also a '1', 
the INTRN output is asserted (low). If the 
corresponding bit in the IMR is a zero, the 
state of the bit in the ISR has no affect on the 
INTRN output. Note that the IMR does not 
mask the reading of the ISR - the true status 
is provided regardless of the contents of the 
IMR. 

ISR[7] - MPI Change-of-State 
This bit is set when a change-of-state occurs 
at the MPI input pin. It is reset by a reset MPI 
change interrupt command. 

ISR[&] - MPI Current State 
This bit provides the current state of the MPI 
pin. The information is unlatched and reflects 
the state of the pin at the time the ISR is read. 

ISR[4] -Counter Ready 
In the counter mode of operation, this bit is 
set when the counter reaches terminal count 
and is reset when the counter is stopped by a 
stop counter command. It is inltialized to 'O' 
when the chip is reset. 

In the timer mode, this bit is set once each 
cycle of the generated square wave (every 
other time the CIT reaches zero count). The 
bit is reset by a stop counter command. The 
command, however, does not stop the CIT. 

ISR[3] - Change In Break 
This bit, when set, indicates that the receiver 
has detected the beginning or the end of a 
received break. It is reset when the CPU 
issues a reset break change interrupt com
mand. 

ISR[2] - Receiver Ready or FIFO Full 
The function of this bit is programmed by 
MR1[6). If programmed as receiver ready, it 
indicates that a character has been received 
and is waiting in the FIFO to be read by the 
CPU. It is set when the character is trans
ferred from the receive shift register to the 
FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
receiver FIFO. If the FIFO contains more 
characters, the bit will be set again after the 
FIFO is read. If programmed as FIFO full, it is 
set when a character is transferred from the 
receive holding register to the receive FIFO 
and the transfer causes the FIFO to become 
full, i.e., all three FIFO positions are occupied. 
It is reset when FIFO is read and there is no 
character in the receiver shift register. If there 
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is a character waiting in the receive shift 
register because the FIFO is lull, the bit is set 
again when the waiting character is trans
ferred into the FIFO. 

ISR[1] -Transmitter Empty 
This bit is a duplicate of TxEMT (SR[3)). 

ISR[O] -Tranemltter Ready 
This bit is a duplicate of TxRDY (SR[2)). 

IMR - Interrupt Mask Register 
The programming of this register selects 
which bits in the ISR cause an interrupt 
output. If a bit in the ISR is a '1' and the 
corresponding bit in the IMR is a '1 ', the 
INTRN output is asserted (low). If the corre
sponding bit in the IMR is a zero, the state of 
the bit in the ISR has no effect on the INTRN 
output. Note that the IMR does not mask 
reading of the ISR. 
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CTUR AND CTLR - Counter/ 
Timer Registers 
The CTUR and CTLR hold the eight MSBs 
and eight LSBs, respectively, the value to be 
used by the counter/timer in either the count
er or timer modes of operation. The minimum 
value which may be loaded is 000216• 

In the timer (programmable divider) mode, the 
CIT generates a square wave whose period 
is twice the value (in clock. periods) of the 
CTUR and CTLR. If the value in CTUR or 
CTLR is changed, the current half-period will 
not be affected, but subsequent half-periods 
will be. 

The counter ready status bit (ISR[4)) is set 
once each cycle of the square wave. The bit 
is reset by a stop counter command. The 
command, however, does not stop the CIT. 
The generated square wave is output on 
MPO if it is programmed to be the CIT output. 
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In the counter mode, the CIT counts down 
the number of pulses loaded into CTUR and 
CTLR. Counting begins upon receipt of a start 
C/T command. Upon reaching the terminal 
count, the counter ready interrupt bit (ISR[4)) 
is set. The counter continues counting past 
the terminal count until stopped by the CPU. If 
MPO is programmed to be the output of the 
CIT, the output remains high until the termi
nal count is reached, at which time it goes 
low. 

The output returns to the high state and 
ISR[4] is cleared when the counter is stopped 
by a stop counter command. The CPU may 
change the values of CTUR and CTLR at any 
time, but the new count becomes effective 
only on the next start counter command. If 
new values have ~t been loaded, the previ
ous count values preserved and used for 
the next count cycle. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 range Oto +70 •c 

Tsrn Storage temperature range -65 to +150 •c 

Vee Voltage from Vee to GND3 -0.5 to +7.0 v 

Vs Voltage from any pin to ground3 -0.5 to Vee ± 10% v 

Po Power dissipation 21 mW 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA=o·c to+10°c, Vee=+5V ±5%4• 5· 6 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

V1L Input low voltage 0.8 v 

V1H Input high voltage 
All except X1 /CLK 2 v 
X1/CLK 0.9Vec Vee v 

Vol Output low voltage loL = 2.4mA 0.4 v 

VoH7 Output high voltage 
(except open drain outputs) loH =-400µA 2.4 v 

l1L Input leakage current V1N=O to Vee -10 10 µA 

ILL Data bus 3-State leakage current Vo= 0.4 to Vee -10 10 µA 

loo Open drain output leakage current Vo= 0.4 to Vee -10 10 µA 

lx1L X1 /CLK low input current V1N = 0, X2 floated -100 -30 0 µA 

lx1H X1 /CLK high input current V1N =Vee. X2 floated 0 +30 100 µA 

When osclllator Is In power-down mode: 

1x1H X1 /CLK high input current V1N =Vee. X2 floated 2 6 10 mA 

lx2L X2 low output current VouT= 0, X1/CLK =Vee 100 µA 

lx2H X2 high output current VouT= Vee. X1/CLK = ov 100 µA 

Ice Power supply current 0.8 4 mA 
Standby 500 µA 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is stress rating only and functional operation of 

the device at these or at any other _condmon above those indicated in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature. 
3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, it is 

suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rated maxima. 
4. Parameters are valid over specified temperature range. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground (GND). For testing, all input signals swing between 0.4V and 2.4V with a transition time of 20ns maximum. For 

X1 /CLK, this swing is between 0.4V and 4.4V. All time measurements are referenced at input voltages of O.BV and 2V and output voltages of O.BV and 2V as 
appropriate. 

6. Typical values are at + 25°C, typical supply voltages, and typical processing parameters. 
7. Test condition for outputs: CL= 150pF, except interrupt outputs. Test conditions for interrupt outputs: CL= 50pF, AL= 2.7k'2 to Vee. 
8. Timing is illustrated and referenced to the WAN and AON inputs. The device may also be operated with CEN as the 'strobing' input. In this case, all timing 

specifications apply referenced to the falling and rising edges of CEN. CEN and RON (also CEN and WAN) are OR'ed internally. As a consequence. the signal 
asserted last initiates the cycle and the signal negated first terminates the cycle. 

9. If CEN is used as the 'strobing' input, this parameter defines the minimum high time between one CEN and the next. The RON signal must be negated for li<wo to 
guarantee that any status register changes are valid. 

10. Consecutive write operations to the same command require at least three edges of the X1 clock between writes. 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA - o•c to + 70°C, Vee = + 5V ± 5% 4• 5• 6• 7 

TENTATIVE LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

Reaet timing (Figure 1) 

IRES RESET pulse width 100 ns 

Bus timing (Figure 2)8 

tAS AO-A2 setup time to RON, WRN low 10 ns 
1AH AO -A2 hold time from RON, WRN high 0 ns 

tcs CEN setup time to RON, WRN low 0 ns 

lcH CEN hold time from RON, WRN high 0 ns 

IRw WRN, RON pulse width 225 ns 

too Data valid after RON low 160 ns 

loF Data bus floating after RON high 65 ns 
tos Data setup time before WRN high 100 ns 

loH Data hold time after WRN high 30 ns 
1Rwo10 Time between READs and/or WRITEs 200 ns 

MPI and MPO timing (Figure 3)8 

tps MPI input setup time before RON low 0 ns 
!pH MPI input hold time after RON high 0 ns 
tpo MPO output valid after WRN high 370 ns 

Interrupt timing (Figure 4) 
~ 

ltR INTRN negated: 
Read RHR (RxRDY /FFULL interrupt) 370 ns 
Write THR (TxRDY, TxEMT interrupt) 370 ns 
Reset command (Break change interrupt) 370 ns 
Reset command (MPI change interrupt) 370 ns 
Stop C/T command (counter interrupt) 370 ns 
Write IMR (clear of interrupt mask bit) 270 ns 

Clock timing (Figure 5) 

lct.K X1/CLK high or low time 100 ns 
fCLK X1 /CLK frequency 2.0 3.6864 4.0 MHz 

lcTc Counter/timer clock high or low time 100 ns 
fCTc Counter /timer clock frequency 100 4.0M Hz 
tRX RxC high or low time 220 ns 
fRx RxC frequency (16X) 100 2.0M Hz 

(1X) 100 1.0M Hz 

trx TxC high or low time 220 ns 
fTl( TxC frequency (16 X ) 0 2.0M Hz 

(1X) 0 1.0M Hz 

Transmitter timing (Figure 6) 

trxo TxD output delay from TxC low 350 ns 

trcs TxC output delay from TxD output data 0 150 ns 

Receiver timing (Figure n 
IRxs RxD data setup time to RxC high 240 ns 

IRXH RxD data hold time from RxC high 200 ns 
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Figure 1. Reset Timing 
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Figure 2. Bus Timing 
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NOTES' 

-j 
=X~- Jr 

MPI 

WRN\ 

{.,~ 
MPO OLD DATA 

Figure 3. 1/0 Timing 

WRN 
Rg:L{M ,.{ 

PT'~R VoL+0.5V 
INTERRU 

OUTPUT 
------- VaL 

1. INTRN or MPO when used as interrupt outputs. 

NEW DATA 

2. The test for open drain outputs is intended to guarantee switching of the output transistor. Measurement of this response is referenced from the midpoint of the switching signal, VM, 
to a point 0.5V above VoL· This point represents a noise margin that assures true switching has occurred. Beyond this levet, the effects of external circuitry and test environment are 
pronounced and can greatly affect the resultant measurement. 

X1/CLK 
CIT CLK 

R•C r,c 
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Figure 4. Interrupt Timing 

DRIVING 
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SOURCE 

CLK SY 
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Figure 5. Clock Timing 
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Figure 6. Transmit Timing 
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D6 

D6 

~~ h 
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CR[7:4) = 1010 CR[7:4) = 1010 

NOTES: 
1. Timing shown for MA2[4] = 1. 
2. Timing shown for MA2[5] .. 1. 

Figure 8. Transmitter Timing 
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RxO 
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NOTES: 
1. Timing shown for MR1{7] = 1. 
2. Shown for ACR[2:0J = 111 and MA1 [6] = O. 
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Figure 9. Receiver Timing 
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Figure 10. Wake-Up Mode 
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DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCC2692 Dual Universal 
Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter 
(DUART) is a single-chip CMOS-LSI 
communications device that provides 
two independent full-duplex asynchro
nous receiver/transmitter channels in a 
single package. It interfaces directly with 
microprocessors and may be used in a 
polled or interrupt driven system. 

The operating mode and data format of 
each channel can be programmed inde
pendently. Additionally, each receiver 
and transmitter can select its operating 
speed as one of eighteen fixed baud 
rates, a 16 x clock derived from a pro
grammable counter /timer, or an external 
1 x or 16 x clock. The baud rate gener
ator and counter /timer can operate di
rectly from a crystal or from external 
clock inputs. The ability to independently · 
program the operating speed of the 
receiver and transmitter make the 
DUART particularly attractive for dual
speed channel applications such as 
clustered terminal systems. 

Each receiver is quadruply buffered to 
minimize the potential of receiver over
run or to reduce interrupt overhead in 
interrupt driven systems. In addition, a 
flow control capability is provided to 
disable a remote DUART transmitter 
when the buffer of the receiving device 
is full. 

FEATURES 
• Dual full-duplex asynchronous 

receiver/transmitter 
• Quadruple buffered receiver data 

registers 
• Programmable data format 

- 5 to 8 data bits plus parity 
- Odd, even, no parity or force 

parity 
- 1, 1.5 or 2 stop bits program

mable In l'1s-bit increments 
• Programmable baud rate for each 

receiver and transmitter 
selectable from: 
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- 18 fixed rates: 50 to 38.4k 
baud 

- One user-defined rate derived 
from programmable timer/ 
counter 

- External 1 X or 16X clock 
• Parity, framing, and overrun error 

detection 
• False start bit detection 
• Line break detection and 

generation 
• Programmable channel mode 

- Normal (full-duplex) 
- Automatic echo 
- Local loopback 
- Remote loopback 

• Multi-function programmable 
16-bit counter/timer 

• Multi-function 7-bit input port 
- Can serve as clock or control 

inputs 

- Change of state detection on 
four inputs 

• Multi-function 8-bit output port 
- Individual bit set/reset 

capability 
- Outputs can be programmed to 

be status/interrupt signals 
• Versatile interrupt system 

- Single interrupt output with 
eight maskable interrupting 
conditions 

- Output port can be configured 
to provide a total of up to six 
separate wire-ORable interrupt 
outputs 

• Maximum data transfer: 
1X -1MB/s, 16X -125kB/s 

• Automatic wake-up mode for 
multidrop applications 

• Start-end break Interrupt/ status 
• Detects break which originates In 

the middle of a character 
• On-chip crystal oscillator 
• TTL compatible 
• Single + 5V power supply 

• Power down mode 
• Receiver timeout mode 
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS (Continued) Also provided on the SCC2692 are a multipur-
pose 7-bit input port and a multipurpose 8-bit 

Pin Function Pin Function output port. These can be used as general 
1 NC 23 NC purpose 1/0 ports or can be assigned specific 
2 AO 24 JNTRN functions (such as clock inputs or status/ 
3 IP3 25 06 

INDEX 4 A1 26 04 interrupt outputs) under program control. 
CORNER 

.!. 
5 IP1 27 02 

40 6 A2 28 DO The SCN2692 is available in four package 
0 7 A3 29 OP6 versions: 40-pin and 28-pin, both 0.6" wide 39 8 IPO 30 OP4 

9 WAN 31 OP2 DIPs; a compact 24-pin 0.4" wide DIP; and a 

PLCC 
10 RON 32 OPO 44-pin PLCC. 
11 RXOB 33 TXDA 
12 NC 34 NC 
13 TXOB 35 RXOA 

17 29 14 OP1 36 X1/CLK 
15 OP3 37 X2 

18 28 16 OP5 38 RESET 

TOP VIEW 
17 OP7 39 CEN 
18 01 40 IP2 
19 03 41 IP6 
20 05 42 IP5 
21 07 43 IP4 
22 GNO 44 Vee 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

Vcc=+sv ±5%, TA=o·c to +10°c 
PACKAGES 

24-Pln1 28-Pln2 40-Pln2 44-Pln 

Ceramic DIP Not available SCC2692AC1128 SCC2692AC1140 Not available 
Plastic DIP SCC2692AC1 N24 SCC2692AC1 N28 SCC2692AC1 N40 Not available 
Plastic LCC Not available Not available Not available SCC2692AC1 A44 

NOTES: 
1. 400 mil wide DIP 
2. 600 mil wide DIP 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

APPLICABLE 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

40 28 24 

D0-07 x x x 1/0 Data Bus: Bidirectional 3-State data bus used to transfer commands, data and status between 
the DUART and the CPU. DO is the least significant bit. 

CEN x x x I Chip Enable: Active low input signal. When low, data transfers between the CPU and the 
DUART are enabled on DO - 07 as controlled by the WRN, RON and AO -A3 inputs. When high, 
places the DO - 07 lines in the 3-State condition. 

WRN x x x I Write Strobe: When low and CEN is also low, the contents of the data bus is loaded into the 
addressed register. The transfer occurs on the rising edge of the signal. 

RON x x x I Read Strobe: When low and CEN is also low, causes the contents of the addressed register to 
be presented on the data bus. The read cycle begins on the falling edge of RON. 

AO-A3 x x x I Address Inputs: Select the DUART internal registers and ports for read/write operations. 

RESET x x x I Reset: A high level clears internal registers (SRA, SRB, IMR, ISR, OPR, OPCR), puts OPO - OP7 
in the high state, stops the counter/timer, and puts channels A and Bin the inactive state, with 
the TxDA and TxDB outputs in the mark (high) state. 

INTRN x x x 0 Interrupt Request: Active low, open drain, output which signals the CPU that one or more of 
the eight maskable interrupting conditions are true. 

X1/CLK x x x I Crystal 1: Crystal or external clock input. A crystal or clock of the specified limits must be 
supplied at all times. When a crystal is used, a capacitor must be connected from this pin to 
ground (see Figure 5). 

X2 x x I Crystal 2: Connection for other side of the crystal. When a crystal is used, a capacitor must be 
connected from this pin to ground (see Figure 5). If X1 /CLK is driven from an external source, 
this pin must be open. 

RxDA x x x I Channel A Receiver Serial Data Input: The least significant bit is received first. 'Mark' is high, 
'space' is low. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

APPLICABLE 
MNEMONIC 1---r---r----l 

RxDB 

TxDA 

TxDB 

OPO 

OP1 

OP2 

OP3 

OP4 

OPS 

OP6 

OP7 

IPO 

IP1 

IP2 

IP3 

IP4 

IP5 

IP6 

Vee 

GND 
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x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

28 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

24 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

TYPE 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

I 

I 

I 

I 

NAME AND FUNCTION 

Channel B Receiver Serlal Data Input: The least significant bit is received first. 'Mark' is high, 
'space' is low. 

Channel A Transmitter Serial Data Output: The least significant bit is transmitted first. This 
output is held in the 'mark' condition when the transmitter is disabled, idle, or when operating in 
local loopback mode. 'Mark' is high, 'space' is low. 

Channel B Transmitter Serial Data Output: The least significant bit is transmitted first. This 
output is held in the 'mark' condition when the transmitter is disabled, idle, or when operating in 
local loopback mode. 'Mark' is high, 'space' is low. 

Output 0: General purpose output, or channel A request to send (RTSAN, active low). Can be 
deactivated automatically on receive or transmit. 

Output 1: General purpose output, or channel B request to send (RTSBN, active low). Can be 
deactivated automatically on receive or transmit. 

Output 2: General purpose output, or channel A transmitter 1 X or 16 X clock output, or 
channel A receiver 1 X clock output. 

Output 3: General purpose output, or open drain, active low counter/timer output, or channel B 
transmitter 1 X clock output, or channel B receiver 1 X clock output. 

Output 4: General purpose output, or channel A open drain, active low, RxRDYA/FFULLA 
output. 

Output 5: General purpose output, or channel B open drain, active low, RxRDYB/FFULLB 
output. 

Output 6: General purpose output, or channel A open drain, active low, TxRDYA output. 

Output 7: General purpose output, or channel B open drain, active low, TxRDYB output. 

Input 0: General purpose input, or channel A clear to send active low input (CTSAN). 

Input 1: General purpose input, or channel B clear to send active low input (CTSBN). 

Input 2: General purpose input, or counter/timer external clock input. 

Input 3: General purpose input, or channel A transmitter external clock input (TxCA). When the 
external clock is used by the transmitter, the transmitted data is clocked on the falling edge of 
the clock. 

Input 4: General purpose input, or channel A receiver external clock input (RxCA). When the 
external clock is used by the receiver, the received data is sampled on the rising edge of the 
clock. 

Input 5: General purpose input, or channel B transmitter external clock input (TxCB). When the 
external clock is used by the transmitter, the transmitted data is clocked on the falling edge of 
the clock. 

Input 6: General purpose input or channel B receiver external clock input (RxCB). When the 
external clock is used by the receiver, the received data is sampled on the rising edge of the 
clock. 

Power Supply: + 5V supply input 

Ground 
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BLOCK DIAGRAM 
The 2692 DUART consists of the following 
eight major sections: data bus buffer, opera
tion control, interrupt control, timing, commu
nications channels A and B, input port and 
output port. Refer to the block diagram. 

Data Bus Buffer 
The data bus buffer provides the interface 
between the external and internal data bus
ses. It is controlled by the operation control 
block to allow read and write operations to 
take place between the controlling CPU and 
the DUART. 

Operation Control 
The operation control logic receives opera
tion commands from the CPU and generates 
appropriate signals to internal sections to 
control device operation. It contains address 
decoding and read and write circuits to permit 
communications with the microprocessor via 
the data bus buffer. 

Interrupt Control 
A single active low interrupt output (INTRN) is 
provided which is activated upon the occur
rence of any of eight internal events. Associ
ated with the interrupt system are the inter
rupt mask register (IMR) and the interrupt 
status register (JSR). The IMR may be pro
grammed to select only certain conditions to 
cause INTRN to be asserted. The ISR can be 
read by the CPU to determine all currently 
active interrupting conditions. 

Outputs OP3 - OP7 can be programmed to 
provide discrete interrupt outputs for the 
transmitters, receivers, and counter /timer. 

Timing Circuits 
The timing block consists of a crystal oscilla
tor, a baud rate generator, a programmable 
16-bit counter/timer, and four clock selectors. 
The crystal oscillator operates directly from a 
3.6864MHz crystal connected across the X1 I 
CLK and X2 inputs. If an external clock of the 
appropriate frequency is available, it may be 
connected to X1 ICLK. The clock serves as 
the basic timing reference for the baud rate 
generator (BRG), the counter/timer, and oth
er internal circuits. A clock signal within the 
limits specified in the specifications section of 
this data sheet must always be supplied to 
the DUART. 

If an external clock is used instead of a 
crystal, X 1 should be driven using a configu
ration similar to the one in Figure 5. The input 
clock must be capable of attaining a V1H of 
4.4V. 

The baud rate generator operates from the 
oscillator or external clock input and is capa
ble of generating 18 commonly used data 
communications baud rates ranging from 50 
to 38.4k baud. The clock outputs from the 
BRG are at 16X the actual baud rate. The 
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counter /timer can be used as a timer to 
produce a 16 X clock for any other baud rate 
by counting down the crystal clock or an 
external clock. The four clock selectors allow 
the independent selection, for each receiver 
and transmitter, of any of these baud rates or 
an external timing signal. 

The counter/timer (C/T) can be programmed 
to use one of several timing sources as its 
input. The output of the GIT is available to the 
clock selectors and can also be programmed 
to be output at OP3. In the counter mode, the 
contents of the CIT can be read by the CPU 
and it can be stopped and started under 
program control. In the timer mode, the C/T 
acts as a programmable divider. 

Communications Channels A 
And B 
Each communications channel of the 2692 
comprises a full-duplex asynchronous receiv
er /transmitter (UARD. The operating fre
quency for each receiver and transmitter can 
be selected independently from the baud rate 
generator, the counter timer, or from an 
external input. 

The transmitter accepts parallel data from the 
CPU, converts it to a serial bit stream, inserts 
the appropriate start, stop, and optional parity 
bits and outputs a composite serial stream of 
data on the TxD output pin. The receiver 
accepts serial data on the RxD pin, converts 
this serial input to parallel format, checks for 
start bit, stop bit, parity bit (if any), or break 
condition and sends an assembled character 
to the CPU. 

Input Port 
The input port pulse detection circuitry uses a 
38.4kHz sampling clock derived from one of 
the baud rate generator taps. This results in a 
sampling period of slightly more than 25µs 
(this assumes that the clock input is 
3.6864MHz). The detection circuitry, in order 
to guarantee that a true change in level has 
occurred, requires two successive samples at 
the new logic level be observed. As a conse
quence, the minimum duration of the signal 
change is 25µs if the transition occurs "coin
cident with the first sample pulse." The 50µs 
time refers to the situation in which the 
change of state is "just missed" and the first 
change of state is not detected until 25µs 
later. 

The inputs to this unlatched 7-bit port can be 
read by the CPU by performing a read opera
tion at address D16. A high input results in a 
logic 1 while a low input results in a logic o. 
D7 will always be read as a logic 1. The pins 
of this port can also serve as auxiliary inputs 
to certain portions of the DUART logic. 

Four change-of-state detectors are provided 
which are associated with inputs IP3, IP2, IP1, 
and IPO. A high-to-low or low-to-high transi-
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lion of these inputs, lasting longer than 
25 - 50µs, will set the corresponding bit in the 
input port change register. The bits are 
cleared when the register is read by the CPU. 
Any change of state can also be programmed 
to generate an interrupt to the CPU. 

Output Port 
The 8-bil multi-purpose output port can be 
used as a general purpose output port, in 
which case the outputs are the complements 
of the output port register (OPR). OPR[n] = 1 
results in OP[n] = low and vice versa. Bits of 
the OPR can be individually set and reset. A 
bit is set by performing a write operation at 
address E16 with the accompanying data 
specifying the bits to be set ( 1 = set, O = no 
change). Likewise, a bit is reset by a write at 
address F16 with the accompanying datil 
specifying the bits to be reset (1 = reset, 
0 = no change). 

Outputs can be also individually assigned 
specific functions by appropriate program
ming of the channel A mode registers (MR1A, 
MR2A), the channel B mode registers (MR1 B, 
MR2B), and the output port configuration 
register (OPCR). 

OPERATION 

Transmitter 
The 2692 is conditioned to transmit data 
when the transmitter is enabled through the 
command register. The 2692 indicates to the 
CPU that it is ready to accept a character by 
setting the TxRDY bit in the status register. 
This condition can be programmed to gener
ate an interrupt request at OPS or OP7 and 
INTRN. When a character is loaded into the 
transmit holding register (THR), the above 
conditions are negated. Data is transferred 
from the holding register to transmit shift 
register when it is idle or has completed 
transmission of the previous character. The 
TxRDY conditions are then asserted again 
which means one full character time of butler
ing is provided. Characters cannot be loaded 
into the THR while the transmitter is disabled. 

The transmitter converts the parallel data 
from the CPU to a serial bit stream on the 
TxD output pin. It automatically sends a start 
bit followed by the programmed number of 
data bits, an optional parity bit, and the 
programmed number of stop bits. The least 
significant bit is sent first. Following the trans
missi.on of the stop bits, if a new character is 
not available in the THR, the TxD output 
remains high and the TxEMT bit in the status 
register (SR) will be set to 1. Transmission 
resumes and the T xEMT bit is cleared when 
the CPU loads a new character into the THR. 
If the transmitter is disabled, it continues 
operating until the character currently being 
transmitted is completely sent out. The trans-
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milter can be forced to send a continuous low 
condition by issuing a send break command. 

The transmitter can be reset through a soft
ware command. If it is reset, operation ceas
es immediately and the transmitter must be 
enabled through the command register be
fore resuming operation. If CTS operation is 
enabled, the CTSN input must be low in order 
for the character to be transmitted. If it goes 
high in the middle of a transmission, the 
character in the shift register is transmitted 
and TxDA then remains in the marking state 
until CTSN goes low. The transmitter can also 
control the deactivation of the RTSN output. 
If programmed, the RTSN output will be reset 
one bit time after the character in the transmit 
shift register and transmit holding register (if 
any) are completely transmitted, if the trans
mitter has been disabled. 

Receiver 
The 2692 is conditioned to receive data when 
enabled through the command register. The 
receiver looks for a high-to-low (mark-to
space) transition of the start bit on the RxD 
input pin. If a transition is detected, the state 
of the RxD pin is sampled each 16 X clock 
for 7"2 clocks (16 X clock mode) or at the 
next rising edge of the bit time clock (1 X 
clock mode). If RxD is sampled high, the start 
bit is invalid and the search for a valid start bit 
begins again. If RxD is still low, a valid start bit 
is assumed and the receiver continues to 
sample the input at one bit time intervals at 
the theoretical center of the bit, until the 
proper number of data bits and the parity bit 
(if any) have been assembled, and one stop 
bit has been detected. The least significant 
bit is received first. The data is then trans
ferred to the receive holding register (AHR) 
and the RxRDY bit in the SR is set to a 1. This 
condition can be programmed to generate an 
interrupt at OP4 or OPS and JNTRN. If the 
character length is less than eight bits, the 
most significant unused bits in the AHR are 
set to zero. 

After the stop bit is detected, the receiver will 
immediately look for the next start bit. Howev
er, if a non-zero character was received 
without a stop bit (framing error) and RxD 
remains low for one half of the bit period after 
the stop bit was sampled, then the receiver 
operates as if a new start bit transition had 
been detected at that point (one-half bit time 
after the stop bit was sampled). 

The parity error, framing error, overrun error 
and received break state (if any) are strobed 
into the SR at the received character bound
ary before the RxRDY status bit is set. If a 
break condition is detected (RxD is low for 
the entire character including the stop bit), a 
character consisting of all zeros will be load
ed into the AHR and the received break bit in 
the SR is set to 1. The RxD input must return 
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to a high condition for at least one-half bit 
tirne before a search for the next start bit 
begins. 

The AHR consists of a first-in-first-out (FIFO) 
stack with a capacity of three characters. 
Data is loaded from the receive shift register 
into the topmost empty position of the FIFO. 
The RxRDY bit in the status register is set 
whenever one or more characters are avail
able to be read, and a FFULL status bit is set 
if all three stack positions are filled with data. 
Either of these bits can be selected to cause 
an interrupt. A read of the AHR outputs the 
data at the top of the FIFO. After the read 
cycle, the data FIFO and its associated status 
bits (see below) are "popped", thus emptying 
a FIFO position for new data. 

In addition to the data word, three status bits 
(parity error, framing error, and received 
break) are also appended to each data char
acter in the FIFO (overrun is not). Status can 
be provided in two ways, as programmed by 
the error mode control bit in the mode regis
ter. In the "character" mode, status is provid
ed on a character-by-character basis; the 
status applies only to the character at the top 
of the FIFO. In the "block" mode, the status 
provided in the SR for these three bits is the 
logical-OR of the status for all characters 
coming to the top of the Fl FO since the last 
"reset error" command was issued. In either 
mode reading the SR does not affect the 
FIFO. The FIFO is "popped" only when the 
AHR is read. Therefore the status register 
should be read prior to reading the FIFO. 

If the FIFO is full when a new character is 
received, that character is held in the receive 
shift register until a FIFO position is available. 
If an additional character is received while 
this state exits, the contents of the FIFO are 
not affected; the character previously in the 
shift register is lost and the overrun error 
status bit (SR[4]) will be set-upon receipt of 
the start bit of the new (overrunning) charac
ter. 

The receiver can control the deactivation of 
ATS. If programmed to operate in this mode, 
the RTSN output will be negated when a valid 
start bit was received and the FIFO is full. 
When a FIFO position becomes available, the 
RTSN output will be re-asserted automatical
ly. This feature can be used to prevent an 
overrun, in the receiver, by connecting the 
RTSN output to the CTSN input of the trans
mitting device. 

If the receiver is disabled, the FIFO charac
ters can be read. However, no additional 
characters can be received until the receiver 
is enabled again. If the receiver is reset, the 
FIFO and all of the receiver status, and the 
corresponding output ports and interrupt are 
reset. No additional characters can be re
ceived until the receiver is enabled again. 
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Timeout Mode 
Under certain conditions, the user may want 
to set the receiver to interrupt the CPU when 
the receive FIFO becomes full. This can be 
accomplished by programming MR1 [6] = 1. If 
a message that is only one or two characters 
Jong is received, the FIFO is not full so that 
ISR[1] does not set and the CPU is not 
interrupted. The CPU will not know that there 
is data in the receive FIFO. The timeout mode 
provides the user with a timeout interrupt via 
the CIT. If a character is received and the 
FIFO does not become full, a pre-selected 
period of delay can be timed out by the CIT 
and the CPU interrupted. 

This mode is enabled by writing the appropri
ate command to the command register. Writ
ing an "AX" to CAA or CAB will invoke the 
timeout mode for that channel. Writing a 
"CX" to CAA or CAB will reset the timeout 
mode. CTU and CTL must be loaded with a 
value greater than the normal receive charac
ter period. Each time a received character is 
transferred from the shift register to the AHR, 
the CIT is reloaded with the value in CTU and 
CTL and then restarted. If the CIT is allowed 
to end the count, the counter ready bit 
(ISR[3]) will be set. If IMR[3] is set, an 
interrupt will occur. 

Multidrop Mode 
The DUART is equipped with a wake up 
mode used for multidrop applications. This 
mode is selected by programming bits 
MR1A[4:3] or MR1B[4:3] to '11' for channels 
A and B, respec;tively. Jn this mode of opera
tion, a 'master' station transmits an address 
character followed by data characters for the 
addressed 'slave' station. The slave stations, 
with receivers that are normally disabled, 
examine the received data stream and 'wake
up' the CPU (by setting RxRDY) only upon 
receipt of an address character. The CPU 
compares the received address to its station 
address and enables the receiver if it wishes 
to receive the subsequent data characters. 
Upon receipt of another address character, 
the CPU may disable the receiver to initiate 
the process again. 

A transmitted character consists of a start bit, 
the programmed number of data bits, an 
address/data (AID) bit, and the programmed 
number of stop bits. The polarity of the 
transmitted AID bit is selected by the CPU by 
programming bit MR1 A[2]/MR1 B(2]. 
MR1A[2JIMR1B[2] = O transmits a zero in 
the AID bit. position, which identifies the 
corresponding data bits as data, while 
MR1A[2]1MR1B(2] = 1 transmits a one in the 
AID bit position, which identifies the corre
sponding data bits as an address. The CPU 
should program the mode register prior to 
loading the corresponding data bits into the 
THR. 
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Table 1. 2692 Register Addressing 

A3 A2 A1 AO READ (RON = 0) WRITE (WRN = 0) 

0 0 0 0 Mode Register A (MR1A, MR2A) Mode Register A (MR1A, MR2A) 
0 0 0 1 Status Register A (SRA) Clock Select Reg. A (CSRA) 
0 0 1 0 *Reserved* Command Register A (CRA) 
0 0 1 1 Rx Holding Register A (RHRA) Tx Holding Register A (THRA) 
0 1 0 0 Input Port Change Reg. (IPCR) Aux. Control Register (ACR) 
0 1 0 1 Interrupt Status Reg. (ISR) Interrupt Mask Reg. (IMR) 
0 1 1 0 Counter/Timer Upper (CTU) CIT Upper Register (CTUR) 
0 1 1 1 Counter /Timer Lower (CTL) CIT Lower Register (CTLR) 
1 0 0 0 Mode Register B (MR1B, MR2B) Mode Register B (MR1B, MR2B) 

Status Register B (SRB) ' 1 0 0 1 Clock Select Reg. B (CSRB) 
1 0 1 0 •Reserved• Command Register B (CRB) 
1 0 1 1 Rx Holding Register B (RHRB) Tx Holding Register B (THRB) 
1 1 0 0 *Reserved* 
1 1 0 1 Input Port 
1 1 1 0 Start Counter Command 
1 1 1 1 Stop Counter Command 

In this mode, the receiver continuously looks 
at the received data stream, whether it is 
enabled or disabled. If disabled, it sets the 
RxRDY status bit and loads the character into 
the RHR FIFO if the received A/D bit is a one 
(address tag), but discards the received char· 
acter if the received AID bit is a zero (data 
tag). If enabled, all received characters are 
transferred to the CPU via the RHR. In either 
case, the data bits are loaded into the data 
FIFO while the AID bit is loaded into the 
status FIFO position normally used for parity 
error (SRA[5] or SRB[5]). Framing error, over· 
run error, and break detect operate normally 
whether or not the receiver is enabled. 

PROGRAMMING 
The operation of the DUART is programmed 
by writing control words into the appropriate 
registers. Operational feedback is provided 
via status registers which can be read by the 
CPU. The addressing of the registers is de· 
scribed in Table 1. 

The contents of certain control registers are 
initialized to zero on RESET. Care should be 
exercised if the contents of a register are 
changed during operation, since certain 
changes may cause operational problems. 

For example, changing the number of bits per 
character while the transmitter is active may 
cause the transmission of an incorrect char· 
acter. In general, the contents of the MR, the 
CSR, and the OPCR should only be changed 
while the receiver(s) and transmitter(s) are 
not enabled, and certain changes to the ACR 

Table 2. Register Bit Formats 

MR1A 
MR1B 

BIT 7 

RxRTS 
CONTROL 

O=no 
1 •yes 
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BIT 6 

RxlNT 
SELECT 

O=RxRDY 
1 = FFULL 

*Reserved* 
Output Port Con!. Reg. (OPCR) 
Set Output Port Bits Command 
Reset Output Port Bits Command 

should only be made while the C/T is 
stopped. 

Mode registers 1 and 2 of each channel are 
accessed via independent auxiliary pointers. 
The pointer is set to MR1x by RESET or by 
issuing a •reset pointer' command via the 
corresponding command register. Any read 
or write of the mode register while the pointer 
is at MR1x, switches the pointer to MR2x. 
The pointer then remains at MR2x, so that 
subsequent accesses are always to MR2x 
unless the pointer is reset to MR1x as de· 
scribed above. 

Mode, command, clock select, and status 
registers are duplicated for each channel to 
provide total independent operation and con· 
trol. Refer to Table 2 for register bit descrip
tions. The reserved registers at addresses 
H'02' and H'OA' should never be read during 
normal operation since they are reserved for 
internal diagnostics. 

MR1A-Channel A Mode 
Register 1 
MR1A is accessed when the channel A MR 
pointer points to MR1. The pointer is set to 
MR1 by RESET or by a 'set pointer' com· 
mand applied via CRA. After reading or writ
ing MR1A, the pointer will point to MR2A. 

MR1A[7] - Channel A Receiver 
Request-to-Send Control 
This bit controls the deactivation of the 
RTSAN output (OPO) by the receiver. This 
output is normally asserted by setting OPR[O] 
and negated by resetting OPR[OJ. MR 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

ERROR PARITY MODE MODE 

0 =char 00 = with parity 
1 =block 01 = force parity 

1 O = no parity 
11 = multi-drop mode 
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1 A[7] = 1 causes RT SAN to be negated upon 
receipt of a valid start bit if the channel A 
FIFO is full. However, OPR[O] is not resat and 
RTSAN will be asserted again when an empty 
FIFO position is available. This feature can be 
used for flow control to prevent overrun in the 
receiver by using the RTSAN output signal to 
control the CTSN input of the transmitting 
device. 

MR1A[6] - Channel A Receiver 
Interrupt Select 
This bit selects either the channel A receiver 
ready status (RxRDY) or the channel A FIFO 
full status (FFU LL) to be used for CPU 
interrupts. It also causes the selected bit to 
be output on OP4 if It is programmed as an 
interrupt output via the OPCR. 

MR1A[5] - Channel A Error Mode Select 
This bit selects the operating mode of the 
three FIFOed status bits (FE, PE, received 
break) for channel A. In the 'character' mode, 
status is provided on a character-by·charac· 
ter basis; the status applies only to the 
character at the top of the FIFO. In the 'block' 
mode, the status provided in the SR for these 
bits is the accumulation (logical-OR) of the 
status for all characters coming to the top of 
the FIFO since the last 'resat error' command 
for channel A was issued. 

MR1A[4:3]-Channel A Parity Mode 
Select 
If 'with parity' or 'force parity' is selected, a 
parity bit is added to the transmitted charac
ter and the receiver performs a parity check 
on incoming data. MR1A[4:3] • 11 selects 
channel A to operate in the special multidrop 
mode described in the Operation section. 

MR1A[2]-Channel A Parity Type 
Select 
This bit selects the parity type (odd or even) if 
the 'with parity' mode is programmed by 
MR1 A[4:3], and the polarity of the forced 
parity bit if the 'force parity' mode is pro
grammed. It has no effect if the 'no parity' 
mode is programmed. In the special multidrop 
mode it selects the polarlty of the A/D bit. 

MR1A[1:0]- Channel A Bits Per 
Character Select 
This field selects the number of data bits per 
character to be transmitted and received. The 
character length does not include the start, 
parity, and stop bits. 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

PARITY BITS PER CHARACTER TYPE 

O=even 00=5 
1 =odd 01 =6 

10=7 
11 =8 

"""""""' 
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Table 2. Register Bit Formats (Continued) 

MR2A 
MR2B 

CSRA 
CSRB 

CRA 
CRB 

SRA 
SRB 

OPCR 

ACR 

IPCR 

ISR 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

CHANNEL MODE 
TxRTS CTS 

STOP BIT LENGTH* 
CONTROL ENABLE Tx 

00 =Normal O =no O =no 0 = 0.563 4 = 0.813 8=1.563 c = 1.813 
01 = Auto-echo 1 =yes 1 =yes 1=0.625 5 = 0.875 9 = 1.625 D= 1.875 
1 o = Local loop 2 = 0.688 6 = 0.938 A= 1.688 E = 1.938 
11 = Remote loop 3 = 0.750 7 = 1.000 B = 1.750 F = 2.000 

NOTE: 
*Add 0.5 to values shown for 0-7 if channel is programmed for 5 bits/char. 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

RECEIVER CLOCK SELECT TRANSMITTER CLOCK SELECT 

See Text See Text 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

MISCELLANEOUS COMMANDS DISABLE Tx ENABLE Tx DISABLE Rx ENABLE Rx 

See Text 
O =no 0 =no O =no 0 =no 
1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

RECEIVED FRAMING PARITY OVERRUN TxEMT TxRDY FFULL RxRDY 
BREAK ERROR ERROR ERROR 

0 =no O =no O =no 0 =no 0 =no O =no 0 =no o =no 
1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes . 

NOTE: 
"These status bits are appended to the corresponding data character in the receive FIFO. A read of the status register provides these bits (7:5) from 
the top of the FIFO together with bits (4:0). These bits are cleared by a 'reset error status' command. In character mode they are discarded when the 
corresponding data character is read from the FIFO. 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

OP7 OPS OPS OP4 OP3 OP2 

0 =OPR[7] 0 = OPR[6] 0 = OPR[5] O=OPR[4] 00 = OPR[3] 00 = OPR[2] 
1 =TxRDYB 1 = TxRDYA 1 = RxRDY/ 1 = RxRDY/ 01 = CIT OUTPUT 01 = TxCA(16X) 

FFULLB FFULLA 10 = TxCB(1 X) 10 = TxCA(1 X) 
11 = RxCB(1 X ) 11 = RxCA(1 X ) 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

BRG SET COUNTER/TIMER DELTA DELTll DELTA DELTA 
SELECT MODE AND SOURCE IP3 INT IP2 INT IP1 INT IPO INT 

0 = set1 See Table 4 O =off O =off O =off O =off 
1 = set2 1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

DELTA DELTA DELTA DELTA 
IP3 IP2 IP1 IPO IP3 IP2 IP1 IPO 

0 =no 0 =no O =no o =no O= low O=low O=low O=low 
1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =high 1 =high 1 =high 1 =high 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

INPUT 
DELTA RxRDY/ COUNTER DELTA RxRDY/ PORT TxRDYB TxRDYA 

CHANGE 
BREAK B FFULLB READY BREAK A FFULLA 

O =no O =no O =no O =no O =no O =no 0 =no O =no 
1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 
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Table 2. Register Bit Formats (Continued) 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

IN. PORT DELTA 
CHANGE BREAK B 

IMR INT INT 

0 =off O =off 
1 =on 1 =on 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

C/T[15] C/T[14] 

CTUR 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

C/T[7] C/T[&] 

CTLR 

MR2A - Channel A Mode 
Register 2 
MR2A is accessed when the channel A MR 
pointer points to MR2, which occurs after any 
access to MR1A. Accesses to MR2A do not 
change the pointer. 

MR2A[7:6] - Channel A Mode Select 
Each channel of the DUART can operate in 
one of four modes. MR2A[7:6] = 00 is the 
normal mode, with the transmitter and receiv
er operating independently. MR2A[7:6] = 01 
places the channel in the automatic echo 
mode, which automatically retransmits the 
received data. The following conditions are 
true while in automatic echo mode: 

1. Received data is reclocked and retran
smitted on the TxDA output. 

2. The receive clock is used for the trans
mitter. 

3. The receiver must be enabled, but the 
transmitter need not be enabled. 

4. The channel A TxRDY and TxEMT status 
bits are inactive. 

5. The received parity is checked, but is not 
regenerated for transmission; i.e., trans
mitted parity bit is as received. 

6. Character framing is checked, but the 
stop bits are retransmitted as received. 

7. A received break is echoed as received 
until the next valid start bit is detected. 

8. CPU to receiver communication contin
ues normally, but the CPU to transmitter 
link is disabled. 

Two diagnostic modes can also be config· 
ured. MR2A[7:6] = 1 O selects local loopback 
mode. In this mode: 
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BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

RxRDY/ 
TxRDYB 

COUNTER 
FFULLB READY 

INT 
INT 

INT 

O =off o =off O =off 
1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

C/T[13] C/T[12] C/T[11] 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

C/T[S] C/T[4] C/T[3] 

1. The transmitter output is internally con
nected to the receiver input. 

2. The transmit clock is used for the 
receiver. 

3. The TxDA output is held high. 

4. The RxDA input is ignored. 

5. The transmitter must be enabled, but the 
receiver need not be enabled. 

6. CPU to transmitter and receiver commu-
nications continue normally. 

The second diagnostic mode is the remote 
loopback mode, selected by MR2A[7:6] = 11. 
In this mode: 

1. Received data is relocked and retran
smitted on the T xDA output. 

2. The receive clock is used for the trans
mitter. 

3. Received data is not sent to the local 
CPU, and the error status conditions are 
inactive. 

4. The received parity is not checked and is 
not regenerated for transmission, i.e., 
transmitted parity bit is as received. 

5. The receiver must be enabled. 

6. Character framing is not checked, and 
the stop bits are retransmitted as re
ceived. 

7. A received break is echoed as received 
until the next valid start bit is detected. 

The user must exercise care when switching 
into and out of th.a various modes. The 
selected mode will be activated immediately 
upon mode selection, even if this occurs in 
the middle of a received or transmitted char
acter. Likewise, if a mode is deselected, the 
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BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

DELTA RxRDY/ 
TxRDYA 

BREAK A Ff ULLA 
INT INT 

INT 

O =off O =off O=off 
1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

C/T[10] C/T[9] C/T[B] 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

C/T[2] C/T[1] C/T[O] 

device will switch out of the mode immediate
ly. An exception to this is switching out of 
autoecho or remote loopback modes: ii the 
de-selection occurs just after the receiver has 
sampled the stop bit (indicated in autoecho 
by assertion of RxRDY), and the transmitter is 
enabled, the transmitter will remain in autoe
cho mode until the entire stop bit has been 
retransmitted. 

MR2A[SJ - Channel A Transmitter 
Request-to-Send Control 
This bit controls the deactivation of the 
RTSAN output (OPO) by the transmitter. This 
output is normally asserted by setting OPR[O] 
and negated by resetting OPR[O]. MR 
2A[5] = 1 causes OPR[O] to be reset auto
matically one bit time after the characters in 
the channel A transmit shift register and in 
the THR, if any, are completely transmitted, 
including the programmed number of stop 
bits, if the transmitter is not enabled. This 
feature can be used to automatically termi
nate the transmission of a message as fol
lows: 

1. Program auto-reset mode: MR2A[5] = 1. 

2. Enable transmitter. 

3. Assert RTSAN: OPR[O] = 1. 

4. Send message. 

5. Verify the message is sent by waiting until 
the transmit ready status (TxRDY) is 
asserted. Disable transmitter after the 
last character is loaded into the channel 
A THR. 

6. The last character will be transmitted and 
OPR[O] will be reset one bit time after the 
last stop bit, causing RTSAN to be negat
ed. 
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MR2A[ 4] - Channel A Clear-to-send 
Control 
If this bit is 0, CTSAN has no effect on the 
transmitter. If this bit is a 1, the transmitter 
checks the state of CTSAN (IPO) each time it 
is ready to send a character. If IPO is asserted 
(low), the character is transmitted. If it is 
negated (high), the TxDA output remains in 
the marking state and the transmission is 
delayed until CTSAN goes low. Changes in 
CTSAN while a character is being transmitted 
do not affect the transmission of that charac
ter. 

MR2A[3:0] - Channel A Stop Bit Length 
Select 
This field programs the length of the stop bit 
appended to the transmitted character. Stop 
bit lengths of !J'1s to 1 and 1!J'15 to 2 bits, in 
increments of 1'1e bit, can be programmed for 
character lengths of 6, 7, and 8 bits. For a 
character length of 5 bits, 11'1 s to 2 stop bits 
can be programmed in increments of 1'1e-bit. 
The receiver only checks for a 'mark' condi
tion at the center of the first stop bit position 
(one bit ~me after the last data bit, or after the 
parity bit if parity is enabled) in all cases. 

If an external 1 X clock is used for the 
transmitter, MR2A(3] = O selects one stop bit 
and MR2A[3) = 1 selects two stop bits to be 
transmitted. 

MR1B - Channel B Mode 
Register 1 
MR1 B is accessed when the channel B MR 
pointer points to MR1. The pointer is set to 
MR1 by RESET or by a 'set pointer' com
mand applied via CRB. After reading or writ
ing MR1 B, the pointer will point to MR2B. 

The bit definitions for this register are identi
cal to the bit definitions for MR 1 A, except that 
all control actions apply to the channel B 
receiver and transmitter and the correspond
ing inputs and outputs. 

MR2B - Channel B Mode 
Register 2 
MR2B is accessed when the channel B MR 
pointer points to MR2, which occurs after any 
access to MR1 B. Accesses to MR2B do not 
change the pointer. 

The bit definitions for this register are identi
cal to the bit definitions for MR2A, except that 
all control actions apply to the channel B 
receiver and transmitter and the correspond
ing inputs and outputs. 
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CSRA - Channel A Clock Select 
Register 

CSRA[7:4] - Channel A Receiver Clock 
Select 
This field selects the baud rate clock for the 
channel A receiver as follows: 

Baud Rate 
CSRA[7:4] ACR[7] = 0 ACR[7] = 1 

0 0 0 0 50 75 
0 0 0 1 110 110 
0 0 1 0 134.5 134.5 
0 0 1 1 200 150 
0 1 0 0 300 300 
0 1 0 1 600 600 
0 1 1 0 1,200 1,200 
0 1 1 1 1,050 2,000 
1 0 0 0 2,400 2,400 
1 0 0 1 4,800 4,800 
1 0 1 0 7,200 1,800 
1 0 1 1 9,600 9,600 

0 0 38.4k 19.2k 
0 1 Timer Timer 

1 1 0 IP4-16X IP4-16X 
1 1 1 IP4-1X IP4-1X 

The receiver clock is always a 16 x clock 
except for CSRA[7:4] = 1111. 

CSRA[3:0] - Channel A Transmitter 
Clock Select 
This field selects the baud rate clock for the 
channel A transmitter. The field definition is 
as per CSRA[7:4) except as follows: 

Baud Rate 
CSRA[3:0] ACR[7] = 0 ACR[7] = 1 

1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 

IP3-16X 
IP3-1X 

IP3-16X 
IP3-1X 

The transmitter clock is always a 16 x clock 
except for CSRA[3:0] = 1111. 

CSRB - Channel B Clock Select 
Register 
CSRB[7:4] - Channel B Receiver Clock 
Select 
This field selects the baud rate clock for the 
channel B receiver. The field definition is as 
per CSRA[7:4) except as follows: 

Baud Rate 
CSRB[7:4] ACR[7] = 0 ACR[7] = 1 

1 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 

IP6-16X 
IP6-1X 

IP6-16X 
IP6-1X 

The receiver clock is always a 16 X clock 
except for CSRB[7:4) = 1111. 

CSRB[3:0] - Channel B Transmitter 
Clock Select 
This field selects the baud rate clock for the 
channel B transmitter. The field definition is 
as per CSRA[7:4] except as follows: 
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Baud Rate 
CSRB[3:4] ACR[7] = O ACR[7] = 1 

1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 

IP5-16X 
IP5-1X 

IP5-16X 
IP5-1X 

The transmitter clock is always a 16 x clock 
except for CSRB[3:0] = 1111. 

CRA - Channel A Command 
Register 
CRA is a register used to supply commands 
to channel A. Multiple commands can be 
specified in a single write to CRA as long as 
the commands are non-conflicting, e.g., the 
'enable transmitter' and 'reset transmitter' 
commands cannot be specified in a single 
command word. 

CRA[6:4] - Channel A Miscellaneous 
Commands 
The encoded value of this field may be used 
to specify a single command as follows: 

CRA[7:4] COMMAND 

O O o O No command. 
O O O 1 Reset MR pointer. Causes the 

channel A MR pointer to point to 
MR1. 

0 0 1 O Reset receiver. Resets the chan
nel A receiver as if a hardware 
reset had been applied. The re
ceiver is disabled and the FIFO is 
flushed. 

o O 1 1 Reset transmitter. Resets the 
channel A transmitter as if a hard
ware reset had been applied. 

O 1 O O Reset error status. Clears the 
channel A Received Break, Parity 
Error, Framing Error, and Overrun 
Error bits in the status register 
(SRA[7:4)). Used in character 
mode to clear OE status (al
though RB, PE, and FE bits will 
also be cleared) and in block 
mode to clear all error status after 
a block of data has been re
ceived. 

O 1 O 1 Reset channel A break change 
interrupt. Causes the channel A 
break detect change bit in the 
interrupt status register (ISR[2)) 
to be cleared to zero. 

o 1 1 o Start break. Forces the TxDA out
put low (spacing). If the transmit
ter is empty the start of the break 
condition will be delayed up to 
two bit times. If the transmitter is 
active the break begins when 
transmission of the character is 
completed. If a character is in the 
THR, the start of the break will be 
delayed until that character, or 
any others loaded subsequently 
are transmitted. The transmitter 
must be enabled for this com
mand to be accepted. 
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CRA[7:4] 

0 1 1 1 

0 0 0 

0 0 1 

1 0 1 0 

0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 1 
1 1 0 

1 1 1 1 

COMMAND 

Stop Break. The TxDA line will go 
high (marking) within two bit 
times. T xDA will remain high for 
one bit time before the next char
acter, if any, is transmitted. 
Assert RTSN. Causes the RTSN 
output to be asserted (low). 
Negate RTSN. Causes the RTSN 
output to be negated (high). 
Set special timeout mode on with 
this channel as the channel to 
restart the CIT as each receive 
character is transferred from the 
serial shift register to the RHR. 
Not used. 
Reset special timeout mode. 
Not used. 
Power Down mode on. In this 
mode, the DUART oscillator is 
stopped and all functions requir
ing this clock are suspended. The 
contents of all registers are 
saved. It is recommended that 
the transmitter and receiver be 
disabled prior to placing the 
DUART is this mode. This bit is 
reset with the assertion of RE
SET. This command is in CRA 
only. 
Power Down Mode Normal Run. 
This command resets the Power 
Down mode. This command is in 
CRA only. 

CRA[3] - Disable Channel A Transmitter 
This command terminates transmitter opera
tion and resets the TxRDY and TxEMT status 
bits. However, if a character is being transmit
ted or if a character is in the THR when the 
transmitter is disabled, the transmission of 
the character(s) is completed before assum
ing the inactive state. 

CRA[2] - Enable Channel A Transmitter 
Enables operation of the channel A transmit
ter. The TxRDY status bit will be asserted. 

CRA[1]- Disable Channel A Receiver 
This command terminates operation of the 
receiver immediately- a character being re
ceived will be lost. The command has no 
effect on the receiver status bits or any other 
control registers. If the special multidrop 
mode is programmed, the receiver operates 
even if it is disabled. See Operation section. 

CRA[O] - Enable Channel A Receiver 
Enables operation of the channel A receiver. 
If not in the special wakeup mode, this also 
forces the receiver into the search for start·bit 
state. 

CRB - Channel B Command 
Register 
CRB is a register used to supply commands 
to channel 8. Multiple commands can be 
specified in a single write to CRB as long as 
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the commands are non-conflicting, e.g., the 
'enable transmitter' and 'reset transmitter' 
commands cannot be specified in a single 
command word. 

The bit definitions for this register are identi
cal to the bit definitions for CRA with the 
exceptions of the last two command "EX" 
and "FX" which are used for power down 
mode. These two commands are not used in 
CRB. All other control actions that apply to 
CRA also apply to CRB. 

SRA- Channel A Status 
Register 
SRA[7] - Channel A Received Break 
This bit indicates that an all zero character of 
the programmed length has been received 
without a stop bit. Only a single FIFO position 
is occupied when a break is received: further 
entries to the FIFO are inhibited until the 
RxDA line returns to the marking state for at 
least one-half a bit time (two successive 
edges of the internal or external 1 X clock). 

When this bit is set, the channel A 'change in 
break' bit in the ISR (ISR[2]) is set. ISR[2] is 
also set when the end of the break condition, 
as defined above, is detected. 

The break detect circuitry can detect breaks 
that originate in the middle of a received 
character. However, if a break begins in the 
middle of a character, it must persist until at 
least the end of the next charai::ter time in 
order for it to be detected. 

SRA[6] - Channel A Framing Error 
This bit, when set, indicates that a stop bit 
was not detected when the corresponding 
data character in the FIFO was received. The 
stop bit check is made in the middle of the 
first stop bit position. 

SRA[ 5] - Channel A Parity Error 
This bit is set when the 'with parity' or 'force 
parity' mode is programmed and the corre
sponding character in the FIFO was received 
with incorrect parity. 

In the special multidrop mode the parity error 
bit stores the received A/D bit. 

SRA[ 4] - Channel A Overrun Error 
This bit, when set, indicates that one or more 
characters in the received data stream have 
been lost. It is set-upon receipt of a new 
character when the FIFO is full and a charac
ter is already in the receive shift register 
waiting for an empty FIFO position. When this 
occurs, the character in the receive shift 
register (and its break detect, parity error and 
framing error status, if any) is lost. 

This bit is cleared by a 'reset error status' 
command. 
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SRA[3] - Channel A Transmitter Empty 
(TxEMTA) 
This bit will be set when the channel A 
transmitter underruns; i.e., both the transmit 
holding register (THR) and the transmit shift 
register are empty. It is set after transmission 
of the last stop bit of a character if no 
character is in the THR awaiting transmission. 
It is reset when the THR is loaded by the CPU 
or when the transmitter is disabled. 

SRA[2] - Channel A Transmitter Ready 
(TxRDYA) 
This bit, when set, indicates that the THR is 
empty and ready to be loaded with a charac
ter. This bit is cleared when the THR is 
loaded by the CPU and is set when the 
character is transferred to the transmit shift 
register. TxRDY is reset when the transmitter 
is disabled and is set when the transmitter is 
first enabled, viz., characters loaded into the 
TH R while the transmitter is disabled will not 
be transmitted. 

SRA[1]- Channel A FIFO Full (FFULLA) 
This bit is set when a character is transferred 
from the receive shift register to the receive 
FIFO and the transfer causes the FIFO to 
become full, i.e., all three FIFO positions are 
occupied. It is reset when the CPU reads the 
RHR. If a character is waiting in the receive 
shift register because the FIFO is full, FFULL 
will not be reset when the CPU reads the 
RHR. 

SRA[O] - Channel A Receiver Ready 
(RxRDYA) 
This bit indicates that a character has been 
received and is waiting in the FIFO to be read 
by the CPU. It is set when the character is 
transferred from the receive shift register to 
the FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
RHR, only if (after this read) there are no 
more characters in the FIFO. 

SRB - Channel B Status 
Register 
The bit definitions for this register are identi
cal to the bit definitions for SRA, except that 
all status applies to the channel B receiver 
and transmitter and the corresponding inputs 
and outputs. 

OPCR - Output Port 
Configuration Register 

OPCR[7] - OP7 Output Select 
This bit programs the OP7 output to provide 
one of the following: 

-The complement of OPR[7] 

-The channel B transmitter interrupt output, 
which is the complement of TxRDYB. When 
in this mode OP7 acts as an open-drain 
output. Note that this output is not masked 
by the contents of the IMR. 
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OPCR[6] - OP& Output Select 
This bit programs the OP6 output to provide 
one of the following: 

-The complement of OPR[6] 

-The channel A transmitter interrupt output, 
which is the complement of TxRDY A. When 
in this mode OP6 acts as an open-drain 
output. Note that this output is not masked 
by the contents of the IMR. 

OPCR[5] - OPS Output Select 
This bit programs the OP5 output to provide 
one of the following: 

-The complement of OPR[5] 

- The channel B receiver interrupt output, 
which is the complement of ISA[5]. When in 
this mode OP5 acts as an open-drain output. 
Note that this output is not masked by the 
contents of the IMR. 

OPCR[ 4] - OP4 Output Select 
This bit programs the OP4 output to provide 
one of the following: 

-The complement of OPR[4] 

- The channel A receiver interrupt output, 
which is the complement of ISA[1 ]. When in 
this mode OP4 acts as an open-drain output. 
Note that this output is not masked by the 
contents of the IMR. 

OPCR[3:2] - OP3 Output Select 
This field programs the OP3 output to provide 
one of the following: 

-The complement of OPR[3] 

-The counter/timer output, in which case 
OP3 acts as an open-drain output. In the 
timer mode, this output is a square wave at 
the programmed frequency. In the counter 
mode, the output remains high until terminal 
count is reached, at which time it goes low. 
The output returns to the high state when 
the counter is stopped by a stop counter 
command. Note that this output is not 
masked by the contents of the IMR. 

- The 1 X clock for the channel B transmitter, 
which is the clock that shifts the transmitted 
data. If data is not being transmitted, a free 
running 1 X clock is output. 

-The 1 X clock for the channel B receiver, 
which is the clock that samples the received 
data. If data is not being received, a free 
running 1 X clock is output. 

OPCR[1:0] -0P2 Output Select 
This field programs the OP2 output to provide 
one of the following: 

-The complement of OPA[2] 

-The 16X clock for the channel A transmit-
ter. This is the clock selected by CSRA[3:0], 
and will be a 1 x clock if CSRA[3:0] = 1111. 
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-The 1 X clock for the channel A transmitter, 
which is the clock that shifts the transmitted 
data. If data is not being transmitted, a free 
running 1 x clock is output. 

-The 1 X clock for the channel A receiver, 
which is the clock that samples the received 
data. If data is not being received, a free 
running 1 X clock is output. 

ACR - Auxiliary Control 
Register 

ACR[7] - Baud Rate Generator Set 
Select 
This bit selects one of two sets of baud rates 
to be generated by the BAG: 

Set 1: 50, 110, 134.5, 200, 300, 600, 1.05k, 
1.2k, 2.4k, 4.8k, 7.2k, 9.6k, and 38.4k 
baud. 

Set 2: 75, 110, 134.5, 150, 300, 600, 1.2k, 
1.8k, 2.0k, 2.4k, 4.8k, 9.6k, and 19.2k 
baud. 

The selected set of rates is available for use 
by the channel A and B receivers and trans
mitters as described in CSRA and CSRB. 
Baud rate generator characteristics are given 
in Table 3. 

ACR[6:4]-Counter/Tlmer Mode And 
Clock Source Select 
This field selects the operating mode of the 
counter/timer and its clock source as shown 
in Table 4. 

ACR[3:0]- IP3, IP2, IP1, IPO Change Of 
State Interrupt Enable 
This field selects which bits of the input port 
change register (IPCR) cause the input 
change bit in the interrupt status register 
(ISR[7]) to be set. If a bit is in the "on" state, 
the setting of the corresponding bit in the 
IPCA will also result in the setting of ISR[7], 
which results in the generation of an interrupt 
output if IMR[7] =. 1. If a bit is in the "off" 
state, the setting of that bit in the IPCR has 
no effect on ISA[7]. 

IPCR - Input Port Change 
Register 

IPCR[7:4]- IP3, IP2, IP1, IPO Change-of
Slate 
These bits are set when a change-of-state, as 
defined in the input port section of this data 
sheet, occurs at the respective input pins. 
They are cleared when the IPCR is read by 
the CPU. A read of the IPCR also clears 
ISA[7], the input change bit in the interrupt 
status register. 

The setting of these bits can be programmed 
to generate an interrupt to the CPU. 

IPCR[3:0]- IP3, IP2, IP1, IPO Current 
State 
These bits provide the current state of the 
respective inputs. The information is un-
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latched and reflects the state of the input pins 
at the time the IPCR is read. 

ISR - Interrupt Status Register 
This register provides the status of all poten
tial interrupt sources. The contents of this 
register are masked by the interrupt mask 
register (!MR). If a bit in the ISR is a '1' and 
the corresponding bit in the IMR is also a '1 ', 
the INTRN output will be asserted. If the 
corresponding bit in the IMR is a zero, the 
state of the bit in the ISR has no effect on the 
INTRN output. Note that the !MR does not 
mask the reading of the !SR - the true status 
will be provided regardless of the contents of 
the !MR. The contents of this register are 
initialized to 0015 when the DUART is reset. 

ISR[7] - Input Port Change Status 
This bit is a '1' when a change of state has 
occurred at the !PO, IP1, IP2, or IP3 inputs 
and that event has been selected to cause an 
interrupt by the programming of ACR[3:0]. 
The bit is cleared when the CPU reads the 
IPCR. 

ISR[6] - Channel B Change In Break 
This bit, when set, indicates that the channel 
B receiver has detected the beginning or the 
end of a received break. It is reset when the 
CPU issues a channel B "reset break change 
interrupt" command. 

ISR[5J - Channel B Receiver Ready Or 
FIFO Full 
The function of this bit is programmed by 
MR1 B[6]. If programmed as receiver ready, it 
indicates that a character has been received 
in channel B and is waiting in the FIFO to be 
read by the CPU. It is set when the character 
is transferred from the receive shift register to 
the FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
AHR. If after this read there are more charac
ters still in the FIFO the bit will be set again 
after the Fl FO is "popped". If programmed 
as FIFO full, it is set when a character is 
transferred from the receive holding register 
to the receive FIFO and the transfer causes 
the channel B FIFO to become full; i.e., all 
three FIFO positions are occupied. It is reset 
when the CPU reads the AHR. If a character 
is waiting in the receive shift register because 
the FIFO is full, the bit will be set again when 
the waiting character is loaded into the FIFO. 

ISR[4] -Channel B Transmitter Ready 
This bit is a duplicate of TxRDYB (SAB[2]). 

ISR[3] - Counter Ready 
In the counter mode, this bit is set when the 
counter reaches terminal count and is reset 
when the counter is stopped by a stop 
counter command. 

In the timer mode, this bit is set once each 
cycle of the generated square wave (every 
other time that the counter/timer reaches 
zero count). The bit is reset by a stop counter 
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Table 3. Baud Rate Generator Characteristics 
Crystal or Clock = 3.6864MHz 

NOMINAL RATE (BAUD) ACTUAL 16X CLOCK (kHz) ERROR(%) 

50 0.8 0 
75 1.2 0 

110 1.759 -0.069 
134.5 2.153 0.059 
150 2.4 0 
200 3.2 0 
300 4.8 0 
600 9.6 0 

1050 16.756 -0.260 
1200 19.2 0 
1800 28.8 0 
2000 32.056 0.175 
2400 38.4 0 
4800 76.8 0 
7200 115.2 0 
9600 153.6 0 

19.2k 307.2 0 
38.4k 614.4 0 

NOTE: 
Duty cycle of 16 x clock is 50% ± 1 % 

Table 4. ACR 6:4 Field Definition 

ACR 6:4 MODE CLOCK SOURCE 

0 0 0 Counter External (I P2) 
0 0 1 Counter TxCA-1 X clock of channel A transmitter 
0 1 0 Counter TxCB -1 X clock of channel B transmitter 
0 1 1 Counter Crystal or external clock (X1 /CLK) divided by 16 
1 0 0 Timer External (IP2) 
1 0 1 Timer External (I P2) divided by 16 
1 1 0 Timer Crystal or external clock (X1 /CLK) 
1 1 1 Timer Crystal or external clock (X1/CLK) divided by 16 

command. The command, however, does not 
stop the counter/timer. 

ISR[2] - Channel A Change In Break 
This bit, when set, indicates that the channel 
A receiver has detected the beginning or the 
end of a received break. It is reset when the 
CPU issues a channel A 'reset break change 
interrupt' command. 

ISR(1]- Channel A Receiver Ready Or 
FIFO Full 
The function of this bit is programmed by 
MR1A[6]. If programmed as receiver ready, it 
indicates that a character has been received 
in channel A and is waiting in the FIFO to be 
read by the CPU. It is set when the character 
is transferred from the receive shift register to 
the FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
RHR. If after this read there are more charac
ters still in the FIFO the bit will be set again 
after the FIFO is 'popped'. If programmed as 
FIFO full, it is set when a character is 
transferred from the receive holding register 
to the receive FIFO and the transfer causes 
the channel A FIFO to become full, i.e., all 
three FIFO positions are occupied. It is reset 
when the CPU reads the RHR. If a character 
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is waiting in the receive shift register because 
the FIFO is full, the bit will be set again when 
the waiting character is loaded into the FIFO. 

ISR[OJ - Channel A Transmitter Ready 
This bit is a duplicate of TxRDYA (SRA[2]). 

IMR - Interrupt Mask Register 
The programming of this register selects 
which bits in the ISR cause an interrupt 
output. If a bit in the ISR is a '1' and the 
corresponding bit in the IMR is also a '1 ',the 
INTRN output will be asserted. If the corre
sponding bit in the IMR is a zero, the state of 
the bit in the ISR has no effect on the INTRN 
output. Note that the IMR does not mask the 
programmable interrupt outputs OP3 - OP7 
or the reading of the ISR. 

CTUR And CTLR - Counter/ 
Timer Registers 
The CTUR and CTLR hold the eight MSBs 
and eight LSBs, respectively, of the value to 
be used by the counter/timer in either the 
counter or timer modes of operation. The 
minimum value which may be loaded into the 
CTUR/CTLR registers is 000216. Note that 
these registers are write-only and cannot be 
read by the CPU. 
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In the timer (programmable divider) mode, the 
CIT generates a square wave wi1h a period of 
twice the value (in clock periods) of the CTUR 
and CTLR. If the value in CTUR or CTLR is 
changed, the current half-period will not be 
affected, but subsequent half periods will be. 
In this mode the CIT runs continuously. 
Receipt of a start counter command (read 
with A3 - AO = 111 O) causes the counter to 
terminate the current timing cycle and to 
begin a new cycle using the values in CTUR 
and CTLR. 

The counter ready status bit (ISR[3]) is set 
once each cycle of the square wave. The bit 
is reset by a stop counter command (read 
with A3 - AO = 1111 ). The command, howev
er, does not stop the CIT. The generated 
square wave is output on OP3 if it is pro
grammed to be the C/T output. 

On power up and after reset, the timer I 
counter runs in timer mode and can only be 
restarted. Because it cannot be shut off or 
stopped, and runs continuously in timer 
mode, it is recoMmended that at initialization, 
the output port (0P3) should be masked off 
through the OPCR[3:2] = 00 until the TIC is 
programmed to the desired operational state. 

In the counter mode, the C/T counts down 
the number of pulses loaded into CTUR and 
CTLR by the CPU. Counting begins upon 
receipt of a start counter command. Upon 
reaching terminal count (000016), the counter 
ready interrupt bit (ISR[3]) is set. The counter 
continues counting past the terminal count 
until stopped by the CPU. If OP3 is pro
grammed to be the output of the C/T, the 
output remains high until terminal count is 
reached, at which time it goes low. The output 
returns to the high state and ISR[3] is cleared 
when the counter is stopped by a stop 
counter command. The CPU may change the 
values of CTUR and CTLR at any time, but 
the new count becomes effective only on the 
next start counter command. If new values 
have not been loaded, the previous count 
values are preserved and used for the next 
count cycle. 

In the counter mode, the current value of the 
upper and lower 8 bits of the counter (CTU, 
CTL) may be read by the CPU. It is recom
mended that the counter be stopped when 
reading to prevent potential problems which 
may occur if a carry from the lower 8 bits to 
the upper 8 bits occurs between the times 
that both halves of the counter are read. 
However, note that a subsequent start count
er command will cause the counter to begin a 
new count cycle using the values in CTUR 
and CTLR. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 0 to +70 'C 

TsTG Storage temperature -65 to +150 'C 

Vee Voltage from Vee to GND3 -0.5 to +7 v 
Vs Voltage from any pin to ground3 -0.5 to Vee ± 10% v 
Po Power dissipation 21 mW 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= o•c to +70'C, Vee= +5.0V ± 5%4• 5· 6 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

V1L Input low voltage 0.8 v 
V1H Input high voltage 

All except X1 /CLK 2 v 
X1/CLK 0.9Vcc Vee v 

Val Output low voltage laL = 2.4mA 0.4 v 
VaH7 Output high voltage 

(except open drain outputs) laH =-400µA 2.4 v 
l1L Input leakage current V1N=O to Vee -10 10 µA 
ILL Data bus 3-State leakage current Vo= 0.4 to Vee -10 10 µA 
loo Open drain output leakage current Vo= 0.4 to Vee -10 10 µA 

lx1L X1 /CLK low input current V1N = 0, X2 floated -100 -3.0 0.0 µA 
lx1H X1 /CLK high input current V1N =Vee. X2 floated 0.0 +30 100 µA 

When oscillator Is in power-down mode: 

lx1H X1 /CLK high input current V1N =Vee. X2 floated 2 6 10 mA 

Ice 
Power supply current 0.8 4 mA 
Standby 500 µA 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 

the device at these or any other condition above those indicated in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on ~ 150°C maximum junction temperature. 
3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, it is 

suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rated maxima. 
4. Parameters are vaJid over specified temperature range. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground (GNO). For testing, all input signals swing between 0.4V an~ 2.4V with a transition time of 20ns maximum. For 

X1 /CLK this swing is between 0.4V and 4.4V. All time measurements are referenced at input voltages of 0.8V arid 2.0V and output voltages of 0.8V and 2.0V as 
appropriate. 

6. Typical values are at + 25'C, typical supply voltages, and typical processing parameters. 
7. Test condition for outputs: Ct. -150pF, except interrupt outputs. Test conditions for interrupt outputs: CL - 50pF, RL - 2.7kU to Vee· 
8. Timing is illustrated and referenced to the WAN and RON inputs. The device may also be operrated wtth CEN as the 'strobing' input. In this case, all timing 

specifications apply referenced to the falling and rising edges of GEN. CEN and RON (also CEN and WAN) are OR'ed internally. As a consequence, the signal 
asserted last initiates the cycle and the signal negated first terminates the cycle. 

9. If CEN is used as the 'strobing' input, this parameter defines the minimum high time between one CEN and the next. The RON signal must be negated for tRwo to 
guarantee that any status register changes are valid. 

10. Consecutive write operations to the same command require at least three edges of the X1 clock between writes. 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA· o•c to +1o•c, Vee= +5.0V ±5%4• 5• 6• 7 -LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER UNIT 2 

Min Typ Max -Reset timing (Figure 1) 

IRES RESET pulse width 1.0 µs 

Bus timing (Figure 2)8 

tAs AO -A3 setup time to RON, WAN low 10 ns 
tAH AO -A3 hold time from RON, WAN high 0 ns 
tcs CEN setup time to RON, WAN low 0 ns 
lcH CEN hold time lrom RON, WAN high 0 ns 
tRw WAN, RON pulse width 225 ns 
too Data valid after RON low 180 ns 
toF Data bus floating after RON high 65 ns 
tos Data setup time belore WAN high 100 ns 
loH Data hold time after WAN high 0 ns 
!Awe High time between READs and/or WRITEs9•1o 200 ns 

Port timing (Figure 3)8 

tps Port input setup time before RON low 0 ns 
!pH Port input hold time after RON high 0 ns 
tpo Port oU1put valid after WAN high 370 ns 

Interrupt timing (Figure 4) 

t1R INTRN (or OP3 - OP7 when used as interrupts) negated 
from: 

Read AHR (RxRDY /FFULL interrupt) 370 ns 
Write THR (TxRDY interrupt) 370 ns 
Reset command (delta break interrupt) 370 ns 
Stop CIT command (counter interrupt) 370 ns 
Read IPCR (input port change interrupt) 370 ns 
Write IMR (clear of interrupt mask bit) 370 ns 

Clock timing (Figure 5) 

lcLK X1 /CLK high or low time 100 ns 
fcLK X1 /CLK frequency 2.0 3.6864 4 MHz 
lcTC CTCLK (IP2) high or low time 100 ns 
feTC CTCLK (IP2) lrequency 100 4M Hz 
tRx RxC high or low time 220 ns 
fRx RxC lrequency (16X) 100 2M Hz 

(1X) 100 1M Hz 
tTX TxC high or low time 220 ns 
In< TxC lrequency (16X) 0 2 MHz 

(1X) 0 1 MHz 

Transmitter timing (Figure 6) 

tn<o TxD output delay lrom TxC low 350 ns 
tTcs Output delay from TxC low to TxD data output 0 150 ns 

Receiver timing (Figure 7) 

tRxs RxD data setup time to RxC high 240 ns 
tRXH RxD data hold time from RxC high 200 ns 
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Figure 1. Reset Timing 
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Figure 2. Bus Timing 
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WAN \.._________.i.4_ 

OPO-OP7 OLD DATA x NEW DATA 

Figure 3. Port Timing 
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WRN 
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------- VoL 

NOTESo 
1. INTRN or OP3 - OP? when used as interrupt outputs. 
2. The test for open drain outputs is intended to guarantee switching of the output transistor. Measurement of this response is referenced from the midpoint of the switching signal, VM, 

to a point 0.5V above VOL. This point represents noise margin that assures true switching has occurred. Beyond this level, the effects of external circuitry and test environment are 
pronounced and can greatly affect the resultant measurement. 

X11CLK 
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Figure 4. Interrupt Timing 
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06 

~~ h 
iOPOi ~~-R-(0)_•_1----------------------------1 rO~R(01=1 

NOTES: 
1. Timing shown for MR2(4) = 1. 
2. Timing shown for MR2(5) = 1. 

Figure 8. Transmitter Timing 
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Figure 9. Receiver Timing 
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Figure 10. Wake-Up Mode 
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Microprocessor Products 

DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCC2698 Octal Universal 
Asynchronous Receiver /Transmitter 
(Octal-UART) is a single-chip MOS-LSI 
communications device that provides an 
eight-channel full-duplex asynchronous 
receiver/transmitter in a single package. 
It is fabricated with Signetics' CMOS 
technology, which combines the benefits 
of high density and low power consump
tion. 

The operating speed of each receiver 
and transmitter can be selected inde
pendently as one of eighteen fixed baud 
rates, a 16 x clock derived from a pro
grammable counter /timer, or an external 
1 x or 16 x clock. The baud rate gener
ator and counter/timer can operate di
rectly from a crystal or from external 
clock inputs. The ability to independently 
program the operating speed of the 
receiver and transmitter make the Octal
UART particularly functional for dual
speed channel applications such as 
clustered terminal systems. 

The receiver is quadruply buffered to 
minimize the potential of receiver over
run, or to reduce interrupt overhead in 
interrupt driven systems. In addition, a 
handshaking capability is provided to 
disable a remote UART transmitter when 
the receiver buffer is full. 

The Octal-UART provides a power-down 
mode in which the oscillator is frozen but 
the register contents are stored. This 
results in reduced power consumption 
on the order of several magnitudes. The 
Octal-UART is fully TIL compatible and 
operates from a single + SV power sup
ply. 
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Octal Universal Asynchronous 
Receiver /Transmitter 
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FEATURES 
• Eight full-duplex asynchronous 

receiver/transmitters 
• Quadruple buffered receiver data 

register 
• Programmable data format: 

- 5 to 8 data bits plus parity 
- Odd, even, no parity or force 

parity 
- 1, 1.5 or 2 stop bits 

programmable in l'1s-bit 
increments 

• Baud rate for the receiver and 
transmitter selectable from: 
- 18 fixed rates: 50 to 38.4k 

baud 
- Four user-defined rates derived 

from the programmable 
counter/timer associated with 
each of the four blocks 

- External 1X or 16X clock 
• Parity, framing, and overrun error 

detection 
• False start bit detection 
• Line break detection and 

generation 
• Programmable channel mode 

- Normal (full-duplex), automatic 
echo, local loopback, remote 
loopback 

• Four multi-function programmable 
16-bit counter/timers 

• Four interrupt outputs with eight 
maskable interrupting conditions 
for each output 

• On-chip crystal oscillator 
• TTL compatible 
• Single + 5V power supply with 

low power mode 
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Octal Universal Asynchronous 
Receiver/Transmitter (Octal-UART) 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

PACKAGES Vee= +5V± 5%, TA= o to +10°c 

Plastic DIP SCC2698AC1 N64 

Plastic LCC SCC2698AC1 A84 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

r----------~ 

DO-Di BUS BUFFER 
I CHANNB.A BIDCKA I 

'll<DA I 
I OPERATION 

RDH CONTROL I WRN 1:i:1 CEN RxDA 

M-M I 
RESET 

I 
I 

INTERRUPT I CONTROi. 

INTRN 

1
1
: I 

llcDB 

RxDB I 
I 
I 

MPI 

I 
X1/CLK I 

X2 I 
MPO I 

I 
I 

BLOCKS I 
(SAMEASA) 

I 
I BIDCKe 

(SAMEASA) I 
I 

BLOCKD I I (SAMEASA) 

L ______ J 
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS (Continued) 
PLCC 

Pin Function Pin Function 

1 TxDa 43 MPOb 
2 

2 MPl13g 44 MPl2d 
3 AxDa 45 Vex; 
4 MPf13h 46 INTR2N 
5 Vee 47 INTR3N 
6 X2 48 MPl3c 
I X1/CLK. 49 TxDd 
B DO 50 MPl3d 
9 01 51 MPOd 
10 02 52 TxDf 
11 03 53 MPOf 
12 04 54 MPOh 
13 05 55 TxDh 
14 MPl1a 56 RxDb 
15 RESET 57 RxDd 
16 06 58 Ax Of 
17 07 59 AxDh 
18 CEN 60 MPl1e 
19 WRN 61 MPIOe 
20 GND 62 MPl1f 
21 MPl1b 63 MPIOf 
22 RON 64 MPl2e 
23 AO 65 GND 
24 MPl2a 66 MPl2f 
25 A1 67 MPOg 
26 MPl2b 68 MPl3e 
27 A2 69 MPOe 
28 MPl3a 70 MPl3f 
29 A3 71 MPOc 
30 MPl3b 72 MPOa 
31 A4 73 TxOg 
32 A5 74 TxDe 
33 MPIOa 75 AxDg 
34 MPIOb 76 MPIOg 
35 lNTAON 77 MPIOh 
36 INTR1N 78 MP11g 
37 MP!Oc 79 RxDe 
38 MPl1c BO MP11h 
39 MPIOd 81 TxDc 
40 MPl1d 82 MPl2g 
41 TxDb 83 RxDc 
42 MPl2c 84 MPl2h 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC 

DIP PLCC 

D0-07 4-6, B, 10, 8-13, 16, 17 
12, 14, 15 

CEN 16 18 

WRN 17 19 

RON 19 22 

AO-A5 20-25 23, 25, 27, 29, 
31, 32 

RESET 13 15 

INTRON - 28, 29, 35, 36 35, 36, 46, 47 
INTR3N 

X1/CLK 3 7 

X2 2 6 

RxDa
RxDh 

December 1986 

64, 44, 62, 45, 
60, 46, 57, 47 

3, 56, 83, 57, 
79, 58, 75, 59 

TYPE 

1/0 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

0 

NAME AND FUNCTION 

Data Bus: Active high 8-bit bidirectional 3-State data bus. Bit 0 is the LSB and 
bit 7 is the MSB. All data, command, and status transfers between the CPU and 
the Octal-UART take place over this bus. The direction of the transfer is 
controlled by the WAN and RON inputs when the CEN input is low. When the 
CEN input is high, the data bus is in the 3-State condition. 

Chip Enable: Active low input. When low, data transfers between the CPU and 
the Octal-UART are enabled on DO - 07 as controlled by the WAN, RON, and 
AO -A5 inputs. When CEN is high, the Octal-UART is effectively isolated from 
the data bus and DO - 07 are placed in the 3-State condition. 

Write Strobe: Active low input. A low on this pin while CEN is low causes the 
contents of the data bus to be transferred to the register selected by AO -A5. 
The transfer occurs on the trailing (rising) edge of the signal. 

Read Strobe: Active low input. A low on this pin while CEN is ·1ow causes the 
contents of the register selected by AO - A5 to be placed on the data bus. The 
read cycle begins on the leading (falling) edge of RON. 

Address Inputs: Active high address inputs to select the Octal-UART 
registers tor read/write operations. 

Reset: Master reset. A high on this pin clears the status register (SR), clears 
the interrupt mask register (IMR), clears the interrupt status register (ISR), clears 
the output port configuration register (OPCR), places the receiver and 
transmitter in the inactive state causing the TxD output to go to the marking 
(high) state, and stops the counter/timer. 

Interrupt Request: This active low open drain output is asserted on 
occurrence of one or more of eight maskable interrupting conditions. The CPU 
can read the interrupt status register to determine the interrupting condition(s). 

Crystal 1: Crystal or external clock input. When using the crystal oscillator, this 
pin serves as the connection tor one side of the crystal. It a crystal is not used, 
an external clock is supplied at this input. An external clock (or crystal) is 
required even if the internal baud rate generator is not utilized. This clock is used 
to drive the internal baud rate generator, as an optional input to the timer/ 
counter, and to provide other clocking signals required by the chip. 

Crystal 2: Connection tor other side of crystal. If an external source is used 
instead of a crystal, this should be open or connected as shown in Figure 6. 

Receiver Serial Data Input: The least significant bit is received first. If 
external receiver clock is specified, this input is sampled on the rising edge of 
the clock. 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

DIP PLCC 

TxDa- 63, 32, 61, 37, 1, 41, 81, 49, 0 Transmitter Serlal Data Output: Transmitter serial data output. The least 
TxDh 56, 39, 55, 43 74, 52, 73, 55 significant bit is transmitted first. This output is held in the marking (high) 

condition when the transmitter is idle or disabled and when the Octal-UART is 
operating in local loopback mode. If external transmitter clock is specified, the 
data is shifted on the falling edge of the transmitter clock. 

MPOa- 54, 33, 53, 38, 72, 43, 71, 51, 0 Multi-Purpose Output: One of the following functions can be selected for this 
MPOh 52, 40, 51, 42 69, 53, 67, 54 output pin by programming the output port configuration register: 

RTSN - Request to send active low output. This output is asserted and 
negated via the command register. By appropriate programming of the mode 
registers, RTSN can be programmed to be automatically reset after the 
character in the transmitter is completely shifted or when the receiver FIFO and 
shift register are full. 
CITO - Counter/timer output 
TxC 1 X - 1 X clock for the transmitter 
TxC 16 X - 16 X clock for the transmitter 
RxC 1 X - 1 x clock for the receiver 
RxC 16 X - 16 X clock for the receiver 
TxRDY - Transmitter holding register empty signal 
RxRDY /FFULL - Receiver FIFO not empty/full signal 

MPIOa- 26, 27, 30, 31, 33, 34, 37, 39, I Multi-Purpose Input 0: This pin can be programmed to serve as an input for 
MPIOh 48, 49, 58, 59 61, 63, 76, 77 one of the following functions: 

GPI - General purpose input. The current state of the pin can be determined by 
reading the IPCR or input port register. 
CTSN-:- Clear-to-Send active low input. 

MPl1a- NC 14, 21, 38, 40, I Multi-Purpose Input 1: This pin can be programmed to serve as an input for 
MPl1h 60, 62, 78, 80 one of the following functions: 

GPI - General purpose input. The current state of the pin can be determined by 
reading the IPCR or input port register. 
CTCLK - Counter/timer external clock input. Only channels a, c, e, and g 
change to CIT inputs; channels b, d, f and h stays GPI. 

MPl2a- NC 24, 26, 42, 44, I Mufti-Purpose Input 2: This pin can be programmed to serve as an input for 
MPl2h 64, 66, 82, 84 one of the following functions: 

GPI - General purpose input. The current state of the pin can be determined by 
reading the input port register. 
TCLK- Transmitter external clock input. This may be a 1 X or 16X clock as 
programmed by CSR[3:0). 

MPl3a- NC 28, 30, 48, 50, I Multi-Purpose Input 3: This pin can be programmed to serve as an input for 
MP13h 68, 70, 2, 4 one of the following functions: 

GPI - General purpose input. The current state of the pin can be determined by 
reading the input port register. 
RCLK - Receiver external clock input. This may be a 1 x or 16X clock as 
programmed by CSR[7:4). 

Vee 1, 34 5, 45 I Power Supply: + 5V supply input 

GND 18, 50 20, 65 I Ground 
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Octal Universal Asynchronous 
Receiver /Transmitter (Octal-UART) 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
As shown on the block diagram, the Octal
UART consists of: data bus buffer, interrupt 
control, operation control, timing, and eight 
receiver and transmitter channels. The eight 
channels are divided into four different blocks 
each block independent of each other (see 
Figure 1). 

BLOCK A 
CHANNELS a, b 

BLOCK B 
CHANNELS c, d 

BLOCK C 
CHANNELS e, f 

BLOCK D 
CHANNELS g, h 

Figure 1. Channel Architecture 

Channel Blocks 
There are four blocks (Figure 1), each con
taining two sets of receiver/transmitters. In 
the following discussion, the description ap
plies to block A which contains channels a 
and b. However, the same information applies 
to all channel blocks. 

Data Bus Buffer 
The data bus buffer provides the interface 
between the external and internal data buses. 
It is controlled by the operation control block 
to allow read and write operations to take 
place between the controlling CPU and the 
Octal-UART. 

Interrupt Control 
A single interrupt output (INTRN) is provided 
which is asserted on the occurrence of any of 
the following internal events: 
- Transmit holding register ready for each 

channel 
- Receive holding register ready or FIFO full 

for each channel 
- Change in break received status for each 

channel 
- Counter reached terminal count 
- Change in MPI input 

Associated with the interrupt system are the 
interrupt mask register (IMR) and the interrupt 
status register (ISR). The IMR can be pro
grammed to select only certain conditions, of 
the above, to cause INTRN to be asserted. 
The ISR can be read by the CPU to determine 
all currently active interrupting conditions. 
However, the bits of the ISR are not masked 
by the IMR. 

Operation Control 
The operation control logic receives opera
tion commands from the CPU and generates 
appropriate signals to internal sections to 
control device operation. It contains address 
decoding and read and write circuits to permit 
communications with the microprocessor via 
the data bus buffer. The functions performed 
by the CPU read and write operations are 
shown in Table 1. 
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Mode registers 1 and 2 are accessed via an 
auxiliary pointer. The pointer is set to MR1 by 
RESET or by issuing a reset pointer com
mand via the command register. Any read or 
write of the mode register while the pointer is 
at MR1 switches the pointer to MR2. The 
pointer then remains at MR2 so that subse
quent accesses are to MR2, unless the point
er is reset to MR1 as described above. 

Timing Circuits 
The timing block consists of a crystal oscilla
tor, a baud rate generator, a programmable 
16-bit counter/timer for each block, and two 
clock selectors. 

The crystal oscillator operates directly from a 
3.6864MHz crystal connected across the X1 I 
CLK and X2 inputs with a minimum of exter
nal components. If an external clock of the 
appropriate frequency is available, it may be 
connected to X1 /CLK. If an external clock is 
used instead of a crystal, both X1 and X2 are 
driven using a configuration similar to the one 
in Figure 6. Also, an arrangement where X2 is 
floating can be used, however, the input high 
voltage must be capable of attaining 4.4V. 
The clock serves as the basic timing refer
ence for the baud rate generator (BRG), the 
counter/timer, and other internal circuits. A 
clock frequency, within the limits specified in 
the electrical specifications, must be supplied 
even if the internal BRG is not used. 

The baud rate generator operates from the 
oscillator or external clock input and is capa
ble of generating 18 commonly used data 
communications baud rates ranging from 50 
to 38.4k baud. Thirteen of these are available 
simultaneously for use by the receiver and 
transmitter. Eight are fixed, and one of two 
sets of five can be selected by programming 
ACR[7]. The clock outputs from the BRG are 
at 16 x the actual baud rate. The counter I 
timer can be used as a timer to produce a 
16 X clock for any other baud rate by count
ing down the crystal clock or an external 
clock. The clock selectors allow the indepen
dent selection, by the receiver and transmit
ter, of any of these baud rates or an external 
timing signal. 

There are four C/Ts in the Octal-UART, one 
for each block. The CIT operation is pro
grammed by ACR[6:4]. One of eight timing 
sources can be used as the input to the C/T. 
The output of the CIT is available to the clock 
selectors and can also be programmed by 
OPCR[2:0] for channel a and OPCR[6:4] for 
channel b, to be output on the MPOa or 
MPOb pin, respectively. 

In the timer mode, the CIT generates a 
square wave whose period is twice the num
ber of clock periods loaded into the C/T 
upper and lower registers. The counter ready 
bit in the ISR is set once each cycle of the 
square wave. If the value in CTUR or CTLR is 
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changed, the current half-period will not be 
affected, but subsequent half periods will be 
affected. In this mode, the CIT runs continu
ously and does not recognize the stop CIT 
command (the command only resets the 
counter ready bit in the ISR). Receipt of a 
start CIT command causes the CIT to termi
nate the current timing cycle and to begin a 
new cycle using the values in CTUR and 
CTLR. 

In the counter mode, the CIT counts down 
the number of pulses loaded into CTUR and 
CTLR. Counting begins upon receipt of a start 
counter command. Upon reaching terminal 
count, the counter ready bit in the JSR is set. 
The counter continues counting past the 
terminal count until stopped by the CPU. If 
MPO is programmed to be the output of the 
GIT, the output remains high until terminal 
count is reached, at which time it goes low. 
The output returns to the high state and the 
counter ready bit is cleared when the counter 
is stopped by a stop counter command. The 
CPU may change the values of CTUR and 
CTLR at any time, but the new count be
comes effective only on the next start counter 
command following a stop counter command. 
If new values have not been loaded, the 
previous count values are preserved and 
used for the next count cycle. 

In the counter mode, the current value of the 
upper and lower eight bits of the counter may 
be read by the CPU. It is recommended that 
the counter be stopped when reading to 
prevent potential problems, which may occur, 
if a carry from the lower eight bits to the upper 
eight bits occurs between the times both 
halves of the counter are read. However, a 
subsequent start counter command causes 
the counter to begin a new count cycle using 
the values in CTU R and CTLR. 

Receiver and Transmitter 
The Octal-UART has eight full-duplex asyn
chronous receiver/transmitters. The operat
ing frequency for the receiver and transmitter 
can be selected independently from the baud 
rate generator, the counter timer, or from an 
external input. 

Registers associated with the communica
tions channel are the mode registers (MR1 
and MR2), the clock select register (CSR), 
the command register (CR), the status regis
ter (SR). the transmit holding register (THR), 
and the receive holding register (RHR). 

Transmitter 
The transmitter accepts parallel data from the 
CPU and converts it to a serial bit stream on 
the TxD output pin. It automatically sends a 
start bit followed by the programmed number 
of data bits, an optional parity bit, and the 
programmed number of stop bits. The least 
significant bit is sent first. Following the trans
mission of the stop bits, if a new character is 
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Table 1. Register Addressing 

AS A4 A3 A2 A1 AO READ (RON = 0) WRITE (WRN = 0) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 MA1a, MA2a MA1a, MR2a 
0 0 0 0 0 1 SR a CSR a 
0 0 0 0 1 0 Reserved• CR a 
0 0 0 0 1 1 AH Ra TH Ra 
0 0 0 1 0 0 IPCAA AGAA 
0 0 0 1 0 1 ISRA IMRA 
0 0 0 1 1 0 CTUA CTUAA 
0 0 0 1 1 1 CTLA CT LAA 
0 0 1 0 0 0 MA1b, MA2b MA1b, MA2b 
0 0 1 0 0 1 SRb CSRb 
0 0 1 0 1 0 Reserved• CRb 
0 0 1 0 1 1 RH Rb TH Rb 
0 0 1 1 0 0 Reserved• Reserved• 
0 0 1 1 0 1 Input port A OPCAA 
0 0 1 1 1 0 Start CIT A Reserved• 
0 0 1 1 1 1 Stop CIT A Reserved• 

0 1 0 0 0 0 MA1c, MA2c MA1c, MR2c 
0 1 0 0 0 1 SRc CSRc 
0 1 0 0 1 0 Reserved• CRc 
0 1 0 0 1 1 AH Ac TH Ac 
0 1 0 1 0 0 IPCAB ACRB 
0 1 0 1 0 1 ISAB IMRB 
0 1 0 1 1 0 CTUB CTURB 
0 1 0 1 1 1 CTLB CTLAB 
0 1 1 0 0 0 MA1d, MA2d MA1d, MA2d 
0 1 1 0 0 1 SAd CS Ad 
0 1 1 0 1 0 Reserved• CRd 
0 1 1 0 1 1 RH Ad TH Rd 
0 1 1 1 0 0 Reserved• Reserved• 
0 1 1 1 0 1 Input port B OPCRB 
0 1 1 1 1 0 Start CIT B Reserved• 
0 1 ·1 1 1 1 Stop CIT B Reserved• 

NOTES: 
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AS A4 A3 A2 A1 AO READ (RON = 0) WRITE (WRN = O) 

1 0 0 0 0 0 MA1e, MA2e MA1e, MA2e 
1 0 0 0 0 1 SRe CS Re 
1 0 0 0 1 0 Reserved• CRe 
1 0 0 0 1 1 RH Re TH Re 
1 0 0 1 0 0 IPCAC ACRC 
1 0 0 1 0 1 ISRC IMRC 
1 0 0 1 1 0 CTUC CTURC 
1 0 0 1 1 1 CTLC CT LAC 
1 0 1 0 0 0 MAH, MA21 MAH, MR21 
1 0 1 0 0 1 SRI CSR! 
1 0 1 0 1 0 Reserved• CAI 
1 0 1 0 1 1 AHAi THAI 
1 0 1 1 0 0 Reserved• Reserved• 
1 0 1 1 0 1 Input port C OPCRC 
1 0 1 1 1 0 Start CIT C Reserved• 
1 0 1 1 1 1 Stop CIT C Reserved• 

1 1 0 0 0 0 MA1g, MA2g MA1g, MA2g 
1 1 0 0 0 1 SAg CS Ag 
1 1 0 0 1 0 Reserved• CRg 
1 1 0 0 1 1 RHRg TH Ag 
1 1 0 1 0 0 IPCRD ACRD 
1 1 0 1 0 1 ISRD IMRD 
1 1 0 1 1 0 CTUD CTURD 
1 1 0 1 1 1 CTLD CTLRD 
1 1 1 0 0 0 MA1h, MA2h MA1h, MR2h 
1 1 1 0 0 1 SRh CSAh 
1 1 1 0 1 0 Reserved• CRh 
1 1 1 0 1 1 RH Rh TH Rh 
1 1 1 1 0 0 Reserved• Reserved• 
1 1 1 1 0 1 Input port D OPCRD 
1 1 1 1 1 0 Start CIT D Reserved• 
1 1 1 1 1 1 Stop CIT D Reserved• 

*Reserved registers should never be read during normal operation since they are reserved for internal diagnostics. 

ACR = Auxiliary control register 
CR = Command register 
CSR = Clock select register 
CTL = Counter /timer lower 
CTLR = Counter/timer lower register 
CTU = Counter/timer upper 
CTUA =Counter/timer upper register 
MR - Mode register 
SR = Status register 
THR = Tx holding register 
AHR - Rx holding register 
IPCR - Input port change register 
ISR = Interrupt status register 
IMR =Interrupt mask register 
OPCA = Output port configuration register 
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not available in the THR, the TxD output 
remains high and the TxEMT bit in the SR will 
be set to 1. Transmission resumes and the 
TxEMT bit is cleared when the CPU loads a 
new character into the THR. In the 16 X 
clock mode, this also resynchronizes the 
internal 1 x transmitter clock so that trans
mission of the new character begins with 
minimum delay. 

The transmitter can be forced to send a break 
(continuous low condition) by issuing a start 
break command via the CR. The break is 
terminated by a stop break command. If the 
transmitter is disabled, it continues operating 
until the character currently being transmitted 
and the character in the THR, if any, are 
completely sent out. Characters cannot be 
loaded into the THR while the transmitter is 
disabled. 

Receiver 
The receiver accepts serial data on the RxD 
pin, converts the serial input to parallel for
mat, checks for start bit, stop bit, parity bit (if 
any), or break condition, and presents the 
assembled character to the CPU. The receiv
er looks for a high-to-low (mark-to-space) 
transition of the start bit on the RxD input pin. 
If a transition is detected, the state of the RxD 
pin is sampled again each 16X clock for 7112 
clocks (16X clock mode) or at the next rising 
edge of the bit time clock (1 x clock mode). 

If RxD is sampled high, the start bit is invalid 
and the search for a valid start bit begins 
again. If RxD is still low, a valid start bit is 
assumed and the receiver samples the input. 
This continues at one-bit time intervals, at the 
theoretical center of the bit, until the proper 
number of data bits and the parity bit (if any) 
have been assembled, and one stop bit has 
been detected. The least significant bit is 
received first. The data is then transferred to 
the AHR and the RxRDY bit in the SR is set 
to a one. If the character length is less than 
eight bits, the most significant unused bits in 
the AHR are set to zero. 

After the stop bit is detected, the receiver will 
immediately look for the next start bit. Howev
er, if a non-zero character was received 
without a stop bit (i.e. framing error) and RxD 
remains low for one-half of the bit period after 
the stop bit was sampled, then the receiver 
operates as if a new start bit transition had 
been detected at that point (one-half bit time 
after the stop bit was sampled). The parity 
error, framing error and overrun error (if any) 
are strobed into the SR at the received 
character boundary; before the RxRDY status 
bit is set. 

If a break condition is detected (RxD is low for 
the entire character including the stop bit), 
only one character consisting of all zeros will 
be loaded into the FIFO and the received 
break bit in the SR is set to 1. The RxD input 
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must return to a high condition for two suc
cessive clock edges of the 1 x clock (internal 
or external) before a search for the next start 
bit begins. 

TIME OUT MODE 
Under certain conditions the user may want 
to set the receiver to interrupt the CPU when 
the receiver FIFO becomes full. This can be 
accomplished by programming MR1[6] = 1. If 
a message that is only one or two characters 
long is received, the FIFO is not full so that 
ISR[1] does not set and the CPU is not 
interrupted. The CPU will not know that there 
is data in the receive FIFO. The time-out 
mode provides the user with a time-out inter
rupt via the CIT. If a character is received and 
the FIFO does not become full, a pre-select
ed period of delay can be timed out by the 
C/T and the CPU interrupted. 

This mode is enabled by writing the appropri
ate command to the command register. Writ
ing an "AX" to CAA or CAB will invoke the 
time-out mode for that channel. Writing a 
"CX" to CAA or CAB will reset the time-out 
mode. CTU and CTL must be loaded with a 
value greater than the normal receive charac
ter period. Each time a received character is 
transferred from the shift register to the AHR, 
the CIT is reloaded with the value in CTU and 
CTL and then restarted. If the CIT is allowed 
to end the count, the counter ready bit 
(ISR[3]) will be set. If IMR[3] is set, an 
interrupt will occur. 

RECEIVER FIFO 
The AHR consists of a first-in-first-out (FIFO) 
with a capacity of three characters. Data is 
loaded from the receive shift register into the 
top-most empty position of the FIFO. The 
RxRDY bit, in the status register (SR), is set 
whenever one or more characters are avail
able to be read, and a FFULL status bit is set 
if all three positions are filled with data. Either 
of these bits can be selected to cause an 
interrupt. A read of the AHR, outputs the data 
at the top of the FIFO. After the read cycle, 
the data FIFO and its associated status bits 
are 'popped', thus emptying a Fl FO position 
for new data. 

In addition to the data word, three status bits 
(parity error, framing error, and received 
break) are appended to each data character 
in the FIFO. Status can be provided in two 
ways, as programmed by the error mode 
control bit in the mode register. In the 'char
acter' mode, status is provided on a charac
ter-by-character basis; the status applies only 
to the character at the top of the FIFO. In the 
'block' mode, the status provided in the SR 
for these three bits is the logical-OR of the 
status for all characters coming to the top of 
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the FIFO, since the last reset error command 
was issued. In either mode, reading the SR 
does not affect the FIFO. The FIFO is 
'popped' only when the AHR is read. There
fore, the SR should be read prior to reading 
the corresponding data character. 

If the FIFO is full when a new character is 
received, that character is held in the receive 
shift register until a FIFO position is available. 
If an additional character is received while 
this state exists, the contents of the FIFO are 
not affected: the character previously in the 
shift register is lost and the overrun error 
status bit, SR[4], will be set on receipt of the 
start bit of the new (overrunning) character. 

WAKE-UP MODE 
In addition to the normal transmitter and 
receiver operation described above, the Oc
tal-UART incorporates a special mode which 
provides automatic wake-up of the receiver 
through address frame recognition for multi
processor communications. This mode is se
lected by programming bits MR1[4:3] to '11'. 

In this mode of operation, a 'master' station 
transmits an address character followed by 
data characters for the addressed 'slave' 
station. The slave stations, whose receivers 
are normally disabled, examine the received 
data stream and 'wake up' the CPU (by 
setting RxRDY) only upon receipt of an ad
dress character. The CPU compares the 
received address to its station address and 
enables the receiver if it wishes to receive the 
subsequent data characters. Upon receipt of 
another address character, the CPU may 
disable the receiver to initiate the process 
again. 

A transmitted character consists of a start bit, 
the programmed number of data bits, an 
address/data (AID) bit, and the programmed 
number of stop bits. The polarity of the 
transmitted A/D bit is selected by the CPU by 
programming bit MR1 [2]; MR1 [2] = O trans
mits a zero in the AID bit position which 
identifies the corresponding data bits as data, 
MR1 [2] = 1 transmits a one in the AID bit 
position which identifies the corresponding 
data bits as an address. The CPU should 
program the mode register prior to loading 
the corresponding data bits into the THR. 

While in this mode, the receiver continuously 
looks at the received data stream, whether it 
is enabled or disabled. If disabled, it sets the 
RxRDY status bit and loads the character into 
the AHR FIFO if the received AID bit is a one, 
but discards the received character if the 
received A/D bit is a zero. If enabled, all 
received characters are transferred to the 
CPU via the AHR. In either case, the data bits 
are loaded into the data FIFO while the AID 
bit is loaded into the status FIFO position 
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normally used for parity error (SR[5]). Fram
ing error, overrun error, and break detect 
operate normally whether or not the receiver 
is enabled. 

MUL Tl-PURPOSE INPUT PIN 
The inputs to this unlatched 8-bit port for 
each block can be read by the CPU, by 
performing a read operation as shown in 
Table 1. A high input results in a logic one 
while a low input results in a logic zero. When 
the input port pins are read on the 84-pin 
PLCC, they will appear on the data bus in 
alternating pairs. (Le., D80 = MPIOa, 
D81 = MPlta, D82 = MPIOb, D83 = MPl1b, 
D84 = MPl2a, D85 = MPl3a, D86 = MPl2b, 
D87 = MPl3b. Although this example is 
shown for input port 'A', all input ports will 
have a similar order). 

The MPI pins can be programmed as an input 
to one of several Octal-UART circuits. The 
function of the pin is selected by program
ming the appropriate control register. 
Change-of-state detectors are provided for 
MPIO and MPl1 for each channel in each 
block. A high-to-low or low-to-high transition 
of the inputs lasting longer than 25 to 50µs 
sets the MPI change-of-state bit in the inter
rupt status register. The bit is cleared via a 
command. The change-of-state can be pro
grammed to generate an interrupt to the CPU, 
by setting the corresponding bit in the inter
rupt mask register. 

The input port pulse detection circuitry uses a 
38.4kHz sampling clock, derived from one of 
the baud rate generator taps. This produces a 
sampling period of slightly more than 25µs 
(assuming a 3.6864MHz oscillator input). The 
detection circuitry, in order to guarantee that 
a true change in level has occurred, requires 
two successive samples be observed at the 
new logic level. As a consequence, the mini
mum duration of the signal change is 25µs if 
the transition occurs coincident with the first 
sample pulse. (The 50µs time refers to the 
condition where the change-of-state is just 
missed and the first change-of-state is not 
detected until after an additional 25µs.) 

MUL Tl-PURPOSE OUTPUT PIN 
This pin can be programmed to serve as a 
request-to-send output, the counter/timer 
output, the output for the 1 X or 16 X trans
mitter or receiver clocks, the TxRDY output or 
the RxRDY /FFULL output (see OPCR [2:0] 
and OPCR [6:4] - MPO Output Select). 

REGISTERS 
The operation of the Octal-UART is pro
grammed by writing control words into the 
appropriate registers. Operational feedback is 
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provided via registers which can be read by 
the CPU. Addressing the registers is de
scribed in Table 1. 

If the contents of the MR, the CSR, the OPCR 
and ACR are changed while the receiver(s) 
and transmitter(s) are enabled, the registers 
will not be updated until both the transmit
ter(s) are empty and the receiver(s) disabled. 
The receiver(s) will be disabled, at the com
pletion of the character being received, at the 
time of the register change. Normally these 
registers should not be updated without first 
making sure that the receiver(s) and transmit
ter(s) are disabled, and the CIT is stopped. 

The bit formats of the Octal-UART registers 
are depicted in Table 2. These are shown for 
block A. The bit format for the other blocks is 
the same. 

MR1 - Mode Register 1 
MR1 is accessed when the MR pointer points 
to MR1. The pointer is set to MR1 by RESET 
or by a set pointer command applied via CR. 
After reading or writing MR1, the pointers are 
set at MR2. 

MR 1 [7] - Receiver Request-to-Send 
Control 
This bit controls the deactivation of the RTSN 
output (MPO) by the receiver. This output is 
manually asserted and negated by com
mands applied via the command register. 
MR1 [7] = 1 causes RTSN to be automatically 
negated upon receipt of a valid start bit if the 
receiver FIFO is full. RTSN is reasserted 
when an empty FIFO position is available. 
This feature can be used to prevent overrun 
in the receiver, by using the RTSN output 
signal, to control the CTS input of the trans
mitting device. 

MR 1 [6] - Receiver Interrupt Select 
This bit selects either the receiver ready 
status (RxRDY) or the FIFO full status 
(FFULL) to be used for CPU interrupts. 

MR1[5]- Error Mode Select 
This bit selects the operating mode of the 
three FIFOed status bits (FE, PE, received 
break). In the character mode, status is pro
vided on a character-by-character basis; the 
status applies only to the character at the top 
of the FIFO. In the block mode, the status 
provided in the SR for these bits is the 
accumulation (logical-OR) of the status for all 
characters coming to the top of the FIFO, 
since the last reset error command was 
issued. 

MR1[4:3]-Parlty Mode Select 
If 'with parity' or 'force parity' is selected, a 
parity bit is added to the transmitted charac
ter and the receiver performs a parity check 
on incoming data. MR1 [4:3] = 11 selects the 
channel to operate in the special wake-up 
mode. 
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MR 1 [2] - Parity Type Select 
This bit selects the parity type (odd or even) if 
the 'with parity' mode is programmed by 
MR1[4:3], and the polarity of the forced parity 
bit if the 'force parity' mode is programmed. It 
has no effect if the 'no parity' mode is 
programmed. In the special 'wake-up' mode, 
it selects the polarity of the AID bit. 

MR1[1:0]-Blts per Character Select 
This field selects the number of data bits per 
character to be transmitted and received. The 
character length does not include the start, 
parity, and stop bits. 

MR2 - Mode Register 2 
MR2 is accessed when the channel a MR 
pointer points to MR2, which occurs after any 
access to MR1. Accesses to MR2 do not 
change the pointer. 

MR2[7:6] - Mode Select 
The Octal-UART can operate in one of four 
modes: MR2[7:6] = 00 is the normal mode, 
with the transmitter and receiver operating 
independently. MR2[7:6] = 01 places the 
channel in the automatic echo mode, which 
automatically retransmits the received data. 
The following conditions are true while in 
automatic echo mode: 

1. Received data is reclocked and re
transmitted on the TxD output. 

2. The receive clock is used for the trans
mitter. 

3. The receiver must be enabled, but the 
transmitter need not be enabled. 

4. The TxRDY and TxEMT status bits are 
inactive. 

5. The received parity is checked, but is not 
regenerated for transmission, i.e., trans
mitted parity bit is as received. 

6. Character framing is checked, but the 
stop bits are retransmitted as received. 

7. A received break is echoed as received 
until the neX1 valid start bit is detected. 

8. CPU-to-receiver communications contin
ue normally, but the CPU-to-transmitter 
link is disabled. 

Two diagnostic modes can also be selected. 
MR2[7:6] = 1 O selects local loopback mode. 
In this mode: 

1. The transmitter output is internally con
nected to the receiver input. 

2. The transmit clock is used for the re-
ceiver. 

3. The TxD output is held high. 

4. The RxD input is ignored. 

5. The transmitter must be enabled, but the 
receiver need not be enabled. 

6. CPU-to-transmitter and receiver commu
nications continue normally. 

2 ----
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The second diagnostic mode is the remote 
loopback mode, selected by MR2[7:6] = 11. 
In this mode: 

1. Received data is reclocked and re· 
transmitted on the T xD output. 

2. The receive clock is used for the trans· 
milter. 

3. Received data is not sent to the local 
CPU, and the error status conditions are 
inactive. 

4. The received parity is not checked and is 
not regenerated for transmission, i.e., the 
transmitted parity bit is as received. 

5. The receiver must be enabled, but the 
transmitter need not be enabled. 

6. Character framing is not checked, and 
the stop bits are retransmitted as re
ceived. 

7. A received break is echoed as received 
until the next valid start bit is detected. 

When switching in and out of the various 
modes, the selected mode is activated at the 
completion of all transmitted and received 
characters. Likewise, if a mode is deselected, 
the device will switch out of the mode at the 
completion of the current transmit and/or 
receive characters. 

Table 2. Register Bit Formats 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

RxRTS RxlNT 
CONTROL SELECT 

O =no 0 = RxRDY 
MR1 1 =yes 1 = FFULL 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

CHANNEL MODE 

00 =Normal 
MR2 01 = Auto-echo 

1 o = Local loop 
11 = Remote loop 

NOTE: 

MR2[5] - Transmitter Request-to-Send 
Control 
This bit controls the deactivation of the RTSN 
output (MPO) by the transmitter. This output 
is manually asserted and negated by appro· 
priate commands issued via the command 
register. MR2[5] = 1 causes RTSN to be 
reset automatically one bit time after the 
characters in the transmit shift register and in 
the THR (if any) are completely transmitted 
(includes the programmed number of stop 
bits if the transmitter is not enabled). This 
feature can be used to automatically termi
nate the transmission of a message as fol
lows: 

1. Program auto-reset mode: MR2[5] = 1. 

2. Enable transmitter. 

3. Assert RTSN via command. 

4. Send message. 

5. Verify the next to last character of the 
message is being sent by waiting until 
transmitter ready is asserted. Disable 
transmitter after the last character is 
loaded into the THR. 

6. The last character will be transmitted and 
RTSN will be reset one bit time after the 
last stop bit. 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

ERROR PARITY MODE MODE 

O =char 00 = with parity 
1 =block 01 =force parity 

1 O = no parity 
11 = special mode 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

TxRTS CTS 
CONTROL ENABLE Tx 

o =no O =no 0 = 0.563 
1 =yes 1 =yes 1=0.625 

2 = 0.688 
3 = 0.750 

*Add 0.5 to values shown for 0-7, if channel is programmed for 5 bits/character. 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 
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MR2[ 4] - Clear-to-Send Control 
The state of this bit determines if the CTSN 
input (MPI) controls the operation of the 
transmitter. If this bit is 0, CTSN has no effect 
on the transmitter. If this bit is a 1, the 
transmitter checks the state of CTSN each 
time it is ready to send a character. If it is 
asserted (low), the character is transmitted. If 
it is negated (high), the TxD output remains in 
the marking state and the transmission is 
delayed until CTSN goes low. Changes in 
CTSN, while a character is being transmitted, 
do not affect the transmission of that charac
ter. This feature can be used to prevent 
overrun of a remote receiver. 

MR2[3:0] - Stop Bit Length Select 
This field programs the length of the stop bit 
appended to the transmitted character. Stop 
bit lengths of !J'15 to 1 and 1 !f15 to 2 bits, in 
increments of Y1s bit, can be programmed for 
character lengths of 6, 7, and 8 bits. For a 
character length of 5 bits, 1 Y1 s to 2 stop bits 
can be programmed in increments of Y16 bit. 
In all cases, the receiver only checks for a 
mark condition at the center of the first stop 
bit position (one bit time after the last data bit, 
or after the parity bit if parity is enabled). If an 
external 1 x clock is used for the transmitter, 
MR2[3] = 0 selects one stop bit and 
MR2[3] = 1 selects two stop bits to be trans· 
mitt ed. 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

PARITY BITS PER CHARACTER TYPE 

0 =even 00 = 5 
1 =odd 01=6 

10 = 7 
11=8 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

STOP BIT LENGTH* 

4 = 0.813 8 = 1.563 c = 1.813 
5 = 0.875 9 = 1.625 D = 1.875 
6 = 0.938 A= 1.688 E = 1.938 
7 = 1.000 8=1.750 F = 2.000 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

RECEIVER CLOCK SELECT TRANSMITTER CLOCK SELECT 

CSR See Text See Text 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

MISCELLANEOUS COMMANDS DISABLE Tx ENABLE Tx DISABLE Rx ENABLE Rx 

CR See Text 
O =no O =no O =no O=no 
1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 
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Table 2. Register Bit Formats (Continued) 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 

RECEIVED FRAMING PARITY 
BREAK ERROR ERROR 

SR O =no 0 =no O =no 
1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes . 

NOTE: 

BIT 4 

OVERRUN 
ERROR 

0 =no 
1 =yes 
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BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

TxEMT TxRDY FFULL RxRDY 

O=no O =no o =no O =no 
1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 

*These status bits are appended to the corresponding data character in the receive FIFO. A read of the status register provides these bits [7:5] from 
the top of the FIFO together with bits [4:0]. These bits are cleared by a reset error status command. In character mode, they must be reset when the 
corresponding data character is read from the FIFO. 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

POWER-
MPOb PIN FUNCTION SELECT DOWN MPOa PIN FUNCTION SELECT 

MODE 

OPCR 000 = RTSN 100=RxC (1X) O =off 000 = RTSN 100=RxC (1X) 
not used 001 =CITO 101 = RxC (16X) 1 =on 001 =CITO 101 = RxC (16X) 

010=TxC (1X) 110 = TxRDY 010 = TxC (1 X ) 110=TxRDY 
011 = TxC (16X) 111 = RxRDY/FF 011 =TxC (16X) 111 =RxRDY/FF 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

BRG SET COUNTER/TIMER DELTA DELTA DELTA DELTA 
SELECT MODE AND SOURCE MPl1blNT MPIOblNT MPl1alNT MPIOalNT 

ACR O=set 1 See Text O=off O =off O =off o =off 
1 =set 2 1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

IPCR 
DELTA DELTA DELTA DELTA 

MPl1b MP I Ob MPl1a MPIOa 
MPl1b MPIOb MPl1a MPIOa 

O =no 0 =no O =no 0 =no O=low O =low O=low O=low 
1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =high 1 =high 1 =high 1 =high 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

ISR 
MPI 

DELl:A RxRDY/ COUNTER DELTA RxRDY/ 
PORT TxRDYb TxRDYa 

CHANGE 
BREAKb FFULLb READY BREA Ka FFULLa 

O =no O =no O =no O =no O =no O =no O =no O= no 
1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =yes 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

IMR 

MPI PORT DELTA RxRDY/ 
TxRDYb 

COUNTER DELTA RxRDY/ 
TxRDYa 

CHANGE BREAKb FFULLb 
INT 

READY BREAKa FFULLa 
INT INT INT INT INT INT INT 

o =off o =off O=off o =off O=off O=off O=off O =off 
1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

C/T[15] C/T[14] C/T[13] C/T[12] C/T[11] C/T[10] C/T[9] C/T[B] 

CTUR 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

C/T[7] C/T[6] C/T[5] C/T[4] C/T[3] C/T[2] C/T[1] C/T[O] 

CTLR 
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Input 
Port 
Reg later 

BIT 7 

MP13b 

0"'IOW 

1 •high 

BIT 8 BIT 5 

MPl2b MPl3a 

O=low O•low 

1 •high 1 - high 

BIT 4 

MPl2a 

O•low 

1 •high 
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BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

MP11b MP I Ob MPl1a MPIGa 

O•low O•low O•low O•low 

1 •high 1 •high 1 =high 1 =high 

CSR - Clock Select Register 
CSR[7:4]- Receiver Clock Select 

will be delayed up to two bit times. If Table 3. Baud Rate 

When using a 3.6864MHz crystal or external 
clock input, this field selects the baud rate 
clock for the receiver as shown in Table 3. 

The receiver clock is always a 16 x clock, 
except for CSR[7:4] .. 1111. When MPl3 is 
selected as the Input, MPl3a is for channel a 
and MPl3b is for channel b. 

CSR[3:0] -Transmitter Clock Select 
This field selects the baud rate clo.ck for the 
transmitter. The field definition is as shown in 
Table 3 except as follows. 

CSR[3:0] ACR[7] = 0 
1 1 1 0 MP12-16X 
1 1 1 1 MP12-1X 

ACR[7] = 1 
MP12-16X 
MPl2-1X 

When MPl3 is selected as the input, MPl3a is 
for channel a and MPl3b is for channel b. 

CR - Command Register 
CR Is used to write commands to the Octal
UART. 

CR[7:4]- Ml-llaneoua Command• 
The encoded value of this field may be used 
to specify a single command as follows: 

0000 No command. 

0001 Reset MR pointer. Causes the MR 
pointer to point to MR1. 

0010 Reset receiver. Resets the receiver 
as if a hardware reset had been 
applied. The receiver is disabled and 
the FIFO pointer is reset to the first 
location. 

0011 Reset transmitter. Resets the trans
mitter as if a hardware reset had been 
applied. 

01 oo Reset error status. Clears the re
ceived break, parity error, framing 
error, and overrun error bits in the 
status register (SR[7:4)). Used In 
character mode to clear OE status · 
(although RB, PE, and FE bits will 
also be cleared), and in block mode 
to clear all error status after a block of 
data has been received. 

0101 Reset break change interrupt Causes 
the break detect change bit In the 
interrupt status register (ISR[2 or 6)) 
to be cleared to zero. 

011 o Start break. Forces the TxD output 
low (spacing). If the tran!llllitter is 
empty, the start of the break condition 
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the transmitter is active, the break 
begins when transmission of 1he char
acter is completed. If a char.acter is in 
the THR, the start of break is delayed 
until that character or any others 
loaded after it has been transmitted 
(TxEMT must be true before break 
begins). The transmitter must be en
abled to start a break. 

0111 Stop break. The TxD line will go high 
(marking) within two bit times. TxD will 
remain high for one bit time before 
the next character, if any, is transmit
ted. 

1000 Assert RTSN. Causes the RTSN out
put to be asserted (low). 

1001 Negate RTSN. Causes the RTSN out
put to be negated (high), 

1010 Set special time out mode with this 
channel as the channel to restart the 
C/T as each receive character is 
transferred from shift register to AHR. 

1011 Reserved. 

11 oo Reset special time out mode. 

1101 Reserved. 

111 x Reserved for testing. 

CR[3) - Dlaable Tranemltter 
This command terminates transmitter opera
tion and resets the TxRDY and TxEMT status 
bits. However, if a character is being transmit
ted or If a character is In the THR when the 
transmitter is disabled, the transmission of 
the character(s) is completed before assum
ing the inactive state. 

CR[2] - Enable Transmitter 
Enables operation of the channel a transmit
ter. The TxRDY status bit will be asserted. 

CR[1] - Dlaable Reeelver 
This command terminates operation of the 
receiver Immediately- a character being re
ceived will be lost. The command has no 
effect on the receiver status bits or any other 
control registers. If the special wake-up mode 
Is programmed, the receiver operates even if 
it is disabled (- Wake-Up Mode). 

CA[O)-Enabla Receiver 
Enables operation of the receiver. If riot In the 
special wake-up mode, thiS also forces the 
recelVar Into the search for start bit state. 
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CSR[7:4] ACA[7]=0 ACR[7]:i: 1 

0 0 0 0 50 75 
0 0 0 1 110 110 
0 0 1 0 134.5 38.4k 
0 0 1 1 200 150 
0 1 0 0 300 300 
0 1 0 1 600 600 
0 1 1 0 1,200 1,200 
0 1 1 1 1,050 2,000 
1 0 0 0 2,400 2,400 
1 0 0 1 4,800 4,800 
1 0 1 0 7,200 1,600 
1 0 1 1 9,600 9,600 
1 1 0 0 36.4k 19.2k 
1 1 0 1 Timer Timer 
1 1 1 0 MPl3-16X MP13-16X 
1 1 1 1 MP13-1X MPl3-1X 

SR- Channel Status Register 
SA[7] -Aacalvad Break 
This bit indicates that an all-zero character of 
the programmed length has been received 
without a stop bit. Only a single FIFO positlOn 
is occupied when a break is received; further 
entries to the FIFO are Inhibited until the 
RxDA line returns to the marking state for at 
least cine-half bit time (two successive edges 
ol the Internal or external 1 x clock). 

When this bit is set, the change in break bit in 
the ISR (ISR[6 or 2)) is set. ISR[6 or 2) is also 
set when the end of the break condition, as 
defiiied above, is detected. The break detect 
circuitry is capable of detecting breaks that 
originate in the middle of a received charao
ter. However, if a break begins In the middle 
of a character, it must last until the end of the 
next character in order for it to be detected. 

SR[&]- Framing Error (FE) . 
rhis bit, when set, indicates that a stop bit 
was not detected when the corresponding 
data character in the FIFO was received. The 
stop bit check is made in the middle of the 
first stop bit position. 

SA[S] - Parity Error (PE) 
This bit is set when the 'with parity' or 'force 
parity' mode is programmed and the corre
sponding character in the FIFO was received 
with Incorrect parity. In the special 'wake-up' 
mode, the parity error bit stores the received 
AID bit. 

SR[4]-0verrun Error (OE) 
This bit, when set, Indicates that one. or more 
characters in the received data stream have 
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been lost. It is set upon receipt of a new 
character when the FIFO is full and a charac
ter is already in the receive shift register 
waiting for an empty FIFO position. When this 
occurs, the character in the receive shift 
register (and its break detect, parity error and 
framing error status, H any) is lost. This bit is 
cleared by a reset error status command. 

SR[3] -Tranamltter Empty (TxEMT) 
This bit is set when the transmitter underruns, 
i.e., both the transmit holding register and the 
transmit shift register are empty. However, 
this bit is not set until one character has been 
transmitted. It is set after transmission of the 
last stop bit of a character, if no character is 
in the THR awaiting transmission. It is reset 
when the THR is loaded by the CPU, or when 
the transmitter is disabled. 

SR[2] -Transmitter Ready (TxRDY) 
This bit, when set, indicates that the THR is 
empty and ready to be loaded w~ a charac
ter. This bit is cleared when the THR is 
loaded by the CPU and is set when the 
character is transferred to the transmit shift 
register. TxRDY is reset when the transmitter 
is disabled and is set when the transmitter is 
first enabled, e.g., characters loaded in the 
THR while the transmitter is disabled will not 
be transmitted. 

SR[1] - FIFO Full (FFULL) 
This bit is set when a character is transferred 
from the receive shift register to the receive 
FIFO and the transfer causes the FIFO to 
become full, i.e., all three FIFO positions are 
occupied. It is reset when the CPU reads the 
FIFO and there is no character in the receive 
shift register. If a character is waiting in the 
receive shift register because the FIFO is full, 
FFULL is not reset after reading the FIFO 
once. 

SR[O] - Receiver Ready (RxRDY) 
This bit indicates that a character has been 
received and is waiting in the FIFO to be read 
by the CPU. It is set when the character is 
transferred from the receive shift register to 
the FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
AHR, and no more characters are in the 
FIFO. 

OPCR - Output Port 
Configuration Register 

OPCR[6:4]- MPOb Output Select 
This field programs the MPOb output pin to 
provide one of the following: 

000 Request-to-send active low output 
(RTSN). This output is asserted and 
negated via the command register. 
Mode RTSN can be programmed to 
be automatically reset after the char
acter In the transmitter is completely 
shifted out or when the receiver FIFO 
and receiver shift register are full 
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001 

using MR2[5] and MR1[7], respec
tively. 

The counter/timer output. In the timer 
mode, this output is a square wave 
with a period of twice the value (in 
clock periods) of the contents of 1he 
CTUR and CTLR. In the counter 
mode, the output remains high until 
the terminal count is reached, at 
which time it goes low. The output 
returns to the high state when the 
counter is stopped by a stop counter 
command. 

010 The 1 X clock for the transmitter, 
which is the clock that shifts the 
transmitted data. If data is not being 
transmitted, a non-synchronized 1 x 
clock is output. 

011 The 16X clock for the transmitter. 
This is the clock selected by 
CSR[3:0], and is a 1 X clock if 
CSR[3:0] = 1111. 

100 The 1 x clock for the receiver, which 
is the clock that samples the received 
data. If data is not being received, a 
non-synchronized 1 x clock is output. 

101 The 16X clock for the receiver. This 
is the clock selected by CSR[7:4], 
and is a 1 x clock H CSR[7:4] • 1111. 

11 O The transmitter register empty signal, 
which is the same as SR[3]. 

111 The receiver ready or FIFO full signal. 

OPCR[3]- Power-Down Mode Select 
This bit, when set, selects the power-down 
mode. In this mode, the SCC2696 oscillator is 
stopped and all functions requiring this clock 
are suspended. The contents of all registers 
are saved. It is recommended that the trans
mitter and receiver be disabled prior to plac
ing the SCC2698 in this mode. This bit is 
reset with RESET asserted. Note that this bit 
must be set to a logic 1 before power-down 
occurs. Only OPCR[3] in block A controls the 
power-down mode. 

OPCR[2:0] - MPOa Output Select 
This field programs the MPOa output pin to 
provide one of the same functions as de-. 
scribed in OPCR[6:4]. 

ACR -Auxlllary Control 
Register 

ACR[7] - Baud Rate Generator Set 
Select 
This bit selects one of two sets of baud rates 
to be generated by the BAG. 

Set 1: 50, 110, 134.5, 200, 300, 600, 1.05k, 
1.2k, 2.4k, 4.Bk, 7.2k, 9.6k, and 38.4k 
baud. 
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Set 2: 75, 110, 38.4k, 150, 300, 600, 1.2k, 
1.6k, 2.0k, 2.4k, 4.6k, 9.6k and 19.2k 
baud. 

The selected set of rates is available for use 
by the receiver and transmitter. 

ACR[6:4]- Counter/Timer Mode and 
Clock Source Select 
This field selects the operating mode of the 
counter/timer and its clock source (see 
Table 4). 

The MPI pin available as the clock source is 
MPI a, c, e, and g only. 

ACR[3:0]-MPl1b, MPIOb, MPl1a, MPIOa 
Change-of-State Interrupt Enable 
This field selects which bits of the input port 
change register (IPCR) cause the input 
change bit in the interrupt status register, 
ISR[7], to be set. If a bit is in the 'on' state, 
the setting of the corresponding bit in the 
IPCR will also result in the setting of ISR[7], 
which results in the generation of an interrupt 
output H IMR[7] • 1. If a bit is in the 'off' state, 
the setting of that bit in the IPCR has no 
effect on ISR[7]. 

IPCR - Input Port Change 
Register 
IPCR[7:4] - MPl1b, MPIOb, MPl1a, MPIOa 
Change-of-State 
These bits are set when a change-of-state, as 
defined in the Input Port section of this data 
sheet, occurs at the respective pins. They are 
cleared when the IPCR is read by the CPU. A 
read of the IPCR also clears ISR[7], the input 
change bit in the interrupt status register. The 
setting of these bits can be programmed to 
generate an interrupt to the CPU. 

IPCR[3:0]- MPl1b, MPIOb, MPl1a, MPIOa 
Change-of-state 
These bits provide the current state of the 
respective inputs. The information is un
latched and reflects the state of the input pins 
at the time the IPCR is read. 
Table 4. ACR[6:4] Operating Mode 

[6:4] MODE CLOCK SOURCE 

0 0 0 Counter MPI pin 
0 0 1 Counter MPI pin divided t>y 16 
0 1 0 Counter TxC -1 x Clock of the 

transmitter 
0 1 1 Counter Crystal or eXterhal clock 

(X1/CLK) dlvid8d by 16 
1 0 0 limer MPI pm 
1 0 1 limer MPI pin divid~ t>y 16 
1 1 0 Timer Crystal or external clock 

(X1/CLK) 
11 1 Timer Crystal or external clock 

(X1 /CLI<) divided by 16 

-2 -
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ISR - Interrupt Status Register 
This register provides the status of all poten
tial interrupt sources. The contents of this 
register are masked by the interrupt mask 
register (IMR). If a bit in the ISR is a "1" and 
the corresponding bit in the IM R is also a '1 ', 
the INTRN output is asserted (low). If the 
corresponding bit in the IMR is a zero, the 
state of the bit in the ISR has no effect on the 
INTRN output. Note that the IMR does not 
mask the reading of the ISR - the true status 
is provided regardless of the contents of the 
IMR. 

ISR[7] - MPI Change-of-State 
This bit is set when a change-of-state occurs 
at the MPl1 b, MPIOb, MPl1 a, MPIOa input 
pins. It is reset when the CPU reads the IPCR. 

ISR[6] - Channel b Change in Break 
This bit, when set, indicates that the receiver 
has detected the beginning or the end of a 
received break. It is reset when the CPU 
issues a reset break change interrupt com
mand. 

ISR[5] - Receiver Ready or FIFO Full 
Channel b 
The function of this bit is programmed by 
MR 1 [6]. If programmed as receiver ready, it 
indicates that a character has been received 
and is waiting in the FIFO to be read by the 
CPU. It is set when the character is trans
ferred from the receive shift register to the 
FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
receive FIFO. If the FIFO contains more 
characters, the bit will be set again after the 
FIFO is read. 

If programmed as FIFO full, it is set when a 
character is transferred from the receive shift 
register to the receive FIFO and the transfer 
causes the FIFO to become full, i.e., all three 
FIFO positions are occupied. It is reset when 
FIFO is read and there is no character in the 
receive shift register. If there is a character 
waiting in the receive shift register because 
the FIFO is full, the bit is set again when the 
waiting character is transferred into the FIFO. 

ISR[ 4] - Transmitter Ready Channel b 
This bit is a duplicate of TxRDY (SR[2]). 

ISR(3] - Counter Ready 
In the counter mode of operation, this bit is 
set when the counter reaches terminal count 
and is reset when the counter is stopped by a 
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stop counter command. It is initialized to 'O' 
when the chip is reset. 

In the timer mode, this bit is set once each 
cycle of the generated square wave (every 
other time the CIT reaches zero count). The 
bit is reset by a stop counter command. The 
command, however, does not stop the CIT. 

ISR(2] - Channel a Change In Break 
This bit, when set, indicates that the receiver 
has detected the beginning or the end of a 
received break. It is reset when the CPU 
issues a reset break change interrupt com
mand. 

ISR(1]- Receiver Ready or FIFO Full 
Channel a 
The function of this bit is programmed by 
MR1 [6]. If programmed as receiver ready, it 
indicates that a character has been received 
and is waiting in the FIFO to be read by the 
CPU. It is set when the character is trans
ferred from the receive shift register to the 
FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
receive FIFO. If the FIFO contains more 
characters, the bit will be set again after the 
FIFO is read. If programmed as FIFO full, it is 
set when a character is transferred from the 
receive shift register to the receive FIFO and 
the transfer causes the FIFO to become full, 
i.e., all three FIFO positions are occupied. It is 
reset when FIFO is read and there is no 
character in the receiver shift register. If there 
is a character waiting in the receive shift 
register because the FIFO is full, the bit is set 
again when the waiting character is trans
ferred into the FIFO. 

ISR[O] - Transmitter Ready Channel a 
This bit is a duplicate of TxRDY (SR[2]). 

IMR - Interrupt Mask Register 
The programming of this register selects 
which bits in the ISR cause an interrupt 
output. If a bit in the ISR is a '1' and the 
corresponding bit in the IMR is a '1 ', the 
INTRN output is asserted (low). If the corre
sponding bit in the IMR is a zero, the state of 
the bit in the ISR has no affect on the INTRN 
output. Note that the IMR does not mask 
reading of the ISR. 

CTUR and CTLR-Counter/ 
Timer Registers 
The CTUR and CTLR hold the eight MSBs 
and eight LSBs, respectively, of the value to 
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be used by the counter/timer in either the 
counter or timer modes of operation. The 
minimum value which may be loaded is 
000216· 

In the timer (programmable-divider) mode, 
the CIT generates a square wave with a 
period of twice the value (in clock periods) of 
the CTUR and CTLR. If the value in CTUR or 
CTLR is changed, the current half-period will 
not be affected, but subsequent half-periods 
will be. In this mode the CIT runs continuous
ly. Receipt of a start counter command caus
es the counter to begin a new cycle using the 
values in CTU and CTL. The counter ready 
status bit, ISR[3], is set once each cycle of 
the square wave. The bit is reset by a stop 
counter command. The command, however, 
does not stop the CIT. 

The generated square wave is output on 
MPO if it is programmed to be the CIT output. 

In the counter mode, the CIT counts down 
the number of pulses loaded into CTUR and 
CTLR. Counting begins upon receipt of a start 
counter command. Upon reaching the termi
nal count, the counter ready interrupt bit, 
ISR[3], is set. The counter continues counting 
past the terminal count until stopped by the 
CPU. If MPO is programmed to be the output 
of the C/T, the output remains high until the 
terminal count is reached, at which time it 
goes low. 

The output returns to the high state and 
ISR[3] is cleared when the counter is stopped 
by a stop counter command. The CPU may 
change the values of CTUR and CTLR at any 
time, but the new count becomes effective 
only on the next start counter command. If 
new values have not been loaded, the previ
ous count values are preserved and used for 
the next count cycle. 

In the counter mode, the current value of the 
upper and lower eight bits of the counter can 
be read by the CPU. It is recommended that 
the counter be stopped when reading to 
prevent potential problems which may occur 
if a carry from the lower eight bits to the upper 
eight bits occurs between the times that both 
halves of the counter are read. However, a 
subsequent start counter command causes 
the counter to begin a new count cycle using 
the values in CTUR and CTLR. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS' 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 range o to +70 oc 

Tsrn Storage temperature range -65 to +150 oc 

Vee Voltage from Vee to GND3 -0.5 to + 7.0 v 
Vs Voltage from any pin to ground3 -0.5 to Vee ± 5% v 
Po Power dissipation 1 w 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA =0°c to +70°C, Vee= +5V ±5%4• 5· 6 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

V1L Input low voltage 
V1H Input high voltage (except X1 /CLK) 
V1H Input high voltage (X1 /CLK) 
Vol Output low voltage loL = 2.4mA 
VoH Output high voltage (except OC outputs) loH = -400µA 

l1L Input leakage current V1N=O to Vee 
ILL Data bus 3-State leakage current Vo= Oto Vee 
lx1L X1 /CLK low input current V1N = O, X2 floated 
1x1H X1 /CLK high input current V1N =Vee. X2 floated 
lx2L X2 low input current V1N = 0, X1 /CLK floated 
lx2H X2 high input current V1N =Vee, X1 /CLK floated 

lac Open-collector output leakage current Vo= Oto Vee 
Ice Power supply current 

NOTES: 
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LIMITS 
UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

0.8 v 
2 v 

0.9Vcc Vee v 
0.4 v 

2.4 v 
-10 10 µA 
-10 10 µA 
-3 -1.5 0 mA 
0 3.5 10 mA 

-100 -30 0 µA 
0 + 30 100 µA 

10 µA 
150 mA 

1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 
the device at these or any other condition above those indicated in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 

2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature. 
3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, it is 

suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rated maxima. 
4. Parameters are valid over specified temperature range. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground (GND). For testing, all inputs except X1 /CLK swing between 0.4V and 2.4V with a transition time of 20ns 

maximum. For X1/CLK this swing is between 0.4V and 4.4V. All time measurements are referenced at input voltages of O.BV and 2V, as appropriate. 
6. Typical values are at + 25°C, typical supply voltages, and typical processing parameters. 
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Octal Universal Asynchronous 
Receiver /Transmitter (Octal-UART) 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA=o•c to +70°C, Vcc=+5V ±5%4· 5• 6• 7 

TENTATIVE LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER 

Min Typ 

Reset timing (Figure 2) 

IRES RESET pulse width 1.0 

Bus timing (Figure 3)8 

tAs AO -A5 setup time to RDN, WRN low 10 
tAH AO -A5 hold time from RDN, WRN high 0 
tcsg CEN setup time to RDN, WRN low 0 
lcH9 CEN hold time from RDN, WRN high 0 
tRw WRN, RDN pulse width 225 
too Data valid after RDN low 
toF Data bus floating after RDN high 
tos Data setup time before WRN high 100 
toH Data hold time after WRN high 10 
lRW010 High time between reads and/or writes 200 

MPI and MPO timing (Figure 4)8 

!pg MPI input setup time before RDN low 0 
!pH MPI input hold time after RDN high 0 
tpo MPO output valid after WRN high 

Interrupt timing (Figure 5) 

t1R INTRN high from: 
Read RHR (RxRDY /FFULL interrupt) 
Write THR (TxRDY, TxEMT interrupt) 
Reset command (break change interrupt) 
Reset command (MPI change interrupt) 
Stop CIT command (counter interrupt) 
Write IMR (clear of interrupt mask bit) 

Clock timing (Figure 6) 

tcLK X1 /CLK high or low time 100 
fcLK X1 /ClK frequency 2.0 3.6864 
tcTC CTCLK high or low time 100 
fcTC CTCLK frequency 0 
tRx RxC high or low time 220 
fRx RxC frequency (16 X ) 0 

(1X) 0 
lTX TxC high or low time 220 
fTX TxC frequency (16X) 0 

(1X) 0 

Transmitter timing (Figure 7) 

tTXo TxD output delay from TxC low 
!Tes TxC output delay from TxD output data 0 

Receiver timing (Figure 8) 

tRxs RxD data setup time to RxC high 200 
lRXH RxD data hold time from RxC high 200 

NOTES: 

Preliminary Specification 

SCC2698 

UNIT 
Max 

µs 

ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 
ns 

150 ns 
100 ns 

ns 
ns 
ns 

ns 
ns 

370 ns 

270 ns 
270 ns 
270 ns 
270 ns 
270 ns 
270 ns 

ns 
4 MHz 

ns 
4 MHz 

ns 
2 MHz 
1 MHz 

ns 
2 MHz 
1 MHz 

350 ns 
150 ns 

ns 
ns 

7. Test condition for outputs: CL= 150pF, except interrupt outputs. Test condition for interrupt outputs: CL= 50pF, AL= 2.7kSl to Vee. 
8. Timing is illustrated and referenced to the WAN and RON inputs. The device may also be operated with CEN as the 'strobing' input. In this case, all timing 

specifications apply referenced to the falling and rising edges of CEN. CEN and RON (also CEN and WAN) are ANOed internally. As a consequence, the signal 
asserted last initiates the cycle and the signal negated first terminates the cycle. 

9. If CEN is used as the 'strobing' input, the parameter defines the minimum high times between one CEN and the next. The RON signal must be negated for tAwo 
to guarantee that any status register changes are valid. 

10. Consecutive write operations to the same command register require at least three edges of the X1 clock between writes. 
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Octal Universal Asynchronous 
Receiver /Transmitter (Octal-UART) 
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Figure 2. Rent Timing 
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Octal Universal Asynchronous 
Receiver jTransmitter (Octal-UART) 

RON\ 

MPlx 
jr~ 

WRN\ 

MPOx OLD DATA 

1.K 

i.~~ 
Figure 4. Port Timing 

NOTES: 
1. INTRN or MPO when used as interrupt outputs. 
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NEW DATA 

2. The test for open drain outputs is intended to guarantee switching of the output transistor. Measurement of this response is referenced from the midpoint of the switching signal, VM, 
to a point 0.5V above.Vol· This point represents noise margin that assures true switching has occurred. Beyond this level, the effects of external circuitry and test environment are 
pronounced and can greatly affect the resultant measurement. 

X1/CLK 
CTCLK 

R•C r,c 
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Figure 5. Interrupt Timing 
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Figure 6. Clock Timing 
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Octal Universal Asynchronous 
Receiver /Transmitter (Octal-UART) 

TxD 

TRANSMITTER 
ENA&LED 

1J1RDV 
CSR21 

WRN 

CTSN1 

01 

UPIO ___ _ 

NOTES: 

RTSN' 
UPO 

1. Timing shown for MR2[4l - 1. 
2. llmlng shown 1or MR2(5J - 1. 
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Octal Universal Asynchronous 
Receiver /Transmitter (Octal-UART) 

AxD 

RECEIVER 
ENABLED 

RxADY 
(SRO)-------' 

FFUL 
(SR1>----------+----------' 

RxADVJ--------. 

,~.~~ 

AON 

OVERRUN 

fSA4) ---------------------+---=;;;...i 
RTS1 

(MPOx) 

-1. Timing shown for MR1[7J • 1. 
2. Shown for OPCR(6:4, 2:0}• 111 or 000 and MR1(6J•O. 

MASTER STATION 
BIT9 

Figure 10. Receiver Timing 
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MA1(4-3)=11 A00#1 MR1(2)=000 MR1{21 • 1 A00#2 

MA1(2)=1 .. 

PERIPHERAL STATION 
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MR1(4-3)=11 A00•1 ~~ ~A 
00 AOOl2 

RxO~ !of 

Figure 11. Wake-Up Mode 
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Microprocessor Products 

DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCC63484 Advanced 
CRT Controller (ACRTC) is a CMOS 
VLSI microcomputer peripheral device 
capable of controlling raster scan type 
CRTs to display both graphics and char
acters. The ACRTC is a new generation 
CRT controller that is based on a bit
mapped technology and has more dis
play control functions than those of an 
SCN2674 Advanced Video Display Con
troller (AVDC). 

The ACRTC prepares the mechanisms 
to use in one of three modes: character 
only; graphic only and multiplexed char
acter/graphic modes. Therefore, the 
ACRTC can be applied to many applica
tions, from character-only display de
vices to large full-graphic systems. 

The ACRTC can reduce CPU software 
overhead and enhance system through
put. 

December 1986 

SCC63484 
Advanced CRT Controller 
(ACRTC) 
Preliminary Specification 

FEATURES 
• High-speed graphic drawings 

- Drawing rate: maximum 500ns/ 
pixel (color drawing) 

- Drawn graphics: Dot, llne, 
rectangle, polyline, polygon, 
circle, ellipse, paint, copy, etc. 

- Drawn colors: 16 bits/word, 1, 
2, 4, 8, 16 bits/pixel (5 types) 
monochrome to max 64k colors 

• Large frame memory space 
- Maximum 2Mbytes graphic 

memory 
- Maximum 128k-byte character 

memory separated from the 
MPU memory 

- Available to maximum 
4096 X 4096 high-resolution 
CRT (1 bit/pixel mode) 

• Various CRT display controls 
- Split screens (3 displays and 1 

window) 
- Zooming up (1 to 16 times) 
- Scroll (vertical and horizontal) 

• External synchronization 
- Synchronization between 

ACRTCs or between the 
ACRTC and external device; 
e.g. TV system or other 
controller 

• OMA interface 
• Two programmable cursors 
• Three scan modes 

- Non-Interlace, Interlace sync., 
and Interlace sync. and video 
modes 

•Interrupt request to MPU 
• 256 characters/line, 32 rasters/ 

llne, 4096 rasters/screen 
• Maximum clock frequency 8MHz 
• CMOS, + 5V single power supply 
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PIN CONFIGURATION 

PIN~ 

ml1 1 

'l!lili2 

11/W 
ill 
RS -l5i5fl!, 

llllm • 
!!RR 9 

DTmt 
ilm 

Rmlil 
ViYiiC 

Vee 1 

mvim 

118 

D9 

D10 

D11 

D12 

D13 

D15 

TOPvtEW 

-2 -
LPSTll 

l!lill"i 
111111 
UADO 

llAD1 

llAD2 

lllAD3 

lllAll4 

CHI 

MRD 

lllJW 
D 
llCYC 

Vu 

2CLK 

Vee 

llAD5 

llAD7 

MADI 

MADI 

MAD10 

llAD11 

MAD13 

llAD14 

MAD15 

llA18/RAO 

llA17/llA1 

llA18/llA2 

llA19/RA3 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Vee= sv ±5%, TA= o•c to +1o•c 
PACKAGE 

8MHz 

Plastic DIP SCC63484CBN64 

Ceramic DIP SCC634B4C8164 

Plastic LCC SCC63484CBA6B 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

16 

l5llEl.i DllA DRAWING 

lmR 
CONTROL REGISTER ADORESS 

UNIT ADDRESS 
IRllir 

20 
DRAWING DRAWING 

PROCESSOR DATA 

INTER-
AUPT 16 

CONTROL DRAW ENABLE 
IRllW UNIT WRITE 
MAD 

MADO-MAD15 

DISPLAY MA16/RAO-
ADDRESS MA19/RA3 

16 
20 

RA4 

DO-D15 RASTER 
·ADDRESS CRT 

DISPLAY INTERFACE 
PRDCESSDR 

fl 
CHA 

CHA 

RS 
MPU 

CCUD 

INTER· 

RJW FACE LPSTB 

mm.cum 
Dim( 

GOUD 

HSYNC 
HIVNl5 

YSYNC 
~ 

EXSYNC 
l!l!filiC 

TIMING 
DISP PROCESSOR mis;.~ 

MCLK 
MCYC 

AS 
Ali 

2CLK 
2CLK 

2 2 

Vee Vss 
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Advanced CRT Controller (ACRTC) SCC63484 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

MNEMONIC PIN NO. TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

MPU Interface 

RES 6 I 

DO-D15 17-32 1/0 

R/W 3 I 

cs 4 I 

RS 5 I 

DTACK 10 0 

IRQ 11 0 

DMAC Interface 

DREQ 8 0 

DACK 9 I 

DONE 7 1/0 

CRT interface 

2CLK 50 I 

MADO-MAD15 61-57,48-38 1/0 

AS 53 0 

MA16/RAO- 37-34 0 
MA19/RA3 

RA4 33 0 

CHR 56 0 

MCYC 52 0 

MRD 55 0 

DRAW 54 0 

DISP1 - DISP2 62-63 0 

CUD1 -CUD2 1-2 0 

VSYl'IC 13 0 

HSYNC 12 0 

EXSYNC 15 1/0 

LPSTB 64 I 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
The ACRTC consists of five major functional 
blocks. These functional blocks operate in 
parallel to achieve maximum performance. 
Two of the blocks perform the ex1ernal bus 
interface for the host MPU and CRT, respec
tively. 

December 1986 

Reset: Hardware reset to the ACRTC. 

Date Bus: The bidirectional data bus for communication with the host MPU or 
DMAC. In 8-bit data bus mode, DO - 07 are used. 

Read/Write: Controls the direction of host to/from ACRTC transfers. 

Chip Select: Enables data transfers between the host and the ACRTC. 

Register Select: Selects the ACRTC register to be accessed and is normally 
connected to the least significant bit of the host address bus. 

Data Transfer Acknowledge: Provides asynchronous bus cycle timing and is 
compatible with the SCN68000 Microprocessor DTACK input. 

Interrupt Request: Generates interrupt service requests to the host MPU. 

OMA Request: Generates DMA service requests to the host DMAC. 

OMA Acknowledge: Receives DMA acknowledge timing from the host DMAC. 

Done: Terminates OMA transfer and is compatible with the DMAC DONE signal. 

Clock: Basic ACRTC operating clock derived from the dot clock. 

Address/Date Bus: Multiplexed frame buffer address/ data bus. 

Address Strobe: Address strobe for demultiplexing the frame buffer address/ data 
bus (MADO-MAD15). 

Address Bits/Raster Address Outputs: The high-order address bits for graphic 
screens and the raster address outputs for character screens. 

Raster Address Bit: Provides the high-order raster address bit (up to 32 rasters) 
for character screens. 

Graphic/Character Screen Access: Indicates whether a graphic or character 
screen is being accessed. 

Memory Clock: Frame buffer memory access timing - one half the frequency of 
2CLK. 

Bus Direction Control: Frame buffer data bus direction control. 

Drawing/Refresh Cycle: Differentiates between drawing cycles and CRT display 
refresh cycles. 

Display Enable Timing: Programmable display enable timing used to selectively 
enable, disable and blank logical screens. 

Cursor Timing: Provides cursor timing determined by ACRTC programmed 
parameters such as cursor definition, cursor mode, cursor address, etc. 

Vertical Synchronization: CRT device vertical synchronization pulse. 

Horizontal Synchronization: CRT device horizontal synchronization pulse. 

External Synchronization: For synchronization between multiple ACRTCs and other 
video signal generating devices. 

Light Pen: Connection to an ex1ernal light pen. 

· MPU Interface 
The MPU interface manages the asynchro
nous host MPU interface including the pro
grammable interrupt control unit and DMA 
handshaking control unit. 

2-287 

CRT Interface 
The CRT interface manages the frame buffer 
bus and CRT timing input and output control 
signals. Also, the selection of either display 
refresh address or drawing address outputs is 
performed. The other three blocks are sepa
rately microprogrammed processors which 

............ 
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Advanced CRT Controller (ACRTC) 

operate in parallel to perform the major func
tions of drawing, display control, and timing. 

Drawing Processor 
This interprets commands and command pa
rameters issued by the host bus (MPU and/or 
DMAC) and performs the drawing operations 
on the frame buffer memory. This processor 
is responsible for the execution of ACRTC 
drawing algorithms and conversion of logical 
pixel X-Y addresses to physical frame buffer 
addresses. Communication with the host bus 
is from separate 16-byte read and write 
FIFOs. 

Dlsplay Processor 
The display processor manages frame buffer 
refresh addressing based on the user-pro
grammed specificstion of display screen or
ganization. Combines and displays as many 
as four independent screen segments (three 
horizontal splits and one window) using an 
internal high-speed address calculation unit. 
Controls display refresh address outputs 
based on graphic (physical frame buffer ad
dress) or character (physical frame buffer 
address + row address) display modes. 

Timing Processor 
This generates the CRT synchronization sig
nals and other timing signals used internally 
by the ACRTC. The ACRTC's software visible 
registers are similarly partitioned and reside in 
the appropriate internal processor, depending 
on function. The registers in the display and 
timing processors are loaded with basic dis
play parameters during system initialization. 
During operation, the host primarily commun~ 
cates with the ACRTC's drawing processor 
via the on-chip FIFOs. 

OPERATION 
Powerful visual interfaces are a key compo
nent of advanced system architectures. A 
proven technique uses raster-scanned CRT 
technology for the display of graphics and 
text information. 

Systems which use first-generation CRT con
trollers (CRTCs) are constrained by hard
ware/software design time, manufacturing 
cost, and limlted MPU bandwidth. To meet 
the functional requirements for powerful visu
al interfaces and to support their use in. high 
volume, cost-sensitive applications, ad
vanced circuit design and VLSI CMOS manu
facturing technologies have been used to 
create a next generation CRTC, the 
SCC63484 ACRTC. The ACRTC concept is to 
incorporate major funetionality on-chip, for
merly requiring external hardware and soft
ware. In this way, both higher performance 
and reduced system cost benefits are 
achieved. 

1. High-level command language increases 
performance and reduces software de
velopment cost. 
- ACRTC converts logical X-Y coordi

nates to physical frame buffer ad
dresses 

- 38 commands including 23 graphic 
drawing commands - LINE, RECT
ANGLE, POLYLINE, POLYGON, CIR
CLE, ELLIPSE, ARC, ELLIPSE ARC, 
FILLED RECTANGLE, PAINT, PAT
TERN and COPY 

- On-chip 32-byte pattern RAM 
- Conditional drawing function (8 condi-

tions) for drawing patterns, color mix
ing and software mixing and software 
windowing 

- Drawing area control with hardware 
clipping and hitting 

- Maximum drawing speed of 2 million 
logical pixels per second is the same 
for monochrome and color applica
tions 

2. High resolution display with advanced 
screen control 
- Up to 4096 by 4096 bit map graphic 

display and/ or 256 line by 256 char
acter by 32 raster character display 

- Separate bit map graphic (2Mbyte) 
and character (128kbyte) address 
spaces with combined graphic/char
acter display 

- Three horizontal split screens and 
one window screen 

- Size and position fully programmable 
- Independent horizontal and vertical 

smooth scroll for each screen 
- 1 to 16 zoom magnitude - indepen

dent X and Y zoom factors 

--
- PRll-PROCE88 

-PROC
(~ 

DlllPLAY CONTROL 
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- Logical pixei specification as 1, 2, 4, 8 
or 16 bits for monochrome, gray scale 
and color displays 

- Programmable address increment 
supports frame buffer memory widths 
to 256 bits for video bit rates 
> 500MHz. (ACRTC R mask is limited 

to 128 bits) 
- Unique interleaved access mode for 

screen superimposition or 'fleshless' 
displays 

- ACRTC provides dynamic RAM re
fresh address 

3. High-performance MPU interface 
- Optimized Interface with the 

SCN68000 MPU and DMAC 
- 8- 0r 16-blt bus - compatible with 

other MPUs 
- Separate on-chip 16-byte read and 

write FIFOs 
- Maskable interrupts including FIFO 

status 

4. Versatile CRT interface 
- Full programmability of CRT timing 

signals 
- Three raster scanning modes 
- Master or slave synchronization to 

multiple ACRTCs or other video gen
erating devices 

- Two hardware cursors; three cursor 
modes 

- Programmable cursor and display tim
ing skew 

- Eight user-defineable video attributes 
- Light pen detection 

5. VLSI CMOS process 

CRTC 

llPU 
SOFTWARE 

Figure 1. ACRTC vs CRTC 
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APPLICATIONS 
The overall function of a visual interface is 
logically partitioned into layers. At the lowest 
layer are CRT timing and control signal ganer
ation. At the top layer are general purpose 
drawing procedures which provide a high
level interface to the user's operating system 
or application software. At this layer, a num
ber of popular standards have emerged 
including GKS, CORE, NAPLP, GSX and 
others. 

Figure 1 shows how the ACRTC performs the 
key functions or logical drawing algorithm and 
physical drawing execution. Formerly, these 
functions were performed by external hard
ware and/ or MPU software. 

As shown, the ACRTC reduces the 'gap' 
between device functionality and high-level 
graphics pr.ocedures. Since the ACRTC de
vice itself provides capabilities closely related 
to those of high-level graphics packages, the 
effort (hardware and software design time 
and cost) required to develop a visual inter
face is significantly reduced. 

Noting the traditional and emerging applica
tions for visual interfaces, Figure 2 shows that 
a single ACRTC is suitable for a broad range 
of products in both alphanumeri<: and graph
ics areas. Multiple ACRTCs can achieve per
formance beyond that of any first-generation 
CRTC configuration. 

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION 
Existing CRTCs provide a single bus interface 
to the frame buffer which must be shared with 
the host MPU. However, the relre$h of large 
frame buffers and the requirement to access 
the frame buffer for drawing operations can 
quickly saturate this shared bus bandwidth. 

As shown in Figure 3, the ACRTC uses 
separate host MPU and frame buffer bus 
interfaces. This allows the ACRTC full access 
to the frame buffer for display relre$h, DRAM 
refresh and drawing operations while minimiz
ing the ACRTC' s usage of the MPU system 
bus. Thus, overall system performance is 
ml!><imized. A related benefit is that a large 
frame buffer (2Mbyte for each ACRTC) is 
usable even if the host MPU has a smaller 
address space or segment size restriction. 

The ACRTC can utilize an external OMA 
controller. This increases system throughput 
when large amounts of command, parameter 
and data information must be transferred to 
the ACRTC. Also, advanced DMAC features, 
such as the 'chaining' modes, can be used to 
develop powerful graphics system architec
tures. 

However, more cost-sensitive or less perfor
mance-sensitive applications do not require a 
DMAC. The interface to the ACRTC can be 
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GAllEllAQtlNE 
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G-C 

CHlCTEA 
CRTC 

ACRTC COVERAGE 

Figure 2. Application Spectrum 

ACRTC 

,_, .. 
Figure 3. System Contlguretlon 

handled completely under MPU software con
trol. 

While both ACRTC bus interfaces (host MPU 
and frame buffer) exploit 16-bit data paths for 
maximum. performance, the ACRTC also of
fers an 8-bit MPU mode for easy connection 
to popular 8-bit bus structures. 

VIDEO ATTRIBUTES 
The ACRTC outputs 20 bits of video attri
butes on MAOO-MA015 and MA16/ 

.RAO-MA19/RA3. These attributes are out
put at the last cycle prior to the rising edge of 
HSYNC and should be latched externally. 
Thus. video $!tributes can be set on a raster
by-raster basis (see Figure 4). 
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Attribute Code 
(ATCO-ATC7:MADO - MAD7) 
These are user-defined attributes. The pro
grammed contents of the attribute control bits 
(ATR) of the display control register (OCR) 
are output on thes9 lines. Note that the data 
written into A TR can be externally used after 
the completion of current raster scanning. 

Attribute Code (ATC7 - ATCO) 
Application 
ATC Is one of the functions provided for user 
applications; the data employed depends on 
the system requirements. Application selec
tions incll,lde: 

1. Amount of horizontal dot shift for window 
smooth scroll 

2. Horizontal width of crosshalr cursor and 
the amount of horizontal dot shift (incll.id
ing block cursor) 
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llA18 
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llA18 

llA15 
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HSDO 

KfC1 

ATCO 

BUNK 

SPLrr SCREEN NUMeER 

HORIZONTAL ZOOM 

ATTRIBllTE CODE 

Figure 4. Video Attributes 

3. Frame buffer specification in blocks 
(used for the base register) 

4. Back screen color or character color 
code 

5. Display screen selection during· screen 
blink. (used with SPL) 

6. Interrupt vector address storage 

7. Polarity selection of horizontal/vertical 
synchronization signal, etc. 

8. Blinking signal like lamps used in the 
system 

9. Code storage (maximum 8-bit) or selec-
tion signal, etc. 

Horizontal Scroll 
(HSDO - HSD3:MAD8 - MAD11) 
These are used in conjunction with external 
circuitry to implement smooth horizontal 
scroll. These lines contain the encoded start 
dot address which is used to control the 
external shift register load timing and data. 
HSD usually corresponds to the start dot 
address of the background screens. Howev· 
er, if the window smooth scroll (SWS) bit of 
the OMR (operation rncde register) is set·to 1, 
HSD outputs the start dot address of the 
window screen segment. Note that HSD out
puts the valid value only within the specified 
raster area. Changing the register contents 
during the scanning does not cause any 
external effects, because the value loaded at 
the beginning of the area is reserved. 

Horizontal Zoom Factor 
(HZO - HZ3:MAD12 - MAD15) 
These lines output the encoded (1 -16) hori
zontal zoom factor as stored in the zoom 
factor register (ZFR). Horizontal zoom is ac· 
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complished by the ACRTC repeating a single 
display address and using the HZ outputs to 
control the external shift register clock. Hori
zontal zoom can only be applied to the base 
screen. 

Spilt Position 
(SPL 1-SPL2:MA16- MA 17) 
These lines present the encoded information 
showing the enabled background screen cur· 
rently being displayed by the ACRTC. 
SPL2 SPL1 

0 0 

0 
1 
1 

1 
0 
1 

Background screen not 
enabled or displayed 
Base screen 
Upper screen 
Lower screen 

Even if the split screen display is prohibited, 
SPL is output if the area is specified. 

Blink 
(BLINK1 - BLINK2:MA 18 - MA 19) 
These lines are used to implement character 
and screen blink. The lines alternate from 
high to low periodically as defined In the blink 
control register (BCR). The blink frequency is 
specified in units of four field times. A field is 
defined as the period between successive 
VSYNC pulses. 

ADDRESS SPACE 
The ACRTC allows the host to issue com· 
mands using logical X·Y coordinate address
ing. The ACRTC converts these to physical 
linear word addresses with bit field offsets in 
the frame buffer. Figure 5 shows the relation
ship between a logical X· Y screen address 
and the frame buffer memory, organized as 
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sequential· 16-bit words. The host may specify 
that a logical pixel consists of 1, 2, 4, 8 or 16 
physical bits in the frame buffer. In the 
example, 4 bits per logical pixel is used 
allowing 16 colors or tones to be selected. 

Up to four logical screens (upper, base, lower 
and window) are mapped into the ACRTC 
physical address space. The host specifies a 
logical physical start address, logical screen 
physical memory width (number of memory 
words per raster), logical pixel physical mem· 
ory width (number of bits per pixel) and the 
logical origin physical address. Then, logical 
pixel X· Y addresses issued by the host or by 
the ACRTC drawing processor are converted 
to physical frame buffer addresses. The 
ACRTC also performs bit extraction and 
masking to map logical pixel operations (in 
the example, 4 bits) to 16-bit word frame 
buffer accesses. 

The ACRTC has over two hundred bytes of 
accessible registers. These are organized as 
hardware·, directly·, and FIFO-accessible 
(see Figure 6 and Tables 1 and 2). 

Hardware-Accessible 
The ACRTC is connected to the host MPU as 
a standard peripheral which occupies two 
word locations of the host address space. 
The RS (register select) pin selects one of 
these two locations. When RS is low, reads 
access the status register and writes access 
the address register. The status register sum
marizes the ACRTC state and is used by the 
MPU to monitor the overall operation of the 
ACRTC. The address register is used to 
program the ACRTC with the address of the 
specific directly-accessible register which the 
MPU wishes to access. 

Directly-Accessible 
These registers are accessed by prior loading 
of the address register with the chosen regis
ter address. Then, when the MPU accesses 
the ACRTC with RS = 1, the chosen register 
is accessed. The FIFO entry enables access 
to FIFO-accessible registers using the 
ACRTC read and write FIFOs. 

The command control register is used to 
control overall ACRTC operation such as 
aborting or pausing commands, defining OMA 
protocols, enabling/disabling interrupt 
sources, etc. The operation mode register 
defines basic parameters of ACRTC opera
tion such as frame buffer access mode, 
display or drawing priority, cursor and display 
timing skew factors, raster scan mode, etc. 

The display control register allows the inde
pendent enabling and disabling of each of the 
four ACRTC logical display screens (base, 
upper, lower, and window). Also, this register 
contains the 8 bits of user-defineable video 
attributes. 
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SAD 

BIT 
0 

PHYSICAL ADDRESSING 
(FRAME BUFFER) 

BIT 
15 

The timing control RAM contains registers 
which define ACRTC timing. This includes 
timing specification for CRT control signals 
(e.g. HSYNC, VSYNC), logical display screen 
size and display period, blink timing, etc. The 
display control RAM contains registers which 
define logical screen display parameters such 
as start addresses, raster addresses, and 
memory width. Also included are the cursor(s) 
definition, zoom factor, and light pen regis· 
ters. 
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LOGICAL ADDRESSING 

Figure 5. Loglcal/Physical Addressing 

FIFO-Accessible 
For high-performance drawing, key drawing 
propessor registers are coupled to the host 
via the ACRTC' s separate 16-byte read and 
write FIFOs. ACRTC commands are sent 
from the MPU via the write FIFO to the 
command register. As the ACRTC completes 
command execution, the next command is 
automatically fetched from the FIFO into the 
command register. 

The pattern RAM is used to define drawing 
and painting •patterns'. The pattern RAM is 
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DISPLAY SCREEN 

x 

-· --_... -· _... -· 

accessed using the ACRTC's read pattern 
RAM (RPTN) and write pattern RAM (WPTN) 
register access commands. 

The drawing parameter registers define de· 
tailed parameters of the drawing process, 
such as color control, area control (hitting/ 
clipping) and pattern· RAM pointers. The 
drawing parameter registers are accessed 
using the ACRTC' s read parameter register 
(APR) and write parameter register (WPR) 
register access commands. 

-2 ........... 
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7 0 15 0 

I ADDRESS REGISTER I } HARDWARE,,, ,, 
ACCESS/ 

I STATUS REGISTER I / / 
~ 0 ,,, 

r---------~~ WRITE FIFO 
FIFO ENTRY -._ ____ -- --__ ., ""'~ 

I COMMAND CONTROL REGISTER I \ "~ ...... 
I I '\\' OPERATION MOOE REGISTER \ ..... 

I DISPLAY CONTROL REGISTER I \ 
TIMING CONTROL RAM \ 

RASTER COUNTER \ 
HORIZONTAL SYNC. \ 

READ FIFO 

HORIZONl'AL DISPLAY \ VERllCAL SYNC. 

VERllCAL DISPLAY \ 
TI" 

SPLIT SCREEN WIDTH r COMMAND REGISTER 1 
BUNK CONTROL 

HORIZONTAL WINDOW DISPLAY 

VERllCAL WINDOW DISPLAY 
DIRECT 

CONTROL ACCESS 

REGISTER GRAPHIC CURSOR 

DISPLAY CONTROL RAM PATTERN 16 x 16 
RAM 

SPLIT SCREEN 0 
CONTROL 

(UPPER SCREEN) 

SPLIT SCREEN 1 
CONTROL 

(BASE SCREEN) 

FIFO ACCESS 
SPLIT SCREEN 2 

COLOR 0 CONl'ROL 
(LOWER SCREEN) COLOR 1 

COLOR COMPARISON 
EDGE COLOR 

SPLIT SCREEN 3 MASK 
CONTROL 

(WINDOW SCREEN) 
PATTERN RAM CONTROL 

DRAWING 

BLOCK CURSOR PARAMETER 
REGISTER 

AREA DEFINlllON 

CURSOR DEFINITION 

ZOOM FACTOR READ/WRITE POINTER 

LIGHT PEN ADDRESS 
DRAWING POINTER 

CURRENT POINTER 

PF00760S 

Figure 6. Programming Model 
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Table 1. Programming Model (Hardware Access, Direct Access Registers) 

~RSRW ':i~· REGISTER NAME ABBRE. r-,.,,-,--,.,-.,--~.--D~A~TTA_(~H~)--,-,---,~--.-=--+-=--r-,----r-.,,.-r-D~A-TTA_(~L)".,--,-,~-,,.--,--i 
1s I 1• I 1a I 12 11 I 10 I e I e , I • I s I • l a i 2 I 1 I o 

1 - - -

0 0 0 AR Address Register AA Address 

0 0 1 SR Status Register SR GERI ARD I CED I LPD I RFF I AFR I WFRI WFE 

rOO FIFO Entry FE FE 

r02 Command Control CCR ABT j_ PSE l DOM j_ COM ORC j_ GBM CRE j_ ARE l GEE j_ LPE l AFE j_ RAE l WREj_ WEE 

r04 Operation Mode 

± 
MIS j_ STA l ACP j_ WSS CSK OSK RAM l GAi l ACM l RSM OMA 

DSP I SE1 I SEO SE2 r06 Display Control 

rll8 
- : (undefined) 

r7E 

1 r80 Raster Count 

1to rB2 Horizontal Sync. 

rB4 Horizontal Display 

1to r86 Vertical Sync. 

1to rBB Vertical Display 

\'o r8A 

~ Split Screen Width 

~ 

OCR 

RCA 

HSR 

HOR 

VSR 

VOA 

SSW 

SE3 ATA 

RC 

HG l 
HOS HOW 

VG 

VOS I 
SP1 

SPO 

SP2 

1to r90 Blink Control BCR BON1 BOFF1 BON2 j_ 

1to r92 Horizontal Window Display 

1to r94 
~ Vertical Window Display 

\'o r98 

~ Graphic Cursor 

~ 
. r9E 

~ (undefined) 
- j 

rBE 

HWA 

VWR 

GCR 

HWS 

vws 
vww 

CXE 

CYS 

CYE 

o 1 ~ Raster Addr. O RAAD I LRAO J 
~ Upper Memory Width 0 MWRO CHA} MWO 

~ Screen Start Addr. 0 SARO .......... SDAO _j_ __l 
\'oree ~ 

\'o rC8 Raster Addr. 1 RAA1 l LRA1 j_ l 
~ Base Memory Width 1 MWA1 CHA J MW1 

~: rec Screen SDA 1 I hf;;'1 rCE Start Addr. 1 SAR1 SA1L 

~o rDO Raster Addr. 2 RAR2 j LRA2 j_ j 
~ Upper Memory Width 2 MWR2 CHA j ..... MW2 

~ Screen Start Addr. 2 SAA2 SDA2 j_ l 
~ SA2L 

1lo rD8 Raster Addr. 3 AAR3 J LRA3 J 
MW3 

HWW 

cxs 

HSW 

vsw 

BOFF2 

FRAO 

SAOH/SRAO 

FRA1 

SA1H/SRA1 

FRA2 

SA2H/SAA2 

FRA3 

~ rDA Window Memory Width 3 MWR3 CHA J 
~ rOC Screen r-,~~~~~-+~~-+~~~~~~~~r-,~~-S-O_A_3~~~~,~~~~~,l~~~-S-A-3-H/_S_A-A3~~~---l 

~ Start Addr. 3 SAR3 S~l 

1lo rEO Block Cursor 1 
~ 
~ Block Cursor 2 

\'o rE6 

~ rE8 Cursor Definition 

1lo rEA Zoom Factor 

t-f-1 ~:~ Light Pen Address 

rFO 
- l (undefined) 

rFE 

NOTE: 11 .... "High" level 
O .... "Low" level 
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BCUR1 BCW1 

BCUR2 BCW2 

COR CM j_ 

ZFR HZF 

LPAR 

I BCSR1 I BCER1 

BCA1 

I BCSR2 I BCER2 

BCA2 

CON1 l COFF1 CON2 l COFF2 

VZF 

CHA} I LPAH 

LPAL 
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HARDWARE ACCESS, DIRECT ACCESS REGISTERS 
ABT: Abort 

ACM: Access Mode 
ACP: Access Priority 

Address: Register No. of the control register 
ARD: Area Detect 
ARE: Area Detect Interrupt Enable 
ATR: Attribute Control 
COM: Command OMA Mode 
CED: Command End 
CEE: Command End Interrupt Enable 
GER: Command Error 
GAE: Command Error Interrupt Enable 
CSK: Cursor Display Skew 
DOM: Data OMA Mode 
DRC: OMA Request Control 
OSK: l5iliP Skew 
DSP: 5Jgj5 Signal Control 

FE: FIFO Entry 
GAi: Graphic Address Increment Mode 

GBM: Graphic Bit Mode 
HC: Horizontal Cycle 

HOS: Horizontal Display Start 
HOW: Horizontal Display Width 
HSW: Horizontal Sync. Width 
LPD: Light Pen Strobe Detect 
LPE: Light Pen Strobe Interrupt Enable 
MIS: Master /Slave 
PSE: Pause 

RAM: RAM Mode 
RC: Raster Count 

RFE: Read FIFO Full Interrupt Enable 
RFF: Read FIFO Full 
AFR: Read FIFO Ready 
RAE: Read FIFO Ready Interrupt Enable 
RSM: Raster Scan Mode 
SEO: Split Enable 0 
SE1: Split Enable 1 
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SE2: Split Enable 2 
SE3: Split Enable 3 
STA: Start 

VC: Vertical Cycle 
VDS: Vertical Display Start 
VSW: Vertical Sync. Width 
WEE: Write FIFO Empty Interrupt Enable 
WFE: Write FIFO Empty 
WFR: Write FIFO Ready 
WRE: Write FIFO Ready Interrupt Enable 
WSS: Window Smooth Scroll 

SPO, SP1, SP2: Split Screen 0 Width, Split Screen 1 Width, Split Screen 2 Width 
BON1, BON2: Blink ON 1, Blink ON 2 

BOFF1, BOFF2: Blink OFF 1, Blink OFF 2 
HWS: Horizontal Window Start 

HWW: Horizontal Window Width 
VWS: Vertical Window Start 
VWW: Vertical Window Width 

CXS, CYS: Cursor X Start, Cursor Y Start 
CXE, CYE: Cursor X End, Cursor Y End 

FAA: First Raster Address 
LAA: Last Raster Address 
CHA: Character 
MW: Memory Width 

SDA: Start Dot Address 
SAH/SRA: Start Address "High" /Start Raster Address 

SAL: Start Address "Low" 
BCW1, BCW2: Block Cursor Width 1, Block Cursor Width 2 

BCSR 1, BCSR2: Block Cursor Start Raster 1, Block Cursor Start Raster 2 
BCER1, BCER2: Block Cursor End Raster 1, Block Cursor End Raster 2 

BCA 1, BCA2: Block Cursor Address 1, Block Cursor Address 2 
CM: Cursor Mode 

CON1, CON2: Cursor ON 1, Cursor ON 2 
COFF1, COFF2: Cursor OFF 1, Cursor OFF 2 

HZF, VZF: Horizontal Zoom Factor, Vertical Zoom Factor 
LPAH: Light Pen Address "High" 
LPAL: Light Pen Address "Low" 
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Table 2. Programming Model (Drawing Parameter Registers) 

REGISTER READ/ DATA (H) DATA (L) 

NO. WRITE 
NAME OF REGISTER ABBR. 

1sJ 14J 13} 12 11J 10I 9 I a 1JsJsJ4 3J2J1Io 

Proo R/W Color 0 CLO 

Pr01 R/W Color 1 CL1 

Pr02 R/W Color Comparison CCMP 

Pr03 R/W Edge Color EOG 

Pr04 R/W Mask MASK 

Pr05 R/W PRC PPY 

-I Pattern RAM Control PSY 

Pr07 PEY 

Pr08 R/W ADR 

-I Area Definition * * 

PrOB 

PrOC R/W 
Read/Write Pointer 

RWP ON l 
PrOD 

PrOE - -
PrOF 

.......................... 

Pr10 R 
Drawing Pointer 

DP ON l 
Pr11 

Pr12 R CP 
Pr13 

Current Pointer ** 

Pr14 - -
Pr15 ························ 

NOTES: 

D Always set to "O" 

Set binary complements for negative values of X and Y axis. 

ORAWING PARAMETER REGISTER 
R: Register which can be read by Read Parameter Register command (APR) 
W: Register which can be written into by Write Parameter Register command (WPR) 

Access is not allowed 
CLO: Defines the color data used for the drawing when logical drawing data= O 
CL 1 : Defines the color data used for the drawing when logical drawing data = 1 

CCMP: Defines the comparative color of the drawing operation 
EOG: Defines the edge color 

PZCY 

PZY 

RWPL 

OPAL 

MASK: Defines the bit pattern used to mask bits upon which data transfer should not be performed 
PSX, PSY: Pattern Start Point 
PEX, PEY: Pattern End Point 
PPX, PPY: Pattern Scan Start Point 
PZX, PZY: Pattern Zoom 

PZCX, PZCY: Pattern Zoom Count 
XMIN, YMIN: Start point of Area definition 

XMAX, YMAX: End point of Area definition 
ON: Screen Number 

RWPH: High-order 8 bits of Read Write Pointer Address 
RWPL: Low-order 12 bits of Read Write Pointer Address 
DPAH: High-order 8 bits of Drawing Pointer Address 
OPAL: Low-order 12 bits of Drawing Pointer Address 
DPD: Drawing Pointer Dot Address 
X, Y: Position indicated by Current Pointer on X-Y coordinate 
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CLO 

CL1 

CCMP 

EOG 

MASK 

PPX PZCX 

PSX 

PEX PZX 

XMIN 

YMIN 

XMAX 

YMAX 

RWPH 

-

-

DPAH 

DPD 

x 
y 

-

-

~ 

2 = 
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COMMANDS 
The ACRTC has 38 commands classified into 
three groups - register access, data trans
fer, and graphic drawing (see Table 3). Five 
register access commands allow access to 
drawing processor, drawing parameter regis
ters, and the pattern RAM. Ten data transfer 
commands are used to move data between 
the host system memory and the frame 
buffer, or within the frame buffer. Twenty
three graphic drawing commands cause the 
ACRTC to perform drawing operations. Pa
rameters for these commands are specified 
using logical X-Y addressing. 

All of the above commands, parameters and 
data are transferred via the ACRTC read and 
write FIFOs. 

Assuming the ACRTC has been properly 
initialized, the MPU must perform two steps to 
cause graphic drawing. First, the MPU must 
specify certain drawing parameters which 
define a number of details associated with the 
drawing process. For example, to draw a 
figure or paint an area, the MPU must specify 
the drawing or painting 'pattern' by initializing 
the ACRTC pattern RAM and related point
ers. Also, if clipping and hitting control are 
desired, the MPU specifies the 'area' to be 

REGISTER ACCESS COMMAND 

arr 
15 

BIT 
0 

._ ____ , g~~~TION 

Pl ·'--..---'J PARAMETER 

Pn :1 ::::~::::• 

Figure 7. 16-Bit Interface 

monitored during drawing by initializing area 
definition registers. Other drawing parameters 
include color, edge definition, etc. 

After the drawing parameters have been 
specified, the MPU issues a graphic drawing 
command and any required command param
eters, such as the CRCL (circle) command 
with a radius parameter. The ACRTC then 
performs the specified drawing operation by 
reading, modifying and rewriting the contents 
of the frame buffer. 

Command Format 
ACRTC commands consist of a 16-bit op
code, optionally followed by one or more 16-
bit parameters. When 8-bit MPU mode is 
used, commands, parameters, and data are 

MNEMONIC OPERATION CODE PARAMETER 

ORG 0 0 0 0 ' 0 1 ' 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 ' ' ' ' 
WPR 0 0 0 0 ' 1 0 ' 0 0 ' 0 0 0 ' RN ' ' ' ' 
RPR 0 0 0 0 ' 1 1 ' 0 0 ' 0 0 0 ' RN ' ' 
WPTN 0 0 0 1 ' 1 0 ' 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 ' PRA ' ' ' ' 
RPTN 0 0 0 1 ' 1 1 ' 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 ' PRA ' ' ' ' 

AN : Register number of the drawing parameter register ($0 - $13) 
PAA' Pattern RAM address at which Read/Write operation starts 

. ($0 -$F) 

~ 

DPL 

DPH: Drawing pointer register High word 
DPL: Drawing pointer register Low word 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

DN lo! olol:,l:I ol DPAH DPD I 
DPAH: Higher 8 bits of Drawing Pointer address 
OPAL: Lower 12 bits of Drawing Pointer address 
DPD: Dot position in the memory address 

D, 0 1, ........ ,Dn: Write data 
n: Number of Read/Write data 

DN SCREEN NO. 

00 Upper Screen 
01 Base Screen 
10 Lower Screen 
11 Window Screen 

DPH 

D 

n 

n 
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arr arr 
7 0 

HIGH 'J ~~TI~ 
LOW I CODE 

•l HIGH 
Pl 

I LOW 

·1 
PARAMETER 

I HIGH I 
Pn 

I LOW I 

Figure 8. 8-Bit Interface 

sent to and from the ACRTC in the order of 
high-byte, low-byte. 

16-Blt Interface - In the case of 16-bit 
interface, first move the 16-bit operation code 
and then move necessary 16-bit parameters 
one by one (see Figure 7). 

8-Blt Interface - In the case of 8-bit inter
face, first move the operation code's high 
byte followed by low byte, and then move the 
parameters in the same order (see Figure 8). 

NO. WORDS - (CYCLES) 

3 8 

2 6 

1 6 

n+2 4n + 8 

2 4n + 10 
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DATA TRANSFER COMMAND 
MM: Modify Mode 

MM FUNCTION 

00 Replace Replace drawing point data with modifier information 
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01 OR OR drawing point data with modifier data and rewrite the result data to the frame buffer 
10 AND AND drawing point data with modifier data and rewrite the result data to the frame buffer 
11 Ex-OR Ex-OR drawing point data with modifier data and rewrite the result data to the frame buffer 

OSD • DESTINATION SCAN DIRECTION 

OSO• 000 OSD • 001 DSD = 010 

0 0 

rn m rn 
0 

AX: Number of word in X-axis direction-1 
AY: Number of word in Y-axis direction-1 

D: Write data 
SAH: Source Start Address High word 
SAL: Source Start Address Low word 

DSD - 011 

m 
0 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 1 8 5 4 3 2 1 0 

sAHlo!o!o!o!o!o!o!ol (SAH) I 
SAL_ (SAL) lolololo 

(SAH): Memory address Higher 8 bits 
(SAL): Memory address Lower 12 bits 

x: Number of word in X-axis direction 
y: Number of word in Y-axis direction 
I: Rounding up 
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oso = 100 OSD = 101 

1Ea rno 
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oso = 110 

oEil 

OSD = 111 

OElJ • : READ WRITE POINTER 
START POINT 

0 : READ WRITE POINTER 
END POINT 

2 
= 
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GRAPHIC DRAWING COMMAND 
AREA : Area Mode 

COL : Color Mode 
OPM : Operation Mode 

C: Circling Direction 

c DIRECTION 

E: Definition of Edge color 

E 
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DEFINITION 

0 
1 

Counterclockwise 
Clockwise 

0 
1 

Edge color is defined by the data in the edge color register. 
Edge color is defined by the data excluding the above. 

SL : SLANT, SD : SCAN DIRECTION 

~ 000 001 010 oi1 100 101 110 111 

0 ]] ~ a ~ rn ~· ET ~ 
1 .; ~ ., ')a,. 4J' ~· 

'" 
~ e : CURRENT POINTER START POINT 

O : CURRENT POINTER END POINT 

S : SOURCE SCAN DIRECTION 

I bIJ I tcif ill I rn I Il3 I BIB Is!::===-.:-
DSO • DESTINATION SCAN DIAEC'llON 

DS0-000 DSD= 001 DSD=010 DS0=011 DSD• 100 
0 0 rn IT] ill ~ IEl 

0 0 

X, X1, ... , Xn : Absolute X-address from the original point 
Y, Y1, ... , Yn: Absolute Y-address from the original point 

dX : Relative X-address from the current pointer 
dY : Relative Y-address from the current pointer 

n : Number of notes 
dX1, ... , dXn : Relative X-address from each node 
dY1, ... , dYn : Relative Y-address from each node 

r : Dot number on radius 
a, b : (DX)2: (DY)2 = a : b 
DX : X-direction dot number 
DY : Y -direction dot number 
Xe : Absolute X-address of the center point of arc/ellipse 
Ye : Absolute Y-address of the center point of arc/ellipse 

DSD= 101 

IEJ 

dXc : Relative X-address from the current pointer to the center 
point of arc/ellipse 

dYc : Relative Y-address from the current pointer to the center 
point of arc/ellipse 
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DSD - 110 DSD = 111 

OEil OBJ 
e : CURRENT POINTER S1lUIT POW1' 
0 : CURRENT POINTER END POINT 

Xe : Absolute X-address of the end point of arc/ellipse 
Ye : Absolute Y-address of the end point of arc/ellipse 

dXe : Relative X-address from the current pointer to the end point 
of arc/ellipse 

dYe : Relative Y-address from the current pointer to the end point 
of arc/ellipse 

Xs : Absolute X-address of the start dot position in source area 
Vs : Absolute Y-address of the start dot position in source area 

dXs : Relative X-address from the current pointer to the •- dot 
position in source area 

dYs : Relative Y-address from the current pointer to the state dot 
position in source area 

P 4(0PM • 000-011)/6(0PM • 100-111) 
L, LO Dot number on straight line 

d Total dot number 
A Scan main direction dot number 
B Scan sub direction dot number 
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Table 3. ACRTC Command Table 

TYPE MNEMONIC COMMAND NAME OPERATION CODE PARAMETER 

ORG Origin 0 0 0 0 :o 1 :o 0 :o 0 0 0 :o 0 0 0 DPH DPL 

Register WPR Write Parameter Register 0 0 0 0 :1 0 :o 0 :o 0 0 : AN D 

Access APR Read Parameter Register 0000:11:00:000 : RN 

Command WPTN Write Pattern RAM o o o 1 :1 o :o o io o o o: PAA n D,, ... ,Dn 

APTN Read Pattern RAM 0 0 0 1 : 1 1 :o 0 :o 0 0 0: PAA n 

DAD OMA Read o o 1 o :a 1 :o o :o o o o :o o o o AX AY 

DWT OMA Write 0 0 1 0: 1 0 :o 0 :o 0 0 0 :o 0 0 0 AX AY 

OMOD OMA Modify 0 0 1 0:1 1 :o o:o 0 0 o:o O]MM AX AY 

RD Read 0 1 0 0 :o 1 :o 0 :o 0 0 0 :o 0 0 0 

Data WT Write 0 1 0 0: 1 0 :o 0 :o 0 0 0 :o 0 0 0 D 

Transfer MOD Modify 0 1 0 0: 1 1 :o 0 :o 0 0 0 :o 0: MM D 

Command CLR Clear 0 1 0 1 : 1 0 :o 0 :o 0 0 0 :o 0 0 0 D AX AY 

SCLR Selective Clear o 1o1:1 1:0 o:ooo o:a o:MM D AX AY 

CPY Copy 0 1 1 0: s :oso :o 0 0 0 :o 0 0 0 SAH SAL AX AY 

SCPY Selective Copy 0111: S :oso:o 0 0 o:o OlMM SAH SAL AX AY 

AMO VE Absolute Move 1000:00:00:0000:0000 x y 

RMOVE Relative Move 1 0 0 0 :o 1 :o 0 :o 0 0 0 :o 0 0 0 dX dY 

ALINE Absolute Line 1 0 0 0:1 o:o Ol AREA :cOL:OPM x y 

RUNE Relative Line 1000:11:00: AREA :coL:OPM dX dY 

ARCT Absolute Rectangle 1 0 0 1 :o O :o 0: AREA :coL:OPM x y 

RRCT Relative Rectangle 1 0 0 1 :o 1 :o 0: AREA :coL:OPM dX dY 

APLL Absolute Polyline 1 O 0 1 : 1 0 :o O: AREA lCOL:OPM n X1, Y1, .Xn, Yn 

RPLL Relative Polyline 1 0 0 1 : 1 1 :o 0 l AREA lCOL:OPM n dX1, dY1 , ... dXn, dYn 

APLG Absolute Polygon 1 0 1 o:o o:o Ol AREA :coL:OPM n X1, Y1, ... Xn, Yn 

RPLC Relative Polygon 1 0 1 O :o 1 :o O: AREA :coL:OPM n dX1, dY1, .. dXn, dYn 

Graphic CRCL Circle 101 0:1 o:o:c: AREA :coL:OPM r 

Command ELPS Ellipse 101 0:1 1:o:Ct AREA :coL:OPM a b dX 

AARC Absolute Arc 1 0 1 1 :o O :o :cl AREA :cOL:OPM Xe Ye Xe Ye 

RARC Relative Arc 1 0 1 1 :o 1 :o :c: AREA :coL:OPM dXc dYc dXe dYe 

AEARC Absolute Ellipse Arc 101 1 :1 o:o :C: AREA tCOL:OPM a b Xe Ye Xe Ye 

AEARC Relative Ellipse Arc 1 0 1 1 : 1 1 :o :C: AREA lCOL:OPM a b dXc dYc dXe dYe 

AFR CT Absolute Filled Rectangle 11 oo:oo:ool AREA :COL:OPM x y 

AFRCT Relative Filled Rectangle 1 1 0 o:o 1 :o o: AREA :coL:OPM dX dY 

PAINT Paint 1 1 0 0:1 o:o:e: AREA :o o:ooo 

DOT Dot 11 00:11:00: AREA lCOL:OPM 

PTN Pattern 1 1 0 1: SL :sot AREA :COUOPM sz' 
AGCPY Absolute Graphic Copy 1 1 1 o: s :osD: AREA :o 0 :OPM Xs Ys DX DY 

RGCPY Relative Graphic Copy 1 1 1 1: S :oso: AREA :o D:0PM dXs dYs DX DY 

NOTES: 
1. In case of rectangular filling 

15 8 7 0 

2. SZ: I SZy I SZx I SZy, SZx: Pattern Size 

n: number of repetition X/Y: drawing words of X·direction/Y-direction 
L/Lo/d: sum of drawing dots A/B: drawing dots of main/sub direction 
E: [E = 0 (Stop at Edge color), E = 1 (Stop at excepting Edge color)] C: [C = 1 (clockwise), C = 0 (reverse)] 
[!]: rounding up 
P= 4: OPM-000-011 

6: OPM-100-111 
3. Cycles: 2 clock cycle time 
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NO. (CVCLES)3 
WORDS 

3 8 
2 
~ 

2 6 

1 6 

n+2 4n + B 

2 4n + 10 

3 (4x + B)y + 12[x • y/B;] + (62-68) 

3 (4X + 8)y + 16[x • y/8f] + 34 

3 {4x + B)y + 16[x • y/Br] + 34 

1 

2 8 

2 8 

4 (2x+8)y+12 

4 (4x+6)y+ 12 

5 (6x + 10)y + 12 

5 (6x + 10)y + 12 

3 56 

3 56 

3 P·L+18 

3 P•l + 18 

3 2P(A + 8) + 54 

3 2P(A + B) + 54 

2n + 2 :E{P·L+16]+8 

2n + 2 :E[P·L + 16] + 8 

2n + 2 :E [P • L + 16] + P •Lo+ 20 

2n +2 I: [P • L + 16] + P ·Lo+ 20 

2 8d + 66 

4 10d + 90 

5 8d + 18 

5 Bd + 18 

7 10d + 96 

7 10d + 96 

3 (P•A + B)B + 18 

3 (P•A + B)B + 18 

1 (1BA + 102)8-581 

1 8 

2 (P•A+10)B+20 

5 ((P + 2)A + 10)8 + 70 

5 ((P + 2)A + 10)8 + 70 
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PROGRAM TRANSFER 
Program transfer occurs when the MPU spec
ifies the FIFO entry address and then writes 
commands/parameters to the write FIFO un
der program control (RS - high; R/W, 
CS = low). The MPU writes are normally syn
chronized with the ACRTC FIFO status by 
software polling or interrupts. 

Software Polling (WFR, WFE Interrupts 
Disabled) 

1. MPU program checks the SR (status 
register) for write FIFO ready (WFR) 
flag • 1, and then writes 1-word op
code/parameters. 

2. MPU program checks the SR (status 
register) for write FIFO empty (WFE) 
flag = 1, and then writes 1- to 8-word op
code/parameters. 

Interrupt-Driven (WFR, WFE Interrupts 
Enabled) 

1. MPU WFR interrupt service routine writes 
1-word op-code/parameters. 

2. MPU WFE interrupt service routine writes 
1- to 8-word op-code/parameters. 

In the specific case of register access com
mands and an initially empty write FIFO, MPU 
writes need not be synchronized to the write 
FIFO status. The ACRTC can fetch and 
execute these commands faster than the 
MPU can Issue them. 

COMMAND DMA TRANSFER 
Commands . .and parameters can be trans
ferred from MPU system memory using an 
external DMAC. The MPU initiates and termi
nates command OMA transfer mode under 
software control (COM bit of CCR). Command 
OMA can also be terminated by assertion of 
the ACRTC DONE signal. DONE is treated as 
an input in command OMA transfer mode. 

Using command OMA transfer, the ACRTC 
will issue cycle stealing OMA requests to the 
DMAC when the write FIFO is empty. The 
OMA data is automatically sent from system 
memory to the ACRTC write FIFO regardless 
of the contents of the address register. 
NOTES: 
1. Ensure that the write FIFO is empty and all the 

commands are terminated before starting the 
command OMA transfer. 

2. The data OMA command cannot be executed in 
the command OMA transfer mode. 

Register Access Commands 
Registers associated with the drawing pro
cessor (pattern RAM and drawing parameter 
registers) are accessed through the read and 
write FIFOs using the register access com-
mands. · 

Data Transfer Commands 
Data transfer commands are used to move 
blocks of data between the MPU system 
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Figure 9. Data Transfer Command Format 

Table 4. Register Access Commands 

COMMAND FUNCTION 

ORG Initialize the relation between the origin point in the X-Y coordinates 
and the physical address 

WPR Write into the parameter register 
APR Read the parameter register 
WPTN Write into the pattern RAM 
RPTN Read the pattern RAM 

Table 5. Data Transfer Commands 

COMMAND FUNCTION 

DAD Transfer data, by OMA transfer, from the· frame buffer to the MPU 
system memory 

DWT Transfer data, by OMA transfer, from the MPU system memory to the 
frame buffer 

DMOD Transfer data, by OMA transfer, from the MPU system to the frame 
buffer subject to logical modification (bit-maskable) 

RD Read one word of data from the frame buffer specHied by the read/ 
write pointer (RWP), and load the word into Read FIFO 

WT Write one word of data to the frame buffer specified by the read/write 
pointer (RWP) 

MOD Perform logical operation on one word In the frame buffer specified by 
the read/write pointer (RWP) (bit-maskable) 

CLR Clear a rectangular area of the frame buffer with a data in the command 
parameter 

SCLR Initialize a rectangular area of the frame buffer with 1-word data.subject 
to logical operation (bit-maskable) 

CPY Copy frame buffer data from one area (source area) to another area 
(destination area) specified by the read/write pointer (RWP). 

SCPY Copy frame buffer data from one area (source area) to another area 
(destination area) subject to logical modification by word. The source 
and destination areas must reside on the same screen (bit-maskable) 

memory and the ACRTC frame buffer or 
within the frame buffer itself. Before issuing 
these commands, a physical 20-bit frame 
buffer address must be specified in the RWP 
(read/write pointer) drawing parameter regis
ter. 

MODIFY MODE 
The DMOD, MOD, SCLR and SCPY com
mands allow four types of bit-level logical 
operations to be applied to frame buffer data. 
The modify mode is encoded in the lower two 
bits (MM) of these op-codes. The bit positions 
within each frame buffer word to be modified 
are selectable using ·the mask register 
(MASK). Bits set to 1 are modHiable, ones to 
o are masked. and not modifiable. 

Tables 4 and 5 list register access commands 
and data transfer commands. Figure 9 shows 
the data transfer command format 
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MM Modify Mode Table 6. Graphic Drawing Commands 

0 0 REPLACE frame buffer data with 
command parameter data 

0 OR frame buffer data with command 
parameter data and rewrite to the 
frame buffer 

0 AND frame buffer data with com
mand parameter data and rewrite to 
the frame buffer 

Ex-OR frame buffer data with com
mand parameter data and rewrite to 
the frame buffer 

GRAPHIC DRAWING 
COMMANDS 
The ACRTC has 23 separate graphic drawing 
commands (see Table 6). Graphic drawing is 
performed by modifying the contents of the 
frame buffer based on microcoded drawing 
algorithms in the ACRTC drawing processor. 

Most coordinate parameters for graphic draw
ing commands are specified using logical 
pixel X-Y addressing. 

The complex task of translating a logical pixel 
address to a linear frame buffer word ad
dress, and further selecting the appropriate 
sub-field of the word is performed at high 
speed by ACRTC hardware. For example, a 
given logical pixel in 4 bits per logical pixel 
mode might reside in bits 8 - 11 of a frame 
buffer word. 

Many instructions allow specification of X-Y 
coordinates with either absolute or relative X
V coordinates (e.g., ALINE and ALINE). In 
both cases, two's complement numbers are 
used to represent positive and negative result 
values. 

Absolute Coordinate 
Specification 
The screen address (X, Y) is specified in units 
of logical pixels relative to an origin point 
defined with the ORG command (see Figure 
10). 

Relative Coordinate 
Specification 
The screen address (dX, dY) is specified in 
units of logical pixels relative to the current 
drawing pointer (CP) position. A graphic draw
ing command consists of a 16-bit op-code 
and optionally O to 64k 16-bit parameters 
(see Figure 11). The 16-bit op-code consists 
of an 8-bit command code, an area mode 
specifier (3 bits), a color mode specifier (2 
bits) and an operation mode specifier (3 bits). 
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COMMAND 

AMOVE 

A MOVE 

ALINE 

ALINE 

ARCT 

RRCT 

APLL 

RPLL 

APLG 

RPLG 

CRCL 

ELPS 

AARC 

RARC 

A EA RC 

REARC 

AFR CT 

RFRCT 

PAINT 

DOT 

PTN 

AGCPY 

RGCPY 

FUNCTION 

Move the current pointer (CP) to an absolute logical pixel X-Y address 

Move the CP to a relative logical pixel X-Y address 

Draw a straight line from the CP to a command-specified endpoint of 
the absolute coordinates 

Draw a straight line from the CP to a command-specified endpoint of 
the relative coordinates 

Draw a rectangle defined by the CP and a command-specified diagonal 
point of the absolute coordinates 

Draw a rectangle defined by the CP and a command-specified diagonal 
point of the relative coordinates 

Draw a polyline (multiple contiguous segments) from the CP through 
command-specified points of the absolute coordinates 

Draw a polyline (multiple contiguous segments) from the CP through 
command-specified points of the relative coordinates 

Draw a polygon which connects the start pointer (CP) and command-
specified points of the absolute coordinates 

Draw a polygon which connects the CP and command-specified points 
of the relative coordinates 

Draw a circle of the radius, A, placing the CP at the center 

Draw an ellipse whose shape is specified by command parameters, 
placing the CP at the center 

Draw an arc by using the CP as a start point with an end point and a 
center point of the absolute coordinates 

Draw an arc by using the CP as a start point with an end point and a 
center point of the relative coordinates. 

Draw an ellipse arc by using the CP as a start point with an end point 
and a center point of the absolute coordinates 

Draw an ellipse arc by using the CP as a start point with an end point 
and a center point of the relative coordinates 

Paint a rectangular area specified by the CP and command parameters 
(absolute coordinates) according to a figure pattern stored in the 
pattern RAM (tiling). 

Paint a rectangular area specified by the CP and command parameters 
(relative coordinates) according to a figure pattern stored in the pattern 
RAM (tiling). 

Paint a closed area surrounded by edge color using a figure pattern 
stored in the pattern RAM (tiling). 

Mark a dot on the coordinates where the CP indicates 

Draw a graphic pattern defined in the pattern RAM onto a rectangular 
area specified by the CP and by the pattern size (rotation angle: 45°) 

Copy a rectangular area specified by the absolute coordinates to the 
address specified by the CP, (rotation angle: 90° /mirror turnover) 

Copy a rectangular area specified by the relative coordinates to the 
address specified by the CP (rotation angle: 90° /mirror turnover) 
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The area mode allows versatile clipping and 
hitting detection. A drawing area can be 
defined, and should drawing operations at
tempt to enter or leave that area, a number of 
programmable actions can be taken by the 
ACRTC. 

Absolute Coordinate Specification 
Specifies the addresses (x, y) based on the 
origin point set by the ORG command. 

y 

(X,y) 
-----, 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Figure 1 O. Absolute 
Coordinate Specification 

Relative Coordinate Specification 
Specifies the relative addresses (~. ~y) 

related to the current drawing point. 

y (x+&x, y+&.y) 

____ ;.J· 
CP(x,y) 

I 
I 
I 

Figure 11. Relative 
Coordinate Specification 

The color mode determines whether the pat
tern RAM is used indirectly to select color 
registers or is directly used as the color 
information. 

The operation mode defines one of eight 
logical operations to be performed between 
the frame buffer read data and the color data 
in the pattern RAM to determine the drawing 
data to be rewritten into the frame buffer. 
Figure 12 shows the graphic drawing com
mand format. 

OPERATION MODE 
The operation mode (OPM bits) of the graphic 
drawing command specify the logical drawing 
condition. 
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OPERATION CODE PARAMETER 

1s a 1 s 4 3 2 o r1,;,,s _____________ _,o 

COMMAND CODE I AREA I COL I OPM I .. I ______ ~_A_RA_M_ET_E_R _____ .. I 
15 

PARAMETER 

Figure 12. Graphic Drawing Command Format 

Figure 13 shows examples of a drawing 
pattern applied with various OPM modes. 

OPM Operation Mode 
0 0 0 REPLACE: 

• Replaces the frame buffer data 
with the color data 

0 0 OR: 
• ORs the frame buffer data with 

the color data. The result is 
rewritten to the frame buffer 

0 0 AND: 
• ANDs the frame buffer data with 

the color data. The result is 
rewritten to the frame buffer 

0 Ex-OR: 
Ex-ORs the frame buffer data 
with the color data. The result is 
rewritten to the frame buffer. 

0 0 CONDITIONAL REPLACE (read 
data = CCMP): 
When the frame buffer data at 
the drawing position is equal to 
the comparison color (CCMP), 
the frame buffer data is re
placed with the color data 

0 CONDITIONAL REPLACE (read 
data i= CCMP): 

• When the frame buffer data at 
the drawing position is not equal 
to the comparison color 
(CCMP), the frame buffer data is 
replaced with the color data 

0 CONDITIONAL REPLACE (read 
data< CL): 

• When the frame buffer data at 
• • the drawing position is less than 

the color register data (CL), the 
frame buffer data is replaced 
with the color data 
CONDITIONAL REPLACE (read 
data> CL): 

• When the frame buffer data at 
• • the drawing position is greater 

than the color register data 
(CL), the frame buffer data is 
replaced with the color data. 

Normally, the color register (CLO or CL 1) select
ed by the pattern pointer (PPX, PPY) is used for 
the color data, but the source area data is used 
in the graphic copy commands (AGCPY and 
RGCPY). 
Normally, the color register (CLO or CL 1) select
ed by the pattern pointer (PPX, PPY) is used for 
the color register data (CL), but the source area 
data is used in the graphic copy command 
(AGCPY and RGCPY). 
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COLOR MODE 
The color mode (COL bits) specify the source 
of the drawing color data as directly or 
indirectly (using the color registers) deter
mined by the contents of the pattern RAM. 

COL Color Mode 
O O When pattern RAM data = 0, color 

register O is used 
When pattern RAM data = 1, color 
register 1 is used 

O When pattern RAM data = 0, draw
ing is suppressed 
When pattern RAM data = 1, color 
register 1 is used 

o When pattern RAM data = O, color 
register 0 is used 
When pattern RAM data = 1, draw
ing is suppressed 
Pattern RAM contents are directly 
used as color data 

The color mode chooses the source for color 
information based on the contents (0 or 1) of 
a particular bit in the 16-bit by 16-bit (32-byte) 
pattern RAM. A sub-pattern is specified by 
programming the pattern RAM control regis
ter (PRC) with the start (PSX, PSY) and end 
(PEX, PEY) points which define the diagonal 
of the sub-pattern. Furthermore, a specific 
starting point for pattern RAM scanning is 
specified by PPX and PPY (see Figure 14). 

Normally, the color registers (CL) should be 
loaded with on color data based on the 
number of bits per pixel. For example, if four 
bits/pixel are used, the 4-bit color pattern 
(e.g. 0001) should be replicated four times in 
the color register, as shown below. 

Color Register = jooo1 jooo1 jooo1 jooo1 ! 
In this way, color changes due to changing 
dot address are avoided. 

AREA MODE 
Prior to drawing, a drawing 'area' may be 
defined (area definition register). Then, during 
graphics drawing operation, the ACRTC will 
check if the drawing point is attempting to 
enter or exit the defined drawing area. Based 
on eight area modes, the ACRTC will take 
appropriate action for clipping or hitting. 
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Figure 13. Operation Mode Example 
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(PEX, PEY) 

lg~ I 
(PSX, PSV) 

Figure 14. Pattern RAM 

Drawing Area Mode 

Drawing is executed without 
Area checking 

When attempting to exit the 
area, drawing is stopped after 
setting ABT (abort bit) 

Drawing suppressed outside the 
area - drawing operation con
tinues and the ARD flag is not 
set 

Drawing suppressed outside the 
area - drawing operation con
tinues and the ARD flag is set at 
every drawing operation. 

Same as area = 000 

When attempting to enter the 
area, drawing is stopped after 
setting ABT (abort bit) 

Drawing suppressed inside the 
area - drawing operation con
tinues and the ARD flag is not 
set. 

Drawing suppressed inside the 
area - drawing operation con
tinues and the ARD flag is set at 
every drawing operation. 

SYSTEM INTERFACE 

Basic Clock 
The ACRTC basic clock is 2CLK. 2CLK con
trols all primary ACRTC display and logic 
timing parameters. 2CLK, along with the 
specification of number of bits per logical 
pixel, the graphic address increment mode, 
and the display access mode, also deter
mines the video data rate. The basic clock 
must be input, noting its cycle, max. and min. 
of "high" and "low" level width. 

In any case, care must be taken not to stop 
the basic clock, fixing it at "high" or "low", 
nor to use 2CLK line in open state, which can 
destroy the LSI. 
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CRT INTERFACE 

Frame Buffer Access 

Access Modes - The three ACRTC display 
memory access modes are single, interleaved 
and superimposed. 

1. Single access mode. A display (or draw
ing) cycle is defined as two cycles of 
2CLK. During the first 2CLK cycle, the 
frame buffer display or drawing address 
is output. During the second 2CLK cycle, 
the frame buffer data is read (display 
cycles and/or drawing cycles) or written 
(drawing cycles). 
In this mode, display and drawing cycles 
contend for access to the frame buffer. 
The ACRTC allows the priority to be 
defined as display priority or drawing 
priority. If display priority, drawing cycles 
are only allowed to occur during horizon
tal/vertical flyback period. So, a 'flash
less' display is obtained at the expense 
of slower drawing. If drawing priority, 
drawing may occur during display so 
high-speed drawing is obtained, however 
the display may flash. 

2. Interleaved access mode (dual access 
mode O). In this mode, display cycles and 
drawing cycles are interleaved. A dis
play/drawing cycle is defined as four 
cycles of 2CLK. During the first 2CLK 
cycle, the frame buffer display address is 
output. During the second 2CLK cycle, 
the display data is read from the frame 
buffer. During the third 2CLK cycle, the 
frame buffer drawing address is output. 
During the fourth 2CLK cycle, the drawing 
data is read or written. 
Since there is no contention between 
display and drawing cycles, a 'flashless' 
display is obtained while maintaining full 
drawing speed. However, for a given 
configuration, frame buffer memory ac
cess time must be twice as fast as an 
equivalent single access mode configura
tion. 

3. Superimposed access mode (dual ac
cess mode 1). In this mode, two separate 
logical screens are accessed during each 
display cycle. The display cycle is defined 
as four 2CLK cycles. During the first 
2CLK cycle, the background (upper, base 
or lower) screen frame buffer address is 
output. During the second 2CLK cycle, 
the background screen display data is 
read. During the third 2CLK cycle, the 
window screen frame buffer address or 
the drawing frame buffer address is out
put. During the fourth 2CLK cycle, the 
window screen display or drawing data is 
read (display or drawing) or written (draw
ing). Note that the third and fourth cycles 
can be used for drawing (similar to inter-
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leaved mode) when these cycles are not 
used for window display. 

Graphic Address Increment Mode (GAi) -
During display operation, the ACRTC can be 
programmed to control the graphic display 
address in seven ways, including increment 
by 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 words, 1 word every two 
display cycles and no increment. 
NOTE: 
The SCN634B4 (R mask version) does not support 
16~word increment mode. 

Setting GAi to increment by 2, 4, 8 or 16 
words per display cycle achieves linear in
creases in the video data rate; i.e. for a given 
configuration setting GAi to 2, 4, 8 or 16 
words will achieve 2, 4, 8 or 16 times the 
video data rate corresponding to GAi = 1. 
This allows increasing the number of bits/ 
logical pixel and logical pixel resolution while 
meeting the 2CLK maximum frequency con
straint. 

Table 7 shows the summary relationship 
between 2CLK, display access mode, graphic 
address increment, number of bits/logical 
pixel, memory access time and video data 
rate. The frame buffer cycle frequency (le) is 
shown by the following equation where: 
Iv = Dot Clock 
N = No. bits/logical pixel 
D = Display access mode 1 for single ac

cess mode 2 for interleaved and su
perimposed access modes 

A = Graphic address increment (112, 1, 2, 4, 
8, 16) 

fc =(Iv X N X D)/(A X 16) 

DYNAMIC RAM REFRESH 
When dynamic RAMs (DRAMs) are used for 
the frame buffer memory, the ACRTC can 
automatically provide DRAM refresh address
ing. The ACRTC maintains an 8-bit DRAM 
refresh counter which is decremented on 
each frame buffer access. During HSYNC 
low, the ACRTC will output the sequential 
refresh addresses on MAD. The refresh ad
dress assignment depends on graphic ad
dress increment (GAi) mode as shown in 
Table 8. The ACRTC provides "O" output on 
the remaining address line of MAD and 
MA/RA. 

DRAM refresh cycle liming must be factored 
into the determination of HSYNC low pulse 
width (HSW - specified in units of frame buff
er memory cycles). If the horizontal scan rate 
if fh (kHz), number of DRAM refresh cycles is 
N and the DRAM refresh cycle time is t, (ms) 
then horizontal sync width (HSW) is specified 
by the following equation: 

Hwv;;..N I (t, x fhl 
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Table 7. Graphic Address Increment Modes 

DOT RATE 
16MHz 32MHz 64MHz 128MHz ACCESS MODE 

Color No. 
Memory Cycle s D s D s D s D (Blt/Plxel) 

1 250ns - + ¥2 + ¥2 +1 +1 +2 +2 +4 
500ns + ¥2 +1 +1 +2 +2 +4 +4 +8 

2 250ns +h +1 +1 +2 +2 +4 +4 +8 
500ns +1 +2 +2 +4 +4 +8 +8 +16 

4 250ns +1 +2 +2 +4 +4 +8 +8 +16 
500ns +2 +4 +4 +8 +8 +16 +16 -

8 250ns +2 +4 +4 +8 +8 +16 +16 -
500ns +4 +8 +8 .+16 +16 - - -

16 250ns +4 +8 +8 +16 +16 - - -
500ns +8 +16 +16 - - - - -

For example, if the scan rate is 15.75kHz and Table 8. GAi and DRAM Refresh Addressing 
the DRAMs have 128 refresh cycles of 2ms, 
HSW must be greater than or equal to 5. 

HSW ;;.128 I (2 X 15.75) = 4.06 

EXTERNAL SYNCHRONIZATION 
The. ACRTC EXSYNC pin allows synchronize· 
lion of multiple ACRTCs or other video signal 
generators. The ACRTC may be programmed 
as a single master device, or as one of a 
number of slave devices. To synchronize 
multiple ACRTCs, simply connect all the EX· 
SYNC pins together. 

For synchronizing to other video signals, the 
connection scheme depends on the raster 
scan mode. In non-interlace mode, EXSYNC 
corresponds to VSYNC. In interlace modes, 
EXSYNC corresponds to VSYNC of the odd 
field (see Figure 15). 
NOTES: 
1. The ACRTC performs the synchronization every 

time it accepts the pulse input from EXSYNC in 
the slave mode. It is recommended that the 
synchronous pulse shouJd be input from EX
~ only when the synchronization gap... be
tween the synchronous signal of the master 
device and that of ACRTC is in the slave mode. 
~ and VS'i'filC are also output in the slave 
mode. 

2. The ACRTC needs to be controlled not to 
execute the drawing operation during ~ 
input. 

MPU INTERFACE 

MPU Bus Cycle 
The ACRTC interfaces to the MPU as a 
peripheral occupying two addresses in the 
MPU address space. The ACRTC can oper
ate as an 8- or 16-bit peripheral as configured 
during RES. An MPU bus cycle is initiated 
when CS is asserted (following the assertion 
of RS and R/W). The ACRTC responds to CS 
low by asserting DTACK low to complete the 
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ADDRESS INCREMENT 
MODE 

+0 (GAi = 101) 
+ 1 (GAi = 000) 
+2 (GAi = 001) 
+4 (GAi = 010) 
+8 (GAi = 011) 
+ 16 (GAi = 100) 
+h (GAl=111) 

CLOCK 
SIGNAL 

(GAi = 110) 

'--I 2CLK 

ACRTC 
(llASlER) 

EXSYNC 

REFRESH ADDRESS OUTPUT 
TERMINAL 

MADO-MAD7 
MADO-MAD7 
MAD1-MAD8 
MAD2-MAD9 
MAD3-MAD10 
MAD4-MAD11 
MADO-MAD7 

t--1 2CLK 

ACRTC 
(SLAVE) 

EXSYNC 

L-. 2CLK 

ACRTC 
(SLAVE) 

EiSvNC 

Figure 15. External Synchronization 

data transfer. OT ACK will be returned to the 
MPU in between 1 and 1.5 2CLK cycles. 

MPU WAIT states will be added in the follow
ing two cases. 

1. If the ACRTC 2CLK input is much slower 
than the MPU clock, continuous ACRTC 
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accesses may be delayed due to internal 
processing of the previous bus cycle. Be 
careful of CS "high" width. 

2. If an ACRTC read cycle immediately 
follows an ACRTC write cycle, a wait 
state may occur due to ACRTC prepare-
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lion for bus 'turn-around'. However, (e.g. 
68000 system) MPUs normally have no 
instructions which immediately follow a 
write cycle with a read cycle. 

For connection to synchronous bus interface 
MPUs, DTACK can simply be left open, as
suming the system design guarantees that 
WAIT states cannot occur as described 
above. If WAIT states may occur, DTACK can 
be used with external logic to synthesize a 
READY signal. 

OMA TRANSFER 
The ACRTC can interface with an external 
DMA controller using three handshake sig
nals. DMA request (DREQ), DMA acknowl
edge (DACK) and DMA done (DONE). The 
ACRTC uses the external DMAC for two 
types of transfers, command/parameter DMA 
and data DMA. For both types, DMA transfers 
use the ACRTC read and write FIFOs. 

Command/Parameter OMA 
The MPU initiates this mode by setting bit 12 
(CDM) in the ACRTC command control regis
ter to 1. Then, the ACRTC will automatically 
request DMA transfer for commands and their 
associated parameters as long the write Fl FO 
has space. Only cycle steal request mode 
(DREQ pulses low for each data transfer) can 
be used. 

Command/parameter DMA is terminated 
when the MPU resets bit 12 in CCR to o, or 
the external DONE input is asserted. Note 
that the R mask version and the S mask 
version cannot perform command/parameter 
DMA transfer, so CDM (bit 12) should be set 
to o. 
Data OMA 
Data DMA is used to move data between the 
MPU system memory and the ACRTC frame 
buffer. The MPU sets up the transfer by 
specifying the frame buffer transfer address 
(and other parameters of the transfer, such 
as 'on-the-fly' logical operations) to the 
ACRTC. Next, when the MPU issues a data 
transfer command to the ACRTC, the ACRTC 
will request DMA transfer to and from system 
memory. The ACRTC will request DMA, auto
matically monitoring Fl FO status, until the 
DMA transfer command is completed. 

Data DMA request mode can be cycle steal 
(as in command/parameter DMA), or burst 
mode in which DREQ is a low-level control 
output to the DMAC which allows multiple 
data transfers during each acquisition of the 
MPU bus. 

INTERRUPTS 
The ACRTC recognizes eight separate condi
tions which can generate an interrupt, includ
ing command error detection, command end, 
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drawing edge detection, light pen strobe, and 
four FIFO status conditions. Each condition 
has an associated mask bit for enabling/ 
disabling the associated interrupt. The 
ACRTC removes the interrupt request when 
the MPU performs appropriate interrupt ser
vice by reading or writing to the ACRTC. 

DISPLAY FUNCTION 

Logical Display Screens 
The ACRTC allows division of the frame 
buffer into four separate logical screens. 

Screen Screen Screen Group 
Number Name Name 

0 Upper Screen 

J 
Background 

1 Base Screen 
2 Lower Screen 

Screens 

3 Window Screen 

In the simplest case, only the base screen 
parameters must be defined. Other screens 
may be selectively enabled, disabled and 
blanked under software control. 

The background (upper, base, and lower) 
screens partition the display into three hori
zontal splits whose position is fully-program
mable. A typical application might use the 
base screen for the bulk of user interaction,· 
using the lower screen for 'status line(s)' and 
the upper screen for 'pull-down menu(s)'. 

The window screen is unique, since the 
ACRTC gives the window screen higher prior
ity than background screens. Thus, when the 
window, whose size and position is fully
programmable, overlaps a background 
screen, the window screen is displayed. One 
exception is the ACRTC superimposed ac
cess mode, in which the window has the 
same display priority as background screens. 
In this case, the window and background 
screen are 'superimposed' on the display. 
The ACRTC logical screen organization can 
be programmed to best suit a number of 
display applications. See Figures 16 through 
18. 

GRAPHIC/CHARACTER 
ADDRESS SPACES 
The ACRTC controls two separate logical 
address spaces. The CHA pin allows external 
decoding if physically-separate frame buffers 
are desired. Each of the four logical screens 
(upper, base, lower, and window) is pro
grammed as residing in the graphics address 
space or the character address space (see 
Figure 19). 

December 1986 

ACRTC accesses to graphics screens are 
treated as bit-mapped using a 20-bit frame 
buffer address, with an address space of one 
megaword (1M by 16 bits). 

ACRTC accesses to character screens are 
treated as character generator-mapped. In 
this case, a 64k word address space is used 
and five bits of raster address are output to 
an external character generator (see Figure 
20). 

Multiple logical screens defined as character 
can be externally decoded to use separate 
character generators or different addresses 
within a combined character generator. Also, 
each character screen may be defined with 
separate line spacing, separate cursors, etc. 

CURSOR CONTROL 
The ACRTC has two block cursor registers 
and a graphics cursor register. A block cursor 
is used with character screens. The cursor 
start and ending raster addresses are fully
programmable. Also, the cursor width can be 
defined as one to eight memory cycles. 

A graphics cursor is defined by specifying the 
start/end memory in cycle the X dimension 
and the start/end raster in the Y dimension. 
The graphic cursor can output on character 
screens. The ACRTC provides two separate 
cursor outputs, CUD1 and CUD2. These are 
combined with two character cursor registers 
and a graphics cursor register to provide 
three cursor modes. 

Block Mode 
Two block cursors are output on CUD1 and 
CUD2, respectively (see Figures 21 and 22). 

Graphic Mode 
The graphic cursor is output on CUD1. Using 
an external cursor pattern memory allows a 
graphic cursor of various shapes. Two block 
cursors are multiplexed on CUD2 (see Figure 
23). 

Crosshair Mode 
The horizontal and vertical components of 
the graphic cursor are output on CUD1 and 
CUD2, respectively. This allows simple gener
ation of a crosshair cursor control signal (see 
Figure 24). 

SCROLLING 

Vertical Scroll 
Each logical screen performs independent 
vertical scroll. On character screens, vertical 
smooth scroll is accomplished using the pro
grammable start address raster (SAR). Line-
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by-line scroll is accomplished by increasing or 
decreasing the screen start address by one 
unit of horizontal memory width. 
On graphics screens, vertical smooth scroll is 
accomplished by increasing or decreasing the 
screen start address by one unit of horizontal 
memory width (see Figure 25). 

Horizontal Scroll 
Horizontal scroll can be performed in units of 
characters for character screens and units of 
words (multi-logical pixels) for graphic 
screens by increasing or decreasing the 
screen start address by 1. For smooth hori
zontal scroll, the ACRTC has dot shift video 
attributes which can be used with an external 
circuit which conditions shift register load/ 
clocking. 

Since this dot shift information is output each 
raster, horizontal smooth scroll is limited to 
either the background screens or the window 
screen at any given time. However, horizontal 
smooth scroll is independent for each of the 
background screens (upper, base, lower). 
See Figures 25 through 27. 

RASTER SCAN MODES 
The ACRTC has three software-selectable 
raster scan modes - non-interlace, interlace 
sync, and interlace sync and video. In non
interlace mode, a frame consists of one field. 
In the interlace modes, a frame consists of 
two fields, the even and odd fields. 

The interlace modes allow increasing screen 
resolution while avoiding limits imposed by 
the CRT display device, such as maximum 
horizontal scan frequency or maximum video 
dot rate. 

Interlace sync mode simply repeats each 
raster address for both the even and odd 
fields. This is useful for increasing the quality 
of a displayed figure when using an interlaced 
CRT device such as a television set with RF 
modulator. 

Interlace sync and video mode displays alter
nate even and odd rasters on alternate even 
and odd fields. For a given number of rasters/ 
character, this mode allows twice as many 
characters to be displayed in the vertical 
direction as non-interlace mode (see Figure 
28). 

Note that for interlace modes, the refresh 
frequency for a given dot on the screen is 
one-half that of the non-interlace mode. Inter
lace modes normally require the use of a CRT 
with a more persistent phosphor to avoid 
flickering display. 

2 ............ 
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SIQNETICS 
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Figure 21. Two Separate Block Cursors 
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ZOOMING 
The base screen (screen 1) is supported by 
the ACRTC zooming function. Note that 
ACRTC zooming is performed by controlling 
the CRT timing signals. The contents of the 
frame buffer area being zoomed are not 
changed. The ACRTC allows specification of 
a zoom factor (1 to 16) independently in the X 
and Y directions. 

For horizontal zoom, the programmed zoom 
factor is output as video attributes. An exter
nal circuit uses this factor to condition the 
external shift register clock to accomplish 
horizontal zooming. 

For vertical zoom, no external circuit is re
quired. The ACRTC will scan a single raster 

1x1 

~[HJ 

! 
1 x 2 

t 

NOTES: 
1. "U" mask limitation: 

multiple times to accomplish vertical zooming 
(see Figure 29). 

LIGHT PEN 
The ACRTC provides a 20-bit light pen ad
dress register and a light pen strobe (DPSTB) 
input pin for connection with a light pen. 

A light pen strobe pulse will occur when the 
CRT electron beam passes under the light 
pen during display refresh. When this pulse 
occurs, the contents of the ACRTC display 
refresh address counter will be latched into 
the light pen address register along with a 
logical screen (character or graphic screen) 
designator. Also, an ACRTC status flag indi
cating light pen activity is set, generating an 
optional (maskable) MPU interrupt. Note that 

Preliminary Specification 
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for superimposed access mode, when the 
light pen strobe occurs in an area in which the 
window overlaps a background (upper, base, 
or lower) screen, the background screen 
address will be latched. And even for all 
access modes, the drawing address will be 
latched. 

Various system and ACRTC delays will cause 
the latched address to differ slightly from the 
actual light pen position. The light pen ad
dress can be corrected using software, based 
on system-specific delays. Or, if the applica
tion does not require the highest light pen 
pointing resolution, software can 'bind' the 
light pen address by specifying a range of 
values associated with a given area of the 
screen. 

2. - when the parameters ''a, b, and DX'' for the ellipse command satisfy the following condition, a #2b(2DX-1), the command fails to end and the ACRTC goes into a deadlock, 
resulting in a Flat Ellipse. 

Figure 29. Zooming 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

Vs Supply voltage2 range -0.3 to +7.0 v 
V1N Input voltage2 range -0.3 to Vee+ 0.3 v 
ioUT Allowable ou1put current' +5 mA 

ioUT Total allowable output current4 +120 mA 

TA Operating temperature range 0 to +70 •c 
TsTG Storage temperature range -55 to +150 •c 

RECOMMENDED OPERATING CONDITIONS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN . TYP MAX .UNIT 

Vs Supply voltage2 4.75 5 5.25 v 
V1L Input low level voltage2 0 - 0.7 v 
V1H Input high level voltage2 2.2 - Vee v 
TA Operating temperature 0 25 70 •c 

NOTES: 
1. Using an LSI beyond its maximum ratings may result in permanent destruction. LSls should usually be usad under recommanded operating conditions. Exceeding 

any of thase conditions may adversely affect Iha LSl's reliability. 
2. This value is in referance to Vss • OV. 
3. The allowable output current Is the maximum current that may be drawn from, or flow out to one output terminal or one Input/output common terminal. 
4. The total allowable output current is the total sum of currents that may be drawn from; or flow out to output terminals or Input/output common terminals. 

TIMING MEASUREMENT 
The timing measurement point for the output 
"low" level is defined at 0.8V throughout this 
specHication. The output "low" level at stable 
condition (DC characteristics) is defined at 
0.5V. The ou1put "high" level is defined at 
Vee- 2.0V (see Figure 30). 
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DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vee• 5V ± 5%, Vss = ov, TA = o to + 1o•c unless otherwise noted. 
"""""""' 

8MHz 
PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 2 

Min Max -
Input high level All inputs 2.2 Vee v 
Input low level All inputs -0.3 0.7 v 
Input leakage current R/W, ~.RS, V1N • O-Vee -2.5 2.5 µA 

RES, ~ 
2CLK, LPSTB 

3-State (off-state) DO-Dt5,~. V1N • 0.4-Vee -10 10 µA 
Input current MADO-MAD15 

Output high level D0-015, IQH•-400µA Vee - v 
MAOO- MAD15, -1 
Wl51, roD2 
Imm, 
Dml<, 
RSVl'iC, 
VS'?IW, 
~ 

Output low level mmsi, ~ loL • 2.2rnA - 0.5 v 
CHR, MRD, 
15i!IAW, AS, 
MCYC, RA4, 
MA16/RAO, 
MA19/RA3 

Output leakage current me:!, NmE VQH•Vee - 10 µA 
(off-state) 

Input capacity OO-D15, V1N=OV, - 17 pF 
~. TA• 25°C, 
MAOO-MAD15 f• 1.0MHz 
R/W, ~.RS, 
"AES, DACK, 
2CLK, LPSTB 

Output capacity me:!, NmE V1N=OV, - 15 pF 
TA• 25°C, 
f= 1.0MHz 

Current Conaumption Chip not selected - 100 mA 
Display in progress 
Data bus in read/write operation - 100 mA 
Display in progress 
Command execution in progress 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vee= 5V ± 5%, Vss • ov, TA• o to + 1o•c unless otherwise noted. 

TENTATIVE LIMITS 

NO. FIGURE CHARACTERISTIC 8MHz UNIT 

Min Max 

Ope~tion frequency of 2CLK 1 8 MHz 

1 41 Clock cycle time 125 1000 ns 

2 41 Clock high level pulse width 55 500 ns 

3 41 Clock low level pulse width 55 500 ns 

4 41 Clock rise time - 10 ns 

5 41 Clock fall time - 10 ns 

6 42, 43 R/W setup time 50 - ns 

7 42, 43 R/W hold time 0 - ns 

8 42, 43 RS setup time 50 - ns 

9 42, 43 RS hold time 0 - ns 

10 42, 43 CS setup time 40 ~ ns 

11 42, 43 CS high level width 80 - ns 

13 42 Read wait time 0 - ns 

14 42 Read data access time - 80 ns 

15 42 Read data l:lold time 10 - ns 

16 42 Read data turn off time - 60 ns 

17 42, 43 DTACK delay time (Z to L) - 70 ns 

18 42 l5mK delay time (D to L) 0 - ns 

19 42, 43 DTACK release time (L to H) - 80 ns 

20 42, 43 D'Tl'\CK tum off time (H to Z) - 100 ns 

21 42 Data bus 3-State recovery time 1 0 - ns 

22 43 Write wait time 0 - ns 

23 43 · Write data setup time 40 - ns 

24 43 Write data hold time 10 - ns 

25 44, 45 ~ delay time 1 - 110 ns 

26 44, 45 OREO delay time 2 - 70 ns 

27 44, 45 OMA R/W setup time 50 - ns 

28 44. 45 OMA R/W hold time 0 ~ ns 

29 44, 45 ~setup time 40 - ns 

30 44, 45 l5ACK high leliel width 60 - ns 
.. 

32 44 OMA. read wait time 0 - ns 

33 44 OMA read data access time - 80 ns 

34 44 OMA read data hold time 10 - ns 

35 44 OMA read data tum off time - 60 ns 

36 44, 45 OMA DiACI< delay time (Z to L) - 70 ns 

37 44 OMA l5mK delay time (D to L) 0 - ns 

38 44, 45 OMA l5TACK release time (L to H) - 80 ns 

39 44, 45 OMA DiACI< turn off time (H to Z) - 100 ns 

40 44, 45 DONE output delay time - 70 ns 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) -TENTATIVE LIMITS 2 
NO. FIGURE CHARACTERISTIC BM Hz UNIT -Min Max 

41 44, 45 DONE output tum off time (L to Z) - 80 ns 

42 44 Data bus 3-State recovery time 2 0 - ns 

43 44, 45 ~ input pulse width 2 - Clk Cyc 

44 45 OMA write wait time 0 - ns 

45 45 OMA write data setup time 40 - ns 

46 45 OMA write data hold time 10 - ns 

48 46-49 AS low level pulse width 25 - ns 

49 47, 48 Memory address hold time 2 10 - ns 

50 46-49 AS delay time 1 - 60 ns 

51 46-49 AS delay time 2 - 60 ns 

52 46-49 Memory address delay time - 70 ns 

53 46-49 Memory address hold time 1 10 - ns 

54 46, 47, 49 Memory address turn off time (A to Z) - 50 ns 

55 47 Memory address data setup time 40 - ns 

56 47 Memory read data hold time 10 - ns 

57 46-49 MA/RA delay time - 80 ns 

58 46-48 MA/RA hold time 10 - ns 

59 46-50 MCYC delay time - 50 ns 

60 46-49 MRD delay time - 70 ns 

61 46-49 MRD hold time 10 - ns 

62 46-49 liRAW delay time - 70 ns 

63 46-49 DRAW hold time 10 - ns 

64 48 Memory write data delay time - 70 ns 

65 48 Memory write data hold time 10 - ns 

67 49-51 ~delaytime - 70 ns 

68 50 ~delayiime - 70 ns 

69 50 DiSi51, DISP2 delay time - 70 ns 

70 50 ~. mm2 delay time - 70 ns 

71 50 mYNC output delay time 20 70 ns 

72 50 CHR delay time - 70 ns 

75 51 ~ input pulse width 3 - Clk Cyc 

76 51 mYNC input setup time 1 50 - ns 

77 51 ~ input hold time 30 - ns 

78 52 LPSTB uncertain time 1 70 - ns 

79 52 LPSTB uncertain time 2 10 - ns 

60 52 LPSTB input hold time 10 - ns 

81 52 LPSTB input inhibit time 4 - Clk Cyc 

82 53 ~ setup time for~ 100 - ns 

83 53 ~ hold time for RES 0 - ns 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

NO. FIGURE CHARACTERISTIC 

84 53 RES input pulse width 

85 54 lRO delay time 1 

86 54 im:i delay time 2 

87 49 ATA delay time 1 

88 49 ATA hold time 1 

90 49 ATA delay time 2 

91 49 ATA hold time 2 

100 42, 43 OS cycle time 

101 42, 43 CS low level width 

102 42, 43 OS high level width 

104 44 45 l5ACR cycle time 

105 44, 45 l5ACR low level width 

106 44, 45 DACK high level width 

TEST POINT 

r R 

Figure 31. Tllllt Load Circuit A Rgure 32. Test Load Circuit B 

Signal 

D0-015 
~ 
DREC:i ' 
MADO-MAD15 
MA16/AAO-MA19/ 
AA3 
AA4 
QSY!ilC, RSVf\IC 
EX SYNC 
MCYC, AS, MRD 
DRAW, CHA 
DISP1, DiSP2 
"CITT51, CUD2 
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Load Condition 

AL= 1.84.Q 
C m40pF 

A= 10kil 

All diodes are 1S2074 or equivalent 
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TENTATIVE LIMITS 

8MHz UNIT 

Min Max 

10 - Clk Cyc 

- 150 ns 

- 500 ns 

- 80 ns 

10 - ns 

- 80 ns 

10 - ns 

4 - Clk Cyc 

2 - Clk Cyc 

2 - Clk Cyc 

4 - Clk Cyc 

2 - Clk Cyc 

2 - Clk Cyc 

Power·On Sequence 
The following condition needs to be satisfied 
when the power turns on. 

.... 
100 .. 

Figure 33. Power-On Sequence 
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Output Waveform 
In case that ringing noise occurs beyond 
tolerance on the CRT data buses (MADO 
-MAD15, MA16/RAO-MA19/RA2, RA4), 
damping resistors may be required for data 
buses as shown in Figures 34 and 35. 

RINGING NOISE 

Figure 34. Ringing Noise 
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ACRTC 

llAD1& 1-J>W.,,__ 

MA18/AAO ...... .,.,.,,,,__ 

RMI-"""'"'°""-
OAMPING RESISTORS 

(500-1000) 

Figure 35. Damping Resistors 
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Power Supply Circuit 
When designing the V cc and V ss pattern of 
the circuit board, the capacitors need to be 
located nearest to pin 14 (V eel and pin 16 
(V ssl or pin 51 (V ssl and pin 49 (V eel. as 
shown in Figure 36. 

·-~ + 
Yee 

1µ.Ff3fW TANTALUM CAMCITOR ....... 
Figure 36. Designing Power 

Supply Current 
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Figure 37. Access Mode Timing (Continued) 
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Figure 43. MPU Read/Write Cycle Timing (MPU -+ ACRTC) (Continued) 
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Figure 45. DMA Write Cycle Timing (Memory -+ ACRTC): Burst Mode (Continued) 
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0.7V 

Figure 46. Screen Display Cycle Timing 
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Figure 47. Frame Memory Read Cycle Timing (ACRTC +- Frame Memory) 
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Figure 48. Frame Memory Write Cycle Timing (ACRTC -. Frame Memory) 
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NOTE' 
*When A§ is "High", a "O" output is given. 

Figure 49. Frame Memory Refresh/ Attribute Control Information Output Cycle Timing 
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NOTE: 

~ 
(FROM MASTER) 0.7V 

MCYc\_/ 

MCYC~ 

(Wh~n the leading edge of ~ enters this period, ACRTC shifts the intemal phase according to the above sequence.) 

2CLK 

M 

MADO-MAD15 

LPSTB 

NOTE: 

(LIGHTPEN 
RtSE CYCLE) 

Figure 51. EXSYNC Input Timing 

SINGLE ACCESS MOO£ 

WHEN LPSTB RISES II TlllS PERIOO, MEMORY ADDRESS "M + 2" IS SET IN THE LIGHT PEN 
ADORESS REGISTER. 

1. Memory address set in light pen address register during H-SYNC cycle may not be proper. 

Figure 52. LPSTB Input Timing 
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NOTE8' 

(DUAL ACCESS MODE 0/1) 

ONE DISPLAYING PERIOD 

(2) NOTE 2 

INTERLEAVE MODE/SUPERIMPOSE MODE 

1. When LPSTB rises in the period (1), memory address "M + 1" is set In the Light Pen Address register. 
2. When LPSTB rises in the period (2), memory address "M + 2" is set in the "Light Pen Address register. 

Preliminary Specification 

SCC63484 

3. tn the Interleave Mode, memory address ''M'', ''M + 1'', ''M + 2'' denote the display address. In the Superimpose Mode, memory address ''M'', ''M + 1'', ''M + 2'' denote the display 
address of the background screen. 

4. Memory address set in Hght pen address register during H..SYNC cycle may not be proper. 

Figure 52. LPSTB Input Timing {Continued) 

Figure 53. RES Input and DTACK Input Timing (System Reset and 16-Blt/B·Blt Selection) 

2CLK 

Figure 54. IRQ Output Timing 
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Microprocessor Products 

DESCRIPTION 
The 5CN68000 is the first implementa
tion of the 568000 16/32 bit micropro
cessor architecture. The 5CN68000 has 
a 16-bit data bus and 24-bit address bus, 
while the full architecture provides for 
32-bit address and data buses. It is 
completely code-compatible with the 
5CN68008 8-bit data bus implementa
tion of the 568000 and is downward 
code-compatible with the SCN68010 vir
tual extension and the SCN68020 32-bit 
implementation of the architecture. Any 
user-mode programs written using the 
SCN68000 instruction set will run un
changed on the SCN68008, SCN68010, 
and 68020. This is possible because the 
user programming model is identical for 
all four processors and the instruction 
sets are proper sub-sets of the complete 
architecture. 

The resources available to the 
SCN68000 user consist of the following: 
• 17 32-bit data and address 

registers 

• 16 Mbyte direct addressing range 
• 56 powerful instruction types 
• Operations on five main data types 
• Memory-mapped 1/0 
• 14 addressing modes 

As shown in the programming model 
(Figure 1), the SCN68000 offers sixteen 
32-bit registers and a 32-bit program 
counter. The first eight registers 
(DO - 07) are used as data registers for 
byte (8-bit), word (16-bit), and long word 
(32-bit) operations. The second set of 
seven registers (AO - AS) and the user 
stack pointer (USP) may be used as. 
software stack pointers and base ad
dress registers. In addition, the registers 
may be used for word and . long word 
operations. All of the 16 registers may 
be used as index registers. 

December 12, 1986 

SCN68000 
16-/32-Bit Microprocessor 
Product Specification 

PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

[® 
TOP VIEW PIN A1 

INDEX 
CORNER 

.! 61 

10 0 ~ 60 

PLCC 

26 44 

v 43 

TOP VIEW 

""""""' PLCCFunctlon PLCCFunctlon PGA FuncUon PGA Function 
1 D4 35 A4 A1 NC F1 HAlT 
2 OS SS A5 A2 Al! F2 Rmf DTACK 

jjij s 02 S7 AS AS 01 F9 A18 
4 01 36 A7 A4 02 F10 A19 

BGACk 5 DO S9 A6 A5 04 G1 \1!.lA 
S AS 40 A9 AS D5 G2 'il'll 

iiii 7 lJllS 41 A10 A7 07 G9 A15 
a ms 42 A11 A6 DB G10 A17 
9 RIW 4S A12 AS 010 H1 E Yee 

10 lffill:R 44. A1S A10 012 H2 1J50! 
11 Im 45 A14 81~ H3 fPCT CLK 

12~ 46 A15 02 ms HS A1S 
13 l!1'i 47 A16 8S lJllS H9 A12 

GND DIP 
14 Vee 48 A17 84 DO H10 A16 
15 CLK 49 A18 85 03 J1 liERl'i 

HlllT 

liEm 18 GND 50 A19 88 DB J2 lJ5lJj 
17 GND 51 A20 87 D9 J3 FC1 
18 NC 52 Vee 88 011 J4 NC 
19Hiil'i' 53 A21 89 014 J5 A2 

VMA 

20~ 54 A22 810 015 JS A5 
21 ;;>!AA 55 A23 C1 l!ll7iOI< J7 A6 
22 E 56 GNO C2 Im JS A10 YPA 

23 Vi'A 57 GNO C3 RIW JS A11 
24 mm 58 D15 ca 01a J10 A14 

iiEAii 

IPL2 25 1J50! 59 014 C9 A23 K1 -NC 
26 IPL1 60 013 C10 A22 K2 FC2 

IPL1 27 il'Lii 61 012 01 l!1'i KS FCO 
28 FC2 62 011 D2 Vee K4 A1 
29 FC1 63 010 D9 GNO K5 A3 
30 FCO 64 09 010 A21 K6 A4 

FC2 31 NC 85 DB E1 CLK K7 A6 
32 A1 66 07 E2 GNO KB A7 
33 A2 67 06 E9 Vee K9 A9 FC1 

FCO 34 A3 68 05 E10 A20 K10 NC 

A1 

A2 

A3 

AS 

TOPVEW 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

Ycc=5V ±5%, TA=o•c to 10°c 
PACKAGES 

SM Hz 

64-Pin Ceramic DIP SCN68000C8164 

64-Pin Plastic DIP SCN68000C8N64 

68-Pin Plastic LCC SCN68000C8A68 

68-Pin PGA SCN68000C8P68 

1815 87 

EIGHT DATA 
REGISTERS 

31 1815 0 

~ : ~~ SEVEN 
ADDRESS 
REGISTERS 

A7 USER STACK 
(USP) POINTER 

31 0 

PC PROGRAM 
COUNTER 

0 

lccR STATUS 
REGISTER 

Figure 1. User Programming Model 

31 IS 15 0 
A7 SUPERVISOR 
(SSP) STACK POINTER 

15 87 0 

I I CCR I SA STATUS REGISTER 

Figure 2. Supervisor Programming Model Supplement 
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10MHz 12.5MHz 

SCN68000CAl64 SCN68000CBl64 

SCN68000CAN64 SCN68000CBN64 

SCN68000CAA68 SCN68000CBA68 

SCN68000CP68 SCN68000CBP68 

In supervisor mode, the upper byte of the 
status register and the supervisor stack point
er (SSP) are also available to the program
mer. These registers are shown in Figure 2. 

The status register (Figure 3) contains the 
interrupt mask (eight levels available) as well 
as the condition codes: extend (X), negative 
(N), zero (Z), overflow (V), and carry (C). 
Additional status bits indicate that the proces
sor is in a trace (T) mode and in a supervisor 
(S) or user state. 
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16-/32-Bit Microprocessor 

Data Types and Addressing 
Modes 
Five basic data types are supported. These 
data types are: 

•Bits 

• BCD digits (4 bits) 

• Bytes (8 bits) 

• Words (16 bits) 

• Long words (32 bits) 

SYSTEM BYTE 

INTERRUPT 
MASK 

Product Specification 

SCN68000 

USER BYTE 

ZERO 

OVERFLOW 

CA.ARY 
In addition, operations on other data types 
such as memory addresses, status word data, 
etc., are provided in the instruction set. Figure 3. Status Register 

The 14 address modes, shown in Table 1, Table 1. Addressing Modes 
include six basic types: 

• Register direct 

• Register indirect 

•Absolute 

• Program counter relative 

•Immediate 

•Implied 

Included in the register indirect addressing 
modes is the capability to do postincrement
ing, predecrementing, offsetting, and index
ing. The program counter relative mode can 
also be modified via indexing and offsetting. 

December 12, 1986 

ADDRESSING MODES 

Register direct addressing 
Data register direct 
Address register direct 

Absolute data addressing 
Absolute short 
Absolute long 

Program counter relative addressing 
Relative with offset 
Relative with index and offset 

Register Indirect addressing 
Register indirect 
Postincrement register indirect 
Predecrement register indirect 
Register indirect with offset 
Indexed register indirect with offset 

Immediate data addressing 
Immediate 
Quick immediate 

Implied addressing 
Implied register 

NOTES: 
On = Data register 
An = Address register 
Xn - Address or data register used as index register 
SR = Status register 
PC = Program counter 
SP - Stack pointer 
USP = User stack pointer 
( ) - Effective Address 
d8 - 8-bit offset (displacement) 
d1s = 16·bit offset (displacement) 
#xxx. = Immediate data 

2-342 

SYNTAX 

On 
An 

xxx.W 
xxx.L 

d1s(PC) 
d8(PC,Xn) 

(An) 
(An)+ 
-(An) 
d15(An) 
d8(An,Xn) 

#xxx 
#1-#8 

SR/USP/SP/PC 
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Instruction Set Overview Table 2. Instruction Set Summary 
The SCN6BOOO instruction set is shown in 
Table 2. Some additional instructions are 
variations, or subsets, of these and they 
appear in Table 3. Special emphasis has 
been given to the instruction set's support of 
structured high-level languages to facilitate 
ease of programming. Each instruction, with 
few exceptions, operates on bytes, words, 
and long words and most instructions can use 
any of the 14 addressing modes. Combining 
instruction types, data types, and addressing 
modes, over 1000 useful instructions are 
provided. These instructions include signed 
and unsigned, multiply and divide, "quick" 
arithmetic operations, BCD arithmetic, and 
expanded operations (through traps). 
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MNEMONIC 

ABCD 
ADD 
AND 
ASL 
ASA 

Bee 
BCHG 
BCLR 
BRA 
BSET 
BSA 
BTST 

CHK 
CLR 
CMP 

DB cc 
DIVS 
DIVU 

EOR 
EXG 
EXT 

JMP 
JSR 

LEA 
LINK 
LSL 
LSR 

MOVE 
MULS 
MULU 

NBCD 
NEG 
NOP 
NOT 

OR 

PEA 

RESET 
AOL 
ROA 
ROXL 
ROXR 
RTE 
RTR 
ATS 

SBCD 
Sec 
STOP 
SUB 
SWAP 

TAS 
TRAP 
TRAPV 
TST 

UNLK 
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DESCRIPTION 

Add decimal with extend 
Add 
Logical AND 
Arithmetic shift left 
Arithmetic shift right 

Branch conditionally 
Bit test and change 
Bit test and clear 
Branch always 
Bit test and set 
Branch to subroutine 
Bit test 

Check register against bounds 
Clear operand 
Compare 

Test condition, decrement and branch 
Signed divide 
Unsigned divide 

Exclusive OR 
Exchange registers 
Sign extend 

Jump 
Jump to subroutine 

Load effective address 
Link stack 
Logical shift left 
Logical shift right 

Move source to destination 
Signed multiply 
Unsigned multiply 

Negate decimal with extend 
Negate 
No operation 
One's complement 

Logical OR 

Push effective address 

Reset external devices 
Rotate left without extend 
Rotate right without extend 
Rotate left with extend 
Rotate right with extend 
Return from exception 
Return and restore 
Return from subroutine 

Subtract decimal with extend 
Set conditional 
Stop 
Subtract 
Swap data register halves 

Test and set operand 
Trap 
Trap on overflow 
Test 

Unlink 
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Table 3. Variations of Instruction Types 

INSTRUCTION 
VARIATION DESCRIPTION 

TYPE 

ADD ADD Add 
ADDA Add address 
ADDO Add quick 
ADDI Add immediate 
ADDX Add with extend 

AND AND Logical AND 
ANDI AND immediate 
ANDI to CCR AND immediate to condition codes 
ANDI to SR AND immediate to status register 

CMP CMP Compare 
CMPA Compare address 
CMPM Compare memory 
CMPI Compare immediate 

EOR EOR Exclusive OR 
EORI Exclusive OR immediate 
EORI to CCR Exclusive OR immediate to condition codes 
EORI to SR Exclusive OR immediate to status register 

MOVE MOVE Move source to destination 
MO VEA Move address 
MOVEM Move multiple registers 
MOVEP Move peripheral data 
MOVEQ Move quick 
MOVE from 

Move from status register 
SR 
MOVE to SR Move to status register 
MOVE to 

Move to condition codes 
CCR 
MOVE USP Move user stack pointer 

NEG NEG Negate 
NEGX Negate with extend 

OR OR Logical OR 
ORI OR immediate 
ORI to CCR OR immediate to condition codes 
ORI to SR OR immediate to status register 

SUB SUB Subtract 
SUSA Subtract address 
SUBI Subtract immediate 
SUBQ Subtract quick 
SUBX Subtract with extend 
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--------------------------------------··----··--·--

DATA ORGANIZATION AND 
ADDRESSING CAPABILITIES 
This section contains a description of the 
registers and the data organization of the 
SCN68000. 

Operand Size 
Operand sizes are defined as follows: a byte 
equals 8 bits, a word equals 16 bits, and a 
long word equals 32 bits. The operand size 
for each instruction is either explicitly en
coded in the instruction or implicitly defined 
by the instruction operation. Implicit instruc· 
tions support some subset of all three sizes. 

Data Organization in Registers 
The eight data registers support data oper
ands of 1, 8, 16, or 32 bits. The seven 
address registers together with the stack 
pointers support address operands of 32 bits. 

Data Registers 
Each data register is 32 bits wide. Byte 
operands occupy the low-order 8 bits, word 
operands the low-order 16 bits, and long
word operands the entire 32 bits. The least 
significant bit is addressed as bit zero; the 
most significant bit is addressed as 31. 

When a data register is used as either a 
source or destination operand, only the ap
propriate low-order portion is changed; the 
remaining high-order portion is neither used 
nor changed. 

Address Registers 
Each address register and the stack pointer is 
32 bits wide and holds a full 32-bit address. 
Address registers do not support the sized 
operands. Therefore, when an address regis
ter is used as a source operand, either the 
low-order word or the entire long-word oper
and is used depending on the operation size. 
When an address register is used as the 
destination operand, the entire register is 
affected regardless of the operation size. II 
the operation size is word, any other oper
ands are sign ex1ended to 32 bits before the 
operation is performed. 

December 12, Hl86 
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Data Organization in Memory 
Bytes are individually addressable with the 
high-order byte having an even address the 
same as the word, as shown in Figure 4. The 
low-order byte has an odd address that is one 
count higher than the word address. Instruc
tions and multibyte data are accessed only on 
word (even byte) boundaries. If a long word 
datum is located at address n (n even), then 
the second word of that datum is located at 
address n + 2. 

The data types supported by the SCN68000 
are: bit data, integer data of 8, t 6, or 32 bits, 
32-bit addresses and binary-coded decimal 
data. Each of these data types is put in 
memory, as shown in Figure 5. The numbers 
indicate the order m which the data would be 
accessed from the processor. 

Addressing 
Instructions for the SCN68000 contain two 
kinds of information: the type of function to be 
pertormed and the location of the operand(s) 
on which to perform that function. The meth
ods used to locate (address) the operand(s) 
are explained in the following paragraphs. 

Instructions specify an operand location in 
one of three ways: 

Register specification - the number of the 
register is given in the register field of their 
instruction. 

Effective address -· use of the different ellec
tive addressing modes. 
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Implicit. reterence - the definition of certain 
instructions implies the use ot specific ;egi:::::
ters. 

Instruction Format 
Instructions are from one to five words in 
length as shown in Figure 6. The length ot the 
instruction and the operation to be perloni1ed 
is specified by the first word of the instruction 
which is called the operation word. The re·· 
maining words further specify the operands. 
These words are either immediate operands 
or extensions to the effective address mode 
specified in the operation word 

Program/Data References 
The SCN68000 separates memory refer
ences into two classes: program references 
and data references. Program references, as 
the name implies, are references to that 
section of memory that contains the program 
being <1Xecuted. Data relerences refer to that 
section of memory that contains data. Oper· 
and reads are from the data space except in 
the case of the program counter relative 
addressing mode. All operand writes are to 
the data space. 

Register Specification 
The register field within an instmction speci· 
lies the register to be used. Other fields within 
the instruction . specify whether the register 
selected is an address or data rngist8r and 
how the register is to be used 

2 
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BJTOATA- 1BYTE=8BITS 
5 3 2 

INTEGER DATA - 1 BYTE= 8 BITS 

15 14 13 12 11 10 8 

1-· 
BYTEO ,.I 8YTE1 

BYTE2 BYTE3 

1 WORD = 16 BITS 

15 14 13 12 ,, 10 

1-
WORDO 

~1 WORD1 

WORD2 

1 LONG WOAD = 32 BITS 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 

MSB 
HIGH ORDER 

t---LONGWORDO- --------------- - -----

LOW ORDER 
LSB 

t-- - -LONGWORD1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

f-- - -LONGWOR02- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ADDRESSES - l ADDRESS = 32 BITS 

15 14 13 12 11 10 6 

MSB 
HIGH ORDER 

1---AOORESSO- --- - ---- - -- - --- - - - - - --

LOW ORDER 
LSB 

I- - -AOORESS1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -, 

t- - -AOORESS2- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

MSB - MOST SIGNIFICANT BIT 

15 14 13 12 

MSO 
BCOO 

BC04 

-MSO - MOST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT 
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LSB = LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT 
DECIMAL DATA 

2 BINARY CODED DECIMAL DIGITS = 1 BYTE 
11 10 9 8 7 6 5 

BCD1 BCD2 
LSD 

BCDS BC06 

LSD = LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT 

Figure 5. Memory Data Organization 
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15 14 13 12 11 10 

OPERATION WORD 
(RRST WORD SPECIFIES OPERATION AND MODES) 

IMMEDIATE DPERAND 
(IF ANY, ONE OR TWO WORDS). 

SOURCE EFFECTIVE ADDRESS EXTENSION 
(IF ANY, ONE OR TWO WORDS) 

DESTINATION EFFECTIVE ADDRESS EXTENSION 
(IF ANY, ONE OR TWO WORDS) 

Figure 6. Instruction Operation Word General Format 

15 14 13 12 11 10 

x x x x x x x EFFECTIVE ADDRESS 

MODE REGISTER 

Figure 7. Slngle-EffecUve-Address Instruction Operation Word 

Effective Address 
Most instructions specify the location of an 
operand by using the effective address field 
in the operation word. For example, Figure 7 
shows the general format of the single-effec
tive-address instruction operation word. The 
effective address is composed of two 3-bit 
fields: the mode field and the register field. 
The value in the mode field selects the 
different address modes. The register field 
contains the number of a register. 

The effective address field may require addi· 
tional information to fully specify the operand. 
This additional information, called the effec
tive address extension, is contained in the 
following word or words and is considered 
part of the instruction, as shown in Figure 6. 
The effective address modes are grouped 
into three categories: register direct, memory 
addressing, and special. 

Register Direct Modes 
These effective addressing modes specify 
that the operand is in one of 16 multifunction 
registers. 

Date Raglater Direct - The operand is in 
the data register specHied by the effective 
address register field. 

Address Register Direct - The operand is 
in the address register specified by the effec
tive address register field. 

Memory Address Modes 
These effective addressing modes specify 
that the operand is in memory and provide 
the specHic address of the operand. 

Address Register Indirect - The address 
of the operand is in the address register 
specified by the register field. The reference 
is classified as a data reference with the 
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exception of the jump and jump-to-subroutine 
instructions. 

Address Raglster Indirect with Poatlncre
ment - The address of the operand is in the 
address register specified by the register 
field. After the operand address is used, it is 
incremented by one, two, or four depending 
on whether the size of the operand is byte, 
word, or long word. If the address register is 
the stack pointer and the operand size is 
byte, the address is incremented by two 
rather than one to keep the stack pointer on a 
word boundary. The reference is classified as 
a data reference. 

Address Register Indirect with Predecre· 
ment - The address of the operand is in the 
address register specified by the register 
field. Before the operand address is used, it is 
decremented by one, two, or four depending 
upon whether the operand size is byte, word, 
or long word. If the address register is the 
stack pointer and the operand size is byte, 
the address is decremented by two rather 
than one to keep the stack pointer on a word 
boundary. The reference is classified as a 
data reference. 

Address Register Indirect with Displace
ment - This addressing mode requires one 
word of extension. The address of the oper
and is· the sum of the address in the address 
register and the sign-extended 16-bit dis
placement integer in the extension word. The 
·reference is classified as a data reference 
with the exception of the jump and jump-to
subroutine instructions. 

Address Register Indirect with Index -
This addressing mode requires one word of 
extension. The address of the operand is the 
sum of the address in the address register, 
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the sign-extended displacement integer in the 
low order eight bits of the extension word, 
and the contents of the index register. The 
reference is classified as a data reference 
with the exception of the jump and jump-to· 
subroutine instructions. 

Special Address Modes 
The special address modes use the effective 
address register field to specify the special 
addressing mode instead of a register num
ber. 

Absolute Short Address - This addressing 
mode requires one word of extension. The 
address of the operand is the extension word. 
The 16-bit address is sign extended before it 
is used. The reference is classified as a data 
reference with the exception of the jump and 
jump-to-subroutine instructions. 

Absolute Long Address - This addressing 
mode requires two words of extension. The 
address of the operand is developed by the 
concatenation of the extension words. The 
high order part of the address is the first 
extension word; the low order part of the 
address is the second extension word. The 
reference is classified as a data reference 
with the exception of the jump and jump-to
subroutine instructions. 

Program Counter with Displacement -
This addressing mode requires one word of 
extension. The address of the operand is the 
sum of the address in the program counter 
and the sign-extended 16-bit displacement 
integer in the word. The value in the program 
counter is the address of the extension word. 
The reference is classified as a program 
reference. 

2 ............ 
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Program counter with Index - This ad- Table 4. Effective Address Encoding Summary 
dressing mode requires one word of exten
sion. The address is the sum of the address 
in the program counter, the sign-extended 
displacement integer in the lower eight bits of 
the extension word, and the contents of the 
index register. The value in the program 
counter is the address of the extension word. 
This reference is classified as a program 
reference. 

Immediate Data - This addressing mode 
requires either one or two words of extension 
depending on the size of the operation. 

Byte operation - operand is low-order byte of 
extension word. 

Word operation - operand is extension word. 

Long-word operation - operand is in the two 
extension words, high-order 16 bits are in the 
first extension word, low-order 16 bits are in 
the second extension word. 

Implicit Reference - Some instructions 
make implicit reference to the program count
er (PC), the system stack pointer (SP), the 
supervisor stack pointer (SSP), the user stack 
pointer (USP), or the status register (SR). A 
selected set of instructions may reference the 
status register by means of the effective 
address field. These are: 
ANDI to CCR ORI to SR 
ANDI to SR MOVE to CCR 
EORI to CCR MOVE to SR 
EORI to SR MOVE from SR 
ORI to CCR 

Effective Address Encoding 
Summary 
Table 4 is a summary of the effective ad
dressing · modes discussed in the previous 
paragraphs. 

System Stack 
The system stack is used implicitly by many 
instructions; user stacks and queues may be 
created and maintained through the address
ing modes. Address register seven (A7) is the 
system stack pointer (SP). The system stack 
pointer is either the supervisor stack pointer 
(SSP) or the user stack pointer (USP), de
pending on the state of the S bit in the status 
register. If the S bit indicates supervisor state, 
SSP is the active system stack pointer and 
the USP cannot be referenced as an address 
register. If the S bit ind.icates user state, the 
USP is the active system stack pointer and 
the SSP cannot be referenced. Each system 
stack fills from high memory to low memory. 

INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY 
This section contains an overview of the form 
and structure of the SCN68000 instruction 
set. The instructions form a set of tools that 
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ADDRESSING MODE MODE REGISTER 

Data register direct 000 Register number 

Address register direct 001 Register number 

Address register indirect 010 Register number 

Address register indirect with postincrement 011 Register number 

Address register indirect with predecrement 100 Register number 

Address register indirect with displacement 101 Register number 

Address register indirect with index 110 Register number 

Absolute short 111 000 
-

Absolute long 111 001 

Program counter with displacement 111 010 

Program counter with index 111 011 

Immediate 111 100 

Table 5. Data Movement Operations 

INSTRUCTION OPERAND OPERATION SIZE 

EXG 32 Rx++ Ry 

LEA 3:1 EA-+ An 

AN -+-(SP) 
LINK - SP-+ An 

SP + displacement ..... SP 

MOVE 8, 16, 32 s-+ (EA)d 

MOVEM 16, 32 
(EA) -+ An, On 
An, On-+ EA 

MOVEP 16, 32 
(EA)-+ On 

On-+ (EA) 

MOVEO 8 #xxx-+ On 

PEA 32 EA-+ -(SP) 

SWAP 32 Dn[31:16] ...,. Dn[15:0] 

UNLK 
An--> SP - (SP)+ -->An 

NOTES: 
s =source [ ] • bit number 
d = destination -( ) - indirect with predecrement 

( ) + = indirect with postdecrement 
# = immediate data 

include all the machine functions to perform 
the following operations: 
Data movement Bit manipulation 
Integer arithmetic Binary coded decimal 
Logical Program control 
Shift and rotate System control 

The complete range of instruction capabilities 
combined with the flexible addressing modes 
described previously provide a very flexible 
base for program development. 

Data Movement Operations 
The basic method of data acquisition (trans
fer and storage) is provided by the move 
(MOVE) instruction. The move instruction and 
the effective addressing modes allow both 
address and data manipulation. Data move 
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instructions allow byte, word, and long-word 
operands to be transferred from memory to 
memory, memory to register, register to mem
ory, and register to register. Address move 
instructions allow word and long-word oper
and transfers and ensure that only legal 
address manipulations are executed. In addi
tion to the general move instruction there are 
several special data movement instructions: 
move multiple registers (MOVEM), move pe
ripheral data (MOVEP), exchange registers 
(EXG), load effective address (LEA), push 
effective address (PEA), link stack (LINK), 
unlink stack (UNLK), and move quick 
(MOVEQ). Table 5 is a summary of the data 
movement oP.rations. 
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Integer Arithmetic Operations Table 6. Integer Arithmetic Operations 
The arithmetic operations include the four 
basic operations of add (ADD), subtract 
(SUB), multiply (MUL), and divide (DIV), as 
well as arithmetic compare (CMP), clear 
(CLR), and negate (NEG). The add and sub
tract Instructions are available for both ad
dress and data operations, with data opera
tions accepting all operand sizes. Address 
operations are limited to legal address size 
operands (16 or 32 bits). Data, address, and 
memory compare operations are also avail
able. The clear and negate Instructions may 
be used on all sizes of data operands. 

The multiply and divide operations are avail
able for signed and unsigned operands using 
word multiply to produce a long-word product, 
and a long-word dividend with word divisor to 
produce a word quotient with a word remain
der. 

Multiprecision and mixed size arithmetic can 
be accomplished using a set of extended 
instructions. These instructions are: add ex
tended (ADDX), subtract extended (SUBX), 
sign extend (EXT), and negate binary with 
extend (NEGX). 

A test operand (TSn instruction that will set 
the condition codes as a result of a compare 
of the operand with zero is also available. 
Test and set (T AS) is a synchronization 
instruction useful in multiprocessor systems. 
Table 6 is a summary of the integer arithmetic 
operations. 

INSTRUCTION 
OPERAND 

SIZE 

8, 16, 32 

ADD 

16, 32 

ADDX 
8, 16, 32 

16, 32 

CLR 8, 16, 32 

8, 18, 32 

CMP 

16, 32 

DIVS 32+16 

DIVU 32+16 

EXT 
8 .... 16 
16 .... 32 

MULS 16 x 16 .... 32 

MULU 16 x 16 .... 32 

NEG 8, 16, 32 

NEGX 8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

SUB 

16, 32 

SUBX 8, 16, 32 

TAS 8 

TST 8, 16, 32 

NOTES: 
[ I - bit number 
# ~ Immediate data 

Logical Operations Table 7. Loglc:al Operations 
Logical operation instructions AND, OR, 
EOR, and NOT are available for all sizes of 
integer data operands. A similar set of imme
diate instructions (ANDI, ORI, and EORI) 
provide these logical operations with all sizes 
of immediate data. Table 7 is a summary of 
the logical operations. 
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INSTRUCTION 

AND 

OR 

EOfl 

NOT 

NOTES: 
# - immediate date 
..... •invert 
A - logical AND 
V • logical OR 

OPERAND SIZE 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

"• logical exclusive OR 
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OPERATION 

On+ (EA)-+ On 
(EA) + On -+ (EA) 
(EA) + #xxx -+ (EA) 
An+ (EA)-+ An 

Dx+Dy+X-+ Ox 
-(Ax)+ -(Ay) + X -+ (Ax) 

0-+ EA 

Dn-(EA) 
(EA)- #xxx 
(Ax) + -(Ay)-
An-(EA) 

Dn+(EA)-+ On 

Dn+(EA)-+ On 

(Dn)e-+ on16 
(Dn)1e -+ Dn32 

On X (EA)-+ On 

On X (EA)-+ On 

0 - (EA) -+ (EA) 

0-(EA)-X-+ (EA) 

Dn-(EA)-+ On 
(EA) - On -+ (EA) 
(EA)- #xxx -+ (EA) 
An-(EA)-+ An 

Dx-Dy-X-+ Ox 
-(Ax)--(Ay)-X-+ (Ax) 

(EA) - 0, 1 -+ EA[7) 

(EA)-0 

-( ) = indirect with predecrement 
( ) + = indirect with postdecrement 

OPERATION 

On A (EA)-+ On 
(EA) A On -+ (EA) 
(EA) A #xxx-+ (EA) 

On V(EA)-+ On 
(EA) V On -+ (EA) 
(EA) V #xxx-+ (EA) 

(EA) EB Dy .... (EA) 
(EA) EB #xxx -+ (EA) 

-(EA)-+ (EA) 

-2 -
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Shift and Rotate Operations Table 8. Shift and Rotate O~erations 
Shift operations in both directions are provid
ed by the arithmetic instructions ASA and 
ASL and logical shift instructions LSR and 
LSL. The rotate instructions (with and without 
extend) available are ROXR, ROXL, ROA, 
and AOL. All shift and rotate operations can 
be performed in either registers or memory. 
Register shifts and rotates support all oper
and sizes and allow a shift count specified in 
a data register. 

Memory shifts and rotates are for word oper
ands only and allow only single-bit shifts or 
rotates. 

Table 8 is a summary of the shift and rotate 
operations. 

INSTRUCTION 

ASL 

ASA 

LSL 

LSR 

AOL 

ROA 

ROXL 

ROXR 

OPERAND 
SIZI' 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

OPERATION 

mD-1 f+-o 

~ 

~o 

o~ 

~ 

~ 

~ 1---(TI+l 

l.J x I .. I ::;; f-4:TI 

Bit Manipulation Operations Table 9. Bit Manipulation Operations 
Bit manipulation operations are accomplished 
using the following instructions: ·bit test 
(BTSTJ, bit test and set (BSET), bit test and 
clear (BCLR), and bit test and change 
(BCHG). Table 9 is a summary of the bit 
manipulation operations. (Z is bit 2 of the 
status register.) 

INSTRUCTION 

BTST 

BSET 

BCLR 

BCHG 

NOTE: 
- =invert 

OPERAND OPERATION 
SIZI' 

8, 32 - bit of (EA) -. z 

8, 32 
- bit of (EA) -. z 
1 -> bit of EA 

8, 32 
- bit of (EA) -. z 
0 -> bit of EA 

8, 32 
- bit of (EA) -. z 
- bit of (EA) -> bit of EA 

Binary Coded Decimal Table 10. Binary Coded Decimal Operations 
Operations 
Multiprecision arithmetic operations on binary 
coded decimal numbers are accomplished 
using the following instructions: add decimal 
with extend (ABCD), subtract decimal with 
extend (SBCD), and negate decimal· with 
extend (NBCD). Table 10 is a summary of the 
binary coded decimal operations. 
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INSTRUCTION 
OPERAND 

SIZI' 

ABCD 8 

SBCD 8 

NBCD 8 

NOTE: 
-( ) = indirect with predecrement. 
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OPERATION 

Dx10 + DY10 + X -> Dx 

-(Ax)10 + -(AY)10 + X -> (Ax) 

Dx10-DY10-X -> Dx 

-(Ax)10 - -(AY)10 -X -> (Ax) 

O-(EA)10-X-> (EA) 
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Program Control Operations Table 11. Program Control Operations 
Program control operations are accomplished 
using a series of conditional and uncondition
al branch instructions and return instructions. 
These instructions are summarized in 
Table 11. 

The conditional instructions provide setting 
and branching for the following conditions: 
CC - carry clear LS - low or same 
CS - carry set LT - less than 
EQ - equal Ml - minus 
F - never true NE - not equal 
GE - greater or equal PL - plus 
GT - greater than T - always true 
HI - high VC - no overflow 
LE - less or equal VS - overflow 

INSTRUCTION 

Conditional 
Bee 

DB cc 

Sec 

Unconditional 
BRA 

BSR 

JMP 
JSR 

Returns 
RTR 
RTS 

OPERATION 

Branch conditionally (14 conditions) 
B· and 16-bit displacement 
Test condition, decrement, and branch 
16-bit displacement 
Set byte conditionally (16 conditions) 

Branch always 
B- and 16-bit displacement 
Branch to subroutine 
B- and 16-bit displacement 
Jump 
Jump to subroutine 

Return and restore condition codes 
Return from subroutine 

System Control Operations Table 12. System Control Operations 
System control operations are accomplished 
by using privileged instructions, trap generat
ing instructions, and instructions that use or 
modify the status register. These instructions 
are summarized in Table 12. 

INSTRUCTION 

Privileged 
ANDI to SR 
EORI to SR 
MOVE EA to SR 
MOVE USP 
ORI to SR 
RESET 
RTE 
STOP 

Trap generating 
CHK 
TRAP 
TRAPV 

Status register 
ANDI to CCR 
EORI to CCR 
MOVE EA to CCR 
MOVE SR to EA 
ORI to CCR 
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OPERATION 

Logical AND to status register 
Logical EOR to status register 
Load new status register 
Move user stack pointer 
Logical OR to status register 
Reset external devices 
Return from exception 
Stop program execution 

Check data register against upper bounds 
Trap 
Trap on overflow 

Logical AND to condition codes 
Logical EOR to condition codes 
Load new condition codes 
Store status register 
Logical OR to condition codes 

-2 -
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SIGNAL AND BUS OPERATION 
DESCRIPTION 
This section contains a brief description of 
the input and output signals. A discussion of 
bus operation during the various machine 
cycles and operations is also given. 

NOTE: 
The terms assertion and negation will be used extensively. 
This is done to avoid confusion when dealing with a mixture 
of "active-low" and "active-high" signals. The term assert or 
assertlon is used to indicate that a signal is active or true, 
independent of whether that level is represented by a high or 
low voltage. The term negate or negation is used to indicate 
that a signal is inactive or false. 

Signal Description 
The input and output signals can be function
ally organized into the groups shown in Figure 
B. The following paragraphs provide a brief 
description of the signals and a reference (if 
applicable) to other paragraphs that contain 
more detail about the function being per
formed. 

Address Bus (A 1 through A23) 
This 23-bit, unidirectional, 3-State bus is ca
pable of addressing B megawords of data. It 
provides the address for bus operation during 
all cycles except interrupt cycles. During inter
rupt cycles, address lines A 1, A2, and A3 
provide information about what level interrupt 
is being serviced while address lines A4 
through A23 are all set to a logic high. 

Data Bus (DO through 015) 
This 16-bit bidirectional, 3-State bus is the 
general purpose data path. It can transfer and 
accept data in either word or byte length. 
During an interrupt acknowledge cycle, the 
external device supplies the vector number 
on data lines DO - 07. 

Asynchronous Bus Control 
Asynchronous data transfers are handled 
using the following control signals: address 
strobe, read/write, upper and lower data 
strobes, and data transfer acknowledge. 
These signals are explained in the following 
paragraphs. 

Address Strobe (AS) - This signal indicates 
that there is a valid address on the address 
bus. 

Read/Write (R/W) - This signal defines the 
data bus transfer as a read or write cycle. The 
R/W signal also works in conjunction with the 
data strobes as explained in the following 
paragraph. 

Upper and Lower Data Strobe (UDS, LOS) 
- These signals control the flow of data on 
the data bus, as shown in Table 13. When the 
R/W line is high, the processor will read from 
the data bus as indicated. When the R/W line 
is low, the processor will write to the data bus 
as shown. 

Data Transfer Acknowledge (DTACK) -
This input indicates that the data transfer is 
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PROCESSOR { 
STATUS 

SYNCHRONOUS { 
PERIPHERAL 

CONTROL 

SYSTEM { 
CONTROL 

(2) Vee 

GND(2) 

CLK 

FCO 

FC1 

FC2 

E 

VMA 

Vi'A 

iEiiR 
iiEm' 
RnT 

ADORES~ 

BUS ) 

A. :::::: 
DATA BU~) 

""- -y AS 

Riiii 

ODS 
um 
!iTAeK 

Iii 
BG 

-.BGACK 

-.m 
iPLI 
jJS[2 

A1-A23 

00-015 

} 
ASYNCHRONOUS 

BUS 
CONTROL 

} BUS ARBrrRATION 
CONTROL 

} 
INTERRUPT 
CONTROL 

Figure 8. Input and Output Signals 

Table 13. Data Strobe Control of Data Bus 

OD! [OS R/W 08-015 D0-07 

High High - No valid data No valid data 

Low Low High Valid data bits Valid data bits 
B-15 0-7 

High Low High No valid data 
Valid data bits 

0-7 

Low High High 
Valid data bits 

No valid data 
B-15 

Low Low Low 
Valid data bits Valid data bits 

8-15 0-7 

High Low Low 
Valid data bits Valid data bits 

0-7* 0-7 

Low High Low 
Valid data bits Valid data bits 

B-15 B-15* 

NOTE: 
*These conditions &re a result of current implementation and may not appear on future devices. 

completed. When the processor recognizes 
OT ACK during a read cycle, data is latched 
and the bus cycle terminated. When 15iACK 
is recognized during a write cycle, the bus 
cycle is terminated. (Refer to Asynchronous 
Versus Synchronous Operation). 

Bus Arbitration Control 
The three signals, bus request, bus grant, and 
bus grant acknowledge, form a bus arbitration 
circuit to determine which device will be the 
bus master device. 

Bus Request (BR) - This input is wire ORed 
with all other devices that could be bus 
masters. This input indicates to the processor 
that some other device desires to become 
the bus master. 

Bus Grant (BG) - This output indicates to all 
other potential bus master devices that the 
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processor will release bus control at the end 
of the current bus cycle. 

Bus Grant Acknowledge (BGACK) - This 
input indicates that some other device has 
become the bus master. This signal should 
not be asserted until the following four condi
tions are met: 

1. a bus grant has been received, 
2. address strobe is inactive which indicates 

that the microprocessor is not using the 
bus, 

3. data transfer acknowledge is inactive 
which indicates that neither memory nor 
peripherals are using the bus, and 

4. bus grant acknowledge is inactive which 
indicates that no other device is still 
claiming bus mastership. 
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Interrupt Control (IPLO IPL 1, IPL2) 
These input pins indicate the encoded priority 
level of the device requesting an interrupt. 
Level seven is the highest priority while level 
zero indicates that no interrupts are request
ed. Level seven cannot be masked. The least 
significant bit is given in fPCO and the most 
significant bit is contained in IPL2. These 
lines must remain stable until the processor 
signals interrupt acknowledge (FCO - FC2 are 
all high) to insure that the interrupt is recog
nized. 

System Control 
The system control inputs are used to either 
reset or halt the processor and to in.dicate to 
the processor that bus errors have occurred. 
The three system control inputs are explained 
in the following paragraphs. 

Bus Error (BERR) - This input informs the 
processor that there is a problem with the 
cycle currently being executed. Problems 
may be a result of: 

1. nonresponding devices, 

2. interrupt vector number acquisition 
failure, 

3. illegal access request as determined by a 
memory management unit, or 

4. other application dependent errors. 

The bus error signal interacts with the halt 
signal to determine if the current bus cycle 
should be re-executed or if exception pro
cessing should be performed. 

Refer to Bus Error and Halt Operation for 
additional information about the interaction of 
the bus error and hall signals. 

Reset (RESET) - This bidirectional signal 
line acts to reset (start a system initialization 
sequence) the processor in response to an 
external reset signal. An internally generated 
reset (result of a RESET instruction) causes 
all external devices to be reset and the 
internal state of the processor is not affected. 
A total system reset (processor and external 
devices) is the result of external HALT and 
m=SET signals applied at the same time. 
Refer to Reset Operation for further informa
tion. 

Halt (HALT) - When this bidirectional line is 
driven by an external device, it will cause the 
processor to stop at the completion of the 
current bus cycle. When the processor has 
been halted using this input, all control sig
nals are inactive and all 3-State lines are put 
in their high-impedance state (refer to Table 
15). Refer to Bus Error and Halt Operation 
for additional information about the interac
tion between the HALT and bus error signals. 

When the processor has stopped executing 
instructions, such as in a double bus fault 
condition (refer to Double Bus Faults), the 
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HALT line is driven by the processor to 
indicate to external devices that the proces
sor has stopped. 

Peripheral Control 
These control signals are used to allow the 
interfacing of synchronous peripheral devices 
with the asynchronous SCNSBOOO. These 
signals are explained in the following para
graphs. 

Enable (E) - This signal is the standard 
enable signal common to all synchronous 
type peripheral devices. The period for this 
output is ten SCNSBOOO clock periods (six 
clocks low, four clocks high). Enable is gener
ated by an internal ring counter which may 
come up in any state (i.e., at power on, it is 
impossible to guarantee phase relationship of 
E to CLK). E is a free-running clock and runs 
regardless of the state of the bus on the 
MPU. 

Valid Peripheral Address (VliA) - This 
input indicates that the device or region 
addressed is a synchronous family device 
and that data transfer should be synchronized 
with the enable (E) signal. This input also 
indicates that the processor should use auto
matic vectoring for an interrupt. Refer to 
Interface with Synchronous Peripherals. 

Valid Memory Address (VMA) - This out
put is used to indicate to synchronous periph
eral devices that there is a valid address on 
the address bus and the processor is syn
chronized to enable. This signal only re
sponds to a valid peripheral address (VPA) 
input which indicates that the peripheral is a 
synchronous family device. 

Processor Status (FCO, FC1, FC2) 
These function code outputs indicate the 
state (user or supervisor) and the cycle type 
currently being executed, as shown in Table 
14. The information indicated by the function 

-code outputs is valid whenever address 
strobe (AS) is active. 

Table 14. Function Code Outputs 

FUNCTION CODE 
OUTPUT CYCLE TYPE 

FC2 FC1 FCO 

Low Low Low (Undefined, reserved) 

Low Low High User data 

Low High Low User program 

Low High High (Undefined, reserved) 

High Low Low (Undefined, reserved) 

High Low High Supervisor data 

High High Low Supervisor program 

High High High Interrupt acknowledge 
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Clock (CLK) 
The clock input is a TIL-compatible signal 
that is internally buffered for development of 
the internal clocks needed by the processor. 
The clock input should not be gated off at any 
time and the clock signal must conform to 
minimum and maximum pulse width times. 

Slgnal Summary 
Table 15 is a summary of all the signals 
discussed in the previous paragraphs. 

Bus Operation 
The following paragraphs explain control sig
nal and bus operation during data transfer 
operations, bus arbitration, bus error and halt 
conditions, and reset operation. 

Data Transfer Operations 
Transfer of data between devices involves 
the following leads: 

1. address bus A 1 through A23, 

2. data bus DO through D15, and 

3. control signals. 

The address and data buses are separate 
parallel buses used to transfer data using an 
asynchronous bus structure. In all cycles, the 
bus master assumes responsibility for de
skewing all signals it issues at both the start 
and end of a cycle. In addition, the bus 
master is responsible for deskewing the ac
knowledge and data signals from the slave 
device. 

The following paragraphs explain the read, 
write, and read-modify-write cycles. The indi
visible read-modify-write cycle is the method 
used by the SCNSBOOO for interlocked multi
processor communications. 

Read Cycle - During a read cycle, the 
processor receives data from the memory or 
a peripheral device. The processor reads 
bytes of data in all cases. If the instruction 
specifies a word (or double word) operation, 
the processor reads both upper and lower 
bytes simultaneously by asserting both upper 
and lower data strobes. When the instruction 
specifies byte operation, the processor uses 
an internal AO bit to determine which byte to 
read and then issues the data strobe required 
for that byte. For byte operations, when the 
AO bit equals zero, the upper data strobe is 
issued. When the AO bit equals one, the lower 
data strobe is issued. When the data is 
received, the processor correctly positions it 
internally. 

A word read cycle flowchart is given in figure 
9. A byte read cycle flowchart is give in Figure 
1 o. Read cycle timing is given in Figure 11. 
Figure 12 details word and byte read cycle 
operations. 
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Table 15. Slgnal Summary 

Hl-Z 
SIGNAL NAME MNEMONIC INPUT/OUTPUT ACTIVE STATE 

on HALT on BGACK 

Address bus A1 -A23 Output High Yes Yes 

Data bus DO-D15 Input/ output High Yes Yes 

Address strobe AS Output Low No Yes 

Read/write R/W Output 
Read-high 

No Yes 
Write-low 

Upper and lower data strobes ODS, LiIB Output Low No Yes 

Data transfer acknowledge D'i'ACK Input Low No No 

Bus request BR Input Low No No 

Bus grant BG Output Low No No 

Bus grant acknowledge BG ACK Input Low No No 

Interrupt priority level IPLO, IPL1, IPL2 Input Low No No 

Bus error BERR Input Low No No 

Reset REW Input/output Low No1 No1 

Halt HALT Input/output Low No1 No1 

Enable E Output High No No 

Valid memory address ilMA Output Low No Yes 

Valid peripheral address VPA Input Low No No 

Function code output FCO, FC1, FC2 Output High No2 Yes 

Clock CLK Input High No No 

Power input Vee Input - - -
Ground GND Input - - -

NOTES: 
1. Open Drain 
2. Function cedes are placed in high-impedance state durtng HALT. 
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BUS MASTER 

ADDRESS THE DEVICE 

1) SET AiW TO READ 
2) PLACE FUNCTION COOE ON FCO.FC2 
3) PLACE ADDRESS ON A1·A23 

:: :::: ~~o::i:A~!"sC:~~luos) AND 
LOWEA DATA STROSE (i:Ds) 

ACQUIRE THE DATA 

·- 1) LATCH DATA 
2) NEGATE~ AND L6§ 
3) NEGATE Ts' 

START NEXT CYCLE 

SLAVE 

INPUT THE DATA 

1} DECODE ADDRESS 
2) PLACE DATA ON 00-015 
3) ASSERT DATA TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE 

(i5'TAc'i<J 

TERMINATE THE CYCLE 

1) REMOVE DATA FROM 00..015 
2) NEGATE DTACK 

Figure 9. Word Read Cycle Flowchart 

BUS MASTER SLAVE 

ADDRESS THE DEVICE 

1) SET RJW TO READ 
2) PLACE FUNCTION cooe ON FCO-FC2 
3} PLACE ADDRESS ON A1-A23 
4) ASSERT ADORESS STROBE (B) 
5) ASSERT UPPER DATA STROBE (jjij'§) OR 

LOWER DATA STROBE (flSI) (BASED ON AO) 

INPUT THE DATA 

1) DECODE ADDRESS 
2) PLACE DATA ON 00.07 OR DB-015 (BASED 

ON UDS OR i:Di) 
3) ASSERT DATA TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE 

(D'i'ACK) 

ACQUIRE THE DATA 

1) LATCH DATA 
2) NEGATE U5i OR r6i 
3)NEGATE'B 

TERMINATE THE CYCLE 

1) REMOVE DATA FROM ~07 OR 08-015 
2) NEGATE i5"fACK 

START NEXT CYCLE 

Figure 10. Byte Read Cycle Flowchart 
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CU< 

R/W -----
DTACK _________ _;:=:=:=:=:==\, _____ .f"__:::::=:=:::::; 
IJll.D15 ~=====r---~==========t 
oo-m -------"""'1.._ ________ ~------\_ __________ r-----~------------------_J 

1'1 .. ----READ----••+l .. -----WRITE---.-------SLOWREAD------I~ ... 

Figure 11. Read and Write Cycle Timing Diagram 

A1·A23 :::>--< H H >--
AO* 

ill \ I \ I \ r-
U5i \ I \ ,.-
Lil§ 

RJ\V 

ili'iCK \ r---\ I \ r-
IJll.015 ( ) ( >--
oo-m 

*INTERNAL 9-AL ONLY 

l---WORDREAD----·~1 .... ---0DD BYTE READ-I- EVEN BYTE READ-I 

Figure 12. Word and Byte Read Cycle Timing Diagram 
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Write Cycle - During a write cycle, the 
processor sends data to either the memory or 
a peripheral device. The processor writes 
bytes of data in all cases. If the instruction 
specifies a word operation, the processor 
writes both bytes. When the instruction speci-

BUS MASTER 

AOOAESS THE DEVICE 

I) PLACE FUNCTION COOE ON FCO-FC2 

:i ~~~::::sC:T~~(AS) 
4) SET RJW'TO WRITE 

fies a byte operation, the processor uses an 
internal AO bit to determine which byte to 
write and then issues the data strobe required 
for that byte. For byte operations, when the 
AO bit equals zero, the upper data strobe is 
issued. When the AO bit equals one, the lower 

data strobe is issued. A word write cycle 
flowchart is given in Figure 13. A byte write 
cycle flowchart is given in Figure 14. Write 
cycle timing is given in Figure 11. Figure 15 
details word and byte write cycle operation. 

SLAVE 

5) PLACE DATA ON DO-DIS 

6) =~T .:i::::T~~E ~:)BE (UDs) AND 

INPUT THE DATA 

I) DECODE ADDRESS 
2) STORE DATA ON DO-DIS 
3) t~T~~A:, DATA TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE 

. TERMINATE OUTPUT TRANSFER .... 
I) NEGATE UDS AND LOS 
2)NEGATE.U 

!l ::.r~~ ~~~~=~OM DO-DIS 

TERMINATE THE CYCLE 

1) NEGATE DTACK 

I START NEXT CYCLE i. 

Figure 13. Word Write Cycle Flowchart 
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BUS MASTER SLAVE 

ADDRESS THE DEVICE 

t) PLACE FUNCTION CODE DN FCO.FC2 
2) PLACE ADDRESS ON A 1·A23 

!l ~~~:"~STROBE (ff) 
5) PLACE DATA ON DO-D7 DA Dl-Dt5 

(ACCORDING TO AO> 
6) ASSERT UPPER DATA STAOBElli51) OR 

LOWER DATA STROBE (toi) (BASED DN AO) 
INPUT THE DATA 

1) DECODE ADDRESS 
2) STORE DATA ON DO-D7 IF i])i IS ASSERTED 

STORE DATA ON 06·D15 IF U.OS IS 
ASSERTED 

3) ASSERT DATA TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE 
(OT ACK) 

TERMINATE OUTPUT TRANSFER 

1) NEGATE \iQ§ AND i:li§ 
2)NEGATE AS 
3) REMO~ DATA FROM DO-D7 OR Dl-Dt5 
4) SET A/W TO READ 

.... TERMINATE THE CYCLE 

1) NEGATE DTACK 

START NEXT CYCLE 
~-

Figure 14. Byte Write Cycle Flowchart 

CUC 
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I 
) 
) 

*INTERNAL SIGNAL ONLY 

~WOADWAITE----1...-..--~ .. ,. 
\ 

( 
( 

ODO BYTE WAITE 

I \ r 
) ( ) 
) ( > 

--1---.ii.--EVEN BYTE WRITE-I 

Figure 15. Word and Byte Write Cycle Timing Diagram 
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Read-Modify-Write Cycle - The read-modi
fy-write cycle performs a read, modifies the 
data in the arithmetic-logic unit, and writes the 
data back to the same address. In the 
SCN68000, this cycle is indivisible in that the 
address strobe is asserted throughout the 

BUS· MASTER 

ADDRESS THE DEVICE 

1) SET R/W TO READ 
2) PLACE FUNCTION CODE ON FCO-FCi 
3) PU.CE ADORESS ON A1·Ail 

entire cycle. The test and set (TAS) instruc
tion uses this cycle to provide meaningful 
communication between processors in a mul
tiple processor environment. This instruction 
is the only instruction that uses the read
modify-write cycles and since the test and set 

instruction only operates on bytes, all read
modify-write cycles are byte operations. A 
read-modify-write cycle flowchart is given in 
Figure 16 and a timing diagram is given in 
Figure 17. 

SLAVE 

4) AS$EAT ADDRESS STR08E (II) 
5) •SSERT UPPER DATA STROBE(~) OR 

LOWER DAT.A STROBE Cli>I) 

INPUT THE DATA 

1) DECODE 4DDRESS 
2) PLACE D4TA ON 00.07 OR 08-015 
3) A..!!§fil 'J.UA TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE 

(DTACK) 

ACQUIRE THE DATA 

1) LATCH DATA 
2) NEGATE UDS OR LOS 
3) START DUA MODIFICATION 

TERMINATE THE CYCLE 

l) REMOVE CATA FROM 00-07 OR 08·015 
2) NEGATE i5'f4Ci( 

ST ART OUTPUT TRANSFER 

1) SET RIW TO WRITE 
2) PLACE DATA ON 00-07 OR 08-015 

3) ~~~~~T ~::::r~~:e ~fWsiE (UDS) OR 

INPUT THE DATA 

1) STORE DATA ON 00-07 OR 08-015 
2) ASSERT DATA TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE 

(OTACK) 

TERMINATE OUTPUT TRANSFER 

1) NEGATE iJ6S OR rn 
2) .. EG.f.TE .ii 
3) RE .. ~VE D•TA FROU 00-07 OR 08·015 
4) SET RIVi TQ RUD 

TERMINATE THE CYCLE 

1) NEGATE DTACK 

START NEXT CYCLE L. 
_J 

FIQure 16. Read-Modify-Write Cycle Flowchart 
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SO S1 S2 S3 S4 SS S6 S7 S8 S9 S10 S11 S12 S13 S14 S15 S16 S17 518 S19 

CLK 

A1-A23 =>--<~--------------------------' 
A5 ,....----

UDSoRL65 

RtW 

\ 
08-015 ------< 

I ,......'-==~r--...... 

f.4------------- INDIVISIBLE CYCLE-----------

Figure 17. Read-Modify-Write Cycle Timing Diagram 

Bus Arbitration 
Bus arbitration is a technique used by master
type devices to request, be granted, and 
acknowledge bus mastership. In its simplest 
form, it consists of the following: 
1. asserting a bus mastership request, 

2. receiving a grant that the bus is available 
at the end of the current cycle, and 

3. acknowledging that mastership has been 
assumed. 

Figure 18 is a flowchart showing the detail 
involved in a request from a single device. 
Figure 19 is a timing diagram for the same 
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operation. This technique allows processing 
of bus requests during d'ata transfer cycles. 

The timing diagram shows that the bus re
quest is negated at the time that an acknowl
edge is asserted. This type of operation 
would be true for a system consisting of the 
processor and one device capable of bus 
mastership. In systems having a number of 
devices capable of bus mastership, the bus 
request line from each device is wire-ORed to 
the processor. In this system, it is easy to see 
that there could be more than one bus 
request being made. The timing diagram 
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shows that the bus grant signal is negated a 
few clock cycles after the transition of the 
acknowledge (BGACK) signal. 

However, if the bus requests are still pending, 
the processor will assert another bus grant 
within a few clock cycles after it was negated. 
This additional assertion of bus grant allows 
external arbitration circuitry to select the next 
bus master before the current bus master has 
completed its requirements. The following 
paragraphs provide additional information 
about the three steps in the arbitration pro
cess. 
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PROCESSOR REQUESTING DEVICE 

REQUEST THE BUS 

1) ASSERT BUS REQUEST (BR) 

r-~~~G_•_•_N_,_eu_s_•_•_•_n_•_•'_'o_N~~~--1' .... ~~~~~~~~--~._~~~~~~~~~--~~~~ 
1) ASSERT BUS GRANT (B'G) 

TERMINATE ARBllRATION 

1) NEGATE BG (ANO WAIT FOR BGACK TO 
BE NEGATED) 

RE-ARBITRATE OR RESUME 
PROCESSOR OPERATION 

-

_ ____, 

ACKNOWLEDGE BUS MASTERSHIP 

1) EXTERNAL ARBITRATION OETERMINE5 NEXT 
BUS MASTER 

2) NfXT BUS MASTER WAl'lS FOR CURRENT 
CYCLE TO COMPLETE 

3) NEXT BUS MASTER ASSERTS BUS GRANT 
ACKNOWLEDGE (BGACK) TO BECOME 
NEW MASTER 

4) BUS MASTER NEGATES 8R 

OPERATE AS BUS MASTER 

1) PERFORM DATA TRANSFERS (READ AND 
WRITE CYCLES) ACCORDING TO THE SAME 
RULES THE PROCESSOR USES 

RELEASE BUS MASTERSHIP 

1) NEGATE BGACK 

Figure 18. Bus Arbitration Cycle Flowchart 
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FCO-FC2 

A1·A23 

LOS/UOS 
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-PROCESSOR~r---DMA oev1ce----...·i-l •----PAOCESSOR----•i.---OMA DEVICE---

Figure 19. Bus Arbitration Cycle Timing Diagram 

Requesting the Bus - External devices 
capable of becoming bus masters request the 
bus by asserting the bus request (BR) signal. 
This is a wire-ORed signal (although it need 
not be constructed from open-collector de
vices) that indicates to the processor that 
some external device requires control of the 
external bus. The processor is effectively at a 
lower bus priority level than the external 
device and will relinquish the bus after it has 
completed the last bus cycle it has started. 

When no acknowledge is received before the 
bus request signal goes inactive, the proces
sor will continue processing when it detects 
that the bus request is inactive. This allows 
ordinary processing to continue if the arbitra
tion circuitry responded to noise inadver
tently. 

Receiving the Bus Grant - The processor 
asserts bus grant (BG) as soon as possible. 
Normally this is immediately after internal 
synchronization. The only exception to this 
occurs when the processor has made an 
internal decision to execute the next bus 
cycle but has not progressed far enough into 
the cycle to have asserted the address strobe 
(AS) signal. In this case, bus grant will be 
delayed until AS is asserted to indicate to 
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external devices that a bus cycle is being 
executed. 

The bus grant signal may be routed through a 
daisy-chained network or through a specific 
priority-encoded network. The processor is 
not affected by the external method of arbi
tration as long as the protocol is obeyed. 

Acknowledgement of Mastership - Upon 
receiving a bus grant, the requesting device 
waits until address strobe, data transfer ac
knowledge, and bus grant acknowledge are 
negated before issuing its own BGACK. The 
negation of the address strobe indicates that 
the previous master has completed its cycle; 
the negation of bus grant acknowledge indi
cates that the previous master has released 
the bus. (While address strobe is asserted, no 
device is allowed to "break into" a cycle.) 
The negation of data transfer acknowledge 
indicates the previous slave has terminated 
its connection to the previous master. Note 
that in some applications data transfer ac
knowledge might not enter into this function. 
General purpose devices would then be con
nected such that they were only dependent 
on address strobe. When bus grant acknowl
edge is issued, the device is a bus master 
until it negates bus grant acknowledge. Bus 
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grant acknowledge should not be negated 
until after the bus cycle(s) is (are) completed. 
Bus mastership is terminated at the negation 
of bus grant acknowledge. 

The bus request from the granted device 
should be dropped after bus grant acknowl
edge is asserted. If a bus request is still 
pending, another bus grant will be asserted 
within a few clocks of the negation of the bus 
grant. Refer to Bus Arbitration Control. 
Note that the processor does not perform any 
external bus cycles before it re-asserts bus 
grant. 

Bus Arbitration Control 
The bus arbitration control unit in the 
SCN68000 is implemented with a finite state 
machine. A state diagram of this machine is 
shown in Figure 20. All asynchronous signals 
to the SCN68000 are synchronized before 
being used internally. This synchronization is 
accomplished in a mipcimum of one cycle of 
the system clock, assuming that the asyn
chronous input setup time ( # 47) has been 
met (see Figure 21 ). The input signal is 
sampled on the falling edge of the clock and 
is valid internally after the next falling edge. 
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NOTESo 
R ... Bus request internal 
A - Bus grant acknowledge intemal 
G =Bus grant 
T = 3-State control to bus control logic2 
X = Don't care 

RA 

a. State Diagram for Mask Sets Previous to GN7 

RA 

RA 

b. State Diagram for GN7 and Later Mask Sets 

1. State machine will not change if the bus is SO or 81. Refer to Bus Arbitration Control. 
2. The address bus will be placed in the high-impedance state if T is asserted and AS is negated. 

Figure 20. SCN68000 Bus Arbitration Unit State Diagram 
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~·---- ----------------------------------------------
INTERNALSIGNAlVAUO~ 

EXTERNAL SIGNAL SAMPLEDl ! 
ClK ..----. 

BR (EXTERNAL) 

@- -
ifi (INTERNAL) 

Figure 21. Timing Relationship of External Asynchronous Inputs to Internal Signals 

~-------------------------------------------------1 

BUS 3~STATED-----------. 

;:::.~:::R~Alll 
BR SAMPLED =--i 
BR ASSERTED t • 

S2 S4 S6 

BUS RELEASED FROM THREE ST ATE AND 

~,::ssoR STARTS NEXT BUS CYCLEl 
~ACK NEGATED INTERNAL-~ 
BGACK SAMPLED=-i 

BGACK NEGATED t + 

so 52 S4 S6 so 

\_ 

---- PROCESSOR---r-1 .. 0l..----ALTERNATE BUS MASTER----1.,.___- PROCESSOR__.,. 

Figure 22. Bus Arbitration Timing Diagram-Processor Active 
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As shown in Figure 20, input signals labeled 
R and A are internally synchronized on the 
bus request and bus grant acknowledge pins, 
respectively. The bus grant output is labeled 
G and the internal 3-State control signal T. If 
T is true, the address, data, and control buses 
are placed in a high-impedance state when 
AS is negated. All signals are shown in 
positive logic (active high) regardless of their 
true active voltage level. State changes (valid 
outputs) occur on the next rising edge after 
the internal signal is valid. 

A timing diagram of the bus arbitration se· 
quence during a processor bus cycle is 
shown in Figure 22. The bus arbitration se
quence while the bus is inactive (i.e., execut
ing internal operations such as a multiply 
instruction) is shown in Figure 23. 

If a bus request is made at a time when the 
MPU has already begun a bus cycle but AS 
has not been asserted (bus state SO), BG will 
not be asserted on the next rising edge. 
Instead, BG will be delayed until the second 
rising edge following its internal assertion. 
This sequence is shown in Figure 24. 

BR SAMPLED--------

!ill ASSERTED AND BUS THREE STATED~ 
~VAUDINTERNAL ! 
liii ASSERTED t l 

CLK 

so S2 S4 SS 

i'iR 

8G 

BGACK 

FCO-FC2 

A1·A23 
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Bus Error and Halt Operation 
In a bus architecture that requires a hand
shake from an external device, the possibility 
exists that the handshake might not occur. 
Since different systems will require a different 
maximum response time, a bus error input is 
provided. External circuitry must be used to 
determine the duration between address 
strobe and data transfer acknowledge before 
issuing a bus error signal. When a bus error 
signal is received, the processor has two 
options: initiate a bus error exception se
quence or try running the bus cycle again. 

so S2 S4 

.iS \ I ' 
\ 

----------------~ 
U5S I ' ,....-------~------------------~ 
LiiS \ I ' -------------------~ 
RtW 

OT ACK \__/ \_ 
00-015 

..,.__PROCESSOR • , .. BUS INACTIVE--t .. *l .... '-----ALTERNATE BUS MASTER-----.... 1 .... PROCESSOR_., 

Figure 23. Bus Arbitration Timing Diagram-Bus Inactive 
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BUS RELEASED FROM THREE STATE AND 

S4 so S2 S4 S6 so 

\ _____ ,-
------1...--ALTERNAtE BUS MASTER--..1-----PROCESSOR----t~ 

Figure 24. Bus Arbitration Timing Diagram-Special Case 

Bus Error Operation - When the bus error 
signal is asserted, the current bus cycle is 
terminated. If BERR is asserted before the 
falling edge of 52, AS will be negated in 57 in 
either a read or write cycle. As long as BERR 
remains asserted, the data and address bus
es will be in the high-impedance state. When 
BERR is negated, the processor will begin 
stacking for exception processing. Figure 25 
is a timing diagram for the exception se
quence. The sequence is composed of the 
following elements: 

1. stacking the program counter and status 
register, 

2. stacking the error information, 

3. reading the bus error vector table entry, 
and 

4. executing the bus error handler routine. 

The stacking of the program counter and the 
status register is the same as if an interrupt 
had occurred. Several additional items are 
stacked when a bus error occurs. These 
items are used to determine the nature of the 
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error and correct it, if possible. The bus error 
vector is vector number two located at ad
dress $000008. The processor loads the new 
program counter from this location. A soft
ware bus error handler routine is then execut
ed by the processor. Refer to Exception 
Processing for additional information. 

Re-Run Operation - When, during a bus 
cycle, the processor receives a bus error 
signal and the halt pin is being driven by an 
external device, the processor enters the re
run sequence. Figure 26 is a timing diagram 
for re-running the bus cycle. 

The processor terminates the bus cycle, then 
puts the address and data output lines in the 
high-impedance state. The processor re
mains "halted", and will not run another bus 
cycle until the halt signal is removed by 
external logic. Then the processor will re-run 
the previous cycle using the same function 
codes, the same data (for a write operation), 
and the same controls. The bus error signal 
should be removed at least one clock cycle 
before the halt signal is removed. 
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NOTE' 
The processor will not re-run a read-modify-write cycle. This 
restriction is made to guarantee that the entire cycle runs 
correctly and that the write operation of a test-and-set 
operation is performed without ever releasing ~. If BERA 
and RACT are asserted during a read-modify-write bus cycle, 
a bus error operation results. 

Halt Operation - The halt input signal to the 
SCN68000 performs a halt/run/single-step 
function in a similar fashion to the synchro
nous device halt function. The halt and run 
modes are somewhat self-explanatory in that 
when the halt signal is constantly active the 
processor "halts" (does nothing) and when 
the halt signal is constantly inactive the 
processor "runs" (does something). 

This single-step mode is derived from correct
ly timed transitions on the halt signal input. It 
forces the processor to execute a single bus 
cycle by entering the run mode until the 
processor starts a bus cycle then changing to 
the halt mode. Thus, the single-step mode 
allows the user to proceed through (and 
therefore debug) processor operations one 
bus cycle at a time. 
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iiiti -----------------------------~======================~::::~---------------
I I INITIATE BUS 

RESPONSE FAILURE ~ ... ·------BUS tAAOR DETECTtON------11"'•--=------
EAROR STACKING 

Figure 25. Bus Error Timing Diagram 
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Figure 26. Re-Run Bus Cycle Timing Diagram 
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Figure 27 details the timing required for 
correct single-step operations. Some care 
must be exercised to avoid harmful interac
tions between the bus error signal and the 
halt pin when using the single-cycle mode as 
a debugging tool. This is also true of interac
tions between the halt and reset lines since 
these can reset the machine. 

When the processor completes a bus cycle 
after recognizing that the halt signal is active, 
most 3-State signals are put in the high
impedance state, these include: 

1. address lines, and 

2. data lines. 

This is required for correct performance of 
the re-run bus cycle operation. 

While the processor is honoring the halt 
request, bus arbitration performs as usual. 

so S2 S4 

CLK 

A 1·A23 ::>--<' 
As 

LDs;UDs 

RIW 

i5i'ACK 

00-015 

HAU , .. REAO 
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S6 

That is, halting has no effect on bus arbitra
tion. It is the bus arbitration function that 
removes the control signals from the bus. 

The halt function and the hardware trace 
capability allow the hardware debugger to 
trace single bus cycles or single instructions 
at a time. These processor capabilities, along 
with a software debugging package, give total 
debugging flexibility. 

Double Bus Faults - When a bus error 
exception occurs, the processor will attempt 
to stack several words containing information 
about the state of the machine. If a bus error 
exception occurs during the stacking opera
tion, there have been two bus errors in a row. 
This is commonly referred to as a double bus 
fault. When a double bus fault occurs, the 
processor will halt. Once a bus error excep
tion has occurred, any bus error exception 

) 

so 

HALT I• 

Figure 27. Halt Processor Timing Diagram 
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occurring before the execution of the next 
instruction constitutes a double bus fault. 

Note that a bus cycle which is re-run does not 
constitute a bus error exception and does not 
contribute to a double bus fault. Note also 
that this means that as long as the external 
hardware requests it, the processor will con
tinue to re-run the same bus cycle. 

The bus error pin also has an effect on 
processor operation after the processor re
ceives an external reset input. The processor 
reads the vector table after a reset to deter
mine the address to start program execution. 
If a bus error occurs while reading the vector 
table (or at any time before the first instruc
tion is executed), the processor reacts as if a 
double bus fault has occurred and it halts. 
Only an external reset will start a halted 
processor. 

S2 S4 S6 so 

( 

READ 
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Reset Operation 
The reset signal is a bidirectional signal that 
allows either the processor or an external 
signal to reset the system. Figure 28 is a 
timing diagram for the reset operation. Both 
the halt and reset lines must be asserted to 
ensure total reset of the processor. 

When the reset and halt lines are driven by an 
external device, it is recognized as an entire 
system reset, including the processor. The 
processor responds by reading the reset 
vector table entry (vector number zero, ad-

CLK 

dress $000000) and loads it into the supervi
sor stack pointer (SSP). Vector table entry 
number one at address $000004 is read next 
and loaded into the program counter. The 
processor initializes the status register to an 
interrupt level of seven. No other registers are 
affected by the reset sequence. 

When a reset instruction is executed, the 
processor drives the reset pin for 124 clock 
periods. In this case, the processor is trying to 
reset the rest of the system. Therefore, there 
is no effect on the internal state of the 

j.- I> 100 MILLISECONDS ---f 
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processor. All of the processor's internal 
registers and the status register are unaffect
ed by the execution of a reset instruction. All 
external devices connected to the reset line 
will be reset at the completion of the reset 
instruction. 

Asserting the reset and halt lines for ten clock 
cycles will cause a processor reset, except 
when V cc is initially applied to the processor. 
In this case, an external reset must be applied 
for at least 1 OOms. 

.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

BUS CYCLES 
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NOTES 

1) Internal start-up time 
2) SSP high read in here 
3) SSP low rud in here 

t<4 CLOCKS 

4) PC high rud in here 
5) PC tow read in here 
6) First instruction fetched here 

Bus state unknown: ~ 

All control sign•I• iMctlve \__J 
Data bus in read mode: 1' 

Figure 28. Reset Operation Timing Diagram 
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The Relationship of DTACK, Table 16. DTACK, BERR, and HALT Assertion Results 
BERR, and HALT 
In order to properly control termination of a 
bus cycle for a re-run or a bus error condition, 
DTACK, BEAR, and HALT should be as
serted and negated on the rising edge of the 
SCN68000 clock. This will assure that when 
two signals are asserted simultaneously, the 
required setup time ( # 4 7) for both of them 
will be met during the same bus state. 

This, or some equivalent precaution, should 
be designed external to the SCN6BOOO. Pa
rameter # 48 (see AC Electrical Characteris
tics for # references) is intended to ensure 
this operation in a totally asynchronous sys
tem, and may be ignored if the above condi
tions are met. 

The preferred bus cycle terminations may be 
summarized as follows (case numbers refer 
to Table 16): 
Normal Termination: 

DTACK occurs first (case 1 ). 
Halt Termination: 

HALT is asserted at the same time or 
before DTACK and BERR remains negat
ed (cases 2 and 3). 

Bus Error Termination: 

BERR is asserted in lieu of, at the same 
time, or before DTACK (case 4); BERR is 
negated at the same time or after 
DTACK. 

Re-Run Termination: 

HALT and BERA are asserted in lieu of, 
at the same time, or before DTACK 
(cases 6 and 7); HALT must be held at 
least one cycle after BEAR. Case 5 
indicates BERR may precede HALT. 

Table 16 details the resulting bus cycle termi
nation under various combinations of control 
signal sequences. The negation of these 
same control signals under several conditions 
is shown in Table 17 (DT ACK is assumed to 
be negated normally in all cases; for best 
results, both DTACK and BERA should be 
negated when address strobe is negated). 

EXAMPLE A: 
A system uses a watch-dog timer to terminate 
accesses to unpopulated address space. The 
timer asserts DTACK and BERR simulta
neously after time out (case 4). 

EXAMPLE B: 
A system uses error detection on RAM con
tents. Designer may (a) delay DTACK until 
data verified and return BERR and HALT 
simultaneously to re-run error cycle (case 6), 
or if valid, return DTACK (case 1 ); (b) delay 
l'.5TACK until data verified and return BEAR at 
same time as DTACK if data in error (case 4). 
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ASSERTED ON 

CASE CONTROL RISING 

NO. SIGNAL EDGE OF STATE RESULT 

N N+2 

DTACK A s Normal cycle terminate and 
1 BEAR NA x continue. 

HALT NA x 
DTACK A s Normal cycle terminate and halt. 

2 BERR NA x Continue when HALT removed. 
HALT A s 

DTACK NA A Normal cycle terminate and halt. 
3 BERR NA NA Continue when HALT removed. 

HALT A s 
DTACK x x Terminate and take bus error trap. 

4 BERR A s 
HALT NA NA 

DTACK NA x Terminate and re-run. 
5 BERR A s 

HALT NA A 

DTACK x x Terminate and re-run when HALT 
6 BERA A s removed. 

HALT A s 
DTACK NA x Terminate and re-run when HALT 

7 BERR NA A removed. 
HALT A s 

NOTES: 
N -the number of the current even bus state (e.g., 54, 56, etc.) 
A - signal is asserted in this bus state 
NA - signal is not asserted in this state 
X - don't care 
S - signal was asserted in previous state and remains asserted in this state 

Table 17. BERR and HALT Negation Results 

NEGATED ON 
CONDITIONS OF 

CONTROL RISING 
TERMINATION 

SIGNAL EDGE OF STATE RESULTS-NEXT CYCLE 
IN TABLE 16 

N N+2 

Bus Error 
BERR . or . 

Takes bus error trap. 
HALT . or . 

Re-run 
BERR . or . Illegal sequence; usually 
HALT . traps to vector number 0 . 

Re-run 
BERR . 

Re-runs the bus cycle. 
HALT . 

Normal 
BERR . 

May lengthen next cycle. 
HALT . or . 

Normal 
BERR . If next cycle is started it will 
HALT . or none be terminated as a bus error. 

NOTE: 
• = Signal is negated in this bus state. 

Asynchronous Versus 
Synchronous Operation 

Asynchronous Operation 
To achieve clock frequency independence at 
a system level, the SCN68000 can be used in 
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an asynchronous manner. This entails using 
only the bus handshake lines (AS, UDS, LOS, 
DTACK, BERR, HALT, and VPA) to control 
the data transfer. Using this method, AS 
signals the start of a bus cycle and the data 
strobes are used as a condition for valid data 
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on a write cycle. The slave device (memory or 
peripheral) then responds by placing the 
requested data on the data bus for a read 
cycle or latching data on a write cycle and 
asserting the data transfer acknowledge sig
nal (DT ACK) to terminate the bus cycle. If no 
slave responds or the access is invalid, exter
nal control logic asserts the BERR, or BERR 
and HALT, signal to abort or rerun the bus 
cycle. 

The l'ii7iCK signal is allowed to be asserted 
before the data from a slave device is valid on 
a read cycle. The length of time that DT ACK 
may precede data is given as parameter # 31 
and it must be met in any asynchronous 
system to insure that valid data is latched into 
the processor. Notice that there is no maxi
mum time specified from the assertion of AS 
to the assertion of DT ACK. This is because 
the MPU will insert wait cycles of one clock. 
period each until OT ACK is recognized. 

Synchronous Operation 
To allow for those systems which use the 
system clock as a signal to generate DT ACK 
and other asynchronous inputs, the asynchro
nous input setup time is given as parameter 
# 4 7. If this setup is met on an input, such as 
DTACK, the processor is guaranteed to rec
ognize that signal on the next falling edge of 
the system clock. However, the converse is 
not true - if the input signal does not meet 
the setup time it is not guaranteed not to be 
recognized. In addition, if DTACK is recog
nized on a falling edge, valid data will be 
latched into the processor (on a read cycle) 
on the next falling edge provided that the 
data meets the setup time given as parameter 
#27. Given this, parameter #31 may be 
ignored. Note that if DT ACK is asserted, with 
the required setup time, before the falling 
edge of 54, no wait states will be incurred and 
the bus cycle will run at its maximum speed of 
four clock periods. 

NOTE: 

~:~t!i~n~C:~:: ~1~1lo~~A~~n::~ ~2~8~T~~K ~~ 
sampled on every falling edge of the clock starting with S4 
and data is latched on the falling edge of 56 during a read. 
The bus cycle will then be terminated In S7 except when 
m:RR' is asserted in the absence of~. in which case It 
will terminate one clock cycle later in 59. Vi5A is sampled 
only on the third falling edge of the system clock before the 
rising edge of the E clock. 

PROCESSING STATES 
This section describes the actions of the 
SCN68000 which are outside the normal 
processing associated with the execution of 
instructions. The functions of the bits in the 
supervisor portion of the status register are 
covered: the supervisor/user bit, the trace 
enable bit, and the processor interrupt priority 
mask. Finally, the sequence of memory refer-
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ences and actions taken by the processor on 
exception conditions are detailed. 

The SCN68000 is always in one of three 
processing states: normal, exception, or halt
ed. The normal processing state is that asso
ciated with instruction execution; the memory 
references are to fetch instructions and oper
ands, and to store results. A special case of 
the normal state is the stopped state which 
the processor enters when a stop instruction 
is executed. In this state, no further refer
ences are made. 

The exception processing state is associated 
with interrupts, trap instructions, tracing, and 
other exceptional conditions. The exception 
may be internally generated by an instruction 
or by an unusual condition arising during the 
execution of an instruction. Externally, excep
tion processing can be forced by an interrupt, 
by a bus error, or by a reset. Exception 
processing is designed to provide an efficient 
context switch so that the processor may 
handle unusual conditions. 

The halted processing state is an indication of 
catastrophic hardware failure. For example, if 
during the exception processing of a bus error 
another bus error occurs, the processor as
sumes that the system is unusable and halts. 
Only an external reset can restart a halted 
processor. Note that a processor in the 
stopped state is not in the halted state, nor 
vice versa. 

Privilege States 
The processor operates in one of two states 
of privilege: the "supervisor" state or the 
"user" state. The privilege state determines 
which operations are legal, are used to 
choose between the supervisor stack pointer 
and the user stack pointer in instruction 
references, and may be used by an external 
memory management device to control and 
translate accesses. 

The privilege state is a mechanism for provid
ing security in a computer system. Programs· 
should access only their own code and data 
areas, and ought to be restricted from ac
cessing information which they do not need 
and must not modify. 

The privilege mechanism provides security by 
allowing most programs to execute in user 
state. In this state, the accesses are con
trolled, and the effects on other parts of the 
system are limited. The operating system 
executes in the supervisor state, has access 
to all resources, and performs the overhead 
tasks for the user state programs. 

Supervisor State 
The supervisor state is the higher state of 
privilege. For instruction execution, the super
visor state is determined by the S bit of the 
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status register; if the S bit is asserted (high), 
the processor is in the supervisor state. All 
instructions can be executed in the supervisor 
state. The bus cycles generated by instruc
tions executed in the supervisor state are 
classified as supervisor references. While the 
processor is in the supervisor privilege state, 
those instructions which use either the sys
tem stack pointer implicitly or address register 
seven explicitly access the supervisor stack 
pointer. 

All exception processing is done in the super
visor state, regardless of the setting of the S 
bit. The bus cycles generated during excep
tion processing are classified as supervisor 
references. All stacking operations during 
exception processing use the supervisor 
stack pointer. 

User State 
The user state is the lower state of privilege. 
For instruction execution, the user state is 
determined by the S bit of the status register; 
if the S bit is negated (low), the processor is 
executing instructions in the user state. 

Most instructions execute the same in user 
state as in the supervisor state. However, 
some instructions which have important sys
tem effects are made privileged. User pro
grams are not permitted to execute the stop 
instruction or the reset instruction. To ensure 
that a user program cannot enter the supervi
sor state except in a controlled manner, the 
instructions which modify the whole state 
register are privileged. To aid in debugging 
programs which are to be used as operating 
systems, the move to user stack pointer 
(MOVE to USP) and move from user stack 
pointer (MOVE from USP) instructions are 
also privileged. 

The bus cycles generated by an instruction 
executed in the user state are classified as 
user state references. This allows an external 
memory management device to translate the 
address and to control access to protected 
portions of the address space. While the 
processor is in the user privilege state, those 
instructions which use either the system 
stack pointer implicitly or address register 
seven explicitly, access the user stack 
pointer. 

Privilege State Changes 
Once the processor is in the user state and 
executing instructions, only exception pro
cessing can change the privilege state. Dur
ing exception processing, the current setting 
of the S bit of the status register is saved and 
the S bit is asserted, putting the processor in 
the supervisor state. Therefore, when instruc
tion execution resumes at the address speci
fied to process the exception, the processor 
is in the supervisor privilege state. 

2 -
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Table 18. Bus Cycle Classification 

FUNCTION CODE OUTPUT 
r-- REFERENCE CLASS 

FC2 FC1 FCO 
t---

0 0 0 (Unassigned) 

0 0 1 User data 

0 1 0 User program 

0 1 1 (Unassigned) 

1 0 0 (Unassigned) 

1 0 1 Supervisor data 

1 1 0 Supervisor program 

1 1 1 Interrupt acknowledge 

WOROO NEW PROGRAM COUNTER (HIGH) AO=O.A1=0 

WOA01 NEW PROGRAM COUNTER (LOW) AO= 0, Al = 1 

Figure 29. Format of Vector Table Entries 

015 

IGNORED 

Where: 
V7 is the MSB of the vector number. 
VB is the LSB of the vector number. 

DI 07 

Figure 30. Vector Number Format 

ALI.. ZEROS 

Figure 31. Exception Vector Address Calculation 
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Reference Classification 
When the processor makes a reference, it 
classifies the kind of reference being made, 
using the encoding on the three function code 
output lines. This allows external translation 
of addresses, control of access, and differen
tiation of special processor state, such as 
interrupt acknowledge. Table 18 lists the 
classification of references. 

Exception Processing 
Before discussing the details of interrupts, 
traps, and tracing, a general description of 
exception processing is in order. The pro
cessing of an exception occurs in four steps, 
with variations for different exception causes. 
During the first step, a temporary copy of the 
status register is made and the status register 
is set for exception processing. In the second 
step the exception vector is determined and 
the third step is the saving of the current 
processor context. In the fourth step a new 
context is obtained and the processor 
switches to instruction processing. 

Exception Vectors 
Exception vectors are memory locations from 
which the processor fetches the address of a 
routine which will handle that exception. All 
exception vectors are two words in length 
(Figure 29), except for the reset vector which 
is four words. All exception vectors lie in the 
supervisor data space, except for the reset 
vector which is in the supervisor program 
space. A vector number is an 8-bit number 
which, when multiplied by four, gives the 
address of an exception vector. Vector num
bers are generated internally or externally, 
depending on the cause of the exception. In 
the case of interrupts, during the interrupt 
acknowledge bus cycle, a peripheral provides 
an 8-bit vector number (Figure 30) to the 
processor on data bus lines DO through D7 . 
The processor translates the vector number 
into a full 24-bit address, shown in Figure 31. 
The memory layout for exception vectors is 
given in Table 19. 
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Table 19. Exception Vector Table 

VECTOR ADDRESS 

NUMBER(S) ASSIGNMENT 
Dec Hex Space 

0 0 000 SP Reset initial SSP 

- 4 004 SP Reset initial PC 

2 8 008 so Bus error 

3 12 ooc so Address error 

4 16 010 SD Illegal instruction 

5 20 014 SD Zero divide 

6 24 018 so CHK instruction 

7 28 01C so TRAPV instruction 

8 32 020 SD Privilege violation 

9 36 024 so Trace 

10 40 028 so Line 101 O emulator 

11 44 02C so Line 1111 emulator 

12• 48 030 so (Unassigned, reserved) 

13• 52 034 so (Unassigned, reserved) 

14• 56 038 so (Unassigned, reserved) 

15 60 03C so Uninltialized interrupt vector 

16-23• 64 04C so (Unassigned, reserved) 

95 05F -
24 96 060 so Spurious interrupt 

25 100 064 so Level 1 interrupt autovector 

26 104 068 so Level 2 interrupt autovector 

27 108 06C so Level 3 interrupt autovector 

28 112 070 so Level 4 Interrupt autovector 

29 116 074 SD Level 5 interrupt autovector 

30 120 078 so Level 6 interrupt autovector 

31 124 07C so Level 7 interrupt autovector 

32-47 128 080 so TRAP instruction vectors 

191 OBF -
48-63· 192 oco SD (Unassigned, reserved) 

255 OFF -
64-255 256 100 so User interrupt vectors 

1023 3FF -
NOTE: 
•vector numbers 12, 13, 14, 16 through 23, and 48 through 63 are reserved for future enhancements by 
Signetics. No user peripheral devices should be assigned these numbers. 

As shown in Table 19, the memory layout is 
512 words long (1024 bytes). It siarts at 
address 0 and proceeds through address 
1023. This provides 255 unique vectors; 
some of these are reserved for TRAPs and 
other system functions. Of the 255, there are 
192 reserved for user interrupt vectors. How· 
ever, there is no protection on the first 64 
entries, so user interrupt vectors may overlap 
at the discretion of the systems designer. 
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Kinds of Exceptions 
Exceptions can be generated by either inter
nal or external causes. The externally gener
ated exceptions are the interrupts and the 
bus error and reset requests. The interrupts 
are requests from peripheral devices for pro
cessor action while the bus error and reset 
Inputs are used for access control and pro
cessor restart. The internally generated ex
ceptions come from instructions, or from 
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address errors or tracing. The trap (TRAP), 
trap on overflow (TRAPV), check data regis
ter against upper bounds (CHK), and divide 
(DIV) instructions all can generate exceptions 
as pert of their instruction execution. In addi
tion, illegal instructions, word fetches from 
odd addresses, and privilege violations cause 
exceptions. Tracing behaves like a very high
priority internally-generated interrupt after 
each instruction execution. 

Exception Processing Sequence 
Exception processing occurs in four identifi
able steps. In the first step, an internal copy is 
made of the status register. After the copy is 
made, the S bit Is asserted, putting the 
processor into the supervisor privilege state. 
Also, the T bit is negated which will allow the 
exception handler to execute unhindered by 
tracing. For the reset and interrupt excep
tions, the interrupt priority mask is also up
dated. 

In the second step, the vector number of the 
exception is determined. For interrupts, the 
vector number is obtained by a processor 
fetch and classHied as an interrupt acknowl
edge. For all other exceptions, internal logic 
provides the vector number. This vector num
ber is then used to generate the address of 
the exception vector. 

The third step is to save the current proces
sor status, except for the reset exception. 
The current program counter value and the 
saved copy of the status register are stacked 
using the supervisor stack pointer as shown 
in Figure 32. The program counter value 
stacked usually points to the next unexecuted 
instruction; however, for bus error and ad
dress error, the value stacked for the program 
counter is unpredictable, and may be incre
mented from the address of the instruction 
which caused the error. Additional informa
tion defining the current context is stacked for 
the bus error and address error exceptions. 

The last step is the same for all exceptions. 
The new program counter value is fetched 
from the exception vector. The processor 
then resumes instruction execution. The in
struction at the address given in the excep
tion vector is fetched, and normal instruction 
decoding and execution is started. 

Muftlple Exceptions 
These paragraphs describe the processing 
which occurs when multiple exceptions arise 
simultaneously. Exceptions can be grouped 
according to their occurrence and priority. 
The group 0 exceptions are reset, bus error, 
and address error. These exceptions cause 
the instruction currently being executed to be 
aborted and the excepticn processing to 
commence within two clock cycles. 

The group 1 exceptions are trace and inter
rupt, as well as the privilege violations and 
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SSP- STATUS REGISTER l HIGHER HIGH 

I- PROGRAM COUNTER - - - - - - - - -
LOW 

ADDRESSES 

Figure 32. Exception Stack Order (Groups 1 and 2) 

Table 20. Exception Grouping and Priority 

GROUP EXCEPTION 

Reset 
0 address error 

bus error 

Trace 

1 
interrupt 
illegal 
privilege 

TRAP, TRAPV, 
2 CHK, 

zero divide 

illegal instructions. These exceptions allow 
the current instruction to execute to comple· 
lion, but pre-empt the execution of the next 
instruction by forcing exception processing to 
occur (privilege violations and illegal instruc
tions are detected when they are the next 
instruction to be executed). The group 2 
exceptions occur as part of the normal pro
cessing of instruction.s. The TRAP, TRAPV, 
CHK, and zero divide exceptions are in this 
group. For these exceptions, the normal exe
cution of an instruction may lead to exception 
processing. 

Group O exceptions have highest priority, 
while group 2 exceptions have lowest priority. 
Within group 0, reset has highest priority, 
followed by bus error and then address error. 
Within group 1, trace has priority over exter
nal interrupts, which in turn takes priority over 
illegal instruction and privilege violation. Since 
only one instruction can be executed at a 
time, there is no priority relation within 
group 2. 

The priority relation between two exceptions · 
determines which is taken, or taken first, if the 
conditions for both arise simultaneously. 
Therefore, if a bus error occurs during a 
TRAP instruction, the bus error takes prece
dence, and the TRAP instruction processing 
is aborted. In another example, if an interrupt 
request occurs during the execution of an 
instruction while the T bit is asserted, the 
trace exception has priority, and is processed 
first. Before instruction processing resumes, 
however, the interrupt exception is also pro
cessed, and instruction processing commen-
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PROCESSING 

Exception processing begins 
within two clock cycles 

Exception processing begins 
before the next instruction 

Exception processing is 
started by normal instruction 
execution 

ces finally in the interrupt handler routine. A 
summary of exception grouping and priority is 
given in Table 20. 

Exception Processing Detailed 
Discussion 
Exceptions have a number of sources and 
each exception has processing which is pe
culiar to it. The following paragraphs detail 
the sources of exceptions, how each arises, 
and how each is processed. 

Reset 
The reset input provides the highest excep
tion level. The processing of the reset signal 
is designed for system initiation and recovery 
from catastrophic failure. Any processing in 
progress at the time of the reset is aborted 
and cannot be recovered. The processor is 
forced into the supervisor state and the trace 
state is forced off. The processor interrupt 
priority mask is set at level seven. The vector 
number is internally generated to reference 
the reset exception vector at location O in the 
supervisor program space. Because no as
sumptions can be made about the validity of 
register contents, in particular the supervisor 
stack pointer, neither the program counter 
nor the status register is saved. The address 
contained in the first two words of the reset 
exception vector is fetched as the initial 
supervisor stack pointer, and the address in 
the last two words of the reset exception 
vector is fetched as the initial program count
er. Finally, instruction execution is started at 
the address in the program counter. The 
power-up/restart code should be pointed to 
by the inltial program counter. 
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The reset instruction does not cause loading 
of the reset vector, but does assert the reset 
line to reset external devices. This allows the 
software to reset the system to a known state 
and then continue processing with the next 
instruction. 

Interrupts 
Seven levels of interrupt priorities are provid
ed. Devices may be chained externally within 
interrupt priority levels, allowing an unlimited 
number of peripheral devices to interrupt the 
processor. Interrupt priority levels are num
bered from one to seven, with level seven 
being the highest priority. The status register 
contains a 3-bit mask which indicates the 
current processor priority, and interrupts are 
inhibited for all priority levels less than or 
equal to the current processor priority. 

An interrupt request is made to the processor 
by encoding the interrupt request level on the 
interrupt request lines; a zero indicates no 
interrupt request. Interrupt requests arriving at 
the processor do not force immediate excep
tion processing, but are made pending. Pend
ing interrupts are detected between instruc
tion executions. If the priority of the pending 
interrupt is lower than or equal to the current 
processor priority, execution continues with 
the next instruction and the interrupt excep
tion processing is postponed .. (The recogni
tion of level seven is slightly different, as 
explained in the following paragraph.) 

If the priority of the pending interrupt is 
greater than the current processor priority, 
the exception processing sequence is start
ed. A copy of the status register is saved, the 
privilege state is sent to the supervisor stack, 
tracing is suppressed, and the processor 
priority level is set to the level of the interrupt 
acknowledged. The processor fetches the 
vector number from the interrupting device, 
classifying the reference as an interrupt ac
knowledge and displaying the level number of 
the interrupt being acknowledged on the 
address bus. If external logic requests an 
automatic vectoring, the processor internally 
generates a vector number which is deter
mined by the interrupt level number. If exter
nal logic indicates a bus error, the interrupt is 
taken to be spurious, and the generated 
vector number references the spurious inter
rupt vector. The processor then proceeds 
with the usual exception processing, saving 
the program counter and status register on 
the supervisor stack. The saved value of the 
program counter is the address of the instruc
tion which would have been executed had the 
interrupt not been present. The content of the 
interrupt vector whose vector number was 
previously obtained is fetched and loaded 
into the program counter, and normal instruc
tion execution commences in the interrupt 
handling routine. A flowchart for the interrupt 
acknowledge sequence is given in Figure 33, 
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a timing diagram is given in Figure 34, and the 
interrupt processing sequence is shown in 
Figure 35. 

Priority level seven is a special case. Level 
seven interrupts cannot be inhibited by the 
interrupt priority mask, thus providing a "non
maskable interrupt" capability. An interrupt is 
generated each time the interrupt request 
level changes from some lower level to level 
seven. Note that a level seven interrupt may 
still be caused by the level comparison if the 
request level is a seven and the processor 
priority is set to a lower level by an instruction. 

Unlnltlallzed Interrupt 
An interrupting device asserts VPA or pro
vides an interrupt during an interrupt acknowl
edge cycle to the SCN68000. If the vector 
register has not been initialized, the respond
ing S68000 family peripheral will provide vec
tor 15, the uninitialized interrupt vector. This 
provides a uniform way to recover from a 
programming error. 

Spurious Interrupt 
If during the interrupt acknowledge cycle no 
device responds by asserting OT ACK .or VPA, 

PROCESSOR 

GRANT THE INTERRUPT 

the bus error line should be asserted to 
terminate the vector acquisition. The proces
sor separates the processing of this error 
from bus error by fetching the.spurious inter
rupt vector instead of the bus error vector. 
The processor then proceeds with the usual 
exception processing. 

Instruction Traps 
Traps are exceptions caused by instructions. 
They arise either from processor recognition 
of abnormal conditions during instruction exe
cution, or from use of instructions whose 
normal behavior is trapping. 

Some instructions are used specifically to 
generate traps. The TRAP instruction always 
forces an exception and is useful for imple
menting system calls for user programs. The 
TRAPV and CHK instructions force an excep
tion if the user program detects a runtime 
error, which may be an arithmetic overflow or 
a subscript out of bounds. 

The signed .divide (DIVS) and unsigned 
(DIVU) instructions will force an exception if a 
division operation is attempted with a divisor 
of zero. 

_J 

Illegal and Unimplemented Instructions 
"Illegal instruction" is the term used to refer 
to any of the word bit patterns which are not 
the bit pattern of the first word of a legal 
instruction. During instruction execution, if 
such an instruction is fetched, an illegal 
instruction exception occurs. Signetics re
serves the right to define instructions whose 
opcodes may be any of the illegal instruc
tions. Three bit patterns will always force an 
illegal instruction trap on all 568000 family 
compatible microprocessors. They are: 
$4AFA, $4AFB, and $4AFC. Two of the 
patterns, $4AFA and $4AFB, are reserved for 
Signetics systems products. The third pattern, 
$4AFC, is reserved for customer use. 

Word patterns with bits 15 through 12 equal
ing 101 o or 1111 are distinguished as unim
plemented instructions and separate excep
tion vectors are given to these patterns to 
permit efficient emulation. This facility allows 
the operating system to detect program er
rors, or to emulate unimplemented instruc
tions in software. 

INTERRUPTING OEVICE 

REQUEST THE INTERRUPT 

I) COMPARE INTERRUPT LEVEL IN STATUS 
REGISTERS AND WAIT FOR CURRENT 
INSTRUCTION TO COMPLETE 

2) PLACE INTERRUPT LEVEL ON A1, A2, A3 
3) SET FUNCTION CODE TO INTERRUPT 

ACKNOWLEDGE 
4) ASSERT ADDRESS STA09E (Mi) 
5) ASSERT DATA STROBES (uni* AND LDS) 

PROVIDE THE VECTOR NUMBER 

1) PLACE VECTOR NUMBER ON DO-D7 
2) ASSERT DATA TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE 

(DTACK) 

ACQUIRE THE VECTOR NUMBER 

1) LATCH VECTOR NUMBER 
2) NEGATE iJi5S ANO r5S 
3) NEGATE Mi 

RELEASE 

1) NEGATE DTACK 

START INTERRUPT PROCESSING 

NOTE: 
*Although a vector number is one byte, both data strobes are asserted due to the microcode used for exception processing. The processor does not recognize anything on 
data lines D8 through 015 at this time. 

Figure 33. Vector Acquisition Flowchart 
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CUC 

M-A23 4._ _____ _ 

A1·A3 -----<~--------------~>--<~----------------
D '----' , ___ r 

iiiii• \ ----------' 
ili!I 

AiW \ 
irm:R \ ... ___ , \,_ ___ _ 
Dl-01'5 ( ----..J>--

D0-07 ( ___ _,}-

IPLD-IPL2 

LAST BUS CYCLE OF INSTRUCTION STACK IACK CYCLE STACK AND 

,.,. (REAO OR WRITE) •I.,. c:~ -i•-l•-~cv_ECT_OR_Nu_11_a_ER_A_COU1 __ sm_ON)~-i•-1.,..--ve_CT_OR_FET_ctt __ •lll"ll 

WF0115S1S 

NOTE: 
•Although a vector number ia one byte, both data etrobes are asserted due to the microcode used for exception procesaing. The processor does not recognize anything on 
data Hnes 08 through 015 at this time. 

Figure 34. Interrupt Acknowladge Cycle Timing Diagram 

LAST-CYCLE 
IACK OF~ STACK STACK STACK 

, __ 
t- CYCLE t- PCL t-' STAlUB t-' PCH i--- (VECTOR- ·(AT~) (ATSSN) (ATll8P-8) 

RECOGNIZED) ACQlB1ION) 

STACK REAO READ FETClt FIRST TWO 

'-- FORllAT/OfFSeT 
~ 

VECTOR r--+ VECTOR 
J---+j INSTRUCTION -*>RO - . LOW OF INTERRUPT 

(ATSSP-2) (A16-A23) (A0-A15) ROUTINE 

-NOTE: 
SSP refers to the value of the supervisor stack pointer before the interrupt occurs. 

Figure 35. Interrupt Proceulng Sequence 
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Privilege Violations 
In order to provide system security, various 
instructions are privileged. An attempt to 
execute one of the privileged instructions 
while in the user state will cause an excep
tion. The privileged instructions are: 

STOP AND Immediate to SR 
RESET 
RTE 
MOVE to SR 

Tracing 

EOR Immediate to SR 
OR Immediate to SR 
MOVE to USP 

To aid in program development, the 
SCN68000 includes a facility to allow instruc
tion-by-instruction tracing. In the trace state, 
after each instruction is executed an excep
tion is forced, allowing a debugging program 
to monitor the execution of the program 
under test. 

The trace facility uses the T bit in the supervi
sor portion of the status register. If the T bit is 
negated (off), tracing is disabled, and instruc
tion execution proceeds from instruction to 
instruction as normal. If the T bit is asserted 
(on) at the beginning of the execution of an 
instruction, a trace exception will be generat
ed after the execution of that instruction is 
completed. If the instruction is not executed, 
either because an interrupt is taken, or the 
instruction is illegal or privileged, the trace 
exception does not occur. The trace excep
tion also does not occur if the instruction is 
aborted by a reset, bus error, or address error 
exception. If the instruction is indeed execut
ed and an interrupt is pending on completion, 
the trace exception is processed before the 
interrupt exception. If, during the execution of 

15 14 13 12 11 

the instruction an exception is forced by that 
instruction, the forced exception is processed 
before the trace exception. 

As an extreme illustration of the above rules, 
consider the arrival of an interrupt during the 
execution of a TRAP instruction while tracing 
is enabled. First the trap exception is pro
cessed, then the trace exception, and finally 
the interrupt exception. Instruction execution 
resumes in the interrupt handler routine. 

Bus Error 
Bus error exceptions occur when the external 
logic requests that a bus error be processed 
by an exception. The current bus cycle which 
the processor is making is then aborted. 
Whether the processor was doing instruction 
or exception processing, that processing is 
terminated, and the processor immediately 
begins exception processing. 

Exception processing for the bus error follows 
the usual sequence of steps. The status 
register is copied, the supervisor state is 
entered, and the trace state is turned off. The 
vector number is generated to refer to the bus 
error vector. Since the processor was not 
between instructions when the bus error ex
ception request was made, the context of the 
processor is more detailed. To save more of 
this context, additional information is saved 
on the supervisor stack. The program counter 
and the copy of the status register are of 
course saved. The value saved for the pro
gram counter is advanced by some amount, 
one to five words beyond the address of the 
first word of the instruction which made the 
reference causing the bus error. If the bus 

10 

HIGH 
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error occurred during the fetch of the next 
instruction, the saved program counter has a 
value in the vicinity of the current instruction, 
even if the current instruction is a branch, a 
jump, or a return instruction. Besides the 
usual information, the processor saves its 
internal copy of the first word of the instruc
tion being processed and the address which 
was being accessed by the aborted bus 
cycle. Specific information about the access 
is also saved: whether it was a read or a write, 
whether or not the processor was processing 
an instruction, and the classification displayed 
on the function code outputs when the bus 
error occurred. The processor is processing 
an instruction if it is in the normal state or 
processing a group 2 exception; the proces
sor is not processing an instruction if it is 
processing a group 0 or a group 1 exception. 
Figure 36 illustrates how this information is 
organized on the supervisor stack. Although 
this infonmation is not sufficient in general to 
effect full recovery from the bus error, it does 
allow software diagnosis. Finally, the proces
sor commences instruction processing at the 
address contained in vector number two. It is 
the responsibility of the error handler routine 
to clean up the stack and determine where to 
continue execution. 

If a bus error occurs during the exception 
processing for a bus error, address error, or 
reset, the processor is halted and all process
ing ceases. This simplifies the detection of 
catastrophic system failure, since the proces
sor removes itself from the system rather 
than destroy any memory contents. Only the 
RESET pin can restart a halted processor. 

t---- ACCESS ADDRESS-------------------------------------------- -
LOW 

INSTRUCTION REGISTER 

STATUS REGISTER 

HIGH 

1----PROGRAMCOUNTER-------------------------- -------- ---- - -- ---1 
LOW 

RJW (READ/WRITE); WRITE = 0, READ = 1. l/N (INSTRUCTION/NOT); INSTRUCTION = 0, NOT = 1 

Figure 36. Exception Stack Order (Group 0) 
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Address Error 
Address error exceptions occur when the 
processor attempts to access a word or a 
long word operand or an instruction at an odd 
address. The effect is much like an internally 
generated bus error, so that the bus cycle is 
aborted and the processor ceases whatever 
processing it is currently doing and begins 
exception processing. After the exception 
processing commences, the sequence is the 
same as that for bus error including the 

CU< 

information that is stacked, except that the 
vector number refers to the address error 
vector instead. Likewise, if an address error 
occurs during the exception processing for a 
bus error, address error, or reset, the proces
sor is halted. As shown in Figure 37, an 
address error will execute a short bus cycle 
followed by exception processing. 
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INTERFACE WITH 
SYNCHRONOUS PERIPHERALS 
To interface the synchronous peripherals with 
the asynchronous SCN68000, the processor 
modifies its bus cycle to meet the synchro
nous cycle requirements whenever a syn
chronous device address is detected. This is 
possible since both processors use memory 
mapped 110. Figure 38 is a flowchart of the 
interface operation between the processor 
and synchronous devices. 

so S2 54 

\ \ 
\ I L 

A5 
uos·------...,~------;~---.=::::;;:::::::::~---~-------...!::::1"--

.. 
\ I \ I ., L '-----J M \ \ 

\ I ~ L_ 

LOS* 

RiW J 
OrACK --------. 

IJ0.015 ------"i., ___________ ~r---<~------'·~~-------------t ____ _ 
ADDRESS ERROR I APPROX. 8 CLOCKS I 

READ ---4•>11+- WRITE ----o•M·.....,.__ IDLE .. · • WRITE STACK-I 

NOTE' 
•ffiIB and [BS are asserted on mask sets R9M, 8F4, TBE, DL6, CC1, and GN7. 

Figure 37. Address Error Timing Diagram 

PROCESSOR SLAVE 

INmATE THE CYCLE 

1) THE PROCESSOR STARTS A NORMAL READ 
OR WRITE CYCLE DEANE THE SYNCHRONOUS CYCLE j J 1) EXTERNAL HARDWARE A~ERTS VALID 

PERIPHERAL ADDRESS (VPA) 
SYNCHRONIZE WITH ENABLE 

1) THE PROCESSOR MONITORS ENABLE (E) 
UNTIL IT IS LOW (PHASE 1) 

2) THE PROCESSOR ASSERTS VALID 
MEMORY ADDRESS ('i/'m) 

TRANSFER THE DATA j J 1) THE PERIPHERAL WAITS UNTIL E IS 
ACTll/E ANO THEN TRANSFERS THE DATA TERMINATE THE CYCLE 

1) THE PROCESSOR NEGATES AS, 'QOS, inS, 
ANO DRIVES THE E CLOCK LOW (ON A 
READ CYCLE, THE DATA IS LATCHED AS 
E GOES LOW INTERNALLY) 

2) THE PROCESSOR NEGATES W.iA 

l 
START NEXT CYCLE 

Figure 38. Synchronous Interfacing Flowchart 
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Data Transfer Operation 
Three signals on the processor provide the 
synchronous interface. They are: enable (E), 
valid memory address (VMA), and valid pe
ripheral address (VPA). Enable corresponds 
to the E or phase 2 signal in existing synchro
nous systems. The bus frequency is one 
tenth of the incoming SCN68000 clock fre
quency. The timing of E allows 1 MHz periph
erals to be used with 8MHz SCN68000s. 
Enable has a 60/ 40 duty cycle; that is, it is 
low for six input clocks and high for four input 
clocks. This duty cycle allows the processor 
to do successive VPA accesses on succes
sive E pulses. 

Synchronous cycle timing is given in Figures 
39, 40, 48, and 49. At state zero (SO) in the 
cycle, the address bus is in the high-imped
ance state. A function code is asserted on the 
function code output lines. One-half clock 
later, in state 1, the address bus is released 
from the high-impedance state. 

During state 2, the address strobe (AS) is 
asserted to indicate that there is a valid 
address on the address bus. If the bus cycle 
is a read cycle, the upper and/ or lower data 
strobes are also asserted in state 2. If the bus 
cycle is a write cycle, the read/write (R/W) 
signal is switched to low (write) during state 2. 
One-half clock later, in state 3, the write data 
is placed on the data bus, and in state 4 the 
data strobes are issued to indicate valid data 
on the data bus. The processor now inserts 
wait states until it recognizes the assertion of 
VPA. 

The VPA input signals the processor that the 
address on the bus is the address of a 
synchronous device (or an area reserved for 
synchronous devices) and that the bus 
should conform to the phase 2 transfer char
acteristics of the synchronous bus. Valid 
peripheral address is derived by decoding the 
address bus, conditioned by the address 
strobe. Chip select for the synchronous pe
ripherals should be derived by decoding the 
address bus conditioned by VMA. 

After recognition of VPA, the processor as
sures that the enable (E) is low, by waiting if 
necessary, and subsequently asserts VMA. 
Valid memory address is then used as part of 
the chip select equation of the peripheral. 
This ensures that the synchronous peripher
als are selected and deselected at the correct 
time. The peripheral now runs its cycle during 
the high portion of the E signal. Figures 39 
and 40 depict the best and worst case 
synchronous cycle timing. This cycle length is 
dependent strictly on when VPA is asserted in 
relationship to the E clock. 

If we assume that external circuitry asserts 
VPA as soon as possible alter the assertion 
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so 52 S4 w w w w w w S6 so S2 

DATAOUT ----~\..~-------~----;:========~ 
OATAIN -------------------"1, 

Figure 39. SCN68000 to Synchronous Peripheral Timing - Best Case 

CLK 

FCO-FC2 ( 
A1-A23 K: 
u\ ,. 

i5TAcK 

DATA OUT ----{ )-

c:::=>-DATA IN 

I \ I L 
VPi ~ I 
Viii. 

Figure 40. SCN68000 to Synchronous Peripheral Timing-Worst Case 

of AS, then VPA will be recognized as being 
asserted on the falling edge of S4. In this 
case, no "extra" wait cycles will be inserted 
prior to the recognition of VPA asserted and 
only the wait cycles inserted to synchronize 
with the E clock will determine the total length 
of the cycle. In any case, the synchronization 
delay will be some integral number of clock 
cycles within the following two extremes: 

1 . Best Case - VPA is recognized as being 
asserted on the falling edge three clock 
cycles before E rises (or three clock 
cycles after E falls). 

2. Worst Case - VPA is recognized as be
ing asserted on the falling edge two clock 
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cycles before E rises (or four clock cycles 
alter E falls). 

During a read cycle, the processor latches 
the peripheral data in state 6. For all cycles, 
the processor negates the address and data 
strobes one-half clock cycle later in state 7 
and the enable signal goes low at this time. 
Another half clock later, the address bus is 
put in the high-impedance state. During a 
write cycle, the data bus is put in the high
impedance state and the read/write signal is 
switched high. The peripheral logic must re
move VPA within one clock after the address 
strobe is negated. 
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DTACK should not be asserted while VPA is 
asserted. Notice that the SCN68000 VMA is 
active low, contrasted with the active high 
synchronous VMA. This allows the processor 
to put its buses in the high-impedance state 
on OMA requests without inadvertentiy se
lecting the peripherals. 

Interrupt Interface Operation 
During an interrupt acknowledge cycle while 
the processor is fetching the vector, the VPA 
is asserted, the SCN68000 will assert VMA 

CLK 

FCO.FC2 

and complete a normal synchronous read 
cycle as shown in Figure 41. The processor 
will then use an internally generated vector 
that is a function of the interrupt being ser
viced. This process is known as autovector
ing. The seven autovectors are vector num
bers 25 through 31 (decimal). 

Autovectoring operates in the same fashion 
(but is not restricted to) the synchronous 
interrupt sequence. The basic difference is 
that there are six normal interrupt vectors and 

Afii 

OTA.CK~ 
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one NMI type VEICIOr. As with both the syn
chronous and the SCN68000' s normal vec
tored interrupt, the .interrupt service routine 
can bEI located anywhere in the address 
space. This is due to the fact that while the 
vector numbers arEI fixed, the contents of the 
vector table entries aie assignEld by the user. 

Since VMA is asserted during autovectoring, 
care should be taken to Insure the synchro
nous peripheral address decoding prevents 
unintended accesses. 

08-015 ~~-------------~------~-
00-07 -----<::::::::)--------~------~-------

I- NOAUAL I ... -------lll>>i .. off-----AUTOVECTOA QPEAATION-------l"i 
cvci.E 

NOTE: 
*Although Ulm and~ are asserted, no data Is read from the bus during the autovector cycle. The vector number is generated Internally. 

Figure 41. Autovector Operation Timing Diagram 
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INSTRUCTION SET AND 
EXECUTION TIMES 

Table 21. Effective Addressing Mode Categories 

Instruction Set 
The following paragraphs provide information 
about the addressing categories and instruc
tion set of the SCN68000. 

Addressing Categories 
Effective address modes may be categorized 
by the ways in which they may be used. The 
following classHications will be used in the 
instruction definitions. 

These categories may be combined, so that 
additional, more restrictive, classHications 
may be defined. For example, the instruction 
descriptions use such classifications as alter
able memory or data alterable. The former 
refers to those addressing modes which are 
both alterable and memory addresses, and 
the latter refers to addressing modes which 
are both data and alterable. 

Table 21 shows the various categories to 
which each of the effective address modes 
belong. Table 22 is the instruction set sum
mary. 
Data 

Memory 

If an effective address mode 
may be used to refer to data 
operands, it is considered a 
data addressing effective ad
dress mode. 
If an effective address mode 
may be used to refer to mem
ory operands, It is considered 
a memory addressing effective 
address mode. 

Alterable If an effective address mode 
may be used to refer to alter
able (writable) operands, It is 
considered an alterable ad
dressing effective address 
mode. 

Control If an effective address mode 
may be used to refer to mem
ory operands without an asso
ciated size, It is considered a 
control addressing effective ad
dress mode. 
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EFFECTIVE 
ADDRESS 

MODES 

On 
An 
(An) 

(An)+ 
-(An) 
d(An) 

d(An, ix) 
xxx.W 
xxx.L 

d(PC) 
d(PC, ix) 
#xxx 

ADDRESSING CATEGORIES 

MODE REGISTER Data Memory Control Alterable 

000 Register number x - - x 
001 Register number - - - x 
010 Register number x x x x 
011 Register number x x - x 
100 Register number x x - x 
101 Register number x x x x 
110 Register number x x x x 
111 000 x x x x 
111 001 x x x x 
111 010 x x x -
111 011 x x x -
111 100 x x - -
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Table 22. Instruction Set 
CONDITION 

MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION OPERATION CODES 

x N z v c 
ABCD Add decimal with extend (Destination)10 + (Source)10 + X -+ Destination . u . u 
ADD Add binary (Destination) + (Source) -+ Destination . . . . . 
ADDA Add address (Destination) + (Source) -+ Destination - - - - -
ADDI Add immediate (Destination) + Immediate Data -+ Destination . . . 
ADDO Add quick (Destination) + Immediate Data -+ Destination . . . 
ADDX Add extended (Destination) + (Source) + X -+ Destination . . . . 
AND AND logical (Destination) A (Source) -+ Destination - . . 0 0 

ANDI AND immediate (Destination) " Immediate Data -+ Destination - . 0 0 

ANDI to CCR AND immediate to condition codes (Source) A CCR -+ CCR . . . 
ANDI to SR AND immediate to status register (Source) A SR -+ SR . . . 
ASL, ASR Arithmetic shift (Destination) Shifted by < count > -+ Destination . . . . 
Bee Branch conditionally If cc then PC+d-+ PC - - - - -

- ( < bit number > ) OF Destination -+ z 
BCHG Test a bit and change - ( < btt number > ) OF Destination -+ - - . - -

< bit number > OF Destination 

BCLR Test a bit and clear 
-( < btt number > ) OF Destination -+ z . 
0 -+ < bit number > -+ OF Destination 

- - - -

BRA Branch always PC+d-+ PC - - - - -

BSET Test a bit and set 
- ( < bit number > ) OF Destination -+ z - - . - -
1 -+ < bit number > OF Destination 

BSA Branch to subroutine PC -+ -(SP); PC+ d -+ PC - - - - -
BTST Test a btt - ( < bit number > ) OF Destination -+ z - - - -
CHK Check register against bounds If On < O or On > (< ea >) then TRAP - . u u u 
CLR Clear an operand 0 -+ Destination - 0 1 0 0 

CMP Compare (Destination) - (Source) - . . . . 
CMPA Compare address (Destination) - (Source) - . . 
CMPI Compare immediate (Destination) - Immediate Data - . . . . 
CMPM Compare memory (Destination) - (Source) - . . . 
DBcc Test condition, decrement and branch if -cc then Dn-1-+ On; tt On;"-1 then PC+d-+ PC - - - - -
DIVS Signed divide (Oestination)/(Source) -+ Destination - . . 0 

DIVU Unsigned divide (Destination)/(Source) -+ Destination - . . . 0 

EOR Exclusive OR logical (Destination) EB (Source) -+ Destination - . 0 0 

EORI Exclusive OR immediate (Destination) " Immediate Data -+ Destination - . . 0 0 

EORI to CCR Exclusive OR immediate 
(Source) " CCR -+ CCR . . . 

to condition codes 

EORI to SR Exclusive OR immediate (Source) "SR -+ SR . . . . 
to status register 

EXG Exchange register Rx ... Ry - - - - -
EXT Sign extend (Destination) Sign-extended -+ Destination - . 0 0 

JMP Jump Destination -+ PC - - - - -
JSR Jump to subroutine PC -+ - (SP); Destination -+ PC - - - - -
LEA Load effective address Destination -+ An - - - - -
LINK Link and allocate An -+ - (SP); SP -+ An; SP + Displacement -+ SP - - - - -
LSL, LSR Logical. shift (Destination) Shifted by < count > -+ Destination 

. . . 0 . 
MOVE Move data from source to destination (Source) -+ Destination - 0 0 

MOVE to CCR Move to condition code (Source) -+ CCR . . 
MOVE to SR Move to status register (Source) -> SR . . . 
MOVE from SR Move from status register SR -+ Destination - - - - -
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Table 22. Instruction Set (Continued) 

MNEMONIC 

MOVE USP 

MO VEA 

MOVEM 

MOVEP 

MOVEQ 

MULS 

MULU 

NBCD 

NEG 

NEGX 

NOP 

NOT 

OR 

ORI 

ORI to CCR 

ORI to SR 

PEA 

RESET 

ROL, ROR 

ROXL, ROXR 

RTE 

RTR 

RTS 

SBCD 

Sec 

STOP 

SUB 

SUBA 

SUSI 

SUBQ 

SUBX 

SWAP 

TAS 

TRAP 

TRAPV 

TST 

UNLK 

NOTES: 
[ I ~ bit number 
e logical exclusive OR 
/\ logical AND 
V logical OR 
- logical complement 
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DESCRIPTION 

Move user stack pointer 

Move address 

Move multiple registers 

Move peripheral data 

Move quick 

Signed multiply 

Unsigned multiply 

Negate decimal with extend 

Negate 

Negate with extend 

No operation 

Logical complement 

Inclusive OR logical 

Inclusive OR immediate 

Inclusive OR immediate 
to conditions codes 

Inclusive OR immediate 
to status register 

Push effective address 

Reset external devices 

Rotate (without extend) 

Rotate with extend 

Return from exception 

Return and restore condition codes 

Return from subroutine 

Subtract decimal with extend 

Set according to condition 

Load status register and stop 

Subtract binary 

Subtract address 

Subtract immediate 

Subtract quick 

Subtract with extend 

Swap register halves 

Test and set an operand 

Trap 

Trap on overflow 

Test and operand 

Unlink 

* affected 
- unaffected 
O cleared 
1 set 
U undefined 

Product Specification 

SCN68000 

CONDITION 

OPERATION CODES 2 -x N z v c 
USP ---> An; An ---> USP - - - - -
(Source) --+ Destination - - - - -

Registers ---+ Destination 

(Source) ---+ Registers 
- - - - -

(Source) --+ Destination - - - - -

Immediate Data ---+ Destination - . . 0 0 

(Destination) X (Source) --+ Destination - . . 0 0 

(Destination) X (Source) --+ Destination - 0 0 

O - (Destination)10 - X ---+ Destination u u 
O - (Destination) --+ Destination . . 
O - (Destination) - X ---+ Destination . 
- - - - - -
- (Destination) ---+ Destination - 0 0 

(Destination) v (Source) --+ Destination - . 0 0 

(Destination) v Immediate Data -+ Destination - . . 0 0 

(Source) v CCR ---> CCR 

(Source) v SR ---> SR . 
Destination -+ -(SP) - - - - -

- - - - - -

(Destination) Rotated by < count > -+ Destination - 0 

(Destination) Rotated by < count > -+ Destination 
. 0 

(SP)+ ---> SR; (SP)+ --->PC 

(SP)+ --->CC; (SP)+ --->PC 
. 

(SP)+ --->PC - - - - -
(Destination)10 - (Source)10 - X -+ Destination u u 

If cc then 1's -+ Destination else O's -+ Destination - - - - -

Immediate Data -+ SR; STOP . . 
(Destination) - (Source) -+ Destination . 
(Destination) - (Source) ---+ Destination - - - - -

(Destination) - Immediate Data ---+ Destination . 
(Destination) - Immediate Data -+ Destination) . . 
(Destination) - (Source) - X -+ Destination . . 
Register [31:16] <-> Register [15:0] - 0 0 

(Destination) Tested -+ CC; 1 -+ [7] OF Destination - 0 0 

PC---> -(SSP); SR---> - (SSP); (Vector) ---> PC - - - - -

If V then TRAP - - - - -

(Destination) Tested ---+ cc - 0 0 

An ---> SP; (SP) + --->An - - - - -
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Instruction Prefetch Table 23. Effective Addreea Calcul&Uon Times 
The SCN68000 uses a two-word tightly-cou· 
pied instruction prefetch mechanism to en· 
hance performance. This mechanism is de
scribed in terms of the microcode operations 
involved. If the execution of an instruction is 
defined to begin when the microroutine for 
that instruction is entered, some features of 
the prefetch mechanism can be described. 

1. When execution of an instruction begins, 
the operation word and the word follow· 
ing have already been fetched. The oper
ation word is in the instruction decoder. 

2. In the case of multi-word instructions, as 
each additional word of the instruction Is 
used internally, a fetch is made to the 
instruction stream to replace it 

3. The last fetch for an Instruction from the 
instruction stream is made when the 
operation word is discarded and decod
ing is started on the next instruction. 

4. If the instruction is a single-word instruc
tion causing a branch, the second word Is 
not used. But because this word is 
fetched by the preceding instruction, it is 
impossible to avoid this superfluous 
fetch. 

5. In the case of an interrupt or trace 
exception, both words are not used. 

6. The program counter usually points to 
the last word fetched from the inStruction 
stream. 

Instruction Execution Times 
The following paragraphs contain listings of 
the instruction execution times in terms of 
external clock (CLK) periods. In this timing 
data, ii is assumed that both memory read 
and write cycle times are four clock periods. 
Any wait states caused by a longer memory 

ADDRESSING MODE BYTE, WORD LONG 

Register 

On Data register direct 0(0/0) 0(0/0) 
An Address register direct 0(0/0) 0(0/0) 

Memory 

(An) Address register indirect 4(110) 8(2/0) 
(An)+ Address register indirect with postlncrement 4(1/0) 8(2/0) 

-(An) Address register indirect with predecrement 8(1/0) 10(2/0) 
d(An) Address register indirect with dlsplacement 8(2/0) 12(3/0) 

d(An,ix)* Address register indirect with index 10(2/0) 14(3/0) 
xxx.W Absolute short 8(2/0) 12(3/0) 

xxx.L Absolute long 12(3/0) 18(4/0) 
d(PC) Program counter with displacement 8(2/0) 12(3/0) 

d(PC,ix)* Program counter with index 10(2/0) 14(3/0) 
#xxx Immediate 4(1/0) 8(2/0) 

NOTE: 
*The size of the index register (IX) does not affect execution time. 

cycle must be added to the total Instruction 
time. The number of bus read and write 
cycles for each instruction 'rs also Included 
with the timing data. This timing data is 
enclosed In parentheses following the execu
tion periods and is shown as (r/w) where r is 
the number of read cycles and w is the 
number of write cycles. 

NOTE: 
The number of periods includes lnstructton fetd1 and all 
applicable operand fetches and -

Effective Addre. Operand calculation 
Timing 
Table 23 lists the number of clock periods 
required to compute an instruction's effective 
address. It includes fetching of any extension 
words, the address computation, and fetching 
of the memory operand. The number of bus 
read and write cycles is shown in· parenthe
ses as (r/w). Note there are no write cycles 
involved in processing the effective address. 

Move Instruction Execution Tim• 
Tables 24 and 25 indicate the number of 
clock periods for the move instruction. This 
data includes instruction fetch, operand 
reads, and operand writes. The number of 
bus read and write cycles is shown in paren
theses as (r/w). 

Table 24. MOVE Byte Instruction Execution Times 

DESTINATION 
SOURCE 

On An (An) (An)+ -(An) d(An) d(An,lx)* xxx.W xxx.L 

On 4(1/0) 4(1_/0) 8(1/1) 8(1/1) 8(1/1) 12(2/1) 14(2/1) 12(2/1) 16(3/1) 
An 4(1/0) 4(1/0) 8(1/1) 8(1/1) 8(1/1) 12(2/1) 14(2/1) 12(2/1) 18(3/1) 
(An) 8(2/0) 8(2/0) 12(2/1) 12(2/1) 12(2/1) 18(3/1) 18(311) 16(3/1) 20(4/1) 

(An)+ 8(2/0) 8(2/0) 12(2/1) 12(2/1) 12(2/1) 16(3/1) 18(3/1) 18(3/1) 20(4/1) 
-(An) 10(2/0) 10(2/0) 14(2/1) 14(2/1) 14(2/1) 18(3/1) 20(3/1) 18(3/1) 22(4/1) 
d(An) 12(3/0) 12(3/0) 16(3/1) 16(3/1) 16(3/1) 20(4/1) 22(4/1) 20(4/1) 24(5/1) 

d(An,ix)* 14(3/0) 14(3/0) 18(3/1) 18(3/1) 18(3/1) 22(4/1) 24(4/1) 22(4/1) 26(5/1) 
xxx.W 12(3/0) 12(3/0) 16(3/1) 18(3/1) 16(3/1) 20(4/1) 22(4/1) 20(4/1) 24(5/1) 
xxx.L 16(4/0) 16(4/0) 20(4/1) 20(4/1) 20(4/1) 24(5/1) 26(5/1) 24(5/1) 28(6/1) 

d(PC) 12(3/0) 12(3/0) 16(3/1) 18(3/1) 16(3/1) 20(4/1) 22(4/1) 20(4/1) 24(5/1) 
d(PC,ix)* 14(3/0) 14(3/0) 18(3/1) 18(3/1) 18(3/1) 22(4/1) 24(4/1) 22(4/1) 26(5/1) 
#xxx 8(2/0) 8(2/0) 12(2/1) 12(2/1) 12(2/1) 16(3/1) 18(3/1) 16(3/1) 20(4/1) 

NOTE: 
*The size of the Index register (Ix) does not affect execution time. 
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Table 25. MOVE LONG Instruction Execution Times 

DESTINATION 
SOURCE 

Dn An (An) (An)+ -(An) d(An) d(An,lx)• xxx.W xxx.L 

Dn 4(1/0) 4(1/0) 12(1/2) 12(1/2) 12(1/2) 16(2/2) 18(2/2) 16(2/2) 20(3/2) 
An 4(1/0) 4(1/0) 12(1/2) 12(1/2) 12(1/2) 16(2/2) 18(2/2) 16(2/2) 20(3/2) 
(An) 12(3/0) 12(3/0) 20(3/2) 20(3/2) 20(3/2) 24(4/2) 26(4/2) 24(4/2) 28(5/2) 

(An)+ 12(3/0) 12(3/0) 20(3/2) 20(3/2) 20(3/2) 24(4/2) 26(4/2) 24(4/2) 28(5/2) 
-(An) 14(3/0) 14(3/0) 22(3/2) 22(3/2) 22(3/2) 26(4/2) 28(4/2) 26(4/2) 30(5/2) 
d(An) 16(4/0) 16(4/0) 24(4/2) 24(4/2) 24(4/2) 28(5/2) 30(5/2) 28(5/2) 32(6/2) 

d(An,ix)* 18(4/0) 18(4/0) 26(4/2) 26(4/2) 26(4/2) 30(5/2) 32(5/2) 30(5/2) 34(6/2) 
xxx.W 16(4/0) 16(4/0) 24(4/2) 24(4/2) 24(4/2) 28(5/2) 30(5/2) 28(5/2) 32(6/2) 
xxx.L 20(5/0) 20(5/0) 28(5/2) 28(5/2) 28(5/2) 32(6/2) 34(6/2) 32(6/2) 36(7/2) 

d(PC) 16(4/0) 16(4/0) 24(4/2) 24(4/2) 24(4/2) 28(5/2) 30(5/2) 28(5/2) 32(5/2) 
d(PC,ix)* 18(4/0) 18(4/0) 26(4/2) 26(4/2) 26(4/2) 30(5/2) 32(5/2) 30(5/2) 34(6/2) 
#xxx 12(3/0) 12(3/0) 20(3/2) 20(3/2) 20(3/2) 24(4/2) 26(4/2) 24(4/2) 28(5/2) 

NOTE: 
*The size of the index register (ix) does not affect execution time. 

Standard Instruction ExecU11on Times 
The number of clock periods shown in Table 
26 indicates the time required to perform the 
operations, store the results, and read the 
next instruction. The number of bus read and 
write cycles is shown in parentheses as (r/w). 
The number of clock periods and the number 
of read and write cycles must be added 
respectively to those of the effective address 
calculation where indicated. 

In Table 26 the headings have the following 
meanings: An = address register operand, 
DN=data register operand, ea•an operand 
specified by an effective address, and 
M =memory effective address operand. 
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Table 26. Standard Instruction Execution Times 

INSTRUCTION SIZE 

ADD 
by1e, word 

long 

AND by1e, word 
long 

CMP 
by1e, word 

long 

DIVS -
DIVU -
EOR 

by1e, word 

long 

MULS -
MULU -

OR 
by1e, word 

long 

SUB 
by1e, word 

long 

NOTES: 
+ Add effective address calculation time. 
t Word or long word only. 
* Indicates maximum value. 

op<ea>, Ant op<ea>, Dn 

8(1/0)+ 4(1/0)+ 

6(1/0)+•• 6(1/0)+'* 

- 4(1/0)+ 
- 6(110+•• 

6(1/0)+ 4(1/0)+ 

6(1/0)+ 6(1/0)+ 

- 158(1/0)+* 

- 140(1/0)+* 

- 4(1/0) ... 

- 8(1 /0)*** 

- 70(1/0)+* 

- 70(1/0)+* 

- 4(1/0)+ 

- 6(1/0)+•• 

8(1/0)+ 4(1/0)+ 

6(1/0)+•• 6(1/0)+•• 

op Dn, <M> 

8(1/1)+ 

12(1/2)+ 

8(1/1)+ 
12(1/2)+ 

-
-
-
-

8(1/1)+ 

12(1/2)+ 

-
-

8(1/1)+ 

12(1/2)+ 

8(1/1)+ 

12(1/2)+ 

•• The base time of 6 clock periods is increased to 8 ff the effective address mode is register direct or 
immediate (effective address lime should also be added). 

••• Only available effective address mode is data register direct. 
DIVS, DIVU- The divide algorithm used by the SCN68000 provides less than 10% difference between the 

best and worst case timings. 
MULS. MULU - The muttiply algorithm requires 38 + 2n clocks where n is defined as: 

MULU: n - the number of ones in the < ee > . 
MULS: n =concatenate the <ea> with a zero as the LSB; n is the resultant num-

ber of 1 O or 01 patterns in the 17-bil source: i.e .• worst case happens 
when the source is $5555. 
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Immediate Instruction Execution Times Table 27. Immediate Instruction Execution Times 
The number of clock periods shown in Table 
27 includes the time to fetch immediate 
operands, perform the operations, store the 
results, and read the next operation. The 
number of bus read and write cycles is shown 
in parentheses as (r/w). The number of clock 
periods and the number of read and write 
cycles must be added respectively to those of 
the effective address calculation where indi· 
cated. 

In Tabla 27, the headings have the following 
meanings: # • immediate operand, DN = 
data register operand, An = address register 
operand, M =memory operand, and 
SR = status register. 

INSTRUCTION SIZE 

ADDI 
byte, word 

long 

ADDO 
byte, word 

long 

ANDI 
byte, word 

long 

CMPI 
byte, word 

long 

EORI 
byte, word 

long 

MOVEQ long 

ORI 
byte, word 

long 

SUBI 
byte, word 

long 

SUBO 
byte, word 

long 

NOTES: 
+ Add effective address calculation time 
* Word only 

op#, Dn op#, An 

8(2/0) -
16(3/0) -
4(1/0) 8(1 /0)" 

8(1/0) 8(1/0) 

8(2/0) -
16(3/0) -
8(2/0) -

14(3/0) -
8(2/0) -

16(3/0) -
4(1/0) -
8(2/0) -

16(3/0) -
8(2/0) -

16(3/0) -
4(1/0) 8(1/0)" 

8(1/0) 8(1/0) 

Single Operand Instruction Execution Table 28. Single Operand Instruction Execution Times 
Times 
Table 28 indicates the number of clock peri
ods for the single operand instructions. The 
number of bus read and write cycles is shown 
in parentheses as (r /w). The number of clock 
periods and the number of read and write 
cycles must be added respectively to those of 
the effective address calculation where indi
cated. 
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INSTRUCTION SIZE 

CLR 
byte, word 

long 

NBCD byte 

NEG 
byte, word 

long 

NEGX 
byte, word 

long 

NOT 
byte, word 

long 

Sec 
byte, false 

byte, true 

TAS byte 

TST 
byte, word 

long 

NOTE: 
+ Add effective address calculation time 

2-386 

REGISTER 

4(1/0) 

6(1/0) 

6(1/0) 

4(1/0) 

6(1/0) 

4(1/0) 

6(1/0) 

4(1/0) 

6(1/0) 

4(1/0) 

6(1/0) 

4(1/0) 

4(1/0) 

4(1/0) 

Product Specification 
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op#, M 

12(2/1)+ 

20(3/2)+ 

8(1/1)+ 

12(1/2)+ 

12(2/1)+ 

20(3/1)+ 

8(2/0)+ 

12(3/0)+ 

12(2/1)+ 

20(3/2)+ 

-
12(2/1)+ 

20(3/2)+ 

12(2/1)+ 

20(3/2)+ 

8(1/1)+ 

12(1/2)+ 

MEMORY 

8(1/1)+ 

12(1/2)+ 

8(1/1)+ 

8(1/1)+ 

12(1/2)+ 

8(1/1)+ 

12(1/2)+ 

8(1/1)+ 

12(1/2)+ 

8(1/1)+ 

8(1/1)+ 

10(1/1) 

4(1/0)+ 

4(1/0)+ 
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Shift/Rotate Instruction Execution Table 29. Shift/Rotate Instruction Execution Times 
Times 
Table 29 indicates the number of clock peri
ods for the shift and rotate instructions. The 
number of bus read and write cycles is shown 
in parentheses as (r/w). The number of clock 
periods and the number of read and write 
cycles must be added respectively to those of 
the effective address calculation where indi
cated. 

INSTRUCTION SIZE 

byte, word 
ASR, ASL 

long 

LSR, LSL 
byte, word 

long 

ROR, ROL 
byte, word 

long 

ROXR, ROXL 
byte, word 

long 

NOTES: 
+ Add effective address calculation time 
n Is the shift or rotate count 

REGISTER 

6 + 2n(1/0) 

8 + 2n(1/0) 

6 + 2n(1/0) 

8 + 2n(1/0) 

6 + 2n(1/0) 

8 + 2n(1/0) 

6 + 2n(1/0) 

8 + 2n(1/0) 

Product Spec~lcatlon 
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MEMORY 

8(1/1)+ 

-
8(1/1)+ 

-
8(1/1)+ 

-
8(1/1)+ 

-

Bit Manipulation Instruction Execution 
Times 

Table 30. Bit Manipulation Instruction Execution Times 

Table 30 indicates the number of clock peri
ods required for the bit manipulation instruc
tions. The number of bus read and write 
cycles is shown in.parentheses as (r/w). The 
number of clock periods and the number of 
read and write cycles must be added respec
tively to those of the effective address calcu
lation where indicated. 

INSTRUCTION SIZE 

BCHG 
byte 

long 

BCLR 
byte 

long 

BSET 
byte 

long 

BTST 
byte 

long 

NOTES: 
+ Add effective calculation time 
• Indicates maximum value 

DYNAMIC 

Register Memory 

- 8(1/1)+ 

8(1/0)* -
- 8(1/1)+ 

10(1/0)* -
- 8(1/1)+ 

8(1/0)* -
- 4(1/0)+ 

6(1/0) -

Conditional Instruction Execution Times Table 31. Conditional Instruction Execution Times 

STATIC 

Register Memory 

- 12(2/1)+ 

12(2/0)* -
- 12(2/1)+ 

14(2/0)* -
- 12(2/1)+ 

12(2/0)* -
- 8(2/0)+ 

10(2/0) -

Table 31 indicates the number of clock peri
ods required for the conditional instructions. 
The number of bus read and write cycles is 
indicated in parentheses as (r/w). The num
ber of clock periods and the number of read 
and wr~e cycles must be added respectively 
to those of the effective address calculation 

INSTRUCTION DISPLACEMENT BRANCH TAKEN 
BRANCH 

NOT TAKEN 

byte 10(2/0) 8(1/0) 
Bee 

word 10(2/0) 12(2/0) 

where indicated. 
byte 10(2/0) -

BRA 
word 10(2/0) -

BSR 
byte 18(2/2) -
word 18(2/2) -

CC true - 12(2/0) 
DBcc 

CC false 10(2/0) 14(3/0) 
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Table 32. JMP, JSR, LEA, PEA, and MOVEM Instruction Execution Times 

INSTRUCTION SIZE (An) (An)+ -(An) d(An) d(An, Ix)+ xxx.w xxx.L 

JMP - 8(2/0) - - 10(2/0) 14(3/0) 10(2/0) 12(3/0) 

JSR - 16(2/2) - - 1S(2/2) 22(2/2) 1S(2/2) 20(3/2) 

LEA - 4(1/0) - - S(2/0) 12(2/0) S(2/0) 12(3/0) 

PEA - 12(1/2) - - 16(2/2) 20(2/2) 16(2/2) 20(3/2) 

word 12+4n 12+4n - 16+4n 1S+4n 16+4n 20+4n 
MOVEM (3 + n/O) (3 + n/O) (4 + n/O) (4 + n/O) (4 + n/O) (5 + n/O) 

M-+ R long 12+Sn 12 +Sn - 16+8n 1S +Sn 16+Sn 20 + Bn 
(3 + 2n/O) (3 + 2n/O) (4 + 2n/O) (4 + 2n/O) (4 + 2n/0) (5 + 2n/O) 

word S +4n - B +4n 12+4n 14 +4n 12+4n 16 +4n 
MOVEM (2/n) (2/n) (3/n) (3/n) (3/n) (4/n) 

R-+ M long S+Sn - s+sn 12+Sn 14+Bn 12+Sn 16+Sn 
(2/2n) - (2/2n) (3/2n) (3/2n) (3/2n) (4/2n) 

NOTES: 
n Is the number of registers to move 
• Is the size of the Index register Ox) and does not affect the instruction's execution time 

JMP, JSR, LEA, PEA, and MOVEM Table 33. Nlultl-Preclslon Instruction Execution Times 
Instruction Execution Times 
Table 32 indicates the number of clock peri· 
ods required for the jump, jump-to-subroutine, 
load effective address, push effective ad
dress, and move multiple registers instruc
tions. The number of bus read and write 
cycles is shown In parentheses as (r/w). 

Multi-Precision Instruction Execution 
Times 
Table 33 indicates the number of clock peri
ods for the multi-precision Instructions. The 
number of clock periods includes the time to 
fetch both operands, perform the operations, 
store the results, and read the next instruc
tions. The number of read and write cycles is 
shown in parentheses as (r /w). 

In Table 33, the headings have the following 
meanings: On • data register operand and 
M - memory operand. 
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INSTRUCTION 

ADDX 

CMPM 

SUBX 

ABCD 

SBCD 

SIZE op On, On 

byte, word 4(1/0) 

long S(1/0) 

byte, word -
long -

byte, word 4(1/0) 

long S(1/0) 

byte 8(1/0) 

byte 6(1/0) 
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d(PC) d(PC,lx)* 

10(2/0) 14(3/0) 

1S(2/2) 22(2/2) 

8(2/0) 12(2/0) 

16(2/2) 20(2/2) 

16+4n 18 +4n 
(4 + n/O) (4 + n/O) 

16+8n 1S+Sn 
(4 + 2n/0) (4 + 2n/O) 

- -
- -
- -
- -

op M, M 

1S(3/1) 

30(5/2) 

12(3/0) 

20(5/0) 

1S(3/1) 

30(5/2) 

1S(3/1) 

18(3/1) 
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Table 34. Mlscellaneoua 
Instruction Execution 
Times 

INSTRUC-
SIZE 

REGIS-
MEMORY 

TION TER 

ANDI to CCR byte 20(3/0) -
ANDI to SR word 20(3/0) -
CHK - 10(1/0)+ -
EORI to CCR byte 20(3/0) -
EORI to SR word 20(3/0) -
ORI to CCR byte 20(3/0) -
ORI to SR word 20(3/0) -
MOVE from 

6(1/0) 8(1/1)+ 
SR -
MOVE to 

12(2/0) 12(2/0)+ 
CCR -
MOVE to SR - 12(2/0) 12(2/0)+ 

EXG .- 6(1/0) -
word 4(1/0) -

EXT 
long 4(1/0) -

LINK - 16(2/2) -
MOVE from 4(1/0) 
USP - -
MOVE to 4(1/0) 
USP - -
NOP - 4(1/0) -
RESET - 132(1/0) -
RTE - 20(5/0) -
RTR - 20(5/0) -
ATS - 16(4/0) -
STOP - 4(0/0) -
SWAP - 4(1/0) -
TRAPV - 4(1/0) -
UNLK - 12(3/0) -

NOTE: 
+ Add effective address calculation time 
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Table 35. MOVE PERIPHERAL Instruction Execution Times 

INSTRUCTION SIZE REGISTER --+ MEMORY MEMORY --+ REGISTER 

word 16(2/2) 
MOVEP long 24(2/4) 

Table 36. Exception 
Procesalng Execution Times 

EXCEPTION PERIODS 

Address error 50(4/7) 

Bus error 50(417) 

CHK instruction 44(5/4)+ 

Divide by zero 42(5/4) 

Illegal instruction 34(4/3) 

Interrupt 44(5/3)* 

Privilege violation 34(4/3) 

RESET** 40(6/0) 

Trace 34(4/3) 

TRAP instruction 38(4/4) 

TRAPV instruction 34(4/3) 

NOTES: 
+Add effective address calculation time. 
*The interrupt acknowledge cycle is assumed 
to take four clock periods. 
Indicates the time from when ~ and 

**RAl:T are first sampled as negated to when 
instruction execution starts. 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

SYMBOL RATING 

Vee Supply voltage range 

V1N Input voltage range 

16(4/0) 

24(6/0) 

Mlscellaneous lnstrucUon Execution 
Times 
Tables 34 and 35 indicate the number of 
clock periods for the following miscellaneous 
instructions. The number of bus read and 
write cycles is shown in parentheses as (r/w). 
The number of clock periods plus the number 
of read and write cycles must be added to 
those of the effective address calculation 
where indicated. 

Exception Procelllllng Execution Times 
Table 36 indicates the number of clock peri
ods tor exception processing. The number of 
clock periods includes the time for all stack
ing, the vector fetch, and the fetch of the first 
two instruction words of the handler routine. 
The number of bus read and write cycles is 
shown in parentheses as (r /w). 

VALUE UNIT 

-0.3 to +7.0 v 
-0.3 to +7.0 v 

Operating temperature range TL 10 TH 
TA SCN68000 o to 70 •c 

SCN68000 ceramic -40 to 85 

TTSG Storage temperature range -55 to 150 •c 
NOTE: 
This device contains circuitry to protect the inputs against damage due to high static voltages or electric 
fields; however, It is advised that normal precautions be taken to avoid application of any voltage higher 
than maximum-rated voltages to this high-impedance circuit. Reliability of operation is enhanced ~ unused 
inputs are tied to an appropriate logic voltage level (e.g., either GND or Vee). 

THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS 

CHARACTERISTIC 

Thermal Resistance (Still Air) 
Ceramic 
Pin grid array 
Plastic 

NOTE: 
*Estimated 
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SYMBOL 

IJJA 

VALUE SYMBOL VALUE RATING 

30 
IJJc 

15* •c1w 
33 15 
30 15* 
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DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vo;;= 5Voc ± 5%; GNO - OVoc; TA =TL to TH (see Figures 42, 43, and 44) 

SYMBOL CHARACTERISTIC SYMBOL MIN MAX 

V1H Input high voltage 2 Vee v 
V1L Input low voltage GN0-0.3 0.8 v 

Input leaka.11!._ current @ 5.25V etlm", ~.BR,~. 
l1N CLK, IPLO-IPL2, Vi57i 2.5 µA 

HALT, RESET - 20 

ITS1 
3-State (off state) input current @ 2.4V/0.4V AS, A1-A23, 00-015, - 20 µA 

FCO-FC2, Ll5S, R/W, iJDS, ~ 
Output high voltage (loH - -400µA) E* Vcc-0.75 -

VoH E, AS, A1-A23, BG, 00-015, v 
FCO-FC2, Il>S, R/W, U"i5S, VMA 2.4 -
Output low voltage 

RID (loL - 1.6mA) - 0.5 
!loL=3.2mA) A 1-A23, BG, FCO-FC2 - 0.5 

Vol (loL = 5.0mA) RESET - 0.5 v 
(loL = 5.3mA) E, AS, 00-015, LOS, R/W - 0.5 

U"i5S, \iMA 
Pou• Power dissipation (See Power Considerations) - - w 
C1N Capacitance CViN = OV, TA = 25°C; frequency= 1 MHz**) - 20 pF 

NOTES: 
• With external pullup resistor of 1.1 kO. 

•• Capacitance Is perlodlcelly sampled rather than 100% tested. 
•••During nonnal operation instantaneous Vee current requirements may be as high as 1.5A. 

+SV 

Q 

~ 910!! 

I 130pF 

Figure 42. RESET Test Load 

+SV 

~ 

;. 
~ 2.Sk!l 

Figura 43. RALT Test Load 
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CL= 130 pF 
{INCLUDES ALL PARASITICS) 

AL• 8.0kllFOR 
. ll. ........... iiil. 00-01&. .. 

FC<M'CZ. Cl!I, R/\t Olil, Viii 
*R = 1.22 kll FOR Al·.t.23. llil. 

FCO-FC2 

TEST 
POINT 

+sv 

A*= 740 {} 

111106150 
0A EQUIVALENT 

MM07000 
OR EQUIVALENT 

Figure 44. Test Loads 

Power Considerations Po =K + !TJ + 273°C) (2) 

The average chip-junction temperature, T J, in 
•c can be obtained from: 

TJ=TA+(Po•OJA) (1) 
Where: 

TA =ambient temperature, •c 
OJA =package thermal resistance, junc

tion-to-ambient,0C/W 
Po •P1NT + P110 

Pim =Ice X Vee, watts - chip internal 
power 

P110 •power dissipation on input and 
output pins- user determined 

For most applications P110 < P1NT and can be 
neglected. 

An approximate relationship between Po and 
T J (If P110 is neglected) is: 

2-390 

Solving equations 1 and 2 for K gives: 
K =To. !TA+ 273°C) +OJA. Po2 (3) 

Where K is a constant pertaining to the 
particular part. K can be determined from 
equation 3 by measuring Po (at equilibrium) 
for a known TA· Using this value of K the 
values of Po and T J can be obtained by 
solving equations (1) and (2) iteratively for 
any value of TA· 

Figure 45 illustrates the graphic solution to 
the equations, given above, for the specifica
tion power dissipations of 1.50 and 1. 75 watts 
over the ambient temperature range of-55°C 
to 125°C using an average OJA of 40°C/watt 
to represent various SCN68000 packages. 
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However, actual fJJA's in the range of 30'C to 
50'C/watt only change the curves slightly. 

The total thermal resistance of a package 
(OJA) can be separated into two components, 
fJJc and fJcA. representing the barrier to heat 
flow from the semiconductor junction to the 
package (case) surface (OJc) and from the 
case to the outside ambient (OcA). These 
terms are related by the equation: 

()JA =OJc + OcA (4) 

0Jc is device related and cannot be influ
enced by the user. However, OcA is user 
dependent and can be minimized by such 
thermal management techniques as heat 
sinks, ambient air cooling and thermal con
vention. Thus, good thermal management on 
the part of the user can significantly reduce 
OcA so that OJA approximately equals fJJc· 
Substitution of OJc for OJA in equation (1) will 
result in a lower semiconductor junction tem
perature. 

Values for thermal resistance presented in 
this data sheet ar-e provided for design pur
poses only. Thermal measurements are com
plex and dependent on procedure and setup. 
User derived values for thermal resistance 
may differ. 

NOTE: 

2.2 ~~--~-~---~~~-~ 

2.0 ~+----+--+---+--if-~1---i 

5 1.8 ~+----+--+---+--if-~1---i 
~ ~ 
~ 1.6 ............... 

- N• .• ..,, 
~ u l-+---+....::..,.;.::~:'._10Af~ ........ 

"' 1-+---+-+---+:'""if...,dH r-
1.0 .___._ __ _,_ _ _,_ ___ _.__,'----'"--' 

-55 -40 25 10 85 110 125 

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA,)-°C 

Figure 45. SCN68000 Power Dissipation (Po) vs Ambient Temperature (T Al 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS- Clock Timing (see Figure 46) 

8MHz 10MHz 12.SMHz 
SYMBOL CHARACTERISTIC 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

f Frequency of operation 4 8 4 10 4 12.5 

lcyc Cycle time 125 250 100 250 80 250 

tcL Clock pulse width 55 125 45 125 35 125 
tcH 55 125 45 125 35 125 

tcr Rise and fall times - 10 - 10 - 5 
tcr - 10 - 10 - 5 

Table 37. Maximum Power Dissipation by Package Type Modes 

UNIT 

MHz 

ns 

ns 

ns 

MAXIMUM POWER DISSIPATION (WATTS) 
PACKAGE TEMPERATURE PER FREQUENCY (MHz) 

TYPE ('C) 
8MHz 10MHz 12.SMHz 

Ceramic 
o to 70 1.50 1.50 1.75 

-40 to 85 1.65 1.65 -

Plastic 
Oto 70 1.50 1.50 -

-40 to 85 1.65 1.65 -

Pin grid array Oto 70 1.50 1.50 1.75 
-40 to 85 1.65 1.65 -

Plastic LCC o to 70 1.50 1.50 -

>+------~ "cy,------+< 

'CH 

•c1 

Timing measurements are referenced to and from a low voltage of 0.SV and a high voltage of 2V, unless otherwise noted. The voltage swing through this range should start 
outside and pass through the range such that the rise or fall will be linear between 0.BV and 2V. 

Figure 46. Clock Input Timing Diagram 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS- Read and Write Cycles Vee= 5Voc ± 5%; GND = OV0c; TA= TL to TH 
(see Figures 4 7 and 4e) 

BM Hz 10MHz 12.SMHz 
NO. CHARACTERISTIC UNIT 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

1 Clock period 125 250 100 250 eo 250 ns 

2 Clock width low 55 125 45 125 35 125 ns 

3 Clock width high 55 125 45 125 35 125 ns 

4 Clock fall time - 10 - 10 - 5 ns 

5 Clock rise time - 10 - 10 - 5 ns 

6 Clock low to address valid - 70 - 60 - 55 ns 

6A Clock high to FC valid - 70 - 60 - 55 ns 

7 Clock high to address data high impedance (maximum) - eo - 70 - 60 ns 

8 Clock high to address/FC invalid (minimum) 0 - 0 - 0 - ns 

91 Clock high to AS, l5S low 0 60 0 55 0 55 ns 

11 2 Address valid to AS, OS low (read)/AS low write 30 - 20 - 0 - ns 

11A2•7 FC valid to AS, OS low (read)/AS low (write) 60 - 50 - 40 - ns 

121 Clock low to AS, l5S high - 70 - 55 - 50 ns 

132 AS, OS high to address/Fe invalid 30 - 20 - 10 - ns 

142,5 AS, OS width low (read)/AS low (write) 240 - 195 - 160 - ns 

14A2 OS width low (write) 115 - 95 - eo - ns 

152 AS, OS width high 150 - 105 - 65 - ns 

16 Clock high to control bus high impedance - eo - 70 - 60 ns 

172 AS, OS high to R/W high (read) 40 - 20 - 10 - ns 

1e1 Clock high to R/W high 0 70 0 60 0 60 ns 

201 Clock high to R/W low (write) - 70 - 60 - 60 ns 

20A8 AS low to R/W valid - 20 -· 20 - 20 ns 

21 2 Address valid to R/W low (write) 20 - 0 - 0 - ns 

21A2•7 FC valid to R/W low (write) 60 - 50 - 30. - ns 

2~ R/W low to OS low (write) eo - 50 - 30 - ns 

23 Clock low to data out valid (write) - 70 - 55 - 55 ns 

252 AS, OS high to data out invalid (write) 30 - 20 - 15 - ns 

262 Data out valid to OS low (write) 30 - 20 - 15 - ns 

2?6 Data in to clock low (setup time on read) 15 - 10 - 10 - ns 

2e2,5 AS, OS high to DTACK high 0 245 0 190 0 150 ns 

29 AS, OS high to data in invalid (hold time on read) 0 - 0 - 0 - ns 

30 AS, l5S high to BERA high 0 - 0 - 0 - ns 

312,6 DTACK low to data in (setup time) - 90 - 65 - 50 ns 

32 RAI:T and RESET input transition time 0 200 0 200 0 200 ns 

33 Clock high to BG low - 70 - 60 - 50 ns 

34 Clock high to BG high - 70 - 60 - 50 ns 

35 BR low to BG low 1.5 
eons 

1.5 
eons 

1.5 
70ns Clk. 

+3.5 +3.5 +3.5 per. 

369 BR high to BG high 1.5 
eons 

1.5 
eons 

1.5 
70ns Clk. 

+3.5 +3.5 +3.5 per. 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS - Read and Write (Continued) 
~--~---------------------·----------------------,------------------, 

BM Hz 10MHz 12.SMHz 
NO. CHARACTERISTIC UNIT 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 
t----t---------------------+---+---+---t---t----r--~r-~--j 

70ns Clk. 
37 BGACK low to BG low 1.5 

37A10 BGACK low to BR high 20 

90ns 
+3 

1.5 

-----j ·-----

1.5 
clocks 

20 

eons 
+3 

1.5 
clocks 

1.5 
_ +-~ f-Pe':_ 

1.5 
20 

clocks 
ns 

f----+-----------------------t---+----+-----+---f----+------+-----j 

38 
BG low to control, address, data bus high impedance (AS 100 _ 80 _ 70 _ 60 
high) 

r---r------------------------+----t-·---t------+----+---·--·-

39 BG width high 1.5 1.5 1.5 

---~----j 

Clk. 
per. 

r---r-------------------------+---·-i-----+----~----+----t---·+---·--1 

40 Clock low to VMA low 70 70 70 ns 

41 Clock low to E transition 70 55 45 ns 

42 E output rise and fall time 25 25 25 ns 

43 VMA low to E high 200 - 150 - 90 ns 
f----f------------------------+----+---+----+--·--+-----+---+------1 

44 AS, OS high to VPA high 0 120 0 90 O 70 ns 
t----t---------------------+---+---+---t----t-----r---- -~-1 

45 E low to control, address bus invalid (address hoJd time) 30 - 1 O - 1 O - ns 
t-----+--~-----------------·+----+---+----+-----1---+----·-J-----j 

46 BGACK width low 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Clk. 
per. 

,_4_7_6-r-A-sy._n_c_h-ro_n_o_u_s-in_p_u_t_s_e-tu-p-ti_m_e-------------+--2-0--+---_-·- t---2Q--+--_---+--20--+---_---1---n-s--1 

r---r-------------------------+----t----+----t-----+-----+----+--··-----1 
483 BEAR low to OT ACK low 20 - 20 - 20 ns 

c---r-------------------------+-----t----+------1-----+-----t----+----1 
4911 AS, OS high to E low -70 70 -55 55 -45 45 ns 

50 E width high 450 - 350 - 280 ns 
f----1---------------------------+----;------+-----<------+-~-+------t----i 

51 E width low 700 - 550 - 440 ns 
t----t---------------------+---+---+---t---t----t-----t-------1 
r--53_+--c_1_oc_k_h_ig_h_t_o_d_a_t_a_o_u_t_in_v_a_li_d ____________ -+--__ o_+---------r-? --i _ _::-______ o __ -+------+--n_s _ _, 

54 E low to data out invalid 30 - 20 - 15 - ns 
f----+-----------------------+----+-----+-----+-----11----+---- t--·--1 

55 R/W to data bus driver 30 

564 HALT /RESET pulse width 10 

20 10 

10 10 

ns 

Clk. 
per. 

r---r------------------------+---·--1--·---+----t-----+------+----+-------j 

57 BGACK high to control bus driven 1.5 

589 BG high to control bus driven 1.5 

1.5 1.5 

1.5 1.5 

Clk. 
per. 

Clk. 
per. 

r--~---------------------~---~----~--~---~------'-----'----_J 
NOTES: 

1. For a loading capacitance of less than or equal to 50pF, subtract 5ns from the values given in these columns. 
2. Actual value depends on clock period. 
3. If #47 is satisfied for both DTACK and BERR. #48 may be Ons. 
4. For power up, the MPU must be held in RESET state for 100ms to allow stabilization of on~chip circuitry. After the system is powered up, #56 refers to the 

minimum pulse width requireQ to reset the system. 
5. # 14, # 14A, and # 28 are one cl_ock period less than the given number for T6E, BF4, and A9M mask sets. 
6. If the asynchronous setup time (#47) requirements are satisfied, the DTACK low-to-data setup time (#31) requirement can be ignored. The data must only 

satisfy the data-in clock-low setup time ( # 27) for the following cycle. 
7.For TSE, BF4, and R9M mask set #11A timing equals #11, and #21A equals #21. #20A may be O tor TSE, BF4, and R9M mask sets. 
8. When AS and R/W are equally loaded (± 20%), subtract 10ns from the values given in these columns. 
9. The processor will negate BG and begin driving the bus again if external arbitration logic negates BA before asserting BGACK. 

10. The minimum value must be met to guarantee proper operation. If the maximum value is exceeded, BG may be reasserted. 
11. The falling edge of 86 triggers both the negation of the strobes (AS and XiJS") and the falling edge of E. Either of these events can occur first, depending upon the 

loading on each signal. Specification #49 indicates the absolute maximum skew that will occur between the rising edge of the strobes and the falling edge of the 
E clock. 
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These waveforms should only be referenced in regard to the edge-to-edge measurement of the timing specifications. They are not intended as a 
functional description of the input and output signals. Refer to other functional descriptions and their related diagrams for device operation. 

NOTES' 

ASYNCHRONOUS 
INPUTS1 

1. Setup time for the asynchronous inputs BGACK, IPL0-2, and WA guarantees their recognition at the next falling edge of the clock. 
2. BR need fall at this time only in order to insure being recognized at the end of this bus cycle. 

© 

3. Timing measurements are referenced to and from a low voltage of O.BV and a high voltage of 2V, unless otherwise noted. The voltage swing through this range should 
start outside and pass through the range such that the rise or fall will be linear between O.BV and 2V. 

Figure 47. Read Cycle Timing Diagram 
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These waveforms should only be referenced in regard to the edge-to-edge measurement of the timing specifications. They are not intended as a 
functional description of the input and output signals. Refer to other functional descriptions and their related diagrams for device operation. 

NOTES' 

ASYNCHRONOUS 
INPUTS1 

1. Timing measurements are referenced to and from a tow voltage of 0.8V and a high voltage of 2V, unless otherwise noted. The voltage swing through this range should 
start outside and pass through the range such that the rise or fall will be linear between o.av and 2V. 

2. Because of loading variations, R/W may be valid after AS even though both are initiated by the rising edge of S2 (Specification 20A). 

Figure 48. Write Cycle Timing Diagram 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS- SCN&sooo To Synchronous Peripheral Vee= 5Voc ± 5%; GND = OVoc. TA= TL to 
TH (reler to Figures 49 and 50) 

·---------· 
8MHz 10MHz 12.5MHz 

NO. CHARACTERISTIC UNIT 
Min Max Min Max Min Max 

12 Clock low to AS, DS high - 70 - 55 - 50 ns 
t---

18 Clock high to R/W high 0 70 0 60 0 60 ns 

20 Clock high to R/W low (write) - 70 - 60 - 60 ns 

23 Clock low to data out valid (write) - 70 - 55 - 55 ns 
f--

Data in to clock low (setup time on read) 27 15 - 10 - 10 - ns 

29 AS, DS high to data in invalid (hold time on read) 0 - 0 - 0 - ns 

40 Clock low to VMA low - 70 - 70 - 70 ns 

41 Clock low to E transition - 70 - 55 - 45 ns 

42 E output rise aild fall time - 25 - 25 - 25 ns 

43 VMA low to E high 200 - 150 - 90 - ns 

44 AS, DS high to VPA high 0 120 0 90 0 70 ns 

45 E low to control, address bus invalid (address hold time) 30 - 10 - 10 - ns 

47 Asynchronous input setup time 20 - 20 - 20 - ns 
f---

AS, DS _11jgh to E low 491 -70 70 -55 55 -45 45 ns 
f- 50 E width high 450 - 350 - 260 - ns 

51 E width low 700 - 550 - 440 - ns 

54 E low to data out valid 30 - 20 - 15 - ns 

NOTE: 
1. fhe falling edge of 86 triggers both the negation of the strobes (AS and i<DS) and the falling edge of E. Either of these events can occur first, depending upon the 

loading on each signal. Specification #49 indicates the absolute maximum skew that will occur between the rising edge of the strobes and the falling edge of the E 
clock. 

SOS192S3S4W w w w SS S6 87 SO 

A1-A23 

.. 

NOTE: 
This timing diagram is included for those who wish to design their own circuit to generate VMA. It shows the best case possibly attainable. 

Figure 49. SCN68000 to Synchronous Peripheral Timing Diagram-Best Case 
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Figure 50. SCN68000 to Synchronous Peripheral Timing Diagram-Worst Caae 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS- Bus Arbitration Vee - 5Voc ± 5%; GND - OVoc; TA - TL to TH (see Figures 51, 
52, 53) 

BM Hz 10MHz 12.SMHz 
NO. CHARACTERISTIC UNIT 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

7 Clock high to address, data bus high impedence - 80 - 70 - 60 ns 

16 Clock high to control bus high impedence - 80 - 70 - 60 ns 

33 Clock high to BG low - 70 - 60 - 50 ns 

34 Clock high to BG high - 70 - 60 - 50 ns 

35 BR low to BG low 1.5 
90ns 

1.5 
eons 

1.5 
70ns Clk. 

+3.5 +3.5 +3.5 per. 

361 BR high to BG high 1.5 
90ns 

1.5 
eons 

1.5 
70ns Clk. 

+3.5 +3.5 +3.5 per. 

37 BGACK low to BG high 1.5 
90ns 

1.5 
80ns 

1.5 
70ns Clk. 

+3.5 +3.5 +3.5 per. 

37A2 BGACK low to BR high 20 
1.5 

20 
1.5 

20 
1.5 

Clocks Clocks Clocks 
ns 

38 
BG low to control, address, data bus high impedance (AS - 80 - 70 - 60 ns 
high) 

39 BG width high 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Clk. - - - per. 

46 BGACK width low 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Clk. - - - per. 

47 Asynchronous input setup time 20 - 20 - 20 - ns 

57 BGACK high to control bus driven 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Clk. - - - per. 

581 BG high to control bus driven 1.5 1.5 - 1.5 
Clk. - - per. 

NOTES: 
1. The processor will negate BG and begin driving the bus again if external arbitration logic negates BR before asserting BGACK. 
2. The minimum value must be met to guarantee proper operation. If the maximum value is exceeded, BG may be reasserted. 

Figures 51, 52, and 53 depict the three bus 
arbitration cases that can arise. Figure 51 
shows the timing where AS is negated when 
the processor asserts BG (idle bus case). 
Figure 52 shows the timing where AS is 
asserted when the processor asserts BG 

December 12, 1986 

(active bus case). Figure 53 shows the timing 
where more than one bus master are request
ing the bus. Refer to Bus Arbitration for a 
complete discussion of bus arbitration. 

The waveforms shown in Figures 51, 52, and 
53 should only be referenced in regard to the 

2-398 

edge-to-edge measurement of the timing 
specifications. They are not intended as a 
functional description of the input and output 
signals. Refer to other functional descriptions 
and their related diagrams for device opera
tion. 
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· Figure 51. Bus Arbitration Timing Diagram - Idle Bus Case 
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i-----@ 

=-----0-· f :-----------<C 
Figure 52. Bus Arbitration Timing Diagram -Active Bus Case 
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Figure 53. Bus Arbitration Timing Diagram - Multiple Bus Requests 
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DESCRIPTION 
The SCN6801 O is the third member of a 
family of advanced microprocessors 
from Signetics. Utilizing VLSI technolo· 
gy, the SCN68010 is a fully·implemented 
16-bit microprocessor with 32-bit regis
ters, a rich basic instruction. set, and 
versatile addressing modes. 

The SCN68010 is fully object code com
patible with the earlier members of the 
S68000 family and has the added fea
tures of virtual memory support and 
enhanced instruction execution timing. 

The SCN6801 o possesses an asynchro
nous bus structure with a 24-bit address 
bus and a 16-bit data bus. 

The resources available to the 
SCN68010 user consist of the following: 
• 17 32-bit data and address 

registers 

• 16-megabyte direct addressing 
range 

• Virtual memory/machine support 
• 57 powerful instruction types 
• High performance looping 

instructions 

• Operations on five main data types 
• Memory mapped 1/0 
• 14 addressing modes 

As shown in the programming model 
(Figures 1 and 2), the SCN6801 o offers 
17 32-bit general purpose registers, a 
32-bit program counter, a 16-bit status 
register, a 32-bit vector base register, 
and two 3-bit alternate function code 
registers. The first eight registers 
(DO - 07) are used as data registers for 
byte (8-bit), word (16-bit), and long word 
(32-bit) operations. The second set of 
seven registers (AO - A6) and the stack 
pointers (SSP, USP) may be used as 
software stack pointers and base ad
dress registers. In addition, the address 
registers may be used for word and long 
word operations. All of the 17 registers 
may be used as index registers. 
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SCN68010 
16-Bit Virtual Memory 
Microprocessor 
Product Specification 

PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

[@ 
TOP VIEW PIN A1 

~~~~~~~~~~ 
H 000 000 
G 00 00 

~ ~~ PGA ~~ 
D 00 00 
c 000 000 
B 0000000000 
A 00000000~ 

12345678910 

BOTTOM VIEW 

INDEX 
CORNER 

10 

61 

0 60 

PLCC 

26 44 

27 43 

TOP VIEW 

"""'""' PLCCFunctlon PLCCFunctlon PGA Function 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 
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Figure 1. User Programming Model 
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Figure 2. Supervisor Programming Model Supplement 
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The status register (Figure 3) contains the 
interrupt mask (eight levels available) as well 
as the condition codes; extend (X), negative 
(N), zero (Z). overflow (V), and carry (C). 
Additional status bits indicate that the proces
sor is in the trace (T) mode and in the 
supervisor (S) or user state. 

The vector base register is used to determine 
the location of the exception vector table in 
memory to support multiple vector tables. 
The alternate function code registers allow 
the supervisor to access user data space or 
emulate CPU space cycles. 

Data Types and Addressing 
Modes 
Five basic data types are supported. These 
data types are: 

•Bits 

• BCD digits (4 bits) 

• Bytes (8 bits) 

•Words (16 bits) 

• Long words (32 bits) 

In addition, operations on other data types 
such as memory addresses, status word data. 
etc., are provided in the instruction set. 

The 14 address modes, shown in Table 1, 
include six basic types: 

• Register direct 

• Register indirect 

•Absolute 

• Program counter relative 

•Immediate 

•Implied 

Included in the register indirect addressing 
modes is the capability to do postincrement
ing, predecrementing, offsetting, and index
ing. The program counter relative mode can 
also be modified via indexing and offsetting. 
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SYSTEM BYTE 

INTERRUPT 
MASK 

USER BYTE 

ZERO 

OVERFLOW 

CARRY 

Figure 3. Status Register 

Table 1. Addressing Modes 

MODE 

Register direct addressing 

Data register direct 
Address register direct 

Absolute data addressing 

Absolute short 
Absolute long 

Program counter relative addressing 

Relative with offset 
Relative with index and offset 

Register Indirect addressing 

Register indirect 
Postincrement register indirect 
Predecrement register indirect 
Register indirect with offset 
Indexed register indirect with offset 

Immediate data addressing 

Immediate 
Quick immediate 

Implied addressing 

Implied register 

NOTES: 
EA = Effective address 
An = Address register 
Dn = Data register 
Xn = Address or data register used as index register 
SR = Status register 
PC = Program counter 
( ) = contents of 

d8 = 8-bit offset (displacement) 
d16 = 16-bit offset (displacement) 

GENERATION 

EA=Dn 
EA=An 

EA = (next word) 
EA = (next two words) 

EA= (PC)+ d16 
EA = (PC) + (Xn) + de 

EA= (An) 
EA = (An), An <- An + N 
An <-- An - N, EA = (An) 
EA = (An) + d15 
EA = (An) + (Xn) + de 

DATA = next word(s) 
inherent data 

EA = SR, USP, SSP, PC 
VBR, SFC, DFC 

N = 1 for byte, 2 for word, and 4 for long word. If An is the stack pointer and the operand size is 
byte, N = 2 to keep the stack pointer on a word boundary. 

+- = Replaces 
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Instruction Set Overview Table 2. Instruction set 
The SCN6801 O instruction set is shown in 
Table 2. Some additional instructions are 
variations, or subsets, of these and they 
appear in Table 3. Special emphasis has 
been given to the instruction set's support of 
structured high-level languages to facilitate 
ease of programming. Each instruction, with 
few exceptions, operates on bytes, words, 
and long words and most instructions can use 
any of the 14 addressing modes. By combin
ing instruction types, data types, and address
ing modes, over 1000 useful instructions are 
provided. These instructions include signed 
and unsigned multiply and divide, "quick" 
arithmetic operations, BCD arithmetic, and 
expanded operations (through traps). Also, 
33 instructions may be used in the loop mode 
with certain addressing modes and the DBcc 
instruction to provide 230 high-performance 
string, block manipulation, and extended 
arithmetic operations. 
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MNEMONIC 

ABCD* 
ADD* 
AND* 
ASL* 
ASA* 

Bee 
BCHG 
BCLR 
BRA 
BSET 
BSA 
BTST 

CHK 
CLR* 
CMP* 

DBcc 
DIVS 
DIVU 

EOR* 
EXG 
EXT 

JMP 
JSR 

LEA 
LINK 
LSL* 
LSR* 

MOVE* 
MULS 
MULU 

NBCD* 
NEG* 
NOP 
NOT* 

OR* 

PEA 

RESET 
AOL* 
ROA* 
ROXL* 
ROXR• 
RTD 
RTE 
RTR 
ATS 

SBCD* 
Sec 
STOP 
SUB 
SWAP 

TAS 
TRAP 
TRAPV 
TST* 

UNLK 

NOTE: 
•Loopab1e instructions 
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-DESCRIPTION 

Add decimal with extend 2 
Add -Logical AND 
Arithmetic shift left 
Arithmetic shift right 

Branch conditionally 
Bit test and change 
Bit test and clear 
Branch always 
Bit test and set 
Branch to subroutine 
Bit test 

Check register against bounds 
Clear operand 
Compare 

Decrement and branch condltionally 
Signed divide 
Unsigned divide 

Exclusive OR 
Exchange registers 
Sign extend 

Jump 
Jump to subroutine 

Load effective address 
Link stack 
Logical shift left 
Logical shift right 

Move source to destination 
Signed multiply 
Unsigned multiply 

Negate decimal with extend 
Negate 
No operation 
One's complement 

Logical OR 

Push effective address 

Reset external devices 
Rotate left without extend 
Rotate right without extend 
Rotate left with extend 
Rotate right with extend 
Return and deallocate 
Return from exception 
Return and restore 
Return from subroutine 

Subtract decimal with extend 
Set conditional 
Stop 
Subtract 
Swap data register halves 

Test and set operand 
Trap 
Trap on overflow 
Test 

Unlink 
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Table 3. Variations of Instruction Types 

INSTRUCTION 
VARIATION 

TYPE 

ADD ADD* 
ADDA 
ADDO 
ADDI 
ADDX* 

AND AND* 
ANDI 
ANDI to CCR 
ANDI to SR 

CMP CMP* 
CMPA* 
CMPM• 
COMPI 

EOR EOR* 
EORI 
EORI to CCR 
EORI to SR 

MOVE MOVE• 
MOVEA" 
MOVEC 
MOVEM 
MOVEP 
MOVEQ 
MOVES 
MOVE from 
SR 
MOVE to SR 
MOVE from 
CCR 
MOVE to 
CCR 
MOVE USP 

NEG NEG• 
NEGx• 

OR ow 
ORI 
ORI to CCR 
ORI to SR 

SUB SUB* 
SUBA* 
SUBI 
SUBQ 
suBx• 

NOTE: 
* Loopable instructions 

Virtual Memory/Machine 
Concepts 

DESCRIPTION 

Add 
Add address 
Add quick 
Add immediate 
Add with extend 

Logical AND 
AND immediate 
AND immediate to condition codes 
AND immediate to status register 

Compare 
Compare address 
Compare memory 
Compare immediate 

Exclusive OR 
Exclusive OR immediate 
Exclusive OR immediate to condition codes 
Exclusive OR immediate to status register 

Move source to destination 
Move address 
Move control register 
Move multiple registers 
Move peripheral data 
Move quick 
Move alternate address space 

Move from status register 

Move to status register 

Move from condition codes 

Move to condition codes 

Move user stack pointer 

Negate 
Negate with extend 

Logical OR 
OR immediate 
OR immediate to condition codes 
OR immediate to status register 

Subtract 
Subtract address 
Subtract immediate 
Subtract quick 
Subtract with extend 

In most systems using the SCN68010 as the 
central processor, only a fraction of the 
16Mbyte address space will actually contain 
physical memory. However, by using virtual 
memory techniques the system can be made 
to appear to the user to have 16Mbytes of 
physical memory available to him/her. These 
techniques have been used for several years 
in large mainframe computers and more re-

cently in minicomputers and now, with the 
SCN68010, can be fully supported in micro
processor-based systems. 

In a virtual memory system, a user program 
can be written as though it has a large 
amount of memory available to it when only a 
small amount of memory is physically present 
in the system. In a similar fashion, a system 
can be designed in such a manner as to allow 
user programs to access other types of 
devices that are not physically present in the 
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system such as tape drives, disk drives, 
printers, or CRTs. With proper software emu
lation, a physical system can be made to 
appear to a user program as any other 
computer system and the program may be 
given full access to all of the resources of that 
emulated system. Such an emulated system 
is called a virtual machine. 

Virtual Memory 
The basic mechanisim for supporting virtual 
memory in computers is to provide only a 
limited amount of high-speed physical memo
ry that can be accessed directly by the 
processor while maintaining an image of a 
much larger "virtual" memory on secondary 
storage devices such as large capacity disk 
drives. When the processor attempts to ac
cess a location in the virtual memory map that 
is not currently residing in physical memory 
(referred to as a page fault). the access to 
that location is temporarily suspended while 
the necessary data is fetched from the sec
ondary storage and placed in physical memo
ry; the suspended access is then completed. 
The SCN6801 O provides hardware support 
for virtual memory with the capability of sus
pending an instruction's execution when a 
bus error is signaled and then completing the 
instruction after the physical memory has 
been updated as necessary. 

The SCN6801 o uses instruction continuation 
rather than instruction restart to support virtu
al memory. With instruction restart, the pro
cessor must remember the exact state of the 
system before each instruction is started in 
order to restore that state if a page fault 
occurs during its execution. Then, after the 
page fault has been repaired, the entire 
instruction that caused the fault is reexecut
ed. With instruction continuation, when a 
page fault occurs the processor stores its 
internal state and then, after the page fault is 
repaired, restores that internal state and con
tinues execution of the instruction. In order 
for the SCN6801 Oto utilize instruction contin
uation, it stores its internal state on the 
supervisor stack when a bus cycle is termi
nated with a bus error signal. It then loads the 
program counter from vector table entry num
ber two (offset $008) and resumes program 
execution at that new address. When the bus 
error exception handler routine has complet
ed execution, an RTE instruction is executed 
which reloads the SCN68010 with the internal 
state stored on the stack, reruns the faulted 
bus cycle, and continues the suspended in
struction. Instruction continuation has the ad
ditional advantage of allowing hardware sup
port for virtual 110 devices. Since virtual 
registers may be simulated in the memory 
map, an access to such a register will cause a 
fault and the function of the register can be· 
emulated by software. 
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Virtual Machine 
One typical use for a virtual machine system 
is in the development of software such as an 
operating system for another machine with 
hardware also under development and not 
available for programming use. In such a 
system, the governing operating system (OS) 
emulates the hardware of the new system 
and allows the new OS to be executed and 
debugged as though it were running on the 
new hardware. Since the new OS is con
trolled by the governing OS, the new one 
must execute at a lower privilege level than 
the governing OS so that any attempts by the 
new OS to use virtual resources that are not 
physically present, and should be emulated, 
will be trapped by the governing OS and 
handled in software. In the SCN68010, a 
virtual machine may be fully supported by 
running the new OS in the user mode and the 
governing OS in the supervisor mode so that 
any attempts to access supervisor resources 
or execute privileged instructions by the new 
OS will cause a trap to the governing OS. 

In order to fully support a virtual machine, the 
SpN68010 must protect the supervisor re
jl'ources from access by user programs. The 
one supervisor resource that is not fully 
protected in the SCN68000 is the system 
byte of the status register. In the SCN68000, 
the MOVE from SR instruction allows user 
programs to test the S bit (in addition to the 1 
bit and interrupt mask) and thus determine 
that they are running in the user mode. For 
full virtual machine support, a new OS must 
not be aware of the fact that it is running in 
the user mode and thus should not be allow
ed to access the S bit. For this reason, the 
MOVE from SR instruction on the SCN6801 O 
is a privileged instruction and the MOVE from 
CCR instruction has been added to allow user 
programs unhindered access to the condition 
codes. By making the MOVE from SR instruc
tion privileged, when the new OS attempts to 
access the S bit, a trap to the governing OS 
will occur and the SR image passed to the 
new OS by the governing OS will have the S 
bit set. 
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DATA ORGANIZATION AND 
ADDRESSING CAPABILITIES 
This section contains a description of the 
registers and the data organization of the 
SCN68010. 

Operand Size 
Operand sizes are defined as follows: a byte 
equals 8 bits, a word equals 16 bits, and a 
long word equals 32 bits. The operand size 
for each instruction is either explicitly en
coded in the instruction or implicitly defined 
by the instruction operation. Implicit instruc
tions support some subset of all three sizes. 

Data Organization in Registers 
The eight data registers support data oper
ands of 1, 8, 16, or 32 bits. The seven 
address registers and the stack pointers sup
port address operands of 32 bits. The four 
control registers support data of 1, 3, 8, 16, or 
32 bits depending on the register specified. 

Data Registers 
Each data register is 32 bits wide. Byte 
operands occupy the low order 8 bits, word 
operands the low order 16 bits, and long word 
operands the entire 32 bits. The least signifi
cant bit is addressed as bit zero; the most 
significant bit is addressed as bit 31. 

When a data register is used as either a 
source or destination operand, only the ap
propriate low order portion is changed; the 
remaining high order portion is neither used 
nor changed. 

Address Registers 
Each address register and stack pointer is 32 
bits wide and holds a full 32-bit address. 
Address registers do not support the sized 
operands. Therefore, when an address regis
ter is used as a source operand, either the 
low order word or the entire long word oper
and is used depending upon the operation 
size. When an address register is used as the 
destination operand, the entire register is 
affected regardless of the operation size. If 
the operation size is word, any other oper
ands are sign ex1ended to 32 bits before the 
operation is performed. 

Control Registers 
The status register (SR) is 16 bits wide with 
the lower byte being accessed as the condi
tion code register (CCR). Not all 16 bits of the 
SR are defined and will be read as zeroes 
and ignored when written. Operations to the 
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CCR are word operations; however, the upper 
byte will be read as all zeros and ignored 
when written. 

The vector base register (VBR) is 32 bits wide 
and holds a full 32-bit address. All operations 
involving the VBR are long word operations 
regardless of whether it is the source or 
destination operand. 

The alternate function code registers (SFC 
and DFC) are three bits wide and contain the 
function code values placed on FCO - FC2 
during the operand read or write of a MOVES 
instruction. All transfers to or from the alter
nate function code registers are 32 bits al
though the upper 29 bits will be read as 
zeroes and ignored when written. 

Data Organization in Memory 
The data types supported by the SCN68010 
are: bit data, integer data of 8, 16, or 32 bits, 
32-bit addresses and binary coded decimal 
data. Each of these data types is put in 
memory, as shown in Figure 4. The numbers 
indicate the order in which the data would be 
accessed from the processor. 

Bytes are individually addressable with the 
high order byte having an even address the 
same as the word, as shown in Figure 5. The 
low order byte has an odd address that is one 
count higher than the word address. Instruc
tions and word or long word data are ac
cessed only on word (even byte) boundaries. 
If a long word datum is located at address n 
(n even), then the low-order word of that 
datum is located at address n + 2. 

Addressing 
Instructions for the SCN6801 O contain two 
kinds of information: the type of function to be 
performed and the location of the operand(s) 
on which to perform that function. The meth
ods used to locate (address) the operand(s) 
are explained in the following paragraphs. 

Instructions specify an operand location in 
one of three ways: 

Register Specification - the number of the 
register is given in the register field of their 
instruction. 

Effective Address - use of the different effec
tive addressing modes. 

Implicit Reference-the definition of certain 
instructions implies the use of specific regis
ters. 

2 
--= 
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BIT DATA - 1 BYTE= 8 BITS 
5 3 2 

INTEGER DATA - 1 BYTE= 8 BITS 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 6 

1- BYTEO ~1 BYTE1 

BVTE2 BYTE3 

1 WORD = 16 BITS 
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 

1-
WORDO 

~1 WOR01 

WORD2 

1 LONG WORD = 32 BITS 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 7 

MSB 
HIGH ORDER 

1---LONGWORDO---- ----- --·--- -- - -- - - -

LOW ORDER 
LSB 

l---LONGWORD1--- ---- - ----------- - --

l---LONGWORD2--- - - -- ------------ - --

ADDRESSES - t ADDRESS = 32 BITS 

15 14 13 12 11 10 9 

MSB 
HIGH ORDER 

I- - -ADDRESSO- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 
LOW ORDER 

LSB 

I- - -ADDRESS 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I 

l---ADDRESS2• ---- - ---.----.--- - - - - - --

MSB - MOST SIGNIFICANT BIT 

15 14 13 12 

MSD 
ecoo 

BC04 

-MSO - MOST SIGNIFICANT QIGIT 
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LSB = LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT 
DECIMAL DATA 

2 &INARY CODED DECIMAL DIGITS = 1 BYTE 
11 10 9 8 7 6 5 

BCD1 BC02 
LSD 

BCOS BC06 

LSD = LEAST SIGNIFICANT DIGIT 

Figure 4. Memory Data Organization 
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15 14 13 12 11 10 I 

BYTE 000000 
WOAD~ 

BYTE 000001 

BYTE 000002 
WOAD,2 

BYTE 000003 

7 t . 
BYTE i:FFFFE 

WORD ~FFFFE 
BYTE FFFFFF 

Figure 5. Word Organization In Memory 

15 14 13 12 10 

OPERATION WORD 
(FIRST WORD SPECIFIES OPERATION AND MODES) 

IMMEDIATE OPERAND 
(IF ANY, ONE OR TWO WORDS). 

SOURCE EFFECTIVE ADDRESS EXTENSION 
(IF ANY, ONE OR TWO WOADS) 

DES11NATION EFFECTIVE ADORES$ EXTENSION 
(IF Afr!Y, ONE OR TWO WORDS) 

Figure 6. Instruction Operation Word General Format 

15 14 13 " 11 10 

EFFECTIVE ADDRESS 

MODE I REGISTER 

Figure 7. Slngle-EffecUve-Addre88 Instruction Operation Word 

Instruction Format 
Instructions are from one to live words in 
length as shown in Figure 6. The length of the 
instruction and the operation to be performed 
is specified by the first word of the instruction 
which is called the operation word. The re
maining words further specify the operands. 
These words are either immediate operands 
or extensions to the effective address mode 
specified in the operation word. 

Program/Data References 
The SCN68010 separates memory refer
ences into two classes: program references 
and data references. Program references, as 
the name implies, are references to that 
section of memory that contains the program 
being executed. Data references refer to that 
section of memory that contains data. Gener
ally, operand reads are from the data space. 
All operand writes are to the data space. 

Register Specification 
The register field within an instruction .speci· 
fies the register to be used. Other fields within 
the instruction specify whether the register 
selected is ail address or data register and 
how the register is to be used. 
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Effective Address 
Most instructions specify the location of an 
operand by using the effective address field 
in the operation word. For example, Figure 7 
shows the general format of the single-effec
tive-address instruction operation word. The 
effective address is composed of two 3-bit 
fields: the mode field and the register field. 
The value in the mode field selects the 
different address modes. The register field 
contains the number of a register. 

The effective address field may require addi
tional information to fully specify the operand. 
This additional information, called the effec
tive address extension, is contained in the 
following word or words and is considered 
par1 of the instruction, as shOV.n in Figure 6. 
The effective address modes are grouped 
into three categories: register direct, memory 
addressing, and special. 

Register Direct Modes 
These effective addressing modes specify 
thai the operand is in one of sixteen general 
purpose registers or one of four control regis
ters. 
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Data Register Direct - The operand is in 
the data register specnied by the effective 
address register field. 

Address Register Direct - The operand is 
in the address register specified by the effec
tive address register field. 

Memory Addresa Modes 
These effective addressing modes specify 
that the operand is in memory and provide 
the specific address of the operand. 

Address Register Indirect - The address 
of the· operand is in the address register 
specified by the register field. The reference 
is classified as a data reference with the 
exception of the jump and jump-to-subroutine 
instructions. 

Addresa Register Indirect with Post Incre
ment - The address of the operand is in the 
address register specified by the register 
field. After the operand address is used, it is 
incremented by one, tWo, or four depending 
upon whether the size of the operand is byte, 
word, or long word. If the address register is 
the stack pointer and the operand size is 
byte, the address is incremented by two 
rather than one to keep the stack pointer on a 
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word boundary. The reference is classified as Table 4. Effective Address Encoding Summary 
a data reference. 

Address Register Indirect with Predecre
ment - The address of the operand is in the 
address register specified by the register 
field. Before the operand address is used, it is 
decremented by one, two, or four depending 
upon whether the operand size is byte, word, 
or long word. If the address register is the 
stack pointer and the operand size is byte, 
the address is decremented by two rather 
than one to keep the stack pointer on a word 
boundary. The reference is classified as a 
data reference. 

Address Register Indirect with Displace
ment - This addressing mode requires one 
word of extension. The address of the oper
and is the sum of the address in the address 
register and the sign-extended 16-bit dis
placement integer in the extension word. The 
reference is classified as a data reference 
with the exception of the jump and jump-to
subroutine instructions. 

Address Register Indirect with Index -
This addressing mode requires one word of 
extension. The address of the operand is the 
sum of the address in the address register, 
the sign-extended displacement integer in the 
low order eight bits of the extension word, 
and the contents of the index register. The 
index may be specified as the sign extended 
low-order word or the long word in the index 
register. The reference is classified as a data 
reference with the exception of the jump and 
jump-to-subroutine instructions. 

Special Address Modes 
The special address modes use the effective 
address register field to specify the special 
addressing mode instead of a register num
ber. 

Absolute Short Address - This addressing 
mode requires one word of extension. The 
address of the operand is in the extension 
word. The 16-bit address is sign extended 
before it is used. The reference is classified 
as a data reference with the exception of the 
jump and jump-to-subroutine instructions. 

Absolute Long Address - This addressing 
mode requires two words of extension. The 
address of the operand is developed by the 
concatenation of the extension words. The 
high order part of the address is the first 
extension word; the low order part of the 
addr!!SS is the second extension word. The 
reference is classified as a data reference 
with the exception of the jump and jump-to
subroutine instructions. 

Program Counter with Displacement -
This addressing mode requires one word of 
extension. The address of the operand is the 
sum of the address in . the program counter 
and the sign-extended 16-bit displacement 
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ADDRESSING MODE 

Data register direct 

Address register direct 

Address register indirect 

Address register indirect with postincrement 

Address register indirect with predecrement 

Address register indirect with displacement 

Address register indirect with index 

Absolute short 

Absolute long 

Program counter with displacement 

Program counter with index 

Immediate 

integer in the extension word. The value in 
the program counter is the address of the 
extension word. The reference is classified as 
a program reference. 

Program Counter with Index -:-- This ad
dressing mode requires one word of exten
sion. The address is the sum of the address 
in the program counter, the sign-extended 
displacement integer in the lower eight bits of 
the extension word, and the contents of the 
index register. The index may be specified as 
the sign extended low-order word or the long 
word in the index register. The value in the 
program counter is the address of the exten
sion word. The reference is classified as a 
program reference. 

Immediate Data - This addressing mode 
requires either one or two words of extension 
depending on the size of the operation. 

Byte Operation - operand is in the low 
order byte of extension 
word 

Word Operation - operand is in the exten
sion word 

Long Word - operand is in the two ex-
Operation tension words, high order 

16 bits are in the first ex
tension word, low order 16 
bits are in the second ex
tension word. 

Implicit Reference - Some instructions 
make implicit reference to the program count
er (PC), the system stack pointer (SP), the 
supervisor stack pointer (SSP), the user stack 
pointer (USP), the status register (SR), the 
condition code register (CCR), the vector 
base register (VBR), or the alternate function 
code registers (SFC or DFC). 

A selected set of instructions may reference 
the status register by means of the effective 
address field. These are: 
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MODE 

000 

001 

010 

011 

100 

101 

110 

111 

111 

111 

111 

111 

ANDI to CCR 
ANDI to SR 
EORI to CCR 
EORI to SR 
ORI to CCR 

REGISTER 

Register number 

Register number 

Register number 

Register number 

Register number 

Register number 

Register number 

000 

001 

010 

011 

100 

ORI to SR 
MOVE to CCR 
MOVE to SR 
MOVE from SR 

Effective Address Encoding 
Summary 
Table 4 is a summary of the effective ad
dressing modes discussed in· the previous 
paragraphs. 

System Stack 
The system stack is used implicitly by many 
instructions; user stacks and queues may be 
created and maintained through the address
ing modes. Address register seven (A 7) is the 
system stack pointer (SP). The system stack 
pointer is either the supervisor stack pointer 
(SSP) or the user stack pointer (USP), de
pending on the state of the S bit in the status 
register. If the S bit indicates supervisor state, 
the SSP is the active system stack pointer 
and the USP cannot be referenced as an 
address register. If the S bit indicates user 
state, the USP is the active system stack 
pointer, and the SSP cannot be referenced. 
Each system stack fills from high memory to 
low memory. 

INSTRUCTION SET SUMMARY 
This section contains.an overview of the form 
and .structure of the SCN6B010 instruction 
set. The instructions form a set of tools that 
include all the machine functions to perform 
the following operations: 
Data movement Bit. manipulation 
Integer arithmetic Binary code decimal 
Logical Program control 
Shift and rotate System control 

The complete range of instruction capabilities 
combined with the flexible addressing modes 
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described previously provide a very flexible 
base for program development. 

Data Movement Operations 
The basic method of data acquisition (trans
fer and storage) is provided by the move 
(MOVE) instruction. The move instruction and 
the effective addressing modes allow both 
address and data manipulation. Data move
ment instructions allow byte, word, and long 
word operands to be transferred from memo
ry to memory, memory to register, register to 
memory, and register to register. Address 
movement instructions allow word and long 
word operand transfers and ensure that only 
legal address manipulations are executed. In 
addition to the general move instruction there 
are several special data movement instruc
tions: move multiple registers (MOVEM), 
move peripheral data (MOVEP), exchange 
registers (EXG), load effective address (LEA), 
push effective address (PEA), link stack 
(LINK), unlink stack (UNLK), move quick (MO
VEO), move control register (MOVECS), and 
move alternate address space (MOVES). Ta
ble 5 is a summary of the data movement 
operations. 

Integer Arithmetic Operations 
The arithmetic operations include the four 
basic operations of add (ADD), subtract 
(SUB), multiply (MUL), and divide (DIV) as 
well as arithmetic compare (CMP), clear 
(CLR), and negate (NEG). The add and sub
tract instructions are available for both ad
dress and data operations, with data opera
tions accepting all operand !\izes. Address 
operations are limited to legal address size 
operands (16 or 32 bits). Data, address, and 
memory compare operations are also avail
able. The clear and negate instructions may 
be used on all sizes of data operands. 

The multiply and divide operations are avail
able for signed and unsigned operands using 
word multiply to produce a long word product, 
and a long word dividend with word divisor to 
produce a word quotient with a word remain
der. 

Multiprecision and mixed size arithmetic can 
be accomplished using a set of extended 
instructions. These instructions are: add ex
tended (ADDX), subtract extended (SUBX), 
sign extend (EXT), and negate binary with 
extend (NEGX). 

Table 5. Data Movement Operations 

INSTRUCTION 

EXG 

LEA 

LINK 

MOVE 

MOVEC 

MOVEM 

MOVES 

MOVEP 

MOVEQ 

PEA 

SWAP 

UNLK 

NOTES: 
s =source 
d = destination 

OPERAND OPERATION SIZE 

32 Rx ... Ry 

32 EA-+ An 

(An) -+ -(SP) 
- (SP) -+ An 

(SP) + displacement -+ SP 

8, 16, 32 (EA)s-+ EAd 

32 (Rn)-+ Cr 
(Cr) -+ Rn 

16, 32 (EA) -+ An, Dn 
An, Dn-+ EA 

8, 16, 32 (EA) -+ Rn 
(Rn) -+ EA 

16, 32 d(An)-+ Dn 
Dn -+ d(An) 

8 #x:xx-+ Dn 

32 EA-+ -(SP) 

32 Dn[31:16] ... Dn[15:0] 

- An -+ Sp 
(SP)+ -+An 

[ I = bit numbers ( ) + = indirect with postdecrement 
# = immediate data - ( ) = indirect with predecrement 

Table 6. Integer Arithmetic Operations 

INSTRUCTION OPERAND OPERATION SIZE 

ADD 8, 16, 32 (Dn) + (EA) -+ Dn 
(EA) + (Dn) -+ EA 
(EA) + # x:xx -+ EA 

16, 32 (An) + (EA) -+ An 

ADDX 8, 16, 32 (Dx) + (Dy) + X -+ Dx 
16, 32 -(Ax)+ -(Ay) + X -+ (Ax) 

CLR 8, 16. 32 0-+ (EA) 

CMP 8, 16, 32 (Dn)-(EA) 
(EA)- #x:xx 
(Ax) +-(Ay) + 

16, 32 (An)-(EA) 

DIVS 32+16 (Dn)/(EA) -+ Dn 

DIVU 32+16 (Dn)/(EA) -+ Dn 

EXT 8-+ 16 (Dn)s -+ Dn1s 
16 -+ 32 (Dn)1s -+ Dn32 

MULS 16 x 16 -+ 32 (Dn) X (EA) -+ Dn 

MULU 16 x 16-+ 32 (Dn) X (EA) -+ Dn 

NEG 8, 16, 32 0-(EA)-+ EA 

NEGX 8, 16, 32 0-(EA)-X-+ EA 

SUB 8, 16, 32 (Dn) - (EA) -+ Dn 
(EA) - Dn -+ EA 
(EA) - # x:xx -+ EA 

16, 32 (An) - (EA) -+ An 

SUBX 8, 16, 32 (Dx) - (Dy) - X -+ Dx 
-(Ax)--(Ay)-X-+ (Ax) 

TAS 8 [EA] - 0, 1 -+ EA[7] 

TST 8, 16, 32 (EA)-0 

.NOTES: 
[ ] - bit number -( } =indirect with predecrement 
# -immediate data ( )+ =indirect with postdecrement 
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A test operand (TST) instruction that will set Table 7. Logical Operations 
the condition codes as a result of a compare 
of the operand with zero is also available. 
Test and set (T AS) is a synchronization 
instruction useful in multiprocessor systems. 
Table 6 is a summary of the integer arithmetic 
operations. 

Logical Operations 
Logical operation instructions AND, OR, 
EOR, and NOT are available for all sizes of 
integer data operands. A similar set of imme
diate instructions (ANDI, ORI, and EORI) 
provide these logical operations with all sizes 
of immediate data. Table 7 is a summary of 
the logical operations. 

INSTRUCTION 

AND 

OR 

EOR 

NOT 

NOTES: 
# = immediate data 
--- =invert 
/\. = logical AND 
v = logical OR 

OPERAND SIZE 

8, 16, 32 

B, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

ei = logical exclusive OR 
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OPERATION 

(Dn) " (EA) -+ Dn 
(EA) " (Dn) -+ EA 
(EA) " #xxx -+ EA 

(Dn) v (EA) -+ Dn 
(EA) v (Dn) -+ EA 
(EA) v #xxx-+ EA 

(EA) Ell (Dy) -+ EA 
(EA) Ell #xxx-+ EA 

-(EA)-+ EA 

Shift and Rotate Operations 
Table 8. Shift and Rotate Operations 

Shift operations in both directions are provid
ed by the arithmetic shift instructions ASA 
and ASL and logical shift instructions LSR 
and LSL. The rotate instructions (with and 
without extend) available are ROXR, ROXL, 
ROA, and AOL. All shift and rotate operations 
can be performed in either registers or memo
ry. Register shifts and rotates support all 
operand sizes and allow a shift count speci
fied in a data register. 

Memory shifts and rotates are for word oper
ands only and allow only single-bit shifts or 
rotates. 

Table 8 is a summary of the shift and rotate 
operations. 
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INSTRUCTION 

ASL 

ASA 

LSL 

LSR 

AOL 

ROA 

ROXL 

ROXR 

OPERAND 
SIZE 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 

8, 16, 32 
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OPERATION 

~I f--o 

~ 

~o 

o~ 

~ 

~ 

~ ~ 

~ l-4IJ 
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Bit Manipulation Operations Table 9. Bit Manipulation Operations 
Bit manipulation operations are accomplished 
using the following instructions: bit test 
(BTSD, bit test and set (BSED. bit test and 
clear (BCLR), and bit test and change 
(BCHG). Table 9 is a summary of the bit 
manipulation operations. (Z is bit 2 of the 
status register.) 

INSTRUCTION 

BTST 

BSET 

BCLR 

BCHG 

NOTE: 
- •invert 

OPERAND 
OPERATION 

SIZE 

B, 32 - bit of (EA) --> Z 

B, 32 
-bit of (EA) --> Z 
1 --> bit of EA 

B, 32 - bit of (EA) --> Z 
0 --> bit of EA 

B, 32 - bit of (EA) --> Z 
- bit of (EA) --> bit of EA 

Binary Coded Decimal Table 10. Binary Coded Decimal Operations 
Operations 
Multiprecision arithmetic operations on binary 
coded decimal numbers are accomplished 
using the following instructions: add decimal 
with extend (ABCD), subtract decimal with 
extend (SBCD), and negate decimal with 
extend (NBCD). Table 10 is a summary of the 
binary coded decimal-operations. 

INSTRUCTION OPERAND SIZE 

ABCD 

SBCD 

NBCD 

NOTES: 
- =indirect with predecrement. 
+ =indirect with postdecrement. 

B 

B 

B 

OPERATION 

(Dx)10 + (DY)10 + X --> Ox 
-(Ax)10 + -(AY)10 + X --> (Ax) 

(Dx)10-(DY)10-X--> Ox 
-(Ax)10 - -(Ay)10-X --> (Ax) 

0 - (EA)10 - X --> (EA) 

Program Control Operations Table 11. Program Control Operations 
Program control operations are accomplished 
using a series of conditional and uncondition
al branch instructions and return instructions. 
These instructions are summarized in 
Table 11. 

The conditional instructions provide setting 
and branching for the following conditions: 
CC - carry clear LS - low or 

CS - carry set 
EO-equal 
F - never true 
GE - greater or equal 
GT - greater than 
HI-high 

LE - less or equal 
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same 
LT - less than 
Ml-minus 
NE - not equal 
PL-plus 
T - always true 
VC-no over-

flow 
VS-overflow 

INSTRUCTION OPERATION 

Conditional 

Bee Branch conditionally (14 conditions) 
8- and 16-bit displacement 

DBcc Test condition, decrement, and branch 
16-bit displacement 

Sec Set byte conditionally (16 conditions) 

Uncondltlonal 

BRA Branch always 
B- and 16-bit displacement 

BSR Branch to subroutine 
B- and 16-bit displacement 

JMP Jump 
JSR Jump to subroutine 

Returns 

RTD Return from subroutine and deallocate stack 
RTR Return and restore condition codes 
RTS Return from subroutine 
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System Control Operations Table 12. System Control Operations 
System control operations are accomplished 
by using privileged instructions, trap generat
ing instructions, and instructions that use or 
modify the condition code register. These 
instructions are summarized in Table 12. 

SIGNAL AND BUS OPERATION 
DESCRIPTION 
This section contains a brief description of 
the input and output signals. A discussion of 
bus operation during the various machine 
cycles and operations is also given. 

NOTE 
The terms assertion and negation will be 
used extensively. This is done to avoid confu
sion when dealing with a mixture of "active
low" and "active-high" signals. The term 
assert or assertion is used to indicate that a 
signal is active or true, independent of wheth
er that level is represented by a high or low 
voltage. The term negate or negation is used 
to indicate that a signal is inactive or false. 

Signal Description 
The input and output signals can be function
ally organized into the groups shown in Figure 
8. The following paragraphs provide a brief 
description of the signals and a reference (if 
applicable) to other paragraphs that contain 
more detail about the function being per
formed. 
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INSTRUCTION OPERATION 

PrlvHeged 

ANDI to SR Logical AND to status register 
EORI to SR Logical EOR to status register 
MOVE EA to SR Load new status register 
MOVE SR to EA Store status register 
MOVE USP Move user stack pointer 
MOVEC Move control register 
MOVES Move alternate address space 
ORI to SR Logical OR to status register 
RESET Reset external devices 
RTE Return from exception 
STOP Stop program execution 

Trap Generating 

CHK Check data register against upper bounds 
TRAP Trap 
TRAPV Trap on overflow 

Condition Code Register 

ANDI to CCR 
EORI to CCR 
MOVE EA to CCR 
MOVE CCR to EA 
ORI to CCR 

PROCESSOR { 
STATUS 

SYNCHRONOUS { 
PERIPHERAL 

CONTROL 

SYSTEM { 
CONTROL 
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Logical AND to condition codes 
Logical EOR to condition codes 
Load new condition codes 
Store condition codes 
Logical OR to condition codes 

(2) Vee AOORESS_A 
GND(2)~ BUS ) A1-A23 

~ 

CLK 

FCO 

FC1 

FC2 

E 

VMA 

iiPl 

iiERii 
liEm 
HALT 

.A. :r 
DATA BUS 

... iii 
,. 

RIW 
iJ6§ 

ilil 
DTACK 

iii 
BG 

BG ACK 

iPLO 
IPL1 

iPil 

D0-015 

} 
ASYNCHRONOUS 

BUS 
CONTROL 

} BUS ARBITRATION 
CONTROL 

} 
INTERRUPT 
CONTROL 

Figure 8. Input and Output Signals 
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Address Bus (A1 through A23) Table 13. Data Strobe Control of Data Bus 
This 23-bit, unidirectional, 3-State bus is ca
pable of addressing 8 megawords of data. It 
provides the address for bus operation during 
all cycles except CPU space cycles. 

Data Bus (DO through 015) 
This 16-bit, bidirectional, 3-State bus is the 
general purpose data path. It can transmit 
and accept data in either word or byte length. 

Asynchronous Bus Control 
Asynchronous data transfers are handled 
using the following control signals: address 
strobe, read/write, upper and lower data 
strobes, and data transfer acknowledge. 
These signals are explained in the following 
paragraphs. 

Address Strobe (AS) - This signal indicates 
that there is a valid address on the address 
bus. 

Read/Write (R/W) - This signal defines the 
data bus transfer as a read or write cycle. The 
R/W signal also works in conjunction with the 
data strobes as explained in the following 
paragraph. 

Upper and Lower Data Strobe (UDS, LOS) 
- These signals control the flow of data on 
the data bus, as shown in Table 13. When the 
R/W line is high, the processor will read from 
the data bus as indicated. When the R/W line 
is low, the processor will write to the data bus 
as shown. 

Data Transfer Acknowledge (DTACK) -
This input indicates that the data transfer is 
completed. When the processor recognizes 
DT ACK during a read cycle, data is latched 
one clock cycle later and the bus cycle 
terminated. When DTACK is recognized dur
ing a write cycle, the bus cycle is terminated. 
Refer to Asynchronous Versus Synchro
nous Operation. 

Bus Arbitration Control 
The three signals, bus request, bus grant, and 
bus grant acknowledge, form a bus arbitration 
circuit to determine which device will be the 
bus master device. 

Bus Request (BR) - This input is wire ORed 
with all other devices that could be bus 
masters. This input indicates to the processor 
that some other device desires to become 
the bus master. 

Bus Grant (BG) - This output indicates to all 
other potential bus master devices that the 
processor will release bus control at the end 
of the current bus cycle. 

Bus Grant Acknowledge (BGACK) - This 
input indicates that some other device has 
become the bus master. This signal should 
not be asserted until the following four condi
tions are met: 

1. a bus grant has been received, 
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UDS LOS R/W 08-015 D0-07 

High High - No valid data No valid data 

Low Low High 
Valid data bits Valid data bits 

8-15 0-7 

High Low High No valid data 
Valid data bits 

0-7 

Low High High 
Valid data bits 

No valid data 8-15 

Low Low Low 
Valid data bits Valid data bits 

8-15 0-7 

High Low Low 
Valid data bits Valid data bits 

0-7· 0-7 

Low High Low 
Valid data bits Valid data bits 

8-15 8-15• 

NOTE: 
*These conditions are a result of current implementation and may not appear on future devices. 

2. address strobe is inactive which indicates 
that the mit:roprocessor is not using the 
bus, 

3. data transfer acknowledge is inactive 
which indicates that neither memory or 
peripherals are using the bus, and 

4. bus grant acknowledge is inactive which 
indicates that no other device is still 
claiming bus mastership. 

Interrupt Control (IPLO, IPL 1, IPL2) 
These input pins indicate the encoded priority 
level of the device requesting an interrupt. 
Level seven is the highest priority while level 
zero indicates that no interrupts are request
ed. Level seven cannot be masked. The least 
significant bit is IPLO and the most significant 
bit is IPL2. These lines must remain stable 
until the processor signals interrupt acknowl
edge (FCO - FC2 are all high, A4 -A23 are all 
high) to insure that the interrupt is recognized. 

System Control 
The system control inputs are used to either 
reset or halt the processor and to indicate to 
the processor that bus errors have occurred. 
The three system control inputs are explained 
in the following paragraphs. 

Bus Error (BERR) - This input informs the 
processor that there is a problem with the 
cycle currently being executed. Problems 
may be a result of: 

1 . n0nresponding devices, 

2. interrupt vector number acquisition fail
ure, 

3. illegal access request as determined by a 
memory management unit, or 

4. other application dependent errors. 

The bus error signal interacts with the halt 
signal to determine if the current bus cycle 
should be reexecuted or ii exception process
ing should be performed. 
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Refer to Bus Error and Halt Operation for 
additional information about the interaction of 
the BERR and HALT signals. 

Reset (RESEn - This bidirectional signal 
line acts to reset (start a system initialization 
sequence) the processor in response to an 
external reset signal. An internally generated 
reset (result of a reset instruction) causes all 
external devices to be reset and the internal 
state of the processor is not affected. A total 
system reset (processor and external de
vices) is the result of external HALT and 
RESET signals applied at the same time. 
Refer to Reset Operation for further informa
tion. 

Halt (HAL n - when this bidirectional line is 
driven by an external device, it will cause the 
processor to stop at the completion of the 
current bus cycle. When the processor has 
been halted using this input, all control sig
nals are inactive and all 3-State lines are put 
in their high-impedance state (refer to Table 
15). Refer to Bus Error and Halt Operation 
for additional information about the interac
tion between the HALT and BEAR signals. 

When the processor has stopped executing 
instructions, due to a double bus fault condi
tion (refer to Double Bus Faults). the HALT 
line is driven by the processor to indicate to 
external devices that the processor has 
stopped. 

Peripheral Control 
These control signals are used to allow the 
interfacing of synchronous peripheral devices 
with the asynchronous SCN6801 o. These 
signals are explained in the following para
graphs. 

Enable (E) - This signal is the standard 
enable signal common to all synchronous 
type peripheral devices. The period for this 
output is ten SCN68010 clock periods (six 
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clocks low, four clocks high). Enable is gener
ated by an internal ring counter which may 
come up in any state (i.e., at power on, it is 
impossible to guarantee phase relationship of 
E to CLK). E is a free-running clock and runs 
regardless of the state of the bus on the 
MPU. 

Valid Peripheral Address (VPA) - This 
input indicates that the device addressed is a 
synchronous family device and that data 
transfer should be synchronized with the 
enable (E) signal. This input also indicates 
that the processor should use automatic vec
toring for an interrupt. Refer to Interface with 
Synchronous Peripherals. 

Valid Memory Address (VMA) - This out
put is used to indicate to synchronous periph
eral devices that there is a valid address on 
the address bus and the processor is syn
chronized to enable (E). This signal only 
responds to a valid peripheral address (VPA) 
input which indicates that the peripheral is a 
synchronous family device. 

Table 15. Signal Summary 

Processor Status (FCO, FC1, FC2). 
These function code outputs indicate the 
state (user or supervisor) and the address 
space currently being accessed, as shown in 
Table 14. The information indicated by the 
function code outputs is valid whenever ad
dress strobe (AS) is active. 

Clock (CLK) 
The clock input is a TTL-compatible signal 
that is internally buffered for development of 
the internal clocks needed by the processor. 
The clock input should not be gated off at any 
time and the clock signal must conform to 
minimum and maximum pulse width times. 

Signal Summary 
Table 15 is a summary of all the signals 
discussed in the previous paragraphs. 
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Table 14. Function Code Outputs 

FUNCTION CODE 
OUTPUT CYCLE TYPE 

FC2 FC1 FCO 

0 0 0 Undefined, reserved' 

0 0 1 User data space 

0 1 0 
User program 
space 

0 1 1 Undefined, reserved' 

1 0 0 Undefined, reserved' 

1 0 1 
Supervisor data 
space 

1 1 0 
Supervisor program 
space 

1 1 1 CPU space 

NOTE: 
*Address space 3 is reserved for user definition, 
while O and 4 are reserved for future use by 
Signetics. 

Hl·Z 
SIGNAL NAME MNEMONIC INPUT/OUTPUT ACTIVE STATE 

Address bus 

Data bus 

Address strobe 

Read/write 

Upper and lower data strobes 

Data transfer acknowledge 

Bus request 

Bus grant 

Bus grant acknowledge 

Interrupt priority level 

Bus error 

Reset 

Halt 

Enable 

Valid memory address 

Valid peripheral address 

Function code output 

Clock 

Power input 

Ground 

NOTE: 
*Open drain 
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A1 -A23 Output 

DO-D15 Input/output 

AS Output 

R/W Output 

UDS, LOS Output 

DTACK Input 

BR Input 

BTI Output 

BG ACK Input 

IPLO, IPL1, IPL2 Input 

BERA Input 

RESET Input/Output 

HALT Input/Output 

E Output 

VMA Output 

VPA Input 

FCO, FC1, FC2 Output 

CLK Input 

Vee Input 

GND Input 
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on HALT on BGACK 

High Yes Yes 

High Yes Yes 

Low No Yes 

Read-High No Yes 
Write-Low No Yes 

Low No Yes 

Low - -
Low - -
Low No No 

Low - -
Low - -
Low - -
Low No' No' 

Low No' No' 

High No No 

Low No Yes 

Low - -
High No Yes 

High - -
- - -
- - -
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Bus Operation 
The following paragraphs explain control sig
nal and bus operation during data transfer 
operations, bus arbitration, bus error and halt 
conditions, and reset operation. 

Data Transfer Operations 
Transfer of data between devices involves 
the following signals: 
1. address bus A 1 through A23, 

2. data bus DO through D1 5, and 
3. control signals. 

The address and data buses are separate 
parallel buses used to transfer data using an 
asynchronous bus structure. In all cycles, the 
bus master assumes responsibility for de
skewing all signals It issues at both the start 
and end of a cycle. In addition, the bus 

ADDRESS THE OEV1CE 

1) SET R/W TO READ 
2) PLACE FUNCTION COOE ON FCO-FC2 
3) PLACE ADDRESS ON A 1-A23 

master is responsible for deskewing the ac
knowledge and data signals from the slave 
device. 

The following paragraphs explain the read, 
write, and read-modify-write cycles. The indi
visible read-modify-write cycle is the method 
used by the SCN68010 for interlocked multi
processor communications. 

Read Cycle - During a read cycle, the 
processor receives data from the memory or 
a peripheral device. The processor reads 
bytes of data in all cases. If the instruction 
specifies a word (or long word) operation, the 
processor reads both upper and lower bytes 
simultaneously by asserting both upper and 
lower data strobes. When the instruction 
specifies byte operation, the processor uses 
an internal AO bit to determine which byte to 

read and then issues the data strobe required 
for that byte. For byte operations, when the 
AO bit equals zero, the upper data strobe is 
issued. When the AO bit equals one, the lower 
data strobe is issued. When the data is 
received, the pt:ocessor correctly positions It 
internally. If DTACK, BEAR, or VPA is not 
asserted for the required setup time before 
the falling edge of 54, a wait cycle will be 
inserted in the bus cycle and DTACK will be 
sampled again on the falling edge of each 
wait cycle. The SCN68010 will continue to 
insert wait cycles until DTACK, BEAR, or VPA 
is recognized. 

A word read cycle flowchart is given in Figure 
9. A byte read cycle flowchart is given in 
Figure 10. Read cycle timing is given in Figure 
11. Figure 12 details word and byte read 
cycle operations. 

4) ASSERT ADDRESS STROBE (llhmi 
5) ASSERT UPPER DATA STROBE (U ) ANO 

LOWER DATA STROBE (Lii!i) 

...... INPUT THE DATA 

1) DECODE ADDRESS 
2) PLACE DATA ON ~015 
3)ASSERT DATA TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE 

(DTACK) 

ACQUIRE THE DATA 

1) LATCH DATA 
2) NEGATE UDS ANO LOS 
3)NEGATEJS 

TERMINATE THE CYCLE 

1) REMOVE DATA FROM 00-015 
2) NEGATE fiiAC'K 

ST ART NEXT CYCLE 

Bus Master Slave 

Figure 9. Word Read Cycle Flowchart 
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ADDRESS THE DEVICE 

1) SET RIW TO READ 
2) PLACE FUNCTION CODE ON FCO.FC2 
3) PLACE ADDRESS ON A1·A23 
4) ASSERT ADDRESS STROBE (AS) 
5) ASSERT UPPER DATA STROBE (lffiS) OR 

LOWER DATA STROBE(~) (BASED ON AO) 

INPUT THE DAT A 

1) DECODE ADDRESS 
2) PLACE OAT A ON 0().07 OR 08-01 S (BASED 

ON lffiS OR i:DS) 
3) ~DATA TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE 

(OT ACK) 

ACQUIRE THE OAT A 

1) LATCH Ofil 
2) NEGATE UOS OR LOS 
3) NEGATE AS 

TERMINATE THE CYCLE 

1} REMOVE~ROM 00-07 OR 08-015 
2) NEGATE OT ACK 

START NEXT CYCLE 

Bus Master Slave 

Figure 10. Byte Read Cycle Flowchart 

CLK 

A1-A23 ::::>--< 
A5 

UDs 

LOS \ I 
~~~======-~--

R iW 

OT ACK 

08-015 

00-07 

.. , ........ ----READ-----il .. Oili'l·l-----WRITE---IMo._------SLOW READ ------11o~I 

Figure 11. Read and Write Cycle Timing Diagram 
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I 

CLK 

A1-A23J-< H 
'--~~~~;........!:========~ H 

AO* 

~======,---------~,:::::!.---, 
UD§-------.\~~~~~J/r~~.....!:=:=:=:=:::!..~~--. 

r--\ 
\ 

[i5li 

RtW 

I 

*INTERNAL SIGNAL ONLY 

>--
r-,--

\ ,---
( >--

J-+--woRD READ~~ ODO BYTE READ__..,..__ EVEN BYTE AEA.0--.1 

Figure 12. Word and Byte Read Cycle Timing Diagram 

ADDRESS THE DEVICE 

1) PLACE FUNCTION CODE ON FCQ..FC2 
2) PLACE ADDRESS ON A1·A23 
3) ASSERlADDRESS STROBE (AS) 
4) SET R/W TO WRITE 
5) PLACE DATA ON 00-015 
6) ASSERT UPPER DAT A STROBE (U6$) AND 

LOWER DATA STROBE (LOS) 

INPUT THE OAT A 

1) DECODE ADDRESS 
2) STORE DATA ON 00-015 
3) ASSERT DATA TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE 

(DTACK) 

TERMINATE OUTPUT TRANSFER --
1) NEGATE UDS AND LOS 
2) NEGATE :R 
3) REMOVE OAT A FROM 00-01 S 
4) SET R/W TO READ 

~ TERMINATE THE CYCLE 

1) NEGATE ffiCK 

ST ART NEXT CYCLE '4 
Bue Master Slave 

Figure 13. Word Write Cycle Flowchart 
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Write Cycle - During a write cycle, the 
processor sends data to either the memory or 
a peripheral device. The processor writes 
bytes of data in all cases. If the instruction 
specifies a word operation, the processor 
writes both bytes. When the instruction speci-

fies a byte operation, the processor uses an 
internal AO bit to determine which byte to 
write and then issues the data strobe required 
for that byte. For byte operations, when the 
AO bit equals zero, the upper data strobe is 
issued. When the AO bit equals one, the lower 

data strobe is issued. A word write flowchart 
is given in Figure 13. A byte write cycle 
flowchart is given in Figure 14. Write cycle 
timing is given in Figure 11. Figure 15 details 
word and byte write cycle operation. 

ADDRESS THE DEVICE 

1) PLACE FUNCTION CODE ON FCO-FC2 
2) PLACE ADDRESS ON A1·A23 :: :e~~, ~gc:=~ STROBE (.if) 

5) PLACE DATA ON D0-07 °' 08-015 
(ACCORDING TO AO) 

6) ASSERT UPPER DATA STROBElUDS) OR 
LOWER DATA STROBE (LDl.) (BASED ON AO) 

INPUT THE DATA 

1) DECODE ADDRESS 
2) STORE DATA ON 00-07 IF LOS IS ASSERTED 

STORE DATA ON 08·015 If UD$ IS 
ASSERTED 

3) ~SSEAT DATA TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE 
(OT ACK) 

TERMINATE OUTPUT TRANSFER 

1) NEGATE ODS AND LOS 
2) NEGATE .ii 
3) REMO~ DATA FROM 00.07 or 08·015 
4) SET A!W TO READ 

TERMINATE THE CYCLE 

1) NEGATE DTACK 

START NEXT CYCLE 

Bus Master Slave 

Figure 14. Byte Write Cycle Flowchart 

CU< 

I ~ 
) ( ) 
) ( ) 

*INTERNAL SIGNAL ONLY 

J.--WORo wRrrE---.j'4-- 000 BYTE WAITE---i~---•I• EVEN BYTE WAITE~ 

Figure 15- Word and Byte Write Cycle Timing Diagram 
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-
ADOAESS THE OEVICE 2 -1) SET A/W TO READ 

2) Pl.ACE FUNCTION CODE ON FOIM'C2 
3) PLACE AOOREBS ON A1•A23 
4) ASSellT ADDR£88 STll08E (II) 
I) AISl!llT UPPl!A DATA S'l1IOllE tlll!I> OR 

LOWER DATA STROBE (Ll5il) 

INPUT THE DATA 

1) DECODE ADDRESS 
2) PLACE DATA ON 1)().07 OR Dl-015 
3) ASSERT DATA TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE 

(l!'m5r) 

ACQUIRE THE DATA 

1) LATCH DATA 
2) NEGATE iillii OR iJiil 
3) START DATA llODIFICATIOH 

TERMINATE THE CYCLE 

1) REMOVE DATA FROM 00.07 OR IJ8.D15 
2)NEGATE~ 

START OUTPUT TRANSFER 

1) SET R/W TO WAtTE 
2) PLACE DATA ON 00.07 OR 08-015 
3) ASSERT UPPER DATA STROBE (0'6i) OR 

LOWER DATA STROBE (LISI) 

INPUT THE DATA 

1) STORE DATA ON D0-07 OR ()8..015 
2) A.!!!f!.T DATA TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE 

(OTA.CK) 

TERMINATE OUTPUT TRANSFER 

1)NEGATElililOAi:ll!I 
2) NEGATE ii 
3) REMOVE DATA FROM 00-07 OR 08-015 
4) SET AIW TO READ 

TERMINATE THE CYCLE 

1) NEGATE 5TACi( 

START NEXT CYCLE 

Bus Maater Slave 

Figure 16. Read-Modify-Write Cycle Flowchart 
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Read-Modify-Write Cycle - The read-modi
fy-write cycle performs a read, modifies the 
data in the arithmetic-logic unit, and writes the 
data back to the same address. In the 
SCN68010, this cycle is indivisible in that the 
address strobe is asserted throughout the 
entire cycle. The test and set (T AS) instruc
tion uses this cycle to provide meaningful 
communication between processors in a mul
tiple processor environment. This instruction 
is the only instruction that uses the read
modify-write cycle and since the test and set 
instruction only operates on bytes, all read
modify-write cycles are byte operations. A 
read-modify-write flowchart is given in Figure 
16 and a timing diagram is given in Figure 17. 

Wait cycles will be inserted between S4 and 
S5 on the read portion of the bus cycle and 
between S 16 and S 17 on the write portion of 
the cycle if DTACK, BERR, or VPA is not 
asserted for the required setup time prior to 
the falling edge of S4 and S16 respectively. 

CPU Space Cycle 
During a CPU space cycle, the SCN68010 
reads a peripheral device vector number or 
indicates a breakpoint instruction. If the cycle 
is to read a vector number it is referred to as 
an interrupt acknowledge cycle. A CPU space 
cycle is indicated when the function codes 

are all high. The address bus then defines 
what type of CPU space cycle is being 
executed. The SCN6801 O defines two types 
of CPU space cycles, the interrupt acknowl
edge cycle, and the breakpoint cycle. 

The interrupt acknowledge cycle on an 
S68000 family compatible processor is de
fined as a CPU space cycle with the most 
significant address lines high; on the 
SCN68010 this means that A4-A23 will be 
high. The level of the interrupt being acknowl
edged is encoded on address lines A 1 -A3. 
An interrupt acknowledge cycle is terminated 
in the same manner as a normal read cycle. 
The processor expects a peripheral device to 
respond to an interrupt acknowledge cycle 
with a vector number that will be used to 
transfer control to an interrupt handler rou
tine. See Interrupts for further discussion of 
the interrupt acknowledge cycle. 

The breakpoint read cycle is executed by the 
SCN68010 in response to a breakpoint illegal 
instruction. A breakpoint cycle on the 
SCN6801 O is defined as a CPU space cycle 
with all of the address lines low. The proces
sor does not accept or send any data during 
this cycle. The breakpoint cycle may be 
terminated by DTACK, BERR, or VPA. See 
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Illegal and Unimplemented Instructions for 
further discussion of breakpoints. 

Since all members of the S68000 Family do 
not implement A20 -A31, these lines do not 
need to be decoded for CPU space functions. 
Only A 16 - A 19 are used to distinguish be
tween different CPU space cycle types. The 
SCN68010 only uses the $0 and $F CPU 
space types as shown in figure 18; however, 
all unused encodings of bits A16-A19 are 
reserved by Signetics for future extensions of 
the CPU space functions. 

Bus Arbitration 
Bus arbitration is a technique used by master
type devices to request, be granted, and 
acknowledge bus mastership. In its simplest 
form, it consists of the following: 

1. asserting a bus mastership request, 

2. receiving a grant that the bus is available 
at the end of the current cycle, and 

3. acknowledging that mastership has been 
assumed. 

Figure 19 is a flowchart showing the detail 
involved in a request from a single device. 
Figure 20 is a timing diagram for the same 
operation. This technique allows processing 
of bus requests during data transfer cycles. 

SO 51 S2 S3 S4 $5 S6 S7 S8 59 610 511 Sl2 513 514 SIS 516 517 518 519 

FUNCTION 
CODE 

2 0 
BREAKPOINT E:!3 ACKNOWLEDGE 

INTERRUPT~ 
ACKNOWLEDGE L!...!...!J 
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f<l----------INOfVISIBLE CVCLE--------.+-j 

Figure 17. Read-Modify-Write Cycle Timing Diagram 

ADDRESS BUS 

I I I 
31 23 19 16 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

I I 

31 I I 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

CPU SPACE 
TYPE FIELD 

Figure 18. SCN68010 CPU-Space Address Encoding 
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-2 
REQUEST THE BUS -

1) ASSERT BUS REQUEST (BR) 

GRANT BUS ARBITRATION 

1) ASSERT BUS GRANT (BG) 

~ ACKNOWLEDGE BUS MASTERSHIP 

1) EXTERNAL ARBITRATION DETERMINES NEXT 
BUS MASTER 

2) NEXT BUS MASTER WAITS FOR CURRENT 
CYCLE TO COMPLETE 

3) NEXT BUS MASTER ASSERTS BUS GRANT 
ACKNOWLEDGE~) TO BECOME 
NEW MASTER 

4) BUS MASTER NEGATES IR 

TERMINATE ARBITRATION 

1) NEGATER (ANO WAIT FOR BGACK TO 
BE NEGATED) 

~ OPERATE AS BUS MASTER 

1) PERFORM OATA TRANSFERS (READ ANO 
WAITE CYCLES} ACCORDING TO THE SAME 
RULES THE PROCESSOR USES 

' RELEASE BUS MASTERSHIP 

1) NEGATE iGAa( 

RE-ARBITRATE OR RESUME 
PROCESSOR OPERATION 

Processor Requesting Device 

Figure 19. Bus Arbitration Cycle Flowchart 
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-PROCESSOR___,..J.--oMA DEVICE.--..,t< .. -----PROCESSOR-----.,14---DMA DEVICE---

Figure 20. Bus Arbitration Cycle Timing Diagram 

The timing diagram shows that the bus re
quest is negated at the time that an acknowl
edge is asserted. This type of operation 
would be true for a system consisting of the 
processor and one device capable of bus 
mastership. In systems having a number of 
devices capable of bus mastership, the bus 
request line from each device is wire ORed to 
the processor. In this system, it is easy to see 
that there could be more than one bus 
request being made. The timing diagram 
shows that the bus grant signal is negated a 
few clock cycles after the transition of the 
acknowledge (BGACK) signal. 

However, if bus requests are still pending, the 
processor will assert another bus grant within 
a few clock cycles after it was negated. This 
additional assertion of bus grant allows exter
nal arbitration circuitry to select the next bus 
master before the current bus master has 
completed its requirements. The following 
paragraphs provide additional information 
about the three steps in the arbitration pro
cess. 

Requesting the Bus - External devices 
capable of becoming bus masters request the 
bus by asserting the bus request (BR) signal. 
This is a wire-ORed signal (although it need 
not be constructed from open-collector de
vices) that indicates to the processor that 
some external device requires control of the 

December 12, 1986 

external bus. The processor is effectively at a 
lower bus priority level than the external 
device and will relinquish the bus after it has 
completed the last bus cycle it has started. 

When no acknowledge is received before the 
bus request signal goes inactive, the proces
sor will continue processing when it detects 
that the bus request is inactive. This allows 
ordinary processing to continue if the arbitra
tion circuitry responded to noise inadvertently. 

Receiving the Bus Grant - The processor 
asserts bus grant (BG) as soon as possible. 
Normally this is immediately after internal 
synchronization. The only exception to this 
occurs when the processor has made an 
internal decision to execute the next bus 
cycle but has not progressed far enough into 
the cycle to have asserted the address strobe 
(AS) signal. In this case, bus grant will be 
delayed until AS is asserted to indicate to 
external devices that a bus cycle is being 
executed. 

The bus grant signal may be routed through a 
daisy-chained network or through a specific 
priority-encoded network. The processor is 
not affected by the external method of arbi
tration as long as the protocol is obeyed. 

Acknowledgement of Mastership - Upon 
receiving a bus grant, the requesting device 
waits until address strobe, data transfer ac-

2-424 

knowledge, and bus grant acknowledge are 
negated before issuing its own BGACK. The 
negation of the AS indicates that the previous 
master has completed its cycle; the negation 
of BGACK indicates that the previous master 
has released the bus. (While address strobe 
is asserted, no device is allowed to "break 
into" a cycle.) The negation of DTACK indi
cates the previous slave has terminated its 
connection to the previous master. Note that 
in some applications data transfer acknowl
edge might not enter into this function. Gen
eral purpose devices would then be connect
ed such that they were only dependent on 
address strobe. When bus grant acknowl
edge is issued, the device is a bus master 
until it negates bus grant acknowledge. Bus 
grant acknowledge should not be negated 
until after the bus cycle(s) is (are) completed. 
Bus mastership is terminated at the negation 
of bus grant acknowledge. 

The bus request from the granted device 
should be negated after bus grant acknowl
edge is asserted. If a bus request is still 
pending, another bus grant will be asserted 
within a few clocks of the negation of the bus 
grant. Refer to Bus Arbitration Control. 
Note that the processor does not perform any 
external bus cycles before it re-asserts bus 
grant. 
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NOTES: 
A '"" Bus request internal 
A • Bus grant acknowledge intemal 
G •Bus grant 
T = 3-State control to bus control logic2 
X .,, Don't care 

iii 

AA 

1. State machine will not change if the bus is SO or $1. Refer to Bus Arbitration Control. 
2. The address bus will be placed in the high-impedance state if T is asserted and AS is negated. 

Bus Arbitration Control 

Figure 21. SCN68010 Bus Arbitration Unit State Diagram 

INTERNAL SIGNAL VALID~ 

EXTERNAL SIGNAL SAMPLEDl i 
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The bus arbitration control unit in the 
SCN1!801 O is implemented with a finite state 
machine. A state diagram of this machine is 
shown in Figure 21. All asynchronous signals 
to the SCN68010 are synchronized before 
they are used internally. This synchronization 
is accomplished in a maximum of one cycle of 
the system clock, assuming that the asyn
chronous input setup time ( #47) has been 
met (see Figure 22). The input signal is 
sampled on the falling edge of the clock and 
is valid internally after the next rising edge. 

CLK ..----. 

As shown in Figure 21, input signals labeled 
R and A are internally synchronized on the 
bus request and bus grant acknowledge pins 
respectively. The bus grant output is labeled 
G and the internal 3-State control signal T. If 
T is true, the address, data, and control buses 
are placed in a high-impedance state when 
AS is negated. All signals are shown in 
positive logic (active high) regardless of their 
true active voltage level. 
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iiii (EXTERNAL) 

@- -
iii (INTERNAL) 

Figure 22. Timing Relationship of External 
Asynchronous Inputs to Internal Signals 
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State changes {valid outputs) occur on the 
next rising edge after the internal signal is 
valid. 

A timing diagram of the bus arbitration se
quence during a processor bus cycle is 
shown in Figure 23. The bus arbitration se
quence while the bus is inactive (i.e., execut
ing internal operations such as a multiply 
instruction) is shown in Figure 24. 

If a bus request is made at a time when the 
MPU has already begun a bus cycle but AS 

has not been asserted (bus state SO), JIB will 
not be asserted on the next rising edge. 
Instead, JIB wm be delayed until the second 
rising edge following its internal assertion. 
This sequence is shown in Figure 25. 

Bua Error and Halt Operation 
In a. bus architecture that requires a hand, 
shake from an external device, the possibility 
exists that the .handshake might not occur. 
Since different systems will require a different 
maximum response time, a bus error input is 
provided. External circuitry must be used to 

determine · the duration between addr91!s 
strobe and data tranSter ackiiowledge before 
issuing a bus error signal. When a bus error 
or I and halt signal is reeeived, the processor 
will initiate a bus error exception sequence or 
try to rerun ·the bus cycle. 

In addition to a bus timeout indicator, the bus 
error input is us9d to Indicate a page fault in a 
virtual memory syStem. When an external 
memory management unit detects an invalid 
access, a bus error is signaled to suspend 
execution of the current instruction. 

BUS 3·STATED ----------

;=-~ I I BR SAMPLEO =-i 
iii ASSERTED. ~ 

S2 'S4 SS 

BUS RELEASED FROM 3·STATE AND 

~SSOR STARTS NEXT BUS CYCLE l 
llGACK NEGATED INTERNALll 

BGACK SAMPLEO=--i 

iiliACK NEGATED t ~ 

so S2 S4 SS so 

' 
----- PROCESSCR-----·1-1 ••---AtTERNATE BUS MASTER---.. ·~lt-••. ---PROCESSOR---_ .... 

Figura 23. Bua Arbitration Timing Diagram - Proc;eaaor Active 
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CLK 

Im; ASSERTED AND BUS 3•STATED ---------, 
0 VALID INTERNAL------------, 

iRSAMPLED----------....., 
IJI ASSERTED----------. 

so S2 S4 .. 

BUS RELEASED FROM 3·STATE ANO 
PROCESSOR STARTS NEXT BUS CYCLE~ 

iiGACK NEGATED + t 

iiR 
ire ~---------...!::::::::::::::::::::~-' 

iiGACK 

FCO-FC2 

A1-A23 

so S2 S4 

-4--- PROCESSOR___.,._ BUS·INACTIVE-..., .. ~1-.. ----AL TERNA TE BUS MASTER----0 ..... 1~ PROCESSOR+. 

Figure 24. Bus Arbitration Timing Diagram - Bus Inactive 

BUS RELEASED FROM 3·STATE AND 

CLI( 

so S4 .. 
iii -====:----....1 iiG 

BGACK --~~~~~~~!::======~~~~~-J 

S2 S4 •• so 

FCO.FC2 =:x.__ ____ __J)--------~<._ _______ >e 
A1·A23 =:>---<~--.!::~---~> {..._ _______ >-c 

Ai__/ ___ ....,.\ ____ _,f"''----------""""r--"\._ ___ __,r---
uos .J \._ ___ _,{"' r--"\._ ____ r---
C5$ __/,..------.., f"' r--"\._ ____ r---
AJW 

\._ ___ __,r-
-----PROCESSOR----... ,..,___ ALTERNATE BUS MASTER----..1----PROCESSOR----

Figure 25. Bus Arbitration Timing Diagram - Special Case 
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Bus Error Operation - When the bus error 
signal is used to terminate a bus cycle, the 
SCN6801 O will enter exception processing 
immediately following the bus cycle. The bus 
error signal is recognized in either of the 
following cases: 

CLK 

1. DTACK and HALT are negated and 
SERR is asserted. 

2. HALT and BERR are negated and 
DTACK is asserted. BERA is then as
serted within one clock cycle. 

When the bus error condition is recognized, 
the current bus cycle will be terminated in S9 
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for a read cycle, a write cycle, or the read 
portion of a read-modify-write cycle and in 
S21 of the write portion of a read-modify-write 
cycle. As long as SERR remains asserted, 
the data and address buses will be in the 
high-impedance state. Figures 26 and 27 
show the timing diagrams for both types of 
bus error signals. 

A5 

i:D!iiiil-----~'~========================~'~--_-_-_-~""'~:====~.!:::~'------RW 

DTACK----------------------------------------------------""'--------.!::==:::~-

~015 ===::::!<=======,------'~----c:::: 
iiEiiil iiiLT __________________________ ..,;. ____ .....::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!~:::~---------------

I INITIATE I I I INITIATE BUS 
1-••REA="'o~·* ...... -AESPONSE FAILURf _ ....... f----aus ERROR DETECTION----.... ·--E-R_RO_R_S_T""•"'CK'""ING--

so 

CLK 

FCO·FC2 

A1·A23 ===>---<' 
.AS 

tiDStt:Ds 

RtW 

Figure 26. Bus Error Timing Diagram 

S2 $4 S6 

) 

OTACK ---------. 

00-015 

BERA 

BUS 
~READ CYCLE ------1-_ ERROR -'•..++ .. I('------ INITIATE BUS 
~ ~ETECTION ERROR STACKING 

Figure 27. Delayed Bus Error Timing Diagram 
·------·-----------------------------------------------' 
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After the aborted bus cycle is terminated and 
BEAR is negated, the SCN68010 enters ex
ception processing for the bus error excep
tion. During the exception processing se
quence, the following information is placed on 
the supervisor stack: 

1. Status register 

2. Program counter (two words, may be up 
to five words past the instruction being 
executed) 

3. Frame format and vector offset 

4. Internal register information, 22 words 

Note that the first four words of information 
are identical to the information stacked by 
any other exception such as an interrupt or 
TRAP instruction. The additional information 
is used by the SCN68010 to continue the 
execution of the suspended instruction when 
it is reloaded by an RTE instruction. See Bus 
Error for further details. 

After the SCN6801 O has placed the above 
information on the stack, the bus error excep
tion vector is read from vector table entry 
number two (offset $08) and placed in the 
program counter. The processor then re
sumes instruction execution. 
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NOTE 
If a read-modify-write instruction is terminated 
with a bus error and later continued with an 
RTE instruction, the processor will rerun the 
entire cycle whether the bus error occurred 
on the read or the write portion of the cycle. 

Rerun Operation - When, during a bus 
cycle, the processor receives a bus error 
signal and the halt pin is being driven by an 
ex1ernal device, the processor enters the 
rerun sequence. A delayed rerun signal may 
be used similarly to the delayed bus error 
signal described above. Figures 28 and 29 
are timing diagrams for both methods of 
rerunning the bus cycle. 

DIMl15::::::::::~------l 

iiiiiii ''-------'41="'1 CLOCK PEAI00='.11!-~------------------
HAU' -----, J 

.. , ... ----IRMIEJ°'Oll>ll,_-----lllMl"'•t-------MALT-------~----R£-RUN•----llo-tl 

Figure 28. Rerun Bus Cycle Timing Diagram 
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The processor terminates the bus cycle, then 
puts the address and data lines in the high
impedance state. The processor remains 
"halted", and will not run another bus cycle 
until the halt signal is removed by external 
logic. Then the processor will rerun the previ
ous cycle using the same function codes, the 
same data (for a write operation), and the 
same address. The bus error signal should be 
removed at least one clock cycle before the 
halt signal is removed. 

NOTE 
The processor will not rerun a read-modify
write cycle. This restriction is made to guaran
tee that the entire cycle runs correctly and 
that the write operation of a test-and-set 

so S2 S4 

CLK 

FCO-FC2 

A1-A23 

:AS 

UDS 

LOS 

R/W 

DiiCK 

00.015 

BEAR 

HALT 

I• READ 

operation is performed without ever releasing 
AS. If BERR and HALT are asserted during a 
read-modify-write bus cycle, a bus error oper
ation results. 

Halt Operation - The halt input signal to the 
SCN6801 O performs a halt/run/single-step 
function in a similar fashion to the synchro
nous halt function. The halt and run modes 
are somewhat self explanatory in that when 
the halt signal is constantly active the proces
sor "halts" (does nothing) and when the halt 
signal is constantly inactive the processor 
"runs" (does something). 

This single-step mode is derived from correct
ly timed transitions on the halt signal input. It 

S6 

HALT 

so 
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forces the processor to execute a single bus 
cycle by entering the run mode until the 
processor starts a bus cycle then changing to 
the halt mode. Thus, the single-step mode 
allows the user to proceed through (and 
therefore debug) processor operations one 
bus cycle at a time. 

Figure 30 details the timing required for 
correct single-step operations. Some care 
must be exercised to avoid harmful interac
tions between the bus error signal and the 
halt pin when using the single-cycle mode as 
a debugging tool. This is also true of interac
tions between the halt and reset lines since 
these can reset the machine. 

S2 S4 S6 

RE-RUN ,.I 

Figure 29. Delayed Rerun Bus Cycle Timing Diagram 

so 52 S4 $6 so $2 S4 $6 so 

CLK 

FCO-FC2 

A1·A» :::::>-< ) 
As 

l6$1UDs \ I \ 
RIW 

6fACi 

00-015 

HALT 

, .. READ HALT 

Figure 30. Halt Processor Timing Diagram 
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When the processor completes a bus cycle 
after recognizing that the halt signal is active, 
most 3-State signals are put in the high
impedance state, these include: 

1. address lines, and 

2. data lines. 

This is required for correct performance of 
the rerun bus cycle operation. 

While the processor is honoring the halt 
request, bus arbitration performs as usual. 
That is, halting has no effect on bus arbitra
tion. It is the bus arbitration function that 
removes the control signals from the bus. 

The halt function and the hardware trace 
capability allow the hardware debugger to 
trace single bus cycles or single instructions 
at a time. These processor capabilities, along 
with a software debugging package, give total 
debugging flexibility. 

Double Bus Faults - When a bus error 
exception occurs, the processor will attempt 
to stack several words containing information 
about the state of the machine. If a bus error 
exception occurs during the stacking opera
tion, there have been two bus errors in a row. 
This is commonly referred to as a double bus 
fault. When a double bus fault occurs, the 
processor will halt and drive the HALT line 

CU< 

NOTES 

low. Once a bus error exception has oc
curred, any bus error exception occurring 
before the execution of the next instruction 
constitutes a double bus fault. 

Note that a bus cycle which is rerun does not 
constitute a bus error exception and does not 
contribute to a double bus fault. Note also 
that this means that as long as the external 
hardware requests it, the processor will con
tinue to rerun the same bus cycle. 

The bus error pin also has an effect on 
processor operation after the processor re
ceives an external reset input. The processor 
reads the vector table after a reset to deter
mine the address to start program execution. 
If a bus error occurs while reading the vector 
table (or at any time before the first instruc
tion is executed), the processor reacts as W a 
double bus fault has occurred and it halts. 
Only an external reset will start a halted 
processor. 

Reset Operation 
The reset signal is a bidirectional signal that 
allows either the processor or an external 
device to reset the system. Figure 31 is a 
timing diagram for the reset operation. Both 
the halt and reset lines must be asserted to 
ensure total reset of the processor in all 
cases. 

I--- t > 100 MILLISECONOS _, 

When the reset and halt lines are driven by an 
external device, it is recognized as an entire 
system reset, including the processor. The 
processor responds by reading the reset 
vector table entry (vector number zero, ad
dress $000000) and loads it into the supervi
sor stack pointer (SSP). Vector table entry 
number one at address $000004 is read next 
and loaded into the program counter. The 
processor initializes the status register to an 
interrupt level of seven and the vector base 
register to $00000000. No other registers are 
affected by the reset sequence. 

When a reset instruction is executed, the 
processor drives the reset pin for 124 clock 
periods. In this case, the processor is trying to 
reset the rest of the system. Therefore, there 
is no effect on the internal state of the 
processor. All of the processor's internal 
registers and the status register are unaffect
ed by the execution of a reset instruction. All 
external devices connected to the reset line 
should be reset at the completion of the reset 
instruction. 

Asserting the RESET and HALT lines for ten 
clock cycles will cause a processor reset, 
except when Vee is initially applied to the 
processor. In this case, an external reset 
must be applied for at least 1 OOms. 

.-~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Bus ..... unknown: )000( 
1) Internal start-up time 4) PC high Nld in here 

All conlfOI signals Inactive >---< 
Data bus in read mode: 

2) SSP high read In here 5) PC low react in here 
3) SSP low read In here 6) First Instruction fetched here 

Figure 31. Reset Operation Timing Diagram 
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The Relationship of DTACK, Table 16. D'fACK, BEAR, and HALT Assertion Resulta 
BERR, and HALT 
In order to properly control termination of a 
bus cycle for a rerun or a bus error condition, 
l5'i'ACK, B'E'FIR, and RACT should be as
serted and negated on the rising edge of the 
SCN68010 clock. This will assure that when 
two signals are asserted simultaneously, the 
required setup time (#47) for both of them 
will be met during the same bus state. This, or 
some equivalent precaution, should be de
signed external to the SCN6801 O. 

The preferred bus cycle terminations may be 
summarized as follows (case numbers refer 
to Table 16): 

Normal Termination: 
"DTACK is asserted, ~and HAIT remain 
negated (case 1). 

Halt Termination: 
FiACT is asserted at same time, or before 
i5TACK and l3ERR remains negated (case 2). 

Bus Error Termination: 
B'E'FiR is asserted in lieu of, at the same time, 
or before 15'i"AeK (case 3) or after 15'i"AeK 
(case 4) and RALT remains negated; B'E'FiR is 
negated at the same time or after DTACK. 

Rerun Termination: 
HALT and BER1i are asserted in lieu of, at the 
same time, or before 15'i"AeK (case 5) or after 
i5TACK (case 6); SERR is negated at the 
same time or after DTACK, HAIT must be 
held at least one cycle after BERF!. 

Table 16 details the resulting bus cycle termi
nation under various combinations of control 
signal sequences. The negation of these 
same control signals under several conditions 
is shown in Table 17. (D'TACR Is assumed to 
be negated normally in all cases; for best 
results, both "DiACI< and B'E'FiR should be 
negated when address strobe is negated). 

EXAMPLE A: 
A system uses a watch-dog timer to terminate 
accesses to unpopulated address space. The 
timer asserts "!iEFm after time out (case 3). 

EXAMPLE B: 
A system uses error detection on RAM con
tents. Designer may: 

a) Delay DTACR until data verified, and 
return BER1i and HALT simultaneously to 
rerun error cycle (case 5), or if valid, 
return DTACR (case 1). 

b) Delay DTACR until data verified, and 
return BER1i at same time as DTACK ~ 
data in error (case 3). 

c) Return i5TACK prior to data ve~ication, 
as described in the next section. If data is 
invalid, l3ERR Is asserted on next clock 
cycle (case 4). 

d) Return i5TACK prior to data verification, if 
data is invalid assert BEAR and HAIT on 
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ASSERTED ON 

CASE CONTROL RISING 

NO. SIGNAL EDGE OF STATE RESULT 

N N+2 

DTACK A s Normal cycle terminate and 
1 B'E'FiR NA NA continue. 

m NA x 
DTACK A s Normal cycle terminate and halt. 

2 ~ NA NA Continue when HALT removed. 
m A/S s 

15iACR x x Terminate and take bus error trap. 
3 BERA A s 

HAIT NA NA 

DTACK A x Terminate and take bus error trap. 
4 "EiERR NA A 

HALT NA NA 

DTACR x x Terminate and rerun when HAIT 
5 BER1i A s removed. 

m A/S s 
DTACK A x Terminate and rerun when HALT 

6 ~ NA A removed. 
HALT NA A 

NOTES: 
N - the number of the current even bus state (e.g., 54, S6, etc.) 
A - signal is asserted in this bus state 
NA- signal is not asserted in this state 
X-don't care 
S - signal was asserted in previous state and remains asserted in this state 

Table 17. BERR and HALT Negation Resulta 

NEGATED ON 
CONDITIONS OF 

CONTROL RISING 
TERMINATION 

SIGNAL EDGE OF STATE RESULTS- NEXT CYCLE 
IN TABLE 16 

N 

Bus Error 
BERA . or 
FiA[f . or 

Rerun 
~ . or 
HALT . 

Rerun 
BElffi . 
HALT 

Normal 
mm . 
HALT . or 

NOTE: 
• = Signal is negated in this bus state. 

next clock cycle (case 6). The memory 
controller may then correct the RAM prior 
to or during the rerun. 

Asynchronous Versus 
Synchronous Operation 

Asynchronous Operation 
To achieve clock frequency Independence at 
a system level, the SCN6801 O can be used In 
an asynchronous manner. This entails using 
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N+2 . . Takes bus error trap. 

. Illegal sequence; usually 
traps to vector number 0 . 

. Reruns the bus cycle. 

. May lengthen next cycle. 

only the bus handshake lines (AS, \JDS, I:DS, 
"DTACR, B'E'FiR, HAIT and VPA) to contiol the 
data transfer. Using this method, AS signals· 
the start of a bus cycle and the data strobes 
are used as a condition for valid data on a 
write cycle. The slave device (memory or 
peripheral) then responds by placing the 
requested data on the data bus for a read 
cycle or latching data on a write cycle and 
asserting the data transfer acknowledge sig
nal (IJTACK) to terminate the bus cycle. If no 
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slave responds or the access is invalid, exter
nal control logic asserts the BEAR, or BEAR 
and HALT, signal to abort or rerun the bus 
cycle. 

The DTACK signal is allowed to be asserted 
before the data from a slave device is valid on 
a read cycle. The length of time that DTACK 
may precede data is given as parameter #31 
(See AC Electrical Characteristics for # 
references) and it must be met in any asyn
chronous system to insure that valid data is 
latched into the processor. Notice that there 
is no maximum time specified from the asser
tion of AS to the assertion of DTACK. This is 
because the MPU will insert wait cycles of 
one clock period each until DTACK is recog
nized. 

The BEAR signal is allowed to be asserted 
after the DTACK signal is asserted. BEAR 
must be asserted within the time given as 
parameter # 48 after OTA CK is asserted in 
any asynchronous system to insure proper 
operation. If this maximum delay time is 
violated, the processor may exhibit erratic 
behavior. 

Synchronous Operation 
To allow for those systems which use the 
system clock as a signal to generate DTACK 
and other asynchronous inputs, the asynchro
nous input setup time is given as parameter 
#47. If this setup is met on an input, such as 
OT ACK, the processor is guaranteed to rec
ognize that signal on the next falling edge of 
the system clock. However, the converse is 
not true - if the input signal does not meet 
the setup time it is not guaranteed not to be 
recognized. In addition, if DTACK is recog
nized on a falling edge, valid data will be 
latched into the processor (on a read cycle) 
on the next falling edge provided that the 
data meets the setup time given as parameter 
# 27. Given this, parameter # 31 may be 
ignored. Note that if DTACK is asserted, with 
the required setup time, before the falling 
edge of S4, no wait states will be incurred and 
the bus cycle will run at its maximum speed of 
four clock periods. 

In order to assure proper operation in a 
synchronous system when BEAR is asserted 
after DTACK, BEAR must meet the setup 
time parameter # 27 A prior to the falling edge 
of the clock one clock cycle after OT ACK was 
recognized. This setup time is critical to 
proper operation, and the SCN68010 may 
exhibit erratic behavior if it is violated. 

NOTE 
During an active bus cycle, VPA and BEAR 
are sampled on every falling edge of the 
clock starting with SO. OT ACK is sampled on 
every falling edge of the clock starting with S4 
and data is latched on the falling edge of S6 
during a read. The bus cycle will then be 
terminated in S7 except when BEAR is as-
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serted in the absence of DTACK, in which 
case it will terminate one clock cycle later in 
S9. 

PROCESSING STATES 
This section describes the actions of the 
SCN68010 which are outside the normal 
processing associated with the execution of 
instructions. The functions of the bits in the 
supervisor portion of the status register are 
covered: the supervisor/user bit, the trace 
enable bit, and the processor interrupt priority 
mask. Finally, the sequence of memory refer
ences and actions taken by the processor on 
exception conditions are detailed. 

The SCN6801 O is always in one of three 
processing states: normal, exception, or halt
ed. The normal processing state is that asso
ciated with instruction execution; the memory 
references are to fetch instructions and oper
ands, and to store results. Two special cases 
of the normal state are the stopped state, 
which the processor enters when a STOP 
instruction is executed, and the loop mode, 
which the processor may enter when a DBcc 
instruction is executed. In the stopped state, 
no further memory references are made and 
in the loop mode only operand references are 
made. 

The exception processing state is associated 
with interrupts, trap instructions, tracing and 
other exceptional conditions. The exception 
may be internally generated by an instruction 
or by an unusual condition arising during the 
execution of an instruction. Externally, excep
tion processing can be forced by an interrupt, 
by a bus error, or by a reset. Exception 
processing is designed to provide an efficient 
context switch so that the processor may 
handle unusual conditions. 

The halted processing state is an indication of 
catastrophic hardware failure. For example, if 
during the exception processing of a bus error 
another bus error occurs, the processor as
sumes that the system is unusable and halts. 
Only an external reset can restart a halted 
processor. Note that a processor in the 
stopped state is not in the halted state, nor 
vice versa. 

Privilege States 
The processor operates in one of two states 
of privilege: the "supervisor" state or the 
"user" state. The privilege state determines 
which operations are legal, are used to 
choose between the supervisor stack pointer 
and the user stack pointer in instruction 
references, and may be used by an external 
memory management device to control and 
translate accesses. 

The privilege state is a mechanism for provid
ing security in a computer system. Programs 
should access only their own code and data 
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areas, and ought to be restricted from ac
cessing information which they do not need 
and must not modify. 

The privilege mechanism provides security by 
allowing most programs to execute in user 
state. In this state, the accesses are con
trolled, and the effects on other parts of the 
system are limited. The operating system 
executes in the supervisor state, has access 
to all resources, and performs the overhead 
tasks for the user programs. 

Supervisor State 
The supervisor state is the higher state of 
privilege. For instruction execution, the super
visor state is determined by the S bit of the 
status register; if the S bit is asserted (high), 
the processor is in the supervisor state. All 
instructions can be executed in the supervisor 
state. The bus cycles generated by instruc
tions executed in the supervisor state are 
classified as supervisor references. While the 
processor is in the supervisor privilege state, 
those instructions which use either the sys
tem stack pointer implicitly or address register 
seven explicitly access the supervisor stack 
pointer. 

All exception processing is done in the super
visor state, regardless of the previous setting 
of the S bit. The bus cycles generated during 
exception processing are classified as super
visor references. All stacking operations dur
ing exception processing use the supervisor 
stack pointer. 

User State 
The user state is the lower state of privilege. 
For instruction execution, the user state is 
determined by the S bit of the status register; 
if the S bit is negated (low), the processor is 
executing instructions in the user state. 

Most instructions execute the same in user 
state as in the supervisor state. However, 
some instructions which have important sys
tem effects are made privileged. User pro
grams are not permitted to execute the STOP 
instruction, or the RESET instruction. To en
sure that a user program cannot enter the 
supervisor state except in a controlled man
ner, the instructions which modify the whole 
status register are privileged. To aid in debug
ging programs which are to be used as 
operating systems, the move from status 
register (MOVE from SR), move to/from user 
stack pointer (MOVE USP), move to/from 
control register (MOVEC), and move alternate 
address space (MOVES) instructions are also 
privileged. 

The bus cycles generated by an instruction 
executed in the user state are classified as 
user state references. This allows an external 
memory management device to translate the 
address and to control access to protected 
portions of the address space. While the 

-
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Table 18. Bus Cycle Classification 

FUNCTION CODE OUTPUT 
REFERENCE CLASS 

FC2 FC1 FCO 

0 0 0 Unassigned, reserved* 

0 0 1 User data 

0 1 0 User program 

0 1 1 Unassigned, reserved* 

1 0 0 Unassigned, reserved* 

1 0 1 Supervisor data 

1 1 0 Supervisor program 

1 1 1 CPU space 

NOTE: 
*Address space 3 is reserved for user definition, while O and 4 are reserved for future use by Signetics. 

NEW PROGRAM COUNTER (HIGH) AO,.O.Al =O 

WOADl NEW PROGRAM COUNTER (LOW) AO= O.A1=1 

Figure 32. Format of Vector Table Entries 

015 08 07 00 

IGNORED 

WHERE:-
Y7 IS THE MSB OF THE VECTOR NUMBER 
VO IS THE LSB OF THE VECTOR NUMBER 

Figure 33. Vector Number Format 

processor is in the user privilege state, those 
instructions which use either the system 
stack pointer implicitly or address register 
seven explicitly, access the user stack 
pointer. 

Prlvllege State Changes 
Once the processor is in the user state and 
executing instructions, only exception pro-
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cessing can change the privilege state. Dur
ing exception processing, the previous setting 
of the S bit of the status register is saved and 
the S bit is asserted, putting the processor in 
the supervisor state. Therefore, when instruc
tion execution resumes at the address speci
fied to process the exception, the processor 
is in the supervisor privilege state. 
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Reference Classification 
When the processor makes a reference, it 
classifies the kind of reference being made, 
using the encoding on the three function code 
output lines. This allows external translation 
of addresses, control of access, and differen
tiation of special processor state, such as 
interrupt acknowledge. Table 18 lists the 
classification of references. 

Exception Processing 
Before discussing the details of interrupts, 
traps, and tracing, a general description of 
exception processing is in order. The pro
cessing of an exception occurs in four steps, 
with variations for different exception causes. 
During the first step, a temporary copy of the 
status register is made and the status register 
is set for exception processing. In the.second 
step the exception vector is determined and 
the third step is the saving of the current 
processor context. In the fourth step a new 
context is obtained and the processor re
sumes instruction processing. 

Exception Vectors 
Exception vectors are memory locations from 
which the processor fetches the address of a 
routine which will handle that exception. All 
exception vectors are two words in length 
(Figure 32), except for the reset vector, which 
is four words. All exception vectors lie in the 
supervisor data space, except for the reset 
vector which is in the supervisor program 
space. A vector number is an 8-bit number 
which, when multiplied by four, gives the 
offset of an exception vector. Vector numbers 
are generated internally or externally, de
pending on the cause of the exception. In the 
case of interrupts, during the interrupt ac
knowledge bus cycle, a peripheral provides 
an 8-bit vector number (Figure 33) to the 
processor on data bus lines DO through D7. 
The processor translates the vector number 
into a full 32-bit offset which is added to the 
contents of the vector base register to gener
ate the address used to fetch the vector, as 
shown in Figure 34. The memory layout for 
exception vectors is given in Table 19. 
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~3-,~~~~~~~~~~~~~c-ON~T-EN_r_s_o_•_v_e_c_ro-:-0 -eA_s_e_R_E_G_•s_r_e_R~~~~~~~~~~~~-'! I 
--~ALLZER_o·~~'v'~H~+·~H~+·~H~IHp 

Figure 34. Exception Vector Address Calculation 

As shown in Table 19, the memory layout is Table 19. Exception Vector Table 
512 words long (1024 bytes). It starts at offset 
0 and proceeds through offset 1023. This 
provides 255 unique vectors; some of these 
are reserved for TRAPs and other system 
functions. Of the 255, there are 192 reserved 
for user interrupt vectors. However, there is 
no protection on the first 63 entries, so 
externally generated interrupt vector numbers 
may reference any of the exception vectors at 
the discretion of the system designer. 

Exception Stack Frame 
Exception processing saves the most volatile 
portion of the current processor context on 
the top of the supervisor stack. This context 
is organized in a format called the exception 
stack frame. This information always includes 
the status register and program counter of 
the processor when the exception occurred. 
In order to support generic handlers, the 
processor also places the vector offset in the 
exception stack frame. The format code field 
allows the RTE (return from exception) in
struction to identify what information is on the 
stack so that it may be properly restored. The 
general form of the exception stack frame is 
illustrated in Figure 35. Table 20 lists the 
SCN6801 o stack frame codes. Although 
some formats are peculiar to a particular 
568000 family processor, the format 0000 is 
always legal, and indicates that just the first 
four words of the frame are present. 

Table 20. SCN68010 Format Codes 
FORMAT STACKED INFORMATION 

CODE 

0000 SCN68010 short 
format (4 words) 

1000 SCN68010 long 
format (29 words) 

All others Unassigned, reserved 

VECTOR 
NUMBER(S) 

0 

-
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12' 

13' 

14 

15 

16-23' 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32-47 

48-63' 

64-255 

NOTE: 

OFFSET 

DEC HEX 

0 000 

4 004 

8 008 

12 ooc 
16 010 

20 014 

24 018 

28 01C 

32 020 

36 024 

40 028 

44 02C 

48 030 

52 034 

56 038 

60 03C 

64 04C 

95 05F 

96 060 

100 064 

104 068 

108 06C 

112 070 

116 074 

120 078 

124 07C 

128 080 

191 OBF 

192 oco 
255 OFF 

256 100 

SPACE 

SP 

SP 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

EXCEPTION VECTOR 
ADDRESS 

ASSIGNMENT 

Reset: initial SSP 

Reset: initial PC 

Bus error 

Address error 

Illegal instruction 

Zero divide 

CHK instruction 

TRAPV instruction 

Privilege violation 

Trace 

Line 1010 emulator 

Line 1111 emulator 

(Unassigned, reserved) 

(Unassigned, reserved) 

Format error 

Uninitialized interrupt vector 

(Unassigned, reserved) 

-
Spurious interrupt 

Level 1 interrupt autovector 

Level 2 interrupt autovector 

Level 3 interrupt autovector 

Level 4 interrupt autovector 

Level 5 interrupt autovector 

Level 6 interrupt autovector 

Level 7 interrupt autovector 

TRAP instruction vectors 

-
(Unassigned, reserved) 

-
User interrupt vectors 

*Vector numbers 12, 13, 16 through 23, and 48 through 63 are reserved for future enhancements by 
Signetics. No user peripheral devices should be assigned these numbers. 
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Kinds of Exceptions 
Exceptions can be generated by either inter
nal or external causes. The externally gener
ated exceptions are the interrupts, bus error, 
and reset requests. The interrupts are re
quests from peripheral devices for processor 
action while the bus error and reset inputs are 
used for access control and processor re
start. The internally generated exceptions 
come from instructions, or from address er
rors or tracing. The trap (TRAP). trap on 
overflow (TRAPV). check data register 
against upper bounds (CHK). and divide (DIV) 
instructions all can generate exceptions as 
part of their instruction execution. In addition, 
illegal instructions, word or long word fetches 
from odd addresses, and privilege violations 
cause exceptions. Tracing behaves like a 
very high-priority internally-generated inter
rupt after each instruction execution. 

Exception Processing Sequence 
Exception processing occurs in four identifi
able steps. In the first step, an internal copy is 
made of the status register. After the copy is 
made, the S bit is asserted, putting the 
processor into the supervisor privilege state. 
Also, the T bit is negated which will allow the 
exception handler to execute unhindered by 
tracing. For the reset and interrupt excep
tions, the interrupt priority mask is also up
dated. 

In the second step, the vector number of the 
exception is determined. For interrupts, the 
vector number is obtained by a processor 
fetch classified as an interrupt acknowledge. 
For all other exceptions, internal logic pro
vides the vector number. This vector number 
is then used to generate the offset of the 
exception vector and is added to the vector 
base register. 

The third step is to save the current proces
sor status, except for the reset exception. 
The exception stack frame is created at the 
top of the supervisor stack. The current 
program counter value, the saved copy of the 
status register, and the format/ offset word 
are written into the stack frame. The program 
counter value stacked usually points to the 
next unexecuted instruction; however, for bus 
error and address error, the value stacked for 
the program counter is unpredictable, and . 
may be incremented by up to five words from 
the address of the instruction which caused 
the error. Group 1 and 2 exceptions (see 
Multiple Exceptions) use a short format 
exception stack frame (format = 0000). Addi
tional information defining the current context 
is stacked for the bus error and address error 
exceptions. 

The last step is the same for all exceptions. 
The new program counter value is fetched 
from the exception vector table. The proces
sor then resumes instruction execution. The 
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1$ HIGHER ADDRESSES 

STATUS REGISTER 

PROGRAM COUNTER HIGH 

PROGRAM COUNTER LOW 

FORMAT l VECTOR OFFSET 

OTHER INFORMATION 

DEPENDING ON EXCEPTION 

Figure 35. SCN68010 Stack Format 

instruction at the address given in the excep
tion vector is fetched, and normal instruction 
decoding and execution is started. 

Multiple Exceptions 
These paragraphs describe the processing 
which occurs when multiple exceptions arise 
simultaneously. Exceptions can be grouped 
according to their occurrence and priority. 
The group O exceptions are reset, bus error, 
and address error. These exceptions cause 
the instruction currently being executed to be 
aborted and the exception processing to 
commence within two clock cycles. The 
group 1 exceptions are trace and interrupt, as 
well as the privilege violations and illegal 
instructions. These exceptions allow the cur
rent instruction to execute to completion, but 
pre-empt the execution of the next instruction 
by forcing exception processing to occur 
(privilege violations and illegal instructions are 
detected when they are the next instruction to 
be executed). The group 2 exceptions occur 
as part of the normal processing of instruc
tions. The TRAP, TRAPV, CHK, and zero 
divide exceptions are in this group. For these 
exceptions, the normal execution of an in
struction may lead to exception processing. 

Group O exceptions have highest priority, 
while group 2 exceptions have lowest priority. 
Within group O, reset has highest priority, 
followed by address error and then bus error. 
Within group 1, trace has priority over exter
nal interrupts, which in turn takes priority over 
illegal instruction and privilege violation. Since 
only one instruction can be executed at a 
time, there is no priority relation within 
group 2. 

The priority relation between two exceptions 
determines which is takeri, or taken first, if the 
conditions for both arise simultaneously. 
Therefore, tt a bus error occurs during a 
TRAP instruction, the bus error takes prece
dence, and the TRAP instruction processing 
is suspended. In another example, if an 
interrupt request occurs during the execution 
of an instruction while the T bit is asserted, 
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the trace exception has priority, and is pro
cessed first. Before instruction processing 
resumes, however, the interrupt exception is 
also processed, and instruction processing 
commences finally in the interrupt handler 
routine. A summary of exception grouping 
and priority is given in Table 21. 

Exception Processing in Detail 
Exceptions have a number of sources and 
each exception has processing which is pe
culiar to it. The following paragraphs detail 
the sources of exceptions, how each arises, 
and how each is processed. 

Reset 
The reset input provides the highest excep
tion level. The processing of the reset signal 
is designed for system initiation, and recovery 
from catastrophic failure. Any processing in 
progress at the time of the reset is aborted 
and cannot be recovered. The processor is 
forced into the supervisor state, the trace 
state is forced off, and the processor interrupt 
priority mask is set to level seven. The vector 
base register is set to $00000000 and the 
vector number is internally generated to refer
ence the reset exception vector at location O 
in the supervisor program space. Because no 
assumptions can be made about the validity 
of register contents, in particular the supervi
sor stack pointer, neither the program counter 
nor the status register is saved. The address 
contained in the first two words of the reset 
exception vector is fetched as the initial 
supervisor stack pointer, and the address in 
the last two words of the reset exception 
vector is fetched as the initial program count
er. Finally, instruction execution Is started at 
the address in the program counter. The 
power-up/restart code should be pointed to 
by the initial program counter. 

The reset instruction does not cause loading 
of the reset vector, but does assert the reset 
line to reset external devices. This allows the 
software to reset the system to a known state 
and then continue processing with the next· 
instruction. 
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GRANT THE INTERRUPT _J REQUEST THE INTERRUPT 
L 

1) COMPARE INTERRUPT LEVEL IN STATUS 
REGISTERS ANO WAIT FOR CURRENT 
INSTRUCTION TO COMPLETE 

2) PLACE INTERRUPT LEVEL ON A 1, A2, A3 
WITH A4-A23 ALL HIGH 

3) SET FUNCTION COOE TO CPU SPACE 

!: :~~~=~ ~~~AR~~=g::~r~)AND LOS) 
PROVIDE THE VECTOR NUMBER 

1) PLACE VECTOR NUMBER ON 00-07 
2) ASSERT DATA TRANSFER ACKNOWLEDGE 

(DTACK) 

ACQUIRE THE VECTOR NUMBER 

1) LATCH VECTOR NUMBER 
2) NEGATE UDS AND LOS 
3) NEGATE Al 

RELEASE 

1) NEGATE OTA CK 

START INTERRUPT PROCESSING 

Processor Interrupting Device 

NOTE 
•Although a vector number is one byte, both data strobes are asserted due to the microcode used for exception processing. The processor does not recognize anything on 
data lines 08 through 015 at this time. 

Figure 36. Vector Acquisition Flowchart 

Interrupts Table 21. Exception Grouping and Priority 
Seven levels of interrupt priorities are provid
ed. Devices may be chained externally within 
interrupt priority levels, allowing an unlimited 
number of peripheral devices to interrupt the 
processor. Interrupt priority levels are num
bered from one to seven, level seven being 
the highest priority. The status register con
tains a 3-bit mask which indicates the current 
processor priority, and interrupts are inhibited 
tor all priority levels less than or equal to the 
current processor priority. 

An interrupt request is made to the processor 
by encoding the interrupt request level on the 
interrupt request lines; a zero indicates no 
interrupt request. Interrupt requests arriving at 
the processor do not force immediate excep
tion processing, but are made pending. Pend
ing interrupts may cause exception process
ing to start at the end of an instruction 
depending on the current processor priority 
level. If the priority <it the pending interrupt is 
lower than or equal to the current processor 
priority, execution continues with the next 
instruction and the interrupt exception pro
cessing is postponed. (The recognition of 
level seven is slightly different, as explained 
in the following paragraph.) 

If the priority of the pending interrupt is 
greater than the current processor priority, 
the exception processing sequence is start
ed. A copy of the status register is saved. the 
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GROUP EXCEPTION 

Reset 
0 address error 

bus error 

Trace 

1 
interrupt 
illegal 
privilege 

TRAP, TRAPV, 
CHK, 

2 
zero divide 
format error 

privilege state is set to supervisor state, 
tracing is suppressed, and the processor 
priority level is set to the level of the interrupt 
being acknowledged. The processor fetches 
the vector number from the interrupting de
vice, classifying the reference as an interrupt 
acknowledge and displaying the level number 
of the interrupt being acknowledged on the 
address bus. If external logic requests auto
matic vectoring. the processor internally gen
erates a vector number which is determined 
by the interrupt level number. It external logic 
indicates a bus error, the interrupt is taken to 
be spurious, and the generated vector num
ber references the spurious interrupt vector. 
The processor then proceeds with the usual 
exception processing, saving the format/off-
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PROCESSING 

Exception processing begins 
within two clock cycles 

Exception processing begins 
before the next instruction 

Exception processing is 
started by normal instruction 
execution 

set word, program counter, and status regis
ter on the supervisor stack. The offset value 
in the format/ offset word is the externally 
supplied or internally generated vector num
ber multiplied by tour. The format will be all 
zeros. The saved value of the program count
er is the address of the instruction which 
would have been executed had the interrupt 
not been present. The content of the interrupt 
vector whose vector number was previously 
obtained is fetched and loaded into the pro
gram counter, and normal instruction execu
tion commences in the interrupt handling 
routine. A flowchart for the interrupt acknowl
edge sequence is given in Figure 36. a timing 
diagram is given in Figure 37, and the inter
rupt processing sequence is shown in Figure 
38. 

-2 
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so S2 S4 S6 so S2 S4 S6 so S2 S4 S6 

CLK _n__n_n_fUl 
FCO-FC2 :x I 

A4-A23 =x==:=::::>- I 

A1-A3 :::x::==::>- < 
As ~ 

O'i5S* '\ \ f 
CDs '\ ~ f 
R/W \. I 

5TACK 

08-015 ( )--
DO-D7 ( >-

IPLO-IPL2 

I• .. I l••--------11 .. ~l••---.. I 
LAST BUS CYCLE OF INSTRUCTION IACK CYCLE STACK ANO 

(READ OR WRITE) (VECTOR NUMBER ACQUISITION) VECTOR FETCH 

Figure 37. Interrupt Acknowledge Cycle Timing Diagram 

LAST BUS CYCLE 
OF INSTRUCTION STACK IACK STACK STACK 
(DURING WHICH 1-- PCL 1--1 CYCLE I-- STATUS t--1 PCH t--INTERRUPT WAS (AT SSP • 2) (VECTOR NUMBER (AT SSP • 6) (AT SSP-4) 

RECOGNIZED) ACOUISTION) 

READ READ FETCH FIRST TWO 

~ 
VECTOR 1---1 VECTOR I-- INSTRUCTION WORDS 

HIGH LOW OF INTERRUPT 
(A16-A31) (AO-A15) ROUTINE 

Figure 38. Interrupt Processing Sequence 
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so S2 S4 SS •SO S2 S4 S6 so 

CLK 

A1-A23 :::>--< 
A§ \ I \ 
~ \ I \ I 
LO§ \ I \ I 
RIW 

6iACK \ I \ I 
08-015 

00.07 

~WOROREAD ., .. BREAKPOINT ., ... 
CYCLE 

Figure 39. Breakpoint Cycle Timing Diagram 

Priority level seven is a special case. Level 
seven interrupts cannot be inhibited by the 
interrupt priority mask, thus providing a "non
maskable interrupt" capability. An interrupt is 
generated each time the interrupt request· 
level changes from some lower level to level 
seven. Note that a level seven interrupt may 
still be caused by the level comparison if the 
request level is a seven and the processor 
priority is set to a lower level by an instruction. 

Uninitialized Interrupt 
An interrupting device asserts VPA, BEAR, or 
provides an interrupt vector number and as
serts DTACK during an interrupt acknowledge 
cycle by the SCN68010. If the vector register 
has not been initialized, the responding 
868000 family peripheral will provide vector 
number 15, the uninitialized interrupt vector. 
This provides a uniform way to recover from a 
programming error. 

Spurious Interrupt 
If during the interrupt acknowledge cycle no 
device responds by asserting DTACK or VPA, 
BEAR should be asserted to terminate the 
vector acquisition. The processor separates 
the processing of this error from bus error by 
forming a short format exception stack and 
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fetching the spurious interrupt vector instead 
of the bus error vector. The processor then 
proceeds with the usual exception process
ing. 

Instruction Traps 
Traps are exceptions caused by instructions. 
They arise either from processor recognition 
of abnormal conditions during instruction exe
cution, or from use of instructions whose 
normal behavior is trapping. 

Some instructions are used specifically to 
generate traps. The TRAP instruction always 
forces an exception and is useful for imple
menting supervisor calls for user programs. 
The TRAPV and CH K instructions force an 
exception if the user program detects a 
runtime error, which may be an arithmetic 
overflow or a subscript out of bounds. 

The signed divide (DIVS) and unsigned divide 
(DIVU) instructions will force an exception if a 
division operation is attempted with a divisor 
of zero. 

Illegal and Unimplemented Instructions 
Illegal instruction is the term used to refer to 
any of the word bit patterns which are not the 
bit patterns of the first word of a legal 
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SCN68010 instruction. During instruction exe
cution, if such an instruction is fetched, an 
illegal instruction exception occurs. Signetics 
reserves the right to define instructions 
whose opcodes may be any of the illegal 
instructions. Three bit patterns will always 
force an illegal instruction trap on all 868000 
family compatible microprocessors. They are: 
$4AFA, $4AFB, and $4AFC. Two of the 
patterns, $4AFA and $4AFB, are reserved for 
Signetics system products. The third pattern, 
$4AFC, is reserved for customer use. 

In addition to the previously defined illegal 
instruction opcodes, the SCN6801 O defines 
eight breakpoint illegal instructions with the 
bit patterns $4848 - $484F. These instruc
tions cause the processor to enter illegal 
instruction exception processing as usual, but 
a breakpoint bus cycle is executed before the 
stacking operations are performed as shown 
in Figure 39. The processor does not accept 
or send any data during this cycle. Whether 
the breakpoint cycle is terminated with a 
DTACK, BEAR, or VPA signal, the processor 
will continue with the illegal instruction pro
cessing. The purpose of this cycle is to 
provide a software breakpoint that will signal 
external hardware when it is executed. 

2 -
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15 

SP 
_, 

STATUS REGISTER 

PROGRAM COUNTER (HIGH) 

PROGRAM COUNTER (LOW) 

1000 J VECTOR OFFSET 

SPECIAL STATUS WORD 

FAULT ADDRESS (HIGH) 

FAULT ADDRESS (LOW) 

UNUSED, RESERVED 

DATA OUTPUT BUFFER 

UNUSED, RESERVED 

DATA INPUT BUFFER 

UNUSED. RESERVED 

INSTRUCTION INPUT BUFFER 

INTERNAL INFORMATION, 16 WORDS 

Figure 40. Exception Stack Order (Bus and Address Error) 

Word patterns with bits 12 - 15 equaling 1010 
or 1111 are distinguished as unimplemented 
instructions and separate exception vectors 
are given to these patterns to permit efficient 
emulation. This facility allows the operating 
system to detect program errors, or to emu
late unimplemented instructions, such as the 
68881 floating-point coprocessor instructions, 
in software. 

Privilege Violations 
In order to provide system security, various 
instructions are privileged. An attempt to 
execute one of the privileged instructions 
while in the user state will cause an excep
tion. The privileged instructions are: 
AND immediate to SR MOVE USP 
EOR immediate to SR 
MOVE to SR 
MOVE from SR 
MOVEC 
MOVES 

Tracing 

OR immediate to SR 
RESET 
RTE 
STOP 

To aid in program development, the 
SCN68010 includes a facility to allow instruc-· 
lion-by-instruction tracing. In the trace state, 
after each instruction is executed an excep
tion is forced, allowing a debugging program 
to monitor the execution of the program 
under test. 

The trace facility uses the T bit in the supervi
sor portion of the status register. If the T bit is 
negated (off), tracing is disabled, and instruc-

tion execution proceeds from instruction to 
instruction as normal. If the T bit is asserted 
(on) at the beginning of the execution of an 
instruction, a trace exception will be generat
ed as the execution of that instruction is 
completed. If the instruction is not executed, 
either because an interrupt is taken, or the 
instruction is illegal or privileged, the trace 
exception does not occur. The trace excep
tion also does not occur if the instruction is 
aborted by a reset, bus error, or address error 
exception. If the instruction is indeed execut
ed and an interrupt is pending on completion, 
the trace exception is processed before the 
interrupt exception. If, during the execution of 
the instruction an exception is forced by that 
instruction, the forced exception is processed 
before the trace exception. 

As an extreme illustration of the above rules, 
consider the arrival of an interrupt during the 
execution of a TRAP instruction while tracing 
is enabled. First the trap exception is pro
cessed, then the trace exception, and finally 
the interrupt exception. Instruction execution 
resumes in the interrupt handler routine. 

Bus Error 
Bus error exceptions occur when external 
logic terminates a bus cycle with a bus error 
signal. Whether the processor was doing 
instruction or exception processing, that pro
cessing is terminated, and the processor 
immediately begins exception processing. 
However, if a bus error occurs during excep-
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tion processing for a bus error, address error, 
or reset, the processor detects a double bus 
fault and halts. When exception processing is 
completed, instruction execution continues at 
the address contained in exception vector 
table entry two, at offset $008. 

Exception processing for a bus error follows a 
slightly different sequence than the sequence 
for group 1 and 2 exceptions. In addition to 
the four steps executed during exception 
processing for all other exceptions, 22 words 
of additional information are placed on the 
stack. This additional information describes 
the internal state of the processor at the lime 
of the bus error and is reloaded by the RTE 
instruction to continue the instruction that 
caused the error. Figure 40 shows the order 
of the stacked information. 

The value of the saved program counter does 
not necessarily point to the instruction that 
was executing when the bus error occurred, 
but may be advanced by up to five words. 
This is due to the prefetch mechanism on the 
SCN6801 O that always fetches a new instruc
tion word as each previously fetched instruc
tion word is used (see Instruction Prefetch). 
However, enough information is placed on 
the stack for the bus error exception handler 
routine to determine why the bus fault oc
curred. This additional information includes 
the address that was being accessed, the 
function codes for the access, whether it was 
a read or a write, and what internal register 
was included in the transfer. The fault ad
dress can be used by an operating system to 
determine what virtual memory location is 
needed so that the requested data can be 
brought into physical memory. The RTE in
struction is then used to reload the proces
sor's internal state at the time of the fault, the 
faulted bus cycle will then be rerun and the 
suspended instruction completed. If the fault
ed bus cycle was a read-modify-write, the 
entire cycle will be rerun whether the fault 
occurred during the read or the write opera
tion. 

An alternate method of handling a bus error is 
to complete the faulted access in software. In 
order to use this method, use of the special 
status word, the instruction input buffer, the 
data input buffer, and the data output buffer 
image is required. The format of the special 
status word is shown in Figure 41. If the bus 
cycle was a write, the data output buffer 
image should be written to the fault address 
location using the function code contained in 
the special status word. If the cycle was a 
read, the data at the fault address location 
should be written to the images of the data 
input buffer, instruction input buffer, or both 
according to the DF and IF bits.1 In addition, 

1 If the faulted access was a byte operation, the data should be moved from or to the least-significant byte of the data output or input buffer images unless the HB bit is 
set. This condition will only occur if a MOVEP instruction caused the fault during the transfer of bits 8 -15 of a word or long word or bits 24 - 31 of a long word. 
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for read-modify-write cycles, the status regis
ter image must be properly set to reflect the 
read data if the fault occurred during the read 
portion of the cycle and the write operation 
(i.e., setting the most signnicant bit of the 
memory location) must also be performed. 
This is because the entire read-modify-write 
cycle is assumed to have been completed by 
software. Once the cycle has been complet
ed by software, the RR bit in the special 
status word is set to indicate to the processor 
that it should not rerun the cycle when the 
RTE instruction is executed. If the rerun flag 
is set when an RTE instruction executes, the 
SCN6801 O still reads all of the information 
from the stack. 

Address Error 
Address error exceptions occur when the 
processor attempts to access a word or long 
word operand or an instruction at an odd · 
address. The effect is much like an internally 
generated bus error, so that the bus cycle is 
aborted, and the processor begins exception 
processing. After exception processing com
mences, the sequence is the same as that for 
bus error including the information that is 
stacked, except that the vector offset refers 
to the address error exception vector. If an 
address error occurs during exception pro
cessing for a bus error, address error, or 
reset, the processor detects a double bus 

· fault and halts. 

As shown in Figure 42, an address error will 
execute a short bus cycle followed by excep
tion processing. This short bus cycle is similar 
to a normal read or write cycle, except that 
the data strobes are not asserted and no 
external signals are used to terminate the 
cycle. During an address error bus cycle, AS 
is asserted to indicate that the SCN6801 O will 
drive the address bus (thus allowing for 
proper operation in a multiple bus master 
system). Note that data strobes are not 

CU( 

15 14 13 12 11 10 8 7 - 3 2 

IF Of RM, HB BY I RW I * I FC2-FCO 

RR 
IF 
DF 
All 
HB 
BY 

- RE-RUN FLAG; 0 = PROCESSOR RE-RUN (DEFAULT), 1 = SOFTWARE RE-RUN. 
- INSTRUCTION FETCH TO THE INSTRUCTION INPUT BUFFER. 
- DATA FETCH TO THE DATA INPUT BUFFER. 
- READ-MODIFY-WRITE CYCLE. 
- HIGH BYTE TRANSFER FROM THE DATA OUTPUT BUFFER OR TO THE DATA INPUT BUFFER. 
- BYTE TRANSFER FLAG; HB SELECTS THE HIGH OR LOW BYTE OF THE TRANSFER REGISTER. 

IF BY IS CLEAR, THE TRANSFER IS WORD. 
- READ/WRITE FLAG; 0 = WRITE, 1 = READ. RW 

FC . - THE FUNCTION CODE USED CURING THE FAULTED ACCESS. 
- THESE BITS ARE RESERVED FOR FUTURE USE BV SIGNETICS AND WILL BE ZERO WHEN 

WRITTEN BY THE SCN68010. 

Figure 41. Special Status Word Format 

asserted allowing for address error detection 
and memory protection. 

Since the address error exception stacks the 
same information that is stacked by a bus 
error exception, it is possible to use the RTE 
instruction to continue execution of the sus
pended instruction. However, if the software 
rerun flag is not set, the fault address will be 
used when the cycle is rerun and another 
address error exception will occur. Therefore, 
the user must be certain that the proper 
corrections have been made to the stack 
image and user registers before attempting to 
continue the instruction. With proper software 
handling, the address error exception handler 
could emulate word or long word accesses to 
odd addresses if desired. 

Return From Exception 
In addition to returning from any exception 
handler routine, the ATE instruction is used to 
resume the execution of a suspended instruc
tion by restoring all of the temporary register 
and control information stored during a bus 
error and returning to the normal processing 
state. For the RTE instruction to execute 
properly, the stack must contain valid and 

•• .. 

accessible data. The RTE instruction checks 
for data validity in two ways; first, by checking 
the format/offset word for a valid stack for
mat code, and second, if the format code 
indicates the long stack format, the long 
stack data is checked for validity as it is 
loaded into the processor. In addition, the 
data is checked for accessibility when the 
processor starts reading the long data. Be
cause of these checks, the RTE instruction 
executes as follows: 

1. Determine the stack format. This step is 
the same for any stack format and con
sists of reading the status register, pro
gram counter, and format/offset word. If 
the format code indicates a short stack 
format, execution continues at the new 
program counter address. If the format 
code is not one of the SCN6801 O defined 
stack format codes, exception process
ing starts for a format error. 

2. Determine data validity. For a long stack 
format, the SCN68010 will begin to read 
the remaining stack data, checking for 
validity of the data. The only word 
checked for validity is the first of the 16 
internal information words (SP + 26) 

so $2 .. 
A1·A23 =--==--=r---==;._==-., 
As-----~'----:....----==========~-~..-----......!'===\"-UDS 

LOS 

RiW j 
ffiiCK ---------, 

~---

\ 

., 
Mr------., 

oo.o•• -----...r------,H ... ___ _,)---J,.--------4C:::: 
,.I ••--- READ ----1.,*l •.,_ __ A_DoR~~IT~RROR • I ~PPRO~D~eCLOCK~ I • WAITE STACK~ 

Figure 42. Address Error Timing Diagram 
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shown in Figure 40. This word contains a 
processor version number in bits 10 
through 13, that must match the version 
number of the SCN68010 that is attempt
ing to read the data. This validity check is 
used to insure that in dual processor 
systems, the data will be properly inter
preted by the RTE instruction if the two 
processors are of different versions. If 
the version number is incorrect for this 
processor, the RTE instruction will be 
aborted and exception processing will 
begin for a format error exception. Since 
the stack pointer is not updated until the 
RTE instruction has successfully read all 
of the stack data, a format error occurring 
at this point will not stack new data over 
the previous bus error stack information. 

3. Determine data accessibility. If the long 
stack data is valid, the SCN6801 O per
forms a read from the last word (SP + 56) 

INITIATE THE CYCLE 

of the long stack to determine data 
accessibility .. If this read is terminated 
normally, the processor assumes that the 
remaining words on the stack frame are 
also accessible. If a bus error is signaled 
before or during this read, a bus error 
exception is taken as usual. Alter this 
read, the processor must be able to load 
the remaining data without receiving a 
bus error; therefore, if a bus error occurs 
on any of the remaining stack reads, the 
SCN6801 O treats this as a double bus 
fault and enters the halted state. 

INTERFACE WITH 
SYNCHRONOUS PERIPHERALS 
To interlace the synchronous peripherals with 
the asynchronous SCN6801 O, the processor 
modifies its bus cycle to meet the synchro
nous cycle requirements whenever a syn-

1) THE PROCESSOR STARTS A NORMAL READ 
OR WRITE CYCLE 
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chronous device address is detected. This is 
possible since both prcx:essors use memory 
mapped 1/0. Figure 43 is a flowchart of the 
interlace operation between the processor 
and synchronous devices. 

Data Transfer Operation 
Three signals on the processor provide the 
synchronous interlace. They are: enable (E). 
valid memory address {VMA). and valid pe
ripheral address (VJ5A). Enable corresponds 
to the E or phase 2 signal in existing synchro
nous systems. The bus frequency is one 
tenth of the incoming SCN6801 O clock fre
quency. The timing of E allows 1 MHz periph
erals to be used with an 8MHz SCN68010. 
Enable has a 60/ 40 duty cycle; that is, it is 
low for six input clocks and high for four input 
clocks. This duty cycle allows the processor 
to do successive VJ5A accesses on succes
sive E pulses. 

DEFINE THE SYNCHRONOUS CYCLE 

I) EXTERNAL HAROWARE ASSERTS VALID 

SYNCHRONIZE WITH ENABLE ........ PERIPHERAL ADDRESS (VPA) 

1) THE PROCESSOR MONITORS ENABLE (E) 
UNTIL IT IS LOW (PHASE1) 

2) THE PROCl!!§QR ASSERTS VALID MEMORY 
ADDRESS (VMA) 

TRANSFER THE DATA 

1) THE PERIPHERAL WAITS UNTIL EIS ACTIVE 

TERMINATE THE CYCLE AND THEN TRANSFERS THE DATA 

1) THE PROCESSOR WAITS UNTIL E GOES 
LOW (ON A READ CYCLE THE CATA IS 
LATCHEO ASE GOES LOW INTERNALLY) 

2) THE PROCESSOR NEGATES iii.lA 
3) THE PROCESSOR NEGATES M, UD!, AND 

iE 

l 
START NEXT CYCLE 

Processor Slave 

Figure 43. Synchronous Interfacing Flowchart 
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Synchronous cycle timing is given in Figure 
44. At state zero (SO) in the cycle, the 
address bus is in the high-Impedance state. A 
function code is asserted on the function 
code output lines. One-half clock later, in 
state 1, the address bus is released from the 
high-impedance state. 

During state 2, the address strobe (A'S) is 
asserted to indicate that there is a valid 
address on the address bus. If the bus cycle 
is a read cycle, the upper and/or lower data 
strobes are also asserted in state 2. If the bus 
cycle is a write cycle, the read/write (R/W) 
signal is switched to low (write) during state 2. 
One-half clock later, in state 3, the write data 
is placed on the data bus, and in stiite 4 the 
data strobes are Issued to Indicate valid data 
on the data bus. The processor now inserts 
wait states until it recognizes the assertion of 
VPA. 

The Vl5A Input signals the processor that the 
address on the bus is the address of a 
synchronous device (or an area reserved for 
synchronous devices) and that the . bus 
should conform to the phase 2 transfer char
acteristics of the synchronous bus. Valid 
~heral address Is derived by decoding the 
address bus, conditioned by the address 
strobe. Chip select for the synchronous pe
ripherals should be derived by decoding the 
address bus conditioned by VQA. 

After recognition of VPA, the processor as
sures that the enable (E) Is low, by waiting If 
necessary, and subsequently asserts VMA 
two clock cycles before E goes high. i1QA is 
then used as part of the chip select equation 
of the peripheral. This ensures that the syn
chronous peripherals are selected and dese
lected at the correct time. The peripheral now 
runs its cycle during the high portion of the E 
signal. Figures 44 and 45 depict the best and 
worst case synchronous cycle timing; this 
cycle length is dependent strlctly upon when 
VPA is asserted in relationship to the E clock. 

If - assume that external circuitry asserts 
Vl5A as socn as possible after the assertion 
of AS, then Vl5A will be recognized as being 
asserted on the falling edge of 84. In this 
case, no "extra" wait cycles will be inserted 
prior to the recognition of VPA asserted and 
only the wait cycles inserted to synchronize · 
with the E clock will determine the total length 
of the cycle. In any case, the synchronization 
delay will be some integral number of clock 
cycles within the following two extremes: 

1. Best Case - VPA is recognized as being 
asserted on the falling edge three clock 
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Figure 44. SCN68010 to Synchronous Peripheral Timing Diagram - Best Case 
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Figure 45. SCN68010 to Synchronous Peripheral Timing Diagram - Worat Case 

cycles before E rises (or three clock 
cycles after E falls). 

2. Worst Case - VPA is recognized as be· 
ing asserted on the falling edge two clock 
cycles before E rises (or four clock cycles 
after E falls). 

During a read cycle, the processor latches 
the pedpheral data In state 6. For all cycles, 
the processor negates the address and data 
strobes one-half clock cycle later in state 7 
!lnd the enable signal goes low at this time. 
Another half clock later, the address bus Is 
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put In the high-Impedance state. During a 
write cycle, the data bus Is put In the high· 
Impedance state and the read/write signal Is 
switched high. The peripheral logic must re
move VPA within one clock after the.address 
strobe is negated. 

D'fACi< should not be asserted while VPA Is 
asserted. Notice that the SCN6B01 o VMi\ Is 
active low, contrasted with the active high 
synchronous VMA This allows the processor 
to put Its buses In the high-impedance state 
on OMA requests without Inadvertently se
lecting the peripherals. 
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Figure 46. Autovector Operation Timing Diagram 

Interrupt Interface Operation 
During an Interrupt acknowledge cycle while 
the processor is fetching the vector. if VPA is 
asserted the SCN6801 o will assert ii'Wli and 
complete a nonnal synchronous read cycle 
as shown in Figure 46. The processor will 
then us& an Internally generated vector that is 
a function of the interrupt being serviced. This 
process is known as autovectorlng. The sev-
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en autovee1ors are vector numbers 25 
through 31 (decimal). 

Autovectoring operates in the same fashion 
(but is not restricted to) the synchronous 
interrupt sequence . .The basic difference is 
that there are six normal interrupt vectors and 
one NMI type vector. As wi1h both the syn
chronous and the SCN68010's normal vec-
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tored interrupt, the interrupt service routine 
can be located anywhere in the address 
space. This is due to the fsct that while the 
vector numbers are fDCed, the contents of the 
vector table entries are assigned by the user. 

Since ii'Wli is asserted during autovectoring. 
the synchronous peripheral address decoding 
should prevent unintended accesses. 
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INSTRUCTION SET AND 
EXECUTION TIMES 

Instruction Set 
The following paragraphs provide information 
about the addressing categories and instruc
tion set of the SCN68010. 

Addressing Categories 
Effective address modes may be categorized 
by the ways in which they may be used. The 
following classifications will be used in the 
instruction definitions: 
Data If an effective address mode may 

be used to refer to data oper
ands, it is considered a data ad
dressing effective address mode. 

Memory If an effective address mode may 
be used to refer to memory oper
ands, it is considered a memory 
addressing effective address 
mode. 

Alterable It an effective address mode may 
be used to refer to alterable 
(writeable) operands, it is consid
ered an alterable addressing ef
fective address mode. 

Control If an effective address mode may 
be used to refer to memory oper
ands without an associated size, 
it is considered a control address
ing effective address mode. 
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Table 22. Effective Addressing Mode Categories 

EFFECTIVE ADDRESSING CATEGORIES 
ADDRESS MODE REGISTER DATA 

MODES 

On 000 Register number x 
An 001 Register number -
(An) 010 Register number x 
(An)+ 011 Register number x 
-(An) 100 Register number x 
d(An) 101 Register number x 
d(An, ix) 110 Register number x 
xxx.W 111 000 x 
xxx.L 111 001 x 
d(PC) 111 010 x 
d(PC, ix) 111 011 x 
#xxx 111 100 x 

These categories may be combined, so that 
additional, more restrictive, classifications 
may be defined. For example, the instruction 
descriptions use such classifications as alter
able memory or data alterable. The former 
refers to those addressing modes which are 
both alterable and memory addresses, and 
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Memory Control Alterable 

- - x 
- - x 
x x x 
x - x 
x - x 
x x x 
x x x 
x x x 
x x x 
x x -
x x -
x - -

the latter refers to addressing modes which 
are both data and alterable. Table 22 shows 
the various categories to which each of the 
effective address modes belong. Table 23 is 
the instruction set summary. 

-2 -
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Table 23. Instruction Set 

CONDITION 
MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION OPERATION CODES 

x N z v c 
ABCD Add decimal with extend (Destination)10 + (Source)lo + X --+ Destination . u . u . 
ADD Add binary (Destination) + (Source) --+ Destination . . . . . 
ADDA Add address (Destination) + (Source) --+ Destination - - - - -
ADDI Add immediate (Destination) + Immediate Data --+ Destination . . . . . 
ADDO Add quick (Destination) + Immediate Data --+ Destination . . . . . 
ADDX Add extended (Destination) + (Source) + X= Destination . . . . . 
AND AND logical (Destination) A Source --+ Destination - . . 0 0 

ANDI AND immediate (Destination) A Immediate Data --+ Destination - . . 0 0 

ANDI to CCR AND immediate to condition codes (Source) A CCR --+ CCR . . . . . 
ANDI to SR AND immediate to status register (Source) A SR -+ SR . . . . . 
ASL, ASA Arithmetic shift (Destination) Shifted by < count > --+ Destination . . . . . 
Bee Branch conditionally If cc the PC + d --+ PC - - - - -

- ( < bit number > ) OF Destination -+ Z . BCHG Test a bit and change - ( < bit number > ) OF Destination -+ - - - -
< bit number > OF Destination 

BCLR Test a bit and clear - ( < bit number > ) OF Destination --+ Z - - . - -0 .... < bit number > -+ OF Destination 

BRA Branch always (PC) + displacement -+ PC - - - - -
BSET Test a bit and set - ( < bit number > ) OF Destination -+ Z - - . - -1 -+ < bit number > OF Destination 

BSA Branch to subroutine (PC) -+ -(SP); (PC)+ d -+ PC - - - - -
BTST Test a bit - ( < bit number > ) OF Destination -+ z - - . - -
CHK Check register against bounds If On < O or On > (< ea >) then TRAP - . u u u 
CLR Clear and operand O -+ Destination - 0 1 0 0 

CMP Compare (Destination) - (Source) - . . . . 
CMPA Compare address (Destination) - (Source) - . . . . 
CMPI Compare immediate (Destination) - Immediate Data - . . . . 
CMPM Compare memory (Destination) - (Source) - . . . . 
DBoc Test condition, decrement and branch if -oc then Dn-1 --+ On; ~On *-1 then - - - - -PC+d-+ PC 

DIVS Signed divide (Destination)/(Source) --+ Destination - . . . 0 

DIVU Unsigned divide (Destination)/(Source) -+ Destination - . . . 0 

EOR Exclusive OR logical (Destination) EB (Source) -+ Destination - . . 0 0 
EDRI Exclusive OR immediate (Destination) EB Immediate Data --+ Destination - . . 0 0 
EORI to CCR Exclusive OR immediate to condition code~ (Source) "' CCR --+ CCR . . . . . 
EORI to SR Exclusive OR immediate to status register (Source) EB SR --+ SR . . . . . 
EXG Exchange register (Rx) .... (Ry) - - - - -
EXT Sign extend (Destination) Sign-Extended --+ Destination - . . 0 0 

JMP Jump (Destination) --+ PC - - - - -
JSR Jump to subroutine (PC) -+ - (SP); Destination --+ PC - - - - -
LEA Load effective address Destination --+ An - - - - -
LINK Link and allocate (An) -+ - (SP); (SP) -+ An; (SP) + --+SP - - - - -
LSL, LSR Logical shift (Destination) Shifted by < count > -+ Destination . . . 0 . 
MOVE Move data from source to destination (Source) -+ Destination - . . 0 0 

MOVE to CCR Move to condition code (Source) -+ CCR . . . . . 
MOVE from CCR Move from condition codes (CCR) -+ Destination - - - - -
MOVE to SR Move to the status register (Source) --+ SR . . . . . 
MOVE from SR Move from the status register (SR) --+ Destination - - - - -
MOVE USP Move user stack pointer (USP) -+ An; (An)=Ar USP - - - - -
MOVEA Move address (Source) --+ Destination - - - - -
MOVEC Move control register (Cr) -+ Rn; (Rn) --+ Cr - - - - -
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Table 23. Instruction Set (Continued) 

MNEMONIC 

MOVEM 

MOVEP 

MOVEQ 

MOVES 

MULS 

MULU 

NBCD 

NEG 

NEGX 

NOP 

NOT 

OR 

ORI 

ORI to CCR 

ORI to SR 

PEA 

RESET 

ROL, ROR 

ROXL, ROXR 

RTD 

RTE 

RTR 

RTS 

SBCD 

Sec 

STOP 

SUB 

SUBA 

SUBI 

SUBQ 

SUBX 

SWAP 

TAS 

TRAP 

TRAPV 

TST 

UNLK 

NOTES: 
[ ] - bit number 
e logical exclusive OR 
A logical AND 
V logical OR 
- logical complement 
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DESCRIPTION 

Move multiple registers 

Move peripheral data 

Move quick 

Move alternate address space 

Signed multiply 

Unsigned multiply 

Negate decimal with extend 

Negate 

Negate with extend 

No operation 

Logical complement 

Inclusive OR logical 

Inclusive OR immediate 

Inclusive OR immediate to condition codes 

Inclusive OR immediate to status register 

Push effective address 

Reset external device 

Rotate (without extend) 

Rotate with extend 

Return and deallocate stack 

Return from exception 

Return and restore condition codes 

Return from subroutine 

Subtract decimal with extend 

Set according to condition 

Load status register and stop 

Subtract binary 

Subtract address 

Subtract immediate 

Subtract quick 

Subtract with extend 

Swap register halves 

Test and set an operand 

Trap 

Trap on overflow 

Test and operand 

Unlink 

• affected 
- unaffected 
O cleared 
1 set 
U undefined 

CONDITION 
OPERATION CODES 

x N z v c 
(Registers) --+ Destination 
(Source) --+ Registers - - - - -
(Source) --+ Destination - - - - -
Immediate Data --+ Destination - . . 0 0 

(On) --+ Destination; (Source) --+ On - - - - -
(Destination)X (Source) --+ Destination - . . 0 0 

(Destination)X (Source) --+ Destination - . . 0 0 

O - (Destination)10 - X --+ Destination . u . u . 
o - (Destination) --+ Destination . . . . . 
O - (Destination) - X --+ Destination . . . . . 
- - - - - -
- (Destination) --+ Destination - . . 0 0 

(Destination) v (Source) --+ Destination - . . 0 0 

(Destination) v Immediate Data --+ Destination - . . 0 0 

(Source) v CCR --+ CCR . . . . . 
(Source) v SR --+ SR . . . . . 
Destination --+ - (SP) - - - - -
- - - - - -
(Destination) Rotated by < count > --+ Destination - . . 0 . 
(Destination) Rotated by < count > --+ Destination . . . 0 . 
(SP)+ --+ PC; (SP) + d --+ SP - - - - -
(SP) + --+ SR; (SP) + --+ PC . . . . . 
(SP) + --+ CC; (SP) + --+ PC . . . . . 
(SP)+ --+ PC - - - - -
(Destination)10 -(Source) 10 -X --+ Destination . u . u . 
If cc then 1 's --+ Destination else -O's --+ Destination - - - -
Immediate Data --+ SR; STOP . . . . . 
(Destination) - (Source) --+ Destination . . . . . 
(Destination) - (Source) --+ Destination - - - - -
(Destination) - Immediate Data --+ Destination . . . . . 
(Destination) - Immediate Data --+ Destination . . . . . 
(Destination) - (Source) - X --+ Destination . . . . . 
Register (31:16) ... Register [15:0) - . . 0 0 

(Destination) Tested --+ CC; 1 --+ [7] OF Destination - . . 0 0 

(PC) --+ - (SSP); (SR) --+ - (SSP); (Vector) --+ PC - - - - -
If V set then TRAP - - - - -
(Destination) Tested --+ CC - . . 0 0 

(An) --+ SP; (SP) + --+ An - - - -
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Instruction Prefetch 
The SCN6801 O uses a two-word tightly-cou
pled instruction prefetch mechanism to en
hance performance. This mechanism is de
scribed in terms of the microcode operations 
involved. If the execution of an instruction is 
defined to begin when the microroutine for 
that instruction is entered, some features of 
the prefetch mechanism can be described. 

LEA 
LEA 
MOVE. W 

LOOP MOVE. W 
DBEQ 

SOURCE, AO 
DEST, A1 
#LENGTH, DO 
(AO)+, (A 1 )+ 
DO, LOOP 

Product Specification 

SCN68010 

Load a pointer to source data 
Load a pointer to destination 
Load the counter register 
Loop to move the block of data 
Stop If data word Is zero 

1. When execution of an instruction begins, 
the operation word and the word follow
ing have already been fetched. The oper
ation word is in the instruction decoder. 

Figure 47. DBcc Loop Program Example 

2. In the case of multi-word instructions, as 
each additional word of the instruction is 
used internally, a fetch is made to the 
instruction stream to replace it. 

3. The last fetch for an instruction from the 
instruction stream is made when the 
operation word is discarded and decod
ing is started on the next instruction. 

4. If the instruction is a single-word instruc
tion causing a branch, the second word is 
not used. But because this word is 
fetched by the preceding instruction, it is 
impossible to avoid this superfluous 
fetch. 

5. In the case of an interrupt or trace 
exception, both prefetched words are not 
used. 

6. The program counter usually points to 
the last word fetched from the instruction 
stream. 

Loop Mode Operation 
The SCN6801 O has several features that 
provide efficient execution of program loops. 
One of these features is the DBcc looping 
primitive instruction. The DBcc instruction 
operates on three operands, a loop counter, a 
branch condition, and a branch displacement. 
When the DBcc is executed in loop mode, the 
contents of the low order word of the register 
specified as the loop counter is decremented 
by one and compared to minus one. If equal 
to minus one, the result of the decrement is 
placed back into the count register and the 
next sequential instruction is executed, other
wise the condition code register is checked 
against the specified branch condition. If the 
condition is true, the result of the decrement 
is discarded and the next sequential instruc
tion is executed. Finally, if the count register 
is not equal to minus one and the branch 
condition is false, the branch displacement is 
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added to the program counter and instruction 
execution continues at that new address. 
Note that this is slightly different than non
looped execution; however, the results are 
the same. 

An example of using the DBcc instruction in a 
simple loop for moving a block of data is 
shown in Figure 47. In this program, the block 
of data 'LENGTH' words long at address 
'SOURCE' is to be moved to address 'DEST' 
provided that none of the words moved are 
equal to zero. When the effect of instruction 
prefetch on this loop is examined it can be 
seen that the bus activity during the loop 
execution would be: 

1. Fetch the MOVE.W instruction, 
2. Fetch the DBEQ instruction, 

3. Read the operand where AO points, 

4. Write the operand where A 1 points, 

5. Fetch the DBEQ branch displacement, 
and 

6. If loop cond~ions are met, return to 
step 1. 

During this loop, five bus cycles are executed; 
however, only two bus cycles perform the 
data movement. Since the SCN6801 O has a 
two word prefetch queue in addition to a one 
word instruction decode register, it is evident 
that the three instruction fetches in this loop 
could be eliminated by placing the MOVE.W 
word in the instruction decode register and 
holding the DBEQ instruction and its branch 
displacement in the prefetch queue. The 
SCN6B01 O has the ability to do this by 
entering the loop mode of operation. During 
loop mode operation, all opcode fetches are 
suppressed and. only operand reads and 
writes are performed until an exit loop condi
tion is .met. 

Loop mode operation is transparent to the 
programmer, w~h only two conditions re-
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quired for the SCN6B01 O to enter the loop 
mode. First, a DBcc instruction must be 
executed with both branch conditions met 
and a branch displacement of minus four; 
which indicates that the branch is to a one 
word instruction preceding the DBcc instruc
tion. Second, when the processor fetches the 
instruction at the branch address, it is 
checked to determine whether it is one of the 
allowed looping instructions. If it is, the loop 
mode is entered. Thus, the single word 
looped instruction and the first word of the 
DBcc instruction will each be fetched twice 
when the loop is entered; but no instruction 
fetches will occur again until the DBcc loop 
conditions fail. 

In addition to the normal termination condi
tions for a loop, there are several conditions 
that will cause the SCN6B010 to exit loop 
mode operation. These conditions are inter
rupts, trace exceptions, reset errors, and bus 
errors. Interrupts are honored after each 
execution of the DBcc instruction, but not 
after the execution of the looped instruction. 
If an interrupt exception occurs, loop mode 

· operation is terminated and can be restarted 
on return from the interrupt handler. If the T 
bit is set, trace exceptions will occur at the 
end of both the loop instruction and the DBcc 
instruction and thus loop mode operation is 
not available. Reset will abort all processing, 
including the loop mode. Bus errors during 
the loop mode will be treated the same as in 
normal processing; however, when the RTE 
instruction is used to continue the execution 
of the looped instruction, the three word loop 
will not be re-fetched. 

The loopable instructions available on the 
SCN6801 o are listed in Table 24. These 
instructions may use the three address regis
ter indirect addressing modes to form one 
word looping instructions; (An), (An) + , and 
-(An). 
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Table 24. MC68010 Loopable Instructions 

APPLICABLE APPLICABLE 
OPCODES ADDRESSING OPCODES ADDRESSING 

MODES MODES 

MOVE [BWLJ (Ay) to (Ax) ABCD [BJ -(Ay) to -(Ax) 
(Ay) to (Ax)+ ADDX [BWLJ 
(Ay) to -(Ax) SBCD [BJ 
(Ay)+ to (Ax) SUBX [BWLJ 
(Ay)+ to (Ax)+ 
(Ay)+ to -(Ax) CMP [BWLJ (Ay)+ to (Ax)+ 

-(Ay) to (Ax) CLR [BWLJ (Ay) 
-(Ay) to (Ax)+ NEG [BWLJ (Ay)+ 
-(Ay) to -(Ax) NEGX [BWLJ -(Ay) 
Ry to (Ax) NOT [BWLJ 
Ry to (Ax)+ TST [BWLJ 

ADD [BWLJ (Ay) to Ox NBCD [BJ 

AND [BWLJ (Ay)+ to Ox ASL [W] (Ay) by #1 
CMP [BWLJ -(Ay) to Ox ASA [W] (Ay)+ by #1 
OR [BWLJ LSL [WJ -(Ay) by #1 
SUB [BWLJ LSR [W] 

ADDA [WLJ (Ay) to Ax 
CMPA [WLJ -(Ay) to Ax 
SUBA [WLJ (Ay)+ to Ax 

AOL [W] 
ROA [W] 
ROXL [W] 
ROXR (WJ 

ADD [BWLJ Ox to (Ay) 
NOTE: 

AND [BWLJ 
EOR [BWLJ 
OR [BWLJ 

Ox to (Ay)+ 
Ox to -(Ay) 

[B, W, or LJ indicate an operand size of byte, 
word, or long word. 

SUB [BWLJ 

Table 25. Effective Address C&lculatlon Times 

ADDRESSING MODE 

Register 

On Data register direct 
An Address register direct 

Memory 

(An) Address register indirect 
(An)+ Address register indirect with postincrement 

-(An) Address register indirect with predecrement 
d(An) Address register indirect with displacement 

d(An, ix)' Address register indirect with index 
xxx.W Absolute short 

xxx.L Absolute long 
d(PC) Program counter with displacement 

d(PC, ix) Program countar with index 
#xxx Immediate 

NOTE: 
'The size of the Index register (ix) does not affect execution time. 
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Instruction Execution Times 
The following paragraphs contain listings of 
the instruction execution times in terms of 
external clock (CLK) periods. In this timing 
data, it is assumed that both memory read 
and write cycle times are four clock periods. 
Any wait states caused by a longer memory 
cycle must be added to the total instruction 
time. The number of bus read and write 
cycles for each instruction is also included 
with the timing data. This data is enclosed in 
parenthesis following the execution periods 
and is shown as (r/w) where r is the number 
of read cycles and w is the number of write 
cycles. 

NOTE 
The number of clock periods includes instruc· 
tion fetches and all applicable operand fetch· 
es and stores. 

Operand Effective Address C&lculatlon 
Times 
Table 25 lists the number of clock periods 
required to compute an instruction's effective 
address. It includes fetching of any extension 
words, the address computation, and fetching 
of the memory operand if necessary. Several 
instructions do not need the operand at an 
effective address to be fetched and thus 
require fewer clock periods to calculate a 
given effective address than the instructions 
that do fetch the effective address operand. 
The number of bus read and write cycles is 
shown in parentheses as (r /w). Note there 
are no write cycles involved in processing the 
effective address. 

BYTE, WORD LONG 

Fetch No Fetch Fetch No Fetch 

0(0/0) - 0(0/0) -
0(0/0) - 0(0/0) -

4(1/0) 2(0/0) 8(2/0) 2(0/0) 
4(1/0) 4(0/0) 8(2/0) 4(0/0) 

6(1/0) 4(0/0) 10(2/0) 4(0/0) 
8(2/0) 4(0/0) 12(3/0) 4(1/0) 

10(2/0) 8(1/0) 14(3/0) 8(1/0) 
8(2/0) 4(1/0) 12(3/0) 4(1/0) 

12(3/0) 8(2/0) 16(4/0) 8(2/0) 
8(2/0) - 12(3/0) -

10(2/0) - 14(3/0) -
4(1/0) - 8(2/0) -
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Table 26. Move Byte and Word Instruction Execution Times 

DESTINATION 
SOURCE 

On An (An)· (An)+ -(An) d(An) d(An, Ix)• xxx.W xxx.L 

On 4(1/0) 4(1/0) 8(1/1) 8(1/1) 8(1/1) .. 12(2/1) 14(2/1) 12(2/1) 16(3/1) 
An 4(1/0) 4(1/0) 8(1/1) 8(1/1) 8(1/1) 12(2/1) 14(2/1) 12(2/1) 16(3/1) 
(An) 8(2/0) 8(2/0) 12(2/1) 12(2/1) 12(2/1) 16(3/1) 18(3/1) 16(3/1) 20(4/1) 

(An)+ 8(2/0) 8(2/0) 12(2/1) 12(2/1) 12(2/1) 16(3/1) 18(3/1) 16(3/1) 20(4/1) 
-(An) 10(2/0) 10(2/0) 14(2/1) 14(2/1) 14(2/1) 18(3/1) 20(3/1) 18(3/1) 22(4/1) 
d(An) 12(3/0) 12(3/0) 16(3/1) 16(3/1) 16(3/1) 20(4/1) 22(4/1) 20(4/1) 24(5/1) 

d(An, ix)* 14(3/0) 14(3/0) 18(3/1) 18(3/1) 18(3/1) 22(4/1) 24(4/1) 22(4/1) 26(5/1) 
xxx.W 12(3/0) 12(3/0) 16(3/1) 16(3/1) 16(3/1) 20(4/1) 22(4/1) 20(4/1) 24(5/1) 
xxx.L 16(4/0) 16(4/0) 20(4/1) 20(4/1) 20(4/1) 24(5/1) 26(5/1) 24(5/1) 28(6/1) 

d(PC) 12(3/0) 12(3/0) 16(3/1) 16(3/1) 16(3/1) 20(4/1) 22(4/1) 20(4/1) 24(5/1) 
d{PC, ix)* 14(3/0) 14(3/0) 18(3/1) 18(3/1) 18(3/1) 22(4/1) 24(4/1) 22(4/1) 26(5/1) 
#xxx 8(2/0) 8(2/0) 12(2/1) 12(2/1) 12(2/1) 16(3/1) 18(3/1) 16(3/1) 20(4/1) 

NOTE: 
*The size of the index register (ix) does not affect execution time. 

Move Instruction Execution Times Table 27. Move Byte and Word Instruction Loop Mode Execution Times 
Tables 26, 27, 28, and 29 indicate the number 
of clock periods for the move instruction. This 
date includes instruc1ion fetch, operand 
reads. and operand writes. The number of 
bus read and write cycles is shown in paren
thesis as (r/w). SOURCE 

On 

An* 

(An) 

(An)+ 

-(An) 

NOTE: 
•word only. 

LOOP CONTINUED 

Valid Count, cc False 

(An) (An)+ -(An) 

10(0/1) 10(0/1) -
10(0/1) 10(0/1) -
14(1/1) 14(1/1) 16(1/1) 

14(1/1) 14(1/1) 16(1/1) 

16(1/1) 16(1/1) 18(1/1) 

Table 28. Move Long Instruction Execution Times 

DESTINATION 
SOURCE 

On An (An) (An)+ -(An) 

On 4(1/0) 4(1/0) 12(1/2) 12(1/2) 14(1/2) 
An 4(1/0) 4(1/0) 12(1/2) 12(1/2) 14(1/2) 
(An) 12(3/0) 12(3/0) 20(3/2) 20(3/2) 20(3/2) 

(An)+ 12(3/0) 12(3/0) 20(3/2) 20(3/2) 20(3/2) 
-(An) 14(3/0) 14(3/0) 22(3/2) 22(3/2) 22(3/2) 
d(An) 16(4/0) 16(4/0) 24(4/2) 24(4/2) 24(4/2) 

d(An, ix)* 18(4/0) 18(4/0) 26(4/2) 26(4/2) 26(4/2) 
xxx.W 16(4/0) 16(4/0) 24(4/2) 24(4/2) 24(4/2) 
xxx.L 20(5/0) 20(5/0) 28(5/2) 28(5/2) 28(5/2) 

d(PC) 16(4/0) 16(4/0) 24(4/2) 24(4/2) 24(4/2) 
d(PC, ix)* 18(4/0) 18(4/0) 26(4/2) 26(4/2) 26(4/2) 
#xxx 12(3/0) 12(3/0) 20(3/2) 20(3/2) 20(3/2) 

NOTE: 
*The size of the index register ~x) does not affect execution time. 
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LOOP TERMINATED 

Valid Count, cc True Expired Count 

DesUnatlon 

(An) (An)+ -(An) (An) (An)+ -(An) 

18(2/1) 18(2/1) - 16(2/1) 16(2/1) -
18(2/1) 18(2/1) - 16(2/1) 16(2/1) -
20(3/1) 20(3/1) 22(3/1) 18(3/1) 18(3/1) 20(3/1) 

20(3/1) 20(3/1) 22(3/1) 18(3/1) 18(3/1) 20(3/1) 

22(3/1) 22(3/1) 24(3/1) 20(3/1) 20(3/1) 22(3/1) 

d(An) d{An, Ix)* xxx.W xxx.L 

16(2/2) 18(2/2) 16(2/2) 20(3/2) 
16(2/2) 18(2/2) 16(2/2) 20(3/2) 
24(4/2) 26(4/2) 24(4/2) 28(5/2) 

24(4/2) 26(4/2) 24(4/2) 28(5/2) 
26(4/2) 28(4/2) 26(4/2) 30(5/2) 
28(5/2) 30(5/2) 28(6/2) 32(6/2) 

30(5/2) 32(5/2) 30(5/2) 34(6/2) 
28(5/2) 30(5/2) 28(5/2) 32(6/2) 
32(6/2) 34(6/2) 32(6/2) 36(7/2) 

28(5/2) 30(5/2) 28(5/2) 32(5/2) 
30(5/2) 32(5/2) 30(5/2) 34(6/2) 
24(4/2) 26(4/2) 24(4/2) 28(5/2) 



Product Specification 

16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

Table 29. Move Long Instruction Loop Mode Execution Times 

LOOP CONTINUED LOOP TERMINATED 

Valld Count, cc False Valld Count, cc True Expired Count 

Destination 

SOURCE (An) (An)+ -(An) (An) (An)+ -(An) (An) (An)+ -(An) 

On 14(0/2) 14(0/2) - 20(2/2) 20(2/2) - 18(2/2) 18(2/2) -
An 14(0/2) 14(0/2) - 20(2/2) 20(2/2) - 18(2/2) 18(2/2) -
(An) 22(2/2) 22(2/2) 24(2/2) 28(4/2) 28(4/2) 30(4/2) 24(4/2) 24(4/2) 26(4/2) 

(An)+ 22(2/2) 22(2/2) 24(2/2) 28(4/2) 28(4/2) 30(4/2) 24(4/2) 24(4/2) 26(4/2) 

-(An) 24(2/2) 24(2/2) 26(2/2) 30(4/2) 30(4/2) 32(4/2) 26(4/2) 26(4/2) 28(4/2) 

Standard Instruction Execution Tlmea Table 30. Standard Instruction Execution Times 
The.number of clock periods shown in Tables 
30 and 31 indicate the time required to 
perform the operations, store the results, and 
read the next instruction. 1he number of bus 
read and write cycles is shown in parenthesis 
as (r/w). The number of clock periods and the 
number of read and write cycles must be 
added respectively to those of the effective 
address. calculation where indicated. 

In Tables 30 and 31 the headings have the 
following meanings: An • address register 
operand, On - data register operand, ea - an 
operand specified by an effective address, 
and M • memory effective address operand. 
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INSTRUCTION SIZE 
op <ea>, 

An*** 

byte, word 8(1/0)+ 
ADD 

long 8(1/0)+ 

byte, word -
AND 

long -
byte, word 6(1/0)+ 

CMP 
long 6(1/0)+ 

DIVS - -
DIVU - -

byte, word -
EOR 

long -
MULS - -
MULU - -

byte, word -
OR 

long -
byte, word 8(1/0)+ 

SUB 
long 6(1/0)+ 

+Add effective sddress calculation time 
•1ndtcates maximum value 

'*Only available addressing mode Is dela register direct 
***Word or long only 

2-451 

op <ea>, Dn op Dn, <M> 

4(1/0)+ 8(1/1)+ 

8(1/0) 12(1/2)+ 

40/ll)+ 8(1/1)+ 

6(1/0)t 12(1/2)+ 

4(1/0)+ -
6(1/0)+ -

122(1/0)+ -
106(1/0)+ -

4(1/0)+** 18(1/1)+ 

6(1/0)** 12(1/2)+ 

42(1/0)+* -
40(1/0)+ -
4(110)+ 8(1/1)+ 

6(1/0)+ 12(1/2)+ 

4(1/0)+ 8(1/1)+ 

6(1/0)+ 12(112)+ 
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Product Specification 

16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

Table 31. Standard Instruction Loop Mode Execution Times 

LOOP CONTINUED LOOP TERMINATED 

Valld Count, cc False Valld Count, cc True Expired count 

INSTR UC· 
SIZE 

op <ea>, op <ea>, op Dn, op <ea>, op <ea>, op Dn, op <ea>, 
TION An* Dn <ea> An* Dn <ea> An* 

byte, word 18(110) 16(1/0) 16(1/1) 24(3/0) 22(3/0) 22(3/1) 22(3/0) 
ADD 

long 22(2/0) 22(2/0) 24(2/2) 28(4/0) 28(4/0) 30(4/2) 26(4/0) 

byte, word - 16(1/0) 16(1/1) - 22(3/0) 22(3/1) -
AND 

long 22(2/0) 24(2/2) 28(4/0) 30(4/2) - - -
byte, word 12(1/0) 12(1/0) - 18(3/0) 18(3/0) - 16(3/0) 

CMP 
long 18(2/0) 18(2/0) 24(4/0) 24(4/0) 20(4/0) - -

byte, word - - 16(1/0) - - 22(3/1) -
EOR 

long 24(2/2) 30(4/2) - - - - -
byte, word - 16(1/0) 16(1/0) - 22(3/0) 22(3/1) -

OR 
long 22(2/0) 24(2/2) 28(4/0) 30(4/2) - - -

byte, word 18(1/0) 16(1/0) 16(1/1) 24(3/0) 22(3/0) 22(3/1) 22(3/0) 
SUB 

long 22(2/0) 20(2/0) 24(2/2) 28(4/0) 26(4/0) (30(4/2) 26(4/0) 

NOTE8' 
*Word or long only. 
<ea> may be (An), +(An), or -(An) only. Add two clock periods to the table value n <ea> is -(An). 

Immediate Instruction Execution Times Table 32. Immediate Instruction Execution Times 
The number of clock periods shown in Table 
32 Includes the time to fetch Immediate 
operands, perform the operations, store the 
results, and read the next operation. The 
number of bus read and write cycles is shown 
in parenthesis as (r /w). The number of clock 
periods and the number of read and write 
cycles must be added respectively to those of 
the ett11ctive address calculation where indi
cated. 

In Table 32, the headings have the following 
meanings: # - Immediate operand, 
Dn • data register operand, AN = address 
register operand, and M • memory operand. 
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INSTR UC- SIZE op#, Dn TION 

byte, word 8(2/0) 
ADDI long 14(3/0) 

byte, word 4(1/0) 
ADDQ long 8(1/0) 

byte, word 8(2/0) 
ANDI long 14(3/0) 

byte, word 8(2/0) 
CMPI long 12(3/0) 

byte, word 8(2/0) 
EORI long 14(3/0) 

MOVEQ long 4(1/0) 

byte, word 8(2/0) 
ORI long 14(3/0) 

byte, word 8(2/0) 
SUBI long 14(3/0)· 

byte, word 4(1/0) 
SUBQ long 8(1/0) 

NOTES: 
+ Add effective sddress calculation time 
*Word only 
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op#, An 

-
-

4(1/0)* 

8(1/0) 

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

4(1/0)* 

8(1/0) 

op <ea>, op Dn, 
Dn <ea> 

20(3/0) 20(3/1) 

26(4/0) 28(4/2) 

20(3/0) 20(3/1) 

26(4/0) 28(4/2) 

16(4/0) -
20(4/0) -

- 20(3/1) 

- 28(4/2) 

20(3/0) 20(3/1) 

26(4/0) 28(4/2) 

20(3/0) 20(3/1) 

24(4/0) 28(4/2) 

op#, M 

12(2/1)+ 

20(3/2)+ 

8(1/1)+ 

12(1/2)+ 

12(2/1)+ 

20(3/1)+ 

8(2/0)+ 

12(3/0)+ 

12(2/1)+ 

20(3/2)+ 

-
12(2/1)+ 

20(3/2)+ 

12(2/1)+ 

20(3/2)+ 

8(1/1)+ 

12(1/2)+ 



16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor 

Single Operand Instruction Execution Table 33. Single Operand Instruction Execution Times 
Times 
Tables 33, 34, and 35 indicate the number of 
clock periods for the single operand instruc
tions. The number of bus read and write 
cycles is shown in parenthesis as (r /w). The 
number of clock periods and the number of 
read and write cycles must be added respec
tively to those of the effective address calcu
lation where indicated. 

INSTRUCTION SIZE 

NBCD byte 

byte, word 
NEG 

long 

byte, word 
NEGX 

long 

byte, word 
NOT 

long 

byte, false 
Sec byte, true 

TAS byte 

byte, word 
TST 

long 

NOTES: 
+ Add effective address calculation time 

REGISTER 

6(1/0) 

4(1/0) 

6(1/0) 

4(1/0) 

6(1/0) 

4(1/0) 

6(1/0) 

4(1/0) 

4(1/0) 

4(1/0) 

4(1/0) 

4(1/0) 

*Use non-fetching effective address calculation time. 

Table 34. Clear Instruction Execution Times 

SIZE On An (An) (An)+ -(An) d(An) (An, Ix)' xxx.W xxx.L 

[cLR 
byte, word 4(1/0) - 8(1 /1) 8(1/1) 10(1/1) 12(2/1) 16(2/1) 12(2/1) 16(3/1) 

long 6(1/0) - 12(1/2) 12(1/2) 14(1/2) 16(2/2) 20(2/2) 16(2/2) 20(3/2) 

NOTE: 
*The size of the index register (ix) does not affect execution time. 

Table 35. Single Operand Instruction Loop Mode Execution Times 

LOOP CONTINUED LOOP TERMINATED 

Product Specification 

SCN68010 

MEMORY 

8(1/1)+ 

8(1 /1)+ 

12(1/2)+ 

8(1/1)+ 

12(1/2)+ 

8(1/1)+ 

12(1/2)+ 

8(1/1)+• 

8(1/1)+• 

14(2/1)+. 

4(1/0) 

4(1/0)+ 

Valid Count, cc False Valid Count, cc True Expired Count 

INSTRUC· 
SIZE (An) (An)+ -(An) (An) (An)+ -(An) (An) (An)+ -(An) TION 

byte, word 10(0/1) 10(0/1) 12(0/1) 18(2/1) 18(2/1) 20(2/0) 16(2/1) 1!1(2/1) 18(2/1) 
CLR 

long 14(0/2) 14(0/2) 16(0/2) 22(2/2) 22(2/2) 24(2/2) 20(;!/2) 20(2/2) 22(2/2) 

NBCD byte 18(1/1) 18(1/1) 20(1 /1) 24(3/1) 24(3/1) 26(3/1) 22(3/1) 22(3/1) 24(3/1) 

byte, word 16(1/1) 16(1/1) 18(2/2) 22(3/1) 22(3/1) 24(3/1) 20(3/1) 20(3/1) 22(3/1) 
NEG 

long 24(2/2) 24(2/2) 26(2/2) 30(4/2) 30(4/2) 32(4/2) 28(4/2) 28(4/2) 30(4/2) 

byte, word 16(1/1) 16(1/1) 18(2/2) 22(3/1) 22(3/1) 24(3/1) 20(3/1) 20(3/1) 22(3/1) 
NEGX 

long 24(2/2) 24(2/2) 26(2/2) 30(4/2) 30(4/2) 32(4/2) 28(4/2) 28(4/2) 30(4/2) 

byte, word 16(1/1) 16(1/1) 18(2/2) 22(3/1) 22(3/1) 24(3/1) 20(3/1) 20(3/1) 22(3/1) 
NOT 

long 24(2/2) 24(2/2) 26(2/2) 30(4/2) 30(4/2) 32(4/2) 28(4/2) 28(4/2) 30(4/2) 

byte, word 12(1/0) 12(1/0) 14(1/0) 18(3/0) 18(3/0) 20(3/0) 16(3/0) 16(3/0) 18(3/0) 
TST 

long 18(2/0) 18(2/0) 20(2/0) 24(4/0) 24(4/0) 26(4/0) 20(4/0) 20(4/0) 22(4/0) 
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16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

Shift/Rotate Instruction Execution Table 36. Shift/Rotate Instruction Execution Times 
Times 
Tables 36 and 37 indicate the number of 
clock periods for the shift and rotate instruc
tions. The number of bus read and write 
cycles is shown in parenthesis as (r /w). The 
number of clock periods and the number of 
read and write cycles must be added respec
tively to those of the effective address calcu
lation where indicated. 

INSTRUCTION SIZE 

byte, word 
ASR, ASL 

long 

byte, word 
LSR, LSL 

long 

byte, word 
ROR, ROL 

long 

byte, word 
ROXR, ROXL 

long 

NOTES: 
+ Add effective address calculation time 
n Is the shift or rotate count 
*Word only 

Table 37. Shift/Rotate Instruction Loop Mode Execution Times 

LOOP CONTINUED 

REGISTER MEMORY* 

6 + 2n(1/0) 8(111)+ 

8 + 2n(1/0) -
6 + 2n(1/0) 8(111)+ 

8 + 2n(1/0) -
6 + 2n(1/0) 8(111)+ 

8 + 2n(1/0) -
6 + 2n(1/0) 8(1/1)+ 

8 + 2n(1/0) -

LOOP TERMINATED 

Valld Count, cc False Valld Count, cc True Expired Count 

INSTRUC· 
SIZE (An) (An)+ -(An) (An) (An)+ -(An) (An) (An)+ -(An) 

TION 

ASR, ASL word 18(1/1) 18(1/1) 20(111) 24(311) 24(311) 26(3/1) 22(3/1) 22(311) 24(311) 

LSR, LSL word 18(1/1) 18(1/1) 20(111) 24(311) 24(311) 26(3/1) 22(3/1) 22(311) 24(311) 

ROR, ROL word 18(1/1) 18(111) 20(111) 24(311) 24(311) 26(3/1) 22(311) 22(311) 24(3/1) 

ROXR, ROXL word 18(111) 18(111) 20(111) 24(311) 24(311) 26(311) 22(3/1) 22(3/1) 24(3/1) 

Bit Manipulation Instruction Execution Table 38. Bit Manlpulatlon Instruction Execution Times 
Times 
Table 38 indicates the number of clock peri
ods required for the bit manipulation instruc
tions. The number of bus read and write 
cycles is shown in parenthesis as (r/w). The 
number of clock periods and the number of 
read and write cycles must be added respec
tively to those of the effective address calcu
lation where indicated. 

December 12, 1986 

DYNAMIC 
INSTRUCTION SIZE 

Register Memory 

byte - 8(1/1)+ 
BCHG 

long 8(1/0)* -
byte - 10(111)+ 

BCLR 
long 10(110)* -
byte - 8(1/0)+ 

BSET 
long 8(1/0)* -
byte - 4(1/0)+ 

BTST 
long 8(1/0)* -

NOTES: 
+ Add effective address calculation time 
*Indicates maximum value 
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STATIC 

Register Memory 

- 12(211)+ 

12(2/0)* -
- 14(211)+ 

14(2/0)* -
- 12(211)+ 

12(210)* -
- 8(2/0)+ 

10(2/0) -



16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor 

Condltlonal lnatructlon Execution Tlmea Table 39. Conditional Instruction Execution Times 
Table 39 indicates the number of clock peri
ods required for the conditional instructions. 
The number of bus read and write cycles is 
indicated in parenthesis as (r/w). The number 
of clock periods and the number of read and 
write cycles must be added respectively to 
those of the effective address calculation 
where indicated. 

JMP, JSR, LEA, PEA, and MOVEM 
Instruction Execution Times 
Table 40 indicates the number of clock peri
ods required for the jump, jump-to-subroutine, 
load effective address, push effective ad
dress, and move multiple registers instruc
tions. The number of bus read and write 
cycles is shown in parenthesis as (r /w). 

INSTRUCTION 

Bee 

BRA 

BSA 

DBcc 

DISPLACEMENT 

byte 

word 

byte 

word 

byte 

word 

cc true 

cc false 

Table 40. JMP, JSR, LEA, PEA, and Movem Instruction Execution Times 

INSTRUCTION SIZE (An) (An)+ -(An) d(An) d(An, Ix)+ 

JMP - a(2/0) - - 10(2/0) 14(3/0) 

JSR - 16(2/2) - - 1a(2/2) 22(2/2) 

LEA - 4(1/0) - - a(2/0) 12(2/0) 

PEA - 12(1/2) - - 16(2/2) 20(2/2) 

word 12 +4n 12 +4n - 16+4n 1a +4n 
MOVEM (3 + n/0) (3 + n/O) (4 + n/0) (4 + n/O) 

M--+ R long 12 +an 12 +an - 16+ an 1a +an 
(3 + 2n/O) (3 + 2n/O) (4 + 2n/O) (4 + 2n/O) 

word 8 +4n - 8+4n 12 +4n 14 +4n 
MOVEM (2/n) (2/n) (3/n) (3/n) 

R --+ M long a+an - 8 + 8n 12 + 8n 14+ 8n 
(2/2n) - (2/2n) (3/2n) (3/2n) 

NOTES: 
n Is the number of registers to move 
*The size of the index register (ix) does not affect the instruction's execution time 

BRANCH TAKEN 

10(2/0) 

10(2/0) 

10(2/0) 

10(2/0) 

1a(2/2) 

1a(2/2) 

-
10(2/0) 

xxx.W xxx.L 

10(2/0) 12(3/0) 

1a(2/2) 20(3/2) 

a(2/0) 12(3/0) 

16(2/2) 20(3/2) 

16 +4n 20 +4n 
(4 + n/O) (5 + n/0) 

16 + 8n 20 +an 
(4 + 2n/O) (5 + 2n/O) 

12 + 4n 16+4n 
(3/n) (4/n) 

12 + 8n 16+ 8n 
(3/2n) (4/2n) 

Multl-Preclslon Instruction Execution Table 41. Multl·Preclslon Instruction Execution Times 
Times 

Product Specification 

SCN68010 

BRANCH NOT 
TAKEN 

6(1/0) 

10(2/0) 

-
-
-
-

10(2/0) 

16(3/0) 

d(PC) d(PC, Ix)* 

10(2/0) 14(3/0) 

1a(2/2) 22(2/2) 

a(2/0) 12(2/0) 

16(2/2) 20(2/2) 

16 + 4n 1a +4n 
(4 + n/O) (4 + n/O) 

16+an 1a +an 
(4 + 2n/O) (4 + 2n/O) 

- -
- -
- -
- -

LOOP MODE 
Table 41 indicates the number of clock peri
ods for the multi-precision instructions. The 
number of clock periods includes the time to 
fetch both operands, perform the operations, 
store the results, and read the next instruc
tions. The number of read and write cycles is 
shown in parenthesis as (r/w). 

Continued Terminated 

In Table 41, the headings have the following 
meanings: Dn = data register operand and 
M = memory operand. 

December 12, 1986 

NON-LOOPED Valid Valid 
Count, Count, 

cc False cc True 

INSTR UC· SIZE op Dn, Dn op M, M* TION 

byte, word 4(1/0) 18(3/10) 22(2/1) 28(4/1) 
ADDX long 6(1/0) 30(5/2) 32(4/2) 3a(6/2) 

byte, word - 12(3/0) 14(2/0) 20(4/0) 
CMPM. 

long - 20(5/0) 24(4/0) 30(6/0) 

byte, word 4(1/0) 18(3/1) 22(2/1) 28(4/1) 
SUBX 

long 6(1/0) 30(5/2) 32(4/2) 3a(6/2) 

ABCD byte 6(1/0) 1a(3/1) 24(2/1) 30(4/1) 

SBCD byte 6(1/0) 1a(3/1) 24(2/1) 30(4/1) 

NOTE: 
'Source and destination ea is (An)+ for CMPM and -(An) for all others. 
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Expired 
Count 

26(4/1) 

36(6/2) 

18(4/0) 

26(6/0) 

26(4/1) 

36(6/2) 

2a(4/1) 

2a(4/1) 

-2 -
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16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

Miscellaneous Instruction Execution 
Times 
Table 42 indicates the number of clock peri
ods for the following miscellaneous instruc
tions. The number of bus read and write cycle 
is shown in parenthesis as (r/w). The number 
of clock periods plus the number of read and 
write cycles must be added to those of the 
effective address calculation where indicated. 

Exception Processing Execution Times 
Table 43 indicates the number of clock peri
ods for exception processing. The number of 
clock periods includes the time for all stack
ing, the vector fetch, and the fetch of the first 
two instruction words of the handler routine. 
The number of bus read and write cycles is 
shown in parenthesis as (r/w). 

Table 43. Exception Processing 
Execution Times 

EXCEPTION 

Address error 126(4/26) 

Breakpoint instruction• 42(5/4) 

Bus error 126(4/26) 

CHK instruction** 44(5/4)+ 

Divide by zero 42(5/4) 

Illegal instruction 38(4/4) 

Interrupt* 46(5/4) 

MOVEC, illegal er*' 46(5/4) 

Privilege violation 38(4/4) 

Reset*** 40(6/0) 

RTE, illegal format 50(7/4) 

RTE, illegal revision 70(12/4) 

Trace 38(4/4) 

TRAP instruction 38(4/4) 

TRAPV instruction 40(5/4) 

NOTES: 
+Add effective address calculation time. 
*The interrupt acknowledge and breakpoint 
cycles are assumed to take four clock peri
ods. 

""*Indicates maximum value 
"'"*Indicates the time from when RESET and 

HALT are first sampled as negated to when 
instruction execution starts. 
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Table 42. Miscellaneous Instruction Execution Times 

REGIS-

INSTRUCTION SIZE REGISTER MEMORY 
TER-> SOURCE**-> 
DESTINA· REGISTER 
TION** 

ANDI to CCR - 16(2/0) - - -
ANDI to SR - 16(2/0) - - -
CHK - 8(1/0)+ - - -
EORI to CCR - 16(2/0) - - -
EORI to SR - 16(2/0) - - -
EXG - 6(1/0) - - -

word 
EXT 

4(1/0) - - -
long 4(1/0) - - -

LINK - 16(2/2) - - -
MOYE from CCR - 4(1/0) 8(1/1)+' - -
MOVE to CCR - 12(2/0) 12(2/0)+ - -
MOYE from SR - 4(1/0) 8(1/1)+' - -
MOVE to SR - 12(2/0) 12(2/0)+ - -
MOVE from USP - 6(1/0) - - -
MOVE to USP - 6(1/0) - - -
MOVEC - - - 10(2/0) 12(2/0) 

word - - 16(2/2) 16(4/0) 
MOVEP 

long - - 24(2/4) 24(6/0) 

byte, word - - 16(2/1) +. 16(3/0) +. 
MOVES 

long - - 20(2/2) +. 20(4/0) +. 

NOP - 4(1/0) - - -
ORI to CCR - 16(2/0) - - -
ORI to SR - 16(2/0) - - -
RESET - 130(1/0) - - -
RTD - 16(4/0) - - -

short 24(6/0) - - -

RTE 
long, retry read 112(27/10) - - -
long, retry write 112(26/1) - - -
long, no retry 110(26/0) - - -

RTR - 20(5/0) - - -
RTS - 16(4/0) - - -
STOP - 4(0/0) - - -
SWAP - 4(1/0) - - -
TRAPY - 4(1/0) - - -
UNLK - 12(3/0) - - -

NOTES: 
+ Add effective address calculation time. 
* Use non-fetching effective address calculation time. 

* * Source or destination is a memory location for the MOVEP and MOVES instruction and a control register 
for the MOVEC instruction. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

SYMBOL RATING VALUE UNIT 

Vee Supply voltage range -0.3 to +7.0 v 
Vin Input voltage range -0.3 to +7.0 v 

Operating temperature range h to TH 
TA SCN68010 o to 70 oc 

SCN68010 ceramic -40 to 85 

Tstg Storage temperature range -55 to 150 oc 
NOTE: 
This device contains circuitry to protect the inputs against damage due to high static voltages or electric 
fields; however, it is advised that normal precautions be taken to avoid application of any voltage higher than 
maximum-rated voltages to this high-impedance circuit. Reliability of operation is enhanced if unused inputs 
are tied to an appropriate logic voltage level (e.g., either Vss or Vee). 

THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS 

CHARACTERISTIC 

Thermal Resistance (Still Air) 
Ceramic DIP 
Pin grid array 
Plastic DIP 
PLCC 

NOTE: 
'°Estimated 

SYMBOL 

8JA 

VALUE SYMBOL VALUE 

8Jc 
30 15* 
33 15 
30 15* 
45* 25* 

Table 44. Maximum Power Dissipation by Package Type Modes 

RATING 

'C/W 

MAXIMUM POWER DISSIPATION (WATTS) 
PACKAGE TEMPERATURE PER FREQUENCY (MHz) 

TYPE ('C) 
8 MHz 10 MHz 12.5 MHz 

Ceramic DIP o to 70 1.50 1.50 1.75 
-40 to 85 1.65 1.65 -

Plastic DIP o to 70 1.50 1.50 -
-40 to 85 1.65 1.65 -

PGA Oto 70 1.50 1.50 1.75 
-40 to 85 1.65 1.65 -

PLCC Oto 70 l.50 1.50 -

1.0 ~~---~-~---~-~-~~ 

-55 -40 25 70 85 110 125 

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (T A)-0 c 

Figure 48. SCN68010 Power Dissipation (Po) vs Ambient Temperature (TA) 
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Product Specification 

SCN68010 

Power Considerations 
The average chip-junction temperature, TJ, in 
'C can be obtained from: 

TJ =TA+ (Po• OJA) (1) 

Where: 
TA = ambient temperature, 'C 
OJA= package thermal resistance, 
junction-to-ambient, 'C/W 
Po = PINT + P110 
P1NT = Ice X Vee. watts - chip inter
nal power 
P110 = power dissipation on input 
and output pins - user determined 

For most applications P110 < P1NT and can be 
neglected. 

An approximate relationship between Po and 
TJ (if P11a is neglected) is: 

Po =K 7 (TJ + 273'C) (2) 

Solving equations 1 and 2 for K gives: 
K =T 0. [TA+ 273'C) + eJA • Po2 (3) 

Where K is a constant pertaining to the 
particular part. K can be determined from 
equation 3 by measuring Po (at equilibrium) 
for a known TA· Using this value of K the 
values of Po and T J can be obtained by 
solving equations (1) and (2) iteratively for 
any value of TA· 

The curve shown in Figure 48 gives the 
graphic solution to these equations for the 
specification power dissipation of 1.50 and 
1.75 watts over the ambient temperature 
range of-55"C to 125°C using a eJA of 45'C/ 
W for the ceramic package. 

The total thermal resistance of a package 
(OJA) can be separated into two components, 
8Jc and 8cA• representing the barrier to heat 
flow from the semiconductor junction to the 
package (case) surface (0Jc) and from the 
case to the outside ambient (8cA). These 
terms are related by the equation: 

eJA =8Jc + OcA (4) 

8Jc is device related and cannot be influ
enced by the user. However, 8cA is user 
dependent and can be minimized by such 
thermal management techniques as heat 
sinks, ambient air cooling and thermal con
vention. Thus, good thermal management on 
the part of the user can significantly reduce 
8cA SO that 8JA approximately equals 8JC· 
Substitution of 8Jc for 8JA in equation (1) will 
result in a lower semiconductor junction tem
perature. 

Values for thermal resistance presented in 
this data sheet, unless estimated, are provid
ed for design purposes only. Thermal meas
urements are complex and dependent on 
procedure and setup. User derived values for 
thermal resistance may differ. 
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Product Specification 

16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vee=5Voc ±5%; GND=OV0e; TA=TL to TH (see Figures 49, 50, and 51) 

SYMBOL CHARACTERISTIC MIN 

V1H Input high voltage 2 

V1L Input low voltage GND-0.3 

Input leakage current @ 5.25V BERR, BGACK, BR, DTACK, 
l1N CLK, IPLO - IPL2, VPA -

HALT, RESET 

lrs1 
3-State (off state) input current @ 2.4V /0.4V AS, A1 -A23, 00-015, -FCO - FC2, ~. R/W, UDS, VMA 
Output high voltage (loH = -400µA) E* Vcc-0.75 

VoH E*', AS, A1 -A23, BG, 00-015, 
FCO - FC2, LOS, R/W, DDS, VMA 2.4 

Output low voltage 
HALT (loL = 1.6mA) -

VoL (loL = 3.2mA) A 1 - A23, BG, FCO - FC2 -
(loL = 5.0mA) REm -
(loL = 5.3mA) E, AS, D0-07, ~. R/W, DDS, ilMA 

Power dissipation (see Power Considerations)'" Po 

C;n Capacitance (ViN = OV, TA= 25°C, frequency= 1 MHz)*'" -
NOTES: 

• With external pullup resistor of 1.1 kSl 
**Without external pullup resistor. 

0 * During normal operation instantan&Qus Vee current requirements may be as high as 1.5A. 
** °Capacitance is periodically sampled rather than 100% tested. 

+S V 

l 910 !l 

q 
I 130pF 

Figure 49. RESET Test Load 

CL= 130pF 
(INCLUDES ALL PAAABmCS) 

AL • 6.0 kU FOR 
A§, A1•A23, iili. 00.015. E 
fCO.FC2, C151. AJQI; !il51, Viii 

*A = 1.22 kll FOA A1·A23, llil. 
FCO-FC2 

TEST 
POINT 

~I 

MM06150 
OR EQUIVALENT 

Figure 51. HALT Test Load 
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+SY 

~ 2.0kH 

~ I 70pF 

Figure 50. Test Loads 

+SY 

R* =740H 

MMD7000 
OR EQUIVALENT 

TC00351$ 

MAX UNIT 

Vee v 
0.8 v 

2.5 µA 20 

20 µA 

-
v 

-
0.5 
0.5 v 
0.5 
- 0.5 

- -
20 pF 



Product Specification 

16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS- Clock Input (See Figure 52) -2 BM Hz 10MHz 12.SMHz 
CHARACTERISTIC SYMBOL UNIT 

Min Max Min Max Min Max -
Frequency of 

f 4 8 4 10 4 12.5 MHz operation 

Cycle time lcyc 125 250 100 250 80 250 ns 

Clock pulse width lcL 55 125 45 125 35 125 

lcH 55 125 45 125 35 125 
ns 

Rise and fall times lcr - 10 - 10 5 

let 10 10 5 
ns - -

'cH 

•c.- •ct 

Figure 52. Clock Input Timing Diagram 
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Product Specification 

16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS- Read and Write Cycles (Vee= 5Voc ± 5%; GND = OV0c; TA= TL to TH 
see Figures 53 and 54) 

BM Hz 10MHz 12.SMHz 
NO. CHARACTERISTIC UNIT 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

1 Clock period 125 500 100 250 80 250 ns 

2 Clock width low 55 125 45 125 35 125 ns 

3 Clock width high 55 125 45 125 35 125 ns 

4 Clock fall time - 10 - 10 - 5 ns 

5 Clock rise time - 10 - 10 - 5 ns 

6 Clock low to address valid - 70 - 55 - 55 ns 

6A Clock high to FC valid - 70 - 55 - 55 ns 

7 Clock high to address, data bus high impedance (maximum) - 80 - 70 - 60 ns 

8 Clock high to address, FC invalid (minimum) 0 - 0 - 0 - ns 

91 Clock high to AS, DS low 0 60 0 55 0 55 ns 

11 2 Address valid to AS, OS low (read)/AS low (write) 30 - 20 - 0 - ns 

11A2 FC valid to AS, OS low (read)/ AS low (write) 60 - 50 - 40 - ns 

121 Clock low to AS, DS high - 70 - 55 - 50 ns 

132 AS, i5S high to address/FC invalid 30 - 20 - 10 - ns 

142 AS, OS width low (read)/ AS low (write) 240 - 195 - 160 - ns 

14A2 OS width low (write) - 115 95 - 80 - ns 

152 AS, OS width high 150 - 105 - 65 - ns 

16 Clock high to control bus high impedance - 80 - 70 - 60 ns 

172 AS, DS high to R/W high (read) 40 - 20 - 10 - ns 

181 Clock high to R/W high 0 70 0 60 0 60 ns 

201 Clock high to R/W low - 70 - 60 - 60 ns 

20A2 AS low to R/W valid (write) - 20 - 20 - 20 ns 

21 2 Address valid to R/W low (write) 20 - 0 - .o - ns 

21A2 FC valid to R/W low (write) 60 - 50 - 30 - ns 

222 R/W low to OS low (write) 80 - 50 - 30 - ns 

23 Clock low to data out valid (write) - 70 - 55 - 55 ns 

252 AS, OS high to data out invalid (write) 30 - 20 - 15 - ns 

252 Data out valid to OS low (write) 30 - 20 - 15 - ns 

275 Data in to clock low (setup time on read) 15 - 10 - 10 - ns 

27A Late BERR low to clock low (setup time) 45 - 45 - 45 - ns 

282 AS, OS high to DTACK high 0 245 0 190 0 150 ns 

29 AS, OS high to data invalid (hold time on read) 0 - 0 - 0 - ns 

30 AS, DS high to BERR high 0 - 0 - 0 - ns 

312,5 DTACK low to data valid (setup time) - 90 - 65 - 50 ns 

32 HALT and RESET input transition time 0 200 0 200 0 200 ns 

33 Clock high to BG low - 70 - 60 - 50 ns 

34 Clock high to BG high - 70 - 60 - 50 ns 

35 BR low to BG low 1.5 
90ns 

1.5 
BOns 

1.5 
70ns elk. 

+3.5 +3.5 +3.5 per. 
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Product Specification 

16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

BM Hz 10MHz 12.SMHz 
NO. CHARACTERISTIC UNIT 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

366 BR high to BG high 1.5 
90ns 

1.5 
sons 

1.5 
70ns elk. 

+3.5 +3.5 +3.5 per. 

37 BGACK low to BG high 1.5 
90ns 

1.5 
BOns 

1.5 
70ns elk. 

+3.5 +3.5 +3.5 per. 

37A7 BGACK low to BR high 20 
1.5 

20 
1.5 

20 
1.5 

clocks clocks clocks 
ns 

38 BG low to control. address. data bus high impedance (AS high) - 80 - 70 - 60 ns 

39 8G width high 1.5 1.5 1.5 
elk. 

- - - per. 

40 Clock low to VMA low - 70 - 70 - 70 ns 

41 Clock low to E transition - 70 - 55 - 45 ns 

42 E output rise and fall time - 25 - 25 - 25 ns 

43 VMA low to E high 200 - 150 - 90 - ns 

44 AS, DS high to VPA high 0 120 0 90 0 70 ns 

45 E low to control address bus invalid (address hold time) 30 - 10 - 10 - ns 

46 BGACK width 1.5 1.5 1.5 
elk. - - - per. 

475 Asynchronous input setup time 20 - 20 - 20 - ns 

482,3 DTACK low to BEAR low - 80 - 55 - 35 ns 

498 AS. DS high to E low -70 70 -55 55 -45 45 ns 

50 E width high 450 - 350 - 280 - ns 

51 E width low 700 - 550 - 440 - ns 

53 Clock high to data out valid 0 - 0 - 0 - ns 

54 E low to data out valid 30 - 20 - 15 - ns 

55 R/W to data bus driven 30 - 20 - 10 - ns 

564 HALT /RESET pulse width 10 10 10 
elk. - - - per. 

57 BGACK high to control bus driven 1.5 1.5 1.5 
elk. - - - per 

586 BG high to control bus driven 1.5 1.5 1.5 
elk. - - -
per 

NOTES: 
1. For a loading capacitance of less than or equal to 50pF, subtract 5ns from the values given in these columns. 
2. Actual value depends on clock period. 
3. In the absence of DTACK, BERR is an asynchronous input using the asynchronous input setup time (#47). 
4. For power-up, the MPU must be held in RESET state for 100ms to allow stabilization of on-chip circuitry. After the system is powered up, #56 refers to the 

minimum pulse width required to reset the system. 
5. If the asynchronous setup time (#47) requirements are satisfied, the DTACK-low to data setup time (#31) and DTACK-low to llERi'i-low setup time (#48) 

requirements can be ignored. The data must only satisfy the data-in to clock-low setup time ( # 27) for the following clock cycle, BEAR must only satisfy the late
BERR·low to clock-low setup time ( # 27 A) for the following clock cycle. 

6. The processor will negate BG and begin driving the bus again if external arbitration logic negates BR before asserting BGACK. 
7. The minimum value must be met to guarantee proper operation. If the maximum value is exceeded, BG may be reasserted. 
8. The falling edge of 86 triggers both the negation of the strobes (AS and OS) and the falling edge of E. Either of these events can occur first, depending on the 

loading on each signal. Specification # 49 indicates the absolute maximum skew that will occur between the rising edge of the strobes and the falling edge of the E 
clock. 
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Product Specification 

16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

These waveforms should only be referenced in regard to the edge-to-edge measurement of the liming specifications. They are not intended as a 
functional description of the input and output signals. Refer to other functional descriptions and their related diagrams for device operation. 

NOTES: 

ASYNCHRONOUS~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--..P.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

INPUT~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,,.,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--

1. Setup time for the asynchronous inputs IPL0/2, IPL1, and VPA guarantees their recognition at the next falling edge of the clock. 
2. BR need fall at this time only in order to insure being recognized at the end of this bus cycle. 

~: i:int?m~~a~~;~~;~~t~:11r:~0:~~~~4~ ~~~~~~ :r!07c/= ~it~~~i ~~~CK~1~~ ~f~%~~ ~~r2i~~· s~~~~~ ~~~i~~=~g~0;~A and 48) are for BEFm with DTAGK. 
Figure 53. Read Cycle Timing Diagram 
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Product Specification 

16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

These waveforms should only be referenced in regard to the edge-to-edge measurement of the timing specifications. They are not intended as a 
functional description of the input and output signals. Refer to other functional descriptions and their related diagrams for device operation. 

CLK 

FCO-FC2 

R/W 

DATA OUT 

ASYNCHRONous-----------------..r--~------------~--INPUTs1 ________________ ._ _______________ __ 

NOTES' 
1. Timing measurements are referenced to and from a low voltage of 0.8V and a high voltage of 2.0V, unless otherwise noted. 
2. Because of loading variations, R/W may be valid after AS even though both are initiated by the rising edge of $2 (specification 20A). 
3. The timing for the first falling edge (47) of SERR are for BE'Frn' without 1'5'i'AQ{; the timings for the second falling edge (27A and 48) are for BEAR with~. 

Figure 54. Write Cycle Timing Diagram 
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Product Specification 

16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS-SCN68010 to Synchronous Peripheral Cycles Vee= 5Voc ± 5%, GND = ov0c. 
TA = TL to TH (refer to Figures 55 and 56) 

&MHz 10MHz 12.SMHz 
NO. CHARACTERISTIC UNIT 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

121 Clock low to AS, OS high - 70 - 55 - 50 ns 

172 AS, DS high to R/W high (read) 40 - 20 - 10 - ns 

201 Clock high to R/W low - 70 - 60 - 60 ns 

23 Clock low to data out valid (write) - 70 - 55 - 55 ns 

27 Data in to clock low (setup time on read) 15 - 10 - 10 - ns 

40 Clock low to VMA low - 70 - 70 - 70 ns 

41 Clock low to E transition - 70 - 55 - 45 ns 

42 E output rise and fall time - 25 - 25 - 25 ns 

43 VMA low to E high 200 - 150 - 90 - ns 

44 AS, OS high to VPA high 0 120 0 90 0 70 ns 

45 E low to control address bus (address hold time) 30 - 10 - 10 - ns 

47 Asynchronous input setup time 20 - 20 - 20 - ns 

493 AS, OS high to E low -70 70 -55 55 -45 45 ns 

50 E width high 450 - 350 - 280 - ns 

51 E width low 700 - 550 - 440 - ns 

54 E low to data out invalid 30 - 20 - 15 - ns 

NOTES: 
1. For a loading capacitance of less than or equal to 50pF, subtract 5ns from the values given in these columns. 
2. Actual value depends on clock period. 
3. The falling edge of 56 triggers both the negation of the strobes (AS and OS') and the falling edge of E. Either of these events can occur first, depending on the 

loading on each signal. Specification # 49 indicates the absolute maximum skew that will occur between the rising edge of the strobes and the falling edge of the E 
clock. 
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Product Specification 

16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

These waveforms should only be referenced in regard to the edge-to-edge measurement of the timing specifications. They are not intended as a 
functional description of the input and output signals. Refer to other functional descriptions and their related diagrams for device operation. 

SOS1S2S3S4wwww 

CLK 

R/W 

NOTE: 
This timing diagram is included for those who wish to design their own timing circuit to generate WJA. It shows the best case possibly attainable. 

Figure 55. SCN68010 to Synchronous Peripheral Timing Diagram - Best Case 
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Product Specification 

16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 
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Product Specification 

16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS- Bus Arbitration Vcc=5Voc ± 5%; GND = OV0c; TA= TL to TH (see Figures 57, 
58, 59) 

BM Hz 10MHz 12.SMHz 
NO. CHARACTERISTIC UNIT 

Min Max Min Max Min Max 

7 Clock high to address, data bus high impedance (maximum) - 80 - 70 - 60 ns 

16 Clock high to control bus high impedance - 80 - 70 - 60 ns 

33 Clock high to BG low - 70 - 60 - 50 ns 

34 Clock high to BG high - 70 - 60 - 50 ns 

35 BR low to BG low 1.5 90ns 1.5 eons 1.5 70ns elk. 
+3.5 +3.5 +3.5 per. 

362 BR high to BG high 1.5 90ns 1.5 eons 1.5 70ns elk. 
+3.5 +3.5 +3.5 per. 

37 BGACK low to BG high 1.5 90ns 1.5 eons 1.5 70ns elk. 
3.5 3.5 3.5 per. 

37A3 BGACK low to BR high 20 1.5 20 1.5 20 1.5 ns 
Clocks Clocks Clocks 

38 BG low to control, address, data bus high impedance (AS - eo - 70 - 60 ns 
high) 

39 BG width high 1.5 - 1.5 - 1.5 - elk. 
per 

46 BGACK width 1.5 - 1.5 - 1.5 - elk. 
per. 

47 Asynchronous input setup time 20 - 20 - 20 - ns 

572 BGACK high to control bus driven 1.5 - 1.5 - 1.5 - elk. 
per. 

591,2 BG high to control bus driven 1.5 - 1.5 - 1.5 - elk. 
per. 

NOTES: 
1. The nanosecond value shown in the specification is the asynchronous input setup time (spec. #47). 
2. The processor will negate BG and begin driving the bus again if external arbitration logic negates BR before asserting BGACK. 
3. The minimum value must be met to guarantee proper operation. If the maximum value is exceeded, BG may be reasserted. 
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Product Speclflcaf1on 

16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

These waveforms should only be referenced in regard to the edge-to-edge measurement of the timing specifications. They are not intended as a 
functional description of the input and output signals. Reier to other functional descriptions and their related diagrams for device operation. 

iii 

FC»-FC2====~~~~~~~--e:::= 

Figure 57. Bua Arbitration Timing ,... Idle Bua Case 
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Product Specification 

16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

These waveforms should only be referenced in regard to the edge-to-edge measurement of the timing specifications. They are not intended as a 
functional description of the input and output signals. Refer to other functional descriptions and their related diagrams for device operation. 

Figure 58. Bus Arbitration Timing -Active Bus Case 
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Product Specification 

16-Bit Virtual Memory Microprocessor SCN68010 

These waveforms should only be referenced in regard to the edge-to-edge measurement of the timing specifications. They are not intended as a 
functional description of the input and output signals. Refer to other functional descriptions and their related diagrams for device operation. 

A1-A23 ::::::Jr-----------!:e---------------
~~::::::::::~----------~e------------------

Figure 59. Bus Arbitration Timing - Multiple Bus Requests 
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Microprocessor Products 

DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCB68154/8X825 Inter
rupt Generator provides an interface 
between an interrupting device and a 
system bus such as the VMEbus or 
VERSAbus®. Figure 1 shows a typical 
configuration of the SCB68154/8X825. 
The SCB68154/8X825 has three prima
ry functions: 
1. Generates bus interrupt requests. 
2. Resides in the interrupt acknowl

edge daisy-chain. 
3. Allows a status/ID byte (interrupt 

vector) to be supplied to the system 
if needed. 

The SCB68154/8X825 has seven inter
rupt request levels, IRQ7N - IRQ1 N, 
which are selected by using the interrupt 
request register. The local master writes 
to the interrupt request register to gener
ate an interrupt request on any interrupt 
request level. The interrupt request reg
ister may be read to determine if an 
interrupt has been acknowledged. If a 
level with an interrupt request pending is 
acknowledged, the SCB68154/8X825 
will allow a status/ID byte to be supplied 
to the system. Seven bits of the status/ 
ID byte come from the interrupt vector 
register with the user externally supply
ing the LSB. If the SCB68154/8X825 
does not have an interrupt on the level 
acknowledged, the SCB68154/BXB25 
will pass the interrupt acknowledge on 
via the interrupt acknowledge daisy
chain output. The user can enable all 
interrupt request levels and clear all 
interrupt request levels by setting specif
ic bits in the interrupt vector register. 

The SCB68154/8X825 was designed 
primarily for interface to the VMEbus. 
For more information regarding the pro
tocol definitions, proper use, and appli
cation of this device, refer to the VME
bus Specification Manual. 

VEASAbus is a registered trademark of Motorola, Inc. 
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SCB68154 
Interrupt Generator 
Preliminary Specification 

FEATURES PIN CONFIGURATION 
• Interrupts generator for VMEbus 

and VERSAbus systems 
• Generates 7 bus interrupt 

requests 
• Two Internal registers for system 

control 
• Interrupt enable and Interrupt 

clear bits 
•Allows status/ID byte to be 

supplied during interrupt 
acknowledge 

• High-speed bipolar technology 
• Single + SV supply 

2-471 

Pin 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

A2 

CSOSN 

DSN 

IACKN 

IRQ4N 

IR05N 

IRQ8N 

IRQ7N 

INDEX 
CORNER 

17 

Signal 

NC 
Vee 
A3 
A2 
CSDSN 
00 
IACKN 

TOPVJEW 

0 

PLCC 

18 

TOP VIEW 

Pin 

23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

BU FENN 30 
iROi 31 
iR02 32 
GNO 33 
NC 34 
lROO 35 
iRQ4 36 
il'iCl5 37 
moo 38 
iRQ7 39 
A1 40 
CLK 41 
iAQ<iN 42 
RS 43 
RESET 44 

LDTACKN 

DTACKN 

IACKDUTN 

BD7 

BDI . .. 

LD5 

40 

39 

29 

28 

Signal 

NC 
GNO 
L01 
L02 
LD3 
NC 
LD4 
L05 
LD6 
LD7 
801 
802 
GND 
803 
804 
BOS 
806 
807 
IA CK OUT 
DTACK 
RIW 
LDT ACK 
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Interrupt Generator 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

PACKAGES 

Ceramic DIP 

Plastic DIP 

Plastic LCC 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

LDTACKN 

CSDSN 

RS 

RESE'IN 

R/WN 

LDl-LD7 

CLK 

IACKN 

IACKINN 

OSN 

A1-A3 
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'{ 
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.JI.. 
- .. 

Vcc=+5V±5%, TA=o•c to +1o•c 
SCB68154C2140 

SCB68154C2N40 

SCB68154C2A44 

CPU 
INTERFACE 
CONTROL 

LOGIC 

BUS 
DRIVERS ~ 

AND n RECEIVERS 

r--1 

I---

INTERRUPT 
ACKNOWLEDGE 

CYCLE 
LOGIC 
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VEC10R 

~ REOISl'ER 

INTERRUPT 
~ REQUEST 

REOISl'ER y 

Preliminary Specification 

SCB68154 

VECTOR 
OUTPUT 
ON 
BDl-BD7 

INTERRUPT 
REQUEST 
OUTPUTS 
IRQ1N-IRQ7N 

DTACKN 

IACKOUTN 

BU FENN 



Preliminrny Specification 

Interrupt Generator SCB68154 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

MNEMONIC PIN NO. TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

1 Supply Voltage: + 5V power supply Vee 

A1-A3 16, 3, 2 Address Lines: Address inputs from system bus. The internal level being acknowledged is encoded 
on these inputs. A 1 is LSB (least significant bit). 

CSDSN 4 I Chip Select: Active low chip select input for register 110. This input must be qualified by the local 
master's data strobe prior to input (see Figure 1). 

DSN 5 I Data Strobe: Active low data strobe input from the system used to enable interrupt vector output. 

IACKN 6 I Interrupt Acknowledge: Active low interrupt acknowledge input from the system bus. 

BU FENN 7 0 Buffer Enable: Active low totem pole output to enable the data buffer required to drive the outputs of 
the bus data pins (BD1 - BD7). 

IRQ1N- 8. 9, 0 Interrupt Request: Active low totem pole system interrupt request output. 
IRQ7N 11 -15 

GND 10, 21, I Ground 
31 

CLK 17 I Clock: Clock input (typically CPU clock). 

IACKINN 18 I Interrupt Acknowledge In: Active low interrupt acknowledge daisy-chain input. 

RS 19 I Register Select: Register select input. 

RESETN 20 I Reset: Active low input resets all internal registers, IACKOUTN, and IRQnN. 

LD1 -LD7 22-28 1/0 Local Data: 3-State local data bus. 

BD1 -BD7 29, 30, 0 Bus Data: 3-State data pins used for vector output. 
32-36 

IACKOUTN 

DTACKN 

37 

38 

0 Interrupt Acknowledge Out: Active low totem pole interrupt acknowledge daisy-chain output. 

0 Data Transfer Acknowledge: Active low, totem pole output. This signal indicates that valid data is 
available on the bus during interrupt acknowledge cycle. 

R/WN 39 I Read/Write: Register read/write input. This signal specifies the data transfer cycle in process is to be 
either read or write. 

LDTACKN 40 0 Local Data Transfer Acknowledge: Active low, open collector, data transfer acknowledge output to 
the local bus. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

Typical Configuration 
The SCB68154/8X825 provides a vehicle for 
interprocessor communications on an intelli
gent peripheral controller board, or a CPU 
board as shown in Figure 1. The local data 
pins (LD1 - LD7) serve as a local data bus. 
This allows the local master to access the 
Interrupt Generator's two internal registers. 
During an interrupt acknowledge, the 
SCB68154/8X825 will allow for a status/ID 
by1e to be supplied to the system. The 
SCB68154/8X825 supplies seven of the eight 
needed status/ID bits. The user is allowed to 
externally supply the least significant bit 
(LSB), typically the system address line A 1 of 
the status/ID byte. The IRQ1 N - IRQ7N, 
DTACKN, and BD1 - BD7 outputs require 
external buffers to provide adequate drive to 
the system bus. BUFENN provides the output 
enable control for the data buffer that is 
required for BD1 - BD7. 

December 1986 

Register Selection 
The SCB68154/8X825 has two internal regis
ters which can be programmed for system 
control. They are the interrupt vector register 
and the interrupt request register. Figure 2 
shows the programming model. Both regis
ters can be read from as well as written to. 
The interrupt vector register (register RO) is 
selected by the register select (RS) input 
equal to 0. Setting bit 1 of register RO enables 
all interrupt levels for the SCB68154/8X825. 
Writing a 1 to bit 2 of register RO resets all 
interrupt levels in the interrupt request regis
ter as well as the IRQnN outputs. Subsequent 
interrupt requests will be honored. Bit 2 of RO 
will always be read as 0. The high order bits, 
bits 7 - 3, of register RO are the high order 
bits of the status/ID by1e. The seven bit 
output of the status/ID by1e are formed by 
concatenating the high order bits (bits 7 - 3) 
of register RO with system bus address lines 
A3 and A2. Bus address lines A3 and A2 are 
output on BD2 and BD1 respectively. 
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The interrupt request register (R1) is selected 
by RS input equal to 1. Setting bit "n" in R1 
will generate an interrupt on interrupt request 
level IRQnN. Any number (up to the maximum 
of seven) interrupt requests can be generated 
in a single access of R 1. 

The state of only those levels, which a 1 has 
been written to, is affected. Writing a O to any 
level does not change the current state of 
that level. For example. if IRQ1 N is currently 
asserted, writing a 0 to bit 1 of R1 does not 
de-assert IRQ1N, nor clear bit 1 in R1. 

Note that interrupt requests on the same level 
are not stackable. To generate another inter
rupt request on a level currently asserted, the 
user must wait until that level has been 
acknowledged, before generating another in
terrupt request on that level. 

Since interrupts are acknowledged indepen
dently of the local CPU, the interrupt vector 
register should not be modified while inter
rupts are pending. Any attempt to modify the 
interrupt vector register, while interrupts are 
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pending, could cause the status/ID byte to 
change while the interrupted master is read
ing it. This could cause the interrupted master 
to acquire an indeterminate vector. There
fore, the interrupt request register should be 
examined to make certain there are no inter
rupts pending before attempting to modify the 
interrupt vector register. 

All data transfers between the local CPU and 
the SCB6B154/BXB25 are done using local 
data lines (LD1 - LD7), register select (RS), 
read/write (R/WN) and a chip select input 
(CSDSN). The SCB66154/BXB25 supplies a 
local data transfer acknowledge (LDTACKN) 
to complete the transfer of data between the 
local CPU and itself. 

Interrupt/Interrupt Acknowledge 
The SCB6B154/BXB25 generates the maxi
mum defined seven bus interrupts, on the 
IRQ1 N - IRQ7N outputs, in a VMEbus or 
VERSAbus system. An interrupted master will 
acknowledge only a single level of the seven 

l.OOAL MASTER 

DATA 

interrupt levels. To allow for multiple interrupt
ers on the level acknowledged, VMEbus and 
VERSAbus systems use an interrupt acknowl
edge daisy-chain. The SCB6B154/BXB25 re
sides in this interrupt acknowledge daisy
chain. 

When the system interrupt acknowledge 
(IACKN) is asserted, the interrupt acknowl
edge daisy-chain starts at the first slot in the 
system bus. The level being acknowledged is 
specijied by the interrupted master on ad
dress lines A 1 - A3. The system bus interface 
on the SCB6B154/BXB25 is initiated only if 
IACKN, interrupt acknowledge daisy-chain in 
(IACKINN), and data strobe O (DSON) are all 
received asserted. If the system bus interface 
is initiated and the SCB6B154/BXB25 has an 
interrupt request on the level specified, it will 
not pass the daisy-chain signal on. It will, 
instead, clear the interrupt request level ac
knowledged, IRQnN, as well as the appropri
ate bit in the interrupt request register. It will 
also assert buffer enable (BUFENN), place 

SCBl8t5411X825 

LDl-7 IACKINN 

IACKN 
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seven bits of the status/ID byte on the bus 
data outputs (BD1 - BD7) and assert data 
transfer acknowledge (DTACKN). 

If the system bus interface is initiated, but the 
SCB6B154/8X825 has no interrupt request 
on the level being acknowledged, it will pass 
the daisy-chain input (IACKINN) on via the 
interrupt acknowledge out (IACKOUTN). 

Arbitration 
The. system bus interface, as well as the local 
master interface, are independent processes. 
Either can be initiated at any time, without 
respect to the other. The SCB6B154/BXB25 
will arbitrate between the processes, allowing 
proper system operation without any degra
dation in performance. 

Reset 
When RESETN is asserted, the SCB66154/ 
BXB25 drives the outputs IRQnN and IACK
OUTN high. It also resets the interrupt re
quest and the interrupt vector registers. 

SYSTEM BUS 

IM:l<lNN 

""""' Yee 
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•• DSN .... 
IJfACKN LDTACKN IACKDUTN IACKDUTN 

WIUTEN RIWN . ._ .. .._ .. 
CIDCK CUC ....... 74lS04 ..... 

LDSN 

ADDRESS 

NOTE: ro OPDI COLl.ECtOR OUTPUTS 
~ NTATEOUTPUTS 

INTERRUP1" VEClOR REGISTER 
RS • 0 READ/WRITE 

CSDSN IRQ1N~ IR01N-
IRQ7N IRQ7N 

..... 
DTACKN 

ti) 
DTACKN 

RS 

....... BUFENN 

801-1107 D0-07 

Figure 1. Typical Configuration 

ENABLE INTERRUP1"S 
"•ENABLED) 

CLEAR INTERRUP1" 
REOUESTS" •CLEAR) 

INT£RRUP1" REOUEST REGISTER 
RS = 1 READ/WRITE 

~~ 
. ~ LEVEL1-71NTERRUP1" 

REOUESTS" = INTERRUP1" 
REQUEST PENDING) 

'-------- ~~~~~~~~F (81T1 =IRQ1N, Brr2• IRQ2N ••. ) 

Figure 2. Programming Model 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS' 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 range o to +70 oc 

Tsrn Storage temperature range -65 to +150 oc 

Vee Supply voltage3 range -0.5 to +7.0 v 

V1N Input voltage3 range -0.5 to +5.5 v 

VouT Voltage applied to output in off-state3 -0.5 to +5.5 v 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= 0°c to +70°c, Vee= +5V ±5%4· 5 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5.25 v 
V1L Input low voltage 0.8 v 
V1H Input high voltage 2 v 

l1L Input low current Vee= 5.25V, V1L = 0.4V -410 µA 
l1H Input high current Vee= 5.25V, V1H = 2.7V 20 µA 
los Short circuit output current Vee= 5.25V, VouT = ov -15 -100 mA 

Other outputs not grounded 
lozL High-Z low output current 

BD1 -BD7 Vee= 5.25V, VoL = 0.5V -20 µA 
lozH High-Z high output current 

BD1 -BD7 Vee= 5.25V, VoH = 2.5V 20 µA 

VoL Output low voltage 0.5 v 
LDTACKN Vee= 4.75V, loL = 20mA 
All other outputs Vee= 4.75V, loL = SmA 

VoH Output high voltage Vee= 4.75V, loH = -400µA 2.5 v 

lcEX Open collector leakage current 
LDTACKN Vee= 4.75V, VouT = 4.75V 100 µA 

11 Input leakage current Vee= 5.25V, V1N = 5.25V 100 µA 

Vic Input clamp voltage Vee= 4.75V, l1N = -10mA -1.2 v 
Ice Supply current Vee= 5.25V, V1N =av 130 mA 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is stress rating only and functional operation of 

the device at these or at any other condition above those indicated in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature and thermal resistance of 60°C/W junction 

to ambient for ceramic package (116°C/W for plastic package). 
3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, it is 

suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rated maxima. 
4. Parameters are valid over specified temperature range. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground (GND). For testing, all inputs swing between 0.4V and 2.4V with a transition time of 3ns maximum and output 

voltages are checked at o.av and 2V. 
6. If the falling edge of IACKINN occurs last, then tADIK is valid. If the falling edge of DSN occurs last, then tAoos is valid. If the falling edges of IACKINN and DSN 

occur simultaneously then either tAoos or tADIK is valid. 
7. If the falling edge of IACKINN occurs last, then tiKBF is valid. If the falling edge of DSN occurs last, then tosBF is valid. If the falling edges of IACKINN and DSN 

occur simultaneously then either t1KBF or toseF is valid. 
8. If the falling edge of IACKINN occurs last, then ~RAl is valid. If DSN occurs last, then t1RA2 is valid. If the falling edges of both IACKINN and DSN occur 

simultaneously then either tiAA1 or 'ttRA2 is valid. 
9. True only if no request pending on levels being acknowledged. If the falling edge of IACKINN occurs last, then t0yo1 is valid. If the falling edge of DSN occurs last 

then tovo2 is valid. If the falling edges of both IACKINN and DSN occur simultaneously then either tovo1 or tovo2 is valid. 
10. If the rising edge of IACKN occurs first, then t10r is valid. If the rising edge of DSN occurs first then tosor is valid. If the rising edges of both IACKN and DSN occur 

simultaneously, then either t1or or tosor is valid. 
11. If the rising edge of IACKN occurs first then t1rsr is valid. If tt:ie rising edge of DSN occurs first then torsr is valid. If the rising edges of both IACKN and DSN occur 

simultaneously then either tirsr or torsr is valid. 
12. If the rising edge of IACKN occurs first, then t18, is valid. If the rising edge of DSN occurs first then tosF is valid. If the rising edges of both IACKN and DSN occur 

simultaneously, then either t1eF or toaF is valid. 
13. If the rising edge of IACKN occurs first then t10TK is valid. If the rising edge of DSN occurs first then tooTK is valid. If the rising edges of both IACKN and DSN occur 

simultaneously, then either tiorK or toorK is valid. 
14. True only if no request pending on level being acknowledged. If the rising edge of IACKN occurs first then t1our is valid. If the rising edge of DSN occurs first then 

toour is valid. If the rising edge of both IACKN and DSN occur simultaneously then either t1our or toour is valid. 
15. trsr is always greater than or equal to toTH· 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA =o·c to +?o·c. Vee= +5V ±5%4 · 5 

TENTATIVE LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER UNIT 

Min Max 

Register read (see Figure 3) 

tRss RS valid to CSDSN low setup time 0 ns 

IRWS R/WN to CSDSN low setup time 0 ns 

IDTV LDTACKN low to LD1 - 7 valid 5.4 19.4 ns 

loTCS LDTACKN low to CSDSN high 0 ns 

IRSH CSDSN high to RS valid hold time 0 ns 

IRWH CSDSN high to R/WN high hold time 0 ns 

loTH CSDSN high to LD1 - 7 valid hold time 11.5 33.5 ns 

ITST15 CSDSN high to LD1 - 7 3-State 11.5 34.5 ns 

tcsor CSDSN high to LDTACKN high 9.2 27.2 ns 

tcsH CSDSN high time 20 ns 

tACCR CSDSN low to LDTACKN low read access time lcKPD 31cKPD ns 
2 + 12.5 2 + 40.3 

Register write (sse Figure 4) 

tRss RS valid to CSDSN low setup time 0 ns 

IRWS2 R/WN low to CSDSN low setup time 0 ns 

tos LD1 - LD7 valid to CSDSN low setup time 0 ns 

!ASH CSDSN high to _RS valid hold time 0 ns 

tRWH2 CSDSN high to R/WN low hold time 0 ns 

toH CSDSN high to LD1 - LD7 valid 0 ns 

lcSDT CSDSN high to LDTACKN high 9.2 27.2 ns 

tores LDTACKN low to CSDSN high 0 ns 

t1RO LDTACKN low to IRQnN low 1.2 8.2 ns 

tACCW CSDSN low to LDTACKN low write access time tcKPD 3tcKPD ns 
2 + 13.3 2+40.3 

tcsH CSDSN high time 20 ns 

Interrupt acknowledge (see Figure 5) 

t1KDS IACKN low to DSN low 0 ns 

tAoos6 A 1 - A3 valid to DSN low setup 0 ns 

IADIK6 A 1 - A3 valid to IACKINN low setup 0 ns 

tlKBF7 IACKINN low to BUFENN low lcKPD + 18.3 
31cKPD ns 
2+29.2 

toseF7 DSN low to BUFENN low lcKPD + 18.3 31cKPD ns 
2 + 29.2 

l1RA1 8 IACKINN low to IRQnN high tcKPD + 12.5 
3tcKPD ns 
2 + 29.2 

t1RA28 DSN low to IRQnN high lcKPD + 29.2 
3tcKPD ns 
2 + 29.2 

tovo1 9 IACKINN low to IACKOUTN tcKPD + 11.2 31cKPD ns 
2 + 29.2 

to vol DSN low to IACKOUTN low lcKPD + 11.2 31cKPD ns 
2 + 29.2 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) -TENTATIVE LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER UNIT 2 

Min Max -teFBO BUFENN low lo BD1 - BD7 valid 3.2 38.2 ns 

teFOT BUFENN low to DTACKN low 38.2 50 ns 

tADRH DTACKN low to A 1 -A3 valid hold time 0 ns 

toros DTACKN low to DSN high 0 ns 

toTIK DTACKN low to IACKN high 0 ns 

t1or10 IACKN high to BD1 - BD7 valid hold time 3 8.4 ns 

tosor10 DSN high to BD1 - BD7 valid hold time 3 8.4 ns 

t1rsr11 IACKN high to BD1 - BD7 3-State 3 9.1 ns 

torsr11 DSN high to BD1 - BD7 3-State 3 9.1 ns 

toeF12 DSN high to BUFENN high 12.2 32.2 ns 

t1eF12 IACKN high to BUFENN high 12.2 32.2 ns 

toorK13 DSN high to DTACKN high 12.2 32.2 ns 

ltoTK13 IACKN high to DTACKN high 12.2 32.2 ns 

t1our14 IACKN high to IACKOUTN high 6.2 17.2 ns 

toour14 DSN high to IACKOUTN high 6.2 17.2 ns 

t1AKH IACKN high time 20 ns 

t11NH IACKN high to IACKINN high 0 ns 

t1KJN IACKN low to IACKINN low 0 ns 

Reset timing (see Figure 6) 

tRsT RESETN low time 51 ns 

Clock timing (see Figure 7) 

lcKH Clock high 45 ns 

lcKPD Clock period 90 ns 
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-
REllElN { ___ } 2 -

IRQnN -----------' 

Figure 6. Reset Timing 

'----
Figure 7. Clock Timing 
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DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCB66155/8X824 is an 
asynchronous interrupt handler for VME
bus and VERSAbus® systems. Up to 14 
interrupts are prioritized by the 
SCB68155/8X824 to one of seven lev
els and are output on the interrupt priori
ty level lines (IPLON - IPL2N). The 
SCB68155/8X824 prioritizes the inter
rupts in the following manner: local bus 
requests over system bus requests with 
the non-maskable interrupt (NMIN) con
sidered the highest priority local interrupt 
(NMIN over IRQ7N, then LRQ6N -
LRQ1 N over IRQ6N - IRQ1 N). 

The local interrupt requests can be pro
grammed to be either active high or low, 
and either edge or level sensitive. The 
system bus interrupt requests are al
ways active low and level sensitive. The 
non-maskable interrupt is always nega
tive edge-triggered. 

During a local interrupt acknowledge 
sequence, two modes of response are 
available: vectored mode or device-sup
plies-the vector mode. 

For system bus responses, the 
SCB66155/8X824 works with a bus re
quester (for example, the Signetics 
SCB68172 VMEbus Controller), to ac
quire a status/ID byte (interrupt vector) 
from the system. 

The SCB68155/8X824 was designed 
primarily for interface to the VMEbus. 
For more information regarding the pro
tocol definitions, proper use, and appli
cation of this device, refer to the VME
bus Specification Manual. 

VERSAbus is a registered trademark of Motorola, Inc. 
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FEATURES PIN CONFIGURATION 
• Asynchronous Interrupt handler 

for VMEbus and VERSAbus 
systems 

• Receives and prioritizes non
maskable, six local and seven 
system bus Interrupts 

• Interrupts may be polled In Heu 
of real-time operation 

• Programmable local interrupt 
response 

•Works with the SCB68172 to 
acquire status/ID byte (vector) 
during bus interrupt acknowledge 

• Complete device status, Including 
last interrupt acknowledged 

• High-speed bipolar technology 
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Pin 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

IR04N 

lllQON 

IRQ7N 

TOP VIEW 

INDEX 
CORNER 

0 

PLCC 

17 

18 

TOP VIEW 

Signal Pin 

VBB 23 
IR03N 24 
IRQ4N 25 
IRQ5N 26 
IRQ6N 27 
IAQ7N 28 
NC 29 
DO 30 
01 31 
02 32 
03 33 
04 34 
05 35 
06 36 
07 37 
NC 38 
NC 39 
rD'i'iiCK 40 
~ 41 
iJilCR 42 
A1 43 
A2 44 

IROtN 

CSDSN 

CLK 

NMIN 

RIWN 

BIACKN 

IPLON 

40 

39 

29 

28 

8'gnal 
GND 
VBB 
A3 
iP[O 
iPCT m 
~ 
NC 
iJ'Ki1 
U!1i2 
IFl53 
IR04 

~ 
LRll6 
~ 
R/W 
NMl 
CLK 
~ 
1RQf 
lliQ2 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

PACKAGES Vcc=+5V ±5%, TA=o·c to +70°C 

Ceramic DIP 

Plastic DIP 

Plastic LCC 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

LR01-LRQ8 
PRECONDITION 

IOOIC 

RO 
POINTER 
REGISJER 

SCB68155CAl40 

SCB68155CAN40 

SCB68155CA44 

R4 
LRQN STATUS 

LRQN 

RS 
LRQN 
MASK 

m-----..... 
IRQl-IRQ7 ,__---------. 

RI 
IRQNsrmus 

REQISrER 
SELECT 
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1-----,.;r DTACKN 

_......_...___._ IPLON• 
1-...,....,.-......,,, IPLZN 

----• UACKN 

----• BIACKN 

AZ 
LRQN 

VEC'IOR 

At-A3 .._-----------------------------.A 
R7 

LASr 
INT 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

MNEMONIC PIN NO. TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

Vss 1, 21 I Supply Voltage: Supply voltage for internal gates. 

IRQ1N-IRQ7N 39, 40, I Bus Interrupt Request: Active low inputs for bus generated interrupts. 
2-6 

DO-D7 7-14 1/0 Bus Data: 3-State local data bus. 

LDTACKN 15 0 Local Data Transfer Acknowledge: Active low, open collector output. Indicates that valid data is 
available on the local data bus during interrupt acknowledge cycle or data transfer cycle. 

IACKDSN 16 I Interrupt Acknowledge: Active low interrupt acknowledge input from the local master. This signal 
must be qualified by the local master's data strobe prior to input. 

LIACKN 17 0 Local Interrupt Acknowledge: Active low interrupt acknowledge totem pole output to the local 
interrupting devices. 

A1-A3 18, 19, I Address Lines: Address inputs from local master. 
22 

GND 20 I Ground 

IPLON - IPL2N 23-25 0 Interrupt Priority Level: Active low totem-pole outputs to the local master. The priority level of 
the interrupt request is encoded on these outputs. 

BIACKN 26 0 Bus Interrupt Acknowledge: Active low interrupt acknowledge totem-pole output to the system 
bus. 

LRQ1 N - LRQ6N 27-30, I Local Interrupt Request: User can define the active state of these inputs. 
32, 33 

Vee 31 I Supply Voltage: + 5V power supply. 

RESETN 34 I Reset: Active low input reset. 

R/WN 35 I Read/Write: This signal specifies the data transfer cycle to be. either read or write. 

NMIN 36 I Non-Maskable Interrupt: Active low highest priority interrupt. 

CLK 37 I Clock: Clock input (typically CPU clock). 

CSDSN 38 I Chip Select: Active low chip select input for register 1/0. This input must be qualified by the local 
master's data strobe prior to input. 

REGISTERS 
The SCB68155/8X824 contains eight internal 
registers (RO-R7) accessible to the local 
master. There are also six sub-registers con
tained in register R1. Register RO specifies 
which sub-register is to be accessed in R 1. 
Register R2 stores the interrupt vector for 

vectored mode responses. Register R3 and 
RS are the interrupt mask registers for the 
local and system bus interrupts respectively. 
Registers R4 and R6 are the status registers 
for local and bus interrupts respectively, al
lowing all interrupts to be polled. Register R7 
can be read by the local master to determine 
the last interrupt acknowledged. 

All data transfers between the SCB68155/ 
8X824 and the local master are done using 
the local data bus (DO - 07), address bus 
(A 1 -A3), a chip select (CSDSN) and a read/ 
write (R/WN) input. 

Register RO -A3A2A 1 = 000 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

RO I 
I 

December 1986 

T 
Pointer register (write only). 
Bit 0-2 of RO specify which control sub-register CR1 -CR6 during an access of R1. 
During register 1/0, bits 7 - 3 will read as 0. 

82-81-BO 
000-none 
001 -CR1 
010-CR2 
011 -CR3 
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100-CR4 
101 -CR5 
110-CR6 
111 none 
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Register R1 -A3A2A 1 = 001 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

R1 

111~ 
Register R2-A3A2A1 =010 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

R2 I 
I 

Vector 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Vector 

Register R3-A3A2A1 =011 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Rs I I 

II.___ _11_ 
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Control registers CR1 -CR6 (read or write). 
These six registers program the function of the local interrupt requests 
(LRQ1N - LR06N). (CR1 programs LR01N, CR2 programs LR02N, etc). During register 
110, bits 7 - 3 will be read as O. 

LROnN active state (high/low) (1 = active high) 

LROnN edge/level sensitive (1 = edge sensitive) 

LROnN vector enable (1 = enabled) 

LAO vector (read or write). 
Bits 7 - 3 of this register are the top five bits of the local interrupt vector. During 
register 110, bits 2 - O will be read as zeros. 

LAO vector output during local interrupt acknowledge (If vector enable = 1 ). 

001-LR01N 
010-LR02N 
011-LR03N 

LRQ mask (read or write). 

100-LRQ4N 
101-LROSN 
110-LRQ6N 
111-NMIN 

This register allows the user to mask local interrupts. It also enables vectored 
response for NMIN. 

NMIN Vector enable 

LRON 1 - 6 mask 

NMIN mask 

Bil 1 = LR01N 
Bit 2=LRQ2N 
Bit 3•LR03N 
Bit 4=LR04N 

2-485 

(1 • enabled) 

(1 =interrupt enabled) 

(1 = NMIN enabled) 

Bit 5• LR05N 
Bit 6= LR06N 
Bit 7= NMIN 
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Register R4-A3A2A 1 = 100 

76543210 

R4 i I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 

Register R5-A3A2A1=101 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

Rs I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 

Register R6-A3A2A1=110 

76543210 

Re I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 

Register R7-A3A2A1 = 111 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

R7 I I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I 
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LRQ status tread only). 
Local lnterru~ can be polled through this register. During register 110, bit O will be 
read as a o. 

Bit 1 •LRQ1~ 
Bit 2=LRQ2 
Bit 3•LRQ3 
Bit 4=LRQ4 

Bit 5•LRQ5N 
Bit 6=LRQ6N 
Bit 7•NMIN 

LRQN status (1 - interrupt pending) 
NMIN status (1 = interrupt pending) 

IRQ mask (read or write). 
This register allows the user to mask system bus interrupts. During register 110, bit O 

· will be read as a o. 

Bit 1 • IRQ1N 
Bit 2=1RQ2N 
Bit 3•1RQ3N 
Bit 4=1RQ4N 

(1 =Interrupt enabled) 

IRQ status (read only). 

Bit 5•1RQ5N 
Bit 6=1RQ6N 
Bit 7•1RQ7N 

System bus interrupts can be polled through this register. During register 110, bit 0 
will be read as o. 

Bit 1 •IRQ1N 
Bit 2=1RQ2N 
Bit 3•1RQ3N 
Bit 4=1RQ4N 

Bit 5•1RQ5N 
Bit 6= IRQ6N 
Bit 7=1RQ7N 

IRQN status (1 • interrupt pending) 

Last interrupt acknowledged (read only). 
This register can be read by the local CPU to determine the last Interrupt acknowt· 
edged. During register 1/0, bits 7 - 4 will be read as 0. 

0000-none 
0001-IRQ1N 
0010-IRQ2N 
0011-IRQ3N 
0100-IRQ4N 
0101-IRQSN 
0110-IRQSN 
0111-IRQ7N 
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1000-none 
1001-LRQ1N 
1010-LRQ2N 
1011-LRQ3N 
1100-LRQ4N 
1101-LRQSN 
1110-LRQ6N 
1111-NMIN 
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FUNCTIONAL OPERATION 

Typical Configuration 
The SCB68155/8X824 can handle interrupts 
from 14 sources: seven bus interrupt requests 
generated on the IRQ1 N - IR07N inputs, six 
local interrupt sources generated on the 
LRQ1 N - LR06N inputs, and one non-mask
able interrupt which may originate locally or 
from the system (such as the system's AC fail 
signal). All interrupts are encoded to one of 
seven levels and output on the 
IPLON - IPL2N lines. Table 1 shows how the 
SCB68155/8X824 encodes the interrupts. 

BIACKN is the bus interrupt acknowledge 
signal which is asserted during a bus interrupt 
acknowledge sequence. BIACKN can be 
used to get the associated bus requester (for 
example, the Signetics SCB68172). to ac
quire an interrupt vector from the system bus. 
Figure 1 shows a typical SCB68155/BX824-
SCB68172 system configuration. 

LIACKN is the local interrupt acknowledge 
signal which is asserted during a local inter
rupt acknowledge sequence. Figure 2 shows 
a typical configuration for the SCB68155/ 
8X824. 

Non-Maskable Interrupt (NMI) 
The highest priority interrupt request is the 
non-maskable interrupt (NMIN). It is an active 
low, negative edge-triggered interrupt. NMIN 
is considered by the SCB68155/8X824 to be 
the highest priority local interrupt, however, 
the user is not restricted to having it represent 
a local device. When the local master re
sponds to an NMIN, bit 7 in the LAO status 
register R4 is cleared to 0. 

Both vectored and device-supplies-the-vector 
modes are available with NMIN. However, it is 
recommended that the SCB68155/8X824's 
response to an NMIN be a vectored mode 
interrupt acknowledge. 

Local Interrupts 
The SCB68155/8X824 can handle interrupts 
generated by local devices through its six 
local interrupt request lines 
(LR01 N - LRQ6N). The local interrupt re
quests are prioritized with LR06N being the 

highest priority, and LRQ1 N the lowest priori
ty. 

The response of the SCB68155/8X824 to an 
acknowledge of a local interrupt can be 
selected by means of the SCB68155/ 
BX824's R1 register. Pointer register RO 
points to one of the six control sub-registers 
when accessing register R 1. The six control 
registers (CR 1 - CR6) in register R 1 define 
the functions of the six local interrupt re
quests (LRQ1N - LRQ6N). 

Control Register 'n' Bit O 
Selects local interrupt requests 'n' (LROnN), 
to be either low or high. Bit o = 1 defines 
active state to be high. 

Control Register 'n' Bit 1 
Selects local interrupt request 'n', to be either 
edge or level sensitive. Bit 1 = 1 defines 
LRQnN to be edge sensitive. 

Control Register 'n' Bit 2 
Selects either. vectored mode or device-sup
plies-the-vector mode response. Bit 2 = 1 
enables vectored mode operation for LROnN. 

Two modes of operation for a local interrupt 
response are possible; vectored mode and 
device-supplies-the-vector mode. In vectored 
mode, the SCB68155/8XB24 supplies the 
interrupt vector to the local CPU and asserts 
LDTACKN to complete the transfer. In the 
device-supplies-the-vector mode, the local 
interrupting device supplies its own interrupt 
vector and asserts LDTACKN to complete the 
transfer. 

The vector register R2 allows the user to 
program the five most significant bits (bits 
7 -: 3) of the interrupt vector supplied in vec
tored mode. During a vectored local interrupt 
acknowledge cycle, the upper five bits of the 
vector register are concatenated with a 3-bit 
interrupt level (address lines A3 = B2 of the 
vector, A2 = 81 and A1 =BO). This forms the 
unique vector for the local interrupt request 
level being acknowledged. 

The local interrupt request mask register R3 
allows the user to selectively enable local 
interrupt requests by setting appropriate bits 
in the register. 

Table 1. SCB68155/8X824 Interrupt Level Encoding 

INTERRUPT INTERRUPT PRIORITY LEVEL OUTPUTS 

REQUEST LEVEL IPL2N IPL1N IPLON 

NMIN, IR07N 0 0 0 
LRQ6N, IRQ6N 0 0 1 
LROSN, IRQSN 0 1 0 
LR04N, IR04N 0 1 1 
LRQ3N, IRQ3N 1 0 0 
LR02N, IRQ2N 1 0 1 
LR01N, IR01N 1 1 0 

None 1 1 1 
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The current state of the local interrupt re
quests can be determined by the local master 
by reading the local interrupt status register 
R4. 

Local Interrupt Acknowledge 
An interrupt acknowledge, by the local CPU, 
is signified by the assertion of the inter
rupt acknowledge input (IACKDSN). The 
SCB68155/BX824 responds by reading the 
three address lines (A 1 - A3) to determine 
what level is being acknowledged. If a local 
interrupt is the highest priority interrupt pend
ing on the level acknowledged, the 
SCB68155/8X824 will respond as though it is 
programmed for that level. 

If vectored mode is programmed, the 
SCB68155/8X824 will assert the local inter
rupt acknowledge (LIACKN) and place the 
interrupt vector on the local data bus. To 
complete the transfer of the vector to the 
local CPU, the SCB68155/8X824 asserts the 
local data transfer acknowledge signal 
(LDTACKN). 

If device-supplies-the-vector mode is pro
grammed, the SCB68155/8X824 asserts the 
local interrupt acknowledge signal (LIACKN). 
The interrupting device is then allowed to 
place its own vector on the local data bus and 
assert LDTACKN. 

When a local interrupt is acknowledged by 
the local master, .the appropriate bit in the 
LRQ status register R4 is cleared to O. 

Bus Interrupts 
The VMEbus specification defines a maxi
mum of seven interrupt levels. The 
SCB68155/8X824 can handle seven system 
bus interrupts through its IRQ1 N - IR07N 
lines. Bus interrupt request are active low 
level sensitive, and prioritized with IR07N 
being the highest priority and IRQ1 N the 
lowest priority. The bus mask control register 
RS allows the user to selectively enable bus 
interrupt requests by setting appropriate bits 
in the register. The local CPU can read the 
bus interrupt status registar R6 to determine 
the current state of the bus interrupt requests. 

Bus Interrupt Acknowledge 
The local CPU asserts the interrupt acknowl
edge signal (IACKDSN) to signify an interrupt 
acknowledge. The SCB68155/8X824 re
ponds by reading the interrupt level on 
A 1 -A3 to determine what level is being 
acknowledged. If a local interrupt is not 
pending on the level acknowledged, and that 
bus level is not masked, the SCB68155/ 
BX824 will assert bus interrupt acknowledge 
(BIACKN). If that bus level is masked, the 
SCB68155/8X824 will not respond to the 
interrupt acknowledge by the local master. 

Part of the interrupt acknowledge sequence 
for a bus interrupt consists of acquiring a 
vector (status/ID byte) from the system bus. 

~ 
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The bus signals required to acquire this 
vector are available with a bus controller. The 
Signetics SCB68172 bus controller can be 
used by the SCB68155/8X824 to acquire the 
vector (status/ID byte), thereby eliminating 
the need for the SCB68155/8X824 to dupli
cate this bus control function. Because most 
interrupts are serviced by boards that already 
have the SCB68172, a one-chip addition of 

Dacembilr 1988 

the SCB68155/8X824 gives that board com
plete interrupt handling capability. 

Since the SCB88155/8X824 is an asynchro
nous device, it is possible for a local interrupt 
request to be asserted during acknowledge
ment of a bus interrupt on the same level. 
The SCB68155/8X824 passes all local inter
rupt requests through transparent latches 
which close during each interrupt acknowl-
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edge cycle. All possibility of contention is 
therefore eliminated. 

Reset 
When RESETN is asserted, the SCB68155/ 
8X824 drives LDTACKN, LIACKN, BIACKN 
and IPLON - IPL2N all high. The DO - 07 110 
pins go to 3-State and all internal registers 
are cleared. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS' 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 range 0 to +70 •c 

TsTCl Storage temperature range -65 to +150 •c 

Vee Supply voltage3 range -0.5 to +7.0 v 
V1N Input voltage3 range -0.5 to +5.5 v 
Your Voltage applied to output in off-state3 -0.5 to +5.5 v 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA=o•c to +70°c, Vee•5V ±5%4• 5• 6 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Max 

Vee Supply voltage 4.75 5.25 v 
Vee Supply voltage 1.35 1.65 v 
Ice V cc supply current Vee= 5.25V 65 mA 
Isa Vee supply current Vee• 1.65V 190 mA 
l1L Input low current Vee = 5.25V, Vee = 1.65V, V1L = 0.4V -20 µA 
l1H Input high current Vee= 5.25V, Vee= 1.65V, V1H = 2.7V 20 µA 
los Short circuit output current 

except LDTACKN Vee= 5.25V, Your= ov6 -15 -100 mA 

VoL Output low voltage Vee= 4.75V, Vee= 1.35V, loL = 8mA 0.6 v 
VoH Output high voltage 

except LDTACKN Vee= 4.75V, Vee= 1.35V, loH = -3mA 2.5 v 
11 Input leakage current Vee = 5.25V, V1N = 5.25V 100 µA 
lcEx Open collector leakage current 

LDTACKN Vee= 4.75V, Your= 4.25V 100 µA 

V1c Input clamp voltage Vee=4.75V, l1N=-10mA -1.5 v 
V1L Input low voltage 0.8 v 
V1H Input high voltage 2 v 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is stress rating only and functional operation of 

the device at these or at any other condition above those indicated in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature and thermal resistance of 60°C/W Junction 

to ambient for ceramic package (116°C/W for plastic package). 
3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from damaging effects of excessive stetic charge. Nonetheless, It is 

suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rated maxima. 
4. Parameters are valid over specified temperature range. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground (GND). For testing, all inputs swing between 0.4V and 2.4V with a transition time of 3ns maximum and output 

voltages are checked at o.ev and 2V. 
6. At any time, no more than one output should be connected to ground. 
7. trsr is always greater than or equal to torn. 
8. trnsr is always greater than or equal to toAH· 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= o•c to + 70°C, Vee= 5V ± 5%4• 5 

TENTATIVE LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER UNIT 2 

Min Max ~ 

Register read (see Figure 3) 

tRws R/WN to CSDSN low setup time 10 ns 

l1AKS IACKDSN high to CSDSN low setup time 10 ns 

IADRS A 1 - A3 valid to CSDSN low setup time 30 ns 

tow CSDSN low to DO - D7 setup time 89 ns 

IAeeR CSDSN low to LDTACKN low read access time 2teKPD + 1168 ns 

tRWH CSDSN high to R/WN high hold time 0 ns 

IADRH CSDSN high to A1 -A3 valid hold time 0 ns 

IDTH CSDSN high to DO - D7 valid hold time 0 79 ns 

I Ts/ CSDSN high to DO - D7 3-State 0 80 ns 

IAeK CSDSN high to LDTACKN high time 0 66 ns 

lcSH CSDSN high time 10 ns 

toTcs LDTACKN low to CSDSN high 0 ns 

Register write (see Figure 4) 

IRWS2 R/WN low to CSDSN low setup time 10 ns 

llAKS IACKDSN high to CSDSN low setup time 10 ns 

IADRS A1 -A3 valid to CSDSN low setup time 30 ns 

tos DO - D7 valid to CSDSN low setup time 0 ns 

IAeCW CSDSN low to LDTACKN low write access time 21eKPD + 1168 ns 

IRWH2 CSDSN high to R/WN low hold time 0 ns 

IAORH CSDSN high to A 1 -A3 valid hold time 0 ns 

IDH CSDSN high to DO - D7 valid hold time 0 ns 

tAeK CSDSN high to LDTACKN high time 0 66 ns 

lcsH CSDSN high time 100 ns 

IDTeS LDTACKN low to CSDSN high time 0 ns 

Vector mode (see Figure 5) 

less CSDSN high to IACKDSN low setup time 10 ns 

lpoL IACKDSN low to LIACKN low propagation time leKPD 2teKPD + 68 ns 

!DAV IACKDSN low to DO - D7 vector valid 103 ns 

tAeev IACKDSN low to LDTACKN low (vector access time) teKPD leKPD + 1168 ns 

t1KH IACKDSN high time 100 ns 

IDAH IACKDSN high to DO - D7 valid hold time 0 111 ns 

trnsT8 IACKDSN high to DO - D7 3-State 0 115 ns 

l1KDT IACKDSN high to LDTACKN high 0 81 ns 

tPDH IACKDSN high to LIACKN high propagation delay 0 42 ns 

IDTIK LDTACKN low to IACKDSN high time 0 ns 

!ADAS A 1 - A3 valid to IACKDSN low setup time 0 ns 

tADH IACKDSN high to A 1 -A3 valid hold time 0 ns 

Device supplies the vector mode (see Figure 6) 

less CSDSN high to IACKDSN low setup time 10 ns 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

TENTATIVE LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER UNIT 

Min Max 

tpoL IACKDSN low to LIACKN low propagation time delay lcKPD 2tcKpo+88 ns 

~KH IACKDSN high time 100 ns 

lpoH IACKDSN high to LIACKN high propagation delay 0 42 ns 

tAos A 1 -A3 valid to IACKDSN low setup time 0 ns 

tADH IACKDSN high to A 1 -A3 valid hold time 0 ns 

Bus interrupt acknowledge (see Figure 7) 

less CSDSN high IACKDSN low setup time 10 ns 

lpoL2 IACKDSN low to BIACK low propagation delay lcKPO 2tcKPO + 68 ns 

t1KH IACKDSN high time 100 ns 

lpoH2 IACKDSN high to BIACK high propagation delay 0 50 ns 

tAos A 1 -A3 valid to IACKDSN low setup time 0 ns 

tADH IACKDSN high to A 1 -A3 hold time 0 ns 

Reset timing 1- Figure 8) 

tRST RESET low time 120 ns 

Clock timing (see Figure 9) 

lcKPD Clock period 100 ns 

lcKH Clock high 50 ns 
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DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics Very Little Serial Interface 
Chip (VLSIC) is a bipolar interface de
vice which connects one or more 
VMSbus controllers to the VMSbus it
self. It provides bus driving and receiving 
in addition to latching data in both the 
transmit and receive directions. 

SERCLK on the VMSbus has a wave
form as shown in Figure 1, with four 
edges per cycle which are designated 
C1, S1, C2, S2. SYSCLK is used to 
discriminate (differentiate) the phases of 
SERCLK. The SYSCLK input should 
have a nominal 50% duty cycle and a 
cycle time which is 2/11 that of 
SERCLK, but SYSCLK and SERCLK 
need not be synchronous or have any 
fixed phase relationship. The 16MHz 
SYSCLK on the VMEbus meets these 
requirements for a back plane 2.9MHz 
SERCLK. 

The VLSIC samples the XDATAN input 
on the SERCLK edge designated C1. 
XDA TAN is clocked directly to SER
DA TN. The VLSIC then clocks the low
active OR (positive logic AND) of SER
DATN and SERDATIN to RDATAN on 
the S1 edge. If XDATAN was high at C1, 
the VLSIC then samples the XSTARTN 
input on the C2 edge, and if it is low, the 
VLSIC makes SERDATN low, thus mak
ing a VMSbus start bit. If XDA TAN was 
high at S1, then on the S2 edge it clocks 
the low active OR of SERDATN and 
SERDATIN to RSTARTN. If SERDATN 
was low at S1, it keeps (or makes) 
RST ARTN high at S2. 

CHIPCLK is driven high from the C1 
edge of SERCLK, and driven low from 
the C2 edge. Thus RDATAN and 
RSTARTN setup to CHIPCLK edges by 
approximately the low time of SERCLK. 
The VMSbus controller(s) must meet the 
specified setup and hold times to C1 for 
XDATAN and to C2 for XSTARTN. 

June 15, 1966 

SCB68171 
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FEATURES PIN CONFIGURATION 
• 70mA open-collector drive for 

SERDA TN 
• Low capacitive loading 
• Discriminates SERCLK into 

·single-phase chip clock output 
• Separates data and start bits for 

both receive and transmit 
• Provides single bus load for 

multiple VMSbus controllers 
• Simplifies controller design and 

allows use of slower technology 
• VMEbus receiver for SYSCLK 
• VMEbus driver/receiver for 

SYSRESETN 
• 16-pin DIP 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

DESCRIPTION 

16-Pin 
Plastic DIP 

2-499 

PARAMETER 

Vee 5V ±5%, 
TA= o to 7o•c 

IDPVIEW 

ORDERING CODE 

SCB6B171C3N16 
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DESCRIPTION (Continued) 
A VMSbus controller is required to "jam" the 
bus by sending a string of "ones" (low) on 
SERDATN when a start bit is sensed while 
the controller is sending or tracking a frame. 
The first one bit should directly follow the 
misplaced start bit. Since the minimum S2-to
C1 time of SERCLK (25ns) is less than the 
sum of the maximum S2-to-RSTART-low time 
plus the minimum setup of XDATAN to C1, a 
controller cannot do this using XDATAN in 
the normal fashion. 

The following feature is provided to solve this 
problem. The condition XDATAN low, 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

XSTARTN low, and CHIPCLK high directly 
sets the flipflop controlling SERDATN, and 
makes SERDATN low. (Note that a VMSbus 
controller would never assert both XDA TAN 
and XSTARTN low in normal operation.) The 
assertion of both XDATAN and XSTARTN 
must occur soon enough to satisfy the SER
DA TN to S 1 setup requirements of all the 
modules on the VMSbus. 

The VLSIC is primarily intended for use in the 
P1 region of a VMEbus card. Space and 
functionality is at a premium in this area. 
Accordingly, the VLSIC includes an autono-
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mous function of driving and receiving SYS
RESETN on the VMEbus. A low on the 
RESETIN input makes the VLSIC drive the 
SYSRESETN pin low. SYSRESETN is also 
received and driven onto two open-collector 
outputs RESET01 N and RESET02N. RE
SET01 N has a high drive capability and is 
suitable for connection to the RESETN pin of 
a 680x0 processor, while RESET02N has 
lower . drive and capacitance and can be 
connected to the processor's HAL TN pin. 
This function has no connection to the rest of 
the VLSIC, and could thus be used for some 
other purpose. 

MNEMONIC PIN TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 
NO. 

SERCLK 11 I Direct connect to VMSbus clock: Clocks SERDATN to RDATAN, RSTARTN. Clocks XDATAN, XSTARTN 
to SERDATN. Used to generate single-phase CHIPCLK. 

SYSCLK 13 I Direct connect to VMEbus clock or other signal meeting the specified frequency relationship to 
SERCLK: Used to discriminate the phases of SERCLK. 

SYSCLKO 9 0 Repeater of SYSCLK for onboard use. 

SERDA TN 10 110 Direct connect to VMSbus data in bipolar open-collector links: Provides data output function for other 
types of links (e.g. optical). Requires pull-up resistor in either case. 

SERDA TIN 15 I Tied to high logic level in bipolar open-collector links: Provides data input function for other types of links 
(e.g. optical). 

CHIPCLK 1 0 Single phase clock for VMSbus controllers. 

RDATAN 3 0 Conveys one/zero bits to VMSbus controller(s). 

RSTARTN 2 0 Conveys start bits to VMSbus controller(s). 

XDATAN 5 I Input from VMSbus controller(s): In normal operation, a low on this line indicates a "one" bit should be 
sent. Simultaneous assertion of XDATAN and XSTARTN low, while CHIPCLK is high, drives SERDATN low 
directly in a "jam" condition. 

XSTARTN 4 I Input from VMSbus controller(s): In normal operation, a low on this line indicates a "start" bit should be 
sent. Simultaneous assertion of XDATAN and XSTARTN low, while CHIPCLK is high, drives SERDATN low 
directly in a "jam" condition. 

RESETIN 14 I Input from onboard logic: Low state forces SYSRESETN low. 

SYSRESETN 12 110 Direct connect to VMEbus system reset: Open-collector output from RESETIN, received to drive 
RESET01 N and RESET02N. Does not affect other VLSIC logic. 

RESET01N 7 0 High-drive open-collector output from SYSRESETN. 

RESET02N 6 0 Low-drive open-collector output from SYSRESETN. 

Vee 16 +5 Volts 

GND 8 Ground 

VMSBUS CONTROLLER DESIGN 
Controllers using VLSIC should signal as · 
follows on XDATAN and XSTARTN. 

CHIPCLK, and may release XSTARTN to 
high in response to the falling edge. 
Since these are typically open-collector 
outputs of the controllers, there may be a 
timing advantage to do so. 

4. If two VMSbus controllers connected to 
the same VLSIC become "locally desyn
chronized", it is possible that one will 
present XDATAN low and the other 
XSTARTN low for the same bit cell. If this 
occurs, XDATAN predominates and SER
DATN is driven low for a "one" bit. Thus 
a possible transient combination of XDA
T AN and XSTARTN low and CHIPCLK 
high actually has no effect. The controller 
presenting XST ARTN thereafter receives 
RDATAN low, and continues to try to· 
send the start bit. 

1. Controllers should present the next bit on 
XDA TAN in response to the falling edge 
of CHIPCLK. and on XSTARTN in re
sponse to the rising edge of CHIPCLK. 
For a 2.9MHz SERCLK, they have at 
least 90nsec to do so, and approximately 
120nsec from RDATAN valid. 

2. Controllers may release XDATAN to high 
in response to the rising edge of 

June 15, 1986 

3. A controller should present XDATAN and 
XSTARTN low in a "jam" situation, in a 
combinatorial fashion from RSTARTN. 
Thereafter the controller can release 
XSTARTN from the lowgoing edge of 
CHIPCLK, and may either signal 511 or 
512 one bits in the usual fashion ( 1 and 2 
above), or may just keep XDATAN low. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

Vs Supply voltage range -0.5 to +7 v 
V1N Input voltage range -0.5 to +5.5 v 
TA Operating temperature range2 O to +70 ·c 

Tsrn Storage temperature range -65 to + 150 ·c 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vee= 5V ±5%, TA= 0°c to +70°C, RL = 90, CL= 15pF3· 4 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

l1L Low-level input current V1N = 0.4V -0.4 mA 
l1H High-level input current V1N = 2.7V 20 µA 

V1L Low-level input voltage 0.8 v 
V1H High-level input voltage 2 v 
VTH + _ yTH- Hysteresis - All inputs 300 mV 

Vol Low level output voltage 
CHIPCLK, RDATAN, RSTARTN, RESET02N IOL = 8mA 0.5 v 
SYSCLKO loL = 24mA 0.5 v 
SERDATN, RESET01N, SYSRESETN loL = 70mA 0.5 v 

VoH High level output voltage 
CHIPCLK, RDATAN, RSTARTN, SYSCLKO loH =-3mA 2.7 v 

laH Output leakage current 
SERDATN, RESET01N, SYSRESETN 
RESET02N VoH = 5.5V 100 µA 

Ice Vee supply current Yee= Max 60 mA 

C1 Input capacitance 
SERCLK, SYSCLK 5 pF 

C10 1/0 capacitance 
SERDA TN 10 pF 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is stress rating only and functional operation of 

the device at these or at any other conditions other than those indicated in the Electrical Characteristics section. of this data sheet is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature. 
3. Parameters are valid over specified temperature range. 
4. AU voltage measurements are referenced to ground (GND). All time measurements are referenced at input voltages of 0.8V and 2V as appropriate. 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vee - 5V ± 5%, TA - 0°c to + 70°C, RL - 90, CL - 50pF3· 4 (except as noted) 

TENTATIVE LIMITS 
NO. CHARACTERISTIC UNIT 2 

Min Max ~ 

1 Prop, C1 or C2 to SERDATN low 10 20 ns 
2 Prop, C1 to SERDATN released 10 25 ns 
3 Prop, S1 (S2) to RDATAN (RSTARTN) low 20 ns 
4 Prop, S1 (S2) to RDATAN (RSTARTN) high 20 ns 
5 Prop, C2 to CHIPCLK low 15 ns 
6 Prop, C1 to CHIPCLK high 12 ns 
7 Prop, XDATAN low and XSTARTN low (with CHIPCLK high) to SERDATN low5 25 ns 
8 RDATAN low to CHIPCLK low tcL-10 ns 
9 RDATAN high to CHIPCLK low tcL-12 ns 

10 RSTARTN low to CHIPCLK high tcL-10 ns 
11 RSTARTN high to CHIPCLK high tcL-12 ns 
12 Setup, SERDATN and/or SERDATIN low to S1 or S2 8 ns 
13 Hold, SERDATN and/or SERDATIN low after S1 or S2 2 ns 
14 Setup, SERDATN and SERDATIN high to S1 or S2 6 ns 
15 Hold, SERDATN and SERDATIN high after S1 or S2 2 ns 
16 Setup, XDATAN low to C1, XSTARTN low to C2 7 ns 
17 Hold, XDATAN low after C1, XSTARTN low after C2 0 ns 
18 Setup, XDATAN high to C1, XSTARTN high to C2 7 ns 
19 Hold, XDATAN high after C1, XSTARTN high after C2 0 ns 
20 Pulse Width, XDATAN and XSTARTN low with CHIPCLK high 10 ns 
21 Prop, SYSCLK low to SYSCLKO low 8 15 ns 
22 Prop, SYSCLK high to SYSCLKO high 5 12 ns 
23 Pulse width, SERCLK low (tcL) 15 ns 
23A Pulse width, SYSCLK low (tsvcL) 10 ns 
24 Pulse width, SYSCLK high (tsvcH) 10 ns 
25 Cycle time, SYSCLK (tsvcv) 62 ns 

25A Cycle time, SERCLK (general case) 5.49(tsvsv) 551(tsvsv) ns 
26 Pulse width, SERCLK high, C1 to S1 

(tsvcv - 62.5) 174.25 ns 
(general case) 2.5tsvcv + 18 ns 

27 Pulse width, SERCLK high, C2 to S2 
(tsvcv - 62.5) 120 ns 
(general case) 2(tsvcv)-5 ns 

TEST CONDITIONS 

TEST CONDmONS: 

+SV ! +SV 

R3 

OUT 

R1 

DUT 

R2 

SIGNALS R1 R2 SIGNALS R3 

CHIPCLK, RSTARTN, RDATAN 453!! 267n SYSRESETN, RESET01 N, 69.80 
SERDATN 

SYSCLKO 1620 1240 
RESET02N 5620 
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DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCB68172 VMEbus Con
troller (BUSCON) is an interface device 
for the VMEbus. It can be used in three 
different configurations: master-only, 
slave-only, and master/slave. The 
SCB68172 can be used with a proces
sor-type interface or with a OMA control
ler-type interface. In all configurations, it 
handles the VMEbus signaling protocol 
in compliance with revisions B and C of 
the VMEbus Specification. 

CONFIGURATION/VERSION 
Applications of the BUSCON are identi
fied as follows (see Figures 1 through 4): 
VERSION APPLICATION 

PMS Processor-type master/slave 
DMAC OMA controller-type master/ 

slave 
MS Either PMS or (DMAC) 
M Master-only 
S Slave-only 

All of these applications are handled by 
the SCB68172, with unused pins tied to 
stated logic levels in some of the appli
cations. 

Figure 5 shows a functional model of the 
SCB68172 logic. The ASN, MASN, 
LBRN, BGINN, and RELSE inputs are 
internally synchronized to CLK before 
being presented to the state machine 
which determines the major functions of 
the device. The SLVN, ONBD, and 
VMEN signals are used directly in the 
state machine, although they are highly 
qualified to prevent metastable condi
tions on the state machine outputs. The 
BRN, BBSYN and LBGN signals are 
direct state machine outputs, while ASN, 
MASTENN, VMEENN, SLVSELN, and 
BGOUTN are derived from the state 
machine outputs plus some combinatori
al qualification. 
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The OSI, R/WN, DTACKN, BERAN, 
LDTACKN, and LBERRN inputs function 
largely as direct combinatorial inputs. 
The DDIR, DTACKN, BERAN, 
LDTACKN, LBERRN, and (when appli
cable) MASN outputs are largely derived 
directly from these direct inputs, with 
some qualification from the state ma
chine outputs. The DENN and DSENN 
outputs have complex multi-case logic 
which uses both the direct inputs and 
the state machine outputs. 

FEATURES 
•Master, slave, or master/slave 

(dual ported) appllcatlons 
• Helps assure VMEbus 

compatibility 
• Allows for address decoding time 
• Processor or DMA controller 

Interface for master/requester 
•Master/requester loglc allows 

release on request (ROR) or 
release when done (RWD) 
operation, early or lntercycle 
release 

• Supports and exploits address 
lookahead 

2-504 

PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

INDEX 

CORNERG1 40 

7 0 39 

. PLCC 

17 29 

Pin Fu..-
1 NC 
2 VMEENN 
3 SLVSELN 
4 OSI 
5 LBGN 
6 NC 
7 NC 
8 DSENN 
9 LBERRN 

10 NC 11 LDTACKN 
12 NC 
13 Vee 
14 NC 
15 DENN 
16 RELSE 
17 NC 
18 NC 
19 VMEN 
20 ONBD 
21 RIWN 
22 SLVN 

18 28 
TOP VIEW 

"""""" Pin Funclton 
23 NC 
24 DDIR 
25 CLK 
25 LBRN 
27 RESETN 
28 NC 
29 NC 
30 DTACKN 
31 ASN 
32 NC 
33 GND 
34 NC 
35 BERRN 
36 NC 
37 BAN 
38 BBSYN 
39 NC 
40 NC 
41 MASTENN 
42 BGOUTN 
43 BGINN 
44 MASN 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

PACKAGES Vcc=5V ±5%, TA=o·c to 1o·c 2 
CEA DIP SC868172C2F28 

Plastic DIP SCB68172C2N28 

Plastic LCC SCB68172C2A44 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE CON FIG NAME AND FUNCTION 

DIP PLCC 

CLK 16 25 I All Clock: User-supplied clock signal. 

SLVN 14 22 I S,MS Slave: Active-low decode of the VMEbus address and address modifier lines 
indicating that the current cycle is for this board. SLVN should not be qualified with 
ASN nor VMEENN. It is first sampled on the rising clock edge after the rising edge on 
which ASN is first detected. It must remain valid until after the next low-going edge on 
DTACKN or BERAN. In a master-only application, SLVN should be pulled up to Vee. 

ASN 20 31 1/0 M,MS Address Strobe: Direct connect to VMEbus ASN. 
I s 

VMEN 11 19 I M,MS VME Decode: Active-low decode of the master's address lines, indicating that the 
master's current cycle is for a slave on the VMEbus. VMEN should not be qualified 
with MASN nor MASTENN. It is first sampled on the rising clock edge after the one on 
which MASN is first detected. Thereafter, it must remain valid until MASN goes false 
(high). In a slave-only configuration, VMEN should be pulled up to Vee. 

LBRN 17 26 I M,MS Local Bus Request: Connected to the low-active bus request output of a OMA 
controller. Typically tied to a high logic level in processor-type interfaces. 

ONBD 12 20 I MS On board: Active-high decode of the master's address lines, indicating that the 
master's current cycle is for an onboard slave that is dual-ported with the VMEbus. 
ONBD should not be qualified with MASN or MASTENN. It is first sampled on the 
rising clock edge after the one on which MASN is first detected. Thereafter, it must 
remain valid until after MASN goes false (high). In a master-only or slave-only 
application, ONBD should be grounded. If a master/slave configuration does not 
contain "local slaves" as shown in Figure 3, VMEN and ONBD should both be 
connected to an active-low "VME decode". A cycle between the onboard master and 
a local slave (VMEN high, ONBD low) is ignored by BUSCON, and can proceed 
concurrently with a cycle between another VMEbus master and an onboard dual-
ported slave. 

MASN 28 44 I M,PMS Master's Address Strobe: RMW and Sequential VMEbus master cycles are 
1/0 DMAC accomplished by holding MASN low across several data strobes. If LBGN is high at 

the end of the RESETN low time, the state of ASN is driven onto MASN whenever 
BUSCON does not have control of the VMEbus. In a slave-only application, MASN 
should be pulled up to V CC· 

MASTENN 25 41 0 MS Master Enable: In a master/slave application, the low state of this signal enables the 
master onto the shared bus and enables shared-bus responses back to the master. 
MASTENN also provides the direction control for the VMEbus address transceivers. 

VMEENN 1 2 0 M,MS VME Enable: Active-low enable for the VMEbus address drivers (master-only) or 
transceivers (master/slave). 

SLVSELN 2 3 0 S,MS Slave Select: Active-low select for the onboard slave resources (the shared/dual 
ported slaves in a master/slave application). Derived from MASN and ONBD, or from 
ASN and SLVN. If necessary, MASTENN and VMEENN are cycled to provide address 
setup time before SLVSELN is asserted. 

BAN 23 37 0 M,MS Bua Request: Active-low, open collector VMEbus request. Direct connect to the 
selected level among VMEbus BAo• - BA3• _ 

BGINN 27 43 I M,MS Bua Grant In: Direct connect to the selected level among VMEbus BGOIN• - BG31N". 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

MNEMONIC PIN NO. TYPE CON FIG NAME AND FUNCTION 

DIP PLCC 

BGOUTN 26 42 0 M,MS Bus Grant Out: Direct connect to the selected level among VMEbus 
BGOOUT* - BG30UT*. 

BBSYN 24 36 0 M,MS Bus Busy: Active-low, open collector direct connect to VMEbus BBSY*. 

LBGN 4 5 110 M,MS Local Bus Grant: Active-low, open collector. Can be connected to the bus grant input 
of a DMA controller. Asserted when LBRN is low and the BUSCON has control of the 
VMEbus. Grounded, or driven low during RESET, to prevent the ASN state being 
driven onto MASN when the BUSCON is not in control of the VMEbus. 

RELSE 10 16 I M,MS Release: Active-high signal indicating that the onboard logic wants to release control 
of the VMEbus. In DMA controller applications, the BGACKN output of the DMAC 
should be connected to (or positive-logic ANDed into) this signal. 

DTACKN 19 30 1/0 M,MS Data Transfer Acknowledge: Active-low, open collector. Direct connect to VMEbus 
0 s DTACK*. 

BER RN 22 35 1/0 M,MS Bus Error: Active-low , open collector. Direct connect to VMEbus BEAR*. 
0 s 

LDTACKN 7 11 0, 1/0 M, MS Local DTACK: Active-low, open collector. Output to onboard master and/or input 
I s from onboard slave. 

LBERRN 6 9 0, 1/0 M, MS Local Bus Error: Onboard active-low, open collector. Output to onboard master and/ 
I s or input from onboard slave. 

DSI 3 4 I All Data Strobe: The high-active or of the onboard data strobes, which may be from the 
onboard master or VMEbus master. 

DSENN 5 8 0 M,MS Data Strobe Enable: Low-active, used to enable the onboard data strobes onto the 

R/WN 13 21 I 

DDIR 15 24 0 

DENN 9 15 0 

RESETN 18 27 I 

Vee 8 13 I 

GND, 21 33 I 

ADDRESS DECODING 
Both the VMEbus and current high-speed 
processors provide short address-to-strobe 
setup times, such that with all but the most 
simple decode schemes, designers must pro
vide for delaying the strobe until decoder 
outputs have become valid. However, BUS
CON operates as a finite-state machine and 
must synchronize address strobes and other 
inputs before it can act on them. The BUS
CON design allows this synchronization time· 
to be overlapped with address decoding. 

In general, most BUSCON inputs do not have 
critical timing parameters. Exceptions are the 
three address decode signals. Figure 6 
shows a somewhat simplified model of the 
VMEbus slave selection logic in the 
SCB68172. The ASN signal is qualified and 
sampled by flip-flops A and B on each rising 
edge of CLK. Flip-flop C is set when ASN is 
high between cycles, and cleared by a falling 
edge on DTACKN or BERAN. 

December 1986 

VMEbus. 

All Read/Write: Onboard R/W signal from the onboard master or VMEbus master. 

All Data Direction Control: Direction control for VMEbus data transceivers. A high level 
indicates the "onboard-to-VMEbus" direction. 

All Data Enable: Low-active enable for VMEbus data transceivers. 

All RESET: Low-active reset. Clears BUSCON logic. 

All Power Supply: + SV 

All Ground: OV reference. 

On the rising edge of CLK after flip-flop B 
samples ASN low, ii C is still set and SLVN is 
low, flip-flop D is set, indicating slave selec
tion. (In reality, there are more terms in the 
logic to set D.) Once D is set, it remains set 
until flip-flop A samples ASN high and a 
similar circuit (not shown) samples DSI low. 

Since SLVN is a direct input to flip-flop D, it 
must meet a setup time to the clock after 
ASN is sampled low. Viewed asynchronously, 
SLVN should be valid slightly less than one 
clock period after ASN goes low, through 
shortly after DTACKN goes low. 

The onboard logic driven by MASN, VMEN, 
and ONBD is similar but not as complex. 
Neither flip-flop C nor a data-strobe-related 
signal are used, and there are separate flip
flops corresponding to D for each of the 
VMEN and ONBD signals. VMEN and ONBD 
should be valid slightly less than one clock 
period after MASN goes low, through shortly 
after MASN goes high. 
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Because ASN and MASN are used directly to 
clear the corresponding "flip-flop B", their 
minimum high times are relatively short. How
ever, for consecutive cycles, the inactive time 
of "flip-flop D" (and signals derived from it) 
will be at least two clock periods because of 
the feedback path from "D" to "B". 

VMEbus ARBITRATION 
BUSCON begins VMEbus arbitration by driv
ing BRN low ii MASN, VMEN and ONBD 
indicate a VMEbus cycle (or if LBRN goes 
low) and the BUSCON does not have control 
of the bus. 

After driving BRN, BUSCON waits for the 
BGINN input which is connected to the se
lected one among the lour VMEbus arbitra
tion levels. (During this time it can of course 
respond to cycles from other VMEbus mas
ters.) When it receives BGINN low while 
holding BRN low, it drives BBSYN low and 
thereafter releases BRN. (II it receives 
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Figure 1. Slave-Only Application 
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Figure 6. Slmpllfled Model of the SCB&B 172 Slave Select Logic 
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FUU.Y 
a.OCKEO OUTPUTS: 
BRN, BBSYN, LBGN 

QUALIFIED 
a.oa<ED OUTPUTS: 
ASN, MASTENN, YMEENN, 
SLVSELN, BGOUTN 

QUALIFIED 
DIRECT OUll'UTS: 
DOIR, UASN, DTACKN, 
BERRN, LDTACKN, LBERRN 

SLAVE CYCLE 

-2 -
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BGINN low at any other time, it drives 
BGOUTN low and continues to do so until 
BGINN goes high.) 

Once BUSCON has driven BBSYN low, it 
waits for any current VMEbus cycle to com
plete as evidenced by ASN high. Then it 
begins to drive ASN (initially high) and drives 
VMEENN low to enable the address out onto 
the VMEbus. 

If the BRN was initiated by MASN, BUSCON 
then waits two clock periods for address 
setup time before driving ASN low. If the bus 
acquisition was initiated by LBRN, it waits for 
MASN. 

BUSCON will release the BBSYN signal on a 
rising clock edge at which all of the following 
conditions are met: 

1. It is at least three clock periods after the 
edge on which BBSYN was asserted, and 

2. Any prior master's cycle has completed 
and VMEENN has been driven low, and 

3. The BGINN input was high on the last 
rising clock edge, and 

4. The RELSE input was high on the last 
rising clock edge, and 

5. It is not the clock edge at which BUSCON 
asserts ASN, and 

6. It is not the clock edge at which BUSCON 
withdraws ASN, and 

7. LBRN was high on the last rising clock 
edge. 

If BBSYN is released while BUSCON is not 
driving ASN low, then VMEENN goes high 
when BBSYN is released, to release the 
VMEbus. Otherwise, VMEENN goes high 
shortly before ASN goes high. 

RELSE is provided to allow user determina
tion of the method of VMEbus release. The 
BGACKN output of a DMA controller can be 
connected to (or included in) this signal to 
allow the device to control how long it keeps 
the bus. The OR of the VMEbus requests can 
be connected to (or included in) this signal for 
release on request (ROR) operation. If 
RELSE is connected to a constant logic high, 
BUSCON will release the bus as soon as 
possible; i.e. during the first bus cycle. 

VMEbus MASTER OPERATION 
When the BUSCON has VMEbus control, 
VMEbus cycles indicated on MASN and 
VMEN produce ASN low on the VMEbus. 
DDIR and DENN control the VMEbus data 
transceivers. DDIR reflects the R/WN line. 

In a write operation, DENN is driven low to 
drive data onto the VMEbus whenever the 
BUSCON has control of the VMEbus, R/WN 
is low, and the previous VMEbus slave has 
released DTACKN and BERRN to high. (The 
DTACKN/BERRN requirement does not ap-
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ply to subsequent cycles among consecutive 
writes, if R/WN is maintained continuously 
low.) DSENN is then driven low when DENN 
has been low for more than a clock period, 
and DTACKN and BERRN are high, but not 
before ASN is driven low. DSENN goes high 
after DSI goes low or MASN goes high, 
whichever occurs first. DENN goes high after 
R/WN goes high, or with VMEENN going 
high, whichever occurs first. 

In a read operation (R/WN is high), DENN 
goes low to drive data in from the VMEbus 
after ONBD and VMEN have been sampled, 
DSI is high, and MASTENN is low. DSENN 
goes low after DSI, DTACKN, and BERRN 
are all high, but not before ASN goes low. 
DSENN and DENN go high after DSI goes 
low or MASN goes high, whichever occurs 
first. 

DTACKN and BERRN are inputs and drive 
LDTACKN and LBERRN as outputs. 
LDTACKN and LBERRN are released when 
the onboard master makes DSI low. If the 
VMEbus slave continues to hold DTACKN or 
BERRN low thereafter, DSENN, LDTACKN 
and LBERRN are inhibited for the next cycle 
until the response is released. 

MASTENN and VMEENN are kept low while 
the BUSCON has VMEbus control. The MAS
to-AS delay thus provides automatic address
setup time for subsequent VMEbus cycles. 

The need to transceive the data strobes in a 
master/slave application, plus qualify the on
board master's strobes with DSENN for out
put, can be accomplished in several ways as 
shown in Figure 7. 

MASTER/SLAVE SWITCHING 
BUSCON includes arbitration and switching 
logic between VMEbus slave cycles and on
board master cycles (to a shared onboard 
slave or the VMEbus). The logic remains in its 
previous direction until forced to switch by 
another cycle. This provides minimum over
head for slave-only or master-only operation, 
and for consecutive cycles from the same 
master. 

If a master cycle to a shared slave occurs, or 
BGINN arrives when requesting the VMEbus, 
after a slave cycle with another VMEbus 
master, VMEENN goes high to disable the 
address from the VMEbus. On the next clock 
edge, MASTENN goes low to enable the 
master's address back out onto the on board 
bus. 

For a VMEbus master cycle, if the current 
VMEbus cycle is also over, VMEENN then 
goes low to enable the address out onto the 
VMEbus. 

For a master cycle to a shared slave, 
SLVSELN goes low one clock period after 
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MASTENN goes low, or if the master direc
tion is continuing, after ONBD is sampled 
high. Sl VSELN goes high shortly after MASN 
goes high. DTACKN and BERRN are isolated 
from LDTACKN and LBERRN. DSENN is 
kept high. DENN is kept high except in a write 
cycle when BUSCON has VMEbus control. 

If an onboard master cycle and VMEbus 
slave cycle both arrive for the shared slaves 
within the same clock period, the previous 
direction of the master/slave switch is re
tained. 

VMEbus SLAVE OPERATION 
If a VMEbus slave cycle occurs after a master 
cycle, or while BUSCON is requesting the 
VMEbus, MASTENN go-:" high, and on the 
subsequent clock VMEEMN goes low to en
able the VMEbus address and control signals 
onto the board. 

SLVSELN goes low one clock period after 
VMEENN goes low, to signal the shared 
slave(s) that a cycle is occurring. If the slave 
mode is continuing, SLVSELN goes low after 
SLVN is sampled low. SLVSELN goes high 
shortly after ASN goes high. 

DDIR reflects R/WN (in the opposite sense 
from master operation). LDTACKN and 
LBERRN are inputs and drive DTACKN and 
BERRN as outputs. 

In write operations, DENN is driven low (to 
enable data in) whenever R/WN is low and 
LDTACKN and LBERRN are high. When 
switching between master and slave opera
tion with R/WN low, DENN sequences like 
VMEENN. 

In read operations, DENN is driven low (to 
enable data out) after SLVN has been sam
pled low, and while R/WN and DSI are both 
high. 

SLAVE·ONL Y USE 
This is the simplest application of the BUS
CON. However, handling of board-selection 
logic from a simple VMEbus address decode, 
plus driving and sequencing of DTACKN and 
BERRN, can save VMEbus designers cost 
and board space even in this application. 

SLAVE DESIGN 
In the MS and S configurations, slaves oper
ate off the data strobes and SLVSELN rather 
than address and data strobes. It should be 
noted that SLVSELN will typically go low after 
the data strobes go low. Data should not be 
written nor placed on the data lines until 
SLVSELN goes low. 
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68000 DUAL-PORTED 
OPERATION 
BUSCON is ideal for use on a VMEbus board 
containing a 68000 processor. The obvious 
approach to dual-porting memory and other 
slaves, on a board with a 68000, is to use the 
BRN input of the 68000 to suspend processor 
operation while another master accesses the 
onboard slave. This works fine except when 
the processor has already started a cycle for 
the VMEbus. This latter incident threatens a 
"deadlock" situation and requires that the 
processor be "rolled back" off the board's 
shared bus so that the other master's cycle 
can occur first. The 68000 has a feature 
which can be used for this; assertion of both 
its BERAN and HAL TN inputs cause it to 
suspend operation and retry the cycle when 
the inputs are released. 

The B USCON does not use these features 
because there is a flaw in the retry logic. The 
retry logic does not function during an indivisi
ble RMW sequence (T AS instruction), even in 
the read cycle. Instead, the assertion of 
BERAN and HALTN causes an actual bus 

error exception. It is believed that there is no 
reliable and general programming solution to 
the problem of finding the start of the TAS 
instruction for restart. With 6801 x processors, 
the situation is better because the TAS can 
be restarted. In any case BUSCON elects to 
isolate the processor with a few more pack
ages rather than adding complexi1Y to the 
error-handling software because of dual
ported design. 

OMA USE 
The BUSCON can be used for VMEbus 
boards which contain a DMA controller but no 
processor. Such DMA applications are always 
master/slave due to the need to program the 
DMA controller from the VMEbus. There are 
two operational features of the SCB68172 
that are intended for use with DMA control
lers. First, the LBRN input can be used to 
request control of the VMEbus directly, rather 
than waiting for MASN low and VMEN low as 
in a processor application. Second, the 
SCB68172 samples the state of the LBGN 
pin when RESETN is low. If LBGN is low at 
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SC868172 
MASTENNI--------~ 
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the end of RESETN, MASN is used as an 
input only. If LBGN is high (at the end of the 
RESETN pulse), the BUSCON thereafter 
drives the state of VMEbus ASN onto MASN 
whenever it does not have control of the 
VMEbus. 

For 68000 family OMA controllers, MASN is 
connected directly to the controller's address 
strobe pin. The VMEbus ASN-to-MASN fea
ture satisfies the requirement of some DMA 
controllers that ASN be low on cycles which 
program them, and also serves to delay the 
activi1Y of a controller which gets an LBGN 
response during the last VMEbus cycle by 
another master. 

When LBRN is sampled low, if the BUSCON 
has retained VMEbus control from previous 
OMA activi1Y, it continues to retain control for 
the duration of LBRN being low, and drives 
LBG N low on the next clock. 

Otherwise, it drives VMEbus BRN low on the 
next clock. When BGINN is sampled low, 
BBSYN is driven low on the next clock. LBGN 
is driven low on the same clock as BBSYN if 
VMEbus ASN is high. If ASN is low, LBGN is 
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driven low one clock after BBSYN, except 
when ASN low and BGINN are both sampled 
low for the first time in the same clock period 
and the VMEbus cycle addresses this board -
in this last case, LBGN is driven low two 
clocks after BBSYN. In either of the last two 
cases, VMEbus ASN low makes MASN low 
before LBGN goes low, which keeps the OMA 
controller from starting until the current VME
bus cycle is over. 

Note that the local bus request/ grant logic 
and ASN-to-MASN drive features are sepa
rate capabilities, either or both of which can 
be used in applications not involving a OMA 
controller. However, note also that when the 
state of the ASN is driven onto MASN, it is 
done without conditioning by the state of the 
master-slave switch. This means MASN can 
go low before MASTENN and VMEENN have 
been cycled to bring the VMEbus address 
onto the board. (The low state of SL VSELN 
indicates that the VMEbus address is valid on 
the board.) 

OMA applications are always considered 
master I slave due to the need to program the 
OMA controller. The BUSCON assumes that 
it must always have VMEbus control before 
answering an LBRN with LBGN. If this is not 
desired; i.e., if the OMA controller will some
times be programmed to do onboard trans
fers solely and the designer wishes· to opti
mize for this case, then a processor-type 
interlace should be used, and isolation de
vices and additional onboard logic are re
quired. 

INTERRUPT HANDLING 
When a processor handles interrupts from 
onboard sources and from the VMEbus, the 
design must include logic to decide whether 
an interrupt acknowledge cycle is an onboard 
or offboard cycle. This logic is quite different 
from the address decoding logic used to 
make this decision on other cycles. 

Performance can be maximized if the inter
rupt logic can provide ONBD and VMEN 
within the specified time after MASN goes 
low, or if the signals can be made to meet 
their specttied setup and hold times for CLK. 
In this case ONBD and VMEN need be 
selected between the IACK and non-IACK 
sources. Otherwise (i.e., if the interrupt logic 
presents these signals slowly and asynchro-

December 1986 

nously), MASN must also be selected be
tween the IACK and non-IACK sources. 

MASTER BLOCK TRANSFER 
The block transfer feature of the VMEbus 
allows considerable performance improve
ment for transferring a block of consecutive 
memory locations. The BUSCON can be used 
for block transfer operations in the master 
role. 

Master block transfers are applicable to 
cache subsystems or block transfer on pro
cessor boards, and to DMAC-type designs. 
The only requirements for master block trans
fers operation with the BUSCON are that 
external logic must place a block transfer 
address modifier (AM) code on the VMEbus, 
and then hold MASN low across a number of 
data strobes. (Note that a long block transfer 
can compromise the operation of other VME
bus masters. One strategy to avoid such 
problems could be to do a minimum of 4 or 8 
transfers witliout interruption, and then switch 
to release on request (ROA) operation.) 

A sample circuit for master block transfers is 
shown in Figure 8. Here, a block transfer is 
triggered whenever the DMAC accesses a 
certain range of addresses. The SEQ signal 
could of course be generated in other ways. 

SLAVE BLOCK TRANSFERS 
VMEbus slaves that are capable of block 
transfers latch the bus address into a set of 
counters on the leading edge of ASN, and 
then increment the address for each data 
transfer. The SCB68172 can be used on such 
slave boards in accordance with revision C of 
the VMEbus specification. 

The revision C specification introduces a 
limitation on block transfers, namely that a 
master is not allpwed to continue a block 
transfer across a 256-byte boundary. This 
limitation has a number of advantages, in
cluding reducing the number of counter de
vices needed on slave boards, allowing 
straightforward use of page or static column 
modes on dynamic memories, providing peri
odic windows in a long block transfer in which 
higher-priority masters can gain bus control, 
and (effectively) preventing a block transfer 
from crossing from one slave board to 
another. 
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It is this last advantage that is of particular 
importance for the SCB68172. It means that 
VMEbus slaves can make a positive selec
tion-decision alter ASN goes low, and this 
decision will remain valid for the duration of 
the cycle even if it is a block transfer cycle. 

In a block transfer which selects an 
SCB68172-based slave board, SLVSELN re
mains low through the block, until ASN goes 
high. The onboard slave logic then uses the 
data strobes to define each data transfer. 

The data strobe and acknowledge signals are 
handled in a high-speed combinatorial fash
ion by the SCB68172 in both the master and 
slave roles. Block transfers are inherently 
faster on the VMEbus because the address 
need be passed and decoded only once, and 
because the slave can look ahead (pipeline) 
subsequent transfers in a block read cycle. 
With the SCB68172, this inherent speed ad
vantage is augmented by the advantage of 
combinatorial over sequential (arbitrated) 
logic. 

3·STATE ENABLE SWITCHING 
(MASTENN, VMEENN, DENN) 
As a result of speed optimization of master I 
slave switching, some parts used in PMS 
applications may exhibit short high-going 
transients on MASTENN, VMEENN, and/or 
DENN, if requests for access to the shared 
slave(s) arrive closely in time from both the 
onboard master and the VMEbus master. 
These transients should pose no problem as 
long as the signals are used as intended (i.e., 
as 3-State enables). The following points 
apply: 

1. A transient will occur only when 
SLVSELN has been high for at least one 
clock period, and at least one clock 
period before a subsequent low on 
SLVSELN. 

2. A transient will occur only if the current 
master/slave direction is maintained. 

3. Low-going transients (which could cause 
tristate conflicts) do not occur. 

4. Commonly such transients will be elimi
nated by external capacitance, and/ or 
rejected by receivers on other parts. In 
any case the logic levels on signals 
controlled by these enable signals should 
not be affected. 

5. Edge-sensitive use of these signals is 
inadvisable in a PMS application. 
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Figure 8. Master Sequential Mode With DMAC 

TEST CONDITIONS 
Unless otherwise noted, the following timing 
parameters are based on loading as follows: 

+5V 

OUTPIJT 

SIGNALS 

ASN, BAN, BBSYN, DTACKN, BERAN 
LDTACKN, LBERRN, LBGN, BGOUTN, 
VMEENN, SLVSELN, DSENN, DENN, 
DDIR 
MASTENN 
MASN 
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Rpu RPD CL 

150 235 300 

2K N/A 15 
280 NIA 45 
180 1K 45 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS' 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

Vs Supply voltage range -0.5 to +7 v 
V1N Input voltage range -0.5 to +5.5 v 
TA Operating temperature range2 Oto +70 ·c 
TsTG Storage temperature range -65 to +150 ·c 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vee= 5V ± 5%, TA= o•c to + 70 •c3· 4 

5LIMITS SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 
n Max 

OSI, ONBD, SLVN, VMEN, LBRN, RELSE, RESETN 

l1l Input low current V1N = 0.4V -400 µA 
l1H Input high current V1N = 2.7V 20 µA 
Vil Input low voltage 0.8 v 
V1H Input high voltage 2 v 
ASN, MASN, BGINN, DTACKN, BERRN, LDTACKN, LBERRN 

l1l Input low current V1N = 0.4V -400 µA 
l1H Input high current V1N = 2.7V 20 µA 
VrH+ High-going threshold voltage 1 1.65 v 
Vrn- Low-going threshold voltage 0.8 1.15 v 
Vrn+ -VrH- Hysteresis 0.2 v 
R/WN, CLK 

l1l Input low current V1N = 0.4V -800 µA 
l1H Input high current V1N = 2.7V 40 µA 
V1l Input low voltage 0.8 v 
V1H Input high voltage 2 v 
BGOUTN, VMEENN, SLVSELN, DSENN, DENN, DDIR 
(low current totem pole) 

Vol Output low voltage IOL = 8mA, 0.5 v 
Vee = 4.75V 

VoH Output high voltage loH = -0.4mA, 2.7 v 
Vee= 4.75V 

los Short-circuit output current Vour= ov -15 -100 mA 

MASTENN (high current totem pole) 

Vol Output low voltage lol = 24mA, 0.5 v 
Vee= 4.75V 

VoH Output high voltage loH = -2.6mA, 2.4 v 
Vee= 4.75V 

VoH Output high voltage loH=-1mA, 2.7 v 
Vee= 4.75V 

los Short-circuit output current Vour= ov -40 -100 mA 

MASN (low current tristate) 

Vol Output low voltage lol = 8mA, 0.5 v 
Vee= 4.75V 

VoH Output high voltage loH = -0.4mA, 2.7 v 
Vee= 4.75V 

los Short-circuit output current Vour =OV -15 -100 mA 
lozl 3-State-off leakage current, low level V = 0.4V -21 µA 
loZH 3-State-off leakage current, high level V= 2.7V 20 µA 

ASN (high current tristate) 

Vol Output low voltage lol = 64mA, 0.5 v 
Vee= 4.75V 

VoH Output high voltage loH = - 7.8mA, 2.4 v 
Vee= 4.75V 

VoH Output high voltage loH =-3mA, 2.7 v 
Vee= 4.75V 

los Short-circuit output current Vour= ov -120 -300 mA 
lozl 3-State-off leakage current, low level V = 0.4V -60 µA 
lozH 3-State-off leakage current, high level V = 2.7V 60 µA 
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DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Max 

LDTACKN, LBERRN, LBGN (low current open collector) 

Vol Output low voltage loL = 8mA, 0.5 v 
Vee= 4.75V 

loH Output leakage current V = 5.5V 100 µA 

DTACKN, BERAN, BRN, BBSYN (high current open collector) 

Vol Output low voltage loL = 40mA, 0.4 v 
Vee= min 

Vol Output low voltage loL = 70mA, 0.5 v 
Vee= min 

loH Output leakage current V= 2.7V 60 µA 
loH Output leakage current V= 5.5V 250 µA 

Ice V cc Supply current Vee= Max 180 mA 

NOTE: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is stress rating only and functional operation of 

the device at these or at any other conditions other than those indicated in the Electrical Characteristics section of this data sheet is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature. 
3. Parameters are valid over specified temperature range. 
4. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground (Vss). For testing, all signals swing between 0.4V and 2.4V with a transition time of 10ns maximum. All time 

measurements are referenced at input voltages of O.BV and 2V as appropriat e. 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vee= 5V ± 5%, TA= O'C to + 70'C3· 4 

TENTATIVE LIMITS 
NO. FIGURE CHARACTERISTIC UNIT NOTES 

Min Max 

Clock and general parameters 

·1 9-18, 20 CLK cycle time (elk) 40 ns 
·2 9-18, 20 CLK low time 15 ns 
•3 9-18, 20 CLK high time 15 ns 

Asynchronous input setup time to CLK high 

4 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 18, 20 ASN, MASN low 15 ns 5 
5 9, 10, 11, 13 ASN, MASN high 14 ns 5 

"6 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 20 SLVN, VMEN low 25 ns 6 
•7 11, 17, 18 SLVN, VMEN high 20 ns 6 
•0 9, 10, 13 ONBD low 25 ns 6 
9 18 ONBD high 25 ns 6 

10 13, 16, 20 LBRN, RELSE, BGINN low 9 ns 5 
11 14, 15 LBRN, RELSE, BGINN high 11 ns 5 
12 11, 12, 13 OSI low (end of slave cycle) 16 ns 5 

Asynchronous input hold time from CLK high 

13 ASN, MASN, OSI 0 ns 7 
14 ONBD, VMEN 0 ns 8 
15 LBRN, RELSE, BGINN 2 ns 7 

Propagation, CLK high to: 

16 16 BGOUTN low 12 27 ns 
17 20 LBGN low 12 30 ns 
18 LBGN high 16 41 ns 
19 13, 16, 20 BBSYN, BRN low 17 37 ns 
20 13, 20 BBSYN, BRN high (CL = 50) 20 47 ns 

(CL = 300) 40 68 ns 
21 9, 10, 13 ASN low 15 37 ns 
22 9, 10 ASN high 13 31 ns 
23 11, 12, 13, 18, 20 SLVSELN, VMEENN low 14 35 ns 
24 13, 18, 20 MASTENN low 15 38 ns 

Miscellaneous 

•25 RESETN width low Belk ns 9 
26 16 BGINN low to BGOUTN low elk+ 10 2clk+35 ns 
27 16 BGINN high to BGOUTN high 3 10 ns 

•20 9, 11 R/WN high to OSI high (start of read cycle) 10 ns 
•29 9, 12 OSI low to RWN low (end of read cycle) 10 ns 

NOTE: 
• These AC Electrical Characteristics have been tested and characterized, and therefore are considered limits, not tentative limits. 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

TENTATIVE LIMITS 
NO. FIGURE CHARACTERISTIC UNIT NOTES 

Min Max 

Address decoding 

30 11, 12, 13, 20 ASN low to SLVN valid clk-5 ns 
31 9, 10, 13, 18 MASN low to VMEN valid clk-5 ns 
32 9, 10, 13, 18 MASN low to ONBD valid clk-7 ns 
33 17 SLVN high after DTACKN low 14 ns 
34 9, 10 VMEN, ONBD valid after MASN high 6 ns 
35 9, 10 MASN high 15 ns 10 
36 9, 10, 11 OSI low 20 ns 
37 11 ASN high 20 ns 10 

VMEbus acquisition 

38 13 MASN low to BRN low elk+ 15 2clk+45 ns 11 
*38A 13, 20 ASN low to BGINN low (early release by oth- 10 ns 

er master) 
39 13, 20 BGINN low to BBSYN low elk+ 15 2clk+45 ns 
40 13, 20 BBSYN low to BRN high 0 50 ns 
41 13 BGINN low to VMEENN low, DENN low clk+12 2clk+40 ns 12 

(write) 
42 13 ASN high to VMEENN low, DENN low (write) 11 31 ns 12,13 
43 13 VMEENN low to ASN low 2clk-10 2clk+15 ns 14 

*43A 13, 16, 20 BBSYN or BGOUTN low to BGINN high 0 ns 

VMEbus master cycles 

44 9, 10 ASN high (successive VMEbus master cycles) 2clk-15 ns 14 
45 9, 10 MASN low to ASN · 1ow (subsequent cycle re- elk+ 13 2clk+45 ns 14 

taining VMEbus control) 
46 9, 10 ASN low to DSENN low -4 5 ns 17, 18 
47 10, 13 R/WN low to DDIR high 6 15 ns 
48 10, 13 DDIR high to DENN low (write) 2 7 ns 15 
49 10 DTACKN and BERAN high to DENN low 7 21 ns 15 

(write, 1st bus cycle or preceded by read) 
50 10 DENN low to DSENN low (write) clk+10 2clk+40 ns 17 
51 9, 11, 13 R/WN high to DDIR low 6 16 ns 
52 9 DDIR low to DENN low (read) 5 ns 16 
53 9 OSI high to DENN low (read) 8 18 ns 16 
54 9 OSI high to DSENN low (read) 8 18 ns 18 
55 9, 10 DTACKN and BERAN high to DSENN low 6 19 ns 17, 18 
56 9, 10 DTACKN or BERAN low to LDTACKN or 6 17 ns 

LBERRN low 
*57 9, 10 LDTACKN or LBERRN low to OSI low or 0 ns 

MASN high 
58 9, 10 OSI low to DSENN high 7 16 ns 19 
59 9, 10 MASN high to DSENN high 13 28 ns 
60 10 R/WN high to DSENN high (after a write) 5 14 ns 20 
61 9, 10 MASN high to ASN high (unless early re- clk+11 2clk+38 ns 

lease) 
62 9 MASN high to DENN high (read) 13 28 ns 21 
63 9 OSI low to DENN high (read) 7 16 ns 21 
64 10 R/WN high to DENN high (write) 5 14 ns 22 
65 9, 10 DSENN high to LDTACKN and LBERRN high 7 24 ns 23 
66 9, 10 DTACKN and BERAN high to LDTACKN and 7 23 ns 23 

LBERRN high 

VMEbus release 

*67 14 BBSYN low 2clk ns 
68 14, 15 BGINN high to BBSYN high clk+18 2clk+70 ns 24 
69 14, 15 RELSE high to BBSYN high clk+20 2clk+72 ns 24 
70 14 ASN low to BBSYN high (early release) clk-25 ns 
71 14 MASN high to VMEENN high (early release) 8 20 ns 
72 14 MASN high to DENN high (early release, 8 20 ns 

write) 
73 14 DENN (write) and VMEENN high to ASN high 5 15 ns 

(early release) 
74 14 ASN high to ASN released (early release) 5 20 ns 
75 15 ASN high to BBSYN high (intercycle release) clk-10 ns 
76 15 DENN (write) and VMEENN high to BBSYN 5 30 ns 

high (intercycle release) 
*77 14, 15 BBSYN high to RELSE low 0 ns 

NOTE: 
• These AC Electrical Characteristics have been tested and characterized, and therefore are considered limits, not tentative limits. 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) -TENTATIVE LIMITS 
NO. FIGURE CHARACTERISTIC UNIT NOTES 

Min Max 2 -Master to slave switching 

78 11, 13, 20 (External) ASN low to MASTENN high 10 clk+40 ns 25 
79 11, 13, 20 SLVN Low to MASTENN high 7 17 ns 25 
80 11 SLVSELN high to MASTENN high 7 ns 25 
81 11, 20 MASTENN high to VMEENN low 14 clk+36 ns 

81A 11, 13 VMEENN low to DDIR change -5 +5 ns 
82 11, 13, 20 VMEENN low to SLVSELN low clk-11 clk-5 ns 26 

VMEbus slave cycles 

83 12 SLVSELN high (successive slave cycles) 2clk-5 ns 26 
84 12 ASN low to SLVSELN low (already in slave clk+12 2clk+40 ns 26 

state) 
85 12, 13 R/WN low to DDIR low 6 14 ns 
86 12, 13 DDIR low to DENN low (write) 5 12 ns 27 
87 12 LDTACKN and LBERRN high to DENN low 7 20 ns 27 

(write) 
88 12, 13 R/WN high to DDIR high 5 14 ns 
89 11 DDIR high to DENN low (read) 2 7 ns 28 
90 11 ASN low to DENN low (read) clk+20 2clk+47 ns 28 
91 11 OSI high to DENN low (read) 6 16 ns 28 

*92 11, 12, 13, 18 SLVSELN low and OSI high to LDTACKN or 0 ns 29 
LBERRN low 

93 11, 12, 13, 18 LDTACKN or LBERRN low to DTACKN or 10 20 ns 
BERAN low 

94 12, 13 LDTACKN or LBERRN low to DENN high 9 22 ns 
(write) 

*94A 11, 12, 13, 18 DTACKN or BERAN low to DSI low or ASN 0 ns 
high 

95 11 OSI low to DENN high (read) 7 16 ns 
96 11, 12, 18, 20 ASN high to SLVSELN high 13 28 ns 
97 11, 12, 13 OSI low to DTACKN and BERAN high 

(CL = 50) 17 37 ns 
(CL = 300) 37 60 ns 

*98 11, 12, 13, 20 OSI low to LDTACKN and LBERRN high 0 35 ns 30, 32 
*99 11, 12 LDTACKN and LBERRN high to (next) OSI 0 ns 30 

high 

Slave to master switching 

100 18 MASN low to VMEENN, DENN (VMEbus 18 clk+47 ns 31 
slave write) high 

101 18 ONBD high to VMEENN, DENN (VMEbus 8 24 ns 31 
slave write) high 

102 VMEN low to VMEENN, DENN (VMEbus slave 18 21 ns 31 
write) high 

*103 13, 18, 20 SLVSELN high to VMEENN, DENN (VMEbus 0 ns 31 
slave write) high 

104 13, 20 OSI low (selected) to VMEENN, DENN (VME- 14 clk+40 ns 31 
bus slave write) high 

105 13, 18, 20 VMEENN high to MASTENN low 24 clk+20 ns 
107 13, 20 MASTENN low to VMEENN low, DENN low 3 ns 12,15 

(write, if next cycle on VMEbus) 
108 18 MASTENN low to SLVSELN low (if next cycle clk-13 elk ns 33 

on board) 

Onboard cycles 

109 18 SLVSELN high (successive onboard cycles) 3clk+4 ns 33 
110 18 MASN low to SLVSELN low (MASTENN al- clk+17 2clk+42 ns 33 

ready low) 
111 18 MASN high to SLVSELN high 12 26 ns 

NOTE: 
• These AC Electrical Characteristics have been tested and characterized, and therefore are considered limits, not tentative limits. 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

TENTATIVE LIMITS 
NO. FIGURE CHARACTERISTIC UNIT NOTES 

Min Max 

DMAC· Type operation 

112 19 BBSYN high to MASN active (CL = 50) 0 5 ns 34 
(CL = 300) -25 -15 ns 34 

113 19 ASN high to MASN active 13 40 ns 34 
114 19 ASN low to MASN low 10 25 ns 
115 19 ASN high to MASN high 6 16 ns 
116 19 ASN high to MASN released 12 32 ns 35 
117 19 LBGN low to MASN released 5 12 ns 35 
118 20 LBRN low to BRN low (if BBSYN released) clk+15 2clk+45 ns 
119 LBRN low to LBGN low elk+ 10 2clk+37 ns 36 
120 20 BGINN low to LBGN low (ASN high) clk+15 2clk+45 ns 

(ASN low) 2clk+15 3clk+45 ns 
121 20 MASN low (output) to LBGN low 2clk+ 12 ns 
'122 20 LBGN low to LBRN high 0 ns 
123 20 LBRN high to LBGN high elk+ 14 2clk+48 ns 37 
124 14, 15 LBRN high to BBSYN high (CL = 50) elk+ 18 2clk+55 ns 24 

(CL = 300) clk+35 2clk+75 ns 24 
125 20 ASN high to LBGN high (selected) 2clk+ 18 3clk+50 ns 37 
126 20 OSI low to LBGN high (selected) 2clk+20 3clk+52 ns 37 

NOTE: 
* These AC Electrical Characteristics have been tested and characterized, and therefore are considered limits, not tentative limits. 

NOTES: 
5. These setup times guarantee recognition at a rising edge of CLK, but the device will operate correctly if they are not met. If the asynchronous input is changed 

between the setup and hold times, the new state of the input may be recognized at this clock or the following clock. 
6. These setup times are required on the rising edge of CLK following the one on which ASN or MASN is first recognized low. If parameters 30, 31, and 32 are met, 

these parameters are automatically guaranteed. 
7. These hold times guarantee (continued) recognition of the signal state at a rising edge of CLK, but the device will operate correctly if they are not met. 
8. These hold times are required on the rising edge of CLK preceding the one on which MASN is first recognized high. Parameter 34 provides a more straightforward 

requirement which guarantees these times. 
9. This parameter applies after Vee and the clock signal are both within the specified limits. 
10. These minimum times are to guarantee recognition. Operation will be limited by 44, 83, and 109 if the strobe is high for Jess than 2clk. 
11. BAN is driven low, and this acquisition sequence applies, only if BBSYN is high. 
12. VMEENN is driven low only when 41, 42, and 107 have been met. 
13. Applies to ASN of VMEbus cycle which does not select this board as a slave. 
14. ASN goes low when 43, 44, and 45 are met. 44 is not applicable on the first cycle after acquiring the VMEbus. 
15. In a write operation, DENN goes low when 41, 42, 48, 49, and 107 are met. 49 does not apply for subsequent cycles in a series of writes if R/WN is held low 

throughout. 
16. In a read operation, DENN goes low when 52 and 53 are met. 
17. In a write operation, DSENN goes low when 46, 50, and 55 are met. 55 is significant only for subsequent cycles in a series of writes with R/WN held low 

throughout. 
18. In a read operation, OSENN goes low when 46, 54, and 55 are met. 
19. OSENN goes high when either 58 or 59 is met. 
20. Applies only if R/WN remains low after a write cycle, so that DSENN goes low again. 
21. In a read operation, DENN goes high when either 63 or 64 is met. 
22. In a write operation, DENN goes high when either 64 or 71 is met. 
23. LOTACKN and LBERRN go high when either 65 or 66 is met. 
24. BBSYN is always released in response to BGINN, RELSE, and LBRN all high. However, if this condition is detected during a clock period in which the decision to 

change ASN is made, the release of BBSYN is delayed one clock period so that 70 or 75 is met. 
25. MASTENN goes high when 78, 79, and 80 are all met. 
26. SLVSELN goes low when 82, 83, and 84 (as applicable) are met. 
27. In a write operation, DENN goes low when 86 and 87 are met. 
28. In a read operation, DENN goes low when 69, 90, and 91 are met. 
29. The onboard slave(s) should wait for both SLVSELN and OSI before driving a response. 
30. Since BUSCON itself terminates DTACKN and BERAN when OSI goes low, the onboard slaves must meet this requirement to assure that a "lingering" 

LOTACKN or LBERRN is not presented as OTACKN or BERAN when the next OSI occurs. 99 is the real requirement- 98 max is derived from it, plus the 40ns 
minimum high time of VMEbus data strobes and an allowance for receiver skew. 

31. VMEENN goes high only when 100, (101 or 102), 103, and 104 are met. 104 applies only if a VMEbus slave cycle (with this board) is ending. 
32. The onboard slave(s) must meet this requirement so that the local response is not inadvertantly presented to the onboard master. 
33. SLVSELN goes low when 108, 109, and 110 (as applicable) are met. 
34. MASN is driven out of Hi-2 state only when 112 and 113 are met. 
35. MASN is released to Hi-Z state only when 116 and 117 are met. 
36. The max Figure applies only H BUSCON has kept VMEbus control (i.e., H BBSYN is low). 
37. LBGN goes high only when 123, 125, and 126 are met, but 125 and 126 apply only if a VMEbus slave cycle (with this board) is in progress. 
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Figure 16. Passing a Bus Grant, Including Earliest Possible Bus Request Thereafter 

Figure 17. Non-selecting Cycle on VMEbus 
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Microprocessor Products 

THE VMSbus 
THE VMSbus provides a secondary con
trol and data path in the backplane of 
VMEbus systems, and can also be used 
in other backplanes and in 'intercrate' 
(short inter-system) applications. Provid
ing such capabilities as message pass
ing, generalized event/interrupt commu
nication, discrete signal control, and syn
chronization/semaphore operations, the 
VMSbus is especially significant for mul
tiprocessor and/ or fault-tolerant sys
tems. With a 2.9Mbit/ sec data rate in a 
backplane environment, collision-free 
self-arbitration during frame transmis
sion, and variable message priority, the 
VMSbus offers a high-speed, determinis
tic path for the guaranteed delivery of 
short, urgent messages. 

SCC68173 VMSbus 
CONTROLLER 
The Signetics SCC68173 VMSbus Con
troller (VMSCON) is a register-oriented 
peripheral device that includes a collec
tion of the basic functional modules 
described in the VMSbus specification. It 
interfaces to the VMSbus via the 
SCB68171 VMSbus Interface, and to a 
standard 68000 family bus or other par
allel data buses. The SCC68173 in
cludes the following VMSbus functions: 

Qty Function Functional Modules 

Controller Header sender plus 
frame monitor 

Talker Data sender plus 
header receiver 

Listener Data receiver plus 
header receiver 

4 Flags Status flip-flop plus 
header receiver 

These functions are fully programmable 
so they can be used in a wide variety of 
combinations. The flags control two dis
crete output signal pins. All functions are 
designed to be driven via vectored inter
rupts. 
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SCC68173 
VMSbus Controller (VMSCON) 
Preliminary Specification 

FEATURES 
• Header sender paired with frame 

monitor 
• Data sender with four·byte buffer 
• Data receiver with four-byte 

buffer 

• Four programmable flag modules 
• Register blocks with sequential 

access 
• Seven maskable interrupt sources 
• Pending interrupt register 

• Input signal can control frame 
transmission 

• lnterrup~ vector base register 
• Multiplexed header receivers 
• Two direct control outputs 
• 68000 bus compatible 
•CMOS Technology 
• 600 mil package width 

The SCC68173 is designed to be used 
with the SCB68171 which interfaces to 
the VMSbus clock (SERCLK) and data 
(SERDATN) lines. It also provides all the 
68000 equivalent parallel bus controlling 
signals with an 8-bit bidirectional data 
bus. A set of command, status, and data 
registers are selected by the appropriate 
lower address bit lines. 
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PIN CONFIGURATION 
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ORDERING INFORMATION 

PACKAGES Vee= sv ±5%, TA =o·c to 10°c 

Ceramic 
Plastic 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
The SCC68173 VMSbus Controller consists 
of five major sections. The serial/parallel and 
parallel/ serial conversion block controls all 
the timing of incoming and outgoing frames, 

SCC68173C3128 
SCC68173C3N28 

does all on chip timing, and mon~ors the 
VMSbus. The header receiver block contains 
the programmed module addresses and in
corporates the comparator logic to identify 
arriving S- and A-fields of a header subframe. 

HEADER SENDER 

XDATAN 

ADATAN 

XSTAR'TN 

RSTAR'TN 

CHIPCLK 
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The register array can be loaded to control 
the header sender and the data sender, data 
receiver and bit modules. 

Included in the array is a data sender buffer 
and a data receiver buffer. The interrupt 
control block provides request and acknowl
edge logic. The parallel bus interface inCludes 
four address lines, an 8-bit data bus, and bus 
control signals. There are also two direct 
control output lines available (PT A, PTB) . 

DECODE 
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LATCH 

CONTROL 

SWITCH 
BUFFER 

INTERRUPT 

At 
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INSTRUCT/ 
DATA 

CSN 
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SCB68171 VMSbus INTERFACE 
The VMSbus serial clock (SERCLK) provides 
for well-defined sampling times called S1 and 
S2. The Signetics SCB68171, a high speed 
bipolar interface, releases the VMSbus Con
troller from the VMSbus timing requirements. 
it also serves as a buffering device for multi
ple onboard VMSbus Controllers and pro
vides the high current required on the SER
DA TN line. Figure 1 shows the VMSbus 
interface and controller interconnect. A timing 
diagram is shown in Figure 2. 

As the SCC68173 sends data or prepares to 
do so, it also monitors the RDATAN and 
RSTARTN inputs for conflict with other trans
mitters. The XDATAN and XSTARTN outputs 
provide the signal timing required by the 
SCB68171. As an immediate response to a 
detected misplaced start bit, the VMSbus 
controller generates XSTARTN and XDATAN 
low simultaneously, which makes the 
SCB68171 drive SERDATN low immediately, 
to "jam" the VMSbus. 

REGISTER BLOCKS 
The SCC68173 has four address line inputs, 
A4 - A 1, for a total of 16 register addresses. 
Of these, 1 O are simple 8-bit registers while 
the other six address values (2, 3, 5, 10, 14, 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

and 15) reference register blocks. Each regis
ter block has an internal address pointer that 
is used to access the "current" 8-blt register 
from among the several registers in the block. 
After the current register is read or written, 
the internal address pointer is incremented to 
point to the next register in the block. After 
the last register in a block is read or written, 
the pointer cycles back to the first register in 
the block. 

The internal address registers, for blocks 2, 3, 
5, and 1 O are reset to the first register in the 
block, whenever any other register within 
RO - R 13 is accessed. The internal address 
pointers for R14 and R15 are independent, 
and are reset only when the DSE bit in R7 
and the DRE bit in RB (respectively) is 
changed. 

VMSbus OVERVIEW 
Information is transmitted in frames on the 
VMSbus. A frame is a sequence of consecu
tive bits in a prescribed arrangement or for
mat. Figure 3 shows the three types of frames 
defined for the VMSbus. The first 26 bits, 
called the header subframe, are the same for 
all three frame types, and are sent by a 
VMSbus functional module called a header 
sender. 

Preliminary Spec~lcation 
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The header subframe contains two 10-blt 
fields called the S and R addresses. Either or 
both of these addresses may select one or 
more VMSbus functional modules called 
header receivers. Header receivers may be 
paired with other VMSbus functional modules 
called data senders and data receivers, and/ 
or may control status bits (flipflops). The 
combined functions are called talkers, listen
ers, and flags, respectively. 

The first frame in Figure 3 shows the case 
where one (or more) of the header receivers 
selected (by either the S or R address) is not 
ready for the frame. In this case, the not
ready header receiver cancels the frame by 
driving the value 111 in the frame type field. 
Such cancelled frames end immediately after 
the frame type field. 

The second frame in Figure 3 shows a non
data frame. This type of frame results when 
the S address does not select a talker. In 
normal operation, the R address of a non
data frame does not select a listener. The 
frame type field contains zero and is immedi
ately followed by the frame status field, which 
indicates whether flags were selected by the 
S and R addresses respectively, and whether 
there were any problems with the frame. 

MNEMONIC PIN TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 
NO. 

XDATAN, 12,13 0 Transmit Data Control: Open drain outputs. Set up during CLK low time as follows: 
XSTARTN XDATAN XSTARTN 

H H Zero bit (or not transmitting a frame) 
L H One bit 
H L Start bit 

Also, if RSTARTN goes low d.uring a frame (misplaced start bit). the SCC68173 drives both of these signals 
low during the CLK high time, which forces SERDATN low and jams the bus. 

RDATAN 10 I Serial Data Input 

RSTARTN 11 I Start Detect Input Active low whenever a start condition is detected on the VMSbus. 

CHIPCLK 9 I Clock: The CLK signal is derived from SERCLK - the serial bus clock - by the bipolar interfacing device. 

RESETN 16 I Reset Active low signal, which clears most of the controller's logic. 

PTA, PTB 17,18 0 Control: These outputs are controlled by on-chip bit modules for direct control purposes. 

DTACKN 19 0 Data Transfer Acknowledge: Open drain, active low. 

CSN 21 I Chip Select:. This active low signal activates transfer on DO - D7. 

A1-A4 24-27 I Address Lines: These lower address lines select on-chip registers. 

INTRQN 23 0 Interrupt Request: Active low, open drain output which signals the CPU that one or more of seven maskable 
interrupting conditions is true. 

IACKN 22 I Interrupt Acknowledge: Active low input indicating an interrupt acknowledge cycle. 

DO-D7 8-1 1/0 Data Bus: Bidir ectional 3-State data bus used to transfer commands, data, and status. 

R/WN 20 I Read/Write: Read/write control. 

SYNCN 15 I Synchronize: Input which controls frame transmission by the header sender module. 

Yeo 28 I + 5V ± 5% power Input 

Vss 14 I Ground 
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... ... 
C8N 

SCC88113 ..... 

INTllQN 

Figure 1. VMSbus Interlace and Controller Interconnect 

The third and last frame in Figure 3 shows a 
data frame. In this case, the S address 
selected a talker function. The data sender 
sends one of the values 001 - 11 O in the 
frame type field, indicating the number of data 
bytes which follow. In normal operation, the R 
address selects a listener function, which 
receives the data. The data is then followed 
by the frame status field, which indicates if 
there were any problems with the frame. 

As shown in Figure 3, every frame is followed 
by a single bit called a jam bit. The jam bit 
should always be high/zero. This forms a 
guard against desynchronization among vari
ous VMSbus modules, as to where frames 
begin and end. 

All frames begin with a special unique start 
bit. Each frame monitor module tracks every 
VMSbus frame - if it detects a start bit within 
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a frame, it jams the VMSbus with a string of 
512 low/one bits. Since the longest VMSbus 
frame is 287 bits, this jam sequence is sure to 
affect the jam bit of any frame currently in 
progress. 

If any VMSbus module detects a jam bit low/ 
one, it ignores the preceding frame. The jam 
sequence also serves to resynchronize all 
VMSbus modules, which wait until it is over 
before transmitting any more frames. 

Since a VMSbus typically includes a number 
of header senders, there must be a way to 
control when they start sending frames. As 
already noted, frame monitor modules track 
the progress of every VMSbus frame. If a 
header sender is signaled to start a frame 
while its paired frame monitor is tracking a 
frame, it waits until the current frame is 
completed. 
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VMSbus data is wire-ORed, so that if several 
modules send data in the same bit time, the 
result is the logical OR of their data. This fact 
is used to provide bus arbitration as frames 
are sent. Whenever a module sends a zero/ 
high bit, it also senses the result bit on the 
bus. If it senses a one/low, it has lost the 
arbitration and stops sending data. Typically, 
a header sender waits until the current frame 
is over, and then tries to send its header 
subframe once again. 

This arbitration method ensures that data is 
never lost or garbled because of contention 
for use of the VMSbus. If several modules 
send data, the data with the highest binary 
value gets through without distortion. Arbitra
tion is always used by header senders; its use 
is optional for data senders, depending on the 
DSAE bit in the header subframe. 
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CONTROLLER FUNCTION 
(HEADER SENDER/FRAME 
MONITOR) 
Before a header subframe can be sent, the 
information in it must be programmed into the 
SCC68173. This includes the priority field (in 
register RO), the S and R addresses (register 
blocks R2 and R3), and the DSAE bit (in 
register RO). 

If no automatic retries should be done in 
response to less of VMSbus arbitration, the 
RTE bit in RO should be written as 0. If up to 
1 - 14, automatic retries should be done, then 
RTE should be written as 1, and the number 
of retries should be written into R1. If up to 15 
automatic retries should be done, then RTE 
should be written as 1 , but R 1 need not be 
written. 

If XRS in RO is zero, then the S address is 
taken from register block R2 and the R 
address is taken from R3. If XRS is one, then 
the S address is taken from R3 and the R 
address from R2. This feature can be useful, 
for example, to send set and reset frames 
without reloading R2 and R3. 

When the necessary information is loaded, 
the SCC68173 can be commanded to send 
the header subframe by software (setting the 
HSA bit in RO) or by its onboard hardware 
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Figure 2. Timing 

(SYNCN input low after software has set the 
SCE bit in RO). After any current frame in 
progress has completed, the controller func
tion then tries to send the header subframe. 
This attempt may have one of several results: 

1. The Controller may lose VMSbus arbitra
tion while trying to send the header 
subframe. In this case it always sets the 
LAB bit in R1. Its other actions depend on 
the RTE bit in RO and on the retry counter 
which can be loaded by writing R1: 

a. If RTE is zero, the SCC68173 clears the 
HSA bit in RO. Note that in any case 
where the SCC68173 clears the HSA bit 
in RO, it stops trying to send the header 
subframe, and the header sender be
comes inactive. Also, if HS in R13 is set, 
then it sets HS in R12 and requests 
interrupt on IRON. 

b. If RTE is one, the SCC68173 decrements 
the 4-bit retry counter. If this operation 
does not result in a borrow, the controller 
function waits for the current frame to 
complete, and then tries to send the 
header subframe again. 

c. If RTE is set, and decrementing the retry 
counter results in a borrow, the controller 
function clears the HSA bit in RO. 

2. If the header sender wins the VMSbus 
arbitration through sending the HSVAL bit 
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as low/one, it clears the LAB bit in R1 
and stops sending. The frame monitor 
continues to track the resulting frame, 
through the final jam bit. If the jam bit is 
"one", the controller sets the jam bit in 
R 1 and clears the HSA bit in RO. (Jam 
should be the overriding result, and 
should always be reported by the control
ler hardware. If this result does not pre
clude other bits in R1, at least jam should 
be the first thing checked by the soft
ware.) 

3. The resulting frame may be cancelled. In 
this case the SCC68173 sets the CNC bit 
in R1 and clears the HSA bit in RO. 

4. A non-data frame may result. In this case 
SCC68173 sets the SNT bit in R1, clears 
the DFR bit in R1, saves the frame status 
in R1 and clears the HSA bit in RO. 

5. A data frame may result. SCC68173 ac
tion in this case is the same as for a non
data frame, except that it sets the DFR 
bit in R1. 

In either case 4 or 5 above, software should 
check the DFR and frame status bits in R1 to 
see that the expected set of header receivers 
was selected and that the frame was other
wise correct. For cases 1 and 3 (lost arbitra- · 
lion and cancelled frame), the frame status 
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HEADER SUBFRAME 

I FRAME 
TYPE 

I + + 
CANCELLED START PRIORITY S ADDRESS R ADDRESS DSAE HSVAL 1 1 1 

FRAME 

NON-DATA 
START PRIORITY S ADDRESS R ADDRESS OSAE HSVAL 0 0 0 

FRAME 

DATA 
START PRIORITY S ADDRESS R ADDRESS DSAE HSVAL 001-110 FRAME 

#BITS---+-

field contains the monitored priority field from 
the bus, rather than the frame status field. 

The priority, DSAE, XRS, and RTE bits can be 
set in RO by the same command which sets 
HSA or SCE. When the SCC68173 clears 
HSA in RO, it does not clear SCE. To prevent 
additional transmissions in case SYNCN is 
still low, the SCC68173 requires that SYNCN 
go high again before it is enabled to start 
another frame. 

System software can abort a series of retries 
by rewriting RO with HSA cleared. It should 
then check HSA in RO until it is zero, because 
if HSA is rewritten while a VMSbus frame is in 
progress, the new state does not become 
effective until the end of the frame. 

HEADER RECEIVERS 
There are six header receivers in the 
SCC68173, called HAO through HR5. Each of 
them can compare a 10-bit address, assigned 
to it by system software, to the S and R 
addresses in frames on the VMSbus. When 
an address matches, a header receiver sig
nals its associated module that it is selected 
by the frame. It is important to note that 
header receivers and their associated mod
ules respond identically to VMSbus frames 
that are initiated by their on-chip header 
sender, and to frames initiated by other 
header senders. 

Addresses are assigned to header receivers 
by writing register block R5. The first (reset) 
byte in register block R5 corresponds to the 
less-significant 8 bits of HRO's address, while 
the last (12th) byte in R5 corresponds to the 2 
high-order bits of HR5's address. 
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Figure 3. VMSbus Frames 

Note that R5 is a write-only register block. 
This means that if the address assigned to a 
particular header receiver is to be changed, 
all the addresses, up to and including the 
desired one, must be rewritten. In general this 
implies that system software must maintain a 
memory table containing the image of register 
block R5. 

The six header receivers select specific mod
ules in the SCC68173 as controlled by regis
ter R6. The selection coding is shown in 
Table 2. While each header receiver selects 
one module, the same address can be pro
grammed into more than one header receiver. 
Each module may be selected by 0, 1, 2, or 3 
header receivers. 

Register R4 controls which header receivers 
are enabled. A module can only respond to 
VMSbus frames if one or more header receiv
ers (that are enabled in R4) are programmed 
to select it, in R6. 

A header receiver should be disabled in R4 
before its selection criteria are changed in R5 
and/or R6. 

The six modules that are selected by the 
header receivers are one data sender, one 
data receiver, and four flags. They are de
scribed separately in the following sections. 
The data sender can be selected only by a 
match in the S address, while the data 
receiver can be selected only by a match in 
the R address. Flags can be selected by a 
match in either address. 

DATA SENDER 
The function of this module is to send data on 
the VMSbus (to a data receiver module) when 
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JAM 
BIT 

FRAME JAM 
STATUS BIT 

D+ FRAME I JAM I 
STATUS err 

8-256 
(1-32 BYTES) 

it is selected by the S address in a frame. If 
the selected data sender is on the same 
board (in the same SCC6B173) as the header 
sender that initiated the frame, the overall 
VMSbus operation is called a write frame. If 
the selected data receiver is on the same 
board (in the same SCC6B173) as the initiat
ing header sender, the operation is a read 
frame. If both the data sender and data 
receiver are on different boards (in different 
SCC6B173's). the operation is called a move. 

System software should set up a data sender 
for transmission as follows: 

1. If necessary, program the address(es) for 
the Data Sender into one or more Header 
Receiver(s). by writing R5. 

2. If necessary, establish the link between 
the Data Sender and one or more Header 
Receiver(s). by writing R6. 

3. Enable the linked Header Receiver(s). by 
writing R4. 

4. If necessary, enable the data sender 
interrupt in register R13. 

5. Write the data to be sent into register 
block R14. 

6. Write register RB with the frame type 
code for 1, 2, or 4 bytes, plus the DSE bit 
and optionally the DSM bit (see the 
discussion that follows on writing RB). 

7. For a write frame, program the header 
sender to initiate a frame with the data 
sender's address in the S field. 

Because the DSE bit in RB can be set and 
cleared by system software and also cleared 
by a VMSbus frame, a special technique must 
be used by system software in writing RB. For 
bits DSE, DSM, and DST, writing a '1' in each 
bit position indicates that the bit should be 

2 = 
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Table 1. Registers 

RO R/W Priority l DSAE XRS RTE I SCE I HSA 

R SNT CNC I LAB I JAM DFR Priority/Status 
R1 

w Reserved Preset retry cntr 
Header sender control 

S-FIELD LSB and monitor R2* R/W 
______ _, 

Not Used jMSB 

A-FIELD LSB 
R3* R/W -------1 

Not Used }MSB 

R4 R/W Reserved Reservedl 
HR5 HR4 HR3 HR2 HR1 HRO 

Header receiver enable 

HRO address LSB 
Module addressing 

R5* w Not Used }MsB- - - - - _,.., 

HR 1-5 addresses 

RS R/W Header receiver mux 

R7 R/W 
Write 

DRE DRM DRV DRA DR frame type Data 
Write select 

Re R/W 
Write 

DSE DSM DST 
Write 

DS frame type 
Data Enable 

Write select 

Module control R9 R/W 
Write FF3 FF2 FF1 FFO 
Data Reserved Write select 

Connect 
FF1 mode 

Connect 
FFO mode 

R10* R/W 
FF1 FFO 

Connect 
FF3 mode 

Connect 
FF2 mode FF3 FF2 

R11 R/W Interrupt vector (lower 3 bits read only) 

R12 R/W !NP 
HS DR DS FF3 FF2 FF1 FFO 

Interrupt control Pending interrupts (read), reset mask (write) 

R13 R/W !NE 
HS DR DS FF3 FF2 FF1 FFO 

Interrupt enable 

R14* R/W Data sender buffer 
Buffers 

R15* R Data receiver buffer 

NOTE: 
*Indicates sequentially-accessed register block. 

written with the data (0 or 1) contained in the 
high-order bit (labeled Write Data in Table 1 ). 
Also, the data sender frame type bits are 
written from the three least significant bits 
only if the next more significant bit is a '1 ' · 
(labeled Write Enable in Table 1). 

When the data sender is selected by the S 
address in a header subframe, it begins 
operation by sending a code in the frame type 
field which directly follows the header sub
frame. If bit DSE in register Re is zero, 
indicating that system software has not set up 
current data and enabled the data sender, it 
sends 111 in the frame type field, cancelling 
the frame. 
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If DSE in Re is one, the data sender sends 
one of the values 001, 01 o, or 011 in the 
frame type field, as controlled by the low 
order bits in Re. These values indicate 1, 2, or 
4 bytes of data, respectively, following the 
frame type field. (If one of the illegal values 
000, 100 - 111, is inadvertently programmed 
into the three low-order bits of Re, the 
SCCSe 173 sends 111 in the frame type, 
cancelling the frame.) 

While sending the frame type, the data send
er uses VMSbus arbitration as described 
previously in VMSbus Overview. If it loses the 
arbitration, it stops sending and captures the 
winning frame type value. If the value is 111, 
another module (typically the data receiver) is 
not ready for the frame and has cancelled it. 
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In this case the data sender ignores the 
frame, keeping DSE set. 

If the data sender loses the arbitration to a 
frame type value 01 O - 11 O, then another 
data sender is also selected by the S ad
dress, and it is set up to send more data than 
is this data sender. In this case, this data 
sender waits out the number of bits indicated 
by the winning frame type value, and then 
sends the error code 11 o in the frame status 
field. 

If the data sender wins the VMSbus arbitra
tion in the frame type field, it goes on to send 
1, 2, or 4 bytes of data from register blocK 
R14. If the DSAE bit in the initiating header 
subframe was 1, it uses VMSbus arbitration 
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while sending the data, and if it loses the Table 2. Header Receiver Multiplexlng in Register A6 
arbitration it ignores the frame, leaving DSE 
set. If DSAE was 0, it does not use VMSbus 
arbitration, but simply places each data bit on 
the VMSbus. 

After the data, the data sender sends the 
code 010 in the frame status. This OR's with 
the code 001 from the data receiver to make 
the "success" code 011. 

The data sender also samples the frame 
status and the following jam bit. If the status 
code is 011 and the jam bit is 0, then it sets 
the DST bit in register RB. Also, if the DSM bit 
in RS is zero, it clears the DSE bit in RB and, if 
the INE and DS bits in R13 are both one, it 
requests interrupt on IRON. If DSM is one, 
the SCC68173 leaves DSE set and does not 
request interrupt (regardless of INE and DS in 
R13). 

The DSM bit in RB thus controls the gross 
operational state of the data sender. When 
DSM is zero, setting DSE enables the module 
to send data once, then clear DSE and 
cancel any further frames that select it, until 
system software (loads new data and) sets 
DSE again. When DSM is one, setting DSE 
enables the data sender to send the data in 
register block R 14 as many times as it is 
selected by VMSbus frames, until system 
software clears DSE. 

Software cannot access register block R14 
while DSE is set. This restriction applies to 
both reading and writing, and can be handled 
in one of three ways: 

1. Wait until DSE is cleared by the 
SCC6B173. This is normal operation with 
DSM zero, but is not applicable if DSM is 
one. 

2. Rewrite RS to make DSE zero. Software 
should then check RB until DSE reads 
back as zero, because if the data sender 
is selected by the current VMSbus frame, 
the clearing of DSE does not become 
effective until the end of the frame. 

3. Simply go ahead and access register 
block R14. This automatically clears 
DSE, but the entire access operation is 
delayed if the data sender is selected by 
the current VMSbus frame, until the end 
of the frame. Systems which cannot tol· 
erate a DTACKN delay of up to 270 bit 
times should use method 2 above. (Since 
SCC68173 data senders are restricted to 
1 - 4 byte data, the practical maximum 
delay is about 40 bit times except in the 
case where there is a data size conflict 
between a SCC68173 and some other 
kind of VMSbus data sender. 40 bit times 
is about 14µsec at a 2.9MHz data rate.) 
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A6 BITS HR VALUE MODULE SELECTED BY MATCH IN 

7 (MSB) 3 0 Bit module FF3 S, R 
1 Data receiver R 

6 5 0 Data receiver R 
1 Bit module FF2 S, R 

5, 4 2 00 Bit module FF2 S, R 
01 Bit module FF1 S, R 
10 Data receiver R 
11 Bit module FF2 S, R 

3, 2 1 00 Bit module FF1 S, R 
01 Data sender s 
10 Bit module FF2 S, R 
11 Bit module FF1 S, R 

1 4 0 Data sender s 
1 Bit module FF1 S, R 

0 (LSB) 0 0 Bit module FFO S, R 
1 Data sender s 

DATA RECEIVER 
A data receiver captures data from VMSbus 
frames in which it is selected by the R 
address. System software should set up a 
data receiver as follows: 

1. If necessary, program the address(es) for 
the Data Receivers into one or more 
Header Receiver(s), by writing R5. 

2. If necessary, establish the link between 
the Data Receivers and one or more 
Header Receiver(s), by writing R6. 

3. Enable the linked Header Receiver(s), by 
writing R4. 

4. If necessary, enable the DR interrupt in 
register R13. 

5. Write register R7 with DRE one, and 
optionally, ORM one. 

6. For a read frame, program the header 
sender to initiate a frame with the data 
receiver's address in the R field. 

Because the DRE and DRA bits in R7 can be 
set and cleared by system software and also 
cleared by a VMSbus frame, a special tech
nique must be used by system software in 
writing R7. For bits DRE, DRM, DAV, and 
DRA, a '1' in that bit position indicates that 
the bit should be written with the data con
tained in the high-order bit (labeled Write 
Data, in Table 1). 

When the data receiver is selected by the R 
address in a header subframe, it clears the 
DRA bit in R7. If bit DRE in R7 is zero, it 
sends 111 in the frame type field that follows 
the header subframe, thereby cancelling the 
frame. 

If DRE in R7 is one, the data receiver 
samples the frame type field and saves the 
result in the low-order 3 bits of R7. If the 
frame type is 111, the frame has been can
celled by another VMSbus module (typically a 
data sender). In this case the data receiver 
ignores the frame. 
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If the frame type field is 000, the data receiver 
then sends the error code 101 in the immedi
ately following frame status field. 

If the frame type field is 100, 101, or 110, the 
data receiver waits for 64, 12B, or 256 bits of 
data (respectively) to go by, and then sends 
the error code 101 in the frame status field. 

If the frame type field is 001, 010, or 011, the 
data receiver captures the following 1, 2, or 4 
data bytes (respectively), and saves them in 
register block R 15. It then sends the frame 
status code 001, which OR's with the code 
01 O from the data sender to produce the 
"successful" status code 011. 

The data receiver also samples the frame 
status and the following jam bit. If the sta1us 
code is 011 and the jam bit is 0, then it sets 
the ORV bit in R7. Also, if the ORM bit in R7 is 
zero, the data receiver clears the DRE bit in 
R7 and, if the INE and DR bits in R13 are both 
one, it requests interrupt on the IRON pin. If 
DRM is one, it leaves DRE set and does not 
request interrupt, regardless of INE and DR in 
R13. 

Thus the DRM bit governs the gross opera
tional mode of the data receiver. If ORM is 
zero, once the data receiver has successfully 
received data, it clears DRE and cancels any 
further frames addressed to it, until system 
software (reads the data from R15 and) sets 
DRE again. When DRM is one, the data 
receiver will accept data into R 15 from any 
frame addressed to it. 

When DAM is one, system software must 
guard against the possibility that a new 
VMSbus frame could be received while it is 
reading data out of register block R 15, which 
would result in reading out a mixture of old 
and new data. It can do this in one of two 
ways: 

1. Rewrite R7 with DRE zero. Software 
should then check R7 until DRE reads 

2 -
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Table 3. Operating Modes for Flags In A10 

VALUE MODULE TYPE INTERRUPT ON 

000 Disabled (Cancellation) 
001 Simple flag Toggle 
010 Simple flag Set 
011 Simple flag Clear 
100 Semaphore Set 
101 Semaphore Clear 
110 Token Set 
111 Token Clear 

Table 4 

FF1 TO PTA FFO TO PTA FF1 FFO PTA 
OR FF3 TO PTB OR FF2 TO PTB OR FF3 OR FF2 OR PTB 

0 0 
0 1 
0 1 
1 0 
1 0 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

back as zero, because if the data receiv
er is selected by the current VMSbus 
frame, the clearing of DRE does not 
become effective until the end of the 
frame. When DRE is zero, the software 
can safely read out register block R15. 
Typically, it then sets DRE again. This 
method has the disadvantage that it re
sults in cancellation of any frame which 
selects the data receiver while its data is 
being read out. 

2. Set the DRA bit in register R7, read out 
register block R15, then read R7. If the 
DRA bit in R7 is still set, the data from 
R 15 and the frame type code in R7 are 
valid. If ORA has been cleared (by the 
SCC68173 because it started receiving a 
frame), then the software should set DRA 
and try again. 

FLAGS 
Flags essentially implement a flip-flop or latch 
which is set when the module is selected by 
the S address in a frame, and reset when the 
module is selected by the R address in a 
frame. Four flags are provided in the 
SCC68173, called FFO through FF3. These 
modules can also be directly controlled by 
system software, and can be programmed to 
control two discrete SCC68173 output pins, 
PTA and PTB. 

Register R9 provides direct sensing and con
trol of the state of the flags. Since the state of 
the modules can be changed both by system 
software and by VMSbus frames, a special 
technique must be used in writing R9. A '1' in 
any or all of the four least significant bit 
positions indicates that a flag should be 
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x x Low 
x 0 Low 
x 1 High 
0 x Low 
1 x High 
0 0 Low 
0 1 High 
1 0 High 
1 1 High 

written with the data contained in the high
order bit (labeled Write Data in table 1 ). 

Register block R10 provides control of the 
operation of each flag. In R10, there are four 
bits for each module, of which the high-order 
bit determines whether the module is con
nected to the PTA or PTB pin, and the three 
less significant bits determine the module's 
operational mode, as shown in Table 3. 

If a flag is programmed with the 000 code and 
is also connected to a header receiver (in R6) 
that is enabled (in R4), then any frame that 
selects the flag (in either the S or R fields) will 
be cancelled. 

The simple flag, semaphore, and token cate
gories also refer to circumstances where 
flags cancel frames that are addressed to 
them. 

A simple flag does not cancel frames based 
on its state. That is, it accepts "set frames" 
even if it is already set, and accepts "reset 
frames" if it is already reset. On the other 
hand, if the module's interrupt was enabled 
(in R13) at the time of a previous frame, and 
the interrupt is still pending, then any frame 
that selects the flag (in either the. S or R 
fields) will be cancelled. 

A semaphore module cancels a set frame if it 
is already set, but accepts a reset frame if it is 
already reset. It does not cancel frames 
based on its pending interrupt status. 

A token module cancels a set frame if it is 
already set, and cancels a reset frame if it is 
already reset. It does not cancel frames 
based on its pending interrupt status. 

Within each category there is a choice as to 
when the module requests interrupt. This 
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choice is significant only if the module's 
interrupt enable bit is set in R13. System 
software should set up a flag as follows: 

1. If necessary, disable the associated 
header receiver(s) in R4. 

2. If necessary, program the initial state of 
the module, in R9. 

3. Program the module's operating mode, in 
R10. 

4. If necessary, clear any pending interrupt 
for the module, in R12. 

5. If necessary, enable interrupt for the 
module, in R13. 

6. Program the module's address via R5. 
7. Connect a header receiver to the module, 

in R6. 
8. Enable the header receiver in R4. 

The PT A and PTB pins are high-active, and 
go low on reset. Each pin can reflect the state 
of 1 or 2 flags; as shown in Table 4. 

INTERRUPTS 
As described in the previous sections, the 
SCC68173 can be set up to generate an 
interrupt request based on any of seven 
events: 

1. When the header sender finishes sending a 
header subframe, and clears HSA. 

2. When the data sender sends data in a 
frame, and clears DSE. 

3. When the data receiver receives data in a 
frame, and clears DRE. 

4- 7. When flag FFO - FF3 is set and/or 
reset by a frame. 

Each of these seven potential interrupt 
sources is conditioned on a corresponding bit 
in register R13. When an R13 bit is one, the 
corresponding module's interrupt is enabled. 
The most significant bit in R13, INE, controls 
the overall interrupt enable of the SCC68173. 

Register R 12 contains a corresponding set of 
interrupt pending bits. An interrupt pending bit 
is set if the appropriate VMSbus event oc
curs, and the module's interrupt enable bit is 
one in R13. The most significant bit of R12 is 
the OR of the other seven bits. 

A pending bit in R 12 can be directly reset by 
writing a 1 to it. Disabling an interrupt channel 
in R 13 automatically resets the correspond
ing pending bit. When an interrupt service 
routine processes a SCC68173 interrupt, it 
should clear one or more of the pending .bits 
and/or enable bits and/or make INE zero 
before dismissing the interrupt, to prevent a 
second interrupt resulting from the same 
event. 

When the SCC68173 detects an interrupt 
acknowledge cycle (IACKN low) and it is 
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requesting interrupt on IRON (or is about to 
do so), it responds by placing an interrupt 
vector on the D7 - DO lines and asserting 
DTACKN. Typically, this vector has its high
order 5 bits taken from register R 11, and its 
low-order 3 bits in accordance with the 
highest-priority pending interrupt: 

11 O Header sender (highest priority) 
101 Data receiver 
100 Data sender 
011 Flag FF3 
010 Flag FF2 
001 Flag FF1 
000 Flag FFO (lowest priority) 

The exception to this vector structure is 
where R 11 has not been programmed since 
the SCC6B173 was reset. In this case, the 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS 

vector hexadecimal OF is returned regardless 
of which modules have interrupt pending. 

Jam Sequence 
As described in VMSbus Overview, the 
SCC6B173 monitors the VMSbus at all times 
(other than when RESETN is low), tracking 
the entire length of each frame and checking 
for start bits within each frame. II such a start 
bit is detected, it means that this SCC6B173 
is out of frame synchronization with one or 
more other VMSbus devices. In this case, this 
SCC6B 173 must send a string of 512 one bits 
to resynchronize the VMSbus, starting with 
the bit alter the misplaced start bit. The timing 
of the SCC6B173/SCB68171 interface does 
not allow this to be done in the normal 
(synchronous finite-state machine) way. In
stead, ii RSTARTN goes low from the 
SCB6B 171 during a frame, this signal makes 

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN MAX 

Vee DC supply voltage -0.5 +7 

±lo DC output source or sink current 25 
- standard outputs 

±Ice: ± IGND DC Vee or GND current for types with: 50 
- standard outputs 

OPERATING CONDITIONS 

SYMBOL PARAMETER MIN TYP MAX UNIT 

Vee DC supply voltage 4.5 5 5.5 v 
V1 DC input voltage 0 Vee v 
Vo DC output voltage 0 Vee v 
Tamb Operating ambient temperature range 0 70 'C 
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the SCC6B 173 produce XST ARTN and XDA
T AN low combinatorially. This combination 
makes the SCB6B171 asynchronously drive 
SERDATN low for a one-bit. By the next bit 
time, the SCC6B 173 is set up to send the rest 
of the jam sequence in the normal way. A jam 
sequence maintains all SCC6B 173 hardware 
as it was at the start of the frame. 

Reset 
A low on the R ESE TN input clears the 
following bits to zero: 

HSA and SCE in register RO 

DRE and DRV in R7 

DSE and DST in RS 

All bits in registers R1, R4, R6, R12, R13 

It also sets register R11, the interrupt vector, 
to the value hexadecimal OF. 

UNIT CONDITIONS 

v 
mA for -0.5V <Vo< Vee+0.5V 

mA 

2 
~ 
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DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Tamb(°C) TEST CONDITIONS 

74HCT 
SYMBOL PARAMETER UNIT 

Vee +25 -40 to +85 v V1 Other 

Min Typ Max Min Max 

V1H High level input voltage 2.0 1.6 2.0 v 4.5 to 
5.5 

V1L Low level input voltage 1.2 0.8 0.8 v 4.5 to 
5.5 

VoH High level output voltage standard 3.98 4.32 3.84 v 4.5 V1H or V1L -10 =4.0mA 
outputs 

Vm Low level output voltage standard 0.15 0.26 0.33 v 4.5 V1H or V1L lo=4.0mA 
outputs 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

NO. CHARACTERISTIC 
Tentative Tentative Tentative 

MIN MAX UNIT 

1 A 1-4 setup time to CSN low 0 ns 
2 A1-4 hold time from DTACKN low 100 ns 
3 RWN setup time to CSN low 0 ns 
4 RWN hold time from CSN high 0 ns 
5 DTACKN low to CSN high 0 ns 
6 CSN high 100 ns 
7 Read data valid to DTACKN low 0 ns 
8 Read data to float from CSN high 0 100 ns 
9 Write data setup time 0 ns 
10 Write data hold time from DT ACKN low 25 ns 
11 CSN low to DTACK low 100+2 X@ ns 
12 DTACKN fall time 25 ns 
13 CSN high to DTACKN high 0 ns 
14 DTACKN low to PTA, PTB valid 100 ns 
15 CLK period 320 ns 
16 CLK high time 200 ns 
17 CLK low time 100 ns 
18 CLK rise time 6 ns 
19 CLK fall time 6 ns 
20 CLK high to XSTARTN low 150 ns 
21 CLK low to XSTARTN off 5 50 ns 
22 CLK low to XDATAN low 90 ns 
23 CLK high to XDATAN off 5 80 ns 
24 RSTARTN low to CLK high -30 ns 
25 RSTARTN hold time from CLK low 50 ns 
26 RSTARTN high to CLK high 0 ns 
27 RDATAN valid to CLK low 0 ns 
28 RDATAN hold time from .. CLK high 100 ns 
29 Misplaced RSTARTN low to XSTARTN low 100 ns 
30 Misplaced RSTARTN low to XDATAN low 100 ns 
31 RESETN low time 10X@ ns 
32 INTRQN high to DTACK low 0 ns 
33 Read data valid to DTACKN low 0 ns 
34 Read data to float from IACKN high 0 100 ns 
35 IACKN high to DTACKN high 0 100 ns 
36 SYNCN pulse low time 100 ns 
37 Frame end to INTREQN low 100+@ 
38 Frame end to PTA, PTB valid 100+2 x~ 
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Figure 5. Serial Interface Timing 
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INTRQN~ _/I 1---:..i@ 
IACKN 

@-j 
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DTACKN 

Figure 7. Interrupt Timing 
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Figure 8. Frame Timing 
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Figure 9. Backplane Medium Waveforms and Timing 
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Timing RULES for Single-Subrack CLOCK SOURCE+BRIDGE Group (Figure 9) 

DESCRIPTION CONDITIONS MIN NOM MAX 

10. Rule 7.5: 2 
A CLOCK SOURCE+ BRIDGE group MUST NOT drive SERCLK 
low for its S 1 transition until this minimum time after the C1 175 187.5 200 
transition, and it MUST do so within this maximum time after C1. 

13. Rule 7.6: 

A CLOCK SOURCE+ BRIDGE group MUST drive SERCLK low tor 
at least this minimum time, and it MUST NOT drive SERCLK low for 25 31.25 45 
more than this maximum time. 

19. Rule 7.7: 

A CLOCK SOURCE + BRIDGE group MUST NOT drive SERCLK 
low for its S2 transition until this minimum time after the C2 82 93.75 100 
transition, and it MUST do so within this maximum time after C2. 

20. Rule 7.8: 

In addition to meeting the above RULES, a CLOCK 
SOURCE+ BRIDGE module MUST drive SERCLK so that the time 340 343.75 347 
between successive C1 transitions is between these minimum and 
maximum values. 

3. Rule 7.9: 

A BUS ACCESS module MUST not change SERDAT• from the 0 
value established in a bit, until SERCLK goes high in its C1 
transition at the start of the next bit. 
RULE 7.10: 
IF a BUS ACCESS module is signalled by its Link Layer 25 

modules to send a zero-bit followed by a one-bit, 
THEN it MUST drive SERDAT• low within this maximum time 

aft er the C1 transition between these two bits. 
RULE 7.11: 
IF a BUS ACCESS module is signalled by its Link Layer 25 

modules to send a one-bit or a start bit followed by a 
zero-bit, 

THEN it must release SERDA T' within this maximum time after 
the C1 transition between these two bits. 

10. Observation 7 .1: 

A BUS ACCESS module is guaranteed this minimum time between Subrack 165 
the C1 and S1 transitions of SERCLK. 14 Rate 650 

Slower 10T + 25 

11. Observation 7 .2: 

A BUS ACCESS module is guaranteed that SERDA T' is valid for 10 
this minimum time before SERCLK goes low. 

13. Observation 7 .3: 

A BUS ACCESS module is guaranteed this minimum low time on 15 
SERCLK 

14. Rule 7.12: 

IF a BUS ACCESS module is signalled by its Link Layer 0 25 
modules to send a start-bit, 

AND it samples SERDAT• high at the S1 transition of 
SERCLK, 

THEN it MUST NOT drive SERDAT' low until after the C2 
transition of SERCLK, and it MUST do so within this 
maximum time after C2. 

15. Observation 7 .4: 

A BUS ACCESS module is guaranteed that SERDA T' will not 5 
change until at least this long after SERCLK goes low. 

19. Observation 7 .5: 

A BUS ACCESS module is guaranteed these minimum and Subrack 72 110 
maximum times between the C2 and S2 transitions of SERCLK. 14 Rate 275 475 

Slower 4T + 25 8T-25 
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DESCRIPTION 
The SCB68430 Direct Memory Access 
Interface (DMAI) is a single channel 
interface circuit which is intended to 
complement the performance and archi
tectural capabilities of the SCN68000 
microprocessor. The DMAI functions by 
transferring a series of operands (data) 
between memory and a device: operand 
sizes may be byte, word, or long word. A 
block is a sequence of operands: the 
number of operands in the block is 
determined by a transfer count stored 
within the DMAI. The SCB68430 can be 
programmed to utilize single cycle (cycle 
stealing) or burst data transfers. 

The DMAI provides two interfaces. The 
microprocessor interface is fully compat
ible with the SCN68000 microprocessor. 
The device interface includes lines for 
requesting, acknowledging, controlling, 
and timing the data transfers. The DMAI 
is a single-channel subset of the other 
68000 family DMA controllers (68440 
and 68450). It is software compatible 
with these devices and provides similar 
interfacing signals to both the system 
bus and the device. 

The SCB68430 is constructed using 
Signetics ISL bipolar technology. 
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SCB68430 
Direct Memory Access 
Interface (DMAI) 
Product Specification 

FEATURES PIN CONFIGURATIONS 
• Bus compatible with SCN68000 

microprocessor 

• Software compatible with other 
68K family OMA controllers 

• Single address transfers 
• Cycle steal and burst mode 

operation 

• Bus arbitration daisy chain 
• Automatic rerun on bus error 
• Supports 32-blt transfers for VME 

bus 
• Supports SCN68000 vectored 

interrupts 
• 24-bit address counter 
• 16-blt transfer counter 
• Maximum transfer rate of 5 

Mbytes per sec 
• Signetlcs ISL bipolar technology 
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IACKH 

DIP ... 
BGOUTN DSIA13 

BQACKN D81A14 

BAN D7JA15 

DllA16 

DONEN 

ADYN D10IA11 

ACKN D111A19 

DTCN D121A20 

AEON 

D1~A22 

AESETN D151A23 

TOP VIEW 

INDEX 
CORNER 

47 

8' 0 ~ .. 
PLCC 

20' ~ 34 

21 33 
TOP VIEW 

""""''" Pin Function Pin Function Pin Function 
1 NC 19 CLK 36 07/A15 
2 DBENN 20 DCNEN 37 06/A14 
3 OWNN 21 RDYN 38 D5/A13 
4 OTACKN 22 ACKN ~~ ~ 5 CSN 23 DTCN 
6 ASN 24 REON 41 D4/A12 
7 LDSN 25 RERUNN 42 D3/A11 
8 IRON 26 RESETN 43 D2/A10 
9 UDSN 27 NC 44 D1/A9 

10 R/WN 28 015/A23 45 DO/AB 
11 JACKN 29 014/A2.2 46 A7 
12 BGN 30 D13/A21 47 AB n ~'if 31 012/A20 48 AS 

32 D11/A19 49 A4 

1~ ~~'buTN 33 010/A18 50 A3 
34 09/A17 51 A2 

17 BGACKN 35 08/A16 52 A1 
18 BRN 
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ORDERING INFORMATION -
Vcc=5V ±5%, TA=O'C to 70'C 

PACKAGES 2 
10MHz 12.SMHz -Ceramic DIP SCB68430CA148 SCB68430CCl48 

Plastic DIP SCB6B430CAN4B SCB6B430CCN4B 

Plastic LCC SCB68430CAA52 SCB68430CCA52 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

RERUNN RERUN OAT A AND BUS GRANT 

LOGIC ADDRESS BUS DAISY 

CONTROL& 
STATUS 

COUNTER 

68000 
BUS 

INTERFACE 

16-BIT 
TRANSFER 
COUNTER 

MUX 
CONTROL 

CONTROL 24-BIT 
LOGIC ADDRESS ADDRESS 

COUNTER DECODE 

REON 

DEVICE 
HANDSHAKE 

INTERRUPT 
LOGIC& 

REGISTER 
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Direct Memory Access Interface (DMAI) SCB68430 

PIN DESCRIPTION 

MNEMONIC PIN NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION 

A1 -A7 48-42 1/0 Address Lines: Active high, 3-State. In the MPU mode, these low order address lines specify which internal 
register of the DMAI is being accessed. In DMA mode, A 1 - A7 are ouputs which provide the low order 
address bits of the location being accessed; 3-Stated in IDLE Mode. 

A8-A23/ 41-37 1/0 Address/Data Lines: Active high, 3-State. These lines are time multiplexed for data and address leads. The 
DO-D15 35-25 lines OWNN, RWN, CSN, and DBENN are used to control the demultiplexing of the address and data using 

external circuitry. In MPU mode, the bidirectional data lines (DO-D15) are used to transfer data between the 
MPU and the DMAI. In the DMA mode, AB -A23 provide the high order address bits of the location being 
accessed; 3-Stated in IDLE mode. 

ASN 5 1/0 Address Strobe: Active low, 3-State. In MPU and IDLE modes, ASN is an input which indicates that the 
current bus master has placed a valid address on the bus. It is monitored by the DMAI during bus arbitration to 
ascertain that the previous bus master has completed the current bus cycle. In DMA mode, it is an output 
indicating that the DMAI has placed a valid address on the bus. 

UDSN 8 1/0 Upper Data Stobe: Active low, 3-State. In MPU and IDLE modes, UDSN is an input which indicates that the 
upper data byte of the addressed word is being addressed. In OMA mode, it is an output with the same 
meaning. 

LDSN 6 1/0 Lower Data Strobe: Active low, 3-State. In MPU and IDLE modes, LDSN is an input which indicates that the 
lower data byte of the addressed word is being addressed. In OMA mode, it is an output with the same 
meaning. 

R/WN 9 1/0 Read/Write: Active high for read, low for write, 3-State. In MPU mode, R/WN is an input which controls the 
direction of data flow through the DMAl's input/output data bus interface and, if required, through an external 
data bus buffer. R/WN high causes the DMAI to place the data from the addressed register on the data bus, 
while R/WN low causes the DMAI to accept data from the data bus. In DMA mode, R/WN is an output to 
memory and 1/0 controllers indicating the type of bus cycle. It is held 3-Stated during IDLE mode. 

CSN 4 I Chip Select: Active low. When low, places the DMAI into the MPU mode. This input signal is used to select 
the DMAI for programmed data transfers. These transfers take place over DO - 015 as controlled by the 
R/WN and A1 -A7 inputs. The DMAI is deselected when CSN is high. CSN is ignored during DMA mode. 

DTACKN 3 1/0 Data Transfer Acknowledge: Active low, 3-State. In MPU mode, DTACKN is asserted on a write cycle to 
indicate that the data on the bus has been latched, and on a read cycle or interrupt acknowledge cycle to 
indicate that valid data is present on the bus. The signal is negated (driven high) when completion of the cycle 
is indicated by negation of the CSN or IACKN input, and returns to the inactive third state a short time after it is 
negated. In OMA Mode, DTACKN is an input monitored by the DMAI to determine when the addressed device 
(memory) has latched the data (write cycle) or put valid data on the bus (read cycle). 

RESETN 24 I Master Reset: Active low. Assertion of this pin clears internal control registers (See Table 1 ), initializes the 
interrupt vector register to H'OF', and sets the status register to the default value 
8'0000 OOOX', where X is the state of RDYN. All bidirectional 1/0 lines are 3-Stated and the DMAI is placed in 
the IDLE mode. 

CLK 17 I Clock: Active high. Usually the system clock, but may be any clock meeting the electrical specifications. Used 
by the DMAI to synchronize device functions and external control lines, and may not be gated off at any time. 

IRON 7 0 Interrupt Request: Active low, open collector. This output is asserted, if interrupts are enabled, upon end of 
transfer, on occurrence of a bus error, and on receipt of an abort from the MPU. The CPU can read the status 
register to determine the interrupting condition(s), or can respond with an interrupt acknowledge cycle to 
cause the DMAI to output an interrupt vector on the data bus. 

IACKN 10 I Interrupt Acknowledge: Active low. When asserted, indicates that the current cycle is an interrupt 
acknowledge cycle. The DMAI normally responds by placing the contents of the interrupt vector register on 
the data bus and asserting DTACKN. IACKN is not serviced if the DMAI has not generated an interrupt 
request. 

BRN 16 0 Bus Request: Active low, open collector. BRN is asserted by the DMAI to request ownership of the bus after 
a OMA request is sensed on the REON input from the 110 device. It is negated when the bus has been 
granted (BGN low) and BGACKN has been asserted, or, in burst OMA request mode, if the 1/0 device 
negates its request at least one clock cycle before BGACKN is asserted. 

BGN 11 I Bus Grant: Active low. BGN indicates to the DMAI that it is to be the next bus master. This signal is originated 
by the MPU and propagated via a daisy chain or other prioritization mechanism. After BGN is asserted, the 
DMAI waits until DTACKN, ASN, and BGACKN have become inactive before assuming ownership of the bus 
by asserting BGACKN. 
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Direct Memory Access Interface (DMAI) SCB68430 

PIN DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

MNEMONIC PIN NO. TYPE DESCRIPTION 

BG OU TN 14 0 Bus Grant Output: Active low. Daisy chain output which is asserted by the DMAI when BGN is asserted and 
the DMAI does not have a bus request pending. 

BGACKN 15 1/0 Bus Grant Acknowledge: Active low, 3-State. As an input, BGACKN is monitored by the DMAI during the bus 
arbitration cycle to determine when it can assume ownership of the bus (BGACKN negated). In DMA mode, it 
is asserted by the DMAI to indicate that it is the bus master. 3-Stated in MPU and IDLE modes. 

RERUNN 23 I Rerun: Active low. This input is asserted by external error detect logic to indicate a bus error. In DMA mode, 
the DMAI stops operation and 3-States the data, address, and control lines, except BGACKN. It remains 
halted until RERUNN becomes inactive, and then re-tries the last bus cycle. If RERUNN is asserted again, the 
DMAI sets the ERR bit in the status register, stops DMA operation, releases the bus, and interrupts the CPU, if 
interrupts are enabled, responding with a special interrupt vector when IACKN is asserted. Not monitored in 
MPU and IDLE modes. 

REQN 22 I OMA Request: Active low. This input from the 1/0 device requests service from the DMAI and causes the 
DMAI to request control of the bus. In burst mode, the input is level sensitive, and the DMAI releases the bus 
after REON is negated and the current DMA cycle is completed. In cycle steal mode, the REQN input is 
negative edge triggered. A negative going edge must occur at least one clock cycle before DTCN is asserted 
to accomplish continuous transfer cycles but not earlier than beginning of master cycle. 

ACKN 20 0 OMA Request Acknowledge: Active low. ACKN is asserted by the DMAI to indicate that it has gained the 
bus and the requested bus cycle is now beginning. It is asserted at the beginning of every bus cycle after ASN 
has been asserted, and is negated at the end of every bus cycle. 

RDYN 19 I Device Ready: Active low. RDYN is asserted by the requesting device to indic:ate to the DMAI that valid data 
has either been stored or put on the bus. If negated, it indicates that the data has not been stored or 
presented, causing the DMAI to enter wait states. RDYN can be held low continuously if the device is fast 
enough so that wait states are not required. 

DTCN 21 0 Device Transfer Complete: Active low. In DMA mode, DTCN is asserted by the DMAI to indicate to the 
device that the requested data transfer is complete. On a write to memory operation, it indicates that the data 
provided by the device has been successfully stored. On a read from memory operation, it indicates to the 
device that the data from memory is present on the data bus and should be latched. 

DON EN 18 1/0 Done: Active low, open collector. As an output, DONEN is asserted by the DMAI concurrent with the ACKN 
output to indicate to the device that the transfer count is exhausted and that the DMAl's operation is 
completed as a result of that transfer. As an input, if asserted by the device before the transfer count became 
zero, it causes the DMAI to abort service and generate an interrupt request, if interrupts are enabled. 

OWNN 2 0 Own: Active low, 0pen collector. This output is asserted by DMAI during the DMA mode to indicate bus 
mastership. It can be used to enable external address/data and control buffers. Inactive in MPU and IDLE 
modes. 

DBENN 1 0 Data Bus Enable: Active low, open collector. Asserted by the DMAI when CSN is asserted or when IACKN is 
asserted and the DMAI has an interrupt request pending. Can be used to enable bidirectional data buffers for 
DO-D15. Inactive in IDLE and DMA mode. 

Vee 12 I Power Supply: + 5V power input. 

Vss 13 I Power Supply: + 1.5V power input. 

Vss 36 I Ground: Signal and power ground input. 

PIN DESCRIPTION 
The Pin Description table describes the func
tion of each of the pins of the DMAI. Signal 
names ending in 'N' are active low. All other 
signals are active high. In the descriptions, 
'MPU mode' refers to the state when the 
DMAI is chip selected. The term 'DMA mode' 
refers to the state when the DMAI assumes 
ownership of the bus. The DMAI is in the 
'IDLE mode' at all other times. 

signal is active in the high (logic one) state or 
the low (logic zero) state. Refer to the individ
ual pin descriptions for the definition of the 
active level of each signal. 

REGISTERS AND COUNTERS 
Register Map 
The internal accessible register organization 
of the DMAI is shown in Table 1. The follow
ing rules apply to all registers: 

register'. The null register returns all ones 
for data and results in a normal bus cycle. 
A write to one of these locations results 
in a normal bus cycle but no write occurs. 

2. Unused bits of a defined register are read 
as indicated in the register descriptions. 

3. All registers are addressable as 8-bit 
quantities. To facilitate operation with the 
68K MOVEP instruction, addresses are 
ordered such that certain sets of regis· 
ters may also be accessed as words or 
long words. 

In this data sheet signals are discussed using 
the terms 'active' and 'inactive' or 'asserted' 
and 'negated' independent of whether the 
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1. A read from a reserved location in the 
map results in a read from the 'null 
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The operation of the DMAI is programmed by 
writing control words into the appropriate 
registers. Operational feedback is provided 
via status registers which can be read by the 
CPU. The contents of certain control and 
status registers are initialized on RESET. 

To provide compatibility with the other 68K 
family DMA controllers, control and status 

Table 1. DMAI Address Map 

ADDRESS BITS1· 2 
ACRONYM 

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 

d d 0 0 0 0 0 0 CSR 
d d 0 0 0 0 0 1 CER 
d d 0 0 0 0 1 0 
d d 0 0 0 0 1 1 
d d 0 0 0 1 0 0 DCR 
d d 0 0 0 1 0 1 OCR 
d d 0 0 0 1 1 0 SCR 
d d 0 0 0 1 1 1 CCR 
d d 0 0 1 0 0 0 
d d 0 0 1 0 0 1 
d d 0 0 1 0 1 0 MTCH 
d d 0 0 1 0 1 1 MTCL 
d d 0 0 1 1 0 0 MACH 
d d 0 0 1 1 0 1 MACMH 
d d 0 0 1 1 1 0 MACML 
d d 0 0 1 1 1 1 MACL 
d d 0 1 d d d d 
d d 1 0 0 0 d d 
d d 1 0 0 1 0 0 
d d 1 0 0 1 0 1 IVR 
d d 1 0 0 1 1 0 
d d 1 0 0 1 1 1 IVR 
d d 1 0 1 0 d d 
d d 1 0 1 1 0 0 
d d 1 0 1 1 0 1 CPR 
d d 1 0 1 1 1 0 
d d 1 0 1 1 1 1 
d d 1 1 d d d d 

NOTES: 

bits are mapped in bit positions equivalent to 
where they are located in the register map of 
the other devices. Bits which are used in the 
other devices but not in the DMAI are as
signed default values. If upward compatibility 
to the other controllers is required, the pro
grammer should use these default values 
when writing the control words to the regis-

REGISTER NAME 

Channel Status Register 
Channel Error Register 
Reserved 
Reserved 
Device Control Register 
Operation Control Register 
Sequence Control Register 
Channel Control Register 
Reserved 
Reserved 
Memory Transfer Counter High 
Memory Transfer Counter Low 
Memory Address Counter High 
Memory Address Counter Middle High 
Memory Address Counter Middle Low 
Memory Address Counter Low 
Reserved 
Reserved 
Reserved 
Interrupt Vector Register - Normal 
Reserved 
Interrupt Vector Register - Error 
Reserved 
Reserved 
Channel Priority Register 
Reserved 
Reserved 
Reserved 

1. AO - o for UDSN asserted, AO = 1 for LDSN asserted. 
2. 'd' designates don't care. 
3. A write to this register may perform a status resetting operation. 

Product Specification 
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ters, although they have no effect in the 
DMAI. When a register is read, the default 
value is returned regardless of the value used 
when the register is programmed. The default 
value is indicated by '(x)' in unused bit posi
tions in the register formats, which are illus
trated in Table 2. 

MODE AFFECTED BY RESET 

R/W3 Yes 
R Yes 

R/W Yes 
R/W Yes 
R/W4 No 
R/W Yes 

R/W No 
R/W No 
R/W4 No 
R/W No 
R/W No 
R/W No 

R/W Yes 

R/W Yes 

R/W4 No 

4. This register is a dummy register present only to provide compatibility with other 68K family OMA controllers. A write to this register has no effect on 
the DMAI. 

Table 2. Register Bit Formats 

DEVICE CONTROL REGISTER 
BIT15 BIT14 

EXTERNAL 
REQUEST 

OCR 
MODE 

NOT USED 
(0) 

O=BURST 
1 =CYCLE 

STEAL 

NOTE: 

BIT13 

NOT USED 
(1) 

BIT12 BIT11 BIT10 BIT09 BIT08 

NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED 
(1) (*) (0) (0) (O) 

'Should be programmed as 'O' for SIZE (OCR[5:4]) = 00 and as '1' otherwise. When read, the value of this bit is OCR[5], .OR.OCR[4]. 
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Table 2. Register Bit Formats (Continued) 

OPERATION CONTROL REGISTER (OCR) 
BIT07 BIT06 BITOS BIT04 BIT03 BIT02 BIT01 BITOO 

DIRECTION OPERAND SIZE 

O=MEM TO 00= BYTE 
DEV NOT USED 01 =WORD (16 BIT) NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED 

1 =DEV TO (0) 10 = LONG WORD* (0) (0) (1) (0) 
OCR 

MEM 11 = WORD (32·BIT)* 

NOTE: 
*Long word and 32-bit word modes are not supported by 68440. 32-bit word mode is not supported by 68450. 

SEQUENCE CONTROL REGISTER (SCR) 
BIT15 BIT14 

SCR 
NOT USED NOT USED 

(0) (0) 

CHANNEL CONTROL REGISTER (CCR) 
BIT07 BIT06 

START 

O=NO NOT USED 
1 =YES (0) 

CCR 

CHANNEL STATUS REGISTER (CSR) 
BIT15 BIT14 

CHANNEL 
OPERATION 

CSR 
COMPLETE 

O=NO NOT USED 
1 =YES (0) 

CHANNEL ERROR REGISTER (CER) 
BIT07 BIT06 

CER 
NOT USED NOT USED 

(O) (0) 

CHANNEL PRIORITY REGISTER (CPR) 
BIT07 BIT06 

CPR 
NOT USED 

(O) 
NOT USED 

(0) 

Device Control Register (OCR) 

[15) External Request Mode 
This bit selects whether the DMAI operates in 
burst or cycle steal mode. 

O Burst mode. This mode allows a device 
to request the transfer of multiple oper • 
ands using consecutive bus cycles. In 
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BIT13 BIT12 BIT11 BIT10 BIT09 BIT08 

NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED 
(0) (O) (0) (1) (0) (0) 

BITOS BIT04 BIT03 BIT02 BIT01 BITOO 

SOFTWARE INTERRUPT 
ABORT ENABLE 

NOT USED O=NO O=NO NOT USED NOT USED NOT USED 
(0) 1 =YES 1 =YES (0) (0) (0) 

BIT13 BIT12 BIT11 BIT10 BIT09 BITOB 

NORMAL 
CHANNEL 

READY 
DEVICE ERROR 

ACTIVE 
INPUT 

TERMINATE STATE 

O=NO O=NO O=NO NOT USED NOT USED O=LOW 
1 =YES 1 =YES 1 =YES (0) (0) 1 =HIGH 

BITOS BIT04 BIT03 BIT02 BIT01 BITOO 

ERROR CODE 

NOT USED 
00000 = NO ERROR 

(0) 
01001 =BUS ERROR 
10001 =SOFTWARE ABORT 

BITOS 

NOT USED 
(0) 

BIT04 

NOT USED 
(0) 

BIT03 

NOT USED 
(0) 

this mode the request (REON) line is an 
active low input which is asserted by the 
device to request an operand transfer. 
The DMAI services the request by arbi
trating for the bus, obtaining the bus, and 
notifying the peripheral by asserting the 
acknowledge (ACKN) output. if the re
quest line is active when the DMAI as-
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BIT02 

NOT USED 
(0) 

BIT01 

NOT USED 
(O) 

BITOO 

NOT USED 
(0) 

serts ACKN, and remains active at least 
until the DMAI asserts device transfer 
complete (DTCN). the DMAI recognizes a 
valid request for another operand, which 
will be transferred during the next bus 
cycle. If the request line is negated be
fore the DMAI asserts DTCN, the DMAI 
relinquishes the bus and waits for the 
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next request, but the current transfer will 
be completed. 

Cycle steal mode. In this mode, the 
device requests an operand transfer by 
generating a falling edge on the request 
(REON) line. The OMA! services the 
request by arbitrating for the bus, obtain
ing the bus, and notifying the peripheral 
by asserting the acknowledge (ACKN) 
output. The request line must be in the 
inactive state for at least one clock cycle 
before a request is made. Alter a request 
has been asserted, it must remain at the 
assertion level for at least one clock 
cycle. If another request is received be
fore the first operand part of a former 
request is acknowledged, the second 
request is not recognized. Normally, the 
OMA! will relinquish the bus alter servic
ing a valid request. However, if the device 
generates a new request before the 
OMA! asserts DTCN for the last operand 
part, the OMA! will retain ownership of 
the bus and that request will be serviced 
before the bus is relinquished. 

Operation Control Register 
(OCR) 
[7) Direction 

O Transfer is from memory to device. 

Transfer is from device to memory. 

[5:4] Operand Size 
The programming of these bits determine 
whether UDSN, LDSN, or both are generated 
during the transfer cycle and the increment by 
which the memory address counter (MAC) is 
changed in each transfer cycle. 

00 Byte. The operand size is 8 bits. The 
MAC is incremented by one alter each 
operand transfer. If the LSB of the MAC 
is a 'O', UDSN is asserted during the 
transfer. If the LSB of a MAC is a '1 ', 
LDSN is asserted during the transfer. The 
transfer counter decrements by one be
fore each byte is transferred. 

01 Word. The operand size is 16 bits. The 
MAC is incremented by two alter each 
operand transfer. The value of the LSB of 
the MAC is ignored and both UDSN and 
LDSN are asserted during the transfer. 
The transfer counter decrements by one 
before each word is transferred. 

10 Long woi'd. The operand size is 32 bits. 
The operand is transferred as two 16-bit 
words. The MAC is incremented by two 
alter each 16-bit word is transferred. The 
value of the LSB of the MAC is ignored 
and both UDSN and LDSN are asserted 
during the transfer. The transfer counter 
decrements by one before the entire long 
word is transferred. Note that this mode 
is not implemented in the 68440. 
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11 Double word. The operand size is 32 bits. 
The operand is transferred as a single 
32-bit word. The MAC is incremented by 
four alter each operand transfer. The 
value of the two LSBs of the MAC is 
ignored (the A 1 output will always be a 
zero in this mode) and both UDSN and 
LDSN are asserted during the transfer. 
The transfer counter decrements by one 
before the double word is transferred. 
Note that this mode Is not implemented 
in the 68440 or 68450; it is included in the 
OMA! to support VME bus operations. 

Sequence Control Register 
(SCR) 

This register serves no function in the OMA!. 
It is included only to provide compatibility with 
the programming for the 68440 and 68450 
OMA controllers. 

Channel Control Register (CCR) 
[7] Start Operation 

O No start pending. 

Start operation. The start bit is set to 
initiate operation of the OMA!. The mem
ory address counter and the memory 
transfer counter should have been previ
ously initialized, and all bits of the chan
nel status register (CSR) should have 
previously been reset. The OMA! initiates 
operation by clearing any pending re
quests, clearing the start bit, and setting 
the channel active bit in the CSR. The 
DMAI is then ready to receive requests 
for an operation. The channel cannot be 
started if any of the internal status bits in 
the CSR (CSR[15:11]) have not been 
cleared. 
A pending start cannot be reset by a write 
to the register. START can be cleared 
only by the DMAI when it starts operation 
or by setting the software abort bit 
(CCR[4]). 

[ 4) Software Abort 
o Do not abort. 

Abort operation. Setting this bit termi
nates the current operation of the OMA! 
and places It in the IDLE state. The 
channel operation complete and error 
bits in the CSR are set, the channel 
active bit in the CSR is reset, and an 
ABORT ERROR condition is signaled in 
the CEA. Setting this bit causes a pend
ing start to be reset. 

[3] Interrupt Enable 

o Interrupts not enabled. 

Enable interrupts. An interrupt request is 
generated if the channel operation com
plete bit in the CSR is set. When the 
IACKN input is asserted, the OMA! re
turns the normal interrupt vector if the 
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error bit in the CSR is not set, or the error 
interrupt vector if error is set. 

Channel Status Register (CSR) 
A read of this register provides the status of 
the DMAI. The COC, NOT, and ERR bits can 
be cleared by writing a '1 ' to the bit positions 
of the register which are to be cleared. Those 
bit positions which are written with a 'O' 
remain unaffected. 

[15) Channel Operation Complete 
This bit is set following the termination, 
whether successful or not, of any OMA! 
operation and indicates that the OMA transfer 
has completed. This bit must be cleared to 
start another channel operation. 

[13) Normal Device Termination 
This bit is set when the device terminates the 
OMA! operation by asserting the DONEN line 
while the device was being acknowledged. 
This bit must be cleared to start another 
channel operation. 

[12) Error 
This bit is used to report that the OMA!' s 
operation was terminated due to the occur
rence of an error. The condition which caused 
the error can be determined by reading the 
channel error register (CEA). This bit must be 
cleared to start another channel operation. 
When this bit is cleared, the CEA is also 
cleared. 

[11) Channel Active 
This bit is set alter the channel has been 
started and remains set until the channel 
operation terminates. It is then automatically 
cleared by the DMAI. The bit is unaffected by 
the write operations. 

[8] Ready Input State 
This bit reflects the state of the RDYN input 
at the time the CSR is read. The bit is a 'O' if 
RDYN is low and a '1' if RDYN is high. This 
bit is unaffected by write or reset operations. 

Channel Error Register (CER) 
[ 4:0) Error Code 
This field indicates the source of error when 
an error is indicated in CER[12]. The contents 
of this register are cleared when CER[12) is 
cleared. 

00000 No error. 

01001 Bus error. A bus error occurred during 
the last bus cycle generated by the 
DMAI. See rerun description in OPER
ATION section. 

10001 Software abort. The channel operation 
was terminated by a software abort 
command. See CCR[4). 

Channel Priority Register (CPR) 
This register serves no function in the DMAI. 
It is included only to provide compatibility with 
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the programming for the other 68K family 
OMA controllers. 

Memory Address Counter 
(MACH, MACMH, MACML, 
MACL) 
The 32-bit memory address counter is used 
to program the memory location where the 
first operand to be transferred is located or is 
to be transferred to, depending on the direc
tion of transfer. The counter must be initial
ized prior to beginning the transfer of a block 
of data and then increments automatically 
depending on the operand length, as de
scribed in the Operation Control Register 
description. 

Only the least significant 24 bits of the 
counter (MACMH, MACML, and MACL) are 
implemented in the DMAI. The most signifi
cant byte of the counter, MACH, is provided 
only to allow compatibility with programming 
of the 68440 and 68450. Writing to MACH 
has no effect on the DMAI operation. Reading 
MACH always returns H'OO'. 

Memory Transfer Counter 
(MTCH, MTCL) 
The 16-bit memory transfer counter programs 
the number of operands to be transferred by 
the DMAI. The counter must be initialized 
prior to beginning the transfer of a block of 
data and then decrements once per operand 
transfer (regardless of operand size) until it 
reaches the terminal value of zero. Channel 
operation then terminates and the COC bit in 
the CSR will be asserted. 

Interrupt Vector Register (IVR) 
The IVR contains the value to be placed on 
the data bus upon receipt of an interrupt 
acknowledge from the MPU. Only the seven 
most significant bits of the programmed value 
are used by the DMAI. The output vector from 
the DMAI contains a zero in the least signifi
cant bit position if a normal termination oc
curred (error bit not set) and contains a one in 
the least significant bit position if termination 
was due to an error (error bit set). 

The contents of this register are initialized to 
H'OF' by a reset. The value returned will be 
H'OF', regardless of the error state, until the 
register is programmed by the MPU. 

To provide compatibility with the other 68K 
family OMA controllers, the IVR has two 
addresses (see Table 1). If program compati
bility is required, the value written at the 
normal IVR address should have a zero as its 
LSB, and the value written at the error IVR 
address should be the same but with the LSB 
equal to one. 
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OPERATION 
A DMAI operation proceeds in three principal 
phases. During the initialization phase, the 
MPU configures the channel control registers, 
loads the initial memory address and transfer 
count, and starts the channel. During the 
transfer phase, the DMAI accepts requests 
for transfers from the device, arbitrates for 
and acquires ownership of the bus, and 
provides for addressing and bus controls for 
the transfers. The termination phase occurs 
after the operation is complete, when the 
DMAI reports the status of the operation. 

Operation Initiation 
After having programmed the control regis
ters, the memory address counter, and the 
memory transfer counter, the MPU sets the 
start bit (CCR[?]). The DMAI initiates the 
operation by clearing any pending requests, 
clearing the start bit, and setting the channel 
active bit in the CSR. The DMAI is then ready 
to receive valid requests for an operation. 

The channel cannot be started if any of the 
internal status bits in the CSR (CSR[15:11]) 
have not been cleared. An error is not sig
naled if this condition occurs. The only indica
tion of this state is that the start bit remains 
set in the CCR. A pending start cannot be 
reset by a write to the register. START can be 
cleared only by the DMAI when it starts 
operation or by setting the software abort bit 
(CCR[4]). 

Device/DMAI Communication 
Communication between the peripheral de
vice and the DMAI is accommodated by five 
signal lines: 

Request (REQN) 
The device makes a request for service by 
asserting the request line. The DMAI can 
operate in either the burst request mode or 
the cycle stealing request mode, as pro
grammed by the external request mode bit 
(DCR[15]). 

The burst mode allows a device to request 
the transfer of multiple operands using con
secutive bus cycles. In this mode the request 
line is an active low input. The DMAI services 
the request by arbitrating for the bus, obtain
ing the bus, and notifying the peripheral by 
asserting the acknowledge (ACKN) output. If 
the request line is active when the DMAI 
asserts ACKN, and remains active at least 
until the DMAI asserts device transfer com
plete (DTCN), the DMAI recognizes a valid 
request for another operand, which will be 
transferred during the next bus cycle. If the 
request line is negated before the DMAI 
asserts DTCN, the DMAI relinquishes the bus 
and waits for the next request. For long word 
transfers (2 X 16), the request must be as
serted at least until the acknowledge for the 
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second part of the operand has been as
serted. 

In the cycle steal mode, the device requests 
an operand transfer by generating a falling 
edge on the request line. The DMAI services 
the request by arbitrating for the bus, obtain
ing the bus, and notifying the peripheral by 
asserting the acknowledge (ACKN) output. 
The request line must be in the inactive state 
for at least one clock cycle before a request 
is made. After a request has been asserted, it 
must remain at the assertion level for at least 
one clock cycle. If another request is received 
before the first operand part of a former 
request is acknowledged, the second request 
is not recognized. Normally, the DMAI will 
relinquish the bus after servicing a valid 
request. However, if the device generates a 
new request before the DMAI asserts DTCN 
for the last operand part, the DMAI will retain 
ownership of the bus and that request will be 
serviced before the bus is relinquished. Dur
ing burst mode, REON must not be disassert
ed for less than one CLK period plus four RC 
time constants, where R is the value of the 
resistor used for the pullup on BRN and C has 
a typical value of 20pF. 

Acknowledge (ACKN) 
The DMAI asserts the acknowledge line, 
which implicitly addresses the device making 
the request, during transfers to and from the 
device. The line may be used to control 
buffering circuits between the data bus and 
the MPU bus. 

Ready (RDVN) 
Ready is an active low input which is asserted 
by the requesting device to indicate to the 
DMAI that valid data has either been stored 
or put on the bus. If negated, it indicates that 
the data has not been stored or presented, 
causing the DMAI to enter wait states until 
RDYN is asserted. RDYN can be held low 
continuously if the device is fast enough so 
that wait states are not required. The current 
state of the ready input is reflected in CSR[8]. 

Done (DONEN) 
Done is a bidirectional active low signal. As 
an output, it is asserted and negated by the 
DMAI concurrent with the ACKN output of the 
last operand part to indicate to the device 
that the memory transfer count is exhausted 
and that the DMAI' s operation is completed 
as a result of that transfer. 

The DMAI also monitors the state of the line 
while acknowledging a device. If the device 
asserts DONEN, the DMAI will terminate 
operation after the transfer of the current 
operand. In this case the DMAI clears the 
channel active bit and sets the channel oper
ation complete and normal device termination 
bits in the CSR. If both the DMAI and the 
device assert DONEN, the device termination 
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is not recognized, but the operation does 
terminate. 

Device Transfer Complete (DTCN) 
DTCN is an active low output which is as
serted by the DMAI to indicate to the device 
that the requested data transfer is complete. 
On a write to memory operation, it indicates 
that the data provided by the device has been 
successfully stored. On a read from memory 
operation, it indicates to the device that the 
data from memory is present on the data bus 
and should be latched. DTCN is not asserted 
if assertion of the RERUNN input terminates 
the bus cycle. 

Bus Arbitration 
Upon receiving a valid request for a transfer 
from the device, the DMAI will arbitrate for 
and obtain ownership of the system bus. 

The DMAI indicates that it wishes to become 
the bus master by asserting its bus request 
(BRN) output. This is a wire-ORed signal that 
indicates to the MPU that some external 
device requires control of the bus. The pro· 
cessor is effectively at a lower priority level 
than external devices and will relinquish the 
bus after it has completed the last bus cycle it 
has started. The processor puts the bus up 
for external arbitration by asserting its bus 
grant (BGN) output. This signal may be routed 
through a daisy chain (such as provided by 
the DMAI) or through some other priority· 
encoded network. When the DMAI making 
the bus request receives the bus grant (indi· 
cated by its BGN input being asserted), it is to 
be the next bus master. It waits until address 
strobe (ASN), data transfer acknowledge 
(DTACKN) and bus grant acknowledge 
(BGACKN) become inactive and then as
sumes ownership of the bus by asserting its 
own BGACKN output. The DMAI then ne· 
gates the BRN output and proceeds with the 
data transfer phase. After this phase is com· 
plated, the DMAI relinquishes bus ownership 
by negating the BGACKN output. 

In burst OMA mode, detection of an active 
low request input after the DMAI operation 
has been started will begin the bus arbitration 
cycle. However, if the device negates its 
request at least one clock cycle before the 
DMAI asserts BGACKN, the DMAI will negate 
its bus request and will not assume ownership 
of the bus. 

Data Transfers 
The actual transfer of data between the 
memory and the device occurs during the 
data transfer phase. All transfers occur during 
a single cycle except in the case of long word 
operands, in which case two cycles are used 
to transfer the operand as two 16-bit words. 
The transfers take place using a 'single 
address' protocol; the DMAI addresses the 
memory via the bus address lines, while the 
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device is implicitly addressed via the acknowl
edge output. 

When a request is generated using the re
quest method programmed in the control 
register, the DMAI obtains the bus and as
serts acknowledge to notify the device that a 
transfer is to take place. The DMAI asserts all 
S68000 bus control signals needed for the 
transfer and holds them until the device 
responds with ready. The bus cycle then 
terminates normally. Ready may be tied low 
(asserted) if the device is fast enough. 

When the transfer is from memory to the 
device, data is valid when DTACKN is as· 
serted by the memory and remains valid until 
the data strobe(s) are negated. The assertion 
of DTCN from the DMAI can be used to latch 
the data, as the data strobes are not removed 
until one-half clock after the assertion of 
DTCN. 

When the transfer is from device to memory, 
the data must be valid on the bus before the 
DMAI asserts the data strobe(s). The device 
indicates valid data by asserting ready. The 
DMAI then asserts the strobes and holds 
them asserted until the memory accepts the 
data, indicated by the assertion of DTACKN. 
The DMAI then asserts DTCN and negates 
the data strobes. 

Flowcharts for these operations are shown in 
Figures 1 and 2. Reier to the timing section 
for the equivalent timing diagrams. 

Operation Termination 
Termination of the block transfer occurs un
der the conditions detailed below. 

Terminal Count 
As part of each transfer of an operand, the 
DMAI decrements the memory transfer 
counter. If this counter is decremented to 
zero, the operand is the last operand of the 
block. The DMAI operation is complete and it 
notifies the device of completion by asserting 
the DONEN output during the last operand 
transfer cycle. When the transfer has been 
completed, the channel active bit in the CSR 
is cleared and the COC bit is set, unless an 
error occurs. 

Device Termination 
The DMAI monitors the state of the DONEN 
line while acknowledging a device transfer 
request. If the device asserts DONEN, the 
DMAI will terminate operation after the trans
fer of the current operand. When the transfer 
has been completed, the DMAI clears the 
channel active bit and sets the COC and 
normal device termination bits in the CSR. If 
both the DMAI and the device assert DONEN, 
the device termination is not recognized, but 
the operation does terminate. 
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Software Abort 
The software abort bit (CCR[4]) allows the 
MPU to abort the current operation of the 
DMAI. The COC and error bits in the CSR are 
set, the channel active bit in the CSR is 
cleared, and an abort error condition is sig· 
naiad in the CER. 

Rerun Error 
The DMAI provides a rerun input (RERUNN) 
to indicate a bus exception condition. 
RERUNN must arrive prior to or in coinci
dence with DTACKN in order to be recog
nized, and the DMAI verifies that the line has 
been stable for two clock cycles before acting 
on it. The occurrence of a rerun during a 
DMAI bus cycle forces it to terminate the bus 
cycle in an orderly manner. 

When the assertion of rerun is verified, the 
DMAI stops operation and 3-States the data, 
address, and control lines, except BGACKN, 
so that it retains ownership of the bus. It 
remains halted until rerun becomes inactive, 
and then re-tries the last bus cycle. If rerun is 
asserted again, the DMAI stops OMA opera
tion, releases the bus, sets the error and COC 
bits in the CSR, clears the active bit in the 
CSR, and sets the error code in the CER to 
indicate a bus error. 

While stopped due to assertion of rerun, the 
DMAI does not generate any bus cycles and 
will not honor any requests until it is removed. 
However, the DMAI still recognizes requests. 

Error Recovery Procedure 
If an error occurs during a OMA transfer such 
that the DMAI stops the OMA operation, 
information is available to the operating sys
tem ·for an error recovery routine. 

The information available to the operating 
system consists of the memory address 
counter, the memory transfer counter, and 
the control, status, and error registers. The 
DMAI decrements the memory transfer 
counter before attempting a OMA operation, 
so the register will contain the count minus 
one of the attempted transfer. The memory 
address counter will contain the address at 
which the OMA operation was attempted. 

Reset 
The reset input (RESETN) provides a means 
of resetting and initializing the DMAI from an 
external source. If the DMAI is a bus master 
when reset is received, the DMAI relinquishes 
the bus. Reset clears the control and error 
registers, sets all bits of the status register 
except CSR[8] to zero, and initializes the 
interrupt vector register to H'OF'. 

Interrupts 
The interrupt enable bit (CCR[3]) determines 
whether the DMAI generates interrupt re
quests. When the bit is set, an interrupt 
request is generated if the channel operation 
complete bit in the CSR is set. When the 
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Figure 1. Transfer From Memory to Device Flowchart Figure 2. Transfer From Device to Memory Flowchart 
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IACKN input is asserted, and the DMAI has 
an interrupt request pending, the DMAI re
turns an interrupt vector on the data bus. 

The interrupt vector issued is the contents of 
the IVR. Only the seven most significant bits 
of the programmed value are used by the 
DMAI. The vector from the DMAI contains a 
zero in the LSB position if a normal termina
tion occurred (error bit not set) and contains a 
one in the LSB position if termination was due 
to an error (error bit set). 

The contents of this register are initialized to 
H'OF' by a reset. The value returned will be 
H'OF', regardless of the error state, until the 
register is programmed by the MPU. 

To provide compatibility with the other 6BK 
family OMA controllers, the IVR has two 
addresses (see Table 1). If program compati
bility is required, the value written at the 
normal IVR address should have a zero as its 
LSB, and the value written at the error IVR 
address should be the same but with the LSB 
equal to one. 

APPLICATIONS 
Figure 3 illustrates a typical interconnection 
of the DMAI in a 68000 based system. 

DESIGN NOTE 
When clearing the error bit in CSR (bit 12) 
after a DMAI abort due to a double RERUNN, 

Figure 3. DMAI Application 
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ACKN and DTCN will both go low concurrent 
with CSN and DTACKN for one CLK cycle. 

To prevent the possibility that the device may 
misinterpret these signals, it is suggested that 
these signals be ANDed with CSN (see figure 
below). 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS' 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

Vee. Vss Supply voltages -0.5 to +7.0 v 2 -

V1N Input voltage range -0.5 to +5.5 v 
TA Operating temperature range2 Oto +70 ·c 

TsTG Storage temperature range -65 to +150 •c 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vee= 5V ± 5%, v88 = Figure 4, TA= 0°c to + 70°C3· 4· 7 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Max 

V1L Input low voltage O.B v 
V1H Input high voltage 2 v 
VoL Output low voltage louT= 5.3mA 0.5 v 
VoH Output high voltage, 

all outputs except open collector outputs5 
louT = -400µA 2.5 v 

l1L Input low current V1N = 0.4V -400 µA 

l1H Input high current V1N = 2.7V 20 µA 

loc Open collector off state current5 VouT = 2.4V 20 µA 
lsc Output short circuit current6 Vee= Max -40 -100 mA 

Ice Vee supply current 
Vee= Max 

130 mA 
lss Vss supply current 275 mA 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is stress rating only and functional operation of 

the device at these or at any other conditions other than those indicated in the Electrical Characteristics section of this data sheet is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature. 
3. Parameters are valid over specified temperature range. 
4. AU voltage measurements are referenced to ground {Vgg). For testing, all signals swing between 0.4V and 2.4V with a transition time of 20ns maximum. All time 

measurements are referenced at input voltages of o.ev and 2V as appropriate. 
5. IRON, BRN, DONEN, and OWNN are open collector outputs. 
6. No more than one output should be connected to ground at one time. 
7. capacitive test load is 1 OOpF for all pins except DTCN which has a 35pF capacitive test load. 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS Vee= 5V ± 5%, v88 =Figure 4, TA= 0°c to + 70°C3· 4· 7 

TENTATIVE LIMITS 

NO. FIGURE CHARACTERISTICS 10MHz 12.5MHz UNIT 

Min Max Min Max 

1 5 A1 -A7, ASN, AWN, setup to UDSN, LDSN low 0 0 ns 
2 5 DO-D15 3-State to invalid data from ASN, CSN, and UDSN or LDSN low 10 10 ns 
3 5 DTACKN 3-State to high from ASN, CSN, and UDSN or LDSN low 10 10 ns 
4 5 CSN low after UDSN or LDSN low 25 25 ns 
5 5, 6 DBENN low after ASN and CSN low 60 60 ns 
6 5 DO - D15 valid data from ASN, CSN, and UDSN or LDSN low 100 100 ns 
7 5 DTACKN low after DO-D15 valid data -15 30 -15 30 ns 
8 5 A1 -A7, ASN, AWN or CSN hold after UDSN and LDSN high 0 0 ns 
9 5, 6 DBENN high from either ASN or CSN high 45 45 ns 

10 5 DO - D15 to 3-State from UDSN and LDSN high 80 80 ns 
11 5 DO - D15 to invalid data from UDSN and LDSN high 10 10 ns 
12 5, 6 DTACKN high from UDSN and LDSN high 55 55 ns 
13 5, 6 DTACK 3-State from either CSN or ASN high 85 85 ns 
14 6 A1 -A7, ASN, AWN setup to UDSN, LDSN low 50 50 ns 
15 6 CSN setup before UDSN or LDSN low 20 20 ns 
16 6 DTACKN 3-State to high after CSN and ASN low 10 10 ns 
17 6 DO - D1 5 valid after UDSN or LDSN low 0 0 ns 
18 6 DTACKN low from UDSN or LDSN low 100 100 ns 
19 6 UDSN and LDSN low time 115 100 ns 
20 6 A1 -A7 hold after UDSN and LDSN high 0 0 ns 
21 6 ASN, RWN and CSN hold after UDSN and LDSN high 0 0 ns 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Continued) 

TENTATIVE LIMITS 

NO. FIGURE CHARACTERISTICS 10MHz 12.SMHz UNIT 

Min Max Min Max 

22 6 DO - D15 hold after UDSN and LDSN high 0 0 ns 
23 7 DBENN low from last low of ASN, IACKN, LDSN 65 65 ns 
24 7 DO - D7 valid after last low of ASN, IACKN, LDSN 105 105 ns 
25 7 DTACKN 3-State to high after last low of ASN, IACKN, LDSN 100 100 ns 
26 7 DTACKN low after last low of ASN, IACKN, LDSN 110 110 ns 
27 7 DBENN high after first high of ASN, IACKN, LDSN 55 55 ns 
28 7 DO - D7 hold after first high of ASN, IACKN, LDSN 60 60 ns 
29 7 DO - D7 3-State after first high of ASN, IACKN, LDSN 80 80 ns 
30 7 DTACKN high after first high of ASN, IACKN, LDSN 60 60 ns 
31 7 DTACKN 3-State after first high of ASN, IACKN, LDSN 95 95 ns 
32 8 BRN high from CLK high 65 65 ns 
33 8, 11, 12 BGACKN low from CLK low 75 75 ns 
34 8, 11, 12 OWNN low from CLK high 75 75 ns 
35 8 BGACKN high from CLK low 75 75 ns 
36 8,11,12 OWNN high from CLK high (load dependent) 50 50 ns 
37 10 REON setup before CLK low 30 30 ns 
38 10 REON hold after CLK high 20 20 ns 
39 10 BRN low from CLK high 80 80 ns 
41 11, 12 ASN, UDSN, LDSN, RWN 3-State to high from CLK low 75 75 ns 
43 11, 12 A 1 - A23 to valid ASN 0 0 ns 
44 11, 12 ASN low from CLK high 65 65 ns 
45 11, 12 LDSN, UDSN low from CLK high 90 90 ns 
46 11, 12 ACKN low from CLK high 65 65 ns 
47 11, 12 DTACKN setup to CLK high 30 30 ns 
48 11, 12 RDYN setup to CLK low 30 30 ns 
49 11, 12 DTCN low from CLK high 70 70 ns 
50 11, 12 ASN high from CLK high 75 75 ns 
51 11, 12 LDSN, UDSN, high from CLK high 90 90 ns 
52 11, 12 DTACKN, RDYN hold after CLK high 0 0 ns 
- 11, 12 ASN, LDSN, UDSN, high from DTCN low -20 -20 ns 
53 11, 12 ACKN high from CLK high 50 50 ns 
54 11, 12 DTCN high from CLK high 50 50 ns 
55 11, 12 Address valid after CLK low 10 10 ns 
- 11, 12 Address valid after ASN high 0 10 ns 
56 11, 12 DONEN (output) low from CLK low 120 120 ns 
57 11, 12 DONEN (output) high from CLK high 50 50 ns 
58 11, 12 DONEN (input) setup low before CLK low 30 30 ns 
59 11, 12 DONEN (input) hold low after CLK high 0 0 ns 
60 11, 12 BGACKN, ASN, UDSN, LDSN, RWN to 3-State from CLK low 75 75 ns 
62 11, 12 A 1 - A23 valid to 3-State from CLK high 100 100 ns 
63 12 R/WN low from CLK high 65 65 ns 
64 12 R/WN high from CLK high 75 75 ns 
65 13 RERUNN setup low before CLK high 30 30 ns 
66 13 RERUNN hold low from CLK high 20 20 ns 
67 13 A 1 -A23 to idle state from CLK low 100 100 ns 
68 13 A 1 - A23 to valid after CLK low 85 85 ns 
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Figure 7. CPU IACK Cycle to DMAI 
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Figure 8. DMAI Bus Arbitration Timing 
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NOTE: 
16-bit transfer illustrated. For 8-bit transfer either LOSN or UOSN, but not both, will be asserted each cycle, depending on byte address. 

Figure 11. Read From Memory, Write to Device 
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-
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NOTE: 
16-bit transfer illustrated. For 8-bit transfer either LDSN or UDSN, but not both, will be asserted each cycle, depending on byte address. 

Figure 12. Write to Memory, Read From Device 
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CLK 

BGACKN 

ASN \ I \ I L 
UDSN \ I \ I L 
LDSN \ I \ I L 
RWN 

OWNN 

-j i--@ -j I-® 
A1·A23 (.----------1-.:~ X....__ __ _ 

ACKN 

DTACKN \ I \ I l 
ROYN LJ LJ 
DTCN _J LJ 

REAUNN 
-jr IH!) 

NOTES: 
1. 16-blt transfer illustrated. For 8·bit transfer either LOSN or UDSN, but not both, will be· asserted each cycle, depending on byte address. . 
2. DMAI will release the bus after a REAUNN if there is no valid request. The next request will then retry the cycle which was terminated by the RERUNN signal. 
3. RERUNN· must be asserted no later than DTACKN and RDYN. 
4. ti a cycle is terminated by AEAUNN, the transfer count will be one less than the actual data transferred correctly. The double RERUNN signal on the same cycle will 

terminate the DMAI operation with a status bit set and an interrupt generated (if enabled). 

Figure 13. Rerun Asserted During Read From Memory, Write to Device 
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Microprocessor Products 

DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCN68562 Dual Universal 
Serial Communications Controller 
(DUSCC) is a single-chip MOS-LSI com
munications device that provides two 
independent, multi-protocol, full-duplex 
receiver/transmitter channels in a single 
package. It supports bit-oriented and 
character-oriented (byte count and byte 
control) synchronous data link controls 
as well as asynchronous protocols. The 
SCN68562 interfaces to the 68000 MPU 
via asynchronous bus control signals 
and is capable of program-polled, inter
rupt-driven, block-move or OMA data 
transfers. 

The operating mode and data format of 
each channel can be programmed inde
pendently. Each channel consists of a 
receiver, a transmitter, a 16-bit multi
function counter/timer, a digital phase
locked loop (DPLL), a parity/CAC gener
ator and checker, and associated con
trol circuits. The two channels share a 
common bit rate generator (BAG), oper
ating directly from a crystal or an exter
nal clock, which provides sixteen com
mon bit rates simultaneously. The oper
ating rate for the receiver and transmit
ter of each channel can be independent
ly selected from the BAG, the DPLL, the 
counter/timer, or from an external 1 x 
or 16 X clock, making the DUSCC well 
suited for dual-speed channel applica
tions. Data rates up to 4Mbits are sup
ported. 

The transmitter and receiver each con
tain a four-deep FIFO with appended 
transmitter command and receiver sta
tus bits and a shift register. This permits 
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SCN68562 
Dual Universal Serial 
Communications Controller 
(DUSCC) 
Preliminary Specification 

PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

INDEX 
CORNER 

47 ....... 1 ... 0 ~ 46 ... .. PLCC 
A1 • .. 

RllCDUC8NI """"""'"' QPl10N QPl1AN 20 34 - • X11CU< 

llEllml 7 Xl/IDCH 
21 33 

""""" ......,., TOP VIEW . ....,.,_ SYNOUTAN 

TAXCA Pin Function Pin Function 
1 IACKN 27 CSN 

llTXCA 2 A3 28 R/WN 
DCDBNllYNllN 11 DCDAN/SYNIAN 3 A2 29 DONEN 

4 A1 30 D3 
DIP AXDA 5 RTxOAKBN/ 31 02 

GPl1BN 32 01 .. ......, TXDAXANI 
IRON 33 DO 

QPl28N GPl2AH NC 34 NC 
Rl'lCDRQIN RnCDRQAN/ RESETN 35 CTSAN/LCAN 

QPOllN QP01AN RTSBN/ 36 TxDRQAN/ 
TXDRaNIGPOllN/ 11 TXDROANIGP02ANI SYNOUTBN GP02AN/RTSAN 

RTSBN RT8AH 
CTSBN/LCBN 17 CTSAN/l.CAN 

D1 

D5 D2 

D3 

DTM:KN -DTCN -GND 

10P VIEW 

reading and writing of up to four charac
ters at a time, minimizing the potential of 
receiver overrun or transmitter underrun, 
and reducing interrupt or OMA overhead. 
In addition, a flow control capability is 
provided to disable a remote transmitter 
when the FIFO of the local receiving 
device is full. 
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10 TRxCB 37 RTxDROAN/ 
11 RTxCB GP01AN 
12 DCOBN/SYNIBN 38 Tx0AKAN/GPl2AN 
13 NC 39 TxDA 
14 RxDB 40 RxDA 
15 TxDB 41 NC 
18 TxDAKBN/ 42 OCOAN/SYNIAN 

GP12BN 43 RTxCA 
17 RTxORQBN/ 44 TRxCA 

GP01BN 45 RTSAN/ 
18 TxDRQBN/ SYNOUTAN 

GP02BN/RTSBN 46 X2/IOCN 
19 CTSBN/LCBN 47 X1/CLK 
20 07 48 RTxOAKAN/ 
21 08 GPl1AN 
22 05 49 A6 
23 04 50 A5 
24 OTACKN 51 A4 
25 DTCN 52 Yoo 
26 GNO 

Two modem control inputs (DCD and 
CTS) and three modem control outputs 
(ATS and two general purpose) are 
provided. Because the modem control 
inputs and outputs are general purpose 
in nature, they can be optionally pro
grammed for other functions. 
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Dual Universal Serial Communications Controller (DUSCC) SCN68562 

FEATURES 
General Features 
• Dual full-duplex synchronous/ 

asynchronous receiver and 
transmitter 

• Multi-protocol operation 

- BOP: HDLC/ADCCP, SDLC, SDLC 
loop, X.25 or X.75 link level, e tc. 

- COP: BISYNC, DDCMP, X.21 

- ASYNC: 5 - 8 bits plus optional 
parity 

• Four character receiver and 
transmitter FIFOs 

• 0 to 4MHz data rate 

• Programmable bit rate for each 
receiver and transmitter selectable 
from: 

- 16 fixed rates: 50 to 38.4k baud 

- One user-defined rate derived from 
programmable counter/timer 

- External 1 X or 16 X clock 

- Digital phase-locked loop 

• Parity and FCS (frame check 
sequence LRC or CRC) generation 
and checking 

• Programmable data encoding/ 
decoding: NRZ, NRZI, FMO, FM1, 
Manchester 

• Programmable channel mode: full· 
half-duplex, auto-echo, or local 
loopback 

• Programmable data transfer mode: 
polled, interrupt, OMA, wait 

• OMA interface 
- Compatible with Signetlcs' 

SCB68430 Direct Memory Access 
Interface (DMAI) and other OMA 
controllers 

- Half· or full-duplex operation 

- Single or dual address data 
transfers 

- Automatic frame termination on 
counter/timer terminal count or 
OMA DONE 

• Interrupt capabilities 
- Daisy chain option 
- Vector output (fixed or modified by 

status) 

- Programmable internal priorities 

ORDERING INFORMATION 

- Maskable interrupt conditions 

- 68000 compatible 

• Multi-function programmable 16-bit 
counter/timer 

- Bit rate generator 

- Event counter 
- Count received or transmitted 

characters 

- Delay generator 

- Automatic bit length measurement 

• Modem controls 
- RTS, CTS, DCD, and up to four 

general purpose 1/0 pins per 
channel 

- CTS and DCD programmable auto· 
enables for Tx and Rx 

- Programmable interrupt on change 
of CTS or DCD 

• On-chip oscillator for crystal 

• TTL compatible 

• Single + 5V power supply 

Asynchronous Mode Features 
• Character length: 5 to 8 bits 

• Odd or even parity, no parity, or 
force parity 

• Up to two stop bits programmable in 
Y1&· bit increments 

• 1 X or 16X Rx and Tx clock factors 

• Parity, overrun, and framing error 
detection 

• False start bit detection 

• Start bit search h bit time after 
framing error detection 

• Break generation with handshake for 
counting break characters 

• Detection of start and end of 
received break 

• Character compare with optional 
interrupt on match 

Character-Oriented Protocol 
Features 
• Character length: 5 to 8 bits 

• Odd or even parity, no parity, or 
force parity 

• LRC or CRC generation and checking 

• Optional opening PAD transmission 

PACKAGES Vcc=+sv ±5%, TA=O to +10°c 

Ceramic DIP SCN68562C4148 
Plastic DIP SCN68562C4N48 
Plastic LCC SCN68562C4A52 
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• One or two SYN characters 

• External sync capability 

• SYN detection and optional stripping 

• SYN or MARK linefill on underrun 

• Idle in MARK or SYNs 

• Parity, FCS, overrun, and underrun 
error detection 

• BISYNC Features 

- EBCDIC or ASCII header, text and 
control messages 

- SYN, OLE stripping 

- EOM (end of message) detection 
and transmission 

- Auto transparency mode switching 

- Auto hunt after receipt of EOM 
sequence (with closing PAD check 
after EOT or NAK) 

- Control character sequence 
detection for both transparent and 
normal text 

Bit-Oriented Protocol Features 
• Character length: 5 to 8 bits 

• Detection and transmission of 
residual character: O - 7 bits 

• Automatic switch to programmed 
character length for I field 

• Zero insertion and deletion 

• Optional opening PAD transmission 

• Detection and generation of FLAG, 
ABORT, and IDLE bit patterns 

• Detection and generation of shared 
(single) FLAG between frames 

• Detection of overlapping (shared 
zero) FLAGS 

• ABORT, ABORT·FLAGs, or FCS· 
FLAGs line fill on underrun 

• Idle in MARK or FLAGs 

• Secondary address recognition 
including group and global address 

• Single- or dual-octet secondary 
address 

• Extended address and control fields 
• Short frame rejection for receiver 

• Detection and notification of received 
end of message 

• CRC generation and checking 

• SDLC loop mode capablllty 
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Preliminary Specification 

Dual Universal Serial Communications Controller (DUSCC) SCN68562 

PIN DESCRIPTION 
In this data sheet, signals are discussed using the terms 'active' and 'inactive' or 'asserted' and 'negated' independent of whether the signal is 
active in the high (logic 1) or low (logic 0) state. N at the end of a pin name signifies the signal associated with the pin is active low (see individual 
pin description for the definition of the active level of each signal.) Pins which are provided for both channels are designated by either an 
underline ( _) or by A/B after the name of the pin and the active low state indicator, N, if applicable. A similar method is used for registers 
provided for both channels; these are designated by either an underline or by A/B after the name. 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

DIP PLCC 

A1 -A6 4-2, 5-3, I Address Lines: Active high. Address inputs which specify which of the internal registers is 
45-47 51-49 accessed for read/write operations. 

DO-D7 31-28, 34-31, 1/0 Bldlrectlonal Data Bus: Active high, three state. Bit O is the LSB and bit 7 is the MSB. All 
21-18 23-20 data, command, and status transfers between the CPU and the DUSCC take place over this 

bus. The data bus is enabled when CSN is low, during interrupt acknowledge cycles and 
single-address DMA acknowledge cycles. 

R/WN 26 29 I Read/Write: A high input indicates a read cycle and a low input indicates a write cycle when a 
cycle is initiated by assertion of the CSN input. 

CSN 25 28 I Chip Select: Active low input. When low, data transfers between the CPU and the DUSCC are 
enabled on DO - D7 as controlled by the R/WN and A 1 -AS inputs. When CSN is high, the 
DUSCC is isolated from the data bus (except during interrupt acknowledge cycles and single-
address DMA transfers) and DO - 07 are placed in the tri-state condition. 

DTACKN 22 24 0 Data Transfef Acknowledge: Active low, 3-State. DTACKN is asserted on a write cycle to 
indicate that the data on the bus has been latched, and on a read cycle or interrupt 
acknowledge cycle to indicate valid data is on the bus. The signal is negated when completion 
of the cycle is indicated by negation of the CSN or IACKN input, and returns to the inactive 
state (3-State) a short period after it is negated. In single address OMA mode, the operation of 
this pin is similar to the description above. The exception is that it is negated when completion 
of the cycle is indicated by the assertion of DTCN or negation of DMA acknowledge inputs 
(whichever occurs first), and returns to the inactive state (3-State) a short period after it is 
negated. When negated, DT ACKN becomes an open drain output and requires an external 
pull-up resistor. 

IRON 6 7 0 Interrupt Request: Active low, open drain. This output is asserted upon occurrence of any 
enabled interrupting condition. The CPU can read the general status register to determine the 
interrupting condition(s), or can respond with an interrupt acknowledge cycle to cause the 
DUSCC to output an interrupt vector on the data bus. 

IACKN 1 2 I Interrupt Acknowledge: Active low. When IACKN is asserted, the DUSCC responds by 
placing the contents of the interrupt vector register (modified or unmodified by status) on the 
data bus and asserting DTACKN. If no active interrupt is pending, DTACKN is not asserted. 

X1/CLK 43 47 I Crystal or External Clock: When using the crystal oscillator, the crystal is connected 
between pins X1 and X2. If a crystal is not used, an external clock is supplied at this input. This 
clock is used to drive the internal bit rate generator, as an optional input to the counter/timer 
or DPLL, and to provide other required clocking signals. 

X2/IDCN 42 46 0 Crystal or Interrupt Daisy Chain: Active low. When a crystal is used as the timing source, the 
crystal is connected between pins X1 and X2. This pin can be programmed to provide an 
interrupt daisy chain output which propagates the IACKN signal to lower priority devices, if no 
active interrupt is pending. This pin should be grounded when an external clock is used on X1 
and X2, is not used as an interrupt daisy chain output. 

RESETN 7 8 I Master Reset: Active low. A low on this pin resets the transmitters and receivers and resets 
the registers shown in Table 1. Reset is asynchronous, i.e., no clock is required. 

RxDA, RxDB 37, 12 41, 13 I Channel A (B) Receiver Serial Data Jnput: The least significant bit is received first. If external 
receiver clock is specified for the channel, the input is sampled on the rising edge of the clock. 

TxDA, TxDB 36, 13 39, 15 0 Channel A (B) Transmitter Serial Data Output: The least signtticant bit is transmitted first. 
This output is held in the marking (high) condition when the transmitter is disabled or when the 
channel is operating Jn local loopback mode. If external transmitter clock is specified for the 
channel, the data is shifted on the falling edge of the clock. 

RTxCA, RTxCB 39, 10 43, 11 1/0 Channel A (B) Receiver /Transmitter Clock: As an input, it can be programmed to supply the 
receiver, transmitter, counter/timer, or DPLL clock. As an output, can supply the counter/timer 
output, the transmitter shift clock (1 x ), or the receiver sampling clock (1 x ). The maximum 
external receiver/transmitter clock frequency is 4MHz. 
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Dual Universal Serial Communications Controller (DUSCC) SCN68562 

PIN DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

DIP PLCC 
2 
~ 

TRxCA, TRxCB 40, 9 44, 10 1/0 Channel A (B) Transmitter/Receiver Clock: As an input, it can supply the receiver, 
transmitter, counter/timer, or DPLL clock. As an output, it can supply the counter/timer output, 
the DPLL output, the transmitter shift clock (1 X ), the receiver sampling clock (1 x ,), the 
transmitter BAG clock (16X ), the receiver BAG clock (16X ), or the internal system clock 
(XY2). The maximum external receiver/transmitter clock frequency is 4MHz. 

CTSA/BN, 32, 17 35, 19 1/0 Channel A (B) Clear-To-Send Input or Loop Control Output: Active low. The signal can be 
LCA/BN programmed to act as an enable for the transmitter when not in loop mode. The DUSCC 

detects logic level transitions on this input and can be programmed to generate an interrupt 
when a transition occurs. When operating in the BOP loop mode, this pin becomes a loop 
control output which is asserted and negated by DUSCC commands. This output provides the 
means of controlling external loop interface hardware to go on-line and off-line without 
disturbing operation of the loop. 

DCDA/BN, 38, 11 42, 12 I Channel A (B) Data Carrier Detected or External Sync Input: The function of this pin is 
SYNIA/BN programmable. As a DCD active low input, it acts as an enable for the receiver or can be used 

as a general purpose input For the DCD function, the DUSCC detects logic level transitions 
on this input and can be programmed to generate an interrupt when a transition occurs. As an 
active low external sync input, it is used in COP modes to obtain character synchronization 
without receipt of a SYN or FLAG character. This mode can be used in disc or tape controller 
applications or for the optional byte timing lead in X.21. 

RTxDRQA/BN, 34, 15 37, 17 0 Channel A (B) Receiver /Transmitter OMA Service Request or General Purpose Output: 
GP01A/BN Active low. For hall-duplex OMA operation, this output indicates to the OMA controller that one 

or more characters are available in the receiver FIFO (when the receiver is enabled) or that 
the transmit FIFO is not full (when the transmitter is enabled). For full-duplex OMA operation, 
this output indicates to the OMA controller that data is available in the receiver FIFO. In non-
OMA mode, this pin is a general purpose output that can be asserted and negated under 
program control. 

TxDRQA/BN, 33, 16 36, 18 0 Channel A (B) Transmitter OMA Service Request, General Purpose Output, or Request-
GP02A/BN, to-Send: Active low. For full-duplex OMA operation, this output indicates to the OMA 
RTSA/BN controller that the transmit FIFO is not full and can accept more data. When not in full-duplex 

OMA mode, this pin can be programmed as a general purpose or a Request-to-Send output, 
which can be asserted and negated under program control (see Detailed Operation). 

RTxDAKA/BN, 44, 5 48, 6 I Channel A (B) Receiver/Transmitter OMA Acknowledge or General Purpose Input: 
GPl1A/BN Active low. For half-duplex single address OMA operation, this input indicates to the DUSCC 

that the OMA controller has acquired the bus and that the requested bus cycle (read receiver 
FIFO or load transmitter FIFO) is beginning. For full-duplex single address OMA operation, this 
input indicates to the DUSCC that the OMA controller has acquired the bus and that the 
requested read receiver FIFO bus cycle is beginning. Because the state of this input can be 
read under program control, it can be used as a general purpose input when not in single 
address OMA mode. 

TxDAKA/BN, 35, 14 38, 16 I Channel A (B) Transmitter OMA Acknowledge or General Purpose Input: Active low. 
GPl2A/BN When the channel is programmed for full-duplex single address OMA operation, this input is 

asserted to indicate to the DUSCC that the OMA controller has acquired the bus and that the 
requested load transmitter FIFO bus cycle is beginning. Because the state of this input can be 
read under program control, it can be used as a general purpose input when not in full-duplex 
single address OMA mode. 

DTCN 23 25 I Device Transfer Complete: Active low. DTCN is asserted by the OMA controller to indicate 
that the requested data transfer is complete. 

DON EN 27 30 1/0 Done: Active low, open drain. See Detailed Operation for a description of the function of this 
pin. 

RTSA/BN, 41, 8 45, 9 0 Channel A (B) Sync Detect or Request-to-Send: Active low. If programmed as a sync 
SYNOUTA/BN output, it is asserted one bit time after the specified sync character (COP or BISYNC modes) 

or a FLAG (BOP modes) is detected by the receiver. As a Request-to-Send modem control 
signal, it functions as described previously for the TxDRQ_N/RTS_N pin. 

Voo 48 52 I + 5V ± 5% power input 

GND 24 26 I Signal and power ground input 
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Dual Universal Serial Communications Controller (DUSCC) SCN68562 

REGISTERS 
The addressable registers of the DUSCC are 
shown in Table 1. The following rules apply to 
all registers: 

1. A read from a reserved location in the 
map results in a read from the 'null 
register'. The null register returns all ones 
for data and results in a normal bus cycle. 
A write to one of these locations results 
in a normal bus cycle without a write 
being performed. 

2. Unused bits of a defined register are read 
as zeros, unless ones have been loaded 
after master reset. 

3. Bits that are unused in the chosen mode 
but are used in others are readable and 
writable but their contents are ignored in 
the chosen mode. 

4. All registers are addressable as 8-bit 
quantities. To facilitate operation with the 
68000 MOVEP instruction, addresses are 
ordered such that certain sets of regis
ters may also be accessed as words or 
long words. 

The operation of the DUSCC is programmed 
by writing control words into the appropriate 
registers. Operational feedback is provided 
via status registers which can be read by the 
CPU. The contents of certain control registers 
are initialized on RESET (set to zero). Care 
should be exercised if the contents of a 
register are changed during operation, since 
certain changes may cause operational prob
lems, e.g., changing the channel mode at an 
inappropriate time may cause the reception 
or transmission of an incorrect character. In 
general, the contents of registers which con
trol transmitter or receiver operation, or the 
counter/timer, should be changed only when 
they are not enabled. 

The DUSCC registers can be separated into 
five groups to facilitate their usage: 

1. Channel mode configuration and pin de
scription registers 

2. Transmitter and receiver parameter and 
timing registers 

3. Counter/timer control and value registers 

4. Interrupt control and status registers 

5. Command register 

This arrangement is used in the following 
description of the DUSCC registers. 

Channel Mode Configuration 
and Pin Description Registers 
There are five registers in this group for each 
channel. The bit format for each of these 
registers is contained in Table 2. The primary 
function of these registers is to define config
uration of the channels and the function of 
the programmable pins. 
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Channel Mode Register 1 
(CMR1A, CMR1B) 

[7:6] Data Encoding - These bits select the 
data encoding for the received and transmit
ted data: 
00 If the DPLL is set to NRZI mode (see 

DPLL commands), it selects positive 
logic (1 = high, 0 = low). If the DPLL 
is set to FM mode (see DPLL com
mands), Manchester (bi-phase level) 
encoding is selected. 

01 NRZI. Non-return-to-zero inverted. 

1 O FMO. Bi-phase space. 

11 FM1. Bi-phase mark. 

[5] Extended Control (BOP) -
o No. A one-octet control field follows 

the address field. 

Yes. A two-octet control field follows 
the address field. 

[5] Parity (COP/ ASYNC), Code Select 
(BISYNC) -
O Even parity if with parity is selected by 

[4:3] or a o in the parity bit position if 
force parity is selected by (4:3]. In 
BISYNC protocol mode, internal char
acter comparisons are made using 
EBCDIC coding. 

Odd parity if with parity is selected by 
[4:3] or a 1 in the parity bit position if 
force parity is selected by [4:3]. In 
BISYNC protocol mode, internal char
acter comparisons are made using 8-
bit odd parity ASCII coding. (Note: 
The receiver should be programmed 
for 8-bit characters, RPR[1 :OJ = 11, 
with no parity, CMR1 [4:3] = 00.) 

[ 4:3] Address Mode (BOP) - This field 
controls whether a single octet or multiple 
octets follow the opening FLAG(s) for both 
the receiver and the transmitter. This field is 
activated by selection of BOP secondary 
mode through the channel protocol mode bits 
CMR1_[2:0] (see Detailed Operation). 
00 Single-octet address. 
01 Extended address. 
1 O Dual-octet address. 
11 Dual-octet address with gro~p. 

[4:3] Parity Mode (COP/ASYNC) - This 
field selects the parity mode for both the 
receiver and the transmitter. A parity bit is 
added to the programmed character length if 
with parity or force parity is selected: 
00 No parity. Required when BISYNC 

protocol mode is programmed. 
01 Reserved. 
1 O With parity. Odd or even parity is 

selected by [5]. 
11 Force parity. The parity bit is forced to 

the state selected by [5]. 
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[2:0] Channel Protocol Mode - This field 
selects the operational protocol and sub
mode for both the receiver and transmitter: 
000 BOP Primary. No address comparison 

is performed. For receive, all charac
ters received after the opening 
FLAG(s) are transferred to the FIFO. 

001 BOP Secondary. This mode activates 
the address modes selected by [4:3]. 
Except in the case of extended ad
dress ((4:3]=01), an address compari
son is performed to determine if a 
frame should be received. Refer to 
Detailed Operation for details of the 
various addressing modes. If a valid 
comparison occurs, the receiver is 
activated and the address octets and 
all subsequent received characters of 
the frame are transferred to the re
ceive FIFO. 

010 BOP Loop. The DUSCC acts as a 
secondary station in a loop. The GO
ON-LOOP and GO-OFF-LOOP com
mands are used to cause the DUSCC 
to go on and off the loop. Normally, 
the TxD output echoes the RxD input 
with a two-bit time delay. If the trans
mitter is enabled and the 'go active 
on poll' command has been asserted, 
the transmitter will begin sending 
when an EOP sequence consisting of 
a zero followed by seven ones is 
detected. The DUSCC changes the 
last one of the EOP to zero, making it 
another FLAG, and then operates as 
described in the detailed operation 
section. The loop sending status bit 
(TRSR[6]) is asserted concurrent with 
the beginning of transmission. The 
frame should normally be terminated 
with an EOM followed by an echo of 
the marking RxD line so that second
ary stations further down the loop can 
append their messages to the mes
sages from up-loop stations by the 
same process. If the 'go active on 
poll' command is not asserted, the 
transmitter remains inactive (other 
than echoing the received data) even 
when the EOP sequence is received. 

011 

100 

101 

BOP Loop without address compari
son. Same as normal loop mode ex
cept that address field comparisons 
are disabled. All received frames are 
transmitted to the CPU. 

COP Dual SYN. Character sync is 
achieved upon receipt of a bit se
quence matching the contents of the 
appropriate bits of S1 R and S2R 
(SYN1-SYN2), including parity bits if 
any. 

COP Dual SYN (BISYNC). Character 
sync is achieved upon receipt of a bit 
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Table 1. DUSCC Register Address Map 

ADDRESS BITS1 AFFECTED 

654321 
ACRONYM REGISTER NAME MODE BY 

RESET 

cOOOOO CMR1 Channel Mode Register 1 R/W Yes-00 
c00001 CMR2 Channel Mode Register 2 R/W Yes-00 
c00010 S1R SYN 1 /Secondary Address 1 Register R/W No 
c 0 0 0 1 1 S2R SYN 2/Secondary Address 2 Register R/W No 
c 0 0 1 0 0 TPR Transmitter Parameter Register R/W Yes-00 
c 0 0 1 0 1 TTR Transmitter Timing Register R/W No 
c 0 0 1 1 0 RPR Receiver Parameter Register R/W Yes-00 
c 0 0 1 1 1 RTR Receiver Timing Register R/W No 
c 0 1 0 0 0 CTPRH Counter /Timer Preset Register High R/W No 
c 0 1 0 0 1 CTPRL Counter /Timer Preset Register Low R/W No 
c 0 1 0 1 0 CTCR Counter/Timer Control Register R/W Yes-00 
c 0 1 0 1 1 OMR Output and Miscellaneous Register R/W Yes-00 
c 0 1 1 0 0 CTH Counter /Timer High R No 
c 0 1 1 0 1 CTL Counter /Timer Low R No 
c 0 1 1 1 0 PCR Pin Configuration Register R/W Yes-00 
c 0 1 1 1 1 CCR Channel Command Register R/W No 
c100XX TxFIFO Transmitter FIFO w No 
c 1 0 1 xx RxFIFO Receiver FIFO R No 
c 1 1 0 0 0 RSR Receiver Status Register R/W2 Yes-00 
c 1 1 0 0 1 TRSR Transmitter and Receiver Status Register R/W2 Yes-00 
c 1 0 1 0 ICTSR Input and Counter /Timer Status Register R/W2 Yes 
d 1 0 1 1 GSR General Status Register R/W2 Yes-00 
c 1 1 0 0 IER Interrupt Enable Register R/W Yes-00 
c 1 1 0 1 Not used 
0 1 1 0 IVR Interrupt Vector Register - Unmodified R/W Yes-OF 
1 1 1 0 IVRM Interrupt Vector Register - Modified R Yes-OF 
0 1 1 ICR Interrupt Control Register R/W Yes-00 
1 1 1 Not used 

NOTES: 
1. c = O for channel A, c = 1 for channel B. 

d = don't care- register may be accessed as either channel. 
x = don't care - FIFOs are addressable at any of four adjacent addresses to allow them to be addressed as byte/word/long word with the 68000 
MOVEP instruction. 

2. A write to this register may perform a status resetting operation. 

sequence matching the contents of 
the appropriate bits of S 1 R and S2R 
(SYN1 -SYN2). In this mode, special 
transmitter and receive logic is acti· 
vat ed. Transmitter and receiver char
acter length must be programmed to 
B bits and no parity (see Detailed 
Operation). 

110 COP Single SYN. Character sync is 
achieved upon receipt of a bit se· 
quence matching the contents of the 
appropriate bits of S1R (SYN1), in· 
eluding parity bit if any. This mode is 
required when the external sync 
mode is selected (see description of 
RPR[4], BOP/COP). 

111 Asynchronous. Start/ stop format. 

Channel Mode Register 2 (CMR2A, 
CMR2B) 

[7:6) Channel Connection - This field Se· 
lects the mode of operation of the channel. 
The user must exercise care when switching 
into and out of the various modes. The 
selected mode will be activated immediately 
upon mode selection, even if this occurs in 
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the middle of a received or transmitted char
acter. 

00 Normal mode. The transmitter and 
receiver operate independently in ei
ther half- or full-duplex, controlled by 
the respective enable commands. 

01 Automatic echo mode. Automatically 
retransmits the received data with a 
half-bit time delay (ASYNC, 16X 
clock mode) or a two-bit time delay 
(all other modes). The following con
ditions are true while in automatic 
echo mode: 

1. Received data is reclocked and 
retransmitted on the T xD output. 

2. The receiver clock is used for the 
transmitter for Async 16X clock 
mode. For other modes the trans
mitter clock must be supplied. 

3. The receiver must be enabled, 
but the transmitter need not be 
enabled. 

4. The TxRDY and underrun status 
bits are inactive. 
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10 

5. The received parity and/ or FCS 
are checked ii required, but are 
not regenerated for transmission, 
i.e., transmitted parity and/ or FCS 
are as received. 

6. In ASYNC mode, character fram
ing is checked, but the stop bits 
are retransmitted as received. A 
received break is echoed as re
ceived. 

7. CPU to receiver communication 
continues normally, but the CPU 
to transmitter link is disabled. 

Local loopback mode. In this mode: 

1 . The transmitter output is internally 
connected to the receiver input. 

2. The transmit clock is used for the 
receiver if NRZI or NRZ encoding 
is used. For FM or Manchester 
encoding because the receiver 
clock is derived from the DPLL, 
the DPLL source clock must be 
maintained. 

3. The TxD output is held high. 

-
2 = 
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4. The RxD input is ignored. 

5. The receiver and transmitter must 
be enabled. 

6. CPU to transmitter and receiver 
communications continue 
normally. 

11 Reserved. 

[5:3] Data Transfer Interface - This field 
specifies the type of data transfer between 
the DUSCC's Rx and TxFIFOs and the CPU. 
All interrupt and status functions operate 
normally regardless of the data transfer inter
face programmed. Refer to Detailed Opera
tion for details of the various OMA transfer 
interfaces. 
000 Half-duplex single address DMA. 

001 Half-duplex dual address DMA. 

010 Full-duplex single address DMA. 

011 Full-duplex dual address DMA. 

100 Wait on receive only. In this mode a 
read of a non-empty receive FIFO 
results in a normal bus cycle. Howev
er, if the receive FIFO of the channel 
is empty when a read Rx FIFO cycle 
is initiated, the DTACKN output re
mains negated until a character is 
received and loaded into the FIFO. 
DTACKN is then asserted ·and the 
cycle is completed . normally. 

101 Wait on transmit only. In this mode a 
write to a non-full transmit FIFO re
sults in a normal bus cycle. However, 
if the transmit FIFO of the channel is 
full when a write TxFIFO cycle is 
initiated, the DTACKN output remains 
negated until a Fl FO position be
comes available for the new charac
ter. DTACKN is then asserted and the 
cycle is completed normally. 

110 Wait on transmit and receive. As 
above for both wait on receive and 
transmit operations. 

111 Polled or interrupt. DMA and wait 
functions of the channel are not acti
vated. Data transfers to the Rx and 
TxFIFOs are via normal bus read and 
write cycles in response to polling of 
the status registers and/or interrupts. 

[2:0] Frame Check Sequence Select -
This field selects the optional frame check 
sequence (FCS) to be appended at the end of 
a transmitted frame. When CRC is selected in 
COP, then no parity and 8-bit character length 
must be used. The selected FCS is transmit
ted as follows: 
1. Following the transmission of a FIFOed 

character tagged with the 'send EOM' 
command. 
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2. If underrun control (TPR[7:6]) is pro
grammed for TEOM, upon occurrence of 
an underrun. 

3. If TEOM on zero count or done (TPR[4]) 
is asserted and the counter/timer is 
counting transmitted characters, after 
transmission of the character which 
causes the counter to reach zero count. 

4. In DMA mode with TEOM on zero count 
or done (TPR[4]) set, after transmission 
of a character if DONEN is asserted 
when that character was loaded into the 
TxFIFO by the DMA controller. 

000 No frame check sequence. 

001 Reserved 

01 O LRC8: Divisor = x8+ 1, dividend pre
set to zeros. The Tx sends the calcu
lated LRC non-inverted. The Rx indi
cates an error if the computed LRC is 
not equal to 0. Valid for COP modes 
only. 

011 LRC8: Divisor = x8 + 1, dividend pre
set to ones. The T x sends the calcu
lated LRC non-inverted. The Rx indi
cates an error if the computed LRC is 
not equal to 0. Valid for COP modes 
only. 

100 CRC16: Divisor = x16+x15+x2+1, 
dividend preset to zeros. The T x 
sends the calculated CRC non-invert
ed. The Rx indicates an error if the 
computed CRC is not equal to O. Not 
valid for ASYNC mode. 

101 CRC16: Divisor = x16+x15+x2+ 1, 
dividend preset to ones. The Tx 
sends the calculated CRC non-invert
ed. The Rx indicates an error ii the 
computed CRC is not equal to 0. Not 
valid for ASYNC mode. 

110 CRC-CCITT: Divisor= x16+x12+x5+ 
1, dividend preset to zeros. The Tx 
sends the calculated CRC non-invert
ed. The Rx indicates an error if the 
computed CRC is not equal to 0. Not 
valid for ASYNC mode. 

111 CRC-CCITT: Divisor= x16+x12+x5+ 
1, dividend preset to ones. The T x 
sends the calculated CRC inverted. 
The Rx indicates an error if the com
puted CRC is not equal to H'FOB8'. 
Not valid for ASYNC mode. 

SYN1/Secondary Address 1 Register 
(S1RA, S1RB) 

[7:0] Character Compare - In ASYNC 
mode this register holds a 5- to 8-bit long bit 
pattern which is compared with received 
characters. If a match occurs, the character 
compare status bit (RSR[7]) is set. This field 
is ignored if the receiver is in a break condi
tion. 
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In COP modes, this. register contains the 5- to 
8-bit SYN1 bit pattern, right justified. Parity bit 
need not be included in the value placed in 
the register even if parity is specified in 
CMR1 [4:3]. However, a character received 
with parity error, when parity is specified, will 
not match. In ASYNC or COP modes, if parity 
is specified, then any unused bits in this 
register must be programmed to zeros. In 
BOP secondary mode it contains the address 
used to compare the first received address 
octet. The register is not used in BOP primary 
mode or secondary modes where address 
comparisons are not made, such as when 
extended addressing is specified. 

SYN2/Secondary Address 2 Register 
(S2RA, S2RB) 

[7:0] - This register is not used in ASYNC, 
COP single SYN, BOP primary modes, BOP 
secondary modes with single address field, 
and BOP secondary modes where address 
comparisons are not made, such as when 
extended addressing is specified. 

In COP dual SYN modes, it contains the 5- to 
8-bit SYN2 bit pattern, right justified. Parity bit 
need not be included in the value placed in 
the register even if parity is specified in 
CMR1 [4:3]. However, a character received 
with parity error, when parity is specified, will 
not match. If parity is specified, then any 
unused bits in this register must be pro
grammed to zeros. In BOP secondary mode 
using two address octets, it contains the 
partial address used to compare the second 
received address octet. 

Pin Configuration Register (PCRA, 
PCRB) 
This register selects the functions for multi
purpose 110 pins. 

[7] X2/IDC - This bit is defined only for 
PCRA. It is not used in PCRB. 
0 The X2/IDCN pin is used as a crystal 

connection. 

The X2/IDCN pin is the interrupt daisy 
chain. output. 

[6] GP02/RTS - The function of this pin is 
programmable only when not operating in full· 
duplex DMA mode. 
0 The TxDRQ_N/GP02_N/RTS_N pin 

is a general purpose output. It is low 
when OMR[2] is a 1 and high when 
OMR[2] is 0. 

The pin is a request-to-send output 
(see Detailed Operation). 
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Table 2. Channel Configuration/Pin Definition Registers Bit Formats 
CHANNEL MODE REG 1 

BIT 7 I BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 I BIT 3 

Data Encoding Extended Address Mode (BOP) 

00 - NAZ/Manchester 
Control 

00-8-bit 
01-NRZI BOP only 01 - extended address 

(CMR1A, CMR1B) 
10-FMO 0-no 10-16-bit 
11 -FM1 1-yes 11-16-bit w/group 

#Parity Parity Mode (COP I ASYNC) 

0-even 00-no parity 
1-odd 01 - reserved 

10 - with parity 
11 - force parity 

NOTE: 
*In BISYNC protocol mode, 0 - EBCDIC, 1 - ASCII coding. 

CHANNEL MODE REG 2 

BIT 7 I BIT 6 BIT 5 I BIT 4 I BIT 3 

Channel Connection Data Transfer Interface 

00-normal 000 - half-duplex single address OMA 
01 - auto echo 001 - half-duplex dual address OMA 

(CMR2A, CMR2B) 1 O - local loop 01 O - full-duplex single address OMA 
11 - reserved 011 - full-duplex dual address OMA 

100 - wait on Rx only 
101 - wait on Tx only 
110-wait on Rx or Tx 
111 - polled or interrupt 

SYN1/SECONDARY ADDRESS REG 1 

BIT 7 l BIT 6 l BIT 5 l BIT 4 l BIT 3 

BIT 2 I BIT 1 I BIT 0 

Channel Protocol Mode 

000 - BOP primary 
001 - BOP secondary 
010-BOP loop 
011 - BOP loop - no adr. comp. 

100 - COP dual SYN 
101-COP dual SYN (BISYNC) 
110 - COP single SYN 
111 - asynchronous 

BIT 2 I BIT 1 I BIT 0 

Frame Check Sequence Select 

000-none 
001 - reserved 
01 O - LRC8 preset Os 
011 - LRC8 preset 1 s 
100 - CRC 16 preset Os 
101 -CRC 16 preset 1s 
110 - CRC CCITT preset Os 
111 - CRC CCITT preset 1 s 

1 BIT 2 l BIT 1 l BIT 0 

ASYNC - Character compare (5 - 8 bits) 
(S1RA, S1RB) COP-SYN1 (5-8 bits) 

BOP - First address octet 

SYN2/SECONDARY ADDRESS REG 2 

BIT 7 l BIT 6 l BIT 5 l BIT 4 l BIT 3 l BIT 2 l BIT 1 l BIT 0 

ASYNC - not used 
(S2RA, S2RB) COP - SYN2 (5 - 8 bits) 

BOP - Second address octet 

PIN CONFIGURATION REG 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 I BIT 3 BIT 2 l BIT 1 l BIT 0 

X2/IDC GP02/RTS SYNOUT/RTS RTxC Pin TRxC Pin . O-GP02 0-SYNOUT 00-input 000-input 100-TxCLK 16X 
(PCRA, PCRB) O-X2 1-RTS 1-RTS 01-C/T 001 -XTAL/2 101-RxCLK 16X 

1-IDC 10-TxCLK 1X 010-DPLL 110-TxCLK 1X 
11-RxCLK 1X 011-C/T 111-RxCLK 1X 

NOTE: 
'PCRA only. Not used in PCRB. 
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[5] SYNOUTIRTS -
0 The SYNOUT_NIRTS_N pin is an 

active low output which is asserted 
one bit time after a SYN pattern (COP 
modes) in HSRHIHSRL or FLAG 
(BOP modes) is detected in CCSR. 
The output remains asserted for one 
receiver clock period. See Figure 1 for 
receiver data path. 

The pin is a request-to-send output 
(see Detailed Operation). The logical 
state of the pin is controlled by 
OMR[O], when set the output is zero. 

[4:3] RTxC -
00 The pin is an input. It must be pro

grammed for input when used as the 
input for the receiver or transmitter 
clock, the DPLL, or the CIT. 

01 

10 

11 

Table 3. Transmitter and Receiver Parameter and Timing Register Bit Format 

TRANSMITTER PARAMETER REG 

BIT 7 I BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

TEOM On Tx RTS Underrun Control Idle Zero Cnt Control Or Done 
(TPRA, TPRB) 

COP 00 - FCS-idle 0-MARKs 0-no 0-no 
01 - reserved 1-SYNs 1-yes 1-yes 
10-MARKs 
11-SYNs 

Underrun Control Idle TEOM On 

BOP 
00 - FCS-FLAG-idle 0-MARKs Zero Cnt 

01 - reserved 1-FLAGs Or Done 

10-ABORT-MARKs 0-no 
11 -ABORT-FLAGs 1-yes 

Stop Bits Per Character 

ASYNC 'l'16 to 1, 1116 to 1.5, 21'16 to 2 
programmable in 1!16-bit increments 

TRANSMITTER TIMING REG 

BIT 7 BIT 6 I BIT 5 I BIT 4 BIT 3 I 
(TTRA, TTRB) External Transmitter Clock Select 

Source 000 - 1 x external 

The pin is an output from the counter I 
timer. Refer to CTCRAIB description. 

The pin is an output from the transmit
ter shift register clock. 

The pin is an output from the receiver 
shift register clock. 

BIT 2 BIT 1 I BIT 7 

CTS 
Enable Tx Tx Character Length 

0-no 00-5 bits 
1-yes 01-6 bits 

10-7 bits 
11-8 bits 

BIT 2 I BIT 1 I BIT 0 

Bit Rate Select 

0-RTxC 001 - 16 x external one of sixteen rates from BRG 

(RPRA, RPRB) 

ASYNC 

COP 

BOP 
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1-TRxC 010-DPLL 
011-BRG 
100 - 2 x other channel CIT 
101 - 32 X other channel CIT 
110 - 2 X own channel CIT 
111 - 32 X own channel CIT 

RECEIVER PARAMETER REG . 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 

not used not used not used Rx RTS Strip* DCD 
Control Parity Enable Rx 

0-no 0-no 0-no 
1-yes 1-yes 1-yes 

FCS Auto Hunt Strip* 
SYN Strip to FIFO & Pad Chk Ext Sync Parity 

0-no 0-no 0-no 0-no 0-no 
1-yes 1-yes 1-yes 1-yes 1-yes 

not used 
FCS Overrun 

not used All 

to FIFO Mode 
Party 

Address 

0-no 0-hunt 0-no 
1-yes 1-cont 1-yes 

NOTE: 
*If the receiver character length is 8-bits and parity is programmed, this bit must be set. 
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BIT 1 I BIT 0 

Rx Character Length 

00-5 bits 
01-6 bits 
10-7 bits 
11-8 bits 
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Table 3. Transmitter and Receiver Parameter and Timing Register Bit Format (Continued) 

RECEIVER TIMING REG 

BIT 7 BIT 6 I BIT 5 I BIT 4 BIT 3 I BIT 2 I BIT 1 I BIT 0 

(RTRA, RTRB) External Receiver Clock Select Bit Rate Select 
Source 000 - 1 x external 

0-RTxC 001 -16X external l ASYNC one of sixteen rates from BRG 
1-TRxC 01 O - BRG protocol 

011 - CIT of channel mode only 
100 - DPLL, source = 64 X X1 /CLK 
101 - DPLL, source = 32 x External 
11 O - DPLL, source = 32 x BRG 
111 - DPLL, source = 32 x CIT 

OUTPUT AND MISC REG 

BIT 7 I BIT 6 I BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

(OMRA, OMRB) Tx Residual Character Length TxRDY RxRDY OUT 2 OUT 1 RTS 

000-1 bit Activate Activate 

001-2 bits 0-FIFO 0-FIFO 
010-3 bits not not 0-0 0-0 0-0 
011-4 bits full empty 
100-5 bits 1-FIFO 1-FIFO 
101-6 bits empty full 
110-7 bits 
111 - same as TPR[1 :OJ 

[2:0) TRxC -
000 The pin is an input. It must be pro

grammed for input when used as the 
input for the receiver or transmitter 
clock, the DPLL, or the C/T. 

001 The pin is an output from the crystal 
oscillator. (XT AL/2) 

010 The pin is an output from the DPLL 
output clock. 

011 The pin is an output from the counter/ 
timer. Refer to CTCRA/B description. 

100 The pin is an output from the transmit-
tar BRG at 16X the rate selected by 
TTR [3:0]. 

101 The pin is an output from the receiver 
BRG at 16X the rate selected by RTR 
[3:0]. 

110 The pin is an output from the transmit-
ter shift register clock. 

111 The pin is an output from the receiver 
shift register clock. 

Transmitter and Receiver 
Parameter and Timing Registers 
This set of five registers contains the informa
tion which controls the operation of the trans
mitter and receiver for each channel. Table 3 
shows the bit map format for each of these 
registers. The registers of this group are: 

1. Transmitter parameter and timing regis
ters (TPRA/B and TTRA/B) 

2. Receiver parameter and timing registers 
(RPRA/B and RTRA/B) 
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3. Output and miscellaneous register 
(OMRA/B) 

The first and second group of registers define 
the transmitter and receiver parameters and 
timing. Included in the receiver timing regis
ters are the programming parameters for the 
DPLL. The last register of the group, OMR 
contains additional transmitter and receiver 
information and controls the logical state of 
the output pins when they are not used as a 
part of the channel configuration. 

Transmitter Parameter Register (TPRA, 
TPRB) 

[7:6) Underrun Control - In BOP and COP 
modes, this field selects the transmitter re
sponse in the event of an underrun (i.e., the 
TxFIFO is empty). 
00 Normal end of message termination. 

In BOP, the transmitter sends the 
FCS (if selected by CMR2[2:0]) fol
lowed by a FLAG and then either 
MARKs or FLAGs, as specified by [5]. 
In COP, the transmitter sends the 
FCS (if selected by CMR2[2:0]) and 
then either MARKs or SYNs, as spec
ified by [5]. 

01 Reserved. 

10 In BOP, the transmitter sends an 
ABORT (11111111) and then places 
the TxD output in a marking condition 
until receipt of further instructions. In 
COP, the transmitter places the TxD 
output in a marking condition until 
receipt of further instructions. 
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1-1 1-1 1-1 

11 In BOP, the transmitter sends an 
ABORT (11111111) and then sends 
FLAGs until receipt of further instruc
tions. In COP, the transmitter sends 
SYNs until receipt of further instruc
tions. 

[5] Idle - In BOP and COP modes, this bit 
selects the transmitter output during idle. Idle 
is defined as the state following a normal end 
of message until receipt of the next transmit
ter command. 
0 Idle in marking condition. 

Idle sending SYNs (COP) or FLAGs 
(BOP). 

[ 4) Transmit EOM on Zero Count or Done 
- In BOP and COP modes, the assertion of 
this bit causes the end of message (FCS in 
COP, FCS-FLAG in BOP) to be transmitted 
upon the following events: 

1. If the counter/timer is counting transmit
ted characters, after transmission of the 
character which causes the counter to 
reach zero count. (DONEN is also as
serted as an output if the channel is in a 
OMA operation.) 

2. If the channel is operating in OMA mode, 
after transmission of a character if DO
NEN was asserted when that character 
was loaded into the TxFIFO by the OMA 
controller. 

[7:4) Stop Bits per Character - In ASYNC 
mode, this field programs the length of the 
stop bit appended to the transmitted charac
ter as shown in Table 4. 

-2 ............ 
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Table 4. Stop Bits - Transrnltted 
Character 

[7:4) 
5 BITS/ 8, 7, or a 
CHAR BITS/CHAR 

0000 1.063 0.563 
0001 1.125 0.625 
0010 1.168 0.668 
0011 1.250 0.750 
0100 1.313 0.613 
0101 1.375 0.675 
0110 1.438 0.938 
0111 1.500 1.000 
1000 1.563 1.563 
1001 1.625 1.625 
1010 1.688 1.688 
1011 1.750 1.750 
1100 1.813 1.813 
1101 1.875 1.875 
1110 1.938 1.938 
1111 2.000 2.000 

Stop bit lengths of 11'16 to 1 and 111'16 to 2 bits, 
in increments of Y16· bit, can be programmed 
for character lengths of 6, 7, and 8 bits. For a 
character length of 5 bits, 1 Y1 e to 2 stop bits 
can be programmed in increments of Y16· bit. 
The receiver only checks for a 'mark' condi· 
tion at the center of the first stop bit position 
(one bit time after the last data bit, or after the 
parity bit if parity is enabled) in all cases. 

If an external 1 X clock (or a 2 x clock for 
counter/timer) is used for the transmitter, 
(7) = 0 selects one stop bit and [7] = 1 se
lects two stop bits to be transmitted. If 
Manchester, NRZI, or FM data encoding is 
selected, only integral stop bit lengths should 
be used. 

[3) Transmitter Request-to-Send Control 
- This bit controls the deactivation of the 
RTS _N output by the transmitter (see De· 
tailed Operation). 
0 RTS_N is not affected by status of 

transmitter. 

RTS_N changes state as a function of 
transmitter status. 

[2) Clear-to-Send Enable Transmitter -
The state of this bit determines if the CTS_N 
input controls the operation of the channel's 
transmitter (eee Detailed Operation). The du· 
ration of CTS level change is described in the 
discussion of ICJSR[4). 
0 CTS_N has no affect on the trans

mitter. 

CTS_N affects the state of the trans
mitter. 

[1:0] Transmitted Bits per Character -
This field eelects the number of data bits per 
character to be transmitted. The character 
length does not include the start, parity, and 
stop bits in ASYNC or the parity bit in COP. In 
BOP modes the character length for the 
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address and control fields is always 8 bits, 
and the value of this field only applies to the 
information (I) field, except for the last char
acter of the I field, whoee length is specified 
by OMR[7:5]. 

Transmitter Timing Register 
{TTRA, TTRB) 

[7] External Source - This bit eelects the 
RTxC pin or the TRxC pin of the channel as 
the transmitter clock input when [6:4] speci
fies external. When used for input, the select· 
ed pin must be programmed as an input in the 
PCR [4:3] or (2:0). 
O External input from RTxC pin. 

External input from TRxC pin. 

[8:4) Transmitter Cloek Select - This field 
selects the clock for the transmitter. 
000 External clock from TRxC or RTxC at 

1 x the shift (baud) rate. 

001 External clock from TRxC or RTxC at 
16 X the shift rate. 

010 Internal clock from the phaee locked 
loop at 1 X the bit rate. It should be 
used only in half-duplex operation 
since the DPLL will periodically re
sync iteelf to the received data if in 
full-duplex operation. 

011 Internal clock from the bit rate gener
ator at 32 x the shift rate. The clock 
signal is divided by two before use in 
the transmitter which operates at 
16 X the baud rate. Rate selected by 
(3:0]. 

100 Internal clock from counter/timer of 
other channel. The C/T should be 
programmed to produce a clock at 
2 X the shift rate. 

101 Internal clock from counter/timer of 
other channel. The CIT should be 
programmed to produce a clock at 
32 X the shift rate. 

110 Internal clock from the counter/timer 
of own channel. The CIT should be 
programmed to produce a clock at 
2 x the shift rate. 

111 Internal clock from the counter/timer 
of own channel. The CIT should be 
programmed to produce a clock at 
32 X the shift rate. 

[3:0) Bit Rate Select - This field selects an 
output from the bit rate generator to be used 
by the transmitter circuits. The actual fre
quency output from the BAG is 32 x the bit 
rate shown in Table 5. With a crystal or 
external clock of 14. 7 456MHz the bit rates 
are as given in Table 5 (this input is divided by 
two before being applied to the oscillator 
circuit). 
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Table 5. Receiver/Transmitter Baud 
Rates 

[3.-0) BIT RATE [3:0] BIT RATE 

0000 50 1000 1050 
0001 75 1001 1200 
0010 110 1010 2000 
0011 134.5 1011 2400 
0100 150 1100 4800 
0101 200 1101 9600 
0110 300 1110 19.2k 
0111 600 1111 36.4k 

Receiver Parameter Register 
(RPRA, RPRB) 

[7] SYN Stripping - This bit controls the 
DUSCC processing in COP modes of SYN 
'character patterns' that occur after the initial 
character synchronization. Refer to Detailed 
Operation of the receiver for details and 
definition of SYN 'patterns', and their accu
mulation of FCS. 
0 Strip only leading SYN 'patterns' (i.e. 

before a message). 

Strip all SYN 'patterns' Oncludlng all 
odd OLE' s in BISYNC transparent 
mode). 

[6] Transfer Received FCS to FIFO - In 
BISYNC and BOP modes, the assertion of 
this bit causes the received FCS to be loaded 
into the RxFIFO. BOP mode operates cor· 
rectly only if a minimum of two extra FLAGs 
(without shared zeros) are appended to the 
frame. If the FCS is specified to be trans
ferred to the FIFO, the EOM status bit will be 
tagged onto the last byte of the FCS instead 
of to the last character of the message. 
0 Do not transfer FCS to RxFIFO. 

Transfer FCS to RxFIFO. 

[5] Auto-Hunt and Pad Check (BISYNC) -
In BISYNC mode, the assertion of this bit 
causes the receiver to go into hunt for char
acter sync mode after detecting certain end
of-message (EOM) characters. These are 
defined in the Detailed Operations section for 
COP receiver operation. After the EOT and 
NAK sequences, the receiver also does a 
check for a closing PAD of four 1 s. 
0 Disable auto-hunt and PAD check. 

Enable auto-hunt and PAD check. 

[5] overrun Mode (BOP)- The state of this 
control bit determines the operation of the 
receiver in the event of a data overrun, i.e .. 
when a character is received while 
the RxFIFO and the Rx shift register are both 
full. 
0 The receiver terminates receiving the 

current frame and goes into hunt 
phase, looking for a FLAG to be 
received. 
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The receiver continues receiving the 
current frame. The overrunning char
acter is lost. (The five characters 
already assembled in the RxFIFO and 
Rx shift register are protected). 

[ 4] Receiver Request-to-Send Control 
(ASYNC) - See Detailed Operation. 
0 Receiver does not control RTS_N 

output. 

Receiver can negate RTS_N output. 

[ 4] External Sync (COP) - In COP single 
SYN mode, the assertion of this bit enables 
external character synchronization and re
ceipt of SYN patterns is not required. In order 
to use this feature, the DUSCC must be 
programmed to COP single SYN mode, 
CMR1 [2:0] ~ 110, which is used to set up the 
internal data paths. In all other respects, 
however, the external sync mode operation is 
protocol transparent. A negative signal on the 
DCD_N/SYNl_N pin will cause the receiver to 
establish synchronization on the next rising 
edge of the receiver clock. Character assem
bly will start at this edge with the RxD input 
pin considered to have the second bit of data. 
The sync signal can then be negated. Receipt 
of the active high external sync input causes 
the SYN detect status bit (RSR[2]) to be set 
and the SYNOUT _N pin to be asserted for 
one bit time. When this mode is enabled, the 
internal SYN (COP mode) detection and spe
cial character recognition (e.g., IDLE, STx, 
ETx, etc.) circuits are disabled. Character 
assembly begins as if in the I-field with 
character length as programmed in RPR[1 :O]. 
Incoming COP frames with parity specified 
optionally can have it stripped by program
ming RPR[3]. The user must wait at least 
eight bit times after Rx is enabled before 
applying the SYNl_N signal. This time is 
required to flush the internal data paths. The 
receiver remains in this mode and further 
external sync pulses are ignored until the 
receiver is disabled and then reenabled to 
resynchronize or to return to normal mode. 
See Figure 2. 
0 External sync not enabled. 

External sync enabled. 

Note that EXT SYNC and DCD ENABLE Rx 
cannot be asserted simultaneously since they 
use the same pin. 

[3] Strip Parity - In COP and ASYNC 
modes with parity enabled, this bit controls 
whether the received parity bit is stripped 
from the data placed in the receiver FIFO. It is 
valid only for programmed character lengths 
of 5, 6, and 7 bits. If the bit is stripped, the 
corresponding bit in the received data is set 
to zero. This bit must be set to A '1' if 8-bit 
character length will parity is programmed. 
0 Transfer parity bit as received. 
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Strip parity bit from data. 

[3] All Parties Address - In BOP secondary 
modes, the assertion of this bit causes the 
receiver to 'wake up' upon receipt of the 
address H'FF' or H'FF, FF', for single- and 
dual-octet address modes, respectively, in 
addition to its normal station address. This 
feature allows all stations to receive a mes
sage. 
O Don't recognize all parties address. 

Recognize all parties address. 

[2] DCD Enable Receiver - If this bit is 
asserted, the DCD_N/SYNl_N input must be 
low in order for the receiver to operate. If the 
input is negated (goes high) while a character 
is being received, the receiver terminates 
receipt of the current message (this action in 
effect disables the receiver). If DCD is subse
quently asserted, the receiver will search for 
the start bit, SYN pattern, or FLAG, depend
ing on the channel protocol. (Note that the 
change of input can be programmed to gen
erate an interrupt; the duration of the DCD 
level change is described in the discussion of 
the input and counter/timer status register 
ICTSR[5]). 
O DCD not used to enable receiver 

DCD used to enable receiver 

EXT SYNC and DCD ENABLE Rx cannot be 
asserted simultaneously since they use the 
same pin. 

[1:0] Received Bits per Character - This 
field selects the number of data bits per 
character to be assembled by the receiver. 
The character length does not include the 
start, parity, and stop bits in ASYNC or the 
parity bit in COP. In BOP modes, the charac
ter length for the address and control fields is 
always 8 bits, and the value of this field only 
applies to the information field. If the number 
of bits assembled for the last character of the 
I field is less than the value programmed in 
this field, RCL not zero (RSR[O]) is asserted 
and the actual number of bits received is 
given in TRSR[2:0]. 

Receiver Timing Register (RTRA, RTRB) 

[7] External Source - This bit selects the 
RTxC pin or the TRxC pin of the channel as 
the receiver or DPLL clock input, when [6:4] 
specifies external. When used for input, the 
selected pin must be programmed as an input 
in the PCR [4:3] or [2:0]. 
0 External input from RTxC pin. 

· 1 External input from TRxC pin. 

[6:4] Receiver Clock Select - This field 
selects the clock for the receiver. 
000 External clock from TRxC or RTxC at 

1 X the shift (baud) rate. 
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001 External clock from TRxC or RTxC at 
16 X the shift rate. Used for ASYNC 
mode only. 

010 Internal clock from the bit rate gener
ator at 32 X the shift rate. Clock is 
divided by two before use by the 
receiver logic, which operates at 16 X 
the baud rate. Rate selected by [3:0]. 
Used for ASYNC mode only. 

011 Internal clock from counter/timer of 
own channel. The CIT should be 
programmed to produce a clock at 
32 X the shift rate. Clock is divided by 
two before use in the receiver logic. 
Used for ASYNC mode only. 

100 Internal clock from the digital phase 
locked loop. The clock for the DPLL is 
a 64 X clock from the crystal oscilla
tor or system clock input. (The input 
to the oscillator is divided by two). 

101 Internal clock from the digital phase 
locked loop. The clock for the DPLL is 
an external 32 X clock from the RTxC 
or TRxC pin, as selected by [7]. 

11 O Internal clock from the digital phase 
locked loop. The clock for the DPLL is 
a 32 X clock from the BAG. The 
frequency is programmed by [3:0]. 

111 Internal clock from the digital phase 
locked loop. The clock for the DPLL is 
a 32 X clock from the counter /timer 
of the channel. 

[3:0] Bit Rate Select - This field selects an 
output from the bit rate generator to be used 
by the receiver circuits. The actual frequency 
output from the BAG is 32 X the bit rate 
shown in Table 5. 

Output and Miscellaneous Register 
(OMRA, OMRB) 

[7:5] Transmitted Residual Character 
Length - In BOP modes, this field deter
mines the number of bits transmitted for the 
last character in the information field. This 
length applies to: 
- the character in the transmit FIFO accom

panied by the FIFOed TEOM command. 

- the character loaded into the FIFO by the 
DMA controller if DONEN is simultaneously 
asserted and TPR[4] is asserted. 

-the character loaded into the FIFO which 
causes the counter to reach zero count 
when TPR[4] is asserted. 

The length of all other characters in the 
frame's information field is selected by 
TPR[1:0]. If this field is 111, the number of 
bits in the last character is the same as 
programmed in TPR[1 :OJ. 

2 
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[4] TxRDY Activate Mode -
O FIFO not full. The channel's TxRDY 

status bit is asserted each time a 
character is transferred from the 
transmit FIFO to the transmit shift 
register. If not reset by the CPU, 
TxRDY remains asserted until the 
FIFO is full, at which time it is auto
matically negated. 

FIFO empty. The channel's TxRDY 
status bit is asserted when a charac
ter transfer from the transmit FIFO to 
the transmit shift register causes the 
FIFO to become empty. If not reset by 
the CPU, TxRDY remains asserted 
until the FIFO is full, at which time it is 
negated. 

If the TxRDY status bit is reset by the 
CPU, it will remain negated regardless 
of the current state of the transmit 
FIFO, until it is asserted again due to 
the occurrence of one of the above 
conditions. 

[3] RxRDY Activate Mode -
O FIFO not empty. The channel's 

RxRDY status bit is asserted each 
time a character is transferred from 
the receive shift register to the re
ceive FIFO. If not reset by the CPU, 
RxRDY remains asserted until the 
receive FIFO is empty, at which time it 
is automatically negated. 

FIFO full. The channel's RxRDY sta
tus bit is asserted when a character 
transfer from the receive shift register 
to the receive FIFO causes the FIFO 
to become full. If not reset by the 
CPU, RxRDY remains asserted until 
the FIFO is empty, at which time it is 
negated. 

The RxRDY status bit will also be 
asserted, regardless of the receiver 
FIFO full condition, when an end-of
message character is loaded in the 
RxFIFO (BOP/BISYNC), when a 
BREAK condition (ASYNC mode) is 
detected in RSR[2], or when the 
counter/timer is programmed to 
count received characters and the 
character which causes it to reach 
zero is loaded in the FIFO (all modes). 
(Refer to the detailed operation of the 
receiver.) 

If reset by the CPU, the RxRDY status 
bit will remain negated, regardless of 
the current state of the receiver FIFO, 
until it is asserted again due to one of 
the above conditions. 

[2] General Purpose Output 2 - This 
general purpose bit is used to control the 
TxDRQ_N/GP02_/RTS_N pin, when it is 
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used as an output. The output is high when. 
the bit is a O and is low when the bit is a 1. 

[1] General Purpose Output 1 -This bit is 
used to control the RTxDRQ_N/GP01_N 
output, which is a general purpose output 
when the channel is not in DMA mode. The 
output is high when the bit is a O and is low 
when the bit is a 1. 

[0] Request-to-Send Output - This bit 
controls the TxDRO_N/GP02_N/RTS_N 
and SYNOUT _N/RTS_N pin, when either is 
used as a ATS output. The output is high 
when the bit is a O and is low when the bit 
is a 1. 

Counter/Timer Control and 
Value Registers 
There are five registers in this set consisting 
of the following: 
1. Counter/timer control register 

(CTCRA/B) 
2. Counter /timer preset high and low regis

ters (CTPRHA/B, CTPRLA/B) 
3. Counter/timer (current value) high and 

low registers (CTHA/B, CTLA/B) 

The format of each of the registers of this set 
is contained in Table 6. The control register 
contains the operational information for the 
counter/timer. The preset registers contain 
the count which is loaded into the counter I 
timer circuits. The third group contains the 
current value of the counter/timer as it oper
ates. 

Counter/Timer Control Register 
(CTCRA, CTCRB) 

[7] Zero Detect Interrupt - This bit deter
mines whether the assertion of the CIT 
ZERO COUNT status bit (ICTSR[6]) causes 
an interrupt to be generated. 
O Interrupt disabled. 

Interrupt enabled if master interrupt 
enable (ICR[1] or ICR[O]) is asserted. 

[6] Zero Detect Control - This bit deter
mines the action of the counter upon reach
ing zero count. 
O The counter/timer is preset to the 

value contained in the counter/timer 
preset registers (CTPRL, CTPRH) at 
the next clock edge. 

The counter /timer continues counting 
without preset. The value at the next 
clock edge will be H'FFFF'. 

[5] Counter/Timer Output Control - This 
bit selects the output waveform when the 
counter /timer is selected to be output on 
TRxC or RTxC. 
1 The output is a single clock positive 

width pulse each time the C/T 
reaches zero count. (The duration of 
this pulse is one clock period.) 
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O The output toggles each time the CIT 
reaches zero count. The output is 
cleared to low by either of the preset 
counter/timer commands. 

[ 4:3] Clock Select - This field selects 
whether the clock selected by [2:0] is pres
caled prior to being applied to the input of the 
CIT. 
00 No prescaling. 

01 Divide clock by 16. 

1 O Divide clock by 32. 

11 Divide clock by 64. 

[2:0] Clock Source - This field selects the 
clock source for the counter timer. 
000 RTxC pin. Pin must be programmed 

as input. 

001 TRxC pin. Pin must be programmed 
as input. 

01 O Source is the crystal oscillator or 
system clock input divided by four. 

011 This selects a special mode of opera
tion. In this mode the counter, alter 
receiving the 'start CIT' command, 
delays the start of counting until the 
RxD input goes low. It continues 
counting until the RxD input goes 
high, then stops and sets the CIT 
zero count status bit. The CPU can 
use the value in the CIT to determine 
the bit rate of the incoming data. The 
clock is the crystal oscillator or sys
tem clock input divided by four. 

100 Source is the 32X BAG output se
lected by RTR[3:0] of own channel. 

101 Source is the 32 x BAG output se
lected by TTR[3:0] of own channel. 

110 Source is the internal signal which 
loads received characters from the 
receive shift register into the receiver 
FIFO. When operating in this mode, 
the FIFOed EOM status bit (RSR[7]) 
shall be set when the character which 
causes the count to go to zero is 
loaded into the receive FIFO. 

111 Source is the internal signal which 
transfers characters from the data 
bus into the transmit FIFO. When 
operating in this mode, and if the 
TEOM on zero count or done control 
bit (TPR[4]) is asserted, the FIFOed 
Send EOM command will be automat
ically asserted when the character 
which causes the count to go to zero 
is loaded into the transmit FIFO. 

Counter/Timer Preset High 
Register (CTPRHA, CTPRHB) 

[7:0] MSB - This register contains the eight 
most significant bits of the value loaded into 
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Table 6. Counter/Timer Control and Value Register Bit Formats 
COUNTER/TIMER CONTROL REG 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 

(CTCRA, CTCRB) zero Zero 
I BIT 3 

Output 
Detect Detect Prescaler 

Control 
Interrupt Control 

0-disable 0-preset 0-square 00-1 
1-enabled 1-continue 1-pulse 01-16 

10-32 
11-64 

COUNTER/TIMER PRESET HIGH REG 

BIT 7 I BIT 6 I BIT 5 I BIT 4 I BIT 3 

BIT 2 I BIT 1 I BIT 0 

Clock Source 

000 - RTxC pin 
001 - TRxC pin 
010-X1/CLK divided by 4 
011 - X1 /CLK divided by 4 gated 

by RxD 
100-Rx BAG 
101-Tx BRG 
11 O - Rx characters 
111 - Tx characters 

I BIT 2 I BIT 1 I BIT 0 

(CTPRHA, CTPRHB) Most significant bits of counter/timer preset value 

COUNTER/TIMER PRESET REGISTER LOW 

BIT 7 I BIT 6 I BIT 5 I BIT 4 I BIT 3 1 BIT 2 l BIT 1 l BIT 0 

(CTPRLA, CTPRLB) Least significant bits of counter /timer preset value 

COUNTER/TIMER HIGH 

BIT 7 I BIT 6 1 BIT 5 l BIT 4 l BIT 3 l BIT 2 l BIT 1 l BIT 0 

(CTHA, CTHB) Most significant bits of counter /timer 

COUNTER/TIMER LOW 

BIT 7 l BIT 6 l BIT 5 l BIT 4 l BIT 3 l BIT 2 l BIT 1 l BIT 0 

(CTLA, CTLB) Least significant bits of counter /timer 

the counter /timer upon receipt of the load C/ 
T from preset register command or when the 
counter /timer reaches zero count and the 
zero detect control bit (CTCR[6]) is negated. 
The minimum 16-bit counter/timer preset val
ue is H'0002'. 

Counter/Timer Preset Low 
Register (CTPRLA, CTPRLB) 

[7:0) LSB - This register contains the eight 
least significant bits of the value loaded into 
the counter /timer upon receipt of the load C/ 
T from preset register command or when the 
counter /timer reaches zero count and the 
zero detect control bit (CTCR[6]) is negated. 
The minimum 16-bit counter /timer preset val
ue is H'0002'. 
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Counter/Timer High Register 
(CTHA, CTHB) 

[7:0) MSB - A read of this 'register' provides 
the eight most significant bits of the current 
value of the counter /timer. It is recom
mended that the CIT be stopped via a stop 
counter command before it is read in order to 
prevent errors which may occur due to the 
read being performed while the CIT is chang
ing. This count is continued after the register 
is read. 

Counter/Timer Low Register 
(CTLA, CTLB) 
[7:0) LSB .;... A read of this 'register' provides 
the eight least significant bits of the current 
value of the counter/timer. It is recom
mended that the CIT be stopped via a stop 
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counter command before it is read, in order to 
prevent errors which may occur due to the 
read being performed while the C/T is chang
ing. This count is continued after the register 
is read. 

Interrupt Control and Status 
Registers 
This group of registers define mechanisms for 
communications between the DUSCC and 
the processor and contain the device status 
information. Four registers, available for each 
channel, and four common device registers 
comprise this group which consists of the 
following: 

1. Interrupt enable register (IERA/B) 

2. Receiver status register (RSRA/B) 

3. Transmitter and receiver status register 
(TRSRA/B) 

-2 -
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4. Input and counter/timer status register 
(ICTSRA/B) 

5. Interrupt vector register (IVR) and modi-
fied interrupt vector register (IVRM) 

6. Interrupt control register (ICR) 

7. General status register (GSR) 

See Table 7 for bit formats and Figure 3 for 
table relationships. 

Interrupt Enable Register (IERA, IERB) 
This register controls whether the assertion 
of bits in the channel's status registers caus
es an interrupt to be generated. An additional 
condition for an interrupt to be generated is 
that the channel's master interrupt enable bit, 
ICR[O] or ICR(1], be asserted. 

[7] DCD/CTS -
O Interrupt not enabled. 

Interrupt generated if ICTSR(4] or 
ICTSR[5] are asserted. 

[6] TxRDY -
0 Interrupt not enabled. 

Interrupt generated if TxRDY (GSR[1] 
or GSR[5] for channels A and B 
respectively) is asserted. 

[5] TRSR 73 -
0 Interrupt not enabled. 

Interrupt generated if bits 7, 6, 5, 4 or 
3 of the TRSR are asserted. 

[4] RxRDY -
O Interrupt not enabled. 

Interrupt generated if RxRDY (GSR[O] 
or GSR[4] for channels A and B 
respectively) is asserted. 

Table 7. Interrupt Control and Status Register Bit Format 
RECEIVER STATUS REG 

(RSRA, RSRB) 
ASYNC 

COP 

BOP 

•BIT 7 

#Char 
compare 

# EOM 
detect+ 

# EOM 
detect 

BIT 6 

RTS 
negated 

PAD 
error+ 

Abort 
detect 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

Overrun not BRK end 
error used detect 

Overrun not not 
error used used 

Overrun Short Idle 
error frame detect detect 

[3] RSR 76 -
O Interrupt not enabled. 

Interrupt generated ii bits 7 or 6 of the 
RSR are asserted. 

[2] RSR 54 -
0 Interrupt not enabled. 

Interrupt generated if bits 5 or 4 of the 
RSA are asserted. 

[1] RSR 32 -
O Interrupt not enabled. 

Interrupt generated if bits 3 or 2 of the 
RSR are asserted. 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT O 

BRK start # Framing # Parity 
detect error error 

Syn # CRC # Parity 
detect error error 

Flag # CRC # RCL not 
detect error zero 

# EOM AbortlEOP Overrun Short Turn~around Flag # CRC # AGL not 
LOOP 

(TRSRA, TRSRB) 
ASYNC 

COP 

BOP 

(ICTSRA, ICTSRB) 
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detect detect 

NOTES: 
# Status bit is FIFOed. 
+COP BISYNC mode only. 

error frame detect 

* All modes indicate character count complete. 

TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER STATUS REG 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 

Transmitter CTS not Send 
empty underrun used break ack 

Transmitter CTS Frame Send SOM 
empty underrun complete ack 

CTS 
underrun 

Transmitter Loop Frame Send SOM/ 
empty sending* complete abort ack 

NOTE: 
•Loop mode only 

INPUT AND COUNTER/TIMER STATUS REGISTER 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 

GIT GIT zero Delta Delta 
running count DCD CTSILC 
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detect detect error zero 

BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

DPLL not not not 
error used used used 

DPLL not Rx hunt Rx xpnt 
error used mode mode 

Rx Residual Character Length 

DPLL 000-0 bit 100-4 bits 
error 001-1 bits 101 -5 bits 

010-2 bits 110-6 bits 
011-3 bits 111-7 bits 

BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

DCD CTSILC GPl2 GPl1 
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Table 7. Interrupt Control and Status Register Bit Format (Continued) 
INTERRUPT ENABLE REG 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

(IERA, IERB) DcD/CTS TxRDY TRSR [7:3] RxRDY RSR [7:6] RSR [5:4] RSR [3:2] RSR (1 :O] 

0-no 0-no 0-no 0-no 0-no 0-no 0-no 0-no 
1-yes 1-yes 1-yes 1-yes 1-yes 1-yes 1-yes 1-yes 

INTERRUPT VECTOR REG AND INTERRUPT VECTOR MODIFIED REG 

BIT7 I BIT& I BIT5 I BIT4 I BIT3 I BIT2 I BIT1 I BITO 

(IVR, IVRM) 
B·bit interrupt vector 

GENERAL STATUS REG 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

(GSR) Channel B 

External Rx/Tx TxRDY RxRDY External 
or C/T status or C/T 
status status 

INTERRUPT CONTROL REG 

BIT 7 I BIT 6 BIT 5 I BIT 4 BIT 3 

Channel A/B 
Vector Mode 

Bits to 
(ICR) Interrupt Priority Modify 

00 -channel A 00 - vectcred 0-2:0 
01 - channel B 01 -vectored 1-4:2 
1 O - interleaved A 1 O - vectored 
11 - interleaved B 11 - non vectored 

[O] RSR 10 -
0 Interrupt not enabled. 

Interrupt generated H bits 1 or O of the 
RSA are asserted. 

Receiver Status Register (RSRA, RSRB) 
This register informs the CPU of receiver 
status. Bits indicated as 'not used' in a 
particular mode will read as zero. The logical 
OR of these bits is presented in GSR[2] or 
GSR[6] (ORed with the bits of TRSR) for 
channels A and B, respectively. Unless other
wise indicated, asserted status bits are reset 
only by performing a write operation to the 
status register with the bits to be reset being 
ones in the accompanying data word, or 
when the RESETN input is asserted, or when 
a 'reset receiver' command is issued. 

Certain status bits are specHied as being 
FIFOed. This means that they occupy posi
tions in a status FIFO that correspond to the 
data FIFO. As the data is brought to the top of 
the FIFO (the position read when the RxFIFO 
is read), the FIFOed status bits are logically 
ORed with the previous contents of the corre
sponding bits in the status register. This 
permits the user to obtain status either char-
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acter by character or on a block basis. For 
character by character status, the SR bits 
should be read and then cleared before 
reading the character data from RxFIFO. For 
block status, the status register is initially 
cleared and then read after the message is 
received. Asserted status bits can be pro
grammed to generate an interrupt (see Inter
rupt Enable Register). 

[7] Character Count Complete (All Modes), 
Character Compare (ASYNC), EOM (Bl· 
SYNC/BOP/LOOP)- If the counter/timer is 
programmed to count received characters, 
this bit is asserted when the character which 
causes the count to go to zero is loaded into 
the receive FIFO. It is also asserted to 
indicate the following conditions: 
ASYNC The character currently at the top 

of RxFIFO matched the contents 
of S1 R. A character will not com
pare if It is received with parity 
error even if the data portion 
matches. 

BISYNC The character currently at the top 
of the FIFO was either a text 
message terminator or a control 
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BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

Channel A 

Rx/Tx TxRDY RxRDY 
status 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

Vector Channel A Channel B 
Includes Master Int Master Int 
Status Enable Enable 

0-no 0-no 0-no 
1-yes 1-yes 1-yes 

BOP, 
LOOP 

sequence received outside of a 
text or header field. See Detailed 
Operation of COP Receiver. If 
transfer FCS to FIFO (RPR[6]) is 
set, the EOM will instead be 
tagged onto the last byte of the 
FCS. Note that if an overrun oc
curs during receipt of a message, 
the EOM character may be lost, 
but this status bit will still be as
serted to indicate that an EOM was 
received. For two-byte EOM com
parisons, only the second byte is 
tagged (assuming the CRC is not 
transferred to the FIFO). 
The character currently at the top 
of the FIFO was the last character 
of the frame. If transfer FCS to 
FIFO (RPR[6]) is asserted, the 
EOM will be tagged instead onto 
the last byte of the FCS. Note that 
if an overrun occurs, the EOM 
character may be lost, but this 
status bit will still be asserted to 
indicate that an EOM was re
ceived. This bit will not be set 
when an abort is received. 

-2 -
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[6] RTS Negated (ASYNC), PAD Error 
(BISYNC), ABORT (BOP) -
ASYNC 

BISYNC 
BOP 

LOOP 

The RTSN output was negated 
due to receiving the start bit of a 
new character while the RxFIFO 
was full (see RPR[4)). 
PAD error detected (see RPR[5)). 
An ABORT sequence consisting of 
a zero followed by seven ones was 
received after receipt of the first 
address octet but before receipt of 
the closing FLAG. The user should 
read RxFIFO until it is empty and 
determine if any valid characters 
from a previous frame are in the 
FIFO. If no character with a tagged 
EOM detect ((7)) is found, all char
acters are from the current frame 
and should be discarded along 
with any previously read by the 
CPU. An ABORT detect causes 
the receiver to automatically go 
into search for FLAG state. An 
abort during a valid frame does not 
cause the CRC to reset; this will 
occur when the next frame begins. 
Performs the ABORT detect func
tion as described for BOP without 
the restriction that the pattern be 
detected during an active frame. A 
zero followed by seven ones ls the 
end-of-poll sequence which allows 
the transmitter to go active if the 
'go active on poll' command has 
been invoked. 

[5] Overrun Error (All Modes) - A new 
character was received while the receive 
FIFO was full and a character was already 
waiting in the receive shift register to be 
transferred to the FIFO. The DUSCC protects 
the five characters previously assembled 
(four in RxFIFO, one in the Rx shift register) 
and discards the overrunning character(s). 
After the CPU reads the FIFO, the character 
waiting in the RxSR will be loaded into the 
available FIFO position. This releases the 
RxSR and a new character assembly will start 
at the next character boundary. In this way, 
only valid characters will be assembled, i.e. 
no partial character assembly will occur re
gardless of when the RxSR became available 
during the incoming data stream. 

[4] Short Frame (BOP/LOOP) -
ASYNC Not used 
COP Not used 
BOP, A closing flag was received with 
LOOP missing fields in the frame. See 

detailed operation for BOP 
receiver. 
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[3] BREAK End Detect (ASYNC), IDLE 
(BOP), Turnaround (LOOP) -
ASYNC 1 x clock mode: The RxD input 

has returned to the marking state 
for at least one period of the 1 X 
receiver clock after detecting a 
BREAK. 

COP 
BOP 

LOOP 

16X clock mode: The RxD input 
has returned to the marking (high) 
state for at least one-half bit time 
after detecting a BREAK. A half-bit 
time is defined as eight clock cy
cles of the 16 x receiver clock. 
Not used 
An IDLE sequence consisting of a 
zero followed by fifteen ones was 
received. During a valid frame, an 
abort must precede an idle. How
ever, outside of a valid frame, an 
idle is recognized and abort is not. 
A turnaround sequence consisting 
of eight contiguous zeros was de-
tected outside of an active frame. 
This should normally be used to 
terminate transmitter operation 
and return the system to the 'echo
ing RxD' mode. 

[2] BREAK Start Detect (ASYNC), SYN 
Detect (COP), FLAG Detect (BOP/LOOP) 
ASYNC An all zero character, including 

COP 

BOP, 
LOOP 

parity (if specified) and first stop 
bit, was received. The receiver 
shall be capable of detecting 
breaks which begin in the middle 
of a previous character. Only a 
single all-zero character shall be 
put into the FIFO when a break is 
detected. Additional entries to the 
FIFO are inhibited until the end of 
break has been detected (see 
above) and a new character is 
received. 
A SYN pattern was received. Refer 
to Detailed Operation for definition 
of SYN patterns. Set one bit time 
after detection of SYN pattern in 
HSRH, HSRL. See Figure 1 for 
receiver data path. 
A FLAG sequence (01111110) was 
received. Set one bit time after FLAG 
is detected in CCSR. See Figure 1 for 
receiver data path. 

[1] Framing Error (ASYNC), CRC Error 
(COP/BOP/LOOP) -
ASYNC At the first stop bit position the 

RxD input was in the low (space) 
state. The receiver only checks for 
framing error at the nominal center 
of the first stop bit regardless of 
the number of stop bits pro
grammed in TPR[7:4]. This bit is 
not set for BREAKS. 
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COP In BISYNC COP mode, this bit is 
set upon receipt of the BCC 
byte(s), if any, to indicate that the 
received BCC was in error. The bit 
is normally FIFOed with the last 
byte of the frame (the character 
preceding the first BCC byte). 
However, if transfer FCS to FIFO 
(RPR[6]) is asserted, this bit is 
FIFOed with the last BCC byte. 
The value of this bit should be 
ignored for non-text messages or if 
the received frame was aborted via 
an ENO. In non-BISYNC COP 
modes, the bit is set with each 
received character if the current 
value of the CRC checker is not 
equal to the non-error value (see 

BOP, 
LOOP 

CMR2[2:0]). 
This bit is set upon receipt of the 
FCS byte(s), if any, to indicate that 
the received FCS was in error. The 
bit is normally FIFOed with the last 
byte of the I lield (the character 
preceding the first FCS byte). How
ever, if transfer FCS to FIFO 
(RPR[6)) is asserted, this bit is 
FIFOed with the last FCS byte. 

[O] Parity Error (ASYNC/COP), RCL Not 
Zero (BOP/LOOP) -
ASYNC The parity bit of the received char

acter was not as expected. A parity 
error does not affect the parity bit 
put into the FIFO as part of the 
character when strip parity (RPR 

COP 

BOP, 
LOOP 

(3)) is negated. 
The parity bit of the received char
acter was not as expected. A parity 
error does not affect the parity bit 
put into the FIFO as part of the 
character when strip parity 
(RPR[3)) is negated. A SYN or 
other character received with pari
ty error is treated as a data charac
ter. Thus, a SYN with parity error 
received while in SYN search state 
will not establish character sync. 
Characters received with parity er
ror while in the SYN search state 
will not set the error bit. 
The last character of the I field did 
not have the character length 
specified in RPR[1 :OJ. The actual 
received character length of this 
byte can be read in TRSR[2:0]. 
This bit is FIFOed with the EOM 
character but TRSR[2:0] is not. An 
exception occurs if the command 
to transfer the FCS to the FIFO is 
active. In this case, the bit will be 
FIFOed with the last byte of the 
FCS, i.e., with REOM. In the event 
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COP-SINGLE SYN, 
DUAL SYN, r"I'..,...,.,..,...,...,...,...,..., ..... .,..., .......... BISYNC 

RxD 

INTERNAL TxD 

1X RCVR CLCK 

I 
~(ZERODELETE) 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Kn1r!!f111 
H 11r1·~111 

~ 
that residual characters from two 
consective frames are received 
and are both in the FIFO, the 
length in TRSR[2:0] applies to the 
last received residual character. 

Transmitter/Receiver Status Register 
(TRSRA, TRSRB) 
This register informs the CPU of transmitter 
and receiver status. Bits indicated as not 
used in a particular mode will read as zero, 
except for bits [2:0], which may not be zero. 
The logical-OR of bits [7:3] is presented in 
GSR[2] or GSR[6] (ORed with the bits of 
RSR) for channels A and B, respectively. 
Unless otherwise indicated, asserted status 
bits are reset only: 

1. By performing a write operation to the 
status register with the bits to be reset 
being ones in the accompanying data 
word [7:3]. 

2. When the RESETN input is asserted. 
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Figure 1. Receiver Data Path 

3. For [7:4], when a 'reset transmitter' com
mand is issued. 

4. For [3:0], when a 'reset receiver' com-
mand is issued. 

5. For [2:0], see description in BOP mode. 

Asserted status bits in [7:3] can be pro
grammed to generate an interrupt. See IER. 

[7] Transmitter Empty - Indicates that the 
transmit shift register has completed serializ
ing a character and found no other character 
to serialize in the TxFIFO. The bit is not set 
until at least one character from the transmit 
FIFO (not including PAD characters in syn
chronous modes) has been serialized. The 
transmitter action alter transmitter empty de
pends on operating mode: 
ASYNC The TxD output is held in the 

MARK state until another charac
ter is loaded into the TxFIFO. Nor
mal operation then continues. 
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COP 
BOP, 
LOOP 

BOP WITHOUT CRC 

BOPWITHCRC 

ASYNC 

Action is specified by TPR[7:6]. 
Action is specified by TPR[7:6]. 

[6] CTS Underrun (ASYNC/COP/BOP), 
Loop sending (LOOP) -
ASYNC, This bit is set only if CTS enable 
COP, Tx ( TPR [2]) is asserted. It indi-
BOP cates that the transmit shift regis

ter was ready to begin serializing a 
character and found the CTS_N 
input negated. In ASYNC mode, 
this bit will be reasserted if cleared 
by the CPU while the CTS_N input 

LOOP 
is negated. 
Asserted when the go active on 
poll command has been invoked 
and an EOP sequence has been 
detected, causing the transmitter 
to go active by changing the EOP 
to a FLAG (see detailed operation 
of transmitter). 

2 
~ 
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[5] Frame Complete (COP/BOP) -
ASYNC Not used. 
COP Asserted at the beginning of trans

mission of the end of message 
sequence invoked by which is ei
ther a TEOM command, or when 
TPR[4], or TPR[7:6] = 00. The 
CPU can invoke the TSOM com
mand after this bit is set to control 
the number of SYNs between 
transmitted frames. 

BOP Asserted at the beginning of trans
mission of the end of message 
sequence which is invoked by ei
ther a TEOM command, or when 
TPR[4] = 1, or TPR[7:6] = 00. The 
CPU can invoke the TSOM com
mand after this bit is set to control 
the number of FLAGs between 
transmitted frames. 
In COP/BOP modes, the frame 
complete status bit is set during 
the next-to-last bit (on TxD pin) of 
the last character in the data/ 
information field. In BOP mode, if a 
1-bit residual character is selected 
through OMR[7:5], then this bit is 
set during the next-to-last bit (on 
TxD pin) of the last full length 
character of the information field. 

[ 4] Send Break Ack (ASYNC)/Send SOM 
ACK (COP)/Send SOM-Abort Ack (BOP) -
ASYNC Set when the transmitter begins 

COP 

BOP 

transmission of a break in re
sponse to the send break com
mand. If the command is rein
voked, the bit will be set again at 
the beginning of the next character 
time. The user can control the 
length of the break by counting 
character times through this mech
anism. 
Set when the transmitter begins 
transmission of a SYN pattern in 
response to the TSOM or TSOMP 
command. If the command is rein
voked, the bit will be set again at 
the beginning of the next transmit
ted SYN pattern. The user can 
control the number of SYNs which 
are sent through this mechanism. 
Set when the transmitt~ begins 
transmission of a FLAG/ A'lleRT in 
response to the TSOM or TSOM P 
or TABAK command. If the com
mand is reinvoked, the bit will be 
set again at the beginning of the 
next transmitted FLAG/ ABORT. 
The user can control the number 
of FLAGs/ ABORTs which are sent 
through this mechanism. 

[3] DPLL Error - Set while the DPLL is 
operating in FM mode to indicate that a data 
transition was not detected within the detec-
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tion window for two consecutive bits and that 
the DPLL was forced into search mode. This 
feature is disabled when the DPLL is speci
fied as the clock source for the transmitter via 
TTR[6:4]. 

[2:0] Received Residual Character Length 
(BOP)-
BOP This field should be examined to 

determine the length of the last 
character of the I field (character 
tagged with REOM status bit) if 
RSR[O] is set to indicate that the 
length was not equal to the char
acter length specified in RPR[1 :O]. 
This field is negated when a reset 
receiver or disable receiver com
mand is issued, or when the first 
control character for the next 
frame of data is in HSRL (see 
Figure 1 ). Care must be taken to 
read TRSR[2:0] before these bits 
are cleared. 

[1] Receiver in Hunt Mode (COP) -
COP This bit is asserted after the receiv

er is reset or disabled. It indicates 
that the receiver is in the hunt 
mode, searching the data stream 
for a SYN sequence to establish 
character synchronization. The bit 
is negated automatically when 
character sync is achieved. 

[OJ Receiver in Transparent Mode 
(BISYNC) -
COP Indicates that a DLE-STx se

quence was received and the re
ceiver is operating in BISYNC 
transparent mode. Set two bit 
times after detection of STx in 
HSRL. See Figure 1 for receiver 
data path. Transparent mode oper
ation is terminated and the bit is 
negated automatically when one of 
the terminators for transparent text 
mode is received (DLE-ETx/ETB/ 
ITB/ENQ). 

Input and Counter/Timer Status 
Register (ICTSRA, ICTSRB) 
This register informs the CPU of status of the 
counter/timer and inputs. The logical-OR of 
bits [6:4] is presented in GSR[3] or GSR[7] 
for channels A and B, respectively. Unless 
otherwise specified, bits of this register are 
reset only: 

1. By performing a write operation to the 
status register with the bits to be reset 
(ones in the accompanying data word for 
bits [6:4] only). 

2. When the RESETN input is asserted (bits 
[7:4]) only. 

[7] Counter/Timing Running - Set when 
the CIT is started by start CIT command and 
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reset when it is stopped by a stop CIT 
command. 

[6] Counter/Timer Zero Detect - Set 
when the counter/timer reaches zero count, 
or when the bit length measurement is en
abled (CTCR [2:0] = 011) and the RXD input 
has returned high. The assertion of this bit 
causes an interrupt to be generated if 
ICTCR[7] and the channel's master interrupt 
enable (ICR[1] or ICR[O]) are asserted. 

[5] Delta DCD - The DCD input is sampled 
approximately every 6.8µs using the 32 X , 
4800 baud output from the BRG. After syn
chronizing with the sampling clock, at least 
two consecutive samples at the same level 
are required to establish the level. As a 
consequence, a change of state at the DCD 
input, lasting at least 17 µs, will set this bit. 
The reset circuitry initializes the sampling 
circuits so that a change is not falsely indicat
ed at power on time. The assertion of this bit 
causes an interrupt to be generated if IER[7] 
and the channel's master interrupt enable 
(ICR[1] or ICR[O]) are asserted. 

[4] Delta CTS/LC -When not in loop mode, 
the CTS input is sampled approximately every 
6.8µs using the 32 X , 4800 baud output from 
the BRG. After synchronizing with the sam
pling clock, at least two consecutive samples 
at the same level are required to establish the 
level. As a consequence, a change of state at 
the CTS input, lasting at least 17 µs, will set 
this bit. The reset circuitry initi alizes the 
sampling circuits so that a change is not 
falsely indicated at power on time. The asser
tion of this bit causes an interrupt to be 
generated if IER[7] and the channel's master 
interrupt enable (ICR[1] or ICR[O]) are as
serted. 

In SDLC loop mode, this bit is set upon 
transitions of the LC output. LC is asserted in 
response to the 'go on-loop' command when 
the receiver detects a zero followed by seven 
ones, and negated in response to the 'go off
loop' command when the receiver detects a 
sequence of eight ones. 

[3:0] Current State of DCD, CTS, GPl2, and 
GPl1 Inputs - This field provides the current 
state of the channel's input pins. The bit's 
value is latched at the beginning of the read 
cycle. 

Interrupt Vector Register (IVR) 
and Modified Vector Register 
(IVRM) 

[7:0] Register Content - If ICR[2] = o, the 
content of IVR register is output on the data 
bus when the DUSCC has issued an interrupt 
request and the responding interrupt ac
knowledge (IACKN) is .received. The value in 
the IVR is initialized to H'OF' on master reset. 
If 'vector includes status' is specified by 
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ICR[2] - 1, bits [2:0] or [4:2] (depending on 
ICR[3]), of the vector are modified as shown 
in Table 8 to indicate the highest priority 
interrupt currently active. The priority is pro
grammable through the ICR. This modified 
vector is stored in the IVRM. When ICR[2] -
1, the content of the IVRM is output on to the 
data bus on the interrupt acknowledge. The 
vector is not modified, regardless of the value 
of ICR[2]. if the CPU has not written an initial 
vector into this register. 

Either the modified or unmodified vector can 
also be read by the CPU via a normal bus 
read cycle (see Table 1 ). The vector value is 
locked at the beginning of the IACK or read 
cycle until the cycle is completed. 

Interrupt Control Register (ICR) 

[7:6J Channel A/B Interrupt Priority -
Selects the relative priority between channels 
A and 8. The state of this bit determines the 
value of the interrupt vector (see Interrupt 
Vector Register). The priority within each 
channel, from highest to lowest, is as follows: 
O Receiver ready 

Transmitter ready 

2 Rx/Tx status 

3 External or CIT status 

00 Channel A has the highest priority. 
The DUSCC interrupt priorities from 
highest to lowest are as follows: A(O), 
A(1), A(2), A(3), 8(0), 8(1), 8(2). 8(3) 

01 Channel 8 has the highest priority. 
The DUSCC interrupt priorities from 
highest to lowest are as follows: 8(0), 
8(1), 8(2), 8(3), A(O), A(1). A(2). A(3) 

1 O Priorities are interleaved between 
channels, but channel A has the high
est priority between events of equal 
channel priority. The DUSCC interrupt 
priorities from highest to lowest are as 
follows: A(O), 8(0), A(1), 8(1), A(2), 
8(2), A(3), 8(3) 

Table 8. Interrupt Status 
Encoding 

IVRM 
HIGHEST PRIORITY 

[2:0J/ INTERRUPT CONDITION 
[4:2J 

000 Channel A receiver ready 
001 Channel A transmitter ready 
010 Channel A Rx/Tx status 
011 Channel A ex1ernal or CIT 

status 
100 Channel 8 receiver ready 
101 Channel 8 transmitter ready 
110 Channel 8 Rx/Tx status 
111 Channel 8 ex1ernal or CIT 

status 
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11 Priorities are interleaved between 
channels, but channel 8 has the high
est priority between events of equal 
channel priority. The DUSCC interrupt 
priorities from highest to lowest are as 
follows: 8(0), A(O), 8(1), A(1), 8(2), 
A(2), 8(3), A(3) 

[5:4J Vector Mode - The value of this field 
determines the response of the DUSCC when 
the interrupt acknowledge (IACKN) is re
ceived from the CPU. 
00 Vectored mode. Upon interrupt ac-
or knowledge, the DUSCC locks its cur-
01 rent interrupt status until the end of 
or the acknowledge cycle. If it has an 
1 O active interrupt pending, it responds 

with the appropriate vector and then 
asserts DTACKN. II it does not have 
an interrupt, it propagates the ac
knowledge through its X2/IDCN out
put ii this function is programmed in 
PCRA[7]. Otherwise, the IACKN is 
ignored. Locking the interrupt status 
at the leading edge of IACKN pre
vents a device at a high position in 
the interrupt daisy chain from re
sponding to an IACK issued for a 
lower priority device while the ac· 
knowledge is being propagated to 
that device. 

11 Non-vectored mode. The DUSCC ig
nores an IACK ii one is received; the 
interrupt vector is not placed on the 
data bus. The internal interrupt status 
is locked when a read of the IVR or 
IVRM is performed. Except for the 
absence of the vector on the bus, the 
DUSCC performs as it does in vec
tored mode - the vector is prioritized 
and modified ii programmed. 

[3J Vector Bits .to Modify - Selects which 
bits of the vector stored in the IVR are to be 
modified to indicate the highest priority inter
rupt pending in the DUSCC. See Interrupt 
Vector Register. 
O Modify bits 2:0 of the vector. 

Modify bits 4:2 of the vector. 

[2] Vector Includes Status - Selects 
whether the modified (includes status) (IVRM) 
or unmodified vector (IVR) is output in re
sponse to an interrupt acknowledge (see 
Interrupt Vector Register). 
0 Unmodified vector. 

Modified vector. 

[1J Channel A Master Interrupt Enable -
O Channel A interrupts are disabled. 

Channel A interrupts are enabled. 

[OJ Channel B Master Interrupt Enable -
0 Channel 8 interrupts are disabled. 

Channel 8 interrupts are enabled. 
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General Status Register. (GSR) 
This register provides a 'quick look' at the 
overall status of both channels of the 
DUSCC. A write to this register with 1 s at the 
corresponding bit positions causes TxRDY 
(bits 5 and 1) and/ or RxRDY (bits 4 and 0) to 
be reset. The other status bits can be reset 
only by resetting the individual status bits that 
they point to. 

[7] Channel B External or Counter /Timer 
Status - This bit indicates that one of the 
following status bits is asserted: ICTSR8[6:4]. 

[6] Channel B Receiver or Transmitter 
Status - This bit indicates that one of the 
following status bits is asserted: RSR8[7:0], 
TRSR8[7:3]. 

[5J Channel B Transmitter Ready - The 
assertion of this bit indicates that one or more 
characters may be loaded into the channel 8 
transmitter FIFO to be serialized by the trans
mit shift register. See description of OMR[4]. 
This bit can be asserted only when the 
transmitter is enabled. Disabling or resetting 
the transmitter negates TxRDY. 

[4J Channel B Receiver Ready - The 
assertion of this bit indicates that one or more 
characters are available in the channel B 
receiver FIFO to be read by the CPU. See 
description of OMR[3]. RxRDY is initially 
reset (negated) by a chip reset or when a 
'reset channel 8 receiver' command is in
voked. 

[3J Channel A External or Counter/Timer 
Status - This bit indicates that one of the 
following status bits is asserted: ICTSRA[6:4]. 

[2] Channel A Receiver or Transmitter 
Status - This bit indicates that one of the 
following status bits is asserted: RSRA[7:0], 
TRSRA[7:3]. 

[1] Channel A Transmitter Ready - The 
assertion of this bit indicates that one or more 
characters may be loaded into the channel A 
transmitter FIFO to be serialized by the trans
mit shift register. See description of OMR[4]. 
This bit can be asserted only when the 
transmitter is enabled. Disabling or resetting 
the transmitter negates TxRDY. 

[OJ Channel A Receiver Ready - The 
assertion of this bit indicates that one or more 
characters are available in the channel A 
receiver FIFO to be read by the CPU. See 
description of OMR[3]. RxRDY is initially 
reset (negated) by a chip reset or when a 
'reset channel A receiver' command is in
voked. 

Channel Command Register (CCRA, 
CCRB} -
Commands to the DL!SCC are entered 
through the channel command register. The 
format of that register is shown in Table 9. A 
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Table 9. Command Register Bit Format 
CHANNEL COMMAND REG 

BIT 7 l BIT 6 

(CCRA, CCRB) 

00= 
Transmitter CMD 

01 = 
Receiver CMD 

10= 
CIT CMD 

11 = 
DPLL CMD 

NOTE: 
*FIFOed commands 

read of this register returns the last invoked 
command (with bits 4 and 5 set to 1 ). 

Transmitter Commands 
0000 Reset transmitter .. Causes the trans

mitter to cease operation immediate
ly. The transmit FIFO is cleared and 
the TxD output goes into the marking 
state. Also clears the transmitter sta
tus bits (TRSR[7:4]) and resets the 
TxRDY status bit (GSR[1] or GSR[5] 
for channels A and B, respectively). 
The counter/timer and other registers 
are not affected. 

0001 Reset transmit CRC. This command 
is appended to and FIFOed along 
with the next character loaded into 
the transmit FIFO. It causes the trans
mitter CRC generator to be reset to its 
initial state prior to beginning trans
mission of the appended character. 

0010 Enable transmitter. Enables transmit
ter operation, conditioned by the state 
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BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 l BIT 2 l BIT 1 l BIT 0 

Transmitter Command 

don't don't 0000 - reset Tx 
care care 0001 - reset TxCRC* 

0010-enable Tx 
0011 - disable Tx 
0100-transmit SOM (TSOM) 
0101 -transmit SOM with PAD (TSOMP) 
0110-transmit EOM (TEOM)* 
0111-transmit ABORT/BREAK (TABAK) 
1000 - transmit DLE (TDLE) * 
1001 - go active on poll 
101 O - reset go active on poll 
1011 - go on-loop 
1100 ~go off-loop 
1101 - exclude from CRC* 

Receiver Command 

don't don't 0000 - reset Rx 
care care 0001 - reserved 

0010-enabie Rx 
0011 - disable Rx 

Counter/Timer Command 

don't don't 0000-start 
care care 0001 -stop 

0010-preset to FFFF 
0011 - preset from CTPRH/CTPRL 

DPLL Command 

don't don't 0000 - enter search mode 
care care 0001 - disable DPLL 

0010-set FM mode 
0011 - set NRZI mode 
0100 - reserved for test 
0101 - reserved for test 

of the CTS ENABLE Tx bit, TPR[2]. 
Has no effect if invoked when the 
transmitter has previously been en
abled. 

command (or the transmit SOM with 
PAD command, see below) is issued. 
The command causes the SYN (COP) 
or FLAG (BOP) pattern to be transmit
ted. SEND SOM ACK (TRSR[4]) is 
set when transmission of the SYN/ 
FLAG begins. The CPU may then 
reinvoke the command. if multiple 
SYN/FLAGs are to be transmitted. 
Transmission of the FIFO characters 
begins when the command is no long
er reinvoked. If the FIFO is empty, 
SYN/FLAGs continue to be transmit
ted until a character is loaded into the 
FIFO, but the status bit (TSR[4]) is not 
set. Insertion of SYN/FLAGs be
tween frames can be accomplished 
by invoking this command after the 
frame complete status bit (TRSR[5]) 
has been asserted in response to 
transmission of the end-of-message 
sequence. 

0011 Disable transmitter. Terminates trans
mitter operation and places the T xD 
output in the marking state at the next 
occurrence of a transmit Fi FO empty 
condition. All characters currently in 
the FIFO, or any loaded subsequently 
prior to attaining an empty condition, 
will be transmitted. 

0100 Transmit start of message. Used in 
COP and BOP modes to initiate trans
mission of a frame after the transmit
ter is first enabled, prior to sending 
the contents of the FIFO. Can also be 
used to precisely control the number 
of SYN/FLAGs at the beginning of 
transmission or in between frames. 

When the transmitter is first enabled, 
transmission will not begin until this 
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0101 Transmit start of message with open
ing PAD. Used in COP and BOP 
modes alter the transmitter is first 
enabled to send a bit pattern for 
DPLL synchronization prior to trans
mitting the opening SYN (COP) or 
FLAG (BOP). The SYN/FLAG is sent 
at the next occurrence of a transmit 
FIFO empty condition. All characters 
currently in the FIFO, or any loaded 
subsequently prior to attaining an 
empty condition, will be transmitted. 
While the PAD characters are trans
mitted, the character length is set to 8 
bits, (regardless of the programmed 
length), and parity generation (COP), 
zero insertion (BOP), and LRC/CRC 
accumulation are disabled. SEND 
SOM ACK (TRSR[4]) is set when 
transmission of the SYN/FLAG be· 
gins. The CPU may then invoke the 
transmit SOM command if multiple 
SYN/FLAGs are to be transmitted. 

The TSOM/TSOMP commands, de· 
scribed above, are sampled by the 
controller in alternate bit times of the 
transmitter clock. As a consequence, 
the first bit time of a COP /BOP frame 
will be transmitted on the TxD pin, 
alter a maximum of three bit times, 
alter the command is issued. (The 
additional 1 ·bit delay in the data path 
is due to the data encoding logic.) 

0110 Transmit end-of-message. This com
mand is appended to the next charac
ter loaded into the transmit FIFO. It 
causes the transmitter to send the 
end-of-message sequence (selected 
FCS in COP modes, FCS - FLAG in 
BOP modes) after the appended 
character is transmitted. Frame com
plete (TRSR[5]) is set when transmis
sion of the FCS begins. This com
mand is also asserted automatically if 
the TEOM on zero count or done 
control bit (TPR[4]) is asserted, and 
the counter/timer is programmed to 
count transmitted characters when 
the character which causes the count 
to go to zero is loaded into the 
transmit FIFO. 

0111 Transmit Abort BOP /Transmit Break 
ASYNC. In BOP modes, causes an 
abort (eight ones) to be transmitted 
alter transmission of the character 
currently in the shift register is com
pleted. The transmitter then sends 
MARKs or FLAGs depending on the 
state of underrun control (TPR[7:6]). 
Send SOM/abort ack (TRSR[4]) is 
set when the transmission of the 
abort begins. If the command is reas
serted before transmission of the pre
vious ABORT is completed, the pro-
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cess will be repeated. This can be 
used to send the idle sequence. The 
'transmit SOM' command must be 
used to initiate transmission of a new 
message. In either mode, invoking 
this command causes the transmit 
FIFO to be flushed (characters are 
not transmitted). 

In ASYNC mode, causes a break 
(space) to be transmitted after trans
mission of the character currently in 
the shift register is completed. Send 
break ack (TRSR[4]) is set when the 
transmission of the break begins. The 
transmitter keeps track of character 
times. If the command is reasserted, 
send break ack will be set again at 
the beginning of the next character 
time. The user can use this mecha
nism to control the length of the break 
in character time multiples. Transmis
sion of the break is terminated by 
issuing a 'reset Tx' or 'disable Tx' 
command. 

1000 Transmit OLE. Used in COP modes 
only. This command is appended to 
and FIFOed with the next character 
loaded into the transmitter FIFO. It 
causes the transmitter to send a DLE, 
(EBCDIC H'10', ASCII H'10') prior to 
transmitting the appended character. 
If the transmitter is operating in Bl
SYNC transparent mode, the trans
mitter control logic automatically 
causes a second OLE to be transmit· 
led whenever a OLE is detected at 
the top of the FIFO. In this case, the 
TOLE command should not be in
voked. An extra (third) DLE, however, 
will not be sent if the transmit OLE 
command is invoked. 

1001 Go active on poll. Used in BOP loop 
mode only. Causes the transmitter, if 
it is enabled, to begin sending when 
an EOP sequence consisting of a 
zero followed by seven ones is de
tected. The last one of the EOP is 
changed to zero, making it another 
FLAG, and then the transmitter oper
ates as described in the detailed op
eration section. The loop sending sta· 
tus bit (TRSR[6]) is asserted concur
rent with the beginning of transmis
sion. 

1010 Reset go active on poll. Clears the 
stored 'go active on poll' command. 

1011 Go on-loop. Used in BOP loop mode 
to control the assertion of the LC_N 
output. This output provides the 
means of controlling external loop 
interface hardware to go on-loop and 
off-loop. When the command is as
serted, the DUSCC will look for the 
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receipt of seven contiguous ones, at 
which time it will assert the LC_N 
output and set the delta DCD/LC 
status bit (ICTSR[4]). This allows the 
DUSCC to break into the loop without 
affecting loop operation. This com· 
mand must be used to initiate loop 
mode operation. 

1100 Go off.loop. Used in BOP loop mode 
to control the negation of the LC_N 
output. This output provides the 
means of controlling external loop 
interface hardware to go on-loop and 
off-loop. When the command is as
serted, the DUSCC will look for the 
receipt of eight contiguous ones, at 
which time it will negate the LC _N 
output and set the delta DCD/LC 
status bit (ICTSR[4]). This allows the 
DUSCC to get off the loop without 
affecting loop operation. This com
mand is normally used to terminate 
loop mode operation. 

1101 Exclude from CRC. This command is 
appended to and FIFOed along with 
the next character loaded into the 
transmit FIFO. It causes the transmit· 
ter CRC generator to be disabled 
while the appended character is being 
transmitted. Thus, that character is 
not included in the CRC accumula
tion. 

Receiver Commands 
0000 Reset Receiver. Causes the receiver 

to cease operation, clears the receiv· 
er FIFO, and clears the receiver sta
tus (RSR[7:0], TRSR[3:0], and either 
GSR[O] or GSR[4] for channels A and 
B, respectively). The counter /timer 
and other registers are not affected. 

0001 Reserved. 

0010 Enable receiver. Causes receiver op
eration to begin, conditioned by the 
state of the DCD ENABLE Rx bit, 
RPR[2]. Receiver goes into START, 
SYN, or FLAG search mode depend
ing on channel protocol mode. Has 
no effect if invoked when the receiver 
has previously been enabled. 

0011 Disable receiver. Terminates opera
tion of the receiver. Any character 
currently being assembled will be lost. 
Does not affect FIFO or any status. 

Counter/Timer Commands 
0000 Start. Starts the counter /timer and 

prescaler. 

0001 Stop. Stops the counter/timer and 
prescaler. Since the command may 
be asynchronous with the selected 
clock source, thr counter /timer and/ 
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or prsscaler may count one or more 
additional cycles before stopping. 

0010 Preset to FFFF. Presets the counter 
timer to H' FFFF' and the prescaler to 
its initial value. This command causes 
the CIT output to go low. 

0011 Preset from CTPRH/CTPRL. Trans
fers the current value in the counter/ 
timer preset registers to the counter/ 
timer and presets the prescaler to its 
initial value. This command causes 
the CIT output to go low. 

Digital Phase-Locked Loop 
Commands 
0000 Enter Search Mode. This command 

causes the DPLL counter to be set to 
the value 16 and the clock output will 
be forced high. The counter will be 
disabled until a transition on the data 
line is detected, at which point it will 
start incrementing and the clock out
put will go from high to low. After the 
counter reaches a count of 31, it will 
reset to zero and cause the clock 
output to go from low to high. The 
DPLL will then continue normal oper
ation. This allows the DPLL to be 
locked onto the data without pre
f rame transitions. This command 
should not be used if the DPLL is 
programmed to supply the clock for 
the transmitter and the transmitter is 
active. 

0001 Disable DPLL. Disables operation of 
the DPLL. 

0010 Set FM Mode. Sets the DPLL to the 
FM mode of operation, used when 
FMO, FM1, or Manchester (NAZ) is 
selected by CMR1 [7:6]. 

0011 Set NRZI Mode. Sets the DPLL to the 
NRZI mode of operation, used when 
NRZ or NRZI is selected by 
CMR1[7:6]. 

0100 Reserved for test 

0101 Reserved for test 

DETAILED OPERATION 

Interrupt Control 
A single interrupt output (IRON) is provided 
which is activated upon the occurrence of any 
of the following conditions: 

Channel A external or CIT special condition 

Channel B external or CIT special condition 

Channel A Rx/Tx error or special condition 

Channel B Rx/Tx error or special condition 

Channel A TxRDY 
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Channel B TxADY 

Channel A RxRDY 

Channel B RxROY 

Each of the above conditions occupies a bit in 
the general status register (GSR). If ICR[2] is 
set, the eight conditions are encoded into 
three bits which are inserted into bits [2:0] or 
[4:2] of the interrupt vector register. This 
forms the content of the IVRM during an 
interrupt acknowledge cycle. Unmodified and 
modified vectors can be read directly through 
specified registers. Two of the conditions are 
the inclusive OR of several other maskable 
conditions: 

-· Ext or CIT special condition: Delta DCD, 
delta CTS or CIT zero count (ICTSR[6:4]). 

- Rx/T x error or special condition: Any condi
tion in the receiver status register 
(RSR[7:0]) or a transmitter or DPLL condi
tion in the tratismitter and receiver status 
register (TRSR[7:3]). 

The TxRDY and RxRDY conditions are de
fined by OMR[4] and OMR[3], respectively. 
Also associated with the interrupt system are 
the interrupt enable register (IER), one bit in 
the counter/timer control register (CTCR), 
and the interrupt control register (ICR). 

The IER is programmed to enable specified 
conditions or groups of conditions to cause 
an interrupt by asserting the corresponding 
bit. A negated bit prevents an interrupt from 
occurring when the condition is active and 
hence masks the interrupt. In addition to the 
IER, CTCR[7] could be programmed to en
able or disable an interrupt upon the CIT zero 
count condition. The interrupt priorities within 
a channel are fixed. Priority between chan
nels is controlled by ICR[7:6]. Refer to Table 
8 and ICR[7:6]. 

The ICR contains the master interrupt en
ables for each channel (ICR[1] and ICR[O]) 
which must be set if the corresponding chan
nel is to cause an interrupt. The CPU vector 
mode is specified by ICR[5:4] which selects 
either vectored or non-vectored operation. If 
vectored mode is selected, the content of the 
IVR or IVRM is placed on the data bus when 
IACK is activated. If ICR[2] is set, the content 
of IVRM is output which contains the content 
of IVR and the encoded status of the inter
rupting condition. 

Upon receiving an interrupt acknowledge, the 
DUSCC locks its current interrupt status until 
the end of the acknowledge cycle: If it has an 
active interrupt pending, it responds with the 
appropriate vector and then asserts 
DT ACKN. If it does not have an interrupt, it 
propagates the acknowledge through its X2/ 
IDCN output if this function is programmed in 
PCRA[7]; otherwise, the IACKN is ignored. 
Locking the interrupt status at the leading 
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edge of IACKN prevents a device at a high 
position in the interrupt daisy chain from 
responding to an IACK issued for a lower 
priority device while the acknowledge is being 
propagated to that device. 

OMA Control 
The OMA control section provides the inter
face to allow the DUSCC to operate with an 
external OMA controller. One of tour modes 
of OMA can be programmed for each channel 
independently via CMR2[5:3]: 

- Half-duplex single address. In this mode, a 
single pin provides both OMA read and 
write requests. Acknowledgement of the 
requests is via a single OMA acknowledge 
pin. The data transfer is accomplished in a 
single bus cycle - the OMA controller 
places the memory address of the source 
or destination of the data on the address 
bus and then issues the acknowledge sig
nal, which causes the DUSCC to either 
write the data into its transmit Fl FO (write 
request) or to output the contents of the 
top of the receive FIFO (read request). The 
cycle is completed when the DTCN input is 
asserted by the OMA controller. This mode 
can be used when channel operation is 
half-duplex (e.g., BISYNC). It allows a sin
gle DMA channel to service the receiver 
and transmitter. 

- Half-duplex dual address. In this mode, a 
single pin provides both OMA read and 
write requests. Acknowledgement of the 
requests is via normal bus read and write 
cycles. The data transfer requires two bus 
cycles - the OMA controller acquires the 
data from the source (memory for a Tx 
OMA or DUSCC for a Rx OMA) on the first 
cycle and deposits it at the destination 
(DUSCC for a Tx OMA or memory for a Rx 
OMA) on the second bus cycle. This mode 
is used when channel operation is half
duplex (e.g., BISYNC) and allows a single 
OMA channel to service the receiver and 
transmitter. 

- Full-duplex single address. This mode is 
similar to half-duplex single address mode 
but provides separate request and ac
knowledge pins for the receiver and trans
mitter. 

- Full-duplex dual address. This mode is 
similar to half-duplex dual· address mode 
but provides duplex dual address mode but 
provides separate request pins for the re
ceiver and transmitter. 

Figures 4 through 7 describe operation of the 
DUSCC in the various OMA environments. 
Table 10 summarizes pins used for the OMA 
request and acknowledge function for the 
transmitter and receiver for the different OMA 
modes. 
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Table 10. OMA REQ and ACK Pins for Operational Modes 

HALF DUPLEX HALF DUPLEX FULL DUPLEX FULL DUPLEX 
FUNCTION SINGLE ADDR DUAL ADDR SINGLE ADDR DUAL ADDR 

OMA OMA OMA OMA 

RCVR REQ RTxDRQ_N RTxDRQ_N RTxDRQ_N RTxDRQ_N 
TRAN REQ Same as Same as TxDRQ_N TxDRQ_N 

RCVR REQ RCVR REQ 
RCVR ACK RTxDAK_N Normal read RTxDAK_N Normal read 

RCVR FIFO RCVR FIFO 
TRAN ACK Same as Normal write TxDAK_N Normal write 

RCVR ACK TRAN FIFO TRAN FIFO 

The DMA request signals are functionally 
identical to the TxRDY and RxRDY status 
signals for each serial channel except that in 
DMA the signals are negated on the leading 
edge of the acknowledge signal when the 
subsequent transfer causes the FIFO to be· 
come full (transmitter request) or empty (re· 
ceiver request). In non DMA operation TxRDY 
and RxRDY signals are negated only after the 
transfer is completed. The DMA read request 
can be programmed through OMR[3] be as· 
serted either when any character is in the 
receive FIFO or only when the receive FIFO 
is full. Likewise, the DMA write request can be 
programmed through OMR[4] to be asserted 
either when the transmit FIFO is not full or 
only when the transmit FIFO is empty (the 
transmitter must be enabled for a DMA re· 
quest to be asserted). The request signals 
are negated when the respective data trans· 
fer cycle is completed. When the serial chan· 
nel is not operating in DMA mode, the request 
and acknowledge pins for the channel can be 
programmed for other functions (see pin 
descriptions). 

OMA DONEN Operation 
As an input, DONEN is asserted by the DMA 
controller concurrent with the corresponding 
DMA acknowledge to indicate to the DUSCC 
that the character being transferred into the 
TxFIFO is the last character of the transmis· 
sion frame. In synchronous modes, the 
DUSCC can be programmed through TPR[4] 
to automatically transmit the frame termina· 
lion sequence (e.g., FCS - FLAG in BOP 
mode) upon receipt of this signal. 

As an output, DONEN is asserted by the 
DUSCC under the following conditions: 

a. In response to the DMA acknowledge for 
a receiver DMA request if the FIFOed 
RECEIVED EOM status bit (RSR[7]) is 
set for the character being transferred. 

b. In response to the DMA acknowledge for 
a transmitter DMA request if the counter/ 
timer has been programmed to count 
transmitted characters and the terminal 
count has occurred. 

Block Transfers Using OT ACK 
The DTACKN line may be used to synchro
nize data transfers to and from the DUSCC 
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utilizing a 'wait' state. Either the receiver or 
the transmitter or both may be programmed 
for this mode of operation, independently for 
each channel, via CMR2[5:3]. 

In this mode, if the CPU attempts a write to 
the transmit FIFO and an empty FIFO posi
tion is not available, the DT ACK line will 
remain negated until a position empties. The 
data will then be written into the FIFO and 
DTACKN will be asserted to signify that the 
transfer is complete. 

Similarly, a read of an empty receive FIFO will 
be held off until data is available to be 
transferred. Potentially, this mode can cause 
the microcomputer system to hang up if, for 
example, a read request was made and no 
further data was available. 

Timing Circuits 
The timing block for each channel consists of 
a crystal oscillator, a bit rate generator (BRG), 
a digital phase locked loop (DPLL) and a 16-
bit counter/timer (CIT) (see Figure 8). 

Crystal Oscillator 
The crystal oscillator operates directly from a 
crystal (normally 14. 7 456MHz if the internal 
BRG is to be used) connected across the X1 I 
CLK and X2/IDCN pins with a minimum of 
external components. If an external clock of 
the appropriate frequency is available, it may 
be connected to the X1 /CLK pin. This signal 
is divided by two to provide the internal 
system clock (a maximum of 16MHz input is 
allowed). 

Bit Rate Generator 
The BRG operates from the oscillator or 
external clock and is capable of generating 
16 bit rates. These are available to the 
receiver, transmitter, DPLL, and CIT. The 
BRG output is at 32 X the base bit rate. Since 
all sixteen rates are generated simultaneous
ly, each receiver and transmitter may select 
its bit rate independently. The transmitter and 
receiver timing registers include a 4-bit field 
for this purpose (TTR[3:0], RTR[3:0]). 

Digital Phase-Locked Loop 
Each channel of the DUSCC includes a DPLL 
used in synchronous modes to recover clock 
information from a received data stream. The 
DPLL is driven by a clock at nominally 32 
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times the data rate. This clock can be pro
grammed, via RTR (7:4), to be supplied from 
an external input, from the receiver BRG, 
from the CIT, or directly from the crystal 
oscillator. 

The DPLL uses this clock, along with the data 
stream to construct a data clock which may 
then be used as the DUSCC receive clock, 
transmit clock, or both. The output of the 
DPLL is a square wave at 1 X the data rate. 
The derived clock can also be programmed to 
be output on a DUSCC pin; only the DPLL 
receiver output clock is available at the TRxC 
pin. Four commands are associated with 
DPLL operation: Enter search mode, set FM 
mode, set NRZI mode, and disable DPLL. 
The commands are described in the com
mand register description. Waveforms associ
ated with the DPLL are illustrated in Figure 9. 

DPLL NRZI Mode Operation 
This mode is used with NRZ and NRZI data 
encoding. With this type of encoding, the 
transitions of the data stream occur at the 
beginning of the bit cell. The DPLL has a six
bit counter which is incremented by a 32 x 
clock. The first edge detected during search 
mode sets the counter to 16 and begins 
operation. The DPLL output clock then rises 
at a count of O and falls at 16. Data is 
sampled on the rising edge of the clock. 
When a transition in the data stream is 
detected, the count length is adjusted by one 
or two counts, depending on the counter 
value when the transition occurs (see 
Table 11 ). A transition detection at the roll
over point (third column in Figure 11) is 
treated as a transition occurring at zero 
count. 

The count length adjustments cause the ris
ing edge of the DPLL output clock to con
verge to the nominal center of the bit cell. In 
the worst case, which occurs when a DPLL 
pulse is coincident with the data edge, the 
DPLL converges after 12 data transitions. 

For NRZ encoded data, a stream of alternat
ing ones and zeros should be used as a 
synchronizing pattern. For NRZI encoded 
data, a stream of zeros should be used. 

Table 11. NRZI Mode Count Length 

COUNT 
COUNTER 

COUNT WHEN RESET 
TRANSITION 

LENGTH 
AFTER 

DETECTED 
ADJUST· 

COUNT 
MENT 

REACHES 

0-7 -2 29 
8-15 -1 30 
16-23 +1 32 
24-30 +2 33 
None detected 0 31 
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~ FIRST _: 
1 CHARACTER 

(STATUS BIT I 
R8A2 STATUS BIT RSR2 SET) • I RESET BY CPU 

PINSYNOUTN 
u(SYNOUT) 

PINCDCD/SYNIN 
(SYNC INPUT COINCIDENT 
WITH SECOND BIT OF 
FIRST CHARACTER), 

(SUBSEQUENT 
SYNC INPUTS 
IG,NORED) 

I 
I 

PINRXD 

PINTAXC 
(1X RX CLOCK) 

DPLL FM Mode Operation 
FM operation is used with FMO, FM1, and 
Manchester data encoding. With this type of 
encoding, transitions in the data stream al· 
ways occur at the beginning of the bit cell for 
FMO and FM1, or at the center of the bit cell 
for Manchester. The DPLL 6-bit counter is 
inl:remented by a 32 X clock. The firSt edge 
detected during search mode sets the count
er to 16 and begins operation. The DPLL 
receiver clock· then rises on a count of 8 and 
falls on 24. (The DPLL transmitter clock 
output falls on a count of 16. It rises on a 
count of O if ·a transition has been detected 
between counts of 16 and 23. For other 
cases, it rises 1 /2 count of the 32 x input 
clock sooner.) This provides a 1 X clock with 
edges positioned at the nominal centers of 
the two halves of the bit cell. The transition 
detection circuit is enabled between counts of 
8 and 23, inclusive. When a transition is 
detected, .the count length is adjusted by one, 
depending on when the transition occurs (see 
Table 12). 

Table 12. FM Mode Count Length 

COUNT 
COUNTER 

COUNT WHEN RESET 
TRANSITION. LENGTH 

AFTER 
ADJUST· 

DE.TECTED MENT' COUNT 
REACHES 

8-15 -1 30 
16-23 +1 32 
24-7 Disabled 
None detected 0 31 
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I 
I 
I I 

· Figure 2. External Sync Mode 

If a transition is not detected for two consecu
tive data bits, the DPLL is forced into search 
mode and the DPLL error status bit (TRSR 
[3]) is asserted. This feature is disabled when 
the DPLL output is used only as the transmit· 
tar clock. 

To prevent the DPLL from locking on the 
wrong E¥lges of the data stream; an opening 
PAD sequence _should be , transmitted. For 
FMO, a stream of at least 16 ones should be 
sent initialiy. For FM1, a minimum stream of 
16 zeros should be sent and for Manchester 
encoding the initial data stream should con
sist of alternating ones and zeros. 

Counter/Timer 
Each channel of the DUSCC contains a 
counter/timer (C/T) consisting of a 16-blt 
down counter, a 16-bit preset register, and 
associated control circuits. Operation of the 
counter /timer is programmed via the count
er /timer control register (CTCR). There are 
also four commands associated with CIT 
operation, as described in the Command 
Description section. 

The CIT clock source, clock prescaling, and 
operating mode are programmed via 
CTCR[2:0], CTCR[4:3], and CTCR[6] respec
tively. The preset register is loaded with a 
minimum of 2 by the CPU and its contents 
can be transferred into the down counter by a 
command, or automatically upon reaching 
terminal count if CTCR[6] is negated. Com
mands are also available to stop and start the 
C/T and to preset it to an initial value of 
FFFF. Counting is triggered by the falling 
edge of the clocking Input. The CIT zero 
count status bit, ICTSR[6], is set when the 
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CIT reaches the terminal count of zero and 
ICTSR[7] indicates whether the counter is 
currently enabled or not. 

An interrupt is generated upon reaching zero 
count if CTCR[7] and the channel's master 
interrupt enable are asserted. The output of 
the CIT can be programmed to be output on 
the channel's RTxC or TRxC pin (via 
PCR[4:0]) as either a single pulse or a square 
wave, as programmed in CTCR[5]. The con· 
tents of the CIT can be read at any time by 
the CPU, but the CIT should normally be 
stopped before this is done. Several CIT 
operating modes can be selected by pro
gramming of the counter/timer control regis
ter. Typical applications include: 

1. Programmable divider. The selected 
clock source, optionally prescaled, is di
vided by the content$ of the preset regis
ter. The counter automatically reloads 
itself each time the terminal count is 
reached. In this mode, the C/T may be 
programmed to be used as the Rx or Tx 
bit rate generator, as the input to the 
DPLL, or it may be output on a pin as 
either a pulse or a square wave. The CIT 
interrupt should be disabled in this mode. 

2. Periodic interrupt generator. This mode is 
similar to· the programmable divider 
mode, except that the CIT interrupt is 
enabled, resulting in a periodic interrupt 
to the CPU. 

3. Delay timer. The counter is preset from 
the preset register and a clock source, 
optionally prescaled, is selected. An in
terrupt is generated upon reaching termi
nal count. The CIT continues counting 
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INTERRUPT CONTROL R£GtSTER (tCA) 

INTERRUPT VECTOR Rl!GtsTEA (IVR) 

MOO 
IVR 

RSRA ASRA. RSRA 
(5:4) (3:2) (1:0) 

---------IAONlOCPU 

MASTER CHANNEL INTERRUPT 

f--------- IACKN FROM CPU 

Figure 3. Interrupt Control and Status Register 

without reloading itself and its contents 
may be read by the CPU to allow addi
tional delay past the zero count to be 
determined. 

4. Character counter. The counter is preset 
to FFFF by command and the clock 
source becomes the internal signal used 
to control loading of the Rx or Tx charac
ters. This operation is selected by CTCR_ 
[2:0]. The CIT counts characters loaded 
into the RxFIFO by the receiver or loaded 
into the transmit FIFO by the CPU re
spectively. The current character count 
can be determined by the CPU by read
ing the contents of the CIT and taking its 
ones complement. Optionally, a preset 
number may be loaded into the counter 
and an interrupt generated when the 
count is exhausted. When counting Tx 
characters, the terminal count condition 
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can be programmed through TPR_ [4] to 
cause an end of message sequence to 
be transmitted. When counting received 
characters, the FIFOed EOM status bit is 
asserted when the character which caus
es the count to go to zero is loaded into 
the receive FIFO. The channel's 'reset 
Tx' or 'reset Rx' commands have no 
effect on the operation of the CIT. 

5. External event counter. The counter is 
preset to FFFF by command and an 
external clock source is selected. The 
current count can be determined by the 
CPU by reading the contents of the CIT 
and taking its ones complement. Option
ally, a preset number may be loaded into 
the counter and an interrupt generated 
when the count is exhausted. 

6. Bit length measurement. The counter is 
preset to FFFF by command and the X 1 I 
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CLKI 4 clock input gated by RxD mode 
(optionally prescaled) is programmed. 
The CIT starts counting when RxD goes 
low and stops counting when RxD goes 
high. At this time, ICTSR[6] = 1 is set and 
an interrupt (if enabled) is generated. The 
resulting count in the counter can be read 
by the CPU to determine the bit rate of 
the input data. Normally this function is 
used for asynchronous operation. 

Communication Channels 
A and B 
Each communication channel of the DUSCC 
is a full-duplex receiver and transmitter that 
supports ASYNC, COP, and BOP transmis
sion formats. The bit rate clock for each 
receiver and transmitter can be selected 
independently to come from the bit rate 
generator, CIT, DPLL, or an external input 
(such as a modem generated clock). 
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Figure 4. Transmitter DMA Request Operation -
Single Address Mode 
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NOTE: 
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Figure 8. Timing Block 
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NOTE' 
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Figure 8. Timing Block (Continued) 
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TRANSMITTER 

FMO DATA 

FM1 DATA 
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RX DPLL CLOCK 
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Transmitter TxFIFO and TxRDY 
The transmitter accepts parallel data from the 
data bus and loads it into the TxFIFO, which 
consists of four 8-bit holding registers. This 
data is then moved to the transmitter shift 
register, TxSR, which serializes the data ac
cording to the transmission format pro
grammed. The TxSR is loaded from the 
TxFIFO, from special character logic, or from 
the CRC/LRC generator. The LSB is trans
mitted first, which requires right justification of 
characters by the CPU. TxRDY (GSR[5J or 
GSR[1]) and underrun (TRSR[7]) indicate the 
state of the TxFIFO. The TxFIFO may be 
addressed at any of four consecutive loca
tions (see Table 1) to allow use of multiple 
byte word instructions. A write to any valid 
address always writes data to the next empty 
FIFO location. 

TxRDY is set when the transmitter is enabled 
and there is an empty position in the TxFIFO 
(OMR[4J = 0) or when the TxFIFO becomes 
empty (OMR[4J = 1). The CPU may reset 
TxRDY through a status reset write cycle. If 
this is done, it will not be reasserted until a 
character is transferred to the TxSR (0MR[4J 
= 0) or when the TxFIFO becomes empty 
again (0MR[4J = 1). The assertion of TxRDY, 
enabling of the IER [6J and the enabling of 
the channel master interrupt ICR [OJ or [1 J 
allow an interrupt to be generated. 
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16 0 16 0 16 0 CLOCK COUNT 
I I I I 

Figure 9. DPLL Waveforms 

If OMA operation is programmed, either 
RTxDRN (half-duplex) or TxDRQN (full-du
plex) follows the state of TxRDY if the trans
mitter is enabled. These operations differ 
from normal ready in that the request signal is 
negated on the leading edge of the OMA 
acknowledge signal when the subsequent 
transfer causes the transmit FIFO to become 
full, while the TxRDY signal is negated only 
after the transfer is completed. Underrun 
status TRS[?J set indicates that one or more 
data characters (not PAD characters) have 
been transmitted and the TxFIFO and TxSR 
are both empty. 

In 'wait on Tx', a write to a full FIFO causes 
the write cycle to be extended until a FIFO 
position is available. DTACKN is asserted to 
acknowledge acceptance of the data. In non
wait modes, if an attempt is made to load 
data into a full TxFIFO, the TxFIFO .data is 
preserved and the overrun data character(s) 
is lost. A normal DTACKN will be issued, and 
no indication of this occurrence is provided. 
The transmitter is enabled by the enable 
transmitter command. When the disable 
transmitter command is issued, the transmit
ter continues to operate until the TxFIFO 
becomes empty. The TxRDY does not be
come valid until the transmitter is enabled. 
Characters can be loaded into the FIFO while 
disabled. However, if the FIFO is full when the 
transmitter is enabled, T xR DY is not as
serted. 
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TxRTS Control 
If TxRTS CONTROL, TPR[3], is programmed, 
the channel's ATS output is negated five bit 
times after the last bit (stop bit in ASYNC 
mode) of the last character is transmitted. 
ATS is normally asserted and negated by 
writing to OMR_[OJ. The assertion of TPR[3J 
causes ATS to be reset automatically (if the 
transmitter is not enabled) after all characters 
in the transmitter FIFO (if any) are transmitted 
and five bit times after the 'last character' is 
shifted out. This feature can be used to 
automatically terminate the transmission of a 
message as follows: 

- Program auto-reset mode: TPR_[3J = 1. 

- Enable transmitter. 

-Assert RTS_N: OMR_[OJ = 1. 

- Send message. 

- Disable transmitter after the last character 
is loaded into the TxFIFO. 

- The last character will be transmitted and 
OMA_ [OJ will be reset five bit times after 
the last bit, causing RTS_N to be negated. 
The TxD output will remain in the marking 
state until the transmitter is enabled again. 

The 'last bit' in ASYNC is simply the last stop 
bit of the character. In BOP and COP, the last 
character is defined either explicitly by either · 
appending it with TEOM or implicitly through 
the selection of the frame underrun control 
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sequence, TPR[7:6] (transmitter parameter Table 13. Abort Sequence - Protocol Mode 
register). Table 13 summarizes the relation
ship of the selected underrun sequence and 
the protocol mode. 

Tx CTS Operation 

TPRA 
[7:6] 

00 

10 

11 

PROTO-
LAST CHARACTER 

COL 

BOP FLAG following either FCS (if selected) or last data character 
COP Last byte of FCS before line begins SYN or MAR King 
BOP Abort sequence (11111111) prior to MARKing 
COP Last byte of FCS before line begins SYN or MARKing 
BOP Abort sequence (11111111) prior to FLAG 
COP First SYN of SYN sequence 

If CTS enable Tx, TPR[2], is set, the CTSN 
input must be asserted for the transmitter to 
operate. Changes in CTSN while a character 
is being transmitted do not affect transmis
sion of that character. However, if the CTS 
input becomes negated when TPR[2] is set 
and the transmitter is enabled and ready to Table 14. Speclal Bit Patterns 
start sending a new character, CTS underrun, 
TRSR[6], is asserted and the TxD output is 
placed in the marking (high) state. In ASYNC 
mode, operation resumes when CTSN is 
asserted again. In COP and BOP modes, the 
transmission of the message is terminated 
and operation of the transmitter will not 
resume until CTS is asserted and a TSOM or 
TSOMP command is invoked. Prior to issuing 
the command and retransmitting the mes
sage, the transmitter must be reset Aller a 
change-of-state CTS is established by the 
input sampling circuits (refer to the descrip
tion of ICTSR[4]), it is sampled by. the Tx 
controller 11!2 bit times before each new 
character is serialized out of the Tx shill 
register. (This is 2112 bits before the LSB of 
the new character appears on the TxD pin; 

. there is an additional 1-bit delay in the trans
mitter data path due to the data encoding 
logic.) 

Tx Special Bit Pattern Transmission 
The DUSCC provides features to transmit 
special bit patterns (see Table 14). 

The TxD pin is held marking after a hardware 
reset, a reset Tx command, when the trans
mitter is not enabled, and during underrun/ 
idle, if this feature is selected through 
TPR[7:5]. The TxD pin is also held marking if 
the transmitter is enabled, and the TxFIFO is 
empty (ASYNC), or if a TSOM or TSOMP 
command has not been issued (SYNC 
modes). 

The following command bits can be ap
pended to characters in the TxFIFO: TEOM, 
TOLE, exclude from CRC, and reset TxCRC. 
An invoked command(s) is appended to the 
next character loaded into the TxFIFO and 
follows the character through the FIFO until 
that character is ready to be loaded into the 
TxSR. The transmitter data path is shown in 
Figure 10. The following describes the opera
tion of the transmitter for the various proto
cols. 

Tx ASYNC Mode 
Serialization begins when the TxFIFO data is 
loaded into the TxSR. The transmitter first 
sends a start bit, then the programmed num
ber of bits/character (TPR[1,0]), a parity bit (if 
specified), and the programmed number of 
stop bits. Following the transmission of the 
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PROTOCOL BIT PATTERN 

ASYNC-BREAK An all O's character including parity bit (if specified) and stop 
bits. Used for send break command. 

COP-SYN Contained in S1R (single SYN mode) or in S1R/S2R (dual SYN 
modes). Used for TSOM and TSOMP commands and for non-
transparent mode linelill and IDLE. 

COP-OLE Used for TOLE command and for BISYNC transparent mode 
linefill and to generate BISYNC control sequences. 

COP-CRC 16/8 bits from the CRC/LRC accumulator used for TEOM com-
mand or for auto-EOM modes. 

BOP-FLAG 01111110. Used for TSOM, TSOMP, and TEOM commands, for 
auto-EOM modes, and as an IDLE line fill. 

BOP-ABORT 11111111. Used for send ABORT command or during TxFIFO 
underrun. 

BOP-CRC 16 bits from the CRC accumulator used for TEOM command or 
for auto-EOM modes. 

BOP/COP MARK All 1 's pattern on data line. 

stop bits, if a new character is not available in 
the TxFIFO, the TxD output goes to marking 
and the underrun condition (TRSR[7]) is set. 

Transmission resumes when the CPU loads a 
new character into the TxFIFO or issues a 
send break command. The send break com
mand clears the TxFIFO and forces a contin
uous space (low) on the TxD output after the 
character in TxSR (if any) is serialized. A send 
break acknowledge (TRSR[4]) is returned to 
the CPU to facilitate reassertion of the send 
break command in order to send an integral 
number of break characters. The send break 
condition is cleared when the reset Tx or 
disable Tx command is issued. 

Tx COP Modes 
Transmitter commands associated with all 
COP modes are: transmit SOM (TSOM, trans
mit start of message), transmit SOM with PAD 
(TSOMP), transmit EO' (TEOM, transmit end 
of message), reset TxCRC, exclude from 
CRC, and transmit OLE. 

A TSOM or send TSOMP command must be 
issued to start COP transmission. TSOM 
(without PAD) causes the TxCRC/LRC gener
ator to be initialized and one or two SYN 
characters from S1 R/S2R to be loaded into 
the TxSR and shilled out on the TxD output 
A parity bit, if specified, is appended to each 
SYN character after the MSB. Send SOM 
acknowledge (TRSR[4]) is asserted when the 
SYN output begins. The user may reinvoke 
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the command to cause multiple SYNs to be 
transmitted. If the command is not reinvoked 
and the TxFIFO is empty, SYN patterns 
continue to be transmitted until the TxFIFO is 
loaded. If data is present in the FIFO, the first 
character is loaded into the TxSR and serial
ization of the data begins. Note that the 
TxFIFO may be preloaded with data before 
the TSOM is issued. 

The TSOMP command causes all characters 
in the TxFIFO (PAD characters) to be loaded 
into the TxSR and serialized if the Tx is 
enabled. Unlike the transmit SOM without 
PAD command, data (non-PAD characters) 
cannot be preloaded into the TxFIFO. While 
the PAD is transmitted, parity is disabled and 
character length is automatically set to 8 bits 
regardless of the value in TPR[1 :O]. When the 
TxFIFO becomes empty after the PAD, the 
TxCRC/LRC generator is initialized, the SYN 
character(s) are transmitted with optional par
ity appended, and send SOM acknowledge 
asserted. Operation then proceeds in the 
same manner as the TSOM command; the 
user has the option to invoke the TSOM 
command to cause multiple SYNs to be 
transmitted. 

Aller the TSOM/TSOMP command is execut
ed, characters in the TxFIFO are loaded into 
the TxSR and shilled out with a parity bit, if 
specified, appended after the MSB. If, after 
the opening SYN(s) and at least one data has 
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TXFIFO 

DATA FIFO COMMAND FIFO 

[SPECIAL CHARACTERS: Ulis11.UJ LJll.s•'illJ 

' 
FLAG, ABORT, OLE, STX, 
BREAK, ETC. 

TO TX CONTROLLER 

l COP/BOP 
,..---, 

TX LRC/CRC 

MUX 

COP/ASYNC 

l . L PARITY GENERATOR DATA ENCODER 
(1·BIT DELAY) 

MUX 1--1 NAZ, NAZI, t-t---
BOP FMO, FM1, 

TXDPIN 

J L MANCHESTER 
OLE, STX DETECT L 

ZERO INSERT 

l INTERNAL RXD (NAZ) l TRANSMITTER SHIFT REGISTER J--- i---
TXSR 

INTERNAL TXD 

been transmitted, the TxFIFO is empty, a data 
underrun condition results and TRSR[7] is 
asserted. The transmitter's action on data 
underrun is determined by TPR[7:6] and the 
COP protocol. If TPR_[7:6] = '1 O', the trans
mitter line fills with MARK characters until a 
character is loaded into the FIFO. If 
TPR_[7:6] = '11' is selected, the transmitter 
line fills with SYN, SYN1-SYN2, or DLE-SYN1 
for mono-sync, dual sync, and BISYNC trans
parent modes, respectively. If TPR[7:6] = 

'00', the BCC characters are transmitted and 
frame complete (TRSR[6]) is set. TxD then 
assumes the programmed idle state (TPR[5]) 
of MARKs or SYN1/SYN1-SYN2. 

Operation resumes with the transmission of a 
SYN sequence when a TSOM command is 
invoked. A TSOMP command is ignored un
less the transmitter is disabled and then 
reenabled. 

An appended TEOM command also termi
nates the frame as described above. It occurs 
after transmission of the character to which 
the TEOM is appended. The TEOM command 
can be explicitly asserted through the chan
nel command register. If TPR[4] = '1', the 
TEOM is automatically appended to a charac
ter in OMA mode, if the DONEN input is 
asserted when that character is loaded into 
the TxFIFO, or if the counter/timer is counting 
transmitted characters when the character 
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Figure 10. Transmitter Data Path 

which causes the counter to reach zero count 
is loaded. 

The TOLE command when appended to a 
character in the TxFIFO, causes the OLE 
character to be loaded into the T xSR and 
serialized before the TxFIFO character is 
loaded into the TxSR and serialized. This 
feature is particularly useful for BISYNC oper
ation. The OLE character will be excluded 
from the CRC accumulation in BISYNC trans
parent mode (see below), but will be included 
in all other COP modes. 

In BISYNC mode, transmission of a DLE-STx 
character sequence (either via a send TOLE 
command appended to the STx character, or 
via OLE and STx loaded into the TxFIFO) 
puts the transmitter into the transparent text 
mode of operation. In this mode, normally 
restricted character sequences can be trans
mitted as 'normal' bit sequences. Th·e switch 
occurs after transmission of the two charac
ters, so that the OLE and STx are included in 
the BCC accumulation. If the DLE-STx is to 
be excluded from the CRC, the user should 
issue a 'reset CRC' command prior to loading 
the next character. 

Another method of excluding the two charac
ters from the CRC is to invoke the 'exclude 
from CRC' command prior to loading the 
character(s) into the FIFO. While in transpar
ent mode, the transmitter line fills with DLE
SYN1 and automatically transmits an extra 
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OLE if it finds a OLE in the TxFIFO ('OLE 
stuffing'). The transmitter reverts to non
transparent mode when the frame complete 
status is set in TRSR[5]. 

CRC/LRC accumulation can be specified in 
all COP modes; the type of CRC is specified 
via CMR2[2:0]. The TSOM/TSOMP com
mands set the CRC/LRC accumulator to its 
initial state and accumulation begins with the 
first non-SYN character after the initial 
SYN(s) are transmitted. PAD characters are 
not subject to CRC accumulation. In non
BISYNC or BISYNC normal modes, all trans
mitted characters except linefill characters 
(SYNs or MARKs) are subject to accumula
tion. In BISYNC transparent mode, odd 
(stuffed) DLEs and the DLE-SYN1 linefill are 
excluded from the accumulation. Characters 
can be selectively excluded from the accumu
lation by invoking the 'exclude from CRC' 
command prior to loading the character into 
the FIFO. 

Accumulation stops when transmission of the 
first character of the BCC begins. The CPU 
can set the accumulator to its initial state prior 
to the transmission of any character by using 
the appended reset CRC command. The CRC 
generator is also automatically initialized after 
the EOM is sent. 

TxBOP Modes 
Transmitter commands associated with BOP 
modes are TSOM, TSOMP, TEOM, and trans-
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mit ABORT (TABAK). The TSOM and 
TSOMP commands are identical to COP 
modes except that a FLAG character 
(01111110) is used as the start of message 
sequence instead of the SYNs, and FLAG(s) 
that continue to be sent until the TxFIFO is 
loaded. There is no zero insertion (see below) 
during transmission of the PAD characters, 
and they are not preceded by a FLAG or 
accumulated in the CRC. Character length is 
automatically set to 8 bits regardless of 
TPR[1:0]. 

The first characters loaded into the TxSR 
from the TxFIFO are the address and control 
fields, which have fixed character lengths of 
eight bits. The number of address field bytes 
is determined by CMR1 (4:3]. If extended 
address field is specified, the field is terminat
ed if the first address octet is H'OO' or if the 
LSB of the octet is a 1. The number of control 
field bytes is selected by CMR1_[5]. If any 
information field characters follow the control 
field (forming an I field), they are transmitted 
with the number of bits per character pro
grammed in TPR[1 :OJ. The TEOM command 
can be appended to the last character either 
explicitly or automatically as described for 
COP mode. When the character with the 
appended TEOM is loaded from the TxFIFO, 
it is transmitted with the character length 
specified by OMR[7:5]. In this way, a residual 
character of 1 - 8 bits is transmitted without 
requiring the CPU to change the Tx character 
length for this last character. 

After the opening FLAG and first address 
octet have been transmitted, an underrun 
occurs (TRSR[7] = 1) if the TxFIFO is empty 
when the transmitter requires a new charac
ter. The underrun control bits (TPR[7:6]) de
termine whether the transmitter line fills with 
either ABORT-MARKs, ABORT-FLAGs (see 
below), or ends transmission with the 'nor
mal' end of message sequence. 

EOM on underrun is functionally similar to 
EOM due to an appended TEOM command. If 
the EOM is due to underrun, the normal 
character length applies to the last data 
character. After the last character is transmit
ted, the FCS (inverted CRC) and closing 
FLAG are sent, frame complete (TRSR[S]) is 
set, and the TxCRC is initialized. If the TxFl
FO is empty after the closing FLAG has been 
sent, TxD will assume the programmed idle 
state of FLAGs or MARKs (TPR[S]) and wait 
for a character to be loaded into the FIFO or 
for a TSOM command to be issued. If the 
TxFIFO is not empty at that time, the TxFIFO 
data will be loaded into the TxSR and serial
ized. In that case, the closing FLAG is the 
opening FLAG of the next frame. 

The user can control the number of FLAGs 
between frames by invoking the TSOM com
mand after frame complete is asserted. The 
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DUSCC then operates in the same manner as 
for transmission of multiple FLAGs at the 
beginning of a frame. When the command is 
no longer reinvoked, transmission of the 
TxFIFO data will begin. If the FIFO is empty, 
FLAGs continue to be transmitted. 

The DUSCC provides automatic zero inser
tion in the data stream to prevent erroneous 
transmission of the FLAG sequence. All data 
characters loaded into the TxSR from the 
TxFIFO and characters transmitted from the 
CRC generator are subject to zero insertion. 
For this feature a zero is inserted in the serial 
data stream each time five consecutive ones 
(regardless of character boundaries) have 
been transmitted. 

A send ABORT command clears the TxFIFO 
and inserts an ABORT character of eight 
ones (not subject to zero insertion) into the 
TxSR for transmission after the current char
acter has been serialized. A send abort ack 
(TRSR[4]) facilitates reassertion of send 
abort by the user to guarantee transmission 
of multiple abort characters. This feature can 
be used to send the 15-ones idle sequence. 
The transmitter sends either marks or FLAGs 
after the abort character(s) has been trans
mitted, depending on TPR[7:6]. Operation 
resumes with the transmission of a FLAG 
when a TSOM command is invoked. A 
TSOMP command is ignored unless the 
transmitter is disabled and then reenabled. 

CRC accumulation can be specified in all 
BOP modes. The type of CRC is specified via 
CMR2[2:0], and is normally selected as CRC
CCITI preset to ones, although any option is 
valid. Note that LRCB option is not allowed in 
BOP modes. 

The TSOM/TSOMP command sets the CRC 
accumulator to its initial state and accumula
tion begins with the first address octet after 
the initial FLAG(s). Accumulation stops when 
transmission of the first character of the FCS 
begins. The CPU can set the accumulator to 
its initial state prior to the transmission of any 
character by using the appended reset CRC 
command and can exclude any character 
from the accumulation by use of the exclude 
from CRC command, but these features 
would not normally be used in BOP modes. 
The CRC generator is also automatically 
initialized after the EOM or an ABORT are 
sent. 

TxBOP Loop Mode 
The loop modes are used by secondary 
stalions on the loop, while the primary station 
operates in the BOP primary mode. Both the 
transmitter and receiver must be enabled. 
Loop operation is initiated by issuing the 'go 
on-loop' command. The receiver looks for the 
receipt of seven contiguous ones and then 
asserts the LC_N output to cause external 
loop control hardware to put the DUSCC into 
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the loop, with the TxD output echoing the 
RxD input with a 2-bit time delay. The echoing 
process continues until a go active on poll 
(GAP) command is invoked. The DUSCC then 
looks for receipt of an EOP bit pattern (a zero 
followed by seven ones, 1111111 O) and 
changes the last one of the EOP into a zero 
making it an opening FLAG. Loop sending 
(TRSR[6]) is asserted at that same time. The 
action of the transmitter after sending the 
initial FLAG depends on the status of the 
transmit FIFO. 

If the transmit FIFO is not empty, a normal 
frame transmission begins. The operation is 
then similar to normal BOP operation with the 
following differences: 

1. An ABORT command, an underrun, or 
receipt of the turnaround sequence 
(H'OO') or a FLAG cause the transmitter 
to cease operation and to revert to echo
ing the RxD input with a 2-bit time delay. 
A new transmission cannot begin until 
the GAP command is reinvoked and a 
new EOP sequence is received. 

2. Subsequent to sending the EOM se
quence of FCS-FLAG, the DUSCC exam
ines the internal GAP flip-flop. If it is not 
set (having been reset by the 'reset GAP' 
command), the DUSCC reverts to echo
ing the received data. If the internal GAP 
flip-flop is still set, transmission of a new 
frame begins, with the user having con
trol of sending multiple FLAGs between 
frames by use of the 'send SOM' com
mand. If the FIFO is empty at this time, 
the DUSCC continues to send FLAGs 
until the data is loaded into the Fl FO or 
until GAP is reset. If the latter occurs, it 
reverts to echoing RxD. 

When the DUSCC reverts to echoing 
RxD in any of the above cases, the last 
transmitted zero and seven ones will 
form an EOP for the next station down 
the loop. 

If the TxFIFO is empty when the EOP is 
recognized, the transmitter continues to 
send FLAGs until there is data in the 
FIFO. If a turnaround sequence or the 
reset GAP command is received before 
the FIFO is loaded, the transmitter 
switches to echoing RxD without any 
data transmission. Otherwise a frame 
transmission begins as above when a 
character is loaded into the FIFO. The 
mechanism provides time for the CPU to 
examine the received frame (the frame 
preceding the EOP) to determine if it 
should respond or not, while holding its 
option to initiate a transmission. 

Termination of operation in the loop 
mode should be accomplished by use of 
the 'go off-loop' command. When the 
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command is invoked, the DUSCC looks 
for the receipt of eight contiguous ones. It 
then negates the LC _N output to cause 
the external loop control hardware to 
remove the DUSCC from the loop without 
affecting operation of other units remain
ing on the loop. 

RECEIVER 
The receiver data path includes two 9-bit 
holding registers, HSRH and HSRL, an 8-bit 
character comparison register, CCSR, two 
synchronizing flip flops, a receiver shift regis
ter, RxSR, the programmable SYN compari
son registers, S1 R and S2R, and BISYNC 
character comparison logic. The DUSCC con
figures this circuitry and utilizes it according to 
the operational mode selected for the chan
nel through the two mode registers CMR1 
and CMR2. For all data paths, character data 
is assembled according to the character bit 
count, in the RxSR, and is moved to the 
RxFIFO with any appended statuses when 
assembly is completed. Figure 1 depicts the 
four data paths created in the DUSCC for the 
previous protocols. 

Receiver RxFIFO, RxRDY 
The receiver converts received serial data on 
RxD (LSB first) into parallel data according to 
the transmission format programmed. Data is 
shifted through a synchronizing flip flop and 
one or more shift registers, the last of which is 
the 8-bit receiver shift register (RxSR). Bits 
are shifted into the RxSR on the rising edge 
of each 1 x receive clock until the LSB is in 
RxSR[O]. Hence, the. received character is 
right justified, with all unused bits in the RxSR 
cleared to zero. A receive character length 
counter generates a character boundary sig
nal for synchronization of character assem
bly, character comparisons, break detection 
(ASYNC), and RxSR to RxFIFO transfers 
(except for BOP residual characters). During 
COP and BOP hunt phases, the SYN/FLAG 
comparison is made each receive bit time, as 
abort, and idle comparisons in BOP modes. 

An internal clock from the BRG, the DPLL or 
the counter/timer, or an external 1 X or 16X 
clock may be used as the receiver clock in 
ASYNC mode. The BRG or counter/timer 
cannot be used directly for the receiver clock · 
in synchronous modes, since these modes 
require a 1 X receive clock that is in phase 
with the received data. This clock may come 
externally from the RTxC or TRxC pins, or it 
may be derived internally from the DPLL. 
Encoded data is internally converted to NRZ 
format for the receiver circuits by using clock 
pulses generated by the DPLL. 

When a complete character has been assem
bled in the RxSR, it is loaded into the receive 
FIFO with appended status bits. The most 
significant data bits of the character are set to 
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zero if the character length is less than eight 
bits. In ASYNC and COP modes the user may 
select, via RPR[3], whether the data trans
ferred to the FIFO includes the received 
parity bit or not. The receiver indicates to the 
CPU or DMA controller that it has data in the 
FIFO by asserting the channel's RxRDY sta
tus bit (GSR[4] or GSR[O]) and, if in OMA 
mode, the corresponding receiver DMA re
quest pin. 

The RxFIFO consists of four 8-bit holding 
registers with appended status bits for char
acter count complete indications (all modes), 
character compare indication (ASYNC), EOM 
indication (BISYNC/BOP), and parity, fram
ing, and CRC errors. Data is loaded into the 
RxFIFO from the RxSR and extracted (read) 
by the CPU or DMA controller via the data 
bus. An RxFIFO read creates an empty 
RxFIFO position for new data from the RxSR. 

RxRDY assertion depends on the state of 
OMR[3]: 

1. If OMR[3] is 0 (FIFO not empty), RxRDY 
is asserted each time a character is 
transferred from the receive shift register 
to the receive FIFO. If it is not reset by 
the CPU, RxRDY remains asserted until 
the receive FIFO becomes empty, at 
which time it is automatically negated. If it 
is reset by the CPU, it will remain negat
ed, regardless of the current state of the 
receive FIFO, until a new character is 
transferred from the RxSR to the RxFl
FO. 

2. If OMR[3] is 1 (FIFO full), RxRDY is 
asserted: 
a. when a character transfer from the 

receive shift register to the receive 
FIFO causes it to become full 

b. when a character with a tagged EOM 
status bit is loaded into the FIFO 
(BISYNC or BOP) regardless of RxFl
FO full condition. 

c. when the counter/timer is programmed 
to count received characters and the 
character which causes it to reach zero 
count is loaded into the FIFO (ICTSR 
[6]). 

d. when the beginning of a break is de
tected in ASYNC mode regardless of 
the RxFIFO full condition. 

If it is not reset by the CPU, RxRDY remains 
asserted until the FIFO becomes empty, at 
which time it is automatically negated. If It is 
reset by the CPU, it will remain negated 
regardless of the current state of the receive 
FIFO, until it is asserted again due to one of 
the above conditions. 

The assertion of RxRDY causes an interrupt 
to be generated if IER[4] and the cha.nnel's 
master interrupt enable (ICR[O] or ICR[1]) are 
asserted. 
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When DMA operation is programmed, the 
RxRDY status bit is routed to the DMA control 
circuitry for use as the channel receiver DMA 
request. Assertion of RxRDY results in asser
tion of RTxDRQN output. 

Several status bits are appended to each 
character in the RxFIFO. When the FIFO is 
read, causing it to be 'popped', the status bits 
associated with the new character at the top 
of the RxFIFO are logically ORed into the 
RSR. Therefore, the user should read R SR 
before reading the RxFIFO in response to 
RxRDY activation. If character-by-character 
status is desired, the RSR should be read and 
cleared each time a new character is re
ceived. The user may elect to accumulate 
status over several characters or over a 
frame by clearing RSR at appropriate times. 
This mode would normally also be used when 
operating in DMA mode. If the RxFIFO is 
empty when a read is attempted, and wait 
mode as specified in CMR2[5:3], is not being 
used, a H'FF' is output on the data bus. 

In all modes, the DUSCC protects the con
tents of the FIFO and the RxSR from overrun. 
If a character is received while the FIFO is full 
and a character is already in the RxSR 
waiting to be transferred into the FIFO, the 
overrunning character is discarded and the 
OVERRUN status bit (RSR[S]) ·is asserted. If 
the overrunning character is an end-of-mes
sage character, the character is lost but the 
FIFOed EOM status bit will be asserted when 
the character in the RxSR is loaded into the 
FIFO. 

Operation of the receiver is controlled by the 
enable receiver command. When this com
mand is issued, the DUSCC goes into the 
search for start bit state (ASYNC), search for 
SYN state (COP modes), or search for FLAG 
state (BOP modes). When the disable receiv
er command is issued, the receiver ceases 
operation immediately. The RxFIFO is 
cleared on master reset, or by a reset receiv
er command. However, disabling the receiver 
does not affect the RxFIFO, RxRDY, or DMA 
request operation. 

Receiver DCD and RTS Controls 
If DCD enable Rx, RPR[2], is asserted, the 
DCD input must be asserted for the receiver 
to operate. If RPR[2] is asserted and the 
sampling circuit detects that the DCD input 
has been negated, the receiver ceases oper
ation immediately. Operation resumes when 
the sampled DCD is asserted again. A 
change of state detector is provided on the 
DCD input of each channel. The required 
duration of the DCD level change is described 
in the discussion of ICTSR[S]. The user may 
program a change of state to cause an 
interrupt to be generated (master interrupt' 
enable ICR[O] or [1] and IER [7] must be set) 
so that appropriate action can be taken. 
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In ASYNC mode, RPR[4] can be programmed 
to control the deactivation of the RTS_N 
output by the receiver. RTS_N can be manu
ally asserted and negated by writing to 
OMR_[O]. However, the assertion of RPR[4] 
causes RTS to be negated automatically 
upon receipt of a valid start bit if the chan
nel's receive FIFO is already full. When this 
occurs, the RTSN negated status bit, RSR[6], 
is set. This may be used as a flow control 
feature to prevent overrun in the receiver by 
using the RTS_N output signal to control the 
CTS_N input of the remote transmitter. The 
new character will be assembled in the RxSR, 
but its transfer to the FIFO will be delayed 
until the CPU reads the FIFO, making the 
FIFO position available for the new character. 

Once enabled, receiver operation depends 
on channel protocol mode. The following 
describes the receiver operation for the vari
ous protocols: 

RxASYNC Mode 
When first enabled, the receiver goes into the 
search for start bit state, looking for a high-to
low (mark-to-space) transition of the start bit 
on the RxD input. If a transition is detected, 
the state of the RxD pin is sampled again 
each 16X clock for 7112 clocks (16X clock 
mode) or at the next rising edge of the bit 
time clock (1 X clock mode). If RxD is sam
pled high, the start bit is invalid and the 
search for a valid start bit begins again. 

If RxD is still low, a valid start bit is assumed 
and the receiver continues to sample the 
input at one bit time intervals (16 periods of 
the 16 X Rx clock; one period of the 1 X Rx 
clock) at the theoretical center of the bit, until 
the proper number of data bits and the parity 
bit (if specified) have been assembled, and 
the first stop bit has been detected. 

The assembled character is then transferred 
to the RxFIFO with appended parity error (if 
parity is specified) and framing error status 
bits. The DUSCC can be programmed to 
compare this character to the contents of 
S1 R. The appended character compare sta
tus bit, RSR[7], is set if the data matches and 
there is no parity error. 

After the stop bit is sampled, the receiver will 
immediately look for the next start bit. Howev
er, if a non-zero character was received 
without a stop bit (i.e. framing error) and RxD 
remains low for one-half of the bit period after 
the stop bit was sampled, then the receiver 
operates as if a new start bit transition had 
been detected at that point (one.-half bit time 
after the stop bit was sampled). 

If a break condition is detected (RxD low for 
entire character time including optional parity 
and first stop bit), only one character consist
ing of all zeros will be loaded into the RxFIFO 
and break start detect, RSR[2], will be set. 
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The RxD input must return to a high condition 
for at least one half of a bit time ( 16 X clock 
mode) or for one bit time (1 X clock mode) 
before the break condition is terminated and 
the search for the next start bit begins. At that 
time, the break end detect condition, RSR[3], 
is set. 

Rx COP Modes 
When the receiver is enabled in COP modes, 
it first goes into the SYN hunt phase, testing 
the received data each bit time for receipt of 
the appropriate SYN bit pattern, plus parity if 
specified, to establish character boundaries. 
Receipt of the SYN bit pattern terminates 
hunt phase and places the receiver in the 
data phase, in which all leading SYNs are 
stripped and the RxFIFO begins to load 
starting with the first non-SYN character. In 
COP single SYN protocol mode, S1R con
tains the SYN character required to establish 
character synchronization. In COP dual SYN 
and BISYNC protocol modes, S1 R and S2R 
contain the first and second SYN characters, 
respectively, re-quired to establish character 
synchronization. The SYN character length is 
the same as the character length pro
grammed in RPR[1 :O], plus the parity bit if 
parity is specified. SYN characters received 
with a parity error, when parity is specified, 
are considered invalid and will not cause 
synchronization to be achieved. 

If external synchronization is programmed 
(RPR[4] = 1), the internal SYN detection and 
special character recognition logic are dis
abled and receipt of SYN characters is not 
required. A pulse on the SYNI input pin will 
establish character synchronization and ter
minate hunt phase. The SYNI pin is ignored 
after the first input on the SYNIN pin is 
received. The receiver must be disabled and 
then reenabled to resynchronize or to return 
to normal mode. This must be programmed in 
conjunction with CMR1[2:0]=110. Refer to 
the description of RPR[4] for further details. 

The SYN detect status bit, RSR[2], is set 
whenever SYN1, SYN1-SYN2, or DLE-SYN1 
is detected for single SYN, dual SYN/Bl
SYNC normal, and BISYNC transparent 
modes, respectively, and the SYNOUT pin 
will go active for one receive clock period one 
bit time after SYN detection in HSRH/HSRL. 
After character sync has been attained, the 
receiver enters the data phase and assem
bles characters in the RxSR, beginning with 
the first non-SYN character, with the least 
significant bit received first. It computes the 
BCC if specified, checks parity if specified, 
and checks for overrun errors. 

The operation of the BCC (CRC/LRC) logic 
depends on the particular COP mode in use. 
The BCC is initialized upon first entering the 
data phase. For non-BISYNC modes, all re
ceived characters after entering data phase 
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are included in the BCC computation, except 
for leading SYNs and SYNs which are speci
fied to be stripped by RPR[7]. As each 
received character is transferred from the 
RxSR to the FIFO, the current value of the 
BCC characters is checked and the CRC 
ERROR status bit (RSR[1]) is set if the value 
of the CRC remainder is not the expected 
value. The EOM status bit, RSR[7], is not set 
since there is no defined end-of-message 
character. The receiver computes the BCC 
for text messages automatically when operat
ing in BISYNC protocol mode. 

BISYNC Features 
The DUSCC provides support for both Bl
SYNC normal and transparent operations. 
The following summarizes the features pro
vided. Both EBCDIC and ASCII text mes
sages can be handled by the DUSCC as 
selected by CMR1 [5]. The receiver has the 
capability of recognizing special characters 
for the BISYNC protocol mode (see Table 
15). 

All sequences in Table 15, except SOH and 
ST x, when detected explicitly cause a status 
to be affected. The following describes the 
conditions when this occurs. 

The first character received when entering 
data phase for a header or text message 
should be an SOH, an STx, or a DLE-STx 
two-character sequence. Receipt of any of 
these initializes the CRC generator and starts 
the CRC accumulation. The SOH places the 
receiver in header mode, receipt of the STx 
places it in text mode, and receipt of the DLE
STx sequence (at any time) automatically 
places the receiver in transparent mode and 
sets the XPNT mode status bit, TRSR[O]. 
There is no explicit status associated with 
SOH and ST x. If any other characters are 
received when entering the data phase, the 
message is treated as a control message and 
will not be accumulated in CRC. 

After the data phase is established, the re
ceiver searches the data stream for an end of 
message control character(s): 

Header field: ENO, ETB, or ITB 

Normal text field: ENO, ETx, ETB, or ITB 

Transparent text field: DLE-ENO, DLE-ETx, 
DLE-ETB, or DLE-ITB 

Control message field: EOT, NAK, ACKO, 
ACK1, WACK, RVI or TID 

Detection of any one of these sequences 
causes the EOM status bit, RSR[7], to be set. 
Also if RPR[5] is set and the receiver does 
not detect a closing PAD (four 1 's) after the 
'EOT' or 'NAK', the PAD error status bit, 
RSR[6], is set. When the abort sequence 
ENO or DLE-ENO is detected, the character 
is tagged with an EOM status and transferred 
to the FIFO, but the appended CRC error 
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status bit should be ignored. For the other 
EOM control sequences, the receiver waits 
for the next two bytes (the CRC bytes) to be 
received, checks the value of the CRC gener
ator, and tags the transferred character with a 
CRC error, RSR[1], n the CRC remainder is 
not correct. See Figure 11 for an example of 
BCC accumulation in various BISYNC mes
sages. 

The CRC bytes are normally not transferred 
to the FIFO, unless the transfer FCS to FIFO 
control bit, RPR[6], is asserted. In this case 
the EOM and CRC error status bits will be 
tagged onto the last byte of the last FCS byte 
instead of to the last character of the mes
sage. After detecting one of the end-of
message (EOM) character sequences and 
setting RSR[7], the receiver automatically 
goes into auto hunt mode for the SYNC 
characters and PAD check if RRP[S] is set. 

SYN Pattern Stripping 
Leading SYNs (before a message) are always 
stripped and excluded from the FCS, but SYN 
patterns within a message are treated by the 

1. SYN SYN SOii 

receiver according to the RPR[7) bit. SYN 
character patterns are defined for the various 
COP modes as follows: 
COP single SYN mode - SYN1 

COP dual SYN mode-SYN1, and SYN2 
when immediately preceded by SYN1. 

BISYNC normal mode-SYN1, and SYN2 
when immediately preceded by SYN1. SYN1 
is always stripped, even if it is not followed by 
SYN2 when stripping is lielected. 

Bl SYNC transparent mode - OLE - SYN1, 
where the OLE is the last of an odd number of 
consecutive DLEs. 

0 Strip only RPR[7) leading the SYN 
and do not accumulate in FCS. 

Strip all SYNs. Additionally, strip odd 
DLEs when operating in BISYNC 
transparent mode. Do not accumulate 
stripped characters in FCS. 

Processing of the SYN patterns is determined 
by the RPR[7] bit, the COP mode, and the 

2. SYN SYN ,STX_ SYN SYN .ETB. ace I accl PAD 

------lll.OCK1-------t 
a. 

SYN SYN SOii -

4. SYN SYN SOH 

position of the pattern in the frame. This is 
summarized in Table 16. 

The value of the RPR[7) field does not affect 
the setting of the SYN DETECT status bit, 
RSR[2), and the generation of a SYNOUT 
pulse when a SYN pattern is received. 

RxBOP Mode 
In BOP protocol mode, the receiver may be in 
any one of four phases: hunt phase, address 
field (AJ phase, control field (C) phase, or 
information field (I) phase. The character 
length for the A and C phases is always B 
bits. The I field character length is specified in 
RPR[1:0). 

DESIGN NOTE: If the residual character 
length is not zero, the unused most significant 
biis in the receiver FIFO are not necessarily 
zero. The unused bits should be ignored, this 
will not cause a CRC error. 

After an enable receiver command is execut
ed, the receiver enters hunt phase, in which a 
comparison for the string (01111110) is done 
every Rx bit time. The FLAG delineates the 
beginning (and end) of a received frame and 
establishes the character boundary. Each 
FLAG match in CCSR causes the FLAG 
detect status bit (RSR[2)) to be set and 
SYNOUT N pin to be activated one bit time 
later for one receive clock period. FLAGs with 
an overlapping zero will be detected. All 
FLAGs are deleted from the data stream. 

..----------------111.0CK 1---------------BLOCKz---l 
..-~~~--~~~-.. SYN SYN DLESYN 

T801971 

NOTES: 
1. The BCC accumulator is stopped after the end of message character sequence is accumulated. All shaded areas are accumulated; 
2. ENO (OLE - ENQ) in a text message· should be treated as an abort 
3. Opening SYNs will be stripped by the receiver. 

Figure 11. Example of BCC Accumulation In Various BISVNC Messages 
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Table 15. BISYNC Features 

BISYNC - Single-Character Sequences 

Sequence ASCII EBCDIC Description 

SOH H'01 H'01 Start of header 
STx H'02 H'02 Start of text 
ETx H'83 H'03 End of text 
EOT H'04 H'37 End of transmission 
ENQ H'85 H'2D Enquiry 
OLE H'10 H'10 Data link escape 
NAK H'15 H'3D Negative ack 
ETB H'97 H'26 End of transmission block 
ITB H'1F H'1F End of intermediate 

transmission block 

BISYNC -Two-Character Sequences 

Sequence ASCII EBCDIC Description 

ACKO H'10,BO H'10,70 Acknowledge 0 
ACK1 H'10,31 H'10,61 Acknowledge 1 
WACK H'10,38 H'10,6B Wait before transmit positive 

ack 
RVI H'10,BC H'10,7C Reverse interrupt 
no H'02,85 H'02,2D Temporary text delay 

BISYNC - (Transparent Text Mode)- Two-Character Sequences 

Sequence ASCII EBCDIC Description 

DLE·ENQ H'10,85 H'10,2D Enquiry 
DLE·ITB H'10,1F H'10,1F End of intermediate 

transmission block 
DLE·ETB H'10,97 H'10,26 End of transmission block 
DLE·ETx H'10,83 H'10,03 End of text 
DLE·STx H'10,02 H'10,02 Start of transparent text mode 

Table 16. SYN Pattern 
Processing 

MODE 
RPR LEADING 
(7) SYNs 

BISYNC 0 no FCS 
no FIFO 

1 no FCS 
no FIFO 

COP 0 no FCS 

no FIFO 

1 no FCS 
no FIFO 

WITHIN A 
MESSAGE 

no FCS 
Pattern into 
FIFO 

no FCS 
no FIFO 

Accumulate in 
FCS 
Pattern into 
FIFO 

no FCS 
no FIFO 

Once a FLAG has been detected, the receiv· 
er will exit hunt phase and enter address 
phase. The handling of the address field is 
determined by the values programmed in 
CMR1[2:0J, which selects one of the BOP 
modes. The BOP secondary address modes 
are selected by CMR1 [4:3J and function as in 
the description that follows. 

Single-Octet Address 
For receive, the address comparison for a 
secondary station is made on the first octet 
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following the opening FLAG. A match occurs 
if the first octet after the FLAG matches the 
contents of S 1 R, or if all parties address 
(RPR[3]) is asserted and the first octet is 
equal to H' FF'. 

Dual-Octet Address 
For receive, the address comparison for a 
secondary station is made on the first two 
octets following the opening FLAG. 

A match occurs if the first two octets after the 
FLAG match the contents of S1 R and S2R 
respectively, or if all parties address (RPR[3]) 
is asserted and the first two octets are equal 
to H'FF, FF'. 

Dual Address with Group Mode 
For receive, the address comparison for a 
secondary station is made on the first two 
octets following the opening FLAG. A match 
occurs for one of three possible conditions. If 
the first two octets after the FLAG match the 
contents of S1 R and S2R, respectively, or if 
lhe first octet is H' FF' and the second 
matches the contents of S2R (group mode), 
or when all parties address (RPR[3]) is as· 
serted and the first two octets are equal to 
H'FF, FF'. The second condition (group 
mode) allows a selected group of stations to 
receive a message. 
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Extended Address Mode 
Extend address field to the next octet if the 
LSB of the current address octet is zero. 
Address field is terminated if the LSB of the 
address is a one. The address field will be 
terminated after the first octet if the null 
address H'OO' is received/transmitted as the 
first address octet. For this mode the receiver 
does not perform an address comparison (all 
received characters after the opening FLAG 
are transferred to the FIFO) but does deter
mine when the address field is terminated. 

The length of the A field may be a single 
octet, a dual octet, or more octets, as de· 
scribed above. A primary station or an ex
tended address secondary station does not 
perform an address comparison, and all char· 
acters in the A, C, and I fields after the flag 
are transferred to the FIFO. Although address 
field comparisons are not performed, the 
length of the address field is still determined 
by CMR1 [4:3]. For the other secondary ad· 
dress modes, if there is a match, or the 
received character(s) match either of the 
other enabling conditions (group or all-parties 
address), all characters in the A, C, and I 
fields are transferred to the FIFO. If there is 
no match, the receiver returns to the FLAG 
hunt phase. 

C phase begins after A phase is terminated. 
The receiver receives one or two control 
characters, CMR1 [5]. After this phase is ter
minated, the character length is switched 
automatically from 8 bits to the number of bits 
specified in RPR[1 :OJ and the information 
field phase is entered. 

The frame is terminated when a closing FLAG 
is detected. The same FLAG can also serve 
as the opening FLAG of the next frame. The 
16 bits received prior to the closing FLAG 
form the frame check sequence (if an FCS is 
specified in CMR2[2:0]). All non-FLAG char
acters of the frame are accumulated in the 
CRC checker and the result is compared to 
the expected remainder. Failure to match will 
cause a CRC error. EOM detect RSR[7J, RCL 
not zero RSR[O], and CRC error RSR[1J are 
normally FIFOed with the last character of the 
I field. RCL not zero RSR[O] is set if the 
length of the last character of the I field does 
not have the length programmed in RPR[1 :OJ. 
The residual character length in TRSR[2:0J is 
also valid at that time. The CRC characters 
themselves are normally not passed to the 
RxFIFO. However, if the transfer FCS to FIFO 
control bit RPR[6] is asserted, the FCS bytes 
will be transferred to the FIFO. In this case 
the EOM, CRC error, and RCL not zero status 
bits will be tagged onto the last byte of the 
CRC sequence instead of to the last charac
ter of the message. 

If the closing FLAG is received prior to receipt 
of the appropriate number of A field, C field 
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as programmed in CMR1[5:3], and FCS field 
octets, a short frame will be detected and 
RSR[4] will be set. The I field need not be 
present in a valid frame. An abort (11111110) 
comparison is done after an opening FLAG 
has been received and up to receipt of the 
closing FLAG. A match causes the abort 
detect status bit (RSR[6]) to be set. The 
receiver then enters FLAG search mode. The 
abort is stripped from the received data 
stream. 

If a zero followed by 15 contiguous ones is 
detected, the idle detect status bit RSR[3] is 
set. This comparison is done whenever the 
receiver is enabled. Therefore, it can occur 
before or after a received frame. 

Zero deletion is performed during BOP re
ceive. A zero after 5 contiguous ones is 
deleted from the data stream regardless of 
character boundaries. Deleted zeroes are not 
subject to CRC accumulation. FLAG, ABORT, 
and IDLE comparisons are done prior to zero 
deletion. 

SUMMARY OF COP FEATURES 

COP Dual SYN Mode 

SYN detect SYN1-SYN2 
Line fill SYN1-SYN2 

If external synchronization is programmed 
(RPR[4] = 1), the internal FLAG detection 
and address comparison logic is disabled and 
receipt of FLAGs is not required. In this 
arrangement, a pulse on the SYNl-N input pin 
will establish synchronization and terminate 
hunt phase. The receiver will then go immedi
ately into the I-field mode with zero deletion 
disabled, assembling and transferring charac
ters into the FIFO with the character length 
specified in RPR[1 :O]. The SYNl-N pin is 
ignored after the first input on the SYNl-N pin 
is received. The receiver must be disabled 
and then reenabled to resynchronize or to 
return to normal operating mode. 

This mode must be programmed in conjunc
tion with CMR1(2:0]=110. Refer to the de
scription of RPR[4] for further details. 

BOP Loop Mode 
Operation of the receiver in BOP loop proto
col mode is similar to operation in other BOP 
modes, except that only certain frame for
mats are supported. Several character detec
tion functions that interact with the operation 

of the transmitter . or transmitter commands 
are added: 

1. When the 'go on-loop' command is in
voked, the receiver looks for the receipt 
of a zero followed by seven ones and 
then asserts the LC_N output. 

2. When the 'go off-loop' command is in
voked, the receiver looks for the receipt 
of eight contiguous ones and then ne
gates the LC_N output. 

3. The TxD output normally echoes the 
receive input with a two bit time delay. 
When the 'go active on poll' command is 
asserted, the receiver looks for an EOP 
(a zero followed by seven ones) and then 
switches the TxD output line to the nor
mal transmitter output. Receipt of an 
EOP or an ABORT sets RSR[6]. 

4. Receipt of a turnaround sequence (eight 
contiguous zeros) terminates the trans
mitter operation, if any, and returns the 
TxD output to echoing the RxD input. 
RSR[3] is set if a turnaround is received. 

See transmitter operation for additional de
tails. 

SYN stripping SYN1-SYN2 used to establish character sync, i.e. leading SYNs. Subsequent to this (alter receiving 
first non-SYN character), SYN1 and SYN1-SYN2 if stripping is specified by RPR[7]. 

Excluded from FCS .. SYN1 and SYN1-SYN2 before beginning of message, i.e. leading SYNs and, if SYN stripping is 
specified by RPR[7] anywhere else in the message for the Rx; linefill SYN1-SYN2 for Tx regardless 
of RPR[7]. (If SYN stripping is not specified, then SYNs within a message will be included in FCS 
by Rx.) --

BISYNC normal mode 

SYN detect SYN1-SYN2 
Linefill SYN1-SYN2 
SYN stripping SYN1-SYN2 used to establish character sync, i.e. leading SYNs. Subsequent to this (after receiving 

first non-SYN character), SYN1 and SYN1-SYN2 if stripping is specified by RPR(7]. 
Excluded from FCS All SYNs either before or within a message, regardless of RPR[7], plus additional characters as 

required by the protocol. 

BISYNC transparent mode 

SYN detect •DLE-SYN1 
Linelill DLE-SYN1 
SYN/DLE stripping •DLE-SYN1 and odd DLEs if stripping is specified by RPR[7]. 
Excluded from FCS •DLE-SYN1 and odd DLEs, regardless of RPR[7] plus additional characters as required by the 

protocol. 

COP single SYN mode 

SYN detect SYN1 
Line fill SYN1 
SYN stripping SYN1 used to establish character sync, i.e. leading SYNs. Subsequent to this, SYN1 if stripping is 

specified by RPR[7]. 
Excluded from FCS .. SYN1 before beginning of message, i.e. leading SYNs, and if SYN stripping is specified by RPR[7], 

anywhere else in the message for the Rx; linefill SYN1 for Tx regardless of RPR[7]. (If SYN 
stripping is not specified, then SYNs within a message will be included in FCS by Rx.) 

NOTES: 
*OLE indicates last OLE of an odd number of consecutive OLEs . 

.. In non-BISYNC COP modes (single or dual SYN case), if SYN stripping is off, i.e. APR[?]= O, then SYNs within a message will be included in FCS by 
receiver. Therefore, the remote DUSCC transmitter should be careful not to let the TxFIFO underrun since the linefill SYN characters are not 
accumulated in FCS by the transmitter regardless of RPR[7]. Letting the TxFIFO underrun will result in a CRC error in the receiver. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 range O to +70 ·c 
TsTG Storage temperature range -55 to +150 •c 

All voltages with respect to ground3 -0.5 to +6.0 v 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA=O'C to +10°c, Vee=5.0V ±5%4• 5• 6 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

V1L Input low voltage 
All except X1 /CLK 0.8 v 
X1/CLK .04 v 

V1H Input high voltage 
All except X1 /CLK 2 v 
X1/CLK 2.4 v 

Vol Output low voltage 
except DONEN, IRQN loL = 2.4mA 0.5 v 
DONEN, IRQN loL =8.8mA 0.5 v 

VoH Output high voltage 
(except o.c. outputs) loH =-400µA 2.4 v 

lx1L X1 /CLK low input current V1N = 0, X2 grounded -4.5 mA 
V1N = O, X2 floated -4.5 mA 

lx1H X1 /CLK high input current V1N =Vee. X2 grounded 1 mA 
v IN = v CC· X2 floated 30 mA 

lx2L X2 low input current V1N = 0, X1 /CLK floated -100 µA 

lx2H X2 high input current V1N =Vee. X1 /CLK floated 100 µA 

l1L Input leakage current V1N=O to Vee -10 10 µA 

ILL Data bus 3-State leakage current Vo= O to Vee -10 10 µA 

loc Open-collector output leakage current Vo=O to Vee -10 10 µA 

Ice Power supply current 200 mA 

NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of 

the device at these or at any other conditions above those indicated in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 
2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction temperature and thermal resistance of 35°C/W junction 

to ambient for ceramic DIP, 35°C/W for plastic DIP, and 41 'C/W for PLCC. 
3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, it is 

suggested that conventional precautions be taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rated maxima. 
4. Parameters are valid over specified temperature range. 
5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground (GND). For testing, all inputs except X1 /CLK swing between 0.4V and 2.4V with a transition time of 20ns 

maximum. For X1 /CLK, this swing is between 0.4V and 4.4V. All time measurements are referenced at input voltages of O.SV and 2V and output voltages of 0.8V 
and 2.0V as appropriate. 

6. Typical values are at + 25°C, typical supply voltages, and typical processing parameters. 
7. Test condition for outputs: CL= 150pF, except interrupt outputs. Test conditions for interrupt outputs: CL= SOpF, RL = 2.7k!"! to Vee. 
8. This specification will impose maximum 68000 CPU CLK to 6MHz. Higher CPU CLK can be used if repeating bus reads are not performed. 
9. Execution of the valid command (after it is latched) requires 3-4 falling edges of X1 (see Figure 14). 

10. Tests for open drain outputs are intended to guarantee swjtching of the output transistor. Measurement of this response is referenced from the midpoint of the 
switching signal to a point 0.5V above VoL· This point repr_esents noise margin that assures true switching has occurred. Beyond this level, the effects of external 
circuitry and test environment are pronounced and can greatly affect the resultant measurement. 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA=o•c to +10°c, Vcc=5V ±5%4• 5• 6· 7 

TENTATIVE LIMITS 
NO. FIGURE PARAMETER UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

1 12 RESETN pulse width 3 µs 

2 13, 15 AO -AS setup time to CSN low 10 ns 
3 13, 15 AO -AS hold time from CSN high 0 ns 
4 13, 15 AWN setup time to CSN low 0 ns 
5 13, 15 AWN hold time to CSN high 0 ns 
s 13, 15 CSN high pulse width8 1SO ns 
7 13, 15, 1S CSN or IACKN high from DTACKN low 30 ns 
8 13, 1S Data valid from CSN low 300 ns 
9 13 Data bus floating from CSN high 270 ns 
10 15 Data hold time from CSN high'· "· " 0 ns 
11 13, 1S DTACKN low from read data ready 0 ns 
12 13, 15 DTACKN low from CSN low 480 ns 
13 13, 15 DTACKN high from CSN high 235 ns 
14 13, 15 DTACKN high impedance from CSN high 3SO ns 
15 1S DTACKN low from IACKN low S50 ns 

1S 17 Port input setup time to CSN low 20 ns 
17 17 Port input hold time from CSN low 120 ns 
18 17 Port output valid from DTACK low 5SO ns 

IRON high from:12 

19 18 Read RxFIFO (RxRDY interrupt) 300 ns 
Write TxFIFO (TxRDY interrupt) 300 ns 
Write RSA {receiver condition interrupt) S50 ns 
Write TRSR (receiver /transmitter interrupt) S50 ns 
Write ICTSR (port change and timer/counter interrupt) S50 ns 

20 19 X1 /CLK high or low time 25 ns 
X1 /CLK frequency 2 14.745S 1S MHz 
CTCLK high or low time 100 ns 
CTCLK frequency 0 4 MHz 
RxC high or low time 110 ns 
RxC frequency (16X) 0 4 MHz 

(1X) 0 4 MHz 
TxC high or low time 110 ns 
TxC frequency (1SX) 0 4 MHz 

(1X) 0 4 MHz 

21 20 TxD output from 1X TxC input low 385 ns 
22 20 TxD output from TxC output low 0 50 ns 

23 21 RxD data setup time to RxC high 50 ns 
24 21 RxD data hold time from RxC high 0 ns 

25 22 IACKN low to daisy chain low 350 ns 

2S 24 Data valid from receive OMA ACKN 320 ns 
27 23, 24 DTCN width 100 ns 
28 23, 24 RDYN low to DTCN low 80 ns 
29 24 Data bus ·float from DTCN low 300 ns 
30 23, 24 OMA ACKN low to RDYN (DTACKN) low soo ns 
31 23, 24 RDYN high from DTCN low 420 ns 
32 23, 24 RDYN high impedance from DTCN low 530 ns 
33 24 Receive OMA REON high from OMA ACKN low 585 ns 
34 24 Receive OMA ACKN width 150 ns 
35 23, 24 Receive OMA ACKN low to DONEN low 300 ns 
3S 23 Data setup to DTCN low 300 ns 
37 23 Data hold from DTCN low 230 ns 
38 23 Transmit DMA REON high from ACKN low 550 ns 
39 23 Transmit DMA ACKN deasserted width 150 ns 
40 23 Transmit OMA ACKN low to DONEN low output 550 ns 

41 25 CSN low to transmit DONEN low output 400 ns 
42 25 CSN low to transmit OMA REO negated S20 ns 
43 25 CSN low to receive DONEN low 400 ns 
44 25 CSN low to receive DMA REO negated S20 ns 
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Figure 13. Bus Timing (Read Cycle) 
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Figure 15. Bus Timing (Write Cycle) 
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Figure 16. Interrupt Cycle Timing 
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Figure 21. Receive Timing 
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Figure 23. OMA Transmit Write Timing - Single Address OMA Mode 
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Figure 24. OMA Receiver Read Timing - Single Address OMA Mode 
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Microprocessor Products 

DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCN68681 Dual Universal 
Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter 
(DUART) is a single-chip MOS-LSI com
munications device that provides two 
independent full-duplex asynchronous 
receiver/transmitter channels in a single 
package. It is compatible with other 
S68000 family devices, and can also 
interface easily with other microproces
sors. The DUART can be used in polled 
or interrupt driven systems. 

The operating mode and data format of 
each channel can be programmed inde
pendently. Additionally, each receiver 
and transmitter can select its operating 
speed as one of eighteen fixed baud 
rates, a.16X clock derived from a pro
grammable counter/timer, or an external 
1 x or 16X clock. The baud rate gener
ator and counter/timer can operate di
rectly from a crystal or from external 
clock inputs. The ability to independently 
program the operating speed of the 
receiver and transmitter make the 
DUART particularly attractive for dual
speed channel applications such as 
clustered terminal systems. 

FEATURES 
• 868000 bus compatible 
• Dual full-duplex asynchronous 

receiver/transmitter 
• Quadruple buffered receiver data 

registers 
• Programmable data format 

- 5 to 8 data bits plus parity 
- Odd, even, no parity or force 

parity 
- 1, 1.5 or 2 stop bits 

programmable In )111-blt 
increments 

• Programmable baud rate for each 
receiver and transmitter 
selectable from: 
- 18 fixed rates: 50 to 38.4k 

baud 
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- One user-defined rate derived 
from programmable timer/ 
counter 

- External 1 X or 16X clock 
• i>arlty, framing, and overrun error 

detection 
• False start bit detection 
• Line break detection and 

generation 
• Programmable channel mode 

- Normal (full-duplex) 
- Automatic echo 
- Local loopback 
- Remote loopback 

• Multi-function programmable 
16-bit counter/timer 

• Multi-function 6·blt input port 
- Can serve as clock or control 

Inputs 
- Change-of-state detection on 

four inputs 
• Multi-function 8-blt output port 

- Individual bit set/reset 
capability 

- Outputs can be programmed to 
be status/interrupt signals 

• Versatile Interrupt system 
- Single Interrupt output with 

eight maskable Interrupting 
conditions 

- Interrupt vector output on 
Interrupt acknowledge 

- Output port can be configured 
to provide a total of up to six 
separate wlre-ORable Interrupt 
outputs 

• Maximum data transfer: 1 X -
1MB/sec, 16X - 125kB/sec 

• Automatic wake-up mode for 
multldrop applications· 

• Start-end break Interrupt/status 
• Detects break which originates In 

the middle of a character 
• On-chip crystal oscillator 
• TTL compatible 
• Single + 5V power supply 
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

DIP 

05 

07 

GNO 

TOP VIEW 

INDEX 
CORNER 

.! 40 

0 ~ 39 

PLCC 

17 ,. 
1B 28 

TOP VIEW 

'"""'"" Pin Function Pin Function 
1 NC 23 NC 
2 A1 24 INTRN 
3 IP3 25 06 
4 A2 26 04 
5 IP1 27 02 
6 A3 26 DO 
7 A4 29 OP6 
8 IPO 30 OP4 
9 R/WN 31 OP2 
10 DTACKN 32 OPO 
11 RxDB 33 TxDA 
12 NC 34 NC 
13 TxDB 35 AxOA 
14 OP1 38 X1/CLK 
15 OP3 37 X2 
16 OPS 38 RESET 
17 OP7 39 CSN 
18 01 40 IP2 
19 03 41 IACKN 
20 05 42 IP5 
21 07 43 IP4 
22 GND 44 Vee 
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ORDERING INFORMATION -PACKAGES Vee= +sv ± 5%, TA= o•c to +10°c 

Ceramic DIP SCN68681C1140 
2 -Plastic DIP SCN68681C1N40 

Plastic LCC SCN68681 CIA44 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

D0-07 BUS BUFFER CHANNEL A 

TRANSMIT 
HOLDING REG 

TxOA 
TRANSMIT 

SHIFT REGISTER 

R/WN 
OPERATION 
CONTROL 

RECEIVE 
OTACKN HOLDING REG 

ADDRESS (3) 
CSN DECODE RxOA 

RECEIVE 
A1-A4 I R/W CONTROL I SHIFT REG 

RESETN 

INTERRUPT 
CONTROL 

INTRN CHANNEL B TxDB 

(AS ABOVE) Rx OB 

IACKN 

.. INPUT PORT :::> .. 
i5 ~ CHANGE OF a: < STATE 

TIMING ... 0 z ~ DETECTORS (4) IPO-IP6 0 < <.> z 
BAUD RATE a: 

8§3 GENERATOR w ... 
!!; 

R 

CLOCK 
SELECTORS 

OUTPUT PORT 

COUNTER! FUNCTION 
TIMER SELECT 

LOGIC OPQ.OP7 

X1JCLK 

~ XTALOSC 
X2 

R 

Vee 

GND 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

DIP PLCC 

00-07 25, 16,24 28, 18, 27 1/0 Data Bus: Bidirectional 3·State data bus used to transfer commands, data and status between 
17,23, 18 19,26,20 the DUART and the CPU. DO is the least significant bit. 

22, 19 25,21 

CSN 35 39 I Chip Select: Active low input signal. When low, data transfers between the CPU and the 
DUART are enabled on DO-D7 as controlled by the R/WN and A1 -A4 inputs. When high, 
places the DO - D7 lines in the 3-State condition. 

R/WN 8 9 I Read/Write: A high input indicates a read cycle and a low input indicates a write cycle, when a 
cycle is initiated by assertion of the CSN input. 

A1-A4 1, 2, 2, 4, I Address Inputs: Select the DUART internal registers and ports for read/write operations. 
5, 6 6, 7 

RESETN 34 38 I Reset: A low clears internal registers (SRA, SRB, IMR, ISR, OPR, OPCR), initializes the IVR to 
hex OF, puts OPO -OP7 in the high state, stops the counter/timer, and puts channel A and B in 
the inactive state, with the TxDA and TxDB outputs in the mark (high) state. 

DTACKN 9 10 0 Data Transfer Acknowledge: 3-State active low output asserted in write, read, or interrupt 
cycles to indicate proper transfer of data between the CPU and the DU ART. 

INTRN 21 24 0 Interrupt Request: Active low, open drain output which signals the CPU that one or more of the 
eight maskable interrupting conditions are true. 

IACKN 37 41 I Interrupt Acknowledge: Active low input indicating an interrupt acknowledge cycle. In 
response, the DUART will place the interrupt vector on the data bus and will assert DTACKN if it 
has an interrupt pending. 

X1/CLK 32 36 I Crystal 1: Crystal or external clock input. A crystal or clock of the specified limits must be 
supplied at all times. If a crystal is used, a capacitor must be connected from this pin to ground 
(see Figure 7). 

X2 33 37 I Crystal 2: Connection for other side of the crystal. If a crystal is used, a capacitor must be 
connected from this pin to ground (see Figure 7). If X1 /CLK is driven from an external source, 
this pin should be grounded. 

RxDA 31 35 I Channel A Receiver Serial Data Input: The least significant bit is received first. 'Mark' is high, 
'space' is low. 

Rx DB 10 11 I Channel B Receiver Serial Data Input: The least significant bit is received first. 'Mark' is high, 
'space' is low. 

TxDA 30 33 0 Channel A Transmitter Serial Data Output: The least significant bit is transmitted first. This 
output is held in the 'mark' condition when the transmitter is disabled, idle, or when operating in 
local loopback mode. 'Mark' is high, 'space' is low. 

TxDB 11 13 0 Channel B Transmitter Serlal Data Output: The least significant bit is transmitted first. This 
output is held in the 'mark' condition when the transmitter is disabled, idle, or when operating in 
local loopback mode. 'Mark' is high, 'space' is low. 

OPO 29 32 0 Output 0: General purpose output, or channel A request to send (RTSAN, active low); can be 
deactivated automatically on receive or transmit. 

OP1 12 14 0 Output 1: General purpose output, or channel B request to send (RTSBN, active low); can be 
deactivated automatically on receive or transmit. 

OP2 28 40 0 Output 2: General purpose output, or channel A transmitter 1 X or 16 X clock output, or 
channel A receiver 1 X clock output. 

OP3 13 15 0 Output 3: General purpose output, or open drain, active low counter/timer output, or channel B 
transmitter 1 X clock output, or channel B receiver 1 x clock output. 

OP4 27 30 0 Output 4: General purpose output, or channel A ·open drain, active low, RxRDY A/FFULLA 
output. 

OPS 14 16 0 Output 5: General purpose output or channel B open drain, active low, RxRDYB/FFULLB 
output. 

OP6 26 29 0 Output 6: General purpose output, or channel A open drain, active low, TxRDYA output. 

OP7 15 17 0 Output 7: General purpose output, or channel B open drains, active low, TxRDYB output. 

IPO 7 8 I Input 0: General purpose input, or channel A clear to send active low input (CTSAN). 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE 

DIP PLCC 

IP1 4 5 I 

IP2 36 40 I 

IP3 2 3 I 

IP4 39 43 I 

IP5 38 42 I 

Vee 40 44 I 

GND 20 22 I 

Each receiver is quadruply buffered to mini
mize the potential of receiver overrun or to 
reduce interrupt overhead in interrupt driven 
systems. In addition, a flow control capability 
is provided to disable a remote DUART trans
mitter when the buffer of the receiving device 
is full. 

Also provided on the SCN68681 are a multi
purpose 6·bit input port and a multipurpose 8-
bit output port. These can be used as general 
purpose 110 ports or can be assigned specific 
functions (such as clock inputs or status/ 
interrupt outputs) under program control. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
The SCN68681 DUART consists of the fol
lowing eight major sections: data bus buffer, 
operation control, interrupt control, timing, 
communications channels A and B, input port 
and output port. Refer to the block diagram. 

Data Bus Buffer 
The data bus buffer provides the interface 
between the external and internal data bus
ses. It is controlled by the operation control 
block to allow read and wrtte operations to 
take place between the controlling CPU and 
the DUART. 

Operation Control 
The operation control logic receives opera
tion commands from the CPU and generates 
appropriate signals to internal sections to 
control device operation. It contains address 
decoding and read and write circuits to permit 
communications with the microprocessor via 
the data bus buffer. The DTACKN output is 
asserted during write and read cycles to 
indicate to the CPU that data has been 
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NAME AND FUNCTION 

Input 1: General purpose input, or channel B clear to send active low input (CTSBN). 

Input 2: General purpose input. or channel B receiver external clock input (RxCB). or counter/ 
timer external clock input. When the external clock is used by the receiver, the received data is 
sampled on the rising edge of the clock. 

Input 3: General purpose input, or channel A transmitter external clock input (TxCA). When the 
external clock is used by the transmitter, the transmitted data is clocked on the falling edge of 
the clock. 

Input 4: General purpose input, or channel A receiver external clock input (RxCA). When the 
external clock is used by the receiver, the received data is sampled on the rising edge of the 
clock. 

Input 5: General purpose input, or channel B transmitter external clock input (TxCB). When the 
external clock is used by the transmitter, the transmitted data is clocked on the falling edge of 
the clock. 

Power Supply: + 5V supply input. 

Ground 

latched on a write cycle, or that valid data is 
present on the bus on a read cycle. 

Interrupt Control 
A single active low interrupt output (INTRN) is 
provided which is activated upon the occur
rence of any of eight internal events. Associ
ated with the interrupt system are the inter
rupt mask register (IMR), the interrupt status 
register (SR), the auxiliary control register 
(ACR), and the interrupt vector register (IVR). 
The IMR may be programmed to select only 
certain conditions to cause INTRN to be 
asserted. The ISR can be read by the CPU to 
determine all currently active interrupting con
ditions. When IACKN is asserted, and the 
DUART has an interrupt pending, the DUART 
responds by placing the contents of the IVR 
register on the data bus and asserting 
DTACKN. 

Outputs OP3 - OP7 can be programmed to 
provide discrete interrupt outputs for the 
transmitters, receivers, and counter/timer. 

Timing Circuits 
The timing block consists of a crystal oscilla
tor, a baud rate generator, a programmable 
16-bit counter/timer, and four clock selectors. 
The crystal oscillator operates directly from a 
3.6864nHz crystal connected across the X1 I 
CLK and X2 inputs. If an external clock of the 
appropriate frequency is available, it may be 
connected to X1 /CLK. The clock serves as 
the basic timing reference for the baud rate 
generator (BAG), the counter/timer and other 
internal circuits. A clock signal within the 
limits specified in the specifications section of 
this data sheet must always be supplied to 
the DUART. If an external signal is used 
instead of a crystal, X1 should be driven using 
a configuration similar to the one in Figure 7. 
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The baud rate generator operates from the 
oscillator or external clock input and is capa
ble of generating 18 commonly used data 
communications baud rates ranging from 50 
to 38.4k baud. The clock outputs from the 
BAG are at 16 x the actual baud rate. The 
counter/timer can be used as a timer to 
produce a 16 x clock for any other baud rate 
by counting down the crystal clock or an 
external clock. The four clock selectors allow 
the independent selection, for each receiver 
and transmitter, of any of these baud rates or 
an external timing signal. 

The counter/timer (CID can be programmed 
to use one of several timing sources as its 
input. The output of the CIT is available to the 
clock selectors and can also be programmed 
to be output at OP3. In the counter mode, the 
contents of the CIT can be read by the CPU 
and it can be stopped and started under 
program control. In the timer mode, the CIT 
acts as a programmable divider. 

Communications Channels 
A and B 
Each communications channel of the 
SCN68681 comprises a full-duplex asynchro
nous receiver/transmitter (DUARD. The op
erating frequency for each receiver and trans
mitter can be selected independently from 
the baud rate generator, the counter timer, or 
from an external input. 

The transmitter accepts parallel data from the 
CPU, converts tt to a serial btt stream, inserts 
the appropriate start, stop, and optional parity 
bits and outputs a composite serial stream of 
data on the TxD output pin. The receiver 
accepts serial data on the RxD pin, converts 
this serial input to parallel format, checks for 
start bit, stop bit, parity bit (if any), or break 
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condition and sends an assembled character 
to the CPU. 

Input Port 
The input port pulse detection circuitry uses a 
38.4kHz sampling clock derived from one of 
the baud rate generator taps. This results in a 
sampling period of slightly more than 25µs 
(assuming that the clock input is 3.6864MHz). 
The detection circuitry, in order to guarantee 
a true change in level has occurred, requires 
that two successive samples at the new logic 
level be observed. As a consequence, the 
minimum duration of the signal change is 
25µs if the transition occurs coincident with 
the first sample pulse. The SOµs time refers to 
the situation in which the change of state is 
just missed and the first change of state is not 
detected until 25µs later. 

The inputs to this unlatched 6-bit port can be 
read by the CPU by performing a read opera
tion at address D16. A high input results in a 
logic 1 while a low input results in a logic o. 
D7 will always be read as a logic 1 and D6 will 
reflect the level of IACKN. The pins of this 
port can also serve as auxiliary inputs to 
certain portions of the DUART logic. 

Four change-of-state detectors are provided 
which are associated with inputs IP3, IP2, IP1, 
and IPO. A High-to-Low or Low-to-High transi
tion of these inputs lasting longer than 
25-SOµs will set the corresponding bit in the 
input port change register. The bits are 
cleared when the register is read by the CPU. 
Any change of state can also be programmed 
to generate an interrupt to the CPU. 

Output Port 
The 8-bit multi-purpose output port can be 
used as a general purpose output port, in 
which case the outputs are the complements 
of the output port register (QPR). OPR[n] = 1 
results in OP[n] = low and vice-versa. Bits of 
the OPR can be individually set and reset. A 
bit is set by performing a write operation at 
address E16 with the accompanying data 
specifying the bits to be set (1 = set, O = no 
change). Likewise, a bit is reset by a write at 
address F16 with the accompanying data 
specifying the bits to be reset (1 =reset, 
0 =no change). 

Outputs can be also individually assigned 
specific functions by appropriate program
ming of the channel A mode registers (MR1A, 
MR2A), the channel B mode registers (MR1B, 
MR2B), and the output port configuration 
register (OPCR). 

OPERATION 

Transmitter 
The SCN68681 is conditioned to transmit 
data when the transmitter is enabled through 
the command register. The SCN68681 indi-
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cates to the CPU that it is ready to accept a 
character by setting the TxRDY bit in the 
status register. This condition can be pro
grammed to generate an interrupt request at 
OPS or OP? and INTRN. When a character is 
loaded into the transmit holding register 
(THR), the above conditions are negated. 
Data is transferred from the holding register 
to the transmit shift register when it is idle or 
has completed transmission of the previous 
character. The TxRDY conditions are then 
asserted again which means one full charac
ter time of buffering is provided. Characters 
cannot be loaded into the THR while the 
transmitter is disabled. 

The transmitter converts the parallel data 
from the CPU to a serial bit stream on the 
TxD output pin. It automatically sends a start 
bit followed by the programmed number of 
data bits, an optional parity bit, and the 
programmed number of stop bits. The least 
significant bit is sent first. Following the trans
mission of the stop bits, if a new character is 
not available in the THR, the TxD output 
remains high and the TxEMT bit in the status 
register (SR) will be set to 1. Transmission 
resumes and the TxEMT bit is cleared when 
the CPU loads a new character into the THR. 
If the transmitter is disabled, it continues 
operating until the character currently being 
transmitted is completely sent out. The trans
mitter can be forced to send a continuous low 
condition by issuing a send break command. 

The transmitter can be reset through a soft
ware command. If it is reset, operation ceas
es immediately and the transmitter must be 
enabled through the command register be
fore resuming operation. If CTS operation is 
enabled, the CTSN input must be low in order 
for the character to be transmitted, if it goes 
high in the middle of a transmission, the 
character in the shift register is transmitted 
and TxDA then remains in the marking state 
until CTSN goes low. The transmitter can also 
control the deactivation of the RTSN output. 
If programmed, the RTSN output will be reset 
one bit time after the character in the transmit 
shift register and transmit holding register (if 
any) are completely transmitted; only if the 
transmitter has been disabled. 

Receiver 
The SCN686B 1 is conditioned to receive data 
when enabled through the command register. 
The receiver looks for a high to low (mark to 
space) transition of the start bit on the RxD 
input pin. If a transition is detected, the state 
of the RxD pin is sampled each 16 X clock 
for 7112 clocks (16X clock model) or at the 
next rising edge of the bit time clock (1 x 
clock mode). If RxD is sampled high, the start 
bit is invalid and the search for a valid start bit 
begins again. If RxD is still low, a valid start bit 
is assumed and the receiver continues to 
sample the input at one bit time intervals at 
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the theoretical center of the bit, until the 
proper number of data bits and the partty bit 
(if any) have been assembled, and one stop 
bit has been detected. The least signHicant 
bit is received first. The data is then trans
ferred to the receive holding register (AHR) 
and the RxRDY bit in the SR is set to a 1. This 
condition can be programmed to generate an 
interrupt at OP4 or OPS and INTRN. If the 
character length is less than eight bits, the 
most significant unused bits in the AHR are 
set to zero. 

Alter the stop bit is detected, the receiver will 
immediately look for the next start bit. Howev
er, if a non-zero character was received 
without a stop bit (framing error) and RxD 
remains low for one half of the bit period after 
the stop bit was sampled, then the receiver 
operates as H a new start bit transition had 
been detected at that point (one-half bit time 
after the stop bit was sampled). 

The parity error, framing error, overrun error 
and received break state Of any) are strobed 
into the SR at the received character bound
ary, before the RxRDY status bit is set. If a 
break condition is detected (RxD is low for 
the entire character including the stop bit), a 
character consisting of all zeros will be load
ed into the AHR and the received break bit in 
the SR is set to 1. The RxD input must return 
to a high condition for at least one-half bit 
time before a search for the next start bit 
begins. 

The AHR consists of a first-in-first-out (FIFO) 
stack with a capacity of three characters. 
Data is loaded from the receive shift register 
into the topmost empty position of the FIFO. 
The RxRDY bit in the status register is set 
whenever one or more characters are avail
able to be read, and a FFULL status bit is set 
if all three stack positions are filled with data. 
Either of these bits can be selected to cause 
an interrupt. A read of the AHR outputs the 
data at the top of the FIFO. After the read 
cycle, the data FIFO and its associated status 
bits (see below) are 'popped' thus emptying a 
FIFO position for new data. 

In addition to the data word, three status bits 
(parity error, framing error, and received 
break) are also appended to each data char
acter in the FIFO (overrun is not). Status can 
be provided in two ways, as programmed by 
the error mode control bit in the mode regis
ter. In the 'character' mode, status is provid
ed on a character-by-character basis; the 
status applies only to the character at the top 
of the FIFO. In the 'block' mode, the status 
provided in the SR for these three bits is the 
logical-OR of the status for all characters 
coming to the top of the FIFO since the last 
'reset error' command was issued. In either 
mode reading the SR does not affect the 
FIFO. The FIFO is 'popped' only when the 
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Table 1. 68681 Register Addressing 

A4 A3 A2 A1 READ (R/WN = 1) WRITE (R/WN = 0) -~ 
0 0 0 0 Mode Register A (MR1A, MR2A) Mode Register A (MR1A , MR2A) 

SRA) 0 0 0 1 Status Register A (SRA) Clock Select Reg. A (C 
0 0 1 0 *Reserved* Command Register A (C 
0 0 1 1 Rx Holding Register A (RHRA} Tx Holding Register A ( 

AA) 
THRA} 
CR) 0 1 0 0 Input Port Change Reg. (IPCR) Aux. Control Register (A 

0 1 0 1 Interrupt Status Reg. (ISR) Interrupt Mask Reg. (IM R} 
0 1 1 0 Counter /Timer Upper (CTU) CIT Upper Register (CT UR) 
0 1 1 1 Counter /Timer Lower (CTL) CIT Lower Regis1er (CT LA) 
1 0 0 0 Mode Register B (MR1B, MR2B} Mode Register B (MA1B , MR2B) 

SRB) 1 0 0 1 Status Register B (SRB) Clock Select Reg. B (C 
1 0 1 0 *Reserved"' Command Register B (C 
1 0 1 1 Rx Holding Register B (AHAB) Tx Holding Register B ( 

RB) 
THRB) 

1 1 0 0 Interrupt Vector Reg. (IVA) 
1 1 0 1 Input Port 
1 1 1 0 Start Counter Command 
1 1 1 1 Stop Counter Command 

·'--'---· 

AHA is read. Therefore the status register 
should be read prior to reading the FIFO. 

If the FIFO is full when a new character is 
received, that character is held in the receive 
shift register until a FIFO position is available. 
If an additional character is received while 
this state exits, the contents of the FIFO are 
not affected: the character previously in the 
shift register is lost and the overrun error 
status bit (SP[4]) will be set upon receipt of 
the start bit of the new (overrunning} charac· 
ter. 

The receiver can control the deactivation of 
ATS. If programmed to operate in this mode, 
the RTSN output will be negated when a valid 
start bit was received and the FIFO is full. 
When a FIFO position becomes available, the 
RTSN output will be re-asserted automatical· 
ly. This feature can be used to prevent an 
overrun, in the receiver, by connecting the 
ATSN output to the CTSN input of the trans· 
milting device. 

If the receiver is disabled, the FIFO charac
ters can be read. However, no additional 
characters can be received until the receiver 
is enabled again. If the receiver is reset, the 
FIFO and all of the receiver status, and the 
corresponding output ports and interrupt are 
reset. No additional characters can be re· 
ceived until the receiver is enabled again. 

Multidrop Mode 
The DUART is equipped with a wake up 
mode used for multidrop applications. This 
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Interrupt Vector Reg. (IV A) 
OPCR) 

mmand 
Command 

Output Port Conf. Reg. ( 
Set Output Port Bits Co 
Reset Output Port Bits 

mode is selected by programming bits 
MR1A[4:3] or MA1B[4:3] to '11' for channels 
A and B respectively. In this mode of opera· 
lion, a 'master' station transmits an address 
character followed by data characters for the 
addressed 'slave' station. The slave stations, 
with receivers that are normally disabled, 
examine the received data stream and 'wake· 
up' the CPU (by setting RxRDY} only upon 
receipt of an address character. The CPU 
compares the received address to its station 
address and enables the receiver if it wishes 
to receive the subsequent data characters. 
Upon receipt of another address character, 
the CPU may disable the receiver to initiate 
the process again. 

A transmitted character consists of a start bit, 
the programmed number of data bits, an 
address/ data (AID} bit, and the programmed 
number of stop bits. The polarity of the 
transmitted A/D bit is selected by the CPU by 
programming bit MA1A[2]/MA18[2]. 
MR1A[2]/MR18[2] ~ 0 transmits a zero in 
the A/D bit position, which identifies the 
corresponding data bits as data, while 
MA1A[2]/MR18[2] ~ 1 transmits a one in the 
A/D bit position, which identifies the corre· 
sponding data bits as an address. The CPU 
should program in the mode register prior to 
loading the corresponding data bits into the 
THR. 

In this mode, the receiver continuously looks 
at the received data stream, whether it is 
enabled or disabled. If disabled, it sets the 
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RxRDY status bit and loads the character into 
the AHA FIFO if the received AID bit is a one 
(address tag}, but discards the received char
acter if the received A/D bit is a zero (data 
tag). If enabled, all received characters are 
transferred to the CPU via the AHR. In either 
case, the data bits are loaded into the data 
FIFO while the AID bit is loaded into the 
status FIFO position normally used for parity 
error (SRA[5] or SRB[5]}. Framing error, over
run error, and break detect operate normally 
whether or not the receiver is enabled. 

PROGRAMMING 
The operation of the DUART is programmed 
by writing control words into the ·appropriate 
registers. Operational feedback is provided 
via status registers which can be read by the 
CPU. The addressing of the registers is de
scribed in Table 1. 

The contents of certain control registers are 
initialized to zero on RESET. Care should be 
exercised if the contents of a register are 
changed during operation, since certain 
changes may cause operational problems. 
For example, changing the number of bits per 
character while the transmitter is active may 
cause the transmission of an incorrect char
acter. In general, the contents of the MA, the 
CSR, and the OPCR should only be changed 
while the receiver(s) and transmitter(s) are 
not enabled, and certain changes to the ACR 
should only be made while the C/T is 
stopped. 

Mode registers 1 and 2 of each channel are 
accessed via independent auxiliary pointers. 
The pointer is set to MA1 x by RESET or by 
issuing a 'reset pointer' command via the 
corresponding command register. Any read 
or write of the mode register while the pointer 
is at MR1x switches the pointer to MR2x. the 
pointer then remains at MR2x, so that subse
quent accesses are always to MR2x unless 
the pointer is reset to MR 1 x as described 
above. 

Mode, command, clock select, and status 
registers are duplicated for each channel to 
provide total independent operation and con
trol. Refer to Table 2 for register bit descrip
tions. The reserved registers at addresses 
H'02' and H'OA' should never be read during 
normal operation since they are reserved for 
internal diagnostics. 

2 
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Table 2. Register Bit Formats 

MR1A 
MR1B 

MR2A 
MR2B 

CSRA 
CSRB 

CRA 
CRB 

SRA 
SRB 

OPCR 

ACR 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

RxRTS RxlNT ERROR 
PARITY MODE 

PARITY 
BITS PER CHARACTER 

CONTROL SELECT MODE TYPE 

O=no O=RxRDY O=char 00 = with parity O=even 00=5 
1=yes 1=FFULL 1=block 01 =force parity 1=odd 01=6 

1 o = no parity 10=7 
11 = multi-drop mode 11=8 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

CHANNEL MODE 
TxRTS CTS STOP BIT LENGTH* 

CONTROL ENABLE Tx 

OO=Normal O=no O=no 0=0.563 4=0.813 8=1.563 C=1.813 
01 =Auto echo 1=yes 1=yes 1=0.625 5=0.875 9=1.625 0=1.875 
10=Local loop 2=0.688 6=0.938 A=1.688 E=1.938 
11 =Remote loop 3=0.750 7=1.000 B=1.750 F=2.000 

NOTE: 
•Add 0.5 to values shown for 0-7 if channel is programmed for 5 bits/char. 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

RECEIVER CLOCK SELECT TRANSMITTER CLOCK SELECT 

See Text See Text 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

MISCELLANEOUS COMMANDS DISABLE Tx ENABLE Tx DISABLE Rx ENABLE Rx 

not used-
See Text 

O=no O=no O=no O=no 
must be 0 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

RECEIVED FRAMING PARITY OVERRUN 
TxEMT TxRDY FFULL RxRDY 

BREAK ERROR ERROR ERROR 

O=no O=no O=no O=no O=no O=no O=no O=no 
1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes . . . 

NOTE: 
*These status bits are appended to the corresponding data character in the receive FIFO. A read of the status register provides these bits (7:5) from 
the top of the FIFO together with bits 4:0. These bits are cleared by a 'reset error status' command. In character mode they are discarded when the 
corresponding data character is read from the FIFO. 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

OP7 OP& OPS OP4 OP3 OP2 

O=OPR[7) O=OPR[6) O=OPR[5] O=OPR[4) OO=OPR[3) OO=OPR[2) 
1=TxRDYB 1=TxRDYA 1=RxRDY/ 1=RxROY/ 01 = C/T OUTPUT 01 = TxCA(16 X) 

FFULLB FFULLA 10 = TxCB(1 X ) 10 • TxCA(1 X ) 
11 = RxCB(1 X) 11 = RxCA(1 X) 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

BRG SET COUNTER/TIMER DELTA DELTA DELTA DELTA 
SELECT MODE AND SOURCE IP3 INT IP2 INT IP1 INT IPO INT 

O=set1 See Table 4 O=off O=off O=off O=off 
1 =set2 1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 1 =on 
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Table 2. Register Bit Formats (Continued) 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

.:l.IP3 .:l.IP2 

IPCR O= no O=no 
1 =yes 1 =yes 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

ISR 

INPUT 
.:l. 

PORT 
BREAK B 

CHANGE 

O=no O=no 
1=yes 1=yes 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

IN. PORT .:l. 
CHANGE BREAK B 

IMR 
INT INT 

O=off O=off 
1=on 1=on 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

C/T[15] C/T[14] 

CTUR 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

C/T[7] C/T[6] 

CTLR 

BIT 7 BIT 8 

IVR[7] IVR[6] 

IVR 

MR1A-Channel A Mode 
Register 1 
MR1A is accessed when the channel A MR 
pointer points to MR1. The pointer is set to 
MR1 by RESET or by a 'set pointer' com
mand applied via CAA. After reading or writ
ing MR1A, the pointer will point to MR2A. 

MR1A[7]-Channel A Receiver 
Request-to-Send Control 
This bit controls the deactivation of the 
RTSAN output (OPO) by the receiver. This 
output is normaHy asserted by setting OPR[OJ 
and negated by resetting OPR[O). 
MR1A[7) = 1 causes RTSAN to be negated 
upon receipt of a valid start bit if the channel 
A FIFO is full. However, OPR[O) is not reset 
and RTSAN will be asserted again when an 
empty FIFO position is available. This feature 
can be used for flow control to prevent 
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.:l.IP1 .:l.IPO IP3 

O= no O =no O=low 
1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =high 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

RxRDY/ COUNTER 
FFULLB 

TxRDYB 
READY 

O=no O=no O=no 
1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

RxRDY/ 
TxRDYB 

COUNTER 
FFULLB READY 

INT 
INT 

INT 

O=off O=off O=off 
1=on 1=on 1=on 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

C/T[13] C/T[12] C/T[11] 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

C/T[S] C/T[4] C/T[3] 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

IVR[S] IVR[4] IVR(3] 

overrun in the receiver by using the RTSAN 
output signal to control the CTSN input of the 
transmitting device. 

MR1A[6] - Channel A Receiver 
Interrupt Select 
This bit selects either the channel A receiver 
ready status (RxRDY) or the channel A FIFO 
full status (FFULL) to be used for CPU 
interrupts. It also causes the selected bit to 
be output on OP4 if it is programmed as an 
interrupt output via the OPCR. · 

MR1A[5] - Channel A Error Mode 
Select 
This bit selects the operating mode of the 
three FIFOed status bits (FE, PE, received 
break) for channel A. In the 'character' mode, 
status is provided on a character-by-charac
ter basis: the status applies only to the 
character at the top of the FIFO. In the 'block' 
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BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

IP2 IP1 IPO 

O =low O= low O=low 
1 =high 1 =high 1 =high 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

.:l. RxRDY/ 
BREAK A FFULLA 

TxRDYA 

O=no O=no O=no 
1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

.:l. RxRDY/ 
TxRDYA 

BREAK A FFULLA 
INT INT 

INT 

O=off O=off O=off 
1=on 1=on 1=on 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

C/T[10] C/T[9] C/T[B] 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

C/T[2] C/T[1] C/T[O] 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

IVR[2] IVR[1] IVR[O] 

mode, the status provided in the SR for these 
bits is the accumulation (logical-OR) of the 
status for all characters coming to the top of 
the FIFO since the last 'reset error' command 
for channel A was issued. 

MR1A[4:3] - Channel A Parity Mode 
Select 
If 'with parity' or 'force parity' is selected, a 
parity bit is added to the transmitted charac
ter and the receiver performs a parity check 
on incoming data. MR1 A[4:3] = 11 selects 
channel A to operate in the special multidrop 
mode described in the Operation section. 

MR1A(2] - Channel A Parity Type 
Select 
This bit selects the parity type (odd or even) if 
the 'with parity' mode is programmed by 
MR1A[4:3], and the polarity of the forced 
parity bit n the 'force parity' mode is pro-
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gramrned. It has no effect ii the 'no parity' 
mode is programmed. In the special multidrop 
mode it selects the polarity of the AID bit 

MR1A[1:0] - Channel A Bits per 
Character Select 
This field selects the number of data bits per 
character to be transmitted and received. The 
character length does not include the start, 
parity, and stop bits. 

MR2A - Channel A Mode 
Register 2 
MR2A is accessed when the channel A MR 
pointer points to MR2, which occurs alter any 
access to MR1A Accesses to MR2A do not 
change the pointer. 

MR2A[7:6] - Channel A Mode Select 
Each channel of the DUART can operate in 
one of four modes. MR2A[7:6] = 00 is the 
normal mode, with the transmitter and receiv
er operating independently. MR2A[7:6] = 01 
places the channel in the automatic echo 
mode, which automatically retransmits the 
received data. The following conditions are 
true while in automatic echo mode: 

1. Received data is reclocked and retran
smitted on the TxDA output. 

2. The receive clock is used for the trans
mitter. 

3. The receiver must be enabled, but the 
transmitter need not be enabled. 

4. The channel A TxRDY and TxEMT status 
bits are inactive. 

5. The received parity is checked, but is not 
regenerated for transmission, i.e., trans
mitted parity bit is as received. 

6. Character framing is checked, but the 
stop bits .are retransmitted as received. 

7. A received break is echoed as received 
until the next valid start bit is detected. 

8. CPU to receiver communication contin
ues normally, but the CPU to transmitter 
link is disabled. 

Two diagnostic modes can also be config
ured. MR2A['7:6] = 10 selects local loopback 
mode. In this mode: 

1. The transmitter output is internally con-
nected to the receiver input. 

2. The transmit clock is used for the receiver. 

3. The TxDA output is held high. 

4. The RxDA input is ignored. 

5. The transmitter must be enabled, but the 
receiver need not be enabled. 

6. CPU to transmitter and receiver commu-
nications continue normally. 

The second diagnostic mode is the remote 
loopback mode, selected by MR2A[7:6] = 11. 
In this mode: 

1. Received data is reclocked and retran
smitted on the TxDA output. 
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2. The receive clock is used for the trans
mitter. 

3. Received data is not sent to the local 
CPU, and the error status conditions are 
inactive. 

4. The received parity is not checked and is 
not regenerated for transmission; i.e., 
transmitted parity bit is as received. 

5. The receiver must be enabled. 

6. Character framing is not checked, and 
the stop bits are retransmitted as re
ceived. 

7. A received break is echoed as received 
until the next valid start bit is detected. 

The user must exercise care when switching 
into and out of the various modes. The 
selected mode will be activated immediately 
upon mode selection, even if this occurs in 
the middle of a received or transmitted char
acter. Likewise, if a mode is deselected, the 
device will switch out of the mode immediate
ly. An exception to this is switching out of 
autoecho or remote loopback modes: ii the 
de-selection occurs just alter the receiver has 
sampled the stop bit (indicated in autoecho 
by assertion of RxRDY), and the transmitter is 
enabled, the transmitter will remain in autoe
cho mode until the entire stop bit has been 
retransmitted. 

MR2A[5] - Channel A Transmitter 
Request·to·Send Control 
This bit controls the deactivation of the 
RTSAN output (OPO) by the tran.smitter. This 
output is normally asserted by setting OPR[O] 
and negated by resetting OPR[O]. MR2A[5] 
= 1 causes OPR[O] to be reset automatically 

one bit time alter the characters in the 
channel A transmit shift register and in the 
THR, if any, are completely transmitted, in
cluding the programmed number of stop bits, 
ii the transmitter is not enabled. This feature 
can be used to automatically terminate the 
transmission of a message as follows: 

1. Program auto-reset mode: MR2A[5] = 1. 

2. Enable transmitter. 

3. Assert RTSAN: OPR[O] = 1. 

4. Send message. 

5. Verify the message is sent by waiting until 
the transmit ready status (TxRDY) is 
asserted. Disable transmitter alter the 
last character is loaded into the channel 
A THR. 

6. The last character will be transmitted and 
OPR[O] will be reset one bit time alter the 
last stop bit, causing RTSAN to be negat
ed. 

MR2A[ 4] - Channel A Clear-to-Send 
Control 
If this bit is 0, CTSAN has no effect on the 
transmitter. If this bit is a 1, the transmitter 
checks the state of CTSAN (IPO) each time it 
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is ready to send a character. 11 IPO is asserted 
(low), the character is transmitted. II it is 
negated (high), the TxDA output remains in 
the marking state and the transmission is 
delayed until CTSAN goes low. Changes in 
CTSAN while a character is being transmitted 
do not affect the transmission of that charac
ter. 

MR2A[3:0] - Channel A Stop Bit Length 
Select 
This field programs the length of the stop bit 
appended to the transmitted character. Stop 
bit lengths of 'l'1s to 1 and 1'l'1s to 2 bits, in 
increments of 1!16 bit, can be programmed for 
character lengths of 6, 7, and 6 bits. For a 
character length of 5 bits, 11!16 to 2 stop bits 
can be programmed in increments of 1!1 s bit. 
The receiver only checks for a 'mark' condi
tion at the center of the first stop bit position 
(one bit time alter the last data bit, or alter the 
parity bit ii parity is enabled) in all cases. 

If an external 1 X clock is used for the 
transmitter. MR2A[3] = O selects one stop bit 
and MR2A[3] = 1 selects two stop bits to be 
transmitted. 

MR1B - Channel B Mode 
Register 1 
MR1 B is accessed when the channel B MR 
pointer points to MR1. The pointer is set to 
MR1 by RESET or by a 'set pointer' com
mand applied via CAB. Alter reading or writ
ing MR1B, the pointer will point to MR2B. 

The bit definitions for this register are identi
cal to the bit definitions for MR 1 A, except that 
all control actions apply to the channel B 
receiver and transmitter and the correspond
ing inputs and outputs. 

MR2B - Channel B Mode 
Register 2 
MR2B is accessed when the channel B MR 
pointer points to MR2, which occurs alter any 
access to MR1 B. Accesses to MR2B do not 
change the pointer. 

The bit definitions for this register are identi
cal to the bit definitions for MR2A, except that 
all control actions apply to the channel B 
receiver and transmitter and the correspond
ing inputs and outputs. 

CSRA - Channel A Clock Select 
Register 

CSRA[7:4] - Channel A Receiver Clock 
Select 
This field selects the baud rate clock for the 
channel A receiver as follows: 
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CSRA[7:4] 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 

1 1 0 
111 

Baud Rate 
Clock = 3.6864MHz 

ACR[7] = 0 ACR[7] = 1 
50 75 
110 110 

134.5 134.5 
200 150 
300 300 
600 600 

1,200 1,200 
1,050 2,000 
2,400 2,400 
4,800 4,800 
7,200 1,800 
9,600 9,600 
38.4k 19.2k 
Timer 

IP4-16X 
IP4-1X 

Timer 
IP4-16X 
IP4-1X 

The receiver clock is always a 16 X clock 
except for CSRA[7:4] = 1111. 

CSRA[3:0] - Channel A Transmitter 
Clock Select 
This field selects the baud rate clock for the 
channel A transmitter. The field definition is 
as per CSRA[7:4) except as follows: 

CSRA[3:0] 
1 1 1 0 
1111 

Baud Rate 
ACR[7] = 0 ACR[7] = 1 
IP3-16X IP3-16X 
IP3-1X IP3-1X 

The transmitter clock is always a 16 x clock 
except for CSRA[3:0] = 1111. 

CSRB - Channel B Clock Select 
Register 
CSRB[7:4] - Channel B Receiver Clock 
Select 
This field selects the baud rate clock for the 
channel B receiver. The field definmc:m is as 
per CSRA[7:4) except as follows: 

CSRB[7:4] 
1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 

Baud Rate 
ACR[7] = 0 ACR[7] = 1 
IP2-16X IP2-16X 
IP2-1X IP2-1X 

The receiver clock is always a 16 x clock 
except for CSRB[7:4) = 1111. 

CSRB[3:0] - Channel B Transmitter 
Clock Select 
This field selects the baud rate clock for the 
channel B transmitter. The field definition is 
as per CSRA[7:4) except as follows: 

CSRB[3:0] 
1 1 1 0 
1 1 1 1 

Baud Rate 
ACR[7] = 0 ACR[7] = 1 
IP5-16X IP5-16X 
IP5-1X IP5-1 X 

The transmitter clock is always a 16 X clock 
except for CSRB[3:0] = 1111 

CRA- Channel A Command 
Register 
CAA is a register used to supply commands 
to channel A. Multiple commands can be 
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specified in a single write to CAA as long as 
the commands are non-conflicting; e.g., the 
'enable transmitter' and 'reset transmitter' 
commands cannot be specified in a single 
command word. 

CRA[6:4] - Channel A Mlacellaneous 
Commands 
The encoded value of this field may be used 
to specify a single command as follows: 
CRA[6:4] COMMAND 
O O O No command. 
o o 1 Reset MR pointer. Causes the 

channel A MR pointer to point to 
MR1. 

0 1 0 

0 1 1 

1 0 0 

101 

1 1 0 

1 11 

Reset receiver. Resets the chan
nel A receiver as if a hardware 
reset had been applied. The re
ceiver is disabled and the FIFO 
pointers are reset. 
Reset transmitter. Resets the 
channel A transmitter as if a hard
ware reset had been applied. 
Reset error status. Clears the 
channel A Received Break, Parity 
Error, Framing Error, and Overrun 
Error bits in the status register 
(SRA[7:4)). Used in character 
mode to clear OE status (al
though RB, PE, and FE bits will 
also be cleared) and in block 
mode to clear all error status after 
a block of data has been re
ceived. 
Reset channel A break change 
interrupt. Causes the channel A 
break detect change bit in the 
interrupt status register (ISR[2]) 
to be cleared to zero. 
Start break. Forces the TxDA out
put low (spacing). If the transmit
ter is empty the start of the break 
condition will be delayed up to 
two bit times. If the transmitter is 
active the break begins when 
transmission of the character is 
completed. If a character is in the 
THR, the start of the break will be 
delayed until that character, or 
any others loaded subsequently 
are transmitted. The transmitter 
must be enabled for this com-
mand to be accepted. 
Stop Break. The TxDA line will go 
high (marking) within two bit 
times. TxDA will remain high for 
one bit time before the next char
acter, if .any, is transmitted. 

CRA[3] - Disable Channel A Transmitter 
This command terminates transmitter opera
tion and resets the TxRDY and TxEMT status 
bits. However, if a character is being transmit
ted or if a character is in the THR when the 
transmitter is disabled, the transmission of 
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the character(s) is completed before assum
ing the inactive state. 

CRA[2] - Enable Channel A Transmitter 
Enables operation of the channel A transmit
ter. The TxRDY status bit will be asserted. 

CRA[1]- Disable Channel A Receiver 
This command terminates operation of the 
receiver immediately - a character being re
ceived will be lost. The command has no 
effect on the receiver status bits or any other 
control registers. If the special multidrop 
mode is programmed, the receiver operates 
even if it is disabled. See Operation section. 

CRA[O] - Enable Channel A Receiver 
Enables operation of the channel A receiver. 
If not in the special wake-up mode, this also 
forces the receiver into the search for start-bit 
state. 

CRB - Channel B Command 
Register 
CAB is a register used to supply commands 
to channel B. Multiple commands can be 
specified in a single write to CAB as long as 
the commands are non-conflicting; e.g., the 
'enable transmitter' and 'reset transmitter' 
commands cannot be specified in a single 
command word. 

The bit definitions for this register are identi
cal to the bit definitions for CAA, except that 
all control actions apply to the channel B 
receiver and transmitter and the correspond
ing inputs and outputs. 

SRA - Channel A Status 
Register 

SRA[7] - Channel A Received Break 
This bit indicates that an all zero character of 
the programmed length has been received 
without a stop bit. Only a single FIFO position 
is occupied when a break is received: further 
entries to the FIFO are inhibited until the 
RxDA line returns to the marking state for at 
least one-half a bit time (two successive 
edges of the internal or external 1 X clock). 

When this bit is set, the channel A 'change in 
break' bit in the ISR (ISR[2)) is set. ISR[2] is 
also set when the end of the break condmon, 
as defined above, Is detected. 

The break detect circuitry can detect breaks 
that originate in the middle of a received 
character. However, if a break begins in the 
middle of a character, it must persist until at 
least the end of the next character time in 
order for ii to be detected. 

SRA[&] - Channel A Framing Error 
This bit, when set, indicates that a stop bit 
was not detected when the corresponding 
data character in the FIFO was received. The 
stop bit check is made in the middle of the 
first stop bit position. 

-2 -
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SRA[5) - Channel A Parity Error 
This bit is set when the 'with parity' or 'force 
parity' mode is programmed and the corre
sponding character in the FIFO was received 
with incorrect parity. 

In the special multidrop mode the parity error 
bit stores the received AID bit. 

SRA[4] -Channel A Overrun Error 
This bit, when set, indicates that one or more 
characters in the received data stream have 
been lost. It is set upon receipt of a new 
character when the FIFO is full and a charac
ter is already in the receive shift register 
waiting for an empty FIFO position. When this 
occurs, the character in the receive shift 
register (and its break detect, parity error and 
framing error status, if any) is lost. 

This bit is cleared by a 'reset error status' 
command. 

SRA[3J - Channel A Transmitter Empty 
(TxEMTA) 
This bit will be set when the channel A 
transmitter underruns; i.e., both the transmit 
holding register (THR) and the transmit shift 
register are empty. It is set after transmission 
of the last stop bit of a character if no 
character is in the THR awaiting transmission. 
It is reset when the THR is loaded by the CPU 
or when the transmitter is disabled. 

SRA[2) - Channel A Transmitter Ready 
(TxRDYA) 
This bit, when set, indicates that the THR is 
empty and ready to be loaded with a charac
ter. This bit is cleared when the THR is 
loaded by the CPU and is set when the 
character is transferred to the transmit shift 
register. TxRDY is reset when the transmitter 
is disabled ahd is set when the transmitter is 
first enabled, viz., characters loaded into the 
THR while the transmitter is disabled will not 
be transmitted. 

SRA[1] -Channel A FIFO Full (FFULLA) 
This bit is set when a character is transferred 
from the receive shift register to the receive 
FIFO and the transfer causes the FIFO to 
become full; i.e., all three FIFO positions are 
occupied. It is reset when the CPU reads the 
AHR. If a character is waiting in the receive 
shift register because the Fl FO is full. FFU LL 
will not be reset when the CPU reads the 
AHR. 

SRA[OJ - Channel A Receiver Ready 
(RxRDYA) 
This bit indicates that a character has been 
received and is waiting in the FIFO to be read 
by the CPU. It is set when the character is 
transferred from the receive shift register to 
the FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
AHR, only if (after this read) there are no 
more characters still in the FIFO. 
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SRB - Channel B Status 
Register 
The bit definitions for this register are identi
cal to the bit definitions for SRA, except that 
all status applies to the channel B receiver 
and transmitter and the corresponding inputs 
and outputs. 

OPCR - Output Port 
Configuration Register 

OPCR[7) - OP7 Output Select 
This bit programs the · OP7 output to provide 
one of following: 
- The complement of OPR[7] 
- The channel B transmitter interrupt output, 

which is the complement of TxRDYB. When 
in this mode OP7 acts as an open-drain 
output. Note that this output is not masked 
by the contents of the IMR. 

OPCR[6) - OP& Output Select 
This bit programs the OP6 outpu1 to provide 
one of the following: 
- The complement of OPR[6] 
- The channel A transmitter interrupt output, 

which is the complement of TxRDYA. When 
in this mode OP6 acts as an open-drain 
output. Note that this output is not masked 
by the contents of the IMR. 

OPCR[5) - OPS Output Select 
This bit programs the OP5 output to provide 
one of the following: 
- The complement of OPR[5] 
- The channel B receiver interrupt output, 

which is the complement of ISR[5]. When in 
this mode OP5 acts as an open-drain out
put. Note that this output is not masked by 
the contents of the IMR. 

OPCR[4]-0P4 Output Select 
This bit programs the OP4 output to provide 
one of the following: 
- The complement of OPR[4] 
- The channel A receiver interrupt output, 

which is the complement of ISR[1 ]. When in 
this mode OP4 acts as an open-drain out
put. Note that this output is not masked by 
the contents of the IMR. 

OPCR[3:2] - OPS Output Select 
This field programs the OP3 ou1put to provide 
one of the following: 
- The complement of OPR[3] 
,-The counter/timer ou1pu1, in which case 

OP3 acts as an open-drain output. In the 
timer mode, this output is a square wave at 
the programmed frequency. In the counter 
mode, the output remains high until terminal 
count is reached, at which time it goes low. 
The output returns to the high state when 
the counter is stopped by a stop counter 
command. Note that this outpu1 is not 
masked by the contents of the IMR. 

- The 1 x clock for the channel B transmitter, 
which is the clock that shifts the transmitted 
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data. If data is not being transmitted, a free 
running 1 x clock is output. 

- The 1 X clock for the channel B receiver, 
which is the clock that samples the received 
data. If data is not being received, a free 
running 1 x clock is output. 

OPCR[1:0]- OP2 Output Select 
This field programs the OP2 output to provide 
one of the following: 
- The complement of OPR[2] 
-The 16X clock for the channel A transmit-

ter. This is the clock selected by CSRA[3:0], 
and will be 1 x clock if CSRA[3:0] = 1111. 

- The 1 x clock for the channel A transmitter, 
which is the clock that shifts the transmitted 
data. If data is not being transmitted, a free 
running 1 X clock is output. 

- The 1 x clock for the channel A receiver, 
which is the clock that samples the received 
data. If data is not being received, a free 
running 1 x clock is output. 

ACR - Auxiliary .Control 
Register 

ACR[7] - Baud Rate Generator Set 
Select 
This bit selects one of two sets of baud rates 
to be generated by the BAG: 

Set 1: 50, 110, 134.5, 200, 300, 6000 1.05k, 
1.2k, 2.4k, 4.8k, 7.2k, 9.6k, and 38.4k 
baud. 

Set 2: 75, 110, 134.5, 150, 300, 600, 1.2k, 
1.Bk, 2.0k, 2.4k, 4.8k, 9.6k, and 19.2k 
baud. 

The selected set of rates is available for use 
by the channel A and B receivers and trans
mitters as described in CSRA and CSRB. 
Baud rate generator characteristics are given 
in Table 3. 

ACR[6:4] - Counter/Timer Mode and 
Clock Source Select 
This field selects the operating mode of the 
counter /timer and its clock source as shown 
in Table 4. 

ACR[3:0]- IP3, IP2, IP1, IPO Change of 
State Interrupt Enable 
This field selects which bits of the lnpu1 Port 
Change register (I PCR) cause the input 
change bit in the interrupt status register 
(ISR[7]) to be set. If a bit is in the 'on' state, 
the setting of the corresponding bit in the 
IPCR will also result in the setting of ISR[7], 
which results in the generation of an interrupt 
output if IMR(7] = 1. If a bit is in the 'off' state,. 
the setting of that bit in the IPCR has no 
effect on ISR[7]. 
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Table 3. Baud Rate Generator Characteristics Crystal or 
Clock = 3.6864MHz 

NOMINAL RATE (BAUD) ACTUAL 16X CLOCK (KHz) ERROR (PERCENT) 

50 0.8 0 
75 1.2 0 
110 1.759 -0.069 

134.5 2.153 0.059 
150 2.4 0 
200 3.2 0 
300 4.8 0 
600 9.6 0 
1050 16.756 -0.260 
1200 19.2 0 
1800 28.8 0 
2000 32.056 0.175 
2400 38.4 0 
4800 76.8 0 
7200 115.2 0 
9600 153.6 0 
19.2k 307.2 0 
38.4k 614.4 0 

NOTE: 
Duty cycle of 16X clock is 50% ± 1% 

Table 4. ACR [6:4] Field Definition 

ACR [6:4] MODE CLOCK SOURCE 

0 0 0 Counter External (IP2) 1 

0 0 1 Counter TxCA-1 x clock of channel A transmitter 
0 1 0 Counter TxCB - 1 x clock of channel B transmitter 
0 1 1 Counter Crystal or external clock (X1 /CLK) divided by 16 
1 0 0 Timer External (IP2) 1 

1 0 1 Timer External (IP2) divided by 161 

1 1 0 nmer Crystal or external clock (X1 /CLK) 
1 1 1 Timer Crystal or external clock (X1 /CLK) divided by 16 

NOTE: 
1. In these modes, the channel B receiver clock should normally be generated from the baud rate generator. 

IPCR - Input Port Change 
Register 
IPCR[7:4] - IP3, IP2, IP1, IPO Change of 
State 
These bits are set when a change of state, as 
defined in the Input Port section of this data 
sheet, occurs at the respective input pins. 
They are cleared when the IPCR is read by 
the CPU. A read of the IPCR also clears 
ISR[7], the input change bit in the interrupt 
status register. 

The setting of these bits can be programmed 
to generate an interrupt to the CPU. 

IPCR[3:0] - IP3, IP2, IP1, IPO Current 
State 
These bits provide the current state of the 
respective inputs. The information is un· 
latched and reflects the state of the input pins 
at the time the IPCR is read. 

ISR - Interrupt Status Register 
This register provides the status of all poten
tial interrupt sources. The contents of this 
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register are masked by the interrupt mask 
register (IMR). If a bit in the ISR is a '1' and 
the corresponding bit in the IMR is also a '1 ', 
the INTRN output will be asserted. If the 
corresponding bit in the IMR is a zero, the 
state of the bit in the ISR has no effect on the 
INTRN output. Note that the IMR does not 
mask the reading of the ISR - the true status 
will be provided regardless of the contents of 
the IMR. The contents of this register are 
initalized to 0015 when the DUART is reset. 

ISR[7] - Input Port Change Status 
This bit is a '1 ' when a change of state has 
occurred at the IPO, IP1, IP2, or IP3 inputs 
and that event has been selected to cause an 
interrupt by the programming of ACR[3:0). 
The" bit is cleared when the CPU reads the 
IPCR. 

ISR[&] - Channel B Change In Braak 
This bit, when set, indicates that the channel 
B receiver has detected the beginning or the 
end of a received break. It is reset when the 
CPU issues a channel B 'reset break change 
interrupt' command. 
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ISR[S] - Channel B Receiver Ready or 
FIFO Full 
The function of this bit is programmed by 
MR18(6). If programmed as receiver ready, it 
indicates that a character has been received 
in channel B and is waiting in the FIFO to be 
read by the CPU. It is set when the character 
is transferred from the receive shift register to 
the FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
RHR. If after this read there are more charac
ters still in the FIFO the bit will be set again 
after the FIFO is 'popped'. If programmed as 
FIFO full, it is set when a character is 
transferred from the receive holding register 
to the receive FIFO and the transfer causes 
the channel B FIFO to become full; i.e., all 
three FIFO positions are occupied. It is reset 
when the CPU reads the RHR. If a character 
is waiting in the receive shift register because 
the FIFO is full, the bit will be set again when 
the waiting character is loaded into the FIFO. 

ISR[4] - Channel B Transmitter Ready 
This bit is a duplicate of TxRDYB (SRB[2]). 

ISR[3] - Counter Ready 
In the counter mode, this bit is set when the 
counter reaches terminal count and is reset 
when the counter is stopped by a stop 
counter command. 

In the timer mode, this bit is set once each 
cycle of the generated square wave (every 
other time that the counter /timer reaches 
zero count). The bit is reset by a stop counter 
command. The command, however, does not 
stop the counter/timer. 

ISR[2] - Channel A Change In Break 
This bit, when set, indicates that the channel 
A receiver has detected the beginning or the 
end of a received break. It is reset when the 
CPU issues a channel A 'reset break change 
interrupt' command. 

ISR[1] - Channel A Receiver Ready or 
FIFO Full 
The function of this bit is programmed by 
MR1A[6). If programmed as receiver ready, it 
indicates that a character has been received 
in channel A and is waiting in the FIFO to be 
read by the CPU. It is set when the character 
is transferred from the receive shift register to 
the FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
RHR. If after this read there are more charac· 
ters still in the FIFO the bit will be set again 
after the FIFO is 'popped'. If programmed as 
FIFO full, it is set when a character is 
transferred from the receive holding register 
to the receive FIFO and the transfer causes 
the channel A FIFO to become full; i.e., all 
three FIFO positions are occupied. It is reset 
when the CPU reads the RHR. If a character 
is waiting in the receive shift register because 
the FIFO is full, the bit will be set again when 
the waiting character is loaded into the FIFO. 
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ISR[O) - Channel A Transmitter Ready 
This bit is a duplicate of TxRDYA (SRA[2)). 

IMR - Interrupt Mask Register 
The programming of this register selects 
which bits in the ISR cause an interrupt 
output. If a bit in the ISR is a '1 ' and the 
corresponding bit in the IMR is also a '1 ', the 
INTRN output will be asserted. If the corre
sponding bit in the IMR is a zero, the state of 
the bit in the ISR has no effect on the INTRN 
output. Note that the IMR does not mask the 
programmable interrupt outputs OP3-0P7 or 
the reading of the ISR. 

CTUR and CTLR- Counter/ 
Timer Registers 
The CTUR and CTLR hold the eight MSBs 
and eight LSBs respectively of the value to be 
used by the counter/timer in either the count
er or timer modes of operation. The minimum 
value which may be loaded into the CTUR/ 
CTLR registers is 00021s- Note that these 
registers are write-only and cannot be read by 
the CPU. 

In the timer (programmable divider) mode, the 
CIT generates a square wave with a period of 
twice the value (in clock periods) of the CTUR 
and CTLR. If the value in CTUR or CTLR is 
changed, the current half-period will not be 
affected, but subsequent half periods will be. 
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In this mode the CIT runs continuously. 
Receipt of a start counter command (read 
with A4-A 1 = 111 O) causes the counter to 
terminate the current timing cycle and to 
begin a new cycle using the values in CTUR 
and CTLR. The counter ready status bit 
(ISR[3)) is set once each cycle of the square 
wave. The bit is reset by a stop counter 
command (read with A4-A1=1111). The 
command, however, does not stop the CIT. 
The generated square wave is output on OP3 
if it is programmed to be the CIT output. 

On power-up and after reset, the timer/ 
counter runs in timer mode and can only be 
restarted. Because it cannot be shut off or 
stopped, and runs continuously in timer 
mode, it is recommended that at initialization, 
the output port, OP3, should be masked off 
through the OPCR[3:2] = 00 until the TIC is 
programmed to the desired operational state. 

In the counter mode, the C/T counts down 
the number of pulses loaded into CTUR and 
CTLR by the CPU. Counting begins upon 
receipt of a start counter command. Upon 
reaching terminal count (000016), the counter 
ready interrupt bit (ISR[3)) is set. The counter 
continues counting past the terminal count 
until stopped by the CPU. If OP3 is pro
grammed to be the output of the CIT, the 
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output remains high until terminal count is 
reached, at which time it goes low. The output 
returns to the high state and ISR(3] is cleared 
when the counter is stopped by a stop 
counter command. The CPU may change the 
values of CTUR and CTLR at any time, but 
the new count becomes effective only on the 
next start counter command. If new values 
have not been loaded, the previous count 
values are preserved and used for the next 
count cycle. 

In the counter mode, the current value of the 
upper and lower 8 bits of the counter (CTU, 
CTL) may be read by the CPU. It is recom
mended that the counter be stopped when 
reading to prevent potential problems which 
may occur if a carry from the lower 8 bits to 
the upper 8 bits occurs between the times 
that both halves of the counter are read. 
However, note that a subsequent start count
er command will cause the counter to begin a 
new count cycle using the values in CTUR 
and CTLR. 

IVR - Interrupt Vector Register 
This register contains the interrupt vector. 
The register is initialized to H'OF' by RESET. 
The contents of the register are placed on the 
data bus when the DUART responds to a 
valid interrupt acknowledge cycle. 
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ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 range 0 to + 70 ·c 
TsTG Storage temperature range -65 to +150 •c 

All voltages with respect to ground3 -0.5 to +6.0 v 
NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the 

device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other condition 
above those indicated in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 

2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction 
temperature. 

3. This product includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from 
damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, it is suggested that conventional precautions 
be taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rated maxima. 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA= o•c to + 10°c, Vee= 5.0V ± 5%4· 5· 6 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

V1L Input low voltage 
V1H Input high voltage (except X1 /CLK) 
V1H Input high voltage (X1 /CLK) 

Vol Output low voltage loL = 2.4mA 
VoH Output high voltage (except o.c. outputs) loH = -400µA 

ltL Input leakage current V1N=O to Vee 
ILL Data bus 3-State leakage current Vo= 0.4 to Vee 

lx1L X1 /CLK low input current V1N = O, X2 grounded 
V1N = 0, X2 floated 

lx1H X1 /CLK high input current V1N =Vee. X2 grounded 
V1N =Vee, X2 floated 

lx2L X2 low input current V1N = 0, X1 /CLK floated 
lx2H X2 high input current V1N =Vee, X1/CLK floated 

loc Open-collector output leakage current Vo= 0.4 to Vee 
Ice Power supply current 

NOTES: 
4. Parameters are valid over specttied · temperature range. 
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LIMITS 
UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

0.8 v 
2 v 
4 v 

0.4 v 
2.4 v 
-10 10 µA 
-10 10 µA 

-4 -2 0 mA 
-3 ·-1.5 0 mA 
-1 0.2 1 mA 
0 3.5 10 mA 

-100 -30 0 µA 
0 +30 100 µA 

-10 10 µA 
150 mA 

5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground (GND). For testing, all inputs except X1 /CLK swing between 0.4V and 2.4V with a transition time of 20ns 
maximum. For X1 /CLK, this swing is between 0.4V and 4.4V. All time measurements are referenced at input voltages of 0.8V and 2V as appropriate. 

6. Typical values are at + 25°C, typical supply voltages, and typical processing parameters. 
7. Test condition for outputs: CL - 150pF, except interrupt outputs. Test condition for interrupt outputs: CL - 50pF, AL - 2.7krl. to Vee. 
8. This specification will impose maximum 68000 CPU CLK to 6MHz. Higher CPU CLK can be used if repeating bus reads are not performed. Consecutive write 

operations to the same command register require at least three edges of the X1 clock between writes. 
9. This specification imposes a lower bound on CSN and IACKN low, guaranteeing that it will be low for at least 1 CLK period. This requirement is made on CSN 

only to insure assertion of DTACKN and not to guarantee operation of the part. 
10. This specification is made only to insure that OTACKN is asserted with respect to the rising edge of the X1/CLK pin as shown in the timing diagram, not to 

guarantee operation of the part. If the setup time is violated, DTACKN may be asserted as shown, or may be asserted one clock cycle later. 
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AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA=o·c to +70°c, Vcc=5.0V ±5%4• 5• 6• 7 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

Reset timing (Figure 1) 

IRES RESETN pulse width 1.0 µ.s 

Bus timing (Figures 2, 3, 4) 

IAs A1-A4 setup time to CSN low 10 ns 
IAH A1-A4 hold time from CSN high 0 ns 
tRws AWN setup time to CSN high 0 ns 
IRWH AWN holdup time to CSN high 0 ns 
tcsw8 CSN high pulse width 160 ns 
tcso9 CSN or IACKN high from DTACKN low 20 ns 
too Data valid from CSN or IACKN low 175 ns 
loF Data bus floating from CSN or IACKN high 100 ns 
tos Data setup time to CLK high 100 ns 
loH Data hold time from CSN high 0 ns 
to AL DTACKN low from read data valid 0 ns 
tocR DTACKN low (read cycle) from CLK high 125 ns 
tocw DTACKN low (write cycle) from CLK high 125 ns 
loAH DTACKN high from CSN or IACKN high 100 ns 
loAT DTACKN high impedance from CSN or IACKN 125 ns 

tcsc10 
high 
CSN or IACKN setup time to clock high 90 ns 

Port timing (Figure 5) 

tps Port input setup time to CSN low 0 ns 
lpH Port input hold time from CSN high 0 ns 
lpo Port output valid from CSN high 400 ns 

Interrupt reset timing (Figure 6) 

IJR INTRN, or OP3-0P7 when used as interrupts, 
negated from: 

Read AHR (RxRDY/FFULL interrupt) 300 ns 
Write THR (TxRDY interrupt) 300 ns 
Reset command (delta break interrupt) 300 ns 
Stop CIT command (counter interrupt) 300 ns 
Read IPCR (input port change interrupt) 300 ns 
Write IMR (clear of interrupt mask bit) 300 ns 

Clock timing (Figure 7) 

lcLK X1 /CLK high or low time 100 ns 
fcLK X1 /CLK frequency 2 3.6864 4 MHz 
tcrc CTCLK high or low time 100 ns 
fcrc CTCLK frequency 0 4 MHz 
IRX RxC high or low time 220 ns 
fRX RxC frequency (16X) 0 2 MHz 

(1X) 0 1 MHz 
trx TxC high or low time 220 ns 
frx TxC frequency (16X) 0 2 MHz 

(1X) 0 1 MHz 

Transmitter timing (Figure 8) 

trxo TxD output delay from TxC low 350 ns 
tr cs Output delay from TxC low to TxD data output 150 ns 

Receiver timing (Figure 9) 

tRxs RxD data setup time to RxC high 240 ns 
IRXH RxD data hold time from RxC high 200 ns 
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-RESETN 2 -
Figure 1. Reset Timing 

X1/CLK 

A1-A4 

RWN 

CSN 

loo 

D0-07 

DTACKN 

Figure 2. Bus Timing (Read Cycle) 
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A1-A4 

RWN 

DTACKN-----------l---.1 

tocw IDAH 

Figure 3. Bus Timing (Write Cycle) 

INTRN 

IACKN ------.. 

-too tor 

00-01------------<1 

to.u 

.Figure 4. Interrupt Cycle Timing 
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CSN----... 

_/ 

OPO-OP7 OLD DATA NEW DATA 

- ••o ~ 

NOTES: 
1. INTAN or OP3 -OP7 when used as interrupt outputs. 

Figure 5. Port Timing 

(REA;: \___FM ~ 
WRITE) -1-~, INTERRU~ '--l~:~~ +o~v 
OUTPUT~-~~~ 

------- VoL 

2. The test for open drain outputs is intended to guarantee switching of the output transistor. Measurement of this response is referenced from the midpoint of the switching signal, VM, to 
a point 0.5 volts above Vol· This point represents noise margin that assures true switching has occurred. Beyond this level, the effects of external circuitry and test environment are 
pronounced and can greatly affect the resultant measurement. 

X11CLK 
CTCLK 

R•C 
r.c 

ICLK 

tcrc ... ... 
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tcut 

lcrc ... 
'" 

Figure 6. Interrupt Timing 

+SV 

tKn 

Figure 7. Clock Timing 
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X1 

X2 

R1~ LOOK • 1•0 {SEE DESIGN NOTE) 
C1=C:Z:O·SpF+(STRAY<7pF) +sv 

CLOCK 
r----C::>o---<I.,_ TO OTHER 

74LS04 
CHIPS 

.... , 

3.1814MHz 

CRYSTAL SERIES RESISTANCE SHOULD 
BE LESS THAN 180 OHMS. 
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TxC 
(INPUT) 

(10~~~6~~~KS) {_ 

~'J~_Y:_ 
Txc_J""~ 

TxD 

(1X OUTPUT) \{ I 

TRANSMITTER 
ENABLED 

TxRDY 
(SR2) 

CSN 
(WAITE) 

CTSN1 
(IPO) ___ _. 

NOTES: 

RTSN2 
(OPO) 

OPR(0)=1 

1. Timing shown for MR2(4) = 1. 
2. Timing shown for MR2(5) "" 1. 
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Figure 8. Transmit Timing 

Figure 9. Receive Timing 

03 START 04 STOP 
BREAK BREAK 

Figure 10. Transmitter Timing 
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RECEl\IER 
ENABLED 

A•ROY 
!SRO) _____ ~ 

FFULL 

(SA1>----------+-------------' 
R•ROY1-----~ 

FFULL 
i0P4!< 

CSN 
(READ) 

OVERRUN 

(SR4)---------------------+---==:....I 

NOTES: 

ATS' 
(OPO) 

OPRjO):l 

1. Timing shown for MR1(7) = 1. 
2. Shown for OPCA(4) and MR1(6)"" O. 

MASTER STATION 

Figure 11. Receiver Timing 
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BITS BIT9 

L1-----------1 :== l•DD+I DO !ol hD 

I 

TRANSMITTER~: .: ENABLED I I 

I 

hRDY ~ ($R2) 

-----------\ ----------CS N 

(WRITE) MR1(4-3) = 11 AOD#1 MR1(2l = o DO MR1(2) = 1 AOD#2 
MR1(2J::: 1 

RECEIVER 

PERIPHERAL STATION 
81T9 

DO j':(: : ' :---i 
I '""-II----------\~ 

ENABLED _____________ .__ __ _. I I 

·::~-IJ-.---_ -_-_ -_ -_ -_ ___.-~~ ' Lr}1-----------1~ 
MR1(4:3)=11 ADD#1 ~ ~ 

Figure 12. Wake-up Mode 
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DESCRIPTION 
The Signetics SCC68692 Dual Universal 
Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter 
(DUART) is a single-chip CMOS-LSI 
communications device that provides 
two independent full-duplex asynchro
nous receiver /transmitter channels in a 
single package. It is compatible with 
other 868000 family devices, and can 
also interface easily with other micropro
cessors. The DUART can be used in 
polled or interrupt driven systems. 

The operating mode and data format of 
each channel can be programmed inde
pendently. Additionally, each receiver 
and transmitter can select its operating 
speed as one of eighteen fixed baud 
rates, a 16 x clock derived from a pro
grammable counter /timer, or an external 
1 x or 16X clock. The baud rate gener
ator and counter /timer can operate di
rectly from a crystal or from external 
clock inputs. The ability to independently 
program the operating speed of the 
receiver and transmitter make the 
DUART particularly attractive for dual
speed channel applications such as 
clustered terminal systems. 

FEATURES 
• S68000 bus compatible 
• Dual full-duplex asynchronous 

receiver/transmitter 
• Quadruple buffered receiver data 

registers 
• Programmable data format 

- 5 to 8 data bits plus parity 
- Odd, even, no parity or force 

parity 
- 1, 1.5 or 2 stop bits 

programmable In l'1e-blt 
increments 

• Programmable baud rate for each 
receiver and transmitter 
selec1able from: 
- 18 fixed rates: 50 to 38.4k 

baud 
- One user-defined rate derived 

from programmable timer/ 
counter 
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- External 1X or 16X clock 
• Parity, framing, and overrun error 

detection 
• False start bit detection 
• Line break detection and 

generation 
• Programmable channel mode 

- Normal (full-duplex) 
- Automatic echo 
- Local loopback 
- Remote loopback 

• Multi-function programmable 
16·blt counter/timer 

• Multi-function 6·bit Input port 
- Can serve as clock or control 

Inputs 
- Change-of-state detection on 

four inputs 
• Multi-function 8-blt output port 

- lndlvldual bit set/reset 
capability 

- Outputs can be programmed to 
be status/interrupt signals 

• Versatile interrupt system 
- Single interrupt output with 

eight maskable interrupting 
conditions 

- Interrupt vector output on 
interrupt acknowledge 

- Output port can be configured 
to provide a total of up to six 
separate wire·ORable Interrupt 
outputs 

• Maximum data transfer: 1 X -
1MB/sec, 16X - 125kB/sec 

• Automatic wake-up mode for 
multidrop applications 

• Start-end break interrupt/status 
• Detects break which originates in 

the middle of a character 
• On-chip crystal oscillator 
• TTL compatible 
• Single + 5V power supply 
• Power down mode 
• Receiver timeout mode 
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PIN CONFIGURATIONS 

DIP 

OP1 

OPS 

01 

03 

07 

GNO 

TOP VIEW 

INDEX 
CORNER 

40 

7 ~ 0 39 

PLCC 

17 q 29 

18 28 
TOP VIEW 

""""'"' Pin Function Pin Funcflon 
1 NC 23 NC 
2 A1 24 INTAN 
3 IP3 25 06 
4 A2 26 04 
5 IP1 27 02 
6 A3 26 DO 
7 A4 29 OPS 
8 IPO 30 OP4 
9 A/WN 31 OP2 
10 OTACKN 32 OPO 
11 RxDB 33 TxDA 
12 NC 34 NC 
13 TxDB 35 AxDA 
14 OP1 36 X1/CLK 
15 OP3 37 X2 
16 OPS 38 RESET 
17 OP7 39 CSN 
18 01 40 IP2 
19 03 41 IACKN 
20 D5 42 IPS 
21 07 43 IP4 
22 GNO 44 Vee 
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ORDERING INFORMATION -
PACKAGES Ycc=+sv ±5%, TA=o·c to +1o·c 2 

Ceramic DIP SCC68692C1 140 -
Plastic DIP SCC68692G1 N40 

Plastic LCC SCC68692CIA44 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

DO·D7 BUS BUFFER CHANNEL A 

TRANSMIT 
HOLDING REG 

TxDA 
TRANSMIT 

SHIFT REGISTER 

R/WN 
OPERATION 
CONTROL 

RECEIVE 
DTACKN HOLOINGREG 

ADDRESS (3) 
CSN DECODE RxDA 

RECEIVE 
A1~A4 I RIW CONTROL I SHIFT REG 

RESETN 

INTERRUPT 
CONTROL 

INTRN CHANNEL B TxDB 

(AS ABOVE) Rx OS 

IACKN 

"' INPUT PORT 
"' .. 

0 
" 

.. 
CHANGE OF :r :!' z 0 STATE 

TIMING z i ~ DETECTORS (4) 0 ;:: .. IPO-IP6 

" z 
BAUD RATE a: 

lli3 GENERATOR ~ 
;!; 

R 

CLOCK 
SELECTORS 

OUTPUT PORT 

COUNTER/ FUNCTION 
TIMER SELECT 

LOGIC OPO-OP7 

X11CLK 

~ XTALOSC 
X2 

R 

•cc 

GNO 
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PIN DESCRIPTION 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE NAME AND FUNCTION 

DIP PLCC 

DO-D7 25, 16, 24 28, 18, 27 1/0 Data Bus: Bidirectional 3-State data bus used to transfer commands, data and status between 
17, 23, 18 19, 26, 20 the DUART and the CPU. DO is the least signtticant bit. 

22, 19 25,21 

CSN 35 39 I Chip Select: Active low input signal. When low, data transfers between the CPU and the 
DUART are enabled on DO - D7 as controlled by the R/WN and A 1 -A4 inputs. When high, 
places the DO - D7 lines in the 3-State condition. 

R/WN 8 9 I Read/Write: A high input indicates a read cycle and a low input indicates a write cycle, when a 
cycle is initiated by assertion of the CSN input. 

A1-A4 1, 2, 2, 4, I Address Inputs: Select the DUART internal registers and ports for read/write operations. 
5, 6 6. 7 

RESETN 34 38 I Reset: A low clears internal registers (SRA. SRB, IMR. ISR. OPR. OPCR), initializes the IVR to 
hex OF. puts OPO-OP7 in the high state, stops the counter/timer, and puts channel A and Bin 
the inactive state, with the TxDA and TxDB outputs in the mark (high) state. 

DTACKN 9 10 0 Data Transfer Acknowledge: 3-State active low O'!iput asserted in write, read, or interrupt 
cycles to indicate proper transfer of data between the CPU and the DU ART. 

INTRN 21 24 0 Interrupt Request: AC1ive low, open drain output which signals the CPU that one or more of the 
eight maskable interrupting conditions are true. 

IACKN 37 41' I Interrupt Acknowledge: Active low input indicating an interrupt acknowledge cycle. In 
response, the DUART will place the interrupt vector on the data bus and will assert DT ACKN if it 
has an interrupt pending. 

X1/CLK 32 36 I Crystal 1: ·crystal or external clock input. A crystal or clock of the specified limits must be 
supplied at all times. If a crystal is used, a capacitor must be connected from this pin to ground 
(see Figure 7). 

X2 33 37 I Crystal 2: Connection for other side of the crystal. If a crystal is used, a capacitor must be 
connee1ed from this pin to ground (see Figure 7). If X1 /CLK is driven from an external source, 
this pin must be open. 

RxDA 31 35 I Channel A Receiver Serial Data Input: The least significant bit is received first. "Mark" is 
high, "space" is low. 

RxDB 10 11 I Channel B Recelvsr Serial Data Input: The least significant bit is received first. "Mark" is 
high, "space" is low. 

TxDA 30 33 0 Channel A Transmitter Serial Data Output: The least significant bit is transmitted first. This 
output is held in the "mark" condition when the transmitter is disabled, idle, or when operating 
in local loopback mode. "Mark" is high, "space" is low. 

TxDB 11 13 0 Channel B Transmitter Serial Data Output: The least significant bit is transmitted first. This 
output is held in the "mark" condition when the transmitter is disabled, idle, or when operating 
in local loopback mode. "Mark" is high, "space" is low. 

OPO 29 32 0 Output O: General purpose output, or channel A request to send (RTSAN, active low); can be 
deactivated automatically on receive or transmit. 

OP1 12 14 0 Output 1: General purpose output, or channel B request to send (RTSBN, active low); can be 
deae1ivated automatically on receive or transmit. 

OP2 28 40 0 Output 2: General purpose output, or channel A transmitter 1 x or 16 x clock output, or 
. channel A receiver 1 X clock output: 

OP3 13 15 0 Output 3: General purpose output, or open drain, ae1ive low counter/timer output, or channel B 
transmitter 1 x clock output, or channel B receiver 1 x clock output. 

OP4 27 30 0 Output 4: General purpose output, or channel A open drain, ae1ive low, RxRDYA/FFULLA 
output. 

OPS 14 16 0 Output 5: General purpose output or channel B open drain, ae1ive low, RxRDYB/FFULLB 
output. 

OP6 26 29 0 Output 6: General purpose output, or channel A open drain, active low, TxRDYA output. 

OP? 15 17 0 Output 7: General purpose output, or channel B open drains, ae1ive low, TxRDYB output. 

IPO 7 8 I Input O: General purpose input, or channel A clear to send ae1ive low input (CTSAN). 
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PIN DESCRIPTION (Continued) 

PIN NO. 
MNEMONIC TYPE 

DIP PLCC 

IP1 4 5 I 

IP2 36 40 I 

IP3 2 3 I 

IP4 39 43 I 

IP5 38 42 I 

Vee 40 44 I 

GND 20 22 I 

Each receiver is quadruply buffered to mini
mize the potential of receiver overrun or to 
reduce interrupt overhead in interrupt driven 
systems. In addition, a flow control capability 
is provided to disable a remote DUART trans
mitter when the buffer of the receiving device 
is full. 

Also provided on the SCN68681 are a multi
purpose 6-bit input port and a multipurpose 8-
bit output port. These can be used as general 
purpose 110 ports or can be assigned specific 
functions (such as clock inputs or status/ 
interrupt outputs) under program control. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 
The SCC68692 DUART consists of the fol
lowing eight major sections: data bus buffer, 
operation control, interrupt control, timing, 
communications channels A and B, input port 
and output port. Refer to the block diagram. 

Data Bus Buffer 
The data bus buffer provides the interface 
between the external and internal data bus
ses. It is controlled by the operation control 
block to allow read and write operations to 
take place between the controlling CPU and 
the DUART. 

Operation Control 
The operation control logic receives opera
tion commands from the CPU and generates 
appropriate signals to internal sections to 
control device operation. It contains address 
decoding and read and write circuits to permit 
communications with the microprocessor via 
the data bus buffer. The DTACKN output is 
asserted during write and read cycles to 
indicate to the CPU that data has been 
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NAME AND FUNCTION 

Input 1: General purpose input. or channel B clear to send active low input (CTSBN). 

Input 2: General purpose input. or channel B receiver external clock input (RxCB), or counter/ 
timer external clock input. When the external clock is used by the receiver, the received data is 
sampled on the rising edge of the clock. 

Input 3: General purpose input, or channel A transmitter external clock input (TxCA). When the 
external clock is used by the transmitter, the transmitted data is clocked on the falling edge of 
the clock. 

Input 4: General purpose input, or channel A receiver external clock input (RxCA). When the 
external clock is used by the receiver, the received data is sampled on the rising edge of the 
clock. 

Input 5: General purpose input, or channel B transmitter external clock input (TxCB). When the 
external clock is used by the transmitter, the, transmitted data is clocked on the falling edge of 
the clock. 

Power Supply: + SV supply input. 

Ground 

latched on a write cycle, or that valid data is 
present on the bus on a read cycle. 

Interrupt Control 
A single active low interrupt output (INTRN) is 
provided which is activated upon the occur
rence of any of eight internal events. Associ
ated with the interrupt system are the inter
rupt mask register (IMR), the interrupt status 
register (SR), the auxiliary control register 
(ACR), and the interrupt vector register (IVR). 
The IMR may be programmed to select only 
certain conditions to cause INTRN to be 
asserted. The ISR can be read by the CPU to 
determine all currently active interrupting con
ditions. When IACKN is asserted, and the 
DUART has an interrupt pending, the DUART 
responds by placing the contents of the IVR 
register on the data bus and asserting 
DTACKN. 

Outputs OP3 - OP7 can be programmed to· 
provide discrete interrupt outputs for the 
transmitters, receivers, and counter/timer. 

Timing Circuits 
The timing block consists of a crystal oscilla
tor, a baud rate generator, a programmable 
16-bit counter /timer, and four clock selectors. 
The crystal oscillator operates directly from a 
3.6864nHz crystal connected across the X1 I 
CLK and X2 inputs. If an external clock of the 
appropriate frequency is available, it may be 
connected to X1 /CLK. The clock serves as 
the basic timing reference for the baud rate 
lJenerator (BAG), the counter/timer and other 
internal circuits. A clock signal within the 
limits specified in the specHications section of 
this data sheet must always be supplied to 
the DUART. If an external signal is used 
instead of a crystal, X1 should be driven using 
a configuration similar to the one in Figure 7. 
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The baud rate generator operates from the 
oscillator or external clock input and is capa
ble of generating 18 commonly used data 
communications baud rates ranging from 50 
to 38.4k baud. The clock outputs from the 
BAG are at 16 x the actual baud rate. The 
counter/timer can be used as a timer to 
produce a 16 X clock for any other baud rate 
by counting down the crystal clock or an 
external clock. The four clock selectors allow 
the independent selection, for each receiver 
and transmitter, of any of these baud rates or 
an external timing signal. 

The counter/timer (Ctn can be programmed 
to use one of several timing sources as its 
input. The output of the CIT is available to the 
clock selectors and can also be programmed 
to be output at OP3. In the counter mode, the 
contents of the C/T can be read by the CPU 
and it can be stopped and started under 
program control. In the timer mode, the C/T 
acts as a programmable divider. 

Communications Channels 
A and B 
Each communications channel of the 
SCC68692 comprises a full-duplex asynchro
nous receiver/transmitter (DUARn. ·The op
erating frequency for each receiver and trans
mitter can be selected independently from 
the baud rate generator, the counter timer, or 
from an external input. 

The transmitter accepts parallel data from the 
CPU, converts it to a serial bit stream, inserts 
the appropriate start, stop, and optional parity 
bits and outputs a composite serial stream of 
data on the TxD output pin. The receiver 
accepts serial data on the RxD pin, converts 
this serial input to parallel format, checks for 
start bit, stop bit, parity bit (H any), or break 
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condition and sends an assembled character 
to the CPU. . 

Input Port 
The input port pulse det!Jc!ion circuitry uses a 
38.4kHz sampling clock derived from one of 
the baud rate generator taps. This results in a 
sampling period of slightly more than 25µs 
(assuming that the clock Input Is 3.6864MHz). 
The detection circuitry, in order to guarantee 
a true change in level has ocicurred, requires 
that two successive samples at the new logic 
level be observed. As a consequence, the 
minimum duration of the signal change is 
25µs if the transition occurs coincident with 
the first sample pulse. The 50µs time reiers to 
the situation in which the change of state Is 
just missed and the first change of state is not 
detected until 25µs later. 

The inputs to this unlatched 6-bit port can be 
read by the CPU by performing a read opera
tion at address 016. A high input results in a 
logic 1 while a low input results in a logic 0. 
07 will always be read as a logic 1 and 08 will 
reflect the level of IACKN. The pins of this 
port can also serve as auxiliary inputs to 
certilin portions of the OUART logic. 

Four change-of-state detectors are provided 
which are associated with Inputs IP3, IP2, IP1, 
and IPO. A high-to~ow or low-to-high transi
tion of these inputs lasting longer than 
25-SOµs will set the corresponding bit in the 
input port change register. The bits are 
cleared when the register is read by the CPU. 
Any change of state can also be programmed 
to generate an interrupt to the CPU. 

Output Port 
The 8-bit multi-purpose output port can be 
used as a general purpose output port, in 
which case the outputs are the complements 
of the output port register (OPR). OPR[n) • 1 
results in OP[n) • low and vice-versa. Bits of 
the OPR can be individually set and reset. A 
bit is set by performing a write operation at 
address E16 with the accompanying data 
specifying the bits to be set (1 = Set, o = no 
change). Likewise, a bit Is reset by a write at 
address F16 with the accompanying data 
specifying the bits to be reset (1 • reset, 
o = no change). 

Outputs can be also individually assigned 
specific functions by appropriate program
ming of the channel A mode registers (MR1A, 
MR2A), the channel B mode registers (MR1 B, 
MR2B), and the output port configuration 
register (OPCR). 

OPERATION 

Transmitter 
The SCN68692 is conditioned to transmit 
data When the transmitter Is enabled through 
the command register. The SCN68692 indi-
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cates to the CPU. that It is ready to accept a 
character by setting the TxROY bit in the 
status register. This condition can be pro
grammed to generate an interrupt request at 
OP6 or OP7 and INTRN. When a character Is 
loaded .inio the · .transmit holding register 
(THR), the above conditions are negated. 
Oaia is transferred from the holding register 
to the transmit shift register when It is idle or 
has completed transmiss.ion of the previous . 
character. The TxROY conditions are. then. 
asserted again which means one full Charac
ter time of bUffering is provided. Characters 
cannot be loaded Into the THR while the 
transmitter is disabled. 

The transmitter converts .the parallel data 
from the CPU to a serial bit stream on the 
TxD output pin. It automatically sends a start 
bit followed by the programmed number of 
data bits, an· optional parity bit, and the 
programmed number of stop bits. The least 
significant bit is sent first. Following the tranS.: 
mission of the stop bits, if a new character is 
not available in the THR, the TxO output 
remains high and the TxEMT bit in the status 
register (SR) will be set to 1. Transmission 
resumes and the TxEMT bit is cleared when 
the CPU loads a new chBracter into the THR. 
If the transmitter is disabled, It continues 
operating until the character currently being 
transmitted Is completely sent oui. The trans
mitter can be forced to send a continuous low 
condition by issuing a send break command. 

The transmitter can be reset through a 8oft
ware command. If it is reset, operation ceas
es immediately and the transmitter must be 
enabled through the command register be
fore resuming operation. If CTS operation is 
enabled;·the CTSN Input must be low in order 
for the character ta be transmitted, if it goes 
high in the middle of a transmission, the 
character in the shift register Is tranilmltted 
and TxOA t()en remains lri the marking state 
until CTSN goes low. The transmitter can also 
control the deactivation of the RTSN output. 
If programmed, the RTSN output will be reset 
one bit time after the character in the transmit 
shift register and transmit holding register (if 
any) are completely transmitted; only if the 
transmitter has been disabled. 

Receiver 
The SCC68692 is conditioned to receive data 
when enabled through the command register. 
The receiver looks for a high to low (mark to 
space) transition of ihe start bit on the RxO 
input pin. If a transition is detected, the state 
of the RxO pin is sampled each 16X clock 
for 7h clocks (16X clock model) or at ihe 
next rising edge of the bit time clock (1 x 
clock mode). If RxO is sampled high, the start 
bit is invalid and the 119arch for a valid start bit 
begins again. If RxO is still low, a valid start bit 

· is assumed and the receiver continues to 
sample the input at one bit time intervals at 
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the theoretical center of t()e bit, until the 
proper number of data bit8 and the parity bit 
(If any) have been· assembled, and one stop 
bit has been detected. TlJe least significant 
bit. is received first. The data Is then trans
ferred to the receive holding register (AHR) 
and the RxROY bit in the SR is set to a 1. This 
condition can be programmed to generate an 
Interrupt at OP4 or OPS and INTRN. If the 
character length is less than eight bits; the 
most significant unused bits In the AHR are 
set to zero. 

After the stop bit is detected, the receiver will 
immediately look for the next start bit. Howev
er, if a non-zero character was received 
without a .stop bit (framing error) and RxD 
remains low for one half of the bit period after 
the stop bit was sampled, then the receiver 
operates as if a new start bit transition had 
been detected at that point (one-half bit time 
after the stop bit was sampled). 

The parity error, framing error, overrun error 
and received break state (If any) are strobed 
Into the SR at the received character bound
ary, before the RxROY status bit is set. If a 
break condltlon ls detected (RxO is low for 
the entire character including the stop bit), a 
character consisting of all zeros will be load
ed into the AHR and the received break bit In 
the SR is set to 1. The RxO Input must return 
to a high condition for at least one-half bit 
time before a search for the next start bit 
begins. 

The AHR consists of a first~n-first-out (FIFO) 
stack with a capacity of three characters. 
Data is loaded from the receive shift register 
into the topmost. empty position of the FIFO. 
The RxROY bit in )he status register is set 
whenaver one or more 'characters are avail
able to be read, and a FFULL status bit is set 
if all .three stack positions are filled with data. 
Either of these bits can be selected to cause 
an interrupt. A read of the AHR outputs the 
data at the top of the FIFO. After the read 
cycle, the data FIFO and Its associated status 
bits (see below) are "popped" thus emptying 
a FIFO position for new data. 

In addition to the data word, three status bits 
(parity. error, framing error, and received 
break) are alsa appended to each data char
acter in the FIFO (overrun is not). Status can 
be provided In two ways, ail programmed by 
the error mode control bit in the mode regis
ter. In the "character" mode, status is provid
ed on a character-by-character basis; the 
status applies only 10 the character at the top 
of the FIFO. In the "block" mode, the status 
provided in the SR for these three bits Is the 
logical-OR of the status for all characters 

·coming to the top of the FIFO since the last 
"reset error" command was issued. In either 
mode reading the . SR does not affect the 
FIFO. The FIFO is "popped" only when the 
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Table 1. 68692 Register Addressing 

A4 A3 A2 A1 READ (R/WN = 1) WRITE (R/WN = O) 

0 0 0 0 Mode Register A (MR1A, MR2A) Mode Register A (MR1A, MR2A) 
0 0 0 1 Status Register A (SRA) Clock Select Reg. A (CSRA) 
0 0 1 0 •Reserved• Command Register A (CAA) 
0 0 1 1 Rx Holding Register A (RHRA) Tx Holding Register A (THRA) 
0 1 0 0 Input Port Change Reg. (IPCR) Aux. Control Register (ACR) 
0 1 0 1 Interrupt Status Reg. (ISR) Interrupt Mask Reg. (IMR) 
0 1 1 0 Counter/Timer Upper (CTU) CIT Upper Register (CTUR) 
0 1 1 1 Counter/Timer Lower (CTL) C/T Lower Register (CTLR) 
1 0 0 0 Mode Register B (MR1 B, MR2B) Mode Register B (MR1 B, MR2B) 
1 0 0 1 Status Register B (SRB) Clock Select Reg. B (CSRB) 
1 0 1 0 •Reserved• Command Register B (CAB) 
1 0 1 1 Rx Holding Register B (RHRB) Tx Holding Register B (THRB) 
1 1 0 0 Interrupt Vector Reg. (IVR) 
1 1 0 1 Input Port 
1 1 1 0 Start Counter Command 
1 1 1 1 Stop Counter Command 

AHR is read. Therefore the status register 
should be read prior to reading the FIFO. 

If the FIFO is full when a new character is 
received, that character is held in the receive 
shift register until a FIFO position is available. 
If an additional character is received while 
this state exits, the contents of the FIFO are 
not affected: the character previously in the 
shift register is lost and the overrun error 
status bit (SP[4]) will be set upon receipt of 
the start bit of the new (overrunning) charac
ter. 

The receiver can control the deactivation of 
ATS. If programmed to operate in this mode, 
the RTSN output will be negated when a valid 
start bit was received and the FIFO is lull. 
When a FIFO position becomes available, the 
RTSN output will be re-asserted automatical
ly. This feature can be used to prevent an 
overrun, in the receiver, by connecting the 
RTSN output to the CTSN input of the trans
mitting device. 

If the receiver is disabled, the FIFO charac
ters can be read. However, no additional 
characters can be received until the receiver 
is enabled again. If the receiver is reset, the 
FIFO and all of the receiver status, and the 
corresponding output ports and interrupt are 
reset. No additional characters can be re
ceived until the receiver is enabled again. 

Timeout Mode 
Under certain conditions, the user may want 
to set the receiver to interrupt the CPU when 
the receive FIFO becomes lull. This can be 
accomplished by programming MR1 [6] = 1. If 
a message that is only one or two characters 
long is received, the FIFO is not full so that 
ISR[1] does not set and the CPU is not 
interrupted. The CPU will not know that there 
is data in the receive FIFO. The time-out 
mode provides the user with a time-out inter
rupt via the CIT. If a character is received and 
the FIFO does not become full, a pre-select-
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Interrupt Vector Reg. (IVR) 
Output Port Con!. Reg. (OPCR) 
Set Output Port Bits Command 
Reset Output Port Bits Command 

ed period of delay can be timed out by the 
C/T and the CPU interrupted. 

This mode is enabled by writing the appropri
ate command to the command register. Writ
ing an "AX" to CAA or CAB will invoke the 
time-out mode for that channel. Writing a 
"CX" to CAA or CAB will reset the time-out 
mode. CTU and CTL must be loaded with a 
value greater than the normal receive charac
ter period. Each time a received character is 
transferred from the shift register to the AHR, 
the CIT is reloaded with the value in CTU and 
CTL and then restarted. If the CIT is allowed 
to end the count, the counter ready bit 
(ISR[3]) will be set. If IMR[3] is set, an 
interrupt will occur. 

Multidrop Mode 
The DUART is equipped with a wake up 
mode used for multidrop applications. This 
mode is selected by programming bits 
MR1A[4:3] or MR1B[4:3] to "11" for chan
nels A and B respectively. In this mode of 
operation, a "master" station transmits an 
address character followed by data charac- · 
tars for the addressed "slave" station. The 
slave stations, with receivers that are normal
ly disabled, examine the received data stream 
and "wake-up" the CPU (by setting RxRDY) 
only upon receipt of an address character. 
The CPU compares the received address to 
its station address and enables the receiver if 
it wishes to receive the subsequent data 
characters. Upon receipt of another address 
character, the CPU may disable the receiver 
to initiate the process again. 

A transmitted character consists of a start bit, 
the programmed number of data bits, an 
address/data (AID) bit, and the programmed 
number of stop bits. The polarity of the 
transmitted AID bit is selected by the CPU by 
programming bit MR1 A[2]/MR1 B(2]. 
MR1A(2]/MR1B[2] = O transmits a zero in 
the AID bit position, which identifies the 
corresponding data bits as data, while 
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MR1 A[2]/MR1 B[2] = 1 transmits a one in the 
AID bit position, which identifies the corre
sponding data bits as an address. The CPU 
should program in the mode register prior to 
loading the corresponding data bits into the 
THR. 

In this mode, the receiver continuously looks 
at the received data stream, whether it is 
enabled or disabled. If disabled, it sets the 
RxRDY status bit and loads the character into 
the AHR FIFO if the received A/D bit is a one 
(address tag), but discards the received char
acter if the received AID bit is a zero (data 
tag). If enabled, all received characters are 
transferred to the CPU via the AHR. In either 
case, the data bits are loaded into the data 
FIFO while the AID bit is loaded into the 
status FIFO position normally used for parity 
error (SRA[5] or SRB[5]). Framing error, over
run error, and break detect operate normally 
whether or not the receiver is enabled. 

PROGRAMMING 
The operation of the DUART is programmed 
by writing control words into the appropriate 
registers. Operational feedback is provided 
via status registers which can be read by the 
CPU. The addressing of the registers is de
scribed in Table 1. 

The contents of certain control registers are 
initialized to zero on RESET. Care should be 
exercised if the contents of a register are 
changed during operation, since certain 
changes may cause operational problems. 
For example, changing the number of bits per 
character while the transmitter is active may 
cause the transmission of an incorrect char
acter. In general, the contents of the MR, the 
CSR, and the OPCR should only be changed 
while the receiver(s) and transmitter(s) are 
not enabled, and certain changes to the ACR 
should only be made while the CIT is 
stopped. 

Mode registers 1 and 2 of each channel are 
accessed via independent auxiliary pointers. 
The pointer is set to MR1x by RESET or by 
issuing a "reset pointer" command via the 
corresponding command register. Any read 
or write of the mode register while the pointer 
is at MR1x switches the pointer to MR2x. the 
pointer then remains at MR2x, so that subse
quent accesses are always to MR2x unless 
the pointer is reset to MR 1 x as described 
above. 

Mode, command, clock select, and status 
registers are duplicated for each channel to 
provide total independent operation and con
trol. Refer to Table 2 for register bit descrip
tions. The reserved registers at addresses 
H'02' and H'OA' should never be read during 
normal operation since they are reserved for 
internal diagnostics. 
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Table 2. Register Bit Formats 

MR1A 
MR1B 

MR2A 
MR2B 

CSRA 
CSRB 

CRA 
CRB 

SRA 
SRB 

OPCR 

ACR 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

RxRTS RxlNT ERROR 
PARITY MODE 

PARITY 
BITS PER CHARACTER 

CONTROL SELECT MODE TYPE 

O=no O=RxRDY O•char OO=wlth parity O•even 00•5 
1•yes 1•FFULL 1=block 01 • force parity 1=odd 01=6 

10 = no parity 10•7 
11 = multi-drop mode 11=8 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

CHANNEL MODE 
TxRTS CTS STOP BIT LENGTH• 

CONTROL ENABLE Tx 

OO=Normal O=no O=no 0=0.563 4=0.813 8=1.563 C=1.813 
01 =Auto echo 1=yes 1•yes 1=0.625 5=0.875 9=1.625 0=1.875 
1 O= Local loop 2=0.688 6=0.938 A•1.688 E•1.938 
11 =Remote loop 3=0.750 7=1.000 8=1.750 F=2.000 

NOTE: 
*Add 0.5 to values shown for 0-7 if channel is programmed for 5 bits/char. 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

RECEIVER CLOCK SELECT TRANSMITTER CLOCK SELECT 

See Text See Text 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

MISCELLANEOUS COMMANDS DISABLE Tx ENABLE Tx DISABLE Rx ENABLE Rx 

See Text 
O=no O=no O=no O•no 
1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

RECEIVED FRAMING PARITY OVERRUN 
TxEMT TxRDY FFULL RxRDY 

BREAK ERROR ERROR ERROR 

O=no O=no O•no O=no O=no O=no O•no O=no 
1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 1•yes 1=yes 1=yes 

* * * 

NOTE: 
•These status bits are appended to the corresponding data charecter in the receive FIFO. A read of the status register provides these bits (7:5) from 
the top of the FIFO together with bits 4:0. These bits are cleared by a ''reset error status" command. In character mode they are discarded when the 
corresponding data character Is read from the FIFO. 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

OP7 OP& OPS OP4 OP3 OP2 

O=OPR[7] O=OPR[6] O=OPR[5] 0=0PR[4] OO=OPR[3] OO=OPR[2] 
1•TxROYB 1=TxRDYA 1=RxRDY/ 1=RxRDY/ 01 = C/T OUTPUT 01 = TxCA(16 X ) 

FFULLB FFULLA 10 = TxCB(1 X ) 10=TxCA(1 X) 
11 = RxCB(1 X) 11 = RxCA(1 X) 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

BRG SET COUNTER/TIMER DELTA DELTA DELTA DELTA 
SELECT MODE AND SOURCE IP3 INT IP2 INT IP1 INT IPO INT 

o =sen See Table 4 O•off O=off O•off 0 =off 
1 =set2 1 =on 1 •on 1 =on 1 =on 
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Table 2. Register Bit Formats (Continued) 

BIT 7 BIT 6 BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

AIP3 AIP2 

IPCR O =no 0 =no 
1 =yes 1 =yes 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

ISR 

INPUT 
A 

PORT 
CHANGE 

BREAK B 

O=no O=no 
1=yes 1=yes 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

IN. PORT A 
CHANGE BREAK B 

IMR 
INT INT 

O=off O=off 
1=on 1=on 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

C/T[15] C/T[14] 

CTUR 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

C/T[7] C/T[6] 

CTLR 

BIT 7 BIT 6 

IVR[7] IVR[6] 

IVR 

MR1A-Channel A Mode 
Register 1 
MR1A is accessed when the channel A MR 
pointer points to MR1. The pointer is set to 
MR1 by RESET or by a "set pointer" com
mand applied via CAA. After reading or writ
ing MR1A, the pointer will point to MR2A. 

MR1A[7] - Channel A Receiver 
Request-to-Send Control 
This bit controls the deactivation of the 
RTSAN ou1put (OPO) by the receiver. This 
output is normally asserted by setting OPR[O] 
and negated by resetting OPR[O]. 
MR1A[7] = 1 causes RTSAN to be negated 
upon receipt of a valid start bit n the channel 
A FIFO is full. However, OPR[O] is not reset 
and RTSAN will be asserted again when an 
empty FIFO position is available. This feature 
can be used for flow control to prevent 
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AIP1 AIPO IP3 

O=no O =no O=low 
1 =yes 1 =yes 1 =high 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

RxRDY/ COUNTER 
TxRDYB 

FFULLB READY 

O=no O=no O=no 
1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

RxRDY/ 
TxRDYB 

COUNTER 
FFULLB READY 

INT 
INT 

INT 

O=off O=off O=off 
1=on 1=on 1=on 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

C/T[13] C/T[12] C/T(11] 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

C/T[5] C/T[4] C/T[3] 

BIT 5 BIT 4 BIT 3 

IVR[5] IVR[4] IVR[3] 

overrun in the receiver by using the RTSAN 
output signal to control the CTSN inpu1 of the 
transmitting device. 

MR1A[6]-Channel A Receiver 
Interrupt Select 
This bit selects either the channel A receiver 
ready status (RxRDY) or the channel A FIFO 
full status (FFULL) to be used for CPU 
interrupts. It also causes the selected bit to 
be output on OP4 if It is programmed as an 
interrupt outpu1 via the OPCR. 

.MR1A[5]-Channel A Error Mode 
Select 
This bit selects the operating mode of the 
three FIFOed status bits (FE, PE, received 
break) for channel A. In the "character" 
mode, status is provided on a character-by
character basis: the status applies only to the 
character at the top of the FIFO. In the 
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BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

IP2 IP1 IPO 

O=low O=low O=low 
1 =high 1 =high 1 =high 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

A RxRDY/ 
TxRDYA 

BREAK A FFULLA 

O=no O=no O=no 
1=yes 1=yes 1=yes 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

A RxRDY/ 
TxRDYA 

BREAK A Ff ULLA 
INT INT 

INT 

O=off O=off O=off 
1=on 1=on 1=on 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

C/T(10] C/T[9] C/T[B] 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

C/T[2] C/T[1] C/T[O] 

BIT 2 BIT 1 BIT 0 

IVR(2] IVR[1] IVR[O] 

"block" mode, the status provided in the SR 
for these bits is the accumulation {logical-OR) 
of the status for all characters coming to the 
top of the FIFO since the last "reset error" 
command for channel A was issued. 

MR1A[4:3]-Channel A Parity Mode 
Select 
If "with parity" or "force parity" is selected, a 
parity bit is added to the transmitted charac
ter and the receiver performs a parity check 
on incoming data MR1A[4:3] = 11 selects 
channel A to operate in the special multidrop 
mode described in the Operation section. 

MR1A[2] - Channel A Parity Type 
Select 
This bit selects the parity type (odd or even) if 
the "with parity" mode is programmed by 
MR1A[4:3], and the polarity of the forced 
parity bit H the "force parity" mode is pro-

-
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grammed. It has no effect if the "no parity" 
mode is programmed. In the special multidrop 
mode it selects the polarity of the AID bit. 

MR1A[1:0]-Channel A Bits per 
Character Select 
This field selects the number of data bits per 
character to be transmitted and received. The 
character length does not include the start, 
parity, and stop bits. 

MR2A - Channel A Mode 
Register 2 
MR2A is accessed when the channel A MR 
pointer points to MR2, which occurs after any 
access to MR1A. Accesses to MR2A do not 
change the pointer. 

MR2A[7:6] - Channel A Mode Select 
Each channel of the DUART can operate in 
one of four modes. MR2A[7:6] = 00 is the 
normal mode, with the transmitter and receiv
er operating independently. MR2A[7:6] = 01 
places the channel in the automatic echo 
mode, which automatically retransmits the 
received data. The following conditions are 
true while in automatic echo mode: 

1. Received data is reclocked and retran
smitted on the TxDA output. 

2. The receive clock is used for the trans
mitter. 

3. The receiver must be enabled, .but the 
transmitter need not be enabled. 

4. The channel A TxRDY and TxEMT status 
bits are inactive. 

5. The received parity is checked, but is not 
regenerated for transmission, i.e., trans
mitted parity bit is as received. 

6. Character framing is checked, but the 
stop bits are retransmitted as received. 

7. A received break is echoed as received 
until the nex1 valid start bit is detected. 

8. CPU to receiver communication contin
ues normally, but the CPU to transmitter 
link is disabled. 

Two diagnostic modes can also be config
ured. MR2A[7:6] = 1 O selects local loopback 
mode. In this mode: 

1. The transmitter output is internally con-
nected to the receiver input. 

2. The transmit clock is used for the receiver. 

3. The TxDA output is held high. 

4. The RxDA input is ignored. 

5. The transmitter must be enabled, but the 
receiver need not be enabled. 

6. CPU to transmitter and receiver commu-
nications continue normally. 

The second diagnostic mode is the remote 
loopback mode, selected by MR2A[7:6] = 11. 
In this mode: 

1. Received data is reclocked and retran
smitted on the TxDA output. 
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2. The receive clock is used for the trans
mitter. 

3. Received data is not sent to the local 
CPU, and the error status conditions are 
inactive. 

4. The received parity is not checked and is 
not regenerated for transmission, i.e., 
transmitted parity bit is as received. 

5. The receiver must be enabled. 

6. Character framing is not checked, and 
the stop bits are retransmitted as re
ceived. 

7. A received break is echoed as received 
until the nex1 valid start bit is detected. 

The user must exercise care when switching 
into and out of the various modes. The 
selected mode will be activated immediately 
upon mode selection, even if this occurs in 
the middle of a received or transmitted char
acter. Likewise, if a mode is deselected, the 
device will switch out of the mode immediate
ly. An exception to this is switching out of 
autoecho or remote loopback modes: if the 
de-selection occurs just after the receiver has 
sampled the stop bit (indicated in autoecho 
by assertion of RxRDY), and the transmitter is 
enabled, the transmitter will remain in autoe
cho mode until the entire stop bit has been 
retransmitted. 

MR2A[5] - Channel A Transmitter 
Request-to-Send Control 
This bit controls the deactivation of the 
RTSAN output (OPO) by the transmitter. This 
output is normally asserted by setting OPR[OJ 
and negated by resetting OPR[O). MR2A[5) 
= 1 causes OPR[O] to be reset automatically 

one bit time after the characters in the 
channel A transmit shift register and in the 
THR, if any, are completely transmitted, in
cluding the programmed number of stop bits, 
if the transmitter is not enabled. This feature 
can be used to automatically terminate the 
transmission of a message as follows: 

1. Program auto-reset mode: MR2A[5) = 1. 

2. Enable transmitter. 

3. Assert RTSAN: OPR[O] = 1. 

4. Send message. 

5. Verify the message is sent by waiting until 
the transmit ready status (TxRDY) is 
asserted. Disable transmitter after the 
last character is loaded into the channel 
A THR. 

6. The last character will be transmitted and 
OPR[O] will be reset one bit time after the 
last stop bit, causing RTSAN to be negat
ed. 

MR2A[4]- Channel A Clear-to-Send 
Control 
If this bit is O, CTSAN has no effect on the 
transmitter. If this bit is a 1, the transmitter 
checks the state of CTSAN (IPO) each time it 
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is ready to send a character. If IPO is asserted 
(low), the character is transmitted. If it is 
negated (high), the TxDA output remains in 
the marking state and the transmission is 
delayed until CTSAN goes low. Changes in 
CTSAN while a character is being transmitted 
do not affect the transmission of that charac
ter. 

MR2A[3:0] - Channel A Stop Bit Length 
Select 
This field programs the length of the stop bit 
appended to the transmitted character. Stop 
bit lengths of tr1s to 1 and 1 tr1s to 2 bits, in 
increments of 1!1 s bit, can be programmed for 
character lengths of 6, 7, and 8 bits. For a 
character length of 5 bits, 11t1s to 2 stop bits 
can be programmed in increments of 1!16 bit. 
The receiver only checks for a 'mark' condi
tion at the center of the first stop bit position 
(one bit time after the last data bit, or after the 
parity bit if parity is enabled) in all cases. 

If an ex1ernal 1 X clock is used for the 
transmitter, MR2A[3) = O selects one stop bit 
and MR2A(3] = 1 selects two stop bits to be 
transmitted. 

MR1B-Channel B Mode 
Register 1 
MR1 B is accessed when the channel B MR 
pointer points to MR1. The pointer is set to 
MR1 by RESET or by a 'set pointer' com
mand applied via CAB. After reading or writ
ing MR1 B, the pointer will point to MR2B. 

The bit definitions for this register are identi
cal to the bit definitions for MR 1 A, except that 
all control actions apply to the channel B 
receiver and transmitter and the correspond
ing inputs and outputs. 

MR2B - Channel B Mode 
Register 2 
MR2B is accessed when the channel B MR 
pointer points to MR2, which occurs after any 
access to MR1 B. Accesses to MR2B do not 
change the pointer. 

The bit definitions for this register are identi
cal to the bit definitions for MR2A, except that 
all control actions apply to the channe.I B 
receiver and transmitter and the correspond
ing inputs and outputs. 

CSRA - Channel A Clock Select 
Register 
CSRA[7:4] - Channel A Receiver Clock 
Select 
This field selects the baud rate clock for the 
channel A receiver as follows: 
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Baud Rate specified in a single write to CRA as long as 1 0 1 0 Set special time-out mode on with 
Clock = 3.6864MHz the commands are non-conflicting; e.g., the this channel as the channel to 

CSRA[7:4] ACR[7] = 0 ACR[7] = 1 "enable transmitter" and "reset transmitter" restart the CIT as each receive 2 0 0 0 0 50 75 commands cannot be specified in a single character is transferred from the -
0 0 0 1 110 110 command word. serial shift register to the RHR. 
0 0 1 0 134.5 134.5 

CRA[6:4] - Channel A Mlscellaneous 
0 1 1 Not used. 

0 0 1 1 200 150 
Commands 

1 1 0 0 Reset special time-out mode. 
0 1 0 0 300 300 

The encoded value of this field may be used 
1 1 0 1 Not used. 

0 1 0 1 600 600 1 1 1 0 Power Down mode on. In this 
0 1 1 0 1,200 1,200 

to specify a single command as follows: 
mode, the DUART oscillator is 

0 1 1 1 1,050 2,000 
CRA[7:4] COMMAND 

stopped and all functions requir-
0 0 0 2,400 2,400 

0 0 0 0 No command. 
Ing this clock are suspended. The 

0 0 0 1 Reset MR pointer. Causes the 0 0 1 4,800 4,800 
channel A MR pointer to point to 

contents of all registers are 
1 0 1 0 7,200 1,800 

MR1. 
saved. It is recommended that 

1 0 1 1 9,600 9,600 
0 0 1 0 Reset receiver. Resets the chan-

the transmitter and receiver be 
0 0 38.4k 19.2k 

nel A receiver as if a hardware 
disabled prior to placing the 

0 1 Timer Timer 
reset had been applied. The re-

DUART in this mode. This bit is 
1 1 0 IP4-16X IP4-16X reset with the assertion of RE-
1 1 1 IP4-1X IP4-1X ceiver is disabled and the FIFO is 

SET. This command is in CRA 
flushed. 

The receiver clock is always a 16 X clock 0 0 1 1 Reset transmitter. Resets the 
only. 

except for CSRA[7:4] = 1111. channel A transmitter as if a hard-
Design Note: The part will not 

ware reset had been applied. 
output DT ACKN while in Power 

CSRA[3:0] - Channel A Transmitter Down mode, use automatic 
Clock Select 

0 1 0 0 Reset error status. Clears the 
DTACKN generation. 

This field selects the baud rate clock for the channel A Received Break, Parity 
1 1 1 1 Power Down Mode Normal Run. 

channel A transmitter. The field definition is 
Error, Framing Error, and Overrun 

This command resets the Power 
as per CSRA[7:4] except as follows: Error bits in the status register 

Down mode. This command is in 
Baud Rate 

(SRA[7:4]). Used in character 
CRA only. 

CSRA[3:0] ACR[7] =O ACR[7] = 1 mode to clear OE status (al-

1 1 1 0 IP3-16X IP3-16X though RB, PE, and FE bits will CRA[3J - Disable Channel A Transmitter 

1 1 1 1 IP3-1X IP3-1X 
also be cleared) and in block This command terminates transmitter opera-
mode to clear all error status after lion and resets the TxRDY and TxEMT status 

The transmitter clock is always a 16 x clock a block of data has been re- bits. However, if a character is being transmit-
except for CSRA[3:0] = 1111. ceived. ted or if a character is in the THR when the 

CSRB - Channel B Clock Select 0 1 0 1 Reset channel A break change transmitter is disabled, the transmission of 

Register 
interrupt. Causes the channel A the character(s) is completed before assum-
break detect change bit in the ing the inactive state. 

CSRB[7:4J - Channel B Receiver Clock interrupt status register (ISR[2]) 
CRA[2J - Enable Channel A Transmitter 

Select to be cleared to zero. 
Enables operation of the channel A transmit-

This field selects the baud rate clock for the 0 1 1 0 Start break. Forces the T xDA out-
ter. The TxRDY status bit will be asserted. 

channel B receiver. The field definition is as put low (spacing). If the transmit-
per CSRA[7:4] except as follows: ter is empty the start of the break CRA[1] - Disable Channel A Receiver 

Baud Rate condition will be delayed up to This command terminates operation of the 
CSRB[7:4] ACR[7] = 0 ACR(7] = 1 two bit times. If the transmitter is receiver immediately - a character being re-
1 1 1 0 IP2-16X IP2-16X active the break begins when ceived will be lost. The command has no 
1 1 1 1 IP2-1X IP2-1X transmission of the character is effect on the receiver status bits or any other 

The receiver clock is always a 16 x clock 
completed. If a character is in the control registers. If the special multidrop 
THR, the start of the break will be mode is programmed, the receiver operates 

except for CSRB[7:4] = 1111. delayed until that character, or even if it is disabled. See Operation section. 
CSRB[3:0J - Channel B Transmitter any others loaded subsequently 

CRA[OJ - Enable Channel A Receiver 
Clock Select are transmitted. The transmitter 

Enables operation of the channel A receiver. 
This field selects the baud rate clock for the must be enabled for this com-

If not in the special wake-up mode; this also 
channel B transmitter. The field definition is mand to be accepted. 

forces the receiver into the search for start-bit 
as per CSRA[7:4] except as follows: 0 1 1 1 Stop Break. The TxDA line will go 

state. 
Baud Rate high (marking) within two bit 

CSRB[3:0] ACR[7] =O ACR[7] = 1 times. TxDA will remain high for CRB - Channel B Command 
1 1 1 0 IP5-16X IP5-16X one bit time before the next char- Register 
1 1 1 1 IP5-1X IP5-1X acter, if any, is transmitted. CRB is a register used to supply commands 

·1 0 0 0 Assert RTSN. Causes the RTSN to channel B. Multiple commands can be 
The transmitter clock is always a 16 x clock output to be asserted (low). specified in a single write to CRB as long as except for CSRB[3:0] = 1111 1 0 0 1 Negate RTSN. Causes the RTSN the commands are non-conflicting; e.g., the 
CRA- Channel A Command output to be negated (high). "enable transmitter" and "reset transmitter" 
Register commands cannot be specified in a single 
CRA is a register used to supply commands command word. 
to channel A. Multiple commands can be 
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The bit definitions for this register are identi
cal to the bit definitions for CRA with the 
exceptions of the last two commands "EX" 
and "FX" which are used for power down 
mode. These two commands are not used in 
CRB. All other control actions that apply to 
CRA also apply to CRB. 

SRA - Channel A Status 
Register 

SRA[7] - Channel A Received Break 
This bit indicates that an all zero character of 
the programmed length has been received 
without a stop bit. Only a single FIFO position 
is occupied when a break is received: further 
entries to the FIFO are inhibited until the 
RxDA line returns to the marking state for at 
least one-half a bit time (two successive 
edges of the internal or external 1 X clock). 

When this bit is set, the channel A "change in 
break" bit in the ISR (ISR[2)) is set. ISR[2] is 
also set when the end of the break condition, 
as defined above, is detected. 

The break detect circuitry can detect breaks 
that originate in the middle of a received 
character. However, if a break begins in the 
middle of a character, it must persist until at 
least the end of the next character time in 
order for it to be detected. 

SRA[&] - Channel A Framing Error 
This bit, when set, indicates that a stop bit 
was not detected when the corresponding 
data character in the FIFO was received. The 
stop bit check is made in the middle of the 
first stop bit position. 

SRA[S]-Channel A Parity Error 
This bit is set when the "with parity" or "force 
parity" mode is programmed and the corre
sponding character in the FIFO was received 
with incorrect parity. 

In the special multidrop mode the parity error 
bit stores the received AID bit. 

SRA[4]-Channel A Overrun Error 
This bit, when set, indicates that one or more 
characters in the received data stream have 
been lost. It is set upon receipt of a new 
character when the FIFO is full and a charac
ter is already in the receive shift register 
waiting for an empty FIFO position. When this 
occurs, the character in the receive shift 
register (and its break detect, parity error and 
framing error status, if any) is lost. 

This bit is cleared by a "reset error status" 
command. 

SRA[3] - Channel A Transmitter Empty 
(TxEMTA) 
This bit will be set when the channel A 
transmitter underruns; i.e., both the transmit 
holding register (THR) and the transmit shift 
register are empty. It is set after transmission 
of the last stop bit of a character if no 
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character is in the THR awaiting transmission. 
It is reset when the THR is loaded by the CPU 
or when the transmitter is disabled. 

SRA[2] ..:_ Channel A Transmitter Ready 
(TxRDYA) 
This bit, when set, indicates that the THR is 
empty and ready to be loaded with a charac
ter. This bit is cleared when the THR is 
loaded by the CPU and is set when the 
character is transferred to the transmit shift 
register. TxRDY is reset when the transmitter 
is disabled and is set when the transmitter is 
first enabled, viz., characters loaded into the 
THR while the transmitter is disabled will not 
be transmitted. 

SRA[1] - Channel A FIFO Full (FFULLA) 
This bit is set when a character is transferred 
from the receive shift register to the receive 
FIFO and the transfer causes the FIFO to 
become full; i.e., all three FIFO positions are 
occupied. It is reset when the CPU reads the 
RHR. If a character is waiting in the receive 
shift register because the FIFO is full. FFULL 
will not be reset when the CPU reads the 
RHR. 

SRA[O]- Channel A Receiver Ready 
(RxRDVA) 
This bit indicates that a character has been 
received and is waiting in the FIFO to be read 
by the CPU. It is set when the character is 
transferred from the receive shift register to 
the FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
RHR, only if (after this read) there are no 
more. characters still in the FIFO. 

SRB - Channel B Status 
Register 
The bit definitions for this register are identi
cal to the bit definitions for SRA, except that 
all status applies to the channel B receiver 
and transmitter and the corresponding inputs 
and outputs. 

OPCR- Output Port 
Configuration Register 
OPCR[7] - OP7 Output Select 
This bit programs the OP7 output to provide 
one of following: 
- The complement of OPR[7] 
- The channel B· transmitter interrupt output, 

which is the complement of TxRDYB. When 
in this mode OP7 acts as an open-drain 
qutput. Note that this output is not masked 
by the contents of the IMR. 

OPCR[6] - OPS Output Select 
This bit programs the OP6 output to provide 
one of the following: 
- The complement of OPR[6] 
- The channel A transmitter interrupt output, 

which is the complement of TxRDYA. When 
in this mode OP6 acts as an open-drain 
output. Note that this output is not masked 
·by the contents of the IMR. 
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OPCR[5] - OPS O.utput Select 
This bit programs the OP5 output to provide 
one of the following: 
- The complement of OPR[5] 
- The channel B receiver interrupt output, 

which is the complement of ISR[5]. When in 
this mode OP5 acts as an open-drain out
put. Note that this output is not masked by 
the contents of the IMR. 

OPCR[4]-0P4 Output Select 
This bit programs the OP4 output to provide 
one of the following: 
- The complement of OPR[4] 
- The channel A receiver interrupt output, 

which is the complement of ISR[1]. When in 
this mode OP4 acts as an open-drain out
put. Note that this output is not masked by 
the contents of the IMR. 

OPCR[3:2] - OPS Output Select 
This field programs the OP3 output to provide 
one of the following: 
- The complement of OPR[3] 
- The counter /timer output, in which case 

OP3 acts as an open-drain output In the 
timer mode, this output is a square wave at 
the programmed frequency. In the counter 
mode, the output remains high until terminal 
count is reached, at which time it goes low. 
The output returns to the high state when 
the counter is stopped by a stop counter 
command. Note that this output is not 
masked by the contents of the IMR. 

- The 1 x clock for the channel B transmitter, 
which is the clock that shifts the transmitted 
data. If data is not being transmitted, a free 
running 1 x clock is output 

- The 1 x clock for the channel B receiver, 
which is the clock that samples the received 
data. If data is not being received, a free 
running 1 x clock is output. 

OPCR[1:0]-0P2 Output Select 
This field programs the OP2 output to provide 
one of the following: 
- The complement of OPR[2] 
-The 16X clock for the channel A transmit-

ter. This is the clock selected by CSRA[3:0], 
and will be 1 X clock if CSRA[3:0] • 1111. 

- The 1 x clock for the channel A transmitter, 
which is the clock that shifts the transmitted 
data. If data is not being transmitted, a free 
running 1 x clock is output. 

- The 1 x clock for the channel A receiver, 
which is the clock that samples the received 
data If data is not being received, a free 
running 1 x clock is output. 

ACR - Auxlllary Control 
Register 

ACR[7] - Baud Rate Generator Set 
Select 
This bit selects one of two sets of baud rates 
to be generated by the BRG: 
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Table 3. Baud Rate Generator Characteristics Crystal or 
Clock = 3.6864MHz 

NOMINAL RATE (BAUD) ACTUAL 16X CLOCK (KHz) ERROR (PERCENT) 

50 0.8 0 
75 1.2 0 
110 1.759 -0.069 

134.5 2.153 0.059 
150 2.4 0 
200 3.2 0 
300 4.8 0 
600 9.6 0 
1050 16.756 -0.260 
1200 19.2 0 
1800 28.8 0 
2000 32.056 0.175 
2400 38.4 0 
4800 76.8 0 
7200 115.2 0 
9600 153.6 0 
19.2k 307.2 0 
38.4k 614.4 0 

NOTE: 
Duty cycle of 16X clock is 50% ±1% 

Table 4. ACR [6:4] Field Definition 

ACR [6:4] MODE CLOCK SOURCE 

0 0 0 Counter External (I P2) 1 

0 0 1 Counter TxCA-1 X clock of channel A transmitter 
0 1 0 Counter TxCB - 1 X clock of channel B transmitter 
0 1 1 Counter Crystal or external clock (X1 /CLK) divided by 16 
1 0 0 Timer External (IP2) 1 

1 0 1 Timer External (IP2) divided by 161 

1 1 0 Timer Crystal or external clock (X 1 I CLK) 
1 1 1 Timer Crystal or external clock (X1 /CLK) divided by 16 
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latched and reflects the state of the input pins 
at the time the IPCR is read. 

ISR - Interrupt Status Register 
This register provides the status of all poten· 
tial interrupt sources. The contents of this 
register are masked by the interrupt mask 
register (IMR). If a bit in the ISR is a "1" and 
the corresponding bit in the IMR is also a" 1 ", 
the INTRN output will be asserted. If the 
corresponding bit in the IMR is a zero, the 
state of the bit in the ISR has no effect on the 
INTRN output. Note that the IMR does not 
mask the reading of the ISR - the true status 
will be provided regardless of the contents of 
the IMR. The contents of this register are 
initalized to 001s when the DUART is reset. 

ISR[7] - Input Port Change Status 
This bit is a "1 " when a change of state has 
occurred at the IPO, IP1, IP2, or IP3 inputs 
and that event has been selected to cause an 
interrupt by the programming of ACR[3:0]. 
The bit is cleared when the CPU reads the 
IPCR. 

ISR[6] - Cha•m~I B Change In Break 
This bit, when set, indicates that the channel 
B receiver has detected the beginning or the 
end of a received break. It is reset when the 
CPU issues a channel B "reset break change 
interrupt" command. 

ISR[S] - Channel B Receiver Ready or 
FIFO Full 
The function of this bit is programmed by 
MR18[6]. If programmed as receiver ready, it 
indicates that a character has been received 
in channel B and is waiting in the FIFO to be 

NOTE: read by the CPU. It is set when the character 
1. In these modes, the channel B receiver clock should norn:ally be generated from the baud rate generator. is transferred from the receive shift register to 

the FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 

Set 1: 50, 110, 134.5, 200, 300, 600, 1.05k, 
1.2k, 2.4k, 4.8k, 7 .2k, 9.6k, and 38.4k 
baud. 

Set 2: 75, 110, 134.5, 150, 300, 600, 1.2k, 
1.8k, 2.0k, 2.4k, 4.8k, 9.6k, and 19.2k 
baud. 

The selected set of rates is available for use 
by the channel A and B receivers and trans
mitters as described in CSRA and CSRB. 
Baud rate generator characteristics are given 
in Table 3. 

ACR[6:4] - Counter/Timer Mode and 
Clock Source Select 
This field selects the operating mode of the 
counter/timer and its clock source as shown 
in Table 4. 

ACR[3:0] - IP3, IP2, IP1, IPO Change of 
State Interrupt Enable 
This field selects which bits of the Input Port 
Change register (IPCR) cause the input 
change bit in the interrupt status register 
(ISR[7]) to be set. If a bit is in the "on" state, 
the setting of the corresponding bit in the 
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IPCR will also result in the setting of ISR[7], 
which results in the generation of an interrupt 
output if IMR[7] - 1. If a bit is in the "off" 
state, the setting of that bit in the IPCR has 
no effect on ISR[7]. 

IPCR - Input Port Change 
Register 

IPCR[7:4]- IP3, IP2, IP1, IPO Change of 
State 
These bits are set when a change of state, as 
defined in the Input Port section of this data 
sheet, occurs at the respective input pins. 
They are cleared when the IPCR is read by 
the CPU. A read of the IPCR also clears 
ISR[7], the input change bit in the interrupt 
status register. 

The setting of these bits can be programmed 
to generate an interrupt to the CPU. 

IPCR[3:0] - IP3, IP2, IP1, IPO Current 
State 
These bits provide the current state of the 
respective inputs. The information is un· 
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RHR. If after this read there are more charac
ters still in the FIFO the bit will be set again 
after the FIFO is "popped". If programmed 
as FIFO full, it is set when a character is 
transferred from the receive holding register 
to the receive FIFO and the transfer causes 
the channel B FIFO to become full; i.e., all 
three Fl FO positions are occupied. It is reset 
when the CPU reads the RHR. If a character 
is waiting in the receive shift register because 
the FIFO is full, the bit will be set again when 
the waiting character is loaded into the FIFO. 

ISR[ 4] - Channel B Transmitter Ready 
This bit is a duplicate of TxRDYB (SRB[2]). 

ISR[3] - Counter Ready 
In the counter mode, this bit is set when the 
counter reaches terminal count and is reset 
when the counter is stopped by a stop 
counter command. 

In the timer mode, this bit is set once each 
cycle of the generated square wave (every 
other time that the counter/timer reaches 
zero count). The bit is reset by a stop counter 

......,_,,., 
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command. The command, however, does not 
stop the counter/timer. 

!SR[2] - Channel A Change in Break 
This bit, when set, indicates that the channel 
A receiver has detected the beginning or the 
end of a received break. It is reset when the 
CPU issues a channel A "reset break change 
interrupt'' command. 

ISR[1] - Channel A Receiver Ready or 
FIFO Full 
The function of this bit is programmed by 
MR1A[S]. JI programmed as receiver ready, it 
indicates that a character has been received 
in channel A and is waiting in the FIFO to be 
read by the CPU. It is set when the character 
is transferred from the receive shift register to 
the FIFO and reset when the CPU reads the 
R HR. If after this read there are more charac
ters still in the FIFO the bit will be set again 
after the Fl FO is "popped''. If programmed 
as FIFO full, it is set when a character is 
transferred from the receive holding register 
to the receive FIFO and the transfer causes 
the channel A FIFO to become full; i.e., all 
three FIFO positions are occupied. It is reset 
when the CPU reads the AHR. If a character 
is wa~ing in the receive shift register because 
the FIFO is full, the bit will be set again when 
the waiting character is loaded into the FIFO. 

ISR[O] - Channel A Transmitter Ready 
This bit is a duplicate of TxRDYA (SRA[2]). 

IMR - Interrupt Mask Register 
The programming of this register selects 
which bits in the ISR cause an interrupt 
output. If a bit in the ISR is a "1" and the 
corresponding bit in the IMR is also a "1 ",the 
INTRN output will be asserted. If the corre
sponding bit in the JMR is a zero, the state of 
the bit in the ISR has no effect on the INTRN 
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output. Note that the IMR does not mask the 
programmable interrupt outputs OP3-0P7 or 
the reading of the JSR. 

CTUR and CTLR - Counter/ 
Timer Registers 
The CTUR and CTLR hold the eight MSBs 
and eight LSBs respectively of the value to be 
used by the counter/timer in either the count
er or timer modes of operation. The minimum 
value which may be loaded into the CTUR/ 
CTLR registers is 000216. Note that these 
registers are write-only and cannot be read by 
the CPU. 

In the timer (programmable divider) mode, the 
CIT generates a square wave with a period of 
twice the value (in clock periods) of the CTUR 
and CTLR. If the value in CTUR or CTLR is 
changed, the current half-period will not be 
affected, but subsequent half periods will be. 
Jn this mode the CIT runs continuously. 
Receipt of a start counter command (read 
with A4--A 1 = 111 O) causes the counter to 
terminate the current timing cycle and to 
begin a new cycle using the values in CTUR 
and CTLR. The counter ready status bit 
(ISR[3]) is set once each cycle of the square 
wave. The bit is reset by a stop counter 
command (read with A4--A 1 = 1111 ). The 
command, however, does not stop the CIT. 
The generated square wave is output on OP3 
if it is programmed to be the CIT output. 

On power-up and after reset, the timer/ 
counter runs in timer mode and can only be 
restarted. Because it cannot be shut off or 
stopped, and runs continuously in timer 
mode, it is recommended that at initialization, 
the output port, OP3, should be masked off 
through the OPCR[3:2] = 00 until the TIC is 
programmed to the desired operational state. 
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In the counter mode, the CIT counts down 
the number of pulses loaded into CTUR and 
CTLR by the CPU. Counting begins upon 
receipt of a start counter command. Upon 
reaching terminal count (000015), the counter 
ready interrupt bit (ISR[3]) is set. The counter 
continues counting past the terminal count 
until stopped by the CPU. If OP3 is pro
grammed to be the output of the CIT, the 
output remains high until terminal count is 
reached, at which time it goes low. The output 
returns to the high state and ISR[3] is cleared 
when the counter is stopped by a stop 
counter command. The CPU may change the 
values of CTUR and CTLR at any time, but 
the new count becomes effective only on the 
next start counter command. If new values 
have not been loaded, the previous count 
values are preserved and used for the next 
count cycle. 

In the counter mode, the current value of the 
upper and lower 8 bits of the counter (CTU, 
CTL) may be read by the CPU. It is recom
mended that the counter be stopped when 
reading to prevent potential problems which 
may occur if a carry from the lower 8 bits to 
the upper 8 bits occurs between the times 
that both halves of the counter are read. 
However, note that a subsequent start count
er command will cause the counter to begin a 
new count cycle using the values in CTUR 
and CTLR. 

IVR - Interrupt Vector Register 
This register contains the interrupt vector. 
The register is initialized to H'Of' by RESET. 
The contents of the register are placed on the 
data bus when the DUART responds to a 
valid interrupt acknowledge cycle. 



Dual Asynchronous ReceiverjTransmitter (DUART) 

ABSOLUTE MAXIMUM RATINGS1 

SYMBOL PARAMETER RATING UNIT 

TA Operating ambient temperature2 range O to + 70 ·c 

TsTG Storage temperature range -65 to +150 •c 

All voltages with respect to ground3 -0.5 to +6.0 v 
NOTES: 
1. Stresses above those listed under Absolute Maximum Ratings may cause permanent damage to the 

device. This is a stress rating only and functional operation of the device at these or any other condition 
above those indicated in the operation section of this specification is not implied. 

2. For operating at elevated temperatures, the device must be derated based on + 150°C maximum junction 
temperature. 

3. This product Includes circuitry specifically designed for the protection of its internal devices from 
damaging effects of excessive static charge. Nonetheless, it is suggested that conventional precautions 
be taken to avoid applying any voltages larger than the rated maxima. 

DC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA=o·c to +10°c, Vee=5V ±5%4· 5· 6 

SYMBOL PARAMETER TEST CONDITIONS 

V1L Input low voltage 
V1H Input high voltage (except X1 /CLK) 
V1H lnp\Jt high voltage (X1 /CU<) 

Vol Output low voltage loL = 2.4mA 
VoH Output high voltage (except o.d. outputs) loH = -400µA 

l1L Input leakage current V1N = o to Vee 
ILL Data bus 3-State leakage current Vo= 0.4 to Vee 

lx1L X1 /CLK low input current V1N = 0, X2 floated 
lx1H X1 /CLK high input current V1N =Vee, X2 floated 

IOd Open-drain output leakage current Vo= 0.4 to Vee 
Ice Power supply current 

When osclllator Is In power-down mode: 

lx1H X1 /CLK high input current V1N =Vee. X2 floated 

Ice Power supply current 
Standby 

NOTES: 
4. Parameters are valid over specified temperature range. 
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LIMITS 
UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

0.8 v 
2 v 

0.9Vee Vee v 
0.4 v 

2.4 v 
-10 10 µA 
-10 10 µA 

-100 -30 0 µA 
0 +30 100 µA 

-10 10 µA 
150 mA 

2 6 10 mA 

0.8 4 mA 
500 µA 

5. All voltage measurements are referenced to ground (GND). For testing, all inputs except X1 /CLK swing between 0.4V and 2.4V with a transition time of 20ns 
maximum. For X1 /CLK, this swing is between 0.4V and 4.4V. All time measurements are referenced at input voltages of 0.8V and 2V as appropriate. 

6. Typical values are at + 25°C, typical supply voltages, and typical processing parameters. 
7. Test condition for outputs: CL= 150pF, except interrupt outputs. Test condition for interrupt outputs: CL= 50pF, AL= 2.7k0 to Vcc-
8. This specification will impose maximum 68000 CPU CLK to 6MHz. Higher CPU CLK can be used if repeating bus reads are not performed. Consecutive write 

operations to the same command register require at least three edges of the X1 clock between writes. 
9. This specification imposes a lower bound on CSN and IACKN low, guaranteeing that it will be low for at least 1 CLK period. This requirement is made on CSN 

only to insure assertion of DTACKN and not to guarantee operation of the part. 
10. This specification is made only to insure that DTACKN is asserted with respect to the rising edge of the X1/CLK pin as shown in the timing diagram, not to 

guarantee operation of the part. If the setup time is violated, DTACKN may be asserted as shown, or may be asserted one clock cycle later. 
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Dual Asynchronous Receiver /Transmitter (DUART) SCC68692 

AC ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TA=o•c to +70°C, Vcc=5.0V ±5%4• 5• 6• 7 

LIMITS 
SYMBOL PARAMETER UNIT 

Min Typ Max 

Reset timing (Figure 1) 

IRES RESETN pulse width 1 µs 

Bus timing (Figures 2, 3, 4) 

IAS A 1-A4 setup time to CSN low 10 ns 
IAH A 1-A4 hold time from CSN high 0 ns 
IRWS RWN setup time to CSN high 0 ns 
IRWH RWN holdup time to CSN high 0 ns 
tcswe CSN high pulse width 160 ns 

lcso9 CSN or IACKN high from DTACKN low 20 ns 
too Data valid from CSN or IACKN low 175 ns 
loF Data bus floating from CSN or IACKN high 65 ns 
tos Data setup time to CLK high 100 ns 
loH Data hold time from CSN high 0 ns 
loAL DT ACKN low from read data valid 0 ns 
locR DTACKN low (read cycle) from CLK high 125 ns 
tocw DTACKN low (write cycle) from CLK high 125 ns 
lo AH DTACKN high from CSN or IACKN high 100 ns 
loAT DTACKN high impedance from CSN or IACKN 125 ns 

high 

lcsc10 CSN or IACKN setup time to clock high 90 ns 

Port timing (Figure 5) 

tps Port input setup time to CSN low 0 ns 
lpH Port input hold time from CSN high 0 ns 
!po Port output valid from CSN high 370 ns 

Interrupt reset timing (Figure 6) 

l1R INTRN, or OP3-0P7 when used as interrupts, 
negated from: 

Read RHR (RxRDY /FFULL interrupt) 370 ns 
Write THR (TxRDY interrupt) 370 ns 
Reset command (delta break interrupt) 370 ns 
Stop CIT command (counter interrupt) 370 ns 
Read IPCR (input port change interrupt) 370 ns 
Write IMR (clear of interrupt mask bit) 270 ns 

Clock timing (Figure 7) 

ICLK X1 /CLK high or low time 100 ns 
fcLK X1 /CLK frequency 2 3.6864 4 MHz 
lcTC CTCLK high or low time 100 ns 
fcTC CTCLK frequency 100 4M Hz 
I Rx RxC high or low time 220 ns 
fRx RxC frequency (16X) 100 2M Hz 

(1X) 100 1M Hz 
ITX TxC high or low time 220 ns 
trx TxC frequency (16 X ) 0 2 MHz 

(1X) 0 1 MHz 

Transmitter timing {Figure 8) 

trxo TxD output delay from TxC low 350 ns 
ITcS Output delay from TxC low to TxD data output 150 ns 

Receiver timing (Figure 9) 

IRXS RxD data setup time to RxC high 240 ns 
tRXH RxD data hold time from RxC high 200 ns 
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Dual Asynchronous ReceiverjTransmitter (DUART) SCC68692 

-RESETN 2 -
Figure 1. Reset Timing 

X11CLK 

A1-A4 

AWN 

CSN 

••• 
D0-07 

DTACKN 

figure 2. Bus Timing (Read Cycle) 
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Dual Asynchronous ReceiverjTransmitter (DUART) SCC68692 

A1·A4 

RWN 

DTACKN----------f--.1 

IDAH 

Figure 3. Bus Timing (Write Cycle) 

X11CLK 

INTRN 

IACKN ------,. 

too loF 

00-01----------~1 

lOAT 

Figure 4. Interrupt Cycle Timing 
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Dual Asynchronous Receiver jTransmitter (DUART) SCC68692 

CSN---"""" 

J 
DPO-DP7 

NOTES: 
1. INTRN or OP3-0P7 when used as lntamlpl oulpul8. 

OLD DATA NEW DATA 

-I ••• I-
Figure 5. Port Timing 

(READC: \__F,. ,./ 
IN~= '----i-~:~~ +asv 

OUTPUT~-~: ------· Voi. 

2. The -for open drain outputs is intended to guarantee awilchlng of the OUlpul translalor. Measurement of 1his response Is referenced from the midpoint of the awilching slgnel, VM, to 
a point 0.5 volts above VoL· Thia point represents noise margin that assures true awitching has occ:urred. Beyond this level, the effects of external ci'cuitry and test environment are 
pronounced and can greatly affect the reeultanl measurament. 

X1/CLK 
CTCLK 

RxC 
TxC 

-
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lcLK 
ICTC 

••• 
ly, 

lcLK 

lcrc 

••• .... 

Figure 8. Interrupt Timing 

CLK SY 

X1 

NIC X2 

TOOGO"S ........ 

Figure 7. Clock Timing 
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+&V 

C1 •C2: 0-5pF+(STRAV < SpF) 

CLOCK 
.----f::>----._ TO OTHER 

74C04 
CHIPS 

.------x1 

a 
C2 

-
-------41>-I X2 

3.Hl4MHz 

CRYSTAL SERIES RESISTANCE SHOULD 
BE LESS THAN 180 OHMS. 
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Dual Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (DUART) 

(1 0~~~6~~~KS)~ 
TxC 

(INPUT) 

TxD 
"'") __ '!:_ 

rxc_j-~ 
(1X OUTPUT) ~ I \_ 

TxO 

TRANSMITTER 
ENABLED 

TxRDV 
(SR2} 

CSN 
(WRITE) 

CTSN1 
llPOl---~ 

NOTES: 

ATSN2 
(OPO) 

OPR(0) ... 1 

1. Timing shown for MA2(4) • 1. 
2. Timing shown for MR2(5) = 1. 
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Figure 8. Transmit Timing 

(1XIN:~~----~-=1l~_, \~---

RxD___,X 3'.____ 
Figure 9. Receive Timing 

D3 START 04 STOP 
BREAK BREAK 

Figure 10. Transmitter Timing 
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Dual Asynchronous Receiver jTransmitter (DUART) 

RECEIV£fl 
ENABLED 

A•ROV 
(SRO) _____ __, 

FFULL 

{Sfl1)----------+-----------' 
R•ROVI-------, 
FFULL 
iOP4)) 

CSN 
(READ) 

OVERRUN 

OS WILL 
BE LOST 

!Sfl4)--------------------+--== 

NOTES: 

RTS1 
COPO) 

OPR(0)=1 

1. Timing shown for MR1 {7) .. 1. 
2. Shown for OPCR(4) and MR1(6) = 0. 

MASTER STATION 

Figure 11. Receiver Timing 

BIT9 BIT9 
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BIT9 T----

L1----------I ,____ DO !•I hO 

ENABLED . I I 

I 
($R2) 

TRANSMITTER~: : 

T•RDV ~ 

----------1 ---------~ CSN 

(WRITE) MA1(4·3):::11 ADD#1 MR1(2):::000 MR1(2)=1 AOD#2 
MR1(2)=1 

PERIPHERAL STATION 

R•D---, j':j BIT 9 BIT 9 

oo jo1 i : · :-----i 
I '-11----------1__.i l•oo11H: I 

II 

BIT9 BIT 9 

l•oo.,!• Ii ~'--~!0_1 
RECEIVE.A 

ENABLED-------------~'--- I I 

i'l
'11-

·:::-LJ-.---_ -~--_ -_ -_ ----~--. ! lnJ1!;---~~ 
MR1(4:3):::11 ADD#1 ~ ~ 

Figure 12. Wake-up Mode 
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Package Outlines 

28-PIN PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER 

t-----+--+---.300 (7.82) BSC 

IN .456 (11.58) 

.4!50 (11.43) 

·11 
.300 (7.82) SSC 

r+, I AH (12.57) 

===---.J. .485 (1U2) 

.120 (3.05) 

.080 (2.29) 

.180 ('.57) 
:1i6(4.1i 

.oot I0.18) II 

i-------·: <;:.:,'--e•.a1s 1:a1n1 
853-0401 84711 

44-PIN PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER 

. ese 11e.86) 

.650(16.51) 

~.450 
.042 (1.117) 

.C>45 (t.14) A 

.026(0.84) 

853-0403 84711 

December 1986 

.885 (17.65) 

~ AF-

o-e 

I 
.500 (12.70) SSC 4' I .... (, .... ) 

~--(17.4(1) 

4-3 

NOTES: 
1. Package dimensions conform to JEOEC specification 

MC-047-AB for plastic leaded chip carrier 28 leads, 
.050 Inch lead spacing, square. (issue A, 10/31/84). 

2. Controlling dimensions: inches. Metric are shown in 
parentheses. 

3. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M-1982. 
4. "A" and "B" If& reference datums on the molded 

body at plane "H" and do not include mold flash. 
Mold flash protrusion shall not exceed .006" (.1 Smm) 
on any side. 

5. Datum "D-E" and "F-G" are determined where these 
center leads exit from the body at plane "H". 

6. Pin numbers continue counterclockwise to pin #28 
(top view). 

7. Signetics order code for product packaged in a PLCC 
is the suffix A after the product number. 

NOTES: 

.015 (0.38) 

~SEATNJ 
PLANE 

-fl!AIBM biOQ {L) 

..WO:EM bi& 1'39) I 

1. Package dimensions conform to JEOEC specification 
M0-047-AL for plastic leaded chip carrier 44 teads, 
.050 inch lead spacing, square. (Issue A, 10/31/84). 

2. Controlling dimensions: inches. Metric are shown in 
parentheses. 

3. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M·1982. 
4. "A" and "B" are reference datums on the molded 

body at pmne "H" and do not include mold flash. 
Mold flash protrusion shall not exceed .006" (.1 Smm) 
on any side • 

5. Datum "[)..E" and "F-G" are determined where these 
center leads exit from the body at plane "H". 

6. Pin numbers continue counterclockwise to pin #44 
(top view). 

7. Signetics order code for product packaged in a PLCC 
Is the suffix A after the product number. 

~ 
.005 (0.13) 

-i'IA!Bjj .010 (0.251 ¢1 
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Package Outlines 

52·PIN PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER 

.7M(11UO) 

~ 

.046 (1.14) A 

.... (0.84) 

853-0397 84711 

68-PIN PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER 

I 
AOO(ll0.32)11C 

853-0388 84711 

December 1986 4-4 

-1. Package dimensions conform to JEDEC ap-.. 
M0-047-AD for plaatlc leaded chip carrier 52 leada, 
.050 inch lead spacing, square. (lsaue A, 10/31/84). 

2. COntrolling dimensions: inches. Metric are .-n in 
perenthose8. 

3. ~sand tolersncing per ANSI Y14.5M-1982. 
4. "A" and "B" are reference datums on the molded 

body at plane "H" and do not include mold fiah. 
Mold lllsh pro1rUlion shall not - .006" (.15mm) 
00 any side. 

5. Datum "D-E" and "F-G" are -ned where the88 
center INda axil from the body at plane "H''. 

6. Pin numbanl continue counterclockwiBe to pin #52 
(top Yiew). 

7. Si~ ordet code for product packaged in a Pl.CC 
is the suffix A after the product number . 

. 015 (0.38) 

.005 (0.13) 

"1Ml""1"==orl_,~<::A'::' 

NOTES: 
1. Package dimonsiona conform to JEDEC specification 

M0-047-AE for plutic leaded chip carrier 88 INdo, 
.050 inch lead spacing, _,i. (lnuo A, 10/31/84). 

2. COntrolling dimansiona: lnchoa. Metric are shown In 
perenthose8. 

3. Dimonsiona and toletancing per ANSI Y14.5M-1882. 
4. "A" and "B" are reference datums on the molded 

body at piano "H" and do not Include mold lllsh. 
Mold - protrua1on shall not - .ooe• (.15mm) 
on any side. 

5. Dslum "D-E'' and "F-G" are - whore the88 
oo- - axil from the body at piano "H". 

6. Pin numbera continue counterclockwise to pin #88 
(top view). 

7. Slgnolics order code for product packagacl in • Pl.CC 
ia the auflix A after the product nunm... 



Package Outlines 

84-PIN PLASTIC LEADED CHIP CARRIER 

1.158(29.41) 

1.150(29.21) 

853-0399 84711 

December 1986 4-5 

NOTES: 
1. Package dimensions conform to JEDEC specification 

M0-047-AF for plastic leaded chip carrier 84 leads, 
.050 inch lead spacing, square. (issue A, 10/31 /84). 

2. Controlling dimensions: inches. Metric are shown in 
parentheses. 

3. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M-1982. 
4. "A" and "B" are reference datums on the molded 

body at plane "H" and do not include mold flash. 
Mold flash protrusion shall not exceed .006N (.15mm) 
on any side. 

5. Datum "D·E" and "F-G" are determined where these 
center leads exit from the body at plane "H". 

6. Pin numbers continue counterclockwise to pin #84 
(top view). 

7. Signetics order code for product packaged in a PLCC 
is the suffix A after the product number. 

1"7'77''7""77'77;77'7"'77'77'0'7.?77''71 ~ 
~'iiifiii:~~~~~~~~~~==l·~~1:P 

1.090{27.89) 

4 
~ 



Package Outlines 

16-PIN PLASTIC SO 

1 
6.20 (.244) 

5.80 (.228) 

l-tlE@l .25 (.010) ® I 

_J 

NOTES: 
1. Package dimensions conform to JEOEC specification 

MS-012-AC for standard small outline (SO) package, 16 
leads, 3.75mm (.150") body width (Issue A. June 1985). 

2. Controlling dimensions are in mm. Inch dimensions In 
parentheses. 

3. Dimensions and toleranclng per ANSI Y14.5M-1982. 
4 "r' "D" and "E" are reference datums on the molded 
. bod). and do not Include mold flash or protrusions. Mold 

flash or protrusions shall not exceed .15mm (.006") on 
any side. 

5. Pin numbers start with pin #1 and continue 
counterclockwise to pin #16 when viewed from top. 

6. Signetics ordering code for a product packaged in a 
plastic small ouUine (SO) package is the suffix 0 after 
the product number. 

r .50 (.020) x45" 
.25 (.010) 

&f~~~~~~~~:l 1.75 (.069) 
ITT ti H i--u--u-u=i H H H 1.35 (.053) 

§.10(.~I IL ......... -- ~ 
L_~~~ 

I 
__j ~ ++lrlElo@l.2s(.0101@ I 

.35 (.014) 

853-0005 61216 

20-PIN PLASTIC SOL 

l+lo@l .10 (.004) I 

.25 (.010) .25 (.010) 

.19 (.007) .10 (.004) 

r 11 
7.80 (.299) 

7.40 (.291) 

I m 

U1.27 (.050) BSC 

13.00 (.512) 

12.80 (.496) 

10.65 (.419) 

10.26 (.404) 

!-t!E@l .25 (.010) @ I 

~ 
2.35 (.093) 

I 

!Cl .10 (.004) '_J L 
:: ::~::: -++IT I e\o@l .25 (.0101 ® I 

853-0172 82948 
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NOTES: 

.89 (.035) 

.89 (.027) 

1. Package dimensions conform to JEDEC specification 
MS-013-AC for standard small outline (SO) package, 20 
leads. 7.50mm (.300") body wkff:h (Issue A, June 1985). 

2. Controlling dimensions are In mm. Inch dimensions in 
parentheses. 

3. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M-1982. 
4. "T", "0" and "E" are reference datums on the molded 

body and do not Include mold flash or protrusions. Mold 
flash or protrusions shall not exceed .15mm (.006") on 
any side. 

5. Pin numbers start with pin #1 and continue 
counterclockwise to pin #20 when viewed from top. 

6. Signetics ordering code for 8: product packaged in a 
plastic small outline (SO) package is the suffix D after 
the product number. 

.32 (.013) 

.23 (.009) 

.75 (.030) X450 

.50 (.020) 

.30 (.012) 

To(.iiii4i 
1.07 (.042) 

.88 (.034) 

8' 

o· 



Package Outlines 

24-PIN PLASTIC SOL 

I 
7.lltJ (.289) 

11 
10.85 (.419) 

7.40 (.291) 10.26 (.404) 

dJ l+le@l .25 <·~ 

.27 (.OSO) BSC 

15.lltJ (,614) 
f5:iOf.59ij" 

2.65 (.104) 

i35Toi3i 
I 

853-0173 82949 
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NOTES: 
1. Package dimensions confofm to JEOEC specification 

MS-013-AO for standard small outline (SO) package, 24 
leads, 7.50mm (.300") body width {issue A, June 1985). 

2. Controlling dimensions are in mm. Inch dimensions In 
parentheses. 

3. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M- 1982. 
4. "T'', "0" and "E" are reference datums on the molded 

body and do not include mold flash or protrusions. Mold 
flash or protrusions shall not exceed .15mm (.006") on 
any side. 

5. Pin numbers start with pin #1 and continue 
counterclockwise to pin #24 when viewed from top. 

6. Slgnetios ordering code for a product packaged in a 
plastic. small outline (SO) package is the suffix D after 
the product number. 

~ 
.23 (.Q09) 

1 r~X45" .50 (.020) 

;----,---,.----

.30 (.012) 

.10 (.004) 
1.07 (.042) 

.88 ~034) 

a• 
o· 

"""""""' 



Package Outlines 

20·PIN HERMETIC CERDIP 

1-~ I .012 (.30) 

-D-

J L-023 <·581-1$1 r I E lo@l.010 (.2S41 
.015 (.38) 

853-0564 81594 

December 1986 

.165 (4.19) 

.125 (3.18) 
__,_j_ 

®' 

4-8 

.175 (4.45) 

.145 (3.68) 

NOTES: 
1. Controlling dimension: inches. Millimeters are shown in 

parentheses. 
2. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M - 1982. 
3. "T", "O", and "E" are reference datums on the body 

and include allowance for glass overrun and meniscus on 
the ~al line, and lid to base mismatch. 

4. These dimensions measured with the leads constrained 
to be perpendicular to plane T. 

5. Pin numbers start with pin #1 and continue 
counterclockwise to pin #20 when viewed from the top. 

.320 (8.13) 

.290 (7.37) 
(NOTE 4) 



Package Outlines 

16-PIN HERMETIC SDIP 

.OBO (2.03) 

, .027 (.69) 
-j r .080 (2.03) I .021 (.69) 

I ,_...._.____._.._--i 
.310 (7.87) 

.280 (7.11) 

~;:;;;::;;;;::;;;::::;;;:;:..._.j_l 

L.100 (2.54) BJ 
EQ]r--1----::: ::::: 

.oe5(1.85) 

.040 (1.02) 

JI ·021 <·53> -1$1 T I EI o®I .010 (.254) 
.015 (.38) 

853-0109 82276 

24-PIN HERMETIC SDIP 

91 

r .087 (1.70) 

I .030 (.78) 

-l r_,,., (1.70) 

I .030 (.76) 

,..,...--~1 ~~1 ~·~0.10) .380 (9.65) 

·t-.+--o+..__;=~_,_.,~-+_J 
.__,__L __ .1 .. _"".: _ - - - -1 

EB 1.105(29.59) __J 
.005(1.05) 

.G30(.97) 

JL: ::: ~~~T~l-eTro-@l~-.. -10-(.254--,-®~I 
853-0110 82276 

December 1986 

.120 (3.05) 

.080 (2.03) 

.045 (1.14) 

.025 (.84) 

NOTES: 
1. Controlling dimension: inches. Millimeters are shown in 

parentheses. 
2. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M - 1982. 
3. "T", "D", and "E" are reference datums on the body. 
4. These dimensions measured with the leads constrained 

to be perpendicular to plane T. 
5. Pin numbers start with pin #1 and continue 

counterclockwise to pin #16 wtien viewed from the top. 

,__ ___ _,_ ___ .320~.13) 

~----..I 

.290 (7.37) 
(NOTE 4) 

r-
.Q15 (.38) 

.008 (.20) 

.120 (3.05} 

T 

4-9 

.080(1.52) 

.040 {1.02) 
.015 (.38) 

.008 (.20) 

1-----f--.300 (7.62) BSC 
(NOTE 4) 

,__ ___ __,__.355~.02) 

.290 (7.37) 

NOTES: 
1: Controlling dimension: Inches. Millimeters are shown in 

parentheses. 
2. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M - 1982. 
3. "T", "D", and "E" are reference datums on the body. 
4. These dimensions measuted with the leads constrained 

to be perpendicular to plane T. 
5. Pin numbers start with pin #1 and continue 

counterclockwise to pin #24 when viewed from the top. 

t .420 (10.67) J 
.390 (9.91) 

(NOTE 4) 

,400 (10.16) BSC 
(NOTE 4) 

.455 (11.58) 

.390 ~.91) 

-
4 -

\ 



Package Outlines 

28-PIN HERMETIC SDIP 

l--.100 (2.54) BSC 

EB--+----- 1.420 (38.07) 

1.380 (35.05) 

NOTES: 
1. Conlrollng dlmen-: Inches. Mlllmeters are ahown In 

pareOUleses. 
2. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M - 1982. 
3. "T"', "D", and "E" are reference da1ums on tho body. 
4. These dimensions meastnd with the leada constrained 

to be perpendlCIUr to plane T. 
5. Pin numbers start - pin #1 and continue 

counterdockwise to pin #28 - viewed from tho top, 

I :038i97l --1~(1.52) .120 (3.05) 
.820 (15. 75) 

c-560(14.99) 
(NOTE 4) T 

853-0800 82276 

40·PIN HERMETIC SDIP 

OIO (1.52) - t--'-· -.008(.97) 

.LI m- H 'H 

.... , .... ., 
I~ 

D 5~ 
2.02fi (51.44} 

~ 

'H 'H 'H 

~ 
H 'H 'H ~ .200 ( ~ 

.095 

~ 
(2.16) 

~ 
.13]3.lil _2-..: 

JL.~1~ 
.015 (.38) 

-filrleio Cill .010 (.254} II 

853-0801 82276 
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.015 (.38) 

.006 (.20) 

NOTESo 

L ••• ..1 

.600 (15.24) 
(NOTE 4) 

.655 (18.64) 

.590 (14.99) 

1. Controlling dimension: inches. Millimeters are shown In 
parentf1eses. . 

2. Dimen-s and toleranc:ing per ANSI Y14.5M - 1982. 
3. "T"', "D", and "E" are reference datums on the body. 
4. These dimensions measU"8d wfth the teads constrained 

to be perpendicUlar to plene T. 
5. Pin numbers start wi1h pin # 1 and continue 

counterclockwise to pin #40 when viewed from the top. 

.820 (15.75) 

~ 
(NOTE 4) 

i ..... 

~ 
.oos 1.201 .eoo 11s.oo1 asc 

(NOTE 4) 
.855(18.84) 

~ 



Package Outlines 

48-PIN HERMETIC SDIP 

1 r.099 (2.51) 

.030 (.76) 

.--....... ~-~----, D .605 (15.37) 

.580 (14.73) 

~--~~~~_J 

______] 
.060 (1.52) 

.038 (.97) 

2.430 (61.72) 

2.370 (60.20) 

.200 (5.08) 

:o85(2.16) ' .175 (4.45) 

L·021 <·53> -#!Tlelo@I .010(.254) ®I 
.015 (.38) 

853-0802 82276 

50-PIN HERMETIC SDIP 

853-0807 82276 

December 1986 

.060 (1.52) 

.038 (.97) 

.021 (.53) 

.015 (.38) 

2.525 (64.14) 

2.475 (62.en 

-#IT le lo@! .010 (.2541 ®I 

, _____ .125 (3.18) 

I 

.200 (5.08) 

.085 (2.16) 

4-11 

NOTES: 
1. Controlling dimension: inches. Millimeters are shown in 

parentheses. 
2. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M - 1982 . 
3. "T", "D", and "E" are reference datums on the body. 
4. These dimenstons measured with the leads constrained 

to be perpendicular to plane T. 
5. Pin numbers start with pin # 1 and continue 

counterclockwise to pin #48 when viewed from the top. 

.120 (3.05) 

.080 (2.03) >-----~._-620(15.75) 
.590 (14.99) 
(NOTE 4) 

.070 (1.78) 

.030 (.78) 
.015 (.38) 

.008 (.20) t------t-.600 (15.24) BSC 
(NOTE 4) 

1-----+-.essc1a64J 
.590 (14.99) 

NOTES: 
1. Controlling dimension: inches. Millimeters are shown in 

parentheses. 
2. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M - 1982. 
3. "T", "D", and "E" are reference datums on the body. 
4. These dimensions measured with the leads constrained 

to be perpendtc:ular to plane T. 
5. Pin numbers start with pin #1 and continue 

counterclockwise to pin #50 when viewed from the top. 

.120 (3.05) 

.080 (2.03) 

.070 (1.78) 
.030 (.76) 

.015 (.38) 

.008 (.20) 

.920 (23.37) 

.890 (22.61) 
(NOTE 4) 

.900 (22.86) BSC 
(NOTE 4) 

.955 (24.26) 

.890 (22.61) 

-4 
= 



Package Outlines 

64-PIN HERMETIC SDIP 

.065 (1.65) NOTES: J r--- .030 (.76) 1. Controlling dimension: inches. Millimeters are shown in 
! j parentheses. 

-;+------------------------+.;--~ 2. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M - 1982. 

D 
I 

L.100 (2.54) BSC 

.060 (1.57) 

.038 (.97) 

853-0112 82276 

December 1986 

3.~5 (82.17) 

3.165 (80.39) 

-#l TI E I o@I .010 (.2541 ®I 

. 875 22.23) 

. .200 (5.08) 

.085 (2.16) 

.125 (3.18) 

4-12 

3. "r', "D", and "E" are reference datums on the body. 
4. These dimensions measured with the leads constrained 

to be perpendicular to plane T. 
5. Pin numbers start with pin #1 and continue 

counterclockwise to pin #64 when viewed from the top • 

.120 (3.05) ~ 

.080 (2.03) .890 (22.61) 

(NOTE 4) 

.070 (1.78) 
.030 (.76) 

.015 (.38) 

.008 (.20) .900 (22.86} BSC 
(NOTE 4) 

.955 (24.26) 

.890 (22.61) 

"""'"" 



Package Outlines 

16-PIN PLASTIC DIP 

D 

853-0406 81232 

20-PIN PLASTIC DIP 

.004 .10 

~ 
.135 (3.•3) 

.138 (3.51) 

.120 (3.05) 

-tilrlelXI .010 us> B I 

0 .10 

.125 (3.18) 
.115 (2.92) 

~ff 
.020(.:gl) 

.015 (.38) 

.010 (.25) 

~ 
. 245 (6.22) 

NOTES: 
1. Controlling dimension: inches. Metric are Shown in 

parentheses. 
2. Package dimensions conform to JEDEC specification 

MS-001-AA for standard dual in-line (DIP) package .300 
inch row spacing (PLASTIC) 16 leads (issue 8. 7 /85) 

3. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14. SM-1982. 
4. "T", "O" and "E" are reference datums on the molded 

body and do not include mold flash or protrusions. Mold 
flash or protrusions shall not exceed .01 O inch (.25mm) 
on any side. 

5. These dimensions measured with the leads constrained 
to be perpendicular to plane T. 

6. Pin numbers start with pin #1 and continue 
counterclockwise to pin # 16 when viewed from the top. 

.3.22 (8'.18) 

.300 (7.62) 
(NOTE 5) 

SSC ~\\ 
.300 (7.62) 
(NOTE 5) 

.395 (10.03) 

:300i7.62i 

NOTES: 
1. Controlling dimension: inches. Metric are shown in 

parentheses. 
2. Package dimensions conform to JEOEC specification 

MS-001-AE for standard dual in-line (DIP) package .300 
inch row spacing (PLASTIC) 20 leads (issue B. 7 /85) 

3. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14. 5M-1982. 
4. "T", "O" and "E" are reference datums on the molded 

body and do not include mold flash or protrusions. Mold 
flash or protrusions shall not exceed .010 inch (.25mm) 
on any side . 

:r~ 
5. These dimensions measured with the leads constrained 

to be perpendicular to plane T. 
6. Pin numbers start with Pin # 1 and continue 

counterclockwise to pin #20 when viewed from the top. 

JL~ 
.017 (.<3) 

~ 
.120 (3.05) 

-Qlrlellli1 .. 010 (.¥) fl 

853-0408 81234 

December 1986 4-13 

:~~ :::~~ ~ff 
.015 (.38) 

.010 (.25) 

BSC 
.300 (7.62) 
(NOTE 5) 

~ 
.300 ( 7.62) 

-4 -



Package Outlines 

24-PIN PLASTIC DIP (300mil-wide) 

s .004 (.10) 

~-~O~-~~-t-~~~~- .1.256(31.00) 
1.240 (31.50) 

.064 (1.63) 

.045 (1.14) 

1=1--l=.--.=ri=T-i=.--i=--.,,r-i=""'"""""" ..... ""'"""-i=I .160~.06) 

~ PLANE 

JL ·022 <·561 -n~r~1~E1~0~@~1.0~10~~.~5~, ~@M1 
.017 (.43) 

853-0410 81236 

24-PIN PLASTIC DIP (400mil-wide) 

-D· 

853-0411 81237 

December 1986 

1$lD?$4.004 (.10) I 

LL.100 (2.541 BSC 

1.205 (30.61) 

1.190 (30.23) 
.042 (1.07) 

.034 ( .86) 

:~~ ~:=~ -f+ITIE!OCs)!.610 (.25) ii 

.135 (3.43) 

.138 (3.51) 

.120 (3.05) 

.064 (1.63) 

.045 (1.14) 
.190 (4.83) 

.165 (4.19) 

.138 (3.51) 

.120 (3.05) 

4-14 

.125 (3.18) 

.115 (2.92) 

NOTES: 
1. Controlling dimension: inches. M8tric are shown in 

parentheses. 
2. Package dimensions conform 10 JEDEC specification 

MS-001-AR for standard dual in-line (OIP) package .300 
inch row spacing (PLASTIC) 24 leads (iSsue 8. 7185) 

3. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14. SM-1982. 
4. "T", "O" and "t" are reference datums. on the molded 

body and do not include rnotd flash or protrusions. Mold 
flash or protrusions shall not exceed .01 O inch (.25mm) 
on any Side. 

5. These dimensions measured with the leads constrained 
to be perpendicular to plane- T. 

6. Pin numbers start with pin # 1 and continue 
counterclockwise to pin #24 when viewed from the top. 

(NOTE 5) ~,_(_8,.18)J .300 (7.82) 

~:~ ::·:_g~: ff 

.015 (.38) 

.010 (.25) 

BSC~\\ 
.300 (7.82) 
(NOTE 5) 

.395 (10.03) 

.300 ( 7.62) 

~ 
.145 (3.68) 

"""'""' 

NOTES: 
1. Controlling dimension: inches. Metric are shown in 

parentheses. 
2. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI l'14. SM-1982. 
3. "T", "O" and "E" are reference datums on the molded 

body and do not include mold flash or protrusions. Mold 
flash or protrusions shall not exceed .010 inch (.25mm) 
on any side. 

4. These dimensions measured with the leads constrained 
to be perpendicular to plane T. 

5. Pin numbers start with pin #1 and continue 
counterclockwise to pin #24 when viewed from the top. 

.422 (10.72) 

.400 (10.16) 
I (NOTt 4) 

.035 (.89) ff 

.020 (.5~) ~-
.015 (.38) 

.010 (.25) . 



Package Outlines 

28-PIN PLASTIC DIP 

14iD@! .004 t. lb) I 

.560 (14.22) 

~ 

J : !: -liiT!e[)QJ)\ .010 C.25) Al 

853-0413 84099 

40-PIN PLASTIC DIP 

li!l!o!!J.oo4 1.101 

155 (3.94) 

.145(J.68) 

.555 (14.10) 

~ 

NOTES' 
1. Controlling dimension: inches. Metric are shown in 

parentheses. 
2. Package dimensions conform to JEDEC specification 

MS·011-AB for standard dual in-line (DIP) package .600 
inch row spacing (PLASTIC) 2B leads (issue B. 7 /85) 

3. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14. 5M-1982. 
4. "T", "O" and "E" are reference datums on the molded 

body and do not include mold flash or protrusions. Mold 
flash or protrusions shall not exceed .010 inch (.25mm) 
on any side. 

5. These dimensions measured with the leads constrained 
to be perpendicular to plane T. 

6. Pin numbers start with pin # 1 and continue 
counterclockwise to pin #28 when viewed from the top. 

NOTES' 
1. Controlling dimension: inches. Metric are shown in 

parentheses. 
2. Package dimensions conform to JEOEC specification 

MS-011-AC for standard dual in-line (DIP) package .600 
inch row spacing (PLASTIC) 40 leads (issue B. 7 /85) 

3. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14. 5M-1982. 

2.066(52.45) __ 1_1 
-D>---!l--!---.064-(-l.-"3-)----2.045 (51.94) 

' I 

LJ____ .100 (2.54) SSC 

4. "T", "D" and "E" are reference datums on the molded 
body and do not include mold flash or protrusions. Mold 
flash or protrusions shall not exceed .010 inch (.25mm) 
on any side. 

5. These dimensions measured with the leads constrained 
to be perpendicular to plane T. 

6. Pin numbers start with pin #1 and continue 
counterclockwise to pin #40 when viewed from the top. 

~ 

~ PLANE 

:: ::::-it!TIE!o®I .010 !.25> 81 

853-0415 84971 
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.200 (5.08) 

.165 (4.19) 
~ 
.145 (3.68) 

.620 (15.75). 

.600 (15.24) 
(NOTE 5) 

9 ~0~4> """ ~" 
.138 (3.51) .o20 (.51) 600 (1524) SSC~ 
·120 <3.051 .01s (38) J~~If7g~> 

010 ( 25) 600 (1 s 24) 

4 
~ 



Package Outlines 

48·PIN PLASTIC DIP 

.580(14.22) 

~ 

853-0416 84099 

50-PIN PLASTIC DIP 

Ille~ .004(. •9! I 

.880(21.84) 

~ 

W-.100(2.54)BSC 

2.515(83.88) 

~ 
@]-----+------

853-0417 81243 

December 1986 4-16 

NQTl!S: 
1 ~ Cont.rolling dimension: inches. Metric are shown in 

parentheses. 
2. Diinensions and tolfM'ancing per ANSI Y14.5M - 1982. 
3 .. "T", "O", tJMd "E"·ar.e r~ere.nce datums on the molded 

body and do not lnQft,Kje mold fliSh or protru.siQns. Mokl 
fllish Or protrusions shell not exceed .010 inch (.25mm) 
on any side. 

4. The$9 dimensions measured with the leads con&trained 
to be perpendicular to plane T. 

5. Pin numbers start with pin # 1 and continue 
counterclockwise to pin #48 when viewed from the top. 

NOTES: 
1. Controlling dimension: inches. Metric are shown in 

parentheses. 
2. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI V14.5M - 1982. 
3. "T'', "O", and "E" are reference datums on the mokled 

body and do not include mold flesh or protrusions. Mold 
flash or protrusions shen not exceed .010 inch (.25mm) 
on any side. 

4. The~~ dimensions measured with the leads constrained 
tQ be perpendicular to plane T. 

5. Pin numbers start with pin #1 and continue 
c;:oUntercioc!<wise to pin #50 when viewed from the top. 

.155(3.$4) 

.1~5(3,68) 

.920(23.37) 

~ 
(NOTE 4) 



Package Outlines 

64-PIN PLASTIC DIP 

U-.. 100(2.54)8SC 

3.225(81.92) 

3.205(81.41) 

NOTES: 
1. Controlling dimension: inches. Metric are shown in 

parentheses. 
2. Dimensions and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M - 1982. 
3. "T", "D", and "E" are reference datums on the molded 

body and do not include mold flash or protrusions. Mold 
flash or protrusions shall not exceed .D10 inch (.25mm) 
on any side. 

4. These dimensions measured with the leads constrained 
.8l0(20.s7i to be perpendicular to plane T . 
. 795(20.lS) 5. Pin numbers start with pin #1 and continue 

counterclockwise to pin #64 when viewed from the top. 

.064(1.83) 

.045(1.14) .190(4.83) 

lit:;:;~~:;;;::;:;:;~~:;;;::;:;:;~~:;;;:;::;;;:;;:;:;:::::;;:;_ 1~1~ 
.185(4.70) 

.175(4.45) 

.920(23.37) 

.890(22.61) 
(NOTE 4) 

653-0414 81240 

December 1986 

.022(.58) 

.01S(.38) 

4-17 

.135(3.43) 

.115(2.92) 

'· .045(l:t=l4) .900(22.98)BSC 
.020(.51) (NOTE 4) 

.015(0.38) .995(25.27) 

.010(0.25) .900(22.86) 

-
4 



Package Outlines 

68-PIN GRID ARRAY 

.080(1.52) 

.040(1.02) 

.080(2.03) 

853-0170 83946 

. 100(2.54)BSC 

120-PIN GRID ARRAY 

I --- :~:::~ --~ 
IA B c 0 E F G H J K L MN I 
00000000000~ ;--1 

0000000000000 2 I 

0000000000000 ' I 
000 000, I 

.120(3.05) 

.080(2.03) 

000 000. I 
f"'Ptoc 25J Dml- j 0 0 0 0 0 • 
~0;'rirx~ 000 000 7 i.aa2{aa.aa1 

PIN MATRIX 0 0 0 0 0 0 8 1.3o8(3a.22i 

000 000. I 
000 000 10 I 
0000000000000 11 ' 

000120"' 0000000000000 12 I 
MAX. TYP. T • 00000000000~ 13 i 

-~ 
.022(.56) 

.060(1~ :016(.41) TYP.--111 -· 1 Ir- .100(2.54)BSC .150(3.81) 

.Q.40(1.02) l I j:tto(i79) 

i ' I I 
~rrrij rrr rw·ij·ri-r=--11· ~· ill+1 ! I 

.100(2~I ~ -r_.160(4.06) 

.080(2.03) ~ 

853-0853 83946 
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NOTES: 
1. Dimensioning and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.5M - 1982 
2. Terminal position designation per JEDEC publication 95. 

Section 2.2 - 5. 
3. The total body thickness includes both the package body 

and the lid in either the cavity up or cavity down 
configuration. 

4. The seating plane is defined by the standoffs. 
5. Datum "Z" reference plane of pin to package interface. 
6. Datum "ZI" reference plane is the plane of the pin tips. 
7. Pin A 1 corner identification will be visible on both the 

top and bottom surfaces of the package . 

NOTES: 
1. Dimensioning and tolerancing per ANSI Y14.SM - 1982 
2. Terminal po~tion designation per JEDEC publication 95. 

Section 2.2 - 5. 
3. The total body thickness includes both the package body 

and the lid in either the cavity up or cavity down 
configuration. . 

4. The seating plane is defined by the standoffs. 
5. Datum "Z" reference plane is the plane of pin to 

package interface. 
6. Datum "ZI" reference plane is the plane of the pin tips. 
7. Pin A 1 corner identification will be visible on both the 

top and bottom surfaces of the package. 
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Alphanumeric 
Index 

Mlcroproce880r Proctucts 

SCB2673 
SCB2675 
SCB2675T 
SCB26n 
SCB68154 
SCB68155 
SCB68171 
SCB68172 
SCB68430 
SCC2691 
SCC2692 
SCC2698 
SCC63484 
SCC68173 
SCC68692 
SCN2641 
SCN2651 
SCN2652/68652 
SCN2653/68653 
SCN2661/68661 
SCN2671 
SCN2672 
SCN2674 
SCN2681 
SCN68000 
SCN68010 
SCN68562 
SCN68681 

December 1986 

Video Attributes Controller NAC) ........................................................................................... 2-132 
Color/Monochrome Attributes Controller (CMAC) ....................................................................... 2-177 
Turbo Color /Monochrome Attributes Controller (Turbo-CM AC) .............................•......................... 2· 188 
Video Attributes Controller NAC) .................•.......•.....•.....•......••....................................•........ 2·199 
Interrupt Generator ......................•...•.•..................•....•.....•...............................................•.. 2-471 
Interrupt Handler •.•...•........•..................•..................................................................•.......... 2-482 
Very Little Serial Interface Chip NLSIC) ...•........•......................................................•.•............ 2-499 
VMEbus Controller (BUSCON) ............................................................................................... 2·504 
Direct Memory Access Interface (DMAI) .................................................................................. 2·544 
Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (UARn ................................................................. 2·230 
Dual Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (DUARn ..................................................................... 2·247 
Octal Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (Octal UARn ................................................. 2-266 
Advanced CRT Controller (ACRTC) ........................................................................................ 2·265 
VMSbus Controller NMSCON) ............................................................................................... 2·530 
Dual Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (DUARn ..................................................................... 2-632 
Asynchronous Commmunications Interface . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . 2·3 
Programmable Communications Interface (PCI) .......................................................................... 2-16 
Multi-Protocol Communications Controller (MPCC) .. . . . .... . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .. . . . .. 2-32 
Polynomial Generator Checker (PGC)..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . .. . . 2-52 
Enhanced Programmable Communications Interface (EPCI) . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . • . . .. . . . 2· 70 
Programmable Keyboard and Communication Controller (PKCC).............. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . 2-87 
Programmable Video Timing Controller (PVTC) .......................................................................... 2· 109 
Advanced Video Display Controller (AVDC) .............................................................................. 2-145 
Dual Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter (DUARn ..................................................................... 2·211 
16-/32-Bit Microprocessor ..................................................................................................... 2-340 
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l __ 
DATA HANDBOOK SYSTEM 

Our Data Handbook System comprises more than 60 books with specifications on electronic compo
nents, subassemblies and materials. It is made up of four series of handbooks: 

ELECTRON TUBES BLUE 

SEMICONDUCTORS RED 

INTEGRATED CIRCUITS PURPLE 

COMPONENTS AND MATERIALS GREEN 

The contents of each series are listed on pages iv to vii. 

The data handbooks contain all pertinent data available at the time of publication, and each is revised 
and reissued periodically. 

When ratings or specifications differ from those published in the preceding edition they are indicated 
with arrows in the page margin~ Where application information is given it is advisory and does not 
form part of the product specification. 

Condensed data on the preferred products of Philips Electronic Components and Materials Division is 
given in our Preferred Type Range catalogue (issued annually). 

Information on current Data Handbooks ar'ld on how to obtain a subscription for future issues is 
available from any of the Organizations listed on the back cover. 
Product specialists are at your service and enquiries will be answered promptly. 
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ELECTRON TUBES (BLUE SERIES) 

The blue series of data handbooks comprises: 

T1 

T2a 

T2b 

T3 

T4 

T5 

T6 

TS 

T9 

T10 

T11 

T12 

T1:i 

T1S 

T16 

Tubes for r.f. heating 

Transmitting tubes for communications, glass types 

Transmitting tubes for communications, ceramic types 

Klystrons 

Magnetrons for microwave heating 

Cathode-ray tubes 
Instrument tubes, monitor and display tubes, C.R. tubes for special applications 

Geiger-MUiier tubes 

Colour display systems 
Colour TV picture tubes, colour data graphic display tube assemblies, deflection units 

Photo and electron multipliers 

Plumbicon camera tubes and accessories 

Microwave semiconductors and components 

Vidicon and Newvicon camera tubes 

Image intensifiers and infrared detectors 

Ory reed switches 

Monochrome tubes and deflection units 
Black and white TV picture tubes, monochrome data graphic display tubes, deflection units 
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SEMICONDUCTORS (RED SERIES) 

The red series of data handbooks comprises: 

S1 Diodes 
Small-signal silicon diodes, voltage regulator diodes(< 1,5 W), voltage reference diodes, 
tuner diodes, rectifier diodes 

S2a Power diodes 

S2b Thyristors and triacs 

S3 Small-signal transistors 

S4a Low-frequency power transistors and hybrid modules 

S4b High-voltage and switching power transistors 

S5 Field-effect transistors 

S6 R.F. power transistors and modules 

S7 Surface mounted semiconductors 

S8a Light-emitting diodes 

S8b Devices for optoelectronics 
Optocouplers, photosensitive diodes and transistors, infrared light-emitting diodes and 
infrared sensitive devices, laser and fibre-optic components 

S9 Power MOS transistors 

S10 Wideband transistors and wideband hybrid IC modules 

S11 Microwave transistors 

S12 Surface acoustic wave devices 

S13 Semiconductor sensors 

S14 Liquid Crystal Displays 
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INTEGRATED CIRCUITS (PURPLE SERIES) 

The purple series of handbooks comprises: 

IC01 Radio, audio and associated systems published 1986 
Bipolar, MOS 

IC02a/b Video and associated systems published 1986 
Bipolar, MOS 

IC03 Integrated circuits for telephony published 1986 
Bipolar, MOS 

IC04 HE4000B logic family published 1986 
CMOS 

ICOSN HE4000B logic family - uncased ICs published 1984 
CMOS 

IC06N High-speed CMOS; PC74HC/HCT/HCU published 1986 
Logic family 

IC08 ECL 10K and 100K logic families published 1986 

IC09N TTL logic series published 1986 

IC10 Memories new issue 1987 
MOS, TTL, ECL 

IC11N Linear LSI published 1985 

Supplement Linear LSI published 1986 
to IC11N 

IC12 12C-bus compatible ICs not yet issued 

IC13 Semi-custom new issue 1987 
Programmable Logic Devices (PLO) 

IC14 Microcontrollers and peripherals new issue 1987 
Bipolar, MOS 

IC15 FAST TTL logic series published 1986 

IC16 CMOS integrated circuits for clocks and watches published 1986 

IC17 Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN) not yet issued 

IC18 Microprocessors and peripherals new issue 1987 



___ Jl ____ 
COMPONENTS ANO MATERIALS (GREEN SERIES) 

The green series of data handbooks comprises: 

C2 Television tuners, coaxial aerial ~nput assemblies 

C3 Loudspeakers 

C4 Ferroxcube potcores, square cores and cross cores 

CS Ferroxcube for power, audio/video and accelerators 

C6 Synchronous motors and gearboxes 

C7 Variable capacitors 

CS Variable mains transformers 

C9 Piezoelectric quartz devices 

C11 Varistors, thermistors and sensors 

C12 Potentiometers, encoders and switches 

C13 Fixed resistors 

C14 Electrolytic and solid capacitors 

C15 Ceramic capacitors 

C16 Permanent magnet materials 

C17 Stepping motors and associated electronics 

C18 Direct current motors 

C19 Piezoelectric ceramics 

C20 Wire-wound components for TVs and monitors 

C22 Film capacitors 
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